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THE OTHER SIDE.
WE go our waj'S in life too mucli alone,

We hold ourselves too far from all our kind
;

Too often, we are dead to sigh and moan
;

Too often to the weak and helpless blind
;

Too often, where distress and want abide.

We turn, and pass upon the other side.

The otiier side is trodden smooth, and worn
By footsteps passing idly all the day.

Where lie the bruised ones that faint and mourn
Is seldom more than an untrodden way

;

Our selfish hearts are for our feet the guide.

They lead us by upon the other side.

It should be ours the oil and wine to pour
Into the bleeding wounds of stricken ones;

To taiie the smitten and the sick and sore,

.ind bear them where a stream of blessings runs.

Instead, we look about, the way is wide;

And so we pass upon the other side.

O friends and brothers, gliding down the years,

Humanity is calling each and all,

In tender accents, born of grief and tears!

I pray you listen to the thrilling call :

You cannot, in your cold and selfish pride.

Pass guiltlessly by on the other side.

—Selected.

BIRTHRIGHT MEMBERSHIP}
WHILE the great body of Friends are in entire ac-

cord with the established custom of con.sidering as

members all children born of members, there are

some who believe that this is a source of weakness to

the society by making its membership to consist

largely, if not mainly, of persons who have come into

it without any choice of their own, and many of

whom have never experienced anything like con-

vincement, or had a serious thought as to the nature
of the principles we profe.ss. There is undoubtedly
much force in the.se objections ; but while it is too

much to expect that birthright membership will ever
be abandoned, it behooves us seriously to consider

whether the defects alluded to cannot be in great

measure overcome.

The subject is one of great interest, involving as it

does the relations that ought to exist between the
old and the young, both in a society, and individual

or family capacity. In the lives of all of us who at-

tain mature years, there is a middle or transition

'Read at a Conference, at Race Street Meeting. Philadelphia,
12th month 19tb, 1886.

period between entire dependence upon jtarenls in

early life, and entire dependence upon ourselves in

later life. It is obvious that during this intermediate
period the young may derive great benefit from the
teachings and the example of parents, if the relations

existing between them are favorable to that object.

In the acquisition of knowledge in general, each
generation profits by the researches and experience
of all who have gone before. In the same way
parents may impart to their children the benefit of
their accumulated experiences, very much to their

advantage through life. This is in the natural line

of jiarental obligation, and its correlative is the
duty of children to do all they can to promote the
life-long happiness of their parents, in return for the
benefits they receive. Though the relation of chil-

dren toward their parents is necessarily one of de-
pendence in a great measure, the more thorough the
rautnality between them the better. The tendency
and the danger, on the part of parents, and on the

part of our society as well, is in the exercise of too

much authority, instead of fostering and preserving

a feeling of companionship.

To make the most, for the benefit of children, of

the transition period before mentioned, the mutuality
and companionship spoken of should extend to

everything in regard to which the experience and
more mature knowledge of the parents may be made
useful to their oflf^pring. And what can be of more
importance to them than proper guidance in matters
of religion ? Their secular education, their guardian-
ship in the principles of common morality, and their

training in business are acknowledged by all to be
duties in the highest degree incumbent upon parents

;

and it would seem to be a most unjustifiable omis-
sion to leave them to mere chance as to religious

training. There is, among Friends, too much con-
servatism ; yet it must be acknowledged that it is bet-

ter to adhere to our traditional ways till we clearly

see something better; and therefore though parents
among us may often not be highly qualified as relig-

ious instructors, and though our Society as such may
not be in the estimation of many just what it ought
to be, is it not obviously better that our young people,

until sufficiently matured intelligently to judge for

themselves, should be, in religious, as in other mat-
ters, in as close relations as possible with their pa-

rents, and the religious Society of which they are
members. The admission of children to member-
sliip with their parents is but an extension and en-
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Inrjienient of parental influence, by admitting parents

and cliildron alike into one enlarged religious family,

where all may be helps to one another. Aside from

practical advantages, ilis a beautiful thing toconlem-

plate.

And yet, as before intimated, the tendency is to

the exercise of too much authority, as well on the

part of parents as of our Society. There is no kind

of government the excellency of which can be com-

pared with self-government. All eflbrts in the way
of training the young, as well as those wlioare older,

when they need it, should therefore be directed to

that end. A care should always be exercised to pre-

serve and enlarge in theproper direction individuality

of character. So good an opportunity as this cannot

be allowed to pass without criticising a little the lan-

guage of one of our Queries hearing directly upon
this subject. " Are Friends careful to bring up those

under their direction in plainness of speech, be-

havior, and apparel ; in frequent reading the Holy

Scriptures; and to restrain them from reading per-

nicious books, and from the corrupt conversation of

the world." There is nothing in this language that

implies any discretion or individuality on the part of

the young people: they are simply to submit to be

directed and restrained by parents or guardians, as if

they had no minds of their own. Such is the lan-

guage and literal interpretation of this Query, though

it is proper to say that it is not now administered or

regarded in such a spirit, and its language might well

be changed.

The considerate regard for what may be termed

the rights of young people, before inculcated, and
the views before expressed as to the mutuality and
companionship that ought to prevail between parents

and children, when logically applied to the question

of birthright membership, will be found to have an
important bearing upon the objections to that sys-

tem stated at the commencement. While, for their

own good, as we believe, for the reasons before men-
tioned, we accept, as members, the children of all

our members, we cannot properly regard it as bind-

ing on their part till by some act or course of conduct

they have manifested a willingness to be regarded as

members. Until then, is it right to stigmatize them
by disowning or dealing with them as offenders, for

alleged departures from discipline? The usual and
most appropriate evidence of this willingness is the

attendance of meetings, or the taking part in some
way in the affairs of the society ; and when this is

the case nothing more is needed. But there are

many who never manifest any interest whatever, and
it is obvious that some disposition should be made of

all such per.sons. Having never of their own accord

taken upon themselves, or accepted, the rights and
responsibilities of membership, they can only be
treated as persons having the right to be members if

they will, and all the society can do is to call upon
them to make their election. This should clearly be
done in all such cases. The neglect of it leaves both
sides in a state of uncertainty, and is most injurious

to the Society by leaving upon its lists as members a

considerable proportion of persons who are not real-

ly members at all, and who, being of no possible ser-

vice, the retention of their names cannot be other-
wise than embarrassing and hurtful.

Would not much benefit ari.se from having it un-
derstood, as the policy and practice of the Society,
tliat all birthright members will be expected to elect
whether the initiatory membersliip accorded to them
shall ripen into full membership or not ? It should
be regarded as sutficient evidence of an election to
become voluntary members if they attend meetings,
if it be but occasionally, contribute to society ex-
pen.ses, take part in the First-day schools, or in any
other way manifest a real interest; but where no
such favorable election is made, either voluntarily or
upon due notification, it should be understood "that

membership will cease. The effect of this would be
to turn the minds of these indifferent ones to the
subject, and being thus charged with the responsibil-
ity of deciding for themselves one way or the other,
many of them would no doubt early see it their in-

terest to remain with us, and might become interes-
ted and useful members.

Thos. H . Spe.\kman.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

MY PEOPLE.
GREAT controversies have been and yet are among
the profes-sors of Christianity about religion, and
divers are the under.standings, one saith one thing
and another another; so that many well minded
people are at a loss to know what to believe, seeing
that there is apparently among the many different

professors, practices that would certainly bring forth
meat for the master, yet not revealing the doctrines
of the Gospel, or the mysteries of religion. The
greatest density of this confusion existed through
the apostasy of the middle ages into the Lutherian-
Epoch, when the doctrine of " Justification by Faith"
awakened the Roman Prelates and shook their
monasteries in a great degree from the "yoke of
bondage," by wafting the seeds of Protestantism.
An age of reformation indeed

; still there had not
yet been reached the fulfilment of the promise to
Israel :

" I spake not unto your fathers, nor com
manded I them in the day that I brought them out
of the land of Egypt, concerning burnt offerings or
sacrifices. But this thing commanded I them, say-
ing, Obey my voice and I will be your God, and ye
shall be my people: walk ye in all" the ways that" I
have commanded you that it may be well unto you."
Men may observe outward observations without
limit, even unto the fulfilment or sacrifice of all; if

they do not obey the Lord they will not render
themselves acceptable in his sight. Samuel told
Saul that, " Obedience was better than sacrifice, and
to hearken to the voice of God was better than the
fat of rams."

These terrestrial observations were only a figure
for the time present imposed upon the people by their
carnal ordinances, necessitating the offering of gifts

and sacrifices for their errors, until the time of refor-
mation; but never made " perfect as pertaining to the
conscience," or rid the cloisters from sin. Hence the
time was yet to come when a people should be ush-
ered in, again to fulfil the divine prophecy ofJcre-
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miah : "Behold the days come, saith the Lord, that

I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel

and with the house of Judah." This fulfilment came

forth out of the magistracy of the 17th century, from

whence arose this people, the founders of our relig-

ious society, prepared through obedience to receive

the " new covenant," which was delivered with sue h

clearness of spiritual vision into the New Jerusalem ;

surpassing all others, the interminable controversies

notwithstauding, since the days of primitive Christi-

anity. It has been authoritatively said ere this, that if

in any age since the apostles' days God hath purposed

to show his power by weak instruments for the bat-

tering down of that carnal and heathenish wisdom,

and restoring again the ancient simplicity of truth,

this is it; for in that day God raised up witnesses for

himself, as he did fishermen of old, to strike again at

the very root and ground of Babylon.

Decade upon decade, century upon century, have

come and gone, since this people under the power of

the new covenant were accepted as " Friends" of Je-

sus Christ. The name is still retained, but from Mi-

cah comes again the cry of, " my people what have

I done unto thee? and wherein have I wearied thee ?

I brought thee up out of the land of Egypt and re-

deemed thee out of the house of servants." Return

then, my afflicted people, by unfeigned repentance,

and receive fresh favor and increased mercy. Yet,

although the number of the children of Israel be as

the sands of the sea, a remnant shall be saved."

CnAS. A. LuKENS.

HoopestoH, 111., Twelfth month 15</i, 1880.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE MINISTRY.
THE following extract from " Penn's Rise and Prog-

ress," etc., seems appropriate as a sequel to several

articles that have recently appeared in this paper.

Twelfth mo. 24, 1880. H. *

Extract.

And first, as to you, my beloved and much hon-

ored brethren in Christ, that are in the exercise of

the ministry :
" Oh ! feel life in your ministry—let

life be your commission, your well-spring and treasury

on all such occasions: else you well know there can

be no begetting to God, since nothing can quicken or

make people alive to God, but the life of God ;
and

it must be a ministry in and from life, that enlivens

any people to God. We have seen the fruit of all

other ministries, by the few that are turned from the

evil of their ways. It is not our parts, or memory,
or the repetition of former openings, in our own will

and time, that will do God's work. A dry doctrinal

ministry, however sound in words, can reach but the

ear, and is but a dream at the best : there is another

soundness, that is soundest of all, viz. : Christ the

power of God. This is the key of David, that opens

and none shuts, and shuts and none can open : as the

oil to the lamp, and the soul to the body, so is that

to the best of words; which made Christ to say,

"My words, they are spirit and they are life ;" that

is, they are from the life, and therefore they make
you alive, that receive them. If the disciples that

had lived with Jesus were to stay at Jerusalem till

they received it, much more must we wait to receive

before we minister, if we will turn people from dark-

ness to light, and from Satan's power to God.
I fervently bow my knees to the God and Father

of our Lord Jesus Christ, that you may always be

like-minded, tliat you may ever wait reverently for

the coming and opening of the Word of Life, and at-

tend upon it in your ministry ami service, that you
may serve God in his Spirit. And be it little or be it

much, it is well, for much is not too much, and the

least is enough, if from the motion of God's Spirit
;

and without it, verily, never so little is too much, be-

cause to no profit.

For it is the Spirit of the Lord immediately or

through the ministry of his servants, that teacheth

his people to profit ; and to be sure, so far as we take

him along with us in our services, so far we are pro-

fitable, and no farther. For if it be the Lord that

must work all things in us for our salvation, much
more is it the Lord that must work in us for the con-

version of others. If, therefore, it was once a cross

to us to speak, though the Lord required it at our

hands, let it never be so to be silent when he does

nut. William Penn.

SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY.
[John Burroughs, iu a late number of the Popular Science

Monthly, supplements an interesting article on these sub-

jects with the following, the sentiments of which will

commend it to many of our readers.

—

Eds.]

I KNOAV full well that science does not make up the

sum-total of life ; that there are many things in this

world that count for more than exact knowledge. A
noble sentiment, an heroic impulse, courage, and self-

sacrifice—how all your exact demonstrations pale be-

fore these things ! But I recognize the fact that with-

in its own sphere science is supreme, and its sphere

is commensurate with human reason ; and that, when
an appeal is made to it, we must abide by the result.

Theology assumes to be a science, the science of God,

and as such the evidence, the proof upon which it

relies, must stand the test of reason, or be capable of

verification. Religion, as a sentiment, as an aspira-

tion after the highest good, is one thing; but, formu-

lated into a system of theology and assuming to rest

upon exact demonstration, is quite another. As such

it is exposed to the terrible question. Is it true ? In

other words, it comes within the range of science,

and must stand its fire. When miracles are brought

forward as an evidence of the truth of Christianity,

the natural philosopher is bound to ask. Do miracles

take place?

If our life were alone made up of reason or of ex-

act knowledge, science would be all in all to us. So

far as it is made up of these things, science must be our

guide. Bnt probably four-fifths of life is quite out-

side of the sphere of science ; four-fifths of life is

sentiment. The great ages of the world have been

ages ofsentiment ; the great literatures are the embodi-

ments of sentiment. Patriotism is a sentiment ; love

benevolence, admiration, worship, are all sentiments.

Jlan is a creature of emotions, of attractions, and
intuitions, as well as of reason and calculation.

Science can not deepen your love of country, or of
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home niid fiunlly, or of honor, or of purity, or en-

hfliipe your ciijoynient of ii (-rent poem or work of art,

or of an heroic aot, or of tlie beauty of Nature, or

quicken your reliiiious impulses. To know iR Iofs

than to love; to know tlie reason of thin jss is less

than to be (luiek to the call of duty. Tnless we ap-

proach the Bible, or any of the sacred books of an-

tiquity, or the preat jwems, or Nature itself—a bird, a

llower, a tree—in other than the scientitic spirit, the

spirit whose aim is to express all values in the terms

of the reason or the understandinsr, we shall miss the

preate.st good they hold for us. We are not to approach

them in a spirit liostile to science, but with a willing-

ness to accept what science can give, hut knowing full

well that there is a joy in things and an insight into

them which science can never give. There is proba-

bly nothing in the Sermon on the Mount thatappeals

to our scientitic faculties, yet there are things here by

reason of which the world is vastly the gainer. In-

deed, nearly all the recorded utterances of Christ rise

into regions w'here science cannot follow. " Take no

thought of the body." " He that would save his life

shall lose it." " Except ye become as little children,

ye can not enter the kingdom of heaven," etc. These

things are in almost fiat contradiction of the precepts

of science.

Jt may be noted that Christ turned away from or

rebuked the more exact, skeptical mind that asked

for a sign, that wanted proof of everything, and that

his appeal was to the more simple, credulous, and en-

thusiastic. He chose his disciples from among this

class, of men of faith and emotion, not too much
given to reasoning about things. In keeping with

this course of action, nearly all his teachings were by

parables. In fact, Christ was the highest type of the

mystical, parable-loving, Oriental min<l, as dis-

tinguished from the exact, science-loving. Occidental

mind.
Let us not make the mistake of supposing that all

truth is scientific truth, or that only those things are

true and valuable which are capable of verification

by the reason or by experience. Truth has many
phases, and i-eaches us through many channels.

There is a phase of truth which is apprehended by

what we call taste, as poetic truth, literary truth
;

another phase which is felt by the conscience, as

• moral truth ; and still another, which addresses the

soul as the highest spiritual and religious truths. All

these are subjective truths, and may be said to be

qualities of the mind, but they are just as real for all

that as the objective truths of science. These latter

are the re-sult of a demonstration, but the former are

a revelation in the strict sense. Such a poet as

Wordsworth, such a writer as Emerson, speaks to a

certain order of minds. In each case there is a truth

which is colored by, or rather is the product of the

man's idiosyncrasy. In science we demand a per-

fectly colorless, transparent medium ; the personality

of the man must be kept out of the work, but in poe-

try and in general literature the personality of the

man is the chief factor. The same is true of the

great religious teachers ; they give us themselves.

They communicate to us, in a measure, their own
exalted spirituality. The Pauline theology, or the

theology which has been deduced from the teachings

of Paul, may not be true as a jiroposition in Eiulid is

true, but the sentiment which animated Paul, his

religions fervor, his heroic devotion to a worthy
cause, were true, were real, and this is stimulating

and helpful. Shall we make meat and drink of

sacred things? Shall we value the Bible only for its

literal, outward truth ? Convince me that the his-

torical part of the Rihle is not true, that it is a mere
tissue of myths and superstitions, that none of those

things fell out as there recorded; and yet the vital,

essential truth of the Bible isuntouched. Its morals,

its ethics, its poetry are forever true. Its cosmology

may be entirely nnscientific, probably is so, but its

])Ower over the human heart and soul remains. In-

deed, the Bible is the great deep of the religions

sentiment, the primordial ocean. All other expres-

sions of this .sentiment are shallow and tame com-
pared with the briny deep of the Hebrew Scriptures.

What storiris of conscience sweep over it; what up-

reaching, what mutlerings of wrath, what tenderness

and sublimity, what darkness and terror are in this

book ! What pearls of wLsdom it holds, what gems
of poetry ! Verily, the Spirit of the Eternal moves
upon it. Whether, then, there be a personal God or

not, whether our aspirations after immortality are

well founded or not, yet the Bible is such an expres-

sion of the awe, and reverence, and yearning of the

human soul in the presence of the facts of life and
death, and of the power and mystery of the world,

as pales all other expression of these things; not a

cool, calculated expression of it, but an emotional,

religious expression of it. To demonstrate its di-

vergence from science is nothing; from the religious

aspirations of the soul it does not diverge.

What I wish to say, therefore, is that we are con-

scious of emotions and promptings that are of deeper

birth than the reason, that we are capable of a

satisfaction in the universe quite apart from our

exact knowledge of it, and that the religious senti-

ment of man belongs to this order of truths. This

sentiment takes on various forms; the forms them-

selves are not true, but the sentiment is.

It is perhaps inevitable that systems should arise,

that creeds should be formed, and that the name of

science should be invoked in their behalf, but the

wise luan knows they are perishable, and that the

instinct that gave them birth alone endures. What
is the value of this instinct? It would be presump-

tion for me to attempt to estimate it, or to hope to

disclose its full significance. Its history is written

in the various ethnic religions, often written in re-

volting forms and observances. But it tends more
and more to purify itself, rises more and more to-

ward the conception of the fact that the kingdom
of heaven is within and not without; and this purifi-

cation has, in our day, unquestionably been for-

warded by what we call science.

Immortality.—Every really able man, if you talk

sincerely with him, considers his work, however much
admired, as far short of what it should be. What is

this Better, this flying Ideal, but the perpetual prom-
ise of his Creator?

—

Emekson.
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THE SOCIAL INFLUENCE OF THE LIQUOR
SALOON.'

WHAT would be thoaght of the medical administra-

tion wliich, in tlie time of a great epidemic, con-

cerned itself chiefly in providing additional hospital

accommodations, and paid no attention to the origin

and mode of prevention of the prevailing disease ?

In the case of the saloon in society the facts are con-

tinually in evidence. Our police courts are mainly

occupied with the petty offenses which spring direct-

ly or indirectly from drink. Through them drift the

myriad wrecks which strew the path of progress. In

them is e.\;Iiibited, every day and all day, the extent,

deptli, paralyzing influence, of the saloon. It is bad

enough in politics, but its social effects, especially

among the poor, are as tho-se of a pestilence. The

cruder element of the community is brutalized and

retarded in its growth by this influence. Another

element, that of the physically or intellectually fee-

ble (always considerable, and increasing with the

growth of competitive pressure), is condemned to a

wretched fate. 'by the same instrumentality. The
people who have not the energy of mind or body to

form clear and practical purposes, or to put them in

operation if formed, are the easiest victims of the sa-

loon. As a rule they are sensitive, often morbidly

so. They brood over tlieir weakness and their fail-

ure. Naturally prone to depression, they become

jaundiced and desponding. From that state of mind
to the craving for any kind of stimulant the transi-

tion is natural and swift, and the saloon does the

rest. There are thousands of families doomed to in-

digence, disappointment, misery, through life that

might have lived at least in decent poverty and with

self-resptict, but to-day are plunged in hopeless ruin

by drink, and are sinking out of sight in the quick-

sand.

Tiie churches lament the alienation of the poor

and the working classes. The indiflTerence of these

to religion is a standing cause of regret. The clergy

say it is almost impossible to get near the hearts of

the masses. Perhaps the effort to disseminate Cliris-

tian doctrine has been less systematic and persistent

than it should have been. Perhaps more would have

been accomplished if the clergy had gone themselves,

instead of waiting for the people to come. No doubt,

also, the spread of socialism and of agnosticism has

much to do with the present attitude of that element

in the labor party which is not in communion with

the Church of R jm:;. But the saloon is not guiltless

in the matter, for it represents all tlie tendencies and
influences which make most strongly against religion

and morality, and its atmosphere is quite as fatal to

spiritual development as the drink it dispenses is to

the health of the body. The poor suffer in a thou-

sand ways through their poverty, and one of the

abuses practiced most audaciously upon them is the

adulteration of all the intoxicants sold to them. Al-

coholic drinks made by the most honest processes

are bad enough in their consequences, but the drinks

of commerce are sophisticated to such an extent that

1 From an article by Georgti Frederic Parsons, in the Atlantic

Monthly.

those who use them habitually and freely are ex-

posed to a whole catalogue of diseases from which

our ancestors, with all their intemperance, were free.

The effect of many of the adulterants commonly em-
ployed, moreover, is to excite the nervous system

and act toxically upon the cerebral centres, with the

frequent result of inciting to maniacal deeds, which

may very easily be ascribed to native savagery of

disposition.

The saloon, in fact, is an institution for the com-
poundingand dispensation of poisons, which when tak-

en in excess (and sometimes when taken in moderate

quantities), cloud the reason of the victim, extinguish

for the time his conscience and his moral convictions,

stimulate all that is ferocious and brutal in him, and

impel him frequently to the perpetration of crimes.

They do not aflect all alike. While they reader

some savage and malignant, they make others im-

becile and incapable of self-protection, and yet others

they rouse to immorality. Society, however, is ex-

posed to injury in some way from all who drink; and

since it is impossible to be sure that any who drink

may not drink to excess, and since all who drink to

excess are liable to become irresponsible, the danger

is perennial. Of its reality no specific proof is

needed. We have only to look abroad in any direc-

tion to see this. Fully half the police and judicial

machinery of our cities is occupied in dealing with

the evils which are produced directly or indirectly

by the saloon. The cost to society is enormous, but

when a nation makes an institution of the saloon it

must be prepared to pay roundly for all the acces-

sories in the shape of prisons, and police forces, and

courts, and insane asylums, and work-houses. The

prosperous taxpayer, who grumbles at the levies

made upon him, may be thankful that his bank ac-

count secures him at least partial freedom from the

worst products of the saloon. The poor mechanic,

who.se narrow earnings compel him to accept the

life of the tenement house, cannot shelter himself in

the same way. He may be a temperate man himself.

He may be a Christian. He may be desirous of

raising his family respectably, and of keeping them

untainted. But the polluting contiguity which pov-

erty compels makes him an involuntary witness and

auditor of all the brutalities and obscenities pro-

voked by drink in the most depraved of his neigh-

bors, and he cannot keep from the eyes and ears of

his wife or daughters sights and sounds which in

themselves constitute infection. Thus it is not only

its frequenters that the saloon injures. Its corrupt-

ing influence spreads far beyond the ostensible range

of its activity, and its deadliest work is doubtless

often effected among simple creatures who have not

entered its doors.

Yet, though this institution brutalizes and de-

grades men, and increases the friction of all progres-

sive eftbrt immensely, the suffering which it entails

upon women is heavier and keener. The maternal

grief involved is but one phase of the subject. If

the saloon wrecks tliousands of lives and homes, its

victims go to ruin with paralyzed sensibilities; and

when they are inflicting most pain upon those who
love them they are least capable of realizing tlie
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truth. The liquor whose habitual use tlnlls all the

faculties extinf:uishes conscience, shame, and self-re-

spect in the course of its destructive \York,and the

hardened drinker \Yill sacrilice everything to his

master passion without scruple or hesitation. But

the women who are doomed to bear the heavy bur-

den of relationship to drunkards are indeed to be

pitied. The domesticity from which few of them can

escape forces upon them perpetual experiences so

heart-breaking, so revoltinjr, that their existence is a

prolon-jcd tragedy. All the caprice, petulance, un-

reason, tyranny, brutality, enj;cndered by drink is

expended upon them. All tbesocial <legradationand

mortification of the position fall.s upon their heads.

The living man chained to a corpse is not more ter-

ribly situated than the wives and daughters of the

saloon's victims. Liquor elimiiuites all the drunk-

ard's good qualities, reinforces all his worst vices,

and, having thus transformed him, sends him home
to torture and abuse those whom it is his first duty

to cheri.sh and protect. At the sacrifice of her future

happiness, the wife may sometimes obtain divorce :

very often, however, her inability to support her.'-elf

compels her to endure her torment, or the reluctance

to expose her children to reproach constrains her to

bear everything. It is seldom that women are so sit-

uated as to be able to re.^urae a celibate life without

submitting to serious hardships, and perhaps in a

majority of instances they can secure a separation

only by facing destitution.

There is no evil which operates so directly and
with such dii-astrous potency against the family as

the saloon, in fact. It is the direst enemy of domestic

happiness, purity, and peace. Even in its mildest

manifestations it alienates men from their homes

;

creates in them habits of selfish indulgence; gives

them sensual interests apart; brings into competition

with the innocent recreations of the home circle

coarse, vulgar, and extravagant amusements. In its

more pronounced operations it stops at no such tri-

fles as the production of mere discomfort, but, pro-

ceeding without disguise, turns men into wild beasts,

and then lets them loose upon their families. AVhat

makes this especially shocking is that we are all ac-

quainted with its truth, yet that we have hitherto

tolerated it passively. The horrors to which drink

exposes women are worse than those of slavery.

The sufferings of the wives and daughters of drink-

ing men are more acute and constant than most men
are probably capable of experiencing. We all know
this, yet we go on calmly in the old way, as if we
either thought women ought to be thus abased, or

believed that, though the matter was pitiful, no help

could be found for it. Much has been written of late

years about the alleged quickening of sensibility, tlie

enlargement of humanitarian tendencies, the revolt

against cruelty in all its manifestations. Is there

not danger of the moral atrophy engendered by self-

conceit, where illusions so flattering can co-exist

with the actual life we are living? Familiarity with

evil must have blinded us alarmingly when we can

seriously believe that we have reached a height of re-

form ; that we have attained a stage of civilization

pure enough to be proud of; that there is no special

need for concern because of the sins that do most

easily beset us.

A GLANCE AT SWISS SCHOOLS}
IT is worth crossing the ocean to see the schools

of Switzerland. Let us glance at one for poor chil-

dren in Zurich. Outside under the windows are

flower-beds, one for each child. Some of them show

good sense in the choice of plants, others that some
little body is trying an unsuccessful experiment

—

such as transplanting something covered with blos-

soms—but none of the beds indicate a want of care

or of interest.

Inside is a room full of children about six years of

age, as unlike the children we saw in London schools

as a vine grown in the sunshine is unlike one grown

in the dark. At a signal from the teacher, the pupils

form into lines and go .singing to their tables. There

are two of these, quite long and just high enough for

the children, sitting in little chairs, to work at com-

fortably. These chairs have backs, and arms too.

One table is for the cliildren who are to make designs

in splints, the other for those who are to mold. On
the latter, in front of each child, is a heap of moist,

light soil, and a little wooden spatter. For two or

three minutes the children do nothing but spat the

clay, apparently for the sole pleasure of pounding.

They are entirely unrestrained, some are chatting

like magpies, others are singing snatches of songs.

As this seems to be not only play, but undirected

play, let us cross to the other group. These are mak-

ing geometrical and other designs of more or less in-

tricacy, according to the mental development and

aptitude of each. Some of the children try to repre-

sent trees, houses, and quite complicated landscapes.

The mind is allowed to work in its own way. Its

activities are neither forced nor checked, they are

simply directed. An occasional word of admiration

from the teacher, or a suggestion as to additions that

may be made to some plan, is all the instruction

given the children. In fact, the young woman who
has them in charge seems to have all she can attend

to in giving from her treasures various objects that

the children wish to use in their work.

Going back, after a little, to the first table, we
find a most surprising transformation. The heaps of

clay have given place to bright flower-beds; parks

with fountains and rockeries; ponds with ducks

swimming about; and lakes covered with boats,

flauntiuB gayly the flag of Helvetia and filled with

pleasure-seekers. Two bright-eyed babies have put

their heaps of sand together, and, on a strip of land

thus formed, have built a long railway. Telegraph

poles border it, and two guards, as long as one's fin-

ger, stand watching a train moving toward a station

at one end of the line. The cars can be coupled and

uncoupled, a thing which adds greatly to the en-

joyment of the proprietors of the road, but which

prevents the train making first-rate time, especially

as one of them feels certain that the smoke stack of

the engine should be toward the front, and the other

is equally positive that it should be turned toward

'From an article in the Popular Educator, by Elvira Carver,

Westfleld Normal School, Mass.
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the carriages. However, the matter is soon amicably
adjusted, and the train goes rolling to its destination.

The teacher has apparently paid no attention to this

little diiBculty, but has allowed the boys to settle it

between themselves. One of the most interesting

features of the school is the wisdom this young
woman shows in letting the children alone. Another is

the amiability and happiness of the children. Dur-

ing the entire day one cannot discover a trace of im-

patience either in word or look.

Not iiir from this school is another, still more in-

teresting, in which the children of more wealthy
people are taught. The methods used are the most
modern. In one room is a class of children, seven
years of age, at work upon a map of the country
between Zurich and the Rhine, forty miles distant.

They have been studying the region for several

months and are reiiroducing what they have actually

seen. They have made excursions by rail to every
station between Zurich and the Falls of SchafFhausen
on the Rhine, and have spent a day studying each
locality, so they are familiar with every river, lake,

mountain, and village of the forty miles. The young-
est class in this school, those of five and six years of

age, have already begun the study of the rivers and
mountains around the city; not by talking about
them in the school-room, but by going to them in

charge of a teacher, who gives them a lesson on the
spot.

The teachers in Switzerland are obliged to do
field work whether they like it or not. One can
rarely leave the house just after dinner without com-
ing across forty or fifty children with botany boxes
over their shoulders, on their way to some field or

mountain to have a lesson in botany, geography, or
geology, as the case may be.

No lessons are given in the school-room on "chair-
leg.s," "scissors," and other objects that are of no in-

terest in themselves, and that have no relation to the
subjects the children are pursuing. The teachers
find ample material for language lessons in the flow-

ers, minerals, and natural features that their classes

need to become familiar with in order to study in-

telligently the sciences. The children keep records
of their observations upon the weather, upon the
daily temperature, the direction of the winds, etc.

They record also where and when they have seen
certain wild flowers in blossom. Children only six

years of age are already making collections of their

own. Each flower found by the child is pressed and
pasted on to a page in a little blank book. On the
opposite page the child makes a picture of the flower
and writes below any thoughts that have been sug-

gested to him by it. These books show that chil-

dren's powers of observation are easily developed to

a surprising degree.

The human soul, like the great sculptor, often be-

holds, after some dreadful calamity, a luminous pres-

ence, and sees with clearer vision. Troubles, like

thunder-storms, purify the atmosphere ; and, when
the sun shines out upon the moist sod, glistening with
crystal beauty, the soul discovers new grace and larger

truth on everv side.

SCRIPTURE LESSON NO. 2.

FiF.ST Month 9th.

SIN' AND DEATH.
Golden Text —" To him therefore that knoweth to do good,

and doeih it not, to him it is sin.—James 4 : 17.

Kead Genesis, 2 ; 15-17 : 3 ; 6-10 : Romans 6 ; 12-U.

DISOBEDIENCE and wrong-doing always bring dis-

comfort and remorse. To be tempted is the common
lot ; even the blessed Jesus was tempted, but he re-

sisted, and was preserved from sin. Tlie history of

the temptation and fall of Adam and Eve are told in

an allegory or legend, and the tempter is called the

serpent. Ancient words and ancient thoughts are

represented in a more or less human or psrsonal

form, and this must be considered when we read the

present narrative.

The Samaritan Pentateuch has "liar " instead of
" serpent," and this rendering is followed in John 8:

44, where the deceiver is described as a liar and the

father of lies.

Adam and Eve heard the voice of God in the cool

of the day, as they had often heard it before, as we
now hear it, in the quiet and stillness that succeed

the heat and bustle of life—in the hour of medita-

tion ; and God calls us, as he called then, " Adam,
where art thou?" and we are often willing to shield

ourselves behind the wrong-doing of another, just as

did our first parents, who never regained that inno-

cent condition from which by transgression they fell.

In this account we have the beginning of that

wandering from God, and disreirard of his laws writ-

ten upon the heart, wliich has marked the history of

man ever since.

" In the day thou eate.st thereof thou shalt surely

die" was evidently not said of the mortal life, but of

the innocent state in which man was made, and which
he lost by traiisgres'sion.

This Lesson Teaciiks :

1. That it is those things that are pleasant to the

taste, and fair to look upon, that are a delight to ns,

and in which we can see no harm, that often lead us

into temptation.

2. That to be preserved from falling into sin, we
must keep a close watch over our hearts that they

think no evil, and over our eyes that they turn away
from beholding evil.

A modern writer (A. P. Foster) says of this nar-

rative, "Though there be satanic influences from
without, there is a greater temptation from within."
" Each man is tempted," says the apostle, " when he
is drawn away by his own lust and enticed." This

was the case with Eve. In listening to the tempter
without, she woke in her breast serpents of desire far

more dangerous. A sin is almost always brought
about by one of these three influences^ either the

body craves a supply for physical needs, and the sin

is attractive on the ground that it will minister to

those needs, or the senses are delighted with the ap-

pearance of the sin and tempt to a closer acquaints

ance, or else the sin promises to minister to pride and
establish one in a more commanding position. Eve
thought she should be as God if she ate the forbidden
fruit."
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THE NEW YEAR.
AS we enter upon the uncertainties of another year,

the outlook inspires hope and confidence in tlie

steady advancement of the world along all the lines

of progress. The unrest of human society, signifying

the desire for better tilings, was never more wide-

spread. The dissent from and disavowal of time-

worn methods of thought and narrow dogmas of

belief, and the corresponding changes in social cus-

toms and in business transactions, are important

factors in the readjustment necessary to meet the

growing demands for a broader and more enlightened

administration of the aflairs of men, and to maintain

a standard of public and private morals that shall

better represent the Christian virtues.

The earnest, patient search among the records of

ancient civilizations, after what was best and most

enduring in the golden ages of man's first endeavor,

shows that the struggle between good and evil, be-

gun with the beginning of his conscious existence as

a social being, has continued, and there are found

running through and woven into the fabric of every

civilization threads of aspiration and ideals of higher

conditions yet to be attained.

Ever as the serpent of deceit and falsehood trailed

among the haunts of men has the bringing in of this

" better hope " bruised its head, and the slow but

certain process of upliftment gone forward. AVe

translate into our own tongue the words of those

who " fought and spake and sang "in the long ago,

and find our best reasons for what we are to-day in

the faithfulness with which they bore their part in

the great field of human endeavor. History is ever

repeating itself, because they who make history are

always the ancestors of those who come after. The
difference is not in kind but in degree. The best of

every age survives, for the best allies us to the Eter-

nal Goodness, and is immortal. It is the method that

falls away, because methods must conform tothe con-

ditions out of which they are developed, and herein

are we of this generation learning wisdom from the

past. The lesson of the Master about the " new
wine " is clearer now than it was a century ago, and

the completeness of its teaching is yet to be devel-

oped. The problems that force themselves upon us

for solution are no graver or more formidable than

those of other epoch-making ages, and never perhaps

were the rights of the individual belter understood

or more loyally defended than now ; never were the

petty intrigues for place or preferment so transparent,

or honesty and upriglitncss so valued. These are ev-

idences of a growing appreciation for goodness, be-

cause it is good, and of a standard of public morals,

far below the ethical code of the Sermon on the

Mount, it is true, yet higher and more exacting than

any that has previously been possible. The " ex-

ceeding sinfulness of sin " is more and more appar-

ent, and while the " golden rule " is constantly vio-

lated, nations, as well as communities and individ-

uals, are learning as they never learned before, that

to respect the rights of others is the best means of

defending their own. We who are the workers and

the thinkers of this generation are largely responsi-

ble for the generation that is to follow. We are mak-

ing the history of the future; let us wisely consider

our position in, and relation to the great world about

us, and as the new year succeeds the old, so let new

hopes and fresh opportunities fill our hearts with

glad thanksgiving that we are permitted to have a

part in the great work of the world's redemption.

THE SEWING SCHOOL MISSIONS.

THEEE is no more useful branch of mission work in

which our young women can engage than the sewing

schools, that have been for many years held in con-

nection with several of our meetings in this city, and

at the Mission at Fairmount Avenue and Beech Sts.

It would add greatly to the usefulness of all these

schools, if every woman amongst us, old and young,

who has the health and leisure necessary for the un-

dertaking, would enter into the[service, and thus in-

crease the working force, which is never quite ade-

quate to the demand. Especially is this true of the

Mission above referred to. An interested worker in

another department of the mission calls our attention

to this school, which is held every Seventh-day after-

noon, from about the first of Eleventh month, to the

close of Third month. It might be much larger and

exert a more beneficial influence upon the neighbor-

hood, if the number of teachers could be increased.

Every year a large proportion of the children who
ask to be admitted, have to be sent away because of

the lack of teachers.

It is sometimes urged, that since sewing has been

made a branch of the instruction in the public schools,

the necessity for our sewing schools no longer exists

;

but it must be borne in mind that while this move-

ment in our public system is very important, and

must increase in usefulness, as its advantages come to

be more fully appreciated, there can never be that
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individual instruction given in tlie large classes of

public schools that is received by the children who
are taught in the mission schools, where the classes

are small and the work of teaching is a service of

love. There is another drawback which it is well to

note. Many of the scholars in the public schools

have, through what they learned in the sewing
schools, become quite proficient in the use of the

needle, but this is made no accountof in the arrange-

ment of the public sihool classes; the lessons there

must be taken by every scholar according to the

scholarship grade of the class to which she belongs.

MARRIAGEti.
ROBERTS—HAINES.—At the residence ofMayor Pratt,

Camden, N. J., by Friends' ceremony, Twelfth month 23d,
1886, Jonathan Roberts, of Marshall Co., Iowa, and Rachel
Haines, of Clarksboro, N. J.

WILSON-SHARPLE.SS.—Before the Chief Burgess of
West Chester, M. S. Way, Fifth day, Twelfth month 23d,
by Friends' cereinohy, David H. Wilson, of Hockessin,
Del., and Edna, daughter of Caleb Sharpless, of Kenuett
Square.

DEA THS.
DIXON.—In West Pliiladelphia, Second day. Twelfth

month 20th, 1886, Mary Anna, wife of Charles A. Dixon,
and daughter of the late Joseph and Susan P. Hancock

; a
member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Phila.

FORCE.—In Lower Makefield, Bucks Co., Pa., Twelfth
month 22d, 1886, Rachel Force, wife of Zephauiah Force,
Sr.,in the 79th year of her age; a member and for a number
of years an Elder of Makefield Monthly Meeting.

HAINE.S.—Twelfth month 20th. 1886, at her residence,
Pleasant Grove, Lancaster Co., Pa., after a lingering illness,

Mary K. Haines, wife of William P. Haines; a member of
Little Britain Monthly Meeting, in the 60th year of her
age.

KNOWLES.—In Taylorsville, Bucks Co., Pa., Twelfth
month 24th, 1886, Benjamin Kuowles, aged 84 years.

Very near together are the hearts that have no
guile.

—

Confucius.

If we are to grow and increase as a Church, if we
are to make real progress, the work must begin
within—within our own hearts, subjected to the sanc-
tifying influences of the Holy Spirit ; and within our
own communion, cleansed and guided by the same
Divine Illuminator. I tliink if those who are without,
could, as a more general rule, take knowledge of us
as men who have been with Jesus, the very persons
we should most wish to win would be attracted to us
by our walk and conversation. But till, through the
presence and power of the Holy Spirit, we have made
some progress within, in the direction that I have indi-
cated, external progress will, I fear, either not go on at
all, or, if it does, will probably be neither to the glory
of God, nor to the real advancement of Ciod, nor to

the real advancement of His kingdom upon earth.
Let us therefore think and speak les.s about thorough-
ness of belief and more of spirituality of life.— The
Bishop of Argyle.

"PASTORS" FOR WESTERN ORTHODOX
MEETINGS.

[The following is an editorial article from Friends' Re-

view of Twelfth month 23d. It presents so many points of

interest in reference to the question of maintaining " pas-

tors" that we print it in full.

—

Eds.]

IT may have been a mistake for us to encourage the

sending of accounts of meetings of Friends which
are considered to have declined " in consequence of

neglecting or refusing to retain and suitably support

a pastor." If evidence of such a causation could in

any ca.ses be made valid, of course it would be right

to accept it, and give it full weight. But here is the

great difficulty. Coincidence is not nearly always

causation. We know that pa.stors in other denomin-
ations have not always succeeded in maintaining life

and growth in their congregations, even numerically
;

and exceptions to such success in a higher sen.se than
that of mere numbers, are many. We know also

(and have to repeat, becau.se some on one side of re-

cent discussions seem to forget it) that meetings of

Friends once, in their earlier days, grew large, and
were full of life, when nothing would have been
farther from their thoughts than having one settled

and supported pastor for each meeting.

AVilh a desire to get to the bottom of this subject,

we wish to give attentive consideration to two letters

just received, bearing upon it. Places are not men-
tioned in the following extracts, for fear of possible

pain to individuals:
" A Friends' meeting in this city, started twelve

years ago, never had a pastor, never felt inclined to

have one. Now nearly dead in con.sequence of this

neglect. How do I know this? Well, for instance,

Friends composing tijis meeting bad sons and daugh-
ters grown, or growing up. Their own meeting hav-

ing no pastor to look after them and organize them
into Christian work, no certainty of hearing some
important teaching if they went to their own meet-

ing, they began to drop off and attend the Methodist

meeting near by.
" Revivals led by the very best talent brought

some converts and accessions of young people to our

meeting. But there being no regular pastor to devote

bis attention to these lambs of the flock, they soon
fell away and have not been seen in our meeting for

a long time. Finally someof the parents began togo

where they could get spiritual food and encourage-

ment certainly every Sabbath. We had two resident

approved ministers. One a man of a family of seven

to provide for by daily secular labor. The otlier the

mother where she had the care of a smaller family

and much domestic care and work burdening her

every hour of the week and a good part of the Sab-

bath. There was no financial support ever ofi'ered to

either of these two devoted ministers. No encour-

agement was ever shown them to devote their time

to the work of the Lord. With sickness in both their

families, and with occasional visits of a religious na-

ture to other meetings, our meeting was not always

certain of one of tliem being with us. They could

not have quit their secular work to act as pastors, as

our meeting would have been financially too poor to

have supported either one of the families while the
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head was pivinR constant time to our Lord's work.

They were not at fault at all. They have preached
when tliey could, durinfr the past eij;ht years, and
some very able sermons, and always with liuniillty

and fervency. What has our niecting done fur them ?

Nothing but criticise and find fault. Our meelinf?

has never jiiven them a cent of financial support.
" What could our nieetinj: have done? Well, it

could have joined with aiiotlier meeting within si.K

miles to support a man without family, or a strong

and earnest woman without family, who within two
j'ears could have built in either place a congregation

amply able to support their own pastor provided he
or she was without family. We could have organized

and interested our young people in the work (as they

have done .so efl'ectually in Cleveland, O.) and could

have kept and made strong converts, and could have
had three times as many converts.

"In another direction from tlie centre of the city

a zealous young man held a series of meetings about
three years ago, and there were enough converts to

form a small meeting of themselves if they had had a

pastor. Tliey joined Friends. There was no effort

to supply them with a pastor. That meeting declined

rapidly and has long been dead. This is instance

number two.

"Twelve miles away a minister held successful

revival meetings, and a number joined Friends and
ran well for a season. No effort was made to supply

a pastor for them. They are dead again. This is the

third instance.

"A few years ago there was a flourishing meeting
at , not far from here. For several years that

meeting has been entirely dead and discontinued.

This is the fourth instance."

Thinking over the brief history of the meeting
first above mentioned, we cannot avoid being struck

. with what is said of two resident ministers, who are

described as faithfully doing all they could in reli-

gious service. " What did our meeting do for them ?

Nothing but criticise and find fault." Here is, to our

view, enough to account for the declension of a meet-
ing

;
quite enough to rule such a case out of court al-

together. The present writer has had opportunity to

observe that the system of paid pastorates does not

prevent the disposition, where there is a tendency
towards it, of criticism and faultfinding. Indeed, it

is especially liable to its promotion. Those who pay

for service usually wish and expect it to be satisfacto-

ry to themselves in all particulars.

Further, in the above letter, there is interest in

the suggestion of the possible engagement, in such a

case, of "a man," or "a strong and earnest woman,"
" without family." Is it not supposable, that some
meetings might make it a condition that their pastor

should not marry ? There, at some distance, looms

up the idea of celibacy of the priesthood ; which is

well known, with eB'ects very far from being desira-

ble, in the Roman Catholic church. It has been well

said that it is now proposed for Friends to try anew
experiments which have been tried and found want-

ing, over and over again, in other churches.

Where a zealous young man held a series of meet-

ings (probably lasting a few days, it may have been a

few weeks), a good impression was, no doubt, pro-

duced. There may have been a number of converts.

Care should have been taken by other Meetings to

shepherd them. But if, in the ab.sencc of a settled

" pastor," the meeting "' rapidly declined " and died,

it remains to be proven, and, frankly speaking, we are

not prepared to believe, that it was composed of those

who ought to be called Friends. They can hardly

have been such as the many were of whom George

Fox said that his part was " to bring them to Christ

and leave them there." Not that G. Fo.^c meant to

neglect any, or to encourage neglect. But that a re-

ligion which wholly depends on man for its persistence,

is like seed sown by the wayside ; not that which has

fallen on good ground.

Our other letter, from a place in the far Weat, is in

part as follows

:

" Since our meeting was established we have had
one experience with a ' pastor.' We did not at any

time expect or agree to do more than assist the

Friend until he could find remunerative employ-

ment; and when we discovered that what we were

doing in the way of assistance seemed to be a hinder-

ance to the pastor's getting a living for himself, we
stopped the supplies. I do not think there are any
of our members who will not admit that this 'pas-

torate' was not productive of the results desired, but

unfortunately some of them lay the blame on the in-

dividual or circumstances, and not on the system, and

so desire to repeat the experiment.

"Our meeting has not 'declined or died out in

consequence of neglect, or refusal to retain or suitably

maintain a pa.stor.' There has not been any special

growth (apart from immigration) at any time since

our organization, but in my judgment our meeting

suffered loss during the time and in consequence of

that ' pastorate,' but I do not think such will follow a

pastorate, if such a thing be possible, truly ordered

and directed by the Lord, and not in man's wis-

dom."
" If such a thing be po.ssible." We have no right

to deny such a possibility. But we are very sure of

the facility of mistake in supposing it in any given

case. The past experience of the Society of Friends

is against it. So is also much in the experience of

other denominations. May all who are interested

humbly and reverently put aside prepossessions in

favor of either old or new ways, and endeavor to

learn what is now the will of the ever-present Head
of the Church.

" The Sermon on the Mount" is Israel's last word

Freed, at last, from partiality, prejudice, narrowness.

Israel chants through the lips of Jesus the strain of

the love divine. Through him, the Father is revealed.

God is discovered at last. When man is seen to be

God's child, man's relation to God is finally and surely

known. . . . Sitting on the Mount of Galilee, Jesus

sang at last the song of Israel's and the world's re-

demption.

—

S. R. Calthrop.

Worldly joy is a sunflower, which shuts when the

gleam of prosperity is over. Spiritual joy isevergreen,

an unfading plant.

—

Racine.
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COMMUNICA TIONS.
ELISIIA BATES AMD THE WESTERN" ORTHODOX"

FRIENDS.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal ;

JUDGING from the changes which our Western
" Orthodox " Friends are making, the views of Eli-

sha Bates seem to survive and assert themselves in

a remarkable manner. It was he who in the contro-

versies of 1827 was the most conspicuous opponent in

Ohio of Elias Hicks, and may be said to have led the

movement by which the Orthodox became a sepa-

rate body in that section. Yet he did not long re-

main with them, being testified against by his own
monthly meeting, and disowned. After his disown-

ment he publisheil, in 1837, his book, a somewhat
well known controversial work entitled, " An Exam-
ination," in which, in order to sustain himself in the

changes which he had advocated, he undertakes to

prove that the early Friends were " Hicksites." He
quotes from them freely, and the views of Robert

Barclay, William Penn, Samuel Fisher, and Isaac

Pennington are especially obnoxious. The distinc-

tion which- fhey all made between the body of the

man Jesus and the Christ of God he severely anathe-

matizes, and declares that " the Hicksites have the

fairest claims to the charactter of the early Quakers "

—an averment which it might seem the advocates of

the present innovations, such as David B. Updegraff,

had come to believe true. He charges that tne early

Friends all held witli William Penn, who said :
" We

deny that Person, (the Son of God), that died at Je-

rusalem, to be our Redeemer;" and he, (E. B.), ridi-

cules what Barclay says concerning the Vehiculum
Dei, calling attention to the identity of the language

of Elias Hicks and Pennington. From the latter's

works he quotes largely, and strongly denounces as
" Hicksite " this among other expressions :

" This we
certainly know, and can never call the bodily gar-

ment Christ, but that which appeared and dwelt in

that body." He makes numerous and copious ex-

tracts from the writings of other early Friends to

show that this view of the Christ was the thought

which prevailed among them.

Stating his own position, as opposed to those who
liad disowned him, he says: '"After the Separation,

[from the "Hicksite" body, so-called], I continued

to preach the same doctrine which I maintained in

that controversy." But the Ohio Orthodo.x seem to

have then become tired of his repetitions, and to

have especially observed and condemned his denun-
ciation of the doctrine of " a universal saving light."

And he notes that on the occasion of his second visit

to England, at a large meeting at Newington, " an in-

dividual in the youth's gallery made a violent ob-

jection " to his preaching, exclaiming " that they had
heard much of an outward Christ—but nothing of the

Christ within, the Hope of glory."

He was baptized, he says, in 1836, at Homerton,
near London, and soon after his return to Ohio he
was disowned.

The chief cause of difficulty between E. Bates and
his Ohio friends seems to have been what he calls " A
Rule." He maintained, with the "Beacon" party in

England, that " the Holy Spirit cannot in any proper

sense be denominated a Rule," and contends that the

Bible is the rule. He seems, soon after 1827, to have
begun to speak freely of there being, as he conceived,
" Hicksism " still amongst the Orthotlox, and was
much shocked at a prayer which was delivered in a

meeting of ministers and elders—that " that book
called the Bible might not be made an idol."

Fifty years have passed away, and lo

!

" Ev'a in his ashes live their wonted fires."

Certain it is that the influence of men's lives sur-

vives them, and the tendency to Batesism is still at

work. Palpable evidence of it we have in the bap-

tism of those twenty "Friends" at Alum Creek.

And the manner in which those people speak of our

early Friends as having set aside the Scriptures is all

a piece of the same garment. They are in the same
tone as Elisha Bates used in reference to our ancient

worthies, as witness the manner of his criticisms of

Samuel Fisher. He especially attacked the following

pas.sage from 8. F"s. works, (p. 397): "Shall we
think becau.se J. 0. thinks so strangely, that so cor-

ruptible and so corrupted a stream as the letter now
is, since vitiated and interpolated, can be judged a fit

measure to judge the Fountain by, {i. e., The Light,

Word, and Spirit it came from), and a fit measure to

correct, and examine and determine those originals

by ?
"

The reader will remember that Samuel Fisher

was one of the most distinguished of our early

Friends. He was also a Hebrew and Greek scholar.

He "sealed liis testimony with his blood," dying in

a prison's cell. David Newport.

THE "INTELLIGENCES AND JOURNAL."
Editors Intelligencee and Journal :

I BEAD with some surprise the editorial in Twelfth

month 11th, which says that " a friend in the West
writes us, on the subject of the Intelligencer, that

part of its subscribers do so- merely to increase its

usefulness, and seldom take time to read it." I re-

member well that in its early days, a quarter of a

century or more ago. Friends in New York were not

used to look to the periodical press to furnish matter

to interest them as Friends, having never had much
offered in that time except Samuel Wood's almanac,

and the Intelligencer seemed to have hard work to

find where with—inside the limits of the Society—to

keep the readers' minds directed to its pages for men-

tal food, and ofcour.se it did not incline to travel far

outside of that to fill its pages.

But I am prepared to say that that is all long

since changed, and I think it may be declared that

the Intelligencer takes rank among the best weekly

productions of the press published in the interest of

any religious society. I am also free to say, that if

that friend in the West, and the others of whom he

speaks, will each spend an hour with the paper, for

two consecutive weeks, they will find a chain of in-

terest thrown around them, and will be induced to

hail thereafter its arrival with pleasure, and after

reading to send it on its way that others may get

pleasant mental nourishment and instruction there-

from. And the writer has found that past read num-

bers gathered up and sent to homes of the aged, to
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liospiliils, iiiul institutions of tliiitsoit, receive a lieiir-

t_v weU'OUR' anil pioiUae };ii'iit tlmnkfulnoss, and may
be supposeil to act as a lialni, mental, moral, anil

).li\>ieal. D. D. W.
Sew York, X y.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
—Two Friends of the sub-committee appointed to

visit in Southern Quarter were in attendance at the,

quarterly meeting on the 1st of 12th month, at Cam-
den, Del, A private letter from one of these con-

tains the following: "There was a pretty good at-

tendance at the quarterly meeting. Several Friends

from other parts of the Quarter were there, and we
had a good meeting,—quite a favored meeting. Next
day was the youths' meeting, which was the crown-
ing one of all. It seemed as if the very windows of

Heaven were opened, and poured down power and
love until there was no more room to receive it, and
all seemed satisfied and very loving and tender."

—A letter from a friend at Winchester, Va., on
business matters, has the following postscriptum :

"Elizabeth Comstock, [a member of the other branch
of Friends] attended our meeting at Hopewell, a few

weeks ago. She made some beautiful remarks from
Jerehiiah, " AVith loving kindness have I drawn thee."

Elizabeth visited the hospital in Winchester, at the

close of the war; she also visited Gen. Sheridan's head-
quarters, in company with E. Sharpless, (I was with

them.) At Hopewell she spoke of our beautiful She-

nandoah Valley, now covered with the shocks of

corn, and its granaries filled with grain, and alluded to

the past in touching terms. Although she belongs to

the other body, I think her lamp is filled with the

true oil."

SONO OF THE LIGHT.

By Wm. Pitt Palmkk.

FEOII the quickcD'd womb of the primal gloom,
The suu roll'd black and bare,

Till I wove him a vest for his Etbiop breast,

Of the threads of my golden hair
;

And when the broad teut of the firmament
Arose ou its airy spars,

1 pencill'd the hue of its matchless blue,

And spangled it roaud with stars.

I painted the flowers of the Eden bowers
And their leaves of living green.

And mine were the dyes In the sinless eyes

Of Eden's virgin queen
;

And when the fiend's art, on her trustful heart

Had fastened its mortal spell.

In the silvery sphere of the first-born tear

To the trembling earth I fell.

When the waves that burst o'er a world accursed,

Their work of wrath had sped,

And the Ark's lone few, the tried and true,

Came forth among the dead
;

With the wondrous gleams of my braided beams
I bade their terrors cease

;

As I wrote on the roll of the storm's dark scroll

God's covenant of peace.

Like a pall at rest on a pulsoless breast.

Night's funeral sliadow slept.

Whore sliepherd swains on the Uothloliom plains

Their lonely vigils kept;

Wlien I aaslied on tlieir sight the heralds bright

Of Heaven's redeeming plan.

As they chanted the morn of a Saviour born—
Joy, joy, to the outcast, man !

Equal favor I show to iho lofty and low.

On the just and unjust I descend :

E'en the blind, whose vain spheres roll in darkness and

tears,

Feel ray smile, tlie ble^t smile of a friend :

Nay, the flower of the waste by my love is embraced.

As tlie rose in the garden of kiugs

;

At the chrysalis bier of the worm I appear.

And lo! the butterfly's wings!

The desolate Morn, like a mourner forlorn,

Conceals all the pride of her charms,

Till I bid the bright Hours chase the Night from her

bowers.

And lead the young Day to her arms

;

And when the gay rover seeks Eve for his lover.

And sinks to her balmy repose,

I wrap their soft rest, by the zephyr-fanned west.

In curtains of amber and rose.

From my sentinel steep by the night-brooded deep,

I gaze with uuslumhering eye,

WheJi the cynosure star of the mariner

Is blotted from the sky ;

And guided by me through the merciless sea,

Though sped by the hurricane's wings.

His compa-ssless bark, lone, weltering, dark,

To the haven home safely he brings.'

I waken the flowers in their dew-spangled bowers.

The birds in their chambers of green,

And mountain and plain glow with beauty again.

As they bask in my matinal sheen.

O, if such the glad worth of my presence to earth.

Though fitful and fleeting the while.

What glories must rest on the home of the bless'd.

Ever blight with the Deity's smile!

LIFE'S THRESHOLD.
O LITTLE feet, as yet untired

By any steps on life's rough way !

O sweet blue eyes, nndimmed by tears;

O dimpled hands, stretched out in play

!

Love longs to lead those little feet

Through sunny meadows, bright with flowers

;

Where all is fair, and glad, and sweet

—

An azure sky that never lowers.

Love longs to teach those laughing eyes

To see with clear and earnest sight

Each turning page of life's great book.

Where few, alas ! can read aright.

Love longs to give those little hands.

Stretched out to us iu merry play,

Blossoms to hold, that have no thorns.

And treasures none can take away.

And yet how powerless, at the best,

is human love. Through hopes and fears.

Those little feet must walk alone.

And those blue eyes shed many tears.
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Those little hands may have to yield

Up treasures they will toil to gain .

And they must tind earth's flowers have thorns,

For every joy is fraught with pain.

But, Love eternal. Thou art near;

Around onr restlessness, thy rest!

Those Thou must guard, and guide, and teach

Are now and ever fully blessed.

Oh, may these feet walk in thy ways;

May these sweet eyes look up to Thee
;

These little hands receive Thy gifts:

Thus blest to all eternity.

CHILDREN.

EV WALTER S.iV.\OE LANDOR.

CHILDREN are what the mothers are.

No fondest fallier's fondest care

Can fasliion so the infant heart

As those creative beams that dart

Witli all their hopes and fears upon

The ci;ad|e of a sleeping son.

His' startled eyes with wonder see

A father near him on his knee.

Who wishes all the while to trace

The mother in his future face.

But 'tis to her alone ujirise

His wakening arms, to her those eyes

Open with joy and not surprise.

GOOD READING AS CHOICE COMPANY.
[The following essay, read at Blue Eiver Quarterly Asso-

ciation of First-day Schools, held at Clear Creek, 111.,

F.Ieventh month 26, 1886, is sent us by our friend Abel

Mills, who says it was prepared by a young woman, a pupil

of Clear Creek First-day School.—Eds,]

"Silent companions of the lonely hour.

Friends, who can never alter nor forsake,

Who, for inconstant roving have no power,

And all neglect or slight must calmly take
;

Let me return to you, this turmoil ending

Which worldly cares have in my spirit wrought,

And o'er your old familiar pages bending.

Refresh my mind with many a tranquil thought,

Till haply meeting there from time to time

Fancies, the audible echo of my own,

'Twill be like hearing iu a foreign clime,

My native language spoke in friendly tone
;

And with a sort of welcome I shall dwell

On these, my unripe musings, told so well."

—Mrs. Norton.

THE winter i.s now closing upon us, and many will

be in a position where companionship and social

pleasures are limited, but they need not lacli of en-

tertainment, if they choose. To one living in retire-

ment, books,—good reading,—are an infinite relief.

If he follows the advice of Lord Bacon he must read

not to contradict and confute, nor to believe and take

fur granted, nor to find talk and di-scourse, but to

weigh and consider; his mind will be strengthened,

his language higher and purer, and his whole moral

nature refined and uplifted.

It is scarcely worth while to read unle.ss we wish

to learn something, and if we do but make a small

effort it is a very easy matter to get in the way of re-

flecting upon what we read. Once in this way the
language and thoughts of the great writers mingle
with ours, and thus our nature changes. Hence the
importance of selecting with care the books we read.

Many of us have younger children around us, and we
should make it our duty to select their reading mat-
ter. Do not let them read anything in order to get

them in the way of reading. Better by far is he who
cannot read, and consequently must largely depend
upon his own sense for a guide, than he who early

began to read anything he could find. Impure liter-

ature, or unnatural pictures of human life, have
pretty much the fame affect upon most children as

has a drink of intoxicating liquor. The burning de-

sire for another drink follows in either case, and it

all leads to the same black end. If. then, any one by
our carelessness, when under our control, is lost be-

cause of what they read when young and susceptible

to influence, will it not be fair and just when we are

called to give an account for our deeds done in time,

if we lose our own souls for having caused the loss of

theirs?

In this age of books, an average lifetime with its

other duties is not sufficient for reading all, so we
can only cull from tho.se writers of the past whose
names retain their original lustre, and those of the

present whose books are favorably received, and
whose good reputations have been long established

by literary critics. The editor's table in good news-
papers and magazines contains notices of most of the

latest publications, and is often an excellent help in

making selections.

It is not necessary, however, that we should read

everything that is recommended, for as someone has

said " too much reading is like too much eating; we
become mental dyspeptics." All may find in reading

something to suit their taste, for the field is bound-
less. Historical reading enables us to better shape
our future from what we have gathered from the

past. Old legends and mythologies are very fascinat-

ing and are partly history. Ti'avels which portray

human nature are very interesting and instructive.

Biographies and lives of prominent men in the world's

history, both of the distant past and of the present,

have much the same efl'ect as history. "The proper

study of mankind is man," and books which treat of

him and his attributes should be read by all. Moral
maxims may be liked by some, but unlefs put in

newer forms they have but little effect, for continual

handling wears ofl' their beauty and we tire of them.
True stories of adventure and hardship of early sel-

tlers are very interesting, serving to while away
hours when we do not feel like philosophizing upon
what we have read. Novels may be read but spar-

ingly. Do not devour every summer novel you can

find. Those which are true to life and contain les-

sons on human nature as well as a liberal amount of

information upon various subjects beyond the mere
romance are best. They should also direct our

thoughts to the better way.

I find much pleasure in this silent companionship,

and oftenest my odd hours and evenings are S])ent in

this way. I will mention three well-known books

to show how I have learned to read them.
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The first two are books on Martin Luther. One is

coiled the Selu>nberj;-t'ottiv raniily. His a fictitious

diary gathered from history, iiortruyint; most clearly

the i>itifiil, miserable condition of the people of L
ther's time, and tells the story of his life and works.

The other is " Anecdotes of Luther" by Dr. Mucaulay,

editor of the Leisure Jlour.

The people of Germany, in the youth of Luther,

were thoroujihly priest-ridden, believing God was a

terrible being, whose wrath was forever pouriu}; forth

in every conceivable manner upon his poor defence-

less subjects. The monasteries and nunneries were

full of poor souls who were tryintr, as they supposed,

to live lives of humility and self-denial in order to

enter the kinjidom of heaven. Alas, it is the case too

often, now. Too many are in this condition, yet,

right in the country where Luther lived. The Refor-

mation did not reform permanently the religious

spirit of the people of his own country ; but the

spirit of freedom is mighty there. Superstition is

extremely hard to shake off, and it needs a Luther

for every generation. Luther, as was natural, was re-

ligions according to the standard of the time. He be-

came a monk through fear of eternal death. He was

caugh in a terrific storm in a forest, and believing it

to be the forerunner of evil to him, he resolved that

if God would only spare him he would become a

monk. After many a day of doubt and fear, his eyes

gradually opened to the fact that the God he hated

once was Love. Thanks to the careful education he

had received for a profession, he could read the Latin

Bible. He had read it at college, but its true value

was unknown to him until after entering the monas-

tery. His struggle for peace ended after he had read

and studied and believed that " God so loved the

world that he gave his only son, that whosoever

should believe on him might not perish but have

everlasting life." In all his stormy after years, when
struggling almost alone against oppression and

wickedness, for his down-trodden brethren, he never

forgot this, and he did a mighty work. He lived to

see the people in great numbers reading his own
translation of the Book he loved so well, and also his

discussions and explanations of the same book. He
also wrote treatises and theses upon the fallacy of in-

dulgences and other fiilse doctrines of religion, which

were eagerly read, causing the Pope to vent his wrath

by issuing a Bull of excommunication against him,

which was burned in contempt. His strength was

from something higher than human hands. By
daily communing with God, he received a strength

which enabled him to go before the Diet at Worms,

and acknowledge before all that be wrote the books

which were charged against him and then say, '" here

I stand, God helping me ; I cannot retract."

Oh what a grand thing it would be if there were

more such as Martin Luther! If more would learn

to trust and believe with such a simple, childlike

faith as that man's! We have only to listen to con-

science and follow its teachings, taking as a sure guide

of Divine forgiveness the perfect Peace which Christ

savs he will give to his followers who have said

:

" Here I stand, God helping me ; I cannot retract."

The last book is "Tom Brown's School Days at

Rugby," by Thomas Iluglies. Love for God, country,
and each other, are written plainly everywhere in

this. How truthfully it explains the relations which
must exist between two people to form that rare and
precious jewel true friendship! Here are his words:
"A time must came in every human friendsliip,

when you must go down into the <lepths of your
heart and lay bare what is there to your friend, and
wait in fear for his answer. A few moments may do
it, and it may be that you never do it hut once; but
done it must be if the friend is to be worth the
name. You must faul what is there, at the very root

and bottom of one another's hearts, and if yon are at

one there, nothing on earth can or at least ought to

sunder you."

True friendship comes of no short acquaintance;
it takes years to find out each other's hearts, and in

consequence we have very few acquaintances who
are truly our friends. It is a hard thing to retain a
friend for life. We are so prone to selfishness. Some
idle jest from another, some trifling mistake, as we
in our selfishness may judge, will bring an uncorppli-

mentary opinion, which, when once expressed, is

hard to recall. And even if we wish to atone pride

stands in the way. Thus we lose our friends. The
phrase stings all the sharper because we were once
their confidants, too. This is especially true between
teacher and pupils

;
pupils are often selfish and jeal-

ous hearted. Jealousy, that meanest of all human
passions, often causes much pain to the teacher, and
causes too a break which Time may, but cannot al-

ways heal. When in after years light comes to a

pupil who has once spoken unkindly of a teacher or
held back the credit which should have been given,

gratitude and love, with a sense of the wrong he has
infiicted come, also, as it came to Tom Brown when
he realized how much his old master, at whose tomb
he was bowing, had done for him.

In truth friendship permits no freedom, no prying
into secrets, no idle jests upon things sacred and
holy ; but a full, free understanding of each other.

All that is told of their sorrows, troubles, joys or

hopes must come without asking, and must be faith-

fully kept alike as we keep our own. Let us be care-

ful not to lecture them upon their shortcomings, for

it belittles and does questionable good.

We never like to be told of our faults. Better

draw the mantle of loving charity over them and
guard ourselves against our friends' faults if we can't

see our own, for then it is likely that the good ex-
ample will cause them to be better.

We are all in need of more light ; let us each hold
up our lamps just as high as ever we can to aid each
other. For then we shall be in less danger of falling

on our way to take passage in the boat w Inch carries

its foot-sore passengers to the shores of aland of rest,

sublime, eternal, and oh, how sweet

!

DiLLA Haetsock.

If thou wouldest be happy and easy in thy family,

above all things observe discipline. Every one in it

should know their duty : and there should be a time
and a place for everything ; and whatever else is done
or omitted, be sure to begin and end with God.

—

Penx.
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THE LIBEAEY.
HlSTOHY OF THE INDIAN WaLK PEP.FOrMED FOR THE

Proprietahies of Pennsylvania in 1737; To

which is appended a life of Edward Marshall. By
AVilliam J. Buck. Pp. 269. 62.00. Philadelphia:

(Edwin S. Stuart, Agent.) 1886.

"The Indian Walk" is a famous event in the

early history of Pennsylvania. "The Proprietaries,"

(who were at that time the sons of AVilliam Penn),

desired to secure from the Delaware Indians a title to

the lands on the Delaware, north of Wrightstown,

aVid a council with some of the chiefs was arranged

for and held at Philadelphia on the 2-tth of Sixth

month, (August, Old Style), 1737. At this council the

Indians, four chiefs or sachems being present, agreed

to confirm to the Proprietaries as much land as

would be contained within a line "back into the

woods as far as a man can go in a day and a half,"

and then extended to the river Delaware.

The "Walk," to carry out this agreement, was
performed a few days later,—the 19th of Seventh

month, (September), by three persons, Edward Mar-
shall, James Yates, and Solomon Jennings, who had
been employed for the purpose by the authorities

representing the Penns. They started at sunrise, and
walked rapidly throughout the day, accompanied by
a number of persons, most of whom were on horse-

back. On the following day they pushed on for six

hours, and reached the north side of Pocono moun-
tain, beyond the Lehigh Eiver, and from that point

a line was run (by the Colonial Surveyors), at right

angles with the " Walk," over to the Delaware, reach-

ing the river near the mouth of the Lackawaxen.
The walkers had covered in the eighteen hours about

sixty-five or seventy miles, and as they had to cross

hills and mountains, wade streams, etc., this was
rapid going. Their work gave to the Penns a very

large and valuable tract of land, including the greater

part of what is now Bucks county, north of Wrights-

town, and the lands which the Indians particularly

cherished about the mouth of the Lehigh, "The Forks

of Delaware."

It has been the uniform judgment of impartial

historians that the " Walk " was a deception of the

Indians, and that their lands were unjustly taken

from them by means of it. The writer of the pres-

ent book, W. J. Buck, enforces this view in a very

earnest and emphatic manner, and he includes in the

fraudulent transaction not only Thomas Penn, the

Governor, but all his agents and representatives wlio

took part in the business. Moreover, W.J. Buck re-

gards the deception as two-foKl : First, he asserts

that the lands secured by the Walk, (which was to

be simply to define the confirmation or quit-claim

agreed on at Philadelphia), had never really been
sold by the Indians, or in any way paid for, and that

they were deceived in this matter at the council in

August: and second, that the Walk itself was alto-

gether dishonest, the three men having been care-

fully chosen as persons of great endurance, who could

traverse the utmost possible distance in the allotted

time. He has made, no doubt, a more full examina-

tion of the evidance on the subject than any other

writer concerning it, and he quotes from numerous
authorities, records, documents, letters, etc., to sus-
tain his view.

After having described the Walk itself, with much
circumstantiality and detail, W. J. Buck reviews the
attitude of the Friends of that day toward the busi-
ness, and in general their treatment of the Indians.
He asserts " that the Society of Friends, as a body,
did nobly stand by the Indians, in the various wrongs
that were inflicted on them, not by empty words and
actions, but by the better Christian example of ex-
traordinary acts of disinterested benevolence and
friendship." This assertion is abundantly borne out
by the facts. The action of the Friends, both offi-

cially, in their meetings, aud through their " Meet-
ing for Sufferings," or Representative Committee, was
at once courageous, firm, and honorable. The or-

ganization of the " Friendly Association," to main-
tain peace with the Indians by fair treatment, and to

supply means for gifts to them or purchases from
them, in place of paying taxes for war, is one of the
most creditable episodes in the early history of this

country. We doubt whether anything equal to it is

to be found in the records of any other colony.

THE USEFULNESS OF CLASSICAL STUDY.
THE Pall Mall Gazette, (London), recently published
letters from a number of prominent persons in refer-

ence to the study of English and " classical " litera-

ture, and a friend in England sends us a clipping

containing the views of W. E. Gladstone and John
Bright. The former wrote briefly as follows :

Your subject is one worthy of any effort, and I

sympathise with what I understand to be your views,

utterly deploring whatever tends to displace a classi-

cal education for those in any way capable of receiv-

ing it, and strongly disapproving, so far as I am en-

titled to give a judgment, all efforts in that direction.

I agree very much with what has been well ex-

pressed, I think, by the Warden of All Souls'.

[The Warden of All Souls' expressed the opinion,

on Nov. 25, that " unless English literature were stu-

died in connection with the Greek and Roman
clas-ics, its introduction into the Oxford examination
system would be injurious to the interests of educa-

tion."]

Mr. Bright writes at greater length as follows:
" Your letter has caused me some surprise, and

has afforded me some amusement. Y''ou pay me a

great compliment in asking my opinion on the ques-

tion you put to me, which is one with which I do not

feel myself competent to deal. As you know, I have
not had the advantage of what is termed a classical

education. My limited school time scarcely allowed

me to think of Greek, and I should now make but

slow steps in Latin, even with the help of a diction-

ary. From this it will be clear that my knowledge
of, or any success I may have attained in, my own
language owes nothing to instruction derived from
the great authors of antiquity. I have read some of

their works in English translations; only recently I

have read Mr. Jowett's translation of the Dialogues

of Plato, and have been more astonished at the won-
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<leifiil capacity and imiusliy of the Master of Balliol

than at the wisaom of the srreat Philosopher of

Greece.

I sllpp^so the youth of ancient Greece read the

bestaulliorsof their own country, and the Roman

youth the bestauthors of Rome. To have read Greek

amonj; tlie Roniant! would not have done po much to

crealennd continue a classic I.atinas to readandstudy

the best books of Roman writers. So now, and with

us, what can Greece and Rome do for Knfrlish

students more than can be done for them by the best

writers of their own tongue? Is there anything in

the writings of the ancients that can compare in value

for the youth of England witli our translation of the

Bible, especially of many of the P.salms and some of

the Prophets, or with the unsurpassable grandeur

and beauty of Milton? If all e.Kisting Greek and

Latin books were destroyed, is there not in our Eng-

lish classics sufficient material whereon to build a

future of which our future need not be ashamed?

The learneil uien who were recently employed to re-

vise the translation of the New Testament were, I

presume, e-pecially learned in the tongue of ancient

Greece. No one has complained of their ignorance of

Greek, but many have been surprised at and have

complained of their failure in regard to Engli.sh.

They may have been profound in their knowleilge of

the ancient classics, but in Euglishequal to the trans-

lation they were engaged to revise, they seem to me

to have shown more of feebleness than of strength.

You ask me if I believe that the classics of the

modern world are an equivalent, from an educational

point of view, for the Greek and Roman classics? I

answer that, as probably all the facts of history, or of

biography, or of science, and all the reasoning to be

found in ancient books, are to be found in modern

translations, it follows that the study of the ancient

languages is not now essential to education so far as

the acquisition of knowledge is concerned ;
and that

as the study of the best writers of English must be

more effective in creating and sustaining what we

may term classic English than the study of any

foreign or dead language can be, it seems to follow

that the classics of the modern world are, from an

educational point of view, an equivalent for the

Greek and Roman classics. The knowledge of the

ancient languages is mainly a luxury. It is useful

from the fact that science has enlisted it in its service,

and it is pleasant to possess, and because it is pleasant

it is a possession of value, with those who wander

among ancient books, and who.se association is chietiy

with the limited class who are enabled by leisure and

temperament to give themselves up to studies which

are not open to the multitude. I have written what

has occurred to me after readmg your letter. I do

not feel competent fully to discuss the question sub-

mitted, lam one of the unlearned, having derived

little or no nourishment from the fountain from

which you have drunk so abundantly. If my an-

swer to your questions disappoints you, or seems to

you shallow and unworthy, 1 am afraid it will add to

the proofs you have of the insufiiciency of an educa-

tion in which classical learning has not been in-

cluded.

THE END OF SLAVERY IN CUBA.
FRIENDS of humanity all over the world will hear

with interest, with pleasure and with gratitude that

the Queen Regent of Spain has signed a decree free-

ing the slaves in Cuba from the remainder of their

term of servitude.

The reform thus consinnmated by a graceful and,

let us add, womanly act of generosity, began more

than iiftceu years ago in the law of February 10th,

18()9, which provided for the conditional liberation

of certain classes of slaves in Cuba, and for the pay-

ment of recompense to the owners of the men and

women freed. In 1879 a bill was passed by the

Cortes for the gradual abolition of Cuban slavery.

This law at once liberated slaves from ri5 years old

and upward. Slaves .")0 to 55 were set free in 18S0;

from 45 to 50 in 1882 ; fiom 40 to 45 in 1884, and from

35 to 40 in 1886. The intention of the law was to set

free those 30 to 35 years old in 1SS8 and tho.se under

30 in 1890.

The recompensing of owners has gone on from

the first, but since 1880 a sum of 100,000 piastres has

been set annually apart in the Cuban budget for

defraying the expenses of the emancipation, each

owner receiving recompense at the rate of 3.50 pias-

tres per slave.

That the abolition policy has been moderately

successful is fairly indicated by the statistics of

emancipation. In the seven years between 1870 and

1877, the number of slaves in Cuba was decreased by

136,000, but the population showed a falling off in the

same period of 20,500. In December, 1878, Cuba still

had 227,902 negro slaves.

We may conclude, therefore, that Queen Christina

has bestowed upon upward of two hundred thousand

slaves the rights and privileges of freemen, and the

act is none the less magnanimous because it has

anticipated by four years the emancipation in 1890

contemplated" by the Cortes itself. Spain has long

been the only European State permitting the ex-

istence of slavery in its colonies ; that, impatient of

the slow justification of legislative enactment, she

has at last rid herself of the reproach by an act as

noble as it n^as well tinacd, offers one more promise

of the new and vigorous life which seems to be re-

turning to the later years of her existence as a Eu-

ropean State.—iV. Y. Herald.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The carrier-pigeou service in Paris is now most care-

fully organized, and the latest census shows that there are

2,500 trained birds, which can take despatches in and out

of the capital in the roughest weather. Some are taught

to go to the neighboring forts and towns, others to distant

parts of the provinces.

—Susanna Warren, who was perhaps the oldest person

in the United States if not in the world, died at Sassakawa,

Seminole Nation, Indian Territory, on the 15th of last

month. It is stated that she was born in St. Augustine,

Fla., in 1750, a slave. In 1818 she, with other Spanish

slaves, fled from Pensacola when it was taken by Gen.

Jackson. She lived in the Seminole country until the

second treaty of peace with the Seminoles, when she- was

regarded as their common property, and was removed with

them to the Indian Territory.
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—In conformity with an agreement with England, the

German Government has annexed several of the Solomon
Islands.

—New Orleans, December 18.—The British shipar?4on

from Rio Janeiro, reports Laving encountered, just south

of the Mississippi, au enormous collection of waterspouts.

The sky was cloudy and the air thick, but the fog sudden-
ly cleared away and showed that the vessel was surround-
ed by an indefinite number of waterspouts, some of them
unusually large. There were eighteen in the immediate
vicinity of the vessel, and two came so close that it was
necessary to change the course in order to escape them.
The spouts were shortly after swept away by a whirlwind.

—A Washington despatch of recent date says: "A
rather novel request was received at the interior depart-
ment from a young man living in Nebraska, who wants to

marry a daughter of Standing Bear, a Sioux chief. He
tells who he is and encloses a phcjtograph of the girl, who is

very good looking, and was educated at Carlisle. The
young man, however, wishes to go afld live on the reserva-
tion with his prospective wife and her relations, and for

this reason it was necessary to obtain the permission of the
interior department. White men are not allowed to stay
on an Indian reservation unless they have authority from
the government to do so ; therefore this young man was
obliged to take the government into his confidence and re-

veal his love affairs. Secretary Lamar considered the mat-
ter from its practical rather than its sentimental side, and
concluded that while he could not prevent the young man
marrying the girl, he could jirevent him from going to live
with the old folks, and if he was anxious to marry the
young woman, as he professed to be, he might scratch
around and provide her with a home. The secretary will
write a letter to the lover, and, while not discouraging the
ardor of his love, will suggest the practical view of the
situation, which seems to have escaped him. Until there
is some change in the present plans of the young man the
paternal benediction of the interior department will be
withheld."

CURRENT EVENTS.
John A. Looan, United States Senator from Illinois,

and Eepublican candidate for Vice President of the United
States at the last Presidential election, died on the Seth
ult., in Washington, after a short illness. He was sixty
years of age. General Logan was confined to the house
two weeks ago with rheumatic fever, but it was not until
one or two days before his death that an unfavorable re-

sult was anticipated.

President Cleveland is reported, at the writing of
this paragraph, (28th), to be again suffering from rheuma-
tism, which shows itself in his knees. Some unfavorable
views of his general state of health are expressed privately,

but those near him deny that he is in any way sufl'ering

from more than a slight ailment.

John Moff.^t, a well-known temperance worker, died
in St. Louis on the 25th ult. He was a native of Scotland,
and 58 years of age. Mr. Moffat was Corresponding Secre-
tary of the Christian Temperance Union and General
Agent of the Temperance Benevolent Association.

A strike among the Port Eichmond coal employfe of
the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad began last week.
The men are dissatisfied by discharges, reduction of wages,
increase of labor, etc., growing out of the recently adopted
policy of the Receivers of the corporation. On the 27th
ult., owing to the Strike, only three coal trains passed
through Reading for Richmond, the usual daily number

being from 2500 to 3000 cars. A dispatch says : "All coal

shipments are practically at a standstill, and trade is para-
lyzed. If this continues the mines will have to shut down,
and eighteen thousand miners will be thrown out of em-
ployment at the beginning of the new year." [Later : the
strike has been quieted by a compromise with the railroad

officials.]

A " COLD W.4.VE " was reported in the Northwest, on the
27th ult. At Marshalltown, Iowa, at 4 o'clock, the ther-

mometer marked 28 degress below zero. At Chicago at 6
o'clock the marking was 15 below.

The Temple Theatre building, on Chestnut street, above
Seventh, Philadelphia, which was formerly the Masonic
Temple, was completely destroyed by fire on the 27th ult.

Two firemen were killed by falling floors. The adjoining
property was in great danger, but was saved.

One of the most important members of the English
Cabinet, Lord Randolph Churchill, suddenly resigned his

place last week, causing much confusion in political circles

for a few days. He had been Chancellor of the Exchequer,
and leader of the House of Commons. At this writing it

is not known how the vacancy will be filled. A London
dispatch says :

" Though private gossip interprets the po-

litical situation to be unchanged, it is known that the

bulk of the Conservatives are opposed to Lord Hartington as

the successor of Lord Randolph Churchill and wish to re-

main a purely Conservative Cabinet, holding that the va-

cancy in the Ministry should be filled by one of their own
number."

London, Dec. 27.—One of the severest snow storms that

ever visited the country passed over England to-day. Rail-

way trains were blocked and telegraph wires borne down
by the storm in many places.

Apprehensions of war are still general in Europe, and
the relations between Russia, on one hand, and Austria on

the other, arc extremely strained. Austria is also dissatis-

fied with the action of Germany. The Prince of Montene-

gro has called out 35,000 troops for active service. It is as-

serted that the Czar of Russia is extremely intemperate,

being much of the time intoxicated, and it is feared he may
precipitate war.

NOTICES.
*V''' Friends' Charity Fuel Association stated meeting,

Seventh day. First month 1st, 1887, at 8 P. M., in Friends'
Parlor. Jos. M. Truman, Jr., Clerk.

it month 2d, Unity and*,j:-^''" Circular Meeting. Fin
Wain Sts., Fraukford, at 3 P. M.

*t* Home for Aged and Infirm Colored Persons. Dona-
tion Day, Seventh day, First month 1, 1887. Addresses at

3 P. M., by John Peddle, Sol. P. Hood, J. Hudson Reid-
deck and others. Donations received at Home, or bv Wm.
Still, 244 S. 12th St., H. M. Laing, 30 N. 3d St., or by the
Treasurer, Isiael H. Johnson.

*3i® The Literature Committee of the First-da.v School
General Conference have in contemplation the publishing
of a new volume of devotional Poems, and invite Friends
to furnish them with such selections original or otherwise
as they may think suitable for insertion in such a volume.

Job, A. Bogardus, Clerk,
177 West Street, New York City.

V Friends' Library (15th and Race) will be kept open
the present year, every week-day afternoon from 2 P. M. to

5 P. M., on Fourth day from Hi A. M. to 12 M., on Seventh
day from 10 A. M. to 5 P. M. and from 7 to 9 P. M.

*:ii*FRiENDS' Mission. Fairmount and Beach Sts. Reli-

gious Meeting, First day 11 A. M., First-day school. First-

day 21 P. M., Temperance Meeting, Fifth-day, 8 P. M.,
Sewing School, Seyeuth-day, at2.15, p. m. AH are welcome.
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The Intelligencer and Journal for 1887.

THE approacli of the close of tlie present year makes
it proper that we sliouKl freshly ask the attention of

all interested to the work represented by the Intei.-

LioEN'CEU ANM> Joi'itXAi,, and should solicit a renewal
of the kindly activity manifested heretofore in behalf
of its circulation. As was stated some weeks ago,

the result of the work at the beijinnini; of 1S8G was
a net increase of nearly three hundred names, and
when we consider the losses sustained by the decrease

of old subscribers, this appeared encouragiuf;.

For ISS7 we desire to make a further increase, and
think that the accomplishment of this need not be
difficult. The number of Friends and Friendly peo-

ple who take no Friends' newspapers is still vfery

large. Kven in the more thickly settled communi-
ties of this part of the country, where the majority of
Friends reside and wliere, because of their numbers,
their influence is greatest, we And this to be the case

;

and we therefore feel that there is still ample room
to work further, and good reason to think that some
hundreds of new names may be had for 1887, by a
general and diligent effort to that end.

The plan of the paper may be thus summarized :

1. The steady maintenance of the fundamental
religious principles of the Society of Friends.

2. The advocacy and promotion of such progress

in society as shall bring it into accord with the Chris-
tian system ot others.

4. The reflection, in all suitable ways, of the
views and opinions of our readers on the various to-

pics that may be of interest to them.

4. The reporting, in a proper manner, the activi-

ties of this body of Friends,—the meetings and con-
ferences, and the First-day school, philanthropic, and
educational work, etc., etc.

5. The presentation of good reading matter, liter-

ary, scientitic, and miscellaneous, suitable for the
home, an<l calculated to engage the attention of the
different members of the family, young as well as old.

Proceetling upon this plan during the year which
is closing, while we are conscious that the paper has
not reached the standard of excellence which we
have had in mind, we still believe that it has fairly

satistted and pleased its large circle of rea<lers. Many
expressions to this effect have reached us, which en-

courage us to believe that with continued attention,

and a sincere effort, we shall find it practicable to

develop further the interest and usefulness of the

paper.
Terms fob 1887.

For a single copy, (as heretofore) . . $2.50

For a club of eight, (8) each, . . . 2.25

For a club of twenty, (20) each, . . . 2.00

Those willing to act as agents are invited to cor-

respond with us, if in doubt upon any point, and
information will be promptly afforded them. Speci-

men copies will be sent free to those who might
subscribe, if names are furnished us.

The time for beginning the work is noiv! To
leave it until the beginning of the new year will

often allow those who might become subscribers to

make up their minds in other directions.

CLUB RATES WITH OTHER PERIODICALS.
The Intelligencer and Journal will be sent one year, with any one of the periodicals named below,

for the amount stated.

WEEKLIES.
Periodical. Pei

Philadelphia Press, ($1.)

;e for Both
3.30

The Independent, ($3.) .... 5.10

Habpee's Weekly, (.$4.) .... 5.80

Haeper's Young People, ($2.) . 4.10

LiTTELL's Living Age, ($8.) 9.60

The American, ($3.) 5.00

CtoUNTBY Gentlejiax, (.$2.50.) . 4.60

Christian Union, (>!.) .... 5.10

Journal of Education, ($2.50.) 4.60

Chicago Intee-Ocean, ($1.) 3.40

SEMI-MONTHLIES.
Good Housekeeping, ($2.50.) .

MONTHLIES.
The Children's Friend, ($1.50.)

ScRiBNER's Magazine, ($3.00),

$3.50

5.00

Periodical

The Century Magazine, ($4.) .

Harper's Magazine, ($4.)

Atlantic Monthly, ($4.) .

The Student, ($1.) ....
Popular Science Monthly, ($5.) .

North American Review, ($5.)

St. Nicholas, ($3.) ....
Magazine of American History, ($.5.)

Wideawake, ($3.) ....
Babyhood, ($1.50) ....
Phrenological Journal, ($2.)

Vick's Magazine, ($1.25.) .

American Agriculturist, ($1.50.) .

Gardener's Monthly, ($2.00.).

Lippincott's Magazine, ($3.) .

The Farm Journal, (0.50.)

; for Both
6.10

5.80

3.25

6.60

6.60

5.10

6.60

3.60

4.10

3.40

3.60

4.00

5.00

2.75

V* Persons wishing other periodicals than those named above should write us, and we will name prices.

'V Where several periodicals in the list are wanted, find the net price of each, (if ordered through us), by subtracting
$2.50 from the rate given " for both."

*s* Where our subscribers have already paid up for the Intelligencer and Journal, or for any reason do not now
wish to remit for it, they can have the periodicals above at the net rate and pay for our paper at their convenience.
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VNITY.

BY BEADFORD TOBEEY.

ONE law there is for every grain of sand

And every star. Howe'er the sand be blown

By shifting winds about, or shoreward thrown
By surge of wave resistless, yet the Hand
That on the farthest star lays strict command,
To hold it fast irt orbit all its own,

Not for one breath-space leaves the speck alone,

But brings it still at last, as first was planned.

So is't with spirits too : one law there is,

Here where we toss and turn so aimlessly.

The sport of whim and chance, and yonder, where
They move in rest, their souls encircling His.

The wave will pass, the wind die down, and we
With them shall rest, their full obedience share.

—,S. 8. Times.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

MEETING OF MINISTERS AND ELDERS.
THAT there is a feelini; in many minds amongst our

Society, that this meeting has lost its usefulness, if it

ever had any, and that the time has come when it

should be discontinued, every concerned Friend I tli ink

must be aware, and however much we may deplore

it, it is useless for us to attempt to ignore the fact.

It therefore becomes an important suliject of in-

quiry whether this feeling be well or ill founded,

and one upon which we should devote careful thought
divested of all prejudice. To aid in arriving at a

proper conclusion in so far as I understand the sub-

ject is the object of this essay.

First, we want to examine the object for which
these meetings were instituted, and this I understand

to be to have a care and oversight of the ministry,

and to aid those who miglit speak in our assemblies,

whose testimonies give evidence of a divine com-
mission, to perform tlieir mission in such a manner
as should best accomplish the work. It will be read-

ily admitted by all who have given the subject

thoughtful consideration that some such aid is de-

manded in an organization like ours, where each
member has the right and liberty to give expression

to his or her feelings when properly done, as we do
not recognize any theological education necessary

for a qualification to minister. The difference in

temperaments of individuals upon whom may be
conferred a gift of the ministry must be taken into

consideration. Some being inclined to hesitate and

struggle against the requirement, need feeling, ex-

perienced minds to encourage, and these often in their

diffidence fall almost imperceptibly into habits of ex-

pression, or gestures, which unless guarded against in

their beginning, become fixed ; and often tend to mar
the usefulness of their testimonies. Others, more
ready and fluent in expression, with more firmness
and confidence, may go into the other extreme, and
require what may be termed a judicious pruning, eo

ttiat their testimonies may be more acceptable, and
their growth more firm. Others, moved only by
the human impulses, or with the desire to be active

in <loing, and possessing the ability to expre.ss tlieir

thoughts, yet giving no evidence of divine require-

ment, what is handed forth cannot be accepted by
the body as a true ministry. These need to be
checked, and reminded that our profession does not
recognize these efforts of the human will to be such
a ministry as will aid in a true .spiritual worsihp.

To perform all of these different services so as to

promote the growth and welfare of the individual

and the society requires not only experience, but a

present Divine qualification. And while the many
of which a meeting may becompo.sed may feel to ap-

prove or disapprove the testimonies that may be de-

livered, there are but few to whom is given the ijual-

ification to either administer counsel and encourage-

ment without flattering, or to discourage expression

by an individual witliout wounding.

A recognition of this truth I have no doubt led

early Friends to see the necessity for the appoint-

ment of Elders, who were deemed to posse.ss the

requisite qualifications to aid the ministry, and in

this work such of those whom the Society had ac-

knowledged as ministers, who had them.selves experi-

enced the difficulties which those young in the ser-

vice meet, were also deemed qualified by that exper-

ience to assist the Elders in their work, and this

seems to me to be perfectly proper and reasonable.

To enable them to act in an orderly manner, and
to require them to inspect their own conduct in so

far as a consistent life and deportment corresponding

with the duties which were intrusted to them were
concerned, stated times were arranged for them to

meet, and forms to govern and direct their course of

action were instituted, with the design that all should

be done in proper order. As those thus selected for

Elders, and those who were acknowledged as minis-

ters by their experience, their care over, and close

relations (by virtue of the trust reposed in them), to
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tliose wlio wori' ii|nio;iriiijj in the ministry, were con-

sidered, from these i-ireiinistanoes, tlie best judges

when tlie proper time liad arrived to nrknowleiliie

orenilorse the testimonies of one who had boon min-

isterinir, that duty was ami still is entrusted to them,

to present the subject to the proper meeting for ac-

knowledgment. To this objections are urged by

some, one of which is that, as the minister is called

of God to preach, he or she should not be trammeled

by man, but should be at liberty to go when and

where the spirit would lead. This presupposes that

such an one could be always so fully under Divine

direction and control that he or she would never

need any aid from their associates, or that the hu-

man intellect, judgment or pa.ssions, were so com-

pletely under control, that there was no liability to

make a mistake, or that the manner of expression,

tone of voice, use of words or gestures, were above

and beyond the criticism of men, and that all would

accept their testimonies without question,—a state

never yet attained by any, and one which would be

extremely dangerous for any indiviilual to entertain

an idea of having arrived at. So, therefore, as we

have this gift entrusted to usin human ves.sels, which

are so liable to err, we cannot do without the aid of

our fellows of kindred views and feelings. And I

unhesitatingly assert that the true minister feels ever

grateful that he or she is surrounded by so much that

is intended to aid and preserve from going astray,

and from burdening other minds in the attempt to

relieve their own.

Some feel that the care and acknowledgment of

the ministry might, or even ought to be, left to the

monthly meeting at large, and thus dispense with

the meeting of Ministers and Elders. This it. seems

to me would not meet the needs of the ministry, or

the Society. It is an old adage, ' What is everybody's

business is nobody's," and while some might feel

there was need of the extension of care, they would

look to the older and more experienced to extend it,

and while it might be clear to these,yet as no respon-

sibility was placed upon them, they would shrink

from the performance of what seems to them ought

to be done, for while it is very easy for one to ex-

press approval of what has been spoktn, there are

few duties that require greater tact and wisdom to

perform without giving offence or discouragement,

than to dissent from a testimony delivered under the

profession of a Divine communion.

From what I liave so far written the reader can

easily conclude that I do not yet believe that the in-

stitution of meetings for Ministers and Elders has

lost its usefulness, or can, for the best good of so-

cietv, be dispensed with. And I can truthfully say,

that I have never in any instance found them an im-

pediment in my work in the ministry, but a valuable

ad in many ways and particulars.

That in the selection of individuals to fill the sta-

tion of Elders many mistakes have been made, is no

doubt true, but with the liability of the human to

misjudge that is to be expected. Yet this by no

means argues that the whole system should be abro-

gated.

That some whose testimonies are owned by the

Divine and are acceptable to the mass of those who
hear them, are not acknowledged because of some
inetlicient Elders, or because some of these allow
prejudices to bias their judgment, does not prove that

the system is wrong, or that those thus held back
would fare any better were their case left to the
whole monthly meeting, or even were all restraint

upon their movements removed. Such do not now
realize the strengtii the minister feels when away
from home in the work of the ministry, which the
knowledge that he or she has the approval of those
with wliom they are associated in membership at

home, gives.

There is however one thing in connection with
this subject which I will present for the thoughtful
attention of the reader, and tliat is, in the selecting

at stated times as we do of those to whom we entrust
the care of the ministry, that age or long experience
in the conduct of the business of the Society is not
necessarily a qualification for the position of an Elder,

such a qualification being a gift conferred as direct as
that of the ministry, liy the Divine mind, and con-
ferred, too, often in early life, and I sometimes think
the overlooking this fact and the appointing those
only who have p.assed middle life to that station, has
led to some of the difficulties which iiave engendered
the thought that the usefulness of this meeting was
ended. If my premises be true that this gift may becon-
ferred upon those in younger life, is it any more con-
sistent to require them to wait to exercise it until

they have passed the middle age, than it would be to

require one upon whom a gift in the ministry is con-
ferred to await a similar period before exercising hia

or her gift? Is it not evident that both the individ-

ual and the society would be tlie losers by such a
course ?

Again I have heard the remark that all the seri-

ous troubles the Society has known, have originated

in the meeting of Ministers and Elders, and for this

reason it ought to be abolished. In the first place

this is not a fact, and if it were, it would not in my
opinion furnish a sufficient reason for the abrogation
of the meeting. It would only prove that there was
some defect that needed to be remedied, but not that
its object and purpose when directed in proper chan-
nels would not promote the best interests of the So-

ciety.

The facts upon which the premises noted are
founded, that many of the troubles have originated
among those who belonged to that meeting, arising ,

from jealousy, and other causes not needful for me to

enumerate here, but all having their origin in the
weakness of hifman nature, and a departure from the
counsels of the Lord, and often of concerned Friends,

but the same things would have been just as liable to

have occurred had there been no meeting of Minis-
ters and Elders, and hence should not be chargeable
to that meeting.

Let me therefore say to those who think the use-

fulness of that meeting has been accomplished, look
a little beyond your theory and strive to see if it be
not needful that there be some system by which a
care and an oversight of the ministry shall be main-
tained, having for its object the good cf the Minister
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as well as of the Society at large,—and to those to

whom lias been entrnsted this care, whether you be

ministers or elders, let me urge you to examine a

Utile more closely than some of you have done, to

i-ee whether your efforts in that ca^-e have not Ijeen

more directed towards a criticism of what has been

spoken, than towards the nurturino; of a gift truly

from the Divine, but exercised in a dili'erent way from

that you have regarded the true one. See whetlier

you have not regarded your office as a censorship,

rather than as tender counselors and sympathizers,

and because of this, your judgment an I your action

liave led to the entertaining those jealousies towards

this meeting. And if there be any to whom has

been given a gift in the ministry who feel this meet-

ing to be a restraint, and who think that inasmuch as

the gift is Divinely conferred, so only to God are you

responsible, and are therefore not answerable to man,

I would say examine a little more closely the ground

from which this feeling springs, and see if you are

really so devoted, and so perfectly under the control

of tlie Divine spirit, that you can stand and act in-

dependent of ydur bi-ethren and sisters, witliout the

need of their sympathy or their counsel, or even of

Uieir admonitions. I think as each one of us looks a

lilile more closely into our own needs, and becomes

willing to perform each of our duties under the

Divine direction, without assuming that to us oidy is

given a correct judgment, and in our feeling towards

those who speak in our assemblies endeavor to find

tlie present mind of Truth concerning them, we shall

become more tender of each other. Those minister-

ing will accept the counsel of others, whether that

<:ome in the farm of admonition or encouragement,

whether it come in suggestions where improvements

can he made, either in expression, tone or manner, or

abbreviation, or whether it be approval of these or

tiie matter expressed. And those that hear will tra-

vad in deeper sympathy with those tliat speak, even

where there is evident need of improvement. And

as the members of the meeting for ministers and

elders show forth this real concern for the best in-

terest of both classes, so will they be able to convince

those nnndsin whom such strong objections to tliat

meeting have found a place, that it is yet useful both

to individuals and society, in fostering and sustain-

ing a pure and true Gospel Miiustry among us, a

Ministry that relies on Divine qualification, and only

uses the cidiivated human intellect in sucli a work

when so Divinely qualilied. John .1. Cornell.

Mmdon Center, Vlth mo. 2tith, 18SG.

BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING'S RECORD
ON SLAVERY AMONG FRIENDS.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal:

IN the interesting review in a recent number of the

Intelligencer and Journal, by '"S. R.." of tliat

eminent and devoted pliihinthropist John Woohnan,

I have noticed tliat while the testimonies borne by a

number of yearly meetings on the subject of Slavery

are mentioned, no allur-ion is made to tlie early

eiforts of Friends of Baltimore Yearly Meeting

in that direction. I have therefore thought it might

not be amiss to give yon a few extracts from the

voluminous records of our yearly meeting on this

subject, the more so as they antedate any given by

"S. K." I copy as below, without further comment,

calling attention to the rapi<l advance made by

Friends in this interesting subject, between the years

17t)0 and 1778, and that, too, in the preeminently

slave State of Maryland. T. H. M.

Baltimore, 12th mo. 2('ith. lS^(i.

How imicb, preventing God, how much I owe

To tlie (Iffeiu'.es thou bast round me set;

Example, custom, fear, occasion slow.

—

These suornoil bondmen were my pai-upet.

1 dare not peep over this parapet

To gauge with glance the roaring gulf below,

The depths of siu to which I liad descended,

Had not tlicse me against myself defended.
—R. W. Emerson.

Tins is being immortal, deserving immortality, /i«r-

(aitin^ o/ immortality, God in us, we in God, forever

and forever more.

1700. A weighty consideration accompanying

Friends' minds respecting some uneasiness with

some Friend-;, respecting the words "buying of

negroes," containeil in our Discipline, and agreed

to last year, wliich was advi.se<l against importing

negroes, this meeting, under .solid and mature con-

sideration, with divers remarks thereon. Friends at

present are not fully ripe in their judgment to carry

the minute further than against being concerned in

the importing of negroes.

17G1. On reading the alteration of our Discipline

made at our Yearly Meeting held at West River last

Spring relative to Negroes, a weighty exercise re-

vived in this meeting and a solemn conference was

held thereon and whole.some exhortations to attend

to the mind of Truth ; after which this meeting con-

cludes that Friends should not in any wise encourage

their importation, by buying or selling them or other

slaves, and those that have them by inheritance, or

otherwise, he careful to train them up in the princi-

ples of the Christian religion, and if there should

anv difficulty arise relating to our testimony in this

atfair, that those Friends apply to the monthly and

Quarterly Meetings for Friends' advice, as truth may
be pleased to direct; and we hope and believe, that

as they wait on the Lord for counsel, he will open a

wav for them in the Wisdom of Truth to act without

invalidating this our Ciiristian testimony.

17(i4. A friend of Gunpowder Monthly Meeting

reports to this Meeting that they have had several

meetings appointed for Negroes in particular, and

tliat they were attended by a number of solid Friends,

and that they were to good satisfaction, and if

Friends should still see further cause, this meeting

advises that they make further appointments for

service, and make report thereof to our next Yearly

Meeting.

17U.3. The case of Robert George being before this

meeting, and Friends being informed that he intends

to purchase another slave, think it best to u.se further

entreaties with him, in order to convince him, if pos-

sible, of the inconsistency of such conduct with the

testimonv of truth : Therefore this meeting appoints
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Josepli Bivrtlett, Henry Troth ami Joseph T?erry to

visit liiiii. iind treat witli him in love for the same,

ami report tliereof to our next meeting;.

After a time of solid sittini; together, and wei^dity

testimonies were home, tendin;; to encourafie and

stir up Friends to a religious discliariie of our Chris-

tian duty in rej»ard to maintaining truth's testimonies

against enslaving or keeping in hondage our fellow

creatures, the meeting adjourned.

As the discouraging of that heretofore prevailing

practice of dealing in, or detaining in hondage our

fellow creatures, remains to he the inonmhent duty

of this meeting, it is the mind thereof that an epistle

of caution and tender advice in this respect he now
prepared and handed down to our several quarterly,

montldy and preparative meetings.which was accord-

ingly done.

176S. This meeting being solidly concerned to

discourage the iniquitous practice of dealing in slaves

among us, it is the unanimous mind thereof, that

those who buy or sell them for term of life or other-

wise, contrary to the former direction of this meet-

ing, and on being dealt with in love by the Monthly
fleeting where they reside, if no prospect appears of

their making satisfaction (or the same by granting

them their liberty, or proceeding therein according

to the direction of their respective monthly meet-

ings:—that in such cases the said meetings are ad-

vised and directed to proceed to disown such persons,

as disorderly walkers, until they so far come to a

sight and sense of their mi.sconduct as to comlemn
the same to the satisfaction of the said Monthly
Meeting.

1771. The iniquitous practice of importing negro

slaves, which has Ions: prevailed in this Province,

having at this time become the subject of our solid

consideration, and Friends apprehending it our in-

cumbent duty to manifest the inconsistency thereof,

by bearing our testimony against said practice, it is

therefore the sense and judgment of this meeting

that a petition be prepared, to be presented to the

legislative body of this Province, setting forth the

iniquitous consequences attendant on said praclice,

and requesting an act may be made to remedy this

evil as far as in them lies.

The followinc Friends are appointed to prepare

an essay of a petition for said purpose an<l to produce

the .same to our next meeting, (to wit) : Evan Thom-
as, Joseph Cowman, Gerard Hopkins, John Thomas,
William Edmonson, James Berry, Isaac Dixon and
Benjamin Berry.

1776. The advice of a former yearly meeting re-

specting extending labors of love to such of our re-

ligious society as continue to keep their fellow crea-

tures in slavery, having been heretofore proceeded

with by one of our quarters and continued under
care, the other quarter reports that they have made
some progress in that weighty affair, which they

hope has had some good effect on some of the visited,

though in general there appears a great obstruction

in the minds of those who are possessed of these

poor blacks, rather inclining to retain them in their

present situation of bond slaves.

It is the advice of this Meeting that our several

monthly meetings do each provide a suitable book to

record the maiuimissions of slaves, and that in future
the nnmbcr cnltMcd therein with the names of those
who grant them be sent up to the yearly meetings.

1778. Accounts of the manumi.ssion of one hun-
dred and lifty-three slaves, brought up from our sev-

eral quarters were now read, examined and received.

VICTOR SCHOELCFTER, THE FRENCH
LIBERATOR.

IIY TMKOnORE STANTON.

WHEN Frederick Douglass was presented, last No-
vember, to Senator Schrelchcr in the reception-room
of the Luxembourg Palace, he straightened himself
up, and said, in his stately way, " Sir, I once met the
noble leader of the abolition of slavery in England,
Thomas Clarkson, who was then in liis eighly-sixlli

year; I long knew the leader of the al)olition move-
ment in America, William Lloyd Garrison, and I am
very happy now that I see the emancipator of the
slaves in all the French colonies." In a letter which
I received recently from Mr. Dougla.ss, he says, refer-

ring to a call tliat we made together on Senator
Schfilcher, at his house: "I shall never forget the
meeting we hail that morning with that grand old
man, blessed with recollections of a long life of noble
deeds, surrounded in his home with broken chains,
and fetters which once bound the bruised limbs of
enslaved men and women, and with so many tokens
of gratitude from those he succored and relieved. In
respect of him, I can say with Burns, speaking of the
future.

' With such as he, where'er he be,

May I be saved or lost.'

"

.

Senator Scholcher gave me, one morning, the
whole history of the emancipation proclamation in

France, which I here briefly recount. He was on his

way home from Senegal, where he had been studying
the condition of the slaves, with the view of writing
a history, when the Revolution of 1848 broke out, and
on reaching Paris, he found France a Republic and
universal snffrai;e established. It was on March 3d.

1848, that M. Scholcher put foot in the capital, and
that very day he called on M. Francois Arago, the
celebrated astronomer, who was a member of the
Provisional Government and Minister of Marine, ami
urged him most earnestly to proclaim the immediate
emancipation of the slaves in the French colonies.

"But I am informed," objected Arago, "that if we
free the slaves, they will rise and murder the whites."
" The contrary is true," responded M. Sch(>lcher

;

" unless you liberate them immediately, I know that
they will take by force what is their right. And
furthermore, I shall do all in my power to urge them
to such a course." "The arguments of M. Schol-
cher," writes Arago in his " Souvenirs Politiques,"

referring to this memorable conversation, "brought
me over to his way of thinking, and I then and
there decided to lay before my colleagues a de-
cree of immediate emancipation." " At the close of
my interview," continues M. Scholcher, " I took pen
and paper and, sitting at one corner of M. Arago's
table, I wrote out the following decrep, which was
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sent forthwith to the Journal Official, where it ap-

]ieared the next mornina, March 4th, 1848 :
' Be-

lieving that slavery should no longer exist anywhere
on French territor}', the Provisional Republican

Government declares in the name of the French
)ieople, that a bureau has been established in the

Ministry of Marine and Colonies for the purpose of

carrying out, with the briefest possible delay, the

immediate emancipation of all the slaves in every

colony of France.' Here followed the signatures of

the members of the Government—Lamartine, Arago,

Cr6mieux, and the others. I was placed at the head
of this bureau, and executed the provisions of the

decree.

"A little anecdote in connection with this subject

may he interesting to American readers. Toward the

close of the Second Rejiublic, I received a letter one
day from Maria Weston Chapman, asking me for con-

tributions from disti.iguished French abolitionists to

her Liberty Bdl. I transmitted her request to M.
Fran^'ois Arago, among others, who was no longer in

power. A little while afterward his son, who was one
of my colleagiiei^ in the National Assembly, handed
me an envelope containing an extract from liis father's

'Souvenirs Politiques'—an account of my interview

with him on March 3d, 1848. I sent this, with a let-

ter of my own and another from the late M. Oscar de
Lafayette, grandson of the General, to Mrs. Chapman,
and they were printeil in one of the numbers of the

Liberty Bdl. The extract from Arago's ' Souvenirs '

lias not yet appeared in France, for he ordered that

this work 6h{juld not be published until a certain

number of years after his death." M. Schijicher then

went to his library, took down a bound volume of

anti-slavery tracts, and showed me the number of the

Liberty Bell, yellow with age, containing the letters of

Arago, Lafayette and himself in the original French
and in an English translation.

Victor Scholcher was born at Paris on July 4th,

1804, so that he is now completing liis eighty-second

year. Notwitlistanding his advanced age, he attends

the sittings of tlie Senate, of which he is a life mem-
ber, occupying a seat on the Extreme Left among the

advanced Republicans. M. Scholcher was a Repub-
lican even under the Restoration, and he has always
remained faithful to these early convictions—not a

slight merit in a country where public men so often

change their political opinions when the nation

changes its form of government. M. Schi'ilcher was
Ijorn rich, and he has used his money not only in

preparing himself to lietter accomplish hisown noble

aims, but in aiding private individuals and whole
communities, like a true philanthropist. In 1829 he
undertook his first voj'age for the jiurpose of study-

ing the slavery question on the spot, visiting Mexico,
Cuba, and the United States. It is the only time he
was ever in our country, but as he met Sumner, Gar-

rison, and other leading Americans, and as he has

read widely in our political literature, especially in

the department of the anti-slavery conflict, he pos-

sesses a far larger knowledge of American afi'airs than
most of his countrymen. He returned to France after

the advent of Louis Pliilippe to the throne, and forth-

with began to demand the abolition of negro slavery.

In 1840 he sailed to the Antilles, and carefully exam-
ined the condition of the blacks in the French, Eng-
lish, Spanish and Danish islands. Two years later he
traveled over Egypt, Turkey and Greece, with the

same purpose of making himself thorouiilily ac-

quainted with the slaves of the Orient. In 1847 it

was the French possessions of Senegal and Gambia
that attracted his notice, his intention then being, as

I have already .said, to write a history of slavery in

the nineteenth century. He was in Western Africa,

as we liave seen, when the Revolution of Feliruary

occurred, and it was this long and thorough study of

slavery in ever}' clime and under all conditions tliat

convinced Arago of the urgency and opportuneness of

M. Scholcher's demand, and obtained the freedom of

every French slave.

But jM. Scholcher's philanthropy is not limited to

sympathy for the negro race, although it will be mainly

for this that posterity will remember and bless him.

It is due to him that flogging in the navy was abol-

ished ; and if capital punishment is finally removed
from the French statute-book, much of the honor will

redound to Victor Scholcher, who has fought this

cruel custom in season and out of season. Always
thoughtful of suffering humanity, he secured the pas-

sage of a law in 1849 that required the railroad com-
panies to close their third-class carriages, which, up
to that time, were open like our summer street-cars.

In rainy weather and during the winter months, the

poor people who were forced to travel third-class

often sufl'ered terribly in these unprotected carriages.********
To appreciate fully M. Scholcher's life work, he

must be seen at his own home. His artistic tastes

were early developed, and in 1832 we find him pub-

lishing art criticisms in the journals. It is but nat-

ural, therefore, that his house should be full of beau-

tiful bronzesand paintings. The most noticeable ob-

ject in his study is a group in bronze repre.senting

France in the form of a goddess of liberty breaking

the chains of a slave. " I particularly like the move-

ment of the negro," remarked Mr. Douglass when he

saw this work, ' for he is evidently doing all he can

himself to throw off his fetters." This is a gift from

the blacks of the French colonies to Scholcher as a

recognition of what he did for them. The subscrip-

tions were limited to ten sous. Many gave the max-
imum, but still more gave less, some poor but thank-

fid freedmen .sending only a sou or two. The whole

amount footed up thirteen thousand francs, showing

what an army of friends M. Schijicher has among the

people that he basso nobly defended. On the ped-

estal that supports the group is engraved the decree

of emancipation, whose text was given above, and
real shackles and implements of torture are also hung
upon it—a tragic reminder of man's inhumanity to

man. Large frames, each containing a dozen or more
photographs of colored men and women, are sus-

pended on the walls of the apartments, and fastened

to the panels of the doors. These gilts generally bear

inscriptions full of thanks to the benefactor of the

African bondmen, and often come from humble and
unknown friends in distant quarters of the globe.

And these black men have indeed a never-failing
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friend in Victor Scliolcher. Even if his public nets

<li<l not put the fart beyond doubt, liis private ones
would. For example, Victor Cochinat, the colored

French publicist, who died a few weeks ago, and who,
in strong: contrast with Victor ScliiUcher, was often a

severe critic of the race to which he liclongcil, was
once on the point of publishing an account of his

travels in the Haitian Republic. Sclullcher, havin!-

learned that Cochinat was very excessive in liis ridi-

cule of the negroes of this former French possession,

pointed out to the author tlie impropriety of a black
man giving such a vohnue to the world

; and it was
never printed. Later, when M. Schdhher gave his

niagniticent library, very rich in anti-slavery w^orks,

to Fort-de-France, the capital of Martinique, which
island he has so often represented in tlie Cliandier of
Deputies, he had Cochinat made librarian ; and tliere

it was that this brilliant colored author died.

One more instance of jr. Scholcher's proverbial re-

gard for the negro. As Mr. Douglass and I sat talk-

ing with him the other day, a card was handed in.

M. Scholcher scrutinized it closely several times, and
then, turning to the servant, asked :

'' Do I know
this person?" The servant started toward the door,
in order to put the question to the caller; but M.
Scholcher suddenly stopped her witli :

" Is he a col-

ored man?" "Yes," was the reply. "Then, no
matter," he remarked, as we resumed our conversa-
tion. Soon afterward as we passed the waiting-room,
I noticed the full-blooded African who had not hesi-

tated to come, a perfect stranger, to this friend of his
race.

Victor Scholcher is now busily engaged on a life of
Tonssaint-Louverture, and he expresses the fervent
hope that he may live to finish it. "But I must have
two years more to accomplish this," said the aged
senator. "I mean to make a complete study of this

remarkable man, and to prove that he died of cold—
of cold, nothing else. 1 will also put beyond question
that this noble patriot was a victim of Napoleon's
tyranny and hard-beartedness;" and, as he men-
tioned Napoleon's name, there was a tone of sup-
pressed anger in his voice, for Victor Scholcher, like

his close friend Victor Hugo, had an intense dislike
for the Bonapartes, and again like Victor Hugo,
would not return to France so long as the Empire
stood. " Well," said ilr. Douglass, " you must finish

that biography of Touissant-Louverture; I know that
it will be a valuable contribution to the world's his-

torical literature." "Will you agree, Mr. Douglass,"
I interrupted, " to write an introduction to an Ameri-
can edition, if I hold myself responsible for the Eng-
lish translation?" " Ves," replied Mr. Douglass.
' Then," added M. Scholcher, as he bade us good-bye,
" I will promise to finish the work."—iV. Y. Iiide-

peii'lcnt.

Makeiuo like a little cliild,

Siinplo, tcacliiilile. imil iiiilil,

Swing only i.i Thy lij;lit,

Wiilkiug only in Thy might

!

John Berridoe.

As men in battle are continually in the way of
shot, so we in this world are ever within the reach of
teinptation.

—

Wm. Pe.nn.

I TiTiXK we shall do well not to perplex ourselves
with contemplating the various evils of life,—or the
mystery of iniquity. Makgaket Woods.

SCRIPTURE LESSON NO. 3.

Fiusr Month IGth.

CAIN AND ABEL.
TOl'IC : SACRIFICE.

GoLDKN Tkxt :-" If Iliou (iofst well, shalt thou not be accepted ?

anti if thou doest not well, sin coucheth at the

door."—Geu. i ; 7.

Kkai) Gen. .";.S16, Revised Version.

Exi'I,ANATION.S.

ADAM and Eve, passing out from the Eden state of
Communion with God, and innocent enjoyment of
the pleasant things l)y which they were surrounded,
found that Conscience became as "The flame of a
Sword which turne<l every way to guard the tree of
life," the germ of divine knowledge, and this enabled
them to realize the extent of their transgre.ssion. In
the interval that follows, two sons are born. The
life they lead is rude. The skins of the beasts that

share with them the products of the earth, furnish

them clothing. Cain becomes a farmer, and Abel a
shepherd

; this was the beginning of division in la-

bor, and these were the first occupations.

"In process of time," after they had entered upon
the labor they had severally chosen, each brings an
offering to the place set apart for the worship of God.
The usage of sacrifice-the idea that the life-blood of
an animal couM be acceptable as an offering to the
Divine Being with whom in the innocent state of the
first creation Adam and Eve held spiritual inter-

course—shows how early the conscience became
clouded, and they were willing to seek some other
path to favor than the simple road of obedience.

The commonly accepted idea in relation to the re-

jection of Cain's ofl'ering, and the favor shown to

Abel's, is that the ofl'ering of Abel was more full,

complete and excellent than his brother'.?—literally
" a much more sacrifice." There was evidently a dif-

ference in the character of the men. (Heb. 11 ; 4.)

Cain was wroth, his countenance fell. In this

condition he heard the voice of the Lord, and the as-

surance came, " If thou doest well, shalt thou not be
accepted?" shall there not be a lifting up of thy sad-
dened face? "but if thou doest not well, sin lurketh,
crouching like a wild beast, at the door." "Unto
thee shall be his desire," probably refers to the pre-
eminence that Cain enjoyed as the first-born.

That Cain was unrepentant is shown in the an-
swer he returned to the query, " Where is Abel, thy
brother?" Thomas Ellwood writes: " Cain seems
not so sensible of his sin as of his punishment. He
puts the loss of advantages in the earth before his
loss of the presence of God." The same writer gives
the literal rendering of " punishment " as iniquity.

This Le8.son TE.\cnES:

(1.) That jealousy, hatred and envy, if unre-
strained, lead to crime.

(2 ) That whether we accept the service or turn
from it, we are respontible for the influence we may
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exerton one another; we are our brothers' keepers.

(3.) That we may try to hide our wrong-doing,

yet sooner or later, if utiropentant, the punishment
tliat follows will he greater than we can bear.

When God gave hi.-i blessing to the human pair,

(Gen. 1 ; 2S), the family relation was provided for and
estaljlished, and althou.di they failed through dis-

obedience to realize the fulness of the Divine bless-

ing they were comforted in their exile by the birth

of children. " I have gotten a man from the Lord,"

was the joyful exclamation of Eve. as she clasped

lier first-born to her thankful heart, and she called

him Cain, which means " possession." It is thought

by some that she believed it was he who was to

" bruise the serpent's head." She, like countless mul-
titudes of mothers since, rejoicing that she had been
given a .son, could not foresee the sorrow and distress

in store for her through his terrible crime.

As we have seen, the work that fell to the lot of

Adam was no longer to " keep and dress " the beauti-

ful garden, he must now contend with the " thorns

and the thistles " that sprang up spontaneouslj' in

the wide world to which he had been banished. He
must plant and weed and harvest, that his food may
be assured. Cain joins him in the laljors of the field,

but Abel becomes the keeper of the sheep. There is

no evidence that man ate the flesh of animals, until

long afterwards. The milk became an article of food

in the earliest history of the race, and we have seen
that the skins were made into the " coats " that

clothed them.
The sense of sin may have awakened some thought

of atonement or ofl'ering to God ; or, a feeling of how
unworthy they were to receive so many favors from
God whom they had disobeyed, may have led Adam
and his family to bring to a chosen and sacred place,

the first fruits gathered as the product of their labor,

for an oflfering to God. Some thought of finding favor

with him must have prompted the action. Cain
brought as his offering of " the fruit of the ground,"

and Abel brought of the " firstlings of his flock."

Thus early in human history was sacrifice instituted.

"The Lord had respect unto Abel's ofi"ering, but
unto Cain and his olfering he had not respect."

This is all that is told us, and why should one make
an acceptable ofl'ering and not the other? Plainly

there was a diflference in the state of mind of each as

the sequel shows.

Cain was very wroth, he could not restrain his

anger, and instead of searching his own spirit for the

motive that prompted the ofl'ering, his countenance
fell, and he allowed the evil passions of his heart to

gain control.

In this condition he heard the voice of the Lord,

and with it the assurance came "If thou doest well,

shalt thou not be accepted'?" Shall there not be a

lifting up of the saddened face? (as one translator

renders it) "and if thou doest not well, sin lieth or

coucheth at the door." How plain and simple this is.

How like the blessed Gospel that Jesus gave to men

!

How even at the very beginning of outward ofl'ering

the attention of Cain is turned to the higher mean-
ing of ofl'ering, to that condition of the soul that will

enable him to do right, and will lift him out of the
angry, revengeful spirit into which he had fallen.

Here we see that the form or the manner or the

spirit, in which these earliest recorded worshipers of

the Divine Being performed the service, led to strife

and contention. It is a sorrowful fact that in all suc-

ceeding ages the worship of God by outward forms
has been a point upon which mankind have difl'ered

—and the stream of blood which flowed from the

murdered Abel has been augmented until were it

possible to collect it all, it would flow round the

earth in a vast river. We may well fall back upon
the living truth, acceptance through well-doing, which
if heeded, and carried out in the intercourse of the
earliest of the race, would have quelled the spirit of

anger, and saved Cain and all the posterity of Adam
from the murderer's brand.

This is a most significant fact of the deepest im-
port to the human family. The service and duty we
owe our God is the one thing that men ought never

to have quarreled about, the one thing that should
bring unity of spirit, as it embodied unity of purpose.

E-ipecially since Jesus, the Prince of Peace, reiitiirmed

the Fatherhood of God, and taught that all are

brethren.

The murder of Abel brought sorrow and distress

to the parents, and .sent Cain a fugitive and a wan-
derer from the presence of God, with the brand of

guilt upon his soul.

FRIENDS' SETTLEMENTS IN THE WEST.
DANIKL GRIEST, formerly of this State, but for

some years a resident of Kansas, a Friend, has been
visiting in this city and vicinity, and expects to

spend some time further in the East, his business in

part being to introduce to the notice of Friends who
incline to remove to the West the advantages of the

place where he is located,—the town of Ellis, on the

railroad to Denver, about half-way between Denver
and Kansas City. He represents the land there as

equal to any, the price still moderate, the social sur-

roundings and business location good, and the proba-

ble increase in value of land very satisfactory. The
inflow of new people in this and adjoining counties

is large. Daniel desires to gather at Ellis a com-
munity of Friends, so that a meeting may be estab-

lished there, and his object is to present the matter

to any who might think of going in that direction.

We state the matter thus explicitly, in order to

add that the desirability of Friends who settle in the

West gathering in companies or communities, is cer-

tainly very great. It is testified to by all who
have looked into the subject, and has been especially

urged by our Western Friends, Jonathan W. Plum-
mer, Abel Mills, Edward Coale, and others, who have
traveled through the States beyond the Mississippi,

vi-iiting the isolated families, and small companies of

Friends. We do not know anything at all, of our own
knowledge, in regard to Ellis, and do not, of course,

mean to be understood as willing to present the ad-

vantages or attractions of any one place more than

others; but we do very earnestly urge that those of

our faith and training, who have learned to value

their association with Friends, should carefully con-
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Buler, wlien deriding to remove into tlio new eountry,

whether they eunnot do so in eoniininy, and so niain-

tiiin for themselves and families the advantages of

social intereourso whieli they have heretofore en-

joyed, and he strong enough to estahlish and main-
tain meetings.
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CARE OF THE FLOCK
AT this season when all vegetation is at rest prepara-

tory to the new awakening, which will come when
the warmth of the more direct rays of the sun shall

be felt, there is a train of thought suggested, relative

to our own religious body ; that of preparation for

more direct care, and the extending of more of

warmth towardsall who are claimed to bein member-
ship with us as Friends.

There are those who watch over the flock as

mourners, seeing only weakness and signs of declen-

sion. Their time being thus employed is worse than

wasted, for they become unfitted for practical and
beneficial work, a cheerful belief in a future for us as

an organization being essential to a happy life.

True it is that we cannot always avoid a feeling of

regret as we dwell upon the past, and see tliat we have

fallen far short of a perfection to which we have as-

pired, or accomplished so little that had been in-

tended, yet if we are wise, we will heed the coun-

sels of the revered Master, Jesus of Nazareth, who
did not encourage his disciples, and those to whom he

ministered, to <lwell " mournfully upon the past," but

in his figurative mode of expression told them "to

let the dead bury the dead," and that it was for them
to follow the leadings of a truer light than they had
hitherto known. This should help those in despair

to cheer up, and, in the beautiful language of one in

our modern times, " wisely iinprove the present " for

it alone is ours, and " go forth to meet the ^adowy
future without fear, and with a manly heart."

If we but cultivate a simple faith and trust in

God's boundless love, we will know an uprising of

the divine seed of Hope that will inspire us with a

courage to examine closer into our needs as a re-

ligious body, and see vvbiit greater care is necessary for

a new growth of love and loyally to our own branch

of the great Christian church.

We have a moral code, which is an important

supplement to the one great principle of the indwel-

ling light, and at stated times we catechelically hold

each other accountable for the manner in which we
adhere to it. This is all risrht, and a most valuable

reminder of our several duties in the direction of

right living. But do we reach all? Are there not

those who for some cause or other are frequently or

constantly absent when our Queries are read, and

who perhaps need most of all to be familiar with

these most excellent rules for our daily guidance.

How can we reach them? Tiio answer comes, Let

them come as they should to our meetings where

they can hear and respond. But if they will not

come shall we not go to them? Again in the lan-

guage of parable we are told to leave the " ninety and

nine in the wilderness and go after that which is

lost until we find it," then we can rejoice all to-

gether. Are we doing this? Are our commissioned

ones zealous in searching out and bestowing kindly

care on those who appear to be violating testimonies

we hold most important? Visiting in the spirit of

restoring love, not standing aloof till by transgres-

sions so apparent there seems no way but to cut off

those, who by timely attention and the warmth of

Christ-like love might have been retained to bless

and to be blessed amongst us.

In our great love of freedom it seenissuch a direct

infringement on individual right to query closely as

to our moral duties, that we shrink from it. But are

we ever free to transgress a known law of right?

First let us be sure the law is known, then should

there be no transgression.

It involves grave responsibili'ies to accept appoint-

ments where care like this belongs; but with an

abiding faith in God that He never requires more
than He gives strength to perform, courage to act

will come, and with the right performance of duty,

reward in proportion to the effort will be sure. And
to aid those thus commissioned should not our meet-

ings give of counsel and sympathy in the fullest sense

of these words? Encouraging them to be like Job of

old in the days of his prosperity and honor, " a father

to the poor; and the cause which I knew not I

searched out." Thus evidencing that there is love

for the flock and a livi.ig desire to promote the best

welfare of all, realizing that membership in our re-

ligious body is beyond all question of value to us

here, and may be to us in the great hereafter.

We mentioned, some time ago, the subject of mar-

riage and death notices, and now think it expedient,

to again allude to it. It has been customary for us

to extract from the daily newsp.apers as they appear,

the notices of deaths of Friends that come under our

observation, and to insert them in our paper. No
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<loubt this is in many cases patisfactory, but in others

it liappened that after printing the first notice, an-

other was sent by members of the family, or otlicrs,

fjiving some personal details or appreciative testi-

mony in reference to the lieceased, so timt it seemed

necessary to reprint the announcement in order to

present tlie additional matter. We have now con-

cluded that it would be best, as a rule, to wait for the

notices to be sent us, and we request that those who
should do so may liave in mind the matter of prop-

erly preparing; and forwarding them, in case of the

decease of Friends or " Friendly people." It is de-

sirable, we suggest, tliat the matter should receive

timely attention,

—

witliout undue haste,—and this

we hope will be kept in mind, also.

The second educational conference under the

charge of the Yearly Meeting's Committee will take

place on Seventh-day, the 22nd inst. Tlie subjects

for consideratloil are elsewhere mentioned, in the

notice from the Clerk.

Our friend " S. K.," in her paper on the life-work

of John Woolman, (to wliich a correspondent else-

where refers), had before her only the introduction

to a modern edition of his life, written by John G.

Whittier, as a guide to the details of the action of the

various yearly meetings on the subject of Slavery.

The procedure in Baltimore Yearly Meeting is now
)>robably for the first time published, and niakis not

only a very interesting chapter but an honorable

testimony to the faithlulness of Friends.

MARRIAGES.
HOLCOMB -MILLEE.—At the liome of the bride's

mother, 102 Brooklyn avenue, Broolvlyu, N. Y., ou Fifth

day, Twelftli month 30th, according to the order of the re-

ligioiLS Society of Friends, Elizabeth Clarke, daughter of

Amanda K. and the late Dr. Charles Miller, to William

Peun Holcomb, of Swarthmore College, Pa.

KEISEL—CLEAVER.—Twelfth month 23d, 1886, at the

residence of the bride's jiareots, Montgomery townshiji,

Montgomery Co., Pa., by Friends' ceremony, Charles !{

Keisel, and FhcEbe F. Cleaver.

LEECH-WEAVEE.^On Twelfth month 30th, 1886, at

the house of the bride's brother. Dr. Chandler Weaver,

Fox Chase, under the care of Abington Monthly Meeting
of Friends, Watson G. Leech, of Geimautown, to Kcbecca

Weaver, of Fox Chase, Philadelphia.

DEA THS.

BOND.—In Waterford, Va., Twelfth month 2Sth, Sarah

Alice, widow of Asa M. Bond, in her TTth year.

BOONE.—Ou Seventh day, Te)ith month 2d, 1886, in

Salem, Ohio, Esther Boone, wife of leaac Boone, aged 84

years ; for some time au Elder of Salem Monthly Meeting

of Friends.

On .Seventh day. Eleventh month 27, 1886, in Salem,

Ohio, Isaac Boone, in the 91st year of his age; for some

time au Elder of Salem Monthly Meeting of Friends.

These dear friends had traveled hand in hand together

during sixty-five years of married life, and it seemed fitting

that their separation should be transient, a brief period of

eight weeks intervening between their deaths. They
were of the early settlei"S of Salem, having removed from

Pennsylvania to Ohio in 1827. where they resided until

their deaths. They were birthright members of the

Society of Friends, and were constant attenders of meeting
until physically incapacitated by the infirmities of age to

continue; they still held an interest in its proceedings-

Their moral and religious lives were in harmony with

their Christian profession. '• The more our spirits are en-

larged on Earth, the dce|ier draught shall they receive of

Heaven."

CRESSON.—At Consbohocken. Pa., on the ninrning of

Twelfth month 24th, 1886, Ann K., widow of William Cres-

son, and daughter of the late Jonathan Leedom, of Phila-

delphia, in her 76th year.

H.\KVEY.—.Suddenly, at their residence. West Phila-

delphia, Twelfth month 29th, 18S6, Lavinia S., wife of

Joshua Harvey; a member of the Monthly Meeting of

Friends of Philadelphia.

WILLET.'S.— On Second day. First month 3d, 1837, of

tetenus arising from severe accident, (received 10 days

previous) Hugh Willets, second sou of Robert and Jose-

jihine O. Hatton, and grandson of Robert and Susanna E.

Hatton, aged 4 years, 8 months and seven days.

WOOD.—On the lOtb of Twelfth month, 1886, of a lin-

gering spinal disease, Emily L. Wood, in the 5yth year of

her age ; she was a member of Pipe Creek Monthly Meet-

ing of Friends, in Carroll Co., Md.

SHOULDER TO SHOULDER.
THE courage that comes from as.sociation with one's

fellows may not have so much fire and <la^b in it as

that which tempts a man to single acts of valor. It

is not confined to humanity, but runs down to the

lowest animals, that have instinct enough to feel that

in union is strength. Without it, it would be hard

for many creatures to maintain an exi.'-tence. Indu.s-

trious as is the bee, if each member of the hive were

driven ofl' to make a living for itself, instea<l of all

working in unison and harmony, it would fare hard

with the individuals of the busy swarm. That "the

Lord hath set the solitary in fiimilies" is as well for

the bee as for man.
Shoulder to shoulder,—that is the history of many

a family. Who lias not known them, especially in

New England'? First, it is the father and mother

who save and hoard and deny themselves till tlie

first-born son is college-bred. Then be joins the

ranks of the bread-winiieis, and, with bis parents,

works with the steady purpose of educating the

younger children, or placing them in some way on

their feet. One impulse throbs through the united

family, and nothing seems hard where all can help.

But, above all sordid purpose, we see this spirit of

unity holding families and friends heart to heart,

when all are standing for truth and principle, each

stronger for the nujral support of friend or companion.

Here, again, nothing seems hard to those encom-

passed by this invisible chain. Friends " touch el-

bows " as they walk, keeping time in their progre.'-s

toward all truer, better things. Husbandsand wives,

fathers and tons, mothers and daughters, are all bet-
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ter men and women if this sympathetic spirit runs
tliroai;li tlieir livef.

The New Year is a time for quiekeiiin'; tliose ties,

for t:ikin<!; a firmer j;ra'*p of tlie coinpaiiion haiul, for

<Hiiekenin>j tlie step ami straiL'hteniii>; tlie ranks, ami
for filvinj; God thanks if tliere tie no vaeant places.

Alas, liow few are tlie homes and the eircles of friends

where the Xew Year linds old thintw just as they
were a year a^o ! Car very neaiest and dearest have
been taken. The shonMer whieh stood so loyally by
onrs is gone. The heart which beat so evenly in

time with ours is hushed. The hand that clasped our
own so closely, whose tonch we still can feel, is

'vanished;" and the voice who.se loving tones

echoed our highest aspirations is forever "still."

How shall we have courajre to face the coming year?
Where are the human sympathy and stren<.'tli that

will help to j:uide and cheer? The cheerful greeting

of "A Happy New Year" seems like mockery to

many. The husband has fallen asleep, and the wife

is left alone: the father has passed on, and in his

stead the son must stand; the sainted mother has
faded away, and on the shoulders of the frail

daughter the burden of sorrow and care must fall.

But as in a battle-field, when men are swept away,
the order comes. " Close U[) the ranks!" so here, too,

in our families and circles of friend.s, we must close

up the ranks, and stand shoulder to shoulder with
those who need support and sympathy. If the elec-

tric current that passed between two special hearts

is broken, let the thrill that makes all humanity akin
be felt tlie more. The New Year that opens so sadly

for stricken hearts yields opportunity for glad souls

to share their joy with those who mourn, to be to

them strength in weakness, comfort in loneliness.

—

Christian Register.

THE LIBRARY.
The Great Poets .^s Religious Teachers.

From the pen of John H. iMorrison, and from the
press of Harper and Brothers, comes this little book
which essays to show us " that they who, by the
common consent of mankind, have been looked up
to with tiie greatest reverence as imperial rulers in

the world of creative thought, rising highest and pen-
etrating farthest into the secrets of the universe, have
been the seers and poets. By their revelations, and
in accordance with the wants and laws of our nature,

the unseen world of spiritual thought and life has
been laid open to us, and thrown its hallowing influ-

ences around us, making itself felt as a familiar pres-

ence from childhood to age with the individual, and
from the infancy of the race onward with increasing
sanctity and power in every nevv development."

These great poets have been recognized as giving
to us the noblest specimens of literature, and have
ever had a leading place in the higher systems of ed-
ucation. They have been given to the youth to be
studied in their native tongues, that they might be-

come most thoroughly imbued with their mind and
temper, and sharing their highest thoughts, would
rise with them into a higher sphere, and become en-
dowed with somewhat of their intellectual, Eesthetic

and moral dignity, reiineraent and simplicity.

Now, our writer complains, that with the vast ac-

cumulations of wealth, and the multiplication of

material comforts and luxuries, we are being turned
away from the life that is more spiritual, and things

tangible and visible assume to be the only realitie-!,

and demand for themselves the foremost place in ev-

ery wise system of education. This materializing ten-

dency of our times is helped on by the marvelous
inventions and discoveries which open so many fields

of investigation as to occupy the whole of life. The
loftier ideals and the nobler aspirations of life are in

danger of being lost sight of. and mere wealth enters

as a corrupting influence. We need the poet or the

seer to help the mind to diviner conceptions; and
this divining faculty, .seeing what others do not see,

is the distinguishing quality of the great minds who
from age to age have led the human race onward by
new revelations of truth in science, in government,
and in those complicated but C'Ssential qualities of

thought and character which enter as vital elements
into our social condition and progress. The imagina-

tion must bridge over tlie unseen and lead us to

further heights toward the empyrean.
The author selects three, generally reganled as

holding the highest place among the poets of modern
times, while they also .stand entirely ap.irt from one
another in their leadingcharacteristics as writers and
as men, and bids us note how the most momentous
of all subjects, connecting us with God and the un-

seen laws of his kingdom, are treated by these ac-

knowledged masters: Dante, Shakespeare and
Goethe.

Tlie great writers of the Old Testament are to be
cited as those wlio by " the vision and the faculty

divine" could bs so inspired as to recognize and set

forth distinctly the unseen laws or forces which be-

long to the moral and spiritual universe. Almost
every form of historical, biographical or poetical com-
position is employed by these writers as a vehicle of

divine instruction, and the mere literal events which
are set forth are of far less importance than the spirit

which underlies the letter. It has been told us that

theletter killeth butthespiritgiveth life. The inspired

teachers—-the prophets of Israel—had conceptions of

a coming deliverer ; a being of such transcendent qual-

ities that he might not only save and regenerate

Israel, but should extend the wonderful light of di-

vinest truth to the whole world. Our author adds,

"Towards this central figure in the history of our

race, consciously or unconsciously, the yearnings of

devout souls had been reaching forward. The great-

est prophets in their moments of fullest inspiration

and exaltation, acknowledged their own insuflScien-

cy. As Jesus said of them ' They did but prophesy.'

All that went before, the grandest reach of the imag-

ination on the part of the loftiest, purest, and most
richly endowed among the sons of men, even in their

most inspired utterances, gave only foreshadowings,

intimations, darkly or dimly awakening expectations,

of some one greater still, in whom, not broken frag-

ments of a disordere<l humanity, but all the fulness

of n e 1 united in perfect harmony with God, should

dwell."

The deep, true beauty and elevating, ennobling
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tendency of the teachings of Jesus, have everbeen ac-

knowledged by the noblest of mankind. In the

identiflcation of himself with his teachings and Ins

work and above all with him in whom he lived, is

that which separates him from all teachers, giving

him "a name above every name," and exalting his

i,leal conceptions above every other " principality

and power." His consciousness of his own human

,,erfonality was often lost in the consciousness of

God's indwelling presence, so entirely did he live in

unison with God. " The words that I speak unto you

they are spirit and thev are life."

The authqr closes with a statement of the larger

and surer hope which is the consequent of Cbristian-

itv "God in humanity, a redeeming, sanctifying

presence, is the great doctrine of the New Testament.

But tlie world has been slow to receive it. Through

ages of darkness and sin it has been struggling to

pain admittance to the souls of men."

But we look forward to the day when the whole

family of man, according to our author, " shall be in-

cluded in the prayer of Jesus ' that they all may be

one, as thou. Father, art in me and I in thee, that

they also inay'be one in us,' and when the prayer it-

i-e\i, in its largest and most catholic sense, shall be

fulfilled by the perfect union of man with Go*'-"

THE INTELLIGENCER AND JOURNAL.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS CONCERNING IT AND

ITS WORK.

I HAVE bad no word from the Friends whose names 1

sent you a few weeks ago who are not subscribers,

but as opportunity offers will encourage them to sub-

scribe, believing from past experience that a life in-

terest is generally the result of tbe weekly visits of

the paper for one year; though there are some who

do not seem to appreciate its value to themselves and

families. And to those lukewarm and in.iifferent

ones I often feel that as individuals, and as a Society,

we owe a greater degree of labor than is sometimes

extended in pressing upon them tbe importance of

adopting the means within their reach that will tend

to laise them to a more thoughtful and concerned

state. It'has many times appeared to me the Intel-

ligencer .4ND JoiKN.\L would supply a want that IS

very greatly neede.l, and if Friends who are con-

cerned for the welfare of our Society could be brought

to see the benefit that would result to their members,

and to the body at larj-e, by raising a fund sutficient

for each family to be provided with the paper, I can

but feel that the expenditure would be more than

compensated by the increased interest in the cause

and testimonies of truth, and thereby strengthen the

body, and qualify it for greater usefulness m the

world. With nearness of sympathy with you in the

work, and with a desire that in the future as in tbe

past vou may still be favored toanticipatean.l feel tbe

needs of tliose in whose interest you labor, I remain

your friend, ^'

Emerson, O., TmJjIh moivth 28.

I enjoy it too much to be without it in

my old age. It is an old friend. May God prosper

you and direct you in y t ur w oik. Raise the standard

higher; make the light so bright that all will turn to

see from whence it comes.
^^

Clndham, N. Y.. Tirelflh montli 22.

TEMPERANCE NOTES.

-From the Union ,Si{,nnl we learn of a great work

going on in a "largely Catholic settlement, cal ed

Bell Creek, about twelve miles from Red Wmg Mis-

sion " A young man who has been for years an ar-

dent teetotaller, has so inlluenced the men in the

settlement, that a Prohibition Society, numbering

eidity-seven, has been formed, and tbe result is that

the whole community is permeated by the move-

ment, Scandinavians and Irish working ^vilh the na-

tive population in the greatest harmony. Tlie zeal

and earnestness has resulted in local prohibition,

and the closing of every saloon between Bell Creek

and Red Wing.

In this work the clergy are taking a very promi-

nent part, and Total Abstinence Societies are bemg

formed among the Catholic women, who are coming

nobly to the rescue of their homes from the terrible

curse of intemperance.

—Petitions have been .sent out over tbe State ot

Ohio in tbe interest of a bill that will come before the

Le^^islature at its next session, asking tbe enactment

of a law that shall make the teaching of science on

the "eflects of alcohol and other narcotics, compul-

sory in all schools under public control. The success

of this effort to fortify the children through educa-

tion against the many temptations of to-day, wil de-

pend upon the purpose of the people, whose w.l in

ihe matter should determine legislators. Shall

Friends not, as individuals, let their purpose be

known, not only by signing this petition but also by

pergonal appeal to tbeRepresenJatives at Columbus?

'• What the children are to-day, the nation will be to-

morrow."

On a recent occasion, a public teacher addressed a

lirae congregation from the text, " And agreat mul-

titmle followed him." He spoke of the kingdom

which is from within, its natural growth and devel-

opment, and how it is opposed- to the Utopian no-

tions of bettering the condition of mankind sole y

hv patent contrivances and legislative enactments

rie also dwelt on tbe ideal of the true preacher and

the rh'bt kind of preaching,-that which takes hold

of human needs and deals with them at firs hand

instead of weakening the direct and P^^'^'^-^^.^^m
by c-old abstractions and a creeping doubt m the

heart of tbe minister. The true office of the church

is to help mankind ; and, when the race is perfected,

it will need no church, the whole of life having be-

come worshipful and reverent. A\ e mu.st connect

ourselves with a church, to do good and to get good

and may combine both offices in one. Christ ha.l

but little to give the curious and skeptica inqmrer

He came to sow the seed in humble and prepared

mimls among the poor and needy, and in this spmt

should we seek bim-CAm(wm K^V'ster.

SiNCEPiTY is good, but honesty is better.-FiiEDER-

IC v.. M.VRVIN.
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1887.

By Mary 15. Sleight.

A PRESENCE veiled, the virgin year
III Time's jjra.v tomjile st'inds

;

What Rood or ill coiues suciii or into

To tlio.se wlio lit tile tluesluild wivit

None know, for that weird veil sliiill ne'er

Bo raised by mortal Iinnds.

In vain wo seek to pierce the folds,

In vain one glimpse implore;

In silence wrapped, the broodins year,

Unmoved by pleading smile or tear.

The knowledge sweet or sad wiihliolds—
A scaled and sacred lore.

But we a loftier faith have learned

Thau Greek or Koman knew
In tliosc old days when at their shrines

Those who would know the gods' designs

Libations poured and incense burned
And rose-wreathed bullocks slew.

A faith that sees, beyond the veil

That shrouds the year from sight,

The face of Him whose love is shed
On every path his children tread

;

Whose sacred oracles ne'er fail

To point men to the light.

No need have we the Fates to ask
What life for us may hold

Of sure success or .sore defeat

;

Who day by day witli patience sweet
Fulfils the yi-'ar's appointed task

Shall see God's will unfold.

With this glad faith, our hopes and fears.

While suns their circles run,

Content we leave with Him to whom.
Beyond earth's maze of joy and gloom,

One year is as a thousand years,

A tbou.saud years us one.

— Christian Vnioii.

THE UNTRIED YEAR.

By Elizabeth Prentiss.

WITH mingling hope and trust and fear

I bid thee welcome, untried year;

The paths before me pause to view

;

Which shall I shun, and which pursue?

I read my fate with serious eye ;

I see dear hopes and treasures fly.

Behold thee on thy opening wing
Now grief, now joy, now sorrow bring.

God grant me grace my course to run.

With one blest prayer,

—

Im will be done.

I said it in the mountain i>atli,

I say it on the mountain stairs;

The bi-st things any mortal hath

Are those which every mortal shares.

The grass is softer to my tread

For rest it yields unnumbered feet.

Sweeter to mo the wild rose red.

Because it makes the whole world sweet.

Lucy Labcom.

"NEW El'KHY MORNINO."
I'iVEUY day is n fresh beginning

,

Every morn is the world made new.
You who are weary (»f sorrow and sinning,

Here is a beautiful hope for you—
A hope for me and a hope for you.

All the past things are past and over,

The tasks arc done and the tears are shed.

Yesterday's errors let yesterday cover
;

Yesterday's wounds, which smarted and bled,

Arj healed with the healing which night has shed.

Yesterday now is a part of forever.

Hound up in a sheaf, which God holds tight

;

With glad days, and sad days, and bad days, whic
never

Visit us more witli their bloom and their blight.

Their fulness of sunshine or sorrowful night.

Let them go, since we cannot relive them,
C'annot undo and cannot atone

;

GimI in bis mercy receive, forgive them !

Only the new days are our own :

To-day is ours, and to-day alone.

Here are the skies all burnished brightly,

Here is the spent earth all reborn.

Here are the tired limbs springing lightly

To face the suu and share with the morn
III the chrism of dew and the cool of dawn.

Every day is a fresh beginning .'

Listen, my soul, to the glad refrain,

And, spite of old sorrow and older sinning.

And puzzles forecasted, and possible pain.

Take heart with the day, and begin again !

Susan Coolidge.

A VISIT TO FISHING CREEK HALF YEAR-
LY MEETING.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal ;

Watson To.mli.nson, Ellison Newport and II. G.

Orinsljy left Phila(lel[)lua on the morning of the 21st

ins ant for Millville, where Fishing Creek Meeting-

liouse is located. We left tlie train at Rupert, in

companj' witli Kutli .Vnna Kester and .«ister, who got

on at Catavvissa, and found Milton Eves and «ile

waiting for us in their sleigh, making a company of

seven: We had a pleasant ride of two hours and a half

around the mountains; when we arrived within three

miles of MiUville we met several large companies of

Hungarian laborers, employed in building a railroad

to that jilate, wliicli will be completed by next

8prinn'. We arriveil at MiUville about 7 o'clock

in the evening, and received a warm welcome from

Sarah and Priscilla Eves, where we made our home
during our stay, (with the exception of Watson
Tomlinson.) We found two of the teachers, Edith

Cutler and Lizzie Ambler, boarding at the the same
place. In the morning after breakfast we visited

the school wliich is under the care of Anna C. Dor-

land, the Principal. We were gratified with the

admirable order anil system and the improved meth-

ods of imparting instruction since the writer was a

boy. We had an opportunity with the scholars, and

one of our number had a few words of tender greet-

ing for the dear children.
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We then left the school and attended the month-

ly meetins;. Watson Tomlinson, Isaac Wilson and

Ellison Newport were drawn out in the ministry.

Isaac Wilson is a descendant of the Eves family

which is very numerous in Millville. Edwin K.

Burgess was also at the meeting, and had something

to offer, he leaving the next morning for Philadel-

phia. The two succeeding meel;ings held on ."ith and
lith days were favored occasions, especially the last,

where Isaac Wilson w.is largely drawn out in the

ministry and Ellison Newport in supplication. We
think it will be a long while before that meeting will

be forgotten, by some there. The house was full,

extra seats being furnished, many coming quite a

distance. We noticed quite a large number of small

children and babes, with their mothers, who were
quiet and well behaved in the meeting.

Millville has no places where liquor can be ob-

tained. Friends there having purchased the tavern

properties. We consider it a very desirable place to

send children to school, the mountain air, in hot

weather as well as winter, being so wholesome and
healthy. Boarding • could be readily obtained for

them in Friends' houses. We visited quite a number
of Friends during our stay; the sick and the aged al-

so; calleii onbne dear friend, Parvin Eves, who is 97

years of age, and met with another, Betsey Reece,

who is 92 years of age, who was very bright. She
told us she was converted when she was IS years of

age. She said she was not a member but loved

Friends. We were much interested in her. We left

on 7th day morning (being Christmas), feeling in-

deed we had been well paid by the Giver of every
gooil and perfect gift, having formed many friend-

ships and met with many congenial spirits of whom
we shall always retain a precious remembrance

N.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
—At their home, 1513 Marshall St., Philadelphia,

on the 29th ultimo, a number of friends assembled in

the evening to offer suitable congratulations to Abra-
ham W. and Letitia G. Haines, who have completed
fifty years of married life. They were married 12th

month 29th, 18.3H, by the ceremony of Friends,

though not under the care of the monthly meeting,
Abraham being a member of the other body. On
the present occasion, one friend was present who at-

tended the wedding, but the lists of those who
signed the original certificate, and also of those
present at the twenty-fifih anniversary, in ISGl,

showed how many Time bad carried away.

COMMUNICA TIONS.
A CORRECTION.

Editors Intelligencer and Joup.nal :

IN my communication, published last week, I in-

advertently, in copying from Elisha Bates's "Ex-
positions of the Proceedings and Principles of the
Society of Friends," quoted language as from William
Penn, which was not verbally accurate. What W.
P. says is this :

" But that the outward person which
suffered was properly the Son of God we utterly

deny."

In commenting upon this language Elisha Bates
says: " Here it will be seen that VV. Penn is as posi-

tive in denying the Lord Jesus to be the Son of Gnd
as E. H. ever was in liis most objectionable declara-

tions. I know of no passage in E. H.'s Sermons, from
beginning to end, that conveys the idea in question
more distinctly, or in more positive terms. He
makes the same distinction which I. Pennington
made, and which " was made by E. Hicks and his

friends."

Tliese expressions, of course the reailer will un-
derstand, were intended by Elisha Bates to prove the

"unsoundness" of the doctrines of Early Friends,

—

he being desirous of justifying himself against their

views. David Nkwtort.
Abington, ist mo. 3.

SWAliTHMORE NOTES.
—The students returned on Second-day evening,

the 3rd inst., and the regular work of the College was
promptly resumed on Third-day morning.

—The earnest efforts and kind care of the Matron
made the holidays very enjoyable to tho.se students

from a distance who were unable to return to their

own homes.

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
—Commenting upon the recent Conference of

London Yearly Meeting, Frlfndx' Review, (Philadel-

phia), says: "How to maintain correspondence
without being encumbered with the responsibility of

deciding upon the respective claims of bodies hold-

ing the same name ; and how to exercise and mani-
fest a broad in-gathering charity without the surren-

der of any principle or doctrine
; these are the prob-

lems in view. Careful consideration of the conclu-

sions reached by the Conference does not give

assurance that a perfect solution of the.se problems
has yet been matured. But their discussion has un-

doubtedly done good, by bringing the needful ques-

tions/! ist inctly forward."

—Friends' Ri'vifv; says :
" Pliny E. Chase, of Hav-

erford College, who passed away from this life a few

days ago, had probably a larger accumulation of

varied and extensive learning than any other mem-
ber of the Society of Friends in America. He was
eminent in physics and astronomy, in linguistic

knowledge, and in philosophy. But his much most
valued possession was his humble Christian faith.

Of this faith he made a good confession, with voice,

pen and life. His crowning work was that of his

professorship for fourteen years at Haverford College
;

where be held the appointment of acting President

at the time of his decease. It was well said at the

time of his funeral, that such men are among the

very best gifts of God to the church and to the

world."

—The Interchniige, (Baltimore), takes this view of

a mooted question :
" In answer to the question. Will

the Friends' Church starve out its nnnisters? we
would respond that the danger lies in the direction

of a starved minislry rather than of starved ministers.

We know of no better way of starving out the true
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j:ifts in tlie ministry, or liiniierinj; their proper de-

velopment, tliim to luransie for sellleil and supported

juistors over our meetings."

—Samuel Emlen writes to The Friend a communi-
cation concerninf; tlio position held by the Philadel-

phia Yearly Meetin';(().) The allusions in it are not

all clear to ordinary readers, hut in part he says:
'• Departures in faith and practice have become so

radical, that Yearly Meetin{;s adopting protest only,

will find protest futile. The root remaining, dissen-

!-ii)n will continue. Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

has deemed it right to protect her borders as far as

possible from error, and under this fostering care her

members to-day are very largely a compact, united

body, laboring harmoniously together for the dear

Master's cau.--e, as He in his unquestioned preroga-

tive, makes clear the way. ... I hope our atti-

tude towards all bodies calling themselves Friends,

is, and may continue to be, that of love—begetting

unity where possible, charity, patience, forbearance
;

keeping free from entanglements ; attending to our

own business; doing the work of our day in the fear

of the Lord, with a single eye to his glory and the

spread and strengthening of his kingdom at home
and abroad."

From The Interchange, (0.)

WORK AMONG FJilENDS.

THE principle upon which the Society of Friends is

founded, as far as Christian work is concerned, is that

each believer shall be faithfulto the word of the Lord

spoken to him directly. That the Lord does call out

into service is an accepted axiom. The strength of

any meeting will depend upon the individual conse-

cration and faithfulness of its members. It will be

noticed that the officers of the meeting who are ap-

pointetl are for purposes of discipline. The ministers

are not appointed but acknowledged, the iilea being

that the Lord appoints them and gives proof of His

appointment. In our religious meetings, tlierefore,

we are entirely dependent upon the individual faith-

fulness of those present for any vocal ministry. In

very much the same way aggressive work is left to

the individual call and individual faithfulness. We
have arrangements for the encouragement of those

who are rightly called, but the initiative is in the

voice of the Lord heard in the heart of the worker.

Although of late years our Yearly Meeting has ap-

pointed special committees to look after certain

branches of labor, the effect of those branches, which
are especially for religious work, has been more to

open the way and make it easier for those who felt

drawn to engage in it, than to map out work for any-

one.

This system has its advantages and disadvantages.

There is none that affords so delicate a test of the

spiritual life of its membership. As soon as that

gets low the work at once drags. This is an advant-

age, as a dead church has no right to appear a pros-

]>erous one by reason of the mere strength of organ-

ization or external attractions. It affords also the

greatest amount of freedom for individual action

compatible with the good order, and it puts all the

membeis of the congregation on the one platform,

that each one has an ecpial responsibility to be faith-

ful in obeying the Lord, and each one an opportuni-
ty odbrded for obedience, for no other qualilicalion is

expecteii than that which the Lord gives. Kei'eiving
this, anyone is in onler to e.\ercise as the Lord di-

rects, however ignorant or unlearned, and without it

anyone, however learned, however gifted, is out of
order.

It has been customary of late among some to point
out the smallness of our number as a proof of the
failure of our system. But statistics are of very lit-

tle value taken alone. It is safe to say that the oli-

ject of the prominent members among Friends fur

generations, until a comparatively few years back,
was not to enlarge their membership. They at-

tained a very good success in the objects they aimed
at, and their preacliers, though they went much
among outsiders, made scarcely any effort to bring
them into the Society.

Every human arrangement must have its disad-

vantages which should be guarded against, but the
way to make an organization thegreatest success is

to work according to the spirit of it, and not seek to

change its spirit. To do this latter would lead to

disintegration, to do the former will build us up more
and more into a compact, strong and advancing bjdy
of believers.

FOODS AND THEIR ADAPTATIONS.
QUESTIONS as to food and diet are constantly be-
fore the popular mind, and still more forcibly before
those who are disturbed by various articles of food.

Through all time there has been an attempt to con-
struct artificial dietaries. To very many of these
many a digestive apparatus interposes serious objec-
tions.

The great difficulty arises from the fact that the
demand of the human system, in various circum-
stances in which it is placed, is so various that it is

difficult to formulate any set code of rules that will

not mislead those not as well acquainted with the
exceptions as with the rules. The very milk, which
is the natural diet of early childhood, and which con-
tains constituents in demand all through life, does
not always manifest its fitness. Every physician is

aware of the fact that with infants there are occa-
sional exceptions, and still more that adults are
found with whom it does not agree as a regular food.
This does not prevent the necessity or militate

against the propriety of a close study of foods in their

relation to the constituents of our bodies. It is al-

ways found that the establishment of settled princi-

ples aids in the study of variations. These variations

are generally found to have their laws, and so be-
come capable of classification.

Recently, Sir Henry Thompson, of London, has
published an interesting es!>ay on "Diet in Relation
to Health and Activity." His especial object is to

combat the prevalent idea that as persons pass middle
life they need to give especial attention to the use of
concentrated foods. Tlie article is of all the more in-

terest because in contrast to a paper recently read by
Prof. H. C. AVood, of Philadelphia, in which he ar-

gued in favor of the daily Uoe of small quantities of
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alcohol for those past middle life, on grounds directly

opposite to those set forth in this essay. "I have

i-onie," says Sir Henry, "to the conclusion tliat more

than one-half of disease which embitters the middle

and upper classes of the population, is due to avoid-

able errors of diet." He then'proceeds to claim that

there is no more seductive idea than thatage requires

extra support, and insists that in later life concen-

trated aliments are not advantageous or wholesome,

Ijut are generally to be avoided as sources of trouble.

It is claimed that the free living of earlier life is jus-

tified and endured both becaute there is then more

activity, and because any increase of storage, even if

disposed of by what are called bilious attacks, or

other forms of relief, donotat that time so hazard the

future health. The rule he advocates is, that the

amount of food ingested ought to accord within cer-

tain narrow limits with the amount of force em-

ployed for the purposes of daily life. He aptly quotes

the ancient Cornaro as agreeing with him. At the

age of ninety-five he writes thus: "There are old

lovers of feeding who say that it is necessary they

should eat and (irink a great deal to keep up their

natural heat, which is constantly diminishing as they

a<lvance in years. . . . To this I answer that our

kind mother, nature, in order that the old man may
live still to a greater age, has contrived matters so that

he should be able to subsist on little, as I <lo ; for large

quantities of food cannot be digested in old and fee-

ble stomachs. ... In order to add to the favor

and do him still greater service, thou hast made him
sensible that, as in his youth he used to eat twice a

day, when he arrives at old age he ought to divide

the food of which he was accustomed to make two
meals into four ; because thus divided it will be more
easily digested: as in his youth he made but two col-

lations in a day, he should in his old age make four,

provided, however, he lessens the quantity as the

years increase." To this end it is urged that the ideas

of free diet now in vogue, should not be pushed on
those past fifty-five, unless there is a full continuance

of activity. With many the use of meat is wisely di-

minished and lighter foods may come more in use.

Digestion of heavy meals is of itself a tax on nerve

power which should be reserved for more delightful

Iiursuits than mere digestion. It is true of many that

they diminish the quantity of food, but often to re-

place it by concentrated foods and the addition of a

little alcohol. All of this tends to those very condi-

tions of internal organs that are certified by increase

of fat about them or congestion or degeneration of

substance. Most of those who die between fifty and
f-eventy-five years of age do not die from insufficient

nourishment, but from the exhausted power and in-

capacity of vital organs. This often results from feed-

ingin these years out of proportion to activity. "The
typical man of eighty or ninety years, still retaining

a respectable amount of energy of body and mind, is

lean and spare and lives on slender rations." We
know how unfashionable such views are, in these

days when almost every type of ailment after fifty

years of age is pronounced adynamic. But for every
f.it, sleek, old man or woman, living mostly on rich

meat, soup*, beefsteaks, eggs and wine, we can show a

"bread and butter, vegetable and fruit brigade" full

of years, even if their skins are not rounded by fat or
their cheeks ruby with color.

—

N. Y. Independent.

TOMATOES AND TOMATO BAISING.
THE tomato has a curious history. Native of Suutli

America, like the potato, it is said to have been in-

troduced into England as early as 159(1. Many years
elapsed before it was useil as food, and the botanical
name given to it was significant of the estimation in

w-hich it was held by our forefathers. It was called
Lycopersicum—a compound term meaning wolf and
peach, indicating that, notwithstanding its beauty, it

was regarded as a sort of " Dead Sea fruit." The
Italians first dared to use it freely, the French fol-

lowed, and after eyeing itaskance as a novelty for un-
known years, John Bull ventures to taste, and having
survived, began to eat with increasing gusto. To our
grandmothers in this land the ruby fruit was given
as " love-apples," and adorning quaint old bureaus,
was devoured by dreamy eyes long before canning
factories were within the ken of even a Yankee's
vision. Now, tomatoes vie with the potato as a gen-
eral article of food, and one can scarcely visit a quar-

ter of the globe so remote but he will find that the
tomato-can has been there before him. Its culture

is so easy that one year I had bushels of the finest

jilants that grew here and there by chance. Skill is

required only in producing an early crop, and to se-

cure this end the earlier the plants are started in

spring the better. Those who have glass will ex-

perience no difficulty whatever. The seed may be
sown in a greenhouse as early as January, and the

plants potted when three inches high, transferred to

larger pots from time to time as they grow, and by
the middle of May put into the open ground, full of

blossoms and immature fruit. Indeed, plants started

early in the fall will give in a greenhouse a good sup-

ply all winter. They also grow readily in hot-beds,

cold frames, and sunny windows. We usually can
buy well-forwarded plants from those who raise them
for sale. If these are set out early in May on a sunny
slope, they mature rapidly, and give an early yield.

The tomato is very sensitive to frost, and should not
be in the open ground before danger from it is over.

Throughout May we may find plants for sale every-

where. If we desire to try distinct kinds with the

least trouble, we can sow the seed about May 1, and
in our climate enjoy an abundant yield in September
or before. In the cool, humid climate of England the

tomato is usually grown en espalier, like the peach,

along sunny walls and fences, receiving as careful a

summer pruning as the grape-vine. With us they

are usually left to sprawl over the ground at will.

By training the vines over various kinds of supports,

however, they can be made as ornamental as they

are useful. The ground on which they are to grow
should be only moderately fertile, or else there is

too great a growth of vine at the expense of fruit.

This is especially true if we wish an early yield, and
in this case the warmest, driest soil is necessary.

But comparatively a few years ago the tomato con-

sisted of little more than a rind with seeds in the

hollow centre. Now, the only varieties worth raising
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cut as solid as a mellow pear. The following is Greg-

ory's list of varieties: Livingston's Beauty, Alpha,

Aonie, Ciuuula Victor, Arlin>;ton, General Grant. I

will add Trophy and .Mikailo. If a yellow variety is

desired, try Golden Trophy.—-B. P. Roe in Harper's

Maijn:hie.

THE FORMATION OF COAL.
[Wo lake tho following passages explaining the act>un

of tlie natunil forces at work during tlio carboniferons age

in proiUieing beds of coal, from a lecture by .John Halo de-

livered befort- tbe Toacheis' Institute, of Scrantou, Fa.]

\VK, are informed by the best authorities that the

larhoniforous a^'e was wonderful to propagate vegeta-

lile growth. It would not strain our imaiiination very

much to account for the great " coal flora " as it is

termed. Trees of wonderful height and form seem

to have grown in close proximity to each other as

well as every other kind of vegetation i>cculiar to

that age—the deep-rooted sigilleria, the towering

lepidodendron and the gigantic calamite, with their

numerous species which have filled the lakes and

swamps to their brims witli magnificent luxuriance

of foliane spreading over the surface.

Carbonic acid shronds the dark green in still

deeper hues, and imparts to the growth a vigor un-

known to later ages. It is understood that bitumen

;iiid carbon produce oil which floats through the

mass, and by that process it will preserve it from de-

caying, and it will add a va.st amount of acquisitions

to its bulk. .\ shower of volcanic dust was the

natural course of nature at one period, and tbe result

was that the dust and ashes produced, crushed the

tender growth and thus formed a streak of slate or

boney as we now find it in all of the seams of coal

formation. This thin layer rested easily without dis-

turbing the floating mass of vegetation. This ulti-

mately of its own weight formed the ditferent streaks

that are seen in seams of coal, and while these vol-

canic eruptions were predominating, the mammoth
seam of sixty feet in thickness would be settling,

resting, and forming at the great depth where it is

found at this age. This was done with the regularity

of benches, slips and partings. Eventually these

changes took place as the result of the subsidence of

the volcanic actions which caused the growth of the

aqueous vegetation. It must have been formed by the

bed of the sea being raised above the level of the

water. We have distinct proof in many instances

that elevation in the bed of the sea and depression in

the land are now going on all over the whole crea-

tion.

Nature is working just as diligently on the earth's

surface now as ever before. We find the numerous

corals building their mansions in forming the strati-

fied rocks into mountainous structures in the foam-

ing sea. Therefore we are not assuming anything

beyond the range of our experience in saying that

the elevations and depressions went on during the

epoch of tbe coal formation. The pantheism theory

must not remain a faction in nature, for the plants

sprung up and grew fast and multiplied rapidly in a

temperature of 250 degrees Fahrenheit. This vegeta-

tion was growing five feet in twenty-four hours and

decaying daily, and in this manner was accumulated
in great heaps or layers of decomposed vegetable

matter. This was slowly passing through the same
chemical changes as before described. The shales

and the sandstone that were deposited, were carried

by the action of the wnter and compressed into lay-

ers or seams just as we now find them.
The very same process occurs at the formation of

every member of the coal measures. There seems to

be no end of the proofs to substantiate the fact that

all vegetation composing the coal grew on the spot

where the seams arc formed. The strongest proofs

are the numerous impressions found all over the coal

areas. By the aid of the microscope in the hands of

"fossil botanists," they are enabled to establish, be-

yond a doubt, the chemical properties of vegetable

matter, and can locate the numerous plants in the

stratifications. There are facts to prove the above
statements.

ALCOHOL AND NUTRITION.
IN a recent address before the New York Academy
of Medicine, Dr. W. II. Draper, of that city, said :

" I cannot forbear to say a word in regard to what
seems to me one of the most important changes in

medical opinion and practice growing out of careful

scientific observation of the effects of articles of diet

in health and disease. I allude to the present as-

pect of professional judgment on the alcoholic ques-

tion. I believe I am speaking within bounds when I

say that the majority of thoughtful physicians who
have studied carefully the effects of what is regarded

as the moderate as well as the immoderate use of

alcoholic beverages, are persuaded that as foods, ex-

excepting possibly in the febrile state, their value has

been largely overestimated, and that in the normal
condition of the body they are not only quite un-
neces.sary to the maintenance of healthy nutrition,

but are always more or less baneful in their eft'ects.

That they add, as Matthew Arnold has said, to the

agreeableness of life, that their use is universal, that

through their stimulating influence upon the nervous
centres they have been potent factors in the progress

of civilization, and that they are of inestimable value

as stimulants and aniesthetics, are considerations en-

tirely apart from the facts concerning them which
are especially interesting—namely, their efi'ects upon
nutrition ; that the.se are harmful and deteriorating

to such a degree as to constitute the most powerful
cause of physical degeneration at the present day
there can, I think, be no question. The drift of pro-

fessional opinion iu this country and in Europe is

surely tending toward the restriction of their use as

articles of diet, and simply for the reason that they
are determining causes of many functional derange-

ments and structural degenerations."

If the flower is perfect, the fruit will be sound and
good. If the fruit mature, it will produce a healthy

seed. Each succeeding period of life is one of pro-

gress. Death belongs to the series, but we must take

a step in the dark to behold the new blossom. Death
is the mold in which the ripe seed is buried. Let us

await joyfully tlie springing of that immortal germ.
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—At Yale College the students of each class are ranked

in four grades. Recent inquiries developed the following
facts as to the relations between the use of tobacco and low
grading. Of the forty students in the first rank, only ten
used tobacco, while twenty-two out of the twenty-six in the
lowest grade used it habitually.

—The negro exodus from the " hill country," in Louisa-
ua, for the Yazoo cotton lands still continues, and mer-
chants and cotton planters in the former district are be-
coming alarmed. It is said that 10,000 negroes have al-

ready gone from the hill country.

—The young men attending the Harvard Medical School
have a prejudice against the female students, one of whom
is Miss Annie Copelaud, of Bridgewater. They called her
to attend a case of fracture of a leg. The patient was a
man 50 years old, and when the lady exposed the damaged
member she found it to be a broken wooden leg. She sent
for hammer and nails, made substantial repairs, and
charged $25, the collection of which she enforced by the
aid of a constable.

--The new Cherokee delegates to Congress from the
ludiau Territory are instructed to urge upon Congress tbe
passage of a bill g;i,ving the Cherokee Nation the right to
tax the railroads running through their country the same
as is done in tbe States, and to compel these roads to cease
discriminations in freight and passenger rates against the
citizens of the Indian Territory as they are now doing;
also to get an act to test before the proper courts whether
the eminent domain princiiile can be applied to the lands
of the Indian Territory, or, in other words, whether
Indian lands of this Territory can be taken by Congress
and given to private corporations.—Jf. Y. Evening Post.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The rheumatic affection continues to trouble President

Cleveland, but his general health is said to be good, by
those about him.

The President has signed the acts to modify the postal
money-order system and extend the free delivery of
letters.

^

Horatio Potter, Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal
Diocese of New York, died on the 2d inst., in the 8.-;th year
of h is age.

The public debt statement issued at the end of last
month, shows a decrease of .s9,3o8,202. Total cash in the
Treasury, $444,915,791.

"Violent shocks and loud rumblings" awakened
people from sleep, and continued at intervals from half-
p;i3t eleven o'clock on the night of the 2d inst., until early
next morning, in the mountain districts of Maryland. The
shocks were felt in Westminster, Frederick and Emmitts-
burg, and pictures were shaken from tbe walls in some
houses.

An arrangement has been eflected with the Sioux In-
dians at the Fort Peck Agency in Montana by which they
concede all title to their land, except that retained for the
reservation. The reserve will contain about 1,.500,000 acres.
The Indians will receive for their laud $1,650,000, in ten
annual payments of $165,000 each.

The first of a series of meetings " in the joint interest
of temperance and social purity," was held in Chicago on
First-day last. Frances E. Willard presided, and made
the opening address.

The New York Commercial Bulletin estimates the losses
by fire in the United States and Canada during 1885 at
$116,000,000.

Judge Daniels, in General Term of the Supreme
Court, in New York city, on the 3d inst., rendered a de-
cision in a suit, in which he holds that "combinations to
keep articles of food or other necessities off the market,
with the view of gaining a higher price for them, are unlaw-
ful conspiracies, punishable as a crime. Where successful-
ly carried out, the effect would be to impose an additional
burden on the public. It is nothing less than respectable
robbery unsanctioned by law. There are no legal means to
force a^division of the plunder."

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, on the 3d inst.,

rendered a decision that the act of May 21, 188.5, known as
the Oleomargarine act, was constitutional and may be en-
forced. The opinion of the Court was by Judge Sterrett
and a dissenting opinion was filed by Justice Gordon. The
act forbids the manufacture and ,sale of imitation butter
and cheese.

Severely cold weather prevailed in many parts of the
country on the 3d inst. Temperatures were reported in
the morning ranging fiom 1 to 15 degrees below zero in
Illinois and 10 to 35 below in Minnesota and Dakota. At
North Platte, Nebraska, it was 4 below zero, at Lafayette,
Indiana, 28 below, and at Sheboygan, Michigan, 15 below.
In Northern New York, near Watertown, 40 below zero
was registered. Throughout Ontario, Canada, 10 to 35 be-
low zero was reported.

NOTICES.
V A Conference under the auspices of Baltimore

Yearly Meeting Visiting Committee will be held at Water-
ford, Va., on Third day. First month 18th, at 10 o'clock A.
M., following Fairfax Quarterly Meeting to be held at that
place.

" How docs the mission of the Society of Friends of to-
day differ from that of tlie time of Early Friends ?" has been
suggested for consideration.

By order of the Central Committee.
First month 1st, 1887.

<V* The Committee on Education of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting of Friends will hold their second Confer-
ence with Parents, School Committees, Teacbei-s, and others
interested, on Seventh day. First month 22d, 1887, at
Fifteenth and Race .Sts., Philadelphia, commencing at 1.30
o'clock P. M. The subjects for consideration are :

1. Well equipped schools, their cost and value.
2. Methods of teaching Geography in the Primary

Schools.

All interested are invited to attend.
Wm. Wade Griscom, Clerk.

V A meeting of the Joint Committee of Phil.idelpbia
Yearly Meeting on Temperance and Intoxicating Beverages
will be held in Philadelphia, in the Race Street Meeting-
house, on Seventh day. First month 15th, 1887, at one
o'clock P. M.

James H. Atkinson,
Annie C. Dorland,

V The Literature Committee of the First-day .School
General Conference have in contemplation the publishing
of a new volume of devotional Poems, and invite Friends
to furnish them with such selections original or otherwise
as they may think suitable for insertion in such a volume.

Jos. a. Bogardus, Clerk,
177 West Street, New York City.

•'V- Friends' Library (15th and Race) will be kept open
the present year, every week-d.ay afternoon from 2 P. M. to
5 P. M., on Fourth day from lit A. M. to 12 M., on Seventh
day from 10 A. M. to 5 P. M. and from 7 to 9 P. M.

VFriends' Mission. Fairmount and Beach Sts. Reli-
gious Meeting, First day 11 A. M., First-day school, First-
day 2| P. M., Temperance Meeting, Fifth-day, 8 P. M.,
Sewing School, Seventh-day, at2.15, p. m. All are welcome.

Clerks.
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The Intelligencer and Journal for 1887.

THE approncli of tlio close of the present year makes
it proper that wo shouM freshly ask the attention of

all interesteil to the work represented by the Intkl-
LiGKXCER ANM) Joriix.vi., anil should solicit a renewal
of the kindly activity manifested heretofore in behalf
of its circulation. As was stated some weeks ago,

the result of the work at the bestinnins of 188(5 was
a net increase of nearly three hundred names, and
when we consider the losses sustained by the decrease

of old subscribers, this appeared encouraging.

For 1S87 we desire to niakea further increase, and
think that the accomplishment of this need not be
difJicult. The number of Friends and Friendly peo-
ple who take no Friends' newspapers is still very
large. Even in the more thickly settled communi-
ties of this part of the country, where the majority of
Friends reside and wdiere, because of their numbers,
their influence is greatest, we find this to be the case

;

and we therefore feel that there is still ample room
to work further, and good reason to think that some
hundreds of new names may be had for 1887, by a
general and diligent effort to that end.

The plan of the paper may be thus summarized :

1. The steady maintenance of the fundamental
religious principles of the Society of Friends.

2. The advocacy and promotion of such progress
in society as shall bring it into accord with the Chris-
tian system of others.

4. The reflection, in all suitable ways, of the
views and opinions of our readers on the various to-

pics that may be of interest to them.

4. The reporting, in a proper manner, the activi-

ties of this body of Friends,—the meetings and con-
ferences, and the First-day school, philanthropic, and
educational work, etc., etc.

5. The presentation of good reading matter, liter-

ary, scientific, and miscellaneous, suitable for the
home, and calculated to engage the attention of the
diiTerent members of the family, young as well as old.

Proceeding upon this plan during the year which
is closing, while wc are conscious that the pajjer has
not reached the standard of excellence which we
have had in mind, we still believe that it has fairly

satisfied and pleased its largo circle of readers. Many
expressions to this effect have reached us, which en-

courage us to believe that with continued attention,

and a sincere efTurt, we shall find it practicable to

develop further the interest and usefulness of the
paper.

Terms for 1887.

For a single copy, (as heretofore) . . §2.50

For a club of eight, (8) each, . . . 2.25

For a club of twenty, (20) each, . . . 2.00

Those willing to act as agents are invited to cor-

respond with us, if in doubt upon any point, and
information will be promptly afforded them. Speci-

men copies will be sent free to those who might
subscribe, if names are furnished us.

The time for beginning the work is now! To
leave it until the beginning of the new year will

often allow those who might become subscribers to

make up their minds in other directions.

CLUB RATES WITH OTHER PERIODICALS.
The Intelligencer and Journal will be sent one year, with any one of the periodicals named below,

for the amount stated.

WEEKLIES. Periodical. PiticE FOK Both,
Peeiodical. Price fok Botr. The Century Magazine, ($4.) . 6.10

PHIL.\DELPaiA PkESS, ($1.) 3.30 Harper's Magazine, ($4.) 5.60
The Independent, ($3.) .... 5.10 Atlantic Monthly, ($4.) . 5.80
Hakper's Weekly, ($4.) .... 5.80 The Student, ($1.) .... 3.25
Hakpee'sIoung People, ($2.). 4.10 Populae Science Monthly, ($5.) . 6.60
Littell's Living Age, ($8.) 9.60 North Amekican Keview, ($5.) 6.60
The American, ($3.) 5.00 St. Nicholas, ($3.) .... 5.10
Country Gentleman, ($2.50.) . 4.60 Magazine op American History, ($5.) 6.60
Cheistian Union, ($3.) .... 5.10 Wide Awake, ($3.) .... 4.60
Journal op Education, ($2.50.) 4,60 Babyhood, ($1.50) .... 3.60
Chicago Intep.-Oce.an, ($1.1 3.40 Phrenological Journal, ($2.) 4.10

SEMI-MONTHLIES. Vick's Magazine, ($1.23.) . 3.40
Good Housekeeping, ($2.50.) . $4.50 American Agriculturist, ($1.50.) . aeo

MONTHLIES. Gaedener's Monthly, ($2.00.) . 4.00

The Children's Feiend, ($1.50.) $3.50 Lippincott's Magazine, ($3.) . 5.00

ScEiENER's Magazine, ($3.00), 5.00 The Faem Journal, (0.50.) 2.75

»»^- Persons wishing other periodicals than those named above should write us, and we will name piiees.V Where several periodicals iu the list are wanted, find the net price of each, (if ordered through ns)i by sobtractiug
$2.50 from the rate given " for both."

«;:» Where oar subscribers have already paid up for the Intelligencer and Journal, or for any reason do not now
wish to remit for it, they can have the periodicals above at the net rate and pay for our paper at theii convenience.
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The Friends' Journal.

PHILADELPHIA, FIRST MONTH 15, 1887.

HE LEADS US ON.

HE leads us on

By paths we did not know.

Upward he leads us, though our steps be slow
;

Though oft we faint and falter on the way,

Though storms and darkness oft obscure the day.

Yet, when the clouds are gone.

We know he leads us on.

' He leads us on

Through all the unquiet years

;

Past all our dreamland hopes and doubts and fears

He guides our steps. Through all the tangled maze

Of sin, of sorrow, and o'erclouded days,

We know his will is done
;

And still he leads us on.

And he, at last,

After the weary strife,

After the restless fever we call life,

After the dreariness, the aching pain.

The wayward struggles which have proved in vain,

After our toils are past,

Will give us rest at last.

— Goldetx Hours.

THOUGHTS ON THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR.'

AGAIN we are assembled for the last time before the

close of another year. How rapidly the seasons come

and go. To the youna a year seems a long time, but

the older we grow the swifter seems the passing of

the revolving years. As I stand before you to-day,

and remind you of the lapse of time, and of the les-

sons which this day brings with it, it seems but yes-

terday that I was doing tlie same thing one year ago.

But in that time how much has transpired, how much
we have all added to our life's experience. In some

respects the year just passed has been a remarkable

one in our experience at Swarthmore. For the first

time death has entered these portals twice in a single

year. Two of the young men who one yeai ago oc-

cupied these seats, and who had then before them

every reasonable prospect of a long life, have gone on

before, and entered upon that higher life, for which

our life here is but a preparation. The lesson which

it teaches us of the uncertainty of time, and the tran-

sitory nature of the things of this world, has come
very closely home to us all. One of these young men
was just entering upon his college course, the other

just completing it. Both were bright examples of

1Addressed to the students of Swarthmore College, by the Pres-

ident, at the last meeting in 1886.

earnest and faithful endeavor to their respective

classes. Of both we may most truly say that their

brief life in this world was so lived as to be an ex-

cellent preparation for the life to come. I do not wish
again to turn your young hearts back and renew the

memories of our great and recent bereavement ; for

the young must look forward and not backward. But
at such an hour as this, in making a retrospect of the

year which is soon to be finished, the thought of our

dear ones gone up higher can but be the leading

thought in every mind. And what a blessing it is

that at such a time we can think of them as having
lived such lives; and left behind them such an ex-

ample. And is it not a worthy ambition for every

one within the audience of my voice to so live that

when our summons comes to enter that unseen world,

we may be equally prepared with them, and may
leave to our surviving friends as precious a memory
and as worthy an example as they have left.

In reviewing the past year are we conscious of hav-
ing maintained the standard which we set for our-

selves one year ago, or have we fallen short of it? If

we see where we have failed, now is the time to re-

new our resolves, and to make the end of another

year a season of greater comfort in reviewing our past

than we can feel to-day. I feel especially called upon,

at this time, to urge upon you all to adopt, as stu-

dents in college, the same rules of life, the same stand-

ards of right and wrong, that would govern you out-

side of the college walls. Truth is truth, right is

right, honor is honor, wherever practised or exer-

cised—in the sacred precincts of the home circle, in

your dealings with your fellows in the world at large,

in your treatment of each other as students in col-

lege, in all your relations with your professors and
instructors, in the class-room and elsewhere. What
is untruthful, wrong or dishonorable in the one rela-

tion is equally so in all the rest. Students have so

often set up for themselves a separate and indepen-

dent standard of right and wrong, deeming it a mere
jest ofttimes to do what they would acknowledge to

be a lasting disgrace if they were not students ; it is so

common a thing in schools and colleges that I feel

that I cannot too earnestly raise my voice against it.

I am ambitious for the good name of our beloved Col-

lege in all respects. I would gladly see its standard

of scholarship gradually raised until it is equal in this

respect with any of the colleges in the land. But
there is something of more importance and farabove

all mere .scholarship, and that is character. My
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young friends, set your stuudard high in this respect.

Whatever may be the rule in other colleges as to a

double standard of morality, one for the student, and

one for the world at large, let Swarthmore ever stand

preeminent for its rejection of so fatal a principle of

morals. Be more ambitious for your beloved Alma
Mater in this respect than in any other. Some of you

are very earnest in raising our standard in athletics,

in cultivating your physical powers, in competing

with other colleges in this respect. This is well, if

not carried to excess. Many of you are, I know, am-

bitious to see our grade of scholarship gradually raised,

and Swarthmore become the peer of the older ('ol-

leges. This too is a laudable and)ition, and may you

ever be ready, by your own excellent work in the

class and lecture-rooms, to bring about this desirable

result. But that your Alma Mater may stand forth

a conspicuous exami>le, where scholarship and fine

physical development are not cultivated to the ne-

glect of true manly and womanly character, would be

a noble ambition indeed. Unless there is a solid sub-

structure of high religious and moral principle, every

educational institution must be like a house founded

upon the sand. The liighest possible scholarshiii, the

most complete development of the physical powers,

will never atone for the want of this.

Recent statistics show us that in the state of Mas-

sachusetts—a state which has long taken the lead in

educational matters, there has been a constant in-

crease of crime in proportion to the whole population

in the past 30 years. In 1850 there was one criminal

to every 800 of the population, in 1880 one to every

430, showing that the criminal class has almost

doubled relatively within that period.

This is indeed a startling fact, and the cause for it

is to be found in the neglect to give moral and

religious instruction, in connection with the intel-

lectual training given in the schools and colleges,

—but Education alone, without high principle, only

Increases the power of the recipient for evil. With
one standard of morality among students, and an-

other for the world at large, how could you reason-

ably expect any other than such a result. The cor-

rection of the evil must be begun in our schools and
colleges, where, alas! much of the mischief has been

done. Will you not, as students of Swarthmore, do

your part to prevent your own college from thus be-

coming an instrument of evil, instead of a powerful

influence for good, to the coming generation. You
may yourselves do much to accomplish this great

result. Cultivate and. maintain among yourselves,

and in all your dealings with your instructors, the

highest possible standard of truth and honor.

Scorn to cheat in an examination as you would to

rob a bank or a traveler on the highway. Never

lose sight of the fact, for one moment, that doing the

former is a primary lesson in the school which
teaches you to do the latter. You may never get be-

yond the primary class, and enter upon the higher

grades of crime; but it is none the less one of the

early lessons in that same school. That this is no
mere theory, Vjut an actual fact, witness the lamenta-

ble result reached by the teachings of the schools of

Massachusetts.

I do not thus hoUl up before you this terrible
warning because I feel that you are now in more es-
pecial need of it than other young persons in your
situation— I think that, all things considered, your
standard of truth and honor is above the average of
tho.se simularly circumstanced elsewhere.

Jiut the young are always in need of such warning,
especially where they are assembled in large num-
bers. It is so easy to go with the multitude to do
evil. Many a young person, who would never, of
himself, go wrong in these matters, finds it ea.sy to do
so, or even diflicult not to do so, because of example.
One of the greatest causes of wrong doing among
young persons in schools and colleges is what I must
call moral cowardice, a lack of courage to stand up
against the voice of the majority. Cultivate a manly
and womanly independence in this respect. Stand
up for your ow^n convictions of right and let not the
evil example nor the persuasive words of others lead
you astray. Thus and thus alone can you escape the
many dangers incident to college life.

Instead of a retrospect of the year which has
passed, I seem to have been led rather to some im-
portant considerations of the best way to go forward
and meet that which is to come. But a thoughtful
consideration of what the past has been always points
us to the future. Thus shall we best avoid, in the
years to come, the snares and pitfalls which we have
experienced around us in the years that are gone. It

is customary, at this so called "Merry" season, to
ofl'er to our friends our hearty good wishes, and I can
express no more earnest good wishes for you all than
that, upon the.se vital subjects to which I have drawn
your attention this morning, you may form now the
best of resolutions, setting your standard at the high-
est, and, in carrying out these firm resolves, ever
strive earnestly not to fall short of your own ideal.

FRIENDS OF FISHING CHEEK.
Editors Intelligkncer and Journal:
THE natural prompting to have others know of the
privileges and blessings that have been ours, leads
one to speak, through the columns of the Intelli-
gencer AND Journal, of the late spiritual and social

feast that has been richly spread before large and
interesting companies of older and younger Friends,
and many who are not classed as members of our
religious Society, during the period of Fishing Creek
Half Year Meeting. The monthly meeting held
Fourth-day, 22d inst., though not so large as those
on the following days, is recalled with feelings of
gratitude for the beautiful, impressive utterances of
the Father's love, spoken so tenderly by his faithful

servants of the gospel, who were led at this time to

mingle with us.

Isaac Wilson and wife from Canada, Ellison New-
port, Watson Tomlinson, and others from Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting, were among the warmly
welcomed strangers. Early in the meeting the
younger portion of those assembled, particularly the
pupils of Friends' School at Millville, were most
earnestly addressed by our friend Isaac Wilson,
whose language of wise counsel, gentle and persua-

sive, and leading into paths of obedience and virtue,
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was so well adapted to the understanding of even

the youn.iTfst child present, that it was felt the chil-

dren had been equal partakers of the feast. Otlier

messages of divine power followed, in words of touch-

ing admonition, and under the solemnizing influence

of the spirit of prayer, our friend Ellison Newport

closed the first session of the meeting.

In the business meeting, two reports were read

and favorably considered, one from the First-day

School, which is now under the care of the Monthly

Meeting, and a three months report of the establish-

ment and working of Friends' School, opened in

Eighth month la.st, under the joint care of a commit-

tee from Fishing Creek Monthly Meeting and one

appointed by the Committee on Education, of Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting. A proposition to raise 5^50

in the monthly meeting toward the establishment of

a good library for the members, was approved.

The Half Year and Youths' Meetings, held Fifth

and Sixth days, were well attended. Memorable

testimonies were borne to the need of a closer ming-

ling in the spiritual life, and an awakening to that

vital religion -sVhich is not found in tlie traditions of

the past, but which bears the mark of fresh inspira-

tion, from the .same source of all light and truth that

directs the righteous in every age. The happiness

and joy that come from a willing obedience to serve

the Father in every known duty, were forcibly por-

trayed, and contrasted with the gloomy, sombre garb

which religion is too often made to assume. From

the letter of Scripture spiritual lessons were por-

trayed, with a discernment and power that were far

reaching, and, when, on First-day morning, Isaac

Wilson (who with his wife had remained for a few

days of social visiting), addressed a large company at

meeting, takiug for his subject the interview of Jesus

with the Sisters of Lazarus at the tomb, we could

gratefully acknowledge that the stone had been

rolled from the door of the sepulchre.

On First-day evening, by request of our friend I.

W., a company of older and younger members, num-

bering si.xty, held a social parlor meeting, and the

subject of reviving the life, interest and membership

of the Society of Friends was presented, and called

forth interesting expression from many in the com-

pany, which adjourned to First-day evening, First

month 2d. A small committee was appointed, who,

it is hoped, will present to the next meeting a

definite plan by which the interests so earnestly con-

sidered may be rightly advanced.

There were social minglings enjoyed with our

friends I. and R. Wilson in the dififerent homes to

which they were welcomed, where, not unfrequently,

in the stillness that seemed to fall unbidden, words

of loving .sympathy and encouragement were spoken,

that could not have failed to find a response in the

hearts of all thus favored.

Millville, Pa., I2lh month, 1886. * * *

In our endeavors to correct the faults of others,

we should not forget that they are like sores of the

body ;
which no one can bear roughly handled. In

either case, hard friction irritates, and often makes
bad, wor.se.

—

Dillwv.^j's " Reflections."

VISITS AMONG WESTERN FRIENDS.
Editors IN'TELLIGENCER AND JOURNAL :

HAVING seen but little account of our scattered

friends in the far west in our paper lately, I take the

liberty of extracting some points of interest from a

letter received from Thomas E. Hogue, a minister

and member of Wapsinonoc Jlontbly Meeting, Iowa,

who under a concern of his own, and an appointment

of our last yearly meeting for that purpose, visited in

Tenth month last some of these scattered ones,

though not to the extent desired, because he felt the

undertaking too great for the means at his disposal.

At Genoa, he says, " I visited all the families and

attended their First-day meeting. The house was

nearly full. I was with them about a week, and did

what my hands found to do. From there I went to

Garrison (which is in Butler Co., Neb., north of Lin-

coln), accompanied by Lsaiah Lightner. Here are

seven families of Friends, including Dr. Amos F.

Harvey. (This locality had not previously been

visited by^traveling Friends.) Here we visited all the

families except one, held one parlor meeting, and

one public meeting in the village to good satisfaction.

Our next point was Bennett. Neb., where we were

kindly met and cared for by Wm. L. Borland and wife;

we made an appointment for a meeting next day

(First-day) at a school-house near by. Being very

unwell with a severe cold, I felt released from public

service. I. L. and W. L. D. were favored in testimony.

Moses Brinton an<l wife, of Lincoln, attended this

meeting. Isaiah here left me, and I proceeded, though

very unwell, to visit the families of Friends residing

here, and at the close held a house meeting at the

i-esidence of Samuel Smith, which we considered a

favored meeting. W. L. Borland went with me to

Lincoln, where reside several families of Friends, all

of whom were visited and arrangements made for a

meeting at the residence of a woman Friend, Dr.

Painter, a granddaughter of Jesse Kersey, at which

quite a number were gathered, (it being First-day),

nearly all Friends. I remember that day with grati-

tude, and from the depths of my heart I thanked my
Heavenly Father for the help he gave me. At its

close it was proposed to continue the meetings once

a month on the third First-day. I believe they will

be blessed in the effort. There are twelve families

and parts of families residing in and near here.

Our next stop was at Blue Springs, Neb., where

reside three families which were visited. Thence we
went to Fairbury, to the residence of Ira P. Bedell,

where we held an appointed meeting. Joseph W.
Starr lives near here at Steele City. He is a brother

of W. C. Starr, of Richmond, Ind. He met me with

the exclamation " God bless Illinois Yearly Meet-

ing." I felt that I was in the presence of an able

man. Our visit was one of great satisfaction and I

believe of mutual profit. Moses Brinton, of Lincoln,

has been my companion from that place.

This closed my labors in the West, and I reluct-

antly turned my face homeward. I believe an inter-

est has been awakened in the minds of many of these

F"riends, but they will need the fostering care of con-

cerned Friends. They are in their infancy in reli-

gious growth, and need the helping hand, the word
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of enoouvairoiiicnt, writfon or otherwise. Tlioy nil

seem to feel themselves too weak to make the ell'ort

to hold IV meetini; for worship. They seem to need a

leader, some good earnest soul on whom they ean

lean. There is much talent among them ami they

love our prineiples, and could they be brought into

our Father's service what a power they could be for

the gathering of our scattered ones."

This closes our friend's account, and if it awakens
a renewed interest in all our minds that will result

in more earnest endeavor to be respectively found

doing our whole duty, the desire of his heart and

mine will be ai<omplishod. Edwakd Co.\i.e.

Holder, HI

SCRIPTURE LESSOX NO. 4.

FiKST Month 2;iD.

NOAH AND THE ARK.

topic: obedienck.

Golden Tkxt :—" And Noah did according to all that the Lord
commanded him.—Gen. 7 ; 5.

Read Gen. 6 ; 9-22.

IN the long interval between the time of ourla.st les-

son and the present, the descendants of Cain became
workers in metals. They were forgers of cutting in-

struments of brass and iron, and inventors of the harj)

and the pipe. They gave themselves up to pleasure

and became corrupt in their lives. In the fifth gen-

eration polygamy was introduced, and the crime of

murder again stains the history of the race. Another
son, named Seth, is born to Adam and Eve, and the

genealogy of his descendants forms a separate record,

as given in the fifth chapter. They were called the

sons ofGod, to distinguish them from the descendants

of Cain. Intermarriages between the two great

families led to a falling away from the worship of

God, and men began to call upon God profanely.

Noah, the son of Lamech of the family of Seth, was a

righteous man, and held communion with God. The
account of Noah and his preservation in the ark

forms the subject of our lesson for to-day.

The deluge has its traditions among the Chaldeans,

the Chinese, the Hindus, the Phcenicians, the Greeks,

and also among the Mesicansand other peoples of our
own continent. The monuments of Egypt have no
account of a general flood. Bible .students of the pres-

ent time do not generally believe in a universal

deluge, nor does the Bible record of necessity imply
more than a local submergence, including that por-

tion of the earth's surface known to the family of

Noah.
This deluge was charged upon the wickedness of

the human race, as were all the violent disturbances

and unexplained phenomena of that ancient time.

Whatever was the cau.se that brought about the

breaking up of the fountains of the great deep, and
opened the windows of heaven, the flood was most
disastrous to the human family.

This Lesson Te.\ches :

1. That a bad example has an evil influence, and
that wickedness, if unrestrained, leads to destruction.

2. That it is possible to live in obedience to the

will ottiod, even when surrounded by those who are
profane and corrupt.

3. That our Heavenly Father will give us strength
and courage to do what he requires of us, and will

save us from fulling into sin if we put our trust in

him.

To keep up the links of this early history we no
back to the family of Cain, who found a home in the
land of Nod, a name which signifies fugitive. A son is

born who is named Enoch, and the city which hebegan
to build was called after Ids name.

This is the third generation. The age of tlie world
represented by this founding of the city, is variously
estimated. Man's term of life is recorded as of great
length. The history of this period is so involved in

fable and legend that nothing can be accepted as
veritable fact, except such records as carry with them
the evidence of man's gradual emergence from the
childhood condition of knowledge, into some settled

plan or order of life. We know for instance that his
first clothing was such as nature furnished him, his
first shelter was the deej) shade of the jungle, or the
caverns in the mountains, which he shared with the
animals about him. The bones of these and the
flint rock gave him his earliest thought of tools: from
these to the adoption of other things that lay all

around him waiting the creative genius of that in-

telligence which he received from the Divine spirit

was a gradual advance, and now in the third historic

generation we find him building. This presupposes
the utilization of the clay, the manufacture of bricks
and the use of mortar.

In the meantime .label is born. His family were
herdsmen and dwelt in tents, as do the ranchmen of
our own time. His brother Jubal was a musician,
and the father of those who made music their occu-
pation.

The smelting of ores, or the shaping of the pure
metal into implements of industry, was also an occu-
]iation which was followed by the family of Tubal
Cain of this generation. Iron and brass come into
use. Thomas Ellwood quotes a writer who infers that
Tubal-Cain was the first to make armor and imple-
ments of war, he being a descendant of Cain. All
these heads of families and tribes were the descend-
ants of Cain, whose posterity is given to the seventh
generation. There is no mention in the few verses
that outline the family history of any recognition of
the Divine Being. Incidentally we gather that the
intercourse between the Creator and man which
marked the Eden-life of the first pair, was not sought
after by the children of Cain, who by their social

customs must have been largely engrossed with sen-
suous enjoyments. It is Lamech who violates the
Divine institution of marriage between one man and
one woman by taking to himself two wives. The
only further mention made of Cain's family is found
in Gen. 6th and 2d. " The daughters of men " here
spoken of are considered to be descendants of Cain,
and the " Sons of God " the children of Seth, the son
of Adam born after the murder of Abel, and who
represent the portion of the race that " found favor
with God," and retained spiritual intercourse with
him.
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TRE LIBRARY.
Modern Handbooks ok Religion. Man's Knowl-

edge OP God. By Ricliard Acland Armstrong, B.

A. London: Simpkins, Marshall & Co. 1880.

THIS is a little work, a copy of which is sent us by an

English friend. It is Xo. 3 in a series " on the natural

foundations of leading religious ideas," designed es-

pecially for young people, students, workingmen,
and select classes in Sabbath schools. The author, a

resident of Liverpool, in his preface, says :
" In wri-

ting of men's knowledge of God, I have not at-

tempted to demonstrate God's existence. My aim
has been more modest. . . . I am not a champion
challenging the world. I am simply an individual

believer in God, hoping to help a few others by as

clear a presentation as I can make of my own con-

sciousness and as true a record as I can give of my
own experience." He speaks in the preface very fa-

vorably of Brownlow Maitland's " Theism or Agnos-
ticism," Tlieodore Parker's " Discourse of Religion,"

Minot J. Savage's " Belief in God," and John Fiske's
" Man's Destiny." The latest of John Fiske's books,
" The Idea of God," lie explains he has refrained

from reading until the completion of his own work
;

(his preface is dated January 19, ISSG).

Our readers will probably be intere.sted and edi-

fied by our printing for them the whole of chapter
VIII., many expressions in which may serve to

strengthen and confirm the belief of Friends, as

showing how much of it is held by other thinkers

and believers, and how broad and true a foundation

it lays for all religious faith. We quote all that fol-

lows :

"If what has been written thus far in this little

book is true, then INIan's knowledge of God is knowl-
edge which each man receives immediately from God
himself. God pours the light of truth into the hu-
man mind with as direct a ray as that by which the
sun enters the human eye. The sun may shine more
brightly on the shores of the Galilean lake than on
the English town in which you live, shrouded by fog

or smoke. And so one dwelling in that far country
may see all the way from the Jordan Valley on the

East to the Western Sea, or descry the snowy peak
of Hermon glistening fifty miles to the North of the

spot on which he stands, while you, in the .sombre

November atmosphere of Liverpool or London, can
not see across the Mersey or the Thames. But his

sight there is of no avail to you here. You cannot
see with his light, but only with your own ; and until

the mists lift up, and the bright sun shines in all its

glory on you too, your view will be circumscribed
and your vision dull.

" And so is it also with the spiritual light. Into

some hearts the celestial ray seems to stream with
inefl'able glory, and theirs is the beatific vision of

God which fills the soul with joy. Others see only
"as in a glass darkly ;" their glimpses of God are

"broken lights," and times come to them when his

face is well-nigh hidden.

"Are we to say then that in knowledge of God
one man can never help another? Are none to be
masters and none disciples ? Are there no teachers

and learners in religion ?

" In all other branches of human knowledge one
man becomes the pupil of another and profits by his

superior efliciency. The mathematician imparts
to others the knowledge of geometry. The French-
man or the German instructs the Englishman in his

native tongue. The great painter teaches the ele-

ments of his wonderful art to his scholars. The great

musician trains the voices or the fingers of others to

produce melodious sound.

"And there is teaching in religion too ; only, like

all the deepest teaching, it is not the imparting of

knowledge from without, but the quickening of

the knowledge which is within. The knowledge of

God which the discijile may gain from the master is

a knowledge of which the elements were there with-

in him all the while. It is true that it is by the

light which comes from God to his own spiritual eye
that the learner learns to see God ; but the teacher

may help him to realize what he sees and to reduce

it to clear knowledge instead of vague impressions.

Or, to illustrate perhaps more precisely what takes

place, the teacher helps him to hear more distinctly

what it is that the voire of God is speaking to him
inwardly.

" Imagine yourself in some vast and noble church,

seated in a far corner to which the preacher's words
seem only to reach in faint and uncertain sounds.

But by your side is one who is a near friend of the

great preacher and knows well every intonation of

his voice,—one also, let us suppose, whose hearing is

keener than your own. You can just make out that

there is some phrase which the preacher utters many
times. Now and again you seem to catch a syllable.

But what the i)hrase is you are at a loss to tell. You
turn to your neighbor to ask what this is that the

preacher says; and he whispers in your ear: "The
text the preacher repeats so often is ' God is Love.'

"

And after that you hear it too. You wonder how you
could miss it so often. Yes, it comes to you again

and again in varied intonation from the great preach-

er's lips, " God is Love." All you needed was the

clue; and now that it has once been suggested to

you, you also hear it clearly for yourself and know
that that is what the preacher says.

" So is it also with the word that comes from God,
that Eternal Preacher of righteousness and truth, to

the spirit of man. Many of us are very dull in our

inward spirit. Our ears are stopped, so to speak,

with the vanities of the world ; or we are not natur-

ally quick in spiritual apprehension. Our knowledge
of (lod would be meagre indeed if we were left to

ourselves. But there are men wiser and holier than

we about us, or wiser and holier men speak with us

through books which they have left a precious lega-

cy to the world. These men allege the sublime truths

which God has spoken to them. They have heard

these things clearly, and they put them in glowing

and incisive words. Then when these words—-echoes

of the divine voice,—fall upon our ears, we know
that even this is what God speaks to us ; and by the

help of the suggestion thus made to us by our human
brother, we are able at last to apprehend the inward
speech by which the Heavenly Father speaks even to

us as well.
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"Such men, helpers of their fellows, men walking

more closely with God than the rest, there have been
at all times anil in all countries. It is through them
that the religious beliefs of the mass of men liave

grown purer and more spiritual from ago to age.

Tliey have heard so clearly the deliverance of the

Holy Spirit that they have been able to perceive

that some parts of what was commonly received by
tlieir generation as true religion was really no part

of the true word of God. Tlien they have declared

these great convictions of theirs. They have ex-

posed the grossness of some of tlie accepted supersti-

tions. They have proclaimed the higher and purer

truth which God has uttered in their souls. And,
though it has often seemed that their voice was but

the voice of men crying in the wilderness, yet there

have always been some whose own hearts and con-

sciences have responded to their preaching, and who
have recognized by the inward witness of their own
spirits the divine reality of the eternal truths thus

uttered. And so, by slow but sure degrees, the world

has gone on from truth to truth, putting away the

superstitions that have held it in bondage, and ad-

vancing to purer conceptions of God and Righteous-

ness.

" I say that such men there have been in all

times and in all countries. But liere and there in the

world, and now and then in the centuries, such men
have attained so rare a clearness of spiritual insight,

and have been possessed by so passionate an ardor to

declare to their fellows the great truths revealed to

their own spirits, that they have stood out from ordi-

nary preachers and teachers and seemed as though
endowed with faculties of another order than those

of other men. Such men are called Prophets, and
the study of them and of their words and lives is the

study of the great landmarks in the history of the

religion of mankind.
" Of these Prophets again some have been so

transcendently great, their insight has been so pierc-

ing, their word so burning, their influence so eflfectu-

al, their spiritual stature has towered so grandly

above that of their contemporaries and countrymen,
that in the broad history of the world they are coun-

ted as actual founders of religions. The faith that has
been kindled by their preaching in the breasts of

others has been regarded as a new religion, begin-

ning with them ; and, for ever after, those churches
or tribes or nations which have accepted their teach-

ings have maintained that their life and preaching

was the turning-point in the history of the world,

and that to them for the first time God freely com-
municated holy secrets which had been concealed

from all men until their day. And when a church
or a nation looks upon a particular Prophet in this

light, then it often seems to them that to compare
any other whatever with him, or to see any limita-

tions in his teachings, or to suppose that men can
ever attain still clearer light on any part of divine

truth than he attained is a sad infidelity or even a

horrible blasphemy. It is in this manner that the

Parsees, with their deep spiritual faith which symbol-
ises the holy spirit of God by light or fire, have
looked on Zoroaster or Zarathu.stra, that mightv old-

world prophet, whose word comes dimly down to us

from the hoary antiquity of Central Asia. It is after

this fashion that the Buddhists of Ceylon, Nepaul,

Thibet, China, ami otlier oriental lands cherish the

memory of Gautama, the noble and devoted Bengali

prince, whose memory you also will learn to venerate

if you read Jlr. Kdwin Arnold's wonderful, fascinat-

ing poem, " The I-.ight of Asia." It is thus also that

the Mohammedans of India, of Arabia, and of other

portions of the globe re;;ard that strange, enthusias-

tic, bewildering prophet, Mohammed, the camel-

driver. And in a similar way the Jews, scattered

over the eastern and western worlds, look back upon
the heroic figure of Moses who brought the Ten
Words of God down from the rocky heights of Horeb,

though they associate with him venerable patriarchs

who lived before him and a noble line of proi)het8

who lived after him. And lastly it is in this light

that Christendom for eighteen hundred years has

looked upon Jesus of Nazareth, that Son of Man who
gave us the Beatitudes and the Parable; indeed, the

Christian world has almo.st unanimously gone furth-

er still, and declared that this was not merely a
prophet to whom was given in full measure the in-

fallible word of God, but the very God himself tak-

ing upon him the flesh of man.
" Of each of these mighty inen it is alleged that

he is the Founder of a New Religion. But they who
have perceived what Religion truly is are unable

ever to call Religion new. Religion is that sense of

dependence on One higher and better than himself

which stirs strong emotion in the heart of man.
From the first till now there has been but one reli-

gion,—one religion growing slowly purer, sweeter,

stronger as the generations have risen and passed

away, one religion under a thousand different forms

of creed and worship, yet ever in essence compacted

of the same elements of awe deepening into rever-

ence, and vague desire refined and strengthened in

the course of ages into the mighty love with which

the best and holiest cleave to the unseen God. And
so when we look closely into the work which the

supreme prophets of the human race have achieved,

we find that, though they may have delivered to

their disciples many ideas that were really new to

men, and greatly enlarged the current conceptions of

God, and weaned their followers from many gros.s

superstitions, not one of them can be said to have

introduced a new religion. They have appealed to

what already lay in the hearts of men, only covered

up and hidden by untrue doctrines or unholy modes
of life. They have scattered these encumbrances like

chatt' before the winnowing fan by the glorious power
of their word. They have taught men to listen to

and to trust in the eternal speech of God within their

own breasts. And so they have lifted up religion

into new health and strength and drawn the peoples

to a more living consciousness of their kinship with

the Holy Spirit who speaks to them his divine com-
mandment by the voice of conscience, awakens in

them the sense of his supreme presence under starry

heavens or in the time of surpassing sorrow, or re-

sponds with such renovating power to the cry or thei

whisper of their prayers.
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" Tliough no civilization has ever been wholly

without men of the prophetic stamp, yet, I suppose,

nil reader of this Ijook is likely to difter from me
wlien I say that the sons of Israel have risen higher

than any other race in this regard. As the Greeks

stand out preeminent in history for philosophic pow-

er, or the Romans for mastery of the principles of

law, so the Israelites excelled in the depth and
strength of religious impression which goes to make
the prophet. At any rate there is no group of proph-

ets known to us through the literature of mankind so

remarkable as those whose names illuminate the his-

tory of Israel from the eighth century before Christ

downwards to the period of the captivity under the

lords of Babylon. Amos, Hosea, Micah and Isaiah,

Jeremiah and that glorious nameless one whose writ-

ings are joined in our Bibles with those of Isaiah

(running from the famous fortieth chapter to the

sixty-sixth,)—the.se and others like them declared

with extraordinary power the word which the God
of Righteousness impressed upon their own souls. It

is true, they mingled this with much other matter

;

they brought forth in one mighty stream the sub-

limest utterances of eternal truth with opinions about
passing events, political counsels, and bold predic-

tions of the disaster that must attend disobedience to

God or the rewards that would surely ensue upon
obedience. Later readers have both misunderstood
tlie references to passing events and taken the pre-

dictions to be divinely guided forecasts which, if they

have not been fulfilled yet, still will be some day.

We must avoid such mistakes as this, for the proph-
ets ditfered from other men not by any mysterious

foreknowledge of the future, but simply by the in-

tensity of their moral and spiritual impressions and
the dauntless courage and devotion with which they

proclaimed these to kings and people. It is in this

that their value lies for men of all times and nations.

Whether they were right or wrong in any particular

expectations which they entertained, whether their

advice was always statesmanlike or not—and, for my
part, I think it generally was so in the best sense of

the word—they have left utterances behind them
which rise to the very highest level of ethical and
religious inspiration. Who is not grateful to the men
who, amid the superstitions and idolatries, the perils

and strife, of those haple.ss times, could utter such

imperishable words as these,
—

" What doth the Lord
require of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy,

and to walk humbly with thy God? " or " They that

wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength ;
" or

" Rend your heart, and not your garments, and turn

unto the Lord your God : for he is gracious and mer-
ciful, slow to anger, and of great kindness;" or
" Who shall ascend into the hill of the Lord ? or who
shall stand in his holy place? He that hath clean

hands and a pure heart ; who hath not lifted up his

soul unto vanity, nor sworn deceitfully ;

" or " I

dwell in ihe hijjh and holy place, with him also that

is of a contrite and humble spirit, to revive the spirit

of the humble, and to revive the heart of the con-

trite ones;" or "To this man will I look, even to

him that is poor and of a contrite spirit, and treni-

bleth at my word ? " We may truly .say of this mar-

velous line of teachers that the eye of their faith

never dimmed and their voice never faltered in de-

claring the word of God.
" But it is of the utmost importance to obsi^rve

that these utterances and the like had power in the

day they were spoken, and have power over us now,
solely because they appeal to what men feel in their

own hearts to be true the moment it is explicitly de-

clared. " He hath showed thee, man, what is

good," says Micah, when he proclaims what the Lord

requires. Yes, God has showed us, and has never

left himself without witness in the hearts even of

common men and women ; and it is on that fact

alone that the prophet's power is based. It is be-

cause we feel what he says to be true that he sways
us. Whatever authority he possesses is not from cre-

dentials of any miracles or any predictions fulfilled,

but wholly from his power of piercing through to our

own most inward consciousness and enabling u.s

—

even compelling us—to recognize and realize what

God himself is showing to us as surely as to him.

"If once we view the prophet in this light, we
shall well know how to test any man who may come
to us in the name of a prophet. Does what he says

find a response in our own conscience and inward

spirit? If so, he is in his measure a prophet indeed,

and we shall do well to sit at his feet and hear his

words. His ofKce is to quicken our own inward life,

to turn us in upon ourselves that we may hear and

know what the Holy Spirit utters in the silence of

our own souls. But, if his words dofnot touch us in-

wardly, if we cannot feel that he is really God's in-

terpreter, then for us at least he can be no prophet,

though tens of thousands give him heed. There is

no ultimate authority in religion save the authority

of God in us ; and the only true spiritual authority

wielded by men is that which belongs to them so far

as they make clearer and stronger in us God's own
teaching. Nor is there any other kind of inspiration

in religion accorded to any son of man than that

same speaking of God to his secret .soul, which we
also may hear in the witness of conscience, the wit-

ness of the spirit, and the wonderful communion of

our prayer.

"And of all men who have enjoyed this divine

inspiration, of all men who have wielded this true

spiritual authority, of all men who have been to great

multitudes prophets of the most high God, none

other seems to rae to have been the equal of him who
said
—

" Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall

see God," and laying his gentle hand on the little in-

nocent head, bade men suffer the little children to

come unto him, for of such was the kingdom of

heaven.
" But the power of Jesus to-day, and of every oth-

er ancient prophet whose words stir our hearts with-

in us, rests on the fact that as God spoke to them of

old so also does he speak to us of this latter time.
" That true poet of the western world and the

modern time, James Russell Lowell, sings :

" ' God is not dumb, that He should speak no more
;

If thou hast wanderings in tlie wilderness

And find'st not Sinai, 'tis thy soul is poor;

There towers the mountain of tlie voice no less.
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Which wlioso seeks shall find ; but he who bends
Intent on luiiuna still, and mortal ends,

Sees it not, neither hears its thunder'd lore.

' Slowly the liible of the race is writ.

And not on paper leaves, nor leaves of stone
;

Each aRo, each kindred, adds a verse to it.

Texts of despair or hope, ofjoy or moan.
While swings the sea, while mists the mountain shnmd.
Still at the prophets' feet the nations sit.'"
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The index and title-page for the last volume of

the Intelligencer and .Toirnal has been printed,

and copies are ready for distribution. Those wishing

to bind will please notify us by postal, and we will

supply them with one or more copies as may be de-

sired.

THE DISSEI^T OF THE EABLY FBIENDS.
IN his History of Friends, (Volume IV.), in analys-

ing the views of the founders of the Society, in order

to compare these with subsequent preaching and

writing by Elias Hicks, Joseph John Gurney, and

others, Samuel M. Janney shows in detail where

they, (George Fox and his co-workers), differed from
" the popular theology of the day." This expression,

" the popular theology," he repeatedly employs, and

he points out again and again the particulars in

which Friends dissented. So, too, in his pamphlet,

(published in 1S60), upon the causes of the decline of

Friends in Great Britain, he adverts to this dissent,

and argues that it was a very definite and real thing

;

the fact that Friends were persecuted for it, and that

they cheerfully endured the persecution, testifies, in

his judgment, that their testimony of difference was

not lightly held, but that it lay so deep in their

hearts as that they would give up possessions, liber-

ty, and even life, before yielding it.

This is a fact which is to be kept in mind when-

ever the fundamental principles of Friends are under

consideration. To minimize tlie essential difference

between what George Fox preached and the preach-

ing of the priests and ministers of his time is a snare

to the feel of the true Quaker. They agreed, of

course, in their ultimate object, the welfare of the

soul, but they did not agree as to what constituted

the means of the soul's illumination. George Fox

believed that the Divine Being could and did com-

municate directly with each of his creatures : those

who hold " the popular theology " believed that they

could get this communication only upon the pages of

the Scripture. The doctrine of the Friends was

something radical, and changeful ; in so far as it has

pernicatod, since 1(144, the thought and conviction of

mankind, it has revolutionized religious doctrine.

In the energetic discussions among the other

bodies of Friends in this country the foundation

principles come to view, continually, as it is natural

they should, and we find in a passage quoted from a

recent issue of the Inlerchange, of Baltimore, the fol-

lowing significant expression. Ueferring to some

matter preceding, it says:

" These remarks liave been called forth by the fact, so

universally acknowledged as to need only its statement to

win general acceptance, that there are a certain number of

prominent men in our Society who hate u.sed the large

liberty allowed auxmgst ns to endeavor to change the

whole front of it, and to cnvse if passible its history for two

hundred years. This is the sober truth, for those of whom
we speak have nothing new to offer us. Whether they de-

sire the so-called ordinances, a supported ministry, the

absence of silence in worship, or a pre-arrangement of the

services in religious meetings, they are inviting us to re.-

trace onr steps and to go back to that out of which we came."

The idea suggested here is what we have outlined

above. The changes that have been made among the

" evangelical " Western Friends are a return to that

out of which Friends came. The changes may be ac-

cording to the conviction of those who have accom-

plished them, but if universally yielded to they

would " erase" the Society of Friends, and contradict

all its record of the past two centuries.

Friends, in the use of the word " society," are apt

to restrict it to the religious profession we make, and

this application often confuses the thought, where

the word is intended to convey its broader signifi-

cance.

When in our written or spoken utterances we re-

fer to the Society of Friends, the title should always

be given in full, that there may be no mistaking our

meaning. We owe this to ourselves, first as members

of a society that is so designated, and second, that

those of our own faith as well as those outside our

pale may understand of whom we speak or write.

This we have endeavored strictly to adhere to.

Wherever we use the word " society " in our editori-

al character, we mean society at large—the general

public—and whenever we can do so in the articles

sent us for publication we make changes to conform

to that use.

Friends need to have their attention called to this

matter, not so much in regard to our intercourse with

one another, in our meetings and social gatherings,
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as that we exercise a care not to claim too much

when we speak of ourselves to others.

Good plain English is never misunderstood, and

Friends who have an important testimony in favor

of plain honest speech ought not in practice to vio-

late one of its plainest requirements.

The work of the schools for colored children and

youth, in the South, must not be lost sight of. The

receipt of funds for these purposes we understand has

not been adequate, thus far, to the needs. AVe trust

there will he a general interest taken in these sub-

criptions under the charge of the As.sociation to Pro-

mote Colored Education ; by this means the partici-

pation in the work will be more wide, while the bur-

den on each individual will be light.

We learn that Friends' Book Association, desiring

to more fully meet the wants of the First-day School

work, and facilitate an exchange of thought between

the widely separated portions ofour Society upon this

important branch of the Society's work, hasorganized

a First-day School Department, and placed it imme-
diately under the supervision of a committee of its

Board, composed of persons actively interested in

First-day schools.

We hope Friends will avail themselves of the op-

portunities thus afibrded, and also forward the work

by .sending to that Department any thoughts or in-

formation generally valuable to First-day school

workers, for it is desired to make it far-reaching in

its facilities and influence, so supplying to less favored

neighborhoods the advantages of more strong and

active ones.

To insure prompt attention, all communications

upon First-day school matters should be addressed

to Friends' Book Association, First-day School De-

partment.

DEA THS.
B;LY.—On Twelfth moiitli 1.5th, 1381), at her home in

Georgetown, Harrison Co., Ohio, of membranous croup and
catarrh, Laura C. Ely, wife of John H. Ely, and daughter of

Henry F. and the late Hannah H. Pickering, aged 23 years,

a months and 5 days ; a member of Plainfield Monthly
Meeting, Belmont Co., Ohio. She was a loving wife, a kind
neighbor, and respected by all who knew her. Her re-

mains were taken to the home of her grandfather, Elijah

Pickering, and she was interred in Friends' burial-ground

at .St. t^Iairsville.

TH.\TCHER.— Lydia A. Thatcher, deceased at the resi-

dence of her mother, t;hester. Pa., Twelfth mouth 29th,

1M86, alter a short and severe illness, which she bore

patiently and meekly.

This young friend was endeared to all who were intim-

ately acquainted with her. As she had giveu her heart to

the Lord, it was a pleasure for her to embrace all religious

opportunities, hence she was a diligent attender of our
religious meetings, and an earnest worker in the First-day

school.

A VISIT TO SALT LAKE CITY.
[Our friend, E. H. C, of Holder, 111., sends us the fol-

lowing extract from a private letter of .T. W. P., of Chicago,

she having obtained consent of the writer to its publication.

Though written in Kith month last, it is of fresh interest

now.—Eds.]

H.'lI.t L.\ke City.

Dear Fkiend :—Perhaps a few lines, more or less,

from this city of the reclaimed desert, may not be un-

welcome. After leaving home, our first stop was at

Denver, Colorado, where we stayed long enough to

see the city and its surroundings and call on old ac-

quaintances now resident there. Thence to Colorado

Springs and from there toManitou Springs five miles

distant ; drove through the "Garden of the Gods,"

through Gen. Palmer's mountain home grounds, (called

" Glen Eyrie "), closed in as within a liurse-slioe shaped

mountain range, with one eagle's nest in sight on the

crags, and a w'eird grandeur that would be hard to

describe ; then, through a long caiion, where two
trains could hardly pass, except at points perhaps

half a mile distant. The rocks rise almost perpen-

dicularly from 200 to .500 feet high, often overhang-

ing us, and the road crooking its winding way, so

that we rarely saw more than a few rods ahead at a

time.

The " Garden " was a desolate spot, with rocks

here and tliere through it, standing apparently on

edge and from I'OO to 300 feet high, evidently the play-

ground of Giants who pride themselves more on their

strength and ability to form a desolate grandeur, than

to make a happy home for man. Pike's Peak and its

range was before us, and while driving at an altitude

of 6,.500 feet above the sea-level, grand and glorious

seemed the workmanship of the divine mind, and we
often had to stand, awed into silence. Thence our

road lay over the Denver and Rio Grande R. R., nar-

row gauge, wliich took us through the most magnifi-

cent scenery I ever saw; first the ''Grand Canon"
nine miles long,—a cleft in the mountains so narrow

that a second track could not be laid, and the 500 to

1.500 feet rocky sides so straight that we could not see

the tops, except as we stood on the rear platform
;

then through the mountains, winding in and out

engine running at times in one direction and the rear

cars in just the opposite point of the compass ; at one

point on a grade of 21fi feet to the mile; to Black

Canon, 14 miles long, by 10 o'clock at night ; the moon
was full ; the sky clear as I ever saw it ; we got seats

on the rear platform and saw the grandest scene we
ever witnessed. Next Marshall's Pass, the highest

part of the Rocky Mountain Crossing, where we rose

by curves that gave us at one time three parallel

tracks, one above the other, like terraces ; at the

highest point, we were said to be 10,8.52 feet above

sea level. The western slope was as beautiful as bare

rock and dirty brown slopes would allow, with here

and there a bush growing In patches on the moun-
tain sides, mainly in the hollows, that was of varie-

gated, or occasionally rich coloring; next the Alka-

line plains covered with sage brush and alkali, and to

my surpri.se, often with cattle that seemed to be in

good condition. I am told there is a nutritious grass

growing on tlie ford bills of the mountains and at the
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base of the t^age plants, brown anil dead-looking, but
fatteninjr. We saw a good deal of .Alfalfa, that, we
were told, produces, by irripition, from 4 to (i crops

a year
; this was the only home-like product we saw

on the plains, except little patches of garden, and
corn very occasionally. Kollowinfr the plains was the

Wahsatch range of mountains in I'tah, with its Cas-

tle gate and pine-covered hills ; the valley leading to

Castle (late w:is liner than the Alleghany scenery,

and the Gate a beautiful and grand arrangement of

high dills, that would pay one for the entire trip.

Then up, or down, the .Ionian river to Salt Lake
City. Utah Lake (fresh water) is called by tlie Mor-
mons the sea of Galilee, and Salt Lake the Dead .Sea,

and being connected by the river .Jordan, gives them
the New Palestine, with this city as the New Jeru-

salem, so at hist, my brother, I am on "the other side

of Jordan," and in the promised land, but I confess I

like Illinois best as a home. We drove over the city

with its wide, dusty streets, and up on heights that

overlook it and the valley for many miles. The city

is well filled with trees, has many fine houses and
beautiful grounds, the gra.=s being as green as in June,
wherever well watered. We were shown the houses
of this and that prominent Mormon: No. 1, being
Eliza Jane's, No. 2, Mary's, No. 3, Susan's, etc.

Among the humble classes who cannot afford a sep-

arate bouse for each wife, they have one with as

many entrance doors as there are wives ; this makes
odd-looking houses, as generally each wife causes an
addition to the original house, and this addition may
be made when the man is poor, and another when he
is better able to build, etc. We saw the tithing house,

where the tenth of everything is brought for the use

of the church ; also visited the Tabernacle, the first

Temple built here, and the one now being erected

here and to be finished in 1891, or by the end of the

6000 years, when Jesus is to take possession in per-

son. The Tabernacle seats 10,000 persons ; is oval in

form, has a grand organ, and the acoustic properties

are so perfect that we distinctly heard a pin drop at

one end w hen we were at the other. The Temple
has a painted ceiling, on which are pictures of all

their temples in this country, past and jnesent ; the

scene of Saint Moroni, showing Joseph Smith the

place where the lost records of the children of

Ephriam were hidden; these children were the

inhabitants prior to the discovery of the country by
Columbus. Another where Saints James, John, and
Peter, are laying their hands on Joseph Smith, giving

him the Holy Spirit, and the order of the Melchisedee
priesthood, etc. While in this temple, the Elder
gave us a most earnest and lengthy exhortation and
history of the church; quoted largely and very
shrewdly Bible sentences and prophecies, expounded
their doctrine and entered upon the subject of

polygamy quite fully, the latter being absolutely es-

sential to the fulfilment of the Divine will, also that

before the completion of the new Church, not later

than 1891, famine, pestilence and war are to utterly

destroy the United States government, as the persecu-

tors of the .Saints and shedders of innocent blood.

Those who join the Saints will be safe now ; those

who fail to, will be given, in common with all man-

kind, except the sons of perdition, the opportunity to

he saved in the next world, only after suffering the

full penalties of their sins. In 18!)1, when tlie new
temple is complete<l, the door is to be closed, not to

be opened until Jesus opens it upon a disenthralled

luition of saints.

TKMPKItANVE WORK AMONG COLORED
PEOPLE.

WHIl.K there has been an encouraging growth of

temperance in many parts of the .South, among the

colored people as well as others, there seems to be
great need of further work in some localities. The
following is a letter from Arkansas, printed in the

National Tempei-ance Advocate of First month :

TotheKuitor: I have been holdingmeetingsdur-

ing the past six weeks for colored preachers and oth-

er leaders in Eastern and Southern Arkansas. In

some counties I found a strong temperance sentiment

among the colored people. But in the bottom re-

gions, where the colored population is largest, no one
seemed to he making any effort to oppose the whis-

key evil. I found in one meeting that every preacher

present—and there were a large number—was in the

habit of drinking whiskey or beer. Many drank

openly at the saloons or plantation-stores. Whis-
key is sold at the stores on nearly all of the

large plantations, and these stores are a greater

evil than the saloons, where only whi.skey is

sold. Two weeks ago, in order to find shelter, I had

to spend Saturday night in one of these stores. The
store was crowded for hours with colored people trad-

ing, drinking whiskey, swearing, gambling, etc. ; wo-
men as well as men, and members of the church were
among the drinkers at the bar. The drinking, swear-

ing, and gambling for drinks, and for money, too, was
kept up until nearly twelve o'clock, when the store

was closed, and whooping, yelling, and quarreling until

after midnight. There are probably nearly one thou-

sand colored people supplied from this store, and
more or less under its demoralizing influence. The
owner p lys $700 for his whiskey license for the priv-

ilege of robbing these poor weak creatures on his

plantation of their hard earnings. He told me that

they would spend probably on an average from |'20 to

?2.3 to the family for whiskey and as much more for

tobacco every year. It seemed to me that we can

hardly expect anything but poverty, ignorance, vice

and misery for these unfortunate people until this

whiskey evil is banished, yet the situation on this

plantation is no worse than it is on a thousand plan-

tations in the bottoms of the Mississippi and on oth-

er rivers in Mississippi, Arkansas, and Louisiana.

The most disheartening feature of the situation is

that there is but little effort being made to oppose the

whiskey-traffic in most places in these bottoms. Many
planters would be glad to see the sale of whiskey

stopped. In fact, nearly all who are not engaged in

selling it are opposed to it, and if there could be

some aid given from without the blessings of prohi-

bition could soon be enjoyed by many even of these

river counties.

I have distributed the temperance literature so

generously furnished me by the National Ten.perance
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Sor-iety at all of my meetings, being able in some
places to reach through the preachers and other lead-

ers from twenty to forty or fifty churches. I have
also distributed tracts and papers in the public

schools, on the railroads, steamboats, and elsewhere.

II. \VoO»SM.\I,L.

Lacoiiia, Ark., Dec. 4th, 188(5.

THE LIQUOR QUESTION IN GEORGIA.
SO far as territory is concerned, by far thelarj^er part

of the State of Georgia is now under prohibition. At
New Year it was stated that 108 counties were "dry,"

twelve partially so, and in only seventeen was the

Bale of liquor freely licensed. Yet it seems that the

law is extensively evaded. An Atlanta correspond-

ent of the Louisville Courier-Journal reports that there

are now held in Georgia 2,288 United States licenses

for retailing liquor, and tliat, while L'43 illicit distil-

leries have been raided and closed, no less than 800

are still in active operation—one for every 400 voters

in the state. In the city of Atlanta it appears that

much liquor is procured from outside. The corre-

spondent above quoted asserts that a dozen firms in

Griffin and Madifon are daily shipping jugs of liquor,

(sometimes packed in innocent-looking boxes marked
" shoes," etc.), to Atlanta customers. He sends to his

paper a circular in which one of these firms an-

nounces that it has " made arrangements by which
the people of Atlanta can supply themselves with old

mellow whiskies and brandies," that blank orders

and all necessary information can be obtained at any
one of four Atlanta drug stores, which are name<i, and
that the firm (this announcement in big type) makes
no charge for jugs. A correspondent of the New York
Times w riting from Atlanta on the 24tb of last month,
makes the following statements:

"One train to-day brought 500 full whisky jugs

into this dry city. The scene during the whole of
the past week at the express office has been a strange

one. On Monday 200 jugs were received and passed
out, with a steady increase each day .since, until to-

day there is a perfect deluge of them. It seems as if

every man in the city had resolved to have his Christ-

mas toddy. Beginning this evening many men are to

be found on the street under the influence of liquor.

Men who otherwise would only take one drink are in

possession of a gallon jug, and feel it to be theirduty
to empty it. There is more whisky in the private

houses of Atlanta to-night than was ever known be-

fore."

THE ART OF NOT HEARING.
THE art of not hearing is quite important to happi-
ness. There are so many things it is painful to hear
and so many we ought not to hear, that every one
should be educated to take in or shut out sounds ac-

cording to his pleasure.

If a man falls into a passion and begins to call me
names, the first word shuts my ears, and I hear no
more. If a mischief-making person tries to inform
me what people are saying about me, down drops the
portcullis of my ear, and he can get in no farther.

If the collector of a neighborhood's scandal asks my
ear as a warehouse, it instinctively shuts up. If you

would be happy, when among good men open your
ears; w-hen among bad, shut them. And as the
throat has a muscular arrangement by which it takes
care of the air passages of its own accord, so the ears

should be trained to automatic hearing.

The art of not hearing is by no means unknown or

unpracticed in society. A well-bred woman never
hears an impertinent or vulgar remark. A kind of

discreet deafness saves one from many insults, from
much blame, from not a little apparent connivance
in dishonorable conversation.

There are two doors inside my ears—a right-hand

door leading to the heart, and a left-hand door with a

broad and steep passage out into the open air. If

there are sounds of kindness, of mirth, of love, open
fly my ears,—but harshness, or hatred, or vulgarity,

or flattery, shut them. If you keep your garden gate

shut, your flowers and fruit will be safe ; if you keep
your door closed, no thief will run ott' with your sil-

ver ; and if you keep your ears capable of shutting or

opening according as it is the good or the evil in-

fluence which seeks entrance through them, your

heart will lose neither its flowers nor its treasures.

—

Un Uy.

EGYPTIAN DISCO VERIES.
IN Sixth month last, an event of remarkable inter-

est took place at Cairo, being nothing less than the

unrolling, in the presence of the Khedive and a dis-

tinguished company, of the mummy of the greatest

of the Egyptian kings, Rameses II., the Sesostris of

the Greeks, who carried his victorious army into

Asia about fifteen hundre<l years before Christ, and
that of his son, Rameses III. The head of the great

monarch appeared elongated, and rather small. The
top of the head was quite bald, as might be expected

in a man who reigned sixty-seven years, and died at

the age of nearly a hundred. There was a white hair

on the temple. The forehead is low and narrow ; the

eyes small, and close to the nose ; the nose long and
thin; the ears round and prominent, and pierced.

The lips are thick, and some few teeth are seen, well

worn. The exi)re.ssion is not very intelligent, some-

what animal, but strong, obstinate, and with a cer-

tain air of majesty. The breast is large, the shoul-

ders high, the arms crossed over the breast, the hands

thin and colored with henna, as are the thin feet.

The body is that of an old man ; but of an old man
vigorous and robust. Rameses II., or Rameses the

Great, was, probably, the Pharaoh of the oppression,

—not of the exodus, but of the oppression. In his

youth he was a companion and foster-brother of Mo-
ses, and in his maturity he was perhaps the mightiest

conqueror and the most brilliant ruler Egypt ever

knew. He it is who seems to have been known in

classic story as Sesostris. Three years ago the mum-
my of Rameses II. was discovered in an out-of-the-

way hiding place in Upper Egypt. And now that

mummy has been unrolled by Professor Maspero,

who is in charge of the Egyptian Museum at Boolaq.

It is a marvelous suggestion, that the visitor to the

Boolaq Museum will now see looking out at him,

through one of the glass cases there, the very face it-

self of the oppressor of the Israelites in the days of
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their bondage—the face nt which Moses looked more
than tliirly centuries ago.

—

Fi-iimds' Review.

l'"or Frlomls' IittcUlgcncor and Journal.

VERSES.
Oh receiving a leaf tVom "Abraham's Oak" on tlic [ilaln ol'

Marnre, from T. F., who during a visit In Palestine sHlliered

acorns and leaves from this tree.

SYMBOL of Ago ! the troc' that bore

This leaf of interest now possessed,

Brought from afiir—tliat distant shore,

Tlio Land by hallowed memories blest.

.\ leaf—no healing power within.

No virtues from its tissues spring,

Then wherefore sliould attention win
So seemingly a trifling tiling?

The parent tree, how long and well

It marked the centuries passing by,

.411 ! who among the living toll.

Or to reveal its history try?

Though but a leaf, it points to years

Whose annals credence still maintain,

Culled by his hand as now appears

From .Vbraliam's oak on Mamre's plain.

Owned still as with devout regard

That ancient, honored tree of old.

Where oft upon its shaded sward
The patriarch watched his bleating fold

;

Where (gray Tradition testifies

Though from the distant ages dim),

In cadences as from the skies

Angels had ministered to him.

And now the Hebron .Tews repair

Thither, iu earnestness the while.

Hopeful to find some token there.

Some sign of Heaven's approving smile

—

A simple faith, yet if sincere.

Regarding this his pilgrim-shrine,

The still believing Jew may here

Find peace to stay at life's decline.

A glimmering hope thro' prayer and fast

.\smay his lingering doubts dispel.

Of promise to restore at last

The scattered tribes of Israel.

His prayer invokes the Power divine,

The same Eternal we must own.
And as our hearts to Him incline

All duties here are clearly sliown.

In form and faith devout, sincere,

Or Jew or Moslem unto death,

Though owning not as Teacher here

The lowly One of Na/.areth
;

trive in ardent prayer

Aright, with Him acceptance gain

—

May iu their humble measure share

His love, nor shall they seek in vain.

"Obey my voice—thy soul shall live
;

"

Herein true faith—all else obscure

—

Our hearts in trust to Him we give.

For " calling and election sure ;

"

iThis is an evergreen oak [Qaercus Ballota) with oval-shaped

spiny-toothe 1 leaves; tree 26 feet girth at the base, branching

into three forks six feel from the ground—branches and branch-

lets extending nearly fifty feet from the tree, and with the thick

foliage forming a canopy hori-^ontally more than ninety feet in

diameter.

Thus ministers for good are nigh,

Anthems their angel voices bear

—

Beyond, the I'romisod Land may lie,

And Israel's Shepherd guide us there.

U. J.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

nusT.
MY liroom paused in its task to-day

.\s a voice from the dust 1 swept away
Came back to taunt mo. " Aye," it said,

" Thou canst trample mo now with haughty tread
;

Thou canst brush me away, canst loathe, despise.

But the time will come when thy searching eyes

Will fail to discover iu all the earth

A miglitier monarch. Ero man's birth

1 ruled the world." "King Dust," I said.

And low iu mockery bowed my head,

" Pray tell me who thy followers are,

And where thy throne." " From near and far

My courtiers gather. All my own
I call this great wide sphere—my throne.

While every man who on it walks,

And every beast that o'er it stalks.

Or worm that creeps, or bird that flies,

Or lower life tliat dormant lies.

Each growing vine and shrub and tree

Is bound as subject unto me.

Earth's greatest rulers live to learn

That life is short and death is stern.

As, one by one, they cease to be

Both King and palace fall to me.

All things that duck this lovely earth

Return to me who gave them birth

;

And, maiden with thy busy broom.

For thee, 'mong other earth, there's room

When dust to dust the living bring.

Say wilt thou own that I am king

—

The humble motes just cast aside

—

And thou my subject?" " Hush," I cried,

"Is there nothing iu life's fair field

That to thy claim disdains to yield ?

Lives there not some diviner mold

Thou canst not in oblivion fold?

Surely there's some undying part

Thou wonldest not dare to claim. The heart

With all its yearnings, loves and fears

A brighter hope from chaos rears

Than yielding thee, when life is o'er.

The victory forevermore.

The mocking voice with clearer ring

Replied: " I tell thee Dust is king.

Look down earth's long promiscuous roll

And name one thing I can't control.

Then will I grant my boast was vain

—

My kingdom incomplete."—Again

I turned and glancing o'er the scroll,

Whispered triumphantly, "The Soul."

No answer came ; no proud reply

;

Only I heard the breezes sigh

As gathering up the silent dust.

They passed -aud left me with my tiust.

Laura W. White.
Neu'toivii, Pa.

The facts of morality are stated in the Bible be-

cause they are true. Tbey are not true because they

are stated in the Bible. They were true before a

word of the Bible had been uttered.— JT. Gladden.
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COMMUNICA TI0N8.
LANDi^ AXD FRfENDS IN INDIAXA.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

THINKING there may be many Friends in the

more thickly settled parts of our country who may be

looking towards some parts of the wide west for a

home among Friends in which to settle, I would like

such to know of our meeting, our neighborhoo<l, and

our lands, and will freely to my best ability give all

information asked for. We have cheap, good lands,

plenty of the very best of water, a good fruit i-egion,

and a climate equal to any for health. Our meeting,

(Blue River), is considered to be in a flourishing con-

dition, and there is a large First-day school that has

been established twenty years, and the first school of

the kind on the continent so far as I have heard that

was put under the care and charge of the monthly

meeting. In this connection I will say the neigh-

borhood has long been noted for its good citizens, and

we encourage none but tliat class to settle among us.

E. H. Trueblood, Hitchcocks, Ind.

FAIR IN AID OF THE AIKEN SCHOOL.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

The Parlor Fair at No. 1717 Vine street, Philadelphia,

resulted, (from sales and contributions), in a net

profit of three hundred and forty-one dollars and

thirty-five cents ($341.35), which amount will be for-

warded to the Schofield School at Aiken, S. C. The
Portrait of Lucretia Mott, the eloquent advocate of

Freedom, was boxed and sent to Martha Schofield by

express as a donative from the fair. Those engaged

in this effort desire to express their thanks to all

contributors and patrons for their interest and sub-

stantial aid. In a letter from Martha Schofield upon

receiving the portrait she writes :
" You cannot

know how I appreciate everything—the thought, the

kindness and the picture, and the execution of it. It

is indeed inspiring and helpful to have that face look-

ing down upon me, and my thoughts always lifting

up to it. It raises one out of the din and battle of

life's struggles into the realm where the palm

branches wave in the sunlight and the morning stars

sing for joy. This was the one year in which I felt

the one we had of her was too small, that I needed

more of the saintly presence that would be here or

felt more with her picture, and I said, " Well, in time

—but I fear not till I am gone—in time, there will be

a large one hanging on these walls,"—and here it is,

so beautiful, so real,—how I shall enjoy it I How
came you to think of it? It is the one picture in all

history I most wanted, and will train the children to

admire, respect and reverence. If each contributor

knew what good it may do, what help it will be to me
and all our teachers, they would think it a good in-

vestment."
Sarah J. Ash.

PIdladelphia, First month 10.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—Professors Rolfe and Holcomb having been

married during the holidays, a reception was given

them by their friends at the College, on Seventh-day

evening, the 8th inst. All of the managers and offi-

cers of the College, with their families, were invited,

and the occasion was a very pleasant one.

—President Magill attended the Conference ofthe
Indian Commissioners at Washington, on Fifth-day.

the 6th Inst., and addressed a meeting in Friends'

Meeting-house there, in the evening, upon the Edu-
cation of Teachers.

—The current number of the Phcmix gives a full

account of the memorial exercises on the occasion of

the death of Frederic B. Dilworth.

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
—The changes among the Western Friends of the

evangelical body are probably well illustrated by the

following marriage notice, which we clip from the

Christian Worker, of Chicago. In printing it, we de-

sire to say that we mean, of course, no disrespect to

the persons named, but simply to show the present

usage of their religious body :

MILLS—NICHOLSON.—Married, in Friends' church, in

Sandusky City, Ohio, Twelfth mouth 26th, by William
Nicholson, pastor of the church aud father of tlie bride,

John C. Mills, of Albany, Ind., and Tacy M. Nicholson, of

this city.

The points which would naturally be remarked
are that the marriage was in Friends' " church," that

it was " by " a minister, and that he was " pastor of

the church."

—A writer,—Ellis Lawrence,—in the Star and
Crown, (a western paper of more conservative views
than the Christian Worker), argues that the " evangel-

ist" workers and mi.ssionaries do not find it needful

to approve of " the ordinances," (baptism and the
" supper "), in order to secure a hearing among out-

side people. He quotes the testimony of several, in-

cluding that of " Rev. Jonas King," who has been a

missionary in Greece and Southern Europe since

1830, who warns the American churches against form
worship. " I am sorry I am obliged to say I perceive

a tendency to that which has been the bane of most
of the churches in the eastern world—a tendency to

forms and ceremonies in the worship of God. As in

society, etiquette and formal visits abound where
there is little love or friendship, so in religion, where
love to God and true piety decrease there is general-

ly a tendency to forms."

—Haverford College, according to its Catalogue,

recently issued, has fourteen Professors and Instruc-

tors, and 94 students. The resignation of Thomas
Chase, LL.D., President, and Professorof Philology and
Literature, on accountof his health, has been received

and accepted by the Managers. This event, with the

loss by death of Professor Pliny E. Chase, creates a

serious vacancy in the College Faculty.

A NOTABLE STORM.
AT a recent meeting of the Royal Meteorological So-

ciety, a paper was read on tlie gale of October 15-16,

1886, over the British Islands, by Mr. C. H. Harding.

The storm was of very exceptional strength in the

west, southwest, and south of the British Islands, but

the principal violence of the wind was limited to

these parts, although the force of a gale was ex-
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perieiiced generally over the whole kingdom. By
the aid of ships' ohservatioiis, the slonn has been
tracked a long distance out in the Athmtic. It ap-

pears to have formed about L'oO miles to the southeast

of Newfoundland on the l;ith,and was experienced

by many ocean steamers on the Kith.

When the first indication of approaching bad
weather was shown by the barometer and wind at

our western outposts, the storm was about 500 miles

to the west-southwest of the Irish coast, and was ad-

vancing at the rate of nearly 50 miles an hour. The
center of the disturbance struck the coast of Ireland at

about 1 A. M. on ths 15th, and by 8 A. M. was central

over Ireland. The storm traversed the Irish Sea,

and turned to the southeast over the western Mid-
lands and the southern counties of Kngland, and its

center remained over the British Isles about 04 hours,

having traversed about 500 miles. The storm after-

ward crossed the English Channel into France, and
subsequently again took a course to tlic northeast-

ward, and finally broke up over Holland. In the

center of the storm the barometer fell to 28.5 inches;

but, as far as the action of the barometer was con-

cerned, the principal feature of importance was the

length of time that the readings rj^niaincd low.

At Geldeston, not far from Lowestoft, the mer-

cury was below 29 inches for 50 hours, and at Green-

wich it was similarly low for 40 hours. The highest

recorded hourly velocity of the wind was 78 miles,

from northwest, at Scilly on the morning of tlie Kith
;

but, on due allowance being made for the squally

character of the gale, it is estimated that in the

squalls the velocity reached for a minute or so the

hourly rate of about 120 miles, which is equivalent to

a pressure of about 70 pounds on the square foot. On
the mainland the wind attained a velocity of about

60 miles an hour for a considerable time ; but, with-

out question, this velocity would be greatly exceeded

in the squalls. In the eastern parts of England the

velocity scarcely amounted to 30 miles in the hour.

The force of the gale was very prolonged. At Scilly

the velocity was about 30 miles an hour for 61 hours,

and it was above 60 miles an hour for 29 hours, while

at Falmouth it was above 30 miles an hour for .52

hours.

The erratic course of the storm and its slow rate

of travel while over the British Islands were attribu-

ted to the presence of a barrier of high barometer

readings over Northern Europe, and also to the at-

traction in a westerly direction, owing to the great

condensation and heavy rain in the rear of the storm.

The rainfeU in Ireland, Wales, and the southwest of

England was exceptionally heavy. In the neighbor-

hood of Aberystwith the fall on the 12th was 3.83 in-

ches, and at several stations the amount exceeded

two inches. Serious floods occurred in many parts

of the country. A most territic sea was al.so ex-

perienced on the western coasts and in the English

Channel, and the large number of vessels to which
casualties occurred on the British coasts during the

gale tell their own tale of its violence. The total

number of casualties to sailing vessels and steamships
was 158, and among these were live sailing and one
steamship abandoned, five sailing and one steamship

foundered, and forty-two sailing and two steamships
stranded. During the gale the life-boats of the Royal
National Lifeboat Institution were launched fourteen
times, and were instrumental in saving thirty-six

lives.

HOW TO RAISE AND KEEP CELERY}
PERHAPS no vegetable is more generally appreci-
ated than celery. Like asparagus, it was once, and is

still by some, regarded as a luxury requiring too much
skill and labor for the ordinary gardener. This is a
mistake. Few vegetables in my garden re|)ay so am-
ply the cost of production. One can raise turnips as
a fall irop much easier, it is true, but turnips are not
celery any more than brass is gold. Think of enjoy-
ing this delicious vegetable daily from October till

April ! When cooked, and served on toast with drawn
butter sauce, it is quite ambrosial. In every garden
evolved beyond the cabbage and potato phase a goodly
space of the best soil should be reserved for celery,

since it can be set out from tlie 1st to the 20th of July
in our latitude; it can be grown as the most valuable
of the .second crops, reoccupying spaces made vacant
by early crops. I find it much easier to buy my
plants, when ready for them, than to raise them. In
every town there are those who grow them in very
large quantities, and, if properly packed, quickly
transported, and promptly set out in the evening fol-

lowing their reception, and watered abundantly, they
rarely fail. . . .

If the bed is made in spring, perform the work as
early as possible, making the bed very rich, mellow,
and fine. Coarse manures, cold, poor, lumpy soil,

leave scarcely a ghost of a chance for success. The
plants should be thinned to two inches from one an-
other, and when five inches high, shear them back to

three inches. When they have made another good
growth, shear them back again. The plants are thus
made stocky. In our latitude I try to set out celery,
whether raised or bought, between the 25th of June
and the loth of July. This latitude enables us to
avoid a spell of hot, dry weather.

There are two distinct classes of celery—the tall-

growing sorts and the dwarf varieties. A few years
ago the former class was grown generally ; trenches
were dug, and their bottoms well enriched to receive
the plants. .Now the dwarf kinds are proving their
superiority by yielding a larger amount of crisp, ten-
der heart than is found between long coarse stalks of
the tall sorts. Dwarf celery requires less labor also,

for it can be set on the surface and much closer to-

gether, the rows three feet apart, and the plants six
inches in the row. Dig all the ground thoroughly,
then, beginning on one side of the plot, stretch aline
along it, and fork under a foot-wide strip of three or
four inches of compost, not raw manure. By this
course the soil where the row is to be is made very
rich and mellow. Set out the plantsat once while the
ground is fresh and moist. If the row is ten feet

long, you will want twenty plants; if fifteen, thirty
plants, or two plants to every foot of row. Having
set out one row, move the line forward three feet, and
prepare and set out another row in precisely the same

'E. P. Roe ill Harper' s Magazine.
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manner. Continue this process until the plot selected

is occupied. If the plants have been grown in your

own garden, much is gained by soaking the ground

around them in the evening and removing them to

tlie rows in the cool of the morning. This abundant

moisture will cause the soil to cling to the roots if

handled gently, and the plants will scarcely know
that they have been moved. When setting I usually

trim ofl" the greater jtart of the foliage. When all

the leaves are left, the roots, not established, cannot

keep pace with the evaporation. Always keep tlie

roots moist ami unslirivclled, and the heart intact,

and the plants are safe. If no rain follows setting

immediately, water the plants thoroughly—don't be

satistied with a mere sprinkling of the surface—and
shade from the hot sun until the plants start to grow.

One of the chief requisites in putting out a celery

plant, and imleed almost any plant, is to press the

.soil tirmly around, against, and over the roots. This

excludes the air, and the new rootlets form rapidly.

Neither bury the heart nor leave any part of the root

exposed.

Do not be diVicmira-ed at the rather slow growth

during the hot days of July and early .\ugust. You
have only to keep the ground clean and mellow by
fre(|uent hoeings until the nights grow cooler and
longer, and rains thoroughly moisten the soil. About
the middle of August the plants should be thrifty and
spreading, antl now require the first operation which
will make them crisp and white or golden for the

table. Gather up the stalks and foliage of each plant

closely in the left hand, and with the right draw up
the earth around it. l^et no soil tumble in on the

heart to soil or cause decay. Press the soil tirmly so

as to keep all the leaves in an upright position. Then
with a hoe draw up more soil, until the banking pro-

cess is begun. During September and October the

plants Will grow rapidly, and in order to blanch them
they must be earthed up from time to time, always
keeping the stalks close and compact, with no soil

falling in on the developing part. By the end of Oc-
tober the growth is [(radically made, and only the

deep green leaves rest on the high embankments.
The celery now shouhl be fit for use and time for win-

ter storing is near. In our region it is not safe to

leave celery unprotected after the 10th of November,
for although it is a very hardy |)!ant, it will not en-

dure a frost which produces a strong crust of frozen

soil. I once lost a fine crop early in November. The
frost in one night penetrated the soil deeply, and
when it thawed out, the celery never revived. Never
handle celery when it is frozen. My method of pre-

serving this vegetable for winter use is simply this.

During some mild, clear day in early November I

have a trench ten inches wide dug just about as deep
as the celery is tall. The trench is dug on a warm
dry slope, so that by no possibility can water gather

in it. Then the plants are taken up carefully and
stored in the trench, the roots on the bottom, the

plants upright as they grew, and pressed closely to-

gether so as to occupy all the space in the excavation.

The foliage rises a little above the surface, and it is

earthed up about four inches, so that water will be
shed on either side. Still enough of the leaves are

left in the light to permit all the breathing neces-
sary—for plants breathe as truly as we do. As long
as the weather keeps mild, this is all that is neces-
sary; but there is no certainty now. A hard black
frost may come any night. I advise that an abun-
dance of leaves or straw be gathered near. When a
bleak November day promises a black frost at night,

scatter the leaves, etc., thickly over the trenched cel-

ery, and do not take them off until the mercury rises

above freezing-point. If a warm spell sets in, expose
the foliage to the air again. But watch your treasure

vigilantly. Winter is near, and soon you must have
enough covering over your trench to keep out the
frost—a foot or more of leaves, straw or some clean
litter. There is nothing better than leaves, which
cost only the gathering. From now till April, when
you want a head or more of celery, open the trench
at the lower end, and take out the crisp white or gol-

den heads, and thank the kindly Providence that
planted a garden as the best place in which to put
man and woman also.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The crown and flint glasses of the great ohjective of

the Lick Observatory arrived safely at the summit of

Mount Hamilton on the 27th of last month.

—A curious instance of death by electricity occurred

recently at Moscow. Afite was given at a public pleasure

resort, enclosed by a wooden palisade, the exterior of

which was illuminated by the electric liglit, when some
peasants attempted to gain an entrance by breaking
through. The foremost had succeeded in getting his head
and arm through the opening in the palisade when he ex-

pired without uttering a sound. The unfortunate fellow

had grasped one of the electric wires, and death was in-

stantaneous.

—

Electrical Review.

—In order to counteract the growing aridity of the

steppe region between the Caspian and Aral .Seas, the Rus-
sian scientist Venukoff proposes that the waters of the

Dou be diverted into the Volga, or, better still, that a
canal be dug connecting the Black Sea with the Caspian,

so as to cause the latter to expand over a larger bed in-

stead of shrinking, as it does now. The progress of irriga-

tion going on in the Russian dominions of Central Asia is

contributing to the shrinkage not only of the Caspian, but
also of the Sea of Aral and Lake Hamura. The Don was in

former ages a tributary of the Volga, and the piercing of

the strip of land between Kalatcli ou the Don and Sarepta

on the Volga would offer but slight difficulties, the dis-

tance being only sixty kilometres.

—

N. Y. Evening Post.

—The Railway Age publishes a table of the extent of

railway construction in the several States and Territories

during 18S6. The total mileage of new maindine track

built was over 8,000. This has been exceeded in only two
years in the railway history of this country, namely, in

1881, when 9,79G miles of track were constructed, and in

1882, when 11,5G3 miles were constructed.

—An old merchant said years ago that not more than 1

per cent, of the best class of merchants succeeded witliout

failing in Philadelphia. Not more than 2 per cent, of the

merchants of New York ultimately retire ou an independ-

ence after having submitted to the usual ordeal of failure,

and not more than three out of every hundred merchants

in Boston, acquire an independence. In Cincinnati, of 400

business men in business 20 years ago, five are now doing

business.

—

Dry Goods Chronicle.
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—ailiforiiia lunflo in lS6(i, 25,000,000 (iftlloiis of wiiie,

agniust but 7,.')00,0(K> (iiilloiis in ISSfi. Tho San Knincisco

Call says lO.lXW OlW iiomuls of srapos havo been shipped

Ivist as table fruit, IJO.OOO.OOO pouiuls mailo into raisins, 20,-

000,000 pounds made into brandy, and over 213,000,000

pounds made into wine. Tlie castwardsbipmonta of lemons,

limes and oranges for ISSti will be twice as large as they

were tho previous year, it is said, owing to a reduction of

the freight charges.

CURRENT EVENTS.
In the Missouri Legislature on the 7th inst., a concur-

rent resolution was introduced in both branches providing

for the submission of tho question of the prohibition of the

sale of intoxicating beverages to a popular vote.

Some severely cold weather has been experienced in the

West and Northwest. At Chicago, on the 7th inst., at 4

a. m., the mercury marked 14 degrees below zero. At
Davenport, Iowa, tho temperature was 20 below zero, and

at St. Paul, Minnesota, 32 below. At Marshalltown, Iowa,

on the night of the 6th, it was 35 below. At Lafayette,

Indiana, next morning, 32 below zero was reached.

A Fbightful railway collision occurred near Tiffin,

Ohio, on a connection of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad,

on the 1th inst., by which some ten or twelve persons were

killed. There was some evidence at the Coroner's inquest

that the engineer of one of the trains had been drinking.

According to the returns made to the Board of Health

the deaths in Philadelphia from 9anuary 2, 1886, to January

1, 1887, numbered 20,005, a decrease of 1001 from 1885. Of

the total number 4860 were under 1 year of age, 7 from 100

to 110 years, and 1 from 110 to 120 years.

The German ship Elizabeth, from Hamburg for Balti-

more, was wrecked on the Virginia coast, near the Little

Island Life-saving Station, fourteen miles south of Cape

Henry, before daylight on the morning of the 8th. Two
life boats were sent out to the vessel and took tho crew on

board. On the return to the shore both boats were cap-

sized and all the occupants were drowned, except two of

the life savers. The latest estimate of the number of lives

lost is 27.

An extra freight train on the Wilmington and Northern

railroad ran into the rear of another freight train near

Wawasset Station, Penna., early on the morning of the !Uh.

Henry Hubert, conductor, and William Martin, a passen-

ger, who are said to have been sleeping in the caboose, were

killed and their bodies were badly burned. It is supposed

that the conductor was intoxicated, and had not attended

to his duty of guarding his traim.

Chicago, 111., Jan. 9. The Farmers' Review says : Re-

ports from correspondents show that fields of winter wheat

in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin and Mis-

souri are very generally well protected with snow. In

Atchison, Dickinson, Lincoln, Neosho and Sedgwick coun-

ties in Kansas the fields are reported bare and the ground

dry, with the crop looking poor. A free movement of corn

to market is reported in Illinois and Nebraska. There is

very little movement of corn in Iowa, and one-fourth of

the counties of the state are importing corn from adjoin-

ing states. There are serious reports of cholera among the

hogs from fully one-third of the counties in Illinois, with

more or less prevalence of the disease in Indiana, Iowa and

Missouri. In Adams and Mason counties in Illinois the

disease is inflicting serious losses.

MADE.1.S, India, Jan. 7.—It is officially stated that 405

persons were burned to death in the incendiary fire which

destroyed the reserved iuclosure in (he People's Park last

week.

A nKSi'ATCH from Leavenworth, Kansas, says Attorney
(•eneral Bradford has comiiromised the case brought under
the Prohibitory law against Jacob Law, a saloon keeper.
Law has agreed to clo.se his place and remove his stock. It

iysaid to he the first successful closing of a saloon in that
city.

Extremely low temperatures were recorded in the
West on the morning of the 8th, from 12 below zero in

Kansas, to 39 below in Dakota. On the night of the 7th,

the spirit thermometers at Fort Keogh, Montana, registered

.'J0° below.

Theke was a slight earthquake shock at Churleston on
the evening of the 10th. At San Francisco on the morning
of the nth, the city was rocked from East to West at eight
minutes after 4 o'clock, by a shock of earthquake, which
lasted seven seconds. No damage was done.

NOTICES.
~.Sf*A general meeting of the "Association of Friends for

Promoting the Education of the Colored People of the
South " will be held at Fifteenth and Race Streets, Phila-
delphia, at 10 o'clock a. m., on Seventh-day, the 22d of 1st
month.

The attendance of all interested in the work of the As-
sociation, and their aid in extending it, are earnestly invi-
ted. HdWAKD M. Jenkins, Chairman.

Sarah H. Peirce, Secretary.

*s;'- A Conference under the auspices of Baltimore
Yearly Meeting Visiting Committee will be held at Water-
ford, Va., on Third day, First month 18th, at 10 o'clock A.
M., following Fairfax Quarterly Meeting to be held at that
place.

" How does the mission of the Society of Friends of to-
day differ from that of the time of Early Friends?" has been
suggested for consideration.

By order of the Central Committee.
First month 1st, 1887.

*3j* The Committee on Education of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting of Friends will hold their second Coufer-
ence with Parents, School Committees, Teachers, and others
interested, on Seventh day. First month 22d, 1887, at
Fifteenth and Race Sts., Philadelphia, commencing at 1.30
o'clock P. M. The subjects for consideration are :

1. Well equipped schools, their cost and value.
2. Methods of teaching Geography in the Primary

Schools.
All interested are invited to attend.

Wm. Wade Griscom, Clerk.

V' A meeting of the Joint Committee of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting on Temperance and Intoxicating Beverages
will be held in Philadelphia, in the Race Street Meeting-
house, on Seventh day. First month 15th, 1887, at one
o'clock P. M.

James H. Atkinson,
Annie C. Borland, aerks.

•%» The Literature Committee of the First-day School
General Conference have in contemplation the publishing
of a new volume of devotional Poems, and invite Friends
to furnish them with such selections original or otherwise
as they may think suitable for insertion in such a volume.

Jos. A. BoGARDU.«, Clerk,
177 West Street, New York City.

'if* Friends' Library (loth and Race) will be kept open
the present year, every week-day afternoon from 2 P. M. to
5 P. M., on Fourth day from lliA. M. to 12 M., on Seventh
day from 10 A. M. to 5 P. M. and from 7 to 9 P. M.

-*3i*FRiENDS' Mission. Fairmount and Beach Sts. Reli-
gious Meeting, First day 11 A. M., First-day school, First-
day 2J P. M., Temperance Meeting, Fifth-day, 8 P. M.,
Sewing School, Seventh-day, at 2.15, p. m. All are welcome.
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" TRY WORK OF FAITH."
" I KNOW, I trust, yet oft, so oft I doubt,

I know His strength I can do nought without,

I know His breath must be the quickening power,

I know 'tis His, not mine, the accepted hour.

And yet I wonder as I read ' To-day,'

Why those arouud for whom so oft I pray

Are not brought in ; I know it is God's will

To give His.apirit thus, His word fulfil.

My child ! and hast thou read ' Thy work of faith,'

Dost thou believe thy Father when He saith

Thy faith Is far more valuable than gold.

And therefore must be tried though sevenfold ?

The Hand that gives withholds what seemeth loss-

Is but my fan to purge away thy dross.

Thy prayer shall answered be when thoushalt rest.

In knowing that thy Father knoweth best."

—Selected.

JOHN WOOLMAlSrS VIEWS ON THE RIGHTS
OF PROPERTY.'^

THE righteous soul of John Woolman perceived that
" Wealth, desired for its own sake, obstructs the in-

crease of virtue, and large possessions in the hands
of selfish men have a bad tendency; for by their

means too small a number of people are employed in

useful things, and some are necessitated to labor too

hard, while others would want business to earn their

bread, were not employments invented which, having

no usefulness, serve only to please the vain mind."

He also objects to too high rents on lands, "for

industrious tenants are often necessitated to labor

harder than was intended by our gracious Creator.

The oppression of the patient dumb animals by the

undue effort required of them—by want of their

needed protection against storms—also grieved the

loving and gentle spirit of the man who knew that

God's tender mercy is over all his works. He saw
how by sickness, loss of cattle, and miscarriage in

business, many tenants are so straitened that much
of their increase goes to pay rent, and they have
not wherewith to buy what they require.

It grieved him to see one poor woman doing as

much work as would be suitable employment for

two or three ; and honest people straitened to give

their children suitable learning.^ He thought that

lAn Essay read at a Conference at 15th and Race Sts., Phila-
delphia, First month !lth, 1887.

'In the hundred years since this view was presented by J.

the money which the wealthy receive from the poor
who do more than a proper share of business in

raising it is frequently paid other poor people for do-

ing business foreign to the true use of things. He
points out how those who have large estates and live

in the spirit of charity will carefully inspect the cir-

cumstances of those who occupy their estates, and
regulate their demands agreeably to universal love,

being righteous on principle, doing good to the poor
without placing it to an act of bounty. " Their ex-

ample in avoiding superfluities tends to moderation
in others; their uprightness in not exacting what
law and custom would support them in, tends to

open the channel to moderate labor in useful affairs,

and to discourage those branches of business which
have not their foundation in true wisdom." He
exhorts that mankind be employed in things con-

nected with virtue, rather than in that which is but
vanity and serves but to please the insatiable mind.
Since the Creator of the Earth is the owner of it, and
He has given it to us being thereon, and our nature

requires nourishment from the produce of it, if the

creatures of God's creation live answerably to the

design of their being, we may not justly deprive any
of them of convenient subsistence. There are in-

equalities in possessions, but while those possessions

are faithfully improved for the good of the whole, it

agrees with equity. But he who, with a view to self-

exaltation, causeth some to labor immoderately, and
with the profits arising therefrom employs others in

the luxuries of life, acts contrary to the gracious

designs of Him who is the owner of the earth,

nor can any possessions justify such conduct.

Men should live in accordance with pure wisdom,
and so require no toil from any inconsistent with

pure love, or invade their rights as inhabitants of a
world of which a good and gracious God is the pro-

prietor, and under whom we are tenants.

Moderate labor with the blessing of Heaven would
answer all good purposes, and leave time to attend to

the proper affairs of civil society, were all super-

fluities and the desire for outward greatness laid

aside, and the right use of things universally at-

tended to.

A right portion of action is healthful to the body
and agreeable to an honest mind. Those who have
great estates stand in a place of trust, and for such to

Woolman the free public schools have made useful learning free

to all children. And this wrong is about as well righted as even
his just spirit could have desired.—S. K.
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confine themselves strictly to the right use of things,

that they may more extensively relieve objects of

charity, requires close attention to Divine love.

Tlie tender mercies of tlie Creator are over all his

worlvS, and as tlie liuinan iiiinil conu-s truly under

the inliuence of true love a desire is felt to increase

the happiness of all the creatures of God. There is

.no .selfish interest, and the divine impulse is to turn

all we posse.'w into the channel of universal love.

Those of large estates, whose hearts are tlius en-

larjied, are like fathers to the poor; and show by

their consideration for them, a conduct so lovely and

consistent with brotherhood that it tends to spread

a kind and benevolent disposition in the world.
" Whatsoever ye would that men should do to

you, do ye even so to them." It is good for those

who live in fulness to cultivate tenderness of heart,

and to improve every opportunity of being acquain-

ted with the hardship and fatigues of those who la-

bor for a living; and thus to think seriou.sly with

themselves, " Am I intluenced by true charity in fix-

ing all my demands?" The witness in the con-

science of a wealthy person, will prove, if he reflects

seriously, whether or not he is keeping the Golden

Rule of pure righteousness, and he will find that Di-

vine love graciously points out the spirit of brother-

hood and the way to happiness. John Woolman
perceived that the excessive labors of men is one of

the causes of the use of spirituous liquors, and he

strongly condemns the habit of convival drinking, in

the 18th century so unfavorable to health, industry,

and good morals.

In the Journal John Woolman mentions how in

early life, (about the 2ord year of his age), "at the

time called Christmas," he observed many persons,

both in town and from the country, resorting to pub-

lic-houses, and spending their time in drinking and

vain sports, tending to corrupt one another; on

which account he says, " I was much troubled. At

one house in particular there was much disorder

;

and I believed it was a duty incumbent on me to

apeak to the master of that house. I considered I

was young, and that several elderly friends in town

hail opportunity to see these things ; but though I

would gladly have been excused, yet I could not feel

my mind clear. The exercise was heavy; and as I

was reading what the Almighty said to Ezekiel re-

specting his duty as a watchman, the matter was .set

home more clearly. With prayers and tears I be-

sought the Lord for his assistance, and he, in loving-

kindness, gave me a resigned heart. At a suitable

opportunity I went to the public house ; and seeing

the man amongst much company, I called him aside,

and in the fear and dread of the Almighty expressed

to him what rested on my mind. He took it kindly,

and afterwards showed more regard to me than be-

fore. In a few years afterwards he died middle-aged

;

and I often thought that had I neglected my duty in

that case, it would have given me great trouble, and

I was humbly thankful to ray gracious Father who
had supported me herein." This tender religious

exerci.se in regard to the customs of public houses

was in the direction of pure righteousness. Neither

liquor-selling nor slave-holding are in accord with

true Christianity, and such were the leadings of truth
to the dedicated mind of John Woolman when many
older Friends forbore to put themselves on the side
of righteousness. He may justly be claimed as one
of the first advocates of radical temperance reform.
During his last illness in England, he felt his dis-

ease (small-pox) BO ad'ected his head as to cloud his
reason. He desired if his understanding should be
more aflected, to have nothing given him that those
about him knew he had a testimony against. This
testimony was against alcoholic stimulants.

John Woolman warned his fellow-men against
making undue effort to load their offspring with
wealth, thus giving them power to deal hardly with
others more virtuous than they. It can give such,
after death, no more satisfaction than if by this trea-

sure they had raised others above their own, and had
given them power to oppress them.

The rest prepared for the people of God, is of that
purity that it is impo.ssible we should take pleasure
in anything distinguishable from universal righteou.s-

ness. The true felicity of man in this life and in that
which is to come, is being inwardly united to the
Fountain of universal love and bliss. When we pro-
vide for posterity, and make settlements which will

not take eflect until after we are centred in another
state of being, if we therein knowingly act contrary
to universal love and righteousness, such conduct
must arise from a false, selfish pleasure ; and if, after
such settlements, our wills continue to stand in oppo-
sition to the Fountain of universal light and love,
will there not bean impassable gulf between the soul
and true felicity? But if after such settlement, when
too late for an alteration, we attain to that purified
state which our Redeemer prayed his Father that his
people might attain to, of being united to the Father
and to the Son, must not all things done in a will .sep-

arate from universal love, precede this inward satis-

faction? And though in such depth of repentance
and reconciliation all sins may be forgiven, can we
reasonably suppose that our partial determinations
in favor of tho.se whom we selfishly loved will then
aflord us pleasure ?

He conceived it the literal duty of every Christian
professor to conform his life to the pattern set by
Christ Jesus. Lives of pure beneficence are lives con-
formed to the holy example. When the Saviour said
to the rich young man, " Go sell what thou hast and
give to the poor," though undoubtedly it was his duty
to have done so, yet to enjoin the selling of all as a
duty on every true Christian would be to limit the
Holy One. Obedient children, who are intrusted
with much outward substance, dispose of it agreeably
to His will " in whom the fatherless find mercy."

John Woolman fully believed that " the steps of
agood man areordered ofthe Lord," and thus concludes
his review of this question as to the responsibilitv of
man for the proper use of the good things of this
world. Suppose twenty free men, professed followers
of Christ, discovered an island, and that they with
their wives, independent of all others, took possession
of it, and dividing it equally, made improvements
and multiplied; suppose these first possessors, being
generally influenced by true love, did with paternal
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regard look over the increasing condition of the in-

habitants, and near the end of their lives gave snoh

directions concerning their respective possessions as

best suited the convenience of the whole, and tended

to preserve love and harmony ; and that their suc-

cessors in the continued increase of people generally

followed their'pious example and pursued means the

most eflectual to keep oppression out of their island,

bul that one of these first settlers, from a fond attacli-

ment to one of his numerous sons, no more deserving

than the rest, gives the chief of his lands to him, and

by an instrument sufficiently witnessed strongly ex-

pressed his mind and will ;—suppose this son, being

landlord to his brethren and nephews, demandssuch
a portion of the fruits of the earth as may supply him-

self, his family and some others, and that these others

thus supplied out of his store are employed in adorn-

ing his buildings with curious engravings and paint-

iugs, preparing carriages to ride in, vessels for his

house, delicious meats, tine wrought apparel and fur-

niture, all suiting that distinction lately arisen be-

tween him and the other inhabitants; and that, hav-

ing the absolute disposal of these numerous improve-

ments, his power so increaseth,that in all conferences

relative to the public afl'uirs of the island, these plain

honest men, who are zealous for equitable establish-

ments, tind great difficulty in proceeding agreeably

to their righteous inclinations; suppose this son,

from a fondness to one of his children, joined with a

desire to continue this grandeur under his own name,

confirms the chief of his possessions to him, and thus

for many ages there is one great landlord over near a

twentieth part of this island, and the rest are poor

oppressed people, to some of whom, from the manner
of their education, joined with a notion of the great-

ness of their predecessors, labor is disagreeable ; who
therefore, by artful applications to the weakness, un-

guardedness and corruptions of others in striving to

get a living out of them, increase the difficulties among
them, while the inhabitants of other parts, whoguard
against oppression, and with one consent train up
their children in frugality and useful labor, live more
harmoniously ; if we trace the claims of the ninth

or tenth of these great landlords down to the first

possessor, and find the claim supported throughout

by instruments strongly drawn and witnessed, after

all we could not admit a belief into our hearts that

he had a right to so great a portion of land after such

a numerous increase of inhabitants.

The first possessor of that twentieth part held no
more, we suppose, than an equitable portion ; but

when the Lord, who first gave these twenty men pos-

session of this island unknown to all others, gave

being to numerous people who inhabited the twen-
tieth part, whose natures required the fruits thereof

for their sustenance, this great claimer of the soil

could not have a right to the whole to dispose of it in

gratifying his irregular desires ; but they, as creatures

of the Most High God, possessor of heaven and earth,

had a right to part of what this great claimer held,

though they had no instruments to confirm their

right. Thus oppression in the extreme appears ter-

rible ; but oppre.ssion in more retined appearances re-

mains to be oppression, and when the smallest degree

of it is cherished it grows stronger and more exten-
sive.

To labor for a perfect redemption from this spirit

of oppression is the great business of the whole family
of Christ Jesus in this world.

These are sentiments of extreme purity, but they
would hardly yet answer as a formula of right action,

even for the Society of Friends. A life divorced com-
pletely from selfishness, and devoted to the general
good of mankind rather than to family advantage,
would seem to militate rather against the family. An
entire avoidance of all use of things which Woolman
would pronounce not its true use would make a con-
trasting radical change in human life.

John Woolman considers labor a curse only when
it is excessive and to exhaustion, or when it prevents
the laborer having means of right culture for his

family and himself. But strictly speaking labor is

not an evil in any sense. Even in its most oppres-
sive form it is better than inaction. Every portion of
the human body is formed for action— for activity,

and so by action the enjoyment of physical pleasure

is best promoted. The schoolboy finds more enjoy-

ment in a vigorous athletic game than in any form of
repose and luxury. Neither is any living creature ex-
empt from work. And the higher the range of an-
imal life the more intense and complicated the action.

But we know very well that over-tasked child labor

is most pitiful and that the dumbanimal who cannot
cry out against oppression has found an advocate and
protector in the noblest of men and women. We all

know what oppression is. But great labor even to
exhaustion from mere weariness is undergone for

loving duty or for mere pleasure. The labor under-
gone by the traveler is excessive, so that often health
or even life is endangered. This is because pleasure

is taken in the work done, as the mother delights to

minister more and more to the little child, or the ar-

tist rejoices to build his conception of the excellence

of truth into a picture. A recent writer (Chauncey
Giles) asks why this principle of rejoic^ing in labor

cannot be made to enter more and more into all the

needed activities of man. " For there are real evils

connected with labor. It becomes an evil when it

hinders the attainment of the purpose for which man
was created. It does this when it is too long, pro-

tracted and exhausting, and when it^absorbs all the
time and strength. . . . Any employment which
keeps man down to the level of the beast of burden,
and which allows no time or means for developing
his higher nature, is a curse. This has been and still

is, too much the hard condition of the laborer." La-
bor becomes a most cruel punishment of worldly
greed if worldly greed desires always the most labor

for the least pay, and the largest results in the least

time, and the laborer is held as many hours and to

as much work as can be wrung from him.

Human ingenuity has greatly mitigated the bur-

dens of labor by mechanical devices, and in many
cases human muscles have been relieved from a strain

which is not only oppressive in the extreme, but
dangerous to life.

To put a noble purpose into all work will raise it

quite above servile drudgery. We wish to do it well
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for its own sake, and perhaps we inisilit sny. for the

honor there is in excellence (luite n|iiiit froni the

necessary wape.

Work is noble as it becomes the employment of

noble motives and the motive ennobles the deed and

the doer. To have its best (luality the worker must

put love to God and to man into work, and then it

has not only its wajje but a moral and heavenly re-

ward.

Is there not some such divine barrier iis this be-

tween the oppressor and the oppressed. Capital is

needful to eivilized mankind. The brute animals

have none, nor has the lowest savage. Civilized man
has capital to some extent, and by its means labor be-

comes diversified. Capital puts power in the hands

of those who po.ssess it. Justly and benelicenlly

used, it is the friend to labor, but selfishly employed

it is a terrible evil from its power. But in the earth

do we not iind evermore that "all things work to-

gether for jiood to them that love God ?" S. K.

THE ANDOVER CONTROVERSY : EXTRACTS
FROM A SERMON BY DR. C. A. BARTOL.

[The following extracts are made from a recent sermou

by Dr. C. A. Bartol, of the West church, (Unitarian), Bos-

ton. It will probably be interesting to our readers, both

for its discussion of the points involved in the Andover

controversy, and its suggestion of many thoughts not re-

mote from the conviction of Friends. He expresses sym-

pathy, it will be seen, with Prof. Smyth and the other

Andover professors, but he suggests that they are endeav-

oring to Iind standing room on a very narrow place, and

that in their effort to reconcile new thought with an old

creed, they are in danger of compromising their own sin-

cerity. The " text " of the preacher was from Mark, VII.,

13 :
" Making the word of God of none effect through your

tradition."—Eds.]

The particular point of question and quarrel is

whether the articles of the institution permit the

doctrine these incumbents hold forth of probation

after death, or whether at that period doom everlast-

ing is prescribed ; and on this issue the indicted ten-

ants under the testament become special pleaders,

and are forced to an ingenuity of argument savor-

ing little of the simplicity that is in Christ, and scarce

consistent with common sense. As Webster said of

Calhoun, they are like strong men walking in a mo-

rass—honest in purpose, yet technically, on the face

of the matter, they are wrong. In their eflfort to ad-

vance, they are right, and should be on all hands

cheered. But they will not get on without a firmer

footing than the symbolical books at Andover aflbrd.

From the intelligence of the age they have in their

object the full sympathy which to their method must

be denied. Nature and history and the human soul

proceed by crisis and cataclysm on paths that are

rough as well as railways and macadamized roads
;

so we must not complain of the catastrophe that with

the culture enters into our mortal lot.

But these self-defenders are not aware they have
come to a place of parting of the ways like an alpine

pass, and that their bu>iness as pioneers is, forsaking

the old circuit of travel, to bridge the via mala of

gulf and precipice and ascend to move forward by a

sliort and sharp cut. My heart—the remark may be
counted as not impertinent—goes with them as they
grope. But their attempt at reconcilement with the
preposterous iiast is as much at the cost of courage
and improvement as it would Imve been a military
lihinder for Hannibal and Bonaparte to march in the
beaten ways, instead of contriving new tracks for

their coixpiering hosts. Edmund Burke said, in his

haste :
" The age of chivalry has gone." But we live,

and the soul in us lives, on something rare and ro-

mantic in resolve and in enterprise in church or in

state. This, I think, in the laborious overstraining

to prove the new growth a.s bud<iing from the old

cracked bark, is sacrificed at expense no money can
pay. The fossil is a remnant of former life on the
globe, yet cannot be the root of the new. Nature
starts as well as keeps an even tenor in her track.

The little fish that occupies the last chamber of its

shell, and refuses the sufiocation of crowding back
into the first is a teacher. That must be discarded
which is outgrown.

But in trying, though in vain, to evolve a pro-

gressive orthodoxy out of the Andover creed, do not
the professors follow the example of him who came
"not to destroy but to fulfil?" In the peaceful part

of his procedure they do, but not in that sword of
the spirit he also brought and used. Coming in the
fulness of days he both continued and broke with the
religion and the religious party of his time, not to

ruin, yet to abjure. He not only evolved, but re-

volved, regenerated, reformed, and was the Spirit

incarnate that saith: "Behold, I make all things

new;" and in this method of alteration and breach,
he met in bis hour the chronic need. Church con-
tinuity must, on particular occasion, be broken. The
world is not, like Christ's garment, ''woven without
seam," but with shreds and patches, too, having
rents as in a robe sewed or mended with a thread
snapped by the finger or bit off to just measure by
the tooth, so that the beauty may come by a pattern,

which cannot be made carelessly out of the whole
cloth. Jesus broke with the Pharisees and sharply
countered the maxiins of local law and worship and
the revenge of an eye for an eye. Luther, with the
same model and motive, broke with the Pcpe.

Theodore Parker broke with the Unitarians, until,

for awhile disinherited, he became by adoption, as
he was by birth, their son. Garrison broke with the
slavery-protecting constitution of the United States

till that had to be mended too. All such breaches
conform as much as does gradual betterment to

primeval law. Mivart's criticism on Darwin, that

the theory of evolution does not account for certain

starts in nature applies to human nature; and the
notion that a scheme of theology is really preserved
when its distinguishing features are, one after an-
other, left out, resembles that of the boy that he has
the same knife when he has got for it a new handle
and a new blade, or of the knitter that she has the
same stocking after it has been successively footed

and topped.

Now and here, as so long ago and far away, there
is conflict between the tradition of men, and that

word of God, as Christ declared, becomes of none
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effect ; and the trouble arises from haman misunder-

Btanding or imperfect comprehension of that word.

Marvelous to see, the confronting antagonists

agree that the aged, decrepit Andover creed is the

"sincere milk " or condensed cream of the work, al-

though to many outside the trial the accursed birth

or hopeless woe affirmed seems but the scum of

scripture; and, if all the ideas of the advanced guard

of orthodoxy be indeed contained in that almost

century old summary, a better illustration was never

given of the witty maxim that the purpose of lan-

guage is to conceal thought.

But there are two kinds of belief, that with the

reason and that with the will. So we speak of con-

victions with which we are seized ; and also of tenets,

or things held. It must be a mighty muscular grasp

that can still hold the five points firmly and let noth-

ing, not a fragment, ilrop. When Mr. Woods, after-

ward the famous Dr. Woods, at Andover, was or-

dained a preacher, lie read to the assembled reverend

council his profession, or confession, of faith. Said

Dr. Osgood, at that time the great gun of theology at

Medford, to the oandidate : "This," referring to the

written document, " is what you believe?" "Yes,"
answered Woods, " and always shall believe." "Young
man," answered O-sgood, who was the moderator on
that occasion, " I once believed many things that

I believe no longer." Would our orthodox professors

swear this is not their own exact case ?

But, say those who file the preliminary indict-

ment. We are all bound by the written word of God;
and I answer, there i.s no such thing ! That word
never was nor can be writ. The word unto the

prophet spoken was writ on tables yet unbroken,
sings our poet of the un.seen spiritual in.scription. A
falsity is no better for being found within the Bible

lid.s—God's word is no fixture. It tiows, it flies ; or,

as David .says, it " runs very swiftly." It was with

God in the beginning; it was his very self, we read

in the poems of the fourth gospel. It cannot be
" bound " or bound up, asserts the Apostle Paul, and
when Jesu.-i charged the Pharisees with making it " of

none effect " lie brought no quotation from Moses on
the Jewish canon in proof. The word which he had in

his mind was the winged word, that can no more be
caged in type, .stereotyped on paper and with ink

than could tlie eagle be tamed which is represented

in picture as inspiring St. John. The Bible, by a li-

cense of speech, is called the word of God. Some of

its notions verily it were licentious to ascribe the ori-

gin of to him. It is itself a tradition of 2,001) and
3,000 years, a handing down of much that is precious

in the religious experience of the Hebrew race. It

relates or refers to special overflows volcanic of the

eternal soul. It shows the highest fortunes of man-
kind as shaped on the anvil of one almighty in his

work. The schemes of theologians are but curious

forun into which the cooled lava of the eruption has
been wrought, some of them as crude and worthless

as the dross from molten metal or slag or offscouring

which the craftsman casts out of the windows from
his tiaming forge, and less to be respected than even
Ijhose traditions of his day which the Lord rebuked
as aunuUing the truth which their authors and in-

heritors pretended to set forth ; for the slaves and
servants of tradition in gur day enjoin mannerisms
more cruel, if not more superstitious, tlian any of

former times.

Infant damnation is a corollary from the premises

laid down; and what are the heathens and Hotten-

tots, swept like flies by swarms into the burning lake

because unreached by the Board of Mission.s—-what
are they but infants with scarce more knowledge or

responsibility than the babes asleep in yondercribs?

Bnt, say the stalwarts of divinity who are sound,

gather them into the gospel net ; or, with no second

probation, but reprobation, they are lost; and this is

the word of God ! No speech of Satan, in the land

of Uz, no Judean devil, no German Mephistopheles,

no Manichican Double or Persian destroyer, could

match this so-called Christian deity. 'Tis only a mis-

taken text! We speak of " a dead letter " but "the
letter killeth " or makes us dead. God does not in-

dite or articulate, yet he speaks to announce truth

and summons to duty ; and, if there are contrary

voices in the breast, so, what confusion in the book !

But thehearer must not be left out. Hearingcom-
pletes utterance, like the mes.sage in an electric cir-

cuit, without which the word is not. When the voice

came to Jesus from heaven, " some of the people that

stood by and heard it said it thundered ; others that

an angel spake to him." How often, because of a
dull or inattentive ear, we miss or shift the word!

If the drum is gone, we are deaf! Keep the inner

ear open and watchful, and not one of you, as well as

Amosor Isaiah, but will hear the wordofGod. Inthe

pas-sage containing our text, Je.siis assures the Scribes

and Pharisees that making an offering on the altar

of what might support and comfort a father and
mother would contradict the word of the very Being

to whom the oblation was professedly made, and call-

ing it corban, or a mass, would not hinder its being a

curse. Such harsh superstition, let us, reform alto-

gether. Let us say with Paul to the Corinthians;
" Be separate, and touch not the unclean thing ; " and
with the writer to the Hebrews :

" Go without the

camp." Forms and phrases profane and nauseate,

that belittle and belie.

To the liberals who would newvamp orthodoxy,

renovate faith and not skip a word or change a syl-

lable, all hail and godspeed, yet with a smile at their

artless, innocent fancy of drinking from a burst bot-

tle, making a decent coat out of torn cloth, wearing

the small-clothes their ancestors delighted in, or put-

ting on the strait-jacket that suits but the insane.

Language is elastic and can do much ; but our friends

impose on it an impos.sible task.

Could the ancestral spirits materialize, with what
a laugh and frown they would revoke any document
so antiquated and obsolete as to be incapable even of

going to seed. They have learned—how much better

!

—than to hold a creed in which complainants and
defendants are so absurd as to accord ; the former

preposterous in their view, the latter erroneous in

their cause, without a leg to stand on in the premises,

yet withstanding division in the orthodox body at

the expense of disintegration, not perceiving that

creed and Bible and Sabbath and temple must .serve
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aud not rule the soul ; that the human mind, in con-

nection Willi the divine, is the only authority: that

reason ami conscieiice are the eyes by which every
instrument must be read and construed; and tliat it

more concerns the church to awaken thesense of God,
duty and immortality, the t'eeling of life and living

forever, than to mete out beforehand to individuals

the future lot.

Evolution if we can ; substitution if we must.

Our Master built on the spirit, not on a text. The
claims of progressis'e and of stationary orthodoxy
clash and do not chime. At the crucilixion there

was an earthquake, and the veil of the temple was
not lifted, but rent asunder.

The planets were flung from the sun, and did not

grow from a stem. It is lawful to strike, if not for

more wages, for free thought. Like the tides, the

seasons and the stars, it is not subject to arrest. It is

an old citizen and no upstart in the world. Saith

God again, as once to K/.ekiel :
" Remove the diadem

of iniquity and take off its crown. I will overturn,

overturn, overturn, till he come whose right is to

reign."

For Frieuds' Intelligencer and Journal.

TEE NEW BIRTH.
" JESUS said unto Nicodemus ' Verily, verily, I say

unto thee, except a man be born again, he cannot
see the Kingdom of God.' "—John, iii., ?>.

From the emphatic language in which this was
spoken ; it is evident that Jesus designed to impress

the mind of Nicodemus with the important lesson

that he taught him, that of living a new life. Nico-

demus was a ruler of the Jews, and well learned in

matters pertaining to the Jewish law. But to him
this was a new departure ; and he said unto Jesus,

"How can a man be born when he is old?" And
Jesus answered, " Except a man be born of water,

and of the spirit, he cannot enter into the Kingdom
of God."

There cannot be a doubt but it is the desire of all

who have taken thought for their future welfare to

know the way to the Kingdom. "We know that

here we have no continuing city, but we seek one to

come," is perhaps the first thought that would enter

the mind of the seeker, when he turns Zionward.

Inasmuch as man is so constituted as to hold com-
munion with the Father, we recognize a birth to the

spirit, not necessarily a birth from sin, if no sin has

been committed, but a birth to a life in righteous-

ness. " No man knovveth the things of God, but by
the spirit of God which is in him." We also read

from the Sermon on the Mount, "Blessed are they

that do hungerand thirst after righteousness, for they

shall be filled." Here is implied a spiritual travail, a

hungering and thirsting after that which will sustain

the life that has been brought forth. If there be no
life there will be no demand for sustenance. It is

through this abiding in the spirit that we realize the

Kingdom of Heaven set up agreeably to the saying of

Jesus, "The Kingdom of Heaven is within you."

And again :
" As many as have the spirit of God are

called the sons of God." "They shall know of the

doctrine."

There is an abundance of scripture testimony to.

sustain these conclusions ; and they were, as I under-

stand it, at the'rise of the Society of Friends, the

foundation of their faith. It was tlu'ir unfaltering

belief in this*divine principle, that stimulated those

ancient worthies, and imiiclled them to go forth at

great sacrifice in the cause of the divine master. The
ministry was replenished from time to time by new
lights coming up to bear testimony to the truths of

God as revealed unto them. And we arc instructed

in the .saying :
" If aiiything be revealed to another

that sitteth by, let the first hold his peace ; but all

may speak one by one, and all be comforted and all

be edified." God chooses whom he will to bear his

messages of love to the people, sometimes those that

feel weak and fearful ; like Saul did when he hid

himself, are called upon to bear the word ; while

those that appear to be first are left to wait. But the

comforting assurance is given that all may bear their

burdens, as they are qualified and anointed for the

work. What a beautiful order is here revealed!

God's laws are all laws of order; and as the mind is

turned inward to know these things, there may be.

experienced a walking with God.

From the testimony, it would seem that none need
feel themselves excused because of unfitness. We
remember the Angel appeared unto the shepherds

while in the field watching their flocks by night; and

Nicodemus came to Jesus by night, to inquire of him,

no doubt under conviction, " And said unto him,
' Babbi, we know that thou art a teacher come from

God ; for no man can do these miraclesthatthoudoest

except God be with him." Night to me seems to be

an illustration of their condition; while they were

yet in darkness in regard to their spiritual needs, God
appeared unto them, which led them to make inquiry,

and[being instructed, as they were obedient thereun-

to, the light dawned upon them, and the star from

the East guided the shepherds, until there was ful-

filled what the angel had spoken to them, and there

was fulness of joy.

Water represents to me a symbol of cleansing of

regeneration, a preparation for the reception of the

heavenly gtiest. And it is undoubtedly as true now,

as it was in former times, that Elias must first come,

and prepare the way of the Lord,—make his paths

straight, bringing all into order and harmony, that

his purposes maybe fulfilled. Then the voice may
be heard, saying: "This is my beloved son, hear

him." Joseph M. Spencer.

First month 1th, 1887.

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST.'
THE fatal band of time will soon have dropped its

veil upon the scenesof anotheryear of ourlives, since

we welcomed the glad new yearofl88(). The chains

of stern cold winter, gave way to the balmy winds of

spring, and gentle showers, and soft sunshine called

forth the birds, the crass, and the flowers to cheer

and comfort us during this laborious season, until the

ripening fruits of summer begin to yield a recom-

'An Essay written by E. Howard Blackburn, and read in

Friends' First-day School at Dunnint'e Creek, Pa., held by ad-

journment 12th month 2r>lh, 1S86.
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pense for toil. Harvest-time caaie and as rapidly

passed, when the sheaves were gleaned and garnered,

and ere long the naked stubble field was fanned by

the winds of autumn; October frosts soon changed
the green foliage of the forest to a robe of changea-

ble crimson and gold ; seeming intended, as it were, to

waken a deeper admiration than ever, on our part,

for the sublime beauties of nature as penciled by the

finger of God. The leaves of this foliage have fallen,

and their decaying elements are furnishing nourish-

ment for a new form of vegetable life. The ra'ied

trees stand lifting their heads heavenward in seem-
ing adoration of the God that made them once so

beautiful, but has now stripped them of all but life

alone ; and once again we tind hill, valley, dale, and
landscape, all covered with nature's shroud of snow.
During this beautiful scene, we shall witness the ex-

it of the now old year, and the entrance of a new.
How fitting then on this occasion to turn our

thoughts to the record we have made since we were
gathered here last. We may trace in beautiful out-

line the regular changes produced by the great nat-

ural laws, and we fi,nd all harmony, all beautiful, and
we note a striking sameness in the order of changes

from year to year. But in our personal experience,

we find less of such harmony and more variety.

Prosperity and adversity, success and reverses, sun-

shine and shadow, follow each other in much less

regular order than is observed in the government of

the outward world. But as in the natural world

we find a season of seed-time and of harvest, so in

our lives do we experience the execution of the same
great law.

The cultivation of the soil, the sowing of theseeil,

cultivation and care of the tender plant, and the gol-

den harvest, find their corresponding sea.sons exem-
plified in the life of man. While this is true in all

the affairs of life, we find it particularly true in the

cause we are here to-day to celebrate. The farmer

considers his whole duty done when the soil is prop-

erly tilled and fertilized, the seed selected and made
clean, and at proper season sown; knowine; that in

the fulfillment of this his power is exhausted, and
that " God alone can give the increase."

With all due deference to the farmer's honorable

calling to us as teachers, officers and laborers in the

First-day School cause, is consigned an equally im-

portant, and more sacred trust. The culture of the

youthful mind in the ways of religion an<l truth is

the most important work in the formation of charac-

ter, which of itself is to each and all of us the whole
concern of life. It is only when this is well done that

we should sow the seed, and only the purest seed

should be sown. The preparation of the mind for in-

struction is of greater importance than the giving of

that instruction; as the cultured mind will of itself

imbibe instruction from the great world of knowl-

edge by which it is surrounded. But our duty is not

complete until all has been done that we can do to

cultivate, feed and train the mind with all its powers

to its highest state of development in that which
pertains to the moral and spiritual welfare of the in-

dividual. And the reward of our labors should be in

knowing that as the work leaves our hand it is fitted

for the Divine artist to fashion after the manner in

which he shall reveal himself within the soul ; thus
is brought about the great liarvest of a pure life, and
the golden sheaves are gleaned from along its path-

way, and garnered in the regions above. The un-

cultured soil of the human mind like that of earth

will in time biing forth its liarvest of that which is

detrimental to the growth of better things; and the

fruit of harvest shall inevitably be fashioned after

the seed, whether by chance it be weeds and tares,

or by culture and attention it be golden grain.

Let us not, fellow laborers, let our energies Hag

nor our courage cease if we do not witness a sudden

change in the pupil's disposition at the close of each

First-day lesson; many a new thought may have

been awakened that surrounding and ordinary cir-

cumstances of life may not call forth, but they shall

be reproduced upon that soul in the retired moments
of calm reflection, and may be so stamped upon the

tablets of the heart as to carry the child through

many of the storms and breakers of life.

Who of us can not remember times when a seem-

ingly forgotten lesson of childhood came with irre-

sistible force to our comfort and protection " when the

voyage of life was troubled." Though the teacher may
have been but the voice of nature warbled from a

brook or bird or fiower, or though it may have been a

kind father or an angel mother, all of whose voices

are now hushed forever, yet the les.son itself shall be

ever emblazoned upon our shield.

Let us therefore consider that, in this great work,

seed-time only is ours to improve, the harvest will

come in due season to crown our labors with success.

And who that has the interest of humanity at heart

can claim exemption from the duties of the First-day

school cause. Little children, we need your smiling

faces and your ready question to encourage us and
incite us toaction. Young friends, our duty calls us

here, and social joys that would lure us away cannot

recompense our loss in being absent ; fathers and

mothers, consider your whole duties to the lambs of

your fold; your presence with your children is their

strongest incentive to push forward in the ways of

right. Your presence may do good, your counsel will

do more, and though the frosts of many winters may
now be shown upon your silvery locks, yet your feeble

words may cheer the youth of life's morning, and

render its evening to yourselves glorious when the

setting sun shines back upon your path. Longfellow

says in a beautiful poem,

" Ah, nothing is too late.

Until the tired heart shall cease to palpitate.''

'* Let liim not boast who puts the armor on,

As him who puts it ofl' the battle tlone

:

Study yourselves, and most of all note well.

Wherein kind nature meant you to excel."

It seems but reasonable that those whom God has

distinguished from others by His goodness, should

distiniiuish themselves to Him by their gratitude.

—

Wm. Pknn.

Strive to know thy duty, and wl

nothing prevent the performance of it.

Ml known, let

B. W. S.
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DIVISION OF LABOR.
IT tms boen said tliat "tliisis an era of problems,"

and one of the most diflicult to solve is that of a wise

division of labor. We shall not treat of that labor

which has for its object "bread-earning" or the ac-

cumulation of wealth, but consider that which in-

volves the religious and moral activities, the object

to be gained being advancement towards a higher
plane of living, embracing all that "makes for

righteousness," and the reward being only the hoped-
for plaudit of" well done."

In the line of reform so much work presents, that

to one whose interests are thoroughly enlisted in the
endeavor to lift a little of the weight of vice, crime or

misfortune that presses so heavily on so many of

earth's helpless ones, the temptation is to engage in

a great variety of "causes," with the thought to lift

a little here, and a little there, and thus aid all. A
few favored individuals may do this, being so consti-

tuted that their strength, under the direction of a
trained will and wise judgment, can be equally

ditl'used and be made to tell upon everything on
which they lay hold

; yet even these often suffer

physically, and are a source of anxiety to family and
friends, lest by doing too much, their valuable aid

will be lost altogether. The average man does wise-

ly when he considers for what " cause " he is best

fitteil, and how much he can do well, without neglect

of his religious, social and business duties. We are

created many-sided beings, and the problem is to

have each side evenly developed.

It is true that the world needs individuals devoted

to one idea, in order to arouse thought, and the his-

tory of its advancement confirms this, but progres-

sion in any sense is better served, when the in-

telligent, yet conservative, "many," are led step by
step to [follow the leadings of the inspired "Jew,"

rather than for all to attempt to revolutionize and
reform by one spasmodic eflbrt. It is the steady

stroke of the oar, or as many as can be pulled to-

gether as one oar, that propels the boat against the

tide and gains the desired port.

Instead therefore of one person attempting all, let

there be a wise division of work, choosing even such

as have only the " one talent," for that may unfold

and produce more, as only by trial can we know
what lies hidden, already to grow if only tliB soil be
stirred and the opportunity given. Mistakes will

occur but not greater than in the opposite direction.

One word as to the " unused material " in our own
religious Society of Friends. Again and again we hear

it said that in the appointment of committees to do
the work of the meetings, the same persons are

chosen for all the services, to the exclusion of many
who are willing to work if the way was open for

them. This is a grave charge, and should be weightily

considered. While it is unwise to exclude all busy

workers from any one committee, these should be

distributed and room made for new laborers, who
could but be influenced and inspired by the active

zeal of such as those whose souls have been earlier

aroused to do their master's bidding. In these later

days amongst Friends there has been a great advance
here, but there is still room for watchful care and
a more even division of work, over the length and
breadth of our society. Our profession is preemi-

nently one governed by " its people for its people,"

and should therefore draw everyone to labor in that

love that recognizes salvation as the right of all, if

only the evil in each can be overcome by the good

within aided by helpful spirits from without, till the

whole being is perfected after the manner of the

counselsofJe.sus, and which when achieved will be

recognized even here on earth as " life eternal."

We call attention to the two important meetings

on Seventh-day of this week, at the meeting-house

at Fifteenth and Race streets, in this city—that of the

Association for Colored Education in the morning,

and of the Educational Conference in the afternoon.

Both are weighty subjects, and a general attendance

of those interested is desired.

In the poem by H. J., in last week's paper, a defect

in the types made one line illegible. Tiie fifth line

in the sixth stauza should read :

" Yet they who strove in ardeut prayer."

Friknds are again notified to send to us for copies

of the title-page and index to last year's volume,

where they are desired. They may also be had at

Friends' Book Store, S. W. corner of Fifteenth and
Race streets.

DEATHS.
ABBOTT.—At Roxbciro, Phila., First month 3d, Catha-

ine Moyer, wife of Ephraim O. Abbott.

ABBOTT.—After a .short illness, at the residence of her
uncle, Alfred H. Love, Phila., First month 10th, Mary VV.,

daughter of Wilson and the late Louisa J. Abbott.

BARTRAM.—At Lansdowne, Pa., on the morning of
First month 12th, of membranous croup, probably diphthe-
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ritic, Walter M., son of T. EUwood and Rebecca S. Bartrani,

aged 12 years, 3 months.

BORTON.—On Seventh day, First mouth 1st, 1887, at

the residence of her son-in-law, Jesse Lippincott, near

Moorestown, N. J.. Anna H. Borton, (formerly Holmes),

widow of William Borton, aged 86 years and 16 days, after

an illoess of about tive weeks from an attack of Paralysis,

which slie bore with christian fortitude, seldom complain-

iug, but ever thoughtful of those attending upon her wants,

and thankful to the "Giver of every good and perfect

gift" for the many blessings she had enjoyed.

She was a consistent birth-right member of the society

of Friends, careful in precept and upright in example, and

for many years an elder of Chester Monthly Meeting.

She was kind and true in all her relations in life. Her
love and care as a mother, her sympathy as a friend and
neighbor, and above all her untiring devotion to her God,

bear testimony to the worth of her pure and upright life.

" Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God."

H.
CARVER.—In Phila., First month 10th, 1887, Martha

P., widow of Eli Carver, in her 74th year; a member of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia. Interment
at Buckiugham.

EASTBURN.—In 'Morrisville, Bucks couuty. Pa., on
Twelfth month 21st, 1886, Macre Eastburn, in her 81st

year.

FOULKE.—First month 3d, 1887, at Richmond, lud., of

diphtheria, Arthur Dudley, and on First month 5th, 1887,

Lucy Dudley, children of Wm. Dudley and Mary T. R.

Foulke, of Whitewater Monthly Meeting, Ind., and grand-
children of Thomas Foulke of New York.

HEALD.—At the residence of his son. Dr. Pusey Heald,
Wilmington, Del., First month 11th, 1887, Jacob Heald, in

the 87th year of his age; a member of the Monthly Meet-
ing in tliat place.

HESTON.—In West Chester, on Fourth day. First month
12th, 1887, of consumption, Lydia S. Heston, in the 38th
year of her age ; a member of Birmingham Monthly Meet-
ing.

KESTEK. -Suddenly, whilst on business in Wilming-
ton, Del, Twelfth month .3d, 1886, William B. Kester, in

the 57th year of his age. Interred at Parkerville, Twelfth
mouth 9th ; a member of Kennett Monthly Meeting of the

other body of Friends.

LEWIS.—In Media, on 27th of Twelfth month, 1886,

Edith, widow of the late George Lewis, aged 94 years, 10

months and 13 days.

LEWI.S.—Of consumption, at the residence of her uncle
and aunt, George W. and Mary J. .Scarlett Di.von, M. D.,

First month 13, 1887, Martha E., daughter of the late

Thomas and Ellen B. Lewis; a member of the Monthly
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia. Interment at West
Chester, Pa.

LUKENS.—At his late residence. Red Lion Road, 23d
Ward, Philadelphia, First month 9th, 1887, William Lukens,
in his 82d year.

OGDEN.—At Rivertou, N. J., First month 10th, 1887, F.

Perot Ogden, only son of Edward H. and .Sarah M. Ogden,
aged 32 years.

REID.—At his residence in Highland Township, Ches-
ter Co., Pa., Eleventh month 26th, 1886, after a short illness,

William M. Reid, in the 67th year of his age. His funeral

took place from Fallowfield Meeting-house, on the 29th.

The occasion was one of great solemnity. His correct

walk in life, his generous thought for those in affliction,

the kindness of heart that made him an ever ready helper

to those who were struggling for the necessities of life
;

caused many hearts to sorrow at the removal of one, who,
making little profession, yet seemed to be in possession of

the approving language of the Divine Master.

"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of these

my brethren, ye have done it unto me,"

SMITH.—At her residence, Tioga St., Philadelphia,

First month 3d, 1887, Eliza Hulme, widow of George Allen

.Smith, and daughter of the late James S. Hulme, of Mt.

Holly, N. J., aged 59 ; a member of Green St. Monthly
Meeting.

WALKER.—At his residence. New Centreville, Cheater

Co., Pa., First month 9th, 1887, Isaac Walker, in his 83d

year.

WAYNE.—At the residence of his sister, Martha J.

Wayne, Philadelphia, Pa., First month 4th, 1887, Henry
Wayne, of Newton, Kas., son of the late William Wayne,
of Pliiladelphia.

WRIGHT.—Eleventh month 6th, 1886, Mary A., widow
of Elijah Wright, in her 65th year ; a member of Monallen

Monthly Meeting.

She was, for a number of years, an elder, devoted to a

christian life. Society has lost a useful member, causing a

void that time only can fill. She has paid the debt we all

must pay, and we trust is numbered with the just.

SCRIPTURE LESSON NO. 5.

First Month 30th.

THE CALL OF ABRAM.
topic: faith.

Golden Text :—" By faith Abraham, when he was culled, obeyed

to go out unto a place which he was to receive for an
inheritance, and he went out, not knowing

whither he went.—Heb. 11 ; 8.

Read Gen. 12 ; 1-9, Revised Version.

THE call of Abram marks the beginning of anew era

in the religious history of man, and is one of the most
important events which we have on record. From
this date the Bible narrative follows the Patriarch

and his descendants. Abram, according to accepted

chronolog)', was born two years after the death of

Noah, B. C. 1996, in Ur of the CUialdees, a country of

which Babylon was the capital city. Rawlinson

identifies Ur with the modern " Urfa or Oorfa, the

ICdessa of classical history." Haran to which they

came has generally been identified with the Carrse of

the Greeks and HarrAn of the Arabs. There seems

no reasonable doubt that it is the same. It is on the

banks of a small river that flows into the Euphrates.

The Divine call came to Abram while he W'as still

in the land of his birth among the idolatrous descend-

ants of Nimrod, the famous liunter. He was chosen

to bear testimony to the Unity of God. And the

trust and confidence he exhibited in following the

Divine promptings gained for him the title "Friend

of God." He left his home to go, he knew not

whither, yet he trusted God, and received the promise,
" In thee shall all the families of the earth bebles.sed."

The promise has been and still is being fulfilled, in

the sjiread of the same Divine principles of faith and

hope in the world.

The oak of Moreh was probably so named from its

owner. The oak lives to a great age, and was often

chosen in ancient time asa meeting-place for religious

worship. Though Abram builded an altar at this
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place, there is no evidence that it was more than a
inemoriiil of tht> Divine troodness iiml iiiorcy that

foUowoil hiiniii all his jouineyiii'rs. llesopins latlu'r

to have enjoyed conmniiiion witli God in tlie quiet of

spirit, than in outward rites and demonstrations and
blood-sucriliees, so ooinmon among the idolatrous

people around him.

This Lusson Tkaciies :

1. That when our Heavenly Father calls us to

any service, we should he willin-j to leave everything

that would hinder the work, and go forward with

trust and eonlidence in hiui.

2. That wherever we are or whatever we do, we
should not forget our duty to God. Our religion is of

little value if it cannot go with us in all our journey-

ings.

3. He that is hlessed of God, hecomes a blessing

to all with whom he is associated.

More recent explorations seem to throw doubt
upon Edessa as the Ur from which Abrani migrated.

The ruins of an ancient city, on the west bank of the

Euphrates, and at a greater distance from Haran
have been explored. The most remarkable of the

ruins are those of a vast temple, the inscriptions on
which show that it was dedicated to Hurki, the Moon
God, and from it the city was named Hur or Ur.

The bricks bear the mark of a certain Urukh, who is

regarded as the earliest of the Chaldean monumental
kings, the date being about 2300 B. C. (Todd.) The
cylinders discovered among the ruins are now in the

British Museum. They were found in the angles of

the temple, and probably served the .same purpose as

the documents at present deposited beneath the

foundation stones of our great buildings.

While the identification of the site of this ancient

city is not of great importance to us, whatever light

can be thrown upon the Bible narrative must ever

be of absorbing interest to the student of those early

records of human history, hence explorers are not

wanting who spend the best years of their lives in

unearthing the imperishable cylinders and tablets

that have withstood the ravagesof time, and decipher-

ing their records. New light is thus thrown on many
parts of the Scripture narrative that makes their con-

tents more intelligible to the modern reader.

It is well for us to study this migration of Abram.
The land he was to leave was a very paradise of beau-

ty and fertility, all his friends were about him, it

was his home and the home of his family for genera-

tions perhaps.

How strong then must have been the convictions

by which he was led to give up every worldly ad-

vantage and go forth a wanderer. Had he taken
counsel of his fears he might have found many rea-

sons why he ouaiit not to heed the voice that spoke
to his inner consciousness. Some higher thought of

God than could be gained by prostrating himself be-

fore the dumb idols that men worshiped, must have
come to him in the quiet moments of meditation.

Some deeper sense of obligation and some keener de-

sire to know the meaning of the unrest within him
that would not be satisfied with the mockery of the

service by which the gods were propitiated must have

Btrenpthened him for the great undertaking to which
he was called. And he obeyed the call, going forth

in the conlideuce (jf faith, believing that the voice he

heard was the voice of Him who created all things,

and who was able to fulfil all the desires of his heart

and lead him safely to a place of rest where he would
be free to worship the one true and living God. It

was a strong and unflinching testimony to the unity

of the Divine Being, and to that other eternal truth

that this Divine Being holds intercourse with and
makes known his will to all those who will listen to,

and obey his voice. So Abram " went as the Lord
had spoken unto him," seeking a country he knew not

of, but believing that the divine promises made to

his spiritual perception would be fulfilled. Let us

not be afraid to go where the pointings of heavenly

wisdom direct. He leadeth us often by paths we have
never trodden before, but resting in the same faith

that made Abram strong to obey, we too shall come
to our Canaan in the fulness of time. Faith in the

divine oversight and guidance is as essential now as

it was then, and its efficacy depends as much upon
our obedience. It was the doing of what he was
commanded that evinced his faith in him who gave

the command. So it is with us of to-day. We hear

the call to this or that duty just as Abram heard it:

are we willing to leave our pleasant things and take

the path of privation and self-denial that we may find

the better things? Are we making a record that will

gain us the blessed privilege of being called the

Friends of God ?

For Friends' IntelligHucer and Journal.

THE DIVERSITY OF GIFTS.

A VENERABLE English writer says :
" One genera-

tion goes, another comes, and this great Inn is by
turns evacuated and replenished by troops of suc-

ceeding pilgrims. We are sojourners here as all our

fathers were." This is the wise, unalterable decree of

the great I Am, that placed us here for a season, and
assigned to each his or her service in the line of im-

provement best suited to the capacity given. His de-

mands never go beyond reason, though some in their

zeal take a wide range, and think the same course of

action might and perhaps ought to be pursued by all,

when their calling may be entirely different.

The great apostle Paul saw this, and to set the sub-

ject clear, said " There is a diversity of gifts by the

same spirit," but all would harmonize if used in the

spirit of the giver, with an eye to the highest inter-

est in every way, taking humanity in all its different

phases. Christianity in the spirit of its founder will

come down to the lowliest, and rightly exercised will

rise to the highest standard possible to be attained

in this life.

The commandment given by Jesus Christ to the

flr.st messengers sent to proclaim the glad tidings of

the gospel is still in force ;
" Go ye unto all the

world,"—go to all the different shades of human in-

telligence, and minister to their needs in humility,—
proclaim the joy of God's salvation to all,—the offer

of redeeming love goes out to all, and my part now
seems to be, " to stir up the pure mind by way of re-

,

membrance," to come boldly to the throne of grace,
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—to lean upon Christ our rock, that when called to

join the innumerable company that are passing on
" to the pale realm of shade," there may be no fear-

ful looking forofjudgment, but as shocks of corn fully

ripe we may be gathered into the garner of eternal

repose. Sarah Hunt.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

" FRIEND."
I HAVE often been led to think of what a high at-

tainment it is to be called a " Friend." We read

that Abraham was called Friend, but, think of the

other? he was called the friend of God. As children

grow into manhood and womanhood, parents rejoice

to call them their friends, and so is it with man
and his Heavenly Father. When man first comes
to know God, he feels as a child,—knows noth-

ing; then he advances to be a son—glad to do his

Heavenly Father's will ; and after awhile he will

be surprised when God says to him, Thou art my
friend. Now just think of this. A friend to our
Heavenly Father, a friend to God, a friend to the

Almighty, a friencl to the grand and glorious crea-

tor, a friend to Him who has and will exist from ever-

lasting to everlasting. Oh, what a high attainment.

What a holy calling! Think of it—a friend to Him
who is holy. He says, " Be ye holy." What a good
reason he gives, " for I am holy." Again he says,
" Be ye perfect." Why should we not be? He is per-

fect, and calls us his friend. "W.

First month, 1887.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.

—A Friend of Denton, Md., writes under date of

First month 9th :
" Six of us gathered about the stove

at our little meeting-house this morning, enjoyed the
" Les.son Leaves," and then the silent meeting, and
felt it was good to be there. The grounds about the
house were unbroken white except for bird and rab-

bit tracks, until the path was made to-day."

—The decease of our friend .Jacob Heald, of Wil-
mington, is noted under the head of Deaths. A news-
paper of that city has some interesting facts concern-
ing him, from which we extract as follows: "The
deceased was born in the last moments of the eigh-

teenth century, bis birthday having been the 12th of
of September, ISOO. His place of birth was in Penns-
bury township, Chester county. Pa., and he was a son
of .Joseph and Hannah Menilenhall Heald. His an-
cestors were for six generations members of the So-

ciety of Friends. The deceased's parents moved to

Hockessin, this county, in 1S0.5, since which time he
had been a Delawarean. He attended the district

schools until he was sixteen, meanwhile being em-
ployed at farmwork. In 1819 he made a trip West in

company with Henry Heald and Jasher H. Dixon in

order to find employment in Ohio as a government
surveyor. This was when the prairie States were the
frontier. The party traveled in a wagon over the
' National Road ' through Maryland and over the Al-

leghenies. Failing to find the employment which
they sought, the party continued on through Indiana
and Illinois, ancl returned through Kenluckv, Vir-

ginia and Maryland, thus having traversed the entire

West as it was settled at thdt day. The trip lasted

three months.
"After his return from the West, Jacob Heald

taught the district school at Hockessin, after which
he attended the Friends' Boarding School at West-
town as a student for about a year. He then taught
the Eden district school in Mill Creek hundred for a

year. Another year was passed in the management
of his widowed mother's farm, after which he became
a teacher in the Westtown Boarding School. He
married in 1820 Sarah P. Wilson, daughter of Ste-

phen and Lydia Pusey Wilson of Mill Creek hundred.
He became a farmer in Kennett, Pa., but after four

years he sold his farm there and purchased another
near Hockessin. At the latter place he continued to

live and labor until 18.56, when he sold his farm and
retired from business. His wife died in 1846, and in

18.52 he was married to Sarah Ann Tyson, who sur-

vives him in her 8.5th year.

"The deceased has always been a staunch sup-

porter of the public school system. Both he and his

wife were active workers in the temperance cause

since their marriage. Mr. Heald was one of the first

farmers in this region to do away with the custom of

providing whisky for the harvest hands in the field.

This prohibition was an innovation by no means pop-

ular at the time. Mr. Heald was also an earnest abo-

litionist, and his house was one of the ' stations ' of

the ' underground railroa<l ' before the war. Deceased
was also an advocate of woman sufl'rage. Throughout
his long life his health has been uniformly good. He
has lived with his son in this city for a number of

years. Of a family of five children three survive

him—Lydia H. Price, of Germantown, Dr. Pusey
Pleald, of this city, and .J. Wilson Heald, of Phila-

delphia."

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—Minnie Seligman, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, died

after a brief illness, at the home of her relatives in

Philadelphia, on Fifth-day evening, the 1.3th inst.

This was her second year at Swarthmore, and she

was a member of the first class of the Preparatory

School. She went to her friends, as usual, on Seventh-

day, the 8th inst., in her usual health, but was taken

suddenly with cerebro-spinal meningitis, and lived

but five days. She was a faithful student and estima-

ble young woman.

—Elizabeth Lloyd, now of Easton, Md., spoke very

acceptably in the meeting on Fourth-day morning.

—The 242d student arrived on the 10th inst.

—The general health of the College is excellent.

ItELiGioN is life inspired by heavenly love, and life

is something fresh and cheerful and vigorous. To
forget self, to keep the heart buoyant with the thought

of God, and to pour forth this continual influx of

spiritual health heavenward in praise and eartliward

in streams of blessing,—this is the essence of human,
saintly, and angelic joy, the genuine Christ life, the

one life of the saved, (in earth or in heaven.

—

IjUCY

Larcom.
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LIGHT AFTF.n DARKSKSS.

IIY M.liK UKMSON.

HY little cliild lU'uusi'il from sleep liust iiiKbt,

And frigliteuoil l)y the diirkiiess, solilied, in feftr:

" O luauima, luiike it liKlit ! wliere are you? can you hear? "

"Daughter, be still," I cried: "God gives and takes the

light.

Close thy dear eyes till morning, mamma's near."

Her cries still ringing out with piteous tone,

I turned and took her hand within my own.
Soft as the dew-fall silence o'er us crept,

And soon her peaceful breathing told she slept;

And when the morn long shafts of golden light

Shot o'er the sky to pierce the heart of night,

My little one awakened like the day,

Hor fears in night's black casket locked away.

So, when like children in the darkness here

We cry to God for light, his wisdom answers mild,

"Thy morn shall come; abide the night, dear child :

It has its purpose, rest thee, I am near."

But if, despite his works and seeing nought, we still

Most piteously repine against his will.

Fond as a mother, through the gloom so deep.

He lays his hand upon us, and we sleep.

"God giveth his beloved sleep." Oh, glorious gift!

I think we shall not see the shadows lift.

But we shall read their meaning in God's eyes '

When our glad souls awake in paradise.
— Christian Register.

MIDWINTER.
THE paths are lost and gone

;

The streets have no one on
Their hidden, soundle-ss stone.

Where piles of flakes are blown
From fields of gray, where move the viewless stars.

And smokeless battles leave no telling scars.

Still come the flakes of white,

Like blossoms pure and light,

From heaven's great orchard trees.

Which feed no humming bees,

Borne by the wind which shook them from their hold,

Down on the hills where flocks all seek their fold.

AH through the silent woods,
The trees with powdered hoods.

And foreheads calm and fair.

Are bowed like saints at prayer;
While leaning down are faded golden rods.

With weight of spotless ermine from the gods.

—.r. H. Hartzell.

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
—The Friend, (Philadelphia), remarks: "The

Western Friend for the Eleventh Month, regards the
effort to introduce the use of the outward ordinances
into tlie Society of Friends, as merely ' the last act,

the finishing touch, the culmination of the .system of
doctrine, which has been substituted for the original

faith of Friends.' We believe this view is correct

;

and that there has been a gi-adual departure by many
from the fundamental doctrine of our Society, which
was a belief in the inward manifestation of the spirit

of Christ, as that which alone reveals to the soul its

true condition, raises it into spiritual life, gives power

to forsake evil, and effects its practical redemption
froin the pollutions of sin."

—The school at Westtown, (which was not ready

to open us usual in Kleventh numlh), resumed its

sessions on the 4th inst., with about L'2") scholars.

The whole expenditure involved in the erection of

the new buildings thus far is about $210,000. It is

probable that about $90,000 more will be required for

the completion of the improvements. Towards tliis

tliere arc money anil subscriptions of about $5r),000,

leaving a balance of $:5.5,000 yet to be raised. Work
will be begun on the remaining wing, (for the use of

girls), and will he pushed forward as fast as funds for

the purpose are received.

—Friends' Review says: "In the religious world,

few new occurrences have attracted more attention,

during the ^past year, than what is called ' the Au-
dover controversy.' Mention has been made of this

on our pages, more than once, as turning upon tlie

question of ' future probation ' for tho.se who, in this

life, have had no information of the Gospel narrative

or of the teaching of the Bible. From the stand-

point of the Society of Friends, the feeling is one of

astonishment, that intelligent men who, notwith-

standing their engrossment with German and other

theological learning, must be supposed to have read

the New and Old Testaments through with care, can

have any thought of such a necessity."

—Friends' Review says :
" Our own Society is, per-

haps, in a more than usually critical condition. Yet,

during the last twenty years, this thought has so often

presented itself, that we begin to think of a perpetual

crisis as a part of the law of our being

Whether our birthright membership does or does not

increase the facility with which differences arise, at

least it does not prevent them. Assuredly this is a

critical time. Issues have been opened among Friends

which concern the identity and the very existence,

as a distinct body, of the Society. We do not hesi-

tate to express the feeling that it were better for its

organization and name to disappear from the earth,

tlian for both to persist, while its essential truths

come to be perverted or ignored, and its vital princi-

ples are trodden under foot. Holding such a convic-

tion in no narrow, traditional sense, we feel bound to

appeal to all those who think with us to give cordial

and effective support to the advocacy, even, when
needed, to reiteration, of those vital and essential

principles and truths."

ADVANCEMENT OF PEACE PRINCIPLES.
THE Herald of Peace, (London), mentioning the

visit to that city of John B. Wood, of Philadelphia,

Secretary of a newly founded Peace Society, says:
" Mr. Wood has consulted some of tlie friends of

Peace in London in reference to the best mode of

service to the cause which his Committee can furnish.

It was suggested, in reply, that he and his friends

can hardly confer a more useful auxiliary benefit to

the great object in view than by per.severingly pur-

suing the path, for long years followed with ad-

vantage by the older Pennsylvania organization, un-

der the energetic leadership of Mr. Alfred H. Love, a
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body which has most creditably devoted its strength

to the work of influencing the successive Govern-

ments at Washington in favor of International Ar-

bitration.
" Any utterances on this question, from the Presi-

dent of the United States are transmitted " urbi et

orbi,"—tiiey are borne across the Atlantic, and at-

tract attention and consideration in Europe as well

as in America. And it is in Europe that the impetus

to the Peace cause is chiefly necessary. America

need fear no foreign enemy on either side. Her vast

national debt is being paid off with a rapidity envied

by Europe. Her armies are, happily, a very little

burden to her, and of very small numerical propor-

tion. With Europe it is sadly otherwise.
" It was further suggested to Mr. Wood that the

American friends of Peace might with great ad-

vantage continue to urge their own Government
(which is far more easily accessible to such repre-

sentations than is any British Cabinet) to enter into

communications with the Englisb Government for

the early adoption of a special Treaty providing for

the permanent reference to Arbitration of any and
all disputes or drflerences between the two nations,

which may, at any future time, disturb their usually

pacific relations. This important object deserves to

be steadily kept in view. It can be best initiated

from the American side. When once accomplished,

it would probably be followed by similar Treaties, in

which some of the other Powers might unite. Thus
Arbitration would increasingly become a recognized

and primary factor in the diplomacy of the world."

MORAL INFLUENCE.
THE great need of the times is men; men who
possess upright principles, who will stick to them,

and act them out.

If there is need of intellectual influence among us,

there is incalculably more need of moral influence,

strong and decided. Education is not complete until

the moral faculties, as well as the intellectual, are

brought into habitual activity. Even the best of

ships will not go aright if left merely to its own
guidance: a'nd the strongest of human minds may
expend its force in evil and erroneous ways. The
mind without the conscience, like the ship without

helm, drifts helplessly and hopelessly.

Moral influence works from within outward.

Preaching what one's self does not believe, will not

work etfectively; the faith is shown by the works,

not the intermittent and capricious, but the constant

and habitual ; the life is the great preacher, and the

one to which mankind will and must listen. Truth,

sincerity, is the very foundation of good morals; and
first the man must be true at heart to himself, to his

own best convictions. He must be in earnest; hypoc-

risy or trifling will end disastrously ; the deceiver

deceives himself worse than he deceives any other.

Moral integrity, day after day, year in, year out,

through life, is what tells as an influence ; decision of

character, decisiveness of influence, uncharacterized

by any unusual or unnecessary display of either
;

straightforward pursuance of one's own business.

The intellect of our country is not strong enough or

wise enough to carry us safely through great emer-
gencies unless it is backed-^-yes, and fronted and
flanked by moral energy and steadfastness through-
out, laid on integrity. Home influence excepted, the
influence of the teacher we may well believe second
to none. During the distinctively formative period,
he or she is with the pupils five days of the week,
while even the model clergyman is in their company
rarely more than one.— Unity.

THE TRUE SENSE OF BIBLE PHRASES.
IN a recent number of the English magazine. The
Contemporary Review, the Bishop of Carlisle, of the
Church of England, a noted biblical scholar, ex-
presses his opinions regarding the proper understand-
ing of some of the figurative expressions of the Bible,

and the questions which their difi'erent acceptations
among diflerent bodies have raised. He says

:

"The tendency to which the nations almost uni-

versally fell victims was to worship the heavenly
bodies, but the story of creation, as given to the an-
cient church, distinctly asserted the creature charac-
ter of these bodies, and with great and emphatic dis-

tinctiveness man's superiority to them all. The first

chapter of Genesis was an eloquent protest against
the worship of the host of heaven, and so, if there
was a tendency to connect the days of the week with
this same kind of false worship, by giving one day to

the sun, another to the moon and so on, nothing
could more effectually cure this error than the ap-
propriation of the days as representative of the stages

of operation in the creative work of the one Supreme
God. The days did not belong to the planets, owed
no allegiance to them, and were not influenced by
them, however it might be true that the method of
using them was due to the number of these bodies

;

they were simply the first, second, third ....
days ; all were alike, except the seventh, upon which
a special character was impressed. And it may be
remarked in this connection that the Israelites never
adopted the heathen practice almost, if not quite

universal, of designating the days of the week by the
names of the planets or of deities ; to an Israelite

Sunday was the first day of the week, and nothing
more ; the seventh day was the Sabbath and the
sixth was the day of preparation, but no taint could

be found the whole work through of anything which
could be twisted or perverted to idolatrous ends.

The Christian Church has not thought it necessary

to take so much precaution ; bearing in mind that

through her Lord the idols have been " utterly abol-

ished," she has not feared to suffer to remain in her
nomenclature some of the relics of the heathen
past.

When the Society of Friends endeavored to sub-

stitute the Jewish system for that which is current in

Christendom it was felt that the effort was unneces-
sary and unprofitable, and it has con.sequently failed

outside their own body. The mongrel method of de-

noting the days of the week, which prevails through-

out Europe, varying from one country to another, but
mongrel in all, cannot be defended upon any except
antiquarian principles, but may be acknowledged to

be free in common use from all taint of superstition
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or any dan^r of brimtiiig in idolatry. I shall bo

quite prfiMired to lind that the view wliieli has been

taken in this essay ol'tlie nltUion of the seven iluys

of Genesis to the seven uiu'ieiit planets will by some

be repirdeil as objeetionuble, on the (jronnd that it ap-

pears to eontliet with what appears to such persons to

be the literal interpretation of Holy Seriptnre. It

may be said that the saered writer plainly informs us

that God ereated the universe, the planets ineluded,

in six days, and rested on the seventh, and that the

number of these days can, therefore, have no de-

pendence on the heavenly boilies wdiich were created

upon one of the days. And I quite admit that this

kind of ditlirulty is prima facie very plausible ; I have

felt it strouj^ly myself; I do not wonder that others

should feel it. But it may be observed that when we
speak of the " literal interpretation " of tliis portion

of Holy Scripture we are using language which, when
examined, has no detiiiite meaning. The whole his-

tory of creation is necessarily supraliteral. "The
Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters."

What literal meaning is there here? " God said. Let

there be light, and there was light." How can this

grand description be taken literally? ''God said. Lot

us make man in our image, after our likeness." How
can we assign to such transcendental language any
sense which can properly be called literal? And so

on throughout the whole creative history. Conse-

quently the literal theory must be simply and com-
pletely given up as in the very nature of things im-

possible; and the question arises, What shall we put

in its place ?

THE INERTIA OF POVERTY.
IN Helen Campbell's story of the woman wage-

workers of New York, now being published as a

graphic serial in the New York lYibune, an answer
is suggested to an especially wide and oft-considered

question : Why do not the women who barely live

on small and uncertain wages seek other fields of

labor than the manufacture of clothing? Domestic

service, notoriously ill-supplied in efficient laborers,

offers comfortable homes, sufficient food and cloth-

ing, and a chance to save something for emergencies.

If Eastern markets are full, there are opportunities

on Western farms, where the wives of well-to-do

farmers are suffering in physical and mental strain

from the need of woman's assistance. It is difficult to

bestow charity and pity upon half-starved sewing

women who prefer the bondage of large manufacto-

ries to the comfort which may bo gained in domestic

service. Y'et understanding of these workers increases

sympathy. Mrs. Campbell pictures families sup-

ported by the mother's labor at 85 cents a day. She
shows that women work fourteen hours a day at

seven cents an hour, and that 25 cents a day for sew-

ing-machine work is given with the assurance that

it is a favor to be given any work of the kind.

The chief reasons which are given by the women
themselves for submission to this hardship are the

inability and timidity which come from not knowing
any belter conditions. One worker is reported to

say :
" Leave the city ? I don't know how to live

anywhere else. I never learned. It's something to

be sure of your work, even if it is starvation wages."
Many other causes of this painful dididencce might
be added. Women who an; obliged to work for the
support (if their children, and often for their sick or

iiK^ompetent husbands, have not the opportunity of

leaving home for housework. Others are kept by
pride from obtaining advice or assistance in seeking
new fields of labor. But the most evident reasons

are ignorance, a fear of losing certainties for uncer-

tainties of employment, and the timidity and lack of

energy and resolution which are certain results of

discouragement, poor food and wretched homes.

DRIVER ANTS.
THKRK are certain ants that show wonderful intelli-

gence, and the "driver ants" not only build boats,

but launch them, too; only these boats are formed
of their own bodies. They are called "drivers" be-

cause of their ferocity. Nothing can stand before the

attacks of these little creatures. Large pythons have
been killed by them in a single night, while chickens,

lizards, and other animals in Western Africa dee from
them in terror. To protect themselves from the heat,

they erect arches under which numerous armies of

them pass in safety. Sometimes the arch is made of

grass and earth gummed together by some secretion,

and again it is formed by the bodies of the larger

ants, which hold themselves together by their strong

nippers, while the workers pass under them.
At certain times of the year, freshets overflow the

country inhabited by the " drivers," and it is then
that these ants go to sea. The rain comes suddenly,
and the walls of their houses are broken in by the
flood, but instead of coming to the surface in scattered

hundreds and being swept off to destruction, out of

the ruins ri.ses a black ball that rides safely on the

water and drifts away. At the first warning of dan-
ger, the little creatures rush together, and form a
.solid ball of ants, the weaker in the center ; often this

ball is larger than a common base-ball, and in this

way they float about until they lodge against some
tree, upon the branches of which they are soon safe

and sound.

—

C. F. Holder in Si. Nicholas.

ATHLETICS AND WOMANHOOD.
IT has been suggested to us that the effect of the

athletic exercises now common among girls, if these
are really beneficial, should have begun to appear in

the physique of women of the present day, and to

show itself in greater fitness for the duties of ma-
ternity. Medical men in practice might, no doubt,
throw some light upon this question. To our own
mind there seems good reason to believe in the
generally beneficial effect of all such means of edu-
cating muscular power, if they be used in modera-
tion. Besides their intrinsic property of increasing

vigor and agility, they necessitate a greater freedom
from the rigid restraints of dress which were usual

twenty years ago. They imply, moreover, a liberal

allowance of fresh air, and, by encouraging vital

changes throughout the body, combat that dislike of
food which is so common among young girls of list-

less habits. Thus in various ways their tendency is

to strengthen and stimulate the whole system. There
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can, we think, belittle doubt that the woman who

has'grown up under this wholesome training is the

fitter in consequence to bear the lot of her sex in

married life. Her nerve will be stronger, her muscle

power greater, and each natural function proportion-

ately more active.

—

London Lancet. ^

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The Howard University Reporter, of Washington, D. C,

(the college for colored young men and women), prints in

a recent issue the following paragraph concerning Dillwyn

Parrish:—" Since our last issue, this dear friend, who has

been known to some of us for more than a quarter of a

century, has heen called to go up higher. We do not know

a single individual in Philadelphia who will be more

mi.ssed, or more sincerely mourned. He wa.s a friend to

our Industrial Department, and one of those givers who

always add to their benefactions a word of cheer that is

encouraging. He was an old friend of the colored race

;

his friendship dating from a period when it cost something

to be the friend of the colored man. May our Heavenly

Father send us more such."

—The following letter has been received from John

Bright in acknowledging the receipt of a copy of " India

before and after tHe Mutiny," by " An Indian Student
:

"—

"
I regret with you and condemn the course of Lord

Duflerin in Burmah. It is a renewal of the old .system of

crime and guilt which we had hoped had been forever

abandoned. There is great ignorance on the part of the

public in this country, and great selfishness here and in

India, as to our true interest in India. Extension of terri-

tory, new markets for our manufactures, fresh fields for

promotions, with salaries and pensions and honors—all

these temptations are held out ; and they are powerful, and

with many irresistible. The millions of India are not con-

sulted or cared for; they bear the burden. The result is

not yet; but these departures from morality and from true

statesmanship will bring about calamity, and perhaps ruin;

which our children may witness and deplore. You write

what is true on the Indian question, so far as I have read

what you have written, and I hope your efforts may yield

some good fruit."—i/eroM of Peace (London).

—The Supreme Court of Massachusetts recently decided,

in a case where the passengers had been robbed in a sleep-

ing car, that " the Sleeping Car Company holds itself out to

protect passengers during the night, when they are power-

less to protect their property. When property, such as a

person may reasonably carry, is stolen, the company is lia-

ble for it." In the case of Mrs. Whitney against the East-

ern Railroad, the same Court found for defendant. While

traveling in a Pullman parlor car, she left the car to get

lunch, at Portsmouth. When she returned her satchel,

containing $200, had been stolen. The Court found for the

defendant on the ground of contributory negligence on the

part of the plaintiff.

-After several days' trial a,jury at New Bedford, Mass-

achusetts, on the 8th inst., under the Civil Damage act,

gave John O'Connell a verdict of $6300 for the sale of

liquor to his wife. O'Conuell's sou and daughter testified

to the purchase of liquor for their mother from May to

November, 1884. A physician testified that during that

time Mrs. O'Connell was at the point of death with delirium

tremens. Mrs. O'Connell testified that every day she

drank from a pint to a quart of whisky, even during her

serious illness. The law permits the recovery of $100 for

avery sale.

—The Scientific American says that Dr. H. H. Rushby^

*n eminent botanist, who for nearly two years past has

been expIoring'Peru, Bolivia and Chili, has successfully de-

scended the Amazon river, having floated in a canoe from

the mountains of Bolivia to Para, in Brazil, a di.stance of

3500 miles.

—J. L. Ilurlbut, in writing to the Christian Advocate of

the effects of "prohibition" in Kansas, says: " I was es-

pecially impressed with the improved condition of one

class, the colored people who were dropped down upon Kan-

sas so suddenly and so strangely in ' the Negro exodus' a few

years ago. They came literally in want, without money,

without clothing, without shelter, and without food. In

nearly all instances the first meals which they ate in Kansas

were provided by charity. But for the first time in the life

of many of them they found work at fair wages paid every

week. Some of them have been idle and improvident, but at

least ten thousand of them now own the little houses in

which they live. Any one who will ride through the sub-

urb of Topeka, where several thousands of them dwell, and

compare their past and present condition, cannot fail to see

one henfit of Prohibition."

—About eight million umbrellas, or one to every six

persons, are manufactured annually in the United States,

the greater portion at Philadelphia.

—The Japanese Government has despatched an official

of the Ministry of Commerce to Norway, in order to study

the codtisheries, the preparation of oil, etc., in that coun-

try, the object being to develop these industries in north-

ern Japan, where large numbers of cod appear at certain

seasons.

—There are about forty establishments in Sweden en-

gaged in the manufacture of oil from the stumps and roots

that remain in the forests after the timber has been cat.

These are subjected to a process of dry distillation; and,

besides wood oil, many other products are obtained, among
which are turpentine, creosote, acetic acid, wood charcoal,

tar oils, etc.

—Mary S. Brenuan, matron of the Mount Auburn
Young Ladies' Institute, Cincinnati, Ohio, has been ex-

amined, and granted a fir.st-cla.ss license as steam-engineer.

She has taken full charge of the engine connected with the

heating apparatus of the Institute. She has a fireman who
is under her orders; and all the machinery is daily in-

spected by her, and all repairs are made according to her

plans and directions.

—The Religious Tract Society, London, England, has

just received copies of the Japanese "Pilgrim's Progress,"

produced, at the cost of the society, in the Japanese lan-

guage. The illustrations are done by a native artist, and

are of remarkable interest, as showing how well he has

caught the spirit of the various characters and scenes in

the allegory. The Japanese makes the eighty-first lan-

guage into which it is known that Bunyan's immortal

work has been translated.

—A dispatch from Berlin, Germany, (12th month 30)

says :
" The removal of the snow which fell in the late

storm has revealed an appalling loss of life. Many travel-

ers were overtaken by the storm. Fifty bodies were found

in Saxony, thirty in Thuringia and forty in Southern Ger-

many. It is estimated that the total loss of life will be

nearly 200."

—While the question of the advisability of women
studying medicine is being discussed, the women are set-

tling it for themselves by entering the foreign medical

schools in no inconsiderable number. At Zurich, twenty-

nine are now pursuing that study; in London, forty-eight,

and at Paris, 103. At the latter eighteen have obtained

their diplomas of doctor during the past seven years.
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CURRENT EVENTS.
In the Germim riirliuuieiit, r Keichstag,") on the 14tli

inst., a vote was tukru on a iiioasuro Ki-aiitiug for seven

years money for tlu' army, and it was defeated by a

m^ority of 3!». Prime Bismarck tlien read a decree of tlie

Emperor, dissolving tlie body, and new elections will bo

immediately beUl. Tlie reason given by Prince Bisnmrck

for wanting the grant for seven years is that war is

threatened by other nations, and tliere is great uneasiness

throughout Europe over tlic likelihood of a general war in

the Spring.

Vienna, Jan. 11.—The Minister of War will call ont

several classes of the Reserves in February, instead of April,

as was intended. Large contracts have been made for

military equipments.

Numerous " evictions " of tenants in Ireland continue

to be reported. A dispatch from Dubliu, on the 14th inst.,

says: The evictions of tenants on the Winn estates at

Glenbcigh, County Kerry, were continued to-day. In

some cases the bailiUs were stoutly resisted. The occu-

pants of one house barricaded the doors and windows and

refused to allow the officers to enter. The bailiffs made

several attempts to force their way into the dwelling, but

its defenders received them with boiling water and showers

of stones, and forced them to retreat, some of theji with

severe wounds. This siege lasted some hours. Finally

the police loaded their weapons and threatened to fire if

an immediate surrender was not made. At this the

defenders yielded and submitted to arrest. They were 25

in number and all were taken into custody. The wife of

the tenaut was carried out of the house by the officers in a

faiutingcondition. She wasafterwards left dying in theyard.

The " World's Women's Christian Temperance Union,"

in Chicago, issued a petition on the 14tb, addressed to their

" honored rulers, representatives and brothers," in behalf of

prohibition. The petition says :
" We come to you with

the united voices of representative women of every laud,

beseeching you to raise the standard of the law to that of

Christian morals, to strip away the safeguards and sanc-

tions of the .State from the drink traffic and the opium

trade, and to protect our homes by the total prohibition of

those curses of civilization throughout all the territory

over which your Government extends." The petition " is

to be circulated in all civilized lauds, and when two mil-

lions of signatures are obtained it will be presented by del-

egations of women to the several Governments of the

world, beginning with the United States Congress.

Fbances E. Willard, President of the National Wo-

men's Christian Temperance Union, left Chicago on the

14th for Philadelphia, to consult with Hannah Whitall

Smith, American Secretary of the World's W. C. T. U., of

which F. E. Willard is Vice President, and Margaret Bright

Lucas is President. She is also to conduct meetings in

Philadelphia, Washington, and other cities, in the interest

of social purity and the White Cross movement.

Two newly-elected governors, James A. Beaver, of

Pennsylvania, and Robert S. Green, of New Jersey, were

installed on the 18th.

General W. B. Hazen, Chief Signal Officer, died on

the 16th, aged 56 years. He had been suffering for some

time from a constitutional disease.

" The worst snow storm of the season " prevailed in

Minnesota and Dakota on the 16th, and that night. All

trains in Dakota were abandoned. At Minneapolis, on the

l~th, the temperature was 14 degrees below zero.

In Troy, New York, on the night of the 16th, a police-

man was told by a restaurant keeper on Elver street that

he and his family had been stupefied by gas which bad

entered their rooms. The gas company's building is near

by. The gas was shut oil' and the houses in the neighbor-

hood were examined. In one room of a tenenient three

persons—Caroline Bennett, aged 83 years ; her daughter,

Mrs. William Gilfillan, and Charles Piatt—were found

dead "sitting about the room as if they had been conversing

when gas overcame them." The other families in the

neighborhood were aroused and ordered from their houses.

Besides the three who died, about twenty others were

affected with drowsiness and sickness at the stomach. It

is snppo.sed there was a leak in the pipes running through

the di.strict. The gas is odorless, and the company will not

supply customers until it can make gas that h;us an odor.

The schooner Parallel, from San Francisco for Astoria,

was driven on the rocks outside the Golden Gate on the

night of the 15th, and about an hour afterwards about one

hundred thousand pounds of powder, which formed a

part of her cargo, blew up, wrecking the Cliff House, the

life-saving station, and other buildings in the neighbor-

hood. Three of the life-saving crew who had remained on

the beach were severely injured.

NOTICES.
*s.* A stated meeting of the Philadelphia Quarterly

Meeting's Committee on Temperance will be held on

Second-day, First month 24th. 1887, at 74 o'clock, P. M.,at

room No. 1, Fifteenth and Race Streets. A Conference

will be held at Friends' Meeting-house, 17th and Girard

Avenue, on Third-day, First month 25th, at 8 o'clock, on
" Temperance Work among Children." All are invited.

Henry T. Child, Clerk.

*»" Quarterly Meetings in First month occur as follows:

25. Western, Londongrove, Pa.

27. Cain, East Cain, Pa.

29. Westbury, 15th St.. New York city.

29. Scipio, North St., New York city.

%*A general meeting of the "Association of Friends for

Promoting the Education of the Colored People of the

South " will be held at Fifteenth and Race Streets, Phila-

delphia, at 10 o'clock a. ni., on Seventh-day, the 22d of 1st

month.
The attendance of all interested in the work of the As-

sociation, and their aid in extending it, are earnestly invi-

ted. Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman.
Sarah H. Peirce, Secretary.

*»* The Committee on Education of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting of Friends will hold their second Confer-

ence with Parents, School Committees, Teachers, and others

interested, on Seventh day, First month 22d, 1887, at

Fifteenth and Race Sts., Philadelphia, commencing at 1.30

o'clock P. M. The subjects for consideration are :

1. Well equipped schools, their cost and value.

2. Methods of teaching Geography in the Primary
Schools.

All interested are invited to attend.
Wm. Wade Griscom, Clerk.

»s* The Literature Committee of the First-day School

General Conference have in contemplation the publishing

of a new volume of devotional Poems, and invite Friends

to furnish them with such selections original or otherwise

as they may think suitable for insertion in such a volume.
Jos. A. Bogakdus, Clerk,

177 West Street, New York City.

5';:.* Friends' Library (15th and Race) will be kept open

the present year, every week-day afternoon from 2 P. M. to

5 P. M., on Fourth day from Hi A. M. to 12 M., on Seventh

day from 10 A. M. to 5 P. M. and from 7 to 9 P. M.

*s*Friends' Mission. Fai rmount and Beach Sts. Reli-

gious Meeting, First day 11 A. M., First-day school. First-

day 2j P. M., Temperance Meeting, Fifth-day, 8 P. M.,

Sewing School, Stveuth-day, at 2.15, p. m. All are welcome.
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TRXJE REST.
SWEET is the pleasure itself cannot spoil

!

Is not true leisure one with true toil ?

Thou that wouldst taste it, still do thy best
;

Use it, not waste it,—else 'tis no rest.

Wouldst behold beauty near thee ? all around ?

Only hath duty such a sight found.

Eest is not quitting the busy career
;

Rest is the fitting of self to its sphere.

'Tis the brook's motion, clear without strife,

Fleeing to ocean after its life.

Deeper devotion nowhere hath knelt

;

Fuller emotion heart never felt.

'Tis loving and serving the highest and best;

'Tis onward ! unswerving,—and that is true rest.

—John Sullivan Wright.

HOW FAR SHOULD FRIENDS TAKE PART
IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS f'

Public affairs of course means politica, and however
unsavory that term maybe for an occasion like this,

convenience will justify its occasional use.

Webster defines politics to be:

1. The science of government; that part of

ethics which consists in the regulation and govern-

ment of a nation or state for the preservation of its

safety, peace and prosperity.

2. In a looser sense, political affairs, or the con-

tests of parties for power.

According to the first of the definitions, which is

the true and proper one, it is not easy to see why any
should deem politics unworthy of their attention. In
fact none do. But instead of the science of govern-
ment, for the preservation of the safety, peace and
prosperity of the people, Webster's second definition

has come to be tlie appropriate one, and politics may
now be termed the contests of parties for power, or,

rather, by means of party organizations, the strife of
ambitious and unscrupulous men for power, for their

own aggrandisement, and at the expense of the peo-

ple. Hence the disrepute that has come to attach
ordinarily to participation in political affairs.

Whatever may be said elsewhere. Friends of Penn-
sylvania at least ought not to shrink from exercising
to the utmost, on all occasions, their powers as citi-

1 An Essay read at the Conference, 15th and Race Sis., Phila-
de Iphia, First month 16, 1887, by Thomas H, Speakman.

zen voters for the promotion of good and honest gov-

ernment. It was by a member of our Society that

this State was founded, and the beneficent principles

early introduced into its government were the work
of his sagacious and liberal mind. It is well known
that William Penn, before acquiring his proprietary

interest on this side of the Delaware, was interested

in the early settlement and in planning the incipi-

ent government of the State of New .lersey. It was
in fact that circumstance which directed his thoughts
hitherward, and led to the chain of events so import-

ant to us all which followed. Full justice has never
perhaps been done to the important influence for

good e.xerted by Penn in the formation of the govern-

ments of other states and of the nation, by the many
excellent features thus early introduced into the

fundamental laws of these two commonwealths.
The government of Penn.sylvania having been set

on foot by William Penn and his followers of the So-

ciety of Friends, they continued in the control of it

for a period of some seventy years, which has been
appropriately termed the " Golden Age of the state."

It was a period of uninterrupted peace and prosperi-

ty. Gordon, the historian, says of this period, " Penn-
sylvania was founded l)y deeds of peace, and, during

many year.s, was directed by a philanthropic spirit,

and sound principles of common sense, which extin-

guished or controlled those passions which create the

subjects of ordinary historic interest. Her annals

during that period, contain little else than the suc-

cessful efforts of a peaceful people to improve their

private fortunes and their political happiness." Dur-
ing all that period the troubles experienced by other

early settlers with the Indians, the bloodshed and
deeds of violence and cruelty that became matters

for history, were here unknown. Penn's treaty with
the Indians has been said by some person to be the

only one ever ratified without an oath, and the only

one never broken. It has also been said that no
Quaker blood was ever shed by an Indian.

With a record like this of the excellency of their

religious ancestors as politicians, and of the value of

the services performed by them in their da^, Friends

of Pennsylvania ought not to be discouraged by the

discredit that has come to attach to the word poli-

tics, nor to persuade themselves that there is nothing

for them to do. The very disgrace and presumed
lack of right character inseparable from participation

in the ordinary way in political aflairs in this State

and in this city, is a reason why Friends, as the
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founders of tlie commonwealth, should interfere to

restore governnu'iitiil alVairs if possible to somethinc

like their orijxinal piirily. Government may be said

to be a necefsity of civilized social life. In so far as it

is so, it is of Divine cliaractor, a thinp essential to the

best interests of mankind, and therefore appealing to

the sympatliy and the best eflbrts of everyone in a

way not lightly to be disregarded. But it is enough

that good eitizenshipderaands that every oneshould do

his part toward the promotion of honest government.

After what hius been said, it becomes appropriate

to'inquire how and in what way iiolitics, so to speak,

lias so far degenerated, sincethetime when the great

body of politicians in tlie State was made up of our

religious ancestors; an<l what, in jiarticular, there is

for Friends now to do lo better tlie state of things.

This is a question seemingly of great magnitude, but

it is not difficult to answer. Recurring to the sub-

stance of Webster's second definition of politics
—"the

conflict of parties for power,"—we have, so far as it

goes, a good description of the present state of politi-

cal ad'airs among us. But, as before intimated, it is

not merely a strife of parties for power, but by means

of parties, a strife of individual men for power for

their own selfish purposes. Instead ofindividual citi-

zens acting together on the same level, selecting can-

didates for oflices to be filled, and voting only for the

most worthy and best qualified, a few party leaders

popularly denominated bosses, manage by having a

greater or less number of men dependent upon them,

either for positions to earn their daily bread, or for

chances of political promotion, to control the party

machinery, and thus to nominate their own favorites

for office. Tlien, having secured the party nomina-

tion they draw the party reins, and the body of the

people foolishly submit to vote with the party as it is

termed and as they are made to believe, but really to

strengthen and perpetuate the power of the unscrupu-

lous lea<lers. This is the usual routine, though occa-

sionally the people do arise and assert their power.

The evils of this system, which virtually overrides

popular government in this city and in the State, are

of a magnitude that, from long submission thereto,

people generally cannot properly estimate. The lead

ers themselves are generally men of no high order of

talent beyond the crafty and persistent scheming es-

sential to their purposes, and with little regard for

the rights of others, else they would not be the means

of depriving the mass of the people of their rightful

voice in public affairs. They are a bad example in

the community. The system tends constantly to os-

tracize and exclude the best qualified and most worthy

men for public places, for the leaders will not tolerate

men of higher character and ability than them.selves,

and who will not bow to them as a power superior to

that of the people at large. As a consequence of this

state of things government is administered in the in-

terest of these party leaders rather than of the peo-

ple, who are oppressed with taxation beyond actual

needs. Among other things, exorbitant salaries are

paid to public officials which are in some instances

shared by the leaders for the bestowal of the offices,

as things within their gift.

What there is for Friends lo do in common with

others is indicated by what has alruidy been said.

The party leaders could not act as they do, were it

not that the people allow themselves tobeduped into

perndttiiig it, ami thereby practically become parties

t<i the wrong. It is liy the cry of party that men al-

low thcms-clves to lie whipped into tlie support of

"machine" nominations for oflice, and tliereby give to

the leaders the support without which their power
would be gone. Political parlies are of use when
some important measure of public policy is to be up-
held, as, for example, the resistance heretofore made
to the aggressions of the slave power, but for all local

government they have become, and long have been
among us, but an engine of mischief. In his farewell

address, George Washington said :
" The common and

continual mischiefs of the spirit of party are sufficient

to make it the interest and the duty of a wise peojile

to discourage and restrain it. . . . It agitates the
community with ill-founded jealousies and false

alarms. . . . There is an opinion that parties in

free countries are useful checks upon the administra-
tion of the government, and serve to keep alive the
spirit of liberty. This, within certain limits, is prob-
ably true, . . . but in governments purely elec-

tive it is a spirit not to be encouraged. From their

natural tendency it is certain there will always be
enough of that spirit for every salutary purpose, and
there being constant danger of excess, the efl'ort ought
to be by force of public opinion to mitigate and as-

suage it." Both from the nature of their principles

and their relation to the early government of this

city and State, there is every reason why Friends
should be foremost in throwing ofl' the shackles of

party, each one voting and acting rigorously, in public

affairs, according to the best light of his own con-
science and judgment.
We are justly censurable if we fail to make lie

best use of our privileges and powers as citizens for

the promotion of whatever may be for the common
good. Friends have generally come to consider the
ballot as a thing proper to be used, and which they
ought not to fail to u.se, toward the suppression of the

traftic in intoxicating liquors ; and in this connectif^n

there is another subject that does not receive the at-

tention that its practical importance demands.
In the new constitution of this State adopted in

1873, the word " male " was for the first time insei led

as a voting qualification, making it impossible to ex-

tend suffrage to women without a constitutional

amendment, a thing tedious and difficult to obtain.

It is not generally known perhaps that this was
done at the instanceof the liquor dealers of the State,

under a threat that they would defeat the new con-
stitution at the polls if their demand was not complied
with. The advocates of temperance should not be
slow to act upon this significant hint. Though
woman suffrage may now be difficult lo obtain it is

worthy of persevering eflbrt. In accordance with
the views they have ever entertained as to the equal-

ity of the sexes. Friends should be ever foremost in

the eflbrt to secure to women their just and equal
rights as citizens. It would be the most important
lever that could possibly be employed for the pi o-

motion of reform of every kind.
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CORNELIUS AND MARY RATLTFF.
ON New Year's-day, 1SS7, I traveled from Waynes-

ville, Ohio, to Richmond, Indiana, for the purpose of

visiting my venerable uncle and aunt (whose names

bead this article). Perhaps there is not a couple who

as husband and wife have been longer and more ex-

tensively known in the Society of Friends, or have

entertained more of the brethren. They have re-

sided at their pre.sent home, one mile west of Rich-

mond, for sixty-four years, and during all that time

their house has been open to Friends at Yearly,

Quarterly and Monthly Jleeting time, and those who
resided west of Richmond, especially before railroads

were patronized, generally made it a point to get to

Uncle Neely's, as ho was familiarly called, to stay

over night on their way to meeting, and it was a good

place to start from the next morning, after meeting

was over, for Aunt Mary would be up, have breakfast

and let them off by the time the first gray streak of

dawn appeared in the east. The writer has known
them to lodge as many as seventy, and it was no un-

usual thing for them, to have fifty or more at yearly

meeting time. I silppose there is not a yearly meeting

in the society but has some member who can testify

to their generous hospitality.

On my recent visit I found them quite well as to

health, and received the same cordial welcome that

has greeted me on similar visits for the past fifty

years, altliough Uncle Neely has been blind for two

years, and Aunt Mary is unable to walk from the ef-

fects of rheumatism. He was eighty-eight on last

Christmas day, and she is past eighty-five, their mar-

ried life extending over a period of nearly sixty-five

years. Uncle Neely before he lost his sight was a

great reader, and now he enjoys hearing others read,

and by that means keeps well posted in current

events. Since he lost his sight he has committed to

memory poems composed by persons who had lost

their sight.

He has a deep interest in the affairs of the society

of which he has been a life-long and active member,

having served as clerk of the various meetings, over-

seer, elder, etc. He was born in North Carolina, and
he came with his father in ISIO to where he now
lives. He has a distinct recollection of their journey

from North Carolina to the then Territory of Indiana,

which at that time consisted of three counties only.

Henry Clay was a great favorite of his, and he had
heard so much said about him that he wanted to

see him.

As they came through Kentucky they passed by

liis home, and nearly in front of his residence was a

camping-grounil for movers. His father went to ask

the privilege of camping for the night, but as he ap-

proached the place, and before he had asked the

privilege of camping, Clay called to one of his men
and ordered him to haul a load of wood to the camp-
ground, saying," these people will want a fire :

" then

he told them if they needed any butter or milk to

come and get what they wanted. They did get a

bucketful of milk, which he said was a great treat,

and the next morning when they were starting, his

father asked," what is my bill ? " H. C. said, " Noth-

ing : you are welcome, and I hope you will be prosper-

ousinyouranticipated home." UniJle said "I wanted to

see Clay, so when father went to the house I followed

and heard all their conversation." Their home was
located only one and a half miles from the boundaries
of Indiana Territory, west of that belonging to the In-

dians. The three counties of Knox, Clark, and Dear-

born were organized and formed the territory of In-

diana, of which General Harrison was the Territorial

Governor. Uncle C, has witnessed great changes in

his time; he picked cotton in North Carolina, and
took the seed off before the cotton gin came into use

;

traveled hundreds of miles either in or following an
emigrant wagon, camping at night in the woods,
where the wolves howled for apart of his .scanty

liieal ;—felled trees, helped to build log cabins when
they were the only dwellings occupied, rolled logs,

cleared land and then cultivated the soil. He estab-

lished a nursery of fruit trees which he sold to the

early pioneers of the west at five cents each, and has
watched with much interest the application of

steam as motive power, having a distinct recollection

of events before there was a railroad, steamboat, tel-

egraph or steam engine in existence. Reapers and
mowers and all the present farm machinery have
come into use within his recollection.

All the great cities of the west have grown up dur-

ing his life-time. Now he is tenderly cared for by
his devoted children, and surrounded by modern com-
forts. Aunt Mary has had almost the same experi-

ence. Her parents emigrated from North Carolina in

1801, locating near Waynesville, Ohio, where she was
born in 1802 and grew to womanhood ; doing hor
share in reducing the wilderness, and making music
with the wheel, helping to prepare material to clothe

the fiimily. And here a little romance seems connected
with their lives as I have heard (but not from either

of them.) Their homes were more than fifty miles

apart, and they might never have met but by chance
had not a little incident occurred. Uncle had not neg-
lected the opportunity of getting an education such
as was to be gained in the logschool-house of that day

;

he had a neighbor of about his own age, who had
not been so fortunate as to learn how to "write let-

ters ;" he had relations near Waynesville, and on one
of his visits to them he met Mary Kinley, who he
thought the hand.somest girl he had ever met ; on his

return to his home he concluded to attempt corres-

pondence with her, but not being able to write went
to his friend Cornelius, and after telling him of the
beauty of the fair Mary, asked him to write what he
dictated to her; this my uncle did, and the young
man entrusted its further care to " Uncle Sam," who
at that time was rather slower in performing errands.

But the description given of the fair one aroused the

curiosity of Uncle C, and concluding he had busi-

ness at Waynesville, he mounted his horse, and one
long day's ride gave him the opportunity of judging
for himself as to his friend's description. Whether
he arrived before the aforesaid letter, I suppose they
know, but the sequel was, some months after, they
each mounted on horseback and rode three miles to

Waynesville, when, dismounting, they entered the

meeting-house, and according to the order of Friends
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pledged their loves " until death should separate

them." „f
And now after more than threescore years of

married life, under the suidauoe of the same d.v.ne

spirit in whioh they had ,n.t their trust, they are

peacefully and quietly wailing the sunmions Come
^ , • 1, .. Davis Firnas.
up higher.

From the British Friend, (Glasgow).

FRIENDS IN COURT-TEE HAT QUESTION.

IX theearlv davs of the Society of Friends the ap-

pearance of its memhers in the law-courts of the coun-

try as prisoners for conscience' sake was a matter of

almost daily occurrence. The general cause of

Friends suffering from legal prosecutions was the ad-

vantage that wa.s taken of their unflinchingadherence

to the^criptural injunction, "Swearnotat all.
'

Ihis

was removed when Friends were allowed to make an

affirmation in lieu of an oath, and since that they

have enjoved comparative immunity from legal prose-

cutions. At no time, however, have the laws of the

country hecn so consistent with Friends' religious

views that Friends have not had conscientious objec-

tions to the observance of one or more of them, and

cases have ever been occurring, with more or less

frequencv, in which Friends have had to suffer for a

faithful 'adherence to their religious convictions.

Durint'the last half century, in consequence oi an Act

of Parliament passed in 1833, making the affirmation

of Friends equivalent to an oath in every casein

which an oath could be required, and thereby remov-

ing the disability of Friends to sit on juries or hold

civil appointments, the appearance of Friends in

court has again become common ; but now they gen-

erally appear there as officers for the admini.stration

of the law and not as its victims. Occasionally, also,

it happens that Friends suffer in court, not on account

of a conscientious refusal to comply with existing

laws but merely on account of their religious testi-

monies being repugnant to those who sit m au-

thority A case of this kind occurred in Glasgow in

Tenth month last, when a Friend was deposed from

his place as a juryman, and expelled the court, for de-

clining on conscientious grounds to take off his hat

when sitting in the Court-house, the presiding judge

taking occasion to remark that he did not consider

the Friend a fit person to be a juryman. The Friend

referred to, and others who sympathised with him

felt aggrieved at the conduct of the judge, and caused

a mem'orial to be presented to the Home Secretary,

setting forth the facts of the case, explaining the cir-

cumstances, and requesting that steps would be taken

whereby Friends and others would be protected in

the exercise of their con.scientious convictions. To

this memorial and the letter which accompanied it,

the following reply has been received :—

Whitehall, 18th December, 1S86.

SiB-Keferring to your letter of the 5th ultimo, com-

plaining that Mr. Halliday was removed from a Court of

Justice because, being a member of the Society of Friends

he declined to remove his hat when serving on a. jury, 1

am directed by the Secretary of State to acquaint you that

he has made inquiry, and finds that Mr. Halliday d,d not

inform the judge presiding in the court of his religious

persuasion, and his lordship, therefore, could sco no grounds

to justify him in departing from the rule laid down that,

with the exception of tlie policemen on duty, all persons

in court should remove their hats.

It is regretted that Mr. Halliday's feelings should have

been in any way injured, and the judge has stated that he

had no intention or purpose in any way to affront the

memorialist, hut merely ordered his removal from Court on

account of his refusal to obey the ordinary rules.

Had Mr. Halliday mentioned the fact of his being a

Quaker the case would have been quite different ;
but of

this, as the Secretary of State is informed, the judge had no

cognisance whatever.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

(Signed) Godfrey Lushington.

W. J. Begg, Esq.

B8 West Regent Street, Glasgow.

Friends cannot but be sensible of the deference that

has been paid by the Secretary of State to their re-

ligious persuasion, though they may not be able to

understand why "the fact of his being a Quaker"

should have the effect of making a difference between

the case of a Friend and that of one not a member of

our Society who conscientiously held the same views.

It would be well, however, for Friends, when placed

in circumstances like those referred to, to state that

they are Friends, as their conscientious scruples will

be better understood by a reference to the Society

than by statement of them. Our peculiar testimonies

are generally well known and respected, although

much ignorance prevails as to our reasons for them,

and as we hold them almost alone among professing

Christians, they are invariably associated with our

Society and with it alone.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

AN HOUR IN THE ENOCH PRATT FREE
LIBRARY, BALTIMORE.

MY friend suggests to me that perhaps it will be a

pleasant rest to drop into the Enoch Pratt Free Li-

brary, of which the central building rises resplend-

ent in white marble, just at hand
;
towering lofty

and richly carved, and glowing with painted glass.

We drop in accordingly, and are introduced to halls

nearly empty and containing a pleasing portrait (life

size, of the hand.some, alert merchant prince who

has given freely a noble fund for the establishment

of a°thorough-going circulating library for all the

people of this city and for their visitors.

One feature that strikes us first, is the remarka-

ble elegance of all the appointments. Xo expense

has been spared anywhere, though it is so free that

none are too humble, and many poor persons use the

books, and scarcely any books are too learned and too

costly'to be handed forth from this reservoir of literary

wealth.

These are the " persons who may use the library."

" Any person of good conduct and over 14 years of age

can take books from the library for home use on fur-

nishing a certificate of L'uaranty against loss, signed

by some responsible citizen. He will then register

his name and residence, and receive a library card.

Blank certificates of guaranty can be obtained at the

registry desk."
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" Persons not having cards, by depositing two dol-

lars, or the value of the book asked for, if it be of

greater value than two dollars, can also obtain books

for home use."

As we sit awhile in the halls on the ground floor,

we note that cardholders are constantly coming in

and presenting numbers on a card which bring forth

substantial books without the mention of any name
whatever, or any anxious waiting. We soon learn

that a book is not to be asked for by its title but by
its shelf-letter and number. They show us a stout

pamphlet which does not really pretend to be a cat-

alogue but merely a finding li.st. The card catalogue

is the only one that can be kept up to date, and such

a catalogue this library must have after a little while.

Now the finding list is a key to the present stores of

the library, and it has a supplement already.

We ascend to the Keading Room, and here are

books of reference in plenty and a general assort-

ment of periodical literature, and here one may sit

and read until weary in a room with the most elegant

appointments, undisturbed by any noise or by any
want of harmonious' adjustment. The number of

books now in this Central Building is said to be be-

yond 20,000, and the collection is rapidly growing.

Yet we feel that it is a great additional pleasure

to see the actual books around us, showing their gen-

ial faces in the utter frankness which befits them.
As I turn over the finding list, noting the choice-

ness of the yet incomplete collection, we indulge in

speculations as to the vast increase here requisite be-

fore this great Free Library shall include all that is

requisite to make it really a vast repository of what
will stand for not only this great city but for our
whole country, and even for the world with all its

needs and all its learning. There is no practical

limit to a public library which is to satisfy every

need, every taste, all history, the unlimited waste of

prose fiction, the world of poesy and song, the drama,
the mighty stores of modern science, the lore of the

past, often now so far from expressing our present

conceptions of the absolute truth. And yet of mak-
ing many books there is no end. Tlie human mind
is restless and perpetually seeking deeper and higher

truth, never recognizing its limitations. And indeed
there is no end to human eiTort, and the stores of

literature on earth already baffle and bewilder the

most acquisitive minds.
What human life can suffice to exhaust any de-

partment of learning. We shall never reach the

summit of learning, and must be content to take
limited flights and not seek the infinite. Yet if in-

deed our minds maj' find communion with the in-

finite and draw enlightenment from Infinite Wisdom,
shall we not have realized the triumphant end of all

endeavor?

Shall we not in the mean time rejoice in this

noble gift to the fair city of Baltimore from one of its

prosperous and honored citizens.

Looking back a little we find it on record that on
First month 22d, 1SS2, Enoch Pratt informed the
Mayor and City Council of Baltimore that it was his

purpose to establish a free library for the use of its

citizens. On the 2d of Seventh month 1883 he sent

to tliat body a check for §8S3,333.3.\ making his total

contribution for this purpose the great sum of 61,-

145,883.33; and on 4th of First month, 1886, this grand
New Year's gift to Baltimore was opened and dedi-

cated to its uses for future generations.

On this occasion Enoch Pratt simply explained
what he meant by a free circulating library. "It is

not free for you to take the books as you please, and
return them or not; but it is quite free from charges

for the use of them."
Now there is a serious question as to the benefit

which a universal and omnivorous habit of reading

is conferring on this generation or on any young per-

son who has an unrestricted access to books without

regard to their character. But there is not the

slightest doubt of the help good books may be, used

under wise direction.

This we are sure is the desire of the founder of

this institution. We see no sign, so far, of an intent

to furnish an impure or sensational literature, and if

the present lofty aim is adhered to, we are sure it

will be one of the noblest oflTerings of any citizen for

the good of his city.

Since the opening of this library in First mouth
4th, 1883, four branch libraries have been started.

Forty persons have been employed attending to the

wants of readers,—twenty-eight in the main library

and twelve in the branch institutions. More than

25,000 persons have been given cards of membership,
and the average weekly circulation has been 6,000

volumes from the main library and half as many
from the branches. The libraries contain altogether

40,000 volumes, and in proportion to this number,
the business done is remarkable. Enoch Pratt con-

tinues to supervise the conduct of the institution,

which is thought to be a model for other cities.

Baltimore has just celebrated the first anniversary

of its library, and it is believed that the munificent

founder has had his brightest anticipations more
than realized.

No good example but encourages others to do like-

wise—and the deep pleasure of doing something to

benefit others is so grateful a draught that we hope to

hear of the merchant princes of many cities appropri-

ating some portion of that which has been the re-

ward of industry and talent, in diffusing the light of

knowledge among the ma-sses of the people. Such
an institution as this is a means of the truest Chris-

tian civilization. S. R.

Some people talk as if life on earth had just one
purpose,—to get us ready for heaven. But we may
ask. When does heaven begin ? or, rather, When
ought heaven to begin? Once get this fixed in our

minds,—heaven is doing the will of God perfectly,

—

and then we shall see that the way to get ready for

heaven is to fill one's place here on earth. If the

heart is ruled by love and the will established in

obedience, it does not much matter w-hether the

dome over us be the earthly blue or the infinite of

the heavens, whether our feet touch this earthly

ground or the celestial floor. He is most ready for

heaven who is best fitted to stay awhile, and shine

forth his light among us here.

—

S. S. Chronicle.
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THE LIBRARY.
Till: I'loNKKu QiAKKHs. By Kiiliartl P. Ilallowell,

Aullior of "The Quaker Invasion of Massachu-
eett,«." Boston : Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1887.

The Bub.stance of this vohinio was a leoture pre-

pared for delivery before a Boston chib, and some part

of it lias already been summarized and printed in the

Intei.mgkxcek .\ni) Jouknai.. {Issue of Fifth mo. 8,

18S()
; p. 293.) Thegeneral theme is that indicated by

the title, but, as a matter of fact, the author seeks to

explain to an audience to whom most of his data are

likely to be new, the character of George Fox and his

work, the religious views of the early Friends, and
the manner in which they were treated in New Eng-
land. His previous work, "The Quaker Invasion of

Massachusetts," is somewhat drawn upon for the ma-
terials of the present, much smaller, volume, but to a

considerable degree this is a supplement to the other,

and it presents in several directions new matter of

interest and value. It is especially serviceable to the

cause of historic truth in continuing to point out the

errors of indiflerent, carelets, or unfriendly historians,

upon the subject of the persecutions of the Friends

in New England, from 1656 to 1680. R. P. Hallowell

effectively treats of these in the pages of Dr. Geo. E.

Ellis, Dr. Palfrey, Bancroft, C.C. Coffin, H.M. Dexter,

and others, and he adverts with regret to the un-

worthy slur upon the Friends in an essay
—"New Eng-

land Two Centuries Ago,"—by James Russell Lowell.

One of the most offensive of these writers was Dr.

Dexter, whose treatment of the subject is a disgrace

to him, and one of the most self sufficient was Dr.

Ellis, an enthusiast in historical research, but a con-

lirmed opponentof the early Friends. R. P. H. shows,

(in addition to instances of a like nature shown in

his previous work), the inaccurate manner in which
Dr. Ellis cites the authority of old documents, as-

cribing to one, in an important matter, what is not to

be found in it, at all—a feat remindful of that other

rampant critic of Quakerism, and vehement purveyor

of historic inaccuracies, Macaulay. One history Of

the United States, our author thinks, does justice to

the New England Quakers,—that of Bryant and Gay.

He says that " Mr. Gay is not only accurate in state-

ment, but impartial in his judgments."

Upon these points, the little volume is of especial

value, and an intelligent comprehension of the mat-

ters it treats of is to be commended particularly to

those of our young Friends who wish to be well in-

formed concerning the Society's early life. The use

of the ordinary histories by our students is almost cer-

tain to carry into their minds wrong impressions, un-

less this is carefully guarded against. Thus, in Fran-

cis Parkman's " Conspiracy of Pontiac," one of the

able and interesting series of works by that writer,

he slurs the Pennsylvania Friends in a manner
which is not merely urijust and unkind, but which is

contrary to the truth of the case, as an acquaintance

•^ith the facts readily disploses. His sugge.stion is

that the peace which the Friends here enjoyed with

the Indians was not due to good will and kind treat-

ment at all, but to accidental circumstances, chiefly

the fact, (which he with others erroneously alleges),

that the Delawares were a peculiarly peaceful tribe.

and lie says that if the Friends had settled on the St.

Lawrence or in New England " their shaking of

hands, and a.ssurances of tender regard would not

long have availed to save them from the visitations

of the scalpiiig-knife." R. P. Hallowell points out

how even the reading of Parkman's own book refutes

this: that, if the Didawares were subject to the

Iroquois, because of their want of M-arlike vigor, the

fact then became the more prominent that the Friends

had practically to maintain their peaceful relations

with the Iroquois; and that, as Parkuian very fully

describes, the Delawares later, when ill-treated and
abused. (no< by the Friends), showed themselves re-

vengeful and fierce fighters.

It is melancholy to sec how intelligent and usual-

ly fair-minded men, (Dr. Parkman may well stand

as an example), seem incapable of comprehending the

true power of the Christian idea, or of sympathizing
with a genuine eflbrt to put it into practice. I do
not believe that any body of men ever tried more
sincerely, under the light and circumstances of their

time, to act justly and deal mercifully, than did the

Pennsylvania Friends, in William Penn's lifetime, in

their intercourse with the Indians ; and why it

should be that any reasonable historian should fail

to catch the inspiration of such a notable episode in a

long chapter of hideous wrong it is hard to under-

stand. So, too, in New England ; the pure lives, the

sincere piety, the unselfish sacrifices, the simplicity

and fortitude of the men and women who suffered per-

secution there for nonconformity to what we now see

was a harsh theocracy, ought to enlist the pen of every

fair historian, unless he be hopelessly committed by
inheritance of family name or other " retainer" to a

blind defence of the persecutors. As R. P. Hallowell

has pointed out, in both his books, the Friends in

Massachusetts who suffered so cruelly at the hands
of Endicott and the other authorities,—at the insti-

gation of the ministers,—prove, in every case, upon a

careful inquiry into the facts, to have been persons

whose virtues deserve the full sympathy of our day,

ami from whom, indeed, such sympathy cannot be

withheld except by the meanest and narrowest pre-

judice. Lowell calls Quakerism, in the es.say referred

to, a " gadfly," and a " maggot ;
" Dr. Ellis says the

Quakers were all " of low rank, of mean breeding,

and illiterate," and that they were " intrusive, pester-

ing, indecent and railing disturbers; " even Bancroft

asserts that the severe laws were due to their " ex-

travagances,"—apparently oblivious to the fact that

the harsh treatment and cruel laws were applied to

the very first Friends, Ann Austin and Mary Fisher,

who landed at Boston, and were increased in severity

up to the tragedj" of the four hangings on Boston

Common; while Dr. Dexter loads the Friends with

epithets as coarsely conceived as they are falsely ap-

plied. It is against this sort of writing that the vol-

ume under review effectively contends, and it may
be added that another work just issued, " The Eman-
cipation of Massachusetts," by Brooks Adams, adds

a most crushing and conclusive chapter to the case

against the persecutors. Thus the wrong balance of

history seems likely to be redressed in time.

II. M. J.
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MATERIAL THINGS AND SPIRITUAL LIFE.

THE scientific and mechanical progress of our cen-

tury has been so marvelous and unparalleled as well

nigh to turn the heads of our generation.

Must not there come a reaction from this worship

of the external? Must not quick transit, electricity,

the rapid production of goods, come to have in our

eyes less relative importance than we have been giv-

ing them in our civilization? We think of our civili-

zation as of an exceptionally high type. Is it so high

as we think? For the past ten years we have had no

end of talk of the power of circumstances, and the

importance of environment; and the great push has

been to elevate the degraded by bettering their out-

ward conditions. This is well, if it doesn't blind our

eyes to the still deeper significance of inward condi-

tions. But woe to us if we forget that beautiful lives

may be lived over bare floors, and miserable and

despicable ones in palaces. It doesn't necessarily

ennoble life to be able to travel sixty miles an hour,

or dine at great cost, or indulge one's taste in art.

Of course the physical and material must not be

neglected, but social science and philanthropy must

look deeper than these in their efforts to elevate

humanity, or miserably fail. In a word, education

and religion,—an education which shall be wise

enough to push forward the moral at an even pace with

the intellectual, and a religion wise enough to ally it-

self with light,—these forever must be the great, all-

important agencies for the elevation of the race and

the ennobling of human life.

Looking at the inequalities of social conditions

around us, and the discontent and suflfering more or

less connected with the same, we would not say, " it

is man and not his circumstances that is ailing."

But we would say, that any amount of betterment of

circumstances that leaves the man unimproved in

mind and spirit, can be but a very superficial good.

Knowledge, hope, courage, self-respect, self-reliance,

the feeling that the world is not a prison but a school,

a part of a Father's house, the faith that life is full of

po.ssibility and promise not only for to-day but for

infinite tomorrows—these are the deep needs of man,

these and only these are the things that have power

reallv to lift up and ennoble his life.— T/te Unitarian,

(Clii^'ago.) ^_____

SCRIPTURE LESSON NO. 6.

Second Month 6th.

LOT'S CHOICE.

topic: avoidance of stripe.

Golden Text :—" Let there be no strife between thee and me.—
Gen. 13 ; 8.

Read Gen. 13 ; 1-13, Revised Version.

THE date of the occurrences here narrated is given at

B. C. 1918. The place, " Bethel," was about twelve

miles from Jerusalem. It was here that Abram
pitched his tent, wlien he came first into the land of

Canaan, and here he was favored to hold communion
with God, in recognition of which he built an altar.

At this time tlie place was called Luz.

Contemporary History.—Egypt under the rule of

the Shepherd kings was drawing near the summit of

its early greatness. Phcenicia, lying along the Medi -

terranean Sea, was settled by the descendants of

Canaan. SidonorZidon, itschiefcity, wasalready be-

coming noted for its textile fabrics, and for its com-

merce, which was caried on with all the ancient

maritime cities, extending as far as Spain anil the

British isles. Tyre was founded later. Babylonia and

Chaldea date back 400 years earlier, and were under

the rule of the Elamite dynasty

.

Abram continued his journey " going still toward

the South." In a time of famine, without any direct

intimation of duty, he entered Egypt. He seems

now tq have lost the Divine favor, and in his fear and

doubt falls under temptation. Being reproved by

Pharaoh the king, yet forgiven, he is sent away with

all his family and his possessions. It is upon his re-

turn from Egypt that the incidents of our present

lesson take place. They again pitch their tents in the

hill country lying between Bethel and Hai. Lot, his

nephew, is still with him.
" Abram was very rich." This is the first men -

tion we have of riches. The pictures on the Egyptian

temples belonging to this period contain piles of gold

and silver rings used for money. Both metals were

abundant, and with the herds of cattle formed the

chief riches of the times. The right of possession in

the land was not then defined or secured by law.

The open country was a great common where every

herdsman availed himself of the best spots for grazing

that he could find unoccupied.

The increase in the flocks and herds of Abram

and Lot, made the difliculty of finding pasturage for

all very great, as only the natural herbage springing

from the soil was depended upon, and water was not

abundant. "There was strife." The herdsmen of

the one contended with the herdsmen of the other.

Abram, cool and clear-headed, again enjoying com-

munion with God, and away from the fascinations

and allnrements that clouded his spiritual percep-

tion while he sojourned amid the splendors of Egypt,

was in no spirit for strife or contention. " Let there

be no strife" are his magnanimous words. He, the

head, the one in authority, waives the right of choice

which belongs to himself in favor of his kinsman.

What a beautiful example, worthy of the best age ol

the Christian Church! "The heavenly principle

of forbearance evidently holds the supremacy in

Abram's breast. He walks in the atmosphere of the

Sermon on the Mount." (Murphy.)

this lesson teaches.

1. That times of important decision come to us

all. Choice both expresses and determines character.

2. That the truly good and great prefer peace to

strife, and will rather sufl'er loss in their own posses-

sions, when no principle of right towards another is

at stake, than involve themselves in contention.

3. That because all men are brethren, the chil-

dren of the one Heavenly Father, anger and strife

and hatred should be brought to an end, and men
should learn war no more.

A LIFE devoted to the acquirement of a knowledge

of Divine things, will lead thee on to life eternal.

B. W. S.
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PHILADELPHIA, FIRST MONTH 29, 1887.

TJffE DOCTRINE OF THE SPIRIT.

THIS doctrine has ever been a vital truth in the

Society of Friends. That many who have a member-

ship in the Society have virtually abandoned it is no

evidence against the validity of the doctrine, but

rather confirmatory thereto, .since no birth-right or

education however favorable to the development of

the individual, can awaken the soul to a saving

knowledge of its divine relationship, or bestow the

power to become a son of God. There must be a

true convincement that stops not short of the sur-

render implied in the exhortation, "Give me thy

heart," and a turning away from every earth-born

effort to find acceptance with the Father. The brief

but comprehensive teaching of Jesus concerning

faith and worship admits of no accessories. It calls

for an inward lifting up of the soul in that trans-

parency of thought and feeling that has nothing to

conceal, that cries out with the psalmist, Search me
O God, and know my heart: Try me and know my
thoughts. They that have not, in any measure, come

into this condition of true convincement, are not pre-

pared to wait upon the Lord, in the silence of all

fleshly desires, seeking to know his will through that

introversion, or turning inward, of spirit which opens

the channel of communication between the soul of

the seeker and the Father of Spirit.

The writer of the Epistle to the Romans puts this

very plainly to the understanding when he declares,

" They are not all Israel who are of Israel, neither be-

cause the}' are Abraham's seed are they all children."

The Society of Friends, following the example of the

Hebrews in regard to the rights and privileges of

membership, gathered into the fold of the Society all

who were born to them, without reference to their

desire or their fitne.ss for such membership.

It could hardly be expected that a doctrine so

high, and requiring so entire an abandonment of the

methods and beliefs current in the world, would he

accepted by every one who was a Friend only by in-

heritance, hence the result has been that only " a

remnant " remains faithful to the fundamental doc-

trine.

Has then the " Doctrine of the Spirit " lost its in-

fluence over the human family ? Far otherwise, for

the stone rejected of the builders is becoming the

head of the corner. This is plainly seen in the ten-

dency of religious thought everywhere, and " the

remnant" who maintain their "ancient standard of

tjuakerism " have every encouragement to hold fast

without wavering to this fundamental truth, upon

which the only reason for their continuance as a

distinctive religious body rests.

It ought not to be a matter of surprise that as early

as the first century of the Christian Church, a weak-

ening of the testimony to the sufficiency of spirit was

ajiparent. It was at variance with priestly domina-

tion. The equality in the Divine sight of all who

came under the influence of this indwelling power

might be acknowledged as a spiritual truth, but was

not conducive to the development and maintenance

of privileged orders. The liberty with which the

Christ power sets free,—the acknowledgment that to

his own master every believer must stand or fall,

—

and the clear utterance of Jesus that the human soul

is the divine temple, all tended to draw the thoughts

of the sincere worshiper away from forms and cere-

monials.

But more and more the domination of a priestly

class increased, and the simple worship with its sim-

ple faith, as taught by Jesus and the Apostles, was

superseded, and while the truth concerning the reve-

lation of the divine will through the Holy Spirit was

not abandoned, the exercise of its saving power was

claimed by the priesthood, through whom only it

could be dispensed to the Church.

How large a share the Society of Friends may

have had in bringing about a clearer understanding

of Divine truth as now witnessed it is not ours to

affirm, but the record of its faithfulness in the past

ought to inspire those who are the inheritors of its

name and its obligations to greater diligence and re-

newed earnestness for the preservation and presen-

tation of the same vital doctrine that must redeem

the world.

DEA THS.
BROTHEETON.—First mouth 23d, 1887, Jacob Lund.v

Brotherton, aged 76 years. Smooths, 9 days; a member of

the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

He was a cousin of the late Benjamin Lundy, and for

some time connected with the Genuis of Vniversal Emancipa-

tion, issued by that eminent Abolitionist, whose persever-

ing labors of love on behalf of the bondman have not re-

ceived the full recognition they deserve, (and in the later

years of Jacob's life he has endeavored to bring Benjamin's

work into more prominence before the public.) Jacob was

a man of intelligence and a good writer, yet retiring and
diffident, endeavoring in his daily walk to live close to the

Divine life. His remains were interred at Randolph Meet-

ing grounds, N. J., with which meeting his ancestors were

identified, and he a long time an interested member.
J. M. T. Jr.
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DUBREE.—lu Centreville, Bucks Co., Pa., on Sixth day
morning. First mouth 7th, 1887, at the residence of her

nephew, Jos. C. Watson, Mary S. Dubree, of cancer, in her

70th year; a member of Wrightstowu Monthly Meeting.

GILBERT.—At the residence of his son George, in

Chester, Pa., First month 18th, 1887, Charles Gilbert, aged

74 years; a member of the Society of Friends. The funeral

took place at Byberry Meeting-bouse, on the 20th inst., of

which bouse he bad had the care for many years in the

earlier part of his life.

HANCOCK.—Near Mount Holly, N. J., First month 13th,

1887, after a short illuess, Annie S., widow of the late

\Villiam C. Hancock, member of Burlington Monthly Meet-
ing and Old Springfield Preparative Meeting.

O'NEALL.—In Padua, 111., on First month 12th, 1887,

Elizabeth H. O'Neall, eldest daughter of Gary and Elvira

O'Neall, in the 56th year of her age. For many years she

was a sufl'ering, helpless invalid. We have the strongest

evidence from her early piety and devoteduess that now
she has found rest and peace.

TRUMAN.—On Fourth day, First month 19th, 1887, be-

ing the sixth anniversary of the death of her sister, Sarah
S. Furnas, Mary Shaw Truman, aged 63 years, 15 days,

daughter of the Jate' Joseph M. and Sarah S. Truman; a
member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

For more thau two years deprived of sight, and in other

wa.vs afflicted, she was preserved in a good degree of pa-

tience and cheerfulness. Feeling that life had been pleas-

ant to her, she was brought to experience resignation to

the Divine will, and peacefully passed to the Higher Life.

WILSON.—At the residence of her brother-in-law,

Henry C. Youug, West Philadelphia, on the evening of

First month 20th, 1887, Sarah L., daughter of the late

David and Edith I. Wilson ; a member of the Monthly
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

Arthur and Lucy.
In the last number of this paper was observed a notice

which probably brought sadness into many a household
and moisture into many an eye.

From a flock of five blooming, healthy children, the
youngest two have been taken almost without warning.
Two little chairs are vacant, and two bright lights have
gone out, in a home that so lately was radiant with the
smiles of happy faces, and merry with the innocent sports

of childhood.

Arthur and Lucy were great favorites, not only with
their parents, sisters, and grandparents, but with a large

circle of friends who had been privileged to mingle with
them, to share their confidence, and to hear their bird-like

prattle.

Childish glee is always refreshing; and when, to the
spontaneous outbursts of joy which flow from the mere
delight of physical existence, are added the intelligent ex-

pression of countenauce, the occasional sage remark or

puzzling question, and a host of winning ways, our hearts

go out in aflection for the little ones, and our hopes bound
high as we cast their future capabilities. In forecasting

the manhood and womanhood of these two loved ones, we
had reason to set the mark very, very high :—so bright was
the prospect.

" But the promise of being, which shone so fair,

Hath passed, like a summer cloud, in air
;

The clod lies damp on the fair young brow.
Which was beaming with pleasure and hope but now."

Dear little ones! your lives, which have proved a bles-

sing to those around you, are now returned to Him who

gave them. We shall no more on earth heboid your sweet
faces, or listen to the music of your voices. The evening
care.ss, and the tender words of nightly parting will be felt

and heard no more ; for you have gone to the realms where
angels shall be your companions, and the Good Shepherd
shall enfold you in his arms; where the shadows of eve-

ning never fall, but where day and night are one, and that

one—perpetual da,y.

"Gone to your Heavenl,y Father's rest.

The flowers of Eden round you blooming."

H. »

First month 21, 1S87.

EDUCATION OF THE COLORED PEOPLE OF
THE SOUTH.

Editors Intelligenx'ER and Journal ;

Esteemed Friekds:—I recently heard a Friend

say, " Is no more aid needed for Marth A. Schofield's

school? I see no more appeals and acknowledg-

ments in the Intelligencer and Journal." This

remark startled me, and made me feel that we may
have been somewhat remiss in not speaking to the

public more fully and freely of the work which is go-

ing on, and which we hope to accomplish.

The formation of the Association for the promo-

tion of the Education of the Colored People of the

South took place soon after our last Yearly Meeting

in Philadelphia, at the close of the Committee of the

Yearly Meeting upon that subject. An iTxecutive

Committee was appointed which has since held sev-

eral meetings. We decided to confine our attention,

at present, to giving aid to the two schools already

established, that of Martha Scliofield, at Aiken, and
that of Abby Monroe, at Mt. Pleasant. Of the former

and its important work, especially in preparing

teachers for the schools throughout the South, Friends

have heard much of latter years, through the untir-

ing labors of Martha Schofield. The latter was estab-

lished by Friends, and has in Abby Munro a most

devoted and unselfish worker, and is and has been
accomplishing great good. The Committee decided

that they would turn their attention toward raising

funds needed to carry these two schools succe.ssfully

through the present year, and look toward securing,

if possible, a permanent endowment for their sup-

port. To carry them through the year will require

about 1^5,000, and we trust that we shall be able to

raise this sum. At our last meeting there was about

$550 in the hands of our treasurer after all our sub-

scriptions, to date, were handed in. We directed that

1300 of this should be sent to the Aiken school for

present needs, and §250 to Mt. Pleasant.

A meeting of the Association was called, which

met at 15th and Race Sts., on Seventh day, the 22d

inst. The attendance at the meeting was small, but

great interest was manifested in the work, and all

were encouraged to do their part in soliciting sub-

scriptions, even from those who could give but little,

for if all who feel deeply upon this subject work
together, and collect many small subscriptions, their

sum, in the aggregate, will reach the amount re-

quired. It will take nearly or quite §500 a month to

meet the needs for the remainder of the school year.

The Executive Committee will meet monthly, at 1.30

p. m., on the day of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting,
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ill the parlor at loth and Knee Streets; anil at each

nieetin-; reports will be given in of the amount raised

durini; the month. Our Treasurer, Henry M. Liiinir,

335 N. 11th Street, is always ready to receive sub-

scriptions direct, or they may be sent through any of

the members of the Committee, who will work, as

way may open, witli their subscription books and ap-

peals. It is hoped that all to whom these may come
will contribute, even if the amount j^iven must be

small, and that they will encourage their friends and

neighbors to do the same. In view of the magnitude

of the work whicli needs to be done we are some-

times prone to bang down our hands in despair, and

feel that our mite is too small to make any essential

dillerence. But let us not give way to feelings of

this nature, for what we do will assuredly be like

good seed sown, which seems very small in the

beginning, but which will spring up and bring forth

fruit, some sixty, and some an hundred fold. And let

us never forget that he who gives to the poor, the

needy and the outcast lends to the Lord, and that a

cup of cold water administered to the thirsty brings

ever refreshment and healing to our own souls. Let

us all, Friends, rich and poor alike learn the beauti-

ful lesson of giving. Edwakd H. Magill.

EDUCATIONAL.
SECOND CONFERENCE AT 15TH AND RACE STS.

On Seventh-day last, the Committee on Education of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, held in the afternoon,

in the Meeting-house at loth and Race Streets, the

second conference of the season with parents, school

committees, teachers, and others interested. It was
well attended, and was an interesting occasion. It is

gratifying and encouraging to the Committee to see

so large a number of thoughtful Friends, old and
young, brought together on these occasions to consider

the best means of improvingourschools and of creat-

ing a deeper and more wide-spread interest in the

subject of education amongst us.

The subjects for consideration were, " Well-

equipped schools, their cost and value," and " Meth-
ods of teaching geography in. the primary grades."

The first had been referred to George L. Maris and
Clement M. Biddle. The former confined himself to

the first and last parts of the subject, leaving the

question of cost to his colleague. We have his (G.

L. M.'s) essay, in manuscript, and shall use it next
week, in full.

C. M. Biddle said that whi'.e there are deficiencies

in the equipments of Friends' schools, they are grad-

ually improving. Teachers should have an opportu-

nity to explain every thing from objects. Small con-

tributions from time to time will eventually do a

great deal toward supplying what is needed. While
good teachers are the first requisites and every

school should have at least two, even they get best

results from good appliances. For a school of thirty

pupils, five hundred to six hundred dollars will be

needed to furnish, and two hundred dollars for appa-

ratus. There should be one main room where all

the pupils can assemble under the eye of the princi-

pal. All rooms should be well lighted with windows
at the rear and left side preferably; they should be

comfortably warmed, hut not with stoves ; and they

should be thoroughly ventilated, the low-down grate

doing good service here. They should be carpeted

and furnished with single desks, and should be nuide

as home-like as possible.

Isaac T. Johnson spoke of the valuable aid ren-

dered him by his school committee in furnishing suit-

able appliances and accommodations for their school

when he had asked for them. Good teachers being

the first requisite for the equipment of good schools,

the question of compensation becomes an important

one, so that such teachers can be got and held with

living salaries. The lower schools should be liberally'

endowed in order that the teachers may be liberally

paid : especially as it is from these lower schools that

the great mass of the children go out into the world.

lie spoke of the great value that a good school is to a

neighborhood, in helping to form the character of the

people.

Edward H. Magill <lesired to emphasize the re-

marks of I. T. J. Intermediate schools need endow-
ments more than colleges do. Colleges themselves

would be more benefited by the endowment of the

intermediate schools than by their own endowments,

as those schools would then become better feeders for

the colleges. There is more need of the agitation of

the subject of such schools for girls, especially in New
England, than forthe opening of thecolleges to them.

Let those who have means, in their lifetime see to

having them placed so as to endow the intermediate

schools rather than the colleges.

The subject of geography was introduced by the

reading of four interesting papers. H. R. K.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—Samuel Swain spoke acceptably at the meeting

on First-day morning, the 23d inst.

—A reception was held by the students of the Col-

lege on Seventh-day evening, the 22nd inst. The
members of the Faculty and their families were invi-

ted, and the occasion was a very enjoyable one.

—The new catalogue is now out, and those wish-

ing for a copy siiould send to the College their names
and addresses. It contains various important evi-

dences of progress and improvement, which will be

more fully noticed hereafter. Its typographical and

mechanical execution also is excellent.

—The "Phoenix Scrap Book" containing notices

of that paper since it was founded, early in '8.5, soon

after the fire, was to be seen upon the centre-table

during the recent College reception.

—W. H. Payne, Professor of Pedagogies in the

University of Michigan, will deliver a lecture on

"The Science of Teaching," at the College, on Sixth-

day evening, the 11th of Second month. The friends

of the College are invited.

—President Magill continues his lectures weekly

in the diflerent colleges of the State upon " Teaching

as a Profession." He spoke at Ursinus College, (Mont-

gomery Co., Pa.), on the 20th inst.

NoTui.sG is so fearful as abadconsc'.ence.

—

Pvtha-

:;0RAS.
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For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A WINTER TEOUOHT OF SPRING.

THE creamy apple-blossoms

Fell down like fairy rain,

And filled the air with fragrance,

Adown the shady lane :

The buttercups were springing

Thick strown on either side,

And the grass was green as green could be,

With daudelions pied

:

Her steps were quick and joyous,

But mine sedate and slow;

Her laughter rang out blithe and free,

My tones were grave and low :

Her thoughts were of the blossoms

And rosy-hued as they

;

My memories threw a winter gloom

O'er all that golden day.

My darling watched the petals

Slow fluttering from the tree.

And broke a branch all full of bloom

And brought to show to me

;

She picked the loosened petals.

And, with astonished eye.

Low nestling down beneath she saw

A tiny apple lie.

Her blue eyes filled with wonder

And turned for help to me,

" Oh Aunty Margaret" she said,

And pointed to the tree

From which a steady snow of bloom

Fell daintily below,

" Why can't the big red apples come

Before the blossoms go ?
"

Oh fearless, happy childhood

!

Thus eagerly to scan

The inner heart of mysteries

Which God has hid from man;—

The mystery of anguish,—

The blessing of the cross,—

And why the choicest fruits of life

Must come through pain and loss.

My darling's eyes uplifted

Gazed wonderiugly at me.

And waited for my answer

In mute expectancy.

She could not know the things I knew.

Nor fathom my unrest,

So I only took her in my arms.

And told her " God knows best."

" He might have made the apples

Both use and beauty suit.

And the spring-time freshness of the bloom

Deck forth the ripened fruit.

But we still can trust his goodness.

And his wisdom guiding all.

When we think the blossom yet will live

In the ruddy fruit of Fall."

But the child's attention wandered.

For the thoughts of Spring are gay.

And why should I cloud her sunshine

With the gloom of my Winter's day.

And her thoughts went back to the breezes,

Aud tUo fragvaiice from the tree.

And she chased the falling blooms again,

And her laugh rang gay and free.

But my graver thoughts still swayed me,

Andl turned from the day so fair

To my heart's own sad communings

Aud the doubts which lingered there:

My early Spring had faded.

And my Summer long grown old.

And my Autumn days were hasting

To the Winter dark and cold.

I had loved my fresh young Spring-time,

And grieved that it must depart.

But turned to the lusty Summer

With a strong, undaunted heart.

I had ioyed in my strength and vigor.

And striven through Summer's heat.

And I turned to the rest of Autumn

With slow, reluctant feet.

But I loved my quiet Autumn,

And knew that my silvered head,

Was the price which the years had paid me

For the strength aud beauty fled.

I felt my heart was calmer

And my sight more true and clear,^

Though ray earthly strength was fading.

Like the wane of the dying year.

But as near I drew and nearer

To the Winter cold and still,

What wonder if trust oft failed me

To how to my Father's will?

Spring's beauty turned to Summer

And the Summer's strength to Fall,

But what would my Father give me

Wheu he took away my all?

Oh ! idle, vain endeavor.

To see God's purpose clear

;

For the stars and suus do his bidding

As his fingers shape the year:

We cry aloud in our blindness.

But we.feel in our hearts he is just,

And we quench our restless longings

In the peace of a child-like trust.

LucRETiA MoTT Can BY.

Philadelphia, First month 23, 1887.

From the Atlantic Monthly.

A DAY.

T\LK not of sad November, when a day

Of warm, glad sunshine fills the sky of noon.

And a wind, borrowed from some morn of June,

Stirs the brown grasses and the leafless spray.

On the unfrosted pool the pillared pines

Lay their long shafts of shadow :
the small nil,

Singing a pleasant song of Summer still,

A line of silver, down the hill-slope shines.

Hushed the bird- voices and the hum of bees.

In the thin grass the crickets pi|)e no more;

But still the squirrel hoards his Winter store,

And drops his nut-shells from the shag-bark trees.

Softly the dark green hemlocks whisper: high

Above, the spires of yellowing larches show,

Where the woodpecker and home-loving crow

And jay and nuthatch Winter's threat defy.
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O gracious benuty, ever new and old

!

O sights and sounds of nature, doubly dear

When the low sunshine warns the closing year

Of snow-blown fields and waves of Aretic cold!

Close to my heart I fold each lovinj; thinR

The sweet day yields; and, not disconsolate,

With the calm patience of the woods I wait

For leaf and blossom when God gives us Spring

!

John Gkeenleaf Wihttier.

COMMUNICA TIONS.
THE USE OF LIQUOR IN GEORGIA.

Editors Intellioencer and Joi'knai. :

THE ol>joi'tof the correspondent in niaUins: the state-

ments quoted in a recent issue uiiiler tlie heading
" The Liquor Question in Georj^ia," is not evident,

whether it was intended to cast a stigma on Prohi-

bition, or merely to relate supposed facts, as they
passed under liis observation. Whatever may have
been the design, or whatever view others may take

of it in connection with Prohibition, it only suggests

to my mind the weakness of the means employed,
and the ditliculties to be encountered in pressing on-

ward to the final overthrow of the liquor traffic. Pro-

hibition remains to be the same safe port, and the

only sure means of ultimate success in the suppres-

sion of the business. The National Governmental-
lowing licen.se to retail dealers, and manufacturers
being allowed to sell by the gallon, men engaged in

the business will strive the more to evade local laws,

to dispose of their product that brings them so much
gain, and those who have acquired the habit of drink-

ing, while it is by any means obtained, will be ready

to indulge their inclinations, however much others

may urge them to refrain therefrom. This calls

loudly upon the friends of temperance not only to

continue their labors, but to redouble their efforts

to eradicate this growing evil from our fair land; as

far as their influence extends to strengthen the weak
and erring to withstand the temptation, and, beyond
this, to prepare the people for the enactment of laws

that will prohibit the manufacture and sale of intox-

icating liquors except to a very limited extent.

May all faithfully labor in their respective places

to hasten the day when the National as well as State

Constitutions will be amended so as to prohibit the

business. For the consummation of this, my ener-

gies are enlisted. For this end I earnestly labor.

Enos Heacock.
Alliance, First mo. 16.

EVERY AND DISPATCH.
AMONG the man}' causes of poor and inefficient work
is the habit of hurry, which takes possession of some
busy people. Having, or imagining they have, more
to do in agiven time than can be done properly, they

grow confused, agitated and nervous ; and, under this

pressure, they proceed with the work in hand with-

out requisite deliberation and care, perhaps omitting

part of it, sometimes important parts, and producing
at last an imperfect and inferior performance which
can neither be permanent or satisfactory.

There is hardly any employment, from the sim-

plest manual work to the most complex and difficult

mental labor, that does not suffer from this cause.

The dwelling-house in process of building is to be
finished at a certain time. Witli proper foretliought

and system it would have been done, but the time

approaches and the work is still incomplete. The
future occupants are impatient, the contractor is

anxious, the workmen are driven, the work is hur-

ried through, and annoyance, discomfort, and some-
times danger, ensue, and repairs are toon found nec-

essary. Tlie business man undertakes more than be
can manage, the days are not long enough for his

needs, he is agitated by the constant pressure, driven

by conflicting claims, his business suffers for the want
of a clear and cool head, his health suffers from con-

tinual and unrelaxed exertion, his family sufl'ers from

his deterioration, and general disa.ster ensues. The
physician, with many other calls to make, hurries

through the visit, neglecting some important symp-
tom, and his patient dies ; the lawyer hurries through

his plea, and loses his case; the preacher hurries

through the preparation of his sermon, and fails to

make an impression ; the artist hurries on his picture

to completion, and his best conception is not there;

the teacher iiurries through a prescribed course of in-

struction, and the class is left destitute of the more
important elements of knowledge. It is not too much
to say that a large proportion of the unhappiness,

the ignorance, the loss of property, and even the loss

of life that is endured in the world is to be directly

traced to the huirsry and drive which characterizes so-

much of the labor performed.

The chief motives that lead men to this practice

are the ambition to accomplish impossibilities, and
the desire to Eoake up for lost time. Industrious peo-

ple, who lack judgment and forethought, often under-

take more tba» tbey can do, and in trying to resist

the inevitabJe they come to grief. On the other

hand, the idle or self-indulgent, conscious of having

wasted or misappropriated hours that should have

been consecrated to labor, try to subvert nature's in-

exorable law by hurried efforts in the remnant of

time left tO'them. Only stern experience can teach,

them that ail such hopes are vain, that each hour

has its own mission to fulfil, and that, if once lost, it

is lost forever.

Many persons- not only drift into these hurried

ways, but pride themselves upon them. They boast

of their speed and coulrast it with the slower meas-

ures of tllteir more deliberate neighbors. Tbey flatter

themselves upon their despatch and hold tbemselvea-

for more value gq that account. Slowness in work,,

lingering or loitering over what is to be done, is not

to be recommended. On the contrary, energy andi

vigor will prompt the healthy and industrious man-

to labor steadily and rapidly, while neglecting, noth-

ing that is needed, to perfect his work. Bntthisis-

very different froan the agitated and excited hurry

which has been mentioned. An old writer says-

truly ; "No two things differ more than hurry and

despatch. Hurry is the mark of a weak mind, de-

spatch of a strong one." The man of despatch is cool,,

calm ami collected ; be views the task before him witli

reference to his ability to perform it; he allows

sufficient time tado-it justice, then he pursues itini
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every detail, rapidly and continuously, but without

forgetting or omitting anything by which he can per-

fect it. He is then free to devote himself to the next

thing, and in this way he will accomplish far more

and far better work than could be done by any ex-

cited and hurried performance. Bacon says :
" I

knew a wise man, who had it for abye-word, when he

saw men hasten to a conclusion, ' Stay a little, that

we may make an end the sooner.'
"

Besides the superior character of his achieve-

ments, the man with calm despatch will, other things

being equal, live a longer, a more healthful and a

happier life than he who uses precipitous haste.

Hurry and worry, which usually go together, ruin

more lives and destroy more happiness than any

amount of regular, systematic labor. Any one may
prove this for himself by noticing his own sensations

after a season of hurried and agitated effort. The
fatigue and reaction tell forcibly on the strength and

vigor, and unfit him for subsequent labor. Certainly

a life thus spent must be a short and unsatisfactory

one. It would be well for each one to bear in mind
that there is always time enough for him to do well

all that he is called upon to do at all. If he under-

takes more than this he does injustice both to his

work and to himself. On the other hand, if he waste

the time which is entrusted to him, let him not hope

to atone for it by extra haste and hurry. When we
have learned to avoid wasting time on the one hand,

and crowding it on the other, we shall begin to ap-

preciate its true value.

—

Phila. Ledger.

TEE RESISTANCE OF THE ATMOSPHERE.
FROM Professor Langley's illustrated paper on Com-
ets and Meteors in the January Century we .quote as

follows: "Everybody has noticed that if we move a

fan gently, the air parts before it with little effort,

while, when we try to fan violently, the same air is

felt to react
;
yet if w'e go on to say that if the motion

is still more violent, the atmosphere will re.sist like a

solid, against which the fan, if made of iron, would

break in pieces, this may seem to some an unexpected

property of the ' nimble ' air through which we move
daily. Yet this is the case, and if the motion is only

so quick that the air cannot get out of the way, a

bodv hurled against it will rise in temperature like a

shot striking an armor-plate. It is all a question of

speed, and that of the meteorite is known to be im-

mense. One has been seen to fly over this country

from the Mississippi to the Atlantic in an inapprecia-

bly short time, proljably in lessthan two minutes; and

though at a presumable height of over fifty miles,

the velocity with which it shot by gave every one the

impression that it went just above his head, and some
witnesses of the unexpected apparition looked the

next day to see if it had struck their chimneys. The

heat developed by arrested motion in the case of amass

of iron moving twenty miles a second can be calcu-

lated, and is found to be much more than enough, not

only to melt it, but to turn it into vapor; though
• what probably does happen is, according to Professor

Newton, that the melted surface-portions are wiped

away by the pressure of the air and volatilized to form

the luminous train, the interior remaining cold, until

the difference of temperature cauSes a fracture, when
the stone breaks and pieces fall—some of them at red-

hot heat, some of them, possibly, at the temperature
of outer space, or far below that of freezing mercury.

" Where do the.se stones come from ? What made
them ? The answer is not yet complete, but if a part

of the riddle is already yielding to patience, it is

worthy of note, as an instance of the connection of
the .sciences, that the first help to the solution of this

astronomical enigma came from the chemistsand the
geologists."

VULGAR ANECDOTES.
IF a young man has had his education among low
associations, unless he has great care, the things he
has heard and learned in such places will cling to

him and follow him all his days: he may come to

occupy a high position, but unless he is so thorovghly

changed that he loathes the things that he once loved,

and unless he is watchful against his be.setments, he
will from time to time find him.«elf indulging in the
same evil propensity to which he was formerly ad-

dicted. Thus it has sometimes come to pass that

persons in very high po.sitions, who ought to be ex-

amples to those around them, have forgotten the in-

junction, "Let no corrupt communication proceed
out of your mouth," and have defiled the memories
of others with things which could do no good, but
which might do much harm.

It is related that General Grant was once sitting

in his tent with officers around him, when a general
came in in much glee and said.

"I have a good story to tell; there are no ladies

present, I believe."

"No," said General Grant, "hniVa^re are gentlemen

present."

The man's countenance fell; the good story was
never told. Some Christians could learn a good les-

son from the great commander's remark. They
might learn a still better lesson from the great

Apostle's words—"Let no rotten communication pro-

ceed out of your mouth."

—

The Christian.

OUR WARBLER.
IN writing this article, I do so, not with the inten-

tion of giving something strictly scientific, but with
the hope of awakening in the mind of the reader an
interest in the various forms of bird life that sur-

round him, and which, could he once see clearly,

would always hold a prominent place in his memory.
To accomplish this, then, I have cho.sen this family

of birds as my subject, and having set forth a few of
its hand.somer members as an introduction to the
whole, leave it with the interested to pursue his in-

vestigations, which, if he does, my aim will have
been accomplished.

This family of birds, although composed of many
of our smaller .songsters, unquestionably contains the

hand.somest specimens of the North American ava
fauna.

What casual observer of nature, in passing through
the woods in spring time, has not noticed numerous
brightly-colored little forms flitting about through
the bushes and tree-tops, and heard a constant faint
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cbippering, that evidently came from somewhere,

but apparently nowhere; he niiglit have wondered

what these were, and from wlienco these notes pro-

ceeded, without once realizinj; that he was in the

presence of some of the most exquisitely colored

creatures of the feathered kingdom.

They do not fiequent tlic woods alone, but often

stray into the cities and into our yards and parks,

where, although they are not seen by the " man of

the world," they are at once espied by the passing

naturalist, and welcomed by bim with gladness.

I remember one spring of passing down a noisy,

dusty street of one of our large cities, and on coming

to a few sickly-looking elm trees naturally cast my
eyes toward their tops and instantly paused, for there

in the midst of the noise and turmoil, was a single

specimen of the black-throated green warbler (Dcn-

droica vireiis), a bird tliat I had long sought for in

vain. It carried me back to the previous spring,

when I had been almost constantly in the field ; and

as I watched the little bird, I wondered how it was

that men could be so wrapped up in this world as to

be insensible to the presence of the many beautiful

forms in nature that surround them, and are in-

tended to cheer them on their path through life.

To become acquainted with these beautiful little

creatures, one should go into the woods about the first

of May, and search them diligently—not only the

woods, but the swamps and overgrown pasture lands,

each of which places will be found to contain its own
particular set of birds.

You who have access to the country, arise some
morning briglitand early, take a small gun with you,

and go to some patch of liemlocks that you may have

noticed within a short distance, and which looked so

dreary and uninviting. Seat yourself on a log, and
remain quiet for an hour or two ; my word for it, if

you have never observed bird life before, you will

see more beauty in those two short hours than you
ever dreamed could exist in the wild woods; for

here you will find the parula warbler {Cnmpsothlypis

americana—that matchless combination of blue, yel-

low, and old gold) flitting about as numerous as the

sparrows in the noisy streets, uttering their sweet,

quaint little warble, and hard at work catching the in-

sects that are just starting out on their day's journey.

Turn your attention upward now to the tops of

the trees, and try to find the source of that silvery

little song that now and then breaks in upon your

ears. You may search and search, and almost dislo-

cate your neck in the attempt to discover the author

of it, and yet not succeed ; but have patience. Sud-

denly what appears to be a small ball of fire darts

out from the branches of a tall hemlock, seizes an in-

sect, and is back ajrain in a trice ; but you have got

trace of him at last, and by moving a little can ob-

tain a good view of him at work, as he moves here

and there among the branches, gleaning his morn-
ing's meal. He is so high up that you cannot see

him clearly, so resort to your gun. At the report he

comes down, whirling over and over, and as you pick

him up you cannot help exclaiming, '• How beautiful

!

how exquisite !
" and beautiful he certainly is, and

well worth the trouble you have taken to secure him,

for you have before you a specimen of the Blackburn-
ian warbler (Dendroica hlackburnix), one of the hand-
somest of the family. His back is black, but his

throat is the color of flame. One would think that

such a one would be named afler the gods, but no,

he was destined to boar the name of a discoverer

—

Blackburn; hence the name, and surely with his

fiery throat it is an appropriate one.

Turn your attention to another part of the woods
now, where the trees are less thick, and where there
is considerable underbrush ; here, if you are still, you
will see the hooded warbler [Sijlvania milrata), a bird

whose colors are .so brilliant as to attract your atten-

tion at once. Such a tasty arrangement of black and
yellow I have never seen equaled, and as you examine
a specimen in your hand the thought comes to you, as

it often has to me on similar occasions, Why will

men doubt the truth of the existence of an Almighty
power, when such evidences as these are continually

confirming it.

While lost in such thoughts as these, a sharp chirp
is uttered close beside you, and you look up to see a
bird about the size of the last named, but of a clear

golden yellow, with a bluish ash color on the back
and wings; it is the prothonotary or carbonated war-
bler {Prolonotaria cUrea), a species rare in most local-

ities and unknown to some, and consequently much
sought after by collectors, and classed among the
golden swamp warblers.

Another busy little songster is the Maryland yel-

low-throat {Geolhlypis Irichas). You will find him in

the bushes and swampy thickets, where his loud song
will at once force itself to your notice ; but although

you may desire a specimen, you will have to search
carefully for them, as they are exceedingly shy, and
no sooner are they aware that you are desirous of see-

ing them than they at once become silent and cautious

in their movements ; and it is only with careful man-
oeuvring that you can obtain a glimpse of him, and
then only for a moment, as he peers out at you from
.some bunch of grass or from behind some stump, and
is instantly off to safer quarters. I have had them
skulk through the grass a few feet in advance of me
for quite a distance without once catching sight of

them, following them only as I would hear some slight,

rustling, and then for a time losing track of them,
would suddenly hear them back in the same place

they started from. They are a handsome bird, al-

though plainly dressed, the ashy line over the fore-

head being the most prominent marking.

One of the hand.somest birds, and also one of the

rarest, is the cerulean or blue warbler {Dendroica

aerulca], and if you are interested in birds, as I hope
you are, go to some woods in which grow either elm,
linden, or sugar maple, and there you will find them
in considerable numbers. They are a beautiful bird,

with their mantle of blue, white breast, and blue

ring around the throat ; but you will have to search

the tops of the taller trees for them, as they seldom
come low enough to be clo.sely observed. You will

find them fully as interesting as the preceding birds,

and that they illustrate a fact in regard to many
species known only to a few, and that is thedifl'erence

in plumage between the males and the females. You
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have undoubtedly noticed that all you have seen are

alike, but has it ever occurred to you that these were

all males, and that the females are an entirely differ-

ent looking bird, which, on account of their plain

colors, were very hard to discover? Yet it is a fact,

and a wise provision of the Almighty, that provides

for the safety of the nests and eggs, which would be

more easily discovered were they of the same color

as their mates.

Who, then, can say that nature has no charms, or

that he who spends his time in studying her is a

fool ?

But come with me, you who are not wearied, and

take a peep into a Florida swamp at the time when
spring migration commences, and see for yourselves

a dozen different species in sight at once, and hun-
dreds and hundreds of them within a radius of a

quarter of a mile. Look on all thee brilliant colors

flitting about, and see if you do not agree with me
when I say that this is the most beautiful of all the

femilies, and that the study of them is well worth

the time and trouble it takes to bunt them out.—E.

M. H.\SBK0UCK .in Scieidific A'merican.

THE TELESCOPE FOR THE LICK OBSERV-
ATORY.

THE crown and flint glasses of the great objective of

the Lick Observatory have arrived safely at the sum-
mit of Mount Hamilton. The boxes containing the

gla.sses were taken to the south room of the observa-

tory, where a fire had been started hours before to

produce the proper temperature.

When the covers of the boxes were removed, it

was found that the glasses had not moveii out of

place in the slightest degree. The wrappings of cot-

ton flannel, forty yards to each glass, were then care-

fully cut away, and the glasses brushed and wiped
with the utmost delicacy by Mr. Frazer, in accord-

ance with instructions given him by Alvan Clark.

This done, the glasses, set on edge on steel rollers,

were put in a cast iron cell inlaid w'ith silver, with a

space of six and a half inches between them. This

space has eight oval houses for cleaning and ventila-

tion.

The next move was to transport the cell, with its

valuable attachment, weighing altogether 600 pounds,

to the vault in the north room under the pier which
supports the twelve inch equatorial. Here every pre-

caution had been taken to prevent moisture, and
here the glasses will remain until the time comes Jor

mounting them. Investigation shows that neither

the flint nor the crown glass had been injured at all.

Each was in as good a condition as when it left the

hands of the Clarks. Captain Floyd thinks that the

observatory will be ready to be turned over to the

trustees of the university by the 1st of September.

—

San Francisco Chronicle.

MEMORIAL AGAINST TOBACCO.
AT a meeting of the Committee on Temperance and
Intoxicating Beverages of Philadelphia Quarterly

Meeting, the following memorial was approved and
directed to he forwarded to the General Committee
of the Yearly Meeting for its action

:

"To the Senate and House of Representatives of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, in General As-
sembly met :

—

" Your Memorialists, the Committee on Temper-
ance and Intoxicating Beverages of Philadelphia
Quarterly fleeting of Friends, (which body consists
of over three thousand members), respectfully repre-

sent that it is the conviction of the most intelligent

portion of the community, including a large majority
of the medical profession, that the u.se of tobacco by
young persons is always injurious to their physical
an<l mental powers ;^stunting the growth, by inter-

fering with the function of nutrition ; impairing the
healthy action of the nervous system ;3injuring the
vision ;^roducing serious and sometimes fatal dis-

eases of the heart; ^weakening the memory; and
diminishing the power of continued physical and
mental application ;'! thus affecting the moral condi-
tion, and^tending to create a desire for intoxicating
drinks.

"Wo therefore, respectfully, but earnestly, ask
you to enact a law similar to those laws in existence
in Mas.sachusetts, New Jersey, and other States, mak-
ing it a penal offence to sell tobacco in any form to

minors, and that you affix to this sale .such penalties

as shall secure the end desired."

Read in and approved by the Committee on Tem-
perance and Intoxicating Beverages of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting of Friends, held at Race street, Phila-
delphia, First month loth, 1887, and returned to the
Philadelphia Branch for further care and action.

J.4.AIE5 II. Atkin.son, 1 /-„ ,

Caroline S.AVooD, I
*^'^'"'^«-

At a meeting of the Committee on Temperance
and Intoxicating Beverages of Philadelphia Quarter-
ly Meeting of Friends, held at Race street Meeting-
house, First month 24th, 1887, the clerk was- directed

to send copies of the within Memorial to each of the
Quarterly Meetings' Committees in the State.

Heney T. Child, Clerk.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
— Ill a pul)lislie(I letter, John G. VVhittier eaj'S :

" My
attention has been called to an article in the June number
of the ientury, in which the writer, referring to the poem
on Barbara Frietchie, say.?, ' The .story will perhajis live, as

Whittier has boasted.' Those who know me will bear wit-

ness that I am not in the habit of boasting of anything
whatever, least of all of congratulating myself upon a

doubtful statement outliving the possibility of correction.

1 certainly made no 'boast' of the kind imputed to me.
The poem of Barliara Frietchie ' was written in good faith.

The story was no invention of mine. It tame to me from
sources which I regarded as entirely reliable. It had been

published in newspapers, and had gained public credence

in Washington and Maryland before my poem was written.

I had no reason to doubt its accuracy then, and I am still

constrained to believe that it had foundation in fact. If I

thought otherwise, I should not hesitate to esjiress it. I

have no pride of authorship to interfere with my allegiance

to truth."'

—Abby Kelly Foster, widow of Stephen S. Foster, the

anti-slavery agitator, died in Worcester, Mass., on the 13th

inst. She was born at Pelham, Mass., January 15th, 1811.

I-Ier pare ii were descendants of Irish Quakers, and she
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w»s ednoated at n Friends' school, and became a teacher.

At the ago of twenty-six she resigned her position as a

teaoher, and stnrted out as an anti-slavery lecturer, being

among the first women to address mixed audiences in

favor of abolition. She spoke several times in Connecticut,

where she suflered many indignities. In 1815 she mar-

ried Stephen S. Foster in Pennsylvania, and was in full

accord with his advanced opinions, speaking with him for

many years. Mrs. Foster took an active interest in womiin

suflVage as early as lt*50, and also became a pronounced

Prohibitionist. Her advocacy of these causes was bold and

aggressive. lu private life she was amiable and uua.ssum-

ing. Her last work was the preparation of material for a

biographical sketch of her husband. She has led a quiet

life during recent years.—X K. Evening Post.

—Prof. Edward Livingston Youmans, the distinguished

writer and lecturer on scientific subjects, died at his home

in New York on the l-lth iust. He established the Popular

Science Monlhly in 1S72, and has since been its editor, as-

sisted in recent years by his younger brother, William J.

Y'oumans. He was more instrumental, it is said, than all

other men put together in introducing and promoting the

circulation in this country of Herbert Spencer's works,

which he edited. In this way he was also a powerful

agent in bringing Spencer before the British public, that

writer's fame having begun in the United States. Prof.

Youmans was a personal friend of Mr. Spencer, and was

well known to scientific men in all parts of Europe. He
projected in 1871 the "International Scientific Series," ar-

ranging for the publication of the works in New York,

London, Paris, and Leipsic, with a subsequent extension of

the system to Milan and St. Petersburg. The authors, by

this arrangement, are paid from the sales in all countries.

The plan has been very successful, and fifty-seven volumes

have now been issued in the series.

Prof. Youmans was a very faithful and conscientious

worker, and had a love of science for its own sake which

led him to give all possible assistance to any one engaged

in scientific research, without claiming any reward or

credit for himself. In this respect he was singularly un-

selfish. He was a man of marked individuality, and was

notably animated in conversation upon all subjects that

interested him.

—

N. Y. Evening Post.

The fading, fiiUing leaf reininJs us of the muta-

bility of earthly things. It is an admonition to make
preparation for that season when, like the leaves, we
too may pass away. B. W. S.

CUBRENT EVENTS.
Anxiety over the danger of war has rather increased

than diminished in Europe, notwithstanding assurances

from some quarters that peace will be maintained. In

Germany, Prince Bismarck continues his demand upon the

legislative bodies for grants of money for war purposes,

covering seven years at a time, and in France, war pre-

parations go ou rapidly. Unless these movements are

checked in some way a collision must be inevitable.

An important measure, the " Inter-State Commerce
Bill," regulating the freight charges on the principal rail-

roads of the country, passed Congress finally on the 21st

inst., and at this writiug is in the hands of the President

for signature. It is a very important measure and its op-

eration is regarded with much interest and an.xiety by the

railroads.

In the U. S. Senate, on the 24th, a very important bill

was passed almost unanimously, (46 to 1), authorizing the

President of the United States "to protect and defend the

rights of American fishing vessels, American fishermen,

American trading and other vessels, in certain cases." This
was introduced originally by Senator Edmuds, of Vermont,
and is intended as retaliation for the alleged harsh treat-

ment of American fishing vessels in Canadian ports. It

authorizes the President at his discretion to forbid the im-
portation of any Canadian fish into the markets of this

country.

London, Jan, 24.—The Dail;/ News professes to know
that there is extreme danger of war. It says tlie Uovcrn-
ment is alarmed on account of its having heard that Ger-
many is likely within a few days to ask France to explain

the meaning of the French military movements on the

frontier.

In New York city, during last week, there were re-

ported 18 cases of small-pox, with two deaths, against 6

cases and 1 death last week : 128 cases of diphtheria and
49 deaths, against 111 cases and 41 deaths last week ; 651

cases of measles and 63 deaths, against 641 cases and 72

deaths.

THe State Department has received despatches from
Buenos Ayres saying that the deaths from Asiatic cholera

in that city in November last vpere ninety-three, and that

business is virtually suspended there. The death-rate iu

Eosario has sometimes reached fifty per day.

Henky M. Stanley, the African explorer, left London
on the 21st inst., for Africa, ou an expedition of relief to

Emin Bey, a white man who has organized a civilized gov-
ernment on the Upper Nile, but who is threatened with
annihilation by the surrounding hostile tribes.

The Commissioners of the local government of the

District of Columbia, (Washington), are charged by the W.
C. T. U., in a memorial to Congress, presented on the 21st.

with "permitting and protecting gambling halls, pool

rooms, and drinking establishments, as well as dens of

vice." Numerous details are given in support of the

charges.

NOTICES.
'V* First day next, 30th inst., 3 P. M., is " Friends' day "

at the Home for Aged Colored Persons, Belmont and
Girard Avenues. Friends are particularly invited.

V" Circular meeting at Concord, Pa., Second month 6th,
at 3 P. M.

V'" Blue River First-day School Union at Benjamiuville,
111., Sixth day evening. Second month 26th.

V Quarterly Meetings in Second month will occur as
follows

:

1. Concord, West Chester, Pa.

, 2. Purchase, Purchase, N. Y.
" 2. Farmington, Macedon, N. Y.

7. Nine Partners, Nine Partners, N. Y.
8. Philadelphia, Race St., Pa.

10. Abington, Abington, Pa.
11. Stanford, Crum Elbow, N. Y.
12. Miami, Wayuesville, O.
12. Salem, Salem, O.

12. Pelham H. Y. M., Lobo, Ont.
16. Easton and Saratoga, Easton, N. Y.
17. Shrewsbury and Bahway, Plainfield, N. J.
19. Short Creek, Mount Pleasant, O.
21. Centre, Bald E.agle, Pa.
21. Duanesburg, Albany, N. Y.
23. Stillwater, Plainfield, O.
24. Bucks, Wrightstown, Pa.
26. Blue Kiver, Benjaminville, 111.

2,S. Warrington, Monallen, Pa.
28. Canada H. Y. M., Bloomfield, Out.
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A PBAYEB.
O Thou, whose smile is love !

Send Thy resplendent blessing from above
;

Lst the deep radiance on our hearts descend,

Till clustered in its holy light our strong emotions blend.

O Thou, whose voice is Truth?

Speak in Thy mercy to the soul of Youth

;

Let the celestial music charm the ear

And bid it still, 'in danger's hour, thy lightest whisper

hear.

Whose breath is Purity !

Breathe on our waiting spirits till they lie

Unshadowed in its calm and holy light.

Then, in their depths one glorious name—Thine own, O
Father ! write.

Truth, Purity and Love !

Come to us, emblems of the Heaven-taught Dove !

Work for our spirit's pinions like the bird.

And rise with them till, sweet in heaven, your seraph

song is heard. —Selected,

ANSWERS TO A CORBESPONDENT'S QUES-
TIONS, BY S. P. GARDNER.

[The following replies by our friend Sunderland P.

Gardner, to queries submitted him by a correspondent in

relation to several vital subjects of religious thought, will

doubtless be interesting to our readers as expressions of the

views of an experienced and venerable laborer in our vine-

yard.—Eds. iNTELLIGEXCER AND JODENAI,.]

Esteemed Friend :—Thy letter of inquiry is at hand,

and at my first leisure I endeavor to answer, accord-

ing to my understanding of the subjects referred to.

First. "Do you think a man can live as perfect a

life in this world as Christ did while on earth?"

Answer. "Christ is the power of God and the wis-

dom of God," says the apostle; but the term Christ

being so often used for Jesus, I suppose thou refers

to the outward—-the instrument Jesus. I believe it

is possible for a man to do what is required of him.

Matt. 5:48. And to make my views more clearly

understood, I will use the name Jesus—the son of

Mary—as distinguished from "Christ the Spirit."

We have a history of the beginning of the life of

Jesus; we have no knowledge of the beginning or

ending of "the power and wisdom of God." Jesus

came into the world and subsisted as do other chil-

dren—and "grew in stature and in favor with God
and man," " was made in all things like unto his

brethren" and "tempted in all points like unto his

brethren." And where was his power above com-
mon humanity? He was humble and obedient. He
said: "Of myself I can do nothing." Knowing him-

self to be in the same condition of dependence upon
a higher Power as is man generally, "he learned

obedience by the things which he suffered," and
"was made perfect through sutTering." Thus it was
by taking up the cross, (resisting evil), and living a

life of righteousness that he gained a victory over the

world and became perfect. The same way is open to

others, and if they are as faithful as he they will with

him become the sons and daughters of God, being

led by the Spirit of God, consequently "joint heirs

with Jesus Christ."

Jesus said in his teaching, "Be ye therefore per-

fect even as your Father in Heaven is perfect." If

men can become as perfect in their sphere of being

as is God in His, I think we may infer that they may
live as perfect lives in this world as did Jesus, while

on earth.

2d. "What is the meaning of Hebrews, 11:5,

where it says ' Enoch was translated that he should

not see death?'"
Answer. Let us go back to the original account.

Gen., 5:29. "Enoch walked with God and was not,

for God took him."

"Was not" and "is not" are common expressions

in Scripture to indicate death; Jacob said "Joseph is

not," in speaking of the suppo.sed death of his son.

Hence 1 see nothing in the text to justify the writer

in Hebrews, or ourselves, in supposing Enoch passed

from this life in any other manner than by death
;

" as it is appointed unto all men once to die." " Flesh

and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God."

There is nothing in the original text about transla-

tion, and all I can see is, that he " walked with God,"

as all good must do, and God took him from this

present life in His own good time; when, as to this

world, he ceased to be—or " was not."

3rd. " Do you think there was war in heaven,

other than what took place in certain conditions in

this world?
Ansvjer. Thou hast almost answered the ques-

tion. I understand it to mean a conflict between

truth and error. Michael represents truth, goodness,

love; the dragon represents the opposite—tyranny
against freedom—hatred against love—error against

truth. These antagonistic principles are ever at war
with each other. This war seems to have com-
menced with human history ;—see Cain against Abel

;
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notice tlie prrsccutions of the past; notice to-day the

conflict between truth iind eiror in tlie various forms

of action, in moral, scientilic and relitiious matters.

All these struggles have left their mark for evil or

for good.

The Jews killed Jesus because he told them truth

antagonistic to their own views; Michael Servetus

was burned because he diflered from Calvin in a mat-

ter of opinion ; ihe outward church has cruelly slain

its thousands for the same cause. The Calvinists of

New England persecuted the Quakers and Baptists

at one time, (happily long past), and the agonies that

have been borne for conscience' sake or for opinion's

sake, the agonies caused by ignorance, resulting in

egotism, selfishness, tyranny, could not be borne even

in imagination to-day.

This war is also carried on in each individual

soul, and where Michael (Truth) prevails, all the

cardinal virtues, the fruits of the spirit, take posses-

sion of the heart; love, joy, peace, long-sufl'ering,

gentlencs.s, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance,

against which there is no law. "And they that

are Christ's have crucified the flesh with the afiec-

tions and lusts," Then "perfect love casteth out all

fear," and the power of the dragon is broken.

4th. " The resurrection of (Jesus) Christ, men-
tioned in John, Chapter 22nd. Do you think his

body, flesh and blood, entered the kingdom of Heav-

en?"
Answer. The outward bodily resurrection of Jesus

is a subject to which I have never felt it my duty to

refer in the public ministry, nor has it been revealed

to me by divine truth or by experience that a belief

concerning it, one way or the other, will materially

affect mankind. But there is a resurrection of
" Christ the Spirit," (w hich spirit Jesus frequently

personified as the power that anointed him for his

mission), which I can understand, because it may be

realized by experience. Carefully read Romans 6th

chapter. Paul also says, " Except Christ be raised,

our preaching is vain, and your faith is also vain."

Study the 8th chapter of Romans. Paul also taught

that " Christ within is the hope of glory." When
we choose to be led by the Spirit of Christ, the in-

ward teaching of the Spirit of Truth, Christ, having

the dominion, will draw us from a lower to a higher

condition ; thus every soul that obeys him is raised

or drawn unto him.
Again: "Except Christ be raised, ye are yet in

your sins." Thou sees that if this referred to the

bodily resurrection of Jesus, it indicates that all men
are by that circumstance freed from their sins, which
I think no man will venture to assert; but if it

means the raising into dominion of Christ in the soul

of man, the matter is easily understood by those who
have experienced the " new birth."

Regarding the second part of the Query—" Do
you think his body, flesh and blood, entered into the

kingdom of Heaven ? " see I. Cor. 15 ; 50. Now turn

to John, 20 ; 17, and read, " I ascend unto my Father,

and your Father; and to my God and your God."
Deeply solemn is all the narrative connected with

this passage, but to my mind, highly .spiritual,—and
the circumstances seem to show that not a gross ma-

terial, but a spiritual body was what appeared to the
disciples. ]5ut let us refer to Jesus' own words in

regard to the flesh and blood. See the (ith chapter
of John, verses 82 to GO inclusive, and carefully con-
sider the words which he spake unto the Jews, and
aKso to his disciples. Thou can see how he personi-

fied the princijilfs, or "bread of life," and it was
clearly this principle to which he always referred,

and not to the physical flesh and blood. See ver.'e

(>;! :
" It is the spirit that quickcnplh, Ihe flesh profit-

eth nothing; the words that I speak unto you they
are spirit and they are life." And in the Goth verse

he utters the imi)orlant truth :
" No man can come

unto me except it were given unto him of my Fath-

er." Forty-fourth verse : No man can come to me,
except the Father which hath sent me, draw him

;

and I will raise him up at the last day." Forty-fifth :

" And they shall be all taught of God. Every man
therefore that hath heard, and hath learned of the

Father, cometh unto me." Thus the whole work of

belief and salvation is made easy to understand. It

is only another form of saying, as a pure prophet of

God could say :
" The principles I teach are the truths

of God, they are living and essential truths, necessa-

ry for the well-being of mankind. Believing them,
and thus from the heart obeying them, will purify

your errors and strengthen you in the life of Christ

—or anoint you with the power of truth—thus ena-

bling you to go on unto perfection. Come unto me,
and I will give you life. I being a pure instrument

devoted to and made use of by the Father, receiving

the words of life immediately from him, stand before

you and deliver them to you for your instruction.

If you will humble yourselves before God as must all

who would be his children ; and will listen to the

wdrds given me to say unto you, you will know- his

will, and he will give you grace by the which ye
shall know whether I speak of myself as a man, or

speak to you that which the Father commandeth me
to say."

By searching the Scriptures we find that God sent

His messengers to man, sometimes by means of hu-

man instruments and sometimes by means of direct

impressions on the soul concerned ; but in all cases

man has been required to humble himself before God

,

giving up the command of self into the hand of his

Heavenly Father, even as a child must submit himself

to the superior wisdom of his parents that he maj' be
led by them and protected by their love. In this

condition he will be taught of God ; and in the days
of Jesus all those who brought themselves into this

teachable state, could and did understand him as he
was, and thus came out his true followers. The only

wall between the Jews and the truth was their want
of true humility. They were egotistic and proud, but
supposed themselves " wise and prudent ;" they did

not feel, nor desire to feel like "babes in Christ."

This same wall still stands between the sinner and
his God. 53d verse :

" Except ye eat the flesh of the

son of man and drink his blood, ye have no life in

you." 54th: "Who eateth my flesh and drinketh

my blood hath eternal life, and I will raise him up at

the last day." This indeed was a hard saying to men
who were not in a condition to be taught of God—^yet
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all was made clear in the four following verses. No t

after that animal manner of eating to satisfy t he

animal spirit,—"not as your fathers ate manna and

are dead,"—but in the same manner "as I live by the

Father, so he that eateth me shall live by me." That

is, he that partaketh spiritually of the truth and im-

bibes the life (blood) of the spirit, shall live and not

taste death. " This is the bread" (spiritual life and

wisdom), "which came down from Heaven." 63d

verse: "It is the spirit that quickeneth ; the flesh

profiteth nothing ; the words that I speak unto you,

they are spirit and they are life." (They are from

the spirit of truth and in the life.)

At one time Jesus spoke thus to the Father,—and

it seemed to be in answer to some revelation to him-

self: " I thank Thee, Father, Lord of Heaven and

earth, becau.se thou hast hid these things from the

wise and prudent and hast revealed them unto babes

;

even so Father ; for so it seemed good in Thy sight."

Seethe justice, harmony, and beauty of the law of

God in this. Though the rich and mighty ones of the

world have often crushed the weak and the poor by

their power as tyrants, they cannot take God's king-

dom into their hanrls. He will rule His own, calling

all souls, whether His people or their foes, to an exact

and just account, and those who are humble before

him, seeing and obeying him as their Father and God,

have all things necessary for their good revealed to

them,—all necessary consolation and strength given

unto them,—and at last receive, as Paul did, the

crown of righteousness (Tim., 4; 8.), which good

things,—yea incomparably good things,—cannot be

wrested from them.
Only in this humble condition could the Jews have

seen, and only in this teachable condition can we see,

the truth as it was in Jesus. He made it quite plain

that he used the terms flesh and blood only as a figure

for the substance and life of the Spirit; and thus it

seems mo.st reasonable to suppose that only the

spiritual body could have entered Heaven.

5th. " Do you think it right to take Sunday as a

day to visit ?"

Answer. The right or wrong of it, I think, de-

pends upon a conscientious e.stimate of the day, (Col.

2: 16.) If any believe it to be a divinely appointed

day, especially sacred to the Lord, into which no

worldly cares are to intrude, such could not conscien-

tiously make social or business visits on that day
;

but those who consider it sjmply designed for a day

of rest, sacred only for the purpose of physical re-

cuperation, will probably visit; only let such be care-

ful that their visits do not intrude on those who do

consider it their duty to honor the Sabbath day as

holy unto the Lord.' SeeNeh. 9;14: Ex. 20 ; 8.

Read the 19th chapter of Leviticus ; and though it be

contained in the Jewish law, it was the Lord who
gave the conditions ; and in order to realize the value

of them to humanity, whether Jews or others, in the

olden time or now, imagine the spirit of them, one

and all, to be swept from the world. It is claimed by

many that the seventh day of the week, according to

'Or who may be wearied out with the labors of the week past,

and sorely need the rest allotted in wisdom for that amount of

time.

our manner of counting time, is the one designated

by the Almighty as holy, but I see no reason to think
otherwise than that it was the seventh part of time,

taken by days, designed for physical rest and special

spiritual improvement, which would be the conse-

quence of laying aside worldly cares, no matter how
proper in themselves. Yet Jesus made it clear that a
necessary act for the benefit of the suffering is lawful

on the Sabbath-day. It seems to me that the Divine

authority for a Sabbath is proved by human necessity.

The modern arratigement of taking the first day of

the week, according to the convenience and decree of

an ancient Emperor who had been converted from
sun worship, has no authority in it except it be that

the christian world is agreed in it; and one seventh

part being as good as another seventh part of the

week for the purpose designed, I see no incongruity,

but rather a benefit, for all to agree and thus accom-
modate all.

6th. " Do you believe portions of the Scriptures

are inspired?"

I believe that portions of the Bible were written

by inspired men. I belive that " there is a spirit in

man and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth him
understanding." If the instrument is pure as Jesus

was, the inspiration or God will be active in that

spirit, and his will and wisdom will be made known
to those to whom the instrument or servant is sent,

just as clearly as it was in ancient times when the

prophets of God spake to the people.

7th. "If Adam had not sinned, would there ever

have been any sin in the world?"

Answer. That would have depended upon the
choice of Adam's successors. If they all lived right-

eous lives as did Abel, there would have been no sin.

Adam's sin entailed no disadvantage upon his poster-

ity other than by the strength of example; each in-

dividual being responsible only for what he is en-

trusted with. Read Ezekiel, 18 ; 20. Jesus said,

" Suffer little children to come unto me and forbid

them not, for of such is the kingdom of heaven."

These Scripture declarations plainly contradict the

doctrine that men are affected by Adam's sin. Sin

came only by a wrong use of that which of itself is

good; it originates onlj' where such wrong use is

made, therefore it is original in every soul that sins.

8th. " Do you think murderers, and those who
live a life of sin, and those who live a perfect life will

be together after death ?
"

Answer. The two conditions are incompatible,

and can have no more unity with each other than

can flre and water. " Righteousness hath no fellow-

ship with unrighteousness, neither hath light any
communication with darkness ; Christ hath no con-

cord with evil, neither hath the believer any part

with the infidel." These adverse conditions cannot

unite and harmonize anywhere.

9th. " Do you think there will be a general judg-

ment day, when all will be judged, or will each one

be judged immediately after death ?
"

Answer. Wherever there is a rational soul, there

is set a present seat of judgment ; and where the gos-

pel of Christ is preached, (wliichisin thesoul of man,

for nothing else can receive it), it is accompanied by
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a consciousness of right and wrong. I look upon this

fact lis one of the oertnin evidences given to nuin of

the presence and Fatherly care of the Supreme Be-

ing. If we bring our thoughts and motives to this

bar of truth in our own soul."*, ami regulate our lives

accordingly, we need have no concern for any other

judgment. If we are true to our highest interests we
shall most carefully attend to this point, and will

thus be enabled to i|uickly feel the condemnation or

approval of the " judge of the quick and dead ;
" llius

being enabled to walk without sMnubling in the path

appointed for us by his wisdom. See Rev. 14;G-7

verses. There are some passages in the Scriptures

that seem to indicate an especial time of " general

judgment," but such a matter can neillier help nor

hinder us, as our probation and our fate seem linked

together by Almighty decree ;. and this is as it should

be. The future, together with "The secret things

belong unto the Lord our God: but those things

which are revealed belong unto us and to our chil-

dren forever, that we may do all the words of this

law." I have received no impression or word con-

cerning the " great day of judgment " other than I

get from the Scriptures. I have views of my own,

but as they are only my own, without Divine in-

struction, I feel no liberty to send them abroad.

I have tried to make plain to thee what I think

has been made plain to me. And hoping it may
prove some comfort and no hindrance to thee, I re-

main thy assured friend,

Sunderland P. Gardner.

TjSE fundamental PRINCIPLE OF
QUAKERISM.

[We make the following extracts from R. P. Hallowell's

new volume, " The Pioneer Quakers," a notice of which

was given a week ago.—Ens.]

HE learned that the Divine law is written in the

hearts of men, and that to read it aright we must
listen to the voice of God in our own souls. This

voice of God, or divine revelation, if faithfully heeded,

is, he believed, an all-sufficient guide in spiritual mat-

ters. He called it the " Inward Light," and, refer-

ring to his public mission, says, " I was commissioned

to turn people to that ' Inward Light,' even that Di-

vine Spirit which would lead men to all truth."

Herein he announces the fundamental principle of

Quakerism,—the Inward Light of the Quaker. Do
you ask us to explain it? We may do so when we
are able to explain the universe, the existence of God.

Until then it will remain inexplicable. Do you ask

us if weare conscious of its power over our own souls?

We affirm it as we affirm our own existence, and you
affirm it as often as you affirm a consciousness of that

part of your nature which is spiritual. What does

prayer—not beggary, but devout, silent prayer to

God—import, if not reverential communion? I ap-

peal to each one of you to search your own heart de-

voutly, and report, if you can, that though in the ex-

ternal world you find constantly renewing manifesta-

tions of Divine Intelligence, your own soul has never

been penetrated and illumined by it.

The radical difference between Quakers and other

Christian sects in regard to inspiration lies in the

fact, tliat, while others limit Divine revelation to the
writers of the Old and New Testaments, the Quakers
claim that it is the gift of Jehovah to all men who
will accept it; that the soul of man always was, and
continues to be, accessible to his Creator. When
Friends apply the term Father to the Supreme Intel-

ligence, they do not use it as a mere form of language
convenient for the expression of an abstract thought
or theological doctrine: with them. Fatherhood im-
plies childhood ; and the relation between Fatherand
child is an active, living, loving, intense reality. With
this conception ofourspiritual relations in our minds,
it may be less difficult for us to appreciate the Quaker
protest against an ordained ministry composed of
hired olhcials. Professors of science and literature,

and doctors of human law, Quakers believe, have
their legitimate place m the social compact ; but deal-

ers in religion, doctors of the higher law, usurp the
prerogatives of the Divine Teacher and Lawgiver.
Intellectual training alone cannot fit men to become
religious teachers. The Spirit of God must illumin-

ate their souls, and sanctify their lives. Ordination
by pope, bishop, or presbyter may make popes,

bishops, and clecgymen ; but only the Great Head of
the Church universal can commission men to preach
his word.

The principle of the Inward Light is the theolog-

ical basis of Quakerism ; and, in fact, it is the only

theological doctrine necessarily involved in Quaker
religion. Fox learned the Christian dogmas at his

pious mother's knee ; and his adherents, who were
recruited from the dissenting sects, brought with them
the prevailing orthodox belief in the divinity of Jesus
and his infallible authority. Though not anchored
by a creed, they, unlike some of us who have inher-

ited their love of liberty, accepted the Christian yoke
without question ; but, with great unanimity, they re-

jected the church dogmas of original sin, the resur-

rection of the body, water baptism, and the holy

Sabbath day. They believed in the inspiration of the

Bible, but held that " the letter killeth ; the Spirit

giveth life ; " and that, to interpret the written w ord,

men must be inspired by the Spirit that guided the

hands of those who wrote it. This is an all-impor-

tant reservation, for it involves the right of private

interpretation. Under God, Jesus was their Lord and
Master ; and, with unparalleled fidelity and superb

self-sacrifice, the Quakers regulated their relations to

their fellow-men by his precepts and commands.

From The Christian Register.

THE TRIUMPH OF THE SPIRITUAL.
TRUTH is best seen in life. Principles and state-

ments of truth may be misunderstood, but life has

too many sides exposed to view for any great mistake

to be made in judging of the principles which govern
a person's character. The frame adds much to the

beauty of the picture, and truth is most beautifully

seen in the frame of real life. Christianity itself first

lived and moved and had its being in Jesus, and thus

was a living personality before it became a system of

Christian truths; and religion has its most ennobling

powers illustrated in the every-day life of godly men
and women ; in the light of holy lives. No one can
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raise the coarse voice of atheism to assert that any-

thing is more beautiful, refining, and elevating than

pure religion.

The study of historical religions teaches us that

religion has ever had the same origin, the same pro-

cesses of growth, and the same beneficent influences

on manliind. The origin of religion seems to be

man's conscious dependence on God. That conscious

dependence is certainly an instinct, if not a faculty,

of man's nature,—an instinct which is as natural as

it is universal in mankind. There are many instincts

within us which are indestructible. An heroic deed
calls from us exclamations of admiration, however
sunken we may be in a selfishness which would pre-

vent us from doing that deed
Devotion to God asserts its supremacy over all the

low and mercenary views of life which we may have
sought to cultivate ; for when we see a pure and holy
life we instinctively admire it.

As reasonable beings we know that the expres-

sion of beauty in picture and statue did not spring

from the ground, but from a cultivated taste and a

skilled hand. So-holiness and purity are not caused

by ourselves, but by some great, spiritual cause out
of ourselves,—God. The most ignorant heathen
knows that truth is more lovely than falsehood, that

honesty is nobler than tlieft, that to worship a holy

God is more agreeable than to worship devils.

Where did he learn these truths ? Some say from
nature. But nature is a material thing, and how did

the material originate spiritual truths? Materialists,

atheists, and infidels can give U3 no satisfactory an-

swer to this question. There is no suflicient answer
but one ; and that is, God created man intellectually,

spiritually, and morally in his own image. Spiritual

forces are within us. making us joyous or sad, causing
us to love the good and to hate the evil, cheering us
with the hope of immortality or dragging us down to

the dark depths of eternal annihilation. The sensual
within us often overpowers the spiritual: and fre-

quently we need to be translated from sin to righte-

ousness, from pleasing ourselves to pleasing God,
from indiSerence to the welfare of humanity to love
for our fellow-men. . .

From the descriptions of Enoch's day, contained
in the Book of Genesis, we behold a contest between
evil and righteousness. The wicked were trium-

phant, the righteous were few and feeble. But, in the

order of development, the evil doers were said to be
swept away by the flood. A new and purer race

sprang from Noah. But soon a transition period

came. The worship of Jehovah, the one true and liv-

ing God, was corrupted and lost in a universal idola-

try
;
and Abraham was called from his native Chaldea

to found a pure spiritual religion. His family became
a nation ; and, just as they were about to sink into

Egyptian polytheism, they were commanded to

journey through the wilderness to the promised land
of Canaan, that they might establish the worship of
the one holy God amid the rocky clifis of Palestine.

But human nature repeated itself in Samaria and
Judea. The Jews again relapsed into idolatry, and
were carried into the galling bondage of the seventy
years of captivity, that from grievous suffering there

might come forth a pure religion of love to God and
love to man. After the captivity and until the coming
of Christ there was another transition, the period of

cold ritualism.

Enoch lived to please God. One would think that

he would have lived to please his neighbors, to be
popular, to make mouey, to be distinguished for some
quality of mind or body. In the language of Moses,

Enoch walked with God. The word " walk" denotes

progress. As long as one walks, he is making pro-

gress in some direction. Enoch's walk was a daily

advance in spiritual knowledge. Why do men fail

to please God? Because they do not seek spiritual

knowledge. Men are great admirers of the knowl-
edge of art, which pictures the beauty of life and the

loveliness of nature, of the knowledge of how to make
money, how to be great and distinguished. Indeed,

they seek all kinds of knowledge except the knowl-
edge which teaches them to search their own hearts

and to examine their own lives.

Before God and we can walk together, there must
be perfect harmony between us. No estrangement
should exist between God and a human soul. Our
Father in heaven and his children on earth should
live in perfect peace with each other. If they do not,

the cause must be in themselves, not in God. I am
not going to trouble myself with how the human
heart came to love self more than holiness. I know
it does. So do you know it. The practical question

with us is. How can we love and do the right? Froin

within spring the causes of evil and the sources of

holiness. A Christian is not a man improved by
civilization and refined by culture, but one changed
by a spiritual process called a new creation. He is

the creation of God, not the production of pope,

priest, or minister. God's creations,—how glorious

they are ! Indeed, there is a spontaneity upward in

all nature. Mountain and plain and valley, river and
lake and ocean, flower and plant and tree, all turn

their faces upward as to the countenance of a lovi ng
father. And why should not the soul of man look up
as naturally as plant or tree turns toward the sun?
The new creature is a natural product of God's love,

and the newness of the creation consists in a realizing

sense that God and man are one, united to each other

by the eternal laws of love and holiness. It is a union
of faith, in which our minds, seeing the beauty of

truth, the beauty of holiness, and the beauty of virtue,

accept the principles of Jesus as the rule of our hearts

and lives.

The figurative expression walking with God im-
plies a perpetual sense of God's presence. Our ideas

of God shape our lives. If one's idea of God is that

he is a dreadful tyrant, there can be nothing in the

heart but slavish fear. If our idea of God is that he

is an affectionate father, there will be nothing in the

heart but a i>ure desire to do those things which
please God. Some think of God as a mere creator of

the universe, too far removed from men to be in-

terested in their welfare. Others think of him as a

being loading the race with troubles and trials, a deity

that must be constantly propitiated with fasts, pen-

ances, and confessions of sin. God has ever been our

Father. He has never changed. It is only our ideas
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of him that fluctuate. If we live under a perpetual

sense of God's presence as the presence of one ever
ready to help us, every hill-top will heconie a mount
of translipuration, every valley a mirror of God's
goodness, every ilower a picture of God's beauty, and
our lives will be a daily olVerinj; of obedience to God's
laws of righteousness. Governed by those laws, a true

Christian, who wishes to know whether a certain act is

right, does not ask whether it will be prolitable and
popular, whether itwillplcasethis influential man or

propitiate that preat man, whether it will bring him
riches or poverty. Nay! He asks is this rightV

Does God command that? If so, he bravely does it,

fearing no evil. Our . Master said long ago, " Ye can-

not serve God and Mammon." He who does has not
been translated from sense to faith, from the earthly

to the heavenly, from the deformity of sin to the

beauty of holine.ss, and has ne,v«r rested under the
shadow of the Almighty, whose banner is love.

Geo. W. Gallagher

SCKIPTURE LESSON NO. 7.

Second Month 13th.

GOD'S COVENANT WITH ABEAH.\M.

Topic: Covenant.
GoLDKN TEXT :—" I 8m thy s-hield and thy exceeding great re-

ward." Gen. 15 ; 1.

Read Gen. 15 ;5-18, Revised Version.

Place.—Hebron, among the oaks of Mamre, where
Abram pitched his tent and had his home for many
years. Rulers.—Chedor-laomer, who reigned over
Elam, Chaldea and Syria. Melchizedek, king of

Salem, afterward Jerusalem. Abimelech, king of the
Philistines.

Explanations.
After the separation of Abram and Lot which formed
our last lesson, Abram moved his tent "and came
and dwelt by the oaks of Mamre which are in He-
bron, and built there an altar unto the Lord." Gen.
13; 18. Lot journeyed towards the fertile plains of

Jordan, and moved his tent as far as Sodom, a very

wicked city. Subsequently he took up his residence

in the city. After an interval of five or six years,

war between the confederate kings ensued, and the

inhabitants of Sodom with all their property were
taken captive; Lot and his family among them.
Abram goes to their rescue, and recaptures the pris-

oners.

It is on the return of Abram that he is met on the

way by Melchizedek, " priest of God Most High,"
and king of Salem, afterwards Jerusalem, who brought
Abram " bread and wine," and gave him his bless-

ing. On this occasion the giving of tithes, or a tenth

of the substance, is first mentioned in Bible history.

Jerusalem is about 20 miles north of Hebron, and it

is very probable that Abram acknowledged the king-

ly as well as priestly authority of Melchizedek by
this tithe or tribute. This is the only war in which
Abram appears to have participated, and the noble

manner in which he refused to enrich himself by the

spoils of victory, gives evidence of a magnanimity far

beyond the age in which he lived.

It is after this occurrence, and when in the in-

crease of years the promise of posterity seems beyond

fulfilment, that in the sadness of his childless condi-
tion he is ajiain made sensible of the Divine Presence
and hears the " AVord of the Lord." This is the first

time this^phrase is used. (Gen. 15 ; 1.) Abram enters
into a covenant with God. Our lesson gives a vivid
picture of the manner in which a covenant was rati-

fied by the contracting parties. It was the form used
by the Chaldeans and other contemporary people
among whom Abram dwelt. The divided parts of
animals were laid opposite each other, with space be-
tween for the persons making the covenant to walk.
Each party started frcm opposite ends and met in the
middle where tlie oath was taken. It was necessary
that the oflcrings be kept pure and unmutilated until

the covenant was completed. (Bush). In this in-

stance Abram, after placing the divided animals and
the birds in position, having complied with every
part of the litual in the selection of liis cflerings, ^at

down to wait the result. It was neces.sary to watch
that the vultures and other birds of prey might be
kept from feeding upon the slaughtered animals. It

was not until night settled over the earth and a
trance-sleep came to Abram, that the smoke and
flame representing to him the living presence passed

between the pieces, and the covenant of God with
Abram was established. Henceforth Abram waited
in faith the fulfilment of the Divine Promise: "L'uto
thy seed have I given this land, from the river of

Egypt unto the great river, the river Euphrates."
This form of covenant was still in use in the time of

Jeremiah more than 1300 years afterward. Jer.

34; 19.

In ,Ier. 31 ;33, .')4, the higher and divine mean-
ing of the covenant is portraj'ed.

This Lesson Teaches:

1. That the time for the exercise of faith is not

when outward circumstances are favorable and the

way is clear before us, but w hen we are hedged about

with difliculties and the path is dark. God will ever

make good the promises by which he encourages us

to trust him if we will continue faithful to the light

which he gives.

2. True faith makes for righteousness. No man
can believe in God without being transformed into a

likeness with the Divine character.

CEREMONIES IN COVENANT-MAKING.
In ancient times there were diflferent

ways of ratifying an alliance, but significant cere-

monies always accompanied the act. Presents were
given and received, or food was shared. The firmest

agreement of all was the blood covenant. It consisted

in the persons sealing the alliance by piercing some
part of the body and drinking each other's blood.

Not less binding was the eating of salt together, a

custom still preserved among the Bedwy Arabs. Salt,

consecrating the table of the common people as well

as that of princes, is, in Homer, called " the divine ;

"

and Eustathius says, in his commentary on the Iliad :

" Salt is the symbol of friendship, because duration

and continuance lie in the idea of friendship, and

salt insures these very qualities." And the Arab has

the same conception of salty substances, for when he
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proves faithless to any one with whom he has shared

his bread, he excuses his behavior by saying, " There

was no salt in the bread." The custom of ratifying

an alliance by the sacrificing of animals is found

among all the ancient nations. The ceremony was

common among the Israelites, as is shown by the

covenant made between God and Abram. The rite

observed by the Old Babylonians, Hebrews, Macedo-

nians, and other nations, was as follows : One or more

beasts were killed, and cut into two equal parts.

These parts were then placed opposite to each other,

and the parties to the covenant walked between the

pieces. The meaning of this ceremony was, that, as

the halves of the beasts belonged to each other, so

the two persons who made the alliance must be re-

garded as one ever after ; and as the beasts were cut

into halve.s, so he wlio breaks the alliance shall like-

wise be cut into pieces. In the case of Abram it is

God alone who binds man by commandment and
himself by promise, and therefore God alone who, in

the appearance of a flaming torch, passes between the

pieces of the animals killed by Abram. Although
the patriarch killed a heifer, ram, and she-goat, other

nations were accustomed to use other animals. Plu-

tarch says that the Bojotians divided a dog into two
pieces when performing the ceremonies referred to.—

•

Prof. Hermann von HUprecht.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
WESTERN QUARTERLY MEETING.

WESTERN Quarterly IVIeeting was held at London
Grove on the 2)th ultimo. Owing to the condition

of the roads it was not so large as common. As usual

of late years the gallery benches were but sparsely

filled, as our old Friends, by reason of age or infirmi-

ties, cannot come out at this season of the year, and
those in the younger walks of life, while they man-
ifest a good degree of interest and zeal in the attend-

ance of our meetings, and in participation in the

business, must seem slow in going forward to take

their places. There being no strangers in attendance,

the time of the first meeting was occupied by Marga-
retta Walton, Enoch S. Hannum,and Mary T. Heald,

all of whom spoke very acceptably and earnestly to

those gathered. In the meeting for business all the

representatives from the various monthly meetings,

on being called, answered, excep); two, for one of

whom sickness was assigned for his absence. The
First, Second and _Eighth Queries, with answers
thereto from the various branches, were read, and
deliberately considered, and called forth considera-

ble expression. The answers to the First query re-

ported the meetings on the First-day of the week as

generally well attended, but those in the middle of

the week continue to be neglected ; though one re-

port stated there was some improvement. The an-

swers to the Second query all report that love and
unity were maintained among-st Friends generally.

One Friend took exception to this and thought there

was some contradiction, that if love and unity were
maintained as they should be, our meetings would be

better attended than they are. The Committee on
Circular meetings reported that those held the past

three months were well attended, and were favored

seasons. They recommended the holding of the fol-

lowing the ensuing three months. Which was united

with, and they are to be held as follows

:

At West Grove in the Second month ; Kennettin
the Third month ; and Centre in the Fourth month

;

on the second First-day of the month, at two o'clock.

The committee, having served for several years, was

released, and a new committee appointed, which,

howevei', contains several of those in the old one.

The Committee on Temperance reported that

three Conferences had been held during the past

quarter, which were well attended, and much inter-

est in the cause was manifested. They had distrib-

uted considerable temperance literature, but could

not work as efficiently as they desired for want of

funds. On due deliberation, it was concluded to

raise fifty dollars for the use of the committee. The
representatives were requested to ask their respec-

tive monthly meetings to furnish their quotas there-

of, women's meeting concurring therein. The fol-

lowing conferences on Temperance were appointed

to be held : AtKennett Square in the Second month
;

Hockessin in the Third month ; and Centre in the

Fourth month, on the third First-day of the month,

at two o'clock.

To bring forward the names of four suitable

Friends to serve on the Representative Committee

the ensuing year, a joint committee was appointed.

M. P. W.

—We learn that Isaac Hicks, of Westbury, Long
Island, expects to be at the Quarterly Meeting at

Nine Partners, on the 7th, and at Stanford Quarterly,

held at Crum Elbow, on the 11th of Second month;

and that Sunderland P. Gardner expects to attend

the same quarterly meetings; also Easton and Sara-

toga Q. M. on the 16th, and Daanesburg on the

21st.

A SENTIMENT FROM LA VELEYE.
A FRIEND sends us the following quotation, which

is printed upon the title-page of one of Henry George's

books, " Social Problems :

"

" There is in human aff"airs one order which is the

best. That order is not always the one which exists;

but it is the order which should exist for the greatest

good of humanity. God knows it, and wills it : man's

duty it is to discover and establish it."

—

Em'de de

Laveleye.

—Prof. Laveleye, author of the sentiment, is a

Belgian writer of high repute upon subjects of polit-

ical economy and social science, and was born at

Bruges, in 1822.

H.vppixEss is not dependent on what one has, but

on one's estimate of what he has. " I look at what I

have not, and think myself unhappy," says a wise

thinker: "others look at what I have, and think me
happy." Happiness is more likely to be found in the

heart of one whom the world deems sore tried than

in the heart of one who seems favored above others.

Happiness comes of a grateful trust in God, who has

ordered lovingly and wisely all the lot of the trusting

one.

—

Sunday School Times.
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FRIENDS' ABILITY FOR BENEVOLENCE.
WHILE it is not an argument in favor of benevolent

giving,—the motive for which should be found in

benevolent feeling,—it is still reasonable to remark

that the ability of Friends, as a body, to help for-

ward charitable work by contributions of money
must be greater than the average of religious people

generally. In most other bodies of professors the

pay for the pastor is a primary consideration, and

forms in a majority of cases, no doubt, a serious bur-

den upon the congregation. But with this we have

nothing to compare. The amount of our contribu-

tions to the direct support of our meetings is small

compared with what is usually given in church

bodies,—often so small, indeed, as to seem almost

discreditable. As an otlset, however, Friends main-

tain their own poor, and frequently their own schools,

and they have habitually been interested in plans of

benevolence and philanthropy. How their givings

might compare with those of other people we do not

know, and do not think it profitable to inquire, but

it would be conceded, no doubt, that no cla.ss in the

community are more usually found giving aid to

private and public works of charity.

Let us not lose sight of our measure of ability in

this direction. We do not approve of a supported

ministry. We do not employ and pay a "pastor"

for our congregations. By so much as this burden is

not assumed we are stronger to give aid to worthy

undertakings. If our flocks do not need pastors, we
may help to gather and protect the flocks of our fel-

low creatures who are in want, or in ignoronce, or in

bonds. This ought to be one of the evidences to the

world of our better way,—a proof that the truest

ministry does not rest upon salaried maintenance,

and that those who look to higher authority than

schools of theology have their strength renewed and

their Christian zeal maintained.

The work of sustaining the two schools among

t^he colored people of the South in which Friends

have been interested,—at Aiken and Mt. Pleasant,

—

ffas earnestly presented in the communication of Ed-

ward Jf. Magijl, in last week's paper. We trust that

there will be a yery general response to the call of

the 4s80cif^tipn ^hich has bpen organized to collect

and forward funds. It has no special source of sup-

port other than the general couperalion of those in-

terested in tlie education and training of the colored

people, and unless there shall be a cordial willingness

to join in the undertaking, it will be certain to fall

short.

A private note from Martha ScholieUl expresses

her great sense of relief at having some aid in sus-

taining the financial burden which for several years

she bore herself, and it must be very plain that apart

from the injustice of leaving her to do alone what

many should help do, she must be much better able

to perfortn her important work when relieved from

financial anxiety.

MARRIAGES.
WOOD-BOYD.—First month 11th, 1887, in Philadel-

phia, Pa., by Friends' ceremony, James, Jr., son of James

and Mercy M. Wood, and Philena C, daughter of Adaline

C. and the late William C. Boyd, all of Lancaster Co., Pa.

DEATHS.
AMBLER.—Suddenly, of pneumonia, First month 23d,

1887, Beulah L., widow of David Ambler, in her 63d year

;

a member of Green St. Monthly Meeting, Phila.

BALLINGEE.—.Suddenly, ou the 24th of First month,

1887, at his home in St. Joseph, Missouri, Isaac S. Ballinger,

in the 53d year of his age; formerly of Moorestown, N. J.

CAEPENTER.—At Purchase, N. Y., First month 15th,

1887, Hannah T., wife of Elnathan Carpenter, in the 81st

year of her age.

After a long and painful illness, which was borne with

christian patience and fortitude, this dear one passed from

works to rewards, giving evidence during her failing health

that her trust was in her Heavenly Father's love, and she

was longing to be loosed from the pains of the body, and

join those who had already crossed the river of death into

the " unseen land." She was an example of simplicity, and

for many years filled the station of Elder in Purchase

Monthly Meeting.

When health permitted she was a steady attender of

meetings, and when very near the close of her life, she de-

sired her children to be faithful in the attendance of their

religious meetings. She particularly enjoyed socially

mingling with her friends and neighbors, and was a sympa-

thizer with the suffering and atflicted, and was ever ready

to assist in works of charity. Her funeral ou the 19th

inst. was large and solemn. Her remains were interred in

the burying-ground adjoining the Meeting-house. B.

DEAN.—On First month 21st, 1887, at Amawalk, West
Chester Co., N. Y., Elizabeth Ann, widow of Dr. Nathaniel

Dean, and daughter of the late Moses Haviland, aged 72

years, 2 months and 1 day.

HOLMES.—At the residence of his son-in-law, Somer-

field Bolyn, near Lincoln, Loudoun Co., Va., First month 8th,

1887, in the 94th year of his age, William Holmes, a mem-
ber and elder of Goose Creek Monthly Meeting.

The deceased was the eldest son of Joseph Holmes, and
one of a large family of brothers .and sisters all of whom he
survived. His father dying while William was a young
man, the family looked to him for a father's care, a trust

which was discharged wisely and in a spirit of self-renun-

ciation.

Then his older sister Mary Mead, afterwards Hogue,
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came to live at the homestead with four boys, and this

charge had at the hands of the faithful uncle a kindly

oversight till they were ready to go out into the busy world

and win their own way. The late Joseph Mead of Belmont

Co., Ohio, was one of these boys.

Eather late in life William Holmes married Elizabeth

Canby, a half-sister of the late Samuel Canby, of Phila.

Three children survive this union. After the death of his

wife, a sweet-spirited, woman which occured in 1873, the

declining years of the lonely old man were passed in the

family of his daughter. Most touching it was to witness

the affection between the grandfather and little Mary

Bolyn, the one daughter of the house. The heart of the

Patriarch was still warm, and here was a clinging tendril

of the fourth generation that he had dandled on his knee

and soothed to rest in his arms. But some six years ago

little Mary was called away. Thus the attachments of

earth were nearly all gone. He still loved his meeting, and

until increasing infirmity made it necessary, was seldom

absent from his place, which had now come to be at the

head of the gallery, where he had for many years sat by

the side of Samuel M. Janney. Few men lead so placid and

healthful a life. He was gifted with fine intelligence and

rare judgment, and uniting with these rectitude of life, he

was a very useful man in general society and in his meet-

ing. He was a frequent companion to Friends traveling in

the ministry. Finally passing away without pain, appar-

ently, the affectionate respect of the community in which

his life had been spent was attested in the final scene, the

committal of his mortal remains to earth. A meeting was

held at Friends' Meeting-house, (Goose Creek), Lincoln,

which, regardless of the bitter cold of the day—First month

11th—was largely attended, and the character of the de-

parted was borne witness to, and the living exhorted to

follow him as he had followed Christ. H.

SHAW.—Near Fairberry, Livingston Co., 111., First

month 20th, 1887, Aaron Shaw, aged 86 years, 3 months and

8 days. For several years a member of Benjaminville

Monthly Meeting of Friends, McLean Co., 111. A meek,

quiet, unassuming, consistent Friend. His influence is so

interwoven with his children and grandchildren, that they

will rise up and call him blessed.

SLACK.—On the 27th inst., at the residence of his

brother-in-law, Seth Ely, Trenton, N. J., Samuel Slack, of

Phila., Pa., in the 78th year of his age, formerly of Upper

Makefield, Bucks Co., Pa. Interred in Friends' burying

ground at Makefield.

VICKERS.—In New Sharon, Mahaska Co., Iowa, First

month 22d, 1887, Thomas Vichers, in his 96th year.

He was a native of Chester Co., Penna., and lived there

till about the year 1820, when he removed with his family

to Ohio, near Mt. Pleasant, where he lived until 1840, then

moved to Washington Co., Ohio, and being only li miles

from the Ohio river he aided many fugitives in getting a

start for Canada; was a life-long abolitionist, and his house

and heart were always open to the oppressed. In 1860 he

moved to Iowa, where he spent the remainder of a long use-

ul life.

WEIGHT.—At her home. Flora Dale, Adams Co., Pa.,

Eleventh month 10th, 1886, Mary A., wife of the late Elijah

Wright, in the 66th year of her age ; a member of Monailen

Monthly Meeting of Friends.

Joseph S. C'ohu.

O.N the 11th of this month, at his home No. 6 East 126th

street, New York City, Joseph S. Cohu died suddenly, in

thirty minutes after his first symptoms of illness. He was

born in Eahway, New Jersey, in 1819, where his father,

Peter Cohu, established bhe first cloth manufactory in this

country, so I am informed. His family cajnefrom the Isle

of Guernsey, in 1789.

Having known the dear departed for over 40 years, I

feel it would be unjust to have this estimable citizeu'a

death passed over in silence; but knowing his gentle

nature, and how he would shrink from having his name
paraded before the public, I feel it must only be with rev-

rent touch that I unfold to others for their encourage-

ment, some of his prominent traits. He was an affection-

ate father, and noble example to his children, and bore the

esteem and regard of all with whom he came in contact, by

the suavity of his manners; and in the hearts of all his

memory will be cherished with perpetual love.

I not only knew him well, but we lived in close prox-

imity for many years, our families became very intimate,

and during all these years our friendship remained un-

broken ; my opportunity for observing his holy life gives

me the assurance that his robes of righteousness were his

panoply, his helmet salvation, his march triumphant, and

his capture of the citadel of eternal life his crowning

victory.

He was for many years agent for the Feiends' Intelli-

gencer in New York, and used every endeavor to extend

its circulation, and thereby disseminate its principles and

enunciate its truths. Being a steadfast Friend from early

life, the principles and teachings of the Society were con-

genial to his nature, and the Quaker faith became Identi-

fied with his life. He frequently appeared in prayer or ex-

hortation during his latter years ; though not gifted with

eloquence, his tender appeal to the indifferent and tardy to

become more zealous, and his earnest rebuke of every form

of sin, gave due solemnity to his words, and his example

was poteutial for good. " Precious in the sight of the Lord

is the death of his saints." S. B. C.

Phila., First month 2ith, 1687.

WELL-EQUIPPED SCHOOLS: THEIR COST
AND VALUE.'

A COUNTY Superintendent once asked a teacher of

a district school what apparatus she had to work with,

and received the answer, "a small blackboard and a

pointer." Yet this school was a success. I would

name as the first requLsite and prime necessity of well-

equipped schools, properly qualified teachers. Good

teachers will triumph over almost any obstacle, while

incompetent teachers will succeed but poorly with

the best appliances.

The term " well-equipped school," it seems to me,

admits of diff'ereut degrees,varying with the circum-

stances and objects of the school.

That I might be able to give this paper the greater

value, I asked several competent teachers to send me
a list of articles deemed by them to be essential to a

well equipped school, and herewith present their

views, being, from the nature of the case, scarcely

more than a catalogue of appliances.

One whose name is known to most educators

throughout the land says: "The thesis is so general

that I do not know how to answer it."

As his reply was received first it was far from en-

couraging.

The principal of a primary school whose opinion

I .solicited presented the following :

lA paper read bv Prof. George L. Maris, of Friends' Central

School. Philadelphia, at the Educational Conference, First month

22d, 1887.
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REQUISITES FOR A WELL-EQUIPrED PltlMAnV SCHOOL.

First. A larjie, sunny, well-vontilativl assenibly-
room, with well-liglited class rooms; an adequate sup-
ply of blaokboarils in each.

Foraiilsin Jitading—Monroe's, AppUtcin's, l.ippin-

cott's, and McGiillin's First and Second Headers ; two
Ee;iding Charts, and a set of letters and cards.

Aids in Xumber—Wooden blocks antl tablets, a ball-

frame, slats and sticks ; colored sticks are good, and
can also be used for Inventive Drawing.

Aids in Tables—Counters struns; on a wire across
the room

; wooden beads of diflerent colors to be
strung to form the table. A set of measures—gill,

pint, quart, gsillon, quarter, half and peck measures,
yard stick, foot rules, scales with weights to be used
in Avoirdupois, Apothecaries' and Troy Weights.

Aids in Geo()rctpliy—G\ohe, Maps, Moulding Board,
Bancroft's Pictorial Chart of Geographical Defini-
tions.

Aids in Color—A color chart, glass prism, colored
cards and papers, zephyrs and paints.

Aids in Form—A box of geometrical forms, speci-

mens of varieties of woods sawed into diflerent

shapes; forest leaves, which can be use for decorative

purposes, as well as to teach the tree from which
gathered. A cabinet containing both natural and
artificial curiosities and objects suited to Natural
History teaching,—stuffed birds, shells, corals, etc.

Specimens of minerals—lead, iron, tin, copper,

lime, coal, crystal, etc.

Slips of cotton plant, sugar-cane and other vege-
table products used for food,—rice, barley, coffee,

beans, cocoa, etc. Grains—tforn, wheat, rye and
oats.

A School Microscope.

A clock dial from which time can be taught.

Pictures in abundance, and charts to aid object-
teaching.

A collection of seed vessels is important,—as well

as growing plants.

The principal of an Intermediate School has kind-
ly sent me the following inventory of apparatus in

her department.

A well-furnished Intermediate School contains

not only maps for geography, but a globe as well.

In addition to charts for physiology, a manikin is

desirable ; or, the manikin charts now in use illus-

trate well the positions of the various organs. Be-
sides this manikin chart, we have models of the e)-e,

heart and lungs, section of the head showing the

brain, etc. ; and a human skeleton.

In to-day's lesson the heart and lungs of an ani-

mal were also used.

Objects used for draining are bowls, vases showing
various curves and lines, purchased for drawing pur-

poses.

Measures—Pint, quart, etc., both dry and liquid.

A box of forms is a necessary part of the furniture.

Of birds we have a variety of songsters, some birds

of the Falconidje family, a water-hen, a sea-gull, and
some common to tropical climes ; also the nests of

birds from the swallow to the Baltimore oriole.

Sections of wood—Over one hundred specimens,
with home-made charts containing leaves of many of

these trees.

Grains common to our own country—specimens
shown in globes for that purpose, also wheat, rye,

rice, corn, etc., in the ear.

Cotton both in the blossom and in bale. Large pa-

pier-mache model of blossom (dissects) showing sta-

mens and pistil—suitable for illustrating in large calss.

Of the mines— varieties of coal from Pennsylvania,
also impressions of ferns and flowers in coal. From
the mines of Mexico, gold, silver ore, and copper.

From Yellowstone National Park—Various deposits

from the hot springs; also brick from the Bad Lands
of Dakota.

Of the Sea—Sponges, from the coarse torn off

sponge to the finest varieties, all grades and colors;

also varieties of coral.

Indian Industries—Grass-woven baskets, birch-bark

work, bows and arrows, etc., hesiiepictures of varieties

of birds we have.

Collections of photographic views of Egypt, also of

the Holy Land.

A Ca.se containing a collection of newspaper pic-

tures mounted on paste-board and to be used in com-
position.

Our walls are decorated with steel engravings ; if these

cannot be procured, nice wood cuts can frequently

be obtained from the illustrated papers: but we
would avoid placing chromos about the room, unless

in case of a very good subject to which we wish to

draw attention.

Stands for the dictionaries are very desirable both

in point of convenience and economy.
From a prominent educator, who gave a course of

lectures at the Saratoga Summer School last summer,
I have received the following ideal. He says :

It is so utterly impossible in my experience to

have a perfectly-furnished school that I have not

studied the matter enough, I fear, to say anything

that could possibly be sug>;estive on the pointy How-
ever, I will say what I think in reference to the mat-

ter.

Apartfrom furniture, such as first-class desks, etc.,

etc., I think a well-equipped Secondary School ought

to have
1. For Geography,

1. A good Globe.

2. A full set of political outline maps ; a full

set of physical outline maps.

3. A good sand-table and moulding tins for

pupils.

4. As much supplementary reading matter on
the subject as possible.

The supplementary reading matter on Geography
ought to include, at least, a set of about twenty copies

of Scribner's Geographical Reader, a set of twenty

copies of each of Nos. 4, 5, and 6 of" The World at

Home," or "The Standard Geographical Reader;"

some copies of " Johonnot's Geographical Reader ;

"

a set of about half a dozen of each volume of the

"Boy Travelers," by Knox; a dozen copies of "Our
World No. 2."

5. As many specimens of the products of the

various countries as possible.

6. As many pictures illustrative of places as

possible.
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2. For Reading.

1. Several Third Eeaders (two sets).

2. Eobinson Crusoe, Swiss Family Robinson,

Life and her children, Anderson's Fairy Tales,

and literature in that line, valuable either for its

contents or, its artistic form, or both. I should

use no Fourth and Fifth Readers anywiiere.

3. For the Beginning of History.
" Ten Little Boys."

Church's Stories from Homer, Virgil, Herodo-
tus, etc.

Dodge's Stories of American History, Higgin-

son's Young Folks' History U. S.

4. For Drawing and Painting. All the stuffed

birds and animals that can be procured,—plaster of

Paris casts of objects,

—

rio drawing from the flat.

5. For Natural History. In addition to what has

already been named there is needed a set of Prang's

Charts, also a cabinet of common minerals, etc.

6. For Form. Facilities for clay mo<leIing. A
set of Prang's models, which can be used also for

drawing purposes. .

7. Four sets' of Arithmetics suited to the grade.

The above are among the most essential things in

a well-equipped Secondary School, "as the matter
stands in my mind. Some philosophical and chemi-
cal apparatus could be added for the elements of sci-

ence, but the most important thing, as I talve it, is an
abundance of supplementary reading matter of the

right kind.

While agreeing in the main with those whose
opinions I have quoted, that all the articles suggested

are desirable and many of them essential, I fearsome
of our school committee will despair of having well-

equipped schools if they are obliged to furnish all the
apparatus named. I shall state what, in my opinion,

are the essentials for such schools.

First, when possible, the house should be supplied

with single desks, and the floor covered with carpet

or matting : at least the aisles should be so covered.

Apparalv^. For teaching geography there should
be a set of outline maps, a globe, and. where there
are small children, a moulding board.

For reading classes, charts, three sets of school

readers of each grade, and supplementai-y readers,

such as "Scribner's Geoaraphical Readers," "The
Boy Travelers " by Knox, " Autobiography of Benja-
min Franklin," and Church's "Stories of the Old
World." To a considerable extent these will aid in

the teaching of geography also. This list can be
greatly enlarged with advantage.

In Arithmetic, there should be, in addition to text

books, a set of the principal weights and measures.
For the use of drawing classes, geometrical forms and
various other objects are essential.

In the reference library should be found a cyclo-

pedia, a Webster's and a Worcester's dictionary, Lip-
pincott's Biographical Dictionary, Lippincott's Pro-
nouncing Gazetteer, and for teaching physiology a
set of charts is necessary. " White's Manikin " is the
best I have yet found. Apparatus sufficient to illus-

trate all the principal experiments described in the
text books in Physics and Chemistry is indispensable
to success in this department.

A small collection of the common plants and min-
erals, and specimens of birds generally found in the

vicinity, ai'e valuable aids in interesting children. A
course of instruction in these studies is desirable as

affording out-door exercise during school life, and a
pleasant recreation in after years.

The value of a first-class well-equipped school to a

neighborhood can scarcely be known; at least a long

series of years is required to note the impress made
upon a locality.

How vividly I remember when quite a lad visit-

ing my sister who was at the time a student at West-

town Boarding School ! I had imagined that all the

people in the vicinity of the school were so highly

cultured that they could detect at once the ignorance

of one who had not enjoyed such privileges as that

great seat of learning afforded, and I was afraid to in-

quire the road even of the most humble resident of

that section, and actually drove a couple of miles out

of the way in my endeavor to avoid exposing my
lack of learning to those fortunate enough to live

within three or four miles of the renowned place. I

have since learned by observation that my youthful

notion was somewhat overdrawn.

I can best show the impress made by good schools,

by using as an illustration the county of Chester, with

whose people and history I am most familiar.

The county was originally settled by three distinct

classes of people: the Germans in the northern part,

the English and Welsh Friends predominating in the

central belt, and the Scotch-Irish in the western and
south-western part. These lines are quite marked
even at this time. In the early history of the county,

the Friends as a mass were the most careful to give

their children what was then considered a good edu-

cation ; hence the schools under the care of members
of our Society were widely known for their excellence

and influence.

The people of all classes in the section where
Friends predominated were much more intelligent

as a body than were those of the other portions, but

especially than those of the northern or German
townships.

By tracing out the influence of these schools, the

problem stated in the latter part of the question be-

fore us can in a measure be solved.

At the time the Public School Law went into op-

eration, and for some twenty years afterward, Chester

County was dotted over with Academies in which the

common branches were taught, and many of those

classed as higher branches of education, especially

science and mathematics.

While education was not so general as at present,

many received an excellent training in these Acade-

mies and seminaries ; so much is this the case that

many thoughtful people believe that higher education

has retrograded rather than advanced within the last

forty years. And if I mistake not there is some
foundation for such a belief, as in many of these

schools there were found teachers of considerably

more culture and force of character, I am Compelled

to confess, than can now be found in the public

schools that have supplanted them.
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While many of tlu'se aoadeiuiss liiul siiflicient

reputation to draw stiiilei\ts from a ilislance, it is

cliietly their inthieive upon the neifrhborlioods in

which they were locatoil that now chiims our atten-

tion. Eaeh school of advanced grade creates in its

vicinity a desire for higher edncation, hence the gen-

eral tone of soeii'tv is elevated ; and the smaller the

town or village the greater is the comparative in-

fluence of such a school.

As instances of the influence of good schools, I

miglit mention some of the various neighborhoods in

which they were located: as Kennett Square, Union-
viUe, Ercildoun, Fairville, Pughtown, West Chester,

West Grove and New Garden.
Though niauy of the schools that gave prominence

to these towns and their vicinity have long since

passed away, their influence can still be seen in the

greater influence of the people.

In a recent report I saw the statement that the in-

fluence of even our best colleges does not extend in

any great degree beyond fifty miles from the location

of the institution. It is likewi.se true that a school is

generally quite local in its influence, hence it seems
to me that there is still room for Friends to increase

the number of schools with profit to our Society.

FROM MARTHA SCHOFIELD.
Aiken, S. C, First month 22, 1887.

Editors Intelligencer and Jouknal :

THROUGH the paper we want to thank the editors

for inserting and the Friends for responding to our
"Want" advertisement for part-worn clothing.

Since the holidays several barrels have come, and
have been most comforting to the recipients. Two
snow-storms, one lasting a week, caused much suffer-

ing. Carpenters, bricklayers and farmers could do
little work, and all they had was needed to buy wood.
Children came several miles, half-clad, to get in our

warm building. They can be seen coming along the

roads with a stick on the head, as each class-room

has to depend on its scholars for wood. We buy for

the assembly and printing room, etc., and such
weather greatly increases the bills. Some coal is used,

costing nine dollars a ton.

Partitions had to be put in the Boys' Hall and
other carpenter work done. This and most improve-
ments are paid for from money gained by selling the

contents of the barrels. We always give to the very

needy, but are seeing the best results by having oth-

ers pay a little for what they want. It makes them
more industrious; girls will make and sell crocheted

edging; boys are anxious to earn a dime to buy
something the_v need. Women who will not tell their

poverty are glad to come and offer money for a gar-

ment. One said :
" You do give ; a pair of pants for

50 cents ! it would cost that to get them made,—and
the material is so much better." Nearly all the warm
clothing has gone, and daily I am asked, " when will

you have any more ? " There is real work in this

department, but the lessons learned and habits estab-

lished will remain long after the text-books are for-

gotten. True education rounds out the character, as

well as it develops brain power. Waste is the child

of ignorance. Cultivated intelligence teaches how to

use, and what to do with things at hand. With prac-

ticable Klizabeth Coatcs in charge of girls and sew-

ing, Carrie ilulme, the new teacher, a wise suggester

and doer, two lady boarders in my family, showing
helpful interest, we welcome all barrels and boxes,

and are contemplating a fair later in the season.

This will bring out the northern visitors and show
that we try to help our.selves.

We have been invited and intend sending some
work of the students to the American Exposition, to

be held in London. One little shoe made bv a boy
learning the trade, out of an old boot leg, some print-

ing, etc. Over seven thousand enveloi>es for the

Highland Park Hotel have gone through our press

since the 9th inst., and the bills of fare (for the hotel)

are done each morning in time for dinner.

With grateful thanks to all the Friends for their

interest, sympathy and help,
Martha Schofield.

INDIAN COMMISSIONERS' MEETING.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

THE recent annual meeting of the Board of Indian

Commissioners, at Washington, was largely attended,

and their proceedings and discussions exceedingly

interesting.

About 300 delegates, representing the different re-

ligious societies who are working in behalf of

the Indians, were present. Among these were some
fifteen native Indians. Our branch of the Society of

Friends was represented by Aaron M. Powell and

Phebe C. Wright of New York; President Edward
H. Magill, of Swarthmore College ; Cyrus Blackburn,

Sarah T. Miller and Levi K. Brown, of Baltimore

Yearly Meeting.

A brief report of our labors the past year was read

by Cyrus Blackburn, they being chiefly confined to a

watchful care over the laws enacted by Congress, in

order that no injustice might be done to the Indians.

Aaron M. Powell in a few remarks clearly set forth

the necessity there was for the labor. He said that

here at Washington the most important work was to

be accomplished,—that of securing the passage of

such law-s as will not only protect the Indians in

their homes and just rights, but also protect them

from the avaricious white men by whom they are

surrounded.

Captain Pratt, of the Carlisle Indian School, was

present, and expressed himself as "a radical on this

question." Two hundred and fifty years have passed,

he said, and here we are talking about the Indians.
" The only way we can successfully end this contro-

versy is to educate the Indians and scatter them
through the United States, and declare them citizens

of this Government."
The five civilized tribes in the Indian Territory

were represented by some of their ablest men. Pleas-

ant Porter,, a Creek Indian, spoke in favor of their

present government, desiring to be let entirely alone.

They were prospering, had excellent schools and col-

leges, were contented, and entirely eatisfied with their

present condition. To use his own language, " they

would work out their own salvation,"—without gov-

ernment aid or interference. Joshua H. Given, a
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Kiowa Indian, now at Lincoln University, Pennsyl-

vania, was then introduced by Captain Pratt, and

spoke at some length. Though representing one of

the "wild tribes," he is now a bright, well-educated

young man, perhaps 22 years of age, and is preparing

himself for tlie ministry, with the intention of re-

turning among his people. His father was killed

while on the " war path." Part of his remarks were

as follows

:

" Never in my life did I expect to stand before the

most honorable, learned, and prominent men and

women of the country. I am here, ladies and gentle-

men, before you on exhibition, as it were, to show

you the possibility of making the other wild Indians

wliat you have made of me. I am one of the results

of your labor, and of the advantages, opportunities,

and fatherly care exercised over me since 1 left my
native home. I owe my sincere thanks to that loyal,

uncommon and diligent student of the so-called ' In-

dian Problem,' Capt. R. H. Pratt. It was through his

eflbrts I became what I am now. In 1879 I came to

Carlisle to learn the new ways. Soon after my ar-

rival I was detailed'to cook for the other wild Indi-

ans, perhaps wilder than myself, because I knew how
to cook, etc. I spent two months in this department,

after which I was relieved. I came to Carlisle on my
own accord, for when I asked my folks to let me go

to the East among the wliite people and learn their

ways, they refused me the privilege of coming away
from them, consequently I ran away. I am glad I did.

" But we are here to consider thoroughly the afl'airs

of the race I represent, and to endorse the ' Dawes

severalty bill.' This question, I mean the Indian

question, has been discussed by you from year to

year, by your fathers before you, and so through

several generations of men. And still the Indians as

a race are uncivilized and unchristianized. Two
hundred and fifty years, yea, three hundred and

ninety-five years have passed away, and the Indian

Question is still before you with a persistency ' that

will not down.' Living in a Christian land, among
Christian people, with courts of justice on every side,

still, my friends, my race is not christianized, has no

special standing,—no legal status. This is not by suf-

ferance but by right. Words had been spoken to this

effect by those who had gone to their graves: and
words are to be spoken in regard to this burning

question in the future which should have no un-

certain ring of your duty to the heathen at your door.

Yes, your duty to the creditors of your Government.

Land in severalty of itself will not settle the problem

we are discussing. It is only one of the steps toward

civilization. The only sure way, as has been ex-

pressed, to get around this problem is to educate the

Indian youths, not only in books, but teach them
how to use tools,—teach them the importance of

labor, and then, when you have fitted them for the

rights of citizenship,—then, and not till then, they

will better appreciate the rights, advantages and
privileges of citizenship, as well as understand and
feel the responsibilities and obligations to the gov-

ernment. I ask you, in conclusion,—you the friends

of the Indians,—to deal gently with my race, and
educate them and make them men among men."

On assembling in the afternoon a lengthy discus-

sion was had in regard to the Land Severalty Bill

now before Congress known as the "Dawes Bill." A
committee, consisting of Prof. Painter, of the In-

dian Rights Association, Washington; Dr. .lames E.

Rhoads, Pres. of Bryn Mawr College; and Gen.

Pleasant Porter, of the Creek Nation, Indian Terri-

tory, were appointed to draft resolutions expres.sive

of the views of the Convention. They reported a

series of resolutions, including the following

:

Resolved, That the reports and other evidences laid be-

fore the conference indicate progress during the past year

in many departments of effort for the improvement of the

Indians. This evidence is found in the increased attend-

ance upon schools, the enlarged membership of churches,

the awakened intere.st of the people at large in securing

justice to the Indians, in more liberal legislation by Con-

gress touching their interests, and the wholly .sympathetic

attitude of the Executive in regard to the ends we seek.

Resolved, That the conference has learned with grief that

in many individual cases Indians are despoiled of their

lands by fraudulent means, and invokes the aid of the gov-

ernment through its legal officers for the protection of In-

dians in all their civil rights.

Resolved, That the conference regards with great satis-

faction the fact that during the past year more than one-

third of the Indian children of proper age to attend school

have been under school instruction for at least one month.

We would press upon the attention of Congress the econ-

omy of placing all this class of children under such educa-

tional inHuences as shall prepare them for right living.

Resolved, That the gratification afforded by the liberal

appropriations for schools and for farmers to instruct the

Indians has been tempered with the regret that the system

of appointments to the Indian service for partisan reasons

in many instances defeats the good intentions of Congress,

and that this confereuce would respectfully but earnestly

ask that the President will extend the rules of civilservice

to the department of Indian affairs.

Resolved, That as the fruits of the cooperation of the gov-

ernment with the various religious bodies in the work of

Indian civilization have been so abundant hitherto we earn-

estly urge upon the government an increase of this joint

labor, so far as it may be compatible with constitutional

limitations.

Resolved, That we express our unqualified condemnation

of the permission tacitly given by the government author-

ities to selfish men to employ Indians in exhibitions of cus-

toms belonging to their former savage state ; we believe

such shows mislead the public as to the present character of

the Indians, and as to the possibilities of their civilization,

thereby frustrating the good effects upon public sentiment

of our Indian schools and churches.

Quite an animated discussion followed upon the

resolutions, which were finally adopted. The comven-

tion then adjourned.

In the evening a large meeting of the delegates

and citizens was held at the Riggs House parlors,

which was addressed by Senator Dawes and others.

Senator Dawes in speaking of the Indian appropria-

tion bill, reported to Congress, said that SfioO,000 was

appropriated for Indian schools and e<lucation, which

should be increased to at least double that amount.

Instead thereof, it was fifty thousand dollars less than

last year, whilst the appropriation for military pur-

poses was seventeen million dollars, and all the active
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work the army had to do last year was to fight 300

Apadie liulians.

Tlie nieetiiif; closed with the expression of many
that it was the larpest and most encouraging to the

laborers in the Indian work held for years.

L. K. Brown.
Goshen, Lancaster Co., First month 25th.

THE LIBRARY.
Sarmi Winnemucca's Practkwl Solution of the

iNinAX Problem. A Letter to Dr. Lyman Abbot,

of the " Christian Union," by Eliz. P. Peabody.

THIS pamphlet, from the University Press of Cam-

bridfie, Mass., comes before us asking our attentive

consideration. Our sympathy in all efforts to aid the

Indian toward self-elevation is we trust sufliciently

known as a matter of course. The venerable Eliza-

beth P. Peabody, still so earnest in the forwarding of

every righteous cause, advocates in this letter the

promotion of the good work which has been estab-

lished in Nevada by the Piute woman known as

Princess Sajah Winnemucca. The attainments of

this Indian woman are remarkable, when we con-

sider that her childhood was long past when she had

her first opportunities for education. She has learned

to speak five languages, and has other lore which en-

ables her to be a teacher and leader of her people.

The Piutes are an exceptionally noble Indian people,

and Sarah has undertaken to establish a school for

the instruction of such of the youth of her own tribe

as she might be able to reach,—on her own and her

brother Natches' land. She began her school in a

brush arbor, teaching gospel hymns and songs of

labor, that she interpreted in English and in Piute.

As soon as the children could speak and understand

some English she began to teach them to read and

write it, and also to cipher. By the contributions of

friends a house was built at the opening of the year

1886, and the school had made respectable progress.

There are 25 little Piutes now receiving good in-

struction at Sarah Winnemucca's school, and Sarah

believes it all-important that her little institute of

the forest should become a boarding-school, that the

fathers of her pupils need not take them with them

on thsir summer hunt. E. P. Peabody has been la-

boring zealously to sustain this strong-hearted, faith-

ful Indian woman to do what her hands have found

to do for the children other people. This is declared

to be the first instance on record of an Indian school

taught by a full-blooded Indian who grew up with

both races, speaking both languages, and inspired

fi;om her infancy with the idea of civilizing her peo-

ple by making English also their vernacular, and pre-

paring the scholars in their turn to teach English to

their companions and their parents, as children can

best do.

There has been an effort on the part of noble-

minded persons to help this heroic woman in her

efforts, but we understand by this pamphlet that gov-

ernment aid has been denied her unless they give up

their land and the school to the accredited Indian

Agents. This they indignantly refuse to do, being

sure that they should thus put themselves beneath

the feet of their enemies.

We are in full sympathy with the editor of the
Alia California, of Siu\ Francisco, who pronounces this

experiment " worthy of the respectful sympathy of
the world,"—but it is vain to suppose that at this

distance we can judge with any certainty of the best

policy to be pursued in the long run for the benefit

of this interesting people—the Piute tribe, of whom
this woman, Sarah, has been among us. S. K.

[Referring to the sulijcct treated of above, the following

private letters from Elizabeth P. Peabody were read to

Friends, in the conference at 15th and Kaco Sts., Phila-
delphia, Kir.st month ;!0, 1887, and those present contri-

buted to the fund for the aid of the Piute school about $a.'j,

which has been forwarded through E. P. Peabody. Susan
Roberts, 112ii Walnut St., will gladly receive and forward
any further contributions.]

Jamaica Plains, Mass., Dec. 30, 1886.

My Dear Miss Ty.son: — I have been hesitating

whether to address this letter to you, or to Mr. Black-
burn ; but I thought it is all one. You both have
doubtless read my report and its postscript, and will

not be surprised to learn that as soon as the news
came to her of the 200 books, the sale of which at

§1.00 a volume between this and the August of next
year would enable her to recall her school, and would
redeem from menial drudgery for her own mere sub-
sistence the great powers she has shown herself to

have for her God inspired mission, she immediately
responded that she took it for the guidance of the
spirit Father.

" I told Sarah that the first two purchasers insisted

on paying $o, instead of §1, each for the books, and
if the rest sold for $i each, it would meet her neces-
sities. She immediately summoned her day-scholars

about her, whose parents could supply them with
lunches again, as they did last winter. They re-

turned with joy and enthusiasm and she found they
had lost nothing. There were two who had been up
to AV'innemucca to a school there, but said they could
learn nothing. The teachers whipped instead of ex-
plaining—and there was no singing to the Spirit

Father. She said these two were capable of teaching,

and she had taken one for her head assistant. You
know the great purpose of her school is to make
teachers of English of them. She desires that she
may really civilize her people by making heart, head
and hands cooperate in their development. Her idea

of education is organic and vital,—teaching them to

think by giving voice to their perceptions and
reasoning thereon, which is first done in Piute, and
then turned into English speaking and reading, writ-

ing and cyphering, instead of recitation of words that
are signs of no thoughts or feelings of their own.
The education is solid, and will comprise arithmetic
on Colburn's method, mental and written, and geog-

raphy, which they will begin this year—according to

a new book published by Appleton, which comprises
a great deal of Natural History ; and by means of
pictures as well as maps presenting the real things

to their imaginations. Miss Chapin said Sarah's

scholars were altogether superior to any of the same
age and grade in the U. S. east or west. She is her-

self a trainer of teachers, including Kindergarteners,

and a teacher of methods."
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Elizabeth Pcabody declares that the ideas of the

Piute Indians are in a curious correspondence with

her own, and with the Quakers of "your sort," as she

calls us. And Sarah Wiunemucca is instructing and

educating her little brethren and sisters in a de-

pendence upon the divine guidance. She objects to

appealing for aid to any of the religious bodies of the

United States who teach a Trinity of the Godhead-
saying it confuses the minds of those who eagerly

grasp the faith of the one Spirit Father to learn of

another God. She complains that the missionaries

of the popular churches do not recognize the Spirit

Father of the Piutes as the Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ.

Elizabeth P. Peabody offers to forward any money
she may receive for Sarah and her school, to her by

registered letter, as it comes to hand. The poor In-

dian Princess has to suffer wrong from her white

neighbors, who ruthlessly destroy the crops from

which she and her brother hoped to gather a subsist-

ence, by turning their hogs in, in the night. So this

is a time of trial to the strong-hearted Sarah, and she

needs the sympathy bf those who like her are seek-

ing to know and to do the will of the Heavenly Fa-

ther.

We understand that appeals have been made to

members of the Society of Friends in New York,

Philadelphia and Baltimore in the hope that her

school may be preserved and assisted. E. P. Peabody

writes: " When I was with her in Philadelphia, she

went to the meeting at the corner of 15th and Race

one Sunday, and having been told by a member be-

forehand that if one was moved to speak there was

liberty, and one of the brethren having spoken on the

text, 'Am I my brother's keeper?' she did rise and

beginning, 'Who is thy brother? Is the Indian thy

brother?' went on in the most wonderful way to

speak of the neglected duty of dealing with the In-

dians as brethren, without any allusion to the Piutes

especially. Very soon after she sat down the meet-

ing closed, and simultaneously the people approached

her with outstretched hands, expressing unity and

sympathy." Now she cries out for the guardian aid

of Friends for her school.

E. P. P., also writes :
" I was witness to one of her

happiest outpourings before the Literary Society of

the Friends at Rutherford Place and Fifteenth street,

New York, and they seemed to understand and be-

lieve from their own knowledge and experience of

Indian matters. These people largely signed her pe-

tition to Congress, and they were not asked for any-

thing else."

In the present situation of affairs, it is thought to

be useless to invoke government aid. The only safety

for Sarah is to keep independently on her own land,

receiving aid from none but private friends who com-

prehend her and her plan. Civil service reform is

needed, it seems, in the Indian Bureau, and perhaps

the influence of those now in power is not very

earnest in favor of real action in that direction. Any
effort of noble spirits among the Indians coming up

to self-management and intelligent self-government

is what is most to be sought for and promoted by

their real friends. To remand them (the Piute peo-

ple) to the tutelage of the past, is rnuch to be de-

plored—and the action of Friends may perhaps do
something for their protection. S. R.

LIFE IS SO LONG.
" But a week is so long ! " he said,

With a toss of his curly head.
" One, two, three, four, five, six, seven !—•

Seven whole days! Why, iu six you know
(Yon know it yourself—you told me so)

The great God up in heaven

Made all the earth and the seas and skies.

The trees and the birds and the butterflies.

How can I wait for my seeds to grow !

"

" But a month is so long ! " he said,

With a drop of his boyish head.

"Hear me count—one, two, three, four

—

Four whole weeks, and three days more

;

Thirty-one days, and each will creep

As the shadow crawls over yonder steep

;

Thirty-one nights, and I shall lie

Watching the stars climb up the sky.

How can I wait till a month is o'er!"

"But a year is so long ! " ho said.

Uplifting his bright young head.
" All the seasons must come and go

Over the hills with footsteps slow

—

Autumn and winter, summer and spring
;

Oh, for a bridge of gold to fling

Over the chasm deep and wide,

That I might cross to the other side,

Where she is waiting—my love, my bride !

"

" Ten years may be long !
" he said.

Slowly raising his stately head,

"But there's much to win, there is much to lose;

A man must labor, a man must chouse,

And he must be strong to wait

!

The years may be long, but who would wear
The crown of honor must do and dare

—

No time has he to toy with fate

Who would climb to manhood's high estate."

"Ah ! life is not long?" he said.

Bowing his grand white head.

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven

—

Seventy years! As swift their flight.

As swallows cleaving the morning light,

Or golden gleams at even.

Life is short as a summer night

—

How long, God, is eternity ?
"

—Anonymous.

IN WINTER DAYS.

I.

AGAINST the window sifts a whirling snow.

Bare branches quake and shudder in the storm
;

But iu the fireside's crimson evening glow

A curtained room is beautiful and warm

;

An old mau listening stands; of fragile form.

The almoud blossoiu's whiteness on his brow.

But on his withered face there shines a light

Which nature's chill nor life's decay can blight.

The door is opened. See ! a youthful baud
Troops iu with word and shout of noisy glee

;

Each kisses first the patriarch's trembling hand.

Then gathering close around a magic tree,

Fair as the storied palms of Araby

—
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In hush of exquisite delight they stand,

Liiive, Joy and Peace, like angels wiug the air,

—

Tell mc, hclovod, is it winter tliere ?

11.

Within n garden where the oran.eo shows

Its golden glohes in boughs of glossy green.

Where all the winter days the violet blows,

And nature's frowning mood is never seen
;

Beauty's own realm, soft, fragrant and serene.

Where fallen rose-leaves are the only snows

—

With face of sorrow hidden by his hand,

J see another aged pilgrim stand.

Alone, a stranger on a foreign shore.

Homeless, for all ho has is bought with gold
;

Unloved, for early love returns no more
When life's best years for selfish greed are sold;

Faithless, and now forgotten—all is told !

No spring, swift-flowering can such loss restore.

Soft is the breeze that stirs his hoary hair,

But, O beloved ! it is winter there I

Fr.vncks L. M.iCE.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—The introduction of the "Seminaries" has given

new life and interest to the departments with which
they are connected.

—The new Catalogue shows that the department

of Manual Training is now fully organized. It ex-

tends through the two upper«classes of the Prepara-

tory School, and the Freshman and Sophomore
classes in the College. In the latter it is connected

with the department of Engineering, for which it is

found to be an excellent preparation. It is likely to

become more atid more popular, and it is hoped that

by the introduction of wood-turning, carving, etc., it

may also be opened for young women.

—Friends' Select School in Washington, and Sher-

wood School, in Sandy Spring, Md., have been added

to the list of schools authorized to send students to

the Freshman Class without an entrance examina-

tion. Eleven Friends' Schools are now upon this

list, and it is hoped that the list may be increased as

good schools are established among Friends through-

out the country.

—The falling off of some of the interest in Athle-

tics during the winter months has not yet been

found prejudicial to scholarship.

—New entries for next year have already begun.

To secure choice of rooms entries should be made
early.

—The faculty has voted to join a state organiza-

tion of Colleges if one be established. Several other

Colleges in the state have come to the same decision.

WOMEN AND HOUSE SERVICE.
REFERRING to some remarks by Mayor Hewitt, of

New York City, upon the employments of women,
George William Curtis thus writes in the "Easy
Chair" department of Harper's Magazine: Mr.
Hewitt not only justly says that there is nothing es-

sentially humiliating in domestic service, but he says

that in the home of his youth " the servant girl always

sat at the same table with the family," and did not

regard herself in a position of social inferiority. This
is still the custom and the feelingin many of the more
secluded parts of New England. Tlie word which
aptly describes " the hired girl " in the liouse or " the
hired man " in the field is " help." Tlie same senti-
ment of the relation leads to the use of the word
"hands" to describe the workmen in a factory. To
hire the labor of others is merely to multiply your
own power, your own hands. The sense of equality
remains. Thereisno feelingofabasementor humilia-
tion. Mr. Hewitt proceeds to say that it would be
very fortunate and greatly aid the solution of the
problem if the old relation between the servant and
the family could be restored. It was, in fact, that of
the waster and the apprentice who lived in the mas-
ter's family as a member of it.

But Mr. Hewitt says that " of course what is known
as fashionable society could not undertake to estab-
lish a basis of equality between master and servant,
or employer and employed, within the social circle.

That is not to be expected where ordinary common-
sense prevails." Mr. Hewitt here states one of the
rea.sons why domestic service is peculiarly distasteful

to great numbers of women. The main reasons, in-

deed, are two: one the total surrender of the whole
life to the commands of others, and the other is the
sense of inferiority which is made to accompany it.

These, indeed, are the characteristics of slavery.

Many women naturally prefer lower wages for work
and obedience to others during a certain number of
hours every day, and complete freedom during the
remainder, than the unintermitting service of the
kitchen all the time. This however miglit be allevi-

ated by the family fellowship. But since many
causes prevent that fellowship, it is idle to wonder
that women prefer harder work and snjaller wages
elsewhere to domestic service.

But the responsibility for the situation lies very
largely with the heads of households. The servant
is separated from the mistress as by a tiery sword of
Hindoo caste. A timely witness to this fact is the
passage in Mrs. Kirby's lately published autobiogra-
phy, describing her experience as a nursery-maid in

the refined family of a clergyman. Every close ob-
server sees that in hosts of households not only is

the whole body of cardinal virtues expected for thir-

teen dollars a month, but that the fir.st virtue ex-

pected is the most patient and polite endurance of in-

sulting arrogance and ill-breeding from the mistress.

It is the employer in this case who is most responsi-

ble for the prejudice against the employment.

SoKKOw fails of its divine mission when it blinds

us to everything but itself.

—

Frederic R. Marvin.

I DO not undervalue reason : I esteem it a precious

gift of God : but I believe it no more capable of lead-

ing us to Heaven. . . than our feet to carry us
thither.

—

John Thorp.

In all the relations of life, choose thou between
honor and dishonor, and so shape thy course that in

after years, honorable mention may be made of thee.

B. W. S.
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TEMPERANCE WORK AMONG THE CHIL-
DREN.

A MEETING in the interests of Temperance work
among the children was held in Friends' meeting-
house, 17th and Girard Avenue, on the evening of
the 25th iilt., at the call of the quarterly meeting's
committee on Intemperance. The meeting was pre-
sided over by Samuel C. Carr, who in the opening ad-
dress gave a wide range for those who followed.
While the work among the children formed the chief
topic of the evening, our duty as employers, house-
keepers, and as citizens, interested in the welfare and
perpetuity of our free institutions and the spread of
sound and wholesome principles among us, called
forth earnest expression. One who conducts a large
manufacturing enterprise in our city, gave his exper-
ience in the employment of men and the taking of
apprentices, in which he said that for several years
past he has taken no one into the establishment who
would not subscribe to total abstinence from all in-
toxicating beverage.s, and in the case of apprentices
from tobacco also. This has gathered around the
business a class of 'employees far above the general
average, and proved most satisfactory. The attend-
ance was small, but the expression was general, and
an unusual degree of interest in the several phases
of temperance work was shown throughout. R.

A STUDY OF A BLUE-JAY.
INVESTIGATING everything in the room is one of
my bird's greatest pleasures, and most attractive of
all he finds the drawer of my desk, on the edge of
which he stands delighted and bewildered by the
variety before him. Great would be the havoc if I
were not there; and the curious thing about it is that
he will pull things over carelessly, with one eve on
me, to see if I object. If, on touching some part'icular
thing, he sees that I do not approve,—and he recog-
nizes my sentiment as quickly as a bright child
would,—that thing, and that only, he will have. At
once he snatches it and flies away across the room
and I may chase him in vain. He regards it as a
frolic got up for his amusement, and no child ever
equaled him in dodging; he cannot be driven, and if
cornered he uses his wings. I simpiv put my wits
againt his, follow him about till he has to drop his
load to breathe, when a sudden start sends him off
and I .secure it. If I cover up anything, he knows
at once it is some forbidden treasure, and devotes all
his energy and cunning, which are great, to uncover-
ing and possessing himself of it. He opens any box
by delivering sharp blows under the edge of the
cover, and hides my postage-stamps in books and
magazines. He hops around the floor in a heavy
way, as often sidewise as straight, and holds his loes
as close together as though he had worn tight boots
all his life. If startled, he bounds up into the air in
the oddest way, a foot or two, or even more, general-
ly turning half around, and coming down with his
head the other way. If much alarmed, he will
bounce up in this way half a dozen times in quick
succession, and should he happen to be on a table at
the time he usually ends by landing on the floor

His alighting after any flight is most singular: he
comes to the floor in a crouching 'position, legs
sprawled, body horizontal and nearly touching the
matting, looking like a bird gone mad; then instant-
ly springs up six or eight inches, half turns, and
stands upright, crest erect, and looking excited, al-
most frightened. If much disturbed, he comes down
with wings half open, tail held up, and every feather
awry, as if he were out in a gale, uttering at the same
time a loud squawk. He is a most expert catcher,
not only seizing without fail a canary seed thrown to
him, but even fluttering bits of falling paper, the
hardest of all things to catch.

The funniest thing this knowing follow does is to
stamp his feet, and it is a genuine exjiression of im-
patience or displeasure. When I take something
away from him, or he thinks I mean to do so, or re-
fuse him something he wants, he stands still, and
jerks his feet in such a way that they stamp with a
loud sound, as if they were of iron. It is very droll.
In serious anger, he adds to this, bowing and "curtsy-
ing by bending the legs, snapping the bill, pecking,
and jumping up with the body without lifting the
feet.

—

Olive Thoene Miller in Atlantic Monthly.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Ou the 12th of last month, over 223,000 cubic yards of

limestone aud slate rock fell out of the bank of Niagara
Eiver, near the Horse.shoe Fall, ou the Canadian side,
leaving a perpendicular wall.

—A meeting of the representatives of all the various
temperance organizations in Scotland was held recently.
A deputation was appointed to wait upon the Secretary of
State with a view of representing through him to the gov-
ernment the urgent necessity of passing in the next session
of Parliament a measure dealing with the drink traffic in

Scotland.

—Trained mechanics are not often found in penitentiaries.

In one State prison but iive out of 1,500 convicts were edu-
cated mechanics.

—Recent evictions in Ireland lead the London Standard
to observe: " There are beyond question cases that bring
shame and discredit upon the whole body of landlords in

Ireland—cases in which owners have not behaved with any
show of respect for equity, and have done a gross wrong to

those whose happiness and lives depended upon their for-

bearance. Such landlords have no right to be supplied by
the Government with means for enforcing decrees granted
them by thestrict processof the law. Some of this winter's
evictions have been inhuman spectacles, fit only for a bar-

barous country and a barbarous age. The Government may
well consider whether it is not time to dissociate the action

of the Irish Executive from the enforcement of such
decrees.''

CURRENT EVENTS.
A VERY extensive " strike " of coal handlers, " long-

shoremen " and other laborers, in New York city, and the
cities adjacent, has been in progress for several days,
several thousand men being in it. The delivery of coal at
the wharves has been substantially stopped, and much de-
lay has been experienced in loading and unloading vessels.

The Senate of Kansas, by a vote of 25 to 13, passed a
bill enfranchising women in cities of the first, second and
third class. In the Senate of the United States a resolu-
tion proposing an amendment to the Constitution permit-
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ting women to vote received the sapport of 16 Senators out

of 40 voting.

At Tromont, North Bond and other points in Nebraska,

about one hundred miles west of Omaha, a shock, supposed

to be that of au eartluiuako, was felt at eight o'clock ou the

evening of the STth ult. A loud subterranean rumble wsvs

heard and buildings were rocked. No damage is reported.

The Senate of Michigan on the 27th ult., by a vote of

22 to 10, concurred in a resolution from the House provid-

ing for the submission of a Prohibition amendment to a

vote of the people.

It is understood that Secretary Manning will retire

from the Treasury Department about the 1st of May, and

that he will accept the presidency of the new national

bank to be established in New York.

Gre.^t excitement prevails throughout Chili, South

America, at the appearance of cholera on its boundaries

coming from the Argentine Republic, where it has pre-

vailed very badly. Strict quarantine was forced against

vessels coming from suspected ports, and the passes on the

Argentine frontier, were closed, but the disease, it appears,

has surmounted all barriers, and reached the Pacific slope.

At the meeting of the Academy of Natural Sciences,

(Phila.), last week, it was announced ou behalf of the Com-
mittee ou Instruction that arrangements were being made
for a course of fifteen popular lectures, to be delivered on

successive Sixth-day evenings in the Academy, beginning

about the middle of the present month. The charge for

the course will probably be placed at the nominal sum of

$1, or 10 cents for each lecture.

Washington, Jan. 28th.—There is a prospect of action

of some kind by the couferrees appointed last session upon

the bill repealing the preemption and timber culture acts

and amending the homestead law. The measure is es-

sentially a proliihition of the acquirement of public laud

by any but actual settlers, and by them not in excess of

IGO acres per family. Another meeting of Ww, couferrees is

promised in a few days.

NOTICES.
*»" Friends' Charity Fuel Association meets this (Sev-

enth day) evening, 5th inst., at 8 o'clock.

Jos. M. Teum.\n, Jr., Clerk.

*»* Circular mooting at Concord, Pa., Second mouth 6th,
at 3 P. M.

*5i* Blue River First-day School Union at Benjamin villei

111., Sixth day evening, Second month 26th.

*»* Quarterly Meetings in Second month will occur as

follows

:

7. Nine Partners, Nine Partners, N. Y.

8. Philadelphia, Race St., Pa.

10. Abiugton, Abingdin, Pa.

Stanford, Crum Elbow, N. Y.
Miami, Waynesville, O.

Salem, Salem, O.

Pelham H. Y. M., Lobo, Ont.

Easton and Saratoga, Easton, N. Y.
Shrewsbury and Rahway, Plainfield, N. J.

Short Creek, Mount Pleasant, 0.

Centre, Bald Ea,i;le, Pa.
Duanesburg, Albany, N. Y.
Stillwater, Plainfield, O.

Bucks, Wrightstown, Pa.

Blue River, Benjaminville, 111.

Warrington, Mouallen, Pa.

Canada H. Y. M., Bloomfield, Ont.

11.

12.

12.

12.

16.

21.

23.

24.

26.

28.

28.

The Intelligencer and Journal for 1887.

CLUB EATES WITH OTHER PERIODICALS.
The Intelligencer and Journal will be sent one year, with any one of the periodicals named below,

for the amount stated.

WEEKLIES.
Periodical. Price for Both.

Philadelphia Press, ($1.) .... 3.30

The Independent, ($3.) 5.10

Harper's Weekly, ($4.) 5.80

Harper's Young People, ($2.).... 4.10

Littell's Living Age, ($8.) .... 9.60

The American, ($3.) 5.00

Country Gentleman, ($2.50.) .... 4.60

Christian Union, (§3.) 5.10

Journal OF Education, ($3.50.) . . . 4.60

Chicago InterOcean, ($1.^ .... 3.40

SEMI-MONTHLIES.
Good Housekeeping, ($2.50.) .... $4.50

MONTHLIES.
The Children's Friend, ($1.50.) . . . $3.50

Sceienee's Magazine, ($3.00), . . . 5.00

Periodical.

The Centuky Magazine, ($4.) .

Harper's M.AG.AZiNE, ($4.)

Atlantic Monthly, ($4.) .

The Student, ($1.) .

PopuL.VK Science Monthly, ($5.)

North American Review, ($5.)

St. Nicholas, ($3.)

Magazine op American History, ($5.)

Wideawake, ($3.)

B.ABYH00D, ($1.50)

PHREN0L0GIC-4.L JOURNAL, ($2.)

VicK's Magazine, ($1.25.) .

American Agriculturist, ($1.50.)

Gardener's Monthly, ($2.00.) .

LiPPINCOTT'S M.agazine, ($3.) .

The Faem Journal, (0..50.)

Peick foe Both,

6.10

5.60

5.80

3.25

6.60

6.60

5.10

6.60

3.60

4.10

3.40

3.60

4.00

5.00

2.75

*** Persons wishing other periodicals than those named above should write us, and we will name prices.

*«* Where several periodicals in the list are wanted, find the net price of each, (if ordered through us), by subtracting

$2.50 from the rate given " for both."

«i»* Where our subscribers have already paid up for the INTELLIGENCER AND JouENAL, or for any reason do not now

wish to remit for it, they can have the periodicals above at the net rate and pay for our paper at their convenience.
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TSE LAW OF LOVE.
DIG channels for the streams of love.

Where they may broadly run;

And love has overflowing atreams

To fill them every one.

But if, at any time, thou cease

Such channels to provide,

The very fo.at^ of love to thee

Will soon be parched and dried.

For thou must share if thou wouldst 1

That good thing from above
;

Ceasing to share, you cease to have.

Such is the law of love.

Archbishop Tkench.

A CLOUD OF WITNESSES.^
IN the 14th century. Master Echardt, of Cologne, re-

lates this story: "There was a learned man who
prayed that God would .send some one to teach him

the truth ; and there came one day a voice saying to

him, 'Go to the front of the church, and thou wilt

find one to show the right way.' So he went and

found a wretched beggar, and the learned man said

to him, 'Good day!' And he answered, ' I never

had a bad day.' Then he said, ' God bless thee ;

'

and the beggar answered, 'I am already blessed.'

' Heaven .save thee ' said the scholar. ' I am already

saved,' said he. 'How is this? ' asked the scholar

;

'Explain it to me!' ' Willingly,' said the beggar;
' All God's days are good, so I always have a good

day ; I am always blessed, for God's will is my will

;

I am safe, for I belong to him, and he does not wish

to lose any of his creatures.' ' But how if God should,

send thee to hell ? ' asked the scholar. ' He cannot'

said the beggar; 'his love restrains him; but if he

did, I have still two arms with which to hold him
;

one is submission, and the other is love; and so if I

went to hell I should take God with me and I had

rather be in hell and have God, than be in heaven

and not have him.'"

In this instructive anecdote,—in which the part

borne by the scholar is attributed to John Tauler, is

shown the deep religious spirit which existed in the

comparative darkness of the Middle Ages,and the as-

sertion of the immanence of a benevolent and just

God in all the events and circumstances of life.

Such sentiments as these belong to the " Mystics," as

• Read at a Conference in Race Street Meeting-house, Phila-

delphia, First-month 23, 18S7.

they are denominated. The title of Mystics was
from the beginning more or less applied to the Socie-

ty of Friends, though the origin of the Mystic Phil-

osophy was toward the close of the third century.

These views were adopted by Origen and his disci-

ples, who held and taught that the divine nature was
diflused through all human souls; that the faculty of

reason, from which proceed the health and vigor of

the mind, was an emanation from God unto the hu-

man soul, and comprehended in it the principles and
elements of all truth, human and divine. Accord-
ing to these teachers, the divine influence, the hid-

den and internal word, was to be sought in silence

tranquility, repose, and solitude, rather than by la-

bor and study. It is recorded that the number of

Mystics increased in the 4th century, and in the 12th

century they took the lead in their method of ex-

pounding the Scriptures. In the 13th century they

were the formidable antagonists of the schoolmen.
(Buck says of the " Schoolmen " that they were a sect

in the 12th, and 1.3tli, and 14th centuries to whom is

attributed the formation of Scholastic Theology,

founded on the philosophy of Aristotle, by means of

which the papal darkness was increased and real

Christian truth antagonized.)

In the 14th century many persons of great merit
and eminence were to be found among the Mystics;

among these were Jacob Behmen, the German shoe-

maker of Gorlitz, Molinos, the Spanish priest. Arch-
bishop FeniJlon, and Madame Guyon. They taught

that man can be lostonly by turning away persistently

from the Savior within him. They also declared that

the only religion that can save man must be that

which can raise up the light, life and Spirit of God in

the soul. No man can enter the Kingdom of Heaven
till heavenly life is born in him.

One of the principles affirmed and taught by the

My.stics was that of Disinterested Love,—the same
which the saints of all ages have proclaimed. It is

on record that a woman in Alexandria in the early

Christian age, walked through the streets, carrying

a torch in one hand and a pitcher of water in the

other,saying :
" With this torch I will burn the heav-

ens, and with this water quench the fires of hell,that

men may love God for himself alone."

Many of the doctrines taught by Emanuel Swed-
enborg in modern times are in accord with those of
the Mystics of the Middle Ages. He seems to have
held that in the coming life punishments are neither

arbitrary nor capricious, but benignant and accord-
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inp to divine Inws ; that tlipre is no abrupt change

from life to life; tliiit lieavcn is not outward felicity,

but doinp pood throiijib truth from love ;
tliat iuward

i-hararter makes heaven or hell.

The English Friends of the 17th Century form-

ulated their principles with such skill as tocomuiend

them to the thoughtful, as early as 1705, A. D., de-

elarin-; them to Charles II., in the hope that his

natural good sense would take note of the reasona-

bleness of their position.

It does not appear that in the beginning of his

unfolding of Truth, as it was revealed to his own
consciousness, George Fox was aware how great a

cloud of witnesses had announced substantially the

same conclusions. To him it seemed that an especial

and peculiar light had dawned upon mankind in that

day to which he warned all men to take heed.

The devout servants of God from the earliest ages

had announced the doctrine of the Spirit. Not only

the prophets of Israel, tliose inspired poet souls who

laid their tribute on the altars of Jehovah—and not

even the devout recipients of the pure light of God

during the Christian ages had attained to the same

wisdom as he—but many even among the less fav-

ored sages of the gentile world had held the founda-

tion principles which he announced with such

resolute emphasis to his generation—which came

with such force and such refreshment after the long

apostacy of the so-called Christian Church.

The-noble minded, truth-loving -youth, whose

training was in the English Church, and whose rela-

tions desired should be made a priest of that profes-

sion—a shoemaker's apprentice and a shepherd, was

early stirred and instructed by this same word of

God to which he was later to call all men whom he

could reach.

Once convinced and satisfied of the truth, no

martyr or saint of medifeval legend was more heroic-

ally brave and devoted than he in his warfare for the

Light of the Gospel. The spirit of God had illumina-

ted his mind and shown him his duty, and nothing

could restrain his zeal and fervor. Truly, George

was of the stock of the martyrs. We know how his

ministrv was like magic in its immediate eflfect, while

its ultimate results were of the the noblest character

—not to be measured by sectarian success' or growth

but by the promotion of every reform in which the

present age rejoices. Says James Freeman Clarke:

"The early Quakers anticipated, 200 years ago, the

reforms which are only being carried out to-day.

In an age when all men thought human slavery a

reasonable, just and Christian institution the Friends

bore their testimony against it. War was then, as

now, believed a necessary evil; but the Friends

called it a sin in which no Christian man could take

part, either by military service or by paying taxes to

support war. Quakers were the first to believe in

the equal rights of women, allowing them to speak

and preach in public; opposed judicial oaths; pro-

tested against capital puuishments, then inflected for

the most petty crimes against property; protested

asjainst imprisonment for debt which has only been

abolished in some of our States within the memory
of men now living; protested against extravagance

and waste, vanity and idle luxury, senseless changes
of fashion, and all falsehood in act or speech." What
was true and vital then is just as true and vital now,
and every vital truth is ancient as well as ''new
every morning."

Neither is there any end to righteous reform.

The same cleansing and enlightening spirit yet
shines, as in the earlier times. Shall not Friends
still be zealous in every good cause, involvingjustice,

mercy and truth? Not by merely shrinking from
action and contenting itself with an indolent nega-
tive profession of piety can the Church be eilified;

but by faithful lives of aggressive warfare against the
powers of evil wherever these appear, shall jiroper

work of our day really be done.

It will not avail to build the sepulchres of the

prophets very broad and very lofty and then take
refuge under their shadows. The living belong not
among the dead, though it is certainly permitted us
to look back for instruction as to the experience of

the past.

Perhaps the power of the testimony of Fox was
largely due to his lack of human learning. He could
announce from his own knowledge that the Light of

God's spirit is the boon of every human creature

—

that it is the means of man's salvation because he
had known himself saved—that is, brought from

spiritual death to life by this means, and not l)ecause

he bad found it stated by the Apostle John.
"Every man that couieth into the world" is a

broad enough statement to exclude forever any limi-

tations to this wondrous grace.

John's is the Quaker's text, and we shall be able

to perceive, as a matter of ordinary experience, that

when this light "shineth in darkness, the darkness
comprehendeth it not."

" Keep the inner ear open attentive" says a gifted

modern preacher, not of our profession, "and not one
of you, as well as Amos or Isaiah, but will hear the

word of God." S. R.

THE CALIFORNIA "MISSION" INDIANS.

[From a circular sent out by Philip C. Garrett, (Logan

P. O., Philadelphia), and others, constituting a, committee

appointed at the Mohonk Conference to help protect the

legal rights of the Indians, we make liberal extracts, be-

low.

—

Eds.]

Mks. Helen Hunt J.^cicson, before publishing her
" Eamona," examined, as special United States Agent
jointly with Mr. Abbot Kinney, of California, the

condition and needs of the Blission Indians. Four
years have elapsed since their report, during which
Congress has continued the neglect of the previous

twenty years. Last year Prof. C. C. Painter, of the

Indian Kights Association, made a tour of inspection,

and at Mrs. Jackson's request again visited a portion

of the field, accompanied by a member of this Com-
mittee, and Mrs. 0. J. Hiles, of Milwaukee, Wis.,

spent several months in a voluntary supplementing

of Mrs. Jackson's work. These later investigations

confirm and emphasize Jlrs. Jackson's report and ap-

peal, and a friend has donated to this committee an

abbreviated edition of her report for distribution
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herewith ; but a statement of a recent case will illus-

trate the urgent need of public help.

A few years since, K. F. DeCeles, of Los Angeles,

sold to the Hon. Chas. Maclay and Judge Widney
the San Fernando grant, inherited by him from his

father, to whom it was granted by the Mexican Gov-

ernment, which grant contained a clause excepting

the land occupied by the Indians. An old Indian

named Rogerio occupied ten acres, the bounds of

which were clearly defined, and upon which he has

for a number of years paid taxes. When the deed

was made out, the clause in the old grant excepting

this land of the Indian was not incorporated in it.

Mr. DeCeles refused to sign it unless that clause was

inserted, until assured by his attorney that it was not

necessary for the protection of the Indian, inasmuch

as the land was not his, an^l he couhl convey by deed

only what he owned. This, with the assurance of

Messrs. Maclay and Widney that the Indians would

never be disturbed, imluced him to sign the deed

without the excepting clause. Notwithstanding this

assurance, these gentlemen soon brought an action

for the ejectment of Rogerio and his family. Judg-

ment was based wholly on a technical mistake of his

attorney, and not on the equitable of legal rights of

the plaintiffs, and a writ of ejectment was issued last

winter.

The manner of ejectment was as cruel as the fact

was outrageous. Rogerio was over eighty years old,

and his wife and another woman of nearly equal age,

with five or six other persons, constituted his house-

hold. The sheriff removed them by force in the

midst of the winter, tumbled the two aged women
with all their effects, including Rogerio's blacksmith

tools, fuel, chickens, etc., into a wagon, and dropped

them by the roadside, where they lay without the

slightest protection, and without food, excepting

parche<l corn, for eight days, when the rainy season

was at its worst, while the old man went to Los

Angeles to get permission from the priest to occupy

an old dilapidated shed connected with the old mis-

sion church. His tools, fuel, baskets and other pos-

sessions were pilfered ; and it being thought by many
that the old man must have money buried under his

house, as he had for many years done the blacksmith

work for that part of the country, diligent search was
made for that. The old wife died of pneumonia,

brought on by the expo.sure, and the old man is a

homeless wanderer.

A fine spring of water on this land was one main
oVjject of this dispossession ; and it may interest some
to know that these plaintiffs purpose erecting a Tlieo-

logical Seminary on this property.

This sad story is told, not for the sake of Rogerio,

for his case is without remedy, but to call attention

to the fact that the title by which some five or six

hundred other Mission Indians in Southern Cali-

fornia, Christian, civilized, and self-supporting, hold

their homes, is to-day in like jeopardy, and unless

steps are taken at once to prevent it, they will soon

meet a similar fate.

A suit has been pending in the Court of San Diego

County for the ejectment of some two hundred of

these same Mission Indians from the San Jacinto

grant,—tlie Saboba case, the first mentioned by
Mrs. Jackson in Exhibit B of her report. Govern-
ment appointed counsel to defend them, and after-

ward even refused to allow them their necessary
expenses. The case went against the Indians by
default, but was restored to the calendar, and coun-
sel again appointed at the earnest request of the
Indian Rights Association. But the Government
attached to this appointment the condition that this

service should be without compensation. This Asso-
ciation, from a special gift of a Boston lady for the
purpose, guaranteed compensation, and the Govern-
ment special counsel then took up the case, which
has been decided against the Indians. Appeal has
been taken to the Supreme Court of the State, and it

is proposed to carry it, if necessary, to the Supreme
Court of the United States. To make this appeal it

was necessary that an indemnity bond should be
given, and the Secretary of the Indian Rights As-
sociation is holden to the amount of $3,300.

The owners of other grants, whose titles to their

lands are clouded by the Indians' right to them, are

waiting the result of this suit; and if it be gained by
the plaintiff, they will proceed at once to eject the

Indians from their homes.
The Committee, on legal assistance for these In-

dians, appointed at the Lake Mohonk Indian Con-
ference has waited for Prof Painter's new investiga-

tions in California in its behalf, and for developments
in Washington, before pressing this appeal for funds,

but now feels it unsafe to rely on Government action

alone. The Committee requests that the funds may
be committed to them with a measure of di.seretion

as to their use within the general purpose of defend-

ing the rights of the Indians.

A VIEW OF THE UNITED STATES.
OUR friend William Tallack, an active worker in the

Peace movement in England, (for which William Pol-

lard, one of the three authors of "A Reasonable
Faith," is also a regular or occasional lecturer), con-
tributes to the Lonilon Herald of Peace, an article on
" The Gireat Peaceful Republic," inspired by the facts

given in Andrew Carnegie's recent book, " Triumph-
ant Democracy." (Andrew Carnegie, a Scotchman by
birth, is one of the owners of extensive steel and
iron works at Pittsburg, and a very wealthy man.
His book is an ardent eulogy of the United States, for

the advantages it offers in every way, and he gives a

vast array of facts to support his praise.)

William Tallack, in his opening paragraph, inti-

mates that " on some points, Mr. Carnegie's pictures

are more rosy tinted than the actual aspects of affairs

really warrant. For example his optimist statements
respecting crime and pauperism in the United States

are certainly open to grave challenge when tested by
the official returns and general statements of Ameri-
can authorities themselves. Crime, vagrancy, beg-

gary and imposture are far more rampant in the States

than in the mother country ; and, further, are rap-

idly increasing in the former, whilst undergoing a de-

cided check, if not considerable decrease, in the lat-

ter. Murders and violence are terribly frequent in

many of the States, though Mr. Carnegie overlooks
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the fact. Again, every observant travelerfinds misery

and overcrowdinct almost as marked features in New
York and Pliiladclphia, as in London or Liverpool."

We qnofe this paragraph, in order to remark that \V.

T. is plainly under misapprehension as to the facts,

especially when he says of crime, vagrancy, beggary,

and imposture that they are "far more rampant" in

the United States than in Great Britain. Any sta-

tistics that appear to show that condition of things

are obviously untrustworthy. There is, it is true, too

much of all these evil conditions among us, but the

general situation of our people is exceptionally good.

Moreover, we are obliged to ascribe much of the

crime, vagrancy, beggary, and imposture with which

we are afflicted,—especially in the cities and towns,

—

to the presence of great numbers of newly-arrived

people. Among these are often persons who have

been well known at home as criminals, and are sent

or allowed to come by the authorities in Europe.

Constant vigilance on the part of our officials in the

sea-ports is required to guard against th is outrage upon

us, and also against the wholesale importation of pau-

pers. Those of our people who are settled in their

citizenship,—who have been here one or twoormore
generations, are peaceful, law-abiding, and industri-

ous, as well as intelligent. Thus Andrew Carnegie,

in his book, speaking of the really " American " la-

borer, says

:

" Among his amusements is found scarcely a trace

of the ruder practices of British manufacturing dis-

tricts, such as cock-fighting, badger-baiting, dog-

fighting, prize-fighting. Wife-beating is scarcely ever

heard of; and drunkenness is quite rare. During all

my experience among working men, I have rarely

seen a native American workman under the influence

of liquor ; and I have never known of any serious

inconvenience, or loss of time, in any works, result-

ing from the intemperance of men."
William Tallack, having made the reservation

which we have alluded to, praises freely the United

States Supreme Court, and the Senate, and finds in

the powers and functions assigned to them a clue to

the precepts and orderly system of Atfaerican govern-

ment. He quotes the Marquis of Salisbury, the pres-

ent prime-minister of England, as saying that he en-

vies the Americans " their magnificent institution of

a Supreme Court," and remarks for himself that it

" is, in fact, a working'and executive Court of Arbi-

tration for the several States and Territories, which
make up the great Union. Whenever a dispute

arises between one State and another, or betw-een

any State and the central government at Washing-
ton, the decision of the Supreme Court of the nation

is final and binding upon all It has, in some
respects, more exalted functions than either the Pres-

ident, or the Senate, or the House of Representatives.

For it is the sovereign custodian of the integrity of

the Constitution of the United States; and, if even
the legislative chambers pass any measure incon-

sistent with the tenor of the Constitution, the Su-

preme Court has power to veto such legislation. And
its decision, on such points, is final."

William Tallack further says: "Another noble
institution is the American Senate. It also is one

which Britons may well envy. For it has finally

controlling power over even the President and his

Cabinet, in respect to all foreign treaties and declara-

tions of war. All ambassadors and foreign agents

must be approved by this body. Hence it exercises

a powerful check against such disasters as those

which 'jingo' partisans, or hasty-tempered ministers,

and military or naval officers have so often plunged
the English nation into Would that any
similar body could have prevented British Lilieral or

Conservative Cabinets from the wretched and costly

fiascos in Egypt and the bombardment of Alex-

andria!"

Our friend is quite right, undoubtedly, in calling

the United States a "great peaceful republic." The
general temper of the people is against warlike enter-

prises, and his reference to the fact that the regular

army only consists of 25,000 men, (it very seldom
has that many actually in service), is a citation

pertinent to the case. Our great advantages over the

nations of Europe are two: (1) The good fortune of

our detached situation, which removes us from such

international jealousies, intrigues, and aggressions as

now threaten Europe with a bloody war, and per-

petually menace the maintenance of peace; and (2)

the popular system of government, by which each

citizen not only feels that he has a voice, but also a

responsibility. The burdens laid even upon the

comparatively free people of England by the in-

herited privileges and excessive possessions of the

ruling classes are a grievous weight upon the general

community. These we escape, and while our pros-

perous circumstances, exhibited so graphically by
Andrew Carnegie, come in part from our country

being new, and richly endowed by nature, it is the

possession of social and political rights that does

most to assure our continued welfare.

H. M. J.

BAYARD TAYLOR ON KINDNESS TO ANI-
MALS.

IN the first place animals have much more capacity

to understand human speech than is generally sup-

posed. Hindoos invariably talk to their elephants,

and it is amazing how much the latter comprehend.
The Arabs govern their camels with a few cries, and
my associates in the African desert were almost

amused whenever I addressed a big dromedary who
was my property for two months

;
yet at the end of

that time, the beast evidently knew the meaning of a

number of simple sentences. Some years ago, seeing

the hippopotamus in Barnum's Museum looking very

stolid and dejected, I spoke to him in English, but he
did not even move his eyes. Then I went to the op-

posite corner of the cage, and said in Arabic, "I

know you, come here to me ! " He instantly turned

his head towards me; I repeated the words, and
thereupon he came to the corner where I was stand-

ing, pressed his huge, ungainly head against the bars

of the cage, and looked in my face with a touching

delight while I stroked his muzzle. I have two or

three times found a lion w'ho recognized the same
language, and the expression of the eye, for an in-

stant, seemed postively human.
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Few persons are aware of the great effect which

quiet speech exercises upon the savage clog. A dis-

tinguished Englisli poet told me that he was once

walking in the country with Canon Kingsley, when
they passed a lodge where an immense and fierce

mastifl", confined by a long chain, rushed out upon

him. They were just beyond his reach, but the chain

did not seem secure; the poet would have hurried

past, but Kingsley, laying a hand upon his arm, said,

" Wait a moment and see me subdue him !
" There-

upon he walked up to the dog, who, erect upon his

hind feet with open jaws and glaring eyes, was the

embodiment of animal fury. Kingsley lifted his

hand, and quietly said, " You have made a mistake
;

you must go back to your kennel !
" The dog sank

down upon his fore feet, but still growled angrily
;

the Canon repeated his word in a firm voice, advanc-

ing step by step as the dog gave way. He continued

speaking grave reproof, as to a human being, until

he had forced the mastifl' back into his kennel, where

the latter silently, and perhaps remorsefully, lay

down.
The extent to vfrhich a horse also may be taught to

understand speech is not generally known. The sim-

ple feet that he likes to be talked to makes him at-

tentive to the sounds, and I am convinced that in a

great many cases he has an impression of the mean-
ing. I have at present, a horse who had served his

country during the war, and came to me only after

its close. His experience while on scouting service,

made him very susijicious of any grey object, as I

soon discovered ; he would shy at a fallen login a

thicket, a glimpse of a mossy rock, or a laborer's coat

left in a fence corner. By stopping him whenever
this happened, and telling him, in an assuring tone,

tliat there was nothing to fear, he was very soon com-
pletely cured of the habit. But he still lifts up his

head, and would, if he could, cry, " Ha ! ha !
" when

he hears the sound of the trumpet.

The affection and fidelity of the horse have always
been admitted. My first acquaintance with these

qualities was singular enough to be related. When
a boy of fourteen, I was walking along a lonely coun-

try road with a companion of the same age, and came
upon an old grey horse, standing in the middle of the

track, over a man who was lying upon his back. We
hastened up to give assistance, but presently saw that

the man, instead of being injured, was simply drunk.

He had tumbled oft', on his way home from the tav-

ern, and a full bottle of whisky, jolted out of his

pocket in falling, lay by his side.

The fore feet of the horse were firmly planted on
eaoii side of his neck, and the hind feet on each side

of his legs. This position seeming to us dangerous
for the man, we took the animal by the bridle and
attempted to draw him away ; but he resisted with

all his strength, snorting, laying back his ears, and
giving every other sign of anger. It was apparent
that he had carefully planted himself so as complete-
ly to protect his master against any passing vehicle.

We assisted the faithful creature in the only possible

way, by pouring the whisky into the dust, and left

him until help could be summoned. His act indi-

cated not only affection, involving a sense of duty,

ut also more than the one process of reasoning.

My horse had a playful habit of snapping at my
arm when he was harnessed for a drive. I always
talk to a horse before starting, as a matter of common
politeness. Of course, I never flinched, and his

teeth often grazed my sleeve as he struck them to-

gether. One day, more than a dozen years ago, he
was in rather restless spirits, and snapped a little too

vigorously, catching my arm actually in his jaws. I

scarce!}' felt the bite, but was very much surprised.

The horse, however, showed such unmistakable signs

of regret and distress that I simply said, " Never do
that again !

" And he never did. From that mo-
ment he gave up the habit of years ; he laid back his

ears, or feigned anger in other ways, but he never

again made believe to bite. This, certainly, goes far

beyond the temporary sorrow for an unintentional

injury which may be referred to an animal's affec-

tion. What else is conscience than knowledge of

wrong made permanent by a memory which forbids

the repetition of the wrong?

—

Herald of Peace {Lon-

don).

THE NEW ENGLAND PERSECUTIONS.
[Auartitleiu the Atlantic Monthly {or the present mouth

reviews very favorably the book, by Brooks Adams, just is-

sued by Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston, entitled "The
Emancipation of Massachusetts,"—the meaning of this title

being the change in the colonial system of Massachusetts,

(between 1684 and the period of the Eevolutiouary War),

from a " theocracy," in which^the ministers were the ruling

class, to a freer and more popular government. The book is

very severe upon the sacerdotal control ; the review in the

Atlantic speaks of it, however, in the following terms.

—

Eds. Intelligencer and Journal].

MR. ADAMS has told the story of this " theocracy"

with graphic force and unsparing fidelity : of the

means by which it as.sured and consolidated its

power; of the daring obstinacy with which it resisted

every attempt to bring it under correction of the

English court and the common law ; of the wretched

system of judicature it established, and its consequent

travesties of justice; of its contests with the " Anti-

nomians," the Baptists and the Quakers; of its ex-

cesses, cruelties, enormities, in these contests, partic-

ularly the last ; of the ultimate forfeiture of its patent

so dreadfully abused, and its lo.ss of immediate su-

premacy ; of the witchcraft craze as the lurid after-

glow of its day ; of the liberal revolt within its own
ranks, which reduced its influence as it had already

been reduced in direct power : of the rise of the legal

profession to represent, as against sacerdotal impro-

visation, the long-grown tradition, the sober spirit,

and tried methods of secular justice ; and so on to

the end, which is reached with the opening of the

war for independence. Now, when a New England
historian treats of those times, his power to see the

facts in a dry light is tested especially by the case of

the Quakers ; and the test has too generally been ill-

sustained. Labored and persistent attempts have
been made to excuse the Puritans, while mildly cen-

suring them, and to throw the chief blame of the

persecution upon its victims. It has been said that

the conduct of the Quakers was so disorderly, anarch-

ical, and indecent as to drive the authorities beyond
all bounds of patience, and to force them, in mere de-
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fence of civil order, upon a severe line of nction. By
conlounilins; dates, by putting effect for causae and
cause for ert'ect, by reckless exajxgeralion and still

more reckless assertion, without evidence and in con-

tempt of evidence, this style of representation has
been plausibly supported, and, seconded by local feel-

ing, has been commonly accepted as true. One can
see that it prevails more or less with historical writers

whose desire to be simply just is quite apparent. Mr.
R. P. Hallowell, in his ironically named (Quaker In-

vasion of Massachusetts, has exposed unanswerably
the quality of those pretences; but be is of Quaker
descent, and wrote quite obviously with the special

feeling of a Quaker. In the present work, however,
a son of the Puritans tells the sad tale to the like ef-

fect. AVith a strong hand he brushes aside the entire

cobweb of apology, and permits the naked facts to

appear in their proper ugliness. We are heartily glad

of it. The persecution was a shame to the times in

which it took place, but the attempt to cloak its na-

ture is a shame to our own. And Mr. Adams has not

only made clean work at this point; his book as a
whole is instructive, suggestive, and painfully inter-

esting. Every page bears the marks of a penetrating

mind, severe intellectual sincerity, assiduous research,

and a disposition to see the particular case treated of

as representative of processes in world-history.

EDUCATIONAL.
METHODS OF TEACHING GEOGRAPHY IN THE

PRIMARY GRADES.

IN the report of the last Educational Conference,

printed two weeks ago, the question of Geography
was merely alluded to, as it was felt that the subject

was deserving of a more extended notice than could

be givenat that time,and itis hoped nothinghas been
lost by this delay. Four interesting essays were read,

prepared for the occasion by Mary J. Elliott, of West
Philadelphia, Ella M. Turner of Wilmington, Dela-

ware, Ida E. Bonner, of Moorestown, N. J., and
Kathleen R. Carter, of Wallingford, Pa. There was a

very general agreement among them as to the man-
ner of presenting the subject, the differences being
mainly in details, and a very correct idea of the out-

line of the methods given may be had from the

shortest essay, by M. J. E., which is as follows:

Five Months' Experience in Teaching Geography
IN THE Lowest Grade.

The teacher enters the- class-room for the first

lesson and twelve little, inquiring faces, most of

which she had seen but once before, are fastened

upon her. She announces that they are going to

spend the time to-day in getting acquainted and
learning where they live, so that if she should want'
to come to see them, she would know the way. Each
one is then asked to tell how he came to school and
almost all are able to do so. One, however, came
with mamma, and mamma knew the way. Yes; but

the teacher suggests, mamma may not always be able

to come. So each child is asked to help him think
how he came. After numerous suggestions and much
questioning he remembers the way, and he goes home
and tells mamma she need not take him to school to-

morrow morning. Just before the bell rings some one
renuirks, "Teacher has not told the way she came,
and we do nf>t know how to go to see her." One
little boy, however knows. He lives, quite near
teacher and can tell just the way.

The second lesson was sp'ent upon what was seen
on the way to school ; and the third, upon w hat can
be seen from the class-room windows. Then they
were ready to build the vicinity of the school. In
this work the sand table was used, and toy houses,

not the best which can be procured but, in order to

save expense, some which the teacher played with
herself when a child. After the sand work, or play
more projierly speaking, sjates were used and a draw-
ing nurde from memory of the work done in sand.

Directions were next taught, and the little poem,
" This is East and this way West," already taught by
the teacher of reading, was of much assistance. Many
imaginary trips were taken across the river to Wana-
luaker's, the Public Buddings, Pennsylvania Rail-

road station, etc. The conversational lessons were
followed by the sand work upon the vicinity visited.

The trip to the Public Buildings gave us food for

many lessons. The teacher announces that where
the Public Buildings now stand was once an open
square and it was named after a great, good man.
Then followed, in brief, the story of AVm. Penn,
without giving the name the children guessing it at

the end of the lesson. Several letsons were spent
upon Penn, the Society of Friends, the age of the

City, meaning of the names Philadelphia and Penn-
sylvania. The picture of Penn, his little house
in Letitia street, the slate-roofed house, etc., were
shown. The plan of the city was next explained

;

squares named, and brief accounts of Franklin,

Washington, Rittenhouse, and Logan given. On one
occasion we were ready to work with sand and in

pouring it out it piled up in such a way that one of

the children remarked that it looked like a volcano.

Then followed the question from one of the class,

"What is a volcano?" But our first speaker was
ready with his answer: "A mountain, which throws

out fire, smoke, and melted rock, which they call

lava." It happerred that the teacher wore a pin

made of lava, which was shown. Our first speaker

continued, " I know the name of a volcano, too. It

is Vesuvius." " O, what a hard word !" some one
replies, but all try to pronounce it and almost all suc-

ceed. Now follows the question, " Where is Vesuvi-

us ? " And the answer came, " Way across the ocean

in a country shaped like a boot." Then the map was
shown, the boot hunted, and the name of the coun-

try given. Some one observed. "It looks as if Italy

were kicking something into the water." Yes, that

is an island, and its name is Sicily." The children

were able to discover for themselves the definition

of an island and point out other islands.

We have endeavored to keep our work within

our own State, but at times we have wandered far

away, but never leading, always being led. The
teacher is the helmsman ; she directs the course, but

she must steer to the desired havens or there will be
mutiny among her passengers.

Full justice cannot be done the remaining articles
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simply by making extracts, but that seems the best

tliat can be done. Ella M. Turner says :
" As far as

primary worlc is concerned, the teacher should have

individuality and spontaneity enough to discard pat-

terns. Her work, we all know, if well done, is most

dilBcult, yet most pleasing and important. She needs

to be a text book on every subject which interests a

child, and more, she needs an appreciation of the

child's mind andof the factthat she holds a key toun-

fold it The study of geography means more
than a description of the earth's surface. It includes

mineralogy, astronomy, geology, zoology, physiology,

philosophy and botany. Where does it end ? If we
appreciate the.se sciences enough to delve into them
ourselves, we ought to be able to lead the child-mind

to them. . . . We are told that the imagination, next

to the direct action of the senses, is the most import-

ant of all mental powers, and that a child's life would

indeed be a sad one were it not for its own bright,

self-created world. We find so many ways delightful

to the children in which to use this faculty!

We have had very pleasing lessons about what we
have .seen along, .the streams,—rocks, birds, flowers,

woods, hills.—how crooked the streams are, and why
;

how they are narrow at some places and wide at

others; where the rain goes when it falls, how far

down it goes and what good it does; when it comes

out of the ground ; where the river gets its water,

and its uses. In fact the philosophy of geography

may begin as soon as the child can begin to general-

ize. We have represented our own little State, Del-

aware, upon the moulding board, its physical features,

outlines, boundaries, food, productions, and in con-

nection talked of the history. . . We have had talks

about the globe and its motions, with their effects,

and have tried to travel with the children to foreign

countries and talk about what we see there ; the ap-

pearance and customs of the children especially, as

this always touches the heart of a child. The story

of 'The Seven Little Sisters' and ' Each and All,'

published by Lee & Sliepard, we have read or have

them read it. The text is about equal to a Third

Header. We talk about how people live together in

families, towns, cities and stales, and why some one
should govern them as well as at home and at scliool.

.... We combine with geography, language, pen-

manship and reading, and it is our experience that

what is taught indirectly often makes the best im-

pression. When we have talked in class of an espe-

cially interesting subject, instead of presenting a new
topic the next day, we have the class write a pretty

story about the last lesson. The children suggt,st

difhcult words and we write them on the board, try-

ing to be very careful to have the children write no
word which they are not certain they can spell.

When we are too busy to answer questions, they leave

blank places in their story and when they come to

class to read, we see that these spaces are filled.

Francis Parker says, ' Compare the teaching of real

geography that delights children at every step, that

trains class observation, lays the foundation fur tlie

development of imagination and forms the elementa-
ry steps of all physical sciences, with the rote learn-

ing of a mass of dry, disconnected facts found in so-

called primary geography. Which does the most
good is a question I leave for you to decide.' "

Ida K. Bonner .says: "'Geography should be
taught the child when it first begins school work, but

no book should be used until the pupil has had oral

instruction at least two years. The pupils having
been taught some of the simpler geometrical figures,

begin their work in this study by modeling the

school-room, using pieces of paper for doors and win-

dows, because they have the objects before them and
are familiar with every part of it. Next take the

school-yard and then the locality of the school, etc.

Descriptive definitions are best taught by the use of

sand moulded into the required shape, that the child

may learn from observation, rather than from mem-
ory alone Take the hill for the first object

lesson, because all ara familiar with that, and let each

child mould one with the sand, and as all will be

different, you will thus illustrate, also, the fact that

all natural hills are not of thesame size. A large hill

forms the mountain, and a few questions will draw
out the meaning of the terms summit, base, slope, the

teacher giving them their proper names. Arranging

the mountains in rows, we have mountain ranges,

and these rows constituted the mountain systems.

As the ranges are formed of different mountain peaks,

we show the pupil the low land between them form-

ing valleys and passes. . . . The teacher should

always have new matter, both interesting and in-

structive, to add to the lesson, and every town or ob-

ject studied should, when practicable, have a fact con-

nected with it. In this connection Scribner's Geo-
graphical Reader will be found to contain much use-

ful information, and is an excellent supplementary

work."

From K. R. C.'s e.ssay a few extracts must suffice :

" We must teach geography as other sciences are

taught Tlie primary facts on which the

conception of the whole is based should be acquired

by actual observation In zoology we have
the children handle their clams or fish, in botany the

flowers and leaves, but how are the mountains and
oceans to be grasped? The whole, of course, cannot

be handled, but the parts can be observed and the

whole formed in miniature. The great biological

generalizations are to the facts of zoology and botany

what the observations of the child are to conceptions

of the world We teach the seen to aid

the imagination in picturing the unseen." She laid

out a course of work in harmony with these brief ex-

tracts which she believed could not be done in less

than three years, "and the teacher who has covered

the ground in that time, or has led the children to

cover it has laid the foundation for a house as large

as the universe."

A brief discussion followed the reading of these

papers, participated in by Aaron B. Ivins, who would
always hang maps on the north side of the room,

who would call the attention of teachers to the dif-

ferent places where the sun ri.ses and sets, and the

different lengths of the morning and afternoon, and
who would insist on having things thoroughly im-

pressed upon the mind; by Belle Shortlidge, who
put in a plea for the text-book ; by Clayton Lippin-
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cott, who would have pupils familiar with home
geosraphy

; by Joseph Fiissell, who united with the
viewsof the essayists; and by Kinma Worrell, who
would tejxch up, and not down, and not dwell on
things already known. H. R. R.

Intelligencer and Journal
HowABD M. Jenkins, Managing Editor.

ASSOCIATE EDITORS

:

Hblen G. Longstreth. Louisa J. Eobkets.
SUSAM EOBEBTS. EACHEL W. HiLLBOBN.

Lydia H. Hall.

PHILADELPHIA, SECOND MONTH 12, 1887.

ANTIQUARIAN RESEARCH.
IN this busy, bustling, inventive age, we find our-

selves hurried along with the current of activity, and
wonder what the outcome of it all will be. We
scarcely stop to reflect upon the influence such ener-

gy and stimulation of brain-force will have upon the

generations of the near future, or to inquire as to the

capabilities of the human mind for development to

meet the strain and pressure it involves.

Yet the present, with all that it brings to us of

investigations in the broad fields of Science, and the

application to the comfort and convenience of every-

day life, of what these investigations disclose, is not

all that occupies the thought and taxes the energies

of the best enlightenment of the race. The far dis-

tant past is coming in for a larger share in these inqui-

ries, than it has ever claimed in any previous period
;

backward as well as forward, the centuries are un-

rolling, and we are made quite familiar with the so-

cial and national life of tribes and communities whose
very existence is so remote as heretofore to class

them with the mythical and legendary peoples of

unhistoric antiquity.

The results of this persistent research among the

accumulations of the ages are afl'ecting modern
thought, even more if possible than all the new dis-

coveries in science and the inventions that have fol-

lowed in their applications to the needs of the hu-

man family. And this because what man has re-

corded of himself, of his thoughts and his motives,

the passions that moved him, and the hopes that,

were his inspiration, shows a continuity of feeling in

the race that linlss the most distant past with the

present in one common relationship.

This is true of all antiquarian researches, whether
pursued among the ruins of distant eastern civiliza-

tions or the ruder mounds and monuments of our

own continent. In all the fields of exploration the

results already achieved add to the general desire

for further discovery. Ancient languages and dialects

without number are studied with an enthusiasm that

to the ordinary mind is simply marvelous. Explor-
ing expeditions undertaken at the expense of several

governments, or sustained by indivichuU support, in

our own country, are constantly adding to our slock

of knowledge in this direction.

But the main interest gathers around the Assyr-

ian and Egyptian discoveries, as these bear upon
many jioints in the Hebrew Sciiptures that have to

this time been of doubtful interpretation. The
identification of the names of rulers and of places

prominent in these records with men and cities in

secular history, through seals and cylinders, and tab-

lets, that are as perfect as if the products of our own
age, is among the most convincing proofs of the gen-

eral accuracy of the Scriptures, and is clearing away
many of the difliculties that have heretofore dis-

turbed translators and Bible students. What an
amount of study and deep searching among the mus-
ty rolls and archaic inscriptions of antiquity it has

required to do all this, and make it possible to trans-

late lines and emblematic devices on seals and cylin-

ders inscribed a thousand years before Babylon be-

came the seat of empire. And this has been accom-
plished, and more than this, for among the best

preserved and most interesting that have yet been
exhumed, are seals bearing the name of a king of

Ur of the Chaldees, who reigned several centuries

before Abram was called to leave that idolatrous

people.

There are many amongst us who can see no possi-

ble advantage in this expenditure of thought and
treasure among the ruins of empires and states that

have long ago fulfilled their missions or filled up the

measure of their iniquities, but to the student of

humanity who recognizes that the present is born of

the past, and what we are now is mainly the pro-

duct of what has gone before, every lesson from the

past has its place and its teaching;—and what is of

more value to us than all else that these researches

reveal to us, is the fact, that voluptuousness and the

vices incident thereto brought ruin and overthrow,

in the past, as they must continue to do, to every

people who give themselves up to sensual gratifica-

tion.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
There is now a considerable amount of literature on
the Indian question in its modern aspects, and those

who are buying miscellaneous books, not excluding

fiction, for libraries, public or private, may find the

following list of works on the subject useful. We find

it in an exchange paper

:

"A Century of Dishonor," by Helen Hunt Jack-

son ;
" Ramona," by the same ; "Indian Myths," by

Ellen R. Emerson ;
" Se-quo-yah ; the American Cad-

mus," by George E. Foster; "Life among the Piutes,"
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by Mrs. Hopkins, the Piute princess; "The Hidden

Power," by Tibbies ;
" The Massacres of the Mount-

ains," by J. P. Dunn; "The Indian Question," by

Otis; " The Indian Question," by Walker; for juven-

iles, "Two Arrows" and "The Talking Leaves," by

Stoddard ; and " The Story of Chief Joseph," by Mar-

tha P. Lowe.
* * *

A Friend, in sending us the notice of a marriage

which was performed in one of our meeting-houses,

adds: "These quiet, simple marriages in public are

becoming so rare in the community that the house

was filled with spectators anxious to see 'a Quaker

wedding.' " While the practice is almost uniform

now of having weddings, though under the care of a

monthly meeting, in private houses, there are cases

where for convenience or by preference they are held

as of old in the meeting-houses; and these seem to

have rather increased in recent time.

A Friend inaWestern State, closing a business let-

ter, adds the following: " I want thee to impress upon

the minds of the members of our Society the necessi-

ty of using our plain language in all our business

transactions. I think the dropping of it one of the

greatest causes of our young members being ashamed
to say ' thee ' in public."

* * *

During the canvass preceding the election of last

year, a publication called The Safe Ballot was issued

in Philadelphia, under the direction of a number of

those interested in the political prohibitory move-
ment. Exertions are now making to reestablish the

paper, in the ownership of a stock company, and
Oliver S. Fell is soliciting subscriptions to a special

fund of $5000 for the purpose. At his suggestion we
make known these facts for the benefit of any who
may be interested.

MARRIAGES.
HAINES—WOOD.— First month 27th, 1887, .hy Friends'

ceremony, in Pipe Creek Meeting-Hou.se, Carroll county,
lid., Milton T. Haines, and Mary E. Wood.
THORNE^SMITH,—At Uuionville, Pa., Second month

2d, 1887, with the approljation of Kennett Monthly Meet-
ing, of which they are members, Ellwood Thorne and
Martha Seal Smith.

DEA THS.
COHU.—Suddenly, on First month 11th, 1887, Joseph

S. Cohu, in the 68th year of his age ; a member of New
York Monthly Meeting.

HANSELL.-First month 15th, 1887, Hannah, widow of

James S. Hansell, formerly of Philadelphia, daughter of the
late Eichard and Hannali Buzby Heaton, in her 77th year;
a member of Ancocas Preparative, and Burlington Monthly
Meeting, N. J.

J.-VME.S.-At her residence, Philadelphia, Second montli
1st, 1887, Martha, widow of Jesse James, formerly of By-
berry, aged 88 ; a member of the monthly meeting of

Friends held at Grjen street, Philadelphia.

MOOEE.—At the residence of his son-in-law, Benjamin
McFadgen, in Penn township, Chester'county, Pa., on the

11th of First mouth, 1887, Jeremiah Moore, in the 84th year

of his age; a member of New Garden Monthly Meeting.

He was the oldest son of Jeremiah and Phebe Moore, of

Centre county. Pa., where he was born the 12th of Fifth

month, 1803. When four years of age his parents re-

moved to Sadsbury township, Chester county. Pa., where
he grew to manhood. In 1831 he was married to Elizabeth

W. Ely, under the care of Solebury Monthly Meeting, Bucks
county. Pa. After the death of his wife in 1874, he sold his

farm and retired from business. We may truly say he lived

a long and useful life; was a member of Sadsbury Prepar-

ative and Monthly Meeting 58 years; an overseer and clerk

12 years. He took great interest in the welfare of the So-

ciety, which continued as long as he could talk ; when too

feeble to attend meeting, was always anxious to hear from

his friends.

He entertained a great many traveling ministers and

other Friends, with whom a warm and lasting friendship

existed.

Being an abolitionist from principle, his home became a

station on the underground railroad, and many poor slaves

he assisted on their way from bondage. I have heard him
relate many interesting incidents in connection with it.

During the Christiana riot in 1852, he was activel.v en

gaged in giving aid and comfort to those arrested. Twen-
ty-five Southerners andU. S. otHcers went to his house and

demanded the body of a colored man ; on refusing to tell

where he was, they threatened to shoot him ; he stood

firm and unflinching, till the officers interfered and for-

bid them touching him.

He was also a strong and consistent supporter of tem-

perance ; and refused to sell cider to any one for drinking

purposes. I remember one incident. He had sold a bar-

rel of new cider to a professor at Lincoln University, de-

livered it, and was rolling it out of the wagon, when the

Professor remarked, he would use it to drink until too hard,

then let it go to vinegar. Our friend said to him: "If
thee is going to drink it, I cannot let thee have it," rolled

it back into the wagon and took it home.

He was confined to his bed twelve weeks with the ex-

ception of being lifted into the chair a few times, and was

very patient and considerate of those who waited on him.

The last few weeks he was too weak to talk much ; but his

mind with few exceptions was clear. He bad been very

dull of hearing for a number of years, but the last two

weeks of his life, his hearing returned, so that he could

understand the ordinary voice. The day before his death

he bid all his children farewell, recognizing each one. He
passed quietly away, like one falling into a sweet sleep;

his countenance wearing that heavenly expression so often

remarked and spoken of by those who viewed the remains.

His request to be buried very plainly and simply was car-

ried out. His funeral was held at New West Grove meet-

ing-house on Seventh-day, 15th inst., where testimony was

borne by several ministering Friends. W. M. S.

Jennersville, First month 3lst.

PARRISH.—In Philadelphia, on the evening of First

month 21st, 1887, Alfred Hennen, son of Alfred and Kate

Broadwood Parrish, aged 1 year and 5 months.

SMITH.—At her residence, near Buckmanville, Bucks

county. Pa., Second mouth 1st, 1837, of paralysis, Elizabeth,

widow of Samuel Smith, in the 68th year of her age ; an

elder of Wrightstowu Monthly Meeting.

Correction.—In the notice of the death of Elizabeth

H. O'Neall, given in No. 5, the name of her parents should

have read Gary and Eloisa, (instead of Elvira.)
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SCRIPTURE LESSON NO. 8.

Second Month 20rH.

ABRAHAM PLEADING FOR SODOM.

Topic : Inteucession.

Golden text ;—"The supplicalion of a righteous man avalleth

much in his workings." James 5 ; 16.

Keai) Ginesis, 18 ; 23 33, Revised Version.

TiMK, probably lSi)7 B. C.

Pl.vces, Hebron, wbere Abrani still dwelt, Sodom,
and the cities of the plain in the valley of the Jordan.

Fifteen year.s have passed since the "Covenant"
which formed the subject of our last lesson. In the

meantime Ishuiael, the son of Abram and Hagar
the Egyptian handmaid of Sarah, is born and the

name Abrani, which means " e.^alted father," is

changed to Abraham,—"father of a multitude."

The low state of morality in that far off time al-

lowed of usages that were deviations from the primi-

tive relations of man and woman, especially when
the wife was childless; as was the case of Sarah the

wife of Abraham. Jesus taught emphatically that in

the beginning this was not so,—that the Divine Be-

ing when he gave the one woman, Eve, to the one

man, Adam, established the true relation. Departure

from this divine ordination has led to untold wrong
and degradation, in which woman has been the great-

est sufferer.

Sorrow came to the household of Abraham, a few

years after, and Hagar and her child were sent out

into the wilderness, at the instigation of her mistress.

This incident forms a sad background to the

sweet domestic picture which follows. Abraham's
tent is still in the shade of the oaks of Mamre, and
this faithful "friend of God" still waits the fulfill-

ment of the Divine promise "In thee shall all the

nations of the earth be blessed."

Three strangers present themselves at the door of

the tent. They are courteously received, after the

custom of the age. Water is brought to wash the feet,

and whileAbraham hastens to the herd for " a calf ten-

der and good," which theservantdresses, Sarah mflkes

cakes of fine meal ; these with butter and milk, and

the calf, are set before the stranger guests, with the true

hospitality of domestic life more than 3500 years

ago. After the repast is finished and the promise

that Sarah shall have a son is renewed, the three

men resume their journey, accompanied by Abraham
to show them the way. As they go towards Sodom,
one whom Abraham addresses as " the Lord," makes
known to him the great wickedness of the people of

Sodom and their certain and immediate destruction.

While this conversation is going on the two men con-

tinue their journey, leaving Abraham pleading with

the Lord for the people of the doomed city. It is in

this memorable interview that Abraham uses tho.se

assuring words, that have reconciled multitudes in

aftertimes to the dispensations of providence, " Shall

not the judge of all the earth do right? "

THIS LESSON TEACHES
1st. The duty of hospitality. "Forget not to

show love unto strangers; for thereby some have en-

tertained angels unawares," is an injunction that we
do well to remember.

2d. Tliat it is the privilege of the righteous to in-

tercede with God for those who have gone astray

and are leading sinful lives.

THE " LAND IN SEVERALTY" BILL.
Kditors INTK1.LIGENCKU AND JOl'RNAL ;

I WAS sorry to see some time ago in the Intelli-

gencer AND Journal an account of the " Mohonk
Conference," and al'tcrwards a communication on the

same subject and of the same import, with never a

word of comment or condemnation from tlie editors,

which was equivalent to an endorsement of the

Mohonk fraud, by your journal. This is certainly to

be greatly deprecated by all friends of the Indian, as

the Intelligencer is looked upon as a staunch and

reliable advocate of Indian rights. Understand me; I

do not claim that it intentionally takes the wrong

side, but only that this is one more proof of man's

fallible judgment and his liability to be deceived, and

editors are only men, or women.
The false prophets in this case are professed

friends of the Indians, but in reality are wolves in

sheep's clothing. Of thisclass are some of the leaders,

the head and front, (in manipulating the wires), of

the " Indian Rights Association. That Senator Daves

is, (or has been), in collusion with some of the most

treacherous and fraudulent Indian agents, is not diffi-

cult of proof.

That the "division of lands in severalty" bills be-

fore Congress are only miserable subterfuges to rob

the Indians of their last lands in North America all

well informed people know. It is a scheme of " cow

boys and land grabbers." That the Indians are not

capable of coping with wily and treacherous white

men in way of barsraining, etc., the Indians them-

selves well know. T. A. Bland, general agent of the
" National Indian Defence Association," and editor of

The Cuuncil Fire, spent some time last fiill with the

Indians, and reports that all the Indians and friends

of the Indians, such as teachers, missionaries, agents,

etc., with whom he came in contact, are a unit in re-

gard to the " allotment of lands in severalty." All

oppose it. The entailment of the land fjr a term of

twenty-five years is looked upon simply as a sham
and a fraud to deceive honest people.

The high sounding title and professions of "In-

dian Rights Association" is sufficient to " deceive the

very elect," the honest people who have some regard

for the rights of the defenceless.

When a government is so manipulated by cow-

boys and land grabbers, aided and abetted by their

paid allies, as to totally ignore former treaty .stipula-

tions, and proceed to dispose of the last vestige of

lands, which have been solemnly pledged to the In-

dians—as a last home on this continent which was

once theirs, and of which they have been robbed by

force of superior numbers and the most revolting

persecutions,—even the agents who have been ap-

pointed by our govenrmentto see thatour treaty stip-

ulations were carried out have been treacherous, both

to the Indians and to our government—and that dis-

posal is contrary to the known wishes of the Indians,

some tribes of whom have been driven from one al-

lotment to another for generations, by our Christ-
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ian ( ?) government, and have had their lands " al-

lotte<i in severalty," only to find that treacherous

white men were too unscrupulous and wily for them

to deal with, and have lost their all; it is time for tlie

friends of the Indain to wake up, and look around

thera and determine to not be led by the " false pro-

phets."

The heart of the American people is right, if we

could only reach their minds, and convince them of

the fact, but there are so many crying "Lo, here!"

and " Lo, there !
" that it is difficult to reach the peo-

ple and convince them. Now that slavery is abolished

tliere is scarcely a person of intelligence to be found

who does not see that the system was wrong. But

the Indian question, the woman's rights question,

the liquor question, etc., all have their false prophets ;

t hose that cry " Lo, here !
" and " Lo, there !

" while

the people are led astray.

To those who wish more light on the Indian

question let me say send ?l.toT. A. Bland, 1121, 10th

street, Washington, D. C, for the Council Fire for one

year, and read the statements of facts, presented by

those who are making this question a study, and are

devoting their time to it. P.^ul Tomlinson.

Cedarville, Ohio.

[The communication above is in no particular

united with by the editors of the Intelligencer and

Journal, except its wish to preserve the rights, and

promote the welfare of tlie Indians. The "land in

severalty " bill, (which has now become a law, having

been signed by the President), we regard as a for-

ward step, and it has the general approval, so far as

we know, of those who have been most unselfishly

devoting themselves to the Indian cause. Similar

measures were urged upon Congress, by Samuel M.

Janney and other Friends associated with him, at

least ten years ago. The course of the Council Fire

and its editor is regarded as mischievous and unwise

by many of our most earnest and trustworthy Indian

workers, and so far as the Mohonk Conference is con-

cerned, we need hardly say that we know of no other

gathering or tribunal likely to be either better in-

formed or better intentioned on the Indian question.

We have chosen to let our correspondent relieve his

mind, but only because we wish to give as little

room as possible to pretences that we are unwilling

to allow free discussion, on proper subjects.

That the " land in severalty " bill will always

work well, or be in every case a complete success, is

too much to hope ; but that it will serve better than

to persist in trying to maintain the reservation sys-

tem, with all its serious faults, in the face of increas-

ing white population, we have no doubt,—always

presuming that those who are real friends of the In-

dians will earnestly help in the maintenance of their

rights under it. Senator Dawes's faithful and earnest

labor to procure its passage does him great credit,

and largely promoted his recent reelection as Senator

from Massachusetts.—Eds. Intelligencer and Jour-

nal.]

PETITIONS CONCERNLXO LB2U0R AND
TOBACCO.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

The following petitions have been sent to our Legis-

lature. Copies have also been forwarded to the leg-

islatures of New Jersey and Delaware. We feel it to

be our duty to turn the attention of our legislators

toward the restriction, by all possible means, of the

traffic in intoxicating drinks.

Edward H. Magill.

To THE Senate and House of Rei>resent.\tives of

THE State of Pennsylvania :

Esteemed Friends:

jl7,f,.„,s_The License System has been tried for

200 years, and each year calls more and more loudly

for Alms Houses, Houses of Correction, Lunatic Asy-

lums, etc., costing the country a much larger sum

than the entire revenue received from the License

System :—and
Tl7i«-ras—The only enduring instrument, un-

changeable with the change of politics in our Legis-

lature, is a Constitutional Amendment :

—

Therefore, we do earnestly ask of your Legislative

Body to submit to the voters of this Commonwealth,

in accordance with Article IS, Sec. 1, of the Constitu-

tion, an amendment prohibiting the manufacture and

sale of alcoholic liquors to be- used as a beverage

within this Commonwealth.

Signed in, and on behalf of the Committee on

Temperance and Intoxicating Beverages of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting of Friends,

James H. Atkinson,

Caroline S. Wood,
Clerks.

To the Senate and House of Representatives op

THE State of Pennsylvania :

EsTEE.MED Friends :

Whereas —We are satisfied that the screens before

the saloons open wide a field for the violation of law,

and we are confident that many of our youth, and

those who are older, who would not otherwise enter

these saloons, do so when thus protected :—and

Whereas—V^Q believe that happiness in the home

may be secured to many, who are now sufi'ering from

the deadly influence of the Liquor Traflic, by remov-

ing these screens: and

Wlicreas—T^o business which is legalized should

need the cover of darkness to the satisfactory pursuit

of it:

Therefore, we respectfully ask you to pass a law

prohibiting all such screens and requiring all busi-

ness transacted in the saloons to be done openly—

with a penalty attached, forfeiting the license for the

violation of the law.

Signed in, and on behalf of the Committee on

Temperance and Intoxicating Beverages of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting of Friends,

James H. Atkinson,

Caroline S. Wood,
Clerks.
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Editors INTKLLIQENCER AND JOURNAL :

Thk iiiemorinl a<;ninst tlu; sale of tobacco, etc., to

minors, preparinl by riiihuU'lphia Quarterly Meeting's

Committee, and endorsed by the Committee of tlie

Yearly Meeting:, has awakened an interest in the

subject. A copy was requested for the Women's
Christian Temperance Union. I sent a copy, as di-

rected, to Dr. J. 15. Showalter, member of the Penn-

sylvania House of Representatives from Butler county,

who wrote me that he had presented it in the House,

and that Senator Meredith, of Armstrong county,

would present it in the Senate. Copies of the me-

morial have been sent to the quarterly meetings'

committees, and I would suggest that those interested

attend to forwarding them to Dr. Showalter, or Sena-

tor Meredith. H.T. Child.

634 Race street, Philadelphia.

SUPPLIES FOR MT. PLEASANT SCHOOL.
Editors Intelligencer and Jocrnal :

YOU will doubtless insert the following copy of a

private letter from Abl)y D. Munroe, principal of the

school for colored children at Mt. Pleasant, S. C, ad-

dressed to a Philadelphia Friend, who having solic-

ited contributions from various families, and packed

their substantial donations in a large dry-goods box,

forwarded it by the steamer Equator to Charleston; the

steamship company generously transported the same

to their dock in that port, from which the box was

taken by the proper authorities to the school and is

acknowledged in the letter following:

and closets, sparing whatever can be spared, to for-

ward at once to those needy and poverty-stricken

people. F.

Mt. Pleasant, S. C, First mo. 31, 1 887.

My dear Friend

:

The box came to hand, has been opened, the ar-

ticles duly examined, and a number of them already

put to use. I cannot tell how much I thank you for

thus interesting yourself in this work, which is so

dear to my own heart. A number of causes, beyond

human control, have combined, within the past two '

years, to make this poor people still more poor and

needy. The increased severity of the winters, the

failure of the cotton-crop, upon the sale of which they

depend for money they need for clothing ; the de-

struction of their property by cyclone and earth-

quake—all these have combined to make this poor

people unusually poor and needy, especially for com-

fortable clothing. Many of the pupils could not at-

tend school this winter without help; so the shoes,

and coats and other garments will soon be seen in

our school-room. We have an interesting school,

which comprises all ages between six to eighteen

years, so nothing could come amiss in the size and

shape of clothing. The winters are so much colder

they need more clothing and thicker garments than

the first years I was among them. I can assure you

that you have done a kindly deed ; thanking you

again I am, most sincerely, your friend,

Abby D. Munroe.

Let all who participated in the " kindly deed " ap-

propriate their just share of its recompense and be

stimulated, with others yet to respond to this earn-

est call for assistance, to come forward again, with
•' things new and old from this treasury " of drawers

COMMUNICA TIONS.

E.IRLY LICEXSE LAWS IN PENNSYLVANIA.

EJitors Intelligencer and Journal :

AT a recent conference at Race Street, Philadelphia,

a question was asked, and remained unanswered, in

regard to the licensing of public houses in the colon-

ial days of Pennsylvania. From a reference to the

colonial records it appears that licenses were early

granted in Pennsylvania, as they had previously been

in England; but at first they seem to have been

merely restrictive and to prevent disorder, and not

for the purpose of raising a revenue. In 1GS5 there

were six licensed houses in Philadelphia, each o

which gave bonds for the keeping of good order. An
act of the Colonial Assembly, passed in 1710 and sanc-

tioned by Queen Anne, imposed a license fee of from

thirty shillings to three pounds upon all public hou-

ses in the colony. This appears to be the first in-

stance of license in Pennsylvania as we now under-

stand the term. •

Previous to this, and as early as 1684, duties were

levied upon wines and liquors imported into the col-

ony. Among the laws transmitted to England in 1713

for ratification, was one imposing a duty upon all ne-

groes, wines, rum, vessels, etc., brought into the col-

ony ; but this was vetoed by Queen Anne because of

the "restriction of English trade."

In these early eflorts to control the traffic in in-

toxicants we may recognize the first endeavor to re-

strict the sale and use of alcoholic liquors, rather than

a desire to derive a revenue from them. While it

would have been gratifying to us if the founders of

our Society and State had upheld a higher standard

in this respect, we nevertheless have the pleasing as-

surance of Christian advancement and the progress

of the age. All truth is not revealed at once, but as

we are prepared to receive it. K. S.

Philadelphia, Second mo. 1.

FROM DANIEL GRIEST, KANSAS.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

Several Friends asked me, while in the East a few

weeks ago, to write to them through the columns of

the Intelligencer and Journal, which I will com-

ply with as concisely as possible.

The town of Ellis is situated on the old Kansas

Pacific Railroad, 302 miles by rail, and 270 miles

geographically, west of Kansas City, and in a very

good agricultural country. We have good running

streams, also good water in wells at reasonable depths.

Our soil is limestone. We want Friends to come and

settle near us, bat come in companies so that we can

form meetings at once. Movers are coming in every

day, and now two loads of movers just passed my
window on their way West in their wagons. On
this 27th of the First month, the weather and roads

are both good for traveling and work. We have

been having beautiful weather,—clear, cool, and

frosty. My advice is come and see us, and if the
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country is not satisfactory we do not want the people

to stay. Daniel Geiest.

Ellis, Kansas, First movfh. 27.

PROHIBITION IN ATLANTA.
Editors L^TELLIGE^xER and Journal :

The article in your issue of First month 15, entitled

"The Liquor Question in Georgia," quoting state-

ments from other newspapers, was a very unexpected

testimony to find in the Intelligencer and Journal.

Having reason to believe that the statements copied

from the New York Times and the Courier-Journal

misrepresent the facts, and are prejudicial to the cause

of temperance, I deem some correction in place.

From the most reliable personal testimony, received

from Atlanta this week, I am justified in asserting

that the Prohibition sentiment never was stronger

there than it is now. It is generally understood that

the "Liquor Association" has abundant means at its

disposal, and its agents are hired to write down Pro-

hibition and every other etlicient means of suppress-

ing the iniquitous and abominable liquor traffic. I

have the best authority for saying that these paid

agents do not hesitate to write outrageous falsehoods

in the supposed interest of their masters.

• The friends of temperance are aware that the op-

ponents of Prohibition are resorting to every trick

that a wicked ingenuity can devise to make the law a

failure in Atlanta, for they seem to regard it as a test

case, but their devices are defeating themselves, and

already many who opposed the passage of the law

are becoming its warm supporters. 1 desire not to

say harsh things, but if there is any defence for the

liquor traffic, so far as selling it as a beverage goes,

other than misrepresentation and bribery, will some

one state that defence?
'

It is admitted that there is a "jug trade " between

Atlanta and the adjacent towns, but it is also claimed,

by those who are in a position to know, that this jug

trade does not equal in amount the trade of one of

the 150 bar-rooms that were closed by the operation

of the law. The wine rooms, which have crept in

through a loophole in the law, are at present the

greatest nuisance, but they are acting in such palpa-

ble violation both of the spirit and letter of the law,

that they are likely to be suppressed soon.

No sensible temperance man expects Prohibition

to prevent all intemperance, any more than he ex-

pects penal laws to prevent all murder, but he does

not for that reason relinquish his eflbrts in behalf of

such legislation. He expects and sees the happiest ef-

fects of Prohibition as a preventive measure. The
young men are saved, and hence the great army of

drunkards is not recruited, and it runs out in a few

years, as it has now almost done in the State of Maine.

Yet these same inveritable agents represent Neal Dow
as saying that Prohibition in Maine is a failure.

Those who read his late letter will see how much
truth there is in the statement. Temperance men
know that old sots can get rum and will get itin spite

of legislation, but if the jug in the closet hurries

them out of the way it also serves to show the stern

necessity of preventing, by all possible means, the

formation of the drink habit. J. S. Wilson.

Macon, Ga., First mo. 26.

SWARTHMOBE NOTES.
—The members of the Junior Class received the

Freshmen on Seventh-day evening, the 5th inst.

The parlors were decorated by the students with pic-

tures, busts, etc., brought from their rooms, and the

occasion was much enjoyed by all.

—The new Phcenix is out, and it is an excellent

number. Among other very readable matter it con-

tains an interesting article on "Reminiscences of Har-
vard," by Prof. Appleton.

—The public debate by the three literary so-

cieties, in joint session, will be both interesting and
profitable. The P/iam'.)- very justly says: "We are

confident that nothing can better help to give the

Swarthmore graduate the place he deserves in the

outside world than the training, which comes from

this kind of public speaking."

—The new meteorological department will be

placed in charge of Prof. Cunningham. The amount
needed to procure the necessary instruments has

been kindly contributed by a friend of the college.

When the arrangements are completed weather sig-

nals will be regularly displayed from the top of the

college for the benefit of the surrounding country.

Swarthmore will be one of the regular Signal Service

stations of the State.

—Several neighbors and friends attended the

meeting on First-day morning. The address of the

Matron was very impressive.

Cheerfulness is from within rather than from
without. "Cheer" primarily means "face." It re-

fers to the look on the face which is indicative of a

pleasant state of mind within. Even when the cause

is from without,—that cause must reach the face by
way of the mind. No man can be made joyous by
giving a certain expression to his face ; but he can

get a certain expression on his face by being made
joyous. Hence he who would have a cheerful look

must be full of cheer; and the best way of being full

of cheer is by recognizing the fact, and rejoicing in it,

that " to them'that love God all things work together

for good ; " and that therefore the present state of

things is a proper cause of rejoicing, or of cheer, to

one who does love God.

—

Selected.

I AM safe in saying that no man indulges, for ten

years continuously, even though he was never drunk
in all that time, without being physiologically changed
for the worse. And if the habit goes on after forty

years of age, the change is apt to be faster and more
decided. It all depends on the original inherent

strength of the brain, how long the downward course

takes. Usually some intercurrent disease or tissue

degeneration cuts off the man before he has chance of

getting old. I have seen such a man simply pass

info senile dementia before he was an old man, from

mild, respectable alcoholic excess, without any alco-

holism or preliminary outburst at all. And I am
sure I have seen strong brains in the medical profes-

sion, at the bar, and in business, lireak down from
chronic alcoholic excess, without their owners ever

having been drunk.

—

De. T. S. Coulston.
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liEA UTIFUL HANDS.
XOT fair of form, of sculptors mould,

Not decked with }»cms or bands of gold
;

Not dainty touch

Which flouteth music on the air.

Not tinted piilms all smooth and fair

Nor any such.

But hands which sweep life's broken keys

And render harmony from these,

For list'iiins throng.

Or those whoso strength is ever spent

As though, a precious boon 'twere lent

To baffle wrong.

Or such as weave life's tangled threads

And make of many broken shreds

A perfect whole.

Or weight of crushing burdens share

And bid the worn uo more despair

Of highest goal.

Brown hands all scarred, but yet unstained.

In many noble battles gained

O'er flaunting ills.

In busy street or lonely way
Their noble record day by day

Life's volume fills.

These are the hands whose touch doth bless

With joy, and heartfelt happiness

Nor duty shun.

These are most beautiful and fair,

And aye the victor's palm shall bear

When work is done.

M. Alice Brown.

Cecil county. Md.

SCENE, SEEN, AND UNSEEN.
From the Japanese.

WHITE-WINGED birds iu the sunlit heavens

White-sailed ships on the sunset sea;

But neither the birds that fly above us.

Nor .ships wherever their haveu may be.

Are meant for me.

The bamboo laughs at the zephyr's wooing.

Tossing the sheen of her sea-green hair

;

While a low-voiced lover leans to the lotus,

Till her blushing cheek is yet more fair

;

But eastward going, or westward blowing.

The winds that speak to blossom or tree

Are dumb to me.

I turn my face to the " matchless mountain,"

Qncenliest queen in the world below;

Crowned as with crown of pure white lilies,

Flowers of the winter frost and snow.

The stars and the clouds are in her secret,

And her beauty shines on the wondering sea.

But not on me.

Out from the hush of the brooding twilight,

Sweet as the breath of the rose in sleep.

Soft as the flush of the summer sunset.

Fading away on the purple deep.

Dawns in a dream the shore of the silent

Washed by the waves of an infinite sea
;

This is for me !

Shadowy sails that are set to seek me,
Sliadowy pinions that beat the air,

Shapes of beauty that rise to greet me,

,\re ye hut phantoms, and yet .so fair'.'

Breaking the hands of the dusk asunder

,

Tremulous s;ars in their mystery
Now shine for me !

Slars that illumine my soul serenely
;

Wonderful stars, unknown iu the skies,

Wistful and tender, veiling your splendor.

Are ye but visious, oh, radiant eyes?

Beautiful shades on the shore of the silent.

Washed by the waves of an infinite sea,

Ye are the real—the living are phantoms.

Fading from me.

NEIOHBORLINESS.
THERE is no more homely anil yet no more sug-

gestive phrase in the Bible than that which occurs

so often in its injunctions to duty—"thy ueijjhbor."

It tells us that in the concrete order of human life

we are not related equally to all men. We come very

close to a very fev:, to " those of our own household,"

—close to a still greater number,—our neighbors.

And .our duty in each case is determined by the de-

gree of the closeness. We owe more to the man who
lives next U.S, (;(E<ms pari6u.?, than to the man in the

ne.Kt street ; more to the man in the next street than

to the man in another city. Our duties are first of all

to the people who are brought into our own lives,

and while the kinship of the household confers the

highest claim, neighborhood confers another quite as

distinct if not as close.

This is the meaning of the story of the Good
Samaritan. He found the wounded man lying in

the path in which business led him, and which he

was traversing at intervals so brief that he was well

known on the road. When he to.ssed the two pence

out of his purse to mine host, he knew that his credit,

based on past experience of his trustworthiness,

would secure to the wounded man all that was needed
farther. " Take care of him until I come again, and
I'll pay you," he says. This wounded man had been
brought into his life, exactly as into the life of the

priest and the Levite, who passed by on the other

side. He alone of the three recognized the neighbor's

claim which this created. He alone had tried to

obey the law: "Thou shall love thy neighbor as

thyself."

In modern times the widening of our intellectual

and social interests has rather weakened this virtue

of neighborliness. We are so much occupied with

the people on the other sideof tlie world, as to forget

that we owe anything to the people at our elbows.

And especially in our city life, we have come to a

kind of social indifference to any claims from near-

ness which has checked the flow of this kind of so-

cial courtesy. A hundred years ago in Philadelphia

the man who lived to your right or your left, or

across the way from you, seems to have been

regarded as having a prescriptive right to many
small and courteous offices, which now have become
obsolete. He took part in your family joy? and sor-

rows; he was met with greeting more formal and
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more kindly than our looser manners now require.

He knew of nearly everything of importance which

occurred in your household, and you expected to

know as much about his ;—in many cases of adversity

neighbors helped neighbors to their feet again, recog-

nizing simply in neighborhood a claim of a very high

sort.

Something like this still exists among the poor,

who are wisely conservative of this old custom.

Their charity toward each other is known to every

one who has tried to help them in any way. Their

mutual acquaintance is invariable. But the rich, un-

less they have neighbors of very long standing, are

generally much too indifferent to their existence.

They assume that this is all right, because they ask

nothing of their neighbors, if they concede nothing

to them. But the duty of neighborliness liesquiteas

much in the asking as in the giving. I have no right

to keep my wants to myself. They are part of my
neighbor's opportunities in life,—a help to hisgrowth

in social virtue. Mutual indiflerence is doubly wrong

as shutting up the flow of kindness on both sides.

It tend.s to a narM*, unsocial and demoralizing tem-

per of mind, which generally ends in worse things

still. Such neighbors come to touch only as do this-

tles,—all points and provocations.

There are .some samples of this old virtue left us

in Philadelphia. When we were at a watering-place

in central New York some years ago, we heard some

one speak with enthusiastic warmth of a venerable

Friend in our city, w ho has made her house a centre

of social courtesy and mutual acquaintance for the

wliole neighborhood. Her pergonal character and

her social position were so amply recognized as to

give her full access to them all ; and she used her op-

portunity to thaw out the rest and bring them into

right and human relations with each other. She still

lives, and is not—we are glad to believe—the only in-

stance of the old neighborliness which is left us.

"We have known of others more or less directly,

in city and in country, who have the gift to put every-

thing right at once by the overflow of a neighborly

spirit. A man moves into a neighborhood where

tilings badly need putting to rights. For years nearly

everyone has felt the need of better drainage, or im-

proved roads and sidewalks, or of higher school fa-

cilities, or of shade trees, or the like. Mere energy

will accomplish nothing towards this result. A bold

and obtrusive reformer will only burn his fingers.

But our friend the new comer has the conciliatory

spirit of neighborliness. He talks about the matter

in a way which kindles public spirit in the people

about him. And presently everybody is on the move,

without anyone clearly recognizing who gave the first

impulse. There is not a well regulated community

in the country which is not a monument to the neigh-

borly spirit in such a man.

We admire this kiud of activity ; but do we all

recognize it as a law of life, a something to be obeyed

not as an impulse but as a principle ? That is the

ground on wlxich it is put in the book we generally

profess to regard as an authority in such matters.

" Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself" is not a

passing exhortation ; it is a part of the sum of the

commandments. The law does not bid us love every-
body indifferently, for of that we are not capable.
We are finite beings, and in the next world as well
as in this our affections will need limitation for their

energy. " Love your neighbor " means take into your
heart the man whom the divine order brings to you,
and brings into your life. If you ever are to love
humanity, it will be through beginning with the con-
crete specimens in your home and in your neighbor-
hood. "Charity begins at home " is a saying which
has been meanly u.sed, but it contains a great truth.

If it does not begin there, it never will begin any-
where. The homely and the neighborly virtues are
the starting points in ethics. Not until he has been
well disciplined in the.se, is a man safe in venturing
on the wider field of humanitarian effort.

—

The Amer-
ican.

INDIVIDUAL INFLUENCE.
[The fiillowing brief essay comes to us from the East

Jordan First-day Scliool, Illinois, and was read at the close

of the school for the season. From this we learn that the
school is not continued through the winter mouths. Our
friend George D. John, of Penrose, III., who sends it .adds, a
thought that may be encouraging to others to do likewise.

He says, " the essay is chosen from man,y that were read
in the school on account of its brevity. Among the 3,000 or

more subscribers to the Intelligencer and Journal
and the 15,000 readers into whoso hands It comes, there
ought to be enough gleaners in the field to gather up the
items from every part, briefly and to the point, without
burdening the editors."]

AN essay should contain some food for thought, and
mine this morning will be particularly addressed to

the young; let us remember we all have some influ-

ence in this world, and we who feel our littleness can
do good and exert some influence in the most simple
of ways; Rowland Hill says^ " We can do more good
by being good than in any other way." Even a
pleasant word or smile in company with those whom
perhaps we may dislike is a treat to your friends who
may be looking on

;
Massinger says ;

" Cheerful looks

make every dish a feast," and as it is in a measure
true that he who has money can make money, it is

equally true that he who has manners and is trying

to be good, is building higher than he may yet know,
for those have the best hearts and are the bravest

who dare to shun bad habits, which, as Dryden says,

"Gather by unseen degrees, as brooks make rivers,

rivers run to seas." Now in every heart there are

channels like the little streams on the mountain side

or the blood veins in the body through which flows

either good or evil, and these little boys and girls have
the power within themselves to keep the heart pure

by not only reciting, but doing as these many lessons

here this past summer have been teaching them."
The above is one of the many es,says read in our

school, but the only one at my present command and
is particularly chosen on account of its brevity. If

there are fifteen thousand readers among the three

thousand taking the Intelligencer and Journal,
there ought to be enough gleaners in the field to

gather the items, and to do it without burdening the

publishers. We must be short and sweet, like our
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dear friends ^arah Hunt and Rebecca Price in their

communications.

Penrose, First month, 1SS7.

THE SENSE OF TOUCH.
IT has pleased tlie Creator to give us some degree of

pleiusure with each of our senses. Nearly all persons

tind pleasure in passing the fingers over a smooth

surface, as of polished marble, or in touching fine

woolen or velvet or silken ftibrics. And the smooth

soft cheek of an infant gives a sense of delight to the

lips that touch it, and it is certain that the preserva-

tion of animal existence is committed to the sense of

touch. The farmer finds pleasure in letting the tiny

seeds of timothy pass through his fingers, and the

children and grown people upon the sea-shore find a

similar delight in playing with the fine, smooth sand.

This sense, by careful training, may become high-

ly educated. It is well known that experts in hand-

ling money detect spurious coin by the touch. Ano-

ther illustration is the skill with which a merchant

will be able to tell the proportion of cotton or wool

in goods by the sense of touch. He will judge of the

wool, or whether sdk goods have a cotton filling.

The blind cultivate their sense of touch so that they

read by passing their fingers over raised letters. An

old blind woman, whose hands had become callous

with work, lost the acuteness of her touch in her fin-

gers, and was no longer able to read. Greatly

grieved, she raised her beloved Bible to her lips to

bid it farewell, when, to her great joy, she found that

her lips recognized the shape of the letters, so that

she was still able to read. Blind people sometimes

have touch so highly educated that they are able by

means of it to distinguish colors. Laura Bridgman is

a well-known instance of the ability to communicate

with the outer world when all senses but that of

touch are wanting. Blind, deaf, and consequently

mute,she talks with her associates by making the deaf

and dumb alphabet. They answer her by making

the letters of the same alphabet on the palms of her

hands. She can pick out her own clothing when

brought from the laundry mingled with a multitude

of other articles belonging to other people. When
the other senses are lacking, touch seems to be more

capable of development, and the same is true of any

other sense. The blind man sees with his ears and

his hands ; the deaf man hears with his eyes and

hands. That is to say, the senses which remain take

the place in part of those which are missing.—CAris-

iian Union.

AGE AMONG THE CHINESE.

THE Chinese do not reckon their age from the day

of birth, but from New Year's Day. It is on this ac-

count sometimes difiicult to find out the true age of

young children. Here is a tiny shaven-headed

bundle of humanity, scarcely able to stand alone for

a moment, and yoM are gravely assured that he is

three years old ! Ifyou have left the sacred rules of

propriety at home, you venture mildly and politely

to cast just a faint shadow of doubt upon the state-

ment ; or if you do not discredit the parent's assertion,

but are still unacquainted with the mode of reckon-

ing, you probably condole with its parents on the

slight degree of progress he has made toward ma-

turity. Should a child arrive in this world' at five

minutes to twelve on New Year's eve, the fond father

will proudly assure you next morning that the new
arrival is two years old, and never so much as think

that w'hat he says is untrue. Seeing that clocks are

very scarce articles except along the coast, and that

even where a clock is found time is a very elastic and

variable quantity, one wonders how such matters

are determined in certain cases. The Chinese do not

conceal their age, nor do they ever try to represent

themselves as younger than they are. There is a

much stronger tendency to add to the stated number
of their years than to diminish it. On being intro-

duced to a new acquaintance, the first question is,

"What is your distinguished surname?" and the

second is, " What is your honorable age?" You re-

ply to one as readily as to the other. Age is so much
respected that it is considered a distinction to be ad-

vancing in years. There are eight or ten different

names which correspond to "Mr.," according to the

appearance of age, or real age, to which a man has

attained, and the same for women. Besides, it is a

matter of greater congratulation, as years go by, that

one has been spared to add another year to the term

of life. The length of the reign of the emperor, the

term of official service, the engagements of .servants,

the period of residence in a locality—all are dated

from the New Year.—Brooklyn Magazine.

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM HERBARIUM.
THE herbarium of the National Museum at Washing-

ton now embraces over twenty-five thousand speci-

mens, representing seventeen thousand species, and

is established upon a broad basis, which admits of al-

most unlimited expansion. The North American

flora is represented by about seven thousand species,

contributed by Ward, Canby, Harvard, and others,

and is constantly increasing. The herbarium is also

rich in European species, the gift, for the most part

of the authorities at the Kew, and chiefly from the

collections of George Curling Joad and J. Gay. This

material, however, represents only a small portion of

the national herbarium, the greater part of which is

yet at the department of agriculture, where the gov-

ernment collections were formerly deposited, before

the erection of the National Museum building. Case

room is provided, and the specimens are permanent-

ly mounted and systematically arranged according

to the system adopted by Bentham and Hooker in

their " Genera Plantarum." The collection is ren-

dered easily accessible by means of a card catalogue

and Roman and Arabic label numbers for order and

genus on each genus-cover. The herbarium is placed

in immediate connection with the department of fos-

sil plants and under the same curatorship. It is in-

tended that all duplicate material shall represent

either additional parts of plants or widely difierent

localities, as illustrating their geographical range,

local variation, etc. Other duplicates will, however,

be utilized in effecting exchanges for species not rep-

resented.

—

Science.
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Oncb to every mau and nation

Comes the moment to decide,

In the strife of Faith with Falsehood,

For the good or evil side.

—Lowell.

The true test of a religion is not wbat men do for

it, but what it does for men. God is love. A religion

that comes from God must make men loving. It

must make them unselfish, gentle, generous, broad,

tolerant. If it has not this effect, then, no matter

how boastful its claims may be, no matter how vast

its place in history, no matter what millions kneel

before its altars, no matter what wealth is lavished

in its spread, no matter wbat zeal is shown in its sup-

port, it has sprung from no seed that God has plan-

ted, and it bears no fruit that God will own when bis

angels shall go forth to gather the harvest in.—Se-

lected.

Riles for avoiding sins of the tongue

1. Reflect on the number and enormity of these

sins. More than half the sins of the world are of this

class. . .
'

2. Avoid the company of those who talk unkind-

ly of other people.

3. Cultivate the habit of speaking of things, not

of persons.

4. Read James iii. once a week.

5. Charge yourself at night to recall the unchari-

table things you have said during the day.

6. Appreciate the difficulty of avoiding this sin,

and ask God to help you.
—Dr. Pritchard.

SHEEP'S SENSE OF HEARING.
IT is said that so acute is the sheep's sense of hear-

ing that she can distinguish the cry of her own lamb

among as many as a thousand others all bleating at

the same time ; and the lamb, too, is able to recog-

nize its mother's voice, even though it be in the

midst of a large Hock. James Hogg, who was a shep-

herd as well as a poet, tells us that it was very amus-

ing to watch the sheep and lambs during their shear-

ing sea.son. While the sheep were being shorn, the

lambs would be put into a fold by themselves ; and

the former would be sent to join their little ones as

soon as the operation of shearing was over. The mo-

ment a Iamb heard its mother's voice, it would hasten

from the crowd to meet her; but, instead of finding

the " rough, well-clad, comfortable mamma" which

it had left a short time before, it would meet a

strange and most deplorable looking creature. At the

sight of this, it would wheel about, uttering the most

piteous cry of despair, and perhaps run away.. Soon,

however, the sheep's voice was heard again. The
lamb would thereupon return, then once more bound
away, and sometimes repeat this conduct for ten or a

dozen times before it fully understood that the shorn

ewe was in reality its mother.

—

LittU Folks.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—To test drinking-water, put a tablespoonful of a clear

solution of tauuiu into a tumbler filled with, the wate

whose purity is suspected. If no turbidity occurs within

five hours the water may be considered goo^. If turbidity

occurs within the first hour the water is unwholesome
;

if

within the second hour it is not to be recommended.

—There is a deaf-mute in the New York institution,

who is also blind, who can write original compositions on

the type-writer.

—Dr. Sheldon Jackson, superintendent of the department

of education in Alaska, has provided temperance text-books

for use in all the schools of that territory, and teachers will

be required to give regular instruction as to the effects of

alcohol and narcotics on the human system.

—The report of the Life-saving Service shows that there

were four hundred and sixty-seven disasters during the

year, involving §6,613,535 of property, of which £5,171,328

was saved. The uumber of persons saved was three thou-

sand and forty-five, and the number lost twenty-nine. The
number of vessels totally lost was eighty-eight. The work

of the Service has largely increased, and the number and

violence of storms during the year exceeded any previous

year's record.

—Three steamers now ply between the ports of Corea

and those' of Japan. The resources of tlie former country

are far more abundant than has been generally supposed.

The government will soon open the rich coal mines which

have been found in easily accessible portions of a country

remarkably rich in minerals. Gold, silver, copper, iron,

and other metals have been found, some of them in great

abundance, "

_^

—The Sphynx of Gizeh (Egypt) has been sufficiently

disinterred to expose the fore-paws and sides, audit is dis-

covered that the paws are not hewn in stone like..tJtQ-Kgt

of the body, but built up of brick, in order, it is surmised,

to lend greater stability to the foundation. The figure ia

already, by some, ascribed to an age more remote than that

of the pyramids.

—All this exposure of railroad passengers to the danger of

tire from heating arrangements is utterly needless, and

consequently cruel and wrong. Several of the Connecticut

Eiver Railroad trains leaving this city daily are now com-

pletely fitted and warmed to a most excellent degree of

comfort by the use ofsleam from the engine at a low pres-

sure upon the Emerson system. This is found to be not

only feasible and agreeable as a mode of heating, but also

entirely safe. A rupture of the pipes would expose uo oue

to scalding or any danger, but would simply fill the car

with a washing-day vapor. Any accident which breaks the

connection with the engine of necessity cuts ofl' the flow of

steam. The Emerson system has been tried on some trains

on the above-named road for four years, aud has already

reached a degree of perfection which would justify the tra-

veling public in appealing to the Legislature to require the

introduction upon all passenger cars of some method of

heating not exposing the occupants to constant danger of

broiling aud roastingalive. To-day, with the generally pre-

vailing modes of heating cars, no passenger is safe from

this dreadful fate.—A>nKa;teZd (.Mass.) fiepulHcari.

CURRENT EVENTS. _

President Cleveland, on the 4th instant, signed the

Inter-State Commerce Bill; which had passedCongxess^ome

days before. There is much difference of opinion as to the

probable operation of the measure, but it does not, appa-

rently, cause much concern in railroad or financial circles.

The President has also approved the bill prescribing the

manner in which the electoral votes for President and
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Vice President sliall be counted, by the two liouses of Con-

gress,—the dispute over w)>icb caused so much uneasiness,

in 1877.

The great strike uf 'lougsboreuieu, freiglit handlers,

etc., at New York and neighboring cities, has continued up

to the time of this writing, (Sth inst.), but is said to show

signs of exhaustion, uian.v new men having been put to

work, who, though inexperienced, have in a degree sup-

plied the places of the strikers. In Brooklyn much suflor-

ing is said to exist from the lack of coal. Coal dealers and

their clerks delivered coal guarded by police. " Doctors at

the Long Island College Hospital carted, in person, 12 tons

of coal to that institution. The strikers overturned one

cart in Brooklyn, but were chased away by police. The
strikers themselves have no coal."

The miners in the bituminous coal mines near Pitts-

burg have struck for an advance in wages, and work has

ceased ; 6000 men are idle.

A TERRIBLE railroad accident occurred early in the

inorning of the Sth itst., to a train near White Eiver Junc-

tion, Vermont. Four passenger cars broke loose, near a

high bridge, and fell over, down upon the river below,

where they took Are. The number of killed is not precisely

known, as some bodies were entirely consumed, or so much
so as to be beyond recognition, but it is estimated between

40 and 50.

Ax earthquake reported by Western telegrams on the

6th iust., was very generally felt throughout central and

southern Illinois and Indiana. It also gave the city of St.

Louis a shake, which was especially felt in the outskirts.

The U. 8. Treasurer at Washington, C. N. Jordan,

stated on the 4th, that he is to be the Vice President and

Secretary Manning the President of the new Western
National Bank in New York. "Their resignations are in

the hands of tho President and will ho accepted' in dm-
time."

A TELEGRAM from Torre Haute, Indiana, reports that i.n

the first instant, during a "tremendous hail slorm " al

Oliver, a small town 15 miles west of that city, " an aerolite
descended and exploded near the ground. The earth was
torn, windows shattered, and a large tree demolished.
The explosion was heard six miles away."

NOTICES.
'ti' It is proposed to hold the nest Educational Confer-

ence on Seventh-day, Third month 5, 1SS7, at 1.30 o'clock.
The time is announced early, that other meetings may not
be called at the same time.

Wm. Wade Gkiscom, Clerk.

*«* Blue River First-day School Union at Benjamin ville,
III., Sixth day evening. Second month 26th.

*»' Quarterly Meetings in Second month will occur a.-;

follows:

11. Stanford, Crum Elbow, N. Y.
12. Miami, Waynesville, O.
12. Salem, Salem, O.

12. Pelham H. Y. M., Lobo, Out.
16. Easton and Saratoga, Easton, N. Y.
17. Shrewsbury and Rahway, Plainfield, N. J.
19. Short Creek, Jlouiit Pleasant, 0.
21. Centre, Bald Eagle, Pa.
21. Duanesburg, Albany, N. Y.
23. Stillwater, Plainiield, O.
24. Bucks, Wrightstowu, Pa.
26. Blue Eiver, Benjaminville, 111.

28. Warrington, Monallen, Pa.
28. Canada H. Y. M., Bloomfield, Ont.

The Intelligencer and Journal for 1887.

CLUB RATES WITH OTHER PERIODICALS.
The Intelligencer and Journal will be sent one year, with any one of the periodicals named below,

tor the amount stated.

WEEKLIES. Periodical Price for Both
Periodical. Price foe Both. The Century Magazine, ($4.) . 6.10

Phil.4delphi.\ Press, ($1.) 3.30 Harper's Magazine, ($4.) 5.60

'

The Lndependent, ($3.) .... 5.10 Atlantic Monthly, (.54.) .... 5.80
Harper's Weekly, ($4.) .... 5.80 The Student, ($1.) :i->5

Harper's Young People, ($2.) . 4.10 • Popular Science Monthly, t$5.) 6.1)0

LiTTELL's Living Age, ($8.j 9.60 North American Review, ($5.) 6.60
The American, ($3.) 5.00

St. Nicholas, ($3.) 5.10
Country Gentleman, ($2.50.) . 4.60 Magazine op American History, ($5.) . 6.60
Christian Union, ($3.) .... 5.10 Wide Awake, ($3.) 4.60
Journal of Education, (.$2..5u. i 4.60 Babyhood, ($1.50) 3.60
Chicago Inter-Ocean, ($1.) 3.40 Phrenological Journal, ($2.) 4.10

SEMI-MONTHLIES. VicK's Magazine, ($1.25.) .... 3.40

Good Housekeeping, ($2.50.) . $4.50 American Agriculturist, ($1.50.) . 3.60

MONTHLIES. Gardener's Monthly, ($2.00.) . 4.00

The Children's Friend, ($1.50.) $3..50 LiPPiNCOTT's Magazine, ($3.) . 5.00'

Scribner's Magazine, ($3.00), 5.00 The Farm Journal, (0.50.) 2.75

*s* Persons wishing other periodicals than those named above should write ns, and we will name prices.

*i»* Where several periodicals in the list are wanted, find the net price of each, (if ordered through us), by subtracting

$2.50 from the rate given " for both."

*:,* Where our subscribers have already paid up for the Intelligencer and Journal, or for any reason dc not now
wish to remit for it, they can have the periodicals above at the net rate and pay for our paper at their convenience.
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A PRAYER.
LORD ! who art merciful as well as just,

Incline thy ear to me, a child of dost

!

Not what I would, O Lord ! I offer thee,

Alas ! but what I cau.

Father Almighty, who hast made me man.

And hade me look to heaven, for thou art there.

Accept my McHfice and humble prayer.

Four things which are not in thy treasury,

1 lay hi-fore thee. Lord, with this petition ;

My nothingness, my wants.

My sins, and my contrition.

—Robert Southey.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

,1 FRIENDS' SCHOOL OF THE OLDER TIME.

AMONGST Friends' Schools exercising a wide and
beneficent influence on the community, I wish to

recall to the educators of tlie present generation the

well known Kimberton Boarding School, formerly

located at Kindserton, Pikeland Township, in the

northern part of Chester county. For a long period,

this school was in existence as one of the brightest

intellectual centres of Eastern Pennsylvania, drawing
its pupils from otlier States as well, especially from

New York, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia. Thous-

ands of homes were modified by its influence, and
elevated by the high moral tone of its instructors.

Chief of these were Abigail, daughter of Kmmor and
Susanna Kimber, and her younger sisters, one of

whom married Thomas .Janney of Newtown, Bucks
Co., and another the distinguished Anti-Slavery ora-

tor, Charles C. Burleigh. Like the school, the home
was a centre of intelligence, and brought to itself

congenial minds.
As an instructor Abby Kimber had few peers.

Associated as I have been, all my life, with teachers

and scholarly persons, I have never met one whom I

could recognize as her superior. Her mind was alert,

penetrating and keen. She was ever ready to accept

the new, if assured that it was also the best. Her
highly individual character, and her original meth-
ods, made her a competent judge of what was truly

excellent, and gave such a decided tone to her in-

structions that a Kimberton scholar could ever after-

ward be recognized, if sufficient time had been spent

at the institution to acquire its characteristics. The
bond of union between the pupils thus became re-

markably strong. They were deeply attached to the

school, to the place, and to each other, as well as to

their teachers.

There was not in Abby Kimber a single thread of

meanness, nor an ignoble trait of character. She be-

lieved in the nobility of others, and hence addressed

herself to the highest in those under her care. She
never humiliated. Her keen insight and her ex-

perience enabled her to distinguish between the

morally healthful and the diseased, and she never
made the former suffer for the latter. She never
lowered herself to the plane of the detective, but if

she met with an element of evil she dealt with it

with the utmost promptitude. She had her hospital

treatment for the afflicted, and could perform surgical

operations. If these were severe, they were always,

to her mind, absolutely needful for moral health.

Said one, in after life, who had frequently needed her

discipline, and who was much improved thereby:

"She was thoroughly just. If she scolded we knew
we deserved it. We all knew we were thoroughly un-
derstood." It was this innate ability to "thoroughly

understand " which formed the basisof her power of

government, and which won the lasting affection of

one class, and the entire respect of the other. Those
who wished and intended to do right, could confide

in it absolutely ; and those who meant to do wrong
found a barrier in her sense of right.

In addition to the ordinary branches, there were
taught Astronomy with the use of globes, Philoso-

phy, Chemistry and Botany, "Miss Abby" being a

friend and correspondent of William Darlington, au-

thor of " Flora Cestrica," and herself no mean botan-

ist. Of cour.se, she ha<l not the advantage of our

present botanical libraries, but she used " Lindley "

to admirable purpose. In history, both ancient ami
modern, she was an expert. Drawing an<l painting,

both in water and oil-colors, as well as French and
Latin, were included ; and with the exception of the

branches more recently introduced, the number of

studies was quite as full as in schools of the same
grade at the present time. As to her methods, they

are seldom, if ever, surpassed now. Her great aim
was to develop thought, activity and clearness of

mind, with a genuine love of study. A sister of her

mother had m.arried Enoch Lewis, and she was no

doubt stimulated in mathematics by this uncle. She

gave just sufficient help to permit to her pupils the

pleasure of discovery, and her sympathy was so quick

that her eyes would fill with tears at an unexpected

success.
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VerBonally, Abby Kiiuber luul her sisters were

nioilcls to their inii)ils. Tlic quick wit aiul lively

sallies of llie former iiuule her conversation as de-

lightful as it was instructive. In her manners and

attire there was a quiet, unobtrusive elegance which

harmonized with her refined and delicate womanli-

ness. Of her it mij,'ht be said with truth, "Thou
large-brained woman and large-hearted man," for she

posse.-:sed, conjoined, the best qualities of both man
and woman. She was born with strength to com-

mand, but the depth of her tenderness was only

fathomed by those who knew how she watched over

those under her care.

As a delegate to the World's Anti-Slavery Con-

vention,—in 1840, she went to London in company

with her friends James and Lucretia Molt, and a

number of other representative Americans. Al-

tiiough the women were refused recognition as dele-

gates in an olRcial capacity, their company was

sought and honors were heaped upon them by the

most liberal and enlightened representatives of Eng-

land, Ireland, and Scotland. Amongst those who
pressed forward to show their respect and sympathy,

and to protest against their treatment by a conserva-

tive body, we find the names of Elizabeth Fry,

Elizabeth Pease, the Webbs, Allans and Haughtons

of Dublin, the venerable Thomas Clarkson, George

Thompson, M. P., Dr. Bowring, Harriet Martineau,

William and Mary Hovvitt, Amelia Opie, Lady Byron,

Lord Morpeth, the Countess of Brunswick, the

Duchess of Sutherland, and her daughter, afterward

Duchess of Argyle. Wliile abroad, as at home, Abby
Kimber took her rightful place amongst the bravest,

noblest and best. In correspondence with Lucretia

Mott, she was afterward mentioned as one of these
" delightful people of the right stamp, whose com-

pany was enjoyed with unabated relish."

After the close of the Kimberton Boarding-School,

which took place some years later, the remnant of the

family returned to Philadelphia, where as a member
of the Executive Committee of the Pennsylvania An-

ti-Slavery Society, Abigail Kimber continued to

strengthen the hands of that devoted body by her

courage, wisdom, sagacity, and intelligence, until, by

the Act of Emancipation her etforts were no longer

needed in that direction.

Pikeland Preparative Meeting was founded by
English and Welsh Friends of the usual probity and

standing of those who emigrated to America. Atone
time it was a large and prosperous body, consisting of

a number of substantial families. It was a constitu-

ent of Uwchlan Monthly, and Cain Quarterly Meet-

ing. The original meeting-house and burial-ground

were on a hill-side about half a mile west of Kimber-

ton. To accommodate the school, a new meeting-

house was built at the latter place ; and there, for up-

wards of forty years, the pupils of the school attended

meeting twice a week. During that time, Emmor Kim-
ber was a minister of this meeting. After 1830, Bar-

tholomew Fussell, Sen., returned to his native State,

after a prolonged residence in Fallston, Maryland,

where he was an acceptable minister. He came to re-

side with his beloved and honored daughter Esther

Lewis, widow of John Lewis, Jr., and after eight

years, died, and was buried with his kindred in the
grave-yardofthet^Hd Pikeland meeting-house. Before
his death, JIary Kimber, afterward Mary K. Janney,
passed througli one of those profound changes, which
are not inaptly described as a " now birth." She had
been fond of the beautiful, possessed exquisite taste,

and was the daintiest of the dainty both in dress and
accomplishments. As her spiritual nature developed,
she felt it her duty not only to lay aside what had
formerly so much delighted her, but to humble her-
self to become a teacher of another order. To appear
before her pupils and friends in a severely plain dress,
and to deliver in public the message of her soul, cost
her extreme anguish ; but she was faithful to her own
sense of right, and thus gained in spiritual strength.
Her old friend Fu.ssell was a cheerful man. He used
to say that he served a good master, and he diil not
see why he should not be happy. He cared so little

for dress that he did not know what he wore, except
as it was handed to him by those who had charge of
his wardrobe. But he was sensitive to the slightest
breath of spiritual need, and his .sympathy for the
young person who was suffering in his presence was
large and tender. The grateful affection which she
returned for this strength in her hour of trial, was a
happiness to an old man just passing to a life beyond.

In his younger days, John Lewis had been selected
as a companion on his ministerial journeys, for his
future father-in-law. The friendship then formed
had become a permanent one, and as long as both
lived, had resulted in mutual sympathy and afl'ection.

After the death of John Lewis, his memory was ever
held sacred; and bis influence was prolonged by the
remembrance of liis virtues, not only by his father-
in-law, but by every one else who had known him.
In speaking of him and his sister Mary, a relative
who knew them well, said to the writer :

" Two purer
spirits never left this earth." After a remarkably use-
ful and well-spent life, and a dignified widowhood of
twenty-four years, Esther Lewis rejoined her hus-
band. Two of their daughters, worthy of such par-
entage, have gone to meet them. A son of Bartholo-
mew Fussell, Sen., well known for his active opposi-
tion to slavery, Bartholomew Fussell, M. D., with his
wife Lydia M. Fussell, both died members of Pike-
land meeting, and were buried in the old burial-

ground. These, and such as these, gave a tone to the
membership of Pikeland meeting within the memo-
ry of many now living.

About the yearlSG4, when, by death and removal,
the ranks were thinned, it became necessary to lay
down the meeting. The Kimberton meeting-house
was sold, and is now occupied as a place of worship
by another denomination. The original meeting-
house went to decay, and nothing is now left of Pike-
land Preparative Meeting, except its ancient grave-
yard, first occupied, it is believed, about the year
1750. There is gathered a solemn assemblage of its

departed, and there are hearts which yet cling to

this spot for its association with the memory of their

dearest and best. Some of the families who buried
there are almost extinct, while others have established
meetings in new and distant localities;—meetings
which are larger than the parent from which they
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sprang. There is no loss to the Society of Friends,

but only to the neighborhood of Pikeland, in the lay-

ing down of this meeting. The grave-yard is still

held by Trustees, born members of the meeting, and

there is sufKt'ient ground for the planting of a mem-
orial grove of trees to keepfreshjand green for another

century or two, the spot chosen by' our ancestry in

the Olden Time. L.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

OUR PHRASEOLOGY.
" Little things are little things ; but faithfulness in the little, is

a great thing."

I AVAS pleased to notice, recently, in this paper, an

admonition respecting the ambiguous use of the word
"Society." In a social sense, this word has a very

different meaning from the one applied to it in nam-
ing a religious organization ; and hence, when we
wish to designate our own denomination, we should

be careful to call it the Society of Friends.

Another instance of looseness in our phraseology

has long been a source of dissatisfaction to many of

the readers of this paper. I refer to the wording of

marriage notices
—

" By Friends' Ceremony." Persons

who are, or who are not Friends, may call on a civil

magistrate and be married by " Friends' Ceremony,"

when the monthly meeting within whose limits said

marriage occurs, has not, in any way, been recognized

in its accomplishment. If the notice would simply

state that the marriage was accomplished with the

approbation of the monthly meeting, then there

would be no ambiguity in tiie case ; and where no

mention was made of the monthly meeting, it would

be understood that it was not a Friends' marriage,

however nearly it may have approximated to our

order.

In the notice of a death, it would be very desira-

ble to have the name of the monthly meeting to

which the deceased had belonged ; and in case no

meeting was mentioned, we might certainly know
that the person had not been a member of the

Society of Friends.

It would be well for us to bear in mind that this

paper,—which is our only denominational organ,

—

circulates throughout seven yearly meetings ; and
that these are spread over a territory extending from

Canada to Virginia, and from Vermont to Nebraska.

Hence, in speaking of a meeting we should name the

state in which it is located. There is a Chester Month-
ly Meeting in New Jersey, and one of the same name
in Pennsylvania; Salem, New Jersey, and Salem,

Ohio, are both noted settlements of Friends. When
Camden Meeting is spoken of, it should be stated

whether we refer to the one in New Jersey, or the

one in Delaware. Instances might be multiplied
;

but the foregoing are sullicieut to show the import-

ance of geographical accuracy in reference to all of

our meetings.

Another branch of our subject, and a much more
delicate one to deal with, is that growing out of the

lamentable separation which took place about sixty

years ago. We object to the name Hicksites, because

we do not acknowledge Elias Hicks as being either

our lounder or our leader ; on the contrary, we claim

to be the followers of Fox, I'enn, Pennington and
Barclay, whose writings we greatly esteem, whose
sentiments we endorse, and whose example we hold

up to our members as worthy of imitation. The des-

ignation " Unitarian Friends," which is sometimes
given to us by the secular press, is still more objec-

tionable ; at least it is .so to many of us. The ques-

tion then arises, how shall we tind a distinctive terra

—word or phrase—which will not lower our own
standard, nor yet arrogate so much as to exclude our

neighbors who claim to be living representatives of

our early Friends. In acknowledging their position,

we substantiate our own ; and, " claiming sincerity

for ourselves," we must award the same to them.

Until some better phraseology shall have been dis-

covered, may we not call ourselves the Society of

Friends, except where a specification is neces;ary,

and under such circumstances say, " Our Brancli of

the Society of Friends?"
All language that may convey the idea that our

meetings for worship have been appointed for oppor-

tunities to speak; and that those who occupy the

station of ministers, and who attend these meetings,

have come to address them ; should be carefully

avoided. On this account, the word audience is a very

objectionable one, as it signifies that those assembled

have come to hear some vocal utterance. The term
meeting is a strictly Friendly one, as it seems to con-

vey the idea intended to express our coming together
;

and when to this is added the phrase, for worship, or

for Discipline, we have the precise definition for the

gathering and its object. However much or however
little importance may be attached to a name, it is to

be hoped that most Friends would find cause for

alarm in the use of the word speech, lecture, or ad-

dress, as applied to a discouri^e delivered in one of our

meetings for worship. In these days of lyceums, and
of moral reform movements, it is important that the

line be very carefully drawn between ministry and
speaking.

Of late years there has, I think, been observable a

deviation from former simplicity in the language of

some of the epistles that have been sent from one
yearly meeting to another. The style has savored of

the magazine article, or the lyceum essay ; and just

in the same proportion that this florid or popular

style has crept in, the life has gone out. It is, indeed,

a weighty matter to serve on an epistle committee,

and it is to be hoped that all who accept such an ap-

pointment may feel impressed with tlie weight of the

responsibility imposed upon them. Those who have

experienced a quietness of spirit, are best qualified to

feel after, and to gather up the exercises of a yearly

meeting ; also to transmit them to our distant breth-

ren aud sisters. Where the spirits are weighty the

language will not be frothy.

In this age, and particularly in this country, there

is a great lack of reverence. The public press is teem-

ing with verbal irreverence, and if it should so be

that the newspaper and the magazine constitute the

bulk of our reading, there is danger thatour language

may become tinged with this irreverence, until al-

most unconsciously, we may utter expressions which

would formerly have sliocked us, when coming from
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tlie li|ia of nnother. The Imbitnal use of tliis new8-

pnper hinguagc, is likely to iiH'ect not only our con-

versution, uiul our writing, but it may finJ its way
even into our religious meetings. Any jest, or figure

of speeeli, that may give a hulicrous turn to a. serious

matter, is not only inappropriate, hut—what is far

worse—it may divert our attention from the serious-

nesa of the subject, and turn it entirely upon the

language used. I hope not to be regarded as cen-

sorious, if I refer to an article which appeared in the

columns of this j)aper a few months since. The
writer, in speaking of the martyrdom of some of our

early Friends, used the expression, "sent through the

strait gate." Tlie language seems not only to pervert

a plain scriptural figure—one that was used by
the Saviour himself—but also to treat nuirtyrdom as

if it were a light matter. The same writer alluded to

a future state, in language that seemed irreverent;

though I fully believe he did not so regard it. Direct

expression, and condensed statement are very desira-

ble and worthy to be cultivated; but let us ever re-

member, when we are treating of serious matters, to

express ourselves in such a manner that our language

may stand as the index of our thoughts.

The peculiar phraseology of the Society of Friends,

—with its singular pronoun, numeral dates, and ab-

sence of compliments,—is simple, beautiful and pure.

It is the language of truth and of affection, and is a

safeguard against the " corrupt conversation of the

world." There are some of us—perhaps there are

many—who can bear witness to ourselves, that

among our first steps in the broadway of disobe-

dience, were those taken when we began to deviate

from the form of speech in which we had been edu-
cated, and to disregard our peculiar phraseology,

If any who read this article should think that it is

too didactic in its tone, or too severe in its spirit, i

would ask such to accept the assurance of the writer

that it was not intended to be either; but it has been
written with an earnest desire that we hold fast to

the traditions of our fathers; and in conducting the
weighty matters pertaining to the welfare of the
body, that we may not be ambitious to hand forth

novelties in the way of eloqutnt speaking, or flow-

ery writing; but that we may be willing to express
our thoughts with accuracy and simplicity, as be-

comes members of the religious Society of Friends.

Second month 3d, 1887. H. *

INDICATIONS OF RACE ORIGINS.
[From an extended article by Professor Sayce, in the

Sunday School Times, Phila.]

THE classification of the principal races of mankind
is a matter of dispute; different ethnologists laying
stress on diflerent characteristics by which to dis-

tingui.sh them. The color of the skin is the most
obvious mark of distinction; but in recent works on
ethnography, it has been discarded as a leading prin-
ciple of classification, in iiivorof the form of the skull
or the nature of the hair. Peschel thus divides man-
kind into seven main races: (1) the Aus^tralian; (2)
the Papuan

; (3) the Mongol, including the Malay
and the American; (4) the Dravidian of India; (.5)

the Hottentot and Hnshnian; (l>) the Negro; and (7)

the Mediterranean. The last race, sometimes termed
the Caucasian, comprises the Hamites of Kgypt,
Nubia, and l.ibya, the Semites, and the Indo-Euro-
peans, to which the Georgians and other tribes of
the Caucasus must be added. Haeckel and Fr. Muel-
ler regard the hair as the most permanently distinc-

tive feature of man, and urge that all woolly-haired
men are dolicho-ccjihalic, or longheaded, and prog-
nathous,—that is to say, with projecting jaws. They
accordingly distinguish mankind into the woolly-
haired and the straight-haired, the first subdivided
into the bushy-hairod family, with its two varieties

of Hottentots and Bushmen, and the fleecy-haired,

again with two varieties, the Negros and the Kaffirs
;

while the straight-haired are suhdidived into the
curly-haired, with three varieties, the Dravidians,
the Nubians, and the Mediterranean race, and the
lanky-haired, with five varieties, the Australian, the
Hyperborean, the American, the Malay, and the
Mongol. But a classification cannot be considered
very satisfactory which makes the white-skinned
European and the jet-black Nubian — handsome
though lie may be—inere varieties of the same stock.

In fact, a really satisfactory classification is impossi-
ble until we know more than we do at present of the
races who have peopled the world in prehistoric
times; and since we can distinguish and classify the
latter only by their skulls, it is clearly to craniology
that we shall have to look, to finally determine the
primary divisions of tiie human family.

Of the various races whose places modern ethnol-
ogy has attempted to settle, there is only one with
which the student of the Old Testament is concerned.
This is the so-called Mediterranean or Caucasian
race. The Sinim of Isaiah 49: 12, have been shown
not to be the Chinese, but a tribe of Central Asia

;

and although it would seem that some of the pro-
ducts brought from the land of Ophir by the ships of
Solomon bear Dravidian names, there is no reference
to the population from whom they were received.

We may therefore consiiler that all races, even the
negro, are excluded from the notice of the Old Testa-
ment, with the single exception of the ^Nlediter-

ranean.

The Mediterranean may be identified with the
white race. But tlie whiteness is not uniform. The
Italian of Southern Europe is far darker than the
Scandinavian of the north,—darker even than the
Libyan or the Egyptian, unless the latter is of mixed
origin, or has been burned by the sun. The white
skin of the Georgian, moreover, has a perceptibly
diflerent tinge from that of the Arab or the Syrian.
If the " Hamites " of Nubia and Abyssinia are in-

cluded in the Mediterranean race,—and their skulls
and hair seem to demand it,—we shall have to admit
thepossibility of a black-skinned variety of the white
race.

Even among the European members of the white
race, however, important diflerences prevail. Some
are dolicho-cephalic or long-headed, some are bra-

chy-cephalic or short-headed; and while black hair

and eyes distinguish the bulk of the population in

the south and west, light hair and eyes are predoini-
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iiant in the east and north. Craniology proves that

these ditferences are of old standing. The remains

tluit have been found in prehistoric burying-places

shoTV that the small-limbed, black-liaired, long-

headed race are the descendants of the earlier inhab-

itants of southern and western Europe, who were
subsequently overrun by a large-limbed, light-haired,

short-headed race from the East. These last are

usually identified with the Aryan Kelts; that is to

say, with that portion of the so-called Keltic race

which, like the Gauls of the Roman writers, exhibits

the characteristics of the German or Scandinavian,

and are believed to have introduced the Aryan lan-

guages afterwards spoken in Gaul and Britain, among
the aboriginal dolioho-cephalic tribes of western

Europe. It is a growing conviction of ethnologists

and philologists that the primitive home of the white-

skinned population which first spoke the languages

of the Aryan family of speech, was in the neighbor-

liood of the Baltic, and that this population still sur-

vives in its purest form in the southern parts of Swe-
den and Norway.

This portion -Of the Mediterranean race, conse-

quently lay beyond the geograpRical horizon of the

writersof the Old Testament. In the tenth chapter of

Genesis, as also in the twenty-seventh chapter of Eze-

kiel, and in the inscriptions of Assyria, the area de-

scribed forms a square bounded on the north by Ar-

menia and the Black Sea, on the south by the Indian

Ocean and the Soudan, on the east by the mountainsof
Media and Persia, and on the west by the Mediterra-

nean. The northern population is derived from
Japbeth, the southern population from Ham, while
the nations who occupie<l the central portion of the

region are derived from Shem. In the north we find

Gomer, the Gimirrd of the cuneiform monuments,
and the Kimmerians of the Greeks, who were driven
by the Scyths from their original seats on the Dnies-
ter, and after being defeated by Esar-haddon in B.

C. G77, made their way westward into Asia Minor.
Magog, ruled over, according to Ezekiel (Ezek. 38 : 2),

by Gog or Gugu, the Gyges of Greek history, seems
to be the Assyrian mat-Gugu, " the land of Gyges,"
that is to say, Lydia, which was invaded and occu-

pied for a time by the Kimmerians. Madai are the

Medes, a name given by the Assyrians to the hetero-

geneous tribes eastward of the mountains of Gutiura

or Kurdistan. Javan represents the '" lonians " of

Greece, and appears to have been the name original-

ly assigned by the Phenicians to the island of Cyprus.
Kittim, at any rate, is the Greek Kition, the chief

Phenician settlement in the island, while Dodanim
should probably be read Rodanim or Rhodians. as in

the Septuaiint.' Tar.shish is Tartessos, near Gibr-

altar, the farthest point reached by the Phenician
" ships of Tarshish," or trading-vessels. Tubal and
Meshech, as we learn from the Assyrian inscriptions,

inhabited the eastern range of the Taurus mountains,
to the notrhwest of Ain-tab and Merash.

Cush, in the Bible, includes not only Nubia (as in

the Egyptian and Assyrian inscriptions), but also the
southern coast of Arabia. Mizraim, "The two Mat-

'It may, however, denote Ilie Dardaiiians of the Troad, who
are mentioned in early Egyptian texts.

sors" or "walls of defense " (Isa. I'J : 6; 37: 25), de-

noted northern and southern Egypt, Matsor being

properly the desiguation of northern, and Pathros

(Pathrusim) of southern, Egypt. The Lehabim are

the Libyans who were employed as mercenary troops

by the Egyptian kings, along with the Ludim or

Lydians. The Philistines i-eem to have originally

been planted by the Pharaohs in the five cities of

southern Palestine, in order to garrison the country

for Egypt; they were of Phenician extraction, hav-

ing come from Caphtor, the Egyptain Keft-ur or
" greater Phenicia," a title given to the coast-land of

the Delta, in consequence of its large Semitic popula-

tion, wbieh had been established there from an early

period. We learn from Deuteronomy 2: 23, Amos
0: 7, and Jeremiah 47 : 4, that the two last clauses of

Genesis 10: 14 have been transjiosed. Phut, the

brother of Mizraim, represents the Egyptian Punt
on the Somali coast, and Canaan "the lowlands,"

a name primarily applied to the seacoast of Phe-
nicia, came to be extended to the entire district of

Palestine. As for the kingdom of Nimrod, who is

associated with Cush, Babylon, and Erech, as well as

the city of Accad itself, were in the land of Accad or

northern Babylonia, Calneh (Kul-unu) alone being

reckoned to Shinar or Sumer, southern Babylonia.

The culture and civilization of Babylonia had been

founded by a race of non-Semitic origin, which spoke

an agglutinative language, such as those of the mod-
ern Turks or Finns. Semitic invaders, after adopting

the culture of this early population, first imposed
their yoke upon it in northern Babylonia, and at a

later period became supreme in Sumer also. The
kingdom of Nimrod evidently represents the rise of

the Semitic supremacy.

Among the Canaanites are counted the Ilittites, in

consequence of their extension into the extreme
south of Palestine, Jerusaleni it.self having been ap-

parently built by them (Ezek. 16: 4.5). The Ilittites

were, however, a race of Cappadocian origin, and their

chief centre of influence was in northern Syria,in the

neighborhood of their stronghold of Carchemish (see

1 Kings 10 : 29), while the Canaanites spoke a Semitic

language, and belonged to the Semitic race, in the

modern ethnological sense of the word. Like the

Arabs, the Assyrians, the Aracnaans, and the He-
brews, their primitive seat was probably on the Ara-

bian side of the Persian Gulf. Elam, though geograph-

ically connected with the countries inhabited by
their kinsfolk, bad a population which spoke agglu-

tinative languages, and bore no ethnological relation-

ship to the Semitic tribes of Babylonia and Assyria.

M. Dieulafoy's recent excavations at Susa go to show
that one part at least of the population was black-

skinned. It is therefore curious to find the early

non-Semitic hymns of Babylonia describing the gods

as creators and protectors of " the black-headed

race;" and though this may simply refer to the

possession of black hair, it may also signify that the

primitive inhabitants of the country really had dark

skins.

He who offends against heaven has none to whom
he can pray.

—

Confucius.
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SPIRITUAL SELF-RELIANCE.

THE men who achieve valuablo or permanent results

in life lire always men i>f self-reliance; men, that is,

who, instead of accept i lit; the stamlanls ami nu'tluuls

of those about them, create stamlanls and methods of

their own. These are the men who supply the mo-
tive power of society, who give its currents of inllu-

enee and action direction and force, and who are con-

tinually modifyint; the ivorld in which they work.

This kind of self-reliance involves no egotistic eleva-

tion of one's judgment above the judgment of his

neighbors; it simply involves a clearer insight into

the lawsoflifeand a more im|)licit obedience of them.

A man like Edison finds certain results alrea<ly

achieved through theuseofelectricity ,and certain opin-

ions already formed as to the limitations within which
this force can be used. Instead of accepting these re-

sults as final, he applies liimself to a new study of the

force itself, and he soon discovers, if not new prin-

ciples, at least new possibililies of application. He
does not reach this result without doubt, hesitation,

and long questioning with himself. Upon his own
judgment alone he is compelled to make large in-

vestments of time, money, ability, and strength.

The opinion of those around him is generally adverse

to his success; he is regarded as a dreamer, as a man
deficient in practical sense and in sound judgment.
If he is a sensitive man—and such a man generally is

of sensitive temperament—the opinion which sur-

rounds him like an atmosphere imposes a severe

struggle upon him, and continually holds a great

temptation before him. His weaker self continually

implores him to desist and to fall into the beaten

paths; his strong self, the self upon which he relies,

urges him forward. In the end he makes a notable

addition to the forces which work for civilization,

and he does this through his power of self reliance ; a

reliance not upon his weaker, but upon his stronger,

self. The weaker self prompts him to rely upon the

judgment of his fellows ; the stronger self urges him
to rely upon his own personal insight into natural

laws,hisown personal comprehension of fundamental

principles. True self-reliance is dependence upon
principles and forces rather than upon current opin-

ion and established judgments. This is the self-reli-

ance which is the possession of all original minds.

There is a spiritual self-reliance which is the secret

of great spiritual attainments and of great spiritual

achievements. It is the possession of this self-reli-

ance which lifts men in spiritual power above their

fellows, which transforms them from mere recipients

of influences already in the world into sources of new
influences. The man of commonplace spiritual ex-

perience and ordinary spiritual strength accepts the

standards of those about him, and lives by the laws

which govern his fellow-men ; the man of spiritual

reliance turns away from these things, and trusts his

own intuition of spiritual truth and his own percep-

tion of spiritual realities. His hands, his feet, his

heart, his thoughts, are still with his fellow-men ; but

these are the servants of a new truth and a new
power which have come to him, not from looking at

his fellows, but at God. If Abraham had been like

the men about him he would have stayed with his

docks and his frien<ls in the fertile land of his fathers.

This was, no doubt, what his lower self prompted him
to do ; this was his temptation. But he was a man
of true spiritual self-reliance. Instead of accepting

the standards of his fellows he trusted his own
spiritual intuitions, his own perception of what was
right. Abraham's spiritual self-reliance was the be-

ginning of a great history. The same story misjht be

told of Moses, of Isaiah, of Paul, and of every other

great religious teacher and reformer. All these lead-

ers trusted to their personal perception ff God, of

duty, of truth, and not to the perceptions of those

who surrounded them. And this is the secret of all

religious thinking and living.

—

The Christian Union.

SARAH WINNEMUCCA : LETTER FROM
ELIZABETH P. PEABODY.

Jamaica Plain, Mass., Jan. .

Mv Dear Miss Roberts :—I received your letter

and the welcome enclosure, yesterday, which ensures

the continuance of Sarah Winnemucca's boarding-

school into May ;< and I have intimation from

Baltimore, of enough to continue it till September,

when a new crop will enable her to make it self-

sustaining for the future, her brother having now all

the conditions for the self-support of his family and
the school, excepting one. This must be supplied by
May ; and to it I was thinking to call the attention of

the Friends of Philadelphia and New York who be-

came interested personally in Sarah Winnemucca
when she spoke there of her people's need of land to

stand on and support themselves by—which had Ijeen

ruthlessly taken up by the white people, of whom the

Indians in Nevada never had heard till 1848, and then

welcomed without money and without price to land

which they did not pretend to monopolize, though
they did not expect they would be left no share in it.

All that time she asked only for signatures to her pe-

tition to Congress. The 180 acres on which she is

now living, was the free gift of Senator Stanford, who
knows the Piutes and their history and their friendly

action to the whites ever since ; and her friends in

Boston have advanced all the means for breaking and
improving and settling on the farm, and building the

schoolhousefor her,—in all about §2000, since March,

1885. But one thing only is wanting, and that is

water for irrigation, " without which, Nevada, is a des-

ert," and with which, afruitful land. Last year Natch-

es (?) worked with seven other Piutes a month for

the water company to buy from them the water for

irrigating 60 acres ; but as they do not wish an Indian

to succeed in their midst as Natches was doing, they

tell him it was a privilege for only one year ; and it is

plain he must have independent means of irrigation

by digging a well, etc., that will cost nearly three hun-

dred dollars. I have thought that the Friends in

Philadelphia and New York might get up this sum
between them. They seem the most likely people to

do this for the Piutes.

Sarah has always said that the Friends' idea of the

Heavenly Father as self-revealing author and guide

of every human spirit, was the same religion taught
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by her forefathers, and which made practically intel-

ligible and will-commanding, the history of Jesus

Christ. The society at Race and Fifteenth streets will

perhaps recall the remarkable outpouring to which

her sjiirit was moved at tlieir meeting-house one Sun-

day in October, 1SS3 ; when, after one of the brethren

had spoken of the duty of looking at ourself as our

brother's keeper, she began with saying, " Who is thy

brother—is the Indian tliy brother ?" and then pro-

ceeded to show the Indian's claim on his civilized

brother, which was incidentally a terrible reflection

upon what the Indian has actually received from his

civilized brother, and a suggestion of what the latter

owes to him.

Perhaps in that very society some wealthy mem-
ber or members might bring forth part of what is

necessary to supply her brother with the well; and

part may be gained in New York, where she also spoke

before the literary society of the East IGth street so-

ciet}', all of whom signed her petition. She spoke by
invitation, and her pathetic narration and brilliant

eloquence excited u^uch enthusiasm ; and in the con-

versation that ensued, the members showed that they

understood all about the Indian wrongs. I remem-
ber they told her if she obtained her petition, in terms

they did not believe anything would come of it; and
this she felt, too, for throughout the more than 30

years' history of the Piutes, Congress and the execu-

tive orders had been good; tlie difficulty was that

nothing promised had been performed.

But now the plan is to act independently of the

government; and just a? Mr. Dawes has got his bill

passed by both Houses, nothing can be more fortunate

and conduce more to its coming to something, than
the fact that there is already in successful operation

an Indian community supporting and educating itself,

with no agents but full blooded Indians, such as this f

Sarah says that the season on the western side of

the Rocky Mountains is undoubtedly mild this year
;

and her brother is preparing to plant and seed the

ground for another crop in faith that some of God's
children will come to her help with the means of

irrigation soon after. This will be the last great draft

they will make on outside help. Pier school consists

not only of learners to read, write, cipher, draw and
such things, but workers on the land and housekeep-

ers, making the school itself self-supporting. It is

really presenting an example of intelligent, industri-

al and mutually helpful living not unworthy of the

emulation of the so-called civilized, but really savage

people about them. This is acknowledged by in-

dividuals out there, as I know by letters received

from strangers whom my pamphlet has stirred up to

write to me. I had day before yesterday, the happiest

letter I have received from her, in which she tells me
of a visitation her school had from four persons : a

lady from Lovelock's, the one who wrote the letter

last February, telling of a visit to her that I have
quoted with its seven signers in my report ; a lady

from San Francisco, who brought Sarah an invitation

from some ladies who have a hospital in that city, to

come to it whenever she is sick, free from charge; and
two gentlemen, one from England and one having to

do with the State schools of Nevada, who said they

had visited several schools and found hers the
" cleanest, best arranged, best disciplined and best

taught" of any. She tells of encouraging letters she

has received, and sends me two, one from the Secre-

tary of a Society of Christian Endeavor, at Walla

Walla, who says they have heard of her good attempt,

and if she wants financial aid, she must write and tell

then. In short, there is every encouragement for

completing their preparations for putting themselves

in a condition to claim all the protection of the laws

of the United States, and defend themselves from

such outrages as that of last Fall.

Yours gratefully,

Eliz.\betu p. Peabody.

THE SANITARIUMASSOCIATION OF PHILA-
DELPHIA.

THE annual report gives a statement of the aims and
intents, as well as the needs, of this institution. This

Sanitarium was first opened in the Eighth month,

1S77, and continued for seven weeks, with a daily

average of two hundred admissions. It was located

at Point Airy, Windmill Island, and access was fur-

nished gratuitously by the ferryboat Transport,

through the liberality of the Philadelphia and Read-

ing R. R., and Tatliam and Brothers. Just after the

opening of the third season, the Transport was sud-

denly withdrawn from service and the Sanitarium was
compelled to suspend operations for the period of two
weeks. Then a small steam yacht, with a carrying

capacity of le.ss than a hundred tons, was chartered

for the remainder of the season. The next year, the

Rockland, of the Schuylkill River fleet was chartered,

but this proved inadequate. This led to an appeal

for funds, by means of which the steamer Relief was
built. From the beginning of the summer of ISSli until

the close of the season of 18S6, the Relief has carried

to and from Point Airy above 500,000 persons without

a single accident. From a complication of causes the

locality at Point Airy became unsuitable, and the

managers bought the property at Red Bank, consist-

ing of eighty acres of land, two large brick buildings,

a well shaded park of twelve acres, and over eight

hundred feet of river front, with two old wharves.

The interior arrangement of the buildings is deemed
good for hospital work; the ceilings lofty, and the

corridors wide and open out to the four points. To
make hourly trips to the Sanitarium during the sea-

son, and accommodate those who need comfort, will

require a larger steamboat than has hitherto been

used. An experienced committee has the matter in

charge, and the managers make an appeal at this time

for the sum of Ji-ZiOOO, for needed repairs to the

buildings and for a steamer adequate to the service.

We can only say that this enterprise seems to us

80 very meritorious and could so ill be spared from

the list of the charities of Philadelphia, that we com-

mend it to the sympathy and practical support of the

benevolent. S. R.

And keep in the word of patience, that endureth

and beareth all things : which word of patience, the

devil, and the world, and all his instruments, cannot

wear out.

—

George Fox.
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SOCIAL DUTIES.
AN assertion recently nmile in an excliange paper, to

tlie efl'ect tliat "social duty had almost become a
'lost art,'" challensos attention in two ways,—first,

how can a duty become in any sense an art? Our
apprehension of a duty occupies a far biglier position,

and rests at a point where art cannot reach, so we
will turn at once to the second point and consider if,

indeed, it is a fact that in this age of advancement
we are falling ofl' from a devotion to that which has
a claim upon us as human beings, and can very
properly be called "social duty."

Cicero said that "Friendship is the only thing in

the world concerning the usefulness of which all men
are agreed," and to have friends implies a degree of

sociability, for we cannot love a friend without fre-

quent desire to bid him good cheer and query as to

his well being, and this of itself helps us the better to

bear the ills that may be our portion and makes us
willing to share of life's good.

To make a happy community we should extend
our social greetings, not going beyond prudence, nor
being bound by relatives and chosen circles, lest we
miss the gain that may come from intercourse with
the "stranger within the gates."

One of the strongest ties that bound together our
early Friends must have been the social feeling

shared by all, t'^eir dependence upon each other

being so close that they all became helpers one of

another. Our modern independence, blessed as it is,

makes us poor in this fellow feeling, and many walk
their ways apart whose lives would be enriched if

only they were forced to come together on account

of some common need.

There are those whose resources within them-
selves are such as to enable them to dare live alone.

But do they fultil their true mission,—following the

example of Jesus, who so grandly proved himself a

friend and a brother? And we must, as we advance
in life, make new friends, else we tind ourselves

alone, and grow narrow, and angular, for in no one
line of creation can we stand still

;
perpetual growth

and repair applies even to our friendships. True
social ties, where warmth of heart and wealth of

mind combine, create a society in which it will be a

pleasure to live, for have we not at hand friends to

counsel, to comfort, and gladden life?

But how shall we hold on to the performance of

this social duty amid the stress and strain of this

nineteenth century life? Can it he done when so

many live by the demands of a time-table? lias not

our rapid transit, of which we are so proud, inter-

fered with the best of our social times? As Friends,

many of us cherish the memory of enjoyable social

days and nights preparatory to or after some of our

various religious gatherings. How is it now? A
hasty meal, a farewell, and we are whirled away as

strangers, with the best within us repressed, and
longing to know more of those with whom we have
just parted. True it is as of old "that man cannot

live by bread alone." Much of our careless holding

of our religious birthright conies from this cause.

We do not know each other. We do not exchange
with each other socially the good things we have had
shown to us; we even do not know of their worth

;

hence we grow to be poor in the things of the spirit,

which like things material increase by cultivation.

In our meetings the one, or the two, and many times

no one, breaks the bread for the faster. The thought

may plead for utterance with many, but it finds no
place. In our First-day Schools opportunity may
come ; but these occasions are common to all, and it

is felt to be too private to utter even there ; the so-

cial visit is needed to cause us to feel we are held in

regard, and here we may safely unburden our need.

We cannot if we would go back to old-time sim-

plicity, but we can rea(^just to the present require-

ments. Are we convinced there is a need? Then
how shall we adapt our.oelves to it ?

DEA THS.
GEORGE.—On the evcuiug of Second month 11th, at

his residence, Overbrook, Phila., John Maliu George, in the
85th year of his age, an elder of Radnor Monthly and
Merion Preparative Meeting, Pa.

Ho was a descendant of Randall and Elizabeth Malin,
Cheshire, England, who settled in Upper Providence, then
Chester, Co., Pa., about 1682 or 1683.

With the death of John M. George this branch of his

family comes to an end,—and the old homestead passes into
other hands. He and his family were warmly attached to

Friends and especially devoted to the maintenance of the
ancient meeting of Merion, and on many occasions were
the only ones present, particularly in the middle of the
week. They took a lively interest in the circular meet-
ings held within the limits of Radnor Montbly Meeting,
and their home was always open for the hospitable enter-
tainment of ministering Friends and others. By his re-

moval a life of integrity, moral worth and qniet usefulness
is brought to an end. May the little meeting be contin-
ued to which he was so devotedly attached, and for the
preservation of which he felt so deep a religious concern, and
may there be those found who will endeavor in some meas-
ure to fill up the void in the ranks which his death causes.

HUNT.—Second month 9th, John Hunt, son of ^he late

John Hunt, of Rancocas, N.J.
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LINVILL.-Suadenly, Second month 9th, Marion

diiiighter of Aquila J. and Sarah T. Linvill, (members of

Green Street Monthly Meeting, Phila.), aged 11 mouths, 13

days.

PALMER—At his residence, Grand Junction, Colorado,

after a short illness. Twelfth mouth 13, 1886, Francis H.,

sou of Matilda J. and the late John Palmer of Philadelphia

;

a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadel-

phia.

PENNOCK.—Suddenly, at his home, in Coatesville, on

the morning of the 10th of First month, 1887, Levis Pen-

nock, in the 83d year of his age. The long and useful life

of this dear friend was crowned with an eventide of quiet-

ness and assurance.

ROBINSON.—At Poughkeepsie, N. Y., on the 13th iust.,

Anna Robinson, aged 75 years.

ROGERS.—At her home, in Galen, Wayne county, N. Y.,

Fourth month 28th, 1886, Catharine Sogers, widow of Mat-

thew Rogers ; a member of Macedon Preparative Meeting.

SHARP.—Second month 4th, at the residence of her son-

in-law, Samuel Hilliard, Pbila., Rebecca, widow of Anthony

Sharp, late of Millville, N. J., aged 90 years.

STEWART.—At Woodbury, N. J., First month 2d, 1887,

Ann W., daughter of the late John D. Stewart of Lower

Alloways Creek, N. j., in the 43rd year of her age. A mem-
ber of Greenwich Monthly Meeting.

THOMA.S.—Suddenly, Second month 4th, 1887, at the

residence of her son-in-law, Samuel Thomas, Phillipsburg,

N. J., Grace W. Thomas, in her 85th year ; widow of

Mordecai Thomas. Interment at Bristol, Pa., on the Sth.

SCRIPTURE LESSON NO. 9.

Second Month 27th.

DESTRUCTION OF SODOM.

Topic : Dangek of Delay.

Golden Text ;
—''Wherefore come j'e out from among them and

be ye separate, saith the Lord " 2 Cor 6 ; 17.

Read Genesis 19 : 15-26. Revised Version.

AVUILE Abraham pleads for the saving of the city of

Sodom, the two angels or messengers pursue their

journey towards the doomed city. Lot sits at the gate,

which shows him to have been a man of influence.

He saw they were strangers, and invited them to go

home with him. After some hesitancj' they went,

and were entertained. The men of Sodom, hearingof

their arrival,—came from every quarter and insisted

that Lot should deliver up the strangers to thera.

This he refused, and only by divine interposition, we
are told, were they saved from their wicked assail-

ants. This brings us to the subject of the present

lesson, the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah.
It was the custom in those early ages,—and indeed

until ver}' recent years, to charge every violent dis-

turbance of nature to the sinfulness of the people,

upon whom it was believed the Divine displeasure

was thus manifested, but since the laws that regulate

the universe are better understood, there is a growing
unwillingness to judge our Heavenly Father so un-

justly. Jesus was very clear and emphatic on this

subject,—(Luke 13; 1-.5) teaching that God's fatherly

care extends to the just and the unjust and the bless-

ings of his providence are dispensed to all alike.

Whether the overthrow of the " cities of the

plain" was from lightning or an earthquake is not

known. That section of Asia has been subject to

earthquakes and volcanic eruptions from the earliest

dates. Large quantities of bitumen have been thrown,

at different times, from the. Dead Sea, and we read

of the "slime pits" or wells of bitumen in the vale of

Siddim into which the followers of the king of Sodom

and his confederates fell, and became an easy prey to

tlieir conquerors (Gen. 14 ; 1-13). " The pillar of salt'

was doubtless the encrusting of Lot's wife with a

saline substance such as is still seen near the shores

of the Dead Sea. The delay, caused by her stopping

to look back, brought upon her the death which she

seemed not to realize was so near.

This Lesson Teaches :

(1.) That when a nation or a people give them-

selves over to evil ways, they are blinded by their

own folly, and become an easy prey to destruction in

whatever form it may come.

(2.) That wlien we choose the pleasant things of

this life, without regard to the influences that they

cast around us, we place ourselves in a position from

which we may not find it easy to escape.

(3.) That it is better to dwell amid the simple

things of nature with God for our friend, than to rise

to eminence in a community where God is not hon-

ored.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
PHILADELPHIA QUARTERLY MEETING.

rHILADELPHIA Quarterly Meeting was held at

Race Street meeting-house, Philadelphia, on Second

month 8. It was, as usual at this season, well at-

tended. The meeting was opened in solemn ex-

hortation to religious faithfulness by Ellison New-
port. Robert Hatton followed witli a declaration of

the faith of this people as to the alone Savior of the

soul of man. "To day, if ye will hear his voice,

harden not your hearts, for he still seeks as ever to

instruct the soul of man and bring it into harmony

and true obedience to God, and this is salvation.

The bread of life which nourishes the soul immortal

is Christ the word of God—the creative spirit—the

Power of God and the Wisdom of God. Righteous-

ness and Peace go hand in hand in the heart of the

true believer in the inwardly revealed Christ which

has been promised to the true disciple. This view,

which for more than two hundred years has been the

especial doctrine deemeil essential by Friends, is

gaining ground in the world, and professing Chris-

tendom is coming more and more fully to its ac-

knowledgment. F>en a prattling infant may be a

minister of Christ, though all unconscious of its

ministry. Even the little child can be potent in the

work of bringing mankind to a sense of regeneration

and the second birth. R. H. spoke earnestly upon
the need there is to give up all things, however near

and dear, that we may win the life eternal—the

treasure in heaven. Louisa J. Roberts addressed the

meeting Irom this standpoint : "And ye shall have

treasure in heaven." The Kingdom of Heaven is

within you—it is like the leaven hidden in three

measures of meal—our three fold nature, spiritual,

intellectual and material—and leavens the whole
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lump. Jesus also warned mankind to beware of the

leaven of the Pharisees wliifli ho delined as hypo-
crisy; of the Saddncoes, as representing denial and
unbelief; and of Herod whicli leads into worldliness;

thus gnarding liis disciples against the three fold

errors, that then as now were the enemies of all true

godliness. The voice of prayer was then raised for

the divine blessing upon this a.ssembly.

A stranger, Unfus V. King, a member of the Or-

thodox body, from North Carolina, then spoke at

some length. [It may be added at this point, that

K. P. K. remained during the business session, in

men's meeting, stating that he had a minute from his

own meeting to visit the meetings of "all who bear

tlie name of Friends." It was remarked upon this

that if his visit was in the fellowship of the gospel,

his presence would not be objected to ; to which he
made no response.]

The business of the quarterly meeting was then

proceeded with. The calling of the representatives,

and the reading and answering of the queries and an-

swers (the First, Second and Eighth, as usual) was
accomplished. In the women's branch, Louisa J.

Roberts spoke upon the deep necessity of faithfulness

in the important duty of public divine worship. She
looked upon such opportunities as invitations from
the divine power, to gather in the belief that we
shall so experience help in the spiritual life. It

surely leads to usefulness in the church and to the

cultivation of the spiritual sense.

The joint-committee appointed to propose the

names of suitable Friends to serve on the committee
to visit branch meetings reported and the appoint-

ment was confirmed—a few excusing themselves

from the service. Frances J. Newlin preferred to

lean alone on the divine appointment for such ser-

vice. A. R. Paul, of Salem, N. J., sympathized with

F. J. Newlin,—believing that unless the divine an-

ointing qualified for service, the true disciple cannot
rightly go forth. The committee on choice of clerks

named Annie Shoemaker for clerk, and Rachel W.
Hillborn for assistant clerk. These friends were ac-

ceptable to the meeting, and were accordingly ap-

pointed. A joint-committee on the choice of mem-
bers of the Repre.sentative Committee was set apart,

and the members were requested to meet immediately
at the rise of the present meeting.

In men's branch the same action was taken in re-

gard to the joint committees. The three queries re-

plied to at this time, and their answers, were read,

calling forth brief remarks on the subjects queried

after.

. The memorial on " The use of Tobacco by Minors,"

—prepared by the " Committee on Temperance and
Intoxicating Beverages," of this quarterly meeting,

to be forwarded to the Legislature of our State, was
the subject of a deep concern, introduced at this time.

It was suggested that the quarterly meeting's com-
mittee, in sending forth such a memorial, had gone
beyond the limit of its appointment. Some explana-

tion was thereupon given by a member of the com-
mittee.

FARMINGTON QUARTERLY MEETIXG.
The meeting of Ministers and Elders was held Third-

day, Second month 1st, at 2 p. m. Two of the three

preparative meetings composing this meeting were

represented. Solid counsel was ofl'ere<l for guidance

in alovely and consistent life. On the 2nd inst., there

gathered of Friends from the three monthlies, Farm-
ington, Rochester, and I'^ast Hamburg, N. Y., quite a

number. After a season of waiting, Charlotte W.
Cocks broke the silence by expressing a sense of grat-

itude to her Heavenly Father for the sweet spiritual

support slie had experienced during a recent bodily

atlliction she had passed through, and the prayer of

her heart was, that we keep in the vale of humility,

and be earnestly desirous of doing the work assigned

to us in this life. J. J. Cornell next spoke feelingly

and earnestly,portraying the character of Jesus in its

spiritual relations to our daily life ; which I believe

tended to enlighten some minds present not entire-

ly clear on those points.

In the business meeting there was little on the

minutes, except a request from Farmington Monthly,

asking that that meeting be changed from a monthly
to an executive. Tliis was approved by the quarterly

meeting. There were not many Friends from abroad,

but those few mingled with us, enlarging and deep-

ening our love for each other.

In the evening of Fourth-day the Quarterly Meet-

ing Temperance Committee had a meeting. A gen-

eral invitation was extended to others to attend.

Much good selected reading was presented and some
original thoughts expressed, favoring total absti-

nence, and prohibition of the liquor traffic. The 3d

of the month and Fifth-day of the week was public

meeting. It was well attended by Friends and others.

John J. Cornell was much favored in expounding the

fore part of 1st chapter of John, and in the .")th chap-

ter, and showed with great clearness the mission of

the Christ in the heart of man. I believe that all

who listened, had they spoken their honest convic-

tion, must have confessed it was Truth.

S. A. Greene.
Macedon, Second month 6.

ABINQTON QUARTERLY MEETING.

THIS quarterly meeting, held on the 10th inst., at

Abington, was well attended by its members, and a

large number of visitors represented five other quarter-

ly meetings and two yearly meetings. The time of the

first meeting was fully occupied by Thomas Fouike,

Ellison Newport, Rufus P. King, Joel Borton, Jr.,

David Newport, Watson Tomlinson and Ellen T.

Croasdale. Near the close of the second meeting, a

Friend remarked that while it was customary to

mourn over the past, and lament the deficiencies of

the present, yet he believed that the ministry of to-

day was as baptizing as any ever experienced in the

history of Abington Quarterly Meeting.

In the business meeting the 2d, 3d and Sth queries

were read and answered, and the usual committees

appointed to nominate clerks and members of the

Representative Committee. Joel Borton, Jr., pro-

duced a minute, giving him liberty to visit our meet-

ings, and he proposes to accomplish the service by
attending the next monthly meetings, commencing at

Abington on the 28th of this month. A memorial of
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Sarah T. Belts, prepared by Abington Monthly Meet-

intr, was read and referred to a committee.

N. R.

Byherry, Second month Will.

Another correspondent sends us a report, from

which we select such details as do not appear in the

preceding: Thomas Foulke arose and repeated the

query which Jesus put to his disciples, when he said^

"Whom say ye that I the son of man am?" And
Peter answered and said, " Thou art the Christ, the

son of the living God." And Jesus answering, said,

" Blessed art thou, Simon Barjonah ; flesh and blood

hath not revealed this unto thee but my Father which

is in heaven—and upon this rock will I build my
Church." Upon this rock,—the revelation of God's

will to man,—upon this immutable rock the Church
of God is founded. And this is the foundation upon
which tlie Society of Friends is built and established.

O, may we all be faithful to our duty and calling, for

we are called by our Heavenly Father to a life of

dedication and holiness. He spoke of having visited

Palestine, the land' from whence had come sacred his-

tory, and in connection therewith, quoted from the

poet Whittier wherein he so beautifully refers to the

inward or spiritual nature of man. And, he said, I

am firm in the belief that if we are true to this con-

viction we may hold commuuion with God.

Ellison Newport quoted the same passage of Scrip-

ture, namely " Whom say ye that I, the son of man,
am? " etc., speaking at some length upon the love of

our Heavenly Father toward his obedient, trusting

children ; also alluding to several incidents which had
occured within his persona! experience.

Rufus P. King quoted the following language : "Who
shall ascend into heaven to bring Christ down, or who
shall descend into the deep to bring Christ from
thence ? for lo ! he is with thee, even in thy heart and
in thy mouth, for it is with the mouth confession is

made." "Behold, Island at the door and knock,

etc." He also alluded to Saul (afterwards Paul) how,
before he was converted he thought he was doing

God's service by persecuting the Christians, but that

after his conversion and the scales had fallen from his

spiritual eyes, he became a zealous follower of his

Heavenly Master, doing the things approved of God.
And in the love that knows no fellow I salute you,

—

the love of the Gospel being the burden of my heart.

Joel Borton, Jr., said :
" How can we do without

God in the world?" and alluded to the young man
who asked of Jesus what further he should do, and
upon receiving the answer, went away sorrowful.

God reveals His spirit unto all. He not only enables

us to fulfil the outward but also the spiritual law.

He exhorted the young people present to be faithful

to the principles and testimonies held and enunci-
ated by our religious society, and so live that they
may be prepared for the final change when it comes
to them.

Watson Tomlinson said : We cannot afford to be
careless to the concern manifested by our Heavenly
Father for our salvation. Seek thy Creator in the days
of thy youth, and thou shalt know his loving pre-

sence and protecting care to follow thee all through

life. He referred to many precious experiences he
had realized during his Christian pilgrimage.

David Newport remarked : "The fool hath said in

his heart, there is no God," but, " It hath been shown
unto thee, O, man! what the Lord tliy God requireth

of thee,—to do justice, love, mercy, and to walk
humbly with thy God,"—enlarging to a considerable

length upon this text of Scripture.

In men's meeting, reports were read from all the

respective monthly meetings within the limits of

Abington Quarter, namely, Abington, Byherry, Gwy-
nedd, Horsham and Richland. The Representatives'

names being called, all were present, answering

thereunto. Women Friends reported that they had
released the committee appointed on the subject of

Intoxicating Beverages, and had appointed a nominat-

ing committee, desiring men Friends to co-operate

with them by appointing a similar committee. After

some consideration of the subject, the clerk an-

nounced that way did not open to appoint such a

committee, and women Friends were so informed.

The meeting closed about 2 o'clock, and we felt it

had been a profitable occasion, calling forth the ac-

knowledgment, that it was good for us that we had
been there. C. E. T.

Philadelphia, 2d mo. llth.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—The lecture of Prof. Wm. H. Payne, of the Uni-

versity of Michigan, given on Sixth day evening, the

llth inst., was a rare treat to those who heard it.

The comparatively new science of Pedagogics, as a

part of a college curriculum, finds in him one of its

ablest expositors.

—The head of the Signal Service in Philadelphia

was at the College on Seventh day, the 12th, giving

advice as to the location of the instruments, signals,

etc., in the Signal Service Station to be established

there.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Jounial.

THE EDUCATION OF THE COLORED PEO-
PLE OF THE SOUTH.

WITH the permission of the editors of the Intelli-

gencer AND JouEN.\L, I wish to Set before its readers

a sketch of a philanthropic work that for many years

has claimed the attention of some members of the So-

ciety of Friends, and which is certainly deserving of

a much more general assistance than it heretofore has

had,—I mean the Education of the Colored People of

the South.

The close of the war found nearly five millions of

human beings transferred from a condition of servi-

tude to that of free men and women, and endued, in

their new condition, with all the responsibilities of

freedom. One can hardly imagine what ditflculties

beset them in the beginning of their new life. Their

ol<l slave life had had some compensations, imperfect

though they were ; slaves, necessarily, were supplied

with food, with clothes, and with shelter of some
3ort. Freedom found them without homes, withou t

money, with no lands to till, with no tools to work
with, and worse than all, with few friends among those

who could help them in their struggle for existence.
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It would seem almost niirncnlons that a whole na-

tion of pooplo, tluis b;iilly equipped for self-support,

when tluown upon their own resourecs, could man-
n;:e to maintain existence oven if they were among a

people that were disposed to aid them in their desti-

tution. l?ut so far from possessing the sympathies of

their formoremployers and owners, the freedmen and
women found themselves, for the most part, among
enemies, and under State governments and laws that

offered tliem no protection. If they found work there

were no laws that would secure to them the wages of

their labor,—if they obtained property, none that

would protect them in tlieir possession of it. Instead

of being thus protected, most oppressive and unjust

enactmentsof the various State legislatures were made
for the government of the negroes.

An eminent statesman says, speaking of the freed-

man: " Both in civil and criminal code his treatment

was different from that to which the white man was
subjected. He was compelled to work under a series

of labor laws applicable only to his race. The laws of

vagrancy were so changed as, in many of their pro-

visions, to apply only to him, an<l under their opera-

tion all freedom of movement and transit was denied.

The libert\- to sell his time at a fiiir maiket rate was

destroyed by the interposition of apprentice laws.

Avenues of usefulness and skill in which he might

specially excel were closed against him lest he should

compete with white men."

By the legislature of Alabama " servants who loi-

ter away their time" were declared to be vagrants, who
might be subjected to a line of fifty dollars, and in de-

fault of the payment of the fine, they could be hired

out by the State for a period of si.>L months.

Another act of the Legislature made it the duty of

the courts to apprentice (preferably to their former

masters) all minors whose parents have not the means
to support them. By a special law in Mobile, all such

negroes as had no visible means of snpport, or who
could show no reasonable cause of employment or

business in the city, or who had no fixed residence,

were arrested and caused to give security for their

good behavior, lacking which they were confined to

labor for a period not exceeding six months, on public

works. In South Carolina the law declared that " no

person of color shall purchase the practice, art, trade,

or business of an artisan, mechanic or shopkeeper, or

any other trade or employment besides that of hus-

bandry, or that of servant under contract for labor,

until he shall have obtained a license from the judge

of the Circuit Court." The license fee for the privi-

lege to such employments ranged from ten to one hun-
dred dollars a year.

The legislature of Louisiana proposed an enact-

ment providing that all " adult freed men or women
shall furnish themselves with a comfortable home
and visible means of support within twenty days
after the passage of the act," failing which they were
to be arrested and sold to the highest bidder for the

remainder of the year. Other States would not allow

negroes to keep live-stock, horses or mules for farm-

ing purposes, cows or sheep for food or profit. It is

easy to understand that with such restrictions the

condition of the Freedmen was worse even than it

was before their emancipation. It is not at all sur-

prising that when authentic information of this des-

potic oppression of the helpless and down-trodden

race reached the north and became known to a sym-
pathetic people in whose memories the story of the

wrongs of the slave was still fresh and vivid, it

aroused a feeling of indignation, and a delermination

to rescue the oppressed from the toils that barbaric

legislation had thrown around them. In obedience

to this sentiment Congress, on March 3d,18G5, passed

an act to establish what was afterwards familiarly

known as the Freedmen's Bureau, under which Gen.

O. O. Howard, as Commissioner, with ten assistant

commissioners, " exercised a general supervision over

the freedmen, protecting them in their rights, decid-

ing their disputes, aiding them in obtaining work,

extending to tliem facilities of education, and fur-

nishing them with medical treatment." One of the

most important features of the work, certainly the

one that was to have the mo^t important and lasting

efl'ects, was that of establishing schools for the edu-

cation of these wards of the nation. Almost exclu-

sively unlettered, yet with bright and quick under-

standing tempered by deep religious impulses, the

negro found an almost insurmountable bar to de-

velopment in his ignorance of letters, and of the con-

ditions of progress that the training of his intellect

would unfold to him.

By invitation of the Commissioners there came,

as teachers, to these freedmen's schools, young men
and women from the northern states with earnest

and devoted spirits, whose hearts sympathized with

the distresses of the down-trodden race, and whose
courage was equal to the trials attendant upon leav-

ing home, with all its pleasant associations and at-

tractions, for a perilous life in a war-devesfated coun-

try and among a people who were not alone strang-

ers but enemies bitterly opposed to the workers as

well as to the work.

Among those who obeyed the call to this field of

labor was Martha Schofield, of Bucks county, Penn-

sylvania. In reply to my letter asking for a history

of the work and the motive that led her to engage in

it, she thus writes :
" During the war my coming to

womanhood brought with it an earnest realization of

the responsibility of living, and an ardent desire to

know in what corner of the Master's field his will

would call me to labor. The answer came in the

consciousness that among the lowly an<l the de-

pressed race there would be work given me to do.

It was a long time before my precious mother could

get her own consent to let her fatherless child go so

far from the home nest, but at last she was enabled

to say ' I have earnestlv sought to bring up my chil-

dren to listen for the voice of the Father and to fol-

low the light He puts before them : if He has called

thee to this, work, though it be a great trial to me.

He will give me strength to bear it.'
"

As still further illustrating the spirit under which

this great work was undertaken I have been permit-

ted to quote from the diary of Martha's mother, this

entry, made Tenth month 8, 1S(55: "Before I arose

from my pillow this morning, I earnestly desired that

I might consecrate this day to my Father in heaven,
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that I might not in word, or deed, or thought do any-

thing contrary to His divine law, written within. It

is with me a day of deep sorrow and rejoicing;—of

sorrow because my (laughter, Martha, leaves all the

endearments of home, of friends, of society, and sails

for a distant place, to reside among strangers in a

strange land. Yet,—hard as it is to part with her, I

have the consolation of believing she is in the way of

her duty, and that in spirit she has lived so near the

divine fountain as to comprehend the Fatlier's will

and receive ability to fullill it. For more than two
years she has felt this was to be her mission. In a

letter ' to be read after I leave,' found in my drawer
she says :

' Mourn not, dearest mother, because thy

daughter is striving to walk in the path of duty ; can

we not trust our Fattier whose overshadowing love

guides and guards even the humble ones if they
" walk in accordance with His will." I feel very deep-

ly the bitterness of this separation; but the Com-
forter will come, and we shall be enabled to bear all

the burdens that shall fall upon us. I go forth in

perfect trust, knowing that if I_endeavor to do my
duty, the end will be well, that an eye watches over

and protects always, and in our Father's keeping I

trustingly place my life. No future can make me lose

this faith, or take away the constant comfort it gives.

Let it be your strength also, for we know in whom
we trust. Do not be anxious about me on the voy-

age. Is not God upon the ocean as well as on the

land ? That he may bless you and keep you, restor-

ing us again together, if it be His will, or comforting

you if I come not back, must ever be my prayer. I

hope to return ; if not, remember I go where I shall

behold the face of my Father in heaven, where eter-

nal bles.seduess fills the soul, and 'The pure in heart

see (3od.' Thy most loving daughter, Martha."

Can one fail to recognize in this touching message
the evidence of a Divine call to service as clearly

manifest as that which came to George Fox, when he
declared, " I was commanded by the Lord God to turn

men to that Inward Light, Spiritand Grace by which
all might know the way to God." And .as implicitly

did Martha obey the call. She says: "I left New
York in a government steamer, with a commission
signed by the late Bishop Simpson, dated October 9,

LSGj. In due time we reached Port Royal, from
which place we were conveyed along the coast to

"Wadmalaw Island,—where 1500 colored people that

had followed Sherman's army had just been landed.

The Superintendent had arrivtd the day before with

boxes of clothing contributed by friends of the Freed-

men in the North aid Canada. I had an associate, a

woman who came in the same vessel with me. For
one week our trunks remained unpacked, as from
daylight until dark we clothed the naked and fed the

poor. Eations had to be supplied, for no crops were
growing, the desolations of war were on every hand.
The next week we opened school in the double jiar-

lors of a private house. The only white family on
the Island was six miles away and an " order" pre-

vented any others landing. Colored troops were for

months on guard before the door. I named it the
" Garrison School," in which soon we had over a hun-
dred pupils. One morning, an old man came and

said " Missus, please give me sumCn talay a man out
in," and, whilst getting a suitable article, I asked
" What did he die with ? " The reply was " Small-pox,
ma'am." There we saw it in all its horrors among
those colored soldiers left for us to feed and care for,

as the white ofHcers ran away and the Superintend-
ent had to be on other islands." But amid all the
" horrors " the heart of this brave woman never de-
serted her, nor her trust in lier Divine Father waver
for a moment. AVriting to her mother in the follow-

ing spring, (Fourth Month, 186G), she says: "I am in-

deed far away from all that sweet human love and
aifection whi<^h makes life so desirable, but the
Omnipresent One is with me, a very present help in

every trial, and under the shadow of His wing my
soul finds peace and rest. If anticipated pleasures
are delayed, or darkness gathers around, my heart
grows quiet again by ministering to some of our
Father's down-trodden children. My faith never
fails me; it is a strength in every weakness, a support
in every trial ; a daily, hourly presence is with me
which sustains me in the small as well as the great

events which are transpiring in the busy life we lead
here."

One hardly knows where to stop in quoting from
these pathetic yet soul-inspiring letters of this de-
voted spirit to her beloved mother. It seems to me
that if it be possible to convey to the readers of this

paper anything like a fair impression of theirspirit of
dedication to manifested duty, the hearts of Friends
everywhere can scarcely fail to go out in sympathy
and encouragement for her in her work.

Having put her hand to the plow, Martha never
swerved from the path of duty, and although in her
first year's experience she had to pass through war and
pestilence and famine—for the latter, too, had made
its visitation, and for weeks oysters and acorns and
worm-eaten hardtack constituted the whole bill of
fare,—nevertheless the fall of 1860 found her again
leaving her northern home to resume her philan-
thropic mission,—this time on Edisto Island. The
hardships of the previous year were paralleled in

this new field of labor. With scarcely any shelter,

the destructive hand of war having demolished all the
sash in the only house available for tlie school, and
withal an insufhciency of food, life among the Freed-
meu was filled with trials and hardships that only
one whose soul is sustained by an unfaltering trust

could endure.

In the fall of 18G7 she took up her work on St.

Helena Island. It proved to be a malarious coast and
season. She says: '"I remember one day having to

let 27 of the pupils go out and sit on the bank until

the chill went off. In a fortnight I found myself
unable to rise in the morning, and ten weeks passed
before Icould be carried down stairs and out into the
sunshine. My sister had been telegraphed for, and
for weeks the little spark of life rested in the Father's
will. It was severe malarial fever, going, later, to my
lungs and leaving me with hemorrhages. There was
life enough left for my work, but the coast was no
longer the place. My friends, who knew, said Aiken
was the only place for me, and in 1808 an auxiliary

branch of the Freed men's Commission 'adopted ' me."
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The " branch " was a society of twenty or twenty-five

Indies at Gernumtown. Wni. Dorsey's ilaiigliter

Elizabeth was President, and ISarah !•". Corlies Secre-

tary. Thus bejian the work at Aiken. Frail in body

(for eight years the hemorrhages continued), yet nev-

er wavering in purpose, amid discouragements that

constantly beset the work, Martha Scholiold lias dur-

ing more than twenty-one years exerted an influence

for great good upon the race whose wrongs in the

years of her girlhood shaped her work in afterlife.

Of this work she writes: "The experiences of inter-

est in Aiken would lill a volume. There has scarcely

been a moment when it would do to leave the watch

tower, w hen eye and brain and thought did not have

to be kept on the alert ; for the Schotield School has

grown up in the midst of enemies, with hate and

prejudice and misjudgment hurled against it with the

strong forces of public opinion. But it lias grown, it

still lives ; the work that I came to do has been tried

with all that was best within me. And yet it does not

seem my work that has done the good, but the Power

that only used me as an instrument. The way was

made plain, my Light was clear, doubts seldom beset

me, fear had no place, the thing to do was put before

me and the prayer for strength to do it was always an-

swered. Of course there have been human errors and

mistakes, but walking in such a pathway to follow the

Light and use the wisdom and judgment manifested

to my own mind was the only course for me to pur-

sue. In looking back, I can never realize a single

moment when I have felt or wished that this work

had not been given to me to do, or doubted it being

the field in which the Father would have me labor."

The extent of this work, and its far-reaching and

beneficent influences must be briefly stated. The orig-

inal school building erected by the Freedmeu's Com-
mission, having had additions again and again made
to it to meet the steadily increasing demand for room

to accomplish the work, at length became entirely

inadequate to accommodate the number of pupils. All

these additions were paid for by contributions from

the friends of the school, and much of the work was

done by colored people as their contribution. In 1882

the erection of a new school building was begun. The
new building is of brick, is two stories in height, and

in dimensions is 65 by (iO feet. According to the 18th

Annual Report, there were last year 324 students on

the roll. The school is kept open eight months each

year. Last year, besides IMartha Schofield and her

efficient co-worker, Wm. T. Rodenbach, there were

five teachers of the regular school, besides a teacher of

sewing for the girls and of industries for the boys.

The last is an important feature in the work at Aiken.

The printing-office aflbrds opportunities for the stu-

dents to learn the art. Last year it was under the

charg(5 of one of the students (who did the composi-

tion and the press work of the 18SG Report). All ex-

cept the above work without pay, and in the printing

office, carpenter-shop and shoe-shop all boys of suit-

able age may find work, .so as to learn the trades.

Many of the churches of the colored people in the

State raise enough funds to send the most promising

boys or girls of their congregation to the school, thus

preparing them for teachers. During the summer va-

cation these open schools in their own homes or

neighl)orhood for the free tuition of the children of
the congregations. The patrons of the Scholield School
being all poor, the tuition charges are necessarily

nominal. The students in the advanced grades pay
50 cents per month, the primary pupils 5 cents a week
(when they can). How entirely inadequate the in-

come thus derived is to meet the expenses ofthe school
may be seen in the Financial Statement of last

year, in which subscriptions are put at 5!2889.93,

and tuition from students at $139.78. The funds for

erecting the buildings and,—(excepting the small
amount received for tuition and about liiSOO from the
Public School Fund,) the entire expenses have been
contributed by the friends of the school. The labor
of annually making these collections and the anxiety
attendant upon this precarious method of obtaining
means to meet deficiencies were far from being the
leastofthe trials that were borne by IMartha Schofleld,

and, as Friends of Philadelphia and New York yearly
meetings well know, she last year made a pathetic

appeal for help. This resulted in the appointment
by these meetings of committees to take charge of the
subject.

My object in this presentation is to interest Friends
in the matter,—wherever the paper may go. Philadel-
phia Friends have organized an association for the
promotion ofthe education of colored people, the aim
of which is set forth by President Magill on page 73
of this volume of the Intelligencer. New York
Yearly Meeting has a sub-committee of its Philan-
thropic Labor Committee that has been making col-

lections for the two schools named in President Ma-
gill's paper. Samuel B. Haines, 52 E. 78th St., New
York, is Treasurer of this committee. The late meet-
ing of the Philanthropic Labor Union appointed the
following members of a Standing Committee on Edu-
cation ofthe Colored People ofthe South, viz.:

Jos. J. Janney, 37 South St., Baltimore, Md.
Emily P. Yeo, Richmond, Ind.

Rachel W. Whinery, Salem, Ohio.
OJriffith E. Coale, Holder, McLean Co., 111.

AVm. M. Jackson, 335 W. 18th St., New York.'
It is hoped thus to arouse among Friends in every

neighborhood an interest in this excellent work—an
interest that will be manifested by contributions
that will bear the financial burdens of the schools
at Aiken and Mt. Pleasant. An organized efibrt

among Friends would make this an easy matter
;

can there not be found in every settlement of Friends
someone who will act as an agent for collecting funds
and forwarding them to one of the members of the
Standing Committee ? W.m. M. Jackson.

New York.

FIRST-DAY SCHOOL WORK AT RICHMOND.
Richmond, Inc., Second Mo. 7.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I ENCLOSE herein a letter read yesterday to the
First-day School, from one ofthe active and energetic

['It will be observed that no name is given in Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting, its membership being represented br the '• Asso-
ciation of Friends to Promote the Education of the Colored Peo
pie." FuQds from members of this Yearly Meeting shi.uld go to

Henry M. Laing, Treasurer, 335 N. 11th street, Philadelphia —Eds.
Intelligencer and Jovkxal]
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workers, who has been obliged to be absent for a

time, and if it impresses you as favorably as it did

our school, it may be worthy of publication. The

school is in good condition, and although the number

attending is not large, being only some TO average,

the interest is good and the teachers are earnest in

the work. A very interesting bible class assembles

every First-day evening. It is hoped both the school

and bible class will have a large increase in numbers

as the pleasant weather of spring comes round. G.

First Month Otu, 1887.

Dear Friends :—"VVe have now entered upon another

year, and it is well for us to review the work of the

one which has just closed, and ask ourselves the

questions :
" Has our work been profitable ? Has it

been a success ? " In doing this, if we look to the

immediate results, we may see cause for discourage-

ment and to feel that our work has fallen short of the

" glory of God," because we have failed to accomplish

some special object we had in view ; but let us re-

member that Moses .was not permitted to enter the

promised land, and David could only gather the ma-

terial for the temple, and yet we cannot but believe

their work was accepted of the Lord. If we have

only succeeded in preparing the ground, our work has

not been in vain.

Jesus gives us the key to successful labor when he

says :
" Another commandment give I unto you,"

(meaning his disciples, those who are endeavoring to

do his work,) " that ye love one another; as I have

loved you that ye also love one another." And again

he says :
" By this shall all men know that ye are

my disciples ; if ye have love one to another." If we
have this true love for others, what will be its influ-

ence ? We will bear with their faults, we will en-

courage all their efforts to do well, and we will avoid

all strifes and envyings, " in honor preferring one
another." We cannot imagine that human nature,

now, is in any wise ditferent from what it was then
;

if we wish to further his work, we must labor in har-

mony, bearing and forbearing in his name, remember-

ing that there is great diversity of gifts. We cannot

all see alike, or think alike, or work in the same way.

But we can all of us exercise that christian love and
charity which will grant to each one that liberty of

conscience to which all are entitled, while we will,

at the same time, be willing to receive Christian

counsel one from another, in that spirit which takes

no oflence, even though it meets not the witness for

truth implanted in our souls.

To the children I would say that I hope each one
of you can look back over the past year and see that

you have grown a little stronger in doing the right,

a little stronger to resist temptation, and I want to

encourage you to make a still greater etl'ort during

the coming year to so fill your hearts with the love of

God, and a desire to do his will, that there shall be

no room for anything wrong or wicked to enter there.

Regretting that it is not my privilege, for the pres-

ent, to share your joys and sorrows, and to be a par-

taker with you of the rewards that are ever in store

for those who labor in Christ's vineyard, I remain,

Very truly, your friend, F. M. R.

THE LIBRARY.
'

Proceedings OF Friends' Union for Philanthropic
Labor, at its Fourth Conference, held at Phila-

delphia, Pa., Eleventh Month 2nd and 3rd, 1886.

TO many among us this meeting will be an enduring
memory. Tlie interesting and important matters
introduced at this time to the earnest consideration of
Friends were examined by able and concerned ad-

vocates of every right measure, involving labor for

improvement and a true advance. East, west, north
and south have joined hands cordially in eflbrt for

the good of our fellow creatures. The new character

of much of the work reported is remarkable, and full

of inspiration. The words of Whittier, with the cita-

tion of which the proceedings closed, were appro-
priate :

" The clear eyed saints look down
Uutroubled on the wreck of scliemes and creeds:

Love yet remains
; its rosary of good deeds

Counting in tasli field and o'er peopled town
;

Truth has charmed life ; the inward word survives,

And day hy day its revelation brings;

Faith, hope, and charity, whatever things

Cannot be shaken stand. Still holy lives

Iteveal the Christ of whom the letter told,

And the new gospel verifies the old."

Proceedings of the Fifteenth Se.ssion of the First-

day School General Conference, held at Phila-
delphia, Pa., 11th Month 4th and 5th, 188G.

The detailed report of the First-day .School Gene-
ral Conference held here last autumn is now before

us. This minute account will be read with deep in-

terest by many who could not be present at the
gathering of so many Friends representing the First-

day schuol work. Apart from the acuuil value of
their deliberations there is founded by a meeting like

this a stronger fraternal leeling than could exist oth-
erwise. Schools that are strong in talent and in zeal

have an inspiring influence on those which are
weaker; and the siruug lose notliing while they are
benefitting others. Tliis movement is yet young
among us, and much good is confidently hoped for

from tne judicious lesson-leaves prepared by the com-
muiee, and from tlie sympathy and oversight of the
Several monthly meetings, as recommended by the
Yearly Meeting.

Within the last mouth the following books have
been added to the collection iu Friends' Library, 1.3lh

and Race streets

:

"American Patriotism;" Dinah Maria Muloch's
"Money and Other Things;" Battey's "A Quaker
Among the Indians ;

" Hallowell's "• Pioneer Qua-
kers ;

" George Brand's "FJminent Authors of the
19th Century ;

" Pleilprin's " Distribution of Animals ;"

" Sojourner Truth : a Bondswoman of Olden Times ;

"

"The Bible for Learners," by Hookyas, Oort, Kue-
nen :

" The Last of the Peterkius," by Lucretia P.

Hale; "Dorothy Wordsworth," by Edmund Lee;
W^omaahood," by R. Heber Newton.

The strength of our society lies in a willingness of

its members to conform to the principles we profe.ss.

B. W. S.
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THE TWO LIGHTS.
" When I'm a iimii

!

' is the poetry of youth.
" When I wiis young 1" Is the poetry of old ago.

" WHEN I'm 11 man," the stripling cries,

And .strives the coming years to scan,

" Ah, then I shall bo strong and wise,

—

When I'm a man."

" When I wa.s young," the old man sighs,

"Bravely the lark and linnet sung

Their carol under sunny skies,

—

When I was young."

" When I'm a man, I shall be free

To guard the right, the truth upliold."

'• When I was young, I bent no knee

To power or gold."

" Then shall I satisfy my soul

With yonder prize, when I'm a man."

"Too late I found how vain the goal

To which I ran."

" When I'm a man, these idle toys

Aside forever shall be flung."

" There was no poison in my joys

When I was young."

The boy's bright dream is all before,

The man's lomance lies far behind.

Hud we the present and no more,

Fate were unkind.

But, brother, toiling in the night,

Still count thyself not all uublest

If in the east there gleams a light,

Or in the west.

— BlackiDood's Magazine.

END AND MEANS.

By SuS.iN COOLIDGE.

WE spend our strength in labor day by day
;

We find new strength replacing old alway
;

Aud still we cheat ourselves, aud still we say :

" No man would work except to win some prize
;

We work to turn our hopes to certainties

—

For gold, or gear, or favor in men's eyes."

And all the while, the go.al toward which we strain-

Up hill and down, in sunshine and in rain.

Heedless of toil, if so we may attain

—

Is but a lure, a heavenly -set decoy

I'o exercised endeavor, full employ

Of every power, which is man's highest joy.

And work becomes the end ; reward the means
To woo us from our idleness and dreams.

And each is truly what the other seems.

So, Lord, with such poor service as we do.

Thy full salvation is our prize in view,

For which we long, aud which we press unto.

Like a great star on which we fix our eyes,

It dazzles from the higb, blue distances.

And seems to beckon aud to say, " Arise !
"

And we arise and follow the hard way.

Winning a little nearer day by day,

Our hearts going faster than our ibotateps may
;

And never guess the secret sweet device

Which lures us on and upward to the skies,

And makes each toil its own reward aud prize.

To give our little selves to thee, to blend

Our weakness with thy strength, O Lord, our Friend,

This is life's truest privilege and end.

—N. y. Independent.

BOOKS FOB THE GUEST CHAMBER.
AT one time I was 8tiiyiii<; in a liouse where the guest

C'lianil)er contained ariionfr tlie furniture, a little shelf

of book.s. I have often thotiglit of them since, with a

woniler that more careful hostesses did not provide

the same. Nights when I could not sleep, and morn-

in<rs when I waited in my room for the breakfast bell

I dipped into the contents—a volume or two of poems,

some short stories and interesting travels comprised

the whole—and I found not the least pleasant part of

my visit in those quiet moments by the window which
overlooked the great old-fashioned garden. Any
housekeeper could spare six or eight books from her

library, and almost any guest would bless her for

the thought. A little work-basket fully stocked
;

pen, ink and paper ready to hand—the visitor cares

nearly as much for these as for fresh towels and extra

coverings. The Golden Rule, which is a guide to all

branches of good housekeeping, as to all branches of

business, comes to one's aid here, and what we care

most for in another's home we should endeavor to

give the comer to our own.

—

Good Housekeeping.

Do not let your occupation pass you by and only

leave you the basest and poorest of its benefits—the

money which fills your purse. Compel it to give up
to you the charity and faith and character and godli-

ness which it has at its heart, which it hides charily,

but which it must give to you if you insist upon it

and are able to receive it.

—

Phillips Brooks.

" True knowledge depends upon two special helps

to the acquisition. These are intelligence and hu-

mility. Without humility knowledge is often no
more than conceit. Humility teaches us reverence

for knowledge ; she shows us that knowledge is for

service, not for display. She animates our sincere

desire for truth ; she drives out the sad weakne.ss of

love of things for the sake of ostentation. Without
reverence there can never be any genuine advance

in sound wisdom. Humility, on the other hand, will

never achieve wisdom by itself. Thus are these two
fine properties, intelligence and humility, reciprocal-

ly indispen.sable."

The importance of fidelity in small things is seen

in the fact that small occasions are coming continual-

ly, while great ones seldom occur. Thus our educa-

tion in fiiithfulness will depend not so much on our

doing right on great occasions, as in the small but

frequent tests of daily life. It is these which educate

us to good or to evil.

A MAN has only to become old, to be tolerant; I

see no fault committted, which I also might not have

committed.

—

Goethe.
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F. E. WILLARD ON TRAINING CHILDREN.

I HAVE been asked to write some of the thoughts

suggested by my experience in training my own chil-

dren. We lived in Oberlin, Ohio, when my children

were in their infancy. There were mothers' meetings

at stated times ; I felt my utter inefficiency to train

these young immortals ; I was almost always present

at the meetings. I hoped they would tell me just what
to do, so that, having the approved formula or pro-

gram, I might make no mistake. But new conditions

were constantly arising, and in my despair I said to a

wise friend, " I don't learn anything from these meet-

ings ! I don't know what to do." He said, " They are

making an impression upon you all the time." It

gave me a little comfort to think that perhaps down
deeper than my consciousness I was gaining a gleam
of ligtit.

And now, first of all, I would insist, teach your chil-

dren to be truthful ; by all the incentives that occur

to your prayerful thought, keep their love and confi-

dence so tliat they .will be open to you as to the day.

Then I would recommend the do-everything method,
according to the various needs of your priceless charge.

If its nerves are startled, quiet it the best way you can.

Don't put it in a dark room and let it cry itself to

sleep. It would be more motherly to hang it to the

limb of a tree, likean Indian baby, where it could see

the light and feel the gentle motion of the breeze.

Don't regard it as a mere animal that needs only to

be fed and clothed. It needs sympathy very early
;

it can smile back your love when only a few weeks
old. Never punish a child when it can think you in

anger, or about to take its life. It will be so frighten-

ed as to lose all self-control. You may think it ob-

stinacy, when it is a frenzy inspired by the fear of one
in whose power it is utterly helpless. Mother's should

try to keep their health, so as to be bright, agreeable

company for the older children, and to be patient with
the little ones. I know this is easier said than done,

especially if the mother is sick or overborne with

care ; but the attempt, if partially unsuccessful, will

not fail of its reward. The habit of unselfishness and
kindness cannot be too early impressed. The mother
should be in spirit and manner, or should aim to be,

such as she desires the child to be. I would not re-

commend over-indulgence, but genuine tenderness

and love can hardly go to an extreme, especially in the

early helpless years. If complications arise between
the children, do not let them accumulate. Don't let

them lie awake all night dreading a punishment in

the morning. Settle them at once upon their own
merits without referring them to any umpire but
yourself.

When they are old enough to commence study do

not be indifferent to the trials they meet with in the

effort to solve the, to them, difficult problems, but do
them for them often yourself ; don't be so fearful

about weakening their self reliance as to defeat your
desire for their high achievement by allowing them
to be discouraged in the outset. Should a child show
a strong bias toward any laudable line of life that

promises self-support, and easy independence, I would
encourage it. Try to cultivate a tender conscience, a

delicate sensitiveness to right and wrong. I would
place the acquisition of character infinitely before
that of wealth, desirable as is a moderate share of the
latter. Wealth ends with life, character is immortal,
toward the perfection of which all our efforts should
tend. I must not forget my pet idea to be more care-

ful to praise children for doing well, than to chide
them for doing ill.

When the children are young and in the mother's
care more directly, there may be a feeling of compara-
tive safety, but when they blossom into young men
and women, and begin to assume personal responsi-

bility, it is the hour of doom, that threatens to make
or mar all her handiwork. Who is wise enough to

counsel then ? Silence seems safest, but silence would
be treason ; the mother must have the heart of her
loved ones in keeping in this hour of destiny ; no one
can be consulted with such safety as the mother, and
she will need the electric light of Deity tu guide her
in this supreme emergency.

AVho can arrest the flying hours? What issues

hang upon the decision of the moment? She can find

refuge only in him who has said, "If ye ask anything
in my name I will do it." Here she may anchor in a

sublime faith that the young, inexperienced, and ad-

venturous feet may, through infinite riches of grace,

be led into paths of safety, usefulness and to a la.sting

I)eace.

—

E.xchayige.

Religion should be " a thousand-voiced psalm "

from the heart of man to man's God.

—

Theodore
Paekeh.

I CALL man's inability to moderate and control the

afi'ective or emotional element in his nature, slavery.

—Spinoza.

Let us notjudge one another any more; but judge

this rather : that no man put a stumbling-block, or

an occasion to fall, in his brother's way.

—

Paul.

Jealousy is a kind of civil war in the soul, when
judgment and the imagination are at perpetual jars.

—Wm. Penn.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—During the eight months of the existence of the

Chicago Temperance Hospital a huniired and eiglity pa-

tients have been treated without a drop of alcoholics in any

form, and we challenge any other hospital to excel its rec-

ord. Not one patient has died, though some were very se-

vere surgical cases, before thought impossible to treat with-

out alcohol, yet every one has made a successful recovery.

—

Exehange.

—The Esquimaux poet, L. Moller, is the northernmost

editor in the world. His illustrated paper Atuagagliutit, is

published at Godthaab, a Danish colony on the west coast

of Greenland, sixty-four degrees north latitude.

—Drunkenness at one time became so destructive iu

China that the government destroyed all vines, so that for

200 years it was practically a forgotten plant.

—San Fr.\ncibco, Feb. 10.—Advices from Honolulu re-

port that the volcano Mauna Loa, on Hawaii Island, is

again active. The eruption began on January ID with an

emission of fire, smoke and lava. The lava flowed down
the south slope and if its course has not changed it will flow
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to the 308 without doiiiR much dnmago. Earthquake shocks

were frequent througliout the ishuid hut were without

serious oonsequeuee. Tlie Rev. J. D. Paris writes from

Kaawola, Hawaii, under date of January 19 :
" For thirty-

six hours there lias heeu one continuous series of earth-

quakes—tremulous jars, witli pretty liard shakes inter-

spersed—rnnnin;; into each other, and our lionso has

seemed like a little craft floating on a wave-chopped sea.

While I write my table rocks so that it is with dillicnlty I

can keep my seat and hold ray pen,"
—"Thrift among children" is what no douht sounds

strange. But it is a fact that, in France, thrift among chil-

dren had, since 1874, been inculcated and developed to

no small extent. Over twenty-three thousand School

Savings Hanks have beeu opened, numbering, in January,

last year, no less than .188,624 depositors, with deposits

amounting in the aggregate, formed of the boua fide pocket-

money of children, to £451,000.

—It is variously estimated that from eight to twenty
per cent, of the cattle in Dakota have perished from the

severe weather this sea.son.

—Profs. Abner and Schott, of Jena, are reported to have

invented a new optical glass of remarkable refractory

power, which will.be of great value in microscopic photo-

graphy. It is said that, while the ordinary lenses do not

admit of distinct reflections beyond oue-500,000th of an

inch, this new glass will render one-204,700,000th of an
inch perfectl.v visible.

—The United States Government has printed over

seven thousand distinct works. In the book of estimates

for the next fiscal year, just sent to Congress, $1,380,231.88

is asked for wages alone. There are on the pay-roll four

hundred compositors. Fifty proof-readers are steadily em-
ployed, besides forty-five pressmen, one hundred and fifteen

press-feeders, and thirt.v-four ruling machine feeders. The
estimates call for oue hundred thousand reams of printing

paper, or eighteen million sheets.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The great strike of coal handlers, and other wharf la-

borers, ended last week in failure, after about a month's

contention. It is said that about 3000 workmen find their

places occupied by non-union men, and this, too, in mid-

winter, with the majority of them having families depend-

ent upon them. The loss of wages by enforced idleness is

estimated at $3,000,000.

In the U. S. House of Eepreseutatives, on the 12th, the

Senate bill for the retirement and recoiuage of the trade

dollar was taken up, and after debate was passed—174 to

36,—with au amendment providing " that the recoiuage

of trade dollars under this act shall not be considered as

part of the silver bullion required to be purchased and

coined under the provisions of the Bland law." (This

amendment will need concurrence by the Senate before

the bill will be passed completely.)

The Secretary of the Treasury, Daniel Manning, has

plactd his resignation in the hands of the President, and
will quit his office soon, in order to become president of a

new national bank in New York city.

The reports of the condition of winter wheat in the

Western States are favorable, except from Kansas, where
the outlook in most of the counties is said to be poor.

The intense cold and deep snow which have prevailed

in Montaua siuce the middle of Eleventh mouth continue,

and it is feared that when the blockade is raised and re-

ports come from various quarters of the Territory, an ap-

palling loss of life will be revealed. It is estimated that at

Now Year there were about 200,000 cattle and 25,000 sheep
on the ranges north and south of the Yellowstone river,

within a radius of one hundred miles from Fort Keogb.
Since that date, it is believed, thousands of the animals
have perished for want of food and shelter, and thousands
of them are still dying. Ruports from all parts of the In-

dian Territory show that the stock have wintered well and
are in fair condition. The winter has been mild, and it is

estimated that the losses of cattle this season will not ex-

ceed from two to four per cent, against ten to twenty in

1885.

Ten prisoners convicted of larceny were publicly

whipped in the jail yard at New Castle, Delaware, on the

12th.

The elections of members of the Parliament of the Ger-

man Empire(R9ichstag) will occur ou tlie21st. It is now ex

pected that Prince Bismarck will succeed in obtaining a

majority in favor of the bill to grant war supplies for sen-

en years.

In the Canadian elections, which will occur soon, it is

thought the Liberals (opponents ofj the present govern-

ment, of which Sir John Macdonald is prime minister),

will obtain a majority, probably of 15 to 20.

A telegkam from Chicago says that " a memorial from

the World's Christian Temperance Union addressed to all

the Governments concerned in the independent State of

Congo has been started by the American Secretar.v, Mrs.

Hannah W. Smitli, on its way around the world to receive

the signatures of the oflicers of the World's Woman's

Christian Temperance Unions." It will be presented to the

different Governments in succession, and will entreat them

to investigate " the enormous and iniquitous trade in

alcohol, which is producing such appalling results in the

degradation and ruin of the helpless natives of that vast

State."

The deaths in this city last week numbered 394, which

was 25 less than during the previous week and 7 less than

during the corresponding period last year. Among the

main causes were: Apoplexy, 8; Bright's disease, 6; cancer

of stomach, 7; consumption of the lungs, 67; convulsions,

10; croup, 13; debility, 9; disease of heart, 17; drowned,

2; inflammation of brain, 16 ; inflammation of bronchi, 11

;

inflammation of lungs, 45; inflammation of stomach and

bowels, 10; inanition, 8; marasmus 12; old age, 13; par-

alysis, 12 ; suicide, 2.

NOTICES.
«»» Henry T. Child expects to attend the Temperance

Conference atKenuett Square, under the care of the Tem-
perance Committee of Western Quarterly Meeting, on

First-day the 20th inst.

V'' It is proposed to hold the nest Educational Confir-

ence on Seventh-day, Third month 5, 1887, at 1.30 o'clock.

The time is announced early, that other meetings may not

be called at the same time.
Wm.Wade Griscom, Clerk.

'V* Blue Eiver First-day School Union at Beujaminville,

III., Sixth day evening. Second month 26th.

«35* Quarterly Meetings in Second month will occur as

follows

:

19. Short Creek, Mount Pleasant, O.

21. Centre, Bald Eagle, Pa.

21. Duanesburg, Albany, N. Y.
23. Stillwater, Plainfleld, O.

24. Bucks, Wrigbtstown, Pa.

26. Blue River, Beujaminville, 111.

28. Warrington, Mouallen, Pa.

28. Canada H. Y". M., Bloomfield, Out.
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"GOD KNOWS BEST."
IF we could push ajar the gates of life,

And stand within, and all God's workings see,

We could interpret all this doubt and strife.

And for each mystery find a ready key !

But not to-day. Then be content, sad heart !

God's plants, like lilies, pure and white unfold
;

We must not tear the tender leaves apart;

Time will reveal the calyxes of gold.

And if, through patient toil, we reach the land

Where tired feet, with sandals loosed, may rest
;

When we shall clearly know and understand,

I think that we will say, " God haew the best."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

IN WHAT DOES WAR ORIGINATE f

WHEN we look arouml throughout Creation we find

that all animal-sare more or less inclined by natnre to

fight each other.

Man does not appear to be an exception to the gen-

eral rule. In all ages, in all oliines, as far back as his-

tory extends, war would seem to be the normal con-

dition of mankind. To avoid the evils attending it,

men have been compellel to form themselves into

communities and establish some form of government

under the operation of which their natural pro pensity

should be restrained and regulated. They unite, and

in some way define the rights of person and property

whicheach mauisjustly entitled to, and whichall other

men must respect or be liable to penalties for their

infraction. A law-making power enacts the rules, and

courts are established to apply them to the cases as

they may arise, and see tliat they are conformed to.

As the.se rules are perfectly adapted to the condi-

tion of any people, and are properly carried into effect,

that people is said to be civilized. The condition of

all its members becomes improved; for a man is en-

couraged to labor and to save when he knows he shall

be permitted to enjoy the fruits of his labor in peace

and quietness; but take away this stimulus and there

will be but little produced, and still less .saved. Those
vast accumulations of property we see in all civilized

communities would not be mad e, and the nation would

remain poor and weak, and powerless either for evil

or gooil. Thus we see that the restraints placed upon
the animal propensities in man by law are for his

good, and tend to h"is elevation in the scale of being.

But this advancement from the perfectly savage con-

dition to that of the more enlightened nations has

been a thing of slow growth, and has by no means at-

tained that development of which it is susceptible.

While men have been more or less perfectly united

into distinct communities or nations from a very early

period of history, the animal propensity has only been
restrained so far as the members of each nation were

concerned (and not always then, or there would not

have been any civil wars), and has been allowed a free

exerci.se as between nation and nation. Nations en-

gaged in war, and carried their brutal instincts farther

than the brutes themselves, for when these engage in

fight the victor always allows the vanquished to es-

cape on submission. Not so with men. It was thought

a great advance in humanity when the victor in war
allowed the vanquished to live, on the condition that

he should remain a slave to him. This appears to

have been the view of all the nations of the earth

eighteen hundred years ago. It was a recognized prin-

ciple of public law at that day, of the inhumanity of

which no one complained. It has been somewhat
ameliorated by those nations calling themselves

Christians, and even by the followers of Mahomet, but

it essentially remains unchanged, as the right to levy

tribute money is still claimed. Now for a being claim-

ing to be the son of the Most High, and to have
received from him the precepts he taught, and evi-

dencing the truth of the claim by performing works
beyond the ability of man to perform, to suddenly ap-

pear among the masters versed in the law and preach

a doctrine at variance with all that had been recog-

nized as true, was well calculated to excite surprise and
fear in the minds ofmen. It was in their eyes blasphemy
against God, and treison to the commonwealth of Is-

rael. It superseded the law as taught by Moses and
practiced by David. It accused those whom they rev-

erenced for their piety as being actuated by those

animal propensities that man has in common with

the brute. It taught that there is a higher life that

man may live with God. That to attain this higher

life he must be born again (or anew), and that this

birth can only take place when his soul comes under

the influence of God's spirit. To obtain this life is

to beat one with him, and leads to that heaven where
he may be enjoyed as wall as worshiped.

This was representing God as a being all love,

who desired not the death of any, but that all who
had gone astray might repent and come unto Him
to receive life and light. This substitution of the All

Wise and All Good for the angry God whose favor

was to be attained by the sacrifloe of dumb animals
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shocked their prejudices and excited their ire. It

could only end in dcfitroyin^; that syHtem of worship

which had been lianded down from tlie fatliers, and
luiil become enslirincd in tlieir liearts. It required

tluit man sliould still make sacrilii-c, but it was to be

a sacrilice of desire, of inclination, whenever these

stand in the way of that higher life he might and
should lead liere on earth. It taught that, added to

that animal life man has in common with the beasts,

he is susceptible of a life called into being by the

word that was in the beginning, was with God, is

God, and is the light and life of man ; that to attain

this life man must desire it and seek after it; that

when attained it may again be lost, unless it feeds

upon that food which sustained it. This food is what
Jesus called the bread of life that comes down from

God out of heaven and nourishes the soul to eternal

life. It is the life that should have dominion over

the natural, or carnal, or animal life, in order that

man may become the noble being he was designed to

be. It is that which excites the love and respect of

other men, because it is always recognized as being

good for the good it does. But like everything

valuable it is only attained by labor. Man has his

desires and inclinations, originating in his animal

nature;—these are blessed instincts, which if left to

themselves tend to lead him astray, but if kept in

subjection to the higher life have their proper func-

tions to perform in the economy of life. Hence it

becomes necessary that we should always be on the

watch tower, that we may know when they are

enemies, and when they are friends, when they ac-

cord with the higher law written in the soul ; and
when they conflict with its requirements.

Now it is easy to see that, notwithstanding the

ameliorating effects that Christianity has had on the
legislation of the so-called Christian nations of the
earth, it has not yet worked out the great result in-

tended, or wars would cease ; for these originate in

those animal propensities that Christ and his im-
mediate disciples declared should be kept in subjec-

tion to the higher life. Neither have the municipal
laws of the various countries of the world been based
on those eternal principles of truth and righteous-

ness which he taught were the laws of God, or there
would not be those many disturbances that threaten

-the destruction of existing institutions. Guard well
thy heart, for out of it are the issues of life, was an
injunction.

And this is the great work we all have to do,

«Qore especially those who, like the members of the
Society of Friends, profess to follow the guidance of
God's spirit. If we are humble, and sincerely anxious
to know our duty, we have the as.^^urance, " Blessed
are they who hunger and thirst after righteousness,

for they shall be tilled." If our minds are not wedded
to the things of earth, and we are free from its

stains, we have the promise, " Blessed are the pure in

heart, for they shall see God."
But, dear friends, is not the rejection of a truth as

great a mistake as the acceptance of an error? Is

not the spirit of agnosticism superseding that sim-
ple faith that enabled the early Christians and our
worthy forefathers to endure suffering for the truth,

and helped them to rise superior to all those things
that kept it in abeyance? May each one of us be
strengthened and sustained in the journey of life

by that power that never fails in the hour of need,
and is always present to direct our steps aright.

The cross we may have to bear in resisting temp-
tation will become an eternal crown of glory to us.

Loudoun Co., Va. VV. W.

JUSTICE, MERCY AND TBUTH.^
MOST of us shrink from the evident teaching of the
ancient Scriptures of Israel, that Jehov.ah, the Cre-
ator and Ruler of mankind, has repeatedly made
plain the divine disjilcasure against certain destruc-
tive forms of sin, and has overwhelmed the grandest
works of the sons of men so utterly that their very
existence has become problematical,—mythic indeed
as a matter of history.

We may justly say that destructive forms of sin
are so enervating and blasting in their very nature
that we may account for the ruin of nations by their
persistence in certain national sins. We may even
say with some exactness that the obliteration of
mighty nations has been often, if not always, suicidal.
In such case, the careful study of political economy,
under the guidance of master minds, might be the
panacea for the perpetuation of human society, en-
abling man to build Babel towers to defy divine dis-
pleasure.

Astonished beyond measure, we conceive, were
the scientific travelers and explorers who searched
out the ruins of Nineveh, and found the wondrous
earthenware libraries of cylinders, inscribed with
cuneiform characters, learned to decipher them, and
fotind that the same stories of Creation as those on
which ancient Israel .so reverently pondered were
likewise revered in Clialdsea of old. Why, we then
ask, contemplating the ruins of these great cities, was
so much magnificence, so much excellence, so much
power for good as well as evil, obliterated from the
earth ? Who that has gone thoughtfully by the vast
and magnificent ruins of Egypt, where a great civil-

ization has been destroyed past all resurrection, does
not see the handwriting of the Divine Power in it all.

Rome and Greece and Troy of old repeat the same
sublime story of development, then desperate, de-
structive sin, and then destruction so utter as to bring
us back to the same conclusion.

Dr. Oort, in the " Bible for Learners," asks: "Why
is this? Why have the ancient worlds, with all their
culture and development, passed away ? Is it because
they bad fallen out of the march of progress, and had
sunk into corruption ? Is it because they had forgot-

ten God ? We cannot boldly answer these questions
in the affirmative, or ascribe the destruction of these
worlds to their sins alone ; for so many things work
together to bring about the fall of a nation, and among
these causes there are many which have no connec-
tion with its moral condition. But, whatever it may
be to which we ascribe these great events, it seems as
if God were always doing his work over again. He

I

'Read at the Conference, after meeting, at 16th and Race
streets, Philadelphia, Second month Mth, 1887.
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builds up and then casts down again, to raise a new

world upon the ruins of the old.

"And this is certain, that where men have for-

gotten God ; where culture and the sense of artistic

excellence are not accompanied by moral elevation,

but only serve to give empire to refined forms of sin
;

there, sooner or later, the varnish is rubbed off, and

the mouldering structure is revealed; there thrones

are overturned and peoples humbled; there the old

order of things is swept away to make room for some-

thing better; and so a stern sentence goes out over

the world.

"Most men think but little of all this. They

trifle away the hours, 'eating, drinking, marrying,

and giving in marriage,' till the day of reckoning

comes. They say in deeds if not in words, ' It will

last our time! We shall be gone when the deluge

comes! ' until the deluge really comes.
" There are but few who believe in the judgment

of God, and while the world around them takes no

notice of it and disguises every danger they see it

drawing nigh. They are like Enoch and Noah, the

preachers of righteousness, and when they are disbe-

lieved they build, for themselves and for those of

kindred spirit, the ark of the inner life and there

they are delivered from judgment."

Coming home from the far off past, we may see in

the sins of our own country and of our own time

certain errors that were so decidedly destructive in

their nature that we are accustomed to hearing the

belief avowed, that if these are not abated the per-

petuity of our great republic is an inipcssibility.

This is equivalent to prophesying the destruction of

our country.

Thomas Jefferson, contemplating a national sin,

exclaimed in a moment of remorseful apprehension,
" I tremble for my country when I consider that God
is just, and that his justice cannot sleep forever."

His justice did not sleep forever, and in God's own
time came not the destruction of our country, but the

destruction of a darling sin in divine mercy.

Let justice, mercy and truth prevail in these days,

we reverently ask, for certain forms of sin are so

manifestly destructive in their character that they

are most dangerous to the commonwealth. It does

not feel to us to be the wrath of God that impends in

a republic where the will of the people rules. Let

righteousness prevail and we have nothing to dread

in the future of this land. We need not dread the

destructive violence of the Anarchist, for peace is

stronger than violence, if thus God reigns indeed on

earth as in heaven. Our Christian faith, if it is truly

Christian, should be the strength of our country. In

the teachings of the Christ (eighteen centuries ago),

and iu the ever continued admonitions of the Divine

Spirit through all the ages, is the safety of nations;

while it is sufficiently evident that stolid persistence

in destructive sins must work the ruin of peoples,

even as it did in the days of old.

There is nothing new to ask of our rulers or to

urge upon their attention. The teaching of justice,

mercy and truth is the same to day as in the time of

the ancient inspired prophets of Israel, and it has

remained, for it has been written upon the tablets of

the heart, and the "umpire conscience" is evermore
the witne.ss for Jehovah.

()ur yearly meetings set apart great committees
to consider our duty as a religious body in regard to

great crying sins, as that of intemperance, or the

promotion of its opposing virtue, temperance. Jus-

tice and mercy to the Indian and to the freed-people

and their offspring claim again and again the con-

tinual religious care of this Society, who desire to

deserve to be esteemed earnest in the cause of

righteousness. The present day owes a duty of pure

and healthful culture for the minds of the youth on
whom are to come the responsibilities of which we
feel the weight. Therefore these large committees
are striving to promote the best preparation of the

heart, the intellect and the physical powers for these

objects. This may be an age of materialism, as many
have affirmed. But we believe there is .so true a
striving after righteousness among us, even now, that

we cannot but affirm that the present appears to be
preeminently the era of hope and progress, which
promises much for mankind.

Just now, the question of the day is the terribly

dangerous evils growing out of the liquor traffic, and
what can be done to abate or subdue them. The ques-

tion was asked at a recent meeting of this kind, " Who,
or what period of time, is responsible for the existing

statutes on this subject, which legalize a traffic which
is nothing less than a gross sin agaiust mankind ?"

and a young Friend has replied by referring to the co-

lonial legislative records of Pennsylvania. He learned

that as early as 168-5 there were six licensed houses in

Philadelphia, each of which gave bonds for the keep-

ing of good order. In 1710, among the laws of the

Colonial Assembly sent to Queen Anne for ratifica-

tion, was an act imposing a license fee of from thirty

shillings to three pounds upon all public houses in the

colony.

So it seems that our Quaker fathers of the com-
monwealth are implicated in the evil laws legalizing

the retailing of intoxicating liquors in this city and
State. Shall it not be found in these times that Friends

will give their entire political influence to do away
with the legislation that has so long been a deep offense

to those who love mankind ? And yet this system of
licensing means, or was meant to mean, restraint,

rather than what we understand as licensing evil. Re-
form, therefore, ought to be reasonable and temperate

;

and those who so ardently desire righteousness desire

just as ardently that gentleness and peace shall ac-

company reform.

TheancientPsalmist(LXXXV ; 10) thusdeacribes

an era of great reform in some by-gone age :
" Mercy

and truth are met together ; righteousness and peace

have kissed each other." This is the divine order,

for as vegetation springs from the earth to meet the

divine gifts of the rain and the sunbeam, even so

"Truth shall spring out of the earth, and righteous-

ness look down from heaven." In using these sacred

words and applying them to the present needs of man,
we cannot but see bow the writer teaches us the di-

vine wisdom of bidding us observe the peaceful and
tender instruction of the processes of nature. As the

rain and sunbeam seem anxious to bestow blessing on
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mankind, so heavenly help is eager to come at need.

It is like the coining of the blessed rain after the long

drought, and righteousness and peace do kiss each

other. " Yea, the Lord shall give tliat which is good,

and our laud shall yield her increase. Kighteousness

shall go before him, and shall set us in the way of his

steps."

We desire, as did Isaiah, the prophet statesman of

old, in view of the evils of his days, that judgment
shall be laid to the line and righteousness to the

plummet,—that any covenant that other days may
have made with death may be disannulled, and no
agreement with the powers of evil shall stand in these

our times. S. R.

AN ADDRESS TO THE MEDICAL FACULTY
On the Use of Alcohol in the Peactice op

Medicine.

Approved by the Committee ou Temperance and Intoxi-

cating Beverages of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of

Friends, held at Race Street, First month 15th, 1887.

James H. Atkinson, \ „, .

Caroline S. Wood, J

'^'^^^^^

DEEPLY sensible of the vast responsibility which
rests upon the members of the medical profession in

regard to the enormous evils of intemperance result-

ing from the use of intoxicating beverages, we address

you, and wish to call your attention to the facts in re-

lation to this subject.

You are not only the chosen guardians of the

health of the community, but your position is emi-
nently that of teachers,—the very name doctor sig-

nifies teacher. All classes of the community look

to you for advice, and are very much influenced

by that which you give them. How often do
we hear the saying, " Our doctor says " this is

right,—or that is wrong? Especially is this true

in the case of young mothers, and your influence

over these, either for good or evil, will be felt for more
than one generation, the use of stimulants and nar-

cotics during this important period often stamping
an inherent taste for alcohol in the child, as well as

causing the mother to adopt their habitual use. It is

well known that during the last thirty years our
knowledge of the properties of alcohol, and of those

compounds in which it is found and used, has been
greatly extended. The fact that fermented liquors,

cider, malt-liquors and wines contain more or less

alcohol was scarcely recognized, but we now know
that these drinks are all of them capable of produc-

ing intoxication. That they interfere very seriously

with digestion and nutrition, and especially with the

removal of effete matters from the system, is now a

well established fact. The alcohol is the same in

these as in distilled liquors, differing only in quan-
tity.

The question whether alcohol is a food or a gen-
erator of heat has been carefully examined, and the

evidence seems to be clear that it is neither. Many
eminent physicians have arrived at the conclusion
that it is simply an irritant narcotic poison ; that it

enters the human system, either by absorption or
inhalation, as alcohol ; that it remains in the blood-

vessels and tissues for a time as alcohol, and that i t

passes out of the body through the various emuncto-
ries without change.

Those who believe in the necessity of the use of
alcohol as a medicine must be aware that the various
liquors in which it is found are not at all reliable,

either as to the quantity of alcohol they contain or
the other ingredients with which they are adulter-
ated under the name of " compounds." The fact

that almost all wines and liquors now sold are adul-
terated is well established.

We would refer the reader to the chapter on
" Adulterations," in Gustafson's " Foundation of
Death," pp. 46 to 50.

Dr. Benjamin W. Richardson, of London, England,
an eminent scientist and physician, was convinced in

his earlier investigations that it was uncertain and un-
safe to prescribe any of the wines or liquors in com-
mon use. He therefore prescribed pure alcohol, dilu-

ted with water, so that he knew that he had a fixed

amount of the former without any of the impurities
which were contained in the liquors.

Every conscientious physician is careful to have
the remedies used as pure as possible, and no one will

advocate the use of alcohol by persons in health, and
it is an important question for the medical practition-

er to settle as to how far it may be advantageous to

use it as a medicine.

We respecfuUy ask you to examine this carefully

and without prejudice. We refer you to the statistics

and reports of the London Temperance Hospital
which was established in 1864. (See pages 208 to 215.)

Gastafson : "Theieports are invariably satisfactory."
" Tlie treatment is allogitber without alcohol in any form.''
" As a matter of fact alcohol has only been used in one
or two experimental cases within ten years, and in

these without beneficial results."

We trust that the loose and indiscriminate prac-

tice of recommending persons to procure for them-
selves any kinds of liquors as medicines will no
longer prevail, as it is almost certain to lead to the
evils of intoxication which no class of the community
have so full an opportunity of witnessing as the mem-
bers of the medical profession, whose intimate rela-

tions with their patients and their families compel
them to witness these evils in all their stages, and who
are thereby enaliled to wield a powerful influence for

good, if by their precept and examples they are faith-

ful to their highest convictions of right.

Another fruitful source of intemperance, for which
the medical profession is not altogether responsible,

is the use of patent or " proprietary " medicines, al-

most all of which contain alcohol and hence are

calculated to create an appetite or thirst for intoxi-

cants. We ask you to use your influence against

these.

The use of Alcohol in the " Officinal" preparations

is a subject worthy of very serious consideration.

We would recommend great care and caution in the
continued use of these, especially after the patient

has passed from under the immediate care of the

physician, as it is very likely to establish the habit of

drinking. The great number of fluid-exiracts of

valuable medicines furnishes a means of avoiding

these if a little care is taken in their use. It is to be
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hoped that we shall be able to dispense with the use

of alcohol in medicines by the substitution of harm-
less vehicles for the remedies required.

In conclusion, we ask your sincere and unbiased
consideration of the sug'^estions we have presented,

our object being to promote the dignity and useful-

ness of your noble profession, and the good of all

mankind. Edward H. Magill. Chairman.

From The Friend (0.), Phlla.

FRIENDS IN BARBADOES.
THE island of Barbadoes was probably first settled

by Europeans about the year 1625. The Society of

Friends early obtained a foothold there, and flour-

ished for some years. At its best period at least five

meetings existed, and when it is remembered that the
island is only fifty-five miles in circumference, and
embraces an area of but about one hundred and fifty

square miles, it will be seen that Friends must have
been comparatively numerous.

Among the earliest, perhaps the very earliest,

ministering Friends who went to the Island were two
women, Ann Austin and Mary Fisher, the latter well
known for her remarkable visit to the Sultan Maho-
met IV. These Friends, the former an elderly per-
son and the latter about thirty-two years old, reached
Barbadoes from England in the latter part of 1655.

They took with them numerous Friend's Books,
which were extensively circulated and read, creating
a profound impression. They were followed a short
time afterwards, by Henry Fell, a distant relative of
Judge Fell, whose widow became the wife of George
Fo.x. Henry Fell is described as having been a most
zealous and earnest advocate of the religious princi-
ples of Friends from the time of his first acquaintance
with them. Later in life he settled in Barbadoes,
with the intention, however, of returning to his na-
tive land, an expectation which was never realized,

as he is known to have died abroad.

John Rouse, who married Judge Fell's daughter
Margaret, was a native of Barbadoes. He was son of
Lieut. Col. Rouse, a wealthy planter of that island
and an intimate frienci of Henry Fell. Both father
and son became Friends, and John Rouse wasa min-
ister

; at one time the only one in Barbadoes. He
settled in England and died there.

George Fox visited Barbadoes in 1671. A number
of other Friends accompanied him. He remained on
the island about three months, and though suffering
much of the time from illne.ss devoted himself to the
cause of Friends, and took active steps for organizing
the Society there. It was during tbis vi.sit that he
wrote the well-known address to the Governor and
others in authority in Barbadoes. which has been so
often quoted The sojourn of George Fox
and his friends in the island was marked by a won-
derful revival. Many joined the Society, and the
meetings " were very much enlarged and very quiet."
It has been described as a heavenly visitation to

many, " even a true resurrection from the dead. The
Lord heard and answered their desires ; and they
saw in measure the travail of their souls, and were
satisfied."

Thomas Chalkley repeatedly visited Barbadoes

during the early part of the last century. At the time
of these visits there were meeting-houses at Bridge-
town, Spightstown, the Spring, the Thicketts, Pump-
kin Hill and Hethcott's Bay.

It is known that there was a considerable emigra-
tion of Friends from Barbadoes to Philadelphia and
other places on the North American continent. Some
of the family names common in the island two cen-
turies ago are familiar to Friends here. Among the
emigrants was William Callender, a Friend who was
active in Society afiiiirs in Philadelphia a century
and a half ago, as well as a member of the Colonial
Assembly. He settled in Philadelphia about 1730,

and married Katherine Smith, of Burlington, after-

wards.as Katherine Callender, a worthy elder in this

city, who was known as the patron and friend of Re-
becca Jones, during the p«riod of her experiences
which nltimately drew her to membership in our re-

ligious Society.

Benjamin Buck was among the last survivors of the
Society of Friends in Barbadoes. He emigrated to

this country and settled near Philadelphia toward the
close of the last century, and married a second wife
here.

These remarks are preliminary to introducing to

the readersof the J'nend some extracts from the diary
of James Cresson, who paid a visit, in company with
John Parrish, to Barbadoes in the early part of 1785.

Unfortunately a fragment only of this journal has
come down to us ; but what has been preserved pre-

sents a clear view of the situation of what remained
of Friends in that island a century ago. The ruined
meeting-houses were there, the grave-yards were
there, the rock-hewn sepulchres of the Weekes family
(once prominent in Society affairs) in the highlands
of St. Philips were there—perhaps are there still—but
Friends had for twenty years ceased to exist as an or-

ganized body. There were scattered individuals who
claimed membership with Friends, and in one locality

a lianilful who held a meeting in a private house ; but
this was all that was left of a body that once held
meetings in five or six meeting-houses on this small
island.

In collating the foregoing facts the writer has con-
sulted the Fells of Swarthmore Hall, and the Journals
of George Fox and Thomas Chalkley. Hehasalsohad
the benefit of information hanUed down by tradition

in his own family, as well as family memoranda. A
few additional facts have been added derived from
personal friends, one of whom is a native of Barbadoes.

Geoege Vaux.

TOLERANCE IN RELIGION.
[From a lecture on " Tolerance," delivered by Phillips

Brooks, of Boston, in this city, we make the following ex-

tracts.

—

Eds.]

"TOLERANCE must not be confounded with tolera-

tion. Tolerance is the disposition and toleration the
way it is used. The keynote of tolerance is found in

positive conviction and in sympathy and intelligent

understanding. It has been long supposed that to be
tolerant of others we could not be bigots, but I be-

lieve the deeper our religion or our creed is within us
the better able are we to bear with what we believe
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to l>e the mistaken opinions of others. Charles James
Fox voioec] the popular idea when he said skepticism

is necessary to tolerance. Ho was wronj!. Karnest,

honest conviction is needed to feel true tolerance.

Frederick M;uiricesaid tolerance was cluirity foundeil

on the uncertainty of truth, and Dr. Holmes has

written that tolerance is the insult one set of well-lie-

liaved people pay to another set of well-behaved peo-

ple. This is entirely a mistaken idea. I do not in-

sult my friend with whom 1 diflerin opinion because

I allow him to maintain it without condemning him
to the axe or firebrand. Hotli of us have earnest con-

viction and personal intellitience, which are the great

essentials towards a proper forbearing; spirit.

" Let us picture two men .standing together look-

ing over the world of opinion. They have no beliefs

and they care not what^ are the beliefs of others.

They are like two men looking from the seashore at

the waves. But suppose in one of those men there

grows a conviction of a religious nature. Instantly

there comes a chill over his indulgence. He is be-

trayed by his earnestness into a proper appreciation

of the earnestness of others. His brother remains

the tolerant man, and with a good-natured smile says

with Tiny Tim, ' God bless us all,' as did Montague,
' patronizing all religions and believing in none.' It

is better to be the bigot than thiseasy-going unbeliever.
" There are many qualities of tolerance, which I

would divide under six heads. The first is the low-

est form of all, pure indifference. The second is the

tolerance of policy, as when Burke spoke of tolera-

tion as a strong factor in politics. The third is the

toleration of helplessness, and the fourth the tolera-

tionof manlinefs, that human respect wehave forone

another. The fifth, is tolerance of sympathy, that is

when we know others mean well and are trying to do
what they hold is right, though we think they are

mistaken. And the sixth quality is that tolerance

which grows with a knowledge that truth is larger

than our powers of conception and that others may
have some of it besides oiirselves. It is true that the

more deeply a man feels the truth in the doctrine of

eternal punishment the more he can feel for those

who believe in eternal salvation, for real tolerance is

the love of truth and the love of man."
The speaker, then traced the history of toleration

from the earliest days prior to the advent of Christ.
' The Apostolic Church followed this high idea for a

short period, after which it fell into easy indulgence
to 'all creeds during the term of Constantine. The
evils of intolerance were shown in the persecutions

of the Albigenses by De Momfort, and the cruelties

of Innocent III.

" Even as late as John Knox we find little toler-

ance. The light began to spread under Calvin, and
we find true tolerance in Cromwell's account of the

storming of Bristol in 1645, when he writes: 'For
the believer of the mind we will use no force but that

of argument and reason.' Among works on toler-

ance which show its true spirit best are John Milton's
' Plea of Free Printing,' Roger AVilliams' ' Bloody
Tenet of Persecution,' which was answered by John
potton ; Locke's ' Letter of Tolgfation,' and John
Stuart Mill's Essay on Liberty.'

" The first duty of all men is to adjust their minds
to the idea that piety and tolerance go together. I

would give this as a definition of the virtue upon
which I have spoken. It is the willing consent that

others may hold and express opinions contrary to our

own until (hey are convinced of their error by argu-

ment and reason."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE VALUE OF A GOOD NAME.
"A GOOD name is better than precious ointment."

The odor of the one soon vanishes; while the other

increases and strengthens as time rolls away, and

never ceases to awaken admiration, however lowly

the possessor.

Language fails to define a good name ; who can es-

timate its value? When passing the home of such,

one loves to linger and survey the strong-hold that

environs him,—all his own, no ostentation or grand

display, but convenience and comfort are marked on
every side. Friends spring up around him, for he

can advise in difficulty and warn in danger; and
when he passes beyond the confines of mortality, it

may be said of him, " He being dead, yet speaketh,"

for lie has left a record that time will not erase.

Such men lived in the earliest ages, and such men
live now ; and wherever they are they bless their

race. Every age has had its own, that have main-

tained the right when the surge of evil-doers seemed
ready to over-whelm and take a captive at their

will,—an evidence that "Truth is mighty and must
prevail." 0, for the glorious inheritance of a good
name that is only attained and established by self-

denial and a conscientious observance of the law

written in the heart, w bich is always quick and pow-
erful, clear in decision, and seals the testimony to a

good name—that it "is better than precious oint-

ment." We may not have it enrolled among the

great, but it will be found in the Lamb's book of life.

Sarah Hunt.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

REVELATION.
REVELATION is at the foundation of the belief of

the Society of Friends, who declare that " God has

come to teach his people himself." It is the rock

Christ refers to when he told Peter that " upon this

rock will I build my church; and the gates of hell

shall not prevail against it." Indeed it is a rock, a

power which belongs to God, and to him only. He
has declared that he " will not give his glory to an-

other, nor his praise to graven images," and revela-

tion is his glory. Man with all his endowments, with

all his power, has no power to reveal. Words are

useless if God has not made the mind capable of un-

derstanding. If this is written in truth, no one will

know it without a revelation. One may be possessed

with a knowledge of the grandest, most sacred, and
most sublime truths, and tell them to others, but

nothing will be understood without the revealing

power, and. as said before, this is God's glory. He has

declared that the days would come when he would
"put his laws in the mind, and write them in the

heart." No one can transgress one of these laws
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without knowing it. They are revealed to the mind

of each one. So God i.s continually making himself

manifest bv his revealing power. We all know him

in this way. AVe have all felt this power reproving

ua for wrong. It is not only known by the good, but

the wicked know it. If God should some night say

to a wicked person, "Thou fool, this night shall thy

soul be required of thee," the wicked person under-

stands the revelation, he knows his last hour is at

hand and he must meet his judge, prepared or un-

prepared. But thanks be unto God that there is a

way of escaping such an awful revelation, and that is

by heeding the revealing of the laws written in the

heart while there is time. ^^

SCRIPTURE LESSON NO. 10.

Third Month 6th.

ABRAHAM OFFERING ISAAC.

Topic: Obedience of F.vith.

Golden Text :—" Abraham believed God and it was reckoned

unto him for righteousness, and he was called the

friend of God."—James 2 ;23.

Read Genesis 22; 1-11, Revised Version.

Time.—Probably 1871 B. C.

Place.—Beersheba, a town on the southern border of

Palestine, 45 miles south from Jerusalem.

IN the interval between our last and the present les-

son, the divine promise so often repeated and so slow

of fulfilment is at la.st realized. Abraham has a son

born to him of Sarah and they call him Isaac, mean-

ing laughter. Abraham removed into the dominion

of Abimelech, king of the Philistines, with whom be

entered into covenant. He dug a well and fixed him-

self permanently, calling the place Beersheba (well

of the oath.) It was here that Isaac was born, and

from this place a few years after, Hagar, the handmaid

of Sarah, with her son Ishmael, was sent away into

the wilderness. This is one of the most sad and touch-

ing incidents in early Bible history. It was on this

occasion that Hagar uttered those memorable words

that have awakened the thoughtless in all succeed-

ing ages to the consciousness of the Divine oversight,

"Thou God seest me." This brings the history of

the Patriarch and his family down to the date of our

lesson, and to the most critical and trying period in

his long and eventful life. We must bear in mind

that Abraham was surrounded by the idolatrous Ca-

naanites, dwelling in the midst of bis Philistine

neighbors, who offered their children to Moloch or

Baal. Human sacrifices were believed to be required,

and the more exalted a man's position the more ac-

ceptable was the offering, if it was his own son. This

will help us to understand the " temptation " or prov-

ing to which Abraham yielded, for we can scarcely

regard it as a direct command. Says one writer

(De Witt S. Clark) :
" Abraham had the traditions and

prejudices of his time. No man can be much above

them. With all the manifestations of Jehovah to

him, there yet lingered in his mind the common
ideas of God and of his requirements, which the sur-

rounding peoples had. He was in conflict between

the two. Human sacrifice was common. It repre-

sented the most stern exaction by the offended deity

and the greatest gift which the transgressor could

make. While the heathen were so reftdy to show

their faith in the false god, much more must he ex-

hibit as great for the true. Isaac must not rival Je-

hovah in his affections. More and more plain the

issue became, till his intense impressions seemed the

solemn accents of his Maker, bidding him take the

precious life." Was not this an early illustration of

the crucial test, " He that loveth son or daughter

more than me is not worth of me."

This Lesson Teaches :

(1.) That all we have and all we are, we receive

through the Divine lavor, and hold in trust to be

used as our Heavenly Father directs.

(2.) That he is too tender and loving to require

a ny thing of us that in the doing or the giving up, we

would wrong or injure ourselves or another.

(3.) That when through deep proving we show

our willingness to part with our most precious treas-

ures, witliholding nothing, that we may be at peace

w ith him, our Father accepts the offering in the spirit

in which it is given, and makes a way of escape out

of the trial.

In the account of the destruction of Sodom and the

other "cities of the plain," the original word translated

" overthrow " properly denotes " turned them upside

down," indicating utter and complete destruction.

The region once occupied by these cities is now cov-

ered by the Dead Sea (Gen. 14:3). The opinion was

once entertained that the Dead Sea owed its exist-

ence to this catastrophe, and that the Jordan origi-

nally flowed on into the Red Sea. More careful ex-

plorations and more exact measurements have shown

that this could not have been the case. The north-

ern portion of the Dead Sea is, on an average, thi r-

teen hundred feet deep, indicating a vast chasm

which must have existed from a very early period.

But south of the eastern peninsula, which projects

into the sea, the bottom forms a plateau on a very

different level, where the water is but a few feet

deep, and in some places is capable of being forded.

This is, in all probability, the site of the buried

cities.

THE LIBRARY.
THE American Antiquarian, an interesting monthly

magazine, dealing with antiquarian, archieological,

and philologic research, entered its ninth volume

with the issue for First month, 1887. It has an in-

teresting table of contents. The first paper treats of

the Indians of Puget Sound. The second is an illus-

trated article on the Villages and Clans found among

the Emblematic Mounds. The third describes the

Red Rock or the Sacrificial Stone near St. Paul, Under

correspondence the Relics of the Iroquois, Mounds

near Lake Superior, Gold and Bronze Relics in Nica-

ragua. Serpent Symbolism, Quartz Implements ir»

Minnesota, and the pipe in shape of an Elephant's

Foot found in Kentucky are described, and a list of

books on Native Myths is given. The Editor speaks

of the Antiquity of Man, claiming that it has been

overstated. The Notes are interesting, as they give

accounts of discoveries and explorations.

Prayer is to religion vyU^t tl^o.nght is to pl^iloaoi

phy.—NovALis,
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THE TERROR IN EUROPE.
THE deepest anxiety has been felt in Europe for

weeks past over the prospect of a general war, involv-

ing all of the "Great Powers,"—England, France,

Germany, Austria and Russia. Each day has had

its disquieting and alarming reports, and it has been

felt that a spark might fly at any moment into the

magazine of hostile preparation.

It is natural to inquire, in view of this situation

when five of the greatest and most civilized nations

of the earth are on the point of Hying at each other's

throat. What is the cause of this? And, strangely

enough, it will be found that no answer can quickly

be made. There is no general ill-feeling between the

several peoples. The Russians have no such hatred

of the Germans, or the English of the Russians, as

would make them rush in a body to mutual slaugh-

ter. In other words, the preparations for war are not

the doings of the masses of the people, at all, though

it is upon them that the horrors and hardships of

conflict must fall.

The fact is, that the war is one which chiefly

springs out of two wicked sources : (1) Wars of con-

quest in the past, engendering international quarrels

and desires for revenge ; and (2) the vast preparations

for war which all these nations have been making,

and which have become so great a burden that they

cannot longer be endured.

As to the first of these two causes, we look back

to 1870, to the bloody war between France and Ger-

many, out of which grows the present renewal of the

struggle of those nations. That war was inexcusably

begun by Louis Napoleon, as a means of maintaining

his corrupt and tottering " Empire," but it was en-

tered into by the Germans with greater zeal because

they regarded the two provinces of France, Alsace

and Lorraine, as having been torn from their country

by Louis the Fourteenth,—which was the fact,—and

as being, consequently, the legitimate object of an

effort at recapture. It was true, therefore, that the

international struggle of 1870 had its origin, in a large

degree, in the wrong done by an aggressive war two

centuries before,—so true is it that crime begets

crime, and one wrong is balanced by another. Re-

ferring to this conflict upon the Rhine, which for so

many years has enpanguined the waters of that histo-

ric river, Binnarck, the German Chancellor, in a

recent Fpecch in the Parliament of the Empire, de-

clared that it had been going on for more than three

centuries. Ilenry the Second, of France, in 1562.

seized what were known as the "Three Bif-hoprics"

of Metz, Toul and Verdun, and since that time, Bis-

marck declared, there had been " no generation in

Germany that had not drawn the sword in a war

with France."

Such a picture is deplorable indeed. It is felt and

recognized by all that a war, now, would be far more

destructive of human life than ever before. The in-

genuity of man has been largely turned, within the

last decade, to increasing the force of explosives, and

perfecting the deadly eflectiveness of weapons. In-

struments intended to kill were never so developed

as now.

It may be that by some change in the situation

war may be averted. But this is not the present

prospect. It is more likely that the military camps

of Europe will become, before the year is out, fields

of battle, and the men and materials of war now

gathered and arrayed, will be hurled against each

other in deadly encounter. It seems discouraging to

those who hope for the day when nations shall learn

war no more. So far as America is concerned, it

must cause renewed thankfulness for the peace and

quietude we enjoy. Here at least the demon of war

disturbs the happiness of not even the humblest

household.

Natueally, there will be much interest felt,

among the membership of this yearly meeting, in the

very large bequest left by our late friend John M.

George for educational purposes. It is, we suppose,

the largest sum ever given among the members of

our religious body, and may be made, we trust, the

means of performing a good work proportionate to

the liberal and kindly intention of the donor. Our

educational work within the last twenty years,—since

the movement for the founding of Swarthmore Col-

lege was earnestly agitated by many faithful Friends,

—has made great progress, and we are in a situation

now to perceive more clearly the best method of

procedure in new directions.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
THE periodical literature of the Orthodox Friends of

the West has been increased by the issue, at Mt.

Pleasant, Ohio, of a quarterly journal, called the

Friends' Expositor, under the direction of David B.

TJpdegraff'. We hardly need to say that the object of

the new paper is to sustain the views represented by

its editor in respect to the outward "ordinances,"

and the special methods of " evangelical " work in

which he has been engaged. The leading editorial
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article has the caption, " Christian Tolerance Neces-

sary to the Church's Existence," and is at once an
argument for the substantial similarity of Quaker-
ism to other forms of church belief, and a plea for the

toleration among Friends of views and usages such as

other professors entertain. In the course of it he
argues strenuously against making the writings of

early Friends an infallible authority, and insists upon
the possibility of receiving new light, now, as well as

in the days when the Society was founded. He
quotes a " leading elder," who, fifty years ago, said

that ' the writings of Early Friends are something
that have risen up between us and the Scriptures,

and we must not go beyond them,"—a view, however,
which we should think was not now seriously insis-

ted upon by anyone, and which is therefore hardly
worth being set up as a matter of discussion.

« * «

The truth is that the Expositor is in the situation

of being obliged to prove either that the Early
Friends tolerated th^ outward baptism and " supper,"

or that their authority as to what the principles of

Friends are, is open tochnllenge. The former ground
is untenable; the early writings, with scarcely an
exception worth notice, are clear against the " ordi-

nances," and if those " who claim the name of

Friends" are to baptize with water and maintain
the Passover communion, they must put it upon the
ground of new light,—a later revelation. The falla-

cy,—and, as we think, the vice,—of the latter uuder-
taking consists in the fact that the principles of
Friends were long ago definitely announced and set-

tled, and that in their nature and substance they
preclude the possibility of union with a system which
includes the " ordinances," and other outward ob-

servances. If one who has been a Friend feels that
he has received new light commanding him to do
things which Friends, as a body, testify against, his

individual duty is certainly plain enough,

—

i.e., to

seek another religious fold, in which his convictions
will be at ease ; but that he should endeavor to trans-

form the Society itself, making it accept what its very
constitution requires it to disapprove, is clearly an
indefensible course.

These views have before been expressed in our col-

umns. The use of the word "Friends," in connection
with the title of the new journal, seems to us ill-

judged and unlit.

* * *

It may be remarked that the Western Orthodox
bodies now have no less than four newspapers, repre-

senting their several gradations and phases of view.
The Western Friend, published in Kan.sas, bv C. W.
Harvey, is strongly and earnestly on the lines of the
Wilburite movement. Nearest to it, but much re-

moved, is the Star and Crown, published at Indian-
apolis, and edited by Seth Mills and E. J. Scott,

which represents a moderate form of the "evangeli-
cal " movement, and resists to some extent the de-

partures of the most radical "workers" in it. Next
stands the Christian Worker, of Chicago, now edited
by C. W. Pritcbard, whicli is the exponent of the
evangelical and revival movement in all respects, e.x-

cept that it disapproves the "ordinances." Lastly,

on the farthest extreme from the Wilburite journal,

is the new Expositor, representing the Updegraff ele-

ment in Ohio, and elsewhere.
* * *

The Presidents of Lafayette, Franklin and Mar-
shall, and Swarthmore Colleges have united in a call

for a meeting of college presidents, and presidents

and treasurers of college trustees, of Pennsylvania,
to meet at Harrisburg on the 1st of the Third month,
to consider the subject of college taxation. It is also

proposed to form a permanent Association of the
college officers of the State, to advance the interests

of higher education.

MA JiSTAGES.
ATKIN—HILBOEN.—Second month 10th, 1887, at the

residence of the bride's parents, Arkona, Warwick town-
ship, Lambton Co., Ontario, under the care of Friends,

John Atkin to Amy J. Hilborn.

EIDGWAY.—NORTH.- On Fourth day, 16th of Second
month, at the residence of the bride's parents by Friends'

ceremony, the mayor Jesse Pratt being present, Ellis W.
Eidgway and Clara V. North, all of Camden, N. J.

DEA THS.
BAKEE.—Second month 3d, 1887, Anna F., wife of Ben-

jamin Baker, and daughter of the late Eiisha Freeman,
aged nearly 66 years; a member of East Hamburg Monthly
Meeting of Friends, N. Y.

CAER.—At the residence of her son, Oliver K. Carr, in

Washington Springs, Jasper county, Iowa, on the 11th of

Second month, 18S7, Rachel T. Carr, wife of John M. Cam
in the 71st year of her age; a member of the Marietta

Monthly Meeting. She was the oldest daughter of Oliver

and Sarah Kinsey, of Chester county, Pa., where she was
born the 6th of Sixth month, 1816. She was an invalid for

many year.s, and was very patient and considerate of those

who waited upon her. Her request to be buried plainly and
simply was carried out; she was buried in the cemetery at

Mitchellville, Polk county, Iowa, Second month 13th, 1887.

CONNAED.—In Norristown, at the residence of her

niece Sallie Shoemaker, Second month IGth, Sarah Coanard,

in her 70th year. Interment at Gwynedd, Pa.

FULTON.—At Waynesville, O., First month 31st, of

pneumonia, Hannah Fulton, aged 82 years, 4 months, 30

days.

This dear Friend always had a pleasant word for all, and
meekly bore her burden of toil and care.

HAIGHT.—On the 9th of Second month, at her home in

New York, Emetine Haight, wife of Charles Haight ; a

member of New York Monthly Meeting.

HOLLINGSWORTH.-Died at the residence of her

nephew, Thomas HoUingsworth, First month 7th, 1887,

Abigail HoUingsworth, in the 89th year of her age, a mem-
ber and elder of Little Falls Monthly and Particular Meet-
ing.

She was one of the meek of the earth, a constant attender

of all our meetings, when able to do so. Her greatest concern

was to do right. Having the charge of her brother's

motherless children at an early age, and their father dying
about three years after, the responsibility rested on this

faithful aunt to care for and educate them, with the excep-

tion of two who went to live with their mother's family.

In the decline of life these children waited on her with
tenderness and constancy of purpose, and they now rise

up and call her blessed. She quietly awaited tlte Master's
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ciiiiiiiig ivuil peiieefully piiased away, ami is rtoubtlosh cn-

jiiyiiiK till' lioli reward iil'ii well-spent life. At tlic, time of

her I'liiieriil a meeting was held at Little Fulls Meeting-

house, and sevenil testimonies were borne to her worth.

She was laid in the buryinggrouud adjoining, where her

father, mother and all her family have been laid, she being

the last of a large family. The venerable parents of this

interesting family of nine children moved from near West-

town, Chester county. Pa., in the year 1806, and bought a

thousand acres of land in this neighborhood, on which they

settledeightof their children—six sons and two daughtera—
one son having died before he was of age.

The memory of this dear Friend is precious to many of

her friends. M. P.

Falkton, See^>nd month, 1887.

NEWLIN.—Second month 16th, at Eoxborough, Phila-

delphia, Jesse Newlin ; a member of the Monthly Meeting

of Friends held at Green street, Philadelphia, aged 81.

PARRY.—At Byherry, Pa., Second month loth, Sarah A.,

wife of Charles Parry, in her 65th year.

SELLERS.—At her residence. Upper Darby, Pa., Second

month 16th, Rebecca J. Sellers, in her 69th year.

WALKER.— In Philadelphia, Second month 15th, Joseph^

son of Susan L. and the late Hauauiah Walker. Inter-

ment at Valley Friends' ground.

WILSON.—Second month 18th, at his residence, Wood-
bum, Dover, Del., Edward W. Wilson ; a member of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
NINE PARTNERS QUARTERLY MEETING.

THIS was held on the 7tb instant. The attendance

was about as full as usual. Some of the aged ones

usually with us were too feeble, although the weather

was mild for winter. Our venerable friend, Aaron
Sutton, had a slight fall on the ice, the week before,

which he did not mind much at the time, and the

morning following he left home to attend the funeral

of an aged brother, when he was taken ill. He soon

rallied, however, and now is entirely recovered, and
was at meeting on First-day, 13th inst. He is now in

his 94th year, and has not missed a meeting this win-

ter, facing many, many storms for two miles in order

to attend. If the young people possessed some of his

courage, the answers to our queries would be very

much changed, and there would not be so many
empty places.

Some Friends from a distance failed to get here in

time for the Select Meeting, owing to railroad dis-

connections. Our esteemed friend, Isaac Hicks, a

minister from Westbury Quarter, was in attendance,

and was much favored in communication on First-

day morning. At the meeting for business we were

also feelingly addressed. The usual queries, together

with the answers, were read and considered deliber-

ately, during which some salutary remarks were

made. Our friend Mary Barrow, a minister of this

meeting, was prevented from attending all through,

by illness.

Isaac Hicks and the writer of this also attended

Stamford Quarter, held at Crum Elbow on Sixth-day

following. This meeting was large, and the audience

attentive. Friend Hicks again ministered unto us,

after a brief silence,—as the meeting was long in

gathering, the morning beingcloudy and some coming

a distance.

The meetings here (Crum Elbow), are generally

large and full on the first floor, there being no

churchos near, and tlic meeting held on a day of the

week when others can attend without neglect of their

own fold. Friend Hicks arose with the words,

"What is Truth?" which was presented in plain

terms, to our edification. At his close, we were ad-

dressed by James 0. Stringham, who W!V3 favored to

claim the undivi<ied attention by his usual earnest

manner of speaking, convincing the hearers of his

unswerving trust and faith in what his Master called

him to. The meeting then convened in joint session

for the transaction of the usual business, Sarah Macy
an<l James C. Stringham acting as clerks.

The writer would invite ministering Friends to at-

tend Stamford Quarterly Meeting. J. C. H.

SALEM QUARTERLY MEETING.

This meeting, held at Salem, O., on the 12th instant,

was largely and seasonably attended, considering the

bad traveling. As we convened in silence we felt the

canopy of the Father's love to extend over us ; but

little was said to break the silence of worship, and

the business part was conducted in harmony. We
miss the presence of many that have been called from

works to reward, and some who are too feeble to meet

with us ; we hope the mantle of these may fall upon

others who are younger and in the more vigorous

walks of life.

Our temperance meeting as usual was held an

hour previous and was unusually interesting; the sub-

jects of intoxicating liquors and tobacco were freely

discussed. An incident relating to the evil conse-

quences of the use of tobacco, was read, in which it

was stated that a physician, walking with another

person past a house, said, " I have a patient in there

who is past recovery, the result of the incessant

smoking of tobacco, by her husband. The constant

discomforts and annoyance it has given her have

completely prostrated her nervous system." We read

in Romans, 14 ; 15: " If thy brother be grieved with

thy meat, now walkest thou not charitably." Does

not this clause readily apply to the offensive odor,

and fumes of tobacco, as well as that of intoxicating

drink or both alike? There are many in limited

means, who are often imploring pecuniary aid
;
is

there any better way to make a starting point to put

down these two evils than to say we will not assist

unless you will abandon them ? Women have a great

influence over men in that direction, and if they

would not countenance any one who is addicted to

the tobacco habit, they might do much good.

Salem, Ohio. M. G.

—Miami Quarterly Meeting (Ohio), held Second

month 12lh, was as large as usual at this season ; al-

though there were fewer older Friends, a larger

number of the younger element attended than is often

the case. Several testimonies were borne to the

efficacy of Divine Truth, some of the speakers be-

longing to the other branch of Friends. The custom-

ary business claimed the attention of the business

meeting. The First-day school and meeting next

day were smaller than they would have been, owing
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to the funeral of an aged man, Seth Cartright, whose
wife has been a life-long member. On Seventh day
evening, the Young Friends' Association met and had
a profitable time, with readings, recitations, essays and
nuestions concerning Friends and their principles

referred at a previous meeting. T.

COMMUNICA TIONS.
REPORTS OF QUARTERLY MEETINGS.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

THERE is nothing published in the Intelligencer
AND Journal that I rea<l with more pleasure than
many of the accounts we have from time to time of
our difi'erent meetings, and I feel that if we could
have more of them it would be a very good thing ; in

view of this I would propose that some suitable

Friend from each quarterly meeting be thus desig-

nated. In sending forth this information, however,
it would be well to know that it is at all times strictly

correct, and whilst I admire brevity, yet a detailed
account as we had in last week's number is very
desirable. And here in justice to our Orthodox
brother, R. P. King, who attended our late quarterly
meeting I would say, for fear there might be some
misapprehension about the matter in consequence of
some remarks made by one correspondent in last

week's number, that he remained during our business
session in consequence of my own and some other's

urgent invitation, as he did tell the meeting ; and also

that his visit was entirely in the pure love of the
everlasting Gospel, and was so received by many of us.

Philada., Second mo. 21. Geo. H. Kille.
[Our meetings for business are composed, as is well

known, of members only. The right to invite a non-
member to remain certainly does not belong to indi-

viduals.

—

Eds. Intelligencer and Journal.]

THOUGHTS ON READING THE PAPER.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

Sometimes I am led to feel that no greater pleasure
comes to me in the course of the week,—letters ex-
cepted,—than your excellent paper, particularly

when it reaches me on Seventh-day evening. I open
its fresh leaves, and read aloud the thoughts of those
who can give of their experience to aid younger
travelers upon the road of life. How valuable to

every member of our Society were those answers of
our aged friend S. P. G., which lately appeared. I

felt as though I wished every person who had a de-
sire to know the truth could read them.

The article in the last paper relating to Kimberton
Boarding School was deeply interesting to me, for I

have in my possession a painting, copied by me in my
eleventh year, of this same school building, with some
of its surroundings,—the old hotel, with its swinging
signs ; the mill

; the tall Lombardy poplars in the
yard

; and by the plain board fence that divides the
yard from the road stands an old man in Friendly
garb, with cane in hand, him whom we all called Em-
mor Kiinber, or " Old Friend Kimber." The original

painting was from nature, by a pupil of that school
in its palmy days, I suppose, who is still living and
wa.s for many years my instructor in the common
English branches. She also excelled in penmanship

;

our copy plates were not only beautifully written, but
were mostly selections from memory's store-house.

calculated to improve and instruct us, the outgrowth
of her superior instruction. So it really seems that

the value of good teaching descends from generation

to generation. Long after the great strong hearts

have ceased to beat, their works still follow them.
Sometimes when I read of such faitliful characters in

the past, I begin to bemoan the present. But there

rise up before me such faithful workers as Martha
Schotield and others, and there comes this thought

:

" They who do the beat they can, under the circum-

stances that surround them, act well, act nobly
;

angels could do no more." M. F. S.

Waterford, Va.

EDUCATIONAL.
THE BEST METHODS OF TEACHING LITERATURE.'

"GIVE the best method of teaching English." If I

only knew it! It is a subject of deep concern with

me; and how glad I should be if some one would tell

me the best method.
Before any method can be successfully applied,

there must be created a feeling of the importance of

teaching English at all. Hear what Mr. Skeat says:

"There are very many who have never realized that

there are but few languages whose records are so

ample as to admit of ranging over so many centuries;

and every Englishman who wishes to study, step by
step, development of a literature, and to watch the

progress of human thought and expression through-

out a whole millennium, had better begin at home,
with English, yet to be the language of all civilized

men." And Dr. Furness: "We have, unquestion-

ably, the finest literature of modern time.s. Into

that language we should feel grateful that we were
born. We live in it, make love in it, and we shall

die in it. It does seem as though we were neglecting

one of Heaven's choicest blessings if we do not use it

as a means of educating or of enfolding all our powers
of thought and expression."

To be a tolerably good English scholar is within

the capacity of any high school girl or boy—surely a

goal far preferable to that of being a decidedly poor
Latin scholar. Just note, for a minute, how other

nations are turning to English Literature, as to the

literature of the modern world. The Germans,
especially, whose literary life began only one hun-
dred and fifty years ago, are forced to poach on our
manor and hunt abroad because they have no such
game at home, and so they have societies and maga-
zines devoted to the study of English. "Within the

past few years in France three separate editions of

one and the same play of Shakespeare have been
admirably edited for the use of .schools, with the

English text, and French notes." The time is ripe

for a forward step in the direction of a reform with

us, and if we do not take it other institutions will,

and we shall in the end come lagging in behind; in

the mean time, the boys and girls, now under our

control, will miss the advantages which they might
claim as their due from us wdio are " as watchmen set

on a hill, guardintr their best interests."

In the light of kindred facts the question comes :

'Read at a late meeting of teachers of Friends' Elementary and
High school, Baltimore.
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Should not the English lanjiuage and its literature

have a larger place in our courses of Ktuiiy than they

have at present, even if other languages and litera-

ture have less? I helievo I do not err when I say

that we are in advance of other schools in tliis re-

spect, hut under what an auiount of pressure Lshall

not undertake to say.

But about methods! Given time, how sliall we
teach our literature? That is just wliat I went to

the National Teachers' Convention for, last sunmier,

to hear something about methods; and I heard not

one word. Plenty of school topics discussed, of

course, such as " Shall we read the Bible in our Pub-
lic Schools?" etc., etc., but alas! I heard not how I

should teach literature. I am expected after all this

however, to say something of the how, so what I can

glean from master minds, together with my own ex-

perience, I shall endeavor to give you, hoping that

what is wrong in my system may be righted.

The first step should be the study of a good text,

giving authentic biograpliies of authors, with choice

selections, and a few gem quotations committed to

memory from writings of the same. Dr. John.son

once confessed that literary biography was the most
fascinating part of literature. I think it may precede

the literature proper, perhaps. In my work on the

subject, I treat it under three heads, for convenience,

commencing w'ith Biography, then taking History of

Language, and afterwards Literature proper. The
dividing line between the biography and the litera-

ture proper cannot, however, be distinctly drawn. A
few great writers who represent the characteristics of

a literary age, and who lead the literary fashion of

the century, should be a nucleus for the period, and
smaller names should be grouped around the greater

ones. As literary history is but a succession of per-

iods,—each period has its little group of imitative wri-

ters,—so we may trace the course of literary history

in the lives of those who form it. Within the last

few years, the revolt against text-book worship has

led to the general conviction that literature is not to

be learned from a biographical manual. The convic-

tion is good, as far as it goes, but small help to one
searching for suggestions. The inner life of a people

must be studied. Tiieir occupations, food, customs,

laws, religion, habits of thought. All this must be
known in order to know the forces that shaped
events. One must know the thought movements of

the age. "Everything which profoundly stirs the

lives of a people is sure to reveal itself in literature."

This work of biography and literary history might
take two recitations a week, and three should be left

for literature itself. In the wonls of an excellent

teacher, careful, enthusiastic reading of the literature

itself in some of its best specimens,—that is what we
want to secure.

Passages learned by heart will serve as a touch-

stone. Prof. Meade says :
" The exquisite exactness

and beauty of the imagery and the richness of the

diction will escape him who does not pause lovingly

and reverently to catch the echoes of the golden lyre,

whose music thrills through so much of our poetry,

from Chaucer to Tennyson."
Of course, before the study of literature can be

profitably prosecuted, a rhetorical knowledge is neces-

sary. This must inchule the various elements; first,

perhaps, thestudy of words, whethersmoothor harsh,

long or short, whether from Anglo-Saxon or Latin
;

whether the author uses long, short, balanced, loose,

or involved sentences, whether he uses imagery to

any extent, whether his style is concise or diffuse, etc

.

To imitate different styles is good practice in order to

master the style, but originality must be preserved.

But it is scarcely necessary to go further, and I am
sure I have given no now ideas on the subject. I want
some. Many will acknowledge that our own rich lan-

guage and literature are crowded out of the college

curriculum. I rejoice, however, to see that Bryn
Mawr is taking a step; in her circular I see this:

" Courses of private reading upon which will be fre-

quent examinations meant to familiarize the student

with classical English reading."

Is there anything that can be substituted for a

pure literary taste ? Does anything so fit a lady to

adorn the society in which she moves? Would not

such a taste charm down the endless gossip of

the age? A mind full of the best thoughts of

of our best authors has no room " to let" to those who
would spend the hours in idle talk. When the active

scenes of life close on the man or woman, what can

take the places of them ? If one has been trained to

a love of our best literature, what a refuge from the

weary hours that must follow an active life !

R. E. Lamb.

FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOLS.
AT the meeting of the Executive Committee of the

Colored Educational Association, on the IGth inst.,

interesting reports were read from the schools at

Aiken and Mount Pleasant. The total number en-

rolled at Aiken, on Second month 8th, was 246, and
the present attendance 211. There are nine classes,

in the highest of which (containing 8 persons), the

studies are arithmetic, geography, grammar, history,

English literature, writing, spelling, algebra, defining

and composition. This class had an oral coarse, with

notes, on physiology, last year, and the principal, A.

A. F. Sprague, says: "I shall give them scientific

notes, this year, so far as I feel it is best to take their

time from the common branches, which they so

much need." The ninth class is the primary one, in

which the instruction is of the simplest kind. The
ages of the scholars (taking all classes) range from

4 years to 31 years. IMartha Schofleld says :
" If the

number in the upper class seems small, it is because

so few have means to remain until they graduate,

and until they do they are not well fitted to teach.

The winter has been so cold, and crops were so poor,

many could not get clothing and shoes to come, but

now there is a daily increase. This morning, a

mother came with six daughters, two of them over 20,

and not one as far as subtraction. They live 12

miles in the country, where there is no school, and
the mother has rented two rooms at $4 a month, and
will stay with them, leaving the father and a son at

home to work on the land. All the girls are used to

working in the field, but the mother wants them to

have a common education, and no one can realize
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what sacrifices they make to save the money for rent,

or how pimple the food tliey bring from home. Many
more ccme to get tiieir children into school, but

there is not employment enough for all to earn some-

thing between times, though very willing to work."

The principal, A. A. F. Sprague, also says :

" We have
six teachers for regular cla=s work. I consider them
faithful, earnest and successful. The pupils are re-

markably studious ; as I look into the ditl'erent rooms,

almost invariably I find them at work. I certainly

never taught more attentive, earnest scholars than
those of this senior class. If people of means could

see their eagernefs to learn, and how they struggle

for it, I am sure they would give of their abundance,

and feel it to be a true charity. Many scholars can

remain but a part of the year, then go out and work, to

return foranother short period, havingforgotten much
they had previously learned. This makes a tedious,

discouraging course, and great credit is due them for

their perseverance. A fund to aid such is much needed
The lont;erI work with this race the more worthy and
capable I think them. The gratitude and appreciation

of the older pupils make a pleasant feature indeed."

From Mt. Pleasant, Abby D. Munroe writes :
" We

opened our school as usual, in November. That
month we registered between 70 and 80, but the at-

tendance was not so good as it usually is, owing to

sickness. In December we registered 110, and the

same in January. The diseases spoken of (whooping-
cough, measles, fevers,) spread from the village to the

country, and very few country children—not more
than a dozen—have come as yet. In age our pupils

range from 6 to 18 (there are 2 only over 16). It is

an ungraded school. Our aim is to give a good, thor-

ough grammar-school education. The few who have
the ability or the desire for an advanced education

we recommend to the Normal Schools and Institutes,

of which there are several in the South. ... In
the primer and alphabet we have now but a small
class, as a great many of the parents can now read
themselves, and so are able to start their children. It

may be interesting for you to know that of the last

class that went from our school, five in number, four

are now teaching in this county, while the other, a
young man, has entered Howard University (Wash-
ington, D. C.,) to pursue his studies further. But we
take no more pride in these than in the scores who,
for miles through the country, are settled on little

farms of their own, purchased by the labor of their

own hands,—good, honest citizens, faithful parents,

many of them holding responsible positions in the
community." A. D. M. refers to the great inconven-
ience and disadvantage of having to occupy a church
for theschool use (the school-house having been com-
pletely destroyed by the cyclone of 1885), and says
further :

" The children pay a tax of twenty cents a
month,—those who are able,—and this serves to meet
running expenses, pay janitor and partially provide
books. They also provide fuel, which, since the win-
ters have grown so severe, is quite an item. On the
whole we have a very pleasant, interesting school, and
often wish our friends could look in upon us and see
the room full of bright, happy faces, as we gather from
day to day.

" We have lost three of our pupils by death since
my return, and another is lying very low. And you
must know that sickness among the pupils of a school
like ours means an additional tax upon the teachers'
time and strength. The little girl who is so sick now
we found destitute of everything that would make a
sick person comfortable, her mother and brother be-
ing sick in the same room. To make their condition
worse, their house was almost destroyed during the
earthquake. It was a very singular case ; a well of
hot water formed underneath the house,—which was
situated near a creek,—and boiled up, lifting up the
floor-boards and finally lifting the house from its foun-
dation. During this process of boiling, different colors
of mud were thrown into the air. The house has been
but partially repaired and is very open. There has
been untold suflering here this winter. The eflects of
the earthquake have been felt by all classes, but by
the poor people more particularly, and their los.sei3,

though great to them, were not considered in com-
parison with those of others who had more worth
noticing. Still, they struggle on hopefully, as they
have always done, in the face of difliculties and trials

that would have brought those less patient and hope-
ful to the verge of despair.

" For more than a score of years now this school
has stood with open doors, to welcome all who could
avail themselves of its advantages, eight months of
each year. Its influence in this community is

acknowledged by all, as the influence of all "such
schools must needs be. AVitbiu a few years, a por-
tion of Charleston county has been set apart into
Berkely county, and Mt. Pleasant has become the
county seat. This has increased its population con-
siderably, and we now have more pupils from within
the village limits than ever before, and these are our
best attenders and remain in school the longest, the
country children being obliged to work on the plan-
tations the greater part of the year. This week they
have been holding court here, and as we have seen
the prisoners taken from the jail and carried to their
trial it has been encouraging for us to know that not
one of our pupils has ever gone through with that
experience, or ever been a prisoner in the jail ; nor
do we know of one who has become a drunkard."

APPEAL AGAINST WAR IN EUROPE.
OVER fifty memorials to branch peace societies and
correspondents in Europe have just been sent on out-
going steamers by the Universal Peace Union, inter-
ceding for peace among the nations of the Old World.
The recipients are requested to immediately com-
municate the memorial, " in the national language,
with any remarks of their own, to their govern-
ments." The memorials are headed "America to
Europe," and the European peace societies are ad-
dressed as follows :

Esteemed Friends and Co-laborers : The repeated
rumors threatening war in Europe move us in sym-
pathy for all likely to be afi"ected by the awful
catastrophe of an appeal to the arbitrament of arms.
This we desire to avert.

In this age of enlightenment, of rapid communica-
tion, of prosperous commercial intercourse, of cher-
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ished ties of homes and social relationshipa. and of

tiie recognition of tlio one Father of us ;ill, it Beeins

to us it would be ii nionstrouscrimeto involve a great

continent, or any portion thereof, in war, with its

fearful expense, desolation and destruction, blood-

shed, afiony and <leath.

Surely the history of the past furnishes suflicient

examples where reason, diplomacy, mediation and

arbitration have settled dillioulties equally compli-

cated with those which now embarrass your portion

of the world.

What, then, is tlieoflioe of peace societies ? With

our numerous organizations throughout the civilized

world, wherein shall we prove our strength and our

faith ?

In this spirit we have held public meetings and

conferred together, and now appeal to you, each in

your own way and in your own language, to*mem-

orialize your governments, and, in<leed, all govern-

ments where not represented by a peace society, to

submit the questions at issue to a conference of all

the Powers of Europe, as a great National Council of

Peace; and if such a body fail in an amicable settle-

ment, to leave all to impartial arbitration, agreeing

to abide by the decision. We enjoin it upon you to

wait [upon your governments by delegations, but,

where this cannot be done, to send your memorial

speedily by trusty agents.

You may let it be known that this petition

emanates from the sincere love and sympathy of

friends of peace in America, who would have all

mankind enjoy the blessings of peace, and be forever

preserved from the horrors of war.

We cannot too often impress the fact that by a

proportionate reduction of the army of each nation

there will be maintained the same relative position

as by proportionate increase of armies, and certainly

it would be looking forward to ultimate disarma-

ment, which we so sincerely desire, as aiding in se-

curing perpetual peace, happiness and prosperity.

With our sincere prayers for your success in this

beneficial work for the welfare of all we aie your as-

sured friends

:

On behalf of the Universal Peace Union,

Alfred H. Love, President.

Attest—T. EUwood Longshore, Secretary.

Philadelphia, U. S., February 10, 1887.

The following circular on the same subject has

also been sent out

:

Boston, M.\ss., U. S. A., February 18, 1887.

THE AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY, ORGANIZED
A. D. 1828.

To The Pe.\ce Societies of Europe;
Greeting :—In pursuance of our duty, and moved

by rumors and threats of war, which the almost daily

increase of national armaments originate and aug-

ment, we, in common with other peace-loving Amer-
icans, venture to address you as in sympathy with us

in endeavors to avert its impending calamities.

Recent history aifords so many examples of suc-

cessful international arbitration as to strengthen our

belief and hope that resort may be had to it, not only

in present emergencies, but permanently, as an inex-

pensive and bloodless method of settling national
quarrels. This hope has impelled us to address our
own Government through a multitude of petitionsi

each numerously signed, praying it to enter into nego-
ciations with other governments in order to consti-

tute a permanent International Court of Arbitration
;

and, till that be secured, to put an arbitration clause
in every treaty. The Congress of the United States
has thus far responded favorably.

Will you allow us to suggest and urge that each of
your societies memorialize your own governments,
and indeed all governments under which peace so-
cieties do not exist, to attempt arbitration if negotia-
tion fails to secure ])eace ?

Every preparation for war on the part of any gov-
ernment is .seized upon by its neighbors as a pretext
to enormously increase their own armaments, and
thus augment taxation and debt. This has gone on
till .some nations are, even in peace, on the verge of
bankruptcy. The irksome idleness and frightfid cost
of vast armies; the increasing expense incident
to the introduction of the latest military inventions;
the self-confidence born of such immense prepara-
tions, with the natural desire to employ them, all

urge to war. If there be no sufHcient pretext, govern-
ments are tempted to invent one.

Delays are dangerous. A single diplomatic misun-
derstanding or alleged insult; some inadvertence upon
the frontier or the high seas which may be construed
as dishonoring a flag, or outraging a citizen, may pre-
cipitate a war, the limits, cost, suffering and wrongs
of which the wisest cannot estimate.

It seems our duty, as a society organized for the
promotion of peace, earnestly and at once by every
means in our power, to protest against the warlike at-
titude of Christendom, as a causeless and unreasonable
jeopardizi ng of the peace of the world, and with it all

the highest and best interests of mankind. You will

undoubtedly unite with us and kindred societies in
this earnest protest, and also in a persistent and per-
petual effort to secure practical and governmental ex-
pression to that sentiment of international concord
which exists in the hearts of the best subjects and
citizens of all countries.

With high respect and earnest sympathy,
Edward S. Tobey, President.

Rowland B. Howard, Secretary.

IMPORTANT LEGACIES TO FRIENDS'
WORK.

THE will of our late venerable friend, John M.
George, of Overbrook, was admitted to probate in the
oflice of the Register of Wills, of Philadelphia, on
the 18th instant. The bequests are of much interest
to Friends of this Yearly Meeting. They are as fol-

lows: "To the Trustees of the Merion Preparative
Meeting of Friends, §5000 in trust, the income to be
appropriated and used exclusively to and for keeping
in repair the meeting-huuse and burial grounds for-

ever ; to Swarthmore College, $5000 ; the Pennsylva-
nia Hospital, $4000 ;

the Home for Aged and Infirm
Colored Persons, SoOOO ; the Woman's Hospital, 13000

;

the Trustees of Radnor Monthly Meeting of FViends
|i3000 in trust, the income to be used for the support
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of poor Friends ; to the George Institute in Heston-

ville, ?oOOO, the interest to be used for the purchase

of books for the library ; the Old Couples' Home,
$2000; Pennsylvania Institution for the Instruction

of the Blind, §2000 ; the Pennsylvania Institution for

the Deaf and Dumb, |2000."

A tinal clause reads: " I give, devise and bequeath

the rest, residue and remainder of my estate what-

soever and wheresover situate, both real and person-

al, to my executors and the survivors and survivor of

them and the heirs of such survivor in trust and

confidence that they shall and will appropriate and

apply the whole of the clear proceeds thereof, and all

the income which shall accrue and be devised there-

from, for the purpose hereinafter mentioned, that is

to say, I authorize and empowermy said executors

and the survivors of them or survivor of them to pay

the same, as realized, over to the Treasurer for the

time being of the Yearly Meeting of Friends, of Phil-

adelphia, that holds its sessions annually at or near

the corner of Fifteenth and Race streets, in said

city, for the purpose'of erecting a boarding-school, to

be located at some suitable place in Eastern Pennsyl-

vania, and to be for the education of children of

members of the Society of Friends and such others as

a committee appointed by the said Yearly Meeting

may think proper. This bequest is to be for the erec-

tion of suitable, plain buildings, and the balance not

needed for that purpose to form a fund, the interest

of which may be applied towards reducing the cost

of education. And should it be expedient, my exe-

cutors shall have full power to sell and convey any

portion of my residuary real estate without liability

on the part of the purchasers or purchaser for the ap-

plication of the purchase money." The executors

named are A. Lewis Smith, of Media, Pa.; Richard

H. Downing, 1613 Race street, and Amos G. Cham-
bers, Seventy-third streetand Elmwood avenue. West

Philadelphia.

(It is stated that the personal property is valued

at upwards of §200,000, and that the whole estate

will be over $500,000.)

DISARMAMENT.
" PUT lip the sword !

" The voice of Christ once more

Speaks in the pau.ses of the cannon's roar.

O'er fields of corn by fiery .sickles reaped

And left dry ashes; over trendies heaped

With nameless dead ; o'er cities starving slow

Under a rain of fire ; through wards of woe

Down which a groaning diapason runs

From tortured brotliers, husbands, lovers, sons,

Of desolate women in their far off homes.

Waiting to hear the step that never comes !

O men and brothers ! let that voice be heard
;

War fails, try peace ; put up the useless sword.

Fear not the end. There is a story told

In Eastern tents, when autumn nights grow cold.

And round the fire the Mongol shepherds sit

With grave responses listening unto it

:

Once, on the errands of his mercy bent,

Buddha, the holy and benevolent.

Met a fell monster, huge and fierce of look,

Wlicse awful voice the hills and forests shook.
' O son of peace !

" the giant cried, " thy fate

Is sealed at last, and love shall yield to hate."

The unarmed Buddha, looking, with uo trace

Of fear or anger, in the monster's face.

In pity said ;
" Poor fiend, even thee I love."

Lo ! as he spake the sky-tall terror sank
To hand-breadth size ; the huge abhorrence shrauk
Into the form and fashion of a dove

;

And where the thunder of its rage was heard
Circling above him sweetly sang the bird

;

Hate hath no harm for love," so ran the song ;

—

And peace unweaponed conquers every wrong.

—John G. Whittier.

OH, GRANT US LIGHT!
OH, grant us light, that we may know
The wisdom thou alone canst give.

That truth may guide where'er we go
And virtue bless where'er we live

!

Oh, grant us light, that we may see

Where error lurks in human lore.

And turn our doubting minds to thee,

And love thy simple word the more !

Oh, grant us light that we may learn

How dead is life from thee apart.

How sure is joy for all who turn

To thee an undivided heart!

Oh, grant us light in grief and pain

To lift our burdened hearts above,

Aud count the very Cross a gain.

And bless our Father's hidden love !

Oh, grant us light, when, soon or late,

All earthly scenes shall pass away,
In thee to find the open gate

To deathless home aud endless day !

—L. Tuttielt.

TAKE THOU MY HAND.
TAKE thou my hand, dear Father ; all the day
My willful feet have wandered to and fro.

Bent to pursue a more alluring way
Than that plain path marked out for me to go.

How swift my feet where swiftness is a snare!

But toward my duty. Lord, alas, how slow !

Naught is my life without reproving care

—

Take thou my hand, and guide me as I go.

Sometimes I hear light laughter on the breeze
;

Sometimes I hear soft voices calling low,

Tempting my soul to pause awhile and seize

Some siren joy before I farther go.

Too weak am I alone to run my race,

But thou art .strong and lovest me, I know

;

Lead me, my Lord, to see thy blessed face,

Hold fast my hand, and guide me as I go.

—Selected.

SOME FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF ENGLAND.
HERE are some of my first impressions of England as

seen from the carriage and from the cars. How very

English ! I recall Birket Foster's Pictures of English

Landscape,—a beautiful, poetical series of views, but

hardly more poetical than the reality. How thor-

oughly England is groomed! Our New England out-

of-doors landscape often looks as if it had just got out

of bed, and had not finished its toilet. The glowing
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green of every thin;! strikes me: green hedges in place

of our rail-fences, nlwnya iisly, and our rude stone-

walls, which are not wanting in a certain look of fit-

ness approaching to comeliness, and are really pictur-

esque wlien lichen-coated, but poor features of land-

scape as compared to these universal hedges. 1 am
disappointed in the trees, so far ; I have not seen one

large tree as yet. Most of the trees are of very

moderate dimetisions, feathered all the way up their

long, slender trunks with a lop-sided mop of loaves at

the top, like a wig wliicli has slipped awry. I trust

that I am not finding everything couleur da rose; but

I certainly do find the cheeks of children and young
persons of such brilliant rosy hue as I do not remem-
that I have ever seen before. I am almost ready to

think this and that child's face has been colored I'rom

a pink saucer. If the Saxon youths exposed for sale

at Rome, in the days of Pope Gregory the Great, had
complexions like these children, no wonder that the

ponti If exclaimed, 'Hot AingU,h\il angeli ! All this may
sound a little extravagant, but I am giving my im-

pressions without any intentional exaggeration. How
far these first impressions may be modified by after-

experiences there will be time enough to find out and

to tell. It is better to set them down at once just as

they are. A first impression is one never to be re-

peated ; the second look will see much that was not

noticed, but it will not reproduce the sharp lines of

ihe first proof, which is always interesting, no matter

what the eye or the mind fixes upon. " I see men as

trees walking." That first experience could not be

mended. When Dickens landed in Boston, he was
struck with the brightness of all the objects he saw,

—

buildings, signs, and so forth. When I lancied in

Liverpool, everything looked very dark, very dingy,

very massive, in the streets I drove through. So in

London, but in a week it all seemed natural enough.
—Dr. 0. W. Holmes in Atlantic Monthly.

MARRIAGE CUSTOMS IN DENMARK.
THE Danes have a society unlike those of any other

people we know. It is known as "The Maiden As-

surance Society." Its aim is to provide for a class

—

single women of well-to-do families. It shelters and
cares for them and furnishes them with " pin-money."

Its methods are thus described: As soon as a girl-

child is born to him the father enrolls her name in a

certain association, and pays a certain sum, and
thereafter a fixed sum to the society. When she lias

reached the age of—we believe—21, and is not married,

she becomes entitled to a fixed income and to a suite

of apartments in a large building of the association,

with gardens and park about it, inhabited by other

young or older ladies wlio have thus become mem-
bers. If her father dies in her youth, and she desires

it, she has shelter in this building, and, at a fixed time,

her own income. When she dies or marries all this

right to income lapses, and the money paid in swells

the endowment of the association. Her father may
pay for twenty years, and then her marriage cut off

all advantage of the insurance. But this very chance
must enable the company to charge lower annual

premiums, and make the burden less on the father

insuring. He has, anyway, the pleasant feeling that

his small annual payments are insuring his daughter's
future, and giving her a comfortable homo and in-

como after he has gone. It is obvious that the
chances for marria>;e among a given number of
women can be calculated as closely as those of death.
The plan has worked well for generations in Copen-
hagen.

—

Kcchange. ^

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Ill all the Rom:iii Catholic churches of the diocese of

Wilmington, Djliiware, on the l.'ith inst., a pastoral was
read from Bishop Curtis forbidding balls given with the in-

tention of raising money for religions purposes; also the
holding of picnics, fairs, excursions or ciitertainments of
any kind for the bunolU of anything religious or charitable
without the approval and consent of the Bishop.

—A telegram from the City of Mexico says that a pro-
ject is on foot in London for sending five thousand Jewish
colonists to Mexico to be distributed among the agricultural

districts. The proposed colonists are victims of Eussiau
persecution. The promoter of the project in Mexico is

Lionel Samuel, who is in correspoudence with some of the
principal Hebrew bankers and clergymen of London.

—Direct telegraphic communication has been estab-

lished between New Westminster, British Columbia, and
Loudon, England. This is the longest telegraph circuit

ever worked, including altogether over six thousand miles
of land wire and cable.

—Dr. Macgowan h.ia sent to the Agricultural Bureau a
collection of shoes made of rice straw, like those which are
worn by the laboring people ia the south of China. These
shoes are made by the old and feeble, who are unfit for

hard labor, and cost only a few cents per pair. It is sug-
gested that the manufacture of such shoes in the rice-

prodncing regions of the Southern States would be a most
useful innovation. It is also suggested that for nursery
use straw shoes would be invaluable, as giving greater
freedom to the growing feet of children.

—A new method of getting rid of the snow which had
accumulated in the streets of London- and stopped the
traffic after the great fall during the Christmas holidays
was tried by the authorities of one parish with great suc-

cess. The snow instead of being carted away, was thrown
upon a large tray which was kept hot by a portable boiler.

By this method it was quickly melted and passed off into

the drains as a stream of water. The snow-plough was
also used with good effect in the main thoroughfares,
clearing a broad track in the centre of the road, but rais-

ing up a hill of snow on either side, which did not con-
duce to the comfort of pedestrians.

—A violent wind storm, with a maximum velocity

of 60 miles an hour, swept over eastern Colorado on the
17th inst., before daylight. In Denver, windows were
smashed, chimneys and telegraph poles leveled and houses
unroofed. On the Denver and Eio Grande Eailway, near
Colorado Springs, a train of seven cars was blown from the
track, and the mail car and its contents were burned. No
person was injured. A train was also blown from the
track near Morrison, and several persons were injured, one
having a leg broken. Near Como an express train was
blown over a bridge and wrecked, and nearly all the pas-

sengers and train men were severely injured. A freight

train of twenty cars was blown from a side track and the
cars were badly damaged near Colorado Springs. All
trains arriving at Denver were delayed from five to ten
hours by the storm.
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CVBBENT EVENTS.
San Fkancisco, February 21.—Australian advices by

the steamer Zealandia, which arrived here yesterday, state

that sixty lives were lost by the recent floods at Brisbane,

Queeusland. The damage to property is enormous, but can-

not yet be estimated.

ViENN.4., Feb. 18.—A semi-official letter from St. Peters-

burg represents that Russia is waiting for a Franco-German
conflict which she considers inevitable, to realize her own
Balkan projects. While making no compact with France,

Russia would consider it to be to her own interest not to

allow Germany to be victorious in a struggle between those

countries. It is supposed that this intention on the part of

Russia explains the dallying in the negotiations for the

settlement of the Bulgarian question now being carried on

at Constantinople.

San Fkancisco , February 21.—Later advices from Hon-
olulu give details of an eruption of the volcano Mauna
Loa. The eruption began on January 16, when a column
of fire shot up from the south crater. Nothing more took

place for two days. Then suddenly the whole district

around the volcano was kept in tremulous motion by an al-

most constant successiou Of heavy earthquake shocks. One
cool-headed observer kept a record, which showed 383

shocks in thirty -six hours. Nothing was seen of lava until

January 18, as it found an underground passage. On that

day, however, it broke into view, and three great rivers of

molten lava took their course to the sea. One stream

reached the ocean in two days and the others were reported

as not far behind in their course. They wiped out planta-

tions, houses, etc., but so far as learned caused no loss of

life, as the natives and foreigners received timely warning
and abandoned their places. The path of the lava is

through a thickly-settled region aud the damage is great.

The loss from the earthquake is also heavy, as many
walls and buildings were shaken down. On the night of

January 19 the terror of the inhabitants was great, as they

feared that a tidal wave would follow the shocks. A second

eruption broke out February 7, but it ceased the next day.

On February 12 the Honolulu Bulletin issued an extra

announcing a volcanic outbreak of Mokuaweoweo. Smoke,

steam and lava were emitted. The lava flowed in the di-

rection of Kawaihal.

No ambition, however noble it may seem in itself,

is worthy of a true man, if it interferes with the per-

formance of his present duty. Nor is any man lilcely

to do well at something tliat he would like to do by
and by, if he is not ready to do as well as he can do
at that which he ought to do just now. The path to

future success is always through pre.sent duty.

We should more seldom take offence at each other,

if we looked oftener at the why than at the what.

—

Dilluyn's " Reflections."

There are men who speak contemptuously of
" book-learning." They even look down upon all that

is to be gained from the study of books, and they

count themselves fully furnished for life by their
" practical knowledge." Such men are to be pitied.

They are not, however, much narrower than the men
who think that everything needful is to be learned

from books, and who look down upon all forms of

practical experience as a means of intellectual attain-

ment.

Let us honor old age, since it is what we all tend
to.— BlON.

He only adorns his station who believes that he is

adorned by it

—

Richter.

OuK life is an apprenticeship to the truth that

around every circle another can be drawn.

—

Emer-
son.

What is resignation ? It is putting God between
one's self and one's grief.

—

Madame Swetchine.

When we survey the beauty of the natural world'

we cannot but appreciate the wondrous working of

the Deity that made, and rules, and regulates the

universe. B. W. S.

NOTICES.
*».' " The Committee on Education of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting of Friends" will hold a Conference with

Parents, School Committees, Teachers, and others interest-

ed, on Seventh day. Third month 5th, 1887, at Fifteenth and
Race Sts., Philadelphia, commencing at 1.30 o'clock, P. M.
Punctual attendance is desired.

The subjects to be considered are :

1. " What constitutes a suitable preparation for a course of

study in Science."

2. " The necessity and means of educating the will."

3. " The first and last tifteen minutes of school."

All interested are invited to attend.

Wm. Wade Geiscom, Clerk-

'V^A Conference under the auspices of the Visiting
Committee of Baltimore Yearly Meeting will be held on
the occasion of Baltimore Quarterly Meeting, at Lombard
street meeting-house, on First-day, Third month 14, at 3.30

o'clock, P. M.
The subject of " The Mission of the Society of Friends,

and the Present Duty of its Members," will be considered,

and a free expression of views thereon is desired. By
order of The Central Committee.
Baltimore, Second month 21.

*»' Quarterly Meetings in Second month will occur as

follows

:

26. Blue River, Benjaminville, 111.

28. Warrington, Monallen, Pa.

28. Canada H. Y. M., Bloomfield, Ont.

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal as

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found

very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised,

and nothing hrunmi to he unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give special weight to each advertise-

ment. S&'When our readers answer an advertiser,

please mention that they do it upon seeing the adver-

tisement in this va'per.'''®^

'IT/'ANTED.— Part-ivorn Clothing of all kinds for

Men, Boys, Women and Children. Many mothers go to

cook and nurse until 9 p. m., have no time to sew, and want rea-

dy-made clothing. We mend in the sewing school, and sell very

cheap. They get much for the money, and the proceeds help the

school. Last year, besides J80.00 paid for freight, we had S140.00

to build a woodshed, whitewash, and put a wire fence around the

grounds. Now we need stiles and gates. It teaches them how to

save and spend small sums. Babies' worn shoes, that would be

wasted in the North, sell for five cents, and hundreds of bundles

of scraps bring us a dime apiece. They are wanted for quilts and

patchmg. If schools'would gather such barrels, they would help

us greatly. They will come If shipped to Charleston by steamer,

addressed to

SCHOFIELD NORMAL AND INDDSTBIAL SCHOOL,
AiKKN, South Carolina.
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The Intelligencer and Journal for 1887.

CLUB RATES WITH OTHER PERTODICALS.
The Intelligencer and Journal will be sent one year, with auy one of the periodicals named below,

for the amount stated.

WEEKLIES.
Pekiodical.

Philadelphia Press, ($1.)

Pkice fob Both
3.30

The Independent, ($3.) . 5.10

Harper's Weekly, ($4.) . 5.80

Harper's Young People, ($2.)

.

4.10

LiTTELL's Living Age, ($8.) 9. CO

The American, ($3.) .... 5.00

Country Gentleman, ($2..50.) . 4.00

Christian Union, ($3.) 5.10

Journal of Education, ($2..50.) 4.00

Chicago Inter-Ocean, ($1.1 3.40

SEMI-MONTHLIES.
Good Housekeepixg, ($2.50.) . $4.50

MONTHLIES.
The Children's Friend, ($1.50.) . $3.50

SCRIBNER'S M.^GAZINB, ($3.00), 5.00

Periodical.-

The Century- Magazine, ($4.) .

Harper's Magazine, ($4.)

Atlantic Monthly. ($4.) .

The Student, ($1.1 ....
Popular Science Monthly, ($5.) .

North American Review, ($5.)

St. Nicholas, ($3.) ....
Magazine op Amekican History, ($5.)

Wideawake, (.$3.) ....
Babyhood, ($1.50) ....
Phrenological Journal, ($2.)

ViCK's Magazine, ($1.25.) .

American Agriculturist, ($1.50.) .

Gardener's Monthly, ($2.00.) .

Lippincott's Magazine, ($3.) .

The Farm Journal, (0.50.)

Price for Both

3.25

ti.fiO

6.60

5.10

6.60

4.60

3.60

4.10

3.40

3.60

4.O0

5.00

*x* Persons wishing otlier periodicals than those named ahove shonld write us, and we will name prices.

*.s* Where several periodicals in the listare wanted, find the netprice of each, (if ordered through us), by subtracting

$2.50 from the rate given " for both."

V Where our subscribers have already paid up for the Intelligencer and Journal, or for any reasou do not now
wish to remit for it, they can have the periodicals above at the net rate and pay for our paper at their convenience.

J^RIENDS' ACADEMY,
^ A boarding and day-school for both sexes. Thorough

courses preparing for admission to any college, or furnishing a

good English education. Two courses leading to graduation.

The school year begins Third-day, 9tli month 7th, 1886. Terms

8175 per year. Thirty miles from New York. For particular.'^

address, Arthur H. Tomldjson,
Locust Valley, Long Island, N. Y.

TiARLINGTON SEMINARY FOR YOUNO
-^ LADIES. Wf,st CHE.STF.R, Pa.

Spring and Summer term of this Institution will commence

First month 31st, 1887. A ftill Academic and Collegiate course ol

study is pursued. Location healthy and beautiful. Terms $90 per

session of twenty weeks. For catalogues address the principal,

Richard Darlington, Ph.D.

CARPETS.
My selection of carpels for this season incliides a

special line of ingrairu^of Lowell and other best makes,

beside the new styles of Brussels, Velvets, Tapestry,

Venetian, etc.

BENJAMIN GREEN,
33 North Second St., Phila.

/lEAPPAQUA MOUNTAIN INSTITUTE,—
^ A Boarding School for both sexes under the care of Pur-

chase Quarterly Meeting. The present bunding is new and much
enlarged, and has perfect sanitary arrangements. Excellent

corps of instructors. Prepares for College. Healthfully and pleas-

antly located near the Harlem R. R., one hour from New York

city. For catalogue and particulars, address,

Sawdel C. Collins, A. M., Prm.,

Chappaqua Institute. N. Y.

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal as

a medium for advrrtisements will, we think, be found
very satisfactory. A careful supcrinsion is exercised,

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. Tlie

paper ruyiv goes to about 3300 persons, reachiny, say,

16,000 readers, and its si^e and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give special weight to each adver-

tisement. S&'When our readers ansiver an advei--

tiser, please mention that they do it upon seeing the

advertisement in this paper."®8

fiHARLES B. WELLS,^ DENTIST,

152 North 15th Street, Philadelphia.

All dental operations carefully done. Cliarges moderate.

A PERFECT TOILET SOAP IS

LINDLEY M. ELKINTON'S
PURE PALM.

Pressed Cakes, $1.25 Per. Doz.

Old Dry Blocks, 10 Cts. Per Block.

In Bars, 20 Cts. Per Pound.

Lmdleij M. Elkmton^
532 St. John Street. Philadelphia, Penna.
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DUTY AND INCLINATION.
DUTY never yields to inclination.

Put it off— it stands, an exclamation,

Meeting thee at every step and turning ;

While its voice thou dost persist in spurning.

Duty never yields to inclination.

Inclination often yields to duty.

Do the right, whate'er its lack of beauty.

And a happy sense of satisfaction

Follows sure and close upon thine action,

luclination often yields to duty.

—E. C. Dowd, S. S. Times.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SEASON, RELIGION, AND REVELATION.
Reason is the faculty of the mind by which it dis-

tinguishes truth from falsehood and enables the pos-

sessor to decide rationally. Religion is a system of

faith and worship that leads to pious life. Revelation
is the disclosing of a divine communication ; it is in

one sense the power of God disclosing to man his will

concerning us. Now any one of the three used to the

exclusion of the others would make us barren and
unfruitful in the ultimate good that is for and by us,

while all three brought into harmony with proper
judgment make the highest type of humanity. Would
that we might be more earnest to labor to understand
the essential rudiments of our being, and allow the
equalizing influence of the wise construction of our
organization go to blend in the rich coloring of our
lives, making us to become properly developed and
divinely directed. There are few ifany that stand so
high in the scale oftrue excellence as we were intended.

True, we cannot confer any special trait upon ourselves
;

but we can cultivate the powers lying dormant and
unused, or prune the offshoots of our strong self-will,

which often outgrows the better nature and thus
dwarfs our whole being. Our children are apt to in-

herit, and unavoidably, too, these tendencies, and we
fail to give our consideration to the importance of this

fact ; thus the surroundings of infancy make an in-

delible impression upon the whole after life.

Not unfrequently we observe some nursed in afflu-

ence who depend on this means to exert an influence

towards raising them into a high position in social

life
; also by an intellectual education at the exclusion

of other important aids which go much farther to

make up the grand total of a true man when under
the Christ-power; for when the mind receives a
bent in early life it too often carries this deform-

ity through the whole journey. But on the other
hand we should strive to attain to that condition
where the physical, intellectual and spiritual so har-
monize that we can feel them quicken and move
through all the elements of our being. We also see
some who have been raised under limited opportuni-
ties to gain the intellectual training desired, but who
have come to a position where they felt a dwarfing
from this cause, yet as they have been obedient to the

power of divine revelation they have known a being
taught in a line that has opened such a field of thought
that they marvelled at the lessons learned. We all

see and feel the many one-sided lives, and have marked
the effect upon society in general. When we look out
over the world and see, as we are compelled to see,

the many blighted hopes, mere wrecks of human ex-

istence, and realize the pressing need of every effort

being used to assist in the work of elevating humanity
into a condition where the soul might expand and
mature so as to better serve the end of our creation

;

when we trace back and come to e.xamine the sur-

rounding, we find as a rule that little or no instruc-

tion was given as to the way of a higher life with

God, the grand ultimatum of all good, that the train-

ing has been so one-sided that the victim is left palsied

as to a proper development suited to his or her high-

est enjoyment. When we see all this, and know of

the dangers of the way, it behooves all to guard the

tender seed, protect the young plant, and cultivate the

pure scion. True, we occasionally find one who was
tenderly nursed, carefully taught, and earnestly guard-

ed falling a prey to dissipation and sinking into com-
parative imbecility as to all good traits. In view of

these facts let us give more diligence to the noble as-

pirations of the .soul life, let us be stirred by the in-

shinings of true revelation as we recline upon our

beds of indiflerence, to be still so that the deeps may
be broken up, the soil of the inner garden may be ma-
tured by the power of infinitude, and our whole being

in a condition to receive the life-giving pulse and we
be animated to a deeper spring of action and a more
enduring work. Some ask what is religion, seeing

that so many make a cloak of a profession and seem
willing to rest upon their responsibility—yes, resting

upon the dwarfish condition of their fellow-men,

without endeavoring to press on up the mount of divine

knowledge even to the transfiguration of the high ca-

pacity of our understanding, and while in this condi-

tion say that revelation is the natural result of our in-

tellectual training. But mark this : that wherever
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divine vpvelation lias been allowed to operate upon

the soul it has bronght a new era to that life, and men
learn in the deepest sense that God really teaches his

people himself; they find a light sprinjiinj; up and

this light leads to all truth, and when tliisliglit comes

in contact with the intellectual faculties it does not

become the servant (when rightly understooil), hut

stands as a superior power, even teaching the full-

stored mind many exalted truths of a transcendent

light.

Let reason be dethroned and what are we7 Let

revelation be denied and where is our experimental

righteousness? Keligion, then, is the effect of the

combined forces of our natural faculties and the soul

revelation so blended that they all rest upon the high

authority of the spirit of God for all direction. It is

a practical exemplification of the union of every

force of our being for good. We know that we can

live, merely live, without any of these three ele-

ments visible in our lives, and can perform many
things with a small portion of each ; but we cannot

understand divine revelation without reason ; neither

can we enjoy the full benefits of reason without di-

vine revelation. Then let us not undervalue the re-

sponsibilities that lie near us, and are our opportuni-

ties from a precious God for our full development; let

us turn our thoughts and aspirations to the purest

fount of knowledge, to the spring of our souls'

comprehension, and no longer endeavor to build by

our intellectual training alone a ladder to reach as

we suppose to heaven, disregarding the richest inher-

itance, that of a spiritual breathing with God in the

sanctuary of this fleshly tabernacle. Do not let us be

content with a Pharasaical religion, which chiefly

consists in a system of worship without that deep

vivifying faith which leads to life eternal. There is

a something called reason which usurps authority

over the unrestrained mind, and asserts the power to

drive out divine revelation when it is first presented,

or felt ; and as this is continued in it produces a bar-

renness that will drag down the highest and noblest

qualities of the human mind. Ah ! 'tis a great wish

to " know thyself; " to know whence cometh wisdom,

and how to incline our hearts to diligence so as to

gain that holy condition where the spiritual life be-

comes the abiding place. We find in all our studies

through life (when directed by God's spirit) that they

are as openings to a higher and better thought ; and

as we come to comprehend the key that unlocks the

door to the full view of our present and future ad-

vancement we find it is the spirit of divine revela-

tion, and that all our faculties, all our intellectual ed-

ucation, yea, all that we are or ever will be, is due to

the eternal mind of God through ourspiritual capaci-

ty, and all is beautified and enhanced by the revela-

tion to us ; that an earnest zeal tempered with this

true knowledge will open the avenues of the min<l to

visions of light ever beckoning us on to an increasing

effulgence of a better hope. An arithmetical problem

can be solved, a philosophical experiment l)e per-

formed, a Latin verb conjugated without calling in the

assistance of the spiritual voice. Yet how much
more excellent are all these departments of know 1-

edge of our surroundings when they have the touch

of divine revelation reflected through us, enabling us

to understand the jiower we have to receive so much
of the seeming invisible economy of God. I desire to

impress upon all the present necessity of this truth,

that our highest enjoyment cannot be transmitted,

cannot be conferred, cannot be com|)rehended by the

intellectual education alone, but must be brought

about by a prayerful feeling of a soul-need of more
light, and a deeper meditation in the quiet of our

own chamber, thus developing the seeds of divinity

there. Oh ! let us all nurse this tender spirit, and be

able to go up to the mount of illumination and dwell

beside the waters of a pure life. This abiding-place

will draw us into a near fellowship, and the bond of

unity will be sealed with the holy seal. The book of

life will be opened and we enjoy the pure love of the

Father which is heaven indeed. Marv G. Smith.

Hoopeslon, III.

FBISON HEFOBM}
SINCE the time that John Howard visited prisons

in England and showed one-half of the world that

they did not know how the other half lived, and the

good Elizabeth Fry read the Scriptures and talked

with and taught the most degraded criminals in New-
gate, many have followed in their footsteps. Some,
with mistaken zeal, have probably done more hurt

than good to the cause they have espoused.

And since that time—1775—the theories for the

elevation and reformation of the criminal class—as I

shall call them for convenience—have been nearly as

numerous as the subjects of their labors themselves.

But I hold that any system that does not look to

the cure or reclamation of the criminal and his resto-

ration to society, is a defective S3'stem.

The old doctrine of" an eye for an eye. a tooth for

a tooth," "blood for lilood," has had its day and its

adherents. We are living under the dispensation of

the New Testament, and we believe that our places of

detention for criminals should not be places of pun-

ishment for, or in retaliation for, the crimes they may
have committeil but we should seek the reformation

of the criminal ; his cure and restoration to society.

One of our most earnest and consistent workers in

prison reform in Maryland said the other day in an
address, quoting an eminent statistician of Europe:

"
' Society prepares the crime which the criminal

commits.' Society is reponsible for the forces it puts

in motion and direction they take. It is bound to

recognize that want creates temptation ; that laxness

in executing justice engenders lawlessness; that to li-

cense immorality is to encourage wickedness and to

breed sorrow ; that to suffer intemperance is io foster

poverty and crime ; that ignorance is lilind and weak.

To prevent an evil is nobler than to remedy it. Nobler

and grander than any achievement of the present age

w ill be the exercise of law, voice and conscience to

prevent many of the ills we now have. An inscruta-

ble fate does not reproduce from year to year the same
amount of want, lawlessness, crime, beyond the power

of society to change them. Society has the power to

reform itself, to remove temptations, to encourage

i.\n essay read at the meeting of Kricnds' Uuiou for Fliilau-

thropic Labor, at Pbiladelpliia, llUi Mo. 2, ISiSG.
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education, to reward virtue, to abate abuses, to restrain

vice, to encourage industry. If it fails, it makes it-

self responsible for the crimes which the criminal

commits."

This is indeed a serious aspect of the question.

In former times criminals were regarded scarcely

as human beings ; now we believe they are not only

frequently the creatures of circumstance, but some-

times more sinned against than sinning.

As the advanced thinkers of our day claim that

the " drink passion" is a disease, or the result of a

disease, why may we not with equal propriety claim

that the motive to commit crime, or the crime itself,

be resultant from disease, and the criminal be treated

with as much compassion and charity as the unfortu-

nate victim of alcoholism?

I believe the first step towards the reformation of

the criminal is to convince him that he is a fellow

creature, our brother in the sight of God, and not an

outcast, an animal with no reason or instincts of hu-

manity but an immortal soul to be saved.

Our friend Edward Coale, of Illinois, quotes the

keeper of a prison as saying, " The prisoners like the

Friends, for they recognize them as their fellow

beings."

AVo believe in "that light that lighteth every

man that cometh into the world." We also believe

that "there is an inspiration in man" * * * a

connecting link between the Creator and the creature,

and that no one can sink so low or wander so far from

the Father's house but he may be reclaimed, " so long

as reason holds her seat and be not dethroned," if we
can but touch the chord that binds soul to soul and

man to his Maker.

This innate spark, or consciousness of right and

wrong, though blunted and seared through contactor

familiarity with crime, will, under the balmy atmos-

pliere of kindness and love, warmed by confidence,

and watered by sincerity and frankness, grow into

sensible proportions ; self respect—generally almost or

wholly lost—will gradually return, and the former out-

cast from society will be a changed and a reformed man.

Elizabeth Fry did not impress upon tlie minds of

her hearers—the lowest class of criminals to be found

in the pri-son-houses of England—that they were des-

perately wicked and irretrievably lost, but she con-

vinced them that they were her fellow creatures, her

sisters, by the very act of her coming into their midst

and sitting down with them, "remembering them

that are in bonds, as bound with them."

A system that secures tlie confidence of the crimi-

nal will soon secure his esteem and affection ; and

when we progress so far as to get this much control

over him, he will come under the influence of his cus-

todians, if they show by their course of action that

they are thoroughly in earnest in promoting tlie

physical, moral and spiritual welfare of those unfortu-

nates, whose health, life, and it may be future welfare,

are in our hands.

To quote again from the very enthusiastic and

efficient agent of the Maryland Prisoners' Aid Asso-

ciation :

"Figures show that since ISSO there has been an

alarming increase in crime. In nearly every State the

criminal class has increased more rapidly than the

population. In the State of New York crime is de-

clared to be increasing three times as rapidly as the

population. In New Jersey a worse condition prevails.

Despite this general increase in crime all over the

country, Maryland shows a decrease of nearly twenty-

five per cent, in the last ten years, although the popu-

lation of the State increased nearly one hundred
thousand in that time."

This improved condition in the situation we attrib-

ute to the working of our Prisoners' Aid Association

in part, and also to the fact that we have prohilntion

(or local option) in many of the counties of our State.

To show the result of the system I have referred

to, I would say that in Maryland the inmates of our

State Prison, the Jails, Almshouses, etc., are very

largely colored persons, but previous to 1872 no pro-

vision had ever been made for the reformation of the

lowest, the most ignorant and vicious of our popula-

tion, colored boys from seven to sixteen years of age.

We had Houses of Refuge for white boys and white

girls, places of detention or punishment for adults of

both se.xes and colors, but colored boys, some not

more than six years ofage, were apprehended for real

or fancied petty crimes, and frequently for no other

crime than being a waif—turned out of doors by their

parents or caretakers—and committed to the city or

county jails for an indefinite period, in which baleful

atmosphere it is easy co see that, when released, they

were thrown upon the community, far advanced in

the theory and practice of crime.

At the organization of the House of Eeformation

for colored boys twelve of these unfortunates were in

the city jail. The institution was started on a farm

of eight hundred acres in southern Maryland, about

forty-three miles from Baltimore. An ordinary old

frame farm-house was the only building on the estate.

This was utilized for the first year, and more promi-

nent buildings of brick were gradually erected, until

now we have a main or administration building, five

family buildings, each intended to comfortably ac-

commodate fifty boys, a large workshop, etc., etc. The

inmates now number about two hundred and sixty-

seven, ranging from seven to eighteen years of age.

There are no bolts or bars on the premises, no

trace of a wall or a fence, but the boys spend half of

each day in the school-room or workshop and the

other half in every kind of work on the farm, roam-

ing over the whole estate daily in the prosecution of

the tasks assigned them, yet escapes or attempts at

escape from the restraints of the institution are of

rare occurrence.

The treatment of the inmates of this institution is

mild and parental, but firm. The feeling between the

Superintendent, the teachers and the boys is so cor-

dial there is no incentive for them to escape ;
for in

doing so they are giving up a good home with all its

comforts and privileges and getting in exchange for

it the miserable lives so many of them have led before

being committed to our institution.

What has been accomplished here can be done

elsewhere, and we commend this as a model insti-

tution. Edwakd Stablek, Jb.
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THE FKEEDMEN'S NEED.
ABOUT a half century back, I enlisted in the Anti-

slavery movement, and luiving now spent the past

winters of 'S5 and '8() in different parts of the South

it is hut natural that mind and heart sliould l)e on

the alert to understand the present condition and

needs of the freed people. If the boon of liberty is

to be to them no blessinir, our lifelong warfare against

slavery's wrongs would seem to have been in vain;

but my observations have not in the least tended

to such conclusion. I have assiduously interviewed

other travellers and sojourners thati might survey the

situation from the standpoint of differing minds, and
have carefully noted what the leading papers and
magazines have published (mainly from southern

writers) ; and the evidence thus far obtained fore-

shadows the uplifting of the colored race as an im-

portant factor in the prosperity of the country.

I have weighed each brief communication in the

Intelligencer .\nd Journal, hoping always that

Friends might be more fully reminded of our obliga-

tions to the children of those whom slavery crushed,

and who are now comparatively " helpless by the

way-side." If our Society has not the power to do as

did the Good Samaritan, we can at least cast in " the

widow's mite" of our influence, and not appear be-

fore the world like the Priest and Levite, passing

quietly by on the other side. I am jealous of our

reputation as " Friends,"—but that reputation can

only be founded on what we are and do, and this be-

cause our hearts are in sympathy with the weak and
the poor. Lift up the voice to plead, and stretch

forth the hand to do, is the appointed means by
which the human heart is taught " to feel another's

woe."

I am also concerned for the life and growth of our

Society, and believe that life will be most etlectually

fostered by humanitarian work which our intelligent

youth (and those outside in sympathy with us) can

appreciate as religion put into practice. The world

should see that our religious fervor is not all spent in

sweeping and adjusting our own household of faith.

I do not forget that Friends (as well as the evangeli-

cal sects) are now doing good work in the temper-

ance cause, and are not unmindful of the claims of

the Indian race ; but I have felt that we, as the fore-

time friend of the slave, ought to have been foremost

in teaching the Freedman how to provide a home
and deport himself as a man, now that he is no
longer a chattel.

One contributor (page .597, of 1886) has set forth

at length the claim of the " poor whites " to aid from

the religious people of the North. Of this I have
only to say that when national aid is bestowed these

will have the full benefit thereof,—there is no South-

ern prejudice against education for those not African.

I unite with the views of S. M. G., (page 623, of 1886),

and will briefly repeat that " many Southern Chris-

tians are opposed to educating blacks," expecting

them to be as hewers of wood and drawers of water

for the whites. They have supposed that education

would unfit them for servants
;
(my Southern inter-

course has well nigh demonstrated the reverse).

The colored race are now in that transition state

in which a little judicious aid would help them a
long way upward. They are expecting " that e<luoa-

tion in some mysterious way will confer on their

children all the blessings of life " (see J. S. Wilson's

letter from IMacon, Ga., page 827). These anticipa-

tions should be utilized, and not left to die because
of hope deferred. Friends should exert their whole
influence in behalf of national aid ; but this influence

will not be potent until we can point to practical

efforts put forth by us as a Society. I am aware that

the funds of our Yearly Meeting are limited, but it

can at least help sustain the schools that individual

philanthropy has carried thus far. The A.ssociation

now formed for the purpose of upholding those

schools only relieves the Sdciety of executive juris-

diction.

The principal purpose of the Indian .schools of
Hampton and Carlisle is to demonstrate the capacity

of the red man to receive education ; hoping also that

some of those pupils will serve as civilizing mission-

aries among their tribes. And the colored schools of

Mt. Pleasant and Aiken are adding proof of the black
man's capacity, and are sending out teachers for their

schools and churches. They prefer those of their own
color, and it is at present best that as a race they
should rely mainly on themselves. Did space permit,

I could multiply evidence of the African's cajjabili-

ties ; suffice it to say that the million of dollars on
which the colored citizens of Charleston already pay
tax, and a similar catalogue of wealth in the Gulf
States, is evidence of business ability ; and the grad-

uates of Lincoln University, Pa., have shown capacity

for a collegiate course seldom surpassed by their peers

of Saxon hue.

Instances of educated and devoted pastors in the
colored churches have shown what cultured minds
may do for a people who are aiming to learn, and ex-

pect to be lifted above the condition of their fathers.

The forefathers of Israel were slaves in Egypt, and
the influence of wise lawgivers in training them as

stalwart freemen gave an impetus to the infant na-

tion that carried their civilization beyond that of the
nations around tbem. The Freedmen of the South,

in the natural rebound from the pressure that was
upon them, are ready to receive a like impetus that

will make them intelligent, law-abiding and orderly

in the generations to come. [Our friend points out,

in further paragraphs, the danger to the country from
race hatred, if the colored people are left uneducated,
and the possibility, also, of their falling under control,

politically, of those who oppose Temperance Reform.
—Eds.]

But if honest-hearted and clear-sighted citizens

will combine their energies to remove ignorance and
discourage vice, we need not fear that anarchy will

triumph, or agrarianism enact our laws. If the in-

telligent citizens of thisland of promise dotheirduty.
our Republic may yet be—as its great opportunity
suggests—a blessing to the nations, causing peace and
virtue to abound where oppression and vice have
heretofore cursed the poor of the earth.

William Lloyd.
Newtoivn Pa., Second month '\'2lh.
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KNOWLEDGE AT FIRST HAND.
ONE of the tendencies in nature is that of jjreat

things to absorb smaller ones. The larger particles

of mist attract the smaller and become rain drops
;

the rich add to their riches more easily than the
poor. Our organic life is a constant and wholesome
struggle against this tendency by which our bodies
are ever drawn dustward. When this struggle ceases,

death writes " finis " on our page of life. Life, in-

deed, may be roughly defined as the sum of those
forces which keep the individual distinct from his

fellows. A much neglected lesson and a warning
may be read in these things. It is not less true of
the mental and moral being than of the physical that
it must, as the price of it's life, keep itself sharply de-

fined from others. In ruder times it was a custom of
sanctity to mortify the body, to lessen its life and
increa.se its suflferings. While we have grown be-

yond this, and now realize that our bodies, as tem-
ples of the living God, should be pure and whole-
some, we have in many cases reapplied the theory to

the diviner part. By many it is still considered a
duty to mortify the mind and spirit by believing that
against which the intelligence revolts, and accepting
as high truth what the sou! rejects as false. It is not
necessary to specify what points in popular theology
are here referred to. But under whatever guise such
a course appears it never ceases to be cowardice and
lack of faith in God. " Faith " has long been misap-
plied to belief without evidence; true faith is trust

in the temper of all God-given tools. Every man
who fails to use the mental machinery with which he
is endowed will be called to account for misu.sed op-
portunities. Rather perhaps in the very act he is

punished, since the weapons given him for attack or
defence lose point and edge, and are worthless when
the trial comes. Every man has in his mental en-
dowment a part of that light " which lighteth every
man that cometh into the world,"—and though it

may seem a will-o'-the-wisp to hisneighbors,and may
cast him into a bog as it did Christian in the parable,
he will find the strait gate by following it unflinch-
ingly.

A logical inference, of course, is that we should
put little value on authority ; and I do not shrink
from the application. It is better that we should make
our own mistakes in matters of right and wrong than
to repeat another's successes. The experience of
others should be used in making up our minds; but
it should be our minds, not theirs, that we make up.
We should not hesitate to cast off the old if it is not
adapted to our conditions; and the fact that it has
served us well in the past should not save it. That
would be for the snake to refuse to cast its skin when
the new one is grown, because of the old one's faith-

ful service in time past. If our lack of form has be-
coQie itself a form, if our formlessness hinders rather
than helps, we should recognize the fact and make
what changes are necessary. If the work we have
assumed is done, and our tools are antiquated, let us
take a new work and forge new tools from the tried
Steel of the old. In fact we must take a new work,
if we hope to continue as a Society. Nature never

permits a muscle of the body to live in idleness. If
it cannot adapt itself to new conditions it rau.st waste
away and disappear; for it is a pauper living on the
work of others. Just so, no matter how much good
our organization has done in the past, if it have not
a vital part to play in the life of to-day it will disap-
pear, and it should disappear. To this end we must
think the thoughts of our own generation. George
Fox has little for us, except a noble example of faith-

fulness to the promptings of God's spirit. With a
dead-lift effort and with assistance from many true-
hearted men he elevated mankind to a higher plane.
What have we to do with his standpoint ? He has
helped us to a higher one, and our duty is to brace
ourselves in the new position and struggle upwards
again. It is always wasted time to search his writ-
ings or those of others for support for a new truth

;

test the new truths with the balance of your own
generation. If it be indeed a truth it needs no au-
thority, but is its own unfailing champion. If, as our
belief teaches, we can get truth at first hand for each
day's needs, why should we scramble so for the tar-

nished in.struments of an early time? Each man
should go back to first principles, " proving all things
and holding fast to the good." Men have such a ten-
dency to mystify, and language is so imperfect a ve-

hicle for thought that a second hand truth is very
apt to be only half a truth at any rate.

True religion is to "do the right as God gives us
to know the right," and we know that man can do
it, for a man has done it. Is it not cowardice that

ties so many to the conventional notions of right and
wrong, to the through-ticket method of going to

Heaven ? Any method of avoiding the most useful,

and therefore the most laborious, life deserves no
better name. No one need wait long for a mission.

Even now the labor movement threatens a return to

the law of the strongest, and shows the explosive

nature of the compound our republic makes of peo-

ple of all nations, needs and thoughts. Our Society

as a whole has been gaining great credit from the

work of a few of our number among the negroes and
Indians ; if so few can do so much, iiow great is the
responsibility of the idle ones for their part undone.
Let each put his shoulder to the wheel, and great re-

sults will follow. Let none wait for his neighbor ; if

each " do the duty which lies nearest to him " all the

duties will be done. J. H. Holmes.
Washington, D. C.

[We think that our friend, who writes well, and
who.se thought contains much that is good, underes-

timates the value of " authority." A great principle,

once recognized and defined, does not need to be re-

newed. It is as true in one age as in another. Much
of what George Fox said and did was applicable to

his own time, and not to ours ; but the greater, and
the essential, pari of his work is applicable to all

time. If we are not to respect and weigh the experi-

ences of our fathers, if our children are not to start

with the knowledge which we are able to give them,
of what value is the record of intellect, the testi-

monies of life, the touch and inspiration of one soul

with another? That each person starts afresh, or

that each age is not the child of its predecessor, is
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contrary to the evidence furnished npon every hand.
—Eds. Intelligencer and Journal.]

RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCES.
I THINK no one who is familiar with the New
Testament records can fail to see the testimony there

to a new and peculiar experience in the religious

consciousness of man, and no one who is familiar

with Christian history down to our own time can fail

to see that that experience has been the one thing to

be accounted for, as its spiritual bond of continuity.

See the evidences of it. first, in Christ himself.

As this experience evidently requires a certain de-

gree of moral maturity, we find nothing important

recorded of him in his childhood, except that he was

oliedient to his earthly jiarents. But that tarrying at

the temple when he was twelve years old, and his

saying to his parents that he must now be about his

Father's business, seem to point to this as the begin-

ning of that religious consciousness which afterward

distinguished his life and gave him his power in the

world. And how often, and in hon' many ways, he

expressed it! "lam not alone," said he, "for the

Father is with me." He did indeed seem to walk as

if dwelling in God, and God in him, all his life ; and,

whenever any occasion arose of joy or grief, of need

of strength or of spiritual exaltation, he instinctively

turned to address at once his Divine Companion. "I

thank thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth,

that, though thou hast hid these things from the wise

and prudent, thou hast revealed them unto babes."
" Whatsoever I speak, even as the Father said unto

me, so I speak." "Now is my soul troubled; and

what shall I say ? Father, save me from this hour.

But for this cause came I unto this hour. Father,

glorify thy name." " my Father, if it be possible

let this cup pass from me."

This direct and conscious communion Christ him-

self describes as a new birth,—an experience of filial

relationship to the Divine Spirit, by which, and not

by intellectual demonstration, the Son of man finds

himself to be the Son of God. By all the methods of

personal influence, he was able to quicken such an

experience in the souls of those who were prepared

to receive it. "As many as received him, to them

gave he power to become the sons of God ; born not

of the will of the flesh or of the will of man, but of

God." Disciples and apostles recognized this as tlie

central fact in the Christian faith. "We have re-

ceived the spirit of adoption, by which we cry, Abba,

Father. The Spirit itself beareth witness with our

spirit that we are the children of God." Put that

testimony of consciousness—" the Spirit bearing wit-

ness with our spirit"—over against the conclusion of

physiological psychologists, that there is no free will

and no spirit, and say which is better evidence, a

direct consciousness or a logical conclusion.

I have not the time, nor is it essential that I

should trace here the various forms, doctrinal and

practical, in which this central fact of the Christian

gospel has found expression in the history of the

Church. I think it is not difiicult to see how this

experience of Sonship as connected with Christ, and

this witness of the Spirit as described by Paul, are

the germs of that simple formula of doctrine which
the first apostles were commissioned to teach,—the

truth of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Spirit, which, under the influence of later specula-

tions, develo])ed into the theory of the trinity of

persons in the (iodhead. And, while we may attach

but a minor value to symbol or to ritual, we cannot

nii.ss the significance which is found in the persistent

hold of the Communion Service upon the loyalty of

Christians through all generations. Attempt, as we
may, to do away with any distinctive experience ex-

pressed by it, the inherited instincts of the people

are truer than the conclusions of our reason, and still

persist in recognizing a genuine spiritual fact implied

in that w ord " Communion."
Under whatever terms of conversion or regenera-

tion, under whatever cant phrases of "getting re-

ligion" or "joining the church," it is plain to see

that, with those who have come within the reach of

Christian teaching, there has been an instinctive,

recognition of a peculiar and definite spiritual ex-

perience through which one passes in becoming a

Christian. There have been times in which all

religious crises have been explained as miraculous,

and this among the rest. But such false interpreta-

tion does not nullify the fact. The fact is the reality

of coming to a direct acquaintance with God by im-

mediate communion. It is not necessarily a convul-

sive epoch. The experience does not consist in the

consciousness of the moment of transition. That

may not even be remembered. The essential thing

is the consciousness of present, direct, immediate

communion with the Divine Spirit, in however long

or dim a way we may have come to it. The aspect

of the world as the house of the Lord in which we
shall live all the days of our immortal life, the aspect

of life as filled in every event with sacred meaning,

this is an aspect of things which, once seen, can

never again be unseen. However poorly the life

may come up to the vision, to however low a level

one may again descend, however in his remorse he

may be of all men most mi.serable, he can never un-

learn his acquaintance with the Spirit,—he knows

the way of release.—/amfs C. Parsons iii Unitarian Re-

view.

SCRIPTURE LESSON NO. 11.

Thied Month 13th.

JACOB AT BETHEL.
Topic: The Divine Presence.

Golden Te.xt :—" Surely the Lord is in this place."—Gen. 2S : 16.

Read Genesis 28 : 10-22, Eevised Versiou.

TIME 1780 B. C. This difters from the chronology

of Usher which is found in our family Bibles. There

is a discrepancy of twenty years. Some commenta-

tors follow one date and some the other. These les-

sons accept the latest acknowledged authority, yet

the difference of a score of years is small when we
consider the great antiquity of the record. The dis-

crepancy arises from the different view taken in

regard to the time wliich Jacob served with Laban
;

some reckon it to have been forty years, while twen-

ty-one is the limit assigned by others.
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At the date of our present lesson, Abraham lies

with, Sarah in the cave of Maclipelah at Hebron
;

Isaac their only son is an old man with dimmed eye-

sight. The story of his marriage, found in Genesis.

24th chapter, is anotlier simple and artless picture of

the social usages of that ancient time. We learn

how unreservedly the will of the children was sub-

servient to parental authority. Neither Isaac nor

Kebeeca was consulted in their marriage, which was

left entirely to the head-servant or steward of Abra-

ham's household, who seems to have been fully im-

pressed with the, importance of the mission intrusted

to him. The' children were the property of the

father, and no one questioned his authority even to

take the life of his child. It was this absolute con-

trol that made the sacrifice of a son in the worship

of those times no crime, but rather a meritorious act

on the part of the father. Abraham, by a special

revelation from God, was spared so great a surrender.

Two sons, twins, were born of this marriage. Esau,

being first born, was entitled to all the honors and

wealth of the family, and to succeed his father as its

bead or chief. He was a great hunter, worhlly and

adventurous, but brave and good natured, caring more

for the gratification of his desires than for his birth-

right. Jacob was just the opposite,—a plain man,

who took the care of his father's flocks, and was the

favorite of his mother. He was crafty and unscrupu-

lous and envious of his brotlier because of his birth-

right, which is readily seen in the advantage he took

of Esau's hunger and distress to purchase thecoveteil

honor, and in the deceit practised upon his father to

obtain the patriarchal blessing.

This treachery and falsehood led Jacob, as it ever

leads those who yield themselves to such influences,

into sorrow and fear.whicli resulted in his fleeing, as

a fugitive from his father's house, on foot and with-

out attendants. It was while pursuing his lonely and
dangerous journey of 450 miles to Padan-aram in

IMesopotamia, the place where Abraham stopped for

a time when he came out of Ur of the Chaldees, that

tlje vision or dream, which forms our lessou to-day,

was given him.

Jacob appears to have realized more clearly than

ever before the nearness of the Divine Presence, and
he is conscious that now he is under tlie protection

of the God of his fathers. He asks only tliat he may
have bread and raiment and return to his father's

house in peace. So truly does our Heavenly Father,

in the gracious visitations of his love, curb our de-

sires, and make us willing to be anything or nothing

if so be we may have him for our leader, our guide.

Again we find the stone of memorial set up, and
the oil of dedication poured upon it. Henceforth all

who passed that way would recognize it as a place set

apart to holy uses.
" Gave a tenth," set apart from that time a tenth

of all he should hereafter become possessed. This

was one share of his earnings given to God in ac-

knowledgment of his allegiance, just as a tax or tri-

bute money was paid to a king. It was probably

used in sacrifices and the erection of altars. The ex-

ample is a good one. Abraham gave a tenth to Mel-

chizedec the king and priest, and we give to-day of

our earthly sub-stance for the maintenance of reli-

gious worship, for the dissemination of Christian lit-

erature, and for the help of those who are sick and in

need, as well as for the support of the government

under which we live. What we give for the good of

others ought to be, like Jacob's, a free-will oft'ering.

Jesus taught the blessedness of giving.

This Lesson Te.\ches :

(1.) That we cannot escape the consequences of

wrong doing by running away. God follows us, and

by the visitations of his love brings us into a condition

to be willing to accept the simplest and humblest

portion, if his presence shall be with us to direct our

way.

(2.) That every place where the heart is favored

to hold communion with God is the gate or entrance

to heaven.

(3.) That wlien we are assured of the Divine

Presence we go on our journey without fear. Though

it may be full of perils and dangers, we have a trust

and confidence that he will notTorsake us, and this

strengthens our fiiith and courage.

THE BULRUSH CATERPILLAR.
Among the most curious productions of New Zea-

land is the singular plant (called by the natives

Au-hdo), the Spharia Robertsia, or bulrush cateriiillar.

If nature ever takes revenges, one might imagine this

to be a case of retaliation. Caterpillars live upon

plants, devouring not only leaves, but bark, fruit, pith,

root, and seeds ; in short, every form of vegetable life

is drawn upon by these voracious robbers. And here

comes a little seed that seems to say, "Turn about is

ftur play," and lodges on the wrinkled neck of the

caterpillar, just at the time when he, satisfied with

his thefts in the vegetable kingdom, goes out of sight,

to change into a chrysalis and sleep his way into a

new dress and a new life. A vain hope. The seed

has the situation. It sends forth its tiny green stem,

draws its life from the helpless caterpillar, and not

only sends up its little shoot with the bulrush-stem

capped with a tiny cat-tail, but fills with its root the

entire body of its victim, clianging it into a white

pith-like vegetable substance. This, however, pre-

serves the exact shape of the caterpillar. It is nut-

like in substance, and is eaten by the natives with

great relish.—Julia P. Ballard, in St. Nicholas.

What a man does, that he has. What has he to

do with hope or fear? In himself is his might.—-Em-

n'son.

It is only when grave thoughts and benignant

aspirations move with even habit through the mind

that a man masters the noblest expression.— 3/orto/.

Tiiou must deny thyself, and again deny thyself!

This is the everla.sting song which fate hoarsely sings

to us all our lives through.— Gort/ie.

He only earns his freedom and existence who

daily conquers them anew.

—

Goethe.

The spirit world is never hidden
;

Thy mind is shut ! thy heart is dead

!

Up, bathe, then blind one, unforbidden.

Thy earthly breast in the morning red?
— Goethe.
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OLD AND NEW FAITHS.

A VENER.\TED mother in "our Israel," whose

memory is kept fresh and green by the love of many
Friends, as well as hosts of others, used to assert with

great earnestness, when conversing upon the desira-

bility of the growth of a broad and liberal faith, that

nevertheless she would not unsettle the trust of the

most ignorant of Catholic girls, who could appreciate

little beyond the rites and ceremonies of her church,

unless she knew she could give her a better faith to

take its place. So important did she deem it that

each one should worship and have an abiding trust

and faith in the efficacy of the worship.

And it is the uprooting of the old, without a firm

hold upon the newer and truer faith, that concerns us

of to-day.

This divinely implanted principle or desire to

worship a being beyond and above those that sur-

round us here, which characterizes all races, must

ever be to the thoughtful mind a subject of the great-

est interest. We know not how much we are in-

debted to our spiritual natures for our happiness

here, but we do know that the more elevated is tlie

ideal of our worship the greater is our capacity for

all that is good and noble. Hence it is no marvel

that we long to have others see from our stand-

point.

But alas! that our adoration should have another

side ; that hearts full of thankfulness for the very

privilege of being should so often lose the beauty of

truly spiritual insight, by an insistance, sometimes

even to rudeness, that only by and through one ideal

can the great"! Am" be truly worshipped. Occa-

sionally such descend to ridicule to destroy what

seems to them a crude faith ; and, instead of prepar-

ing ground for the true seed, the crust thereof is

but hardened and the awakening is afar off.

Counted by centuries, toleration has taken rapid

strides; noticed only in the passing years of an indi-

vidual life, how slowly bigotry and prejudice take to

flight. Is it not because to so many the ever new

gospel of the universality of God's love is only a half

truth ? Because its height and depth, so far beyond

the comprehension of the finite mind, can be grasped

only in part, and blessed is he who can approach to

the grandeur of the whole truth. The intellect can

not bo trained to it. Jesus understood it when he

illustrated it by the little child who in perfect trust

and simplicity depends on something for protection

because it is conscious of needing that protection.

Little by little the great world learns that each

soul has its own portion of the immortal, and if it

realizes this its divine messages need not to be inter-

preted by other souls.

There are inspired messengers who are receivers

that can unfold to others, and it is for these to keep

the close watch lest in their presentation of the

truths revealed to them, be they new or old, the

manner of their doing it shall not offend the " little

ones," treating revered beliefs not with harshness

and condemnation, for thus the onward march of ad-

vanced truth is retarded.

God has in all ages provided prophets with such

largeness of vision, and with love so broad and deep,

that they were enabled to lift the world, as by great

leaps, out of the darkness toward the true light, and

from such prophets men learn to look within for in-

terpretations that they before expected only from

without.

We are yet many if us in the same condition of

those of old to whom the beloved Master said, and

how his heart must have yearned to give it utterance:

" I have many things to say unto you, but ye cannot

bear them now." Beyond his wisdom we cannot yet

go.
_^

We think it only just to ourselves to say to corres-

pondents and contributors that they can help us very

much by sending their " copy " in good order. Some

of our most esteemed friends write far from plainly,

and the amount of extra and unnecessary labor

thrown upon the editors, as well as the compositors,

in the effort to decipher their contributions, is serious.

Where one does not write a legible hand, it would be

best to have the manuscript copied, in good order, be-

fore forwarding it, especially if the article be long. In

some cases we find that this has been done, and the

relief to us is, in the aggregate, very great.

Of course, the standing rule is to write only on one

side of the paper. This, in our experience, is usually

observed. In short letters, however, it is not so im-

portant as in longer ones. But another and equally

important matter is to have the writing not too

cramped and crowded. Where it is on lines reason-

ably far apart, we can make corrections or additions, if

needed, without being at a loss for the space to put

them on.

Be noble, aud the nobleness which lies

In other men, sleeping but never dead,

Will rise in majesty to meet thine own.
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MARRIAGES.
HAWKINS—GREEN.—Second month 23d, 1887, at the

residence of Samuel S. Green, Swarthmore, Pa., by Friends'

ceremony, Alfred L. Hawkins, son of Prudence and the

late D. Eeece Hawkins, and Lydia S. Green, she being a

member of Chester Monthly Meeting, and daughter of Wil-

liam L. and Sarah S. Green, all of Media, Pa.

BARTEAM—BAETEAM.—On the 10th of Eleventh

month, 1886, under the care of Darby Monthly Meeting of

Friends, at the house of the bride's parents, Lansdowne,

Pa., Nathan D., son of Elizabeth and the late Thomas L.

Bartram, and Sarah B., daughter of John B. and Hannah

H. Bartram. •

DEATHS.
BL.\KEE.—At Macedon Center, Wayne county, N. Y.,

on the 11th of Second month, 18S7, Minnie A. Blaker, in

the 19th year of her age. A member of Farmington

Monthly Meeting of Friends, and daughter of Benjamin

C. and Mary P. Blaker. In His hands will we trust that

our sudden loss is her eternal gain.

BROSIUS.—At her residence. Octoraro, Lancaster co.,

Pa., on Second month 18th, Lydia, wife of William Brosius,

in her 83d year. A member of Penn's Grove Monthly

Meeting of Friends.

BEOWN.—At his late residence in Wilmington, Dela-

ware, on the 21st of First month, 1887, Thomas Brown, in

his 92d year. A member of Wilmington Monthly Meeting.

Interment on the 25th at Plumstead, Bucks county. Pa.

CAVENDER.—Second month 19th, 1887, in Eichmond,

Ind., at the residence of her daughter, Hannah Patterson,

Eebecca, widow of Abram Cavender, in her 87th year. A
member of Whitewater Monthly Meeting.

CLOUD.—In West Philiadelphia, on the morning of

Second month 23d, Jesse Cloud, a member of the Monthly

Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, in his 76th year. In-

terment at Marlborough meeting grounds.

OUMMING.—Second mouth 24th, in Philadelphia,

Eichard P. Gumming, Jr., sou of the late Bichard P. and

Hannah Gumming, aged 60 years.

EAYEE.— In Philadelphia, Fifth-day, 24th of Second

month, 1887, Eichard Eayre, formerly of Burlington co.,

N. J.

MOORE.-Secoud month 13, 1887, George W. Moore, of

Huntington county, Indiana, in the 40th year of his age
;

an exemplary member of Maple Grove Monthly Meeting.

Deceased was a son of Samuel and Elizabeth Moore, and

grand-son of the late John Moore, the first member of the

Society of Friends who settled in this county. He was

united in marriage in Ninth month, 1874 with Sarah,

daughter of Mordecai and Mary Ann Morris, members of

the same meeting, and grand-daughter of the late Nathan

H^acock, formerly of Quakertowa, Penn. Death was the

result of an accident, which he survived but a few hours,

and wasa severe blow to his relatives and numerous friends.

He leaves a wife and three children who have«the^sym-

pathy of all in their severe trial. .

PAINTER.—At Concordville, Pa., Second month 19,

Sarah B., wife of Darwin Painter, in her 67th year. A mem-
ber of Concord Monthly Meeting, Pa.

PICKERING.—At the residence of her son, Wm. T.

Pickering, loka, Keokuk county, Iowa, Sarah Pickering,

in her 86th year ; a member of Plainfield Monthly Meeting,

Ohio.

PICKERING.-First month, 1887, at her home in Har-

rison county, Ohio, Nauoy Pickering, widow of James Pick-

ering, in her 86th year. Interment at Flushing, Belmont

county, Ohio

PICKEEING.—First month, 1887, at his homein Flush-

ing, Belmont county, Ohio, Absalom Pickering, in his 84th

year. Interment at Flushing.

VAIL.—Second month 8th, 1887, at her home with her

uncle Charles L. Vail, Forest Hill, Md., Elizabeth B. Vail,

in the 13th year of her age ; an orphan grand-daughter of

Lindley M. and Rachel II. Vail.

In memory of Lydia A. Thatcher who died Twelfth

month, 29th, 1836.

For the first time in the history of our First-day School

organization, we are summoned to record the death of a

teacher ; others have shown deep interest and been helpers

in the work and p.assed on to the higher life,—but in this

case we mourn the loss of one who was more or less actively

engaged in teaching throughout the whole period of fifteen

years. She was gifted with many fine traits of character,

gentle and amiable in disposition, devoted in spirit with

a sincerity of purpose which led her to fill a place in our

hearts that one indeed might envy ; her upright walking

among mankind and a constant endeavor to perform the

practical duties of every-day life, caused us to admire her.

As she advanced in years of maturity and womanhood her

religious views seemed to develop and there was a desire

manifested to walk in the light of the Christian's pathway

—this was obvious from her constant attendance at meet-

ing as well as in seeking for opportunities of a devotional

nature. We would not in this humble tribute to her

memory overlook that which made her most attractive in

the home circle : it w.as in that position she seemed to be a

shining light and a support to a fond parent in her declin-

ing years.

As week after week we miss her outward face and form,

causing a shadow of grief and sadness to pervade our minds,

we feel strengthened to press on and follow her example

looking toward the great future when all will be revealed

and we shall meet again.
" In that great cloLster's .stillness and seclusion.

By guardian angels led,

Safe from temptation, safe from sin's pollution

She lives whom we call dead."

Chester, Pa., Second month, 21.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
DUANESBVRGS QUARTERLY MEETING.

THIS meeting was held in Albany, N. Y., on the

20th and 21st of .Second month. The. meeting for

minister.9 and elders, held on Seventh-day afternoon,

was well attended by our own-members, and some

from other quarterly meetings. Robert S. Haviland,

from Chappaqua, spoke to us loving words of counsel

and encouragement, leading us to look not back at

the past with vain regret, but forward to the future

with hope, believing that God hath power to rafse

up human instruments, now as in the past, and all

that he requires on our part is a meek and submis-

sive yielding to divine control. On First-day morn-

ing and evening, the meetings were large, many

friendly people from Albany and vicinity meeting

with us—besides a few dear friends from Purchase,

Stanford, and Saratoga quarterly meetings. Robert

S. Haviland, and James C. Stringham of Dutchess

county, were both greatly favored in the ministry,

bearing to mind and heart the evidence of divine

truth. I can give but one or two extracts. R. S. H.,

repeating the words of Jesus, " Man shall not live by

bread alone," made a forcible illustration by saying:

" The bread lying before us upon our tables, when
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analyzed, all of its component parts are known to

be healthful and nutritious. We know and believe

this. But unless we partake of this bread, and it be-

comes a part of ourselves, we receive no slrenjith

from it. So with tlie si)iritual bread ; wo may believe

in and admire tlie doctrines of Christianity, but they
do us no good, unless we take these doctrines and
precepts into our lives, and, make them a part of our-

selves. Then do we know of a growth and develop-

ment in spiritual things, and continuing to partake
of this Heavenly bread, we become in a measure
Christ-like in thouglit and in deed." J. C. S.,in carry-

ing out the thought that morality is not enough,
cited the instance of the young man who came to

Jesus asking what he sliould do to inherit eternal

life. "The answer given represents not so much the

giving away of our worldly possessions, but to give

that which is a part of ourselves, a consecrated life,

—

our time and thought for the bettering of humanity.
Then the selfish and absorbing thought of our own
salvation is lost in the thought of the cup of cold

water to be given in His name." From this was
shown the erroneous view sometimes held that all

the pleasures and deliglits of life must be given up
to make this high attainment, which was disproved
by the constant peace of mind, the unfailing fountain
of joy, ever bubbling up in the soul of the true Chris-

tian. By it all true and pure enjoyments were deep-
ened and strengthened.

The meeting on Second-day was not so large,

but excellent and feeling testimonies were borne,

and the cementing influence of divine love was felt,

uniting all hearts. The business of the meeting was
concluded in harmony, and much satisfaction ex-

pressed that love and unity prevail in all our subor-

dinate meetings. M. J. H.

PELUAil HALF-YEAR MEETING.
From Young Friends' Review, for '.'nd month.

I have no doubt many will be interested to know
something concerning Pelham Half Yearly Meeting,
which has just been held at Coldstream, in Lobo, Ont.
Our monthly meeting (Norwich) was held on the day
previous, the 11th inst. It was quite large, and in a
marked degree interesting and profitable. Serena
Minard and Isaac Wilson both spoke, reaching the
conditions of tliose gathered, and the presence of the
Divine seemed to encircle us, and draw all as it were
into the one fold. But little business, out of the ordi-

nary, was transacted, except that a proposal of mar-
riage by two young people belonging to Arkona Pre-
parative was passed. A shortdiscus.sion was aroused
by a young member asking the question, whether it

was allowable for Friends to work with those outside
our Society in the temperance cause—as with the W.
C. T. IT., etc. Much encouragement was offered to all

who felt it their duty to thus work for the promotion
of the cause within the bounds of Truth, and the fact

was expressed that none could do so with more effect

than Friends, whose hands in this respect are clean.

Our Half Yearly Meeting convened on the 12th.

The meeting was rather larger than the day previous,
and fully as large as usual, and acknowledged to have
been by the Divine Presence. Isaac Wilson, of Bloom-

field, Ont., was the only speaker in the meeting for

worship. The business meeting was large and deeply

interesting, as many of our meetings are, very many,
not members, both young and old, remaining after

the lirst meeting. Tliis, a few years ago, couM not

have been. It shows that we are broadening in our

ideas. I believe the presence of those not members
will be of much benefit to us, as well as to them, by

making us more guarded in our expressions, and
more careful to live up to our profession. Samuel P.

Zavitz and Serena Minard were appointed clerks for

the year. In the answers to the queries much was
found to be full of encouragement. A request from

Lobo to have the Half Yearly Meeting which is held

in Yarmouth in 8th month held in Lobo the year the

Yearly iMceting is held in Yarmouth was duly con-

sidered, and united with ; and this meeting was there-

fore adjourned to meet again in Lobo at the usual

time in 8th month next.

The public meeting on First-day filled the house.

The rain which had fallen so abundantly the week
previous had ceased, the temperature had fallen, a

light snow covered the ground, the clouds were driven

from sight, and the morning broke bright and clear.

Both wheelingand sleighing were good and our spirits

were in keeping with the day, and the meeting was

one long to be remembered, for we felt that it had
been held in " the power of God." I. W. spoke long

in his clear and convincing manner, and also appeared

in supplication. S. M. also addressed us, refreshing

our spiritual wants as the gentle dew refreshes the

needy earth.

—Bucks Quarterly Meeting, held at Wrightstown,

on the 24th of Second month, (on account of the

inclemency of the morning and exceedingly bad con-

dition of the roads) was much smaller than it fre-

quently is—very few strangers being present. The
silence was first broken by a n>ember from Horsham,
whose communication appeared to be very acceptable

and was listened to with marked attention. After

some further speaking, including a sermon by one of

our ministers and a discourse by a member, the first

meeting clo.sed, and the business of the quarterly

meeting was proceeded with. Reports were received

from the eight monthly meetings, and summary
answers to all the queries were adopted as represent-

ing the condition of the society since last year. The
committee appointed at last meeting on the subject

of an addition to the 9th query, made a favorable re-

port, which was united with, and the matter will now
be forwarded to the yearly meeting for its considera-

tion and approval, and if put in practice by all the

monthly meetings a much clearer view of the state of

the society will be obtained. After transacting the

regular routine business, the meeting closed under
the feeling that we are not a forsaken people, but are

still favored by the overshadowing power of the

great head of the church, unto whom we owe all the

favors we enjoy. I. E.

—S. P. Brown and C. A. Zavitz being belated on
their road from Guelph, walked out, in the night,

from London to Coldstream, a distance of sixteen

miles, to attend the Half Year Meeting (at Cold-
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stream), evincing, in the act, we think, something of
the "early Friends'" religious enthusiasm.— Yuiuii;

Friends' Review^

COMMUNICA TIONS.
PUBLICATIONS OF U. S. GOVERNMENT.

Editors Intelugen'cer and Journal :

In the issue of Second month 19th, under the head
of " News and other Gleanings," an item refers to

the U. S. Government having printed " over seven
thousand distinct works." It would be interesting
to know what description of works, and where such
an enormous amount of reading matter is circulated,

and for what purpose. There may be others quite as
ignorant as myself that would be glad to know more
concerning a matter of such magnitude.

W.M. G. WoODNUTT.
Salem, N. J., Second month 2.3.

[The item referred to was clipped from some other
newspaper, and we do not know exactly the facts

which our correspondent queries after. But it is not
difficult to suggest some of the series of publications
issued by the Governujent. Among them are the
reports of the several Departments, and of many of
tlie Bureaus in the Deijartments. The is.sues of the
Census Bureau, the Patent Office, the Bureau of Sta-

tistics, the Department of Agriculture, and the Smith-
sonian Institution make up a large list. The special

works printed at Government expense, in time past,

—reports of naval expeditions (e. g. Commodore
Perry's to Japan.Comraodore Wilkes's to the Antarc-
tic seas) and of the exploring expeditions, surveys,
etc., in the undeveloped parts of the United States,

will also form a great body of literature, and some of
it of great scientific value. The current issues of
the Government can usually be obtained by any one
who will make proper application to the particular

Department or Bureau; though the influence of a
Member of Congress is sometimes needed in the
ca.se of the more important works, of which smaller
editions are printed.—Eds. Intelligencer and Jour-
N.iL.]

liESPONf^E TO THE REQUE.^T FOR FUNDS.
[Our friend VV. M. Jacksou, of New York, incloses the

following note, " as au acknowledgment to the ' Interested

Friends.' and also as au incitement to others to 'go and do
likewise.'"

—

Eds.]

DuNELLEN, N. J., Second month 2.1d, 1SS7.

Wm. INI. Jackson : We have read thy article in the
the Intelligencer, and wish to contribute our mite
toward helping the poor colored people of the South.
Surely such devotion as Martha Scofield's to the

cause deserves encouragement and aid.

Interested Friends.

FROM A NEBRASKA FRIEND.
Editors Intelligencer and Jousnal :

THE reading of your excellent paper is truly a feast

to me, who am debarred the privilege of mingling
with Friends either in a social or religious capacity.

The Intelligencer and Journal is the only medium
or connecting link between me and the Society which
I love so well. I have just been reading of the reli-

gious visit paid to the scattered families of Friends in

Nebraska by T. E. Hogue, a minister of Iowa. The
account is very interesting, and I could but feel a
longing desire that /, loo, unworthy as I am, could
have shared in the good things dispen.sed by the All-
Father. Mary A. Calkins.

North Plat e, Keh.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—Prof. Arthur Beardsley gave a very interesting

lecture on Sixth-day evening, the 25th ult., under the
auspices of the Delphic Literary Society. His subject
was " A visit to our National Park," and it was illus-

trated by the stereopticon.

—Several visitors attended the meeting on First-

day morning. After the First-day school exercises
were over, the meeting was a silent one. No spoken
words could have made it more solemn and impres-
sive.

—The 24Cth student arrived on the 24th ultimo.

—Phebe Fannie Fouike, A. B., of thecla^sof 1882,

has entered upon a two years course of study, under
the direction of the Faculty, for her Second Degree.

—John L. Cochran, B.S., of the class of 1873, died
at his home in Folly Mills, Va., on the 2-Ith of First

month.
—The present graduating class numbers 12; the

next now numbers 35, most of whom will remain
and graduate, forming one of the largest ever gradu-

ated at Swarthmore.
—A well attended and interesting meeting of edi-

tors of college journals in Pennsylvania was held at

Philadelphia on the 19th ult., and a permanent asso-

ciation formed, with William G. Underwood, of

Swarthmore, Class of 1887, as President.

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
—Friends' Review says : It seems right to cite here

an expression of Lawrie Tatum, as follows: "I be-

lieve that every meeting belonging to Iowa Yearly

Meeting has grown up and been established without

a pastor being employed." This refers, we presume,

to meetings in existence before the present move-
ment towards the settled pastorate system took place.

Pasadena IMeeting, California, of which mention is

made in L. Tatuiu's letter, we are informed by an-

other correspondent, is now "in charge" of Jere-

miah Grinnell as supported pastor. We cannot but

feel regret, also, whetherthis may seem " traditional "

or not, at learning from the same source of informa-

tion, that the meeting-house at Pasadena is provided

with a steeple, and proposes to have an organ, as

soon as funds are ready for that purpose. Are we
over anxious in conceiving (to apply one of the ex-

pressions of George Fo.k's Journal) that some, at least,

of the changes now under trial " strike at the life " of

the Society of Friends?

—A contributor to Friends' Revievj .says: In all the

yearly meetings there is much interest manifested in

foreign missions. With one or two exceptions every

yearly meeting has a Foreign Jlission Board. North

Carolina has only the Women's Foreign Board, and

the last Yearly Meeting of Canada turned over their

means and work to the Women's- Foreign Board.

Several of the yearly meetings have, in addition to
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the regular Board, also a Women's Foreign Board.

Most of the yearly meetings have undertaken special

fi«lds of work, but frequently two or three work in

the same country. Some yearly meetings join in the

work under the Boards of otliers. Thus, at least, six

yearly meetings, I believe, aid our missions in Mexi-

co, four in connection willi the Board of Indiana

Yearly Jleeting. I think that either the Boards of

the yearly meeting, or of the women in four yearly

meetings, assist English Friends in Syria. Two Amer-

ican yearly meetings are interested in our mission in

Japan, and at least two in Jamaica. Kansas is about

to enter upon a mission in Alaska. Here and there

Sabbath schools, or individuals, have supported pupils

in mission schools. One of the most hopeful signs in

our mission work, to which we should be far more

alive, is the desire of many to see the foreign mis-

sions of the various yearly meetings united under a

single board. It would save much labor and some

confusion and bring the yearly meetings much nearer

together. Following the proposal of Iowa Yearly

Meeting the four most western and four largest year-

ly meetings have already appointed committees look-

ing to such a union. More than once the formation

of an American Friends' Foreign Mission Board by

the several yearly meetings has been proposed and

met with much favor, but from some cause or causes

has failed of organization.

—The Chridian Worker (Chicago), representing

the " Evangelical " Western Friends, says :
" Those

who have been actively connected with revival work

all agree that singing is indispensable to a complete

work in such meetings. A church that wants a re-

vival, if it has an intelligent understanding of its

needs, will expect singing as well as preaching. So

•well is this understood by the great evangelists of the

day, that each one is accompanied by a singer. . .

Friends, so far as we know, have singing in all their

revivals. That they have either revivals or singing

is proof of a marvelous change within the memory of

men in middle life. . . . The revival came with

such evidence of almighty power that few were found

to resist it. The Lord's hand was recognized in it by

every yearly, quarterly or monthly meeting where it

was permitted to go. Scarcely was this work begun

before singing was heard, recognized and cherished.

First the voice of one alone, soon others joined, then

the congregation sang."

—A writer in the Star and Crown (Indianapolis),

in an article controverting the claim that water bap-

tism is commanded by scripture, says: " Some of the

sweetest spirits in Ohio Yearly Meeting, who are

firmly opposed to the introduction of the outward

baptism and supper, have been denounced as evi-

dently unconverted. Some have spoken of those

who believe in ordinances as ' Water Friends.' I can

not concede to them this riglit, the two names from

which derived being diametrically opposed, for since

the days of Fox all who have laid claim to the name
of Friends have born testimony against water and for

the Holy Spirit."

Wh.\t I aspired to be.

And was uot, comforts me.—Robert Brtummg.

AFTER THE RAIN.

Bv Sarah Doudney.

AFTER the raiii, my frieud,

AfliT the rain.

Soon will lh(! Father send

Gladness again
;

Weeping endures awhile,

Joy comes at last,

Brighter the world shall smile

When tears are past.

Far yonder cloud shall flee

Over the height;

There, on the darkened sea.

Fall gleams of light
;

After the rain, my love,

After the rain.

Sunshine, like Noah's dove.

Steals back again.

Brave souls can bear the showers,

Heavy and chill.

Hearts that are strong as ours

Grief cannot kill

;

Wait, with your hand in mine,

Trustful and true
;

Wait till the glories shine

Out of the blue !

After the rain, my dear,

After the rain,

Skies will be calm and clear,

Birds sing again
;

Blossomsshall ope their eyes,

Blooming and bright

;

Earth will be paradise,

Life a delight;

Only be hopeful, sweet,

Never complain
;

Daisies will kiss your feet

After the rain !

-Sunday Magazine.

LET NO MAN TAKE THY CROWN."

THE Master has said, " I come quickly

;

So watch and hold fast till I come;

And then, as reward, I will give thee

A crown of bright glory, and home,—

A home in those beautiful mansious

Where sorrow and sin are unknown."

So now we must watch and be faithful

Lest some one take from us our crown.

There are snares and temptations around us,

And dangers on every hand,

And we must have help from the Master,

If we through these perils would stand

;

We must be on our guard every moment.

Our armor must uot be laid down
;

And we must each moment be w.atching,

Lest some one take from us our crown.

Soon the long night of watching and waiting.

The dark dreary night, will be o'er
;

The Master will come in the morning,

And we will know sorrow no more.
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So DOW we will ever be faithfal,

Our armor we'll never lay down ;

For we must be watching each moment.
Lest some one take from us our crown.

Maky M. Buckland.

GERMAN EMIGRATION TO TEE AMERICAN
COLONIES}

THE greatest influx of Germans commenced about
1700. Within the following twenty-five years vast

numbers fled from the desolations and persecutions at

home to the English colonies in America, and it is es-

timated that' over fifty thousand, within that time,

reached the Province of Pennsylvania. A few miles
from Coblentz, on the Bhine. is the well-built and
attractive town of Neuwied ; it has now a population
of about ten thousand, comprising Romanists, Lu-
therans, Moravian Brethren, Baptists and Jews, who
live together in great harmony. Count Frederic of

Wied, whose family still occupies the spacious palace

at its north end, founded the town in 1653, on the
site of the village of Langendorf, which was entirely

destroyed in the Thirty Years' War. Here, in 1705,

arrived a number of Lutherans, who had fled from
persecutions at Wolfenbriittel and Halberstadt. The
then Count of Wied, who welcomed all comers, with-
out distinction of religion, gave them residence and
protection. Here they remained for some time, and
then went on down the river to Holland, where they
embarked in 1707, for Kew York. After a severe and
protracted voyage, a violent stoiBa^drove their small
ship south of Sandy Hook, obliging the master to

fake refuge in the capes of the Delaware, and ulti-

mately land his passengers at Philadelphia. Deter-

mined to continue to the Province of New York, the

emigrants left the Quaker City, journeying overland

;

traveling thitherward, they reached the edge of tlie

Schooley's Mountain range, in Morris County, New
Jersey, and were suddenly confronted by the view of
a charming valley. Below were the pleasant reaches
of the Musconnetcong, flowing tranquilly between
grassy banks, with rich meadows rolling back in gen-

tle undulations, seeming fairly to invite settlement.

To these tempest-tossed wanderers it appeared, in-

deed, a land of promise ; what more could they de-

sire in a search for homes? New York Province cer-

tainly would ofl'er no richer or more inviting locality
;

here they decided to remain. Passing down the
mountain, they drove their tent-stakes and laid their

hearthstones as the commencement of a settlement

which has been known from that day to this as the

German Valley. Many now well-known families in

Morris, Hunterdon, and Somerset Counties take their

origin from this ancient little Lutheran community.
Hendrick Hudson, after his voyage in the " Half-

Moon," in 1609, in writing of the locality on which
now—a populous crescent—the city of Newburgh
rests, mentions it as a " pleasant place to build a town
on." As the Palatine parish of Quassaick, on this

" pleasant place," a town was laid out, about one
hundred years later, by emigrants from Germany.
The company comprised forty-two persons, who,

'From an article in the I'lnneylrania Maganne qf History and
Biography, by Andrew D. Melllck, Jr.

under theguidanceoftheir pastor, Joshua Kockerthal,
had been sent to America by Queen Anne, who bad
guaranteed them ninepence a day for ayear's support,
and a grant of land on which "to settle. They had
been .driven to the fields in midwinter by the destruc-
tion of their homes by the French, and had applied
to the English government for aid, as Protestants who
were sufi'ering from aljject poverty because of their
religious beliefs. On reaching New York, Lord Love-
lace had them transported to Quassaick Creek, and
ultimately his successor Governor Hunter issued to
them a patent for twenty-one hundred and ninety
acres of land. The first place of worship in Newburgh
was a little Lutheran church, twenty feet square,
built by these German settlers. The settlement, as a
German community, did not prosper. The Palatines,
who were mostly husbandmen, found the rough hill-

sides much inferior for cultivation to the rich lands
they had known over the seas. Attracted by descrip-
tions from friends, located in Pennsylvania, of the
fertile regions they inhabited, the individual owners
gradually sold the plots originally apportioned them
and removed to that Quaker colony. By 1743 prac-
tically the place had changed from a German settle-

ment to a Scotch-English neighborhood. Notwith-
standing the comparatively short time the Palatines
lived on Quassaick Creek, they left an indelible mark
on the country, and a record of which the people of
Newburg, are still proud. That city's historian, Mr.
E. M. Ruttenber, writes that " no citizens of more
substantial worth are found under the flag of this,

their native land, than their descendants; no braver
men were in the armies of the Revolution than Her-
kimer and Muhlenberg. Had they done nothing in

the parish but made clearings in its forests and
planted fields, they would be entitled to grateful re-

membrance ; but they did more : they gave to it its

first church and its first government, and in all its

subsequent history their descendants have had a

part."

The citizens of London were astonished to learn

in May and June, 1709, that five thousand men,
women and children, Germans from the Rhine,
were under tents in the suburbs. By October the

number had increased to thirteen thousand, and com-
prised husbandmen, tradesmen, school-teachers and
ministers. These emigrants had deserted the Pal-

atinate owing to French oppression, and the per-

secution by their prince, the Elector John William,

of the House of Newburgh, who had become a de-

voted Romanist, though his subjects were mainly
Lutherans and Calvinists. Professor Henry A.

Homes, in an able paper treating of this emigration,

read before the Albany Institute in 1871, holds that

the movement was due not altogether to unbearable

persecutions, but largely to suggestions made to the

Palatines in tlieir own country by agents of companies

who were anxious to obtain settlers for the British

colonies in America, and thus give value to the com-
pany's lands. The emigrants were certainly seized

with the idea that by coming to England its govern-

ment would transport them to the Provinces of New
York, the Carolinas, and Pennsylvania. Of the latter

Province they knew much, as many Germans were
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alreaily there. Pastorius, tlie founder of Gorman-
town, had jniblislied circulars in Germany extolling

the colony and invitinj; wttlcnicnt. I'enn had also

well advertised in the I'aliitinate the inducements for

settlers oll'ered by his grant. The emigrants had also

lieard of the success of I'astor Kockertlud's little

colony w Inch had gone to New York the previous
year, and they were all anxious to be transported to

a country where rich lands were to be had at no cost,

and where their eflbrts for subsistence would be un-
disturbed by oppressions.

The English government was much distressed by
the arrival of this vast nundier of impoverished emi-
grants. Tlieir coming not liaving been antici])ated,

no plans had been made for their distribution in the
colonies, or their care in England. Means were taken
at once to notify the Dutch and German authorities

that no more would be received. This certainly had
the sympathy of the Elector Palatine, who had al-

ready published an order punishing with death and
confiscation all subjects who should quit their native
country.

_
Great etibrts were made to prevent sulfer-

ing among these poor people ; thousands of pounds
were collected for their maintenance, from churches
and individuals, all over England ; they were lodged
in warehouses, empty dwellings, and in barns, and
the Queen had a thou.sand tents pitched back of

Greenwich, on Blackheath. Here, on that historic

moor, where Wat Tyler and Jack Cade had assem-
bled the rebellious men of Kent, and where, later,

Claude Duval and other bold riders of the road were
wont to relieve belated travellers of their gold and
jewels, was presented the strange spectacle of an en-
campment of five thousand alien people, speaking an
alien tongue, awaiting with patience and confidence

a help and relief they felt sure would come from the
sympathy and compassion of Protestant Englishmen.

Although Mortimer, in his " History of England,"
says it was never known who encouraged them to

this emigration, a committee of the House of Com-
mons, appointed in 1711, elicited facts, as their report

shows, going to prove that the Queen's government
was not altogether guiltless in provoking the move-
ment. The Palatines testified that they had left their

country because of books and papers, containing

Queen Anne's picture, that had been distributed, urg-

ing their coming to England, that they might be sent

to Her Majesty's plantations in the colonies. It is

hardly to be believed that they would have come
almost at one time, and in such great numbers, with-

out having received encouragement from agents or

others, who must, at least apparently, have made
promises, with authority. The Germans evidently

expected that immediately on arrival in England
they were to be dispatched in a body across the sea

;

but no one stood ready to carry out such a programme.
If the government had made promises, it was with
expectation of no such liberal response. To carry

thirteen thousand people would require a great fleet

of the small vessels of that time, and there were no
ships for such a service. Much time would also be
required in preparing for their arrival in America,
and in perfecting arrangements for their final settle-

ment. Isotwithstanding the great efforts made by

the English people, very much distress followed this
nnhai)py hcgira. Disease decimated their ranks,
and many wandered about England, becoming a
poverty-stricken incubus on the parishes. Numbers
of the younger men enlisted in theBritish army serv-
ing in Portugal, and some made their.own way to
Penn.sylvania, presumably by effecting arrangements
with the masters of vessels, whereby, on arrival, their
services were to be sold for a term sufficient to secure
payment of their passage-money. This was not an
unusual means of emigration to the colonies at that
time.

EARTHQUAKES IN NORTH AMERICA.'
IN endeavoring to determine the degree to which
the different parts of North America have been sub-
jected to devastating earthquake shocks, or to those
which would prove disastrous in a country occupied
by complicated society, we find ourselves met with
the difficulty which arises from the brevity of our
historic records concerning the greater part of this
continent. It is true that in Mexico, and the penin-
sula district to the southward, we have a record
which comprises nearly five hundred years; but of
the rest of the continent our longest records are only
of about half that duration, and these concern only a
little strip of country along the Atlantic coast of the
continent; for the remainder the information is for a
brief term of a single century. It has occurred to the
present writer that it may be possible to supplement
this extremely imperfect historical record by an ex-
amination of the|^y numerous poised blocks aa
well as the detached and frail columns of stone
which abound in many districts, natural monuments
which would be overturned by a succession of great
earthquakes as easily as a Gothic steeple or other
frail work of human architecture. Although little

has been done with this method of investigation, it

will be possible to make some use of it in extending
an inquiry which, if it rested on human testimony
alone, would be extremely imperfect and unsatisfac-
fory.

These natural indices of a quiet earth have been
formed in two different ways, viz.: in the glaciated
districts, which practically comprise the northern half
of the continent, including all of New England, New
York, a great part of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,
and the northern tier of the Western States and
Territories to the Pacific, as well as all the vast terri-
tory to the northward of the United States, we often
find perched boulders, or erratics, left upon the sur-
face at the melting of the glacial sheet. These blocks
not infrequently were dropped in positions from
which a great earthquake shock would easily dis-
lodge them; occasionally we find a large block which,
when the ice melted away, came to be lodged on sup-
porting stones, or on the summit of a rocky hill, in a
very insecure position. Yet more often we find a
spheroidal block, say two or three feet in diameter,
perched on a larger boulder. In great part these
poise stones have been overturned by snow-slides
and falling trees; those which escaped these mis-

From anarticlu in Seribncr's Magazine, by Prof. X. S. Staler,
of UarvurJ Uuiversity, on " The Stabilily of tiic Karlli."
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chances have often fallen a prey to boys who take a

natural tlelifiht in assisting gravitation. In New
England and other glaciated districts, the present

writer has observed many hundreds of such natural

indications of immunity from earthquakes. The

other class of these indicators is that of columns or

other unstable masses of rock which have been pre-

served, while the surrounding rock has been worn

away, either by the action of rain and streams, or,

more rarely, by the beating of the ocean waves when
the; sea was liit;her than it is at present. All these

pinnacled rocks date from times which, in a historic

sense, are very .ancient, perhaps hundreds of times as

remote as the first written records of this continent.

The most of these pillared stones having an height of

twenty feet, may be safely reckoned as of an age of

at least twenty thousand years, and thus give us evi-

dence of long continued immunity from shocks of the

first or second order in the districts in which they

are found.

ft * * * *

It, is to be noted, however, that since the settle-

ment of this New England country there have been

several shocks of an alarming nature, which have

principally affected the State of Massachusetts. That

of 1727 and several following years was one of the

most peculiar disturbances which have ever been re-

corded. The first movements of this long-continued

series of shocks disturbed a tolerably large area ; but

in a short time the shocks became confined to the

region near the old town of Newt^A. Mass., where,

from 1727 to 1740, each shock, thougnthe motion was

slight, was accompanied by loud and terrifying sounds

proceeding from the depths of the earth. We have

the story of this strange convulsion from the journal

of the liev. Matthias Plant, the pastor of the Puritan

church at Newbury. Although he viewed the mat-

ter rationally, many people believed that the tumult

was caused by the devil at work in his nether

realm.

In 1755, almost coincidently with the great Lisbon

earthquake," Central New England was visited by a

disturbance of considerable violence, one which,

though a single shock, was probably nearly, if not

quite, as violent as any of the several movements

which have recently occurred in South Carolina.

This disturbance, though not hurtful to life or limb,

did a good deal of minor damage to the buildings of

Boston and vicinity ; a good part of the chimneys

were overturned, and wherever a heavy weight was

supported on a tall, frail base the effects were con-

siderable. John AVinthrop, then professor of physics

and astronomy in Harvard College, one of the few

eminent American men of science of the eighteenth

century, states that the bricks from the chimney of

his house, in Cambridge, the top of which was thirty-

two feet from the ground, were thrown to a point

thirty feet from tlie base of tliis structure. If we may
trust this observation, it is clear that the shock,

though not of great violence, was of sufficient force

to bring havoc to many flimsy structures of the pres-

ent day. Since 1755 there has been no earthquake

in this district which can be termed menacing in its

violence,
; though movements of slight importance

have been numerous.
We may reasonably conclude that while the New

England district has probably long been exempt from
disturbances of great severity, the Massachusetts dis-

trict appears to be liable to shocks of a violence suffi-

cient to wreck buildings which are not well fitted to

to sustain such assaults.*****
The shocks of 1811-13 are, by their violence and

continuity, to be ranked among the first score of re-

corded earthquakes. Save perhaps that which, in

1819, disturbed the delta of the Indus, in Western
Hindostan, the Mississippi earthqizake of 1811 direct-

ly produced more extensive and permanent local

geographical changes than any other of which we
have an account ; so violent and continuous w^ere the
shakings that the alluvial land in the neighborhood
of New Madrid was lowered below its previous level,

and into the depressed region the stream of the Miss-
issippi poured in such violence that for a time its low-
er waters, for a considerable part of their course,

turned backward toward their source. Although the
colonizing of the district had just begun, the area of
country already cleared by settlers which was con-
verted into moras-ses by the shock was so great that
the Government was compelled to furnish some hun-
dreds of thousand acres of new lands on higher
ground to those whose dwelling-places had been made
uninhabitable. It seems likely that an area of not
less than five thousand square miles was, on the
average, though irregularly, lowered to the depth of
ten feet below its original level. The energy of tliese

shocks was so great that the low, strongly built cabins
of the frontiersmen were wrecked, the forest trees

were beaten against each other, and their branches
interlocked as they swung to and fro. The irregular

movements of the ground led to the formation of
numerous great crevices, from which turbid waters
were thrown up to a considerable height. To protect
themselves from being engulfed in these fissures, the
people felled trees so that they lay on the ground at

right angles to the general trend of the fissures, and
built places of refuge on the broad foundations which
they thus secured. There can be no question that a
desturbance of this magnitude would, in the present
condition of the region where it occurred, cause
greater distruction than did that which recentlv oc-

curred at Charleston, S. C.

These two series of shocks, that of 1811 and 18SG,

have a close general relation to each other; so alike

are they, indee<l, as to suggest that the great series of

repeated shocks, gradually diminishing in intensity,

may be the type of disturbance characteristic of the
lowland districts of the southern part ofthis continent.

The New Madrid earthquake of ISll was, however,

by far the most extended phenomenon ; the shocks
were more frequent and of much greater violence,

and the period during which they recurred was far

longer than in the Carolinian disturbances.*****
It is satisfactory to find that, within the area of the

United States, two centuries of historic record and
much natural evidence go to show that great earth-
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quakes are exceptional, but this should not blind us

to the fact that large areas are already known to have

suffered from movements which may bring wide-

spread destruction, where the builder takes no ac-

count of any other disturber of stability save gravi-

tation. It is not likely that we as yet know, by ex-

perience, the full extent of country which is subject

to this order of shocks ; our historic perspective is

very short, and the natural evidence does not give us

any assurance concerning disturbances of this lesser

order. It is clear that we cannot, in this country,

reckon on an earth as stable as that of the northern

region of Europe, where our race was bred and our

building system developed. It is equally clear that

the mode of construction should be adapted to the

new needs which the less firm ground of this country

imposes on us.

As long as the building material most commonly
in use was timber, and the masonry structures of a

low and substantial nature, they were fairly fitted to

aflTord the resistance required to withstand the shocks

which could be expected to come upon them. But

the combination of ambition and economy which is

filling the land with lofty and flimsy structures invites

calamity on the least disturbance of the earth. The
shock of 1755, which didlittle more than stirthe fears,

shake down the chimney-tops of the old town of Bos-

ton, and afford a text for many interesting sermons,

would be extremely disastrous to the higher and

weaker structures of to-day.

The prescriptions which the architect has to follow

in preparing his buildings to resist the strains of a

moderate earthquake are simple, and do not require

any great increase in the course of construction. Itis

well to understand that the actual movement of the

ground, even in violent shocks, is slight. In those

which we have termed of the first order it is doubtful

if the movement ever amounts to afoot in amplitude,

while the shocks which we may anticipate in this

country, such as have recently occurred in Charleston,

for instance, probably swing the earth to and fro with-

in the space of an inch. The destruction is done

in part by the suddenness of the to-and-fro motion,

which breaks the foundation from the superstructure,

but in larger measure by the pendulum-like vibra-

tion which is set up in the building. This pendulum
movement may cause an oscillation of one inch at the

foundations to be several feet in a sixth floor, or, say,

one hundred feet above the ground. The rending

effect of this pendulum-like swinging, especially in

weak masonry, may easily be imagined.

LIGHT.
THE night has a thousand eyes.

And the day but one.

Yet the light of the bright world dies

With the dying sun.

The mind has a thousand eyes,

And the heart but one
;

Yet the light of a whole life dies

When love is done.
—FE.4NCIS W. BOUEDILLON.

We judge of a man's wisdom by his hope.

—

Emer-

THE THREE PERIODS OF LINCOLN'S LIFE.

WE shall see in the course of the present work how
the life of Abraham Lincoln divides itself into three

principal periods, with corresponding stages of his

intellectual development : the first, of about forty

years, ending with his terra in Congress; the second,

of about ten years, concluding with his final campaign
of political speech-making in New York and New
England, shortly before the presidential nominations
of 1860; and the last, of about five years, terminating

at his death. We have thus far traced his career

through the first periodof forty years. In the several

stages of frontier experience through which he had
passed, and which in the main but repeated the

trials and vicissitudes of thousands of other boys and
youths in the West, only so much individuality had
been developed in him as brought him in to the lead-

ing class of his contemporaries. He had risen from
laborer to student, from clerk to lawyer, from politi-

cian to legislator. That he had lifted himself by
healthy ambition and unaided industry out of the

station of a farm-hand, whose routine life begins and
ends in a backwoods log- cabin, to that representative

character and authority which seated him in the na-
tional Capitol to aid in framing laws for his country

,

was already an achievement that may well be held
honorably to crown a career of forty years.

Such achievement and such distinction, however,
were not so uncommon as to appear phenomenal.
Hundreds of other boys, born in log cabins, had won
similar elevationj||kt the manly, practical school of
Western public l^R Even in ordinary times ther e

still remained within the reach of average intellects

several higher grades of public service. It is quite

probable that the superior talents of Lincoln would
have made him Governor of Illinois or given him a

term in the United States Senate. But the story of

his life would not have commanded, as it now does,

the unflagging attention of posterity had there not
fallen upon hisgeneration theunusual conditions and
opportunities brought about by a series of remarka-
ble convulsions in national politics. If we would
correctly understand how Lincoln became, first a con-

spicuous actor, and then a chosen leader, in a great

strife of national parties for supremacy and power,
we must briefly study the origin and development of
the great slavery controversy in American legislation

which found its highest activity and decisive culmi-
nation in the single decade from 1850 to 1860. We
should greatly err, however, if we attributed the new
events in Lincoln's career to the caprice of fortune.

The conditions and opportunities of which we speak
were broadly national, and open to all without re-

striction of rank or locality. Many of his contempo-
raries had seemingly overshadowing advantages, by
prominence and training, to seize and appropriate

them to their own advancement. It is precisely this

careful study of the times which shows us by what
inevitable process of selection honors and labors of

which he did not dream fell upon him ; how, indeed,

it was not the individual who gained the prize, but
the paramount duty which claimed the man.

—

Nico-

lay and Hay. in The Century.
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INTEREST IN STUDY.
IN all pedagogy the great thing is to strike the iron

while hot, and to seize the wave of the pupil's inter-

est in each successive subject before its ebb has come,
so that knowledge may be got and a habit of skill ac-

quired—a headway of interest, in short, secured, on
which afterward the individual may float. There is

a happy moment for fixing skill in drawing, for mak-
ing boys collectors in natural history, and presently
dissectors and botanists; then for initiating them into
the harmonies of mechanics and the wonders of
physical and chemical law. Later, introspective psy-
chology and the metaphysical and religious myster-
ies take their turn ; and last of all, the drama of
human aftuirs and worldly wisdom in the widest
sense of the term. In each of us a saturation point is

soon reached in all these things; the impetus of our
purely intellectual zeal expires, and unless the topic

be one as.sociated with some urgent personal need
that keeps our wits constantly whetted about it, we
settle into an equilibrium, and live on what we
learned when our interest was fresh and instinctive,

without adding to the store. Outside of their own
business the ideas gained by men before they are
twenty-five are practically the only ideas they shall

have in their lives. They cannot get anything new.
Disinterested curiosity is past, the mental grooves
and channels set, the power of assimilation gone. If

by chance we ever do learn anything about some en-
tirely new topic we are atUicted with the strange
sense of insecurity, and we fear to advance a resolute

opinion. But, with things learned in the plastic days of
instinctive curiosity, we never lose entirely our sen.se

of being at home. There remains a kinslup, a senti-

ment of intimate acquaintance, which, even when we
know we have failed to keep abrea.st of the subject,

flatters us with a sense of power over it, and makes
us feel not altogether out of the pale.

Whatever individual exceptions might be cited to

this are of the sort that "prove the rule."

To direct the moment of the instinctive readiness
for the subject is, then, the first duty of every edu-
cator. As for the pupils, it would probably lead to a
more earnest temper on the part of college students
if they had less belief in their unlimited future in-

tellectual potentialities, and could be brought to real-

ize that whatever physics and political economy and
philosophy they are now acquiring are, for better or
worse, the physics and political economy and philoso-

pliy that will have to serve them to the end.

—

Prof.
Wm. James, in Scribner's Magazine.

THE ST. ELMO'S LIGHT AT SANDY HOOK.
PETER C.iMERON writes to the New York Telegram
that on the evening of the 18th of February he was
at Sandy Hook, the guest of Keeper Edwards of No.
2 United States Life-saving Station, making studies

for his new painting, "The Landing of the Lifeboat,"

and that he saw a sight that surprised him. We
quote

:

At six p. m. it commenced suddenly to thunder
and lighten, this being almost unheard of here at

this season of the year. At seven p. m. I .sallied out
to the seashore, guided alone by the brilliant flashes

of electricity, and while doing my best to study the
weird efl'ects of light and shade and at the same time
hold up against the gale and drenching rain, a thun-
derbolt like a ball of white-hot iron passed close to
me and with incredible swiftness described a most
erratic course around me and overhead, leaving me
stunned with its noise and for the time being blinded
with its glare. When I had recovered a little I

found that my beard and mustache and the rim of
my storm hat were enveloped in a greenish blue fire

and on raising my hand I found that my finger tips

were similarly illuminated. Having observed this

phenomenon before in the tropics and at Cape Horn,
I was not alarmed; still, knowing that discretion is

the better part of valor, I retreated to the sheltering

doorway of the lifeboat house, from which I wit-

nessed for three hours one of the most brilliant and
incessant electrical storms that it has ever been my
lot to behold.

As the patrolmen returned from their nightly

watch they declared that this storm surpassed all

they had ever seen in the winter season and each of

them related that for much of the time their hair

and mustaches had been charged with blue fire, as

mine was. When the storm was at its height I ob-

served the St. Elmo's light at the head of the tall sig-

nal mast in front of the station. It appeared like a

dull blue phosphorescent ball that grew brighter dur-

ing the passing squalls. I drew the attention of

Keeper Edwards and two patrolmen to it, and they

affirmed that in all their marine experience they had
never seen it before.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The recent death of Sir Joseph Whitworth, the emi-

nent Euglish mechaiiical engineer, has revived many sto-

ries of his early achievements. His greatest mechanical

achievements were the production of exactitude and meth-

od in the manufacture of tools for machinists. His " true

plane" and "true screw" solved the question of exacti-

tude. His later achievements in the production of enor-

mous armaments sink into insignificance when compared

to the henefits machinists and the world in general re-

ceived frem the minute and careful exactitude he brought

about in the production of tools.

—The seismoscope at the United States Signal Office in

Washiugton was disturbed by and accurately recorded at 7

hours 33 minutes no seconds, a. m., 7.50 meridian time, on

the24th, the arrival at that point of the recent earth-

quake reported from France and Italy. A rough calcula-

tion gives about five hundred miles per hour as the veloci-

ty of transmission.

—A Poona (India) paper, the Keseri. speaks as follows

with reference to Dr. Joshee, the Hindu lady who gradu-

ated in Philadelphia last year :
" We are very glad to an-

nounce the safe arrival of Mr. and Dr. Anandibai Joshee iu

their native land. We cannot but admire and praise Dr-

Joshee's great courage in crossing the ocean, and the perse-

verance with which she studied and earned her medical

diploma at the Woman's Medical College in Philadelphia.

When we consider the opposition and the strong prejudice

entertained by the people of this country against female

education, and also the troubles and trials endured by Mr.

and Dr. Joshee in venturing to do this great thing against

public opinion, our admiration for them increases very

greatly."
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—The annual expenses of the Pope are about eight mil-

lion lire. Theodoli, the miijoniuomo of the Vatican, has

recently made the following estimate of the income of the

papal treasury to he expected during the year 1887. The

money deposited in English banks by Pius IX brings an

annual interest of four and a half million lire; the rents

from real estate are a million, and the Peter's pence is es-

timated atone and a half million lire. According to thi.s,

there will be a deficit of about one million lire for 1887. [A

lire is equal to 18 cents 2 mills, Americau money.]

—Tlie colleges of this country contain 18,000 female

students.

—Fifty thousand tous of soot were taken from London

chimneys last year. Its value was set at $204,000, as a

fertilizer.

—French engineers hav« under consideration a plan of

constructing a ship canal from the Mediterranean to the

Persian Gulf. It would shorten the route to Asia by three

days, aud open up a new country to trade.

—The President has signed the act to idemnify certain

subjects of the Chinese Empire for losses sustained by the

violence of a mob at Rock Springs, Wyoming Territory, in

September, 1835.

—The rules of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers

provide for having action brought against any member
accused of drunkenness, or of keeping a saloon. If found

guilty of drunkenness he can be expelled by a majority

vote of those present ; if he is convicted of keeping a saloon,

he is declared expelled without a ballot.

CURRENT EVENTS.
A VERY serious earthquake occurred, on the morning of

the 23d ultimo, in Northern Italy, and the adjacent region

of France, the centre of disturbance being probably at

Nice, where a second, but much lighter shock was experi-

enced on the 2oth. In that city and in many others, much
damage was done, and the loss of life was very great. A
de.spatch from Eome makes up the following list of the

killed and wounded on the Italian side of the border : Ba-

jardo, 300 killed and wounded : Diano Marina, 250 killed

and injured; Brassano, 50 killed and 36 injured; Diano

Castello, 30 killed; Castello, 30 killed and many injured.

The number killed is less than was atfirst supposed. It

is estimated that in the Province of Porto Maurizio 570

were killed and 156 injured. In the Province of Genoa 64

were killed and 37 injured. Bajardo aud Diano Marina

were the only places destroyed. At a house near Diano

Marino a ball was proceeding when the shocks came. The

building was completely wrecked and a terrible loss of life

resulted. The dancers lay dead in heaps upon the ground.

Many of the houses destroyed had large tanks underneath,

which were filled with new olive oil, intended for exporta-

tion to France and Germany.

In France the loss of life was not serious. A despatch

from Paris on the 25th ult., says : Flammariou and other

astronomers predict further shocks, but they say the dis-

turbances will probably he less severe. Slight damage was

done in Basses Alps in the Department of Var; the walls

of houses and churches were cracked. No lives were lost.

At Nice and Cannes the panic is subsiding, and the inhabi-

tants who have been camping out are returning. The

hotels here are crowded with fugitives from the Riviera.

Many reached this city but partially dressed, and others

without luggage. A number of ladies are suffering from

illness, caused by fright during the earthquake.

EoLLO Ogden, Pastor of the Case Avenue Presbyterian

Church in Cleveland, Ohio, resigned on the 27th ult. In

his letter of resignation he says :
" My only reason for this

step is a change, or rather growth and maturing of the-

ological opinions, which makes it impossible for me, in

good conscience, to longer assent to the doctrinal standards
of the Presbyterian Church."

A SEVERE snow Sturm prevailed'on the 24ht, throughout
the northern sections of New York, New Hampshire and
Vermont. About a foot of snow fell upon a level, hut was
blown in places into drifts from five to twenty feet deep.

Railroad travel in all directions was blocked. On the 26th

a very severe storm of snow and rain prevailed in this city,

and adjacent regions.

The death of James Freeman Clark, the well-known
Unitarian pastor, was prematurely announced on the 26th.

He was confined to his bed with a severe cold, but, a later

despatch said that " no serious results are anticipated."

The Legislature of Virginia will meet in extra session

on the 16th instant. The extra session, it is said, has been

made necessary " by the efforts of the representatives of

the bondholders to compel the State to accept her coupons

for taxes."

Severe repressive measures have been announced by the

German Government in Alasce and Lorraine, the provinces

taken from France in 1870. A large majority of the peo-

ple continue to oppo.se the union with Germany, which in-

flames Prince Bismarck's resentment.

CONGRE.SS adjourns on the 4th instant, at noon, the term
of service of members of the House of Representatives ex-

piring at that time. It is thought, at the present writing,

that much business will be left undisposed of, and that a

special session may be required.

A SPECIAL despatch from Peoria, Illinois, says the two

thousand miners along the lines of the Peoria aud Pekin,

Toledo, Peoria and Wabash and the Central Iowa Railways,

who have been on strike for several weeks, have reached a

settlement with their employers. The miners .are to form

co-operative associations. The mines will be worked by

them, the mine owners getting three-fourths of a cent per

bushel as rental.

A SLIGHT earthquake was felt in South Carolina about

6 o'clock on the morning of the 26th inst. At Summerville

the vibration lasted about five seconds and in one house a

vase was thrown down. The movement was from west to

east. It is said that since the earthquake on January

31st, the land in Tyrell county, on the North Carolina

coast, has risen twelve inches.

NOTICES.
w.irFriends' Charity Fuel Association will meet this

evening at 8 o'clock iu the parlor, at 15th aud Race streets.

Jos. M. TRUM.iN, Jr., Clerk.

*3* " The Committee on Education of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting of Friends" will hold a Conference with

Parents, School Committees, Teachers, and others interest-

ed, on Seventh day, Third month 5th, 1887, at Fifteenth and

Race Sts., Philadelphia, commencing at 1.30 o'clock, P. M.

Punctual attendance is desired.

The subjects to be considered are :

1. " What constitutes a suitable preparation for a course of

study in Science."

2. "The necessity aud means of educating the will."

3. " The first aud last fifteen minutes of school."

All interested are invited to attend.

Wm. W.4.DE Geisco.m, Clerk.

*«.* Quarterly meetings will occur during Third month

as follows.

4. Nottingham, Little Britiau, Pa.,

5. Whitewater, Milton, Ind.

7. Prairie Grove, West Liberty, la.
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A SONG OF FAITH.
BE stroug, my soul, be strong !

Does not the Father send

Unto thee daily some new proof

His love will never end ?

Be strong, my soul, be strong !

What time the shadows fall

Do thou but listen, thou shalt hear

The heavenly Father's call.

Be strong, my soul, be strong

!

The way seems rough and steep—
He sends His stall' to comfort thee

And bids thee cease to weep.

Be strong and full of faith.

In hope and love be strong,

And God will guide thee to a rest

That will be sweet and long.

William S. Lord.

COMPARATIVE VIEWS IN TEE DIS-

CIPLINES}

PERHAPS we can give no good reasons why our

(liflferent yearly meetings should not act with a de-

gree of independence in arranging rules of discipline

for their own government ; but the fact of the con-

stant interchange of members by certificate, and a

common interest in the ministry—and the frequent

interchance of fields of labor in this important en-

gagement—it intere.sts us deeply to know what cor-

respondences and what differences there are in our

various codes of discipline.

The "Queries" which are so carefully answered

in our meetings for discipline, at least once a year,

and are explicitly reported to the next yearly meet-

ing, are for the purpose of presenting a statement of

the condition of the Society as regards morals and

the general conduct of life, both secular and religious.

They embody, in a very brief form, the substance of

our rules of discipline and are unique as a means of

"laying judgment to the line and righteousness to

the plummet" in the observance of our principles

and testimonies, as well as in the presentation of

ethical conditions in a Christian Church.

The New York Discipline gives the following as

the first query : Are Friends careful to attend all our

meetings for religious worship and discipline ;
is the

hour observed ; and are they clear of sleeping, and of

all other unbegoming behavior in them?

iRead in the Conference, after meeting, at Race Street meeting-

house, Philadelphia, Second-month 27th.

Philadelphia asks : Are all our religious meetings

for worship and discipline duly attended; is the hour
observed ; and are Friends clear of sleeping, and of

all other unbecoming behavior therein?

The Illinois discipline, established in 1875, ailopted

this neater and briefer form, which is a decided im-

provement : 1. Are Friends diligent in the attend-

ance of our meetings for worship and discipline; do
they avoid unbecoming behavior, and observe the

hour for meeting?

The earlier form of the first query was, for men's

meetings : Are meetings for worship and discipline

kept up, and do friends attend them duly, and at the

time appointed ; and do they avoid unbecoming be-

havior therein?

AVe see that here Illinois friends have returned to

fir.st principles, to brevity and dignity of expression.

New York gives the second query thus: Are love

and unity maintained as becomes brethren; and if

differences arise, is due care taken speedily to end

them ; and do Friends avoid and discourage tale-

bearing and detraction?

Philadelphia asks: Are tale-bearing and detrac-

tion discouraged? And where any difl'erences arise

are endeavors used speedily to end them?
Illinois asks: Do Friends maintain love and fel-

lowship towards each other as becomes our Christian

profession? Are tale-bearing and detraction dis-

couraged ? And when differences arise are endeavors

used speedily to end them?

The earlier form was: Are Friends preserved in

love one toward another; if difl'erences arise, is due

care taken speedily to end them; and are Friends

careful to avoid and discourage tale-bearing and de-

traction?

The third query has reference to dress and ad-

dress and New York uses this formula for the third

query : Do Friends endeavor to train up their chil-

dren, and others under their care, in a life and con-

versation consistent with our Christian profession;

are they careful to maintain our testimonies in re-

gard to moderation, simplicity, and plainness of

speech, behavior, and apparel ; and do they endeavor,

by example as well as precept, to impress upon the

minds of those under their care a due sense of the

importance of these testimonies?

Philadelphia asks: 3. Are Friends careful to

bring U]) those under their direction in plainness of

speech, behavior, and apparel; in frequent reading of

the Holy Scriptures, and to restrain them from read-
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ins pernicious boolcs luul from corrupt conversation

of tlie world ? ,

Illinois asks: 3. Do our members observe sim-

plicity and utility in their apparel, and avoid super-

fluity and vain fashions, and do they advise their

children and others uiuler their influence to the

same care? Are they tlioujihtful to encourage plain

and honest speech, and kindness and iientle dignity

in deportment, and to guard against frivolous and

pernicious literature, sup|)lying that which is profita-

ble and inviting in its stead, and against corrupting

conversation? Do they encourage the frequent read-

ing of the Scriptures of Truth ?

This religious care in the regulation of family life

was treated of in two queries according to the former

order

:

Do Friends endeavor by example and precept

to train their children, servants, and those under

their care in a religious life and conversation con-

sistent with our Christian profession; and in plain-

ness of speech, behavior, and apparel?

Then as regards Bible reading: Is it the care of

all Friends to be frequent in reading the holy scrip-

tures; and do those who have children, servants, and

others under their care train them up in the practice

of this religious duty ?

Is not this a materially diflferent stand, on the

whole, from that adopted by Illinois Friends, and is

the stand of the little band of western Friends a

little more consonant with our present idea of sound

reason and true striving after the divine likeness?

But now let us consider the temperance query, by
means of which Friends have sought so far as they

might to lay the axe at the root of "a crying sin" and

a dangerous evil to the state. New York asks: 4.

Are Friends careful to avoid the unnecessary use of

spirituous liquors, and all other beverages _of an in-

toxicating character, and frequenting places where
they are sold ; and do they avoid attending places of

amusement of a hurtful tendency?
Philadelphia asks: 4. Are Friends clear of the

manufacture and sale of all intoxicating beverages;

are they careful to discourage their use as a drink;

and is due caution observed in the use thereof as a

medicine? Are they careful to discourage the at-

tending of places of diversion, and the unnecessary

frequenting of taverns? And do they keep to true

moderation and temperance on account of marriages,

burials, and other occasions?—187o.

Illinois goes still further: 4. Are our members
clear of importing, distilling, vending or using in-

toxicating liquors as a beverage, and do they avoid

renting their property or selling their grain for such

purposes? Are they thoughtful in extending a

proper temperance influence through their neighbor-

hoods and to give due help and encouragement to the

intemperate, for their reformation? Are Friends

careful to discourage the use of tobacco, especially

with the young as being both needless and injurious?

Do thej' bear watchful testimony against attending

places of unprofitable diversion or of demoralizing

tendencies ?

The corresponding query of the old Disi'ipline

was thus: "Do Friends avoid all vain sports, and

places of diversion, naming, all unnecessary frequent-

ing of taverns and other public-hou,se8, excess in

drinking and other intemperance?"
Have we not seen the standard considerably ele-

vated in our religious body, and have not our testi-

monies become much more aggressive in this genera-

tion ?

Then comes the fifth query concerning tender
and practical charity to those of our communion as

are in need. New York asks: 5. Are proper and
.seasonable care and as-sistance extended to those

whose circumstances seem to require them ; and all

children under our care instructed in school learning
to fit them for a business?

Philadelphia asks: 5. Are poor Friends' necessi-

ties duly inspected, and they relieved or assisted in

such business as they are capable of? Do their chil-

dren freely partake of learning to fit them for busi-

ness ; and are they and other Friends' children

placed among Friends?
Illinois inquires: 5. Are the necessities of the

poor within our neighborhoods, and the circum-
stances of those who appear likely to need aid, in-

spected and relieved, as far as duty requires? As
way opens are such prudently advised and assisted

in obtaining such employment as they are capable of
perforining, and is due care taken to encourage the
school education of their children?

The words of the old query are clear, brief, and
strong: " Are the necessities of the poor among you
properly inspected and relieved ; and is good care

taken of the education of their oflfspring?"

At this place comes in our query concerning the
testimony to a free gospel ministry. New York asks :

6. Are Friends careful to maintain our Christian

testimony against a hireling ministry; do any of our
members employ a minister or priest in the a-ccom-

plishmeut of their marriage, or do any attend the
marriage so accomplished ?

Philadelphia asks: 6. Do you maintain a faithful

testimony against oaths; an hireling ministry ; bear-

ing arms, training, and other military services; be-

ing concerned in any fraudulent or clandestine trade,

buying or vending goods so imported, or prize goods
;

and against encouraging lotteries of any kind ?

We see here that our Yearly Meeting has shoved
together the testimony against oaths, which no
Friend is ever under any temptation to violate ; bear-

ing arms, etc., which is no longer required from the
conscientiously scrupulous in time of peace ; fraudu-

lent or clandestine trade,which means evasion of the
tarifl"laws; prize goods, which recalls the privateer-

ing in 1812, now forgotten except by the student of
history, and lotteries, which are long since illegal,

with that which is yet vital, the testimony to a free

gospel ministry. Does not this query need pruning?
Illinois asks: Do our members maintain a faithful

testimony in favor of a free gospel ministry, resting

upon divine qualification alone ? Do they bear testi-

mony against oppression, oaths, military services,

clandestine trade, prize goods, and lotteries?

Illinois brings in the dead issues in such a way as

to encumber the testimony' to a free gospel minis-

try. Why ? for the earlier query was bluntly expres-
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sive of something that was practical and earnest:
" Are Friends faitiifiil in bearing our Christian testi-

mony against receiving and paj'ing tithes, priests'

demands, and those called church rates?"

The oldest inhabitant remembers nothing of these

grievances, and many among ns feel an objection to

using any expression in our discipline which seems
to indicate lack of tolerance. Now Friends surely

have nothing to do with sitting in the ju<lgment seat

in these days of full religious liberty. Surely those

among us who love best our pure principles of truth,

liberty, and responsibility to (iod alone must wish to

have some pruning' done here. Let us hope to have
liberty to stop calling our neighbors oiiprobrious

names before many more years pass by. " Hireling "

is simply abusive, and, I suspect, unjust.

Remarkably salutary and unique is the .seventh

query. It antagonizes e.Ktravagance and prevents

bankruptcy so effectually that it makes our happy re-

ligious body to dwell in a peculiar temporal peace in

the land—peace and prosperity.

New York asks: Do Friends conduct their busi-

ness in manner becoraingour religious profession, and
do they avoid extending it beyond their ability to

manage? Are they deficient in performing their

promises or paying their just debts? If any give oc-

casion for fear on these accounts, are they timely ad-

monished and advised for their preservation or

recovery ?

Philadelphia inquires : Are Friends careful to live

within the bounds of their circumstances, and to keep
to moderation in their trade or business; are they
punctual to their promises, and just in the payment
of their debts ; and aresuch as give reasonable grounds
for fear on these accounts timely laboreil with for

their preservation or recovery?

Illinois asks in this way : 7. Are Friends care-

ful to live within the bounds of their circumstances
anil to avoid involving themselves in business beyond
their ability to manage? Are they just in their deal-

ings and punctual in complying with their engage-
ments

;
and where any give reasonable grounds for

fear in these respects is due care extended to them ?

There was nothing parallel to this query in the an-
cient discipline. It is distinctively modern, and aims
to be repressive of errors that are very modern—sins

of our own day and time. Sometimes I have ques-
tioned whether our Overseers can exercise the pa-

ternal care over the membership which is implied in

this service. "Timely labored with for their preser-

vation or recovery." What tender fatherly counsels,

what admonition, wounding to self-love at times, hut
most salutary to the rash, are required that those who
are in danger of pecuniary ruin may be warned in

time—preserved to peaceful, innocent lives of moder-
ation and safety.

New York inquires : 8. Is care taken seasonably to

deal with offenders in the spirit of meekne.ss, and
agreeably to discipline?

Philadelphia askg : 8. Do you take due care regu-
larly to deal with all offenders in the spirit of meek-
ness, without partiality or unnecessary delay in order
for their help ; and where such labor is ineffectual, to

place judgment upon them in the authority of truth ?

Illinois inquires gently: When members violate
any of our vital testimonies, or so act as to morally
injure themselves, is due watchfulness observed toex-
tend to them patient and Christian care for tlieir res-
toration to correct living, and unity of fellowship in
the Society ?

Tliese brotherly and tender words mean just about
the same as the more downright words of the earlier

days: "Is due care taken when anything appears
to require it, that the rules of our discipline be timely
and impartially put in practice?"

In the old Discipline were seventeen queries, one
of which has long since been dropped: " 2. Is there
among you any growth in the truth?" The twelfth

(iuery was like unto it :
" Is there any appearance of

convincement among you, and have any been joined
to our society on that ground since last year?" The
fifteenth asks if " Friendsareannually advised to keep
correct and clear accounts, and carefully to inspect
the state of their afi'airs once in the year ?" The six-

teenth inquires " if Friends are clear of defrauding
the King of his customs, duties, and excise, and of
using or dealing in goods suspected to be run?" The
seventeenth inquires concerning the keeping of a
" record of prosecutions and sufferings of your mem-
bers ; is due care taken to register all marriages, births,

and burials; are the titles of your meeting-houses,

burial grounds, etc., duly preserved and recorded ; are

the rules respecting registers and trusts properly ob-

served ; and are all legacies and donations properly

secured and recorded and duly applied ? S. R.

[During the reading and discussion of this paper the recently

revised disciplines of Baltimore and Ohio, were compared clause

by clause with the foregoing.]

THE RKLIOIOUS LIFE}

Tliose of you who are familiar with Tennyson will

recall perhaps his picture of St. Simeon Stylites, one
of the " pillar-saints " as they were called, of the early

ages. St. Simeon cries,

" Let this avail, .iust, dreadful, mighty God,

This not be all in vain, that thrice ten years.

Thrice multiplied by superhuman pangs.

In hungers and in thirsts, fevere and cold.

In coughs, aches, stitches, ulcerous throes and cramps,

A .sign betwixt the meadow and the cloud.

Patient on this tall pillar I have borne

Eain, wind, frost, beat, hail, damp, and sleet and snow
;

And I had hoped that ere this period closed

Thou wouldst have caught me up into thy rest,

Denying not these weather-beaten limbs.

The meed of saints, the white robe and the palm."

This was St. Simeon's ideal of the religious life,

—

to separate himself from all human relationships, and

mounting a tall pillar exposed to all the hardships that

the elements could impose, and depending for food

upon the service of his fellows, to devote himself to

the mortification of the flesh. In stories of the mid-

dle ages, you will read of women whom the severities

of monastic life could not satisfy, and who retired to

the rece.sses of the mountains, and entering narrow,

isolated cells with all the solemnities of priestly rites

allowed the entiance way to be closed with solid

iRead before the students of Swarthmore College, 2nd month
6th, 1887, by Elizabeth Powell Bond.
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masonry. This was their ideal of the religious life.

They must cease to be daujrhters, sisters, wives and

mothers; they must stifle every movement of human
feelini:, they must turn away from every human tie,

they must be blind and deaf to every human need for

help; all because they thought this the appointed

way of service to God.

In the progress of religious thought and experi-

ence men have ceased to strive after saintship through

the barren life upon a stone pillar ; and I do not be-

lieve that anywhere in the world women now find

the highest type of religious life within the walls of a

narrow cell. But while the extreme severities of aceti-

cism have been modified, and men have sought out

less painful ways of serving God, we find essentially

the .';ame standard of the religious life in the easy

satisfaction of setting apart a certain day and hour in

which to "do up" religious service and then dismiss

the grave and distasteful theme until the recurrence

of the appointed time presses it again upon our

thoughts. We find a trace of this standard of the re-

ligious life in the idea that when we worship God we
must assume a feeling of awe and solemnity that may
be immediately replaced by frivolity and carelessness,

even by downright dishonesty. Let us think for a

moment of our relation to our earthly parents who
are at this moment as really removed from our sight

as is our Heavenly Father, to whom our relation at

this hour is essentially a spiritual relation. How can

we best honor our parents? We have a stated time

daily or weekly in which we withdraw ourselves from

the work and interests close at hand and turn all our

thoughts toward them. We write them what most
deeply concerns us in our every-day life. It may be
that we open our inmost hearts to them, that we pour

out fond expres.sions of love to them, and tell them
our gratitude for all their loving kindness toward

us, and our desire to prove ourselves worthy of all

their benefactions. This is good; this is worth}' of

the holy relation of parents and children. But when
this exercise is over, have we really honored our

father and our mother? This letter that we have
written will awaken a responsive thrill of love in the

parent hearts, and will carry joy into the places made
desolate by our absence. But this letter is only Sf7!((-

menl on our part, the cheape-st, frothiest substitute for

true devotion. There goes to these parents another

document, not of our writing, a document of cold-

blooded figures, absolutely bare of sentiment, but this

document is the measure of the honor we have shown
our father and our mother. This record of our daily

work and our daily behavior is the measure of our

true devotion. What can it avail to write, "Dear
father, dear mother, I ?oi'ethee," and turn away to say

by our actions, " but it is too much trouble to do the

work thou ha.st sent me to do ; I am young and ought

not to be held to strict lines of duty." What can it

avail to write, " Dear father, dear mother, I thanhthee,"

and turn away to say by our actions, " but do not ex-

pect me to stop and think whether I am carrying out

thy wishes and purposes in sending me here." Dear

young people, believe me that words of love and devo-

tion turn to dust and ashes in the hearts of our pa-

rents, unless they are attended by the fruits of love

and devotion, wliich in the lives of students are faith-

ful study and noble conduct.

Our relation to our earthly parents, whom wo have
seen, is typical of our relation to our Heavenly
Father, whom we have not seen except as our spiritual

development gives us sight. An hour or a day set

apart for the worship of God, whatever the form may
be, of silence, or of spoken prayer, or the singing of
hymns, should not be called an hour or day of ser-

vice. It is an hour or day of religious sentiment,
which, it is true, may react upon ourselves so as to

quicken our spiritual life; may be a blos.soming time
of the soul whose fruitage shall be genuine religious

service. But if that hour of silence or uttered prayer
be counted the service of God,—a thing accomplished
and to be dismissed

; a duty done and absolving us
from all thought of God until the next stated time for

silence or prayer—then it becomesan hour as barren
as the years of the pillar-saint. Sentiment is not
service. Of what avail can it be to say or to sing
" Our Heavenly Father, we love thee, we acknowl-
edge thy majesty and power, we would like to feel

ourselves thy true children ;" and having said or sung
this religious sentiment, to turn away, and by our
daily lives to add, " but after all it doesn't make
much difference how we live,—we shall have a great

deal better time if we are not too particular about our
standards of right and wrong."

What can it avail to sing with fervor, " All hail

the power of Jesus' name!" and then to turn away
to our daily lives unmoved by that name which
stands for faithfulness in little things as in great;

for meekness of spirit, for purity of heart, for loving

helpfulness toward the weak, for the charity which
hopeth and believeth all things good.

The form of infidelity most to be feared is not

the questioning of theological dogmas ; but rather the

ea.sy substitution of religious sentiment for religious

service. This form of infidelity saps the very foun-

tains of spiritual life. The expression of religious

sentiment has its appropriate seasons for the uplift-

ing and quickening of the spiritual nature; but re-

ligious service has all seasons for its own. Whatever
be the duty of the hour—whether it be work of hand
or brain, whether it be rest or recreation, the perform-

ance of that duty is the religious service of that

hour. Looked at in this way, the religious life ceases

to be a supernatural, awful experience befitting the

aged only, and is seen to be the inheritance of every
human soul,—the birthright of the young not less

than of the aged. This ideal of the religious life does
not separate us from our human relationships, but en-

dows them with new value and beauty, makes us

more faithful as children, as brothers and sisters, as

friends. This ideal of the religious life does not turn

our thoughts to far away people whom we cannot
reach, but makes us to see that here and now,
wherever our lot may be cast, is hourly use for all our

wisdom, all our strength, all our tenderness.

"The trivial round, tlie common task.

Will furnish all we ought to ask,

—

Room to deny ourselves; a road

To hring us daily uearer God."

It is to this plain, simple ideal of the religious life
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that I commend your thought and aspiration. It will

make you earnest, faithful stmlents ; it will make you
clean-hearted young men ami women ; it will make
you kind and courteous in all your relations; it will

in no wise cloud your joyousness ; it will make our

college-life a life of successfuU work in which the

elder and the younger folk unite in closest sympathy
interchanging enthusiasm and experience, a mutual
giving and receiving. Thus, and only thus, may we
truly serve our Heavenly Father, who asks at our

hands a life that shall show forth his attrihutes of

faithfulness and tei^derne-ss, of wisdom and power.

For Friends' Inteliigencer and Journal.

THE THIRD BEATITUDE.
A MINISTER, not of our fold, once made the remark,
" Every one admires meekness in Quakers." Possi-

bly, if he had known us better, he might have added
—and they admire it in each other.

Human nature, having a common inheritance, is

not changed by the denominational lines which may
.surround certain portions of the great family of man.
One of the most deeply rooted principles of this na-

ture is self-love. The branches that spring from
it may assume different shapes and other varieties of

external appearance ; but the sap, which is the life

of all of them, rises from one common root. Among
the branches is one that may actually be distinguished
by the luxuriance of its growth, and thesturdy vigor

with which it resists all assaults. It is called by
different names—such as self-respect, self-defense,

dignity, personal rights, etc.,—and it assumes various

I manifestations; but in all its phases it is the antago-

nist of meekness. It will tight whenever it is at-

tacked
; and it will not forgive an injury until resti-

tution shall have been made. It uses in the heart, if

u not vocally, language like this :
" I will not be im-

, posed upon ; I demand simple justice, and I shall not
be satisfied until it is attained ; I shall not interfere

with others, but if they invade my territory they
must take the consequences; I owe it to myself to

maintain my position, and I intend to do it." It is

scarcely necessary to add that meekness tinds no
place in the heart where such tenants as those re-

ferred to have taken up their abode. We may refrain

from any overt act against those who, as we think,

have injured us; but if malice has found a lodging

place in our hearts, or if we are secretly cherishing a
desire to be "even with them," we are not in a con-

dition to receive the blessing which is promised to

the meek.
We are sometimes told that the Society of Friends

—and most especially one branch of it—has no creed,

save the "Sermon on the Mount." It is, indeed, a

high profession to claim such a code. If, as a body,

we have arrived at that exalted plane, there are

many of us who must feel deeply impressed with a

sense of our unworthines-i to belong to such a body.

The more we read and ponder over these sayings of

the Saviour, regarding them as the ideal standard of

Cbristianity, and comiiaring them with our real con-

dition, the more must we feel humiliated by the com-
parison.

Our inherent pride, and our combative propensi_

ties are strengthened by intercourse with the world
until they at length become self-sustaining; and in-

stead of being a source of regret and mortification to

us, we secretly rejoice at their vigor, and know what
it is to be " proud of our pride," and vain of our abil-

ity for self-defense.

We look at our neighbors, and find them arranged
in two lines which are widely separated from each

other, yet each having a theory to which its mem-
bers seem to conform with at least a show of con-

sistency. The members of the so-called evangelical

churches find the root of the evil in our first parents,

and the cure for it in the sacrifice made on Calvary.

The rationalists regard each individual as his own
keeper, and capable by the "science of self-culture,"

in his own will and wisdom, of reforming himself,

and helping, morally, to reform the world. In both
lines there may exist pride and combativeness, with
other inherited tendencies, and a decided hankering
after popularity.

That small portion of professing Christendom
known as the religious Society of Friends cannot fall

in with either of these lines; nor can it take a posi-

tion between them, borrowing worldliness from one

and skepticism from the other. Should such a course

be pursued, or attempted, we should soon lose our

indentity, and be " crushed as between the upper and
the nether millstone." Our profession is as much
higher than either of the.se as our failure to conform

to it falls below their conformity to their respective

standards: and, if we may judge from appearances,

there are few if any of the virtues so little cultivated

as those of meekness and humility. Abstract meek-

ness we appreciate and approve; but when the con-

crete A. B. or C. D. invades our territory, trespasses

on our rights, or in any way inflicts an injury upon

us, we do not go to the "Sermon on the Mount," or

to the thirteenth chapter of " First Corinthians," or

even to our excellent, " Book of Di.scipline," for pre-

cepts that will apply to the case. On the contrary,

we are much more likely to adopt—at least in feeling

—the Mosaic code of justice: "An eye for an eye,

and a tooth for a tooth."

If all of our members—and especially those who
are prominent in the meeting—were willing to suffer

wrong without either resistance or resentment, each

individual would be a light in his neighborhood, and

the Societv of Friends would be as "a city that is set

on a hill." We may feel that we have been unjustly

treated, wronged of our dues, and injured in our

reputation; nevertheless if we silently bear the in-

jury, and permit no malice to take root in our hearts,

we may enjoy present ])eace, and trust that some-

where, in the cycles of time or eternity, our cause

will be vindicated, and we shall reap the reward for

our forbearance. li-

Second month 28.

Jesus did not intercede with God for man, but

with man for God.—.1. .1. Cohneli,.

TriERE is not a heart but has its moments of long-

ing,—yearning for something better, nobler, holier

than it knows now.—He.n-ry Ward Beeciiek.
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SCIENCE AND RELIGION.
Editors INTKLLIOENCF.R AND JOURNAL:

THE letter below was written in reply to one wliicli

I received from a friend, who seems to be some-
what in the wilderness of thought and feeling, and I

thought that I would publish it in that it may possi-

bly gire information to some as to a more enlight-

ened sense of the relationship of science and reli-

gion. D. N.

Man finds himself" ever in the presence of an In-

finite and Eternal Energy, from which all things pro-

ceed," says Herbert Spencer. He also tells us that
' amid the mysteries which become the more myste-
rious the more they are thought about" there will

remain what he calls " the absolute certainty " men-
tioned above, which I again repeat,—that he (man)
is " ever in the presence of an Infinite and Eternal
Energy, from which all things proceed !

"

And as I think that I have heard thee intimate
that Spencer has c'>anged in view, I will quote the
following from " First Principles," second edition, 34,

p. 123: " Moreover, as the religious sentiment in the
mind perceives its object, the Ultimate Being, so that

Being is conceived as making itself known to the

mind of man through the religious sentiment. A re-

ciprocal relation is thus established, the Unknowable
causing a peculiar intuition, the mind of man receiv-

ing it. We need not discard such feelings as idle de-

lusions." Furthermore, in speaking on the same
theme, he says: "The sense of an intuitional percep-

tion of that object, the sense of undefinable similari-

ty thereto, the sense of inspiration and guidance
thereby, are included under and rendered intelligi-

ble by the actual identity of their ultimate natures
of the subject and object of religious feelings."

Herbert Spencer has been greatlj' misrepresented

and misunderstood, not only by religious, but also by
irreligious people, just as Darwin has also been great-

ly misunderstood, for by accurate definition Darwin-
ism is not a theory of the Origin of Species at all, but
is only an attempt at designating the causes which
may lead to the relative success or failure of such va-

rieties and forms as may come into existence. He
says that he " plainly acknowledges " our " ignorance

of the cause of each particular variation." Again,
" our ignorance of the laws of variation is profound."

'And again he says: "I believe in no law of necessa-

ry development."

Natural selection can originate nothing; it is only

a theory in regard to how certain forms survive or

perish in the world ; and this Darwin's able coadju-

tor, W. Wallace, confesses,and says that all such the-

ories are, and can only be, " simply questions of how
the Creator worked." Darwinism simply accounts,

so far as it goes, for the success and establishment

and variety of certain forms after they have been
called into existence! As^a theory it is also strictly

utilitarian, and as a " law " its range is very limited
;

for instance he denies that beauty for its own sake,

can be an object or end in organic forms. He says :

" This doctrine, if true, would be absolutely fatal, to

my theory." The Duke of Argyll in his " Reign of

Law," shows how Darvvin forgets himself when he

undertakes to aftirm his theory as a universal process
in nature, and not a mere " struggle for existence "

in particular organisms. "It does not account for

the preservation of only a certain number." As a
theory it is very incomplete. In fact science can
only observe the types of the Infinite and Eternal
Mind,—can only form some idea of the why and
wherefore of things,—but as to the " how " of things,

to quote Herbert Spencer again, all such attempts
"show the imbecility of human intelligence when
brought to bear on the ultimate question." The
writings of this distinguished man show—especially

his later works—that science and religion should, as
.Tethro and Moses, unite and agree :

" And Moses
went out to meet his father-in-law, and did obei-

sance, and kissed him; and they asked each other
of their welfare ; and they came into the tent."

The agnosticism of Herbert Spencer is very differ-

ent from that of the smatterers in neoscience, or
" science falsely so called." And when he speaks of
Deity as " Unknowable," he is speaking strictly with-

in the terms of human limitation and tinitnde.
" Phenomenon without noumenon," he says, " is un-
thinkable; and yet noumenon cannot be thought of
in the true sense of thinking. We are at once obliged

to be conscious of a reality behind appearances, and
yet can neither bring this consciousness of reality

into any shape, nor bring into any shape its connec-
tion with appearance. The forms of our thought,
moulded on experience of phenomena, as well as the
connotations of our words formed to express rela-

tions of phenomena, involve us in contradictions

when we try to think of that which is beyond phe-
nomena ; and yet the existence of that which is be-

yond plienomena is a necessary datum alike of our
thoughts and our words."

In other language Spencer here says that existence,

motion, an<l life are always present in thought and
speech. We know that phenomena are self-acting

and automatic within limitations, and we are obliged

to be conscious of a reality behind nature. We " can-

not find Him out to perfection, that is, we cannot
bring the Absolute within the sphere of relative

thought, because of our finite faculties. Spencer holds

that Deity postulates him.self in the human mind as

non-relative—as existence itself! We know Him,
therefore, by consciousness, and not by attempting to

prove His existence by ratiocination. To explain

more fully, when we Friends meet for Ills worship,

we do not meet to speculate or dispute concerning

His mode of existence, or even to think concerning

Him in the sphere of relative thought, but to worship
Him in that " He is

"—and that he operates !

" A brute," says Spencer, " thinks only of things

which can be touched, seen, heard, tasted, etc. ; and
the like is true of the untaught child, and the deaf

mute and the lowest savage." Unlike the ordinary

consciousness, the religious consciousness, he further

says, " is concerned with that which is beyond the

sphere of sense."

The agnosticism of Herbert Spencer is the wise

agnosticism of the Friend ; for the Friend says " that

the carnal mind is at enmity with Go<i." The true

Friend further says that He is to be known only by
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His spirit—not by the" ordinary consciousness"—but

that He is to the spiritually minded in that " He is,

and He is a rewarder of all them that diligently seek

Him."
There is another species of agnosticism which is

very unwise,—in fact it is foolishness, and arises, I

think, quite frequently from a misunderstanding of

certain terms employed by certain writers to which I

have endeavored to call thy attention.

Thy Afl'ectionate Friend,

David Newport.

T^E LICK TELESCOPE}
THERE is something almost romantic in the design

and construction of the monster Lick telescope. Be-

ing the greatest work of the kind ever undertaken,

presenting difliculties that had never before been en-

countered, inviting and suflering drawbacks and dis-

asters that seemed to be sufficient to stagger the

most persistent and painstaking skill ; watched from

day to day by a whole world of anxious observers,

hovered over and caressed by the united wisdom of

a generation—that lens has come into the world with

its great Cyclopean eye ready to pierce the mysteries

of the heavens. Captain Thomas Eraser, superin-

tendent of the Observatory, furnishes some hitlierto

unpublished and highly interesting information con-

cerning the grinding of tlie crown glass lens, and the

plan adopted for transporting it from Cambridgeport,

Mass., to San Jose. On the subject of tlie grinding, he
says that the closest measurement at command was
the 100,000th part of an inch, but in grinding tlie

great lens it was discovered that even this infinitesi-

mal fraction was too large. A still finer measurement
was required in reducing the lens in numberless
places to thickness (itself unequal) that would ex-

actly concentrate parallel rays of light filling a circle

three feet in diameter, to a point a little larger than

a pin.

In order to reduce the fine measurament already

at command, the following ingenious arrangement
was employed by Alvan Clark & Sons, makers of the

lens: A gas jet was placed before a mirror, which
sent the rays of ligiit through a telescope to the great

lens, thus magnifying the rays. The magnified light,

passing through the great lens, was still further im-

mensely magnified : and, after having passeil through

this lens, it ivas observed through a second telescope,

and thus further magnified. In this way the least

failure of the great lens to concentrate perfectly was
detected, and there was also determined the amount
of glass in it, at any given point, that had to be ground
off, in order to secure a perfect focus. Thus a meas-
urement of the 2,000,000th part of an inch was se-

cured. It took very little grinding to remove so

small a thickness of glass from a given point, a gentle

rubbing with the thunib being sufficient, as the glass

is softer than common window glass.

The tw'o great lenses for the Lick tele.scope, on
which the Alessrs. Clark, of Cambridge, have been so

long at work, are now practically completed, and will

' James Lick, to whose generous bequest thie world of science

owes its great observatory in California that bears his name, wiis

originally a citizen of Lebanon, Fennsylvania.

soon be sent to tlieir destination. The plan adopted
for shipping the double lens, worked out by Captain
Eraser, is as follows: The two glasses will first be
wrapped separately in fifteen or twenty thicknesses of

cloth, drawn very tight. The cloth will be cotton,

and, in order to make it soft and perfectly free from
grit, it will be washed many times and thoroughly

beaten. Next to the cloth will come a thick layer of

cotton batten, and then a layer of paper. The lenses

with their coverings will be packed tightly in a

box. The shape of this box will conform to the

shape of the lenses. The felt will be attached with

glue, so that no nails will be anywhere near the

glass. Outside of this wooden box and enclosing

it will be a strong steel box, approaching the

shape of a cube. The wooden box will be tightly

packed into the steel box with curled hair. To en-

close this steel box will be still another steel box or

chest, and the inner steel box will be kept from
touching it by a large number of spiral springs cov-

ering the whole interior of the outer steel chest. The
outer chest will be packed with asbestos, to render it

fireproof, and both of the steel boxes will be made
air-tight and water-proof. The outer cliest will be

suspended by pivots in a strong wooden frame, and a

contrivance has been adopted for turning the chest

one-quarter round every day during its progress to

California. This is to prevent any molecular disar-

rangement in the glass and to avoid the danger of

polarization, it being feared that the jarring of the

train will disturb the present arrangement of the

molecules, unless the position of the glass is daily

changed and all lines of disturbance thus broken up.

The glass will be insured for its full value—or

rather its cost—§51,000, and all the precautions men-

tioned are taken to prevent any accident to it. It

would probably be impossible to replace it, as Eell,

who cast it, and the elder Clark, who ground it, are

both old men. The glass will be shipped by express.

—Boston I'ranscrlpt.

SWAR THMORE NO TES.

—The quarterly meeting of the Board of JIanagers

was held at the College on Third-day, the 8th inst.,

and the anuagements for next year were considered.

But few changes in the present excellent corps of in-

struction are expected.

—Prof. S. S. Cireen gave a very interesting address

upon the proper preparation for a scientific course of

study at the educational conference at Kace street

Meeting-house on Seventh-day.

—An exhibition of athletics, under the auspices

of the Athletic A.ssociation, was given in the Gym-
nasium on Third-day afternoon, the 8lh inst.

—Dr. Edward Martin of tlie class of 1878 has been

appointed " Director of Physical Culture for the

Young Men," and he entered upon his duties last

week. With Dr. Susan P. Stackhouse occupying the

same position for the young women, this subject now
receives the attention which its importance demands.

—Dr. Joseph Thomas finished his course of lec-

tures on English and American Literature on Sixth-

day, the 4th inst.
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CARE OVER THE REMOVING MEMBERS.
ANY one who looks over the old record books of our

monthly meetings must be impressed with the great

care bestowed upon members who were about ra-

moving, to settle in other places near by, or more re-

mote, as the case might be. Friends contemplating

such changes laid the matter before the meeting,and

asked for counsel and advice in the undertaking.

The kindly interest thus awakened in the welfare of

one another strengthened the bond of Christian fel-

"lowship, and while, it widened the circle to take in

the outgoing ones, drew in nearer unity those who

remained. It was this evidence of oneness of feel-

ing and fraternal regard that justified the saying,

" See how these Quakers love one another."

" They that dwell in love dwell in God," said the

Master, and the testimony is as true today as when

it fell from his lips. We may not find the old meth-

ods alwaj's the best for the newer time, but the old

spirit should never be outgrown. It is here that we

too often lose ground by holding with tenacity to

ways and usages after the occasions that made them

necessary have departed.

We should never outgrow the spirit of fellowship.

" Rejoice with them that rejoice ; weep with them

that weep; be of the same mind one toward an-

other," are precepts that apply with great force to

our church relations. We can scarcely consider a re-

ligious body as faithfully performing its service to

the component parts thereof where this is wanting.

It is the cement that keeps every part in place and

position, and gives an enduring character to the

whole.

Now how is it with us as a body? Do we give evi-

dence in our little centres of religious thought and in-

fluence of this watchfulness for good over the indi-

vidual members? Do we enter into their difficulties

with a desire to be helpful ? Do we manifest that in-

terest in their welfare that follows them and is felt as

a hedge about them, wherever in the changes and

vicissitudes of life their lot may be cast? These are

questions that have a bearing upon the present as

well as the future condition of the Society of Friends.

In most unlooked-for places we find men and women

who were born into the Society, but, wandering from

home and home influences, have been lost sight of by

the meeting where the record of membership remain?,

and perhaps forgotten, except by the few bound to

them by the ties of blood. Friends come to our city

from more or less distant meetings of our own yearly

meeting without either the individual or the meeting

giving any present attention to the removal. They

marry or are perhaps married and have growing fami-

lies, but for want of religious convictions, or from in-

difl'erence, they establish no relations of fellowship

with the meetings here. They drift along with the

general current, are generally the losers themselves,

and the meetings here, equally with the home meet-

ings, sufler loss. It is not to be expected that all who

are members by birthright are living members, but

the fact of birthright entitles them to all the rights

and privileges belonging thereto, and among these

there is none more important or more obligatory than

the watchful oversight thatfoUows them and extends

the blessed influence of the home centre to the most

distant parts to which they may wander.

We do have need for greater care and attention in

this particular, and this word of reminder is not given

without due consideration of its necessity and positive

evidence that it is a " word spoken in season."

EDITORIAL NOTES.
It does not appear that the Revised Version of

the Scriptures is used so generally and so carefully

as should be the case, especially with those who at-

tach the highest importance to the letter of Scrip-

ture. Thus, in a contemporary, the Christian Worker,

of Chicago, we find an editorial article built upon

this text

:

" Likewise reckon ye yourselves to be dead indeed unto

sin, but alive uuto God through Jesus Christ our Lord."

—

Romans vi: 11.

The variation from this language, in the recent

revision, is striking. The text reads

:

" Even so reckon ye also yourselves to be dead unto sin,

but alive unto God in Christ Jesus."

It seems a misfortune for any one who depends

greatly upon the outward form of the Scriptures to

be dwelling upon language which is not even that of

the be.st available translation, but has been set aside

upon thorough investigation.
« » *

A passage in the paper of Edward Stabler, Jr., in

the last issue, on " I'rison Reform," would doubtless

be especially noted by attentive readers : that in

which he spoke of crime increasing in certain States,

though it showed a decrease in Maryland. We should

like to have more light on this subject ; we are reluc-

tant to believe that, except under particular condi-

tions, as in the large cities where there is a great in-

flux of new people, many of whom are definitely of

the criminal class anil sent from Europe for that very

reason, there is an actual increase of crime in any

part of the United States.
•^

* * *

One point in E. S.'s p apcr we particularly com-
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menil, though it is, of course, familiar to those who
have been much at work in the prisons,—the extreme

need of helping the discharged prisoners. If a man
cannot return to society he cannot take up life hon-

estly ; if, therefore, society thrusts him out, he will

with absolute certainty return to crime. Yet in Dela-

ware the law requires a discharged convict to wear a
" convict's jacket " for several months after release,

" as a badge of his crime,"—as if the very object was

to prevent him from taking an honest place in the

community.
^

^ * %

The Universal Peace Union, of which Alfred H.

Love is President, and T. E. Longshore, Secretary,

sent to Congress, before its recent adjournment, a

memorial against making appropriations for coast

defences, etc., such as were proposed. We shall

endeavor to print some extracts from the memorial

next week. The final action of Congress, it may be

remarked, was to appropriate an amount quite small,

when compared with what had been proposed, for

building naval vessels, but nothing at all fur fortitica-

tions. Most of the forts are now fallen into ruin, and
while some of them are entirely deserted by soldiers

some have one man in charge,—among these being

Fort Sumter, at Charleston.

We call attention to the announcement of the

course of lectures for the Ijenefit of Friends' Library.

The lecturers, Professors Heilprin, Appleton, and

Sharp, all rank high in their professions, and deserve

a large audience.

DEA THS.
B.IRNES.—On the IStli of Second month, 1887, at his

residence, near White Plains, Westchester Co., N. Y., Elias

B^irnes in the 72d year of his age; au elder of Pnrchase

Monthly Meeting. In the death of this dear friend the

community, as well as his family and the religious society

of which he was a member, has sustained a great loss. Ue
was the sou of .Samuel and Letitia Barnes, and resided at

the time of his de'ath on the farm where he was born. He
leaves a wife in feeble health and two childreu. Yielding

in disposition and quiet in demeanor, yet steadfast in all

things pertaining to truth and honesty, he was au example

that we who are left a little longer may emulate.

The Christian spirit of benevolence and charity were

prominent characteristics of his life.

His disease was pneumonia, of about two weeks' dura-

tion. Prostrated in physical strength, he gave evidence to

those about him that his dependence was on that Almighty

Arm of power which had supported him through life, and

was sufficient to sustain him in the hour of death.

Surrounded by his family, the last word his lips uttered

was love, thus ending a life from which we may learn

many lessons worthy of remembrance and wc believe he

has entered that abode "not made with hands, eternal in

the H javens."
,

B.

BEANS.—On the morning of Second month liltb, 1887,

Ann Bjans, widow of Eobert Beans, of .lohusville, Bucks

county, Penna., in the 69th year of her age, a member of

Horseham Monthly Meeting of Friends.

GRISCOM.—At the residence of Mark Zellcy, nearMed-

ford, N. J., Second mouth 2d, 1887, H-.iunah Auu Griseora,

in the 75th year of her age ; a member of Medford Monthly

Meeting.

IHLDER.—In Philadelphia, Second month 18th, 18S7,

Maude Annie, wife of John D. Ihlder, and daughter of

Rebecca W. and the late E. T. Mott. Buried on the 21st,

at Somerville, N. .T., from the home of her brother-in-law.

Dr. H. G. Wagoner.
JACKSON.—Third month 3d, Edward, infant son of

Dr. Edward and Jennie P.Jackson, of Germautown, Pa.

REEVES.-Suddenly, Second month 28th, 1887, Henry
Reeves, in his 71st year, a member of the Monthly Meeting
of Friends held at Green street, Phil.adelphia.

STORK.—At Asheville, N. C, Second month 28th, 1887,

Hannah Wharton, wife of Theodore B. Stork, and daughter

of Charles W. and .Mary L. Wharton ; a member of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia held at

.Spruce street.

VANDEGRIFT—In Philadelphia, Third month 1st, 1887,

Mary L., wife of B. F. Vaiulegrift, and daughter of John W.
Hampton, Sr. Also siime date, Mary, twin iufantdaughter

of the same, aged 12 days. Interment at Fair Hill.

WOOD.—Near Greensboro, Henry county, Indiana, on

the 29th of First month, 1887, Simeon P. Wood, in the 67th

year of his age, a member of Fall Creek Monthly Meeting.

At the time of his death, he was alone at home, his

family having gone to meeting ; on their return they found

him lying dead upon the floor near the stove where he had

just made a fire. Apoplexy is supposed to have been the

cause of his death. He was a consistent member of the

Society of Friends, and for many years bore a testimony

against the evils of intemperance by his example, by pre-

cept and by his vote. He was laid away in Friends' bury-

ing ground near Duck Creek Meeting-house, .Second month,

1st, surrounded by a very large concourse of sorrowing re-

latives and friends.

Edwabd W. Wilson.

Although an announcement of the death of this dear

friend appeared in the columns of the Intelligencer

.A.ND JoURN.YL, the writer feels that more than a passing

notice is due to his precious memory.

His was truly a Christian character of that modest, re-

tiriug kind which belongs,to the followers of the meek and

lowly Jesus. It was ever a privilege to enjoy his society—

always bright and cheerful, with a kind word for everyone.

He had his share of life's trials, yet was never cast down,

while his example and words of eucouragemeut have

strengthened many a faltering heart.

During bis last illness, which was attended with an

amount of suffering that very few are called to bear, his

patient faith in the wisdom and power of God was indeed

sublime. Through these long weeks of pain, not a mur-

mur escaped his lips; but the burden of his prayer was,

" Thy will be done, O Father." A short time before he

piissed away he called the members of his family to his

side and for each he had a sweet farewell message of love

-then calmly said, " Now all is peaceful and beautiful."

So that pure spirit winged its way to its eternal, happy

home, where we shall meet him very soon if we tread the

path in life that he has trod, with Christ as our ever wait-

ing guide. _

SCRIPTURE LESSON NO. 12.

Third Month 20th.

JACOB'S NEW NAME.
Topic: Persistence.

Golden Text :—" I will not let thee go, except thou bless me."—

Gen. 32 : 26.

Read Geue.^^is 32 ; 9-12 ; 24-30, Revised Version.

Time, about 1740 B. C.

Place, Peniel or Fennel, on the north bank of the

.labbok, a little stream which enters the Jordan from
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the east, midway between the Dead Sea and the Sea
of Galilee.

After the vision at Bethel Jacob continued his
journey to Mesopotamia and in due time arrived at
Haran. The account of his interview with his cousin
at the well, his return with her to the house of her
father, LaUin, and the eventful history of the 40
years spent in Lahan's family occupy the interven-
ing chapters of Genesis.

Although Jacob seemed to have had a fuller trust
and confidence in God, after the vision at Bethel, we
find him still possessing the subtlety and overreach-
ing that marked his earlier years, and which can
only be excused by considering the low state of
morals of that distant age. He is deceived and he
resorts to stratagem to gain his i)urposes. His plural

marriages, forced upon him by the customs of the
people among whom he had taken refuge, and the
rivalries and jealousies resulting therefrom, siave him
untold trouble. Through questionable means, he
had amassed great riches, in the forty years he had
lived with his father-in-law in Padan Aram, and now
a desire to return to his old home, has taken posses-
sion of him.

His former experience gave him little to expect
from Laban, and his fear lest he might be refused
the privilege (>( taking Rachel and Leah and their
handmaidens, with the children that had been born
to him, and the risk there would be in making a
claim upon the (locks and herds, that by contract be
was entitled to, all influenced him to depart secretly
and without making known his intention to Laban.

But another difficulty now presented. In the
journey of 4-50 miles, that lay between Haran and the
home of bis childhood he must pass through the
territory of Esau, his brother. Here he is made
sensible of the need there is to find out the state of
Esau's feelingstowards bim.

As his caravan drew near the fords of Jordan
Jacob dispatched messengers with valuable presents
to Esau, hoping in 'this way to gain permission to

pass on to his old home. While waiting the return
of the messengers he offered the i)rayer with which
our present lesson begins, and which is the first

prayer recorded in the Scriptures.

He had made all necessary arrangements for the
safety of his fiimily, and returned to his former place
of encampment to pass the night in communion with
God. '"There wrestled."—What this wrestling was,
whether it was physical,—a real strife,—or spiritual

altogether, we do not know ; .some think the prophet
Hosea gives the impression that it was a spiritual

conflict (Hosea 12; 4-5.)

The persistence with which he continued the
struggle, until he received the injury that made it

possible for him to do no more than keep a hold on
his assailant while he craved the blessing, which at

last was granted, are indications of a firmness of pur-
pose that will not be satisfied until the object is

gained.

This is a clear portraiture of one who is conscious
of wrong doing, and that he has much to be forgiven
and who feels that only through Divine help can he
gain the mastery over himself.

The " new name " was his as one who had pre-
vailed with God, and he called the place of his wrest-
ling Peniel because there he had been brought face

to face with God, and his life had been spared.

Tins Lrsson Teaches:

(1.) That our Heavenly Father often tests our
fidelity to him by spiritual conflicts which, as we
hold fast to that we have already attained, he gives
us strength to overcome.

(2.) That only they who overcome, in the strug-

gle with the enemies of the soul's peace, receive the
blessing and are given the new name reserved for
those who prevail with God.

SCENES AMONG THE SOUTH CAROLINA
COLORED PEOPLE}

LAST First-day, S. Kntrikin, E. Coates, and self left

here about daylight. It was foggy, but as the sun
rose higher it poured its clear light over the sky in
beams of unusual glory ; a white arch spanned the
blue, and fleecy clouds tufted the dome. We reached
the top of the hill, and looked down on the little vil-

lage of Vaucluse, with all the wheels of its great fac-

tory hushed in the Sabbath stillness, while rest

seemed written on the face of the two large ponds
whose waters shimmered in the new sunshine. In this

level country this narrow valley, with its pictur-

esque scenery and its rows of factory houses with
white tenants, was a rare and novel sight, and made
us feel we were really in the nineteenth century.
Crossing the bridge at the edge of the dam, we wound
our way up a long, sandy hill, and for four miles did
not see a single habitation ;—most of the timber had
been cut, and not a spot cultivated ;—until we were
beyond factory lands ; then ploughed lands and small
cabins were seen, and another two miles brought us to

a large church, where about two thousand had assem-
bled for union meeting which meets on the "Fifth
Sunday," and is devoted to missionary and educa-
tional work. The subject before them was " Truth-
fulness of Deacons," and, as most of. the delegates

were such officers, in the five minutes allowed there
was some plain talking, their sincerity shown by ex-
pressing the truth then and there in a way all could
understand. " We are a nation ; we can be a people
if we build on truth and as deacons we must lead the
folks ; we must walk so they will tru.st us. I've heard
some say they would as soon throw money on the
ground as give it to a deacon. Then that deacon is

not truthful ; he has lived so they can't trust

him." We wondered how many educated congrega-
tions would dare take up their own faults, and try t^,

overcome them as these simple seekers for the truth
were doing.

No pen could do the scene justice. The large

church, only weather-boarded, uncouth benches, high
pulpit draped with a woman's circular and cord and
tassel, babies in arms and on the floor, with a mass of
eager upturned faces waiting for instruction. As we
were led up the long aisle to take the only chairs in the
building, we felt the presence of the Unseen, and re-

membered that it was in this very house we had
a.ssembled the day and hour that Lucretia Mott was

'Extract from a recent private letter from Martha Schofield.
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laid in lier honored grave. Here new lights had been

kindled for the long row that will make her memory
go down into the everlasting future. Then came the

missionary sermon, by a tall, dark, white-haired ex-

slave, and for two hours they listened with attention.

His voice and spirit would rise on a wave of earnest

enthusiasm, as he poured out in graphic language the

meaning of missions, yet internpersedwith .so many
homely truths that it kept their minds (and ours)

wide awake.
" I don't know as I'm able to preacli what you

want to hear, it may hurt some of you deacons and
preachers, but I've promised to speak the truth

;
and

first I want to gather your minds ; they are scattered
;

let 'em come together; that is one good of education
;

education in the head and religion in the heart will

make us a people. We're nothin' now, and some will

stay on bein' nothin', but education and religion will

make us what we ought to be and can be. Education

makes a man know what to do with his time; when
yon get it in your head, you can use it as you please.

Ever see a man hoe cotton? he's got it in his head,

and when begot it in bis head, he got the twi.st in

his wrist. Don't you know when Jonah went and

sat down on the sandy beach, and waited for the ship,

and said, ' I'm goin' in it,' the Lord said :
' My word

is in here; it shall go to Nineveh;' and He made the

whale carry it there. Don't you remember how
Jonah sat down and thought he stop doin', and the

bug came and eat the vine and let the hot sun on his

head ? Mission must go on ; tire cannot burn it

;

don't you know the children in the fiery furnace?

don't you know Daniel in the lion's den? Water

can't drown it ; it's like water, you may back it up,

but it'will run over or make a crack and get through.

Jesus was a mission. I saw him a innocent babe in

the manger; town so full they couldn't get in ; 1 saw

hiui at two years old, when Herod said all must be

killed. I saw the power of God come down into

Mary's heart and tell her to take the young child

down into Egypt. I saw him when he was 12 years

old. I saw him with tlie woman at the well ; he

wasn't like the pictures (pointing to one on the

wall) ; they make a .sad-looking man. Some has

beard, some has none, some has long hair, but he

said, ' I am the way ' and that means one way, ' the

t ruth and the life.' How could men take photographs

of Jesus when they all hid their faces? I saw him

carryin' this mission on the Cross, where they put him
with rogues, low-down horse-rogues, and when they

tell him to save them and save himself, be was only

caring for the mission, and he knew that must go on,

—the Lord was in it and it couldn't stop. What mis-

sion we got to do we must do it; 1887 is our master

now ; God done turned us over to another year, and

we don't know what we'll get from it; mayn't get

what we want, what we'd like, but let us love him

and thank him for all we get, and if He's in our mis-

sion it won't stop, for all, the Lord's ; it must go on."

There were other words of encouragement to those

who felt the movingsof this Power within themselves,

that they should strive to help it grow, to watch and

care for it tenderly, to know that it was the Power of

God in their own hearts, a treasure in their own keep-

ing, and only needed constant lessons from the Great
Teacher to make them better and wiser and more
faithful fathers and mothers and Christians. A min-
ister from Augusta said that years ago he had heard a
speaker now present .say, "Save the boys,and the girls

will not go astray ," and he felt how true it was, and tliey

all needed to preach and teach it. There was much that

was interesting, and during the twp days one hundred

and seventy dollars was brought in for educational

purposes. Two of our former pupils received prizes,

as they had collected over twenty dollars since the

last union meeting.

We then drove over to Bettis Academy, under the

same denomination, where "our Alfred" has three

hundred scholars. Nearly one hundred girls are in

the rough building, built for the purpose. They pay

1.5 cents a month and cook tlieir own provisions,

brought from home. There are long rows of beds,

neat and clean, but one shuddered, thinking of the

cold days and hard winter, for no two boards in the

floor seemed to touch each other. The long cook-

bou.se where they have to eat is only a ground floor,

as they cannot afford brick, and are afraid of fire.

Such sacriflceand efJ'orts on their part prove how good

the soil where seed has been i)lanted, and how white

the harvest waiting for workers. We rode the fifteen

miles home, the last half being under a moon that

shed its soft light over all the landscape, feeling the

day had been well spent, and our efforts to go fully

appreciated.

With the busy work of the week it is not possible

to make these visits to country places as often as we

wish, though the field for practical help in such

churches is always waiting.

NEWS OF FHIENDS.

SOUTHERN' QUARTERLY MEETING.

THIS meeting held at Camden, Delaware, on the

2d of Third month was not large, but was considered

a satisfactory meeting. William Lloyd and bis wife,

from Bucks county. Pa., were present, in addition to

three of the members of the Yearly Meeting's Visit-

iugCommittee. The reportsfrom three of the month-

ly meetings were received,—the one from North

West Fork failed to reach the clerks in time, owing

to an oversight of the postmaster in sending it to

Camden, N. J. The representatives from three meet-

inas were all present except one. All the queries

were read and summaries adopted, and the usual

routine business transacted.

The public meeting held next day was much larger.

Wm. Lloyd, Margareta Walton, and Elizabeth Lloyd

each had vocal service in the line of the ministry,

and near the close of the meeting fervent supplica-

tion was made by M. W., under the feeling of which

all present seemed bowed in spirit, and the meeting

closed with thankfulness for the favor of being pres-

ent.

The meetings within the liihits of this quarter are

comparatively small, and, being situalcd at such a dis-

tance from each other, but few Fri.-nds besides those

appointed as representatives attend, except those re-

siding where the quarterly meeting is held.
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BLUE RIVER QUARTERLY MEETING.
This was held at Bcnjaniinville, 111., Second month
2(>tli, 18S7. The select members met at two o'i:lofk

on Sixth-day, and while there were many vacant

seats, one especially who had never been absent since

the ori^anization of the meeting (our endeared friend

Elizabeth H. Coale), it was a solemn and instrnctive

occasion, with several earnest exhortations to a high-

er plane of action, and deeper thought as to the ob-

ligations devolving upon ministers and elders. Tlie

whole season was one to bo remembered for its

baptizing influence. Tlie business part consisted in

the usual investigations as to our condition.

The quarterly meeting proper began at ten o'clock

on ISeventh-day, with a comparatively small number.
Quite an impressive season for worship with several

exhortations; after which the reading and answer-
ing of the queries brought before us the status of our
membership, and some counsel was given. Judg-
ing from the answers we find that we are not losing

interest, but a prayer arose that we might individual-

ly come up to the work of the Lord ;that as he leads

we will go forward in the true life and light of the

gospel. The weather was of extreme severity in cold

and wind, thus preventing some of the elderly people

and invalids from attending. Still on First-day

morning a much larger number was present than on
the previous day. We had a solemn silence for quite

a while, wherein the soul could reflect and commune
with the Father, and surely many could say tliat

while we kept silence before the Lord we had a re-

newal of strengtii, also enabling some to minister to

the instruction and encouragement of all. In the af-

ternoon a meeting was held at the house of an aged
Friend who was not able to be out. It was felt to be
a grave one for its impressiveness as to the clo.se of

life. In the evening at seven o'clock theusual week-
ly meeting was held at the school-house with a large

attendance for the evening and the weather. Now
as we have returned home we feel to acknowledge
that it was good to be there. M. G. S.

Hoopestun, III.

—A meeting of the Visiting Committee of this

Yearly Mseting was held on Sixth-day, the -1th inst

,

at 15th and Race streets. There was a number absent
on account of illness, or the unfavoiable weather.
Very interesting reports were presented of visiting

Friends in Southern Quarter, and in thecour.se of the

consideration of these and related matters there wa§
much earnest expression, and a lively exercise of

spirit. The visiting sub-committees for a few of the
quarters are continued and it is expected that the
general committee will hold one more meeting before

the Yearly Meeting, and will then have its report

prepared for presentation.

EDUCATIONAL.
CLOSING CONFERENCE WITH TE.iCffERS, ETC.

THE Committee on Education of Philadelphia Year-
ly Meeting held the third and last Conference of the
season at 15th and Race Sts., on Seventh-day the 5th
inst. The attendance was perhaps larger that at any
previous meeting, and great interest was manifested
in all the subjects presented.

Prof. Samuel S. Green, of Swarthmore, read a
carefully prepared paper on "What constitutes a
suitable preparation for a Course of Study in Science."

He clearly defined what he deemed the true func-

tions of the school, the College, and the University;

he concisely presented the cloims of mathematics, of

Latin and Greek, of modern languages, and of the

sciences, to prominence in our educational courses!

he cheerfully granted that scholars might have differ-

ent tastes that should be recognized in their choice

of studies; he set forth the advantages of the spoken
languages over the dead ones to the student of

science ; he pleaded for depth of culture rather than
breadth, for thoroughness in a few branches of

science rather than a superficial knowledge of many

;

he recommended zoology and botany as the best

subjects with which to begin a course of study in

science, on account of the small cost of appliance, and
the abundance of material; and he clo.sed with a

striking picture of our perversity in browsing on
thistles when grass is everywhere abundant around
us.

Joseph S. Walton, of Ercildoun, Chester Co., read

a thoughtful paper on " The Necessity and Means of

Cultivating the Will." He explained how animals

are trained, and pointed out the difference between
them and man, in that the latter has will, or the

power of choice. He spoke of the necessity of culti-

vating the will in early life, and of so training it that

right action may grow into a habit that sinks into

the automatic, and he forcibly dwelt upon the duty
of parents and teachers in this direction. He
enumerated the ways in which the will is weak-
ened, and called our attention to the sure means of

strengthening it and of making it a power in our

intellectual, moral, and religious life, showing most
conclusively that extensive knowledge and even

good resolutions will avail but little unless controlled

by a well-disciplined w ill under the guidance of " the

still small voice."

Isaac T. Johnson, of Wilmington, Delaware, pre-

sented an excellent paper on " The first and last

fifteen minutes of a school day." He thought the

morning hour should be the time for teachers and
pupils to draw near together inspirit and sympathy,
that the bond of union between them may be strength-

ened. He asked in an impressive manner if every

rightly-qualified teacher, as he looks into the bright

faces of those whom he is expected to teach, is not

often made to feel deeply at this time his great respon-

sibility, his own inetficiency and his need of added
strength for the duties of the day. He felt that at

these periods the concerned teacher may exert a great

influence for good by his selections from the Scrip-

tures and from other readings in the same line of

thought, pointing out the right lines of conduct to be

pursued, briefly presenting the views of Friends on
various subjects, by extracts memorized and recited

by the pupils, by questions and answers drawn from

them, and by information of general interest to the

W'hole .school ; and in the last fifteen minutes in clos-

ing up the exercises of the day, whatever may have

been the annoyances, he believed that nothing should

prevent the teachers from exercising such self-con-
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trol that they may have a pleasant word at parting

with their pupils.

In this brief notice only an outline can be given of

these interesting papers ; but it is expected that they

will be published in the Intelligencer and Journal,

when those of us who have heard them may review

them, and others may enjoy them as wc have done.

After the reading ofeach essay an opportunity was
given for comments l.iy those present, and remarks

were made by Geo. L. Maris, .loseph Shortlidge, Ed-

ward H. Magill, Aaron B. Ivins, Clement M. Biddle,

Matilda E. Janney, Isaac Eyre and Louisa Wright,

generally comipendatory of the views expressed in tlie

papers.

In looking back over these conferences it is but

natural that we sliould ask whether they have been
productive of good. Have they awakened in Friends

a deeper interest in the subject of education? Have
our teachers been incited to higher aims? Have
Friends been more united, and have our hearts been
warmed by these minglings for a common purpose?

Are we educating ourselves by these processes into a

better life? If the large attendance and the sustained

interest manifested are to be taken as answers in the

affirmative, there is reason for encouragement.

II. 11. R.

STILLNESS AS POWER.
[A friend iu a distant Territory sends us an article with

the above caption, printed iu the Globe Democrat of St.

Louis. It is too long for us to use entire, but we extract

the portions below.

—

Eds.]

THEY are the strong who are quiet. For, fir.st, effort

is noisy ; however a weight be lifted, if it be done
with straining, with puffs and sighs and breath, and
with many shifts of place and posture, it is done
noisily ; but if masterfully, by strength that is royal to

the beggarly task, the weight flies up without heav-
ing or posturing, or the break of a bubble of respira-

tion. Secondly, steadiness is still ; for it is the stop-

ping and shifting often and the doing work by strokes

that is the maker of noise; but this is weak work,
which shows little when much time is gone. I have
noticed that it is they who hurry not, yet never
cease, who at the hour's end have great issue, and
house a crop in its season. Moreover, this steadiness

which is noi-seless, because freed of the clatter of

fetching and changing, hangs altogether on concen-
tration of mind ; and what is stiller than attention,

which keeps not only the mind set to a point, but
holds the body as fixed as a foundation, that it

shake not the observer in the cupola.

Now this law rules not more in the e.xercise of

personal character than in the building of it; which
brings me to the occasion of this subject coming to

me. I had it of the following story : In a meeting of

the good people called Friends or Quakers, there was
a long quiet which none broke, fearing, according to

their creed and custom, to thrust anything of them-
selves into a stillness which was of the Spirit. At
last an old man arose and said only these words,

after which he sat down :
" In stillness is fulne.ss ; in

fulness is nothingness ; in nothingness is all." It is

worth a look whether the old man spoke as wisely.

as briefly, as I think he did, and thus shows a plain
road to a good discipline.

In stillness is fulness. What plainer, since quiet
is the gate-keeper of thought, and after that the
courier of its travels; and of the fulness comes more
thought, yes, even the glory of the heart, for great
feeling ever roots in great thoughtfulness ; or if one
say rather that great thoughtfulness roots in great
feeling, I will not dispute it ; or if another think that
neither bears the other, but that they are of one
motion, ami, like a double star, circle each other, I

will dispute this even less ; but, however, it is sure
that stillness is the space, the sky, in which thought
and feeling have condensed to spheres and move in

freedom. Any act of the mind is an apprehending of
what is, and like to a perceiving. And as the ear can
not discern in a clamor, nor the eye in a shifting and
waving of lights, so the mind is uncognitive in a tur-

moil. Also, if stillness be the workroom of thought,

it is, too, a garden where the mind may sit under the
" wide quiet " unroofed, that simply the tide of being,

or of influence, or right, or love—or by what name
soever known—may sweep through it ; for thence
comes great power and many thoughts To
all this is to be added one very great fulness that lies

in stilness, which is the clearing and growing of the

sense of duty. For when the mind is not overcome
by present performance, or by the cares of many con-

tending occasions, each struggling like a cabman to

seize the mind and carry it his own way, then in the

quiet and peace of reflection questions of duty turn

their faces towards us, and the fabric of obligation is

builded like the castle in the old tale which grew
more every night by the washing of the dew than
the workmen erected in the day. As duty is the top

of all knowledge, so often its questions lay hold the

deepest—as a mountain towering high into the rush

of the atmosphere or the region of storms might shift

and glide on ihe earth or even be overthrown if it

grappled not with the pivot. It is only in quiet, and
often when the quiet is built of reflection and seclu-

sion, that the questions of duty untangle themselves

and lie straight.

To this the old Friend added :
" In fulness is

nothingne.ss." This is to say that no man will meas-
ure himself boastfully who has an eye to look forth

grandly. If a pitcher full of water knew the ocean

it would esteem itself no better than a shallow dish,

and if with this the pitcher were growing larger con-

tinually, then it would never vaunt itself above an

empty vessel. Now, thus it is with the mind, which
is a vessel of knowledge, a ve.ssel which has a law of

increase in it ; and the fruit of all knowledge is to

know the unbounded ocean thereof. Whence arises

modesty ; and the mind which in stillness has grown
full of knowledge is like a vessel .set on the sea shore

and filled brimming with the substance of the ocean,

but thinking nothing of its fulness by reason of its

awe of the infinite sea. This is modesty, true great-

ness, which seems to itself a notliingness, because it

is the greatne.ss of any greatness, that it loses itself

in all greatness. Thus (a common but noble instance)

Newton thought himself but picking up a pebble or

two on the shore of truth's ocean. Then in another
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way fulness briiisrs us to nolliin<rne.sB ; for it brings a

sense of being embosoiiuMl in tlie All, that we stand

not by ourselves, have no station outside, but move in

a pleronia in which wo have being. Tlie more we
have of knowledge and of tliouglit, with wliich, also,

feeling goes, tlien tlie more we know of the infinite

fulness in which we live. Now it is not any part but

the whole that commands worship; and in worship

we lose thought of ourselves.

But the aged Friend added one otlier clause: "In

nothingness is all." The Nazarene prophet put the

same in his own way :
" lie that loseth his life for my

sake shall liud it," which was to say, "' He who hath

willingness to be nothing hath arrived at all of life."

I see three reasons for this; how many more there

may be I know not, or whether everything be not in

some way a reason, for herein we enter into great

depth ; but plainly these three : (1) When self is for-

gotten, which is the meaning of the old Friend's noth-

ingness, then divination, reason, insight come; for

nothingnessof .self makes room for everything beyond
self, which is All, and then nature comes to abide with

us, there being room when no longer the space about

us is puffed full of ourselves. (2) Humility is a prime

condition of knowledge which need not be argued.

Never yet knew I a man to learn who thought already

that he was wise. As hardly might a bird soar whose

head was twisted till the eyes looked downward and
mistook the earth for the tirmament. (.'?) If in still-

ness we have learned of duty, even to a fulnefss of the

sense thereof, and have attained the nothingness of

modesty and devotion, speedily we shall come to the

doing of duty, and duty done is a great revealer, lead-

ing to all knowledge and wisdom. This again the

searchingintelligenceof the prophet of Nazareth saw,

and he spoke it very simply :
" If ye will do the will,

ye shall know of the doctrine." It is a great and deep

well of divinity, this fact that faithfulness in act breeds

knowledge in the mind. But the fact is so ; the

mind's eye can set no lens before itself like simple

goodness; which, I say, is a fact which hath the

whole depth and rooting of religion in it.

With like nobleness and sense of the all of power

which lies in nothingness, as the old Friend spoke it,

Plutarch says: " It is the higher accomplishment to

use money well than to use arms ; but not to need it

is more noble than to use it."

" Wondrous state of man !" exclaims Emerson,

"never so happy as when he has lost all private in-

terests and regards, and exists only in obedience and

love of the Author." J. V. B.

TSE LIBRARY.
The Bethlehemites. From the German, by Julie

Sutter. Philadelphia : Porter & Coates.

THIS little translation from the German makes an

interesting story of domestic life "at Bethlehem, at

the time of the birth of Jesus of Nazareth. We are

introduced by the narrative to a devout Jewish priest,

Zadok, to families of artisans, to Jo.seph and Mary of

Nazareth, as well as to other of the inhabitants of the

land of Israel, who come up by imperial mandate to

the capital city " to be taxed." It is interesting, cor-

rect in particulars, according to the Gospel story. It

is unobjectionable, representing the different nation-
alities, Egyptian, Konian and Jewish, as they wit-
nessed the great events, so potent for the weal of
mankind, though apimrcnlly for the present so heavy
with woe.

Lkjm'is axii SiiADiiws (II- Qu.\KEi!is.M. By Edward
Ryder.

This writer starts out with the assertion that
neither the Christian ]Mil)lic nor the world at large
has ever adequately understood the phenomena of
Quakerism. He conceives it to have been a power-
ful movement in tlie direction of freedom of con-
science and spirituality in religion. The movement
was marred near its commencement by certain pecu-
liarities, and finally checked by " a too rigid incrusta-
tion of the red hot lava of reform," producing a new
repre.ssion of the freedom the movement demands.

The Quakers, he thinks, allowed zeal to master
discretion and by insisting on a too absolute standard
shut themselves oft' from the multitude, and stood
still till the world went liy them. They were left, he
says, contending about non-essentials, while the le.ss

punctilious divisions of the great Army of the Cross
moved on to the important business of saving souls.

At length thev found that the tenet to which they have
from the earliest times adhered ; the light and guid-

ance of the Spirit of God to his people; was the com-
mon conviction of the enlightened Christian world.

The name given in derision became a title of respect,

and the sect became rigidly conservative. J<"ormalism

became their stumbling block. And our author ad-

monishes us that the only way to avoid formalism is

to keep alive. A do-nothing policy is paralyzing.

"They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their

strength ; they shall mount up with wings as eagles,

they shall run and not be weary, they shall walk and
not faint." These prophetically descriptive words of
the inspired writer are so representative of the ex-

perience of those who wait upon God as an act of

divine worship, that Friends are apt to appropriate

them as their own.

E. R. is heartily in accord with Friends as to their

testimony to a free gospel ministry, believing much
hypocrisy and false teaching has been attributable to

a variance from the sacred rule of Christ, " Freelj' ye
have received, freely give." He also affirms that

Friends have been faithful and consistent in main-
taining in its fulne.ss the doctrine of the universal

brotherhood. They won the love of the sons of the

forest from the beginningand are felt by the African,

to be their truly Christian brethren. Peace and tem-
perance have been great fields of labor, but in general

missionary work he deems them derelict. He also

commends the equal service of women in the gospel

ministry. He deems it an error in Friends to lay so

much stress on the mere manner of speech, and to

make the style of dress a test of piety and social

standing, since it leads, he deems, directly to formal-

ism and is apt to end in Pharisaism.

Our author considers " water baptism and the

Eucharist symbolical representations of those acts,

whereby the soul is cleansed through Divine grace,

and fed with the truth and love of God, as embodied
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in Christ Jesus ; " but he seems to acquiesce in the

teaching of Quakerism that men should not substi-

tute a shadow for the substance on wliich their eter-

nal welfare dei>ends. Yet he would desire in matters

such as these, perfect liberty. The Puritan idea of

the Sabbath was essentially Jewish, and was, as a

ceremonial institution, rejected substantially, as not

obligatory, by the Society of Friends. The observ-

ance of a day of rest and refreshment as well as of

a religious service was acceded to cheerfully, but

Friends were careful to insist that all days are alil^e

holy.

This is the substance of the strictures of E. R.

upon the lightfe and shadows which he sees resting

upon the pathway of our religious socriety. His little

volume is published by Pliilip H. Smith, Pawling,

N. Y.

IN THE LANE.
AND art thou then, my heart, too old

Ever to leap with love again,

To feel the strong l)lood-torrent rolled

Through heaving breast and teeming brain?

Is it no more, my heart, for thee

Life's one unquestioned ecstasy?

Are faded quite those dim far days
When music mothered every sound.

When up and down youth's happy ways
Fared glories on eternal round?
Has chill of years killed every joy
That blossomed for the wandering boy ?

These are the trees once known so well

We felt to them all but bekuown
;

Their very shadow we could tell

From others by the forest thi-own.

The same glad songs from bush and bough

—

As once we heard, we hear them now.

And these sweet flowers beneath my feet.

Their young eyes greet us as of yore.

The hope, there ! Still they think to meet
Her glauce that shall not answer more !

To us alone it cannot be
They're looking up so tenderly.

This is the same gray path we took

Behind the slowly going day
;

As they do now, the light leaves shook
When evening breezes blew this way ;

And there's the glow upon the dome.
And here the cows are coming home.

Ah, no, good heart, thou still canst stir,

Still lives the love first bid thee leap ;

Still are we at the side of her

They laid away 'ueath yonder steep.

Though clods be on her and a stone,

In the dear old lane we're not alone.

—John V.^nce Cheney in The Centit

A LESSON IN NATURAL HISTORY.
' I .SUPPOSE you think you know me, child," said he,
' But things are seldom what they seem to be,

And your ignorance I cannot but lament.

I can give some information

For your mental cultivation.

If you listen with a mind intelligent."

" O, thank you, sir ! " she said in tones polite.

Though her teeth they chattered audibly with fright.
" Then give me your attention," he began,

" And please do not grow fidgety

—

My family is SIrigidx

And f^i/mium Cinerenm my clan.

" My customs, I may say, are quite nocturnal.
Though my cousins, the Nycleas, are diurnal
(They are dear but distant relatives of mine).

My habits are carnivorous,

And sometimes insectivorous.

To rodents I especially incline.

" My eyes are rather luminous, I own,"
He continued in a meditative tone,

" But if it would oblige you, I could wink.
J[y pupils are dilating.

But the lids are nictitating.

Which enables me to give my noted blink.

" I grieve to say that persons superstitious

Abuse me in a manner most malicious.

But yon— regard me not with careless eyes!

Let me ask you to observe a

Final fact—that to Minerva
I am sacred,—and I'm couuted very wise."

"I thank yon very kindly, sir," said she,
" But all your Latin words are Greek to me.
Don't think me rude—you are a learned fowl.

And I much admire your feathers.

So suited to all weathers;

But—excuse me!—are you not our common owl? "

—Mabg.\ret Johnson, in St. Nicholas.

TEMPERANCE IN ATLANTA.
ONE of the editors of the Christiaii Union, of New
York, who has lately visited Atlanta, says in a letter

to bis paper: "There are no bars, no drinking places

of any sort, and the city is notably and delightfully

free from the lawle.ssne.ss and noise of drunkenness.
On the day of Governor Gordon's inauguration Atlan-

ta was crowded with people from all parts of the

State; the streets were full from morning until late at

night witli every class of Georgian, from the ' cracker

'

down, but there was absolutely no disorder of any
kind."

The Mayor of the city, Mr. Hillyar, in turning over

his ofhce to bis successor, said that, in his opinion, At-

lanta had made more progress during the last two
years than the five next largest cities in Georgia>

which hold on to their bar-rooms, all put together*

"Is there any city where they have bar-rooms that

lias a surplus of over 5^25,000 in its treasury on a clean

balance sheet, and can sell four-anda-half per cent

bonds at par? I found the city with nearly a hun-

dred and tliirty bar-rooms; I leave it with none. When
I remember the acrimony and fierceness of the con-

test by which the result came about, but that not a

solitary tragedy or riot, or anything to bring reproach

onthegood nameof our fair city occurred; that wound-

ed feelings have healed, and all are again practically

united, I am filled witli pride to be one ofsuch people,

and with gratitude to the Giver of all good, who holds

our destinies in His hands, and doetli all things well."

He quoted from the treasurer's report to show that

the credit of the city had greatly advanced, and that

a reduction of taxes could safely be made.
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The St. Louis /iiiinsfria; Gnc«((c aunoiiuces that '"there

has just bccu uneovorcJ uear Tuscaloosa, AUibama, a bed

of red hcmatito iron ore sixteou foot thick, which analyzes

sixty-two and one-half percent, of metallic iron, and is be-

lieved to be the most extensive and valuable deposit of the

kind in the United States."

— '" Chinook," the New York Tribuneaays, is an Indian

name given to a wind occasionally experienced on the east-

ern slope of the Rocky Mountains, Montana, aud the adja-

cent region. In passing over that lofty range the air cur-

rent loses most of the moisture acquired from the Pacific

Ocean, and comes down again man.v degress warmer than

before. A similar phenomenon in Switzerland is called a

" foehn." As the chinook visits what in winter is the cold-

est part of this country, its arrival often works a very

marked change in temperature. Stories which sound fabu-

lous are told of the rapidity with which it melts snow on

the great cattle range of the Northwest.

—There are fifty-one active volcanoes in Japan. This

accounts for the multitude of hot springs in that country.

—An exhibition of food products is to be held at Am-
sterdam, Holland, from the Sixtli to the Twelfth month of

this year, 1887. The large consumption of all kinds of

American products in Holland makes it a matter of great

interest to dealers in cereals, canned goods, etc., to take

part in this exhibition. In addition to articles of food, all

implements needed for the proper preparation of the same

may also be sent, while a course of lectures appropriate to

food, its preparation, etc., is to be given.

—Boston, March 2.—The President and Fellows of Har-

vard College have recently come into possession of a mu-
nificent bequest of more than $230,000, which is applicable

enly for purposes of special astronomical investigations at

such an elevation as to be free, so far as practicable, from

the impediments to accurate observations which occur in

observatories no iv existing, owing to atmospheric influences.

A circular has been issued from the Harvard Observatory

in which the purposes of the bequest are set forth, and

containing suggestions as to the best method of their ac-

complishment. It is deemed i)y the Faculty that a location

in the .southern hemisphere will be preferable for various

reasons. The southern stars, invisible in Europe and the

United States, have been less observed than the northern

stars, and by the aid of a southern station the investiga-

tions, undertaken at Cambridge can be extended upon a

uniform system to all parts of the sky.

CUBRENT EVENTS.
CONGEESS adjourned at noon on the 4th instant. A

number of important measures failed to receive final action,

and others, including the River and Harbor Appropriation

bill, did not receive the President's signature. It is not

expected that an extra session will be called.

Henky Ward Beechek died in Brooklyn, on the morn-

ing of the 8th inst., at 9.20 o'clock. He was seized with ap-

oplexy on the night of the 3d inst., but it did not develop

definitely as such for twenty-four hours, after which he

soon became unconscious, aud so continued, the physicians

expressing no hope of his recovery after the coma set in.

He was born in Litchfield, Coun., Sixth mouth 24th, 1813,

the son of Rev. Lyman Beecher, a famous Congregational

preacher. He graduated at Amherst College, and after

having "charges" at Lawreucehurg, Ohio, and Indianapolis,

came to Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, in 1847.

Fares upon all the street railways of Philadelphia have

been reduced to five cents. The change took full efl'ect,

this week.

In the Rhode Island House of Representatives on the 3d
inst., a resolution to submit a woman suflTrago constitution-
al amendment to the people was carried, 52 to 7. The
House, also, on the same day, indefinitely postponed a res-

olution proposing a constitutional amendment repealing
the lately adopted prohibitory article.

A SLIGHT shock of earthquake was felt at Charleston,
S. C, at a quarter-past two o'clock on the morning of the
3d inst. The shock was also felt at Summervillo aud other
points.

NOTICES.

*.s.* Monthly Meetings in Philadelphia, as follows:
At Race street, Third month Ifi, 3 P. M.
At Spruce street. Third month 17, 10.30 A. M.
At Green street. Third month 17, 3 P. M.

*iii* The printed reports of the First-day School General
Conference, for distribution within the limits of Philadel-
phia Yearly Meeting, having been received at Friends' Book
Store, 1500 Race street, First-day School Unions and First-
day Schools are desired to call for their respective quotas.
Also the printed reports of the session of the Philanthropic
Union, for distribution to all who feel interested.

V* Henry T. Child expects to attend Westfield Meeting,
N. J., on First-day, the 13th inst., and a Temperance Meet-
ing on the afternoon of that day.

V* A Conference on Temperance, under the care of the
Quarterly Meeting's Committee, will be held at Race street
Meeting-house, on Fourth day, Third month 23, 1837, at 8
P.M. Subject, "Temperance Work .imong thcChildren,"
which the Committee think one of the most important
branches of our labor, and desire the attendance of Friends
and others.

V Quarterly meetings will occur during Third month
as follows.

10. Salem, Woodstown, N. J.

14. Baltimore, Lombard St.

17. Haddonfield, Moorestown, N. J.

-.;i,*A meeting of the committee appointed by Philadel-
phia Yearly Meeting to consider the change in discipline,
as proposed by Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, will be
held in Race street meeting-house. Third month 12th, 1887,
at 10.30 a. m.

Clement M. Biddle,
Rachel W. Hilleorn,

• Clerks.

'V-'Tbe stated meeting of Philadelphia First-day School
Union will be held at Girard Avenue meeting house on
Sixth-day evening, Third month 11th, at 7i o'clock. It is

desirable to have brief reports from the several organiza-
tions and the attendance of Friends generally. Essays
bearing on the cause very acceptable.

Jos. M. Truman, Jr.

Alice E. Wood,
• Clerks.

*V' ^ Conference under the auspices of the Visiting
Committee of Baltimore Yearly Meeting will be held on
the occasion of Baltimore Quarterly Meeting, at Lombard
street meeting-house, on First-day, Third month 14, at 3.30
o'clock, P. M.

The subject of " The Mission of the Society of Friends,
and the Present Duty of its Members," will be considered
and a free expression of views thereon is desired. By
order of The Central Committee.
Baltimore, Second month 21.

'.ji* The Burlington First-day School Union will meet
at Upper Springfield meeting-house, Seventh day. Third
month 12th, at 10.30 A. M. Carriages will meet the morn-
ing train from Kinkora. All interested in the work are
welcome.

Wm. Walton,
| „ ,

Maggie D. Rogers, J

'-'«^'^s.
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VEILED VISION.
IF suddenly thpre stood to us revealed

The world of spirits, that may be so near,

—

Not, as we dream, some tar, unreckoned sphere

But elose to us as heart beat, thoujch concealed

As where the riery chariots all afield,

Girdling the prophet, till a toucli made clear

His curtained si>;ht. to what ignoble fear.

And shame, and self-reproach, our souls would yield

We miKht behold our darling dead, their eyes

Cloiided through wonder at our empty days;

Sad with vast pity for our waste and woe.

Our mad mi.stakes, our blind and grovelling ways,

Our cold forgettings ! Yet God's angels so

Do watch us with a mystery of surprise.

— Margaret J. Prkston.

INTOLERANCE}
THAT each one has the right to his opinion, hon-
e.stly and sincerely entertained and to enjoy it with-

out molestation or beinji thought the less of by
others, is a proposition tliat would seem too obvious

to be called in question. Yet in actual life how few
there are of us perhaps entitely free from the in-

clination to decry others, because they do not think

as we do ; it may be upon religious moral, political,

or other subjects. Every one ought to besulliciently

positive in character, and sufficiently informed as to

wliat is going on in the world about him, and the

state of kuowle<lge in general, to have opinions of

Ills own U])oii all the more important quest ion.s of

the ilay. And having such opinions, formed upon
due consideration, it is prO[)er he should value them,
and adhere to them with a certain degree of tenacity,

subject, however, to ready change on being convinced

of error. But in enjoying this right to liold and up-

hold one's own valued opinions, it is not so ea'^y to

realize in all the length and breadth of its signifi-

cance the UwX tliat every other person lias exactly

the same right. This requires a degree of moral
religious growtli tliat very many never attain.

The rule that we should do unto others as we
would have them do unto us, seems not generally

considered to apply to anything so intangible as tlie

reciprocal granting of freedom of opinion in all its

fulness.

We of the present day can hardly realize what
intolerance is, or the extent to which it still |irevails

i.\ii Hssuy read by Thomas H. Speakman. at the Conference,

after meetmg, at l&ih and Race Sis., Pbiladeliibia, 3d mo. Lilh.

— witliout recurring to the history of tlie past. Per-
.secutions for opinion's pake have in tlie past, filled the
world with blood. We read in the Bible chiefly of

the persecution of Christ and his apostles and follow-

ers, but in the so-called Christian church itself at a
much later period do we find the climax of intoler-

ance. All have read or heard of the horrors of the
Inquisition. To know what the Inquisition was, and
why it was such as it was, vvill materially aid the un-
derstanding of the subject in hand. It was called

also a Tribunal of Faith, and was established about
the twelfth century. It was an ecclesiastical or

church tribunal under the immediate direction of the

Pope; and its object was to seek out heretics and
adherents of allegeil fal.se doctrine, and to pronounce
its .sentences from which there was no appeal, against

their fortunes, their honor and their lives. Its mode
of proceeding was most tyrannical. Persons sus-

pected of holding false doctrines were secretly seized

and thrown into prison, their accusers being un-

known ; and rewards were paid to spies for ferreting

out victims, these spies sometimes being members of

the victim's own household. Persons long dead
were sometimes convicted of heresy, their bones dug
up and dishonored, the property they had left confis-

cated, and their children and grandchildren also ilis-

honored by being subjected to certain disabilities.

It is stated that with such remorseless alacrity did

this tribunal of faith carry on the work of protecting

the interests of religion, that between 1481 and 1S08,

when it was abolished by Napoleon, it had brought

to punishment three hiindreil and forty ihousaiul

persons, of whom ne.irly thirty-two thousand had
been burned at the stake.

The inhuman barbarities practiced by the Inqui-

sition and its atrocious modes of proceeding were due
to its ecclesiastic.il character. Lor the pur|)0.se of its

creation it supplanted the civil or jiolitical i)Ower in

those countries in which it existed, and exercised su-

preme authority ;
and fanaticism and intolerance in

religious matters when unrestrained, seem to know no

bounds. All experience shows the impolicy of cloth-

ing religion with political power, or connecting it in

any wav wilh civil ad mi iii.<>t ration, and lends to cou-

linu the idea that it is an afl'air between each man
and his Maker, in whic'li the light within furnishes

the truest guide. But persecution and intolerance

were not cohIIikhI to the IIlqlli.•^ition, nor did they

cease with its exlermination. History furnishes nu-

merous other in.-tances of the greate.->t wrongs perpe-
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traleil upon whole bodies of people in the ^iacred mime
of relit;iiin, hut really uiuler the inspiration of fanati-

cism and fiendish passion (levoi<l of reason, a state of

mind to which fhe relJL'ions sentiment sei'nis almost

irresistibly inclined when not kept underthe restraint

of combined moral and intelleetu^il culture. It is jocu-

larly said that the Puritans of New En<;land fled from

persecution in the old world to evjoy it in the new.

Even the jireat reformer, Luther, was not free from in-

tolerance toward otiier reformers, though the only

difference was upon points of what may not inappro-

priately be termed hair-splitting theology. A like

spiiit was manifested in still greater degree by Cal-

vin, and Knox was not free from it.

It must be admitted that intolerance, or the pro-

scription and denunciation of men by their fellow-

men on account of difl'erences of religious opinion, is a

great evil. It dividt-s the religious worlil into jarring

sects, each of which is more concerned in upholding

its own particular set of stereotype 1 opinions than for

the advancement of truth and righteousness and the

good of mankind. It sometimes divides with more

or less of acrimony, husbands and wives, parents and

children, and brotliers and sisters, and sets man
against man, where all should be peac'e, harmony and

good will. There must in the nature of tilings be some
underlying error to which, in an analytical examina-

tion, all this evil may be traced.

Tliis fundamental error is founded in the strange

but widespread notion that religion consists in be-

lieving, or professing to believe, certain theolotrical

dogmas; and that churches exist, each to uphold its

particular, predetermined, unchangeable creed. Cer-

tainly the only legitimate object of a church organi-

zation is to do good, and good among men ; for it is

beyon<l our finite powers to confer any favors upon

the great Creator of the universe. Since belief can be

founded only on the affirmative as-ent of the individ-

ual mind, how can all the members of a large congre-

gation, or many congregations, be expected to believe

the same identical things? And to profess to believe

without any inquiry or mental assent is the merest

hypocrisy.

Now the idea that religious goodness consists in

holding certain tloctrines was at the very bottom of

all the persecutions of the past. It was for the crime

of not believing what their persecutors .lUeged were

the orthodox doctrines that the thirty-two thousand

victims of the inquisition were burtieil alive. And it

is the same thing that unilerlies all the intoleranceof

the i)resent day, that would doubtless in some in-

stances develop into persecution but for the restraints

of law and enlightened public opinion. The belief

system of religion is in its very nature intolerant and

consistently so. For if one man persua<les himself

that he is good and that he is so because of his doc-

trinal opinions, he very consistently regard-i another

who holds oppvjsite opinions as less good than him-

self and a proper subject for intolerant regard. It is

a sentiment that is well characterized by the phrase,

"I am more holy than thou." In order to point out

a practical difficulty in the way of more perfect fra-

ternization among religious professors it may be said,

meaning no disrespect to any, that the belief system

of religion is mainly confined to the so called evan-
gelical or orthodox churches. And accustomed aa

many of their members are, in the intolerant spirit

before described, to rejiard with supercilious disdain

those who differ from them, an impassalile barrier is

thus |)re.sente<l to any advance by the latter toward
more perfect brotherhood.

Men are net all constituted the same: this would in-

deed be a monotonous world if it were so. No two
of us are exactly alike either in our outward appear-

ance, or in our mental, moral or spiritual perceptions
;

and there is no more rea-'on for hating each other be-

cause we do not think alike than because we lio not

Took alike. Except so far as moditied by training, our
qualit e-* in both respects are of divine oriirin, and re-

ligiously entitled to be respected. It is right that we
should, to the extent of our ability, aid each other in

tlie work of mental, moral ami spiritual development
;

and, while all who may think they have anythinsrin

the way of enlightenment to impart to their fellows

should be ever ready and willins; to comnumicate it,

all should in like manner be ever willing to receive

well-meant counsel and advice. None are so wise but
that they may yet learn something from others, and
few are so ignorant as not to be able to impart some-
thing that others wcmld be benefited by knowing.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

JOHN CHURCHMAN.
ABOUT one half mile distant from East Nottingham
Meet imj house, Cecil county, Md., (familiarly known
as Brick Meeting-house) stan<ls the house in which,

on Fourth of .Sixth month, 1705, the snbjectof our
sketch was born. The location, at that time and
until the settlement of Ma-^on and Dixon's line, was
rei'anleil as within the limits of Chester c<iunty. Pa.

The building, a log structure, is still tenante<l, hav-

ing been enlarged and repaired. His parents. John
and Hannah Churchman, were of the original set-

tlers of the place, which at the time of his birth is

spoken of as " a wilderness place where a few fami-

lies had settled many miles remote from other inha-

bitants."

His educational advantages were extremely lim-

ited. Having been taught at home to spell, at nine
years of age he was sent to school, his instructor be-

ing a weaver, who at the same time plied his voca-

tion. He was an apt and diligent scholar, acquiring

here the rudiments of arillinietic, and learning to

read and write. Existing specimens of his writing

show a neat, plain, symmetrical hand, almost femi-

nine in size. This, his school and colhge course in

one, continued but three months, but that his innate

intelligence and good sense, combined with persistent

eflbrt in acquiring knowleilge, largely supplemented
thiseaily loss the reading of his journal abundantly
proves, or his early religious impressions he thus
speaks: " When about eight years of age, as I sat in

a small meeting, the Lord, by the reaches of his

heavenly love and goodness, so overcame and ten-

dered my heart, and by his glorious light di.scovered

to me (he knowledge of himself, that I saw my.self,

and what I iiad been doing . . . yet blessed forever

be the name of the Lord, who, in his infinite mercy
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^nd goodness, clearly informed me tliat if I would

mind the discoveries of liis trntli and pure light

what I had done in the time of my ignorance lie

would pardon and forget."

His youtli and manliood, altliongh at times har-

assed by donljts, give fonchisive evidence of mature

religious reflections and experience. He was united

in marriage with Margaret Brown, in 172!), at the

meeting near by, and their married life of more than

forty years appears to have been one of great felicitv.

In 1731 he l)ecame an elder in the montldy meeting,

in which capacijy he continued until 1734. when lie

began to exercise his gilt in the ministry, and in the

following year was reconiniende<l to the meeting as a

minister. Although fiail in body and often intinn,

particiilariy in his later years, he spent much time in

ministerial labors, visiting much among the meetings

and families of his own country. In addition to

these, lie spent 1750 to 17r)4 visiting Gieal Britain,

Irelanil, and Holland ; embarking at Chester, Pa., be

sailed to Dover, England, his voyage consuming four

weeks. During this absence he visited all the faini-

lie.-i of North and South Holland, traveled by land

nine thousand one hundred miles, attended about

one thousand meetings, besides those in Loinlon and

Dublin, in wliich cities he spent nearly half a year.

Tlie remaining years of his lite were passed at his

home, winch was now a neat brick dwelling erected

a few rods from his childliood's home. From this

point he Irequently made visits more or less extended

among Frieudsin New York, Pennsylvania, iMaryland,

Virginia, New Jersey, and Long Island. Thai be was

thorougiily grounded in tlie principles of the society

to which be adhered extracts from his sermons give

evidence. He lumenled and denounced the wide-

spread u.-e of spirituous lupiors, particularly the then

almost universal custom ut using them in the harvest

field. He was contemporary with John Woolman, to

whom be thus makes reference:

"In this year [17oU] 1 was also engaged with my
friend John Woolman m visiting some active mem-
bers of our society who held slaves, tirst in the city of

Philadelphia, and in other places, also in New Jersey,

in which service we were enabled to go through some

heavy labors, and were favored with peace, Divine

love in a tender sympathy prevailing at limes with a

hope that these endeavors would not be in vain."

His life was prolonged to almost seventy years.

Sliorily before Ins death, which occurred Seventh

month 24ih, 1775, be thus ex pressed himself to a friend :

" 1 feel nolbing but peace, having endeavored honest-

ly to di.-5charge niy»elf in public and privately to indi-

viduals as 1 apprehended «as required of me ; and if

it be ihe Lord's will that I should go now 1 shall be

released from a great deal of trouble and exercise,

which I believe friends who are lelt behind will have

to pass through." His remains were laid to rest in

the burylng-ground near the meeting house where be

had so long worshipped. Tlie burial place is yet in

use, but his grave is unmarked by stone, and doubt-

less alter the lap.'je of a century the mound has disap-

peared. _J
M. A lice Bkown.

Now God be praised, tbat to believiug souls

Ciives liglit lu darkuess, coml'urt iu duspair.

For Frionrls' Intelligencer and Journal.

FUETHEl; liEFLECTlONS ON THE nUN-
CII'LES OF FUIENDS.

THIS subject, w Inch has claimed the attention of the
Intelligexcek .and Journal of late, ought to be one
of importance toall who bearthe name oi Friends. I

care not so much for some of the peculiarities of our
predecessors in their form of discipline, their manner
of dress, or addiess, but even in these there is more
to be consideieci than many inexperienced minds
are willing to admit. In viewiiiir them from their
early standpoint we shall fee that no doubt they
originated in deep religious conviction in an age of
extremes and folly which may have caused them in

some particulars to run into other extremes. Every
sincere inquirer must see that we are in danger of
being moved from the foundation upon which our
predecessors built, and for which they suffered many
privations and hardships under the iron hand of the
priesthood of thai day ; but they purchased an inheri-

tance of liberty for themselves and their children.

Now when we see indications of going back into that

form from which early Friends came, it is cause for

concern toall who have been concerned of the truth of
these principles. Tiieapostle was concerned for those

in his day who were in danger of being entangle<l in

the yoke of bondage, when he says, '' Beware lest any
spoil you, through vain deceit alter the traditions of

men, the rudiments of this world, ami not after Christ,

for in him dwelleth the fulness, and of liis fulness

have we all received." Now if Christ is anything to

us be is all that relates to our spiritual beini;, and
brings us to a condition that dwells in harmony with

God our heavenly Father, for it is in him we live,

move, and have our spiritual being, and these are the

elements of spiritual growth, and areas free to those

who are in a condiiiiin to receive as are those ele-

ments which sustain natural life and which we all

understam} we cuuld not have an e.iistence without.

Now if as a society we had suiiiciently put our trust

in the movingsof the spirit or light we shoulil not

now be. as too many under the name of Friends are,

a scattered flock left upon the barren mountains and
desolate hills of an empty profession, where there is

found neither dew, rain, nor fields of offering. I

have no desire to dwell on the dark side, but there

ceitaiiily appears to be a lack of that stability of

mind whicli HOshinild expect from a people profess-

ing as we do.

As relates to our more orthodox Friends, referred

to in this paper, 1 consider their dilficullies and dis-

sensions among themselves to be a natural outgrowth

of the ground taken by tbat body at the time of the

Separation in 1827 and 1S28 in disowninglhose differ-

ing from them in opinion, and in order to strengthen

their position adopting evangelical doctrines, thus as

I believe taking authority for truth, instead of look-

ing after that tiulh (or themselves upon which the

Society of Friends was founded. But we all have

reason to examine our.selves to see i po i what gn und

we stand while we have the light as we are re>pi n-

sible to Him who has furnished us with gifts and

ability to do it. There ap|)ears in some localities to

be a desire to have leaders of the people or miiiisters
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to coixJiict service anil enable tliem to keep up iiieet-

iii<;s. This seems to me a goins; back and losing! that

liberty purcliaseil by our fathers. If we are truly

convin(-eil of Friends' prineiples, tiod tlu-out;li Clirist

becomes the teaeher of his people; to proclaim this

appears to be the work of the true minister, and if he

go beyond this power and ability given him of God
he may be ever teaching and never able to bring to

the knowledge of the truth in Christ, who says, " I

am the way, the trnth, and the life." When, Christ

is at hand why are we looking for instrninental help

to lead us (o him ?

It has been said the leaders of the people cause

them to err, and so it will be when we fail to attend

to our own partiirular gifts and callings and pin our

faith upon others, who cannot do our work nor point

out our particular duties to us. Not that I « ish to

undervalue instrumental aid ; the younger and those

advanced in years should be l)rought nearer together.

The young need the experience of the older. We
see it is so as regards our temporal affairs, and it is

the same respecting onr more spiritual relations.

Let me say in conclusion I have lengthened this com-
munication much beyond my expectation, but under

this concern I have alludeil to we are [lerniitted to

mingle together in spirit, and whether in our private

walks, in the family circle, or in our religious meet-

ings we may bold communion with our Heavenly
Father, and there will be raised up those bearing tes-

timony to that gospel dispensation which will be

glad tidings of great joy unto all people. "For unto

us a child is born, unto us a son is given, and the

government shall be upon his shoulders, and his

name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, Mighty
God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace!" Here
we are governed by something superior to ourselves,

and as we continue under the influence of this spirit-

ual growth we shall know the truth, and tlie truth

will make us free. C. White.
BLoomjield, Canada.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

REMEMBER THOSE IN BONDS.
"REMEMBER those that are in bonds as bound
with them ; and those that suffer affliction, as being

also yourselves in the body," and subject to the

events and trials incident to a changeahle condition.

We to-day have need to be aroused lest we become
foraetful of those in suti'ering. Some are bound as

with a network of cares connected with daily duties;

they cannot break away from them; some with

di.sease that baffles human skill, and they pine away
in solitude to be released by death. Oh let us re-

member these and leave our toil awhile to sit with

them to show them they have our symitathy.

Fellow Christians, let us tread in the footsteps of

our holy head, Jesus Christ, who went about doing

good, sharing in tlie calamities humanity is heir to,

ever relieving, ever greeting in more than brotherly

kindness, the most forlorn. To impart was his

pleasure, and none were sent empty away. Could the

spirit that ruled in him govern the lives of men,
wliat joy would spiing up in many homes now made
desolate by lack of kind attention and the smile o

afTeclionate interest! "Do good while it is in the
power of thine han<l : honor God with thy substance
and the first fruits of all thy increase;" then his

blessings will enrich thee forever.

Sar.vii Hunt.

THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF CHIL-
DREN.

EXPERIENCE and our knowledge of human nature
prove to us that the child is better for being brought
to a realizing sense of its relation to the Divine Be-
ing—to an attitude of reverence toward the univer,><e,

to a conscious faith in the harmony and purpose
(that is, lack of chance.) in the laws of being.

But how to do this, without materializing just

where we wouUl spiritualize, is the problem.
A little girl comes in from her plav, saying,

"Mamma, who made the little pebbles?" The moth-
er conscientiously and quickly answers, "God, my
child." For a short time this answer is very satis-

factory.

But the little girl is evidently in a train of deep
thought. Soon she conies again: "Mamma, who
made the stars?" "God made the stars." "And
the little birds?" "God—He made everything."
" Well, did He make me and you?" " Yes." Then
in a sudden inspiration—"Did He make my dolly ?

"

" Oh ! no. The man made your dolly, but God made
the man."

So the little girl goes off to her play, and thinks in

a vague sort of way—"God made everything, but

—

He didn't make everything—how is it?" Then she
forgets all about it. How much better if the answer
could have made a deep impression—not one of final,

complete unquestioning satisfaction, but such an im-
pression as would keep the child in an open, ques-
tioning, and at the same time reverent, trusting at-

titude.

This mother, when she answered her child as she
did, thought to give her a lesson in religion, but, in-

stead of this, she bent the first faint spiritual wan-
derings of the soulfrom their course upward and on-
ward to the infinite back to the material, earthly
manifestation of being.

She did not realize that when a child says " make"
it cannot do what a grown person can—leap from
make to create. The child's idea of making is simply
a producing of some object, « bile to a grown person
make may mean anything from the manufacture of
shoes to the creating of a universe.

A child's means of expression are far behind its

needs of expression. When it wants to know some-
thing it can often not find expression for the ques-
tion ; and it will begin to tell something and not be
able to finish for lack of words.

When a child says "Who made it?" he often

means much more; he means, maybe, something
like this: "How- is it all, I won<ler. I wonder how
everything came—the trees and the birds and the
pretty pebbles—were they always here?" And,
wondering, he frames his wonder in the question
" Who made ?"

It is clear that his question does not cover his

thought ; it is clear, aUo, that simply giving a defi-
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nite answer to a part of liis lliougbt will tend to draw
his attention from the other part, which may have
been fully as important. Hence an unqnalitied, short,

positive answer to only a little part of the great ques-

tion in liis mind will tend to give him a narrow,

cr{ide, inadequate, and, worst of all, materialistic con-

ception of the reality.*

It would have been better if that mother had
framed her answer so that the Utile one would go

away full of a sense of the greatness of the least

thing, of the wonder in a blade of grass, or a leaf

;

full of love and reverence for the power that sustains

these beautiful , things for each other—not for man
alone, or the' 'child (for this is a selfish thought), but

for all.

How beautifully has Christ said : "God isa Spirit,

and they that worship Him must worship in spirit

and in truth." And again: "Tlie wind bloweth [or,

still better, one translation has it, the spirit breath-

eth] where it listeth, and thou hearest tlie voice

thereof, but knowest not whence it conieth, nor
whither it goeth ; so is every one that is born of the

Spirit."

And here is tlie essential thing to be done—keep
tlie child •' born of the Spiiit." If we only realized

how humbly and reverently we should approach the

spiritual nature of the child; could we but know
that often wlien we think to lead the cliild above, we
have only touched what we had better liave left

alone.

A certain teacher used to say, "The question is

not what to teach, but what not to teach."

And so it is: There are more wonderful things
in the world, all around us, in ourselves, anil in

others like us, than we know of. We should learn to

liandle the religious piiase of the child's nature hum-
bly

; not with as-surance and over-confidence in our
own power to lead it aright, but rather with trust in

its own vitality and self directing powers. We give

a lily opj)ortunities to grow, but it does its own
growing.

A haby will pull up a seed that he has planted,

every day, to see it' it is growing—let us take care

lest we do the same with what has not been planted

by human hands.

Hut the question, " What are we to do'?" is still

unanswered. It is impossible, from the very nature

of the thing to be done, to follow any delinile rules.

Keligiou oversteps all our limitations. We may
never hope to define spirit.

As the material evidences of the Creator—Nature
is the most tangible evidence—that most ea.sily

handled, it is common to ajipeal to the child's re-

ligious sense by pointing out to him the wonders of

creation.

This is of course beneficial, but we must be careful

in so doing to associate' the material evidence with
something beyond—the spiritual.

We may give the cliihl a tendency to utilitarian

religion; he may come to look upon the Creator as a

very skillful workman, who makes all tliese pretty

and useful things lor him. In our association with
children we should guard against making the niater-

' al evidence of the Divine Presence too prominent.

It is better to lay stress upon God's spiritual mani-
festation—His love, sympat'iy, kindne.ss, provideni-e,

sorrow for evil, joy in the good, than ujion His
material manifestaiions, except as these prove the
e.\istence of the former. The cultivation of the re-

ligious side of the child is a matter ol'.sympLithy with
child-nature, close and continuous observation of its

phases, and immediate, wNse use of tides of feeling in

the child, coiii)leil with a deep reverence and love for

Nature in ilie teacher.

The child's natural faith in (iod need never be
disturbed, but it will be sometimes, unless he has
hold of the really spiritual element in the univer.se.
" O, yes," we say, " that is all very well, but children
do not understand that part of it—they can only un-
derstand what they see." There is less truth in this

than we think. We, having been jostled and pushed
by the external world, are inclined to oi)i)Ose our
little force against surrounding forces—are not recep-

tive. But children, because they are not yet /amiliar

with the world, have an intuitive confidence in the

unseen, a faith in what has not been perceived by
the senses. Hence their love for the marvelous,

fairy tale.s, and the like. Hence, also, the danger of

leading them to a belief in supernatural things. We
must guard against an unwise use of this faculty of

the child. But the faculty is there, and, if we know
how to deal with it, v\ 111 find in the child a respon-

sive subject. We will find him appreciating certain

truths intuitively, while we must study to see them.

And what we must strive to do is, to put the child in

such an attitude toward the universe that, come
what may in after life, he will always have hold of

that something which sustains faith in the unchang-

ing, eternal natuialness of Universal Law

—

(aith in

the love of God.

—

Bessie E. Uailman, in tlie Kiiidcr-

garien.

THE SPIRIT OF COiSClLIATION.

ONE of the most difficult, and at the same time nec-

es,sary, tasks in the cultivation of a manly or woman-
ly character is the blending of virtues that appear to

be somewhat aiilagonistic. We say np/jt-dr, because

it is only an illii.Moii which experience will in lime

dispel. That all good qualities are intrinsically har-

monious is atiulli which becomes clearer every day

to tlioiightlul iieci|)le, and to proei ve that harmony
in actual life is a distinguisliing mark of moral pro-

gress.

An ajit illu-tration of this difficulty is seen in the

rare union of earnestness and sincerity with the

spirit of conciliation. There are those who po.ssess

the I'ormer qualities to an admirable degree, and are

justly honored in consequence. They are loyal to

their convictions, true to their principles, untiring lu

their etiorts to promote the cause they have at heart.

They are frank and honest in their avowals, they

scorn even the apjicarance of deceit, and neither court

approbation nor shrink from censure. Yet they

wholly lack the spirit of conciliation ;
iudeeil, they

are apt to despise it, thinking that, if acted upon, it

would by so much diminish the loyalty they owe to

the principles they hold so dear. Their position,

therefore, while "ue of strong amity wilh those who
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share in their desires and agree with their views, is

one iihnost of enmity to tho:<e wlio hold opposite or

diUVrent ideas. "No compromise " is ttieir motto,

and in carrvin;; it out they often nnoonscionsly man-
ifest, also, no courtesy, no sympathy, no kindliness.

Now the truth is that such a course, so far from

advancing the (uiuse they have at heart, is a sure

means of injurin}: it. More people are driven away
from a good ohjf ct by the overbearing and unsym-
pat hi zing tone which its adherents adopt, than from
any real aversion to the cau^e itself. Let it be a

p<iriy in politics, or a measure of reform, or a for-

ward step ill social life, or a new truth in science, or

a better method in agricullure, or an improvement
in education, those who uphold it and earnestly de-

sire to see it e->tablished sometimes retard its progress

when they treat those who hold different views with

contempt or acrimony, or personal antagonism. In-

stead of winning men to listen to their arguments,

and to share their convictions, they repel them from

either.; and the disagreeable impression that they

create clings insensibly to the subject they so un-

wisely handle. The truth which such peojjle need

to realize and to bear constantly in mind is that firm

principles and a spirit of conciliation are perfectly

consistent with each other. Because a man is true

to bis sense of right need he be rude to his neigh-

bor? Firmness and gentleness work together far

more efficiently than either could alone. The strength

that is allied to sweetness has a far deeper and wider

influence than would be possible were it accom-
panied by bitter criticism or harsh judgment.

There are, of course, weak minds who hold what
little principle they have so loosely that it falls from
them at every adverse influence like autumn leaves

shaken by the wiml. For the sake of peace, they will

abandon truth; for fear of giving ofl'ence, they will

give up a noble enterprise. Lest, by canilor and
sincerity, they might startle or displease some one,

they will shuttle, and evade, and deireive. Such a

course as this every honest man must despise ; but it

by no means follows that he should, therefore, des-

pise the spirit^f conciliation. It is the lack of honor,

or loyalty, or justice, or truth, not the presence of

gentle courtesy or ready sympathy, that deserves his

contempt. Let such an instance deepen his loyalty

to principle, and strengthen the firmness with which

he upholds it : but let it not, by the faintest shade,

lessen his respect, kindness, and generosity to those

from whom be may chan(-e to dilfer.

In private life and in daily aflairs, where no great

principle is at stake and no great truth is assailed, we
might suppose that the conciliatory spirit would be

always active. Yet how frequently the reverse is the

case! How many families are blighted and friend-

ships poisoned by its absence ! How often does a

merely selfish desire for a small triumph in matters

absolutely unimportant lead to angry discussion and
bitter feelings! To be firm when nothing calls for

firmness is simple obstinacy; to insist upon what is

unimportant is tiie mark of a narrow inind ; to .sacri-

fice good-will and pleasant relations to a whim or

fancy or unessential notion is pitiable selfishness.

Yet such tilings are continually practiced. On tlie

other hand, the spirit of conciliation puts peace, love,

and harmony far above trifles; it buries petty sel-

fishne.ss ; it inflicts no unnecessary wounds ; it lends

a courtesy and grace to actions, a charm to presence,

a dignity to character, and a never failing spring of
happiness to life.— f'hil'idel/ilda Ledger.

THE DESTRUCTION^UF FOBESTS.
IN his lecture in the Friends' Institute course, at the
Academy of the Fine Arts, in this city, on "Our
Forests and the Public Weal," Professor Edmund J,

James, of the University of Pennsylvania, said that

the forests of any large country bear a jieculiar

relation to its national prosperity. Most people

have an inadequate idea of the economic value of
our own forests, the product of which in 1880 ex-

ceeded 5700,000,0(10. This interest ranks third in the

line of our material prosperity, counting manufactur-

ing first and agriculture second. If forests were of

no more consequence than as the source of the incre-

ment of wealth which their annual yield represents,

they would be worthy of especial attention and care.

But although the National Government h.as put

forth great ett'irts and expended untold sums for the

promotion of agriculture and manufacturing, for im-

proving highways and rivers, it has done almost

nothing for the protection and cultivation of our
forests, from which we are deriving a larger value in

national wealth than from all other natural sui)plies.

But the argument that we should take care ol our

forests fur fear that a scarcity of timl)er would follow

their destruction is not the only one presented for

their sustenance. A more important one is that they

determine to a great extent climate and hygienic

'londitions. Wiiether the presence of fbrpsts in-

creases the rain fall in a given area is a disputed

question, but that they bring about a much better

distribution of moisture throughout the year is not

doubted. The forests are the regulators of the char-

acter of our great and little streams. This affects

navigation and the wliole transportation system of

the country. It affects manufacturing, for factories

and mills woul.l not be founded along a water course

which is a torrent one-fourth of a year and a dry bed
during a like period. It afl'ects the water supply of

our great cities. It would, for instance, be possilde

to seriously injure agricultural interests along the

lower Ohio by merely cutting off" the forests at its

sources.

Moreover, trees purify the atmosphere. They
dry it when too clamp and moisten it when too dry.

They are manufictures of ozone, the life-giving ele-

ment of the atinospliere. Dr. Pepper has sliow'n

that the greatest imniunity from consumption exists

where larne areas of pine forests still stand.

If all the forests were cut oft' from the American
continent the greater part of it vvonid become in half

a generation a howling wilderness incapable of sup-

porting man or beast. A certain ratio, between 20

and .30 per cent, of the whole agricultural region of

any country must, for the good of the rest, remain

forest land.

It was e.-5tablisbed in 1870 that 10,000,000 acres of

forest land were cleared each year, at which rate of
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consumption it woiiM require only forty years to

clear out all wooilland rejiorled as belnnfiinp to

private parties. Tbe j^reat jiine forests of New Kn;;-

jand, New York and Pennsylvania are rapidly dis-

appearing, while those of Michigan and Wisconsin

cannot last much longer at the present rate of ciju-

sumption, and the great forests of the Suutfiern

States will disappear in their turn. Browsing ani-

mals and forest tires, however, are as destructive as

the axe. The railroads, moreover, infliit enormous

damage on the forests. Ties are cut fiom young

trees which would in fifty years afford iniinense

quantities of valuidjle timber. For this purpose ?>0,-

000,000 vigorons Voting trees are destroyed annually.

It all amounts to this: we are cutting ofl' our

fore.sts much faster than we are reproilucing them.

Wliat can we do to prevent our f(jrests entirely dis-

appearing? First, a wide and extensive care on the

part of the Government is necessary. It is a sliort-

fighted policy to hand timber resources of the coun-

try over to private parlies without control. The
Government timber land should be taken from the

list of lanils for sale and be kept umler the control of

the Government. The general establishment of a

Slate h(]liday called "Arbor Day" is necessary. A
school of forestry should be established u here the

unsolved problems could be woi ked out and tbe

knowledge acquired be distributed. It i;oes without

saying that the Government should enact and enforce

laws which shall put an end to tbe criminal destruc-

tion of our forest.s. We need in this Slate a conanis-

sion of forestry, whose first business should be to take

account of stock of all f jrests in the State. We need

an adequate library right here in Philadelphia of

books on this subject, particularly tlie French and

German works.

TEMPERANCE LESSON.
Third Month 27th.

Goi.T>EN Text :—"Tlie.se also Uave err-d llirouKh wine tlnroiisrh

stroiiK drink liave gone iislray. 'lliey err in visiuii, tfiey stumljle

iu judgment" Isaiali 2S : 7.

"And Noah began to be a husbandman and planted

a vineyard ; and he drank of the wine and was drunk-

en ; and be was uncovered in his tent."—Genesis;):

20, 21.

" Woe unto them that rise up early in tlie morn-

ing, that they ma\ follow strongdrink ; that tarry late

into the inght till wine inllame Ihem ; and tbe harp

and the lute, tlie tabrel and tlie pipe, and wine are in

their feasts, but they regard not the work ofl he I.onl.

neither have they considered the operation of his

hands."—Isaiah 5: II, 12.

Noah, after his preservation in the aik, the build-

ing of which would indicate that he and his sons were

boat-makers, or at least followed some mechanical

pursuit, turned to the occupation of a husbandman.
His iilanting a vineyard and making wine of the fruit

seems to indicate that the manufacture of wine was

engaged in before the deluge, and it may have been

one of the causes of tlie demoralization of the peojile.

We can hanlly believe that with his record of riglit-

eous living and his faith and obedience he could have

been among those whoabused themselves with wine.

Let us rather hope he fell into the temptation with-

out realizing: that the consequence would be so scan-

dalous to himself. No man intends to be a drunkard
when he tirst jiuts the intoxicating glass to his lips.

Little by little it gains the mastery over his will, until

at last be has no power to control the appetite. We
.see how very early in the history of the human fami-

ly drunkenue.ss became an evil, a curse. It is a dis-

graceful fact that the tirst drunken man in history

was a servant of God, and known as a righteous man
and "perfect in his generations."

We read of his being drunk only once ; but the

evil continued and has been increasing ; not only do
men plant vineyaiils, but vast fields of grain that

should feed the hungry are consumed in the manu-
facture of intoxicating drinks.

And the woe pronounced by the prophet Isaiah

unto them that rise upearly in the morning, that they

may follow strong drink; that tarry late into tbe

night till wine inflames them; who with song and
dance and the harp and other musical inslriunents at

their feasts regard not the work of the Loril.may

with appalling fitness be applied to our own times.

THIS LKSSO.N TE.\CIIES

1st. That a <lrunken man has no sense of shame
;

lie will do indecent acts and utter profane words, and

if he continue to abuse himself with liquor it will

make him forget he is a man, and degrade him be-

low the brutes.

2d. That we should have pity for all who allow

themselves to fall into the drinking habit and en-

deavor to reclaim them ; and while we are doing this,

labor diligently to remove the temptation out of the

land. ^

" What can you do?" was asked of Carey. Here-

plied, " I can plod." And it was a grand thing to be

able to do. The plodders do the real work of tlie

world. The ploiUlers conquer the great difficulties

thatslanil in the way of tbe world's progre.ss. The
plodders are steadily gettiui; on lieavenward ;

while

the flyers are wearily mending tlicir broken wings,

and the jumpers are lying in liospital with bndien

backs. The way to everything is up the ladder, one

rung at a time steadily. No fine swiugin<; round will

do. No desperate athletic strides, four rungs at a

time. One by one. cpiielly, wiili hands firm on the

gides,—that is the only way npanywhere. Certainly,

it is the onlv way up to holiness and heaven.

—

Snn-

dinj School Chrofiirlr.

To say, "I enjoy my religion," is to pronounce no

encomium upon it or me. The sensibilities were

given us. not for enjoyment, but for motive power;

ami to live in their mere enjoyment, without either

asking ourselves on what they are founded or to

what actions they are impelling us, is to he entaimlcd

in a slough of sentimeutalism that is quite as dis-

astrous as tbe slough of despond.

I VESER.VTE devotion. It is the loftiest tendency

of our nature. It stands lii>t in the Christian order,

and is necessary to give the true character to all the

.social virtues. Hut, after all, it seems to me easier to

be devout than to he good.—Ohvii.i.e 1)i:wi:v.
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EARLY RELIGIOUS TRAINING.
THE attention of thinking people is being more and

more turned to the great need of increased care in

the moral and religious training of children. This

need is made manifest in the reports given by recent

investigators into the causes of crime and disease,

their statistics showing a great increase of all kinds

of moral and physical imperfections. This points to

a danger that is far greater than that of illiteracy,

however much that is to be deplored, and lack of

moral and religious training is pointed out as the

cause, together with unfortunate heredity.

We greatly sympathize with a writer in an ex-

change paper, who, in earnestly pleading for the

religious training of children, says: "The child that

is allowed to grow up in an indifl'erent, undevout,

non-worshipful atmosphere until he is fifteen will be

maimed religiously for life. He will have been de-

prived permanently of some of the most blessed

memories, abiding safeguanls, and tender influences

that life possesses."

We have long believed that a loss was sustained

by the feeling that largely prevails in schools, and

rightfully in public schools, that only moral training

must be given to the children. Vital as this moral

training is, it does not go deep enough, and the

family, the church, and the Sabbath-school must

more etfectually come to the rescue.

Many parents, especially those holding to what is

termed a liberal faith, rest easy regarding the pre-

sentation of their religious truths to their little ones,

content if they give them, or have given to them,

moral care. Particularly is this the case when
such have been dwarfed and narrowed in their own
childhood by being fed on what have become to them

superstitions, and, to outgrow which, have caused

them much pain. But is it kind to starve the soul

life of a child because our own spirits in the tender

years were unwisely nurtured? Rather let us rever-

ently unfold to them our highe.st ideal of the divine

ord^r of things, and let the soul life grow side by

side with the brain culture and physical development.

It is well known that lessons of every kind can be

learned more readily during the plastic days of child-

hood than l:iler in life, and abundant have been the

testimonies of good men to the lasting influence of

the religious lessons learned beside the pious moth-

ei's knee, or on the lap of a devout father or equal-

ly concerned teacher. Not that we have any sympa-
thy with cant or pretence, but we have faith that

genuine religious trust still largely exists, only that

the expression of it is too often withheld. To the

materialist, religion is too ideal to be taught, but

after all the " ideal is the real." Everything on earth

passes away, even the temple of the soul, and it alone

survives. While we may never know just to what
the soul ascends, we can nurture it by the cultivaiion

of all that is good and worthy to be honored, and by

the observance of the highest morality in our lives.

Let the hand, the brain, and the will be well trained,

but remember the truth as sung by the gifted poet,

" It is the heart and not the braiu

Tliat to the highest doth attain."

Goodness, not greatness, is the goal to which we
must direct the children, and we cannot begin too

soon. They should know, and that early, tljat as it

is not " the whole of life " merely " to live," neither

is it " all of death to die." And this not in a way to

cloud their young lives, but to lead them so to per-

form their duties that they may become pleasures,

and to increase their satisfaction in all their lawful

joys. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

EDITORIAL NOTES.
THE course of lectures for the benefit of Friends'

Library, 1.5th and Race streets, is now definitely an-
nounced, with names and dates, and will be found
fidlv described in the ailvertisement elsewhere. Prof.

W. H. Appleton, of Swarthmore, will lecture on the

23d of the present month on "Travels in Greece," a
subject really quite fresh and unhackneyed, for

which Prof. Apfilftou is admirably qualified by his

Hellenic enthusiasm, and repeated visits to Greece.

Prof. Heilprin, who has spent many months in a

patient exploration of the natural features of Florida
,

will give a discourse Fourth month (ith, on his
" Rambles" there ; and Prof. Sharp, of the ITniver-

sity, will speak Fourth month 25lh, on "Student
Life in Gerinauy," an interesting topic. All the lec-

tures, we are sure, will be well worth hearing.

If we would antagonize the improvidence that is

the cause of much of the poverty, it is neeilful to

provide adequate facilities for prtserving and utiliz-

ing the small savings of those who live upon the

wages of their labor. An urgent plea has been made
to the National Congress for the establishment of

United Stales Postal Savings Banks. The bill which
was before Congre.ss, under the title of" A Bill to Es-

tablish a Postal Savings Depositary as a Branch of

the Post Office Department," it is hoped will be en-

acted into a Ian'. We believe it will provide complete
security for small savings. The money will be maile

safe beyon<l the possibility of being lost, so long aa

the tioverninent of the United States sliall endure.
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It is evident tliat where the safety of the accumulated

savitiis of tlie wafje-worker cannot be assured tlie

temptation to thonithtless expenditure is stimulated

by the consideration that all may be lost if some

present gratifiL'ation is not grasped.

An interesting programme for the session of the

Summer Institute at Martha's Vineyard has been is-

sued. The session will begin on the lltli of Seventh

month, and continue five weeks. One of the depart-

ments of instruction is that of Physics and Moral

Training, which will be in chart'e of our friend,

Henry R. Russell, of Deptfbrd School, Woodbury,
N. J. Information concerning this department, or

the general work of the Institute, can no doubt be ob-

tained of him.
* * *

We regret to have omitted to give, last week, some
reference to the work of that worthy institution, the

Woman's Hospital, of Philadelphia, with particular

reference to its !' donation day," which occurred on

the 16th inst. During ISSG, 291 patients were re-

ceived in the hospital, 7:>3 were attended at their

homes, ami 3,8o7 were treated in the dispensary. In

an appeal for aid, addressed to "all interested in sick

and suffering women," the managers state: "More
than one-half of the patients are received gratuitously,

and for tlieir support they are mainly dependent upon

voluntary contributions. They therefore earnestly

solicit money, coal, flour, groceries, provisions of all

kinds, vegetables, fresh or canned ; sheeting and

blankets for single beds, wpmen's underclothing,

wrappers and bed gowns, infants' clothing, or tlie

material; small bottle-; for the dispensary, ohl muslin

anil linen." Tlie treas\irer of the corporation is

Rachel C. Bunting, I'.JIS N. Thirteentli .street, to

whom donations of money may be sent.

MARRIAGES.
CObE—KIRBY.-On Foiirlli-day, Third month 2(1, 18S7,

under the care of Pilesgrove Monthly Meutinf; of Friends,

N. J., at tliB residence of the bride's parents. Cooper Cole,

son of William M. and Lydia Cole, and Ida, daughter of

Jacob and Mary Ann Kirby, near HarrisonviUe, Gloucester

county, N. J.

HOUliH-HALLOWELL.—In Ambler, Vs., Third

month 10th, 1337. with the a|)probation of Horsham Month-

ly Meeting -jf Friends, Dr. Charles Hosier Hou{;h and Mary

Paul Hallowell, M. D., botli of Montgomery Co., Pa.

MO0RE-B0l^^O^^.—On Fourth day, the 2d of Third

month, 1387, under the care of Pdes Grove Monthly Meet-

ing of Friends, N. J., at the residence of the parents, C.

French Moore, son of .Martha and the late William Moore,

and Mary Ella, daualiter of Edwin L. and Emily Borton

and granddaughter of Mary E. and the lateSamuel Borton,

of Woodstown, N. J.

DEA TUS.

BANCROFT.—At Haddonfield, N. J., Third month 5th

Kebecca Worrell, wife of Harvey Bancroft, in her 72d year

a member of the Moutlily Meeting of Friends of Philadel-

phia.

DARLINTtTOX. -Third montli 9ih, at West Chester,

Pa., Mary Lewis, daugliter of Stephen P. and .losephine L.

Darlington.

DECOU.—At the residence of her lirother-in-l.nv, ,IosL^|>h

Horner, Medford, N. J., Abigail Decou, in her 78th year, a

member of Med ford Monthly Meeting.

FELL.—At Boekinglmm, Pa., Third month 11th, Joseph
Fell, aged 83, father of Judge D. Newlin Fell, of Philadel-

phia.

GATCHEL.-Suddenly on First-day morning. Third
month. 13th, Francis Read Gatchel, son of the late Joseph
Gatchel, aged 63 years, 2 months ; a member of the Month-
ly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

JONES.— In Germantown, Third month 10th, 1887, Ann,
widow of the late Charles Jones, in the 9fjth year of her

age ; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at

Green .St., Phila. Interment at Abington. She was per-

mitti d to live with her husband fiS years.

LUKENS.— Oil the morning of Third month 9th, after

a short illness, Mary P., wife of Abram C. Lukens, of

Chester townsh.p, Delaware county. Pa., aged 72. Inter-

ment at Haverford.

MORRIS.—.Second month 24th, 18S7, in Horsham towu-

shi|i. Pa., Pliebe A. Morris, wife of Silas C. Morris, in the

37th year of her age ; a member with Friends. Interment

at Plymouth.
EIDGWAY.—On .Second day morning. Third mouth 7th,

Thomas Eidgway, in his 90tb year; a member of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

He was son of John Ridgway, of Monmouth Co., N. J.,

and a bother of the late Andrew C. Ridgway, an approved

minister, concerning whom a memorial was adopted.

After leaving Westtown Boarding-school at the age of 13,

he entered a commission-house in Philadelphia, where his

uncle, the late Jacob Eidgway, was established in a success-

ful business. At the age of 19, Thomas united with an

older brother in business, and with other partners con-

tinued to be successful, till 1350, when he retired, having

secured a competency. In the followingyear lie was elected

President of the Girard Life & Trust Co., which place he

held till 1883. In 1821 he married .Sarah Paiicoast, who

survives him. He was interested in public institutions,

such as the Apprentices' Library, of which he was long a

manager. He was one of the Board of Visitors at the East-

ern Penitentiary, Secretary in earlier life of the Pennsyl-

vania Abolition Society, and one of the public school direc-

tors, and was always willing to aid in benevolent movements.

He was'Treasurei-'of the monthly meeting of which he was

a member for many years, and one of its Committee on

Propert.v, and for a long time interested iu Friends' Library

of which he was Secretary. Although a man iu affluent

circumstances, he continued simple in his manners, friendly

with all, and ready to help with his counsel and means

tho.se who were striving to make a livelihood.

He was a firm believer in the "Sermon on the Monnt,"

endeavoring to practice the doctrines so beautifully set

forth therein.

His health had been remarkably good through a long

life, and he was but a few days confined to bis room when

the pale messenger found him waiting. J. M. T., Jr.

SPENCER.—On the 8th of First month, 1387, after a

short illness, Susan W. Spencer, wife of Pennock Spencer,

aged 41 years 9 months and 20 days. A member of New

Garden Monthly Meeting.

A spirit of loving kindness alwa.ys attended this dear

friend; a devoted and loving wife; a fond mother; and

for several years endeavoring to be a consistent attender

and worker in the meeting and First-day school ;
thought-

ful towards others, if she could uot attend she was always

willing to do something to assist or encourage others to be

there, believing it to be a reasonable duty. Being of a hap-

py and cheerful disposition she was ever ready to do some

kiud act for those around her, drawing those who might be
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far off close to her; yet hoiistiiiR nothing, all was done in

nifekni-ss asking only to bo found doing tlui will of our
Hoiivenly Fallur.

TYLER.—At Greenwich, N. J.. Eleventh month 23d,

18S6, Ann P. Tyler, wife of John Tyler, afted Go years, 9
months, 24 days

; a member of Greenwich Monthly Meet-
ing of Friends.

EDUCATIONAL.
THE FIRST AND LAST FIFTEEN MINUTES OF THE

SCHOOL DAY}
WERE I to ad<lre.ss a class of young men and women
about to enter upon tlieir work in the soliool room, I

Blionld desire to speak to tliera for a few minute.s
most nrjrently upon the proper use of the first and
last (ifleen minutes of the school day. I should urge
upon them its importan(!e, aud perhaps call their
attention to the old saying that " Well be;iun is half
done." I would, of course, tell them liow ready their
pupils will be to measure their teacher's abilities

and powers, and to make comparisons; this fakes
place every day. That it is the teacher's duty to do
all in his power to have the comparisons decidedly
in his favor need not ba said. But to those of our
teacliers who know of all this by experience we shall
try to set forth the importance of our faithfulness at
these periods, and urge upon them aself examination
whether they are careful and painstaking in this

thiir everyday duty.

The first aim for every teacher to set before him
—and I desire to emphasize it—is to make his^school
a unit, make it a body which will work together as
one pers(m, and not have it a collection of bodies
with very little attraction among the parts. There
must be a unanimity and a common interest among
the pupils. AH personal and class feelings must be
made second to the general sentiment of the school.
The teacher must place himself at the head and in

the lead
;

in every way he must show that his in-

terests are his pupiLs' interests. Unles- this point is

made in the beginning the school will soon be be-
yond the teacher's control and will continue as an
organizai ion only so long as external" force can hold
its clashinir elements together. Ima.'ine a school in

BU('h a plight—every one pullint: in his own direc-
tion

! Could a person be in a more unhappy place
than at the head of such a body? Class interests
naturally form by the regular association of the
children in group^ for class purposes, as also by
the common impulse to excel which always unites
inilividuals which have a common goal to be gained
by all. Thus we find the class feeling often very
strong, and young people soon learn to pride them-
selves as members of a particular class. As the
school is necessarily conipo.sed of many classes, simi-
lar methods must be adopted to unify it and arouse
the same feeling of loyalty and pride. Hence we
should have some fretpient exercises in which the
school as a body will be occupied. The opening and
closing minutes of the day at once suggest the time,
—a very important factor in this subject. At these
periods we should try to give what will both interest
and profit the pupils; a lso what is not given to them

>.\n Kssiiy read at the Edu-ationul Conference, loth and Race
Sts., Philadelphia, Third month 5th, 1S87.

regularly in their classes. Variety is the spice of life^

it is said ; certainly it is true with little folks.

With this to guide us we shall finil considerable
work we can do in the first and last fifteen minutes
of the day. First and foremost among those things
which we do not uniforrhly give in the class room is

religious and moral instruction.

In one sense every lesson in history, grammar
and ariihmetK-.togelher with theevery-day life of the
tea(ther is, or should be, a practical lesson in ethics;
this has its influence. Yet the principles underlying
right actions must be explained and taught; they
must be so impre.ssed that the child shall not only
have the example but also the principle ; his teacher
is not always at hand to guide him. Like the clock
he must have the " mainspring in himself to make
him tick." Consecpiently we feel the need of a set

time for religious aud moral instruction. We must
at once commence to cultivate a love for Irulh and
all the Christian virtues, an abhorrence for every-
thing evil, so that we may have the uuiteil seuliment
of the school as a body for the right, and decidedly
against w-ron^'. This will of necessity be a powerful
influence upon each individual meudjer.

While we believe in personal counsel and advice,
in the private reproof of error, yet we know that very
often a fault is best corrected and most elfectively by
a simple lesson forcibly presented to the school, Irom
which the individual will make his own api)licatioa

and be spared the humiliation of a personal reproof.

This instruction is the most delicate of all that falls

to a teacher's lot, aud requires all the skill and jmlg-
ment the teacher has a,t his command. Aii attractive-

dress is never out of place—especially with children

—so these lessons should be clothed in best apparel.

It requires one kind of preparation on the teacdi-

er's part to teach the class in arithmetic ami gram-
mar in such a manner as will satisfy himself, his pu-
pils, and their parents. It may take time and study
to make plain those things we call useful. But when
we undertake to train a child in those things so es-

sential to character, which influences his welfare now
aud hereafter, what shall we say of the prep.iration ?'

We say that a teacher successful in the classroom is a
born teacher; sliall we not say that a teacher wh»
can stand before his school as did Thomas Arnold at

Rugby, whose face was radiant with love, shall we-

not say such a one must not only be burn but called

to the work ?

Have ever such thoughts flashed across your mind?
Have you ever felt the responsibility of the opening
exercises ? Have you felt your own nothingne.ss and
inability to take charge of them? Or as you have
looked into the bright, intelligent faces of the boys-

and girls before you have you not breathed a prayer
to your Heavenly Father for His guidance and that

His .Spirit would be with teacher and )mpil during
that day? A prayer should ascend for each day's

blessing. We live one day ata time and we must
ask for our daily bread. A een.se of ourowu unworth-
iness comes over us often, as we contemplate the re-

sponsibility of the teacher, and the importance of
using the few moments immediately following the

assembling hour.
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But what can we do for the child in thepe few
moments? He comes to us with his ideas of riyht

and wrong l)ut crude ones ; these ideas must be de-

veloped to keep pace with his growth in other direj-

tions
; otherwise we do not have a full development.

He must learn to love truth for truth's sake; to dis-

like dishonesty as be would anything deformed.
Love, not fear, is the first lesson. Why and how
must be shown as in everything which calls forth

the interrogative. The incidents of the school day
will often afibrd abundant material to point a moral.

The particular form this instruction should take
must be left to the individual teacher and must be
modified by the ages of the pupils. Hovv much of it

is altogether fiJi-ni !

' How many satisfy themselves
and their conscienceswilli a monotonous or spiritless

reading of a few Proverbs, a P.-alm, a portion from the
Gnspel, in fact with the passage nearest to hand after

tlie bell rings and the Bible is opened ; they can have
the machine,—lor such is their school,—moving in

three minutes, and are contenteil. Am I overdraw-
ing the picture? I think not.

We would urge upon your attention the teacher's

duty in the preparation for such exei'cises.

It does not begin at the scliool house. It is in the

prayerful seeking after truth when the Bible is read

in the quiet of the chamber. Would there were more
Bible students among our teachers! To many it is

indeed a closed book. To the pupils, the personal

presence, the cheerful face the voice and expression

of the teacher as he stands before them are influ-

ences which guide tlieii' actions and tliouglits, and
should be -istimated of highest importance.

How often have we listened to teachers who
blundered througli some of the finest i)as>ages of the

Bil)le, those which, expressing the most sublime prin-

ciples, stand as gems of literature and examples of

forcible tliought.

Ours are distinctively Friends' schools, and estab-

lished for a special purpose. In connection with our
religious instruction is it not also our duty to say

something of the views of Friends and their customs?
The children should be told often of the manner and
object of coniUicting Friends' meetings; of thesilence

and the waiting; of our views of individual responsi-

bility and accountability ; of personal worship. God
mait be worshipped in spirit and in truth.

Is the value of a feiv minutes of quiet worsliip

daily ever spoken of ? Is it not well to have a

mouient of silence at the opening of tlie school before

anything is said or done?
At this hour also can be properly taught our views

upon Peace, War, and Temperance, the taking of

oaths and other teachings in which the Society has

always held advanced views. Many, yes, almost all,

other denominations are now heartily in sympathy
with us, and it is certainly our duty and privilege to

educate the rising generation to love peace rather

than war, to use temperance in all things, and to prac-

tice all that is taught in that beautiful command,
"Love thy neighbor as ihy.self."

In our own practical way we insist upon memory
exercises in our opening of school. Yet we try to do
this witlio.it in.iking it ilista<teful to the children.

Boys and girls are very fond of concert exercises and
repeating after the teacherthe portions he reads. In
this way, with the teaclier leading them and learning

and reciting with them, they readily learn anything
he may select, and will sui'prise themselves and their

teacher in the excellent manner in which they do
this. In a short time by naming the chapter and book
the teacher will finil that the school can recite any
portion they have learned. Sometimes we have our

class each morningtobe prepared with a text for each

member of the class, and to be recited in regular

order; or have boys and girls to learn verse about and
have responsive e.xercises. Thus can Scripture teach-

ing be made both valuable and pleasing.

Only in exceptional cases should all of our fifteen

minutes be consumed in the religious instruction.

Nor can it from its nature be regulated by minutes

and seconds, or by any regulation plan or method. It

is something which the occasion itself will govern.

There will be a few moments left for other things

which come under our general rule as "instruction

not given in class room." Continuing with our mem-
ory evercises—and supposing that at the time we are

not using it in connection with Bible instruction—we
take up standard poems and learn ihem as a whole.

We commence with shorter ones and lead on to poems
of greater length. We are storing the minds of the

children with food for thought in future years and
means of much pleasure and delight as long a^ they

live. Whittier's "The Eternal Goodness," Longfel-

low's" Psalm of Life," and Lowell's " Sir I^aunfal " are

beautiful poems and illustrate the character of our

selections.

After we liave made our selection, have read it as

a whole, have explained its meaning or drawn forth

explanations from the children liy questions,—a most

interesting exercise.—we commence to have portions

either by concert or 'uy having stan/.as wrilten on the

boards <laily to be learned by the following morning,

or at the close of the school in the afternoon of the

same day; a few moments will sulHce to recite it.

Greater interest will be taken in a work wdiich must

be carried on in successive mornings through the

month. We found in taking "The Rime of the An-

cient Mariner" that such interest wasarou cd among
the pupils that they would look forward with much
pleasure to the exercise of the coming day. The read-

ing of a biographical sketch, an account of travel or

exploration, continued by the teacher will also create

an interest in good reading among the children, as

w-ell as accomplish the other objects set fort.i in this

paper.

In our own school ilays we recall with pleasure the

years spent in the grade of a teacher who had.as it w:as

called, the " banner room " for attemiance and punc-

tuality, because she took so nuicli pains to have some-

thing of special interest every morning. It usually

was something which took several mornings to com-

plete. Those who were la'e or absent knew that they

had lost a great deal. AVe might also add she had

the best disciplined and most wide-awake set of pu-

jiils in a large building, which contained five hun-

dred children.

But a certain amount of variety in sul)jects is im-
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portnnt to hold tlie interest. The field is ii wide one,

and we can select from biofiraphy, seienee, history,

an<l language. By devotins; live or .-ix minutes eiieh

morninj; to any of these subjects we shall be surprised

ourselve.s at the end of the year at the amount of

valuable information the pupils have obtained and
made iheir own. They have also learned how to

look for thinirs and have acquired an ability in an-

swering as well as asking questions.

In the line of history a few mornings given to the

studying of our form of government will soon show
that all know something of our state and natioiud

form of government, but do not know the names of

many of the oflices and officers, and very litt!« of

how they are elected. The subject of government
will in itself be interesting ; boys and girls will soon

see the necessit\' for it and what are some of tlie <lu-

ties of each one to the government. The subject of

elections can be illustrated easily, and how the vari-

ous officers are elected can be explained. Questions

written on the board requiring answers will give the

pupils interesting employment; it will also alTord

them pleasiire to be present to answer or at least to

be among the number who can indicate that they

know. Though many of the pupils may not study

"Civil Government" as it is termed, never reaching

it in the course, yet they will be better fitted for

their duties as voters for having been present at the

morning exercises.

In the same manner the spring time, witli its

flowers and leaves, wdlbe the season to encouraae the

study of botany, and to learn the names of the flowers

which grow wild in the neighborhood. The moths,

butterflies, insects, birds, snails, frogs, and fish will

all contribute to their entertainment and instruction,

if the teacher will only avail himself of his opportu-

nities.

Thus we have endeavored to employ profitably the

fifteen miimtes at the opening of the school, and have

tried to make it as attractive and instructive as possi-

ble to the hoys and girls. In this our aim has been
also to get control of the school, that the discipline

may be made easier; to attract punctual and regular

attendance. But for the last fifteen minutes there re-

main a few words to be said. The day is behind us ;

teachers and pupils prepare to separate. Each day
should be as complete as possible, nothing should be

left open which can be closed ; nothing be carried over

to cause trouble tlie following day which can.be set-

tled this. The work of to-day must be easily re-umed

to-morrow. At this time especially, and in a/ew mo-
ments, neatness, tidiness, and orderly arrangement of

books and slates should be attended to. If roll.call

comes at this time, absolute order and promptness

should be insisted upon.

The teacher will in a few moments discover

whether his school is in good spirit and compara-

tively fresh after the day's work, or whether it is

spiritless and wearied.

If in the former condition, the indications are

good ; but if in the latter, something must be done at

once to change the state of feeling, and the causes of

the trouble must be a.scertained and remedied.

The chililren must leave the room not worn out

and dejected, but with the feeling that they can yet

do another half day's work if necessary, and also de-

vote a great deal of energy at home in play. School

thus will be an attractive place.

The troubles of the day shouM not be often re-

ferred to at closing time, but rather souiething pleas-

ant and cheerful said. With younger pupils some
short exercises apart from the lessons will do much
in keeping the desired harmony in the school.

Above all, whatever the condition of the school, the

teacher must preserve to the children ar. uuruflled

and serene disposition, and though somewhat worn

by the many perplexities of the day he must cheer-

fully and pleasantly speak to them. After having

noticed that somethine is wrong, or that there is dis-

cord, in investigating for the cause, it is well to look

for it outside of the pupils.

Perhaps it is in the teacher, and he sees himself

reflected in his restless children. One or more of the

laws of health may have been violated on his part.

Or their cause may be found in the ill-ventilated

room—a fruitful source of evil and one easily reme-

died.

The trouble, of course, may be among the pupils

themselves, in which case the professional skill and

experience of the teacher will suggest the remedy.

Happy is the teacher who does not neglect the

little things which accompany the opening and clos-

ing of the school and whose pupils greet him with a

happy good morning and leave him with a pleasant

good night. Isaac T. Johnson.

FIRST-DA Y SCHOOLS.
MEETING OF PHILADELPHIA UNION.

PHILADELPHIA First-day School Union was held

at Girard Avenue Meeting-house on the 11th inst.

Written or verbal reports were received from most of

the schools. Green street, though a little larger, from

lack of teachers isnot as flourishing as formerly. Race

street has been well attended, considering ihat some

stormy days have tended to lessen the average. The

general exercise on the first First-day of each month

is an interesting feature. On the other weeks the

time is too short for the class instruction, but how to

remedy it is a question that has claimed serious con-

sideration. The meetings of the Monthly Meeting's

Committee and teachers for the consideration of the

Lesson Leaves is considered beneficial.

West Philadelphia had 70 on the roll, average

about 50. They have 6 classes, and have enlarged

their library, which now contains about 500 volumes.

Frank ford averaged in First and Second months 82.

All their 13 classes use the Lesson Leaves. Girard

Avenue has 18 classes, with an average in Second

month of 14S, and is in a prosperous condition, but

with more space could be materially enlarged and

benefited. Fair Hill has averaged 53 tlie past three

months. The meeting now convening at 3J p. m.

gives them more tiuie forclass work. Their teachers'

meetings are found very serviceable.

A written report was read concerning First-day

morning meeting at Friends' Mission, which shows a

small increase in attendance. If there were more in-

terest manifested by Friends and especially mini-ster-
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ina Friends to visit it, a much more favorable report

might be expected. The First-day school, instead of

dropping oft' after tlie holidays hasshown a tendency

to increase, and there arc more l)oys tlian ever before,

and tliese show a disposition to attend both it and the

Third-day night meeting. The average has been 75.

The Savings Bank works satisfactorily, and 32 accounts

have been opened. The change in tlie manner of con-

ducting the Third-day night meeting has not worked

as well as had been expected, and next season a re-

turn to the former plan may be decided on. Many of

the lads are quite regular in attendance, and are in-

terested. The temperance meeting on (ifthday night

has averaged '87 and a fraction. Often there are as

many present as the room can hold. Pie and milk are

handed round at the close (costing about the same as

advertising). There is evidence of good having been

effected, hut the participation of a larger number of

those interested in this cause would b..' serviceable.

The sewing school has averaged 62.

During the consideration of the several reports re-

marks were made by a number of intereste<l workers

on various matters connecied witli the cause. A com-

niiltee was appuinted to arrange fur tlie annual Chil-

dren's Meeting, at wliich it is hoped several of the

country schools, as well as city, will be represented.

Adjourned to usual time in 6th month at Green street

Meetingdiouse.

—An unusual number of neighbors and friends

attended the meeting on First-day morning and
Joseph Powell and Lewis Palmer appeared in the
ministry.

—.Several of the Alumni are expected to take their

second degrees at the coming commencement in the

Sixth month, and still more the following year.

—Tlie new entries continue to he principally those

who expect to enter one of the college classes. The
prospect is good for the coming year.

—The members of the Senior Class gave a recep-

tion, on Seventh-day evening, to the members of their

associate—-the Sophomore—Class, and a very plea.s-

ant evening was spent.

NEIVS OF FBIENDS.
—We learn from Young Friends' Ixevitw that Isaac

Wilson, of BInoiiiflLdd, Canada, expec^ted to leave

home on the 5th inst., " to attend meetings in New
York City and vicinity."

— .\t the meeting of Yonge Street Monthly Meet-

ing, Canada, in First month, a report says: "On en-

tering upon church matters our hearts were cheered

with the encouraging minute from Schoinburg Pre-

parative, containing the names of twelve persons,

five minors, wishing to become members of our

Monthly. It awakened the response that 'truly the

Lord is in this movement.' Our friend Isaac Wilson

paid us a visit in Gospel love. It was the writer's

privilege to attend five meetings in various places

wliere his lot was cast. The evening befure we
parted with our friend more than thirty met him at

the home of Esther Dennis, Newmarket, where we
spent a fevv hours in a social and profitable way.

Oiir friends, James Armitageand wife, of Pickering,

and J. W. Hughes and wife, of Parkdale, added much
to the interest and e.\erci.~es of the evening."

—At Purchase Quarterly Meeting, on the 2d and
3rd of Second month, S. P. Gardner, of Farmington,

was present, engaged in the ministry. A memorial

prepared by Cliapiiaqua Monthly Meeting for our

valued friend. Muses Pierce, wlio departed this life

Fourth month 30lli, 18S(>, aged 70 years, was read and
approved.

S IVA KTHMORE NO TES.

—Prof. Wm. P. Hulcomlj has purchased of Charles

G. Ogden a new house a^'joiniiig the college grounds

on the east, and will soon move into it from his pres-

ent home in Philadelphia.

APPEA LS AGAINST WAR.

UNDER <late of Second month 4, the Representative

Commitlee of the Society of Friends in Great Britain

issued an appeal against " the vast military pre|iara-

tions made by the nations of Europe," which, as they

remark, are '' so calculated to bring about a war, the

consequences of wdiich none can foresee." They add
that: "We have been led seriously to ask, 'Are the

churches of Christ faithfully using their infiuence to

abate the war spirit at home and abroad'.''
"

We make the following extract fnun the aildress

of the Universal Peace Union, (.\lfred II. Love, Presi-

deiil), to Congress and the people of the United States:

" The isolated position and the settled policy of

this country not to form entanaling alliances render

it impolitic if it be not indeed impossible for us ever

to keep pace with European nations in the expensive

forms of warfare, and the attempt to imitate where
we cannot and ought not to excel, will never in any
respect redound to the honor and glory of this coun-

try. Our position and policy, wisely handed d jwn by
the revered fathers of the Republic, enable us, fortu-

nately, to excel all other nations in the arts of peace,

and we can set the example of a higher civil zatioti

such as will harmonize with Republican simplicity,

humanity and Christianity. This country has the

power to command Ihe reaped rather than incur Ike e>i-

wi(i/ of other nations. The position of a niitinn tliac

will desire only justice from other nations and is al-

ways willing to concede it to tliein, is much stronger

than that of a nation that depends on the strength of

its armaments to enforce tyrannical mandates. In

such a position the wdiole moral and religious ele-

ments of the country will unite. These elements ap-

pealing to the same elements in other nations would

render war with any nation not, only iinprolnibie but

well nigh impossible. No country, whatever its form

of government, can long prosecute a war when op-

poseil by the moral sense of its own people. In this

l)osition we have, as a nation, a grand opportunity to

leail all other nations, hut in the matter of military

appliances for human slaughter and despotic coercion

tt-e have no desire to excel, taking care that oilier na-

tions do not lead u.i into the extravairant follies that

have made them the abodes of the most abject pov-

erty on the one hand and of pampered luxury on the

other."
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FRIENDS' CIRCLE OF BALTIMORE.
A CORRKSPONDliN r, " Occasional," writes that the

Jiiceliiiirs of llie rriemls' Circle of Baltimore have been
of much interest this w inter. On the evening of Second
inor\lh Uilh.a larfre frathering at the hou>e of John
Knssell, <ii^cnss^d the snlyecl of the attemUince or

non allenila'iiceof mid-week meetings. It was felt that

while many are unavoidably absent at these t;ather-

ings otliers appear indltferent to them, evidently not

feeling any obligation to be present. A cause assigned

for the lax attendance is the change in the mode of

doing business; but this reason applies more to the

city than to the country, while the neglect is as

marked in the country as in city meetings. Some
Friends believed thechange of location now e.xpe(^ted

will have a beneficial etlV-ct.* Otliers feared that a re-

vival from such a cause cannot be permanent. The
feeiini; was hinted that more of the trial and the

faithful cross-bearing of earlier times would be favor-

able to growth in the spiritual lite, and that with

more faithfulness would come ni'ire of spiritual

blessing. " Paul may plant and Apollos water," but

1o Goil is the increase due. It is needful to cultivate

love of each otlier and to manifest that personal in-

terest for one another that will cement the body into

a oneness favorable to the best life. Let none fail to

find loving recognition, and be allowed to feel over-

looke<l. It is said that some drift away because of a

sense of being neglected, and aie gathered into other

communions wherea more receptive, hospitable spirit

prevails.

" To know ourselves diseased is half our cure." If

these Frien<ls, especially the youth, feel these things,

they should in a simple, hearty way seek to correct

what may be amiss among themselves. All should

be mindful of individual responsibility—seeking how
each may help to promote the right and help others,

rather than to claim too nmcb for seltish advantage.
" What can we do for others and for the general

good ?" is in a better spirit than '• What are Friends

goinar to do for me?" We must be receptive and
helpful, too, if we would promote the growth of our

religious meetings. If we might know as of old what
it is to be real seekers alter spiritual realities, surely

it may be realized as ever that those wlio seek shall

find, and that to tho.se who knock the door is opened.

"Truth shall spring upoutof theearth ; and righteous-

ness shall look down from heaven," said the Psalm-

ist of old, and thus shows the divine order of pro-

gression as it is typified by the flower of the garden.

Truth springs up toward the heavenly gifts, the rain

and the sunbeam, and then comes the growth, the

blooming, and the fiuition.

TRUST.
The grass witliereth, the Hower fadelh ; but the word of God

shall stand lor ever.—Isaiah 4U ; 8.

Trust in tlie Lord when temptations beset thee,

Turn to thy Saviour when trials press luird

;

TtiuU);h hid for a season he will not forget tliee;

Christian, turn inward, and trust in the Lord.

Flee to the rock, in thy frailty, thy weakness;

'Tis as a covert to shield from the blast

;

Adore in submission and triumph in meekness,
Hope for the future, repent for the past.

His mercies are e'en as the free rolling ocean,
liTxpaiided beyond what frail mortals can know;
His judgments compare to the river, whose motion,
Confined to its banks, is restricted and slow.

Trust in the Lord in tliy mourning and sorrow.
Turn to Jehovah wlien trials assail,

Lean on tliearin of Ilisstrength
;
thou niayest borrow

Strengtli to support thee, and faith to prevail.

HOME GIRLS.
The girls that are wanted are good girls,

Good fnini tlie heart to the lips;

Pure as the lily is wlute and |jure

From its heart to its sweet leaf tips.

The girls that are vifanted are home girls

Girls that are mother's right band.
That fathers and brothers can trust to.

And the little ones understaud.

Girls that are fair on the hearthstone,

Ai'd pleasant when nobody sees;

Kind and sweet to their own folk,

Kcady and anxious to please.

The girls that are wanted are wise girls.

That know what to do and to say
;

That drive with a smile or soft word
The wrath of the household away.

The girls that are wanted are girls of sense,

Whom fashion can never deceive,

Wlio can follow whatever is pretty.

And dare what is silly to leave.

Tbe girls that are wanted are careful girls.

Who count what a thing will cost

;

Who use with a prudent, generous hand,
But see that nothing is lost.

The girls that are wanted are girls with hearts

;

They are wanted for mothers and wives
;

Wanted to cradle in loving arms
The strongest and frailest of lives.

The clever, the witty, the brilliant girl.

They are very few, understand
;

But, oil ! for the wise, loving home girls.

There's a constant and steady demaud.
—Selected.

EPIGRAMS.

A KI.ND WORD.
A KIND word often so endears

It echoes sweetly through the years,

—

Forgotten by the tongue that spoke,

Ecmembered by the heart it woke.

CUKIOSITY.
Watching the bees,"he oft is stung
Who o'er the hive too close bis bead has hung,
So. too, and righteously, he fares

Who thrusts himself in other folks' affairs.

IMAGINATION.

Oft our imagination brings

Sucli pleasant things to view,

We told them in our memories,
And love to thiuk them true.

—UKORGK BiRDSEYE.
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BOTANIZING ON MOUNT KIUMA-NJARO.
FROM "The Kilimanjaro Expedition," by H. H.

Johnston, we have selected the following bits of de-

Bcriplion. Kilima-njaro (pronounced Killy-nianjahro)

"is the name currently given to a huge mountain

muss in Eastern Africa, cansislin;; of two giant peaks

and many lesser ones, situated below the third |)ar-

allel south of the equator." The highest peak, Kibo.

is IS.SOO feet above the sea, and the other, Kinia-

wenzie, about 10,250. Six months were spent upon

these slopes by Mr. Johnston in exploration.
" Hitherto, our track ha<l led through tliick bush,

with every vitJw of the surrounding country shut out.

Now, we had entered a clearing near to cultivation ;

.and nothing iinpedeil our view. Northwards, the

vast mass of the niduntain stretched upwards into

the heavens, its twin peaks shrouded in heavy
cumidns clonds: the biliowy swell of hill upon hill

and ridge .succeeding riiige was a deep sullen blue

under the heavy shadow of lowering cunuili. Then
came a few lines of dirk purple-green forest, still in

sliade ; and in the middle distance, where tlie sun-

light broke upon the scene, the gentle, rounded hills

gleamed oat again.st the sond)re backgrouod wiih

their groves of emerald-green bananas, mnrking the

commencement of the cidtivated zone. Nearer to us

succeeded <leep ravines with threa<l like cascades,

chimps of tidy forest,—jnst a few tall trees left grow-

ing out of reliirious veneration,—smooth, sunny
df)wns whereon flocks of goats were grazing, patches

of freshly tilled soil, cultivated fields, hedgedined

lanes, and, lastly, the red <leniided soil, (he No man's

Land, the Pisgah, on which we were standing to gaze

on this Promised Land, toward which for thirteen

days we had been toiling throngh the wilderness. . .

" After a further asi'ent, I arrived on the sumnut
of a rounded hill which considerably o'ertops its fel-

lows for miles around, and (jfiVrs views of unexam-
pled magnificence in all this lovely country. To the

north, without a single intervening cloud, rises Kili-

ma-njaro, the whole central ridge and bolh the peaks

comiilelely vi.-ible. The eye rests irresistibly on the

splendid snowy dome of Kibo, absolute in whitenes-i

iin<ler the glare of the vertical sun, with a few faint

purplish blots, like the craier-shadowson the moon's

face, coming out where the bare rock breaks through

the snow ; ami then in the few hollows, gaps, or cre-

vasses tender, cool shadows of pale bine break .some-

what the ilazzling efi'ect of unsullied while. Below
the snow cap of Kibo lies a great stretch of pnrjjle

moorland, broken np dimly into ravines, cliffs, hil-"

locks, and ridges by shadows of deeper tint. . . .

To the right of the snowy dome, a ridge nearly hori-

zontal reaches to the sister and minor peak, the

jagged Kimawenzie, which has merely patches and
streaks of snow resting alidd its strange black peaks

and pinnacles. The background to the enlire scene

is a sky of intense blue, which is almost free from

cloud save for a few vaporous cunudi lying behind

the centre ridge of the mountain. In the middle dis-

tance are grandly sv\elling, rolling InlN, niaginfi-

cently wooded, with, in some cases, a firest growth

so uniform that, looking down on it from a height,

its surface is like rich green velvet pile. Here and

there, but rarely, on the hillside there are open
patches of land, covered with short turf or bracken.

' At about 5,400 feet, we quilted the last signs of
cultivation, and consequenlly missed the fandliar
runnels of water which, in the inhabited connlry, in-

tersect the land every few yards. The surrounding
scenery was now cliarnnngly soft and pretty, so ex-
actly like Devonshire hills and coombes in general
aspect that I need not give it a more detailed descrip-
ti(in. At (i.OOO feet, we halted for a brief rest. . .

The wild flowers were beautiful. Parasitic besonias
trailed tlu-ir lovely pink bells in long festoons

; ma-
genta-colored balsams gleamed along the fern-fronds;

and every now and then we v\ould come acro.ss

clumps of crimson and salmon-tinted gladioli that
provoked expressions of admiration even from my
followers, whose eyes were caught with the rich dis-

plays of color. The tree-trunks, even to the minor
branches, were densely hung with moss, orchilla-

lifhen, or delicate epiphytic ferns. Other species of
ferns grew iuxurianlly at the side of the path, some
of them actually British in their extended range.
There were polypodies, holly ferns, bracken, maiden-
hair, identical, apparently,—I have since found at

Kevv they were actually the same,—with those we
know in England. Unfamiliar, though, to our Et\^-

lish scenes were the magidticent tree-ferns which
rose grandly above the dense undergrowth, with
fronds of a shiny bluish-green, wherever the pale

green light of the forest fell athwart their downy
leaflets or silky stems. At a greater altitude than

8,000 feet these Iree-ferns were rarely met with."

RELIGION IN THE TESNESSEE MOUN-
TAINS.

THE religious element in the Tennessee Mountains
is almost entirely composed of Methodists and Bap-
tists. Of the former, the northern branch of the

church predominates, wdiile in the latter denomina-
tion, the Missionaries and Hard Shells, or Prinntives,

allernate through the different sections in a more
equal pi'oportion.

Like the small states of ancient Greece, the ex-

cluding mountain walls of this region tend to render
the intercommunication of difi'erent settlements scant

and irregular, and, as a consequence, neighborhoods
only a few ndles apart are often more <'ompletely

separated, socially, than Boston from New York.
From a commuinly of Melho<lists a five-mile walk
will perhaps bring you into a neighborhood of un-
compromising Baptists. There are, here and there,

a few C'ampbeliites and Cumberland Presbyterians.

To the mind of the average moMulaineer an Ei>i.sro-

palian would be a kind of religious curiosity, while
the Roman Cath'dics vatruely suggest the Scarlet

Woman of Babylon and other kindred proi)helic

allusions. They are great sticklers for the formali-

ties of their church discipline and wor.-hip, and are

very apt to inilnls.'e in pidpit animadversions upon
points wherein the two prevading denondnations
differ, both doctrinal and ceremonial. Yet this does

not prevent them from working amicably together

during the autumn season of protracteil meetings,

which is the period usually set apart throughout the
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mountains for a grand onslaimht upon sinners and

the domain of Satan.

A mountaineer never attends fluircli. He is—in

local parlance—"forever ajioin' to niectin'. " The
" meetin'-house" is sometimes dignified as a "cluirch-

liouse," but not often. The .social suggestions cen-

tring around the word "meelin"' are dear to his

heart, for the little log " meetin'-house" is really the

centre of his social as well as religious life. l.iUe the

negro, he goes to " meetin' " fidly as much to enjoy

himself as to worship or to be edified.

Owing to the rough character of the country and

the scarcity of good roads, the people do not visit

each other much, unless among their own "kiufoll<s."

The religious element also frowns sternly upon any

form of social gayety unconnected with church af-

fairs. A Sunday-school picnic, or " march," is about

the only kind of diversion considered strictly proper

for the young, except an occasional singing school.

Dancing, or games of any kind, are so strongly rep-

robated as to be supposed to evince a taste for other

sins still more equivocal in their nature and practice.

In cons-equence, the S.djbath is looked upon by old

and young as a day of pleasure as well as of worship.

— WiUiam Ferry Brown, in Brooklyn Magazine.

FAITH SEALING.
THE Century ior Third month has two articles on

faith-cure—one pro, the otlier con. From the latter,

by Dr. Buckley, we quote as follows :
" Families have

been broken up by the doctrine taught in some of

the leading failh-honies that Friends who do not be-

lieve this truth are to be .separated from because of

the weakeningeflectof their disbelief upon faith, and

a most heartrending letter has reached me from a

gentleman wiiose mother and sister are now residing

in a faith-institution not far from this city, refusing

all intercourse with their friends, and neglecting the

most obvious duties of life.

"Certain advocates of faith-healing and faith-

homes have influenced women to leave their hus-

bands and parents and reside in the homes, and have

persuaded them to give thousands of dollars for their

purposes, on the ground that ' the Lord had need of

the money.'

"This system is connected with every other su-

perstition. The Bible is used as a book of magic

Many open it at random, expecting to be guideil by

the first passa'.re that they see, as Peter was told to

open the mouth of the first fish that came up and he

would find in it a piece of money. A missionary of

higii standing with whom I am acquainted was cured

of this form ot superstition by consulting the Bible

on an important matter of Christian duty, and the

passage that met his gaze was, ' Hell from beneath is

moved to meet thee at thy conung.' Paganism can

produce nothing more superstitious than this, though

many other Cliristians, instead of 'searching the

Scriptures,' still try to use the Bible as a divining

rod.
" It feeds upon impressions, makes great use of

dreams and signs and statements foreign to truth and

pernicious in their influence. A young laily long ill

was visited by a minister who prayed with her, and

in great joy arose from his knees and said, ' Jennie,
you are sure to recover. Dismiss all fear. The Lord
has revealed it to me.' Soon after, physicians in consul-

tation decided that she had cancer of the stomach, of
which she sub.seqiiently died. The person who had
received the impression that she would recover, when
met by the pastor of the family, said, ' Jennie will

certainly get well. The Lord will raise her up. He
has revealed it to me.' ' Well,' .«aid the minister, 'she
has not the nervous disease she had some years ago.

The physicians have decided tliat she lias cancer of
the stomach.' ' Oh, well,' was the reply, ' if that is

the case, she is sure to die.'

"A family living in the city of St. Louis had a
daughter who was very ill. The members of this

family were well acquainted with one of the leading

advocates of faith-healing in the East, who made her
case a subject of prayer, and wrote her a letter de-

claring that she would certainly be cured, an<l the

Lord had revealed it to him. The letter arrived in

St. Louis one day after her death.
" These are ca.'-es taken not from the operation of

recognized fanatics, but from those of leading lights

in this ignis fatims movement.
" It is a means of obtainingmoney under fol'e pre-

tences. Some who promulgate these views are hon-
est, but underneath their proceedings runs a subtle

siiphistry. They establish institutions which they

call tiiith-homes, declaring that they are supported

entirely by faith, and that they use no means to make
their work known or to persnaile persons to contrib-

ute. Meanwhile they advertise their work and in-

stitutions in every possible way, publishing reports in

which, though in many instance wanting in business

accuracy, they exibitthe most cunning wisdom of the

children of this world."

TuEKE can be no high type of character whicli is

not the outcome of life's changes and vicissitudes;

which has not been disciplined by adversity and

affliction. The human soul is purified and exalted

by trial and grief. Life itself has a new charm for

him who has trod its depths as well as its heights.

The keenness of our suflering increases the intensity

of our joy. Therefore it is a beautiful thought in

Swedenborg when he tells us that the very angels of

God have their periods of alternation, and are some-

timis plunged in darkness for a season that they

may afterward comprehend the light better. Yes,

there is a meaning in tears, a discipline in darkness,

and "our griefs are our glory." Therefore, when
your dearest hopes are disappointed, when your

f.iith in man is tried by bitterest ingratitude, when
your loved one dies, or you are cast on tiie bed of

sickness,—oh, do not despair! for these are the

divine proces.«es by which your nobler self is de-

veloped, by wdiich the crude bullion of your nature,

puiiticd in the fiames of tribulation, is freshly minted

with the image and super.-cripliou of a perfect man-

hood.—Cuarles W. Wendte.

He who believes in goodness has the essence of all

faitli. He is a man " of cheerful ye.>.ter.lays and confi-

dent to-morrows."

—

J.ames Fkeeman Cl.\kke.
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UNCLE ESEK'S WISDOM.
W'v. stand in (jur own sunshine oftener tlian oth-

ers do.

It is the little things tliat are ttie most womlerfnl

and ditlifiUt ; it is possilile for human enterprise to

jriake a mountain, l)ut impossible for it to make an

oyster.

TiiKUK i.s niithinn .s<i necessary as necessity ;
with-

out it, mankind would have ceased to exist afjes ago.

The heart gets weary, but never gets old.

\i' a man is right, he can't be too radi<^al ; if wrong,

he can't be too conservative.

The silent man 'may he overUioked now, but he

will get a hearing by and l)y.

Method and dispatch govern the world.

You can outlive a slander in half the time you can

outargue it.

— Uncle Esek in The Cenliiri/.

Gleamiug, drifting, whirling, sifting

Through the dark pine boughs one day,

Far from home, a thousand tiny,

Wind-swept snowflakes lost their way ;

From such dainty freak and mirth.

Weary quite, they sank to earth.

Sad winds sighed there; suubeam.s tried their

Smiles the wee things to awake,

Till, one glad morn, see uplifted

In a flower each wayward flake !

Fearless they 'neath stormy skies

—

Tliey're but snowflakes in disguise !

—Marion Boyd Allen, in Cottage Hearth.

It is past melancholy, and verges on despair, to re-

flect upon what is going on amongst ministers of re-

ligion, who are often but too intent upon the fopperies

of religion to have heart and time for the sub.stantial

work intrusted to them—immersed in heart-breaking

trash from which no sect is free ; for here are fopperies

of discipline, there fopperies of doctrine (still more
dangerous, as it seems to me). And yet these words

are resounding in their ears: " Pure religion and un-'

defiled is this—to visit the fatherless and widows in

their affliction, and to keep himselfunspotted from the

world." And the word ' world," as Coleridge has

well explained, is this order of things, the order of

things you are in.

—

Arthir Helps.

By whatever names men may call themselves or

be called by others, all that they can do is to render

their designations synonyms of whatsoever things are

pure, honorable, and .just; and then there can be no

(|uestion of their being friends to .Tesns.

—

William H.

FniNKss.

Be like the bird that, halting in her flight

Awhile, on boughs too slight.

Feels them give way beneath her, and yet sings.

Knowing that slie hath wings.

— Victor lliirio.

Religious feeling is as much a verity as any other

part of human consciousness, and against it, on its

subjective side, the waves of science beat in vain.—

Prof. Tyndall.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The Stanley e,xpedition for the relief of Erain Bey

arrived at Simonstown, (\ape of Good Hope, on the 8th in-

stant.

—The Zenana Medical College of England, in its six

years' history, has qualified and sent out seventy ladies as

medical practitioners for mission fields.

— Prof. Seeley has given us some statistics recently— far

more alarming than those of illiteracy. He shows that

the ratios of insanity and idioc.y in, this country have been

steadily increasing, as have akso those of the deaf mute,

and the blind. In 18.)0 we had one insane to every four-

teen hundred and sixty-eight persons ; in 1880 one to every

sis hundred and fifty-six, and the other figures are about

in the same proportion. Allowing for a great diflerence in

the skill and tlioroughncss of the census takers, there still

remains enough to jirove tliat the moral nature has not

kept pace with the material advancement of our country.

—Mary Mann, the widow of Horace Mann, died on the

11th of last month, at Jamaica Plain, Mass. Although SO

years old at the time of her death, she retained an active

interest in the outside world until the last. She was a

daughter of Mr. Peabody, the father also of Miss Eliza-

beth Peabody and of the wife of Nathaniel Hawthorne.

Mr. Peabody taught school at Andover for a number of

years after his graduation from Dartmouth College, then

moved to Cambridgeport, where his daughter Mary was

born, and afterward settled in Salem as a physician. Mrs.

Mann's union with her husband was a most happy one,

and she was of much assistance to him in all his work for

the cause of education. After his death she wrote his life,

which wa,s published iu Boston in 1865. Eight years be-

fore this she had written a little volume on cookery, which

she called "Christianity in the Kitchen." Mrs. Mann has

also often written for various journals.

—

Boston Post.

—The celebrated engineer, James B. Eads, died on the

8th inst., of pneumonia at Nassau, N. P., aged 66 years.

The great steel bridge crossing the Mississippi at St. Louis

was built by the Keystone Bridge Company under his di-

rection. The three spans which cross the river are each of

them over .500 feet in length. About 2200 tons of steel

and 3400 tons of iron were used in its construction, and its

total cost was about $10,000,000. It was publicly opened for

travel July 4th, 1874, and was then prouounced by compe-

tent authority " the finest mechanical specimen of work in

the world."

A still greater engineering feat was the deepening of

the channel of the Mississippi River by means of the jetty

system. This system was examined by the United States

Engineers, and reported impracticable, but Eads was final-

ly awarded a contract to apply his system to the South Pass

of the Delta of the Mississippi, and engaged not to demand

any pay unless a stable depth of twenty feet was had and

maintained. The channel had two bars, one with a depth

of eight feet, the other of fourteen feet. In the course of

five years he had succeeded in forming a channel two hun-

dred feet wide and twenty-six feet deep, with a central

depth of thirty feet, which has since been maintained with-

out dredging. The system has since been extended to

other portions of the Mississippi.

Captain Eads's latest project was to build a ship rail-

way across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. This daring

scheme proposed to build lifting docks near Minititlan, on

the Gulf of Mexico, and at Tehuantepec, on the Pacific

Ocean, in Mexico, and to connect the two by a railway on

which fully laden ships should be transported on railroad

trucks adapted for the purpose. The plan met with much
criticism from engineers, but a company has been formed
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fnr its coustriietiiiu, and Captain Eads was eiigagoii in pros-

ecuting it industriously up to tlie time of his doatli. All

the details of the plan were carefully marked out, but no

progress has yet hcon made in its construction.

—

Exchange.

—The Krench have devised a short way with fraudulent

buttermcn. By the new law on the subject just passed any

one intentionally selling any butter substitute, or any but-

ter mixed with other suhstauco, under the name of butter,

is liable (1) to a term of imprisonment from six days to

six months; (2) to a line of from fifty to three thousand

francs; (,;!) to have all his stock of the fraudulent sub-

stance confiscated
;

(-1) to have the conviction jiublished in

the papers, and placarded in the market of his own town,

and posted on his house and shop, all at his own expense.

—Reports from North Auson, Maine, state that thus far

this winter has been the coldest for twenty-six years

There have been seventy-five snow storms, and an average

depth of four and a half feet of snow covers the ground iu

the vicinity of the town.

—The triumph of Capt. Eads's Mississippi jetties is at last

complete. The general public long ago recognized their

success, as well they might; but there were croakers still

who said, " Wait till some great tempest sweeps over the

Gulf, and then see." Well, such a tempest came in 1883

and the jetties stood firm. .\nd uow asevereroue still has

beat upon them ; but careful examination shows them to

be as stanch as ever, while even the unfinished works at

the Sabiue Pass were entirely uninjured. Major Heuer,

who has charge of the work, reports that these uufiuished

jetties ' had withstood the fury of a storm that had swept

away every human structure upon the adjacent land."—

Exchange.

CURRENT EVENTS.
A KRiGHTKi'L railroad accident, causing the loss of

many lives, occurred on the 1 1th inst., in the moruiug. A
train of eight cars on the Dedham branch of the Boston

and Providence Railroad, in Massachusetts, broke through

a bridge near Roslindale, and five cars fell to the bottom

of a cut, thirty feet below. The cars aud bridge fell to-

gether iu one mass of debris. The latest particulars show

that 26 persons were killed and 114 injured, some of these

fatally.

Daniel Manning, recently Secretary of the Treasury,

but who resigned some weeks age, sailed for Europe on the

loth inst, for the benefit of his health. His place has not

yet been filled by the President.

The remains of Henry Ward Beecher were removed on

the morning of the 14th inst., from Plymouth Church, and

deposited in the receiving vault of Greenwood Cemetery,

where they will remain until the family select a lot for

final interment. No persons were present except the

family tnd immediate friends.

The Mayor-elect of Philadelphia, Edwin H. Filler, who

will take office under the amended charter of the city, uext

mouth, has made two important appointments—Louis Wag-

ner for Director of Public Works, and W. S. Stokley for

Director of Public Safety. The latter was hiiflself Mayor

of the city from 1871 to 1881.

Additional shocks of earthquake have been experi-

enced in the regions of France and Italy which were re-

cently shaken, and some lives have been lost. .K shock im

the 11th was sharply felt at Marseilles, where many walls

of buildings were cracked.

There has been less agitation iu Europe over an im-

mediate danger of war, since the elections iu Germany,

but much anxiety is still felt. A Vienna despatch gives a

rumor that the Russian Minister to the Papal Court has

suggested that the Pope convene a European Congress to

settle the Ka,steru and Egyptian questions. In such event,
the despatch says, Prince Bismarck, being satisfied with
the success of the Army bill, would propose that the Con-
gross declare in favor of a general disarmament.

London, March 14.—A despatch from St. Petersburg

says that six students were arrested on the Newski Pros-

pect, near the Anitchkin Palace, having in their possession

a quantity of explosives. They were awaiting the coming
of the Czar on his way to the Cathedral to take part in the

anniversary services. It has transpired that the plot

against the Czar was widespiead and serious, and that nu-

merous arrests have been made in connection therewith.

Vbrv storm.v weather hjis been reported from Austria

and Switzerland. A despatch from Vienna, on the ISth,

says: " Heavy snow storms are raging in Styria and Car-

inthia. k man was found frozen to death in this city to-

day."

NOTICES.
*s.* The printed reports of the First-day School General

Conference, for distribution within the limits of Philadel-
phia Yearly Meeting, having been received at Friends' Bock
Store, 1500 Race street. First-day School Unions and First-

day Schools are desired to call for their respective quotas.
Also the printed reports of the session of the Philanthropic
Union, for distribution to all who feel interested.

'~~ A Conference on Temperance, under the care of the
Quarterly Meeting's Committee, will be held at Race street

Meeting-house, on Fourth day. Third month 23, 1887, at 8

P.M. .Subject, " Temperance Work Among the Children,"
which the Committee think one of the most important
branches of our labor, and desire the attendance of Friends
and others.

'V* Haddonfield First day School Union will be held at

Moorestown, on Seveuth-da.v, the 2()th of Third month, com-
mencing at 10 o'clock. A.M. All interested are cordially

invited to attend.
Martha C. DeCou, 1 p,„.t„Maey R. Wilson, |

'-"^'^''^

Eves raised toward heaven are always beautiful,

whatever they be.

—

.Joseph Joikekt.

REMEMnEi! that your pursuits in the vigor of life

determine, in almost all case.'*, tlie happiness of your

declininii years.

—

"The Etlricl: Shephfrd."

.TouN RusKix frequently says words we may all do

well to remember. One of his recent sentences we

shall not forget :
" What a child cannot un<lerstand of

Christianity no one need try to."

—

Selected.

Right forever on the scaffold

,

Wrong forever on the throne.

Yet that scafibld rules the future,

And behind the dark unknown
Standeth God within the shadow.

Keeping watch above bis own.
— hmren

So far as a man thinks he is free.

—

Emtrson.

Our acts our angels are, for good or il I,

Our fatal shadows that walk by ns still.

^Beaumont and Flttchtr.

Ir you want to bf miserable think about yourself,

about wlwt yon want, what yon like, what respect

people ought to pay you and what people think about

you.

—

Charks Kingsley.
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CLOUD-MISTS.
I HAVE seen the cloiid-misls massed, low-lying,

III the muruiiig on the niouiitiiin-slopes,

When the sun, thy day's lord, seemed a-dying.

Shorn of all his shining, all his hopes.

Then there came a breeze, the clouds departed.

And we saw the sky was blue above ;

Shone the peerless sun, all happy-hearted ;

Walked the day forth, fair with light and love.

So, mayhap, the snllen doubt-mists lower.

And the light of Truth grows dim and dun.

Till a breeze of Hope blows : in an hour.

Ail the sky is smiling with the sun !

—ElCHAED E. Burton, in Christian Register.

ON THE MINISTRY}
"AS respects the Scriptures of Truth," says Eliiis

Hirks, in one of his published letters (1827), " I have

greatly esleeineJ them from my yontli up, have al-

ways given them the preference to any other book,

anJ have read tliem abundantly more than any otlier

book, and I would recommend all to the serious and

diligent perusal of tliem. And I apprehend I have

received as much comfort and instruction from them

as any other man. Indeed, tliey have instructed me
home to the sure unchangeable foundation—the light

within, or spirit of truth, the only gospel foundation

that leads and guides into all truth, and thereby

completes man's salvation, which nothing else ever

has done or ever can do." " But," he adds, reflectively,

" why need I say these things, as all men knovv that

have heard me, that I coulirm my doctrine abund-

antly from their testimony : and I have always en-

deavored sincerely to place them in their true place

and station, but never dare exalt them above what

they themselves declare ;
and as no spring can rise

higher than its fountain, so likewifC the Scriptures

can only direct to the fountain from which they orig-

inateil—the spirit of truth No external

testimony of men nor of books can do any more.

And Jesus in his last charge to his disciples, in order

to prevent them from looking without for instruction

in the things of God. after he had led them up to the

highe-it pinnacle that any eviilence couM effect, cer-

tified them that this light within, or spirit of truth,

by which only their salvation could be efl'ected,

dwells with them and should be in them. And this

J Read at the Conference, after meeting, at loth and Race Sts.,

Philadelphia, Third month 20.

every Christian knows to be a truth ; and there never

was a real Christian made by any other power than

this spirit of truth, and everything that can be done

by man without it, must fail of effecting hia sal-

vation."

These views are in accord with those of the most

acceptable writers among Friends, from Penn, Penn-

ington, and Barclay, down to Samuel M. Janney, and

the language of Elias, when compared with theirs is

seen to be fully justified as a true valuation of the

Scriptures.—pointing to the fountain of divine life,

but not themselves being the fountain. The words

allribnted to Jesnsin .John, v:3'J, in the old version,

"Search the Scriptures, for in them ye think ye have

eternal life," was an instance wherein this clear-

sighted, almost prophetic minister, perceiving what

seemed contradictory to the spirit of truth, ventured

to challenge the correctness of the text, and so in-

curred severe, but unmerited reproach. In the Re-

vised Version tiie imperative form, "Search the

Scriptures," or " Search ye the Scriptures," has been

replaced by the simple statement of the fact,—so en-

tirely true when a|ip!ied to the Jews of tliat day,

—

" Ye search the Scriptures, because ye think that in

them ye have eternal life." In the early days of

Friends, Robert Barclay pointed out that this seemed

to him the more genuine interpretation. Centuries

have passed, and the researches of devout scholars,

calndy weighing evidence, have cleared this question

of all doubt. The meaning of this text, on which

hung the idolatry of the Scriptures, is admitted to be

reversed, and it is now reversed, and it stands in ac-

cord with what the best wisdom of the pious long

believed it must be.

The text from John's Epistle (1 John, v: 7 to 8),

long used to support the Trinitarian doctrine, is now
known to be an interpolation, inserted in the man-

uscript centuries after the time of John, antl for the

verv purpose of supporting what at the time of this

spurious addition, had grown to be a tenet of dog-

matic theology. This, too, was a text of who.se gen-

uineness Elias Hicks intimated his doubt. In one of

his letters, discussing the Trinitarian doctrine, he

says: "
. . . . it is also a doctrine unwarranted

by Scripture, as the word Trinity is not to be found

in tlie Bil)le; for although the Apo-^tle is made to

say, agreeably to our present translation, that there

are tliree that bear record in Heaven, yet he assures

us that these three are but one "

Instances like this, I may remark, show the ne-
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cessity of using the leviseil version of tlie Scriptures.

We are all desirous that our children sliould t;et as

nearly the pure truth and as little error as possible

fioin llu'ir studies in this <lireclion.

" ICvcn the npostle Paul," says S. M. Janney, " ac-

IvuowU'djiod 'We know in part and we prophesy in

p:ut For now we see through a glass

darkly.' They who are called to the gospel ministry

are at times moved liy an indescribable iuipul-e, ac-

companied with love to God and man, to communi-

cate to others the truths that have warmed their own
hearts. The preparation for religious service is thus

described by the Psalmist :
' My heart was hot with-

in me; while I was musing the fire burned: then

spake I with my tongue.' "

"When the Holy Spirit illuminates the under-

standing," says Samuel M. Janney, himself a most

honored and beloved minister of tlie gospel, "all its

faculties are quickened and invigoratcid. It is then

that the chambers of memory are unlocked, and he

who is instructed unto the kingdom of heaven brings

forth out of his treasures things new and old
;
pas-

sages of Scripture are brought to mind and sometimes

seen in a new light; personal experience is revived

and pertinently apjilied, and even the knowledge of

tlie natural sciences .stored in the mind may he brought

furth and made subservient to the illustration of hea-

venly truth."

Tliis descriptive view of the Christian ministry

among Friends is interesting, and comes from one

whose experience entitles him te speak with some-

thing of authority. He speaks of the need of entire

sell-renunciation in orderto enable a minister to avoid

the introduction of favorite topics at times when they

are not authorized or appropriate.

He conceives that even ministers of the gospel

who have received an anointing occasionally err in

this manner. This accounts for the confusion that

confessedly exists, while we admit th it unity, as well

as love, is essential to an organized Christian church.

Our book of discipline contains a recommemlation
" that ministeis and elders watch over one another

for^ood, to help those who are exercised in the min-

istrv in the right line; disr-ouraging forward spirits

that run into words without life and power; advising

against affectation of tones and ge.stures, and every-

thing that woidd hurt their services
;
yet encouraging

the Tiumble, careful traveller; 'speaking a word in

season to them that are weary.' And let all dwell in

that which gives ability to labor successfully in the

church of Christ, adorning the doctrine which they

deliver to others ; being examples of the believers, in

word, in conversation, in charity, in speech, in faith,

and in purity."

We have here a lofty ideal, which must be profita-

ble to all such as are placed as guardians of the min-

istry, and judges of that which is ofl'ered for the in-

struction of the congregation. Illinois Discipline has

adopted among the Ailvices the caution to miui.s-

ters " not to hurt their services by singing iutonalious,

aft'ectaiion, or gestures which do not. comport with

Cbri.stian srravilv," We Hud in theearlier Discipline

this parallel catjtion: "Let ministers avoiil all unbe-

coming tones, sounds, ge.stures, and all aU'ectation
;

these not being agreeable to Christian gravity."

The early Discipline had also this advice to the
" Select Friends": " Let ministers and elders be fre-

quent in reading the Holy Scripture.s, diligent in

meditatiniou tlu'ui, and careful not to inis(]iiote or
misapply them." Illinois recommends : "Thatall read

theScripturesofTnitli frequently, and be careful when
quoting from them to do so correctly."

The Discipline revised by Genesee Yearly Meet-
ing in 1885 is of deep interest to all Friends, because
of the active eflbrts of very able ministers to procure
the amendment. Let us see what counsels these
Friends liave chosen from the mass of advices to min-
isters and elders accumulated in the course of centu-

ries :
" As the Author of all good contiiuies frotn time

to time to open amoni; us the spring of living minis-

try, it is fervently desired that ministers and elders

may so dwell under the Divine influence as to be en-

abled to discern when oflerings proceed from the

right source, and when they do not, and thus exper-

ience a qualitication to be nursing fathers and moth-
ers to those who are young in the ministry ; with
gentleness and wisdom advising and encouraging

them to obedience in simple and patient subudssion

to the will of God, and to keep to the openings of

Divine love in themselves in order that they may
witness a gradual growth in their gifts."

" Miiiistersand Elders arelenderly advised to watch
over the flock in their respective places and stations,

eviuciitg by their pious example in conduct and con-

versation, that they are faithfully devoted to the sup-

port of the testimonies of ihe blessed truth.''

Tlie habit of speaking in monotonous singing

tones, as was once so general in the ministry of

Friends, has been often objected to, and is exceed-

in(;ly unpleasing to the sensitive ear, and the edu-

cated taste. The revised Disciplines, in many casea,

distinctly caution against such utterance and habits

as hurt their ministry and turn their auditors away
from the truth for which the speakers are sincerely

zealous. Any thing of the nature of cari)rng criti-

cism or want of lender respect for those who are

made the instruments of the Spirit of Truth, without

accepting any pecuniary consideration for the self-

denying work, is much to be deprecated. It would

not be difficidt to glean abundant testimony Iroui

devoted ministers, largely engaged in tlieir work of

obedience to the Heavenly Father and love to their

fellow-men, that they have their reward iminedi.iie-

ly iVoni the Giver of all good, in the peai-e and joy

which clothes the sfiirit after the required service is

rendered. Friends should surely see to it that their

accepted ministers be not allowed to want for any

thing needful for the due maintenance of themselves

and famtlies. We need gospel mini.-ters more than

we know how to estimate. Theory is as of old, " Send

forth more laborers into the harvest, O M.ister, for

the fields are fully whitened unto the harvest."

Friends have ever been a thoughtful, reflective,

and a readinsr people. Every one of our new books

of Di.scipliue leiteratesthe counsels of t tie early times

that the sacred scriptures should be prayerfully and

studiou-ly read both by the ministry and by other

members of our communion. Tlie most earnest

scholarship of our day has given years of labor with-
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out compeiipation to their faithful rendering in the

recent revision, and thoujih the orthodox popular

churches hesitate to accept the work as llie best at-

tainable, their reasons should have no weight with

our Society. Many of the most important changes

made seem decidedly in favor of our religious posi-

tion. That mere euphonv suffers some loss is not

reason enouj;h to make any Friend reject tlie new
version. Some day we may have a yet purer ren-

dering of the precious writings of pious ancients

which are recorded for our instruction and edifica-

tion. Paul's memorable words to Timcjthy, writing

from the depths, of the prison house, commends
his careful study of the ancient scriptures. " Every

scripture inspired of God," says the great apostle, " is

also profitable for teaching, for reproof for correction,

for instruction which is in righteousness; that the

men of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished

unto every good work." S. R.

ARBITRATION}
IT may appear difHi'ult to find anything new and
of value to say upon th is much discussed topic, but as

there is a principle underlying this method of settling

differences which partakes of the eternal character of

Truth, it will Uveas an activeforce to meet the vary-

inir needs of humanity and be new every year in its

-adaptation to tiiese changing demands.
Tliis principle (if justice is contained in the injunc-

tion, "As ye would that men should do to yon, do ye
also to them likewise," offsetting the selfish and gen-

erally denounced maxim that " might makes riglii"

which is too frequently practiced. With the growth
of intelligence it is being perceived as a trutli that the

Christian injunction produces the greatest good for

the greatest number, and il is generally accepted in

its application through arbitration except when itan-

tag(uiizes the supposed interest of a nation, a class, or

an indivi<lual, believing that it has the might tluit

will secure the self interest that blinds to tlie higher

good. Under tlie growth of intelligence and practical

Christianity, increased rapidly by the destructiveness

and expense of war, preparation for war and the sup-

port of standing armies and navies, there has been

much progress made in tlie habit of subuiitting inter-

national difficulties to the arbitrament of impartial

jud'.;es, resuUing in the preservation of many lives, the

saving of much wealth and an increasiuu respect for

this form of justice
;
yet so long as the mass of the peo-

ple and the governing or executive rulers of nations

fail to recognize and act on the inherent righteous-

ness of the principle apart from selfishness and their

own sense of might, there will be work for us in this

field.

As in trouble between nations, so in all difficulties

between classes or individuals, the eternal principles

of justice and good will render it best to settle upon
the judgment of impartial and disinterested parties,

rather than by the force of technical law, combina-
tions, or physical power. Those who are convinced
of the riahtfiilness of the principle, and moved
through Christian enlightenment and conviction, can

'A p Lper rear! at i tie session of ttie Ftiildattiropic Uuiou, Phil-
adelpUiii, 11th mouth 2d, ItiSli.

see clearly that the rights of every class and person
may be sooner secured, and poverty, oppression, and
ignorance banished from our borders, by this princi-
•jle practically applied than by any other possible
power.

Holdingthisconvictionasadenomination through-
out our existence of near two and a half centuries,
and practicing it within our membership by forbid-
ding suits at law, we have a peculiar claim, as well as
stronger call to duty, as advocates of arbitration than
most other people. Viewing this conviction and rep-
utation as a talent of influence, it is a matter of vital

importance to us as a body whether we wrap ii in the
napkin of isolation and bury it in the ground of our
denomination, or use it diligently for the good of
mankind, and thus increase its value and power.

Memorials to official bodies and appeals to con-
tending parties are good if wisely wordeil and timed,
but preventive work is still better. Whileusing these
appeals on all proper occasions, it remains our duty
through our committees and as individuals to inform
ourselves thoroutrhly of all that is being done in this

work, to note the successes and failures attending
diflerent efforts with the cau.ses, and thus gather
knowleilge and wisdom from experience. Within the
range of onr ability and influence we mav talk, write,

print, and distribute, locally and generally, the best
that comes to us, in behalf of the principle of peace-
able and just settlement of all conflicting interests.

As a religious people believing in the indwelling of a
divine power leading or impelling to peace, justice,

and fellowship in good, we should maintain our stan-
dard of the inherent righteousness of unselfish settle-

nents of difficulties, though usingalso the arguments
of truth on the lower planes of lessi-ned losses of life,

property, or money, and gain in personal comfort and
happiness, for those yet unable to stand on greater
heights.

In reviewing the field for the past two years we
may consratulateall advocates of arbitration upon the
evident growth of iiublic sentiment here and in other
countries against war and in favor of arbitration as
tlie rule forthesettlementofinternational differences

;

also upon the increasing restlessness and outspoken
objections of the people in many countries to the op-
pressive ta.xation for the support of standing armies
and navies.

In the nearer field of class strife in our own coun-
try we have to acknowledge that while the sentiment
favoring careful consideration and peaceable adjiist-

mentofall wrongs causingstrife has steadily increased
among the intelligent non-participants, it has not con-
trolled the action of those feeling aggrieved, except in
slight degree. Comliiiiations of capital or labor liave

tested their power in lockouts or strikes, alike de-
structive to the interests of each and wholly fraught
with evil, except as they teacli by experience tlie ne-
cessity for change fo other met.iods more just and
effective in correcting the wrongs that exist.

As the year closes and a review is taken by those
who have been active in these strifes, it is prolwble
that more hesitation will be felt in the future in pre-

cipifatingconflict and greater readiness manifested to
cooperate in dispassionate investigation ofcomplaints
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ami settlement of the troubles by arbitration. Watch-

ing for our opportunities, the Yearly Meeting or

Union coniniittees may do good work in the near fu-

ture in the troubles that will constantly appear here

and there between wage-earners and wage-payers,

leading to the correction of some of the abuses and

errors existing on either side and producing a clearer

sight of the nature of tlie difficulties and of the need-

ed curative, and at the same time lead to a kindlier

and more just feeling between all classes.

To accomplish this desirable work our clearest

brained as well as most Christian spirited members
should be placed on those committees, as knowledge

and common sense are needed gifts, as well as kindly

hearts. As a religious denomination we iiold the rep-

utation of being prudent, wise, and unselfish laborers

in whatever public field we enter. Our power for

good will increase with the extension of our labor if

we continue to justify this judgment.

To enter into a consideration of all the fixed points

to be maintained upon either side of the strife be-

tween wage-earners and wage-payers must make this

paper too long, but one or two on a side may not be

out of place here. Among capitalists and wage-payers

combinations for the purpose of forcing the prices of

any of the necessaries of life above those which would

obtain under the legitimate laws of supply, transport-

ation, and demand, or combinations to depress the

prices for labor below the standard that the undis-

turbe<l laws ofsupply and demand and of humanecon-
sideration for the needs and rights of others would

establish, should meet with unqualified condemnation

from all good citizens. Among wage-earners the use

of violence or illegal measures to attain their ends,

and the denial of personal liberty of judgment and

action within legal bounds, for either the wage-earner

or payer should be clearly deprecated as hindering

instead of hastening the day when justice ami good-

will shall obtain. Jonathan VV. Plummek.

Chicago.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SELF-WORK.—WITH QUOTATIONS AhD
COMMENTS.

I HAVE selected for theme on this occasion the com-
monest of subjects, and have singled out for title, as

best expressing the intended meaning, a twin word
of homely import. Self-work, and for text have chosen

the words from II. Chronicles, xxxi : 21 : "In every

work that he began, he did it with all his heart and
prospered."

We read that whatever is wise and good has al-

ready been thought of and has also been well done
many times, but in the school of life it is necessary

forus to think them over and overand to repeat them.

The advice contained in this statement will be

profitable to us if we put it continually into practice,

unless we propose to ourselves to "purposely live

without purpose."

It is written in the sacred Anthology :" Whenever
youspeak, watch yourself, for repentance follows every

wonl which gladdens no heart."

Having made search for matter to be used in the

make-up of this article, I can but ask your kind in-

dulgence while presenting it'to you, hoping that this

collection may not prove a " mere drag net of things,

in Ihemselvesneither rich nor rare," and, as it seems
necessary to u.se words when we have a message to

deliver, I hope these will prove to be (jood uvrds,

which according to Herbert are " worth much and
cost little."

Franklin tells us : "The noblest question in the
world i.s, what good may I do in it?

"

Carlyle defines the law of his realm :
" Not what

I have but what I do is my kingdom."
Laommi Baldwin was devoted to thoroughness of

duty, and never lost sight of the maxim :
" That a

man's ability is a debt he owes to the welfare of his

fellow-men."

John Hunter said: "Don't think, but try; be
patient, be accurate."

Joshua Keynolds, the artist, tells us that :
" Talk-

ers may sow, but the silent reap. Let us be doing
something."

An artist, on the completion of a great work, wrote
at the bottom of the last page : "Finis, with Divine
help." Beethoven immediately wrote underneath :

"O man! help thyself." If age gives strength to

statement, we may quote in proof the words of So-

phocles, who wrote 500 years before the Christian era

began: "Heaven ne'er helps the man that will not
act."

Socrates said: "Let him that would move the
world move first himself."

In the four pointed couplet of Browning, we have
the

" Active doer, noble liver,

Strong to labor, sure to conquer."

These are solid corner-stones upon which to erect the
substantial edifice of character.

If we wish to carve a motto upon the family

shield, let it be after the likeness of the ancient crest

of a pickaxe, on which is inscribed these trencliant

words :
" Either I will find a wav or make one."

Let us go forward in confidence to meet the un-
knovvn future without fear and with a cheerful heart,

for the path of success in the busine.ss of this life is

invariably the path of persistent labor and of com-
mon sense.

"To remove the difficulties of the mind," Bacon
says, "is a ereat part of the business of education."

To have self-work perfect, therefore, we must clear

the way for it.

With teaching it is much like house-building or

making anything: there must be a need of it and we
must prepare tlie place before we can begin erection.

We must be sure of good foundation before we place

the first stone.

But let us not deceive ourselves by fostering and
aiding on an education which does not in the best

sense educate.

Quoting the words of President White of Cornell

Univer.-ity addressed to his pupils :
" Do not try to be

smart, but do everything that comes to your lot in a
faithful and satisfactory manner."

Failing in this we come to be confronted with two
very noticeable things: " Many young people running

about doing almost anything, but nothing well, and
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on the other hand many places lookingalraost in vain

for gomebody to dogood.eflfective work tlierein," and

as a consequence of this many who are leaders over-

worked and broken down before their time—the will-

ing horse with too mucli to pull ; let us beware of the

evil effects of this:
" a thirst so keen

Is ever urging on the vast machine

Of sleepless labor, 'mid whose dizzy wheels

The power least prized is that which thinks and feels."

A noted engineer sai 1 a qnarler of a century ago:
" All we do depends upon the intelligence of those in

whose luuxls w^ place our work." " We don't wake
up the thinking power of the young mind." "We
must raise the intelligence of the young men coming

into our shops." The writer of these significant words

cou'.d travel all over the land to-day to advantage

preaching this gospel.

There are many " crooks in the lot " of the imper-

fectly educated more difficult to straighten than the

task of training the purely ignorant.

The eailier in life that we learn thelesson of prac-

tical etiiciency the better for us.

"The object of education is not only to produce a

man who knows, but one who does;" " men of action

are needed as well as nien of thought."

It seems intended certainly that we should as indi-

viduals be a positive force where there's .something to

be done and prompt decision necessary to do it.

If we have a light within us it must be made to

shine out for the benefit of our fellows; the.scriptural

candle is put on a candlestick whence it giveth light

to all that are in the house.

This centripetal tendency of individual devotion

will necessarily lead to separateness of life, but "man
was made to have a distinctive self-hood." " It is

within hiuLself and by hi^nself, but not for himself

alone, that he must 7j/a»i and do, first of all, if he would

become the wise, successful man of duty and of large

accomplishments."

When the instrument is perfected by the cunning
workmansliip of its maker it is not thenceforth to be

laid upon the shelf, butto be sent out in the world and
put into service to do that work for which it was de-

signed an<l constructed.

Of a surety, let our efforts go to fibre ; let the results

be something enduring after the display of action like

the trees of which Isaiah speaks—" whose substance

is in them even when they cast their leaves."

Education is not all book-learning; it is not bo

much nniid communicating with mind as disciplineof

head and heart.

"To control one's self is the best education."

To seek and to find, to organize knowledge into

faculty, to be ready for life's revealings, to direct and
to control passions and tempers, to stimulate the slug-

gards of the brain into active and sympathetic co-

operation, to educe good from seeming ill, to invent

and to discover and to put into service among men
those things which have been heretofore unknown or

used, these are parallel with education.

George Fox advised the setting up of schools for

instructing in whatsoever tldngs were civil and use-

ful in the creation, and Penn preferred things to

languages ; he called it true canting to talk rather

than to know, and observed that the first thing ob-

vious to children is what is sensible; hut we never

include that in the rudiments of an education, and

we do not learn things with words.

He had no faith in the pressing and puzzling of

young minds with words and rules, which ten to one

may never be useful to them, to the neglect of train-

ing the natural bent towards the acquisition of physi-

cal knowledge and the learning of the arts.

He told us that, if we study more of natural things

and if we act according to nature, this noble creation

W'Ould no longer be a ridtlle to us.

Furthermore he said :
" The world, wearing the

mark of its Maker everywhere visible, would go a

great way to caution and direct us in the use of the

world, for how could we abuse it when the great

Creator stares us in the face from all and every part

thereof?"

Finally, if man be an epitome of the world, we
have only to read ourselves well to be learned in it.

Between the mania for" making things pleasant"

on the road to learning and the forcing system which

dulls the edgeof de-iire for knowledge, may be placed

the object lesson with its attractive realism, filling

that necessary condition of mind in which we "ac-

custom ourselves to things themselves," in Bacon's

parlance, and thus gain true knowledge in the way
that Confucius pointed out long ago, when he said it

consisted in: "To know that we know what we

know, and that we do not know what we do not

know."
Considering the things that are necessary for us

in this world, we do not find them ready made to

hand, but we are provided with brain, muscles,

means, and appliances formed for every needed use

and adapted to the world's workshop and to materi-

als in it.

It is clearly our business to use them to our best

advantage. '

The products of the dairy are not found pure and

simple in the field, nor do bees gather honey in the

garden. Nature prepares the material for each, l>ut

it must be sought for, gathered, and elaborated by ap-

pliances mechanical and chemical, near akin to the

instrumentalities and helps which man employs.

To make the world " blossom as a rose "
t he hand

of the diligent is needed to dress it and to keep it.

The skill of the lapidary is necessary to cut and to

set the precious gem.

The forming hand of the potter transforms the

plastic clay into things of beauty, which are a lasting

joy.

Continual employment has many advantages.
" It will not prevent the enjoyment of things that are

most excellent." Ditiicult problems of life and things

will come to us for solution, but we are not left with-

out means to find them out if we but earnestly seek

with a determination to find ; closed doors are

everywhere in this world, but they will not open

witliout our knocking at them.

Let us not deceive ourselves into the belief that,

with a few well-selected golden maxims, with which

to go into practice of life's duties, we have all that we
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need for base and for wall and for superstnictiire;

there is continual work to do willi the common
material of every day's discovery and experience.

" When an ancient monarch was displayini; his

pold, a saye said : But if another comes with more

iron than you have he will be the master of all this

gold."

Have we not realized tliat prophecy to day ?

Tliere is encouragement to labor in that we have

diversity of siifl.s to work out the various needs of

this life and no one should feel sad of heart because

his talents are weak or few, for Goethe has written:

"The man of the least menial powers may be perfect

if lie move within the limits of his own capacities

and abilities." Cowper tells us that:
" Few are born with talents that excel,

But all are capable of living well."

It is not in your power, said Marcus Aurelius, " to

be a natural philo.sopher, a poet, an orator, or a

mathematician, but it is in your power to be virtuous,

which is better than all."

'• Let us tret hold of the realities of human nature

and human life, Shakespeare would say, and let us

found upon these realilies, and not upon the mist or

the air, our schemes of imlividual and social ad-

vancement. Not that this great master is hostile to

culture, but he knows that a perfect education must

include the culture through actual experience of the

senses and of the affections."

There are, however, times in this life when our
" strength is to sit still," to repose in serene quietne.ss

and confidence. The Scriptures advise to "take heed

and be quiet."

We read from the manuscripts of India "of a

devotee in his sacred grove, who had so long been

absorbed in pure meditation that his motionless form

had become to the wild creatures a part of the woo<l
;

be bird had reared lier young in his matted hair,

the serpent had cast its skin across his knees."

Surely man was not designed for meditation alone,

but for activity in many ways. If mind be made for

introversion, then truly boily is made for action ; its

very nature and purpose, as well as all experience,

prove it.

"Truth is given, not to be contemplated, hut to be

done. Life is an action, not a thought," and yet, " it

is clear that in whatever it is our duty to act, of

tho-:e matters al.so it is our duty to study."

We must do the duties which lie nearest to us; do

whatever kindness comes to band. Let us at least

do what we can to promote cheerful working; assist

everywhere in removing difHculties out of the way.

"Have patience! remembering that all things are

difficult before they become easy."

It's the fervent spirit that toils on and on effec-

tively in a healthy, happy way. Dung work in

which we are interested, and especially when that

work is for good and does good, there is an inde-

scribable joy attending it; therefore the poet Gray

said : " To be employed is to be happy."

Example teaches without a tongue, but the in-

struction it gives is convincing and lasting. Precept,

like a hand-board, points the way, but example, like

the light of day, travels the whole journey.

" If we want anything done, we must go to work
and do it;" this sounds like a very common saying,

but it contains golden advice. It is very poor as

an example of eliKjuence, but it tells more than

eloquence ever told.

Let us encourage the feeling that truth is the

"summit of being," and that to make it ours is a
most noble and honorable occupation.

There is a limit even to good-working, and there-

fore a shade of caution may be given to the action

that animates and at the same time narrows. In

this direction I would warn against a continual do-

ing with a sort of cast-iron persistence, because "all

merit ceases the moment we perform an act for the

sake of its consequences."

In the world of arts and sciences we do not make
a rule for good work from the data furnished by that

which is bad. Plato says: " Nothiiii; imperfect is the

measure of anything," and a greater than Plato said :

"Be ye perfect even as your Father in Heaven is

perfect." Whence it appears we are called to the

performance of hiL'h duties and to thoroughness of

thought and of workmanship.
Reverence for good works is indeed a good thing,

but the practice of them fortheir own sake and for

the pure stream of beneficence that flows from them
is beUer.

The pleasures of memory are great, but we can

place more value to the credit of tbe.se by working

out the problems of life and doing problems over and

over again until we get full command and full u^e of

what otherwise is merely as merchandise stored

away on the shelves of the brain.

We are not great unless we lift ourselves up into

benevolence and love. Live for others, is the great

command ; in that joy will be found. It is recorded

of one who served his fellow men : "Some littlegood

I've done, it is my noblest work."
" Nothing shall be reckoned to a man but that for

which he hath made efforts." "A man's true wealth

is the good be does in the world."

But let us find a statement of result,—of gain,

—

since we all look more or less to that in this world of

industrial activity. Adam Smith says: "It seldom

happens lliat great fortunes are made by any one

regularly-established and well-known branch of busi-

ness, but in consequence of a long life of imhistry,

frujiality, and attention. They are the result of ex-

ceptional thrift, rather than exceptional gain."

And is not thrift but another name for diligence,

economy, good management, humility, all of which

are in the line of self-work?

William Penn said to the people who were to be

the happy sulyccls of his rule: "You shall be gov-

erned entirely by laws of your own making, and live

a free, and if you will, a sober and industrious

people."

Under laws of your own making!—if you will !

—

he says, how necessary then that we be well in-

formed, that we lie perfect as to self action in state

matters, temperate at all times, diligent in business

and tliriftv withal.
John H. Cooi-er.

[Conclusion next iveek.'\
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SCRIPTURE LESSON. NO. 14.

Fourth Month 3d, 18^7.

JOSEPH SOLD INTO EGYPT.
TOPIC : JEALOUSY.

Golden Text :
—"Where jealousy and faction are there is con-

fusiou and every vile deed."—.lanies 3 : 16.

Read Gen 37 : 23-36.

Time: B. C. 1729. Place: Dothan, in Palestine.

We left .Tacol) vvith his caravan at the ford of the

brook Jiibbok, waiting for the return of the messen-

gers sent to conciliate Esau, whom he had not seen

since he fled from his father's lioiise. J^sau sends a

kindly message a/id goes to meet him.

Jacob contiiuies his journey to Shechem, a city of

Canaan, wliere he settles for a while. Here he is con-

scious of adivine visitation and hears the command to

conlinue his journey as far as Bethel, the home of

Abraham.
Before their departure Jacob went tlirou>:h all tlu-

tents of his company and gathered up the images of

the gods, and all the rings worn in the ears of his

people, and whatever they had brought witli them

that pertained to the worship of idols. These he hid

under an oak tree. Arriving at Belhel he built an

altar and offered worship ; afterward he went to He-

bron, where his aged father still lived. Shortly after

his return Isaac died, and the two brothers, so long

separated, met ayain in peace at his grave. Jacob, ac-

cording to the rules of patriarchal succession, thougli

in his case gained by strategem, succeeded to his

father's place, and permanently settled at Hebron.

He had twelve sons. Ten of these were jjlaced in

charge of the flo('ks and herds, and were many miles

away, pasturing them over a large extent of country.

The two that remained at home were Jo.seph and Ben-

jamin. Joseph was seventeen years old, and Benja-

min several years younger. Joseph was the favorite,

and was dressed more costly than his older brothers,

whirh awakened a spirit of jealousy against him, of

which Joseph seems to have been quite unconscious.

Jacob wanting to know how it fared with his

absent son-i, sent Joseph seventy miles away to

Sherliem, where he still owned the land he h:i<l

bought when he came from Padan Aram. Not find-

ing his brothers there, Joseph went on to Dothan,

fifteen or more miles further. It is on his approucli

to Dothati that the conspiracy agaiiLst him which

forms the subject of our lesson is planned. Coat of

many colors.—This was an outer garment reaching to

the feet, an<l covering the arms. It was variegated

in color, and worn by persons of rank and leisure.

Such dresses are seen in ancient Egyptian pictures.

Cast him into a pit.—This was a bottle-shaped reservoir

cut out of the solid rock, and used for holding rain

water.

The unwise partiality shown to Joseph by his

fatlier may have had its origin in the greater love he

bore to Rachel, the motiier of Joseph and Benjamin,

tlian for her sister Leah, who was forceil upon him by

the social customs of the country, which did not per-

mit a younger sister to be taken in marriage before

the older one.

Rachel died on the way to Hebron from Shechem,

and was buried at Bethlehem. When Jacob had

gatliered up his heart upon his favorite boy, he both
injured the child's open innocence and brought upon
him tlie jealous hatred of his older sons. Joseph
seems to have been bright an<l cheerful, active and
trustworthy, full of wise common sense and of great

business capacity. His ready acquiescence to the

wish of his father, and the long, dangerous journey

undertaken alone, show that he was accustomed to

obey, and was not lacking in courage. That the feel-

ing of envy w^as not shared by all his brothers is seen

in the effort made by Reuben to prevent his being

killed, by having him let down into a pit. A recent

traveler thus descrihes these pits. "These are trap-

like and deceptive cisterns, the mouths of which are

about the size of the coal-hole in the street pavement,

of a demijohn shape and with smooth sides, from

H hich escape would he hopeless. These cisterns are

very numerous in Palestine and prove how de-

pendent the people were upon rain water."

Dothan was siluated on the great caravan line by
which tlie products of India and Western Asia were

carried into Egypt. The caravan was a mi.Ked peo-

ple, made up of different races, the Ishmaeliles being

the leaders and the most numerous. The practice of

embalming the dead, the use of spices, resins and

aromatic gums and perfumes, in temple services, and

in the baths, created a market in Egypt for such

things.

Judah may have hail some feeling of regard for

the innocent lad, who with no consciousness of fear

had put himself in their power. The motive was

doubtless a mi.\ed one, when he advised to sell him.

The proposal was founded on their knowledge that

the Arabians trafficked in slaves, and the ir.onuments

of Eicypt furnish evidence that these trailers found a

ready market for them in the cities of the Nile.

THIS LESSON TEACHES:

1. That partiality shown lo one child of a family

leads to envy and jealousy. It opens the way for

much sorrow and suffering to parents, and great ill-

feeling towards the favorite child, and is a wrong that

avenges itself upon the whole family.

2. That one crime leads to another. The injunc-

tion, "abstain from every form of evil," if always kept

in view, is a safeguard ; and to bear in mind the great

truth that all our thoughts, before they take form in

action, are known to our Heavenly Father will pre-

serve us in the hour of temptation.

It is a glorious thing to resist temptation, liut it is

a safe thing to avoid it.

Among Christians so much prominence has been

given to the disciplinary efl'ects of sorrow, affliction,

bereavement, that they have been in danirer of over-

looking the other and more obvious side, that by

every joy, by every favor, by every sign of prosperity

—yea, and by these chiefly—God designs to educate

and discipline his children. That one-sided view of

the truth has made many morbid, gloomy Christians,

who look for God's hand only in the lightning and

never think of seeing it in the sunlight. They only

enjoy themselves when they are miserable.—F. E.

Clauk.
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POINTS OF DIFFERENCE.
THE religion taught by Jesus, as it is understood by

Friends, is preeminently a religion of love,—a love

that " worketh no ill to the neighbor." Its basis is

best exemplified in deeds giving evidence of its gen-

uineness by its effect upon the life and conduct of its

adherents. The same religion defined by those who
hold to the so-called evangelical statement must, first

of all, be a belief, and is expressed in the thouglit con-

tained in a line of one of the standard hymns of the

Church, " What think ye of Christ? is the lest." It is

belief that is made the test of discipleship, and gives a

right to be called the children of God. These phases

of religious thought represent the two extremes along

which that thought has diverged. And each extreme

has its basis in a divine truth which the adherents of

each are too often reluctant to grant the other.

The love which is defined by an apostle as love

that " thinketh no evil " must animate the hearts of

all who have fellowship with Christ, the power and
wisdom of God ; and on the other hand they who
come to God savingly must believe that he is, that he

exists, and that he is "a rewarder of them that dili-

gently seek him "
; or, as the revised version renders

it, " a rewarder of them that seek after him." Both

acknowledge the necessity of these evidences, but they

part company just here, those from whom we difler

defining the faith or belief that is saving as a formu-

lated statement or creed handed down from past gen-

erations and dependent upon tradition and the coun-

cils of the church delivered in times of heated debate

and party strife, when the opinion of man rather than
" the mind of Christ " was the controlling spirit.

It is against this misconception of divine forgive-

ness and divine justice that Friends have ever borne

testimony, and while in the rise of the society the

work that lay nearest the hearts of its teachers and

preachers was to call men to the Christ within every

man,—to that spiritual power that must be wor-

shipped in spirit and in truth, and that was mani-

fested preeminently in Jesus, and the necessity of

obedience to the precepts contained in the sermon

on the Mount, the work itself as they performed it, be-

came a disclaimer and denial of every dogma that

made a vicarious sacrifice essential to the salvation of

the soul. And as the Scriptures are now studied, in the

light that new readings, and the research into the

languages in which the sacred literature of the

church in its first centuries was written, the deep in-

sight into the "things of God" that marked the

leaching and the practice of those whom we call

the fathers of ojtr reformation is vindicated. Scarcely

a change has been cfl'ected in the text of the Scrip-

tures that does not add to the weight of testimony in

their favor. We are conscious of the inlluence this

is having over the minds of the most devoted and
.self sacrificing leaders of thought in the evangelical

ranks. The candor and frankness with which the

growing liberality in matters of belief is accepted

by them must have a salutary influence upon the

next generation. Religious writers and teachers

must more and more see and acknowledge the spirit

of Christ, independent of denominational lines. The
reproof of the Master, when told "We saw one cast-

ing out devils in thy name; and we forbade him, be-

cause he followed not us," is not yet without its

significance. We have need to hear again and again

the tolerant words " Forbid him not ; for there is no

man which shall do a mighty work in my name, and

be able quickly to speak evil of me. For he that is

not against us is with us." As this spirit advances

let us who believe in its efiicacy to heal every

breach in the ranks of the faithful do our part to-

wards hastening its consummation.

THE GEORGEBOARDING-SCHOOL BEQUEST.
AN examination of the estate left by our deceased

friend John M. George hasj sufficiently deteimined

that the residuary bequest to Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting, for the establishment of a boarding school,

will bean amount quite as large as ha« been supposed,

—probably over half a million of dollars. The per-

sonal estate is about $275,000, and the real estate may
be estimated at nearly $400,000; after the payment of

all private and charitable bequests, conynissions,

charges, etc., it may be anticipated that there will be

a residue of $.500,000 to $550,000 to be used for the

school.

The gift of so large a sum carries with it a very

serious responsibiiity. This is by far the largest

trust ever given to our religious body, and one of the

greatest, doubtless, in the experience of Friends,

either in this country or in England. The judicious /
use of it, in the .spirit of the giver, and to the full de-

velopment of the ends which he had in view, will

require an administration of the trust not only pru-

dent and faithful, but also intelligent and broad-

minded.

The present understanding seems to be that pre-

liminary action will be required at the approaching
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session of the Yearly Meeting. The year's time ordi-

narily allotted for the settlement of an estate and fil-

ing of an account will expire before the sitting of the

Yearly Meeting of 188S, and it will therefore be de-

sired that the Meeting now appoint a committee

with discretionary powers to act in the several neces-

sary particulars, in conjunction with the executors.

The executors are required by the will to convert the

property and pay over the proceeds ; on the Meeting

anil its committees will devolve the duty of applying

the fund to the j>urposes fixed by the testator.

As the will provides that the school shall be loca-

ted in Eastern Pennsylvania, that plain and sufficient

buildings shall be erected, and that it shall receive

•chililren of Friends and such oth'ers as a committee

of the Yearly Meeting may think proper, these pro-

visions mark out in part the w ork to be done. The

selection of a place will naturally require thoughtful

consideration. Several things are to be taken into

account. It is apprehended by Friends in some lo-

calities that the establishment of a new school of

this class, so well endowed, and able to make so

moderate a charge for Friends' children, will prove

an injurious competitor for other schools now in ex-

istence and provided with little or no endowment.

The earnest educational work of the last few years

has had the result of putting new life into many
local schools, and of encouraging Friends to maintain

them on a liberal scale. Some boarding schools have

•once more been undertaken, and with good promise

of success. One question is. What will be the effect

•of the new school upon these? and another, How
will it aflTect the preparatory department of Swarth-

more? The latter institution has not been able, and

is not now able, to omit its preparatory classes, with-

out a large deficit in its finances; if these students

are drawn to another school, the problem of Swarth-

more, already one which requires much vigilant la-

bor, would be stdl more serious.

It is in view of the important considerations in-

volved that we commend to Friends the need of

juilicious and fraternal counsel. Properly used, this

large gift of our departed friend may be made a last-

ing memorial of his liberality, and a continuing

credit to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting; still more,

it may be made the means of strengthening our

society, and helping to give fresh life to the princi-

ples and testimonies which form its reason for ex-

istence. Such a school as it will be within the power
of the Yearly Meeting to establish and maintain may
be made a great instrument for good, and the^earnest

desire to realize this will be felt, we are sure, by all,

leading us into a unity of purpose and a harmony of

action. Three elements may be said to form the sub-

stance of the trust—the carrying |out of the will of

the testator, the establishment of the most useful

school possible, and the general welfare of the So-

ciety of Friends; and any disposition to differ over

interests inferior to these should be recognized by all

as not in the right direction. There may readily be

differences of view on details, but a willingness to

harmonize "in the spirit of Truth " will redound in.

this instance, as in all others, to the honor of our

principles, and to the proof that the united and

friendly W'ay is the wise way.

MARRIAGES.
SEAL—WILSON.—Til ird montli 3d, 1887, under tlie

care of the Moutbly Meetingof Friends of Philadelphia,

Tliomas H. Seal, son of William and Jane H. Seal, and

Fannie A., daughter of Elizabeth A. and the late Joseph

Franklin Wilson, all of Philadelphia.

DEA THS.
BROWN.— On Second month 11th, at her home in

Indianapolis, Indiana, Franeenia H., wife of Jesse H.

Brown, and daughter of the late Jonathan Hirst, of Rich-

mond, Indiana, in the .53d year of her age. Slie was a mem-
ber of Whitewater Monthly Meeting, Riclimond, Indiana.

DECOU.—At the residence of her brother-in-law, Jo-

seph Horner, Medford, N. J., Third month 14th (her sis-

ter A bgiail deceased on the lllh), AnnaT. Decou, in her 70th

year; a member of Medford Monthly Meeting, N. J. Inter-

ment at Mansfield Meeting ground.

IIOPKIN.S.—Suddeidy of heart failure, on the evening

of Third month 15tli, Hetty A., in her 10th year, daughter

of Isaac F. and Elizabeth A. Hopkins, members of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

MORRIS.—Died in Washington City, D. C, Second

month 1st. 1887, Mifflin Morris, aged 67 years, eldest son of

the late Anthony P. and Anna Morris, of Philadelphia.

STORKE.— Departed this life in Baltimore, Second

month 5th, 1887, Rebecca C. Storke, widow of the late John

T. Storke, and daughter of the late Daniel and Mary D.

Lamb, aged 73 years and 4 months. Interment was in the

family burial place at Cecil Meeting, Kent Co., Md.

SWAYNE.—In Philadelphia, Third month IGth, Horace

A., infant son of William H. and Sarah M. Swayne.

TAGGART.—Third month 18th, Calvin Taggart, in his

71st year, an esteemed memberand overseer of the Monthly
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

WILDMAN.—Third month 12th at Langhorne, Pa.,

Ellwood Wildmau, aged 45 years; a member and for some
years clerk of Middletown Monthly Meeting, Pa.

VAIL.—At the residence of his son, William H. Vail,

Valparaiso, Ind., Third month 4th, 1887, William S. Vail,

in the 88th year of his age ; a native of New Jersey, and a

member of Rahway and Plainfield Monthly Meeting.

SHORTLIDGE.-On the 21st of Third month, 1887, at

the residence of her son, Swithin C. Shortlidge, Media, Pa.,

Martha, widow of the late George Shortlidge, of New Gar-

den, Chester Co., Pa., and daughter of Hyatt Hutton and
Sarah Pugh, in the 85th year of her age. Burial at New
Garden, on the 24th.

WAY.—At her home, Chestnut Ridge, Clearfield Co.,

Pa., on the 8th of Third month, 1887, Elizabeth Way, in

the 75th year of her age ; an Elder of West Branch Monthly
Meeting.

She was the oldest daughter of Andrew and Hannah
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Cleaver, and was born in Centre Co., the 13th of Tenth
month, 1812. In 1835 she was married to Caleb Wiiy, under
the care cf Centre Monthly Meetins. and reniDveil the

next year with her hnsbiind to Clearfield Co., and settled

on a tract of wild land, their home being a hewed log

bouse, with chc forest all around them. With industry and

good management they acquired a conipetemy, a largo

farm being cleared up and a large house and barn erected,

with school-house near, where Friends frequently held

meetings.

Being of a kind disposition, quiet and inoffensive, she

won the love and esteem of her neighbors and friends, and
ber home was always cheerful and pleasant where many
Friends have been kindl.v entertained. The removal of her

husband by death, the 27th of Fourth month, 1874, was a

severe trial, under which she has been sustained by an

abiding trust in her Heavenly Father. Her physical

Strength failing, from that time she seemed to be watching

for her call to come. A few days before her death, while

passing from one room to another, she fell and received

injuries under which she gradually sank, and calmly and
peacefully passed to the higher life.

Her funeral was held on the 10th, at her home, where
many of her friends and neighbors attended and testi-

montes were borne by ministering Friends, among whom
was Rufus P. King, of North Carolina. H. M.

Virginia Hawley.
Departed this life on the morning of Third month 16th,

1887, in West Chester, Pa., Virginia Hawley, in the 30th

year of her age. A member of Birmingham Monthly
Meeting.

When called to part with the young, who are just en-

tering upon the serious work of life, as was the case with

this dear friend, it requires much effort to be submissive

to the Divine will ; so seldsh are we in our sorrow for our
own loss, we are apt to see but dimly that for her "death
is a flight away from eaith " to a beautiful life beyond.

Faithful aud conscientious in the home, loving and gen-

erous as she was to her friends, she gave perhaps her best

effort to the work of the First-day school, both as teacher

and helper in every way, feeling, as she e.xpressed herself,

that to it she owed much of the little she had gained in the

way of religious growth.
With a calmness and courage equalled by few, she wel-

comed death as a beautiful angel of release, with a trust-

ing faith that life here is not all, but beyond there is a

future of joy unspeakable to all who struggle for tlie maste-

ry over the evil witliin and without us. conscious of a falling

short of all the good she might have done, she cheerfully

relied on the mercy of a loving Father, and many little

acts revealed that in her brief life she had learned to

silently bear her crosses, which in the end gave that sweet

peace, which is the crown of glory to a Christian life.

EDUCATIONAL.
THE PLACE ENGLISH .SHOULD OCCUPY IN A

HIGH-SCHOOL EDUCATION.^

ENGLISH, in the most coinpreheiusive use of the

term, .signifies not merely the language as compris-

ing a host of words, a knowledge of whi(di will, if he

has a glib tongue, earn for tlie courier the title of lin-

guist, but it covers a field so liroad and of such vast

practical importance that I do not hesitate to give it

the tirst place in a high school education, no other

1 Read at the regular semi monthly Teachers' Meeting of

Friends' Elementary and High School, Baltimore, Md . Second
momh 7lh, 1SS7.

branch of study, either science or language, being

excepted.

While I do not fail to recognize the superiority,

in many respects, of the Greek, as a language, its

flexibility, its superior power in expressing fine

shades of meaning, and the fact that it was the lan-

guage of the most artistic people w ho ever lived on

the earth, who.se architecture, to cite a single exam-
ple, has been the wonder and despair of modern

architects, and while I do not underrate the value of

Latin, or of modern tongues, yet we, who are neither

Greeks nor Romans, nor modern Europeans, would

be as foolish as those who try their best to get out of

themselves, to throw aside their own nature, and ed-

ucate themselves to admire what is fasliionable, to

ape European customs and ways of thinking ; we
would be as foolish as those who go to Germany for

a few months, and forget their iiative tongue, if we
should discard English, go back to the ancients, and

dig up a lot of musty roots with which to feed our

American youth, as though they were the stafi' of

mental life.

We are Americans, and have as an inheritance a

language which, although surpassed in some respects

by the synthetic languages of the ancient world, yet,

from its analytic nature, has other advantages which

more than compensate for this, and which put the

English language in a position to yield to no other

modern tongue. Besides we have a literature which,

taken as a whole, is second to none. Every age has

its prophets. Goethe was the great teacher of his-

age; Goethe, that author with whom one should

spend his days and nights ; Goethe, who should

be the gospel for every young man who aspires

to lead a better aud nobler life,—Goethe acknowl-

edged our Shakespeare as his master. The best Eng-

lish scholar to-day is a German. But tliis appireut

parado.x argues nottiing, for while we should feel

ashamed that a foreigner knows more about our na-

tive tongue than we, yet we have the satisfaction to

know that in our language there has been produced-

that which attracts and is worthy of the attention

and admiration of sm;h students from abroad.

Just as the Greeks took from the Phoenicians and

Egyptians, but improved on whatever they liorrowed^

so have we taken not only from the we.ilth of the-te

two wonderful nations—the greater part by far of the

wonls of oar written language being taken either di-

rectly or indirectly from the Latin, and a much
greater number than is commonly supposed even by

well-edicated people from the Greek,—but we have

also taken from every language under the sun that

had anything worth handing over, aud all this has

been woven together until we have now a language

of unsurpassable texture. And herein the English

people showeii their gnorl sense, for they have ever

sought to make use of what they borrowed in such a

way as to improve upon it.

So let us continue to borrow where it serves our

purpose, from the Greek, Latin, or any other lan-

guage ; and let. us admire and study in those tonjues

what is worthy of admiration ; but let us not reach

far out after the ein'hantraent-s which distance lends

to the view, and (isdain or neglect to study our own
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English, which should be the dearest, and is beyond
a doubt the most beneficial to the majority.

Observe how a good practical knowledge of the
English language, spoken and written, elevates one
in all his social and business relations. See what an
impression is made on an employer by a youth in
search of a situation who speaks and writes good
English. Often the solicitor is judged by this crite-

rion alone. Now. since the majority who take a high-
school course go out into the business world instead
of following a profession, we see of what great prac-

tical importance a good knowledge of English is.

The main object 'of'a high school, in my opinion, is

to give a broad, practical eiliication, to IjuiKl a solid

foundation on which the pupil is to build the struc-

ture of his future life; both to give those pupils whose
life of study ends with the high school that amount
of knowledge and insight into the general relation
of things to enable them to do their work well, into

whatever department they maybe called, and to put
them on a proper footing to meet the various emer-
genciesof life and at thesauie time to give those who
intend to seek a more liberal education sutHcient
preparation to enter upon the same.

Having seen the practical importance of English,
then, let us turn to that side from vvhjch is derived

—

not cuUijah—but culture. The English language, like

the (ireek, is fortunate in having a poetic language.
The Latin has no poetic language, and is obliged to

make up for it by poetic syntax. The main thing is

to study the great poets, for in the poetry lies the
ideal secret of the nation's life. The best and purest
of a nation is its clmracterisiic. A certain amount of
etymology and the history of the development of
syntax to explain clearly to the pupil the article in

such expressions as " the more the better," etc., will

be found beneticial, and for this an elementary ac-

quaintance with Anglo-Saxon will be necessary, but
only elementary, for the student must spend his time
on something which will more immediately accrue
to his interest, and that study should be left for the
college. The centre of philological studies must be
the language and the literature*and in the literature

the poetry. Why need I enlarge upon this? We all

know its great value. The great poets—and only the
great ones, for we derive no benefit whatever in

spending our time on inferior writers—fiom Chaucer
downwards should be made in addition to pro.se

composition the centre and chief study, not except-
ing mathematics, in the high schools.

Three or four years at least should be devoted to

the study of English literature. In this time it is

hoped that the pupil will have a fair accjuaintance

with the tieUI, and under a careful and competent
teacher will have acquired a taste for good reading,

which will be not the least of the good results, since

it will banish a desire for that cheap and pernicious
reading which is flooding the country, thousamis
upon thousands of books which, though they are not

worth the paper on which they are written, and do a
positive injury to the mind, yet are devoured with

an avidity which almost surpasses belief.

In conclusion, I would say I am wont to judge of

the standard of a school by the attention paid to

English. J. E. Harrv.

[We prefer to add to the above that we think the
enthusiasm for Goethe too great. He is at his best
in his expression of noble thoughts, but his own life,

egoistic and .selfish, especially in his relation to wo-
men, is not a moilel to be offered unqualifiedly to a
young man.

—

Eds. iNTi^rxiGENCER and Journal.]

KINDERGARTEy WORK.
We find among our exchanges sample copies of a
neatly printed little paper, published by the Kinder-
garten Company of San Francisco, Cal., and bearing
the title, "Kindergarten." The motto, " They that

seek me early shall find me," is a good one to start

out with in any work lor the children. There are six

pages of reading matter mostly orininal. Of the pro-

gress of the work in California, we are told " It has

far exceeded that of any other State. . . . Over
two thousanil children are now t nrolled." From the

Annual Report for 1880 we learn: "There are about

forty free kindergartens in the city, including three

in Oakland, one in Menlo Park, one in Mayfield, one
in San Mateo, and several in the different orphanages
and asylums," eiglit of these are sustained by one
lady, two other lailies each sustain one, and others are

kept up by private subscriptions and by church or-

ganizations. We are not told whether State or mu-
nicipal aid is given. Whether it is, or is not given,

this work among the little children must eventually

be brought within the lines of public instruction.

We are finding out that it will not do to leave the

children to the street <luring the three years between
the nursery and the primary school. Those three

years are of equal if not greater importance than

those that immediately succeed, and if used wisely,

make all after work in the school easier and more
plea.sant for both child and teacher. In our own city

the results of kimlergarten work are most salutary ;

especially is its influence felt in the homes of our

poorer clashes, the little ones carrying to these the

genial joyousness of song and gift, with the small

adornment made by their own little busy fingers;

and not the least of its benefits is the pure sweet

atmosphere drawn from association with teachers

and friends whose hearts are in the work, and
who bring to it the best thought of their lives, and
surround the lives of the children with sunshine and
beauty in the school room.

We wi.sh much su<-cess to the little paper. The
sub-cription price is fifty cents. L'beral offers are

made- to clubs. Address Little Kindergarten Com-
pany, 420 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal.

For Frieiiris' Intc'lligeiiccr mid Journal.

THE MALINVILI.E HUME FOR COLORED
CHILDREN.

" WE will have a social reunion out at our Malinville

Home some day soon, and would be glad to have
thee come and enjoy the day with us," was the kind

invitation of a friend known to he an active worker

in care of the Home for Destitute Colored Children

in the outskirts of Philadelphia. A more formal

summons came by postal for the lOtli of Third
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month, and the day beinj; propitious we go by Btret't

car out tlie Darby Road to 4tith street, where one of

the massive country seats of the olden time, en-

sliadovved in summer by ancestral trees, still looks

afar over the nicanderings of the Sdiuykill and over

the vast city, which draws ever nearer and nearer to

this deserted stronghold of the affluence and the

ditrnity and the domestic virtues of the long ago.

This fine, breezy hill overlookinsr the tidewater was,

strangely enough, so malarial that the family of

Malin forsook their beloved home and forsook its

suburban comforts, which fell to the lot of an unpre-

tending charity, which yet holds it as a home for

some 45 little boys and girls (colored), who are either

orphans or deserted or worse.

A staled meeting of the board of managers was
about to occur, and I observed with pleasure that

these were nearly all of our fellow members of the

Society of Friends, and so had an immediate feeling

of being at home among them. The ample rooms,
fine stairways, broad windows, and general comfort,

cleanliness, and careful neatness were delightful.

Noble trees wave their symmetrical branches over
the windows and the dark faces and sparkling eyes

of the grateful little people indicate the kindly, sym-
pathetic care extended to them in the management
of the household. The tables that were spread
ready for the evening meal were a model of neatness

such as must educate the ideas of the little people

into order. The little boys in care of this especial

work were present and told us with interest and
pride of thjir duties, and our conductor reminded us

that as soon as these were sufficiently instructed

others were detailed for this service and these would
learn some other department of household work.

The garden gives a degree of employment, the mak-
ing of beds, the care of fires, certain scouring and
scrubbing, as we can understand, help to work out

the satisfactory results we see around us, while a fine

school room provided with everything needful for

the proper and philosophic instruction of these citi-

zens of the future spoke of the attention showed to

the immortal mind. The teacher Susan R. Worley
tells us that as far as is possible she instructs the

children from objects and interests them from na-

tural things and from pictures. It is believed best to

give them a knowledge of the elementary processes

of arithmeiif, as well as reading and writing. The
education of the hand in the direction of efficient

usefulness is not neglected. We delight in every-

thing, but most of all in the gentleness and kindness
of tone in which every official addressed the cliil-

dren, and the responsive love which lit up their

countenances. The cook, an old colored woman, was
careful to show us the perfection of her arrangements,

and our conductor was careful to praise her industry

and faithfulness, which was evidently most accepta-

ble to Aunty.

After giving the children the rudiments of a sim-

ple education and training them in habits of order

and industry, at a suitable age they are indentured

to respectable fanulies—in the country, if possible.

Persona taking children from the home on trial are

required to pay two dollars, and at the expiration of

three months the child must either be indentured or

returned to the Home.
It is then stipulated that the apprentices shall

receive not less than three months schooling each

year, and that the employer pay to the Home in

trust for the apprentice the sum of fifty dollars in

six instalments, and ten dollars a year thereafter till

the apprentice is released from the imlenture at

eighteen years of age.

The accommodations are quite limited, and have

been utilized to the fullest extent; as fast as children

are placed in carefully selected homes, others are ad-

mitted, while there are always numerous applicants

which must be declined for want of more anjple ac-

commodations.
Tile managers are thankful that many of the

children have found kindly homes and have en-

deared themselves to their guardians. The visitors

of the State Board of Charities have been diligent in

their inspection, and report " that the Matron de-

serves credit for the order and cleanliness every-

where observed, and the managers are entitled to the

thanks of the public for the attention they devote to

the moral and religious education of this neglected

class."

VVeturn aivay with a feeling of grateful respect for

these dear friends who are giving so much of their

time and energies to this beautiful work, and we may
venture to hope that the funds at the command of

the managers may be so increased that another and
more spacious building may be provided in which
this gracious work may be greatly increased to the

saving and blessing of many a child now in peril.

Let us all help^ S. R.

WOMEN'S MEDICAL COLLEOE COMMENCE-
MENT.

THOSE who attended the Twenty-fifth Annual Com-
mencement of the Women's Medical College in 1887

must have felt someof that enthusiasm that animated

the great audience in the Academy of Music, when
thirty students graduated with every accustomed

honor to the honorable place of doctors of medicine.

The dean. Dr. Rachel L. Bodley , who is actuated, we
believe, by a true loveof the institution, which though

young in years, has yet outgrown the inexperience

and timidity of youth, gives the information that a

much larger number of candidates for graduation

may be expected to be ready to go forth next year.

Prof. Frances Emily White addressed the gradu-

ates on the subject of the " Moral Value of Hygienic

Living," and the value of this paper was felt to be

great, both by the students and the lay public who
listened to it with deep attention. When such doc-

trine and such counsels have their due weigot in the

government of cities and states we may expect ad-

vance both in the health and the morals of nations.

It may be that this brilliant professor rather over-

stated her estimate of Hygienic Law as a regulator of

health and morals among the people. But she cer-

tainly drew a very delightful picture of the mighty-

progress possible under amemled conditions of life,

when science shall have done her utmost to this end,

and wiien rulers shall serve tlie eiiliglitened will of a
thoroughly and wisely educated people.
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We heartily commend the absence of the display

of floral and other f;ifts to the graduates, all these be-

ing remanded to the retirement of a private room,

where they more properly belong. * *

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
FROiM a private letter from a Friend in Genoa, Ne-

braska, we make the two following extracts, of gen-

eral interest:
" We feel somewhat encouraged to think that we

shall succeed in getting our meeting-house the com-

ing season, as we have between five and six Imndred

dollars subscribed, and with a little aid we shall pull

throntrh, but We have no desire to go in debt, and as

it costs rather more to build here than in the East we

shall not move in the matter until we have sufficient

in hand to make us a neat and comfortable house.

"The legacy of John M. George was a noble gift

to the Society of Frien<ls, but if the institution could

have been located in the West it would have been

productive of more benefit to a large class who are

deprived of the advantages which Eastern Friends

enjoy to the fullness, as I do not know of any board-

school either public or private west of Pennsylvania
;

and though Swarthmore may fill the wants of a high-

er education the great mass of the Society cannot

afford to embrace its advantages. While we give our

cliildren the best our neighborliood schools can af-

ford, yet when it comes to more than this we are

obliged to send them into the denominational insti-

tutions of hi.'her rank where they are gradually

w^eaned away from the Society. I have always re-

gretted that Indiana Yearly Meeting should have

counte<l their dollars so clo.se that they returned

Miami Valley Boarding-school to the original grantees

rather than provide the necessary funds for its main-

tenance."

—Daniel and Mary Tripp, members and for many
years elders of Purchase ^lonthly Meeting, celebra-

ted the G4lli anniversary of their marriage on the 6th

of this month. A number of their children, S-'rand-

children, and great-grandchildren were present.

Mary was 88 years of age on the 3d inst., and her

husban<l has entered his 89th year. They are in

comfortable health and bright in their intellectual

faculties. Their fomily consisted of eight children, all

living to comfort the declining years of their parents

except one who died several years ago. Their mar-

ried life hiis been harmonious, and while they have

been industrious farmers they have not neglected

tilling their spiritual garden, being examples of up-

rightness, benevolence, and hospitality.

Purchase, TItird montli 2lst. B.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

THE NEW GEORGE SCHOOL.
Editors I.STELLIGE.NCEB AND JOURNAL 1

THE writer, with the concurrence of many Abington

Friemls, would present tlirough the I.NTEi-LiGii.vcER

AND Journal, for the consideration of its many read-

ers, a few of the reasons wliy it is thought that Ab-

ington would be a most suitable place for the loca-

tion of the new school.

1. We have 125 acres of land, situated adjacent

to our meeting property, which was dedicated to ed-

ucational purposes by John Barnes nearly two hun-
dred years ago. It is held in trust by Abington Pre-

parative Meeting ; but we can give a 999 years' lease

on it to the Yearly Meeting, and surely that would
be title enough. And, furthermore, the teachers, who
would likely he Friends, and others who would be
attracted to the neighborhood could become mem-
bers of our meeting, and thus could coiiperate in the
trusteeship.

2. The neighborhood in which our property is

situated is unsurpassed in healtlifulness by any other

in the country—malaria being an unknown thing

amongst us. It is within a mile of Jenkintown Sta-

tion, where eighty-five trains daily stop, and is thus

easy of access to all parts of the Yearly Meeting, and
especially to our New Jersey Friends.

3. The property already belongs to Friends, we
being its trustees, and is a very valuable one,—land

in its neighborhood now selling at over $1,000 per

acre.

4. The lands being so extensive, they could be
readily converted into a large farm, should it ever be
thought advisable to form a manual labor depart-

ment to the school.

.5. We have a large meeting-house on the proper-

ty, surrounded by a beautiful grove of ancient oaks,

constituting one of the most comfortable and attrac-

tive of our old meeting-places.

(i. We have just erected, contiguous to the meet-

ing and old school-house, a commodious building for

a boarding school ; this we would transfer to the

George School, which couhl be immediately started.

Briefly we thus present tlie above facts to the con-

sideration of the memt)ers of our Yearly Meeting.

Many Abington Friends.

Third month 21si.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—The new building for the thermometers, rain-

aauge, etc., connected with the Signal Service Station,

has been erected near the observatory.

—K reception was given to the students of the

collegeby the faculty and instructors, on Seventh-day

evening, the 19th inst. It was the lirst one ever

given in this way. Several of the managers and
other friends were present by invitation, and the oc-

casion was one much enjoyed by all.

—The number of students in the regular college

classes is greater this year than ever before.

—Edward Farquhar, of Washington, D. C, will

speak at the college on " Norse Literature," on Sixth-

day evening, the 2oth inst. The friends of the col-

lege are invited.

THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS.
PRESIDENT MA(ilLL, of Swarthmore, as many of

our readers doubtless are aware, has been engaged,

from time to lime, for some monthsipast, in present-

ing to au<liences of those interested in education the

views embodied in his lecture on the value,—the

necessity, perhai)S we might say,—of a thorough col-

lege education as a training for the profession of
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tenclunjr. His lecture lias awakened much interest,

anil in the cohininsof The Avierican (a weekly news-

paper of literature, science, etc., publislieil in this

city,) there has been an aniniateil discussion of it

by prominent eihiculors. He has lectured at tlie

Friends' meetinii-houses in Haltimore, Philadelphia,

and Waahington, anil at Bucknell Uuiversily (l^ew-

isburjr, Pa.), Lafayette Colleire (Easton), Ursiiius Col-

lege (CoUejreville). Lincnlu University (Chester Co.),

Muhlenberg Colieae (Allentown), Penn-ylvania Col-

lege, (Gettysburjr) and elsewhere.

We give below a synopsis of the points in the lec-

ture, prepared by President Magill. It varies some-
what froM) the lecture delivered before audiences of

Friends la.st summer, and presents some additional

and spi'cialized suggestions. During the coming
summer season, we are authorized to say, President

Magill hopes to pursue his work amongst Friends.

He will visit the various neighborhoods within the

limits of Baltimore Yearly Meeting, and some im-

portant localities in the West, not reached last year,

his topic being the value of a modern course of study,

and the elevation of our schools by giving all teach-

ers a college course.

Teachers sometimes complain that their occupa-

tion is not regarded as a profession, and that their

social position is not properly recognized. To secure

these ends the same careful and elaborate prepara-

tivjn must be made for the duties of the teacher as

are required for entering upon the other professions.

Teachers of all grades require tliis preparation, and
none more emphatically tlian the teachers of the

youngest children. The preparation needed cannot

be secured in our normal schools, where short courses

are orgainzed and an attempt is made to train in

methods of instruction those who are very iuaile-

quately instructed in the subjects to be taught. For
these brief normal school-courses I wouM sul)stitute

a college course of stud_v for all candidates for the

teachers' profession. The college courses are now
various, suiting all tastes, all needs, classical, scien-

tific and literary, and some one of the.se should be

taken by all teachers: and a course in pedagogics

should constitute a part of the work required in the

last two years of the college cour.se. To bring this in-

struction within the reach of all teachers, the State

should establish professorships of pedagogics in the

regularly chartered colleges, and open free and par-

tially free scholarships for all who are preparing to

teach. The ?90,000 a year now spent by the Slate on

the ten normal schools would endow ten professor-

ships of pedagogics, and furnish an average of ii7,000

a year to each of ten colleges to aid students in this

department. Much better work for the profession of

teaching would thus be done than by sustaining our

present system of normal schools. These schools are

not professional, as they should be if they are al-

lowed to have a separate existence at all. The knowl-

edge of the subjects to be taught should be required

before entering these schools. If they have any pro-

per place in an educational system they belong above

and not below the grade of our colleges. As law

schools, medical schools, etc., follow the general edu-

cation given in a regular college course, so profes-

sional schools for teaching, if established, should do
the same. The present practice of teaching to ob-
tain money for further study should be abandoned as

most injurious to the children taught, and tending to

degrade the teacher's profession. As well might a
law student or a medical student practice these pro-
fessions before graduating to acquire the means to

finish his studies as for a teacher to enter upon his

or her work before obtaining a regular degree.

It may be said that the denominational character
of our colleges prevents theoperation of the plan pro-

posed. This need not be. Morality an<l religion should
be taught in our schools, and we should put an end to
the divorce between religious and secular instruction.

That e<lucalion has not diminished crime is owing to

this most unhappy divorce. Religiousinstrnclion does
not necessarily imply sectarian instruction. The
various sects are dwelling moreand more upon points
of re-emblance, instead of pointsof difference, and all

that has the most direct practical bearing upon life

and its duties will be found to be those essentials in

which all sects s-ubstantially agree. Hence all of our
denominational colleges could be safely and properly
intrusted with the work done now by the normal
schools, and both the State and the schools would be
great aainers by the change.

Of course, this plan involves opening the doors of
all our colleges to men and women on equal terms, and
conferring upon both alike their regular degrees. The
importance of this change will be seen at once when
it is considered that a very large proportion of all en-
gaged in teaching, including all grades, are women.
And this change would benefit our colleges in many
other respects, as may be plainly seen by observing
the working of the system where the sexes are edu-
cated together. I would therefore propose the follow-

ing chansres in the present practice of the State

:

1. Stop all appropriations to normal schools, and can-
cel the mortgages held against these schools, as
they were bnilt by individuals and cfirporations,

on the faith of the State that they would continue
to be State institutions.

2. Open all the col leges in the State to men and women
on equal terms.

3. Establish professorships of pedagogics in certain

colleges (say ten or more) at the exjiense of the
State.

4. Give State ai<l to these colleges in proportion to the
number of students in pedagogics in each.

5. Require all preparing to teach to take the course
in pedagogics for .say the last two years of the col-

lege course.

6. Require a regular diploma, and the certit'icate in

pedagogics combined, for all to be employed as

teachers after a fixed date, say 1S9) or 1900; and
subject such to no further examination.

Edwakd H. Magill.

A NATURAL law witlioul God behind it is no more
than a glove without a hand in it. Natural laws in

the conscience, the intellect, the imagination, the
will and the afifectiims, as well as in matter, are only
the constant method of action of the Divine Omni-
presence.—J. Cook.
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ONE DAY ATA TIME.

BY HELEN HUXT JACKSON.

One day at a time ! That's all it can be ;

No faster than that is the hardest fate
;

And days have their limits, however we
Begin them too early aud stretch them too late.

One day at a time !

It's a whulesome rhyme,

A good one to live hy

—

A day at a time.

One day at a time! Every heart that aches

Knows only too well how luug that can seem
;

Bnt it's never to-day which the spirit breaks:

It's the darkened future, without a gleam.

One day at a time! A burden too great

To be born for two can be Ijurn for one
;

Who knows wliat will enter to-morrow's gate 'i'

While yet we are siieakiug all may be done.

One day at a time ! When joy is at height

—

Such joy as the heart can never forget—
And pulses are throbbing with wild delight,

How hard to remember that suns must set.

One day at a time ! But a single day

Whatever its load, wiiatever its length:

And there's a bit of i)recious Scripture to say

That according to each shall be our strength.

One day at a time! 'Tis the whole of life :

All sorrow, all joy, are measured therein.

The bound of our purpose, our noblest strife,

The one only countersign, sure to win!

One day at a lime!

It's a wholesome rhyme,

A good one to live by,

A day at a time.
— The Independent.

TWO OUTLOOKS.

HE sees the thorn below the rose.

Life's storm and stress, not its repose,

The hard thought underneath the deed,

Not man's quick impulse, but his greed.

He sees the lily's snow-white wings,

Not the dark ooze from where it springs.

The sparkle of life's coronet.

The joy above the jar and fret.

And .shall the two hold clasping hands?
Ah! so the wondrous meaning stands,

As this, lost in the other view.

Shows each is false and both are true.

MOCKING-BIRD STUDIES.
THE mockiiiff-bird's movements, excepting in flisht,

are the |)erfection of ^race ; not even the cat-binl cim

rival him in airy liglitness, in easy eletrance of mo-
tion. ]n alighting on a fence, lie docs not merely
eoMie down npon it; bis manner is fairly poetical.

He flies a litlle too liigh, drops like a feather, touches

the perch lightly with his leet, balances and tosses

upward bis tail, often qnickly running over the tips

of lialf a dozen pickets before he rest.s. Passing

across the yard, be turns not to avoid a taller tree or

shrub, nor does he go through it; he simply bounds
over, almost touching it, as if for pure sport. In the

matter of bounds the mocker is without a peer. The
upward spring while singing is an ecstatic action,

that must be seen to be appreciated; lie rises into
the air as though too iiappy to remain on earth, and,
opening his wings, floats down, singing all the while.
It is indescribable, but enchanting to see. In court-

ship, too, as related, be makes effective use of this

exquisite movement. In .simple food-hunting on the
groundj^a most prosaic occupation truly,—on ap-
proaching a hammock of grass lie bounds over it in-

stead of going around. In alighting on a tree, he
does not pounce upon the twig he has selected, but
upon a lower one, and passes quickly up through the
branches, as lithe as a serpent. So fond is he of tliis

exeni>e that one which I watched amused himself
half an hour at a time in a pile of brush; starting

I'rom the ground, slipping easily tlirouirh up to the
top, standing there a moment, then flying back and
repeating the performance. Should the goal of his

journey be a fence picket, he alights on the beam
which supports it, and hops gracefully to the top.

The mocking-bird cannot be said to posse.ss a gen-
tle disposition, especially during the time of nesting.

He does not seem malicious, but rather mischievous,

and his actions resemble the naughty though not
» icked pranks of an active child. At that time he
doe.s, it must be admitted, lay claim to a rather large

territory, considering his size, and enforces his rights

with many a hot cliase and noisy dispute, as re-

marked above. Any mocking-bird who dares to flirt

a feather over the border of the ground he chooses to

consider his own has to battle with liim. A quarrel

is a curious operation, usually a chase, and the war-
cry is so peculiar and apparently so incongruous that

it is fairly laughable. It is a rough brealliing like

the"huft" of an angry cat, and a serious dispute

between the birds reminds one of nothing but a dis-

agreement in tiie feline family. If the stranger does
not take the bint, aud retire at the first huff', he is

chased, over and under trees and through branches,

so violently that leaves rustle and twigs are thrust

aside, as long as the patience or wind holds out. On
one occasion the defender of his homestead kept up
a lively sinking all through the furious flight, which
lasted six or eight minutes,—a remarkable thing.

To other than bis own kind the mocker seems
usually indifl'erent. with the single exception of the

crow. So long as this bird kept over the salt-marsh,

or flew quite high, or even held his mouth .";hut, be
was not noticed; but let him fly over the lawn, and
above all let him " caw," and the hot-headed owner
of the place was upf)n bim. He did not seem to have
any special plan of attack, like the kina bird or the

oriole; bis aim apjieared to be merely to worry the

enemy, and in this iie was untiring,, flying madly
and without pause around a Derching crow until be
took flight, and then atteitipling to rise above bim.

In this be was not always successful, not being par-

ticularly expert on the wing, tliougli I have two or

three times seen the smaller bird actually rest on the

back of the foe for three or four seconds at a time.

For variety, glibness, and execution liis song is

marvelous. It is a brilliant, bewildering exhibition,

aud one listens in a sortof ecstasy almost equal to the
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bini's own, for tliis, it seems to me, is the secret of

tlie power of music: he so enjoys it himself, he

tlirows liis wliole soul into it, and he is'so niasrnetic

tliat he charms 11 listener into.belief that nothing can

be like it. His manner also lends encliantmen ; he
is seldom still. If he begins in a',cedar-tree, he soon

flies to the fence, singing as he goes, thence takes his

way to a roof, and so on, changing liis place every few

minutes, but never losing a'note.^ His favorite perch

is the top spire of a pointed tree,' low\cediir or young
pine, where he can boundj|into the air as already

described, spread his wings, and float down, never
omitting a quaver. It seems like pure ecstasy; and,

however critical one may be, he cannot lielp feeling

deep sympathy with the joyous soul that thus ex-

prefses itself. With all the wonderful power and
variety, the bewitching charm, there is not the " feel-

ing," the heavenly melody, of the wood thrush. As
an imitator, I tiiink he is much overrated. That the

birds are jealous of his song, as Wilson says, I cannot
believe. On the contrary. 1 do not think they rec-

ognize the counterfeit. The tufted titmouse called as

loudly and constantly all day as though no mocking-
bird shouted his peculiar and easily imitated ca 1

from the house-top; the cardinal grosbeak sang every

day in the grove, though the mocker copied iiim more
closely than any other bird. He repeats the notes,

rattles out the call, but he cannot put the cardinal's

soul into them. The song of every bird seems to me
the expression of himself; it is a perfect whole of its

kind, given with proper inflections and jiauses, and
never hurried ; whereas, when the mocker delivers it,

it is simply one more note added to his repertory, ut-

tered in his rapid staccato, in bis loud, clear voice,

interpolated between incongruous sounds, without
expression, and lacking in every way the beauty and
attraction of the original.

—

Oliver Thorne Miller, in

the AUaiitic Monthly.

Justice consists in doing no injury to men ; de-

cency, in giving no offense.

l^^EWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—News lias been received at Zanzibar from Eaiin Bey.

In Eleventh mouth last, he went to Uganda, and King Mi-
vatiga refused to permit him to go through the country.

Then be tried to effect a passage out through Karagawa, ou
the western shore of Lake Victoria Nyauza, and iu this also

he failed. Advices from Uganda, dated First month 24th,

say that Dr. Junker's caravan reached Emiu Bey safely, and
that he was well.

— I have heard of monks doing many things, but I nev-
er heard of them being sailors. It seems, however, that in

the Wliite Sea, there is a fleet of six steamers whicli are

owned, officered and manned by monks. They ply between
Archangel.and the Island of Jolovetsk whore there is a
monastery, and their business is to conve.y pilgrims to the
island. As many ai thirty thousand peojile annually make
thejourney between the Fifth and Ninth month, the only
time when the island is accessible.

—

London In, h.

—''The scientific study of the fisheries and the appli-

cation of the results of sucli study have undoubtedly,"

Bays London A'oiure, " been carried out to' an enormously
greater extent in other countries than with us. The re-

production of the cod was first investigated in Norway,

oyster cuUnrc as nnderstood in Holland and in France i»

still unknown in Hrilain; and the organized scontific in-

vestigation of fishery matters, which has been commenced
by the Scottish Fishery Board and is about to be instituted

by the Marine Biological Association in England, lias been,
as it were, forced upon us by the example of the United
States. Perhaps no American salmon hatchery is quite as
eflicient as the Ilowiefon farm, but the extent of piscicul-

tural operations applied to Salmonidaj in the United States

is certainly greater on the whole than in Britain."

—The Sultan of Morocco has prohibited the sale or pur-
chase of intoxicants of all kinds, and has abolished the

State tobacco monopoly. The Moorish tobacco and snuff
shops have been closed. Large quantities of leaf tobacco
have been publicly burned by the Sultan's order. Several
Moors have been stripped and flogged through the streets

for smoking in defiance of the Sultan's order. The popu-
lace of Morocco can see no sense in the Sultan's commands ,

are angry at his interference with their habits, and assert

that the prohibitions are enforced only against the poor.

CURRENT EVENTS.
A DKSTRUCTiVE at Chautauqwa, on Chautuqua Lake, N.

Y., (the place of the annual camp meetings and education-
al ffatheringsl, did great damage on the 21st instant. Eighty
buildings, incUulintrseveral boarding-houses, were burned
causing a loss of .$100,000. None of the largo assembly
buildings or hotels were burned.

The Richmond Hotel, in Buflf'alo, New York, was des-

troyed by fire before daylight on the 19th. A number of
the guests and other occupants perished iu the flames or
werekilled or injured by jumping from the windows. The
number of the dead and fatally hurt was estimated at 30.

The fire caused a loss of $400,000, some adjoining property
being destroyed.

Adele Gratiot Washbukne, wife of E. B. Washhurne,
formerly minister to France, died at Chicago on the ISth
instant.

An earthquake was felt at Summerville, South Carolina,
on the evening of the 18th, at" o'clock. The shock was
the severest felt there for two months.

The President has announced his appointments of the

Commissioners to execute the new " Interstate Commerce
Bill." as follows : Thomas M. Cooley, of Michigan, William
R. Morrison, of Illinois; Augustus Schoonmaker, of New
York; Aldace F. Walker, of Vermont; and Walter A.
Bragg, of Alabama. Their terms run from six years to two
years. Thiy will have to be confirmed by the Senate.

The ninetieth anniversary of the birth day of the Em-
porer William, of Germany, was celebrated in Berlin, on
the 22d, with much ceremony, and popular manifestation.

SEN.\TOKtJohn .Sherman, of Ohio, who is now on a lour
through the South, being at a hotel in Birmingham, Ala-
bama, on the 22d, the projirietor refused to allow a delega-
tion of colored men to call on him in his room, and he then
paid his bill and went to another hotel.

NOTICES.
*V* The Yonng Temperance Workers of West Philadel-

phia will hold a meeting in the meeting-house, 3.">lh and
Lancaster .Avenue, on Fourth day evening. Third month
SOtli, at 8 o'clock. The attendance generally of Friends
and others is solicited.

"a * Susan Roberts desires to acknowledge the receipt of
$.5 from Anna L. Hicks, for the fund for Sarah Winneniuc-
ca's sch"ol. She states that E. P. Peabody acknowledges
the receipt of $40 from her. and sa.vs that she now has hope
of getting the amount needed for this purpose.
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NEED.
THROUGH need the soul doth climb
Toward heaven and lifiht.

And niuunt the heiglits sublime
Wiiile yet 'tis night.

Yearn, soul, for God, and bring

Tliyself to rest,

A tired child slumbering

Safe ou his breast!

—Minnie Sterbins Savage, in Vnily.

HOMELY HEROISM}
ALL hi.story and literature are full of heroism and
heroes. Tlie evolution ot civilization has in every
generation broutrht heroic .son)-; to the front, those who
seeui charjjed hke the ark of the Hebrews of old to

bear the testimony of God.

But there is another heroism unsung of poets, un-

painted and uncarved by artists, to which I would
bear a word of testimony to-day. It is the heroism
thatabounilsin every-ilay life, tliat isin our neighbor's

house, that is at our elbow in the street-car, that faces

us, it may be, in ourcolleire halls. It is heroism not

often noted of men ; but, like the unseen forces of na-

ture, that are misihty in their action, this homely hero-

ism is a strong conservative force that holds .society

toiiether. I believe it to be true that our every-day
life in the home, in the place of business, shall I adcl,

in the school, may call for heroism beyond that of the

battle-field and the martyr's stake. It is the testi-

mony of soldiers that in the heat and excitement of

battle all sense of personal danger is lost ; that the

one absorbing; passion is to jiain the day, and to this

enil they can without falteriui; follow their leailersin

the face of the enetny's fire. And it is said of Latimer
who was burned at the stake, that, whereas he had
been feeble and stfiopinir, when the moment of trial

came he stood by the pile strai>:ht and handsome, up-

borne by the su-tainintr consciousness that lie was
abnut to die in vindication of truth. It is not ditii-

cidl lo conceive of this e.Kaltation of spirit that could
bear the body through the mortal agony of fiame or

rack.

But this exaltation of spirit rioes not belong to

mortal life as a permanent condiiion; and so the
daily living of life's inevitable round has a heroism
of its own. How few of us may ex|)ect our circum-

stances to be just what we would choose. With most
people the struggle for daily bread takes a large share
of time an<l strength. If we have wealth and leisure
there may not be health or wisdom to make riches
yield their most precious power. If the life of the
scholar or artist appeal to every part of our nature as
the goal for our highest ambition, our nece.ssities

may fasten us to the plow, or the engine, or the
ledger, or the needle, or the kitchen, until the fresh

energy of life shall have been spent. The heroic
man or woman, having done all that can rightly be
done to shape circumstances according to personal
desire, %vill accept tiiem as they shape themselves
according to a law past his finding out, and put into

them all the sweetness and light he can command.
Apart from our outward circumstances of poverty or
riches, of leisure or oppressive cares, it may require

heroic efTort to control an<l direct ourselves. Dr.

Holmes has used a very forcible figure of speech in

saying that we aie all omnibuses carrying our ances-

tors. An omnibus of ancestors is likely to have vari-

ous elements in it! We know that our inheritance
from one ancestor is our light hair; from another our
dark eyes; from another the forin of the ear or
nose. Then we need not be surprised at whatever
our mental and spiritual inheritance may be. If our
greatgrandfather askeil why and how at every step
of his progress, we shall be very likely to find our-

selves inquirers at every gateway to knowledge. If

our great -grandmother had an intuitive nature, and
convictions flashed upon her, outstrip|)ing the slow
processes of reasoning, we may have times of illumi-

nation in which we shall get glimpses of truth be-

yond our why and how. If there has been a vein of
meanness or vuli^arity in any of this omnibus com-
pany, it may some day prompt us lo unworthy deed
or desire— well will it he for us if on that day there

spring up for our safety the righteous wrath lof some
other ancestor who <'ould never for one instant toler-

ate meanness or vulgarity. Happy indeed is our in-

heritance if this omnibus bear in its company some
sunny soul that shines by its own light like the sun.

Alas for us! if it carry a soul in eclipse,—a soul that

would choose a dwelling-place in dismal swamps
rather than on the highlands of life.

But let us not believe that we are the victims of
our ancestors, whatever weights their nnfini-ilied na-

tures may have bequeathed to us. Our Heavenly
Father has taken care of our ultimate safety. Eich
child born is a new creation, uidike all that have
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gone before, mill beint: an orifjinal creation is inves-

teil with ori>.'inul jmwer to cope willi life an it daily

iinfoiils to liim. Then however weif;ht(Ml we may
be by our inheritance we are not to sit down hope-

less beneath it. If it l)e physical disease that threat-

ens ns and holils ns back from our longed-for goals,

we shall seek the best helps to overcome it. If phy-

sical appetite have niuhie proportion in our inheiit-

ance, the battle will l)e halt won when the danger is

aiknowieclL'ed and ficed with an heroic spirit. If a

hoi temper Imrn in the recesses of onr beinjr, a good

motive power ninler the hand of a skillful engineer,

but threatening disaster under a reckless hand, let us

lieroically strngule for the control that shall trans-

form our inlirnnty into beneficent power. If a jeal-

ous, su-picious temperament poison our intercourise

with others, let us make our own sincerity and
straightforward action a refuge from our torment;

and IroMi our own faithfulness cultivate a belief in

the faiibfiiliiess of others. If inherited distrust of

our own ability to do the ta-k that fate or providence

places in our way settles like a pall about us, threat-

ening to paralyze our powers, let us take courage from

the hope that the task thus placed in our hands is

prophetic of the power to do it.

I am not so far away from youth as to have for-

gotten tliat the lieroi>m of young people is often

sorelv tried. Their dangers are from within and

from without; from within, in their own ardent im-

pulses, and immature judgment, whidi they do not

always know to be immature; from without, in the

false standards of their fellows, which are presseil

upon them with scorn and ridicuie. It is an heroic

youth who can repel the ridicule of his companions,

the hardest of all weapons to withstand.

The unfailing spring of heroism for the young and

for the aged is the sense of duty, the voice of God in

the soul. When we have saiil in our own hearts

" 1 ouL'ht" we have .sealed ourselves to the service of

the Highest. If this sense of ought be strong ami

clear, declaring itself «ilh no uncertain sound, diffi-

culties will disappear before it ; even the ridicule of

our fellows will be disarmed of its sting; and we
shall feel ourselves strong in the strength of (iod.

No day will pass over our heads that will not in

some way test onr heroism. And if this heroism do

not get into the books of the heroes, we may be sure

tliat it is not lost upon the world, but goes to make

up a pure and health giving moral atmosphere.

" In life's small things !)« resolute and great, to keep

thy tmisck'S traiiii'd
;

For knllW'e^t tliou when Fate thy measure tal<e,s.

Or when she'll say, " I find thee worthy ; do this thing

fur me !

"

LETTER FHOM PATRICK HEXRY TO
ROBERT VALENTINE.

Editors ISTEl.I.lGENCKll A.ND JuCRNAI, 1

U was my privilege recently to liave access to a

nund)er of very interesting letters and papers, once

the property of Robert Valentine, of Cliester county,

Pa., an esteemed member and minister of the Society

of Friends before and after the Revolutionary War,

among 1 hem being a journal of his travels throus:h the

British Islands, I think in the years 1772 and 1773,

his death occurring in 1786. The names of many
prominent Friends of Philadelphia and vicinity of
that day are mentioned in these letters with much
that is interesting reading to those wlio love to revert
to incidents and recollections of the past. The papers
are now in tlie i>o.ssession of his great-grandson.
Among the collection is a letter written by Patrick
Henry to Robert Valentine in 1773, in his own hand-
wiiling, and wliiih I have carefully copied for pub-
lication. Although the time has passed when the in-

fluence of lliese truths written by this distinguished
man iniglit have been exerted for good, yet it seems
a just tribute to the character of Patrick Henry to

publish a letter .so fidl of earnest condemnation of
slavery, as well as showing his high appreciation of
the i)rinciples of the Society of Friemls,—exerted
then as now in the cause of justice and humanity.
His predictions for the future of his country when
justice might be done are almost prophetic, and yet
nearly a century passed before the irrepressible con-
flict ended in the full establishment of freedom.

iM. J. B.

H.\NovER, Jan'y 18th, 1773.

DkarSir:—I take this opportunity toacknowledge
the Receipt of Antho Benezet's Book against the

Slave trade. I thank you for it. It is not a little sur-

(irising that Christianity, whose chief Excellence con-

sists in Softening the Human heart, in cherishing and
improving its finer feelings, sliouhl encourage a prac-

tice so totally repugnant to the first impressions of

Right and Wrong; what adds to the Wonder is, that

this abominable practice has been introduced in the

most enlightened ages. Times that seem to have pre-

tensions to boast of high Improvements in the arts,

sciences, and refined morality, have brou.dit into gen-

eral use and guarded by many Laws, a species of Vio-

lence and Tyranny which our most Rude and Bar-

barous, but more honest Ancestors detested. Is it not

amazing that at a time w hen the Rights of Humanity
are defined and understood with precision inaCoun-
try above all others fond of Liberty, that in such an

age and such a Country we find men profe.'sing a Re-

ligion the most Humane, mild, meek, gentle, and gen-

erous, adopting a Principle as repugnant to humanity

as it is inconsistent with the Bible and destructive to

Liberty? Every thinking honest man regrets it in

speculation; how few in practice from Conscientious

motives!

The world in general has denied your people a

share of its Honours, but the wise will a cribe to you
a just Tribute of Virtuous Praise for the Practice of a

train of Virtues among which your Disagreement to

Slavery will be principally ranked. I cannot but

wish well to a people whose System Imitates the ex-

ample of Him w hose life was perfect, and believe nie

I shall hi>nour the Quakers f(jr their noble Effort to

abolish Slavery. It is equally calculated to promote

moral and political good. Would any one believe I

am Master of Slaves of my own Purchase? lam
drawn along by the general inconvenience of living

without them. I will not, I cannot, justify it. How-
ever culpable my conduct I ivill so far pay my devoir

to Virtue as to own the Excellence ami rectitude of
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her Precepts atul to lament my want of conformity to

them. I believe a time will come when an oppor-

tunity will be offered to abolish this lamentable Evil.

Every thin<r we can do is to improve it if it happens

in Our Day, if not let us transmit to our Descendants,

together with our Slaves, a pity for their unhappy
Lot, and an abhorrence for Slavery.

If we cannot reduce this wish'd for Eeformation

to practice, let us treat the nnliappy Victims with

lenity ; it is the furtherest advance we can make to-

wards Justice. It is a Debt we owe to the Purity of

our religion, to show, that it \s at Varience with that

Law which warrants Slavery. Here is an instance

that Silent Meetin>rs, (the Scoff of reverend Doctor.-^),

have done that which learned and Elaborate Preach-

ing could not efl'e<'t,—.so much preferable are the gen-

uine dictates of Conscience and Steady attention to

its feelings, above the Teachings of tho.se men who
pretend to have found a better Guide: I exhort you
to per.severe in so \V0rtb3' a Resolution. Some of

your people disagree, or at least are lukewarm in the

abolition of Slavery. Many treat the Kesohition of

your meeting with Ridicule, and among those who
throw contempt on it art? Clergymen wliose Surest

guard against both Ridicule and Contempt isa certain

act of Assembly. I knew not where to sto|>, I could

say many Things on this subject, a serious review of

which, gives a gloomy perspective to future times.

Excuse this Scrawl, ami believe me with Es-

teem,

Your hble Ser'vt

Patrick Henrv, Jun'r.

"For Friends' IiiteiligenoLT and Journal.

SELF WORK; WITH QUOTATIONS AND
COMMENTS.

[Concluded from last week ]

IF we could only be persua<led to engraft into our
lives the precious tree of consideration, what magnifi-

cent fruit we should bear; "we should save our-
selves much worry by once for all recognizinglhat no
one is perfect." And while the demands of business
are well nigh all consuming of time ami attention

yet if we but lay aside this heavy burden, piecemeal,
to take exercise for health's sake, knowing iljat those
who love us will be grateful to us for so doing, how
greatly advantaged we would be in this double serv-

ing.

We must learn to know that all things work to-

gethfr for good, if the love of the Father be in us.

Let us find a new inspiration in the never quoteil

words of old scripture: "They helped everv one his

neighbor and everv one said to his brother be of good
courage." (Isaiah 41 : G)

''It should suffice each of us to know that, if we
have labored with purity of ])iirpose in anv good
cau.se, we must have coniributed to its success."

"Opportunity hath hair in front, behind she is

bald
;

if you seize her by the f.irelock you may hold
her; but if she escape not Jupiter himself can catch
her again."

Therefore are we justified in pntling prompt self

action in other (juoted words: " We expect to pass
through this world but once. Any good thing, theie-

fore, that we can do, or any kindness that we can
show to any fellow being, let us do it now. Let us
not defer it or neglect it, for we shall not pass this

way again."

Let us so work that the lines of duty we describe
shall not be lines of confusion, and the stones we lay

shall not be stones of emptiness.
Hugh Miller speaks of the mason with whom he

served his apprenticeship as one who " put his con-
science into every stone that be laiil." This me:ins

thoroughness of work, laid solid and true to the line

and the square. Such work is all enduring and
stands the test of lime.

The scriptural comniand to work is explicit; it is

addressed to the individual and by the individual

must be oiganized into his being and nnist be con-
stantly applied. "Six days slialt thou labor," not

five, and we are not told to work when we feel like

it; nor does the conimaml say "in the breaking of
thine heart shalt thou earn bread." It speaks) in

sweeter tones :
'• Sow thou the seeds of kindness, and

the Father will lake care of the fruit ; only keep on
sowing, withholding not the hand. Think how the
Master went atiout doing good."

We are told to "study to be quiet, to do the busi-

ness before us ourselves, and work with our own
hands." (1st Tlie.ss:4 : II.)

We must let the spirit have its perfect work.
" We must work with the brain if we wish to give

value to the few facts which we possess."

We must work with the body if we desire to have
healihand to carry out the intentions of the biain

and the emotions of the spiiit.

These three make one perfect work and are one
in the school of life.

Wu mu^t ourselves inquire and we must hear and
heed " the still small voice," or sooner or later be
brought to the need of a master.

Our greatest distinction is not in never failing
;

but in rising perfecled Iroin failure. To borrow an
illustration from Cailyle, is not walking a CDiisiant-

ly repealed falling forward and as olten a catching
and bearingof one'sself on the advancing Ibot.and is

this not like everything we do; a tesiing of untried
things and holding fast to that which is pruven to

be best '!

Ill fine, quoting Dr. Arnold's telling words : '' Work
is the appointed calling of man on earth ; the end
for which his various faculties were given; the ele-

ments in which his nature is ordained to develop
itself and in which his progressive advance towaids
heaven is to lie."

It is true we must be guarded against overdoinsr.

Tlie condition of this life is one of unfinished busi-

ness.

The tendency now is to rush beyond the speed of
dil gence in business, vvliicli latter is indeed commend-
able, if done in fervor of sjiirit under right guidance,
for the hand is advised to act quickly, in whatever il

finds to do, because, according to Samuel, "the
king's business requires haste."

Hut the law of self preservation must he well
studied ami judiciously applied. 'I'he ariihinelic of
hygiene adds several tireds in the making of one
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Paul has given us wonls of caution, tellinw "every

man that strivelli for the mastery to be temperate in

all tliiuKS
; " he must not strike as one that beats the

air.

We cannot well help having much dealing with

the commonplace realisms ol this life. All of us

cannot say with Ajiassiz : "I cannot utt'onl to waste

my time in making money." On the other hand,

Victor Hugo insists that " the beautiful is as useful

as the useful, perhaps more so."

Certain it is there is more to be found in a clear

and crystal stream than fluent matter with w hiili to

turn our wheels and till our pitchers; niore in the

air than wind to blow a lire or distend a sail.

Even scripture touches the esthetic plane with a

wand divine when it says: "How beautiful upon

the mountains are the feet of him that biingeth good

tidings."

We can make a first-class success in life if we but

add self culture to common schooling, study out for

ourselves the various problems which arise in the

daily routine of the world's business, take upon our-

selves the acquisition of truth in every form and that

not of words only, but of lite and of being. " Let us

with all our might strive for the attainment of in-

ward and outward excellencies."

We must not only read, but learn what our read-

ing means; nor is knowledge perfect until it becomes

experimental witli us. " In faithfulness we shall

know." Doing the littles gives us command over

much. Sowing with care, waiting with pitience,

reaping with fervor, tempered with gratitude, and so

the fruition of our etturis and hopes comes to us as

the procession of the plenteous seasons to the nour-

ishing of all the creatures of the earth.

In the muUii)licity of things to be done and

which are required by this modern life and way of

living, it may be wise to consider what part we can

do to best advantage. Kuskin comes to us saying:

"Do as much as you can liealthily and happily eacli

day in a well determined direction, with a view to

far off results and witli present enjoyment of one's

work."

Presuming, then, it be granted that work we must,

we come to accept as common law in this, our realm,

that it is our tluty to do.

To become perfect in action we must be trained

to action and no belter school ofl'ers than that of well

regulated, legitimate business, thoroughly carried out

on farm, in mart, or in shop.

It is .said of the great Faraday that he never could

understand any scientific experiment thoroughly

until he had not only seen it performed by others

but had performed it himself, as if to siy :
'• Be sure

of it, give me the ocular proof." We must make

things clearly evident to the sense and to the reason.

The true end of life is to know the life that never

ends. To gain the greatest possible benefit from the

work done by self, we mu,st advance beyond the

necessary week-day work into the higher plane of

that of tiie Sabbath. " We uiu.>t add words of higher

and better fruitage than the talk man holds with

week-day man in the hourly walk of the world's

business?' We must yield the views of power to

Him who says: "I will make a man more precious

than tine gold."

The liberty of searching the scriptures is granted

to us by internal statement and the right of in-

heritance.

They are given to us for ourjise as we properly

apply them, and they furnish the food, as far as

words can, by which the individual life is sustained;

but we must remember ever that the meanings of

this great book can, only be understood through deeds.

Alxuit the law of righteousness as a sun and cen-

tre all things revolve. To formulate the why and
wherefiire " human efibrt woulil be bafHeil—to define

is to confine and ofttimes leads to absurdity."

Tho.se know best who <lo best. " He that doetb

truth conieth to the light." (.lohn iii: 21.)

Ru^kin makes it blasphemy as well as fatuity to

expect know ledge of the Father's word in other way
than the plainly ordered way: "If any man will do,

he shall know.

The first—throughout the whole—and the last of

pcriplnre teaching touches the lines of practical life,

the life of individual action, and it is given in letters

so large and so plainly set that he that runs may
read and understand.

It pleads for activity, for it says: "The hand of

the diligent maketh rich."

It advocates good husbandry, saying: "He that

tilleth his land shall have plenty of bread."

It favors cultivation of mind in that "He that

walketh with the wise shall be wise." "The thoughts

of the diligent tend only to plenteousness."

It places doing above penance, proclaiming: " To
do justice and judgment is more acceptable than

sacrifice.

It tells what to do to secure life and happiness:

"The labor of the righteous tendcth to life." "He
that keepeth the law happy is he."

Should we fail lo flnil convincing force in woril.«,

little teacher.s, ever active, are appointed lo give us

great lessons in industry, providrnce, and mastery.

" The spider takelh hold with her hands." "The ant

teacheth the sluggard how to act." " Though weak

as a body, yet they prepare their food in the summer."

"The kingless lo>-iists go together in bands."

The pearls of Eastern faith shine out brightly in

glittering words for those vvlin rightly do :

" Love me and keep my laws."

" Of your number choose ye two

To go among mankinil, and do

Justice and Right, teaching them these."

" We are believtrs in the book which saith

Fulfil your covenants, if ye covenant

;

For God is witness! Break no word with men
Which God hath beard; and surely he hears all."

" Fear ye God,

For He knows whatsoever deeds ye do..

Be not as those who have forgotten Him,

For they are those who have forgot themselves."

" Saith the Perspicuous Book : Tied on the neck of a man

Haugeth the scroll of his fate, uot a line to begaiusaid or

grudged
;

When the trumpet of Isiafil thunders, the angels will show

it and say
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Bead there what thine own deeds have written ; thyself by
by thyself shall be judged."

So it is placoil in our Scripture: " That every one
may receive the thinfjs clone in liis liody, according to

that he hath dons." (2 Cor. 5: 10.)

To no sinai; pnrposedid that master of the English
toni;ne say :

'' To thine own self be true ;" and do we
not also find he first reconled divine command to the
fir^t born of men to be upon the integrity of hi.s

doHL;?
Anent the thintrs which are accounted worship, in

so far as the individual is concerned, there is ample
evidence fiom the records of earlier and later experi-
eni'e that to be effcc live they must be of the nature of
willinir devotion froin self-conviction, rather than
from the repeated ceremonials of tradition.

Old Scripture says: "Lip service is not accepta-

ble," l>ut makes " rijilit words forcible," auil very plea-

sant when they come from the pure in lieart, whence
the individual voice should always speak; but the
new Sciiplure advi.ses to be doers of the word, since
" tlie kingdom of the Father is not in word, but in

power."

Scri[)tur:d teslinioiiy, clollied with authoritv and
covered with the seal of trnlh, is full and clear, giv-

ing many forms of e.xpressiou bearing upon this

point.

'• The bond of perfcctnes^ " which is called charity
is placed aliove all things; it is the initial gmund
and starliuL' point of all good Christian work ; "all

tl.inL's must be done with charity, and the end of the
commandment is charity."

Charity is declared by Paul to be a greater profe.s-

sion than speech of angel's tongues, surjias-ing the
gill of prophecy, the profe>sion of all knowledge and
the consummation of all faith.

Acts of kindness; doing "the charities that
soothe and heal and bless;" exercising goodwill
coniiMually

; having hi-hest regard for our brethren
;

tempering our critici-m wiili •' elegant expressions of
just judgments;" building character heavenward,
are not tlieacccpmpli.-hment of these things the crown
ot individual work ?

The arch of life springing from the living stones of
well doing on the one side, and of knowledge of re-

vealed law on the other, we will round up with the
full stones of faith and hope, of temperance and
brotlii-rly-kindiu'ss, fpf viriui- and godliness, and sur-

mount and emlirace the whole by the heaven-based
keystone of chanty, in uhiih we will deeply en-

grave these golden words—the divine law of indiviil-

ual action :

" 111 holiness and in purity live, and in a liiLdi en-

lighlencd love do ye unto others as ye would that

they slioiild do unto you." John II. Cooi'icu.

riiilailr/jiliid, Second month. 1887.

For Friends' IiitelligeiicLT and Journal.

LETTERS EliOM EUHUPE.—I. STUTTGART
TO MILAN.

AFTICU spending some weeks in Stuttgart, we took
the train on the 11th of First month soon after noon
and heatleJ south. The whole country was covered
withsnow, which I may here .say extended to Genoa.

At eight o'clock P. M. we arrived at Zurit-h and
were soon housed in one of the inany clean and com-
fortable hotels which contribute so nmch to the
tourist's pleasant recollections of Switzerland.

The next morning we resumed our journey and at

about one o'clock reached the tunnel which pierces

the Alps near the St. Gothard Pa.ss and which takes

this name. Far more than one hour, I should think,

we had been cruising in that vicinity through tun-

nels and around promontories, heading towards every
point of the compass, like some of those insects whicli,

before entering their holes, make a series of conlu-ed
gyrations in order to conceal their real destination.

We were, however, in fact, working up the mountain
to reach the level of the tunnel which, for the ob-

vious purpose of gaining the shortest po.ssible line, is

placed as far above the base of the mountain as the

trains could climb. Having attained this height,

the train darted into the tunnel and in eighteen

minutes emerged on the southern side of the Alps.

De.scen<ling, my attention, afier a short time, was
drawn to the circumstances which I had failed to

perceive during the ascent; and I noticed one spot

which we passed three times at various elevations.

A map of the road in the vicinity of the tunnel must,

I fancy, look like a tangled skein of thread or the

Honrish with which in my school days boys were ac-

customed to ornament their signatures. As evening

drew on we reached the lakes; had a view of Lake
Maggiore and a beaulifiil run along Lake Lugano.

It was dark when we entered Milan, ami almost

as soon as light reappeared I stepped out in front of

the hotel to reconnoitre, and there not a hundred

yards away the pinnacles and dumeof the wonder I ul

calhedral^that "dream in stone"—showed over

the intervening houses. Of course we hastened

breakfast and made our way to the building. Mrs.

Stowe's description ol it, in her " Agnes of Sorrento,"

is not at all overcbaiged ; in fad no adjectives in

the English language appropriate to architectural

beauty could exaggerate its airy lighlueis and orn.ite

tracery. Every stone almost is wrought like the

sugar-work of a bride's cake. Statues clu-iter around

the windows and swarm uherevera buttress att'ords

" coign of vantage," and one stands guard on the

extreme summit of every pinnacle that lowers above

the rest, looking as if it had jtkst aliglited there

from above. Of these pinnacles the guide-hook says

there are uinety-eijht ; if I remember rightly, iMrs.

Slowe speaks of a thousand—jierhaps as an indetinite

synonym (or many. 1 think, too, she speaks of the

statues as " myriad," w hereas the guiile-book states

them at two thousand. She certaiidy does represent

the Milanese of the period of her story, about 14'J8,

as eating corn- bread ; wdiereas corn was introduced

into the Eastern Continent from North America,

which at that time had not been discovered. .Such

is my recollection, which 1 am not in a position to

verily.

When we entered the cathedral a crowd of priests

with their attendants were engaged in celebrating

High Mass; and while we and other sightseers made
the circuit of the building, they went throiudi their

elaborate ceremonies accompanied by the music of a
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nijigiiififent oriian ami tlie'trained voices of two per-

formers. If it were possible by imy irtipressioii upon
the senses to elevate tlie spiritual iialure, certainly

the ritual of the Roman Catholic Chnrch woulil elfecl

that object. There is not, perhaps, much to affect the

imaijination in (he proceedinjjs before the high altar,

alihou^h the richnes.sof the vestments and the clouds

of incense revive the ussocialions which exist in tlie

mind of every :-eader of the Old Testament, and the

attitudinizing of the celebrants has really a aood deal

of solemnity. I do not think it woiiM strike anyone
as in the least ridiculous, whatever el.-e he might

think of it ; hut in reg.inl to the musiit there can be

but one opinion. It is, of course, the production of

the best of all conip >sers, and when rendered by a

good instrument an. 1 line voicesin the auditorium for

which it was intended, it is all that the imaginaiion

of man could coni'eive of what sacred music should

be. The eflect is greally due to the heijiht of the roof

anil to the arches and pillars which break up the con-

taining surfaces into parts too small aiul to nmuerMus
to produce distinct reverberations and which prolong

the notes and produce the same effect as if tliey died

away in the far di.stance—as indeed they do in being

thrown from one to another of the thousand reflect-

ing surfaces.

In our sightseeing expeditions we have several

times come in upon performances of this kind, and
never without experiencing their power. The sonor-

ous Litin tongue in which the woids are sung, the

slovv movement of the music which seems to roll and
mount and die away in the heavens, the grand basso

or baritone that carriesthe air, and the clear tenor, or

perhaps contralto, that seems to steal in upon the

heavier tones like a ray of light breaking tlirough a
cloud—-such is the best description my poor words uan

give of the music I have heard i.ttlie great churches

on ordinary occasions, and whiidi has held all my
senses suspended except alone the fear that the spell

would cease. I am not at all musical, nor are any of

my party especially so, and I think it the more re-

markable that in this, as in other things, that w onder-

fnlly worldly-wise Chundi has been able to address it-

self with such art to the comparatively untutored

senses of the average man. The best music of the

kind I have heard was in the Dominican Clmi-ch of

St. Paul (I think), at Antwerp, which 1 aftt-ruards

learned was celeUrated. I .nay a.ld that 1 have not

been at all so impressed on great occasions when the

vocalists have been numerous and the ori;an assisleil

by other instruments. What I am speaking of is the

music of the ordinary mas.ses, given by an organ and
two or at most three voices.

Well, at Milan on the occasion referre.l to and at

other places, we have .seen the ecclesiastics working
away at their vocation with a zeal that can hardly he
simulated, but impresses one with the belief that

they really think they are performing an important
office. I have drawn near and lookeil into their

faces and scanned them when they passed but a few
feet from me. Many were old men, with fine, clear-

cut features and very serious expression ; and, if there

be truth in physiojinomy, the solemnity manifested

in their countenances was not all iissumed. I (jueried

with myself, Why do these old men do this? or if

tliey do it to earn their bread, as is possible, what do
they think of it? Can they, year after year, be

consciously acting a lie? Would not such baseness

at length tell upon their faces? And if they do (and

I have other grounds for the opinion than those I

have iiidicale.l), if they do think tliey are doing a

good thing, what is (hat thing? Do tliey think llie

Almighty liuler of the Universe is pleased to hear

their music and smell their inceufe and witness their

trained evolutions? Anil if they do so, how .lifl'erent

must be I heir ideas of the nature of that Deity from

those enlerlained of him by the pro|)liels of oM, by

the founder of the religion we all profess, and by the

saints of their own cluiroh ! If, on the other hand,

they go through these services to impress and there-

by educate the peo|.le, why continue them every day

before au.liences which hardly exceed in number
the performers themselves?

I am not going to ask why all this waste. Nor
do I mean it. But what 1 ask is does this display in

the lea-^t make men better —-better (titizens, hus-

bands, fathers? Dies it tend to induce them to

cease to do evil and learn to do well? The improve-

ment of the moral condition of the people, like that

of their physical by hygiene or medicine, I think to

be an experimental science; and, if it be proven that

people are the belter for the outward agencies n.-ed

by the Roman Church, by all means let that clinrch

conlinue to u.-e those agencies and let ot her chnrches

a.lopt them. But look and examine and determine

whether the population nio.st subjected to tliise in-

fluences are ihe best people. Here in Italy not only

have the people gorgeous ceremonies and line music

accompanied on grand occasions even by the filing of

cannon at proper stages of the rites going on in Ihe

church, but the churches themselves are fille.l with

objects intended and calculated by the church au-

thorities to excite in the minds of the beholders

those feelings w hicli all religious teachers agree to be
consonant with the wishes of Christ—reverence for

the Supreme Being, faith in Him, and a hearty desire

to ilo his H ill. Here are churches whose every avail-

able space is filled wilh some masterpiece of art,

paintings representing the agonies of the Cios", or

the tortures of the martyrs, or the ecstasies of en-

raptured saints. Statues of the most lovely forms,

male ami female, carvingsin marble, flowers carved in

porphyry—ea.-b worth great sums of money—and
thousands of tbiniis f.ir which I know no name and

on which only a jeweller could set a price, or which,

as the custodian lol.l me, are simply inestimable. Is

there any reason lo believe that they have advanced
the spiritual condiliim of the Nea))ohtan people a

step in that direction whicli we will all agree to be

the ritrht one ?

While the solemn ceremony was going on in the

cathedral before sixty-three auditors* (I counted

them), Ihe great plaza outside was filled with people,

some trafficking, but more idly sauntering about.

Human institutions are not logical, I know, and
there are many anomalies to be observed in Europe

;

hut thus far I have seen nolhin<_' w hich seems to be

so utterly disproportioned to the efiect produced as
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llie pulilic worship of tlie Roman Catholic Church.
No one, perliiips, wlio liail not passed yoars in lliis

country coulil form a relial)le opinion as to the worth
of tlie ilcr^'V as correctors of morals; nor, pel haps,
conlil any one njt familiar at once with theinoral
condition of Naples and New York he competent to

compare the workinL'S of tlie measures taken hy
Prote.-taiit and hy Catholic countries for the suppres-

sion of vice; hut certain it is that if vice he no
stronaer here than in America, it walks more juih-

licly ahroail ...id seeks its prey with a boldness un-

unknown in Protestant lands.

,
' . JoPN D. Mcl'llICKSON.

SCRIPTUKE LESSON. NO. 15.

Fourth Month 10th, 1S87.

JOSEPH EX.\LTED.
topic: fidiclity.

Golden Text :-' Commit thy wa.v unto the Lord, trust also in

him, and he shall bring it lo pass."—Ps 37 : 5.

Head Gen 41 : 3S-J8, Kevised Version.

TiMi^.—B. C. 1711). Thirteen years afler Joseph's

brothers sold him to the Medianites.

Place.—Heliopolis, the nicist ancient capital of E^'vpt.

The city was also I'idled (_)n. E^'V pt H as at this time

the most ciiltined :ind the most finiiiisliin- kiiiizdom

the world ha.i ever known. It is believed tliat the

Pharaoh wbotlien reigned was the last of Ihe llykos,

or Shepherd Killers.

THIRTEEN years intervened between the last and
the present le.sson. Joseph, who had been .sold toa
captain of Pharaoh's j.Miard, was entitled to greater

privileges as a purchased .-lave than if he had been
taken captive in war. The traits of character he had
nianil'ested in his youth, ami his contiilence and trust

in God, developed uniler the severe ordeal through

which he had passed into a strong, pure, self-reliant,

honorable manhooil. His wise and thonghtfiil de-

meanor gave evidence that the '"spirit of (jod " was
the controlling influence of his life. ICacli year he
gained in the esteem and coiiHdence of his master,

wdio so trusted him that all he posse.ssed was placed

under his charge. "After ten years of loyal service,

Joseph was unjustly chargeil with a great crime, and
thrown into the prison wheie the king's prisoners

were lioiind.

Here be manifested the same reverence for truth

anil purity that had marked bis previous career.

The keeper of the prison soon saw that he was a man
to be trusted, and placed him over the prisoners,

probably to oversee the manual labor assigned them.
For three years be gave himself to the care of bis

fellow-pri.soners, and to the mitigation of their mis-

eries. He entered into their sorrows and lisuned to

the details of their misfortunes, giving siu h comfort

and hope as his wonderful genius and insight into

the deep things of the spirit enabled him to oli'er.

He manifested an unwavering trust in the protecting

care of the God of his fathers, and his life was regu-

lated hy the loftiest principles of justice and human-
ity. The exam|)le of Joseph has shone as a lieacon

light to all succeeding generations. The Christian

Church to-day offers no bisiber model to its young
men, save the Master himself.

Thou sliull be over my hoiise. i)ver the king's
palace, including all the officers and ministers of the
kingdom.—plaied next in ilignity lo the king.

J'liaroak look off his ring. This was doiihlless the
princijial ciiciimstance in Ihe investing of Joseph
with the offiie of chief minister. The ring was the
signet or seal-ring with which nil docuineiits iinist be
signed orinipiessed to give them anthoiity, and the
delivery of it to Joseph was an evidence of the un-
limited confidence which the king felt towards him.
These rin^s were not always worn on the finger; the
seal was often set in a bracelet and worn on the arm

;

sometimes it formed the central jewel of a chain worn
about the neck ; hut in any case it bore the mime and
title of thesovereign. Per,sons of authority holding
other positions in the kingdom, as web as persons of

wealth or distinction, signed all important documents
in the same way.

To give a man his seal was for the person so

giving to invest him with the authority or power
that belonged to biiiiself.

Large collections of seals, signet rings, and brace-

lets are to he fiMiiid in many of the niuseuiiis of our

own and other countries. The Metropolitan iMusPum
of Central Park, New York, is well worth a visit to

this department, which now includes among its rare

trea.sures objects of great historic interest brought
home by the late Wolfe expedition sent out from
this country by private enterprise to explore the

ruins of A-syria. An hour so Spent is worth more to

the student interested in such matters than a whole
volume of text and illustration, though the laller is

nece.ssary to fix in the mind dales, and the ciicuiu-

stances to which they relate.

TIte Gold_Cliain was worn hy the judge and the

prime minister in E'jypt also in Persia an I Baliy-

lonia (Dan. 5: 7). Necklaces have been found among
the tombs of Egypt, of such exijuisile workmanship,
that they serve as designs for the chief jewelers of

the present day. Tlif Jinn llnm which formed the

vesture of .Joseph, was a fabric worn only by persons

of the highest distinction. It is said that nothing to

equal it is now made. The linen of Lidi.i is the fin-

est that is known, but does not at all compare in

delicacy of thread and glossiness with tlie tine linen

of ancient Egypt.

THIS LESSON te.\cues:

1st. That the trials and experiences of youth, if

bravely and faithfully borne, are the means, with the

Divine blessing, of strengthening and developing the

best qualities of mind and heart.

2d. That the lo^-e of the good, which leads to the

love of God, the .\.ll-(iood, must he to the biiinan life

what the warp is to the woof in the web of the

arti-san, if that life fultil the Divine purpose.

Srd. That no adver.ss circumstances, however

hard to be endured, need discouraire the young.

Faithfulness in little things is a pre|)aration for

things that are greater. Matt. 2.5 : 2.'!.

With malice toward none, with charity for all,

with firmness in the right,—as God gives us to see

the right.^let us strive on to finish the work we are

in.

—

Abraham Lincoln.
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THE TREATMENT OF INDIFFERENT
MEMBERS.

IN every monthly meetiii'L', no doubt, tlie question

ari.ses at times, wlioare ' members" anil who are not?

Under our birthright .'ystem names come upon the

roll and remain there indefinitely, of persons who
show themselves neglectful of, if not entirely indiffer-

ent to, their duties as members. They form several

classes; someattend meeting seldom, and irregularly
;

some do not attend meeting at all; some, though not

attending meeting, respond to the assessments of tlie

meeting and pay their quotas; while there are still

others who remain absent and neglect to pay, or even

refuse to do so.

A serious consideration of cases like the^e has sug-

gested at different times tlie propriety of some defi-

nite action by monthly meetings looking to there-

vision of the lists, and to the omis.sson of the names
of those who do not value their membership enough

to take the part in the Society which its discipline

ask.s. It has been thought by many that the Society

would be f-tronger if, wliile having a less number of

nominal members, it were made up entirely of those

who are actively imeresled in its work, and dis-

tinctly regarilful of its order. A smaller but more
earnest and useful body, they think, would be the

result.

However this may be, it w ill be agreed, no doubt,

that the duty of monthly meetings is plain enough
in many cases. Those who are not only neglectful

of meetings, and otherwise indifferent to their mem-
ber.ship, but also discreditable to Friemls in their

moral walk, of course require disciplinary labor, and
must render amendment or incurdisownment. Those

who signify that they have no interest in the Society,

declining to pay their assessments, and iiitimaliiig

surprise that their names are retained, should be ad-

dressed in Christian kiiuhuss, and invited to defin-

itely record their decision with the meeting whether

they wish to remain in niember.-hip, or not. Most of

these are doubtless birthright membeis, and it may
be supposed that if addressed in the proper way they

would snfiiciently respect the faith of their parents,

and their own early association with Friends, to give

the subject a courteous if not earnest attention, and

to deliver such a serisus reply as the meeting could

accept as acquitting it of further responsibility in the

case. As to the further cla.'^s of tho.se who acknowl-
edge their membership, but do not discharge its

duties ;-who do not attend the meetings, though they

may pay their quotas, when called upon ; it is a ques-

tion more weightily to be considered. Patience here
is obviously belter than haste, and it may be that the

general policy of our Society, for many years past,

though it has .seemed to be wanting in a strict re-

gard to the Discipline, has been conservative of the

Society's strength, and has tended to enlarge its use-

ful influence. This may have been a case where the

enforcement of the letter would have been to some
degree the quenching of the spirit. And it will be
agreed by all that monthly meetings, with regard to

such cases, should proceed most tenderly and con-

siderately. That renewal of life, and in(-rease of
warmth which we all so much desire must come from
the gathering in of all the embers that can be kindled
into a true flame.

The lecture by Prof. Appleton, of Swarlhmore,
under the auspices of Friends' Library Association

upon "Travels in Greece," on the evening of the 21st

inst., was well attended. His brief digression to en-

courage the study of thebeauliful language of Homer,
Herodotus, and Xeiiiiphon, of Thucydides and ,Escliy-

lus, was must appropriate, and this 'is well as the

entire lecture, was heard with great interest. Tliis

was the beginning of a series of three to be given for

the benefit of the Library, and it is hoped that-

a

course so w^ell inaugurated will be so well appreciated

as to contribute largely toward the extension and in-

creased usefulne.ss of tlie e.Kcellent library. It is an-

ticipated that there will be a large attendance to hear

of Prof. Heilprin's " KamLiles in Florida," on the 6th

proximo. *

In a piiragraph on the J2ili, releiringto the Sum-
mer School at Martha's Vineyard, we spoke of Hen-
ry R. Rus-eil having charge of the depaitiiient of

Physics and Moral Training ; it should have been

Manual Traininir.

MAKE thy lite lultcr than tliy wuik. Too oft,

Our artists S|ieiui tlieir skill in louiiding soft,

Fair curves upon thoir statuis, wliile the rough
Aiiit raggeil edges ol' the uuhewii siiiiT

In their own nature startle anil offend

The eye of critic anil the heart of friend.

If in the too hrief day thou iiiust neglect

The labor of thy life, let them deteet

Flaws ill thy work, while their most searcliing gaze
Can fall on notliing which they may not jiraise

In thy well-eliiseled character. The man
Should not be shadowed by the artisan.

— Ella Whekleu Wii.cox,

I dimly guess from blessings known
Of greater out of sight.-"Wuittier.
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MARRIAGES.
POUND—GRIFFEN.—Ou Fourth day, Third month

23d, at the residence of the bride's parents, PlaiufieUl, N.

J., under the careof Eahway and Plainfiekl Monthly Meet-

ing, R ibiusoa Pound to Mary J., daughter of Dr. John F.

Griffen.

SEAL-WILSON.—On Third day, Third month 15th,

1887, under the care of the Monthly Meeting of Friends (.f

Philadelphia, Thomas H. Seal, son nf William and Jane H
Seal, and Fannie A., daughter of Elizabeth A. and the late

Joseph Franklin Wilson, all of Philadelphia.

[Note. The date of the above marriage, by a typogra-

phic error, was wrongly given last week.—Eus.]

DEATHS.
GASKILL.—In Camden, N. J., Third month I'Jth,

Josiah GaskiU, in his Totii year; a member of Newton Pre-

parative and Haddonfield Monthly Meeting, N. J.

LOCKWOOD.—At the residence of her grand-parents,

Wm. B. and Susan F. Coffin, Bliss, Wheeler Co., Neb., Third

month 12th, of typhoid ]ineumonia, Eena A., daughter of

Ellas R. and Lucia Lockwooil, aged 2 years and 7 months.

MORGAN.— J'liird mouth '21st, Ann C, wife of Ben-

jamin Morgan, iu her 78th year; au Elder of Horsham
Montlily Meeting, Pa.

PANCOASr.— In Philadelphia, Third month Slid, Samuel

8. Pancoast, aged 80 years.

Mattie E. Lewis,

who died First month 13th, 1667.

" Blessed are the pure iu heart, for they shall see God."

Need wo hesitate to apply this beatitude to the sister

who in the prime of her life and the zenith of her useful-

ness has been called from earth to reward?

Seltishness and vanity were alike foreign to her nature.

It was apparently the too f.iithl'ul discharge of her various

duti.s that overtaxed her strength and left iier to fall a

prey to that fell disease that knows but one termination.

It so happened that her life was not passed in one iocnl-

ity, and we know that wherever she went she gathered

warm and loving friends around her.

Doubtless for a long time after the commencement of

!ier illness the desire was strong within her that she might
be ristored to health and usefulness, hut before the end

came that feeling had passed away. In the last stages of

her disease, when the spirit clung tenaciously to its wasted

tenement, she gave ample evidence that she was only wait-

ing for the call of her Heavenly Father, and that she could

iu all sincerity say, "Not my will, but lliiiie O Lord, be

done."

By her consistent life she exemplified and honored the

testimmiies of the Society she loveil.

She worked while it was yet day. She bore with patient

fortitude au ordeal of suffering of which we can have little

conception.

Can any of us doubt but that she will reap her exceed-

ing great reward, and that her gentle spirit has attained to

that coiKlilioii in which " the wicked cease from troubling

and the weary are at rest." .
*

" GOD sends bis teachers into every age.

To every clime, and every race of men,
With revelations fitted to their growth.

And shape of mind ; nor gives the realm of truth

Unto the selfish rule of one sole race :

Therelbre, each form of worship that hath swayed
The life of man, and given it to grasp

The master-key of knowledge, lieverence,

Eufolds some germs of goodness and of right."

EDUCATIONAL.
WHAT CONffJITUTES A SUITABl E PREPARATION

FOR A COURSE OF STUDY IN SCIENCEP

THE making of the scholar may he diviiled into two

stage.s, ong in which profound investigations are car-

ried on in a lew special suhjeuts, and opportunity is

ofl'ered for professional study; fie other in which
tlieohjeotis not special work, but the culture and de-

velopment of the faculties and the accpiisition of the

knowledge, the skill, and the habits which are essen-

tial to success in special work and also desirable as a

preparation for any iiur.snit in life.

The stage I have mentioned last, which is a neces-

sary preparation for the other, belongs in the col-

leges and the lower schools ; special work and pro-

fe.ssion il study belong in tlie universities. It is uu-

fortunate that so miiidi confusion exists in regard to

the meaning of the terms College and University.

Many institutions of inferior grade have adopted the

more imposing title, while others that are doing real

university work retain the humbler nauje of college.

Following the example of the English sc-hools after

whicli they wereoriginally moilelled, ourcollegeseven

when they are in a |)osilion to confine their alteiiliou

to university work, also admit one or two classes to

which they give college training. They have not

ceased to be colleges nor have they yet become univer-

sities; the term " liobliledehoy " which James Rus-

sell Lowell joco.sely applied to Harvard might be

applied to tlieui with scarcely an exception.

Because such universities as we have give also

college courses we are apt to forget that the univer-

sity is something above the college and more than

the college. The cause of higher education is not

advanced wdien small and imperfectly endowed col-

leges lay out university courses for a few students,

instead of confining their energies to the w'ork of

college training, for which they are often even better

qualified than the universities them.selv<'S. We need

oidy a few tin iversi lies, but we can scaicely have loo

many colleges; for, while the nuniber who will do

university work is limited, it would be better if all-

could liave a college education.

It is in Germany that the sharpest and the best

distinction is ma le between the universities and the

lower schools ; and from Germany, vvhereso many of

our college teachers have studied, inthiences have

come which are profoundly nuxlifs ing the develop-

ment of our higher institutions of learning; so that

one need not be a pro|)liet to perceive that the Amer-
ican universities, when fully grown, will resemble

those of Germany and will be in characier ami pur-

pose quite dislinct from the colleges.

If, then, we would see cleaily to what we are

tending, it will not be amiss to glance for a moinent

at the German universities and schools.

The purjiose of the univeisity in Germany is to

afl'ord the student an opportunity to pursue ex-

tended courses in any .subjects he may desire, and

to conduct him into the path of original research.

Each student selects a jirincipal subject to which he

Head at the liduciilional C'onfeienee. Mlh and Hace streets,

rhiladeli bja, 'Jhiid n.omh 6lb, Ibb?, by Piol Samuel S. Gieen, of

f*\\uilLn.oie tcllej^e.
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devotes the greater part of his time, anil two secon<i

ary suhjects usually closely allied to the first. Thus
in si-ieiice one uiitilit tal<e Chemistry for his princi-

pal suhject and Physics and Mineniloiry as second-

ary; another niijilit take Physics, with Miueralofiy

and Chemistry,while a third mijilit take IMirieralogy,

with (;hendstry, and Gecilotiy perha|)s. The list of

sul)jccts oH'ere<l is of jrreat hntith, and there are usu-

ally several courses of lectures in each suhject. The
universities offer courses also in law, medicine, and
theoloiry. Attendance at lectures is voluntary, and
no examinations are helil until the final one for the

Doctor's degree. Before he is aduiittcil to this exami-

nation the f-tiuient must present a thesis embracintr

the results of original research in his principal sub-

ject, and ^ive evidence that he has resided the pre-

scribed three years at one or more of the universi-

ties. Sludents move about from one university town
to another, spending a year or a semester in a place,

and often present tlieuiselves for exaunnation at a

university where they have not sludied at all. The
degrees uf Master of Arts and Doctor of Philnsopliy

are conferred alike upon all, whether their work has

been in languages or in si-ience.

In order to <lo university work to advantage the

student must have aiquired already a liberal educa-

tion, and Ibis it i* the province of the Gymnasium and
the Kculschule to furnish. In these instiiutions the

object is to give a broad and aenerous cullure, not

only for the few who are preparing for special work
at the university, but also for the far larger nmnber
who are to engage in other pursuits. Here the elec-

tive system has no ])lace ; all are kept rigidly to the

prescrilied line of work. The pupil of the gymnasium
must learn something about ever\ thing; at the uni-

versity he will learn everything about soujething.

These schools differ from our colleges in one import-

ant respect. They receive their pupils at the age of

nine or ten and keep them under their conlrul till

they are nineteen or twenty. There is a good deal

to be .said in favor of this jdan.

Wilde some of our colleges promise to develop
into true universities, the greater number must con-

tinue to perform tlie no less important funclinns of

the German gymnasia; and they should be willing to

occupy this place in agrand systeui of schools ending
in the highest universities of the world. 'I'lie real

function of the college is conci.sely expressed in the

annual catalogue of our own institution; it should
" furni^-h a sufKcient preparation in cliis>ii:s, science

and general culture for the ordinary avocations of

life, for the study of the learned professions, or for

the pur.-uit of special conr.ses in the higher univer-

sitie.. at home or abroad."

The Johns Hopkins University, in Baltimore,

with students crowding to it every year in increasing

nundjers, bearing diplomas from colleges in every

State of the Union and all admitted on this evidence

of attainment and culture as they would be at a Ger-

man university has done much to emphasize in this

country the relation that ought to exist between the

colleire and the real university.

Having thus called attention to the character and
purpose of university work as distinct from college

work, I wish to lay befire my fellow teachers what

in my opinion woidd constitute a suiricieut prepara-

tion for university work in science, and at the same
time afford a liberal education to those whose school-

life must end with their college course. I wish al.so,

in tliecaseof our own colleyeainl system of si ln>ols,to

state what part of tlie work it seems to me should be

done in the schools and what part at Swarlhiiiore.

Having fnunded the college at great expense, it is

not economi<'al for Friends to duplicate in the schools

the work the college can do in a better manner ; nor

is it desirable that the college should spcn<l iis re-

sources in doing what can be done quite as well in

the schools.

A college course of study .should be completed as

the gymnasium course is in Germany, by tlie time the

student is twenty, so that after spending ilnee addi-

tional years in profe-sional study he may not find the

" practical " youth who iloes not go to college too far

in advance of him. It is true the college-bred man
has a great advantage over hii untrained competitor

in all the learned professions, but it happens too

often that the hare who has recruited his strength at

college till he is twenty-four finds the tortoise so far

on the road that it is ilitflcult to overtake him. If we

accomplish by the time ourstudent is twenty a course

of study adequate to the purpose we have in view, ob-

viously there is not time to duplicate our work and

but little time to spare for non essentials.

It is desirable thatthecourse of study shouhl ten(I

in the direction of the work the student is to do. It

is a wasteoftiine and energy on the part of the teach-

er as well as the child to have hiin study wdiat will

be useless to him, provided traininu: and di.-ci|iliue

can be got equally well from studying things aliso-

lulely es-ential for him to know. S.iys George S.in 1

•"

" It would be counted absurd to ask the mason to learn

the tra<le of the painter or to command the firmer to

master the craft of the iron-founder, as an esseniial step

preparatory to the iiianagernent of his i-rops. .-Vtid yet

the same thing, this .same accjuiring of the valueless

and the unnecessary, is constantly going on wherever

mental training is essayed."

I believe science teachers have less to answer for

in this respect than the teachers of languaires, for I

am not aware that they have everclaimed that six or

eight years of laboratory work affords a suitable piep-

aration for linguistic study, while on the other hand

the strange claim has been made that as many years

devoted to Latin and Greek constitute the best prep-

aration for universitv work in science. We mu-t ad-

mit, if our student is to become a naturalist, that a

slight knowledge of those languages will be of assist-

ance to him in the matter of nomenclature; but the

amount he requires can be got in a few years in the

preparatory schools, and has nothing to do with the

[iroposilion that a student should complete a course

in arts before beginning his work in science.

This claim has been so often made, especially in

Germany, that no one in discussing this question

would be justified in ignoring it. In this country it

has found some favor in consequem-e of the natural

reaction against the spirit that would foolisldy con-

demn the btudv of those languages as something in
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itself iiseles-i. Because we are willinjjto ilispense with

the study of classical antiquity as a preparation fur

science study, we need not decry the pursuit of it by

those whose taste and inclination lie in that direction.

There is no kind of learning that will not, if pursued

in the ri^ht way, afford suitalile intellectual nourisii-

ment for some minds, while it is equally true that no

subject, however well taught, will satisfy the intellec-

tual hiHifjer of all alike. The Ensilish schools have

demonstrated that a splendid intelleclual develop-

ment may result in some cases from the study of Latin,

Greek, and malheiuatics, whileour National Academy
at West Point hfis shown that mathematics, mechan-
ics, and engin'eurinj; are equally well adapted to de-

veliip another cla.ss x;f minds.

There is no room for discussion as to the relative

meriisol literary and scietititic training: as a means
of intellectual culture. It depends, of cour-e, on the

teacher, but more largely on the mental peculiai ities

of the pupil. Because he doris poorly in one line of

work, we cannot say he would nut excel in some
other. Who of us would not be proud of such a

clnld as Margery Fleming even it it was ini|iossilile

for her to learn arithmetic? Heinrich Heine, the

most biilliant man that ever spoke the (ierinan lan-

guage, concluded in tlie tribulation of his classical

training that •' the monks of the Middle Ai;es were
not so fir wrong in the belief that Greek was an
invention of the Devil."

Liinguage study must ever hold a place in the
universities, the colleges, an'l the school-i, no less

prominent than that occupied by science. The
World will always need men and women trained lu

appreciute the beiiuliful in literature and art, willi

the power of deepthinkini; and appropriate eX[)ies-

sion which comes from long and inlimaie association

with the great mimlsuf the past, as it will need keen
observers of nalure, with hands trained in delicate

manipulation and minds aeciistome 1 to the inductive

method of reasoning by which correct conclusions
are drawn from the results of observation.

It is the making of the man of science we are dis-

cussing today, and we must renumber that literary

work does nothing towarils the development ol tho-e
faculties it is imperative we should develop. In-

deed, so eminent an authority as Professor Cooke, of
Harvard, declares that "long experience has shown
that it tenils rather to blunt them."

I am aware the mind is capable of development
in many directions, and I will admit that the moie
of our faculties we can develop the more trulv

liberal is our e<lucalion. But it is rare that we find a
mind that is capable of f7ua^ development in widely
dilfereiit direction. The most of us must neces-
sarily be more or le.ss one-sided. We cannot hope to

give a scientific bias to oursludent's mind by making
literary work predominate in his course any more
than we could hope to give him a fondness for letters

by making .science his princi|)al study.
There is surely enough of language study intimate-

ly connected with scientific pursuits, and valuable, if

not essential, to the man of science, toatt'ord sutiicient

training in that direction, wiihont spending his time,

for that purpose only, on tongues that for want of use

he must soon forget, and which beyond the mere ele-

ments would be to him of no p-aclieal value if re-

membered. The very circumstances that maile Lai in

a necessary prep.iration for university work 300 years

a.'O, when text books were wriiteu in that lan^u i^e,

and when it was the mediiiin of coinin luic.ition be-

tween scholars in all binds, is the basisof our plea for

the study of modern languages at the present day.

Thatstudent is poorly equipped for universiiy work in

science who cannot read easily the journals in French

and German wdiich form now with those in English

the means of com iiiunicat ion between science workers

all over the world. On this point s^vs Presnlent El-

iot, of Harvard :
" In the reference iibiary of any mod-

ern laboratory, wdiether of chemistry, physics, phys-

iology, pathology, hoiany, or zoiJIogv, a larL'e iiropor-

tion of the books will be found to be in French anil

German. The workint; library of the |)hilologist,

areli;eiilogist, or historian teaches the same le.ssou.

Without a knowleilge of these two la,ns.'uai;es it is im-

possible to getat theexperienceof theworld upon any

moilBrn industrial, social, or financial question, or to

master any profe.ssion which depends upon ajiplica-

tions of modern science." This last statement is quite

true, because the bookslo w liicli President Eliot refers

and the journals I have mentioned are not as a rule of

sutficieut poimlar interest to warrant the exi)ense of

their translation into English. Now if the French and

German do not aflbnl us sutiicient training in lan-

guaire.and there should be time for more, let us learn

the Italian and the other languajies of modern Europe

—any or all of them in preference to languagesdeador

living in which no scientific papers are ever wriilen.

lOinrluKion. niexl lueik.']

THE LIBUART.
WE desire to call attention to a new edilion of the
" William Smith Dictionary of the Bible," revised

and editeil by F. N. and M. A. Peloubet, whose names
are associated with Scripture exposition in Sabbaih-

school work. It is an aliridgment of the .Sinilli large

4 volume edition, and follows the plan pursued in

his own conilensation of that work. It oilers a valu-

able book of reference to Bible stuilents and First-

day-school teacheri, -vho will find gathered up in its

payes information relating to the ' antiquilies, biog-

raphy, geography, n.itural history and literature of

the Bible, embracing the late researches and refer-

erences to the Keviseil Versi-ju of ihe New Testa-

ment." From the preface we learn that some abridg-

ments have been male ''of m itter not specially

helpful or interesting to teachers." " The results of

the latest research, especially in regard to the topog-

raphy of Palestine, are embodied in various articles."

The dates at which persons lived and events took

place have been inserted, " not," the compilers say,

" because absolute reliance can be placed cjii their ac-

curacy, but in oriler to show the relative positions of

each and hence to giveaclearer idea ofthe history and

progress of events." The dates accord with our com-

mon Bibles up to the time of David; after that a good

degree of ai'curacy is attainable, and M'Clintock and
Strong aref<illowed.

We have looked through and used this volume in
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First-dny-pcliool work and find itiill tliatit promises to

be. The ilhiatrnlions are clear and well defined ; they

iininlier 440, with 8 colored maps. The book i.s larire

llJmo.. anil has over 800 pafres. It will he a vahudile

acquisition toevery First ilay-school library in our So-

ciety. Porter Coales 900 Chestnut street, Pliila-

delphia, are the pnblisliers, an<1 the price of the book
brinjjfs it within easy reac'.i of aM our .school.^. It can

be ordcrcil throu>;li Friends' Hook Store, 1500 Race

street, riiiladeliihia, and we take the occasion to add

tliat any orders for books, large or small, can be filled

at the lowest rates, arran<:emenl8 havint: been nia<le

to that effect with publishers. First-<lay-sclioolsabout

maUin-raddilions to their libraries will find it to tlieir

advanlage to send the orders to the above addre.'-s.

Among the new books recently added to the

Friends' Library at 15th .\nd Race streets, Philadel-

phia, are ttie following:

Life of .-irminius Vambery, by himself; Farrar's

"St. Winifred, or the World of School," Farrar's

"Julian Homer, a Tale of College Life;" Catharine

Owens's "Ten Dollars Enough," James Russell Low-
ell's " Democracy, and Other Addresses," "' Early Let-

ters of Thomas Carlyle," Martha J. Coston's " A Sig-

nal Success," S. E. Herrick's "Some Heretics of Yes-

terday," Lathnjp's '• Behind Time," Geoige W. Try-

on's"' Manual of Coniholoay," Lucretia P. Hale's "La-it

of the Peterkins," -'Bible for Learners," three vol-

umes; R. P. Hallowell's '' Pioneer Quakers," Tliomas

O. Battey's " Life and Ailventures of a Quaker among
the ladi.ins,"E Imund Lae's " Dorothy Wordsworth,"

D. M. Mnlock's " About Money and Other Things,"

Putnam P. Bishop's " Ainerican Patriotism," " Narra-

tive of Sojourner Truth," Andersen's " Eminent Au-

thors of the lUth Century," R. Heber Newton's " Lec-

tures on Womanhood," C. D. Warner's '' Their Pd-

piimage," Monim.'-en's " Hi.--tory of the Piovinces of

Ecnie," Rolfe's Poems of Robert Browning, Lee Mer-

riwether's " How to See Europe at 50 cents a Day,"

Josiah Strong's " Onr Country's Po.ssilile Future," Dr.

Channing's Note Book. Charlotte Yonge's '' Pigeon

Pie, a Tale of Roundhead Times," Brook Adams's

"Emancipation of Masi-aclmsells," Sarah K. Bolton's

' 'Girls who Became Famous," Benjamin's" Persiaand

the Persians."

COMMUNICA TIONS.

THE JDHg M. GEORGE SCHOOL.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

THE editorial, and the article signed liy " Many Ab-
ington Friends," in last i^sne, i-egarding the new
George School, have doubtless attracted the interest

of nearly every reader. This liberal gift of a con-

cerned Friend should be viewed as one of the great-

est factors to revive prosperity in our Zion that has

presented itself for over half a century. Hence the

importance of a truly w'isc action and heaveidy di-

rected fulfilment of the trust. The right education

and early training of the youth of our Sticiely is the

well-spring of its future ns-elnlness and perpetuation.

Hence the neces-sily of having schools in \\hich

there shall be a concern for the use of the sm-iptural

language of thee and thou, as well as instruction in

all of the vital testimonies bequeathed to ns by those

worthies who sought to revive " primitive Christian-

ity."

The following .seems to me to be the most promis-

ing way of insuring the desired result. Let the

stockholders of Swarlhmore College meet between
this and the time of the approaching yearly meeting,

and fix a noniiiud sum at which they will sell their .

interest to 'the yearly meeting. Let this sum be

raised by general Md)scription among Friends. Many
doubtless will subscribe the amount of stock they

hold. Then, with Swarthmore in the bands of the

Yearly Meeting, a moderate sum, f-ay |50,(l00, of the

Geoige leaacy can be used to erect a preparatory

school on the college grounds, to be known as the

"John M.George School"; and the residue of the

letjacy to be used to endow both school and college,

thus reducing the cost of tuition and placing both in-

stitutions within the reach of the many.
If the foregoing can be carried out what will the

future of Swartlmioiebe? No other institution in the

world under the care ol Friends will compare with it,

and the sphere of its usefulness will be unmeasured.

It will be necessary for Abington and many other lo-

calities that are anxious to have the new school with-

in their limits to sink their own individual prospects

for the general good. Is this not better, however,

than to see a strong rival of Swarthmore arise, and,

with a large endowment to assi.stit, cause the widely

known Friends' college to totter and finally pass out

from under Friends' (ontrol? I hope every reader of

the IjNTELLiGEXCER AND JOURNAL will carefullv think

on this suhject. E. L. P.

J^liiladdphia, od month 26ih.

[We print the above communication from our

friend with the view that while it may be gratifying

to him it may also contribute to an intelligent com-

prehension of thedetadsin the problem. It does not

appear to us, however, that the suggestions made
would be practicable. The purpose of John M. George

cleaily seems to have been to establish a" boarding

school," and as he left a definiie bequest to Swarth-

more it must be assumed that he diil not intend to

leave any other or additional sum to that institution,

directly or indirectly. Even if Swarthmore were

taken under the care of the yearly meeting, as sug-

gested, we do not apprehend that the difBcuhy would

be removed.

We do not feel so great a concern as that which

our Correspondent intimates for the future of Sivarth-

more. The real problem concerning that institution

relates to the period iluring which it may lose its pre-

paratory classes before its college classes have become

sufticiently large to maintain the needed income. It

may reasonably be hoped that the establishment of

the new boardii-.g-sihool w-ill have the efi'e .t of ma-

terially increasing the number of students coming for-

ward to Swarthmore (or its collegiate course, and so of

compensating for the lo^sof the preparatory students.

—Eds. Intellioencki! and Jouunai, ]

js'eh;s of fmjends.
—"Circular meetings" are ai>pointed for to-mor-

row. Fourth monlli od, as follows: Frankfoid, Phila-
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delphia, and Providence, (near Media.) Both at 3 p.

m.

—In Salem Quarterly IMeeting appointments of

several circular raeetiniis have heen niaile, and com-
mittees named to attend them. The time and j)laces

are as follows

:

Pedricktown, Fourth month 3, 10, a. m.
Greenwich, " " 24, 10,a. m.
Pedricktovvn, Fifth " 1, 10, a. m.
Salem, " " 22, 10, a. m.
Alloway'sCreek,

"

" 22, 2.30, p. m.
Pedricktovvn, Sixth " 5, 10, a. m.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—The lecture by Edward Farquhar on Sixth-

day evening, the 25th inst , before the college and a
few invited guests, was upon "Norse Mythology ;

"

and allliDUih it was a subject not very well known to

mostof his liearers, he succee led in throwing around
it a <ltcided charm, and made it a theme of interest

to all.

—The usual Spring recess of one week will begin
on. Fourth-day of next week, the students who go
home leaving the day previous.

—It is understood that Professor S. S. Green, who
has .so long been connected with the College, ami who
now occupies the chair of Chemistry, proposes to ter-

minate his work at Swarthmore at the end of the
present college year. (He elsewhere offers his house
and ground for sale.)

WALT WHITMAN AND ELIAS HICKS.
IN the issue of the Cmtunj mag.tzine for Second
month, Walt Whitman, the poet, contributes an arti-

cle on " Father Taylor," the famous Boston preacdier

to sea-faring men. (He was born at Richmond, Va.,

1793, and died at Boston, 1871. His oratorical power
is res»arded as very remarkable.) In the course of
this paper, W. Whitman says:

" I should be at a loss to make any comparison
with other preachers or imblic speakers. When a
child I had heard Elias Hicks, and Father Taylor
(though so difi'erent in per.sfmal appearance, for Elias
was of tall and most shapely lurm, with black eyes
that blazed at times like meteors) always reminded
me of him. Both had the same inner, apparently in-

exliaustible fund of volcanic passion—the same ten-

derness, blende<l witli acurious remorseless firmues-i,

as of some surgeon operating on a beloved patient.
Hearing such men sends to the winds all tlie books,
and formulas, and polished speaking, and rules of
oratory."

We also finil, in a recent issue of Harper's Bazar,
the announcement that •' Walt Whitman is prepar-
ing a character study of Elias Hicks, the Quaker
evangelist, a frequent visitor at his father'.s old home.
It will be the Miost Considerable piece of prose the
old i>oet has recently dojie."

From the Allniuic .VIoiitlily.

ON THE BIG HORN.
[Ill the disastrous Ijatlle on the Big Horn River, in

which General Custer and Ills entire force were slain, the
chief Baiu-iutbe-Face was oue of the fiercest leaders of the

Indians. In Longfellow's poem on the massacre these
lines will be remembered :

" Revenge?" cried Rain-in-the-Face,
" Eeveuge upon all the race

Of the Wliife Chief with yellow hair !"

And tlie mountains dark and high
From their crags re-echoed the cry

Of his auger and despair.

He is now a man of peace ; and the agent at Standing
Rock, Dakota, writes Septeml)er 28, 188G : " Raiu-in-the-
Face is very anxious to go to Hamptou. I fear he is too
old, but he desires very much to go.'"J

The years are but half a score,

And the warvvhoop sounds no more
With tlie blast of bugles, where

Straiglit into a iflaugliter pen.

With his doomed tiiree iiundred men,
Rode the chief with the yellow hair.

Oh Hampton, down by the sea.'

What voice is beseeching thee

For the scholar's lowliest place?
Can this be the voice of him
Who fought on the B.g Horn's rim?
Can this be Eaiu-iu-the-Face?

« » S 3> « 5f i5 »

O chief of the Christ-like school

!

Can the zeal of thy heart grow cool

When the victor scarred with 6ght
Like a child for thy guidance craves,

And the faces of hunters and hi-aves

Are turning to thee for light?

The hatchet lies overgrown
With grass by the Yellowstone,

Wind River and Paw of Bear
;

And, in sign that foes are friends,

Each lodge like a peace-pipe sends

Its smoke in the quiet air.

The bands that have done the wrong
To right the wronged are strong.

And the voice of a nation saith :

" Enough of the war of swords,

Euougb of the lying words
Aud shame of a brokeu faith !"

The Ute and the wandering Crow
Shall know as the white men know.
And fare as the white men fare

;

Tlie pale and the red shall be brothers.

One's rights shall be as another's.

Home, .school and House of Prayer !

O mountains that climb to snow,
O river winding below.

Through meadows by war once trod,

O wild waste lands that await

The harvest exceeding great.

Break forth iuto praise of Uod !

John G. Wuittieb.

From St. Nicholas.

CO WSLH'S.
WHEN mists beside the river kneel,

Like still gray nuns at matins.

And catkins o'er the willows steal.

All dressed in silver.v salius.

Before the soldier-reeds unbind
Their swords to tilt against the wind,
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Before tlie prass begins to toss,

Its pretty fancies trilling,

Or l>nttcr(n|is liiid yillow floss

Eiiiiu^'li t(i make tluir frillinp,

Tlie (Mivvsliiis sit in golden crowita

Beneath dim April's frowning clouds.

Alone within the fields they bide;

No lover that way lingers
;

The alders by the brooklet's side

Keach down their long brown fingers;

One lonely robin, on the wing.

Is cilling plaintively for spring.

But still, as brave and glad are they

As any suninur beauty
;

They ask no rosy holiday;

They smile, for that's their dnty.

And all the meadow's gladness lies

Within their brave and shining eyes.

They promise days in one bright wreath

Of bloom and sunbeams airy
;

The sweetness of their fresh young breath

They give the showers to carry

To hniely homesteads, near and far.

Where hearts that long for spring time are.

As if 't were dew, the rain-drops wet

They take with cheery lightness.

None praise them ; but, with fair pride yet.

They wear their homely brightness.

For truest courage has its birth

lu an inward sense of worth.

Susan Hartley Swett.

WINTER TEA VEL IN DAKOTA ; A GRAPHIC
STORY.

[From a letter in the Indian newspaper, The Word

Carrier, by M. C. Collins, dated at Standing Rock Agency,

on the 22d of First month, we e.xlraet the following ac-

count of the perils of winter travel in the far Northwest.]

WE drove to an out station on the Cheyenne. My
brollier left ii.« here iinil went on nptowanLs the head

of the Cheyenne to " Touch the Clouds" village. We
were delayed here several days, the weather intense-

ly cold and snowy, and storming every evenin}^. We
slarteil on from here Mnm'ay inorning, and were

joined by a native helper and family. The snow in-

crea.sed an<l thecoUl was more intense. The country

e.\ireinely hilly ami our loud too heavy. Mr. Riggs

walked the grealer part of the time. Now and then

we would go down, down, deep into a drift until it

would seem there was no bottom. A litlleafter noon

as we ascended Fo.k Ridge the storm becaine a bliz-

zard. Though completely mapped in robes yet I

was oh, so cold ! One horse grew tired. Mr. R. sent

Wakanna with his team ahead to find a campand we
went on facing that fearfid storm. Wakanna drove

down into a ravine, dug away snow in a small circle

and made a fire. He came lack to the hill-top and

we found our team could go no further. Now the air

was filled with sharp flakes of snow like fine nee<ileR.

AVe abandoned the wag m and I started on foot, wa-

ding in snow fiora a fnot to three feet deep. This is

the first time I have ever really felt what a blizzard

on a prairie means. How welcome to me was the

sight of the camp fire though surrounded by a circle

of snow walls three feet high. Mr. Riggs brought the

team and then he and Wakanna had to walk back to

the wagon a half mile np the hill and carry the bed-

ding and provisions down. They ma<le two more
trips, and Mr. R. said he was almost lost in the last

trip. It was so dark and the wild storm continued to

increase. We liail the Indian tent pilchi'il and sup-

per ready by thetiine (hey mailethe last tripand we
all felt thankful for this shelter. Though only com-
mon sheeting, it was warm and clieerful compared to

the outside. Ne.xf morning we started on, but the

snow was .so deep and no road, so that day we only

made six miles. And it stormed so we went into a

ravine and camped. Here we again had to leave

both wagons on the hill though not faraway, but the

snow was drifted .so that Mr. R. and Wakanna had
hard work trampitig up and down. Mr. Riggs killed

a porcupine anil they enjoyed eating it, though I can-

not say I liked it very much. It was so "hideously

hoinelv." I saved the quills however. It stormed

all night and all the next day I did not stir outside.

The next day we stayed in camp. Thursday we left

the greater part of our load on the prairie and started

on hoping to reach an Indian village some twenty

miles away. We had to cross a flat prairie where the

snow hail drifted in, and the wind began to blow
again filling the air with the loose snow. The weath-

er was colder than it had been, perhaps fifteen de-

grees below zero. Mr. Riggs saw that it was a case

almost of life or death, and so loosing the ponies

from the buck board, he hooked on his big horses.

The Indiin woman, child, an<l I got into that. Wa-
kanna rode a pony ahead, and Mr. R. walked and
drove. We ahatidoned wagon and everything but a

little food and some bedding. No tongue or pen can

portray the emotions tinder such a trial. Mr. R.

walked or ran all that day, sometimes on top of the

snow, again siokitig half way to his waist. How he

ever endured it is a tnystery to me. The angels must
have kept him up hill and down, throu!;h drifts and
gulches, over vast expanses of (irairie with no hill to

break the winds, now and then stopping to tramp

a passage way through a drift with his feet or if too

deep with Wakanna's help to shovel out a road. So
workingand sufleriuL'. yet cheerful and courageous, he

toiled on and we reached the murrow before <lark and
found shelter in an Itnlian cabin. It was not very

warm, but it was better than the storm which still

continued outside.

Here Mr. R. and Wakanna built a sled and
waited here until the storm subsided and then with

an Indian with his sled they all reluineil on Mon lay

to the de.serteil wagon and camp for our goods By
this time provision was sliort. An Indian woman
gave us some flour ami Simkska killed a beef. We
were able to buy some prairie cliickens also, and on
Tuesday the teams returned with our su-)plies.

Storm again Wednesday and Thursday. Wegave up
all hope of readiing Grand Rii'er and Mr. R. was to

return home leaving us until the weallier should
moderate, but the storm preven ed his return, so on
Friday, leaving most of our load, and with the big

sled and hiring a small one, we started again. The
hills were the oidy places on which we couUl ad-
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vance, the flat being full of snow. The first (Uiy,

after a hard day'H work, we ina<le ahoiit fifteen niilew.

We drove down into a ravine and Mr. It. dti^'

down through three feet of liard snow to dear a pUue
for the tent. Walcanna cut the tent poles, hi.** v\ ife

gathered dry wood, and I—well I sat on a buffalo

robe by the fire and felt sorry for the busy workers,

but soon the tent was pitcheil an<l then my work of

preparing a regular thanksgiving su|)per of venison

stew, warmed over beans, hot cofl'ee and fried frozen

bread. Tlie tent, being hanked so high, was very

warm, so warm that I took cold—not being used to it.

Ne.xt day we. .trlivelled twenty miles, Mr. R. and \V.

walking or running all the way. I ean never forget

that day. I was well wrapped and it was not so \ t-ry

cold, but the great sea of snow, the white hills in the

distance lighted by the rising sun pre.sented the

grandest siglit in nature that my eyes ever beheld.

The effect was most marvelous, but the steady, un-
even tramp, tramp of the horses, the heavy dragging
sled and the rapid step of the driver as he struggled

through the drift, all convinced me that to them it

was. no poetical .scene. It was a hard rnality. To-
wards dark we reached the Grand River hills. After

dark, struggled through the trackles.s, uneven wa.'-te of

snow at the foot of the hills. The liorses both went
down, down, down almost out of sight in a hole only
large enough to receive them. They had to be loosed

and the i-led backed by the strong arms of the nu'n,

and as Mr. R. was driving the team amuiid one hor.^e

fell into another hole. In extricating him Mr. K (ell

himself and was dragged some twenty feet, but al'ier

all—tlirongh all, we reached our desired haven. We
came saTely and escaped one hard storm which came
on thai night and lasted all day Sabbath.

THE 1887 ERUPTION FROM MAUNA LOA.
RECENT advices from Honolulu, base<i upon the

observations of Rev. E. P. Baker and S. E. Bi-.'iop

and G. W. C. Jones, of Kaliuka, enable us to form
correct notions of the recent eruption from Mauna
Loa. The earliest phase of an eruption is that ol fire

in tlie central elevated caldera of Mokuaweoweo. In
this instance this was visible from all sides at 1) p. ni.

of January Kith, la.sting for two hours. At 2 a. m.
earthquakes (wmmenced, some of them quite violent.

Mr. Junes registered 383 shocks duriutrihe eiisiiiiig

si.xty-five hours, when they ceased. His ranch is at

Kahuka. the southwest pniutof the islaml of Hawaii,
and about ten miles distant from the source of the
flow. During this time the lava had been working
its way down the mountain, and at 7 p. ni. of the
18th inst. it burst forth from a crevice three fiurths
of a mile long and twenty-five feel wide. About a
quarter of a mile above this was a cone, a " terminal
crater" from wlnih lava exuded. Another fi.-sure

coulil be followed for two and a half miles above this

cone. The altitude of the highest point from which
lava issued was 5,700 feel above the sea level or 8,000

feet below the summit of Mauna Loa, and twenty
miles from the sea. In two days' time the lava
stream had reached the sea. It continued runidng
for five days, when there was a river of fire di-tinclly

visible the whole reach of twenty miles. The foun-

tain of lava at the source of the flow still continued
to play, but by February 1st it had become nearly
extinct. On Jamiary 23d .several severe earlhipiakes
were again felt in every part of the island, but none
were noticed between the2Gth of January and Eebrua-
ry 2d. Mr. Baker spent the night of Jluinarv 2Sth at
the .source of the fl.>w. He found five cone-i of scorlaj
along the fracture within the distance of three ndles,
while the fissure extenrleil farther. During his visit
the discharge took place from a lava cone, about lilly
feet hit!h. A fountain was playing about one hun-
dred and fifty feet high, falling into a basin of lava
fifty feet wide, from which issued a stream of pure
white fire twenty-five feet wide with a veh/citv of
fifteen mih-s per hour. The fountain seemed bril-
liantly white in the daytime. Much pmnice-like
stone was thrown out atul the clink and crash of the
falling liquid was Irernendous. Mr. Baker was struck
hy a fragment of the falling pumice. The lava ap-
peared to be almost entirely aa. with small occasional
pat(dies of pohoi'line. Half-way down the slope the
breadth of the stream was half a ndle. Where the
stream met the sea it was a mile wide. A dense col-
umn of black smoke arose from the stream during
the whole time of tfie incandescence. There was no
loss of lifeorde.structiou of valuable property in con-
nection with the eruption.

Rev. E: S. Bishop visited the .stream February 2il,

after the flow had ceased and represents the sea-
front of the stream as from fifty to seventy feet high
for nearly a mile, broken into a succession of ragged
capes and deep caves, and contairdng large blocks of
stone torn from the inside of the mountain. As much
as thirty acres of new lan<l were abided to the main,
and that in water twenty to thirty fathoms ileep. On
the lower slope there must be three squire irnles of
clinkers. This eruption is close by the celebra'ed flow
of 1SI)S. andthe phenomena of tlie two were identical,
save that the latest flow was the larger. The flows on
thesouthwest side of Manna Loa iliffer from those on
the east side in their .seismal accompaniments, their
origin from a lower-level predondnance of « ami their
rapidity of flow. The la.st one on the hill-side (ISSO-
S3) occupied idne months in reaching the sea, started
from the altitude of 12.000 leet, consisted larL'ely of
pdhnrhoi', und was not heralded by important earth-
quakes.

Professor Alexander, Rurvevor General of the Ha-
waiian Islands, writes that I he most violent shocks
of the eanhqnake were felt at Pahala plantation, and
at the Kapapola ranch inland of it, from fifteen to
twenty miles east of the line of eruption. It was
here also that the severest shocks attending the
earlier eruption of ]8(iS, at Kahuka, were felt. It is

rennirkable that the severest shocks should be mani-
fested so far away from the vent.— A^. Y. Independent.

EARLY CniWcH-GOING IN NEW ENGLAND.
[We make the follciwiiig pxtracts from an article in

the Centiirti magazine fur Fourth month, l)y Dr. Eilward
Egglesloii, on "Church and Meeting-house before the
Revolution."— Eds.]

IN Connectic-ut, perhaps more than anywhere else,

Sumlay was a sort of popular iilol, nor diil the rigor
of its observance abate preceptibly until long after
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the Kpvolulion. This extreme scrupulosity about

Siibbatli-keepinn wiis iloiihtless the iiioving oiuise of

the huiUlin^ of the " Sabbath-ihiy liouses;" tliese

were Hitle sbiuilies slamlin^ on the iiieetiuc-house

green, cat-h inteniled to ai'ionimodate a family dur-

ini; the interval between the two services. Some
Sabbath-day houses were built with a stall at one
end to shelter the horse, whde the family look refuf;e

in tlie other, where there was a chimney and a

meat:re furniture of rude seats and a table. Here on
arrival before the first ^ervi^:e the owners li-jbled a

fire and deposited their lunc-heon, and to this eamp-
like place they <'ame b.nk to eat their doughnuts and
thaw themselves out after their first long silting in

the arctic climate of the meetinghouse. Sometimes
two families had a Sabl)ath-day house together:

sometimes there were two rooms in a Sabbath-day
liouse that the sexes might sit apai^—for nothing so

agreeable as social converse between boys and girls

was permitted during the consecrated lime. But
some parishes in Massachusetts, and perhaps else-

where, bad a common "noon-house" for all comers
to rest in. Fireside as-emblages on Sunday, whether
in the parsonage or the noon-house, were in danger
of proving delightful lo tho.se who were prone to

enjoy the society of other human beings, and hence
the pastors " were put upon their best contrivances,"

to have most of the interval between the .services

filled up with the reading aloud of edifying books
and other exerci.ses calculated to keep mind in a be-

comingly irksome frame.

The New England reverence for the Sabbath
tended to repress social enjoyment in the accidental

encounters of Sunday, hut the week-day lecture suf-

fered from no such restriction, and was for a long
time much more in favor than even the Sunday
service. From all the country round, in spite of the
poverty and difijcult con<litions of pioneer life, peo-
ple flocked to these week-day assemblages. Cotton's

lecture in Boston was so attractive that it was found
convenient to establish a market on the .same day;
punishments in the slocks, in the pillory, at the
whipping-post, or on the gallows were generally set

down for lectnre-time, perhaps in order that as large

a number of people as possible might be edified by
the sight of a sinner brought to a just retribution.

Kor dill these exhibitions of flogging, of cutting oti'

ears, and of men sitting in the stocks, or dangling
from the galhnvs, tend to dimini.sb the attendance.

Atone period during Philip's war, scarcely a Boston
lecture-day passed for a number of weeks without
the congregation being regaled with the sight of the
execution of one or more Indians. When heretical

or seditious books were condemned, it was decreed
tliat they should be solemidy burned "just after

lecture." Elections were appointeil for the same
time at first, and the early popularity of the Thurs-
day lectures in Boston anil Ipswich fixed the annual
Thanksgiving festival on that day of the week. The
largeness of the assendjlies at lecture-time gave some
uneasiness to the magistrates in the first years of the
colony ; they were concerned to see people whocouhl
ill spare the time going to three or four lectures in

different places during the same week. They saw
that young people made attendance on lectures a
pretext for enjoying themselves, and they had a
reasonable fear that the hospitality exerciseil on such
occasions might become burdensome. As earlv as
16.^3 the magistrates interfered to fix the hour of the
lecture at one o'clock or later, that the people might
take their midday meal at home. The next year
they persuaded the ministers about Boston to ar-

range their lectures in alternate weeks, that four
contiguous towns might afford but two lectures a
week. In Hi:!!) the rulers again sought to regulate

the hour of lecture, but this brought the clergy on
their backs, and the next year all restrictions were
repealed, and the week-day lecture long remained a
time of common assemblage, of business convenience,
of hospitality, and of great social enjoyment.

—A natural curiosity lias been discovered at Solotlnirn,

Switzerland, the centre of a large watcli mannfactnrlng
district. It is the nest of a wautail, built wholly of long
spiral steel shavings, without the least part of vegetable or
animal filire used in the construction. The ntst has beea
preserved in the Mnsenni of Natural History.

—Blankets manufactured l>y the Navajo Indian women
of Arizona are sought as curiosities by tourists. The squaws
card the wool, spin the yarn, and weave the blankets with
aid of sharp-pointed sticks. It requires, acconliiij; to the
size of the blanket, from thirty days' lo four months' time
to make one. H.-nce. they are very valuable. So skillfully

and firmly are the blankets made that they will shed water
for twenty-four hours bifore they will leak.

—The only surviving near relative of Robert Burns, the
Scotch poet,—Isabella Burns,— is dead. She was eighty
years of age, very active and intelligent, and resided at
Bridge House Cottage, Ayr, surrounded by many survivors
of her uncle. She received visitors up to the last few
weeks of her life.

NOTICIlS.

"VQuarterly meetings will occur in Fourth month, as
follows:

19. Western, London^rove, Pa.
21, Cain. Sadsburv, Pa.

23, We.-,tliiirv. Brooklvn, N. Y.
2U, Concord, Wilinington, Del.
2.7, Purchase. Amawalk, N. Y.
3U, Scipio, Scipio, N. Y.

*s*A Meeiing of the Joint Committee on Temperance
and Intoxicating Bevciaaes, of Fliiiadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing, will he held in Race Street Meeting House, Philadel-
phia, on Seventh-day, Fourth month Ninth, 1887, at one
o'clock P. M.

James H. Atkin.son, ) „, ,

Annie C. Dorl.\nd, J
"-'""s-

VSalem First-day School Union will be held in Woods-
town <m Seventh-day 4th month Htli, coniniencing at 10-

o'clock, A. M.: All interested are invited to attend.
RicHMAN Coles,

|

LOUELLA WaDDINGTO.V,
J

Clerks.

'-V* Susan Roberts acknowledges, in addition to the
amount previously named, $10, acontriliuticm from Thomas
Uiian, of Byherry. of $.">. for the help of Sarah Winuemucca.
It has been duly forwarded.

*s® -^ circular meeting will be held in the meelinK-
hou.se cor. Unity and Wain streets, Frankf.nd, on First dar
alturnomi. Fourih month :id, at 3 o'clock, under the care of
a C(nnniittee of the Monthly Meetmg of Friends held at
G.een tt., Philadelphia.
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ON HOMEWARD WING.
FROM the soft soutli tlie constant bird comes back,

Falthled, to find the welcome of the spring

In the old boughs, whereto she used to cling

Before she sought the unknown southward track.

Above the winter and the storm-cloud's wrack

She hears the prophecy of days that bring

The summer's pride, and plumes her homeward wing

To seek again the joys that exiles lack.

Shall we of little faith, less brave than she,

Set forth unwillingly our home to find.

Distrust the steadfast stars we cannot see.

And doubt the heavens because our eyes are blind ?

Above this earth what suns and systems roll

!

Shall He who holds them all let go the soul ?

—L. C. MouLTON, in Youth's Companion.

IDOLATRIES.^
"My little children, guard yourselves from idols." I John 12 :

21.

STRANGE and solemn land of Egypt—what a won-

drous elimpse into far antiquity does it afford tlie

wanderer over the earth. As I stood on the banks

of the Nile in the outskirts of Cairo and saw the

spoil of the excavators being landed from the boats

to be placed in the Mu.seum of Boulak, I could say

with a certain .scorn," These lie thy gods, Egypt."

But only for a moment did this idea claim mastery.

As a black, basaltic king of antique days with cahn,

serene brows, a model of repcseful dignity, moves on
to its place, we note that man himself—especially

man who reigns an absolute monarch over his people,

must ever be to them an image of the divine power,

—

if that people has not realized the spiritual nature of

divinity sufficiently to understand the eternal and
unchanging truth, that the ruler is only god-like if lie

allows the eternal wisdom to actuate him through his

heart and intellect, and so reigns in righteousness,

blessing the peoples under his sway. But power, not

love, seemed to these far-ofl' ancients most god-like,

and in tliis idea the stone Pharaoh is gigantic in

stature. Here comes the hawk-headed Horns—an-

other god—and why ? Oh, because the hawk has vis-

ion transcending that of tlie human eye and is a sym-
bol of the infinite, the divine ; the crocodile from the
great river in his impregnable coat ofmail, h is vast mus-
cular strength, and his terrible reptilian horror; the

cat, sagacious and gentle yet tierce, embodied yetother

Read at the Conference, after meeting, at 15th and Race
streets, Philadelphia, Third mouth 27th, ISii?.

attributes of the divine ; the dog, another favorite of

man, is also conceived to be clothed with sacred at-

tributes ; the bull is another of their venerated sym-

bols ; the lotus flower and the papyrus reed also share

in the honor due to the infinite spirit, and consequent-

ly were idols. Yet we see that these were only sym-

bols and perhaps symbolsand idols were synonomous

to the Greek philo^jopiiers of tlie time of the Apostle

John. Turning to our English Dictionary(Worces-

ter) we find this given as the secondary definition of

the word idol : " Something set up in the place of the

true and real ; a falsity." It is hardly conceivable

that the Christian Church of the first century could

have needed the caution of an inspired Apo-stle

against idol worship in thegro-sser and more barbaric

sense, though if warned against accepting the false,

instead of pure truth in its holy and heavenly sim-

plicity, who will claim that it was not a needed warn-

ing to the people who were then accounted as the

diociples of the Christ, the Church of God?

A certain amount of real knowledge and a degree

of culture is needful before mankind can comprehend
and really apply the idea of one God and that God a

purely spiritual existence; and inasmuch as popu-

lar and rational culture of the common people was

certainly not a part of the national policy of the land

of Egypt, as well as of almost all ancient nations, their

worship readily assumed the form of idolatry and

superstition.

Even ancient Israel, the people most favored with

seers and inspired teachers, .seemed ever in danger

of falling into some disgusting form of idolatrous

worship, so difficult to apprehend is the idea of a

spiritual Creator and Father to the unenlightened

mind of man.
Moses was a child of the Levite order, and being

rescued from walery death by the daughter of a

Pharoah, we learn was educated in the wisdom of the

Epoptae of Egypt. The learned who have deciphered

the inscriptions on temple, pillar, and palace can as-

sure us of the simplicity and pureness of their con-

ceptions. Under an old statue of Isis the following

inscription was read: "I am what is;" and upon a

pyramid in Sais the following ancient and remarka-

ble inscription is found :
" I am who is, was, and will

be; no mortal man has lifted my veil." We may in

imagination follow the .Jewish youth, as to him are

taught the inner mysteries of the Egyptian religion,

perhaps at Heliopolis or Memphis. By various rites
'

of purification, by washings, sprinklings, wrappings
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vip in linen cloths, abstinence from nil sensual en-

jovuients, elevation and devotional solemnity of the

mind by sinjiing, a long-lasting silence, alternate dark-

ness and light, and the like—the truths that lay hid-

den behind mysterious ligureand hieroglyphic—were

revealed gradually to Moses the doctrine of the im-

mortality of the soul, the unity of the tiodhead and
all the spiritual verities that constituted the sacred

mysteries of the faith into which he was initiated.

Later he was able to assert to the Hebrews when the

Divine Voice came to him directing his course :
" I

Am liath sent me unto you, the Lord God of your

fathers." Moses asserts his prophetic mission to be

a leader and guide out of bondage and their in-

structor in the way everlasting. They were to be a

commonwealth devoted to a Law as exalted as they

were able to accept—and to an allegiance to this same
lam of whom the epoptae of Egypt held the knowl-

edge, not as something to be carefully imparted to the

people, but as something to be studiously concealed

from them—while they were degraded to senseless

idolatry. He will announce pure spiritual truth to

his beloved nation, care for them in their weary pro-

bation from slavery to freedom in a new land ; he
will formulate the law of righteousness in such a

manner that all Israel shall accept in his ten pre-

cepts of the decalogue the voice of Jehovah, the

infinite, the eternal and the spiritual, and then he

•will lay down his life upon the mountain which

looks over into the land of promise while a younger

leader will take his place as Captain of the Host

of Israel in the tierce struggle yet to follow.

Prominent among the ten great laws of Moses was
the prohibition of idolatrous worship. For all the

earth was in that degree of development which
makes such gross ideas of lords many and gods

many congenial to man. But the spirit of truth

communicates to Moses the Unity of God. "And
thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,

and with all thy soul, and with all thy might."

(Deut. 11 : 5). There was nothing to stand between

the Most High who loveth Righteousness and his

chosen people. "Thou shalt do that which is right

and good in the sight of the Lord." If any love or

seek after any thing that is contrary to the will of

the beneficent Saviour God, he is an idolater. The
voice of the Holy Spirit was the same to the hero

Prophet of the Exodus as to the more gentle John of

the first Christian century, whose admonition in his

child-like old age was: "Little children guard your-

selves from idols."

It is written that as Moses descended from the

heavenly mount of exaltation with the precious ta-

bles of the Law in his hands, on which were in

scribed the ten words to be so potent for good in the

future life of Israel, he finds that his people having

grown weary of his long absence, have made a golden

image of a calf in imitation of the Apis worship of

Egypt, and were bowing down and offering sacrifice

to this absurd symbol of power. This, after his wise

instructions, seems to the seer an indication of ex-

treme debasement, and we know the story of the

despairing wrath of Moses. But how many times

since that day of shame and calamity have the most

favored of the .sons of men debased themselves be-
fore the idol of wealth, bowing down and sacrificing

to it their most precious things and forgetting their

due service to the Most High who loveth righteous-

ness? It is a symbol of one of the most common of
all the forms of idolatry into which mankind has
lapsed again and again. Avarice, an overvaluing of
that which is not the true riches, and an ofieringto

its visible representative of the deference only due to

goodness and ritrhteousness is ever attended with due
calamity. After the wrath and disaster of this

downfall of Israel we have the touching prayer of
Moses for divine guidance, and the assurance of
Jehovah to the faithful leader, "My presence shall

go with thee, and I will give thee rest." What a
glorious assurance was this! The seekeis after God,
not only in Israel, but in the Gentile world, bear wit-

ness to the same guardian and comforting spirit " that

treatfth us as we treat him." (Cicero). In his book
"DeEepublica" he speaks of this " right reason, given
unto all, constant and eternal, calling unto duty by
commanding, and deterring from deceit by forbid-

ding."

It was to this conception of the Kingdom of God
in the soul, this saving light that shines in the soul of
the humble and devout, that our Quaker fathers were
constrained to call their generation, in a day when
their testimony to the eternal truth was most unwel-
come to the persecuting high professors of the Chris-

tian name. They iterated and reiterated their living

faith in that universal principle by which this true

salvation by Christ is exhibited to all men, both Jew
and Gentile, Scythian and Barbarian, of whatsoever
country or kindred he be. They were impelled by
the Holy Spirit to call mankind " to mind the light of
Christ in their own souls, to give up their sins, ini-

quities, false faith professions, and outside righteous-

ness to be crucified by the power of His cross in

them, so they might know Christ within to be the

hope of glory, and might come to walk in His light

and be saved, who is that ' true light that enlighten-

eth every man that cometh unto the world.'" (Bar-

clay.) If this be here.sy, we may well glory in such a
heresy which has so long been acknowledged to be
saving and eternal truth by the wisest of saints and
sages. Bat when, indeed, shall the idolatrous worship
of the golden calf be quite remanded to the deserts of

Sinai? When shall we see no longer more reverence

paid to wealth that to righteousness, to power than
to wisdom, and more toleration shown to gross sin

than to holy, self denying poverty ? We may know
if we are in danger of falling into idol worship if we
love any of the brilliant gewgaws of life more than
we love the eternal goodness. It may be popular

applause; it may be fame; it may be wealth; it may
be popularity. If we are true Quakers, worthy of our
fathers, we are to love and honor nothing better

than truth and righteousness. S. R.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

MINISTERS AND ELDERS.
THE views of our friend John J. Cornell, in the issue

of Ist month 8, have been read with interest and
pondered upon in the quiet of a retired home. They
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have opened a field for review in which are seen

points not touched upon in that essay.

The prejudices ajrainst tlie institution of meetings

for ministers and elders is remembered to have existed

when the present writer was in a minority of years.

It was an outgrowth of circumstances, with persons of

aggressive temperaments and of progressive tenden-

cies, who had sorrowfully seen the undue influence

and the assumed powers of that body, or of the elders

emboilied in it, to exercise an autliority over the min-

istry, wishing to arrogate the riglit of censorship over

doctrines and views and sentiments, notonly of tlieir

own particular members, but also of those travelling

amongst thecb' from otber meetings. This spirit of

judging and censuring, of acting and reacting, aroused

in aggressive temperaments tbe desire to combat tbis

assumed autbority—with tbe progressive and san-

guine temperaments it produced a spirit of cavilling

and discontent—they could not tolerate the exercise

of any arbitrary power, and their cry was: "Away
witb the select meetings wbich have become such a

hierarchy amongst us." Tbis idea took hold of many
minds, and from that time to tbis it has had a life in

our midst—many advocating it who in their cbild-

hood imbibed it from older ones, and understood not

the ground of the original objection or prejudice;

thus it has been handed from son to son, along with

other discontents on other points of our wholesome
order, while tbe complainers have been far from bav-

ing a thorough understanding of what they wished to

condemn.
Our religious society, as a society, is not, in these

latter days, educated in a reverence for, or an under-

standing of, our fundamental principles, and of the

origin and necessity for tbe rules of action which have

so long governed it. It is hoped that our friend's es-

say, which so clearly gives his views and explanations

will aid many in arriving at a proper conclusion on
this important subject, with its various bearings.

It is painful to listen to tbe oft-repeated arguments

on tbe fallibilities of our organization, but we must
admit tbere is a great declension in the support of our

ancient testimonies—so long considered to be the

testimonies of truth. As we revere these, it should

become more and more our endeavor to rally to their

support.

The course of action of latter years in the appoint-

ment of elders, whose duties are defined to be so seri-

ous and weighty, is cause for deep concern. We fear

that in the selection of persons to occupy that station

there is not sutficient reference to tbe very important

consideration of a depth of judgment and weight of

religious experience wbicb should attach to those

appointed to be as fathers and mothers over our flock

and heritage. Sorrowfully we feel that there is a

want of these qualifications now realized witbin our

borders of the kind and in degree wbich formerly

characterized tbe foremost members of our religious

society ; and surely we can but admit that the present

outlook is discouraging.

Are there not many in the station of elders who
feel and know that tbey do not possess tbe requisite

qualifications to " aid the ministry,"—who have not
" feeling, experienced minds," that would enable

them to enter into sympathy and to realize " a pres-

ent Divine qualification " to judge a righteous judg-
ment, or to perceive the need thereof, so as to extend
tbe proper word of encouragement to ditfident minds ?

The word of caution and " pruning" to others of
more confident natures, or the word of " check " and
disapproval to those who appear to be " moved by
tbe human impulses."

The duties contemplated to be fulfilled by the
elders of a meeting are so serious and important that

there is need for deeper indwelling and centring to

the root of life, in tbe selections by committees and
the appointments by monthly meetings of persons
for this service.

If amid tbe members of a monthly meeting there

appear not to be those who posse.ss the requisite

qualifications for such important otBce, would it not

be better to omit the appointment of elders? This
might in some instances afi'ect the continuance of

little select meetings ; but, unless they are held m the

life, where is their benefit? We fear the lukewarm-
ness, the inefliciency, and the limited capacity for

clear discernment have reduced some of our meetings

for ministers and elders to an almost lifeless condi-

tion, wherein we cannot realize that they " are use-

ful to individuals and to society in fostering and sus-

taining a pure and true gospel ministry among us "

—a ministry " that relies upon Divine qualification "

entirely.

Oh ! that there were more of this right kind of

ministry abounding amongst us—to bless and to

cheer, to instruct and to comfort us—but the pathetic

lamentation, " our leanness, our leanness," is felt to

pervade almost every department of our " once fa-

vored Society." Whence has come this leanness,

this deterioration, tbis lack of " pure and true gos-

pel ministry"? Let us each examine, and perhaps

we may find that we have contributed to it uncon-

sciously. A living ministry is a great blessing; yet

we know that even tbis cannot save us as a religious

society. Tbere must be individual heart-work, and
fervor of spirit to enable us again to rally to the

high standard of our profession,—a returning to the

vital principles which so moulded the character and
the influence of our early Friends; tbere must be

an establishment upon the rock of stability, a thor-

ough conviction and conversion to the faith that

works by love, which will draw us nearer and nearer

together as a people loving and serving God.

Second month, 1887. C.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A PLEA FOR THE RIOHT.

"THE wise shall shine with the brightness of the

firmament, and they that turn many to righteous-

ness, as tbe stars, for ever and ever." May every one

put on vhis spotless robe and stand beautified before

God arid men, while passing through tbe wilderness

of tbis world, embracing opportunities, as tbey come,

to aid in elevating a race born to inherit immortality

and eternal life. Do to-day what lies clear before

thee, and leave the result in humble trust to tbe

great Disposer of events.
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It tnkcs but a mito to turn the scale,

To aid in the right, let lis never fail.

Let the balance be true, whether little or groat.

Then all that we do will have its own weight,

—insuring a fixed and settled peace within, thoujjh

confusion anil turmoil be in the street. Evidences
are sprin<:inf; up at home and abroad of an increased

desire to annul litigation and to give reason and jus-

tice their true place. Let them prevail and have the

dominion ! Happy day for mankind ! may it soon

come! that the gold and silver coin in our public

treasury way go to improve the nation's wealth

instead of destroying her resources—increasing mi.s-

ery and degradation.

The outward advent of Jesus Christ was a mi-ssion

of love to show mankind, beyond all controversy,

that to do the will of God will insure the soul's sal-

vation ; and more give strength and fortitude to en-

dure all the reproach and ignominy that evil doers

can invent to discourage. So press on ! press on !

toward the mark for the prize of our high calling, till

the victory is won. Sakah Hunt.

FIRST-DAY-SCHOOL TEACHING.^
THE importance of First-day Schools, their work,

and the relation they sustain to the meeting and to

the Society of Friends is becoming more and more
fully realized. Where not long since there was op-

position there is now found a tacit forbearance with,

if not approval of, their work. The thought that

the First-day School was simply for children has

broadened until now in almost every school may be
found those of all ages, including the white haired

fathers and mothers in the adult class or the con-

ference.

This is as it should be, for certainly in no other

work of the Society can all unite with greater cer-

tainty of good results. It will be a happy day for

the Society of Friends when the last lingering traces

of opposition disappear, and the meeting and the

First-day School join heartily in this branch of God's

vineyard. Primarily the First-day School is in-

tended for the children, giving them such instruction

as shall mould their lives to high and noble impulses;

to teach them the way of life, to lead them to the

truth as taught by Jesus, and revealed to us by our
Heavenly Father through His Holy Spirit; to teach

them that this life of thirty, fifty or seventy years is

but a preparation for an eternal life hereafter, and to

so live that when the call comes, be it early or late,

they may hear with joy and receive the plaudit,
" Well done good and faithful servant, enter thou

into the joy of thy Lord."

None are too old or to wise to learn such lessons.

Jesus said, " Suffer little children to come unto Me,"
and he also said, "Except ye become as little chil-

dren, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven."

Recognizing the importance of thi=i work there

are two questions that naturally arise in connection

with it:

Ist. What shall we teach in our First-day

Schools?

'An Essay read before the First-day School Uniou held at

Mooreslown, N. J., Third mouth 26.

2d. lioiv shall we leach ?

What shall we teach ?

Personally, we rejoice in the advent into our
schools of the Lesson Leaves and the tliought that
in union with Christians of every name, tlie wide
world round, we are studying the so-called Inter-
national Lessons. There is inspiration in the very
thought that every First-day, in every land, in every
language, these lessons are used. We arc brought,
in one point at least, into harmony with every sect

of Christian worshippers, and led to a firmer belief in

the brotherhood of man. We believe that these
Lesson Leaves should come into more general use
amongst us, and that all the classes, even to the
smallest, will be benefited thereby. We know it is

urged that the little ones need different teaching
from the youth and the adults; and this is to a cer-

tain extent true; but in the characters of the Old
Testament that have for the past three months, and
will for three months to come occupy our attention,

there is enough that may be woven into story form
to interest even these. We need not put it all in

story, either, for there are deep moral le.ssons that
may be brought out each First-day, and who can tell

how deep or how lasting the impressions that will be
made. Do not think the children will not grasp the
kernel of truth : they are wiser than we often think.

In all our teaching let us teach God ; let us point
our scholars, through the character of the lesson, to

our Heavenly Father. Let us teach our individual

duty to him, and that to love him with all the heart,

.soul and mind is the highest aim of every human
life. As we teach of God and our duty to him, let us
teach the Bible, as it is his own revelation of him-
self to us and in it we find the noblest rules for daily

life, the sweetest promises both for the present and
the future

; let us try to make our children conversant
with them. There is no book that is so inadequately
known, as there is none so worthy of the closest

study. It has claimed the attention of the wisest and
most honored of every age; it meets the wants of
every mind and every condition in life. We would
have our children so familiar with it that they could
turn at once to any passage, and that many of its

choicest parts they would have stored in memory
ready for instant use.

Let us teach faith, patience, hope, love, gentle-

ness, obedience, all of which go to make up the

whole perfect Christlike character.

Let us teach punctuality, beginning and closing

the school promptly at the appointed hour.

Let us not teach philosophy, natural history, phys-

iology, politics or other extraneous matters. Good as

these things are in their place, thej' are not fitted for

the First-day School, except as they may come in

incidentally in connection with Bible truths.

How shall we teach ?

Our second question is more diflScult to answer
than our first. Classes and teachers differ so that it is

nearly impo.ssible to make a rule for all, but our first

answer would be, "Teach prayerfully." Believing as

Friends in the direct enlightenment of God's spirit,

let us eacii before we come to our class ask that His
wisdom be given us in what we shall say or do. Let
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us remember that these are put under our charge that

we may teach them lessons of holy living. Our time

is short,—one hour in a whole week,—and yet by

God's help we may instil into that boy's or that girl's

heart that which shall help them in the hour of trial

or temptation, and turn them from a path of ruin.

Avoid fruitless argument. There are good points

enough in any lesson to take up all the hour; it is

worse than useless to waste the time of all the class to

argue vvitli one on a point that never can be settled,

and would make no one wiser or better if it were. Do
not confine yourself to the questions on the leaves, the

answers to which are found in the verses of the lesson.

It will stimiilafe the interest of all to give questions

one week to be answered next that will require some
study.

Do not do all the talking yourself Encourage the

members of your class to ask questions, and, though

they may be diffident or seem not interested at first,

you will find a growing interest from week to week.

Do not neglect the connecting links, or events be-

tween two First-days' lessons ; it keeps up the inter-

3st of the class to re-state them. It is well to give to

a different scholar each week the duty of bringing

these connecting links fur the next First-day, and
making them a preface to the le.sson.

Teach directly. Let each member of the class feel

that the truth in the lesson before you is for him.

At the close of school let the superintendeid or

some capable person make a short review of the les.son,

asking a few questions to be answered generally, end-

ing with a few remarks upon the principal thought of

the lesson.

If each school has a black-board, so much tlie bet-

ter; if not, the exercise can be had without that aid.

We have imperfectly answered the two questions

according to our own thoughts. Doubtless some will

differ with the writer, but if we shall have given any
idea that may be helpful to any teacher or leader of

a First-day School, we are more than satisfied.

KOSSEEL.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROMEURORE.—JL THE ISLAND
OF CARRL

CvPRi, March 2, 1887.

THE Blue Grotto (Grotta Azzurra) of Capri is one of

the sights of the world. Seated in a small boat one
passes through a low and narrow entrance into a

cavern about 160 feet in length, 85 in widtli, and 60

in height above the surface of the water. Stationed

at the extreme end of this, the visitor looks into the

water and towards the entrance, and beholds a sight

probably not to be .seen elsewhere on the globe. He
seems to be gazing into a great gem of aqua-marine,

brilliantly illuminated ; but the play of the light

caused by ripples on the surface is something which
cannot be described, and when the water is stirred

by the oar it catches and reflects the light with some-
thing of the effect of phosphorescence as seen on the

ocean, but with infinitely more brilliancy. The roof

of the cavern is colored blue by the reflected light.

These efl'ects are due to a singular concurrence of

circumstances. In the first place the water of the

Bay of Naples is remarkably blue. This color is in

the water itself and is not due to reflection of the

blue of the sky or other extrinsic cause. Secondly,
the entrance to the cave is very small. It is an arch-

way three and a half feet wide, and of the same
height above the surface of the water: the depth of

water through this entrance is three feet, so that the

entire archway is but six and a half feet in height.

The archway rests on a platform extending several

feet outward beyond the sides, which for some four

feet are roughly perpendicular. Below the platform,

which may be three feet in thickness, is the crown or

highest point of an oval aperture fifty feet in height

and forty in width, wholly lielow the water and lead-

ing into the grotto. The depth of water in the grotto

is about sixty- five feet and the bottom' is covered

with white sand or other depcsit. The light of day
strikes the bottom of the grotto through the large

opening and is reflected upwards to the eye of the

observer after having passed through one hundred
feet of the blue water, and thus acquires the color

which is thrown upon the roof of the cavern. If the

entrance were larger, the direct light would over-

power the reflected light and spoil the efl'ect ; if the

bottom were covered with the ordinary material

which is found along the shore, the light could not

be so brilliant; and it is probable that even if the

platform were removed which somewhat covers the

main opening the effect would be diminished. So

that, as I have .said, the grotto owes its existence to

a singular concurrence of circumstances. The mode
in which this concurrence was brought about is not

the least singular fact in the case.

In the time of Tiberius, the Roman Emperor who
for many years- made the island of Capri his resi-

dence, the clifls at this spot were twenty feet higher

out of the water than they are now ; so that the large

opening now wholly under water aflbrded an entrance

way some fifteen feet high, and remains of a staircase

and other constructions show that the cave was then

resorted to for bathing, or perhaps also as a refuge

from the extreme heat of summer. The small en-

trance now used by boats is an artificial construction

and was no doubt made to allow persons to pass into

the cave from the outside without entering the water.

It was probably connected with the interior struc-

ture, above spoken of, whatever that was, and was

reached by a staircase cut in the external face of the

rock, possibly in the same spot where a flight of steps

now comes down to it from above. The gradual sub-

sidence pf the land has lowered the wholeiStructure

to exactly the point necessary to produce the won-
derful and beautiful efl'ects now to be witnessed and it

cannot be doubted that in the progre.ss of the.changes

which are still going on such an elevation or^depres-

sion will be reached that the character _of the blue

grotto will be wholly lost.

The population of Capri are an interesting people.

In personal appearance and in manners they are ex-

tremely pleasing. Their forms and features can

hardly owe anything to the Greeks by whom the isl-

and was settled three thousand years ago. The vi-

cissitudes of war and migration must have counter-

acted any such influence, and the type now prevail-

ing is probably that which any section of the white
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race would assume under the same conditions. The
climate is so brifiht and mild that there is hardly a

day in the year wlien the people are not abroad in the

open air, and in the light of an unclouded sun. The
whole island possesses very few acres of land ground,

and one can not move many hundred yards in any
direction without climbing or descending a hill, so

that the Capriotes have the elastic step of mountain-
eers. All labor is done by hand ; the few animals on
the island are used exclusively for riding and driving.

The ground is worked by hand, and manure carried

to it in baskets on the beads of women, and its pro-

duce is transported in the same manner. The forms,

then, of both the men and women are compact, round-

ed, and active. It would perhaps be going too far to

attribute to the same physical causes the regular, well

developed, or, as we say, open countenances of the

people, which are often very beautiful, or their plea-

sant and kindly manners.
During a residence of two months in Germany I

was painfully impressed by the stolid and self-ab-

sorbed manner of the working-women. They work
on, looking neither to the right nor to the left, seldom
noticing those whom they met, and carrying on their

faces an air which I interpreted as one of hopeless-

ness. It is true they hauled or carried burdens greater

than those of the women of Capri, and no doubt
worked more hours ; but the latter are subjected to

toils which we would deem exceedingly severe
;
yet

they are cheerful and seldom meet each other with-

out a smile and a pleasant word.
When it be remembered that the extreme length

of Capri is only about three miles, and that the
greater part is occupied by a mountain two thousand
feet high, and that on the smaller part are four peaks
from 850 to 1200 feet high; that very little of this

space is cultivable, and nine-tenths of the cultivable

space is formed by artificially levelling the mountain
sides by walls supporting terraces ; some idea can be
formed of the amount of manual labor required to

keep the ground in shape and to till it; and nearly

all this labor is performed by the women ; the men
mostly are employed at sea. The labor and pains
taken to reclaim a few yards of ground are, one would
think, wholly disproportioned to its value. The
space gained is very often less in extent than the
wall that supports it, and the little plots thus
formed are frequently sown in wheat. Sometimes a
little wheat-field will be a couple of yards long and
one yard wide. JMore generally, however, the ter-

races are devoted to the vine and the olive, both of

which have suffered from disease in late years. As
a sample of the work done by the women, I may
mention that our landlord was building an addition

to his house, and was, when we were there, construct-

ing the third-story , of which some of the walls were
completed. Every stone in that addition had been
carried up to its place on the head of a girl of six-

teen, as had also been the mortar which she had
mixed and tempered. The head, in carrying such
burdens, is protected by a large scarf or long strip of
cotton stuff wound into the form of a wreath, and
upon this the women balance their baskets and buck-
ets with all the skill of our Southern negroes. I

closely examined the hands and feet—equally naked
—of the girl in question and could not perceive that
the joints were at all enlarged or the taper of the
finger destroyed. As far as I could observe without
being offensive such was the case with all the young
working women, but the old had lost all their good
looks, though not tlirough any distortion, such as I

have seen elsewhere among the laboring classes. I

think it probable that on the uneven surface of
Capri it may not be customary or possible for womea
to overtax their strength as they might be compelled
to do under other circumstances ; but this girl in ques-
tion carries a load of mortar as large as the burden
of any hod-carrier.

I have been greatly struck with the considerate

tenderness displayed by the women of this region

for their children. In the street of Castellamare one
day after sunset I saw a tired mother walking with a
child of periiaps three years and an older girl of
about twelve. The little one was in a bad humor,
would not go on, would not be carried. Finally the
mother and sister stood still, and the little one got

into the middle of the street : and then she put her
hand into her pocket and took out a variety of small
articles, nuts or some such things, which she flung in

in every direction as far as she could send them.
Not a word was said by the mother or sister, but the
latter cheerfully set herself to find and pick up the
articles, and when she had recovered them all she
gently handed them back to the little thing with
what was evidently a kind word, and certainly was
not a rebuke, and then the trio proceeded amicably
on their way. If this had been an isolated instance

it would not be worth mentioning; but it is a truth-

ful example of the general treatment of children here
by their elders. For some weeks I have during
some part of the day looked down from a terrace

upon a street below lying to the sun and much fre-

quented by women and children, and I have never
seen a blow given or, so far as I could understand, a
harsh word spoken by a mother or father, or indeed
by any grown person, to a young child. I must men-
tion another instance of good humor. In the street

I have spoken of the women were accustomed to

stretch their clothes-lines and hang out their weekly
wash. One day when the wash seemed to be unusually

large one woman hail stretched her lines across the
gateway which gave entrance to a church. Presently

came along a number of priests bound to the church,

and when they reached the clothes-line they all

without a moment's hesitation ducked under it and
proceeded on their ghostly mission. I think it will be
conceded that such an instance of patient forbearance

could not be found in every country where people
know their rights and, knowing, dare defend them.

J NO. D. McPuERSON.

SCRIPTUEE LESSON. NO. 16.

Fourth Month 17th, 1887.

JOSEPH MAKES HIMSELF KNOWN.
topic: M.4GNANIMITV.

Golden Text :— " Overcome evil with good."—Romans 12 : 21.

Read Gen 45 : 1-15, Revised Version.

TIME—Nine yearsafter the last lesson. The second
year of the great famine B. C. 1707.
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Places—Heliopolis, capital ofLower Egypt. Hebron,
Jacob's home, about 250 miles from Heliopolis. The
two obelisks known as Cleopatra's Needles caaie from
this Egyptian city. One is now in London and the
other in Central Park, New York.

There has lately been found upon the walls of a
tomb at El Kab, erected about this time, an inscrip-

tion which most clearly refers to the famine of which
we are studying. Part of it reads: " I collected the

harvest, a friend of the harvest-god. I was watchful
of the time of sowing, and now when a famine arose,

lasting many years, I issued out corn to the city at

each famine (or to each hungry person)."

Before entering upon the lesson we are now to con-
eider it is necessary to go back and take up the thread
of the story as it is found in the intervening chapters
of Genesis.

Joseph during the years of abundant harvests had
filled all the storehouses of Egypt, " the food of the
field which was round about every city laid he up in

the same," and so great was the quantity that " he
left numbering, for it was without number." (Gen.
41 : 48-49).

The cause of the plenteousness of these seven years
is attributed by Osborn to the breaking away of the
barriers of " the great lake of Ethiopia " that once ex-
isted on the upper Nile. The floods that poured down
brought immense quantities of rich sediment to Lower
Egypt, and must have spread the same over a much
larger area that was usually covered by the Nile at its

annual overflow. The same writer explains that the
destruction of this lake would cau.se an absorption of
the waters of the Nile as they flowed over its dry bed,
and for several years after there would be but little

water and a small amount of sediment coming down.
The- fields were consequently dry and barren, and a
famine would ensue. The most remarkable famine
since Joseph's time lasted seven years, beginning in

A. D. 1064. It exceeded in severity all others of mod-
ern times. Pestilence followed. Dogs, cats, and even
human flesh were eaten. Another scarcely less severe
occurred in A. D. 1199. Both took place in Egypt.—
[Rawlinson.]

Two years after the famine began in Egypt,
there came a dearth in the land of Canaan,and Jacob,
hearing there was corn in Egypt, sent his sons down
thither to buy food, reserving only Benjamin, the
youngest and a full brother to Joseph. As they
come into the presence of the Governor and kneel
before him they see not the brother whom twenty or
more years before they had stripped of his costly
coat and sent naked into Egyptian slavery. They in
their shepherd garb were quickly recognized by him.

That he may test them and learn the truth con-
cerning his home, he treats them as strangers and
spies, and they are cast into prLson. They are only re-
leased and allowed to return home upon the promise
that they will bring down to Egypt Benjamin, their
youngest brother. As a hostage Simeon is detained.
Joseph scarcely restrains himself as he hears them
acknowledge to one another their guilt concerning
him. Simeon is bound before their eyes, and they,
well laden with provisions, are sent on their home-
ward journey bearing the sorrowful news to their

aged father that Benjamin must go down with them
when they return.

Again they are in want. The food they brought
is all consumed and famine still prevails in Canaan.
Jacob can hardly be persuaded to let Benjamin go
with his brothers, but the necessity is great and there
is no alternative. " Arise, go again to the man, and
God Almighty give you mercy before the man. that
he may relea.se unto you your other brother and
Benjamin," are his sad words as he hastens their de-
parture.

They come into the presence of Joseph again ; his
heart is full to overflowing as he looks upon the face
of his brother, and hears of the health of his father,

but he still restrains himself before them, going out
when he can no longer control his tears. Simeon is

released and they are all entertained at a sumptuous
feast. Joseph is not yet prepared fully to trust their
fidelity. He has been censured for the .severity of
the tests he imposed upon them, but we have to re-

member how great was the wrong they had commit-
ted and how necessary it was he should probe them
to the quick, that he might be assured of their re-

pentance in regard to himself, the reverence and
love they entertain for their father, and their feel-

ings towards the child of his old age.

After fully satisfying himself of their fidelity,

Joseph makes known who he is, in the most tender
and aflectionate manner. This brings us to the in-

terview related in our lesson.

And he wept aloud.—This was the oriental way of
expressing great emotion. It was not you that sent me
hither but Ood.—Here we see that the nine years of
royal dignity and honor had not turned the heart of
Joseph from its allegiance to the one God whom his

father worshipped. Living in the midst of tlie idola-

tries of Egypt and married to the daughter of the
high priest, he was still loyal to the core. All true
religion makes its possessor tender and forgiving to-

wards those who have injured him, and Joseph
by this acknowledgment of the divine guidance,
through which their evil intentions were overruled
for good, tried to comfort them and make them
forget the past.

THIS LESSON TE.^CHES.

1st. The Christian virtue of forgiveness. The
only way to overcome evil is by doing good to the
offender when it is in our power.

2d. That the wrong done another, though it

may be overruled for good to the wronged one, can
never be other than wrong, and the wrong-doer must
expect to be tested and proved before he can be
again received back into friendship and be trusted.

3d. The value of an unfailing trust and con-
fidence in the Divine Being. They who live in this

condition carry with them the evidence of tlie in-

dwelling of the Holy Spirit, and its eflects upon the
life and character are acknowledged. These are the
" epistles known and read of all men, written not
with ink, but with the spirit of the living God."
2 Cor. 3 : 2-3. ^_^__^__^^^^^^_^^^^^

Doubtless there are times when controversy be-
comes a necessary evil. But let us remember that it

is an evil.—Dean Stanley.
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BEPBESSION.
AS there are " sins of omission as well as of com-
mission," so we have sins of repression as well as

those of expression, and doubtless these will come in

at the judgment for censure, in a far greater degree
than we expect, and our only defense will be to

plead ignorance. But it is not always ignorance ; it

is too often wilful neglect that clouds so many lives,

and leaves others utterly desolate, because of the re-

pression of all words or acts of aftection or approval
by those whose duty and high privilege it is to cheer
and to bless.

How often when the word of appreciation wells

up from the heart we set a guard over our lips lest

we utter that which might foster pride in another,

when experience teaches the reverse. Such words,

truthfully spoken, tender and humble the heart as

well as help to comfort and uplift, and do harm only
when both giver and receiver are not strictly true,

the one overdoing in the matter of praise, the other

self-conscious of its being undeserved.

There are few who have not experienced a sensa-

tion of regret when at the last sad parting with loved
ones chey learn, perhaps for the first time, of an ap-

preciation and mutual esteem which, had it not been
repressed, wouM have brought blessing into the
lives of both parties. This lack of expression of

approval is very apparent in many a home circle.

It would seem as if where love was deepest, and the
interest most intense, there was an innate desire to

repress; yet if our lives were in the true simplicity of
the Christian we should manifest what we feel by
act and speech, not too obtrusively, but plain enough
to carry with them joy and gladness.

We are doubtless, many of us, familiar with the

sad story related by a distinguished man of a friend

of his, who for years not only accepted the care and
homage of a devoted wife, but even treated her with
severity, and never let her know that he esteemed
her; yet when dying he exclaimed, "I have injured

an angel and she has never reproached me," and she,

hearing it, there swept over her face a look of unut-
terable happiness, and for the twenty years she lived

after him she held him in remembrance as a marvel
of tenderness, that one expression having trans-

formed her life service to him into a season of radi-

ant happiness. Happily we trust there are few such

extreme cases now, though there is still need for

more manifestation of affection. "Economy is an
excellent family trait, but let it be confined to the

material things of life. In the spiritual, the living,

the inspiring things, prodigality is a grace to be ad-

mired and cultivated."

Not alone in the family and among friends is a los

sustained by the repression of cheering and appreci-

ative words relative to our affections. There is an
avoidance of speech on matters of a still deeper char-

acter. We do not speak of our religious convictions,

and we repress the communicating of a spiritual ex-

perience to those near and dear to us. This, too, may
be natural enough, as we cherish the belief that each
soul can hold communion with its Creator ; but often

by expression we can aid others even here, as upon
the dying bed the struggling soul longs in some ex-

tremity to have tlie revealed truth confirmed by the

experiences of others. Then it is we find our habit-

ual repression has " tended to poverty " of speech on
such subjects, and we feel how poor and weak are the

words at our command to present a living truth to

meet the ear of the expectant one. Sometimes there

is a turning away from the true faith of a dependence
alone upon the Divine to the " arm of flesh," whose
outward " letter killeth," stifling the life of the in-

ward spirit. This should not be, nor would it if we
heeded the words of the apostle " to communicate and
forget not."

It is better to knotv than to talk, but expression

need not be of the nature of" cant," and it does help

to make the way less dim to many a struggling'soul,

and it does strengthen trust and faith in the realities

of the unseen. In moderation always should sacred

revealings be used, but when these fall upon the

parched and perishing spirit they will ofttimeshe

blessed to its healing.

We will not enter here upon repression as aSect-

ing the religious society of Friends regarding its min-
istry. This is a deep question and needs delicate
handling. We can only record ourconviotion that

if faithfulness to every manifested duty was the rule

of guidance in all of our hearts there would not be a
dearth in the ministry of the spoken word.

I THINK that to have known one good old man

—

one man who, through the chances and rules of a
long life, has carried his heart in his hand like a
palm branch, waving all discord into peace—helps
our faith in God, in ourselves, and in each other more
than many sermons.—G. W. Curtis.

"The livinsr issues of each generation must be met
by living men, working in the spirit of the worthies
of the past."— 7"/je Sludent.
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MARRIAGES.
BUZBY—SMITH.—Third month 16th, under the care

of Salem Monthly Meeting. Joseph S. Buzby, son of the

late Elias and Susan S. Buzby, and Rebecca, daughter of

Ephraim C. and Hannah H. Smith, all of Salem, N. J.

SATTERTHVVAIT—TAYLOE.—At the residence of

Stacy Taylor, grandfather of the bride, Crosswicks, N. J.,

Third month 24th, 1887, by Friends' ceremony, Henry E
Satterthwait, sou of Alfred and Catharine A. Satterthwait.

of Crossvvi<diS, N. J., and Katie J., daughter of the late

Franklin !^. and Anna M. Taylor, of Philadelphia.

SATTERTHWAIT—PROBASno.—Under the care of

Chesterfield Mouthly Meeting, Third month 16th, 1887, at

the residence of'tlie bride, iu Trenton. N. J., Benjamin Sat-

terthwait and Ellen D. Probasco.

THOMAS—EOBERtS.—On the 19th of Third month,
1887, under the care of Radnor Monthly Meeting of Friends,

at the house of the bride's parents, near New Centreville,

Chester Co., Pa., Elliott J. son of Elwood and Annie L.

Thomas, and Sue H., daughter of William aud Susanna M.
Eober|s.

DBA THS.
ATWATER.—At the residence of the late Elias Barnes,

near White Plains, Westchester Co., N. Y., on the 24th of

Third month, Lottie, only daughter of J. W. and Louisa

Atwater, and granddaughter of Charles Carpenter, of Riv-

erside, Conn., in the 27th year of her age.

Leaving her home in the enjoyment of health, after

spending about two weeks with her uncle's family, she was
taken with pneumonia, which developed into congestion

of the brain, and in a few days terminated the earthly ex-

istence of a life, the influence of which will not soon pass

away. Although not a member of the Society of Frieuds,

she had a love for the simplicity of their principles. Her
funeral was held at Purchase Meeting-house, when Isaac

Wilson, of Canada, and others bore their testimonies to the

efficacy of a reliance upon that Almighty Arm of power
which will protect us through life, and be a jiassport of

never ending bliss. The departed one has given many
evidences through her short life that this was her depend-
ence. B.

BROOKFIELD.—Third month 28th, in Philadelphia,

Elizabeth Wayne, widow of Dr. Joseph Brookfield, aged 81.

Interment at Meriou Meeting.

CLAYTON.—Third month 28th, at the residence of his

father, Enos Clayton, near Southampton, Pa., Joel Clayton,

in his 30th year.

COCKS.—At Coruwall-on-the-Hudsou, N. Y., Third
month 21st, Keturah Bull, wife of Charles C. Cocks, aged
26 years.

COOK.—At the residence of her son-in-law, Charles D.

Cook, Third month 23d, Ruth M. Cook, aged 79 years and
20 days; a member of Meualleu Monthly Meeting, Adams
Co., Pa.

Another beloved mother has passed from works to re-

wards.

EVAN.S.—At Doylestowu, Third month 28th, Emaliue
A. Evans, in her 76th year. Interment at Fair Hill, Pliila-

delphia.

EVES.—In Millville, Pa., Third month 26th, of croup,

Josejihine, youngest daughter of Chandlee R. aud Sarah E.

Eves, aged 2 years, 10 mouths, 5 days.

HUMPHREYS.—At the residence of her son-in-law,

Angu.stus Crowell, Philadelphia, Third month 30th, 1887,

Juliana, widow of Samuel J. Humphreys, in. her 69th year

;

a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadel-

phia.

JOHNSON.—At Deruyter, Third month 2d, 1887, Jarves-

Johnson, in the 88th year of his age; an exemplary mem
ber aud for many years an Elder of Deruyter Monthly
Meeting of Friends. This dear friend had the misfortune to

break his hip six years ago which caused him to be a great
sufferer. Being almost blind prevented his mingling mueli
with his friends but he was ever grateful and exi>ressed his

love with tender feelings towards his friends, kindly
thanking them for their visits iu his affliction which he
bore with a peaceful aud quiet resignation.

Henky Tripp.

MILLS.—Third month 28th, Mtiry K. widow of Wil-

liam O. Mills, of Frankford, and daughterof the late Joseph

K. Heston, of Columbia county, Pa., in her 76th year ; an
attendant of Frankford meeting.

OGBORN.— In Philadelphia Third month 27th, Joel

Oghorn, aged 77.

TAYLOR.—At Mir.ersville, .Schuylkill Co., Pa., Third

month 27th, Joseph F. Taylor, in his 78th year.

EDUCATIONAL.
WHAT CONSTITUTES A SUITABLE PREPARATION

FOR A COURSE OF STUDY IN SCIENCE?^

ICoiicluJed from last week.'}

OUR own noble language should occupy a large pro-

portion of the time f;iven to the preparation of our

man of science, for no one more than he should be

able to express truth in simple and forcible English.

By the study of English I do not mean formal

grammar and rhetoric which as Huxley says " in-

volves a knowledge of logic and of considerations

which it is not possible to put fairly and fully into

the mind of a young person,"—but the literature it-

self. Might we not at a time wlien tlie memory ia

most retentive have our student, with his French and

German, put past forgetting also some of our match-

less pro.se and poetry ? If we can till our children's

minds with what is beautiful in thought and style as

fast as we can teach them to appreciate it, we are not

only giving them correct models to follow in their

own use of the language, but we are doing much to

forestall the enemy who is lying in wait to sow the

ground with the tares of worthle.-ss if not jiernicioua

books and papers.

I would have the study of English extend well

up into the college course, for it is more important

that our science-student should become familiar with

the best thought and the best expression of our liter-

ature than for his brother who studies the ancient

languages; for the latter will incidentally acquire

command of good English in the long task of learn-

ing Latin and Greek aud translating tliem under the

eye of a careful master.

Our student of science has no ground for iliseour-

agement because his line of work does not ofler this

incidental advantage. He has at his command a

literature richer tlian all the literatures of antiquity

combined. If it is possible for him to get literary

culture anywhere he can get it thus. The greatest

master of English,who has been called " the Emperor

of all literature," learned to use his language as the

great writers of antiquity learned to use theirs by

studying it and not by studying some other language.

' Read at the Educational Conference, l.'jth and Race Streets,

Philadelphia, Third mouth 5, 1887, by Prof. Samuel S. Green, of

Swarthmore College.
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In asking to have English placed on an equality

with other subjects of college study President Eliot

says :
" It cannot be doubted that English literature

is beyond all comparison the amplest, most various,

and most splendid literature which the world has
seen; and it is enough to say of the English language
that it is the language of that literature. Greek lit-

erature compares with English as Homer compares
with Shakspeare, that is, as infantile with adult civil-

ization. It may further be said of the English lan-

guage that it is the native tongue of nations which
are preeminent in the world by force of character,

enterprise, and wealth, and whose political and social

institutions have a higher moral interest and greater

promise than any which mankind has hitherto in-

vented. To the original creations of English genius

are to be added translations into English of all the

masterpieces of other literatures, sacred and pro-

fane." And he adds, " It is a very rare scholar who
has not learned much more about the Jews, the

Greeks, or the Romans through English than
through Hebrew, Greek, or Latin."

The languages I have mentioned—English, French
and German—with perhaps a " little Latin and less

Greek," if our student is to be a naturalist,—will oc-

cupy all the time we can spare in our course for such
work.

There are other implements needed for the effi-

cient equipment of our man of science and the acqui-

sition of them will occupy much time. He must
have a knowledge of mathematics, including trigo-

nometry and mechanics ; and if his work is to lie in

certain departments he must be able to use the in-

finitesimal calculus. He should have considerable

skill in dravving. He should be familiar with the

important facts and the fundamental principles of

the natural sciences ; of physics and chemistry cer-

tainly, and of as many others as his time and oppor-

tunity will permit, for these sciences are so interde-

pendent that in order tomake an exhaustive study of

any one of them it is necessary to have some knowl-
edge of several others. I mention physics and chem-
istry especially, because aside from their value as a

means of intellectual culture, and the vast field they

offer for work, they are an essential preparation for

the other sciences ; biology is defined as " the phys-

ics and chemistry of matter in the living state;"

Eaodern astronomj' is largely the application of phys-

ics and chemistry ; the same is true of mineralogy,

and to a greater or less extent of every branch of

science that deals with matter or force.

Throughout the whole course there must be train-

ing in science-work in the field or the laboratory ; with-

out this our cour.se will inevitably fail of its purpose.

A course of study that does not provide for work by
the student himself atl'ords no science-training.

As a citizen of a self-governing nation, he should

have some instruction in political science and in the

history of his country and of England, especially con-

stitutional history. He should be encouraged to read

the history of other nations, and in connection with

his study of geography he should to some extent be

made acquainted with foreign countries by means of

photographs and by the judicious gratification of his

natural liking for books of travels. Now of this con-

siderable body of knowledge, what part can be better

acquired in the schools, and what part should be de-

ferred till the college period ?

As I have already intimated, a large part of the

French and German should be given in the schools so

that the college study of those languages, if pursued at

all, might be really a study of their literatures, and so

that our student of science might begin at once to

consult reference books in those languages. At pres-

ent the amount of French and German given in most

Friends' schools is meagre indeed. For several years

we have asked that candidates for admission to the

course in science should be prepared in one of these

languages, but even that small requirement is not al-

ways met.

In regard to the feasibility of teaching languages

to children at quite an early age, I will quote a pas-

sage from Mathew Arnold's report on elementary edu-

cation in Germany, France, and Switzerland. HI says:

"In the specially formative and humanizing parts

of the school-work, I found in foreign schools a per-

formance which surprised me, which would be pro-

nounced good anywhere, and which I could not find

in corresponding schools at home. I am thinking of

literature and poetry and the lives of the poets, of

recitation and reading, of history, of foreign languages.

At Trachenberg, near Dresden, I went with the in-

spector into a schoolroom where the head class were-

reading a ballad of Goethe, ' Der siinger.' The in-

spector took the book, asked the children questions

about the life of Goethe, made thsm read the poem,^

asked them to compare it with a ballad of Schiller

in the same volume, ' Der Graf von Habsburg,' drew
from them the difierences between the two ballads,

what their charm was, where lay the interest of thfr

middle ages for us, and of chivalry, and so on. The
performance was not a solo by a clever inspector : the-

part in it taken by the children was active and intelli-

gent, such as would be called good if coming from

children in an altogether higher class of school, and
such as proved under what capable teaching they

must have been. In Hamburg, again, in English, and
at Zurich in French, I heard children read and trans-

late a foreign language with a power and a pronunci-

ation such as I have never found in an elementary

school at home, and which I should call good if I

found it iu some high-class school for young ladies."

Mathematics is a subject that may well extend

throughout the college course. It is proposed that

the schools should carry the student through quad-

ratic equations iu algebra, and give him the whole of

plane geometry. The other mathematical subjects he

can get at college as fast as he needs them in his work
Because mathematics is an easy su'oject for the

teacher, and because of a notion that it afi'ords a vast

amount of mental discipline, it has been allowed to

usurp a larger proportion of time in our schools than

it deserves. I believe this is one cause of our defi-

cient work in modern languages. In arithmetic es-

pecially we are spending a great deal of time teachiug

children what they would know without teaching, or

could acquire in a few hours if we would but wait till

the reasoning power is more fully developed.
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One might infer from reading a modern book on
arithmetic that one of the chief objects of our ele-

mentary schools is to teach the business of banking.

In a treatise published seventy-five years ago I find

chapters on carpenters' work, bricklayers' work, ma-
sons' work, pavers' work, slaters andtylers' work.plas-

erers' work, painters' work, glaziers' work, and plumb-
ers' work. Why all these are slighted by our arithe-

tic makers of the present day it is diificult to say
;

for buying shoes for instance at six dollars a pair is a

problem not essentially diflerent from borrowing dol-

lars at six cents a year, and by the exercise of the

same amount of ingenuity one might extract from it

as much unnecessary work for children as we manage
to get from the subject of Interest.

I know that the plea is made that all this tends

to develop the rea.soning power ; but have we not

quite enough of that kind of work in the geometry
and algebra which it is absolutely necessary our stu-

dent should learn before he enters college?

There is an idea prevalent to some extent that

mathematics afford a training especially suitable to

develop the scientific faculties; and there are insti-

tutions giving a course of study they call " scientific"

which consists of their classical course with its most
valuable parts omitted and an excessive amount of

mathematics added. Now of all the subjects we
study, mathematics is most purely deductive or syn-

thetic ; the methods of science are inductive. In
mathematics we proceed from axiomatic truths by
infallible logic to undoubted conclusions ; in science

we must carefully observe separate facts, judiciously

compare them, and arrive at general laws governing
our phenomena.

The exact discipline afforded by the study of

mathematics can no more be omitted from our

scheme of a liberal education than science-training

itself; but we must not make the mistake of suppos-

ing it to be the equivalent of science-training, or

that it can in any way be substituted for science-train-
ing.

Geography and history have a recognized place in

the schools and I believe students entering courses in

science have usually a sufficient preparation in those

subjects. The schools are also giving instructions in

several of the natural sciences, but it is almost exclu-

sively by lectures and text- book recitation. This
method serves to awaken an interest in the subject

perhaps and to impart some valuable information ; it

isanindispensableaccompanimentof laboratory work;
but, as I have already said, it has no value in itself as

a means of science-training.' It is rather a literary

than a scientific exercise, and is of less benefit to the

class than to the lecturer himself. In real science-

work, the student must do things for himself; as

President Eliot says, " be scrutinizes, touches,

weighs, measures, analyzes, dis.sects, and watches
things. By these exercises his powers of observation

and judgment are trained , and he acquires the pre-

cious habit of observing the appearances, transfor-

mations, and processes of nature." Several of the

^Since the above was written the President of Harvard in his

annual report has characterized such teaching so far as science-

training is concerned as posit ively harmful.

natural sciences require for their successful pursuit

aboratories and apparatus more or less elaborate and
expensive, and such would be better deferred to the
college period.

As our object is training, and not information

chiefly, our science-work in the preparatory schools

might be restricted to one or two branches.

Those selected should be easy of comprehen-
sion and should require for their prosecution simple

and inexpensive appliances. Obviously the subjects

best suited to our purpose are Zoology and Botany.

The pupils can buy for themselves the simple imple-

ments, needed for this work, and the material for

study is everywhere at hand. These subjects have a
further advantage over some others in that they in-

volve no arithmetical calculation.

In claiming for practical work in natural science

a place in our .schools I have alluded only to the

training it affords ; should we not consider also the

intelligent and delightful interest it awakens in

natural objects and phenomena; an interest that is

apt to last for life and grow stronger with the myriad
opportunities for its gratification ?

Courses in manual training, such as map-making
in sand, modelling in clay, wood carving and joinery,

all tend in the direction of science-training, as they

cultivate dexterity, observation, and judgment. To
all these subjects drawing is an important adjunct, as

it is to work in natural history. Agassiz said, " the

lead-pencil is the best microscope ;

" meaning that

when one comes to observe so closely as one must in

order to make an accurate drawing, much is revealed

that might otherwise escape detection.

The importance of drawing, both as a means of

culture and as an indispensable implement for sub-

sequent work in science, should be more fully recog-

nized in our schools.

Many of our schools are giving a good preparation

for students who are to pursue the classical course in

college ; it would require no great modification of

their work in order to give, as I have suggested, an

equally suitable preparation for the course in science.

Most of the subjects taught must necessarily be alike

for all, and it is desirable that this should be the case

so far as possible.

Even if it were desirable to recognize at an early

age the natural bent of a pupil's mind it is not al-

ways easy to do so. One of the best ways to find it

out is to have them all pursue pretty nearly the same
course of study.

We have seen that our science student must study

languages as a necessary part of his equipment for

work ; and for the student who is to devote hia

time chiefly to language-study some science-training

would be of great value. An eminent classical

scholar. Professor Jebb, of Glasgow, declares that

"the diffusion of that which is specially named sci-

ence has at the same time spread abroad the only

spirit in which any kind of knowledge can be prose-

cuted to a result of lasting intellectual value."

Let us offer in our schools the three languages

Latin, French, and German and require all except the

hopelessly incapable to take two of them. Then in-

stead of giving information about so many sciences-
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let us give to all our pupils alike trabwig in one or

two. The information can in most cases, be got

nearly or quite as well by reading out of school. Let
drawing and the other subjects taught in tlie school

be given to all alike.

If there should be time for but one or two of the

languages, by all means let us begin with the modern
in preference to the more difficult ancient ones. The
modern languages are necessary for all students, what-
ever line of work they may subsequently pursue; let

us make sure of them at the beginning. In doing .so

we shall at the same time discover which of our
pupils have the capacity and fondness for language-

study necessary to master the Latin and Greek. For
tlie others the study of those languages would be
time worse than wasted.

In every subject used to develop the intellect ex-

cept the single one of language-study we proceed
from the easier to the more difficult—always in the

line of least resi-stance; nor do we in developing our
muscles start out with a tw'enty-pound dumb-bell,

and urge the plea that after we learn to use that well

the five-pound one will offer no difficulty. The
order in which the schoolmaster takes up the lan-

guages—Latin, Greek, modern languages, Sanscrit-
has no better justification, I suspect, than his rever-

ence for antiquity and for what is established; be-

cause this order is precisely the one historically in

which those languages were admitted to the scheme
of a liberal education.

If any apology is needed for introducing this sub-

ject in discussing the preparation for science-study,

it is found in the fact that in some of our schools the

ancient languages are required, while the modern
ones are crowded into the elective column or not
given at all.

The course I have indicated would necessitate the
omission of some things at present taught in the
schools, which would of itself be an advantage. Our
courses are too broad and shallow ; if we should
make them narrower and deeper, not only those who
are preparing for college but the others also would
have a better training. We go over so many subjects

in so short a time that there is danger the whole un-
digested mass may prove useless as intellectual nour-
ishment.

I would like to fortify this point by a quotation
from Francis Galton's little book entitled, " English
Men of Science, their Nature and Nurture." He
summarizes the answers he received to questions
sent to more than eighty of the eminent scientists of
Great Britain, as follows: " The interpretation that I

put on the answers as a whole is, to teach a few con-
genial and useful things very thoroughly, to encour-
age curiosity concerning as wide a range of subjects

as possible, and not to overteach."

I will quote also the precise subjects they would
select for rigorous study, though the list does not by
any means coincide with the one I have advocated
in this paper. He says: " The following .seem to me
in strict accordance with what would have best
pleased those of the scientific men who have sent me
returns. 1. Jlathematics, pushed as far as the capa-

city of the learner admits, and its processes utilized

as far as po.ssible for interesting ends and practical

applications. 2. Logic. 3. Observation, theory, and
experiment in at least one branch of science. 4. Ac-

curate drawing of objects connected with the branch

of science pursued. 5. Mechanical manipulation.

These five subjects should be rigorously taught."

Galton adds: "Tlu^re would remain plenty of time

for that variety of work which is so highly prized as

—ready access to books; much reading of literature,

history, and poetry ; languages learned (probably

best during the vacations), in the easiest and swiftest

manner, with the sole object of enabling the learners

to read ordinary books in them. This seems suffi-

cient because my returns show that men of science

are not made by much teaching, hut rather by awak-
ening their interest, encouraging their pursuits when
at home, and leaving them to teach themselves con-

tinuously throughout life. Much teaching fills a

youth with knowledge, but tends prematurely to sa-

tiate his appetite for more."

It is because of the very respect we have for the

natural sciences, and the belief that somehow they

will be of great material benefit to our children in

after life, that we abuse them by crowding so many
of them into our short school courses.

In our devotion to utility I fear we are like the

dog in the fable, grasping at a shadow and letting go

the substance—intellectual training.

"No two terms," says Prof Tyndall, "were ever

so distorted and misapplied with reference to man in

his higher relations as the terms useful and practical.

As if there was no nakedness of the mind to be

clothed as well as nakedness of the body—no hunger

and thirst of the intellect to satisfy."

It was in protest against looking for the im-

mediate material advantage of what we study that

Lowell defined the university as "a place where
nothing useful is taught," and I presume Agassiz had
a similar feeling when he declared he had no time to

make money. To the scholar who acquires knowl-

edge for its own sake there is even something of the

ludicrous in this estimating of learning as one would
estimate stocks and lands. Humphrey Newton says

of his kinsman Sir Isaac: "I cannot say that I ever

saw him laugh but once. It was upon occasion of

asking a friend to whom he had lent a copy of Euclid

to read, what progress he had made in that author

and how ne liked him. He answered by desiring to

know of what use and benefit in life that study

would be to him? Upon which Mr. Newton was

very merry." Humphrey quaintly remarks: " It put

me in mind of the Ephesiau philosopher who laughed

only once in a lifetime to see an ass eating thistles

when plenty of good grass was by."

If a crooked stick is before you, you need not ex-

plain how crooked it is. Lay a straight one down by
the side of it, and the work is well done. Preach the

truth, and error will stand abashed in its presence.
—Spurgeon.

It is good fou us to think no grace or blessing is

truly ours till we are aware thatGod has blessed some
one else with it through us.

—

Puillifs Buooks.
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FRIENDS IN NEBRASKA.
THE following extract from a private letter from
Joseph H. Painter, dated Lincoln, Neb., Third month
27th, will be read with interest by his many friends

in this country as well as by those belonging to the
religions Society of Friends.

"There are a number of the Society of Friends in

this vicinity, and last fall we commence<l holding
meetings once a month at Dr. Hettie K. Painter's

Lincoln Infirmary. Some persons seeing a notice of

the gathering met with us last First-day. Among
them was Dr. Amos Harvey, of Butler county, of this

State. A some^-hat. singular coincidence occurred or

was developed at our assembly. Hettie K. Painter
net' Kersey, was an adopted daughter of Mordecai and
Esther Hays, on the Brandyvvine, and this Dr. Har-
vey was a neighbor, born and raised on the other
side of the river. They were children together as it

were, and neither had heard of the other for over
forty years. Again, the wife of Doctor Harvey was a
cousin of Moses Brinton's wife and neither had heard
of the other for nearly forty years and yet they have
been residing forsome years within fifty miles of each
other. Moses Brinton is also from Chester county,
where he has many friends and relatives. It was a hap-

py reunion and added considerable interest to onr
meeting. The Doctor gave us an old-fashioned Qua-
ker sermon and Friend Brinton added words of cheer
and good advice. After the meeting adjourned our
many friends and relatives we had left in the good
old county of Chester were freely spoken of and
notes compared. It was truly a happy, and I trust,

a profitable gathering, bringing to mind many rem-
iniscences of olden times that can only be enjoyed
and appreciated by those who have been educated
and reared under the peculiar doctrines of our So-
ciety. Loduskie Van Gordon, wife of J. W. Van
Gordon, formerly of Logan county, Ohio, now of
Ulysses, in this State, traveled over forty miles to

meet with us. She was unaware of the existence of
any Friends in the State until she saw the notice in

the paper. Having buried an only child, a bright
dear daughter, two-and-a-half years old, only two
months ago, she gladly returned from home to seek
that sympathy she felt .satisfied she would find in

those of a similar education. It seemed to be a glo-
rious balm to her troubled heart to grasp Friends by
the hand. Dr. Hamer, formerly of Chester county,
(Hamorton) meets with us occasionally. We hope our
small beginning may lead to good results."— IlVsf

Chester Republican.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—The annual reunion of members of the Somer-

ville Literary Society, (the' only society maintained
by the young women of the college), took place on
Seventh-day evening. A correspondent sends us the
following account: "The reunion brought together
an unusually large number of former students of the
College, and the occasion was one of great interest to

all. Elizabeth Powell Bond, the Matron, and Annie
Shoemaker, Principal of the Girls' Department of
Friends' Central School, Philadelphia, were elected

honorary members of the Society. The improve-
ments at Swarthmore during the past year, and the
bright outlook for the College, were themes that
were on every tongue. These annual reunions of
the literary societies do much to bring together
the Swarthmore Alumni, and to perpetuate and
strengthen their uniformily warm interest in their
Alma Mater. Which of the Societies, the Soraerville,
the Eunomian, or the Delphic, will be the first to
establish a Professorship? What an honor to the
Society, and what a graceful tribute, to the memory
of Mary Somerville, for example, would be a 'Somer-
ville Professorship of Mathematics and Astronomy !

'

Such of the members as may not have large means
themselves may at some time have a powerful in-
fluence over those who have. Surely a work like
this would be conceded by all to be within ' woman's
sphere,' which was so ably iliscussed in this meet-
ing."

—A large number of the members of the Somer-
ville from a distance remained over night, and the
College was quite crowded. The meeting on First-
day morning was unusually large, and Lydia H.
Price was present, and spoke most acceptably—She
turned the attention of all to the Great Source whence
all of our manifold blessings are derived ; and to the
importance of manifesting our gratitude by using to
the best poss.ble advantage the great opportunities
for mental, moral and spiritual growth placed within
our reach a brief .synopsis would not do justice to
this impressive discourse, but that it reached the
minds and hearts of those to whom it was addressed
was sutHciently manifest from the fixed attention
throughout, of old and young.

LETTER FROM CHAS. THOMPSON IN
" BRITISH FRIEND."

[The following letter has been sent by Charles Thomp-
son (Morland, England), to the British Friend, (Glasgow.)
It will donbtless be of interest to our readers. Perhaps we
should add the remark that we by no means accept the
designation " Seceders of 1827." As is well known, the
Separation took place in such manner, in most of the Year-
ly Meetings, as to leave our Friends in them under no
reasonable imputation of a " secession."

—

Eds. Intelli-

gencer AND Journal.]

American Friends.

Dear Friend: I find it needful to ask thee for a
little space in the British Friend to attempt a reply to

H. Hartshorne, the editor of the Friends' Revieio

(Phila.), whose essay appeared in thy last issue. It

assumed to advise English Friends with regard to

their correspondence with American Yearly Meet-
ings, more particularly referring to the Seceders of
1827, in rather an arbitrary fashion. I think thy
readers will agree with me, that his letter rather
justifies than disproves the position assumed in my
communication—(see Britisli Friend, 12th month 1

188G.) It is clear that H. H. recognized in my asser-

tion that official declarations were referred to ; for he
acknowledges that he has "seen but little of the
official documents of their Yearly Meetings," and he
then endeavors to make out a case by quotations from
some printed sermons delivered by a private Individ-
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ual. He proceeds to state tliat from wliat he has seen

ami beanl he discovers a marked diflerence between

these utteranees and such as appear in similar doeu-

ments issued by London Yearly Meeting, and tliisbe

deems a sufficient reason why Englisli Friends slionld

continue to ifinore theexistenceof alargeand compact

body of Friends in America, among whom, (in strik-

ing contrast with those who are recognized) there has

been no division since 1S27. He charges these

Friends witli omission to proclaim what he deems

essential doctrine, and then singularly enough goes

on to declare that to day among so-called " orthodox

Friends it is not easy to be certain of the present

range of opinion on doctrinal topics," etc. This being

so, one would have thought the editor of a Friends'

journal should write with great caution, to say noth-

ing about that Christian charity which hopeth all

things, etc. But this mode of treatment is not new
in religious controversy ; we have known something

among Friends in this country of being condemned,
not for what they had said, but for what they omitted

to say.

Being too lengthy for quotation, I herewith sup-

ply thee with some strictly official evidence, which
H. H. can also obtain, if so disposed, at Friends'

Book Store, Philadelphia.

(1). The Epistles of Philadelphia Y. M., 1828 and
1830, addressed to London Y. M. (but in both in-

stances declined). In 1836 these were reprinted

specially for the information of English Friends. (2).

In 1848 was published in a pamphlet: "The Testi-

mony and Views of Friends on the Scriptures," being

extracts from the writings of Fox, Penn, Barclay,

Burrough, and many others; and also from Epistles

of London Yearly Meeting, and of several of those

deemed " orthodox " on the American Continent.

(3). In 1882 was reprinted, by these same Friends, " A
Summary of the History, Doctrine, and Discipline of

F"riends," first issued by London Meeting for Suffer-

ings, 1790.

And yet in his concluding paragraph H. H. says,

after some reference to the Essays by three Friends,

entitled " A Reasonable Faith "
:

" We think it mani-
fest, and important to be understood, that there is

not in the body which now continues the organiza-

tion constituted by the separation of 1827 any right

ground of unity in doctrinal confession and profes-

sion with London Yearly Meeting. Whatever name
may be given to that body, it is certainly true that it

is not officially, or by the utterances of its ministers

and other members, shown to be orthodox, or in

agreement with the clear testimony upon doctrine

of George Fox, Robert Barclay, Isaac Pennington,

Thomas Story, and the other standard early and
later Friends."

Now this is really all that H. H. has to say—it is

his opinion, nothing more—but it is only an opinion;

whilst I have given authorities, official authorities

which should have some weight, to rebut the charge.

Would H. H. submit to have the section of Friends

to which he is attached judged by the individual

utterances of any of its members? I trow not. And
certainly English Friends would not submit to such

an ordeal. If either we or they opened such an in-

quiry there would be an end of all harmony, and of
the object of our association.

I do not desire to be considered an advocate of
the Friends of 1827. They do not need my defence

—but I do desire that they may be relieved from
the unjust suspicion and distrust under which they

have too long suffered.

Thy friend sincerely,

Charles TuokpsoN.
MoRLAND, 3rd mo. 8, 1887.

COMMUNICA TIONS.
THE HOME AT MAYLANDVII.LE.

[A friend has seut the following note to one of the edi-

tors. Though not intended for publication, it contains

matter of general interest.—Ens.]

Esteemed Friend: Thy article in the Intelli-

gencer of last week in rel.ition to " The Home for

Destitute Colored Children " was read w ith much in-

terest by some of us, who are in a measure con-

nected with that institution. The name is properly

Maylandville, so-called from Jacob Mayland, a Ger-
man who many years since purchased the prop-

erty and carried on manufacturing business to a con-

siderable extent. He was a man of more than ordina-

ry energy. The house now occupied as the " Home "

was built by him for his residence. If his family was
driven from there on account of malaria it must have
been at that period when, incident to the construc-

tion of the Schuylkill canal, the whole valley of the

river was subjected to disease of that character. Cer-

tain it is that now the location is a remarkably
healthy one. The uniformly good health enjoyed
by the inmates of that institution will compare favor-

ably with any other. This has been the case for

years. T. G.

THE BIBLE OF INDIA—THE " VEDA."
FROM an article on the " The Veda " by Prof. W. D.

Whitney, of New Haven, the eminent philologist, in

the Century, we quote as follows :
" The name Veda

has grown to be a familiar one in the ears of this gen-

eration. Every educated person among us knows it

as the title ofa literary work belonging to far-off India,

that is held to be of quite exceptional importance by
men who are studying some of the subjects that most
interest ourselves. Yet there are doubtless many to

whose minds the word brings but a hazy and uncer-

tain meaning. For their sake, then, it may be well

to take a general view of the Veda, to define its place

in the sum of men's literary productions, and to show
how and why it has the especial value claimed for it

by its students.
" The Veda is the Bible of the inhabitants of India,

ancient and modern ; the Sacred Book of one great

division of the human race. Now, leaving aside our

own Bible, the first part of which was iu like manner
the ancient Sacred Book of one division of mankind,
the Hebrew, there are many such scriptures in the

world. There is the Koran of the Arabs, of which we
know perfectly well the period and author ; the

A vesta of the Persian ' fire-worshippers,' or followers of

Zoroaster ; the records of ancient China, collected and
arranged by Confucius ; and others less conspicuous.
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All are of high interest, important for the history

of their respective jieoplesand for the general history

of religions; yet they lack that breadth and depth of

consequence that belongs to the Hindu Veda."

MY FLOWERS.
ALL in the early moruing hours

I walked through blooming garden bowers,

Where purple pinks and pausies grew.

And roses sparkled in the dew.

They were so lovely in my sight,

I plucked the red ones and the white,

And with full hands I wandered down
Until I-t'eached the busy town.

Then round m6i like a swarm of bees.

Came ragged children, crying " Please !

Oh, please give me a flower !

"—And so

I had to let my treasures go.

I gave them, every one, away
;

But somehow all the loug, warm day,

Those flowers seemed just as sweet aud bright

As if they still were in my sight.

—Maby E. Bbadley, in St. Nicholas for April.

OPPORTUNITY.
Far up in the orchard, the grey winter branches

Eeached out their brave airms through the storm and the

night.

To win to their holdfast the thick-falling snow-flakes.

That no tiny twig miss its burden of white.

To the plaint of the wind, as it moaned out its sorrow.

The soft-sandalled snow brought a message of calm
;

So let thy sweet mercy, O bounteous Father,

Now lighten upon us with healing and balm.

To-day, the stern thraldom of winter is broken,

And earth in her joy can no longer be dumb
;

Content, to the sunlight she bares her brown bosom.

And all the glad blossoms sing out, " Spring has come !"

So motherly Nature disciples her children

To watch for the " now " of life's sunshine and rain
;

Her valley of Achor, though narrow, shall open
To God's door of hope, in rich blessing amain.

E'en thus for acceptance is momently ofiered

The Lord's opportunity, so we but heed
;

And happy the soul that, with faith like the flowers,

'Will grasp in its passing His gift at her need.

M. K. A. Stone.

Prom the Public Ledger.

STUDIES IN THE WOODS.
HOW cheering in the fitful sunshine and cold winds
of March weather is it to feel the resurrection of new
life in the swelling buds and the hourly preparation
for leafage and bloom !

A few days since a little, ooy, not quite five years

old, selected from among many kinds a twig of the
common white poplar, because these trees grew in

the play-ground of liis home, and he had become
familiar with the long, pointed and varnished buds.

Having been told the name of the tree he had him-
self observed the appearance of the buds without
any special instruction and even without the knowl-
edge of his parents. It is, however, probable that

nine-tenths of the children already in schools would
fail, if asked, to name half a dozen of the twigs cut
from trees with which they are most familiar, and
that one-half of their parents would do the same.
The children are so occupied with books that they
have no time to see in savage fashion, and their
parents have forgotten the love of the woods, if they
ever possessed it.

Where a study sutliciently complete to arrest at-
tention is intended it is an excellent plan to gather
small branches a month or so before they would
bloom in the open air, and watch the process of un-
folding in a warm room. Jars of water, to which a
little fresh water is added daily, will preserve the
twigs in proper condition, provided they have plenty
of room and fresh air. Too many specimens must
not be crowded into one jar. By this simple means
this ever new miracle of leafage and bloom may be
observed from day to day, so that a ready welcome
can be afforded to the crowds which burst confus-
ingly upon ns with the months of April and May.

During the last year's growing season tiny buds
have appeared in the axils of the leaves and at the
end of each twig. These are prepared for the coming
year, the terminal buds being usually the largest.

The old leaf, which has performed its duty, ripened
and fell, leaving a scar where it had been, just be-
neath the new bud. Some such scars are preferable
for study to others, those of the horse chestnuts and
magnolias being especially so on account of their
large size and distinctness of outline. In the horse
chestnut the leaf scar is somewhat horseshoe shaped,
and a semi-circle of small dots within the border of
the scar presents a further fanciful resemblance to

nails in the horse-shoe. Typically, there are seven
of these dots, three on each side and one in the cen-
tre of the point on the horse-shoe. The number of
the dots, however, varies greatly, and there may be
either more or fewer of them, while the majority of
the .scars will be furnished with precisely seven, in a
definite order. Be their number few or many, they
are not to be ignored, since they are the ends of
bundles of fibres which, like strong cords, once held
the leaf stem to its base and allowed the leaf to play

freely in the sunshine and air, and permitted it,

without injury, to be tossed in the wind. When the
leaf reached its maturity these bundles of fibres, hav-
ing already fulfilled their office, ceased to perform
any further duty. 8oon afterwards a partition of
cellular structure formed between the twig and its

leaf stem. When this had been accomplished the
connection between the leaf and its parent twig was
cut off and the leaf dropped to the ground, leaving

the winter buds just above the scar on the stem.
This scar is usually of a lighter color than the sur-

rounding bark, but frequently it becomes black with
age. Leaf scars of the preceding year can in this

manner usually be distinguished from those which
are old.

In trees of early geologic ages, the leaf scars are
important as showing specific differences, and in all

trees they are characteristic. If one wishes to illus-

trate modes of leaf arrangement, we must observe
carefully the leaf scars, and draw them precisely as
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they are in nature. In slow-growing trees, such as

particuhir species of oaks, the leaf scars will bo

crowdeit together so as to give the stem a knotted

appearance, and the older scars will be much darker

in color than tliose of recejit formation. In this man-

ner an approximate idea can be formed of tlie age of

trees and the rale of growth of the tree.

There are, however, other "knots" to be taken

into account in such oaks as the blai'k oak, the red

oak, the pin oak and their allies. Instead of leaf buds

there are just above the last year's leaf scars, small

prominences, perhaps half the size of a pea, on the

fruit-bearing branches. These are ovaries, which

are to develop into acorns. In the group to wiiich

the black oak belongs these acorns require two years

to mature. During the winter, at any time, one may

find twigs of any other of these oaks with a greater

or lesser number of these future acorns. I hold in

my hand at this moment a twig of red oak on which

I can count six of the " knots." In each one there

are from two to tliree rudimentary acorns. There is

not room for all of these to grow, and where are

found such numbers, only one or two pairs may de-

velop into ripened acorns. The portion of the twig

on which these ovaries are seated is about four inches

in length, the bark being of redder and fresher ap-

pearance than the four inches of older wood. At the

outer extremity are several terminal and sealed buds.

These contain the leaves and blossoms for the com-

ing spring—or rather the leaves and blossoms which

might have appeared but for an unfortunate circum-

stance which befel the tree. It was cut down some

time after the formation of these buds, at what time

I know not. I do know that the tree had lain upon

the ground for some months, and that its stump had

been carted away in quarrying stone. In the depth

of winter, when the snow was on the ground, I

found the prostrate tree and gathered my twigs from

the topmost branches. This may account for the

prolific condition of the stems. I have observed that

as trees grow older the fruit becomes more abundant

on the upper branches.

I put my twigs in water and kept them until the

present time, the middle of March. These buds from

a felled tree, as with a pathetic memory of former

life, actually began to swell under the combined

warmth of the furnace and the window, and in-

creased to double their size. They had not sufficient

vitality to unfold, and are now withering, but they

did their be..t with a heroism worthy the last scion

of an ancient race. I could not see that the tiny

acorns increased the size in a corresponding degree.

According to the books, the fertile flowers consist of

a nearly three-celled and six-ovuled ovary, with a

three-lobed stigma, enclosed by a scaly, budlike in-

volucre, which in time becomes the acorn cup. The

stigma is fertilized by the pollen of the sterile flowers,

which drop from the stem in slender and graceful

catkins. In these rudimentary acorns under ob.serva-

tion, the three-lobed stigma can be seen with the

naked eye, but the scaly involucre is so poorly de-

fined that one requiresthe aid of a magnifying glass to

detect it. It is there, liowever, almost covering up

the ovary. The larger portion of the knots or dwell-

ings consist of the foot stalks on which the scale cov-^

ered ovaries are seated, mostly in pairs, but some of

them in threes. It is probable that one of the threes

would have been crowded out, leaving only two to

mature, although I have seen bunches with groups

of three in every instance. The doubling of pairs

frequently results in groupsof four acorns, apparently

from one stem, but it is really occasioned by the op-

posite instead of alternate growth of the footstalks at

the end of a twig. This occurs quite frequently

among the white oaks.

The white oaks differ from the black oaks and
their kindred by maturing their seed in one year;

hence in the white oaks and their allies, the chesnut

oaks, we need never expect to find rudimentary acorns

in winter, nor will we ever find them seated on the

twig below the leaf buds. They do not appear until

after the trees have blossomed, when the leaf buds

have unfolded and are partially grown. The group

to which the white oaks belong is hence known as

the Annual Fruited Oaks, while that to which the

black oaks are allied is the Biennial Fruited. In the

former there is a tendency towards the production of

sweet acorns, while in the latter the fruit is bitter.

Furthermore, in the former the lobes of the leaves

are usually rounded, whilst in the latter the lobes are

generally more or less pointed, the veins ending in

bristle points. In a winter's walk either one of these

characters may enable us to distinguish between a

biennial or an annual fruited species. We can taste

an acorn and ascertain whether it is sweet or bitter.

AVe can examine the twigs for rudimentary acorns or

we can see whether the lobes of the leaves are bristle

pointed or rounded.

Amongst the biennial fruited species, the foot-

stalks of the winter acorns are long or short accord-

ing to the species. In the red oak these footstalks

are so short as to make the acorns almost sessile or

seated directly on the twig. In the scarlet and pin

oaks the footstalks are much longer, occasionally al

most an inch in length. The guessing at species by

tokens of this kind gives an interest to forest walks

fully equal to the puzzles of our childhood, and vast-

ly more useful. By watching particular trees, and

partially deciding what they are, we can confirm or

correct our views by the spring budding, the summer
growth, and the autumnal changes of the foliage.

Lowell knew that in the spring time " Young oak

leaves mist the side-hill woods with pink," and we
learn to know that these were white oaks, rosy red

above. Seen from under side the creamy white and

flower-like sprays would have been scarcely less love-

ly. The black oak would have been crimson velvet

lined with tawny gold. Of the many difterent species

of oak each one, in the opening leaf, has its charac-

teristic color, or downiness, or smoothness. At thia

season of the year they can be distinguished without

hesitation, when later in the summer the task would

be a difficult if not impossible one from the study of

the leaf alone. It is almost sufficient for one spring

time to study the oaks alone.

Gr.^ceanna Lewis.

Truth crushed to earth will rise again.
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TRAIN THE BOYS.
THERE is oue element, in the home instruction of

boys to which too little attention has been given
;

iuid that is the cultivation of habits of punctuality,

system, order, and responsibility.

In many households boys' lives between twelve

and seventeen years are generally the calmest of

their existence. Up in the morning just in season

or breakfast; nothing to do but to start off early

enough not to be late ; looking upon an errand as

Jaking so much time and memory away from enjoy-

ment ; little thought of personal appearance except
when reminded by, mother to " spruce up "a little,

finding his wardrobe always where mother puts it;

in fact having nothing to do but enjoy himself.

Thus his life goes on until school ends. Then he is

ready for business. Vain thought ! At this point he
perhaps meets with his first struggle. Many times
during our business experience have we witnessed

failures causeil by the absence of a thorough home
discipline. How the boy without this great advant-
age fails is thus fairly de.scril)ed by the Scirnlijic

A merican :

" He goes into an office where everything is .sy.s-

tcin, order, precision. He is expected to keep things
neat and orderly, sometimes kindle fires, or do er-

rands,—in short, to become a part of a nicely regula-

ted machine, where everything moves in systematic
'grooves, and each one is responsible for correctness

in his department, and where in place of ministers
to his comfort he finds taskmasters, more or less le-

nient to he sure, and everything in marked contrast

to his previous life. In many instances the change
is too great. Errors become very numerous ; blun-
ders, overlooked at first, get to be a matter of serious

moment; then patience is overtaxed, and the boy is

told his services .are no longer needed. This is the
first blow, and sometimes he never rallies from it.

Then comes the surprise of the parents, who too often
nerer know the real cau.se, nor where they have
failed in the training of their children.

" What is wanted is for everyboy to have some-
thing special to do

; to have some duty at a definite

hour, and to learn to watch for that time to come ; to

be answerable for a certain portion of the routine of
the household

; to be trained to anticipate the time
when he may enter the ranks of business, and be
fortified with habits of energy, accuracy, and ambi-
tion, are often of more importance than superior
1 look-learning."

—

Exchange.

TEMPERANCE REPOR TS FROM A TLANTA

.

\ CORRESPONDENT of the New York Times, writ-
ing from Atlanta, referring to the liquor question,
gives the following statement from a "Local Rail-

road Manager :

"

• The average workman on his railroad, he says,

u.sed to be in debt all the time; it was seldom that
the month's wages were not drawn before the month
was out. Ready cash went for tipples; the family
bad to go into debt for necessities. It isn't so any
more. There may be jugs galore; there may even be
saloons where quiet rum-drinking is encouraged, but
the old array of temptations is gone. No longer'^are

a half-dozen invitations flaunted from bar-rooms on
every block. ' And we are paying more money out
in a lump at the end of each month than ever before,'

said my railroad friend, who is neither a prohibi-
tionist nor one who seeks to point morals. ' 1 oidy
know that we seldom have an assignment of wages
now. Our workmen put in more regular time. They
do more work. And scarce a week goes by that
some wife does not come to the oflice to say that she
is happier than ever before, and tliat there is a lot

more comfort in life. Now I do not say that the pro-

hibition of liquor-selling has caused all this, only I

do say that it never was so when the grog-shops were
running.'

" Mr. Samuel Inmau, one of the public-spirited

citizens of Atlanta, and ranked as among the fore-

most representative merchants of the South, in com-
menting on this statement and corroborating it, re-

marked sententiously : 'Children are wearing shoes
in Atlanta to-day who never wore them before. At-

lanta merchants have all fell the change. Money
that used to go for whiskey goes for home comforts

now.'

"

SAOACITY OF STORKS.
A PAIR of storks built a nest on one of the chimneys
of a mansion near Berlin. Having a curiosity to in-

spect it, the owner climbed up, and found in it one
egg, which, being about the size of a goose's egg was
replaced by one belonging to that bird. The storks

seemed not to notice the exchange, but no sooner

was the egg hatched than the male bird, perceiving

the difference, rose from the nest, and, flying round it

several times with loud screams, disappeared and was
not seen again for three days, during which time the

female continued to tend her offspring as usual.

Early on the fourth morning, however, the inmates
of the house were disturbed by loud and discordant

cries in the field fronting the bouse, when they per-

ceived about five hundreii storks assembled in a

dense body, and one standing about twenty j'ards be-

fore the rest, apparently haranguing its companions,
who stood listening to all appearance with great

emotion. When this bird had concluded it retired

and another took its place, and seemed to address

them in a similar manner. This proceeding and noise

was repeated by several successive birds until about
eleven o'clock in the forenoon, when the whole flock

simultaneously arose in the air uttering dismal cries.

The female all this time was observed to remain on
her nest, watching their motions with apparent
trepidation. In a short time the body of storks made
towards her, headed by one bird, supposed to be the

male, who struck her vehemently three or four times,

and knocked her out of the nest ; the whole iiiass then
followed the attack, until they had not only de-

stroyed the female stork (who made no atteiapt

either to escape or defend herself), but the young
gosling, and utterly removed every vestige of the nest

itself Since that time no stork has been known to

build there.

This anecdote appears to demonstrate a power of

combination and a kind of moral government among
storks which will startle readers who have hitherto
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believed that tbe lower animals are destitute of men-

tal oapaoity.—J/biTis's Animal Sagacity.

No true and permanent fame can be found except

in labors which promote the happiness of mankind.

—t'HAKI.ESSl'MNEU. •

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—A large tract of the Pyrenees has been virtually uu-

kuowu until recently surveyed by the geographer Schnider

and an energetic Alpine climber from the Toulouse Club.

These two students have eiirefnlly explored tbe Valley of

Aran and have found an unknown gorge between two

chains of mountains, which apparently formed a single

range. At the bottom of the gorge is a lake, believed to be

the hirgest sheet of water on the northern slope of the Pyr-

enees, and the existence of which was not even suspected

till three summers ago. According to existing maps, the

waters of the valley partly belong to the Mediterranean

estuary, but really they flow into the Garonne. Moreover,

there are many lofty peaks in the southern portion of the

valley, which were not even marked upon the maps.

—It is believed that thousands will be added this year to

Alaska's population, as mining and exploring are to be en-

ergetically prosecuted.

—A submarine tunnel is being built under the river at

Port Huron to shorten the distance between Detroit and

BuSalo or Toronto. The work is now ready for the hori-

zontal excavation, wliich will be one mile in length, in-

cluding 2310 feet in the submarine sections.

—The idea of boring a tunnel between the Italian pen-

insula and Sicily has been revived. The estimated cost is

said to be 71,000,000 francs, and the time required for

completing the work would be from four to six years. It

is stated that the depth of the sea is 160 metres.

—On the 30th of last month the Boston and Albany ex-

jiresstrain which arrived at the Grand Central Station New
York, at 10.30 o'clock, was lighted by electricity and

heated by steam, being the first complete train so equipped

which has ever been successfully run. All the rolling stock

on the road will be provided with similar arrangements as

quickly as possible.

—The calamity at Bufl'alo has led to the introduction of

mere than one bill at Albany looking to the safety of hotel

guests. The latest one emanates from the Commercial

Travellers' Association, and requires every hotel to have

a rope in each room above the ground floor, so fastened as to

hold a weight of 400 pounds and coiled in plain sight by a

window, so that any guest who is not blind will be sure to

see it. It is suggested that the hotel proprietor should for-

feit the bill for entertainment of any guest whose room
was not properly equipped.

—The Governor of Pennsylvania has is.sued a proclama-

tion fixing the 22d inst. as " Arbor Day." He calls upon
.schools and citizens generally to plant trees upon that day,

and in cbnclusiou says: " In case the d.ay herein designated

should be unsuitable in any portion of the Commonwealth,
let an adjournment be had to some future day which will

suit tbe climate aud convenience of the locality."

. ' CUSRENT EVENTS.
Sxow fell lu this region on the 1st. and 2nd inst., though

the temperature rose rapidly on the latter and it soon dis-

appeared. But in the Eastern States the storm was very
severe. " One of the severest snow-storms ever exper-
ienced '' in that vicinity began at W'aldoboro, Maine, on the
forenoon of the 2ik1, and i-ontiniud until early next uinrn-

ing, blockading all the roads. Two trains on the Knox and
Lincoln rOad -became stallert, and the passeugeirs on each

were obliged to remain in the care all night. From Chat-

ham, Mass., the storm was reported as " the worst of the

winter." During the afternoon the wind blew with great

force, uprooting trees, breaking wires aud blowing down
fences. The snow drifted badly, blocking the roads. The
Pollock Kip lightship was blown from her station. The
gale at Vineyard Haven was the most violent for several

years. A numberof schooners and other vessels were driven

ashore, but no loss of life is reported.

In the Senate of New Jersey, on the 1st inst., the bill

providing for a license before marriage, similar to the

Pennsylvania law on the same sulyect, was defeated.

Charles S. F.\irchild, who was Assistant .Secretary of

the Treasury, and was appointed Secretary, in place of

Daniel Manning, took the oath of office and entered on his

duties on the 1st instant.

The public debt statement issued on the 1st inst.,

shows a reduction of .$12,808,467 during March. Total

cash in the Treasury, $453,117,086.

Judge William S. Peirce, one of the judges of the

Court of Common Pleas of this city, died on the 4th inst.

He was born in Delaware, in 1815.

Berlin, April 1—Advices received from St. Petei-sburg

fully confirm the report that another attempt has been made
upon the life of the Czar. It is learned that on Tuesday,

while the Czar was exercising in the park connected with

the Gatscbina Palace, he was fired upon by an olfieer of the

army, the ball passing close to his person. The officer was

immediately seized by attendants and imprisoned.

NOTICES.

*ji;* Friends' Charity Fuel Association will hold its con-
cluding meeting this season, on .Seventh-day evening, 9th
inst., at 8 o'clock.

J. M. Tkumas, Jr., Clerk.

*V- Henry T. Child e.Kpects to attend Friends' .Meeting

at Medford, N. J., on First-day, Fourth month 17th, at 10

A. M., and a Temperance meeting at 2 P. M., at that place.

*:;.* The Quarterly Meeting's Committee, appointed to

visit the branch meetings of Philadelphia Quarterly Meet-
ing expect to attend Germantowu Meeting on First-day

morning, Fourth month 10th, at.10.30 o'clock.

'".s.*Abington First-day School Union will be held at

Plymouth Meeting-house, on Seventh-day, the loth inst.,

at 10 o'clock. Interested Friends are invited to attend.

Trains leaving 9th and Green streets station at 7.20 a. ni.

for Norristown connects withP lymonth Branch.
J. Q. Atkixsox, ( p|„,,..
AnnaMooee, •(^"'•^'>-»-

*j5*Quarterly meetings will occur in Fourth month, as

follows

:

19, Western, Loudongrove, Pa.

21, Cain. Sadsbury, Pa.

23, Westbury, Brooklyn, N. Y.
'26, Concord, Wilmington, Del.

27, Purchase, Amawalk, N. Y.
.'30, Scipio, Scipio, N. Y.

-j:!*A Meeting of the Joint Committee on Temperance
and intoxicating Beverages, of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing, will be held in Race Street Meeting-House, Philadel-

phia, on Seventh-day, Fourth month Ninth, 13.^7. at one
o'clock P. M.

James H. Atkinson, ) p,.-,..
Annie C. Dorlanp, J

'^ '""*•

*3i*Salem First-day School Union will be held in Woods-
town on Seventh-day 4th mouth 9th, commencing at 10

o'clock, .\. M.: All interested are invited to attend.

RioHMAN Coles, 1 p,„,.vs
IXlTB^Xi. WADWNttTON, J

^"*" "*'
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KINDNESS.
IF thou tbe wheel of time wouldst stay,

And drive old ago afar,

Within thy breast let kiuduess glow,

A mild aud gentle star.

Who loves another lovfs himself.

And helpful hands and kind

Add grace and sweetness to the face

And beauty to the mind.

—Fkedeeic E. Marvin, in ChrUlian Register.

JESUS AND THE TEMPTER.'
IN the fourth chapter of Matthew there appears a

personage so much more my.sterious and subtle than

any of the others who.se conversation with Jesus is

recorJed that the story almost startles us. On a re-

cent evening we considered that conversation in

which the disciples of Jesus told him where they had
been, how their message had been received, and how
they had dealt with one who had been doing works
in the name of Jesus and who was outside the com-
pany which surrounded the.Saviour. Now itis changed.

So subtle is this person or being with whom he speaks

that we sometimes question whether it is a being or

person at all. One of the great discussions in theol-

ogy is as to the nature of the Tempter. Certainly we
Lave here an account of something which addresses

Jesus and to whom he distinctly and completely

replies.

What shall we say in reganl to that tempter to

whom Jesus spoke in the wilderness? I do not pro-

pose to make any answer to the question in regard to

the nature of the Devil and the way in which he
touches the souls of men. It is some power external

to the life of man which enters into conspiracy with
something in man to bring .sin upon the soul. What
is it that tempts mankind ? It is not simply the pas-

sions of a man's whole life within himself, for con-

tinually It is related to things that belong to the world
without. On the other hand, it is nothing entirely

without ourselves, for su(^h a thing would not be able

to tempt us. Any temptation must consist of the

union of two powers, .something without ourselves

conspiring with something within ourselves, some
passion of our own nature joining its forces with some
enticement or inducement that lies outside our nature.

The two together constitute any temptation that

•From a lecture by Phillips Brooks, of Trinity Church, Boston,
Mass., delivered Third month 9, lbft7.

really assails our soul. Out of the air and atmosphere
around us, out of the unseen forces which we can

gue.ss at but cannot understand, and out of the unseen
things that have relation to the passions and desires

in our nature, come the real temptations to our souls.

The will is continually called upon to set itself against

the passions as they have been provoked by the temp-
tations that come to them. That temptation comes to

all men, and it came to the consummate man, the

ideal and perfect man, Christ the son of God.

But when we say that temptation comes to all men
and came to Jesus just as it comes to men, we want
to remember that different kinds of temptation come
to different men. I cannot think of Jesus Christ as

being subject to some of the temptations that assail

our weaker nature. I cannot think of his being sub-

ject to tho.se sensual allurements which attack the

souls of men with such tremendous violence. Jesus

was tempted in the higher nature in which he lived.

And one of the truths which wedraw from this temp-

tation is that a man is tempte<l according to the na-

ture in which he lives. The higher the man lives the

higher the temptations which assail him.

Is it, then, that men bring different natures into

this world, that men are not born absolutely alike?

Is there not some sort of injustice here? There can

be no doubt of the different natures which men bring

into the world. He who comes of the nobler stock

brings the nobler nature ;
he who comes of the baser

stock brings the baser nature. Is there injustice here?

Certainly there is inequality. But is there injustice

here? See what it would be necessary to do in order

that we miglit obliterate that injustice, if it be one.

We should have had to hear God saying to those an-

cestors preceding the generation at thi.s moment on
earth, " It makes no difference to those who come
after you how you are to live; you have no power to

degrade or to elevate the human stock whicli shall

proceed from you." Can you think what an incite-

ment of good would be taken out of the long history

of our humanity, if men were relieved thus of all re-

sponsibility tor those who come after them, if a man
knew that whatever life he lived those wllo descended

from him should be all thesame. that it should make
no dift'erenceto the children how the father had lived?

It seems to me that when we think of this we shall see

that in the long treatment of humanity by God it is

not possible that God should see all.souls sent into the

world with precisely the same dispositions. We in-

herit that which has come down to us; and yet the
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great truth which adjusts everything is that to every

man in his decree and in the sort of nature he brings

into the world tliereoome temptations adapted to his

peculiar nature. If a man has inherited such a na-

ture from his ancestors that he is free from some of

the lower allurements of the flesh there still remain

for him the hi<;her temptations which constitute the

battle-lield on which his soul is to be fought for. And
whatever may be the nobility of the stock from which

he sprang he cannot escape that temptation which

the very .Son of God fought out in the wilderness with

the Devil. He was not tempted to lust, not to those

base things which belong to the lower appetites ; but

there came to him the temptations which we may be-

lieve were strong just in proportion to their subtlety,

intense just because they were so spiritual and laid

hold of the highest and divinest parts of life.

As we think of Jesus looking down into Jerusalem,

and seeing the way all base souls there were tempted,

tempted to lust and drunkenness and greed, we also

think of Jesus standing above them untouched by

their temptations and yet himself tempted more than

they all.

Yes, my friends, the higher our natures are the

more critical are the temptations that come to them.

You pass up from temptation into temptation and you
do not pass from greater into less, but you pass from

less to greater peril. Never expect that a time is

coming when temptation shall be outgrown. Believe

that by the grace of God you may trample temptation

after temptation under foot ; but believe it will be

only to pass into temptations that are higher still,

temptations that are tokens of a greater nature, temp-

tations that shall make life a struggle on to the very

end. Was not that what St. Paul meant when it

seemed to him as if no man bad ever had to fight

temptation as he had to fight it? It was because he

had come to the consciousness of diviner thing.s. You
say to your wretched and burdened brother, " Conquer
your temptation and give up your drink." He says:
" If I can do that will everything be bright and serene

and happy?" If you are honest with him you will

answer him: "Oh, no; you are but conquering this

temptation that you may mount up to a higher one,

that God may prove to you that you have fought a

good fight by the strength he gives you for a new
fight. And there will be no end to the fighting until

the great campaign is over."

Do not think because the grosser appetites do not

tempt you, because you can pass by the saloon, be-

cause you can pass by those things in this city which
are base, therefore there is no battle for you to fight.

You were consecrated to a pure life by the very in-

heritance, perhaps, that has come down to you. In

the power of your purity, in the very consciousness

of belonging to God, of being a child of God, of hav-

ing work to do for God, there are the temptations

that beset your soul.

I think we want to go on and see how Christ was
strengthened against his temptations. I think you
remember how one of the characteristics belonging to

the answer of every one of those temptations is that

Christ always appeals from the false use he is called

upon to make of his privileges to the true use which

he ought to make of his privileges; be is called upon
to tempt God, and his resources are in the true use of
his relationship to God. He is called ujion to tempt
God, and he escapes by trusting God.

Men are always ready, because religion is in dan-
ger of superstition and bigotry , to say : ''We will turn
away and live the lower life." Learn fioui Jesus that

the only way toconquer the temptations of the higher
life is to realize the higher life in its truth and itscom-
pleteness. The only way to conquer the temptation
to superstition and bigotry is to be so much more re-

ligious than the Pliuiiseeand the bigot that you shall

outgrow their pharisaism of bigo'.ry by increasing

and not departing from their religion. You are to

flee from God to God. Any false relation to God is

to be encountered and overcome by establishing a
true relation to God. When a man become.« a ser-

vant of God and finds himself beset by any of the
dangers which belong to the religious life, finds him-
self growing pharisaical and narrow, there may be
the temptation to give the whole thing up and say :

" Since the .service of God is beset by so many diffi-

culties, I must withdraw from it and be safe upon
lower ground." " No," answers Jesus; "youuiustgo
forward and be more a servant of God." Fanaticism

is not the result of being so much but of being so lit-

tle absorbed to the service of God. When the soul is

completely taken into God's service there comes tol-

erance and charity.

It seems to me that somethingof the same kind is

indicated in the record of what came at the close of

the temptation. "Then the Devil leaveth him, and
the angels came and administered unto him." It was
not by going down out of the mountain and mingling

witn men engaged in the unspiritual things of life,

but it was among the angels that he found refuge from
the Devil. It is by being more and not less spjritual

that the soul is to escape the dangers which beset the

spiritual life.

Shall we dare to think of Christ as he came hack
among his fellow-men, and of the things that were in

his soul, the things that never left him? You have
been tempted like Jesus because you are a man like

Jesus. Have you brought out of your temptatioa

what Jesus brought? What did he bring? A perfect

and unchangeable consciousness of God. Had he not
heard the very voice of God? Ha<l he not conquered
by his Father's strt-ngth ? Could there ever come a
time again when God should not be the very most real

presence in the world to him? He had conquered
the tempter and come out free. God had helped him.

The stream that comes pouring down from the cas-

cade and finds itself safe below, how it must start on
toward the ocean, certain that there is its destiny

and it must reach the sea because it has been pre-

served from the peril througli which it has just passed.

So the soul, coming out safe bv the grace of God from
any turmoil of (listurl)ing passions, with what con-

scious certainty it must goon, sure that God who has
preserved it tlirou;xh that great temptation and trial

will keep it for the unknown purposes which he has
for it in the vast future.

Then, 1 think, even Jesus must have come down
with new charity for his brethreu. He looked into
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the faces of the drunken and licentious men in Jeru-

salem and said: "I have been there; though in a

higher region, indeed
;
yet I know what it is to be

tempted of the Devil, and to have to cling with des-

perate liands to God. I know what great power saved

me. I know tlie same great power can save them."

He helped every soul with an impulse and power that

had come, in part at least, out of his own temptation.

ELIZABETH HOOTON'S SENTENCE AT
CAMBRIDGE.

MANY of our readers who are familiar with the

touching history of Elizabetli Hooton (a brief ac-

count of her life is given in Friends' Almanac for 1887)

will be interested in tlie following, printed just as it

appears on the public records in the Court Housei

Can.bridge, Mass. A friend who was recently ex-

aming the records there copied and forwarded it in

a private letter, from which we print:

[Extract.]

Elizabeth Howton ai>peariiig before the Court & be-

ing convicted of being a vagabond and wandering Quaker

haveing ben taken in the maind in Cambr towne after

their bold & inipettuous way making an outcry in their

streets This Court do sentence Her to be whipt ten stripes

in the prison house before shee thence depart and from

thence to be conveyed out of this jurisdiction from Con-

stable to Constable throw Water-Towne & Dedham and to

be whipt on her naked body 10 stripes in each of the said

Townes as the law it ytcase directeth.

On her exam she denied iiur name to be Howton said

she was called to preach charged ye Court yt they had

turned ye sword of justice agt ye righte yt ye Lord would

root out o'r practices yt o'r minister had proved.

The correspondent who made this copy adds some
further particulars. He says ;

" About the same time,

1660, one Benanniel Bowers gave tlie Cambridge
authorities a great deal of trouble ; he would not at-

tend church, and one Henry Dunster also gave

trouble because he would not have his children bap-

tized. He and B. Bowers were continually before

the courts for some ofl'euse or other. Bowers was at

one time a Baptist, but afterwards turned Quaker
wilh his family. I found one place where he liad

mortgaged his farm, to jiay the lines. I suppose.

Thomas Daiiforth, who was the county treasurer

and magistrate, wlienever sliort of business was in

tliehal>it of persecuting B. Boners, and then he would
enter it at full length upon the records.

" There is this much to be said in the favor of the

old Puritans, that they did not treat the Quakers any
worse than they did tlieir own members whom they

accused of heresy, and in most cases they gave the

victim the choice of paying a fine or taking a whip-

ping. I found one case in which they gave a man
a second whipping becau.ce he invited his friends to

come and see him whipped the first time."

It is no help to the sailor to see a flash of light

across a dark sea, if he does not instantly steer ac-

cordingly.— F. R. HAVKIiGAL.

To be healtliy and complete, we must live alter-

nately, now with our fellows and the world, and now
wilh ourselves and the universe.—W. R. Alger.

THE SOUTHERN COLORED SCHOOL WORK.
[We make the following extracts from recent let-

ters from the oolored schools at Aiken and Mount
Pleasant.

—

Eds.]

Aiken, S. C, Third Month 10.

SINCE my last report there has been an unusual pres-

sure of duties, as the " busy season " has commenced,
and many hours have to be spent in showing visitors

the school and giving information to those whose in-

terest we wish to awaken. Mr. Swayne, from Brook-

lyn (formerly a Friend in New York), saw the need

of more help to the Industries, and came the other

day with a letter he had received from ex-President

Hayes, in which he promised to do his part as chair-

man of the Board of Trustees of the John F. Slater

Fund, to secure us aid. Chief Justice Waite is also a

trustee of that Fund, and as he has always given a

good word for my work, I have written asking him to

do so in that direction. There are persons coming to

this place now who have shown great interest in the

past, which we shall endeavor to keep up. It takes

time, but the welcome we give to visitors does some-

thing towards forming public opinion, and often per-

sons judge the whole colored race by what they see

here.

The school is in excellent running order, and new
pupils coming in continually, some from a distance.

The woman with the six daughters has had a serious

time, the three older ones being in bed with the

measles at once, and now the three younger ones.

These are extra calls on our time and anxiety, but the

warmer days are here and there is some compensating

good in every trial. Martua Schofield.

The report of the school to date is as follows : The
studies pursued are the same as in the last report;

algebra, general history , and natural history have been

added. Total enrollment, 261 ; total attendance, 214.

" I can say with even more confidence than before

that the departments are making excellent progress.

I think tliere is an increasing interest in the work

among most of the pupils. The measles are prevail-

ing to some extent which lessens our attendance

somewhat."
Abby D. Munro, writing from Bit. Pleasant, under

date Third month 22, says: " We are having another

cold spell of weather, but I do not think as much
damage has been done the 'truck farms' as last

spring. There is promise of an abundant crop, and

the people are hopeful of earning a little money. For

three successive years the cotton and vegetable crops

have failed, and this accounts for the great destitu-

tion among them."

The story of " Aunt Mary," an old women crip-

pled with the rheumatism, who a few days before

came seven miles, taking nearly all day to make the

journey, is but one of many similar recitals of priva-

tion and suffering. Questioning as to how she had

kept warm during the winter, she replied, " Fust I

kibbered de boa'ds of de flo' wid straw, den I spread

my quilt on dat and roll myself up in it, and when ic

was too cold to sleep, I jes' got up and made a little

fire," atlding, as she received her Christmas present

which she had not been able to come after before,

" Now I can put my straw into dis tick, and have the
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kibbcrin' all to lay over me," and she was asclieerful

anil happy as if she slept on a beil of down. Fire is

the one great luxury of the country people, and they
are able to pet their wood free of cost.

"The salt pork sent to us was a great treat; we di-

vided it up, and tlie cliildren on Cliristnias day were
busy all the forenoon distributing it to the old peo-

ple within our reach. About a fortnight since we
took a little boy and girl into the Home, who came
from eight miles up the country. They bad been
living with their grandmother and a sister somewhat
older, their parents having died. During the winter
the grandmother died, and since then they had had
a suffering time. Some of their neighbors sent them
to me. The half-fed, almost naked little things

walked all that eight miles, except as the sisters

'toted' the little girl (4 years old) a part of the

way. They started early in the morning without
anything to eat, and the boy said his stomach had
been pinching him all the way, but when he thought
of the big piece of meat he would have when he got

here 'hejes' take heart and trabbel on.' They have
settled down as contented as though they had always
lived here. Our cow gives a good suppy of milk. We
have hominy and milk for the children's breakfast

;

for dinner meat or fish is always provided with bread
and potatoes. They are very fond of roast sweet po-

tatoes for supper. I have had .several barrels contrib-

uted by the colored people who bring in a basketful

at a time. I am glad of anything I find in the barrels

for my young shoemakers; they are setting up a

bench at home now. They save me considerable by
keeping the children's shoes mended."

As regards the Jit. Pleasant school, the register

for Third month contained the names of 102 pupils,

with an average of 90. A. D. M. has now two assist-

ants, and the wonder is how they ever got along with

less, as they have all they can do in the five hours of

school. The great anxiety now is concerning the new
school building, which they are hoping will soon be
commenced.

One of the mcst difficult things to learn, and to

practice, in social ethics, is the duty of remaining

gracefully under a sense of obligation. The sturdy

honesty of the Anglo-Saxon—his very independence

and love of balance—prompt him immediately to

repay a favor, unmindful of the fact that a quick re-

payment of a favor is a kind of ingratitude, and that

it savors more of wounded pride on the part of the

one than of kindly feeling toward the other. The
worst possible return for a kindness is at once to

make an ostentatious show of an equal return. " You
gave me that, I give you this ; and now we're quits,"

may not be said in words, but that matters little if it

ia said as plainly in deeds.

—

S. S. Times.

Heat is generated by dogmatism, by lack of sym-

pathy, by shutting off investigation ; light is born of

patient and open-minded search for knowledge.

Keep your conduct abreast of your conscience,

and very soon your conscience will be illumined by

the radiance of God.—W. M. Taylok.

SCRIPTURE LESSON. NO. 17.

Fourth Month 24th, 1887.

JOSEPH AND HIS FATHER.
topic: pilhl duty.

Golden Text :- ' Honor thy father and mother. Eph. 6 ; 2.

Read Geii, 47 : 1-12, Revised Version.

RULER—There are doubts as to who reigned over
Egypt at this time; latest researches make Apophie
the most probable one, though Usirtasin of the 12th
dynasty finds some supporters.

Places—Heliopolis or Zoan. Both were royalcities
of Lower Egypt, the latter the residence of the
Shepherd kings, and most probably the one men-
tioned in this connection.

Goshen.—Probably that part of Egypt extending
from the modern Ismailia on Lake Timsah westward
about 80 miles to the eastern branch of the Nile. It

is still one of the most beautiful districts of Egypt.
Others regard it as a larger district running along
the Tanitic or eastern branch of the ^'ile to the
Mediterranean on the north, the desert on the east
and Memphis on the south, containing but a few
scattered inhabitants at that time.

After the interview of our last les.son, Joseph,
with the full consent and approval of Pharaoh, made
arrangements to send for his father and the whole
family. Wagons to convey them and provisions to

supply all their necessities until their return were
provided ; and as his brothers were about departing
for the Land of Canaan with the good tidings that
Joseph was still alive, his parting admonition, "See
that ye fall not out by the way," was a wise caution
which their former life made necessary. When they
reached Hebron and Jacob heard of all that had
befallen them, and saw the wagons Joseph had sent,

his heart at first fainted, but he revived and hastened
the departure.

Gathering up " all that he had," with his sons and
their families, numbering sixty-six without counting
the wives of his sons, Jacob set forward from Hebron
on the journey to Egypt, a distance of about ?50
miles along the usual caravan route. It was a long
hard journey for an old man with women and children
and the flocks and herds. The wagons sent by Joseph
for the conveyance of the family were simply carts

with two wheels, such as were used in Egypt for carry-

ing produce. They halted at Beer sheba (the well of
the oath) where Abraham two hundred or more years
before had " planted a tamarisk tree and called on
the name of the Lord the Everlasting God," Gen. 21:

33, and where Isaac the father of Jacob was born.

The distance from Hebron was about twenty-five

miles. Here they rested and Jacob offered satritices

on the altar erected by his grandfather. In the

"visions of the night" he is again conscious of the
Divine pre.sence and receives the assurance, "I will

go down with thee into Egypt." Thus encouraged,

and sustained by the prospect of meeting again his

lieloved son, Jacob pursues his journey, sending

Judah before to direct the way to Goshen and inform
Joseph of their approach.

Goshen, "the land of flowers," was a rich pas-

toral country, and formed the border land of Egypt.

It was used for herding the cattle of Pharaoh ;and being
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on that account cut off from the more cultured and
refined portion of the kin^rdom, it was chosen by
Joseph as better adapted to the occupation and the

social life of the Patriarch. That he was influenced

by any unworthy motive in this choice cannot be

charged upon this loyal son who, in sending his own
two sons to share with them the shepherd's life, gave

undoubted evidence of his love and regard for his

family.

When it was told Joseph that they had come into

the land of Goshen, he made ready his chariot and
went up to meet his father, '' and presented himself

unto him, and fell on his neck, and wept on his neck

a good while.'' " Now let me die," broke through the

sobs of the happy father, " since I have seen thy face,

that thou art yet alive."

The picture this scene presents to the mind is one
that is not soon forgotten—the aged father in the

rough garb of a Syrian herdman, unpolished in the

ways of courtly usage, and the long lost son, the shep-

herd lad of his fondest love, now in royal vesture of

fine linen, wearing the signet ring of his sovereign,

and clothed with authority above all his other sub-

jects, yet forgetting all his riches, all his honor, in the

glad embrace of filial love with which he welcomes
his coming. After this interview Joseph goes to

Pharaoh him.self with the glad tidings of the arrival

of his father.

This brings us to the subject of the present lesson.

A shepherd, we are told in Gen. 46 : 34, was an abom-
ination to the Egyptians. Shepherds formed the
fourth or lowest class amongst them. The tribes

whose lands bordered upon liigypt were mostly pas-

toral, and were considered by their more cultured

neighbors as barbarians living in a rude wild way.
In the district of Goshen to which Jacob's fauiily

was assigned, they would be removed from contact

with the Egyptians and less likely to fall into their

luxurious habits.

Tins Lesson Te-^ches.

(1.) That a good son will always honor his par-

ents; though in worldly rank he may rise far above
the humble condition in which they live, he will

never forget they are his jiarents and worthy of hi.s

respect.

[There is a story told of Archbi.shop Tillotson that

one day, after he had been invested with the honors
of his position, an old man from the country, with
uncouth manners, called at the archbishop's door and
inquired for John Tillotson. The footman, seeing
his rough exterior, was about to dismi.ss him with
scorn for presuming to ask that familiar way for

his master, when the latter caught sight of the old
man, and hastening down stairs, embraced him in

the most affectionate manner saying before all his

servants, " It is my beloved father."]

(2.) It does not matter .so much what our occupa-

tion is, as how we ••onduct ourselves in it; all labor

that benefits ourselves or others, if worthily per-

formed, is honorable. Joseph displayed the nobdity

of his character as well as his filial piety when he
presented his aged father and his brotliers—lowly

shepherds as they were—to Pharaoh, and owned
the close relationship.

(3.) The true wmslnper of our Heavenly Father
becomes a ble.ssing to all who are brought within the
circle of his influence.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE CHARACTER OF JOSEPH.
THE first four of the First-day-school lessons for the
current quarter deal with the history of Joseph, and
are among the most interesting lessons of the year.

For the young the story of Joseph always seeuis to

possess a peculiar charm, and most boys and girls are
familiar with its leading incidents. The first two les-

sons are in striking contrast with each other ; the first

describing the cruel treatment he received at the
hands of his brethren, and his arrival in Egypt as a
slave ; the second describing hisexaltation a few years

later to the highest position in the land next to that

of the Pharaoh.

In studying these lessons the question arose:

How was it possible for this friendless slave boy to

rise in a few years to such an exalted position ; and,

more than that, how was he enabled to develop the

character which made him worthy of such atlvance-

ment, and enabled him to wisely fill such an import-

ant post of honor and responsibility 7

We should remember that tlie age in which Joseph
lived was in the distant past, about thirty-six centur-

ies ago, and a boy did not then possess the educa-

tional advantages which most boys can now obtain, if

they do not already p^.-isess them. If a modern boy
should ask a wise friend how he should build a noble

character such as that of Joseph, he would in all

probability be advised to study the best characteis

delineated in the Bible, and try to imitate them
; and

especially would he be urged to imitate the model of

a perfect character as presented in the life of Jesus.

But Joseph lived before the Bible was written, and
centuries before God made the complete revelation

of his nature in a perfect life; so that Joseph cuuld

not form his character after such models as are placed

before the boy of to-day. And yet he succeeiled in

developing a character which is generally conceded

to be second only to the highest example. How was

he enabled to do this ?

This question has appeared to be of especial in-

terest and importance from the fact that in the an-

swer is emboilieJ the central trutli of the Society of

Friends; for all have divined the right answer to it

in the words of Stephen, as recorded in Acts, vii. y -

10 :
" And God was with him, and delivered him out

of all his afflictions, and gave him favor and wisdom
before Pharaoh king of Egypt." And even this

heathen king in that early age could recognize the

truth by inquiring of his counselors; "Can we find

such a one as this, a man in inhom Hie spirit of God is f"

Here we find the secret of the development oithe

character of Joseph ; the indwelling presence of the

spirit of God ; the enliirhtening power of that light

which John says was the '' true light that lighteth

every man that cometh into the world ;
" another

proof of the truth that " the grace of God, which

bringeth salvation, hath appeared unto all men."

Here, and here alone, can we find a satisfactory ex-

planation for the develo()ment of such a noble charac-
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ter, (resembling in so many respects the divinely

human character of Jesus), at such an early age in the

history of the world.

Does not this furnish a noteworthy confirmation

of the leading truth that we as a religious society

hold? And have we not ample scriptural, as well as

reasonable, foundation for that central truth ? And
if so many centuries ago, a friendless slave boy was

enabled, through fidelity to the teachings of the spirit

of God dwelling in his soul and " leading him into

truth," to reach such a high grade of character, will

not similar fidelity to the same indwelling spirit en-

able us and our boys and girls to attain to as high de-

velopment? Surely there can be but one answer to

such a question ; for " manifestation of the spirit is

given to every man to profit withal ;" "for ye are the

temple of the living God ; as God hath said, I will

dwell in them and walk in them ;" " for, as many as

are led by the spirit of God, they are the sons of

God." ,,,,,__,^____=^_ ^
EDUCATIONAL.

THE IMPORTANCE OF STUDYING LATIN.^

THE question whether or not the study of the ancient

classics is really essential to a thorough and satisfac-

tory education of our scholars of the present day

seems to be claiming the attention of many of our

leading educators, both in this and foreign countries.

While I feel emphatically my incompetency to deal

with a subject so worthy the best efforts of our best

scholars, I couldnot, under the circumstances brought

to bear upon me, refuse to say something upon a mat-

ter of such grave and mutual importance to us all. If

the study of Latin or Greek, or both, is essential to the

highest development and culture of our pupils, then

every attempt in that direction ought to be carefully

guarded ami encouraged. The student who studies

in doubt, or the teacher who teaches in doubt, as to

whether the subject studied or taught is of suflicient

importance to justify the effort required, is deprived

of one of the purest and highest stimulants in his un-

dertaking.

On the other hand, if it be the judgment of those

whose opportunities have given them abundant ac-

cess to the fountain of ancient classics as well as to

the ciear stream of our own beautiful English litera-

ture, that a knowledge of the former is not essential

to our highest conception and enjoyment of the latter,

then why not cease at once to trouble our pupils with

the intricacies and mysteries of Greek and Latin de-

clensions, conjugations, and translations, and turn all

our energies toward leading them into those paths of

modern literature, mathematics, science, etc., the

value of which no one dares to question ?

But ere we take this step let us look well to the

matter and find out what the judgment of our best

educators is. This added to our own knowledge and
experience in the matter ought to enable us to arrive

at something like an intelligent conclusion.

John Bright, in treating the subject now before us,

puts this question : "If all existing Greek and Latin

books were destroyed, is there not in our English

Essay read at Teaeliers" Meeting of Friends' Elementary and
High Seliool, Ealtimore, 4th mo. 4, 1S87.

classics sufficient material whereon to build a struc-

ture of which our future need not be ashamed ?"

If we take tiiis question to ourselves, I presume
we shall all feel like giving an affirmative answer.

But at the same time the question arises, would not

that future to which our good friend allmles stand

on a firmer basis, and would not the outlook from th&

structure be correspondingly broader and brighter if

each succeeding generation could go hack to the

ancient terra fivma of the Greek and Latin text, and

there discover for itself the foundation stones upon

which the language and consequently the literature

of the present and of the future is, and must be, so

largely built. For however original we, as individu-

als, or as a nation, may be in thought and expression,

we cannot separate ourselves entirely—nor would

we wish to doso if wecould—from the wisdom, philo-

sophy, and letters of ancient Greek and Roman wri-

ters. Although a majority of our people, and many
of them of the best classes of society, may never

have acquired a knowledge of an ancient, or foreign

tongue, yet who will deny that this same class, un-

known though it may be to themselves, are continually

imbibing from our own living language a wealth of

thought, as well as words, which could never have

been accessible to tliem except for those lovers of

learning who by patient and diligent research into

ancient lore have been enabled to acquire these

otherwise hidden treasures, and so simplify them,

that when spread before us in our vernacular tongue,,

they become a common feast for all.

The same writer quoted above further saysr

"The knowledge of tlie ancient classics is mainly a

luxury. It is usefurfrora the fact that science has

enlisted it in its service, and it is pleasant to possess."

If we admit that this knowledge is a pleasant posses-

sion, then we must also allow that it is a poissession

ofvalue ; for whatever is pleasing to us, in the highest

acceptation of the term, cannot fail to be valuable to

us.

•AV. C. Wilkinson, in the January number of The

Century, under the head of " Greek and Latin—shall

they stay or go?" says: "Nothing stays settled.

Everything flows. Here is the old question, ever

new, of classical culture to be discussed again—and

yet again. I liave been considering whether there is

not a rational view of the matter in which, could we
all get the true standing-place, we might all agree.

Let us, point by point, see what are some of the

things wherein upon mere statement, without dis-

cussion, we shall generally concur. For most of the

practical purpo.ses of life, it is not to be reckoned loss

to a man that he cannot read Latin or Greek with

vernacular facility. Except for a limited number of

persons, Latin literature and Greek are far less profit-

able than the living literature of to-day." And again :

" The best Greek and Latin works have all of them,

or nearly all of them, been translated into English,

Of the versions accessible, some at least are scarcely

inferior, as literature, to their originals."

But, further: " Do I seem thus to have been giv-

ing reasons why Greek and Latin should cease to be

studied? Well, that has bv no means been my pur-

po.se. . . . I emphatically do not admit that Greek
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and Latin should be displaced, or replaced, in our

Bchools. There is nothing isuitable to replace them.

Let them stand. But if they are removed, it cannot

be for long. There will be a revival of letters. But

we cannot afford even an interregnum."
" Why IS the maintenance of the classics in their

place as part of education desirable?" Our author

here gives a series of answers which, to quote in full,

would extend beyond the limits intended for the

present essay. I shall therefore take from another

leading and well known e<lucator of our day what
seems to me to be a practical answer to the question,

namely: "Thestudy of any language exercises the

taste, the judgment, the memory, the reasoning pow-

ers; and there is no language better calculated to do

this than the Latin tongue. Its perfect system of

syntax, its inflected character, its unchangeable char-

acter—being no longer a spoken tongue, and in the

process of growth, as the modern languages all are

—

all tend to make it the one language—next to Greek

certainly—which is best adapted as a means of train-

ing the mind of the young. And what we decide

from theory is fully borne out in practice. The con-

trast between the mental grasp of young people who
have studied Latin thorougldy and those who know
no language but their own is very marked indeed,

as every teacher of large experience knows full well.

Thi.i practical test is, after all, the surest and my ex-

perience goes to show that it all points one way. In

every school the best students in other studies are

those who have studied Latin, and the more ad-

vanced they are as Latin scholars, the more con-

spicuous does this become. The study of the .sciences,

so much vaunteil in these modern days, is well, and
should be encouraged ; but it can never take the place

of Latin as a means of culture and intellectual gym-
nastics."

Judging from the.se views and from my ow'n ex-

perience, I should not hesitate to recommend that the

study of Latin be introduced into every school where
it is at all practicable. If pupils go no farther than
through the declensions and conjugations, with a fair

amount of translating in the rudimentary exercises,

they will find a lasting benefit from it ; though un-

doubtedly the more advanced the course the greater

the benefit. The drill as far as it goes should, of

course, be thorough ; otherwise it will be a mere
waste of time. The pupil by thus becoming familiar

with the grammatical forms and endings of Latin

words, together with their meaning, will much more
readily apply and understand the definitions in our

own language of words derived from the Latin which
we all know constitute a very large class of our every-

day English.

And there is something in translating which, from
the very effort it requires, is well calculated to make
intellectual tissue. The literal translation of Latin

composition often makes bungling English, an<l the

exertion necessary to arrange and express the ideas

in words becomes at once a profitable and pleasant

exercise equalled, perhaps, by no other mental drill.

But in thus taking up thestudy of Latin we would
by no means exclude or neglect our mother-tongue,

from the rudiments of English grammar to our best

authors on English and American literature, but let

them go hand in hand and thus become a mutual
aid to each other, and not only to each but to all

kindred studies.

In conclusion I shall borrow a few words more
from our author in the Century. He says :

" While
we Americans are discussing the question as if our
minds were not yet made up, the Germans across the
sea, having made up their minds by experiment, are
restoring Latin and Greek to the schools from which
the urgency of scientific propagandism had excluded
them,—convinced that no drill but drill in the an-
cient languages qualifies satisfactorily even for scien-

tific study." Elizabeth P. Blackburn.

"New occasions teach new duties;

Time makes ancient good uncouth
;

They must upward still, and onward.

Who would keep abreast of Truth.

Lo ! before us gleam her camp fires :

We ourselves must pilgrims be

;

Launch our Mayflower, and steer boldly

Through the desperate winter sea;

Nor attempt the Future's portal

With the Past's blood-rusted key !
"

—Lowell.

" We lay us calmly down to sleep,

When friendly night is come, and leave

To God the rest

;

Whether we wake to smile or weep
Or wake no more on Time's fair shore,

He knoweth best."

—From Choice Extracts.

"""The botanical department in the Museum of Paris

has just added to its collection the herbarium of

Lamarck. On Lamarck's death this work passed into

the hands of Mr. Koeper, Professor of Botany in

the University of Rostock, who incorporated it with

his own. On his death, in March, 1885, it was ac-

quired by the Government of Mecklenburg-Schwerin

for the University of Rostock. Professor Roeper's

successor afterward offered it to the Paris Mu.seum.

The herbarium is contained in twenty-one volumin-

ous cases, and comprises 10,000 species in perfect

preservation accompanied by labels and manuscript

descriptions, and designs from the hands of the

author.

It is recorded of a Chinese Emperor that, on being

apprised of his enemies' having raised an insurrection

in one of the distant provinces, he said to his officers,

" Come, follow me, and we will quickly destroy them."

He marched forward, and the rebels submitted upon
his approach. All now- thought that he would take

the most signal revenge, but were surprised to see

the captives treated with mildness and humanity.

"How!" cried the first minister :" is this the manner
in which you fulfill your promise? Your royal word

was given that your enemies should be destroyed,

and, behold! you have pardoned them all, and even

caressed some of them." "I promised," replieil the

Emperor, "to destroy my enemies. I have fulfilled

my word ; for, see, they are enemies no longer. I

have made friends of them."

—

Christian Union.
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FIDELITY TO ONE'S PROFESSION.
AT the risk of repeating what we have said recently

respecting the treatment of indifferent members the

subject comes again before us, undersomewhat ditfer-

ent aspects, to wliich we ask thoughtful attention.

A sentiment of loyalty to the fundamental princi-

ple of the Society of Friends, and an adhesion to

many of its testimonies, can scarcely be regarded as

covering the ground upon which membership in the

Society is based, and yet we know there are very

many whose fidelity to the society extends no farther.

These members are seldom present at the meetings,

either for worship or discipline, and take little if any
interest in the various pha.ses of church work in

which the meetings are engaged, and while fully

competent to hold appointments, and give helpful

service in many ways, they aie not appointed, simply

because they are absent when the appointments are

made. We believe that an obligation attaches to

church membership which cannot be neglected

without loss to the meeting and a much greater loss

to the individual. The fact of being a member im-

plies mutual giving and receiving. The association

is entered into for the purpose of helpful intercourse

and a sharing with one another the best thing in

spiritual trea-^ures that each may have to otier, and,

wliile a birth-right is no indication of religious fel-

lowship, the fact of its being held after the member
has arrived at an age to choose for himself ought to

be regarded as an evidence of his acceptance of it

with all its responsibilities.

As the list is annually revised, names are read out

of members who have not been seen in meetings for

worship or for discipline for many years. Some of

these live at no great distance from the meeting-

house, while many have removed to distant parts of
our great country with little thought of the duty
they owe to the society,—and an indiiference to its

claim upon them.

And as, year after year, these names are read

over, and the present residence is with liitRcully as-

cerlained.if not altogether lost, there arises a question

quite as ditBcult to answer, requiring close investiga-

tion and much clear insight as to the duty of the

meeting to absentees, of whose life-record there is no

knowledge and who may be without any claim to

recognition as members, save the enrolment on the
record. There is much reluctance to press the ques-

tion of membership to an issue even when there ap-

pears to be such evident indiflerence, and this for-

bearance is noteworthy, involving as it does the right

to all the privileges of the Society, including mainte-
nance in cases where failure to provide for future

wants and the contingences of sickness make it ne-

cessary.

The loss to the Society is more apparent when the
absenting members are within easy reach of the meet-
ing, and we can scarcely believe the individuals

themselves enjoy that fulness of spiritual life which
a consistent observance of our religious duties and
privileges is calculated to promote. We urge the

consideration of this important subject. Our profes-

sion is a most exalted one. Our discipline calls for a
high standard of moral excellence in social and busi-

ness life, and our testimonies, if faithfully observed,

cut us ofl" from many things that are not considered

incompatible with consistent membership in most
religious bodies; yet, conscious of all this, very many
of our members drift along with the current of popu-
lar religious feeling regardless of the limitations

which a fuller apprehension of the responsibilities of

their membership would make impossible.

That there are defects in the discipline of the So-

ciety is saying no more than may be said of every
human institution. That it needs wise, thoughtful,

earnest labor, of every one who has the right so to

labor, to make it all that it is capable of developing

must be apparent to every one. How shall the good
the Society is intended to accomplish be brought
about? Let each ask of his own inner consciousness

this earnest soul-searching question, AVhat do I owe
the Society of Friends for the privilege of member-
ship, and how can I best fulfil the obligation?

MARRIAGES.
BYERS-DARLINGTOX.—On Third month 24th, 1887,

at the residence of the bride's motlier, Mary F. Darlington,
Darling, Pa., under the care of Chester Monthly Meeting,
George Byers to Mary Darlington, both of Delaware county.
Pa.

DENNISON-SEAL.—Third month 24th, by Friends'
ceremony, in the presence of the Mayor of Philadelphia,
Edward H. Dcnnison and Mary T., daughter of Thomas G.
and Hannah W. Seal, of New Castle, Del.

MATTHEWS-MATTHEWS.—At the residence of
Samuel M. Price, Third month 31st, under the care of
Gunpowder Monthly Meeting, Thomas O. Matthews, sou
of Thomas H. and the late Elizabeth Ann Matthews, and
Mary L. Matthews, daughter of George and Sarah S. Mat-
thews, deceased.

PACKEE—PARRY.-At the residence of the bride's

mother, Priscilla Walton, on Third month 16th, 1887, under
care of Fallowfield Monthly Meeting, Aaron Packer, of
Ohio, to Mary Anna Parry, of Ercildoun, Pa.
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DEA THS.

ACUFF.—At Gwynedd, Pa., ou the 9th inst., of typhoid

pneumonia, Emma S., wife of David Acuff, in her 33d year;

a. miniher of Gwynedd Monthly Meeting.

BUZBY.—Suddenly, Fourth month 9th, Abbie S., wife

•of John Buzby, of Moorestown, N. J., in her 64th year.

GOFF.—At the residence of her brother and sister, G.

Washington and Mary J. Scarlett Dixon, M. D., Philadel-

phia, Fourth month 9th, Catharine Scarlett Goff, widow of

Edwin P. Goff.

HAINES.— In Westchester, Pa., on Fourth month 7th,

1887, Sarah W. Haines, in her 89th year; a member of Bir-

mingham Monthly Meeting of Friends.

M A RSHALL,;—On third month 6th, at his residence in

Kennett township, Chester county, Tluinias S. Marshall,

aged 69 years ; a member of Centre Monthly Meeting.

MIDDLETON.— On the evening of Fourth month 7th,

at his residence with his mother-in-law, Phebe M. Barker,

Alfred H. Middleton, son of Ellwood and Rebecca A. Mid-

dleton, in his 39th year; an esteemed member of the

monthly meeting of Friends of Philadelphia. He was ac-

tively interested in the Girard Avenue First-day School, of

which he was treasurer.

EAMSAY.— At the residence of her brother-in-law, Eb-

«nezer Worth, Marshallton, Pa., Third month 13th, 1887,

Sarah P. Eamsay, widow of the late Daniel Ramsay, in the

63d year of her age; a member of London Grove Monthly

Meeting.

SEAMAN.—At the residence of his parents, Woodbury,

Orange county. New York, Eleventh month 'M, 1886,

Thomas, son of Jacob and Hannah Seaman, in the 52d year

of his age; a member of Cornwall Monthly Meeting of

Friends, New York.

WOOD.— In Philadelphia, Fourth month 9th, Dorothy,

daughter of Howard and Mary Biddle Wood, and grand-

child of William C. Biddle, aged 11 weeks.

THE LIBRARY.
The Gospel oI'- Divine Help. Thoughts on •'^oiiie

First Principles of Christianity. A'ldressed chietiy

to the members of the Society of Friends. By
Edward Worsdcll, B. A. London: Suimiel Harris

& Co. [1886.] (To be had of Friends' Book Store,

1500 Race St., Phihide!i)hia.)

THIS is a collection of eight essays, whose scope may
be inferred from .some of the titles: "The Image of

the Invisible God," "The Functions of Reason and
Conscience," "The Interpretation of Scripture," "The
Destiny of Man," "The Work of Redemption," etc,

etc. The author addre.sses himself,as)n the title-pnge

given above, chiefly to Friends, and in his preface

says: "True religion is matter less of intellectual

apprehension than of constant and constraining

spiritual consciousness The intellectual side

of our nature demands that the Gospel should he

disentangled from any untenable beliefs that tradi-

tion inay have associated with it. And our spiritual

facidties cannot be fully enlightened and developed

unless the Gospel be seen in its true glory, as making
an overwhelming appeal to that which is deepest and
noblest, and most imperative in every human breast:

—as in every point ' commending itself to every man's

conscience in the sight of God.' "

He discusses first, in an introduction, the adapta-

tion of the Revelation of God to man in Christ to

Conscience and Reason, mainly in its relation to

Conscience, Reason being "hut subordinately con-

sidered." The net'essity is felt for "as clear an un-

derstanding as possible of the varied phases of

thought to be found in the Society of Friends," and
the e.ssay " seeks to obviate controversy on special

points by going down to the fundamental principles

on wliich these points depend." This the Author
has most happily succeeded in doing. The chapters

on the Interpretation and the Authority of Scripture

are fully in accord with the corrected renderings

and with the clearinsight of early Friends who seem
to liave anticipated most of the changes that the late

revisers found it necessary to make.
The discussion of the popular" terms and phrases"

used in connection with the " work of redemp-

tion," is full of instructive information, making
clear and intelligible to the reader the true meaning
of redemption, and the slender thread upon which

hantr the popular doctrines concerning it.

While we commend this essay as a valuable con-

tribution to the literature of Friends and worthy an

attentive reading, we cannot but believe tliat "the

gospel of Divine Help" may, in the hands of some

future apostle, inspired for the work, be made more
simple, and more nearly free from every entangle-

ment that misleads the mind in its contemplation of

the place that Jesus Christ, the anointed Saviour

holds in the Divine economy. We want clearer

views of the Incarnation, in its broadest and fullest

meaning to the human fomily, and we rejoice in

every step taken that leads to such inquiries as are

presented and discussed in the pages of this book.

L. J.R.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

EDUCATIONAL WORK AMONG FRIEND!^.

Editors Intelugen'ceb and Journal :

Your editorial note in the last issue concerning the

munificent bequest of John W. George must, I

tliink, e.vcite an emotion of thankfulness in many
minds. When those who, under the providence of

God, have become stewards of large possessions

make such a disposition of them as is dictated by the

highest wisdom and tiie broadest philanthropy, it is

meet that the act should receive that commendation

which it merits and which may turn the thoughts of

others, similarly circum>-tanced, in the same channel,

and induce them to do likewise. In this raonument-

buihling age. he who rears a temple of learning and

so endows it as to liring the boon of a liberal educa-

tion within the reach of the masses builds a monu-

ment in many gratelu! minds more enduring than the

bronze or the marble. The great end of life is the

training—the development—of the family of man.

Mind alone is an end ; all things else are but means-

Houses, lands, toils, .self-sacrifice are all but means

temporary means, to be valued in proportion as they

tend to enlarge, to dignify and to improve the min<l.

This world was made to be the school-house of our

race, to minister in its various forms of harmony,

beauty, and sublimity to the mental and moral neces-

sities of the family of man. It is a debt that each

generation owes to the next succeeding, as the fulfil-

ment of the laws of human progre.ss, to give to each
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individual of that next generation as high and as

symmetrical a character, one conforming as nearly to

the ideal of manly and womanly excellence, as possi-

ble. To add acre to acre, house to house, dollar to

dollar,isonly tithingmint, anise, and cummin, which
should not be neglected ; but the training of the chil-

dren intrusted to our care, this is the weightier mat-
ter of the everlasting law.

It is true that the gift of so large a sum involves

responsihilily, but it is a responsibility which Phila-

delpliia Yearly Meeting ought gladly to assume, in

the faith that it can discharge it to the glory of God
and tlie good of man. I see no cause for apprehend-
ing any interference with other institutions of learn-

ing. Every good school tends to create its own pat-

ronage. The love of learning, like other loves, grows
by what it feeds upon, and grows in that direction.

It seems to the writer that such a school should be a

good feeder for Swarthmore. It is true that the edu-

cational facilities of Eastern Pennsylvania may ex-

ceed those of most other portions of our country, but

since all .sectional lines are fast fading outand North-

ern people are seeking homes in this Southland, the

area from which such a school will draw support is

increasing yearly. Parents very naturally desire

their children to walk in the paths which they have
trod. Wlien I think of the cloud of ignorance which
yet overshadows our favored land, and especially

this Southland, it does seem to me that a society with
the heritage of the Society of Friends, justly claiming

to occupy advanced ground in reference to education,

should support more than one institution of liberal

learning. Like the Israelites anciently. Friends may
lend to others, if they may not borrow.

Since commencing this paper I have read the sug-

gestions of E. L. P., in the issue of Fourth month 2d,

and beg leave to say that the teachings of experience,

it seems to me, would dictate the policy of putting

the George school under the care of the Swarthmore
management, rather than putting Swarthmore under
the management of the yearly meeting. This, I sup-

pose, would not be consistent with the terms of the

bequest, but it may be placed in the care of a com-
mittee (not too large) of practical men. It has

been abundantly established that schools succeed

best under the management of the wisdom of this

world. I would not be understood to be objecting to

that wisdom which pertains to the children of" the

light," but a good admixture of the two has proven

most successful in the management of schools.

J. S. W.
Johnson City, Tenn.

THE LOCATION OF THE GEORGE SCHOOL.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

As you have allowed some communications in refer-

ence to the George bequest to appear in your col-

umns, perhaps you will permit another, which has

zeal if no wisdom to commend it.

The location of the new school in proximity to

Swarthmore College would be no violation of the

spirit of the will, which should by all means be fol-

lowed. Thus situated, many advantages would accrue

to both institutions.

Professors of the liighest rank who could divide

their time between college and school could be sup-

ported at less expense to each than professors in each

institution separately.

Often Friends are compelled to send their chil-

dren while quite young away to school if they would
have them under proper religious influence. They
do not like to send them away alone, but feel much
better satisfied to have them where they can be un-

der the care of an older brother or sister who is tak-

ing a college course.

Some buildings could be built jointly if so thought

desirable, each institution having regular times for

all needed access.

One " plant " could furnish water, gas, etc., which
could be maintained by an equal or proportional pay-

ment of the expense. In this way much money could

be saved which could help needy students, or lower

the general average cost of education, which would

greatly increase the usefulness of the gift.

Being situated near each other the preparatory

school would stimulate and better fit its students for

a college course. Finally, it would be more conve-

nient for visiting by the yearly meeting committees

and other Friends were both college and school con-

centrated at one place. R. II.^ines.

Norrislovm, Pa., Fourth month 6.

AN INQUIRY FOR A FRIENDS' COLONY.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

IS there not a colony just started, or about being

started, by the Society of Friends, somewhere in

Ohio, Georgia, or Pennsylvania? Can you give me
any information of such colony, and whom to ad-

dress in the matter ?

L. H. Robertson.

122 Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

[As we have no information on the subject, per-

haps some of our readers may be able to answer.

—

Eds.]

A FURTHER DISCUSSION OF AMERICAN
FRIENDS.

[We extract tlie following additional letter from the

British Friend, (Glasgow), on the subject treated by Cliarles

Thompson.

—

Eds.]

Dear Friend,—As I believe many, like myself, con-

tinue to take unabated interest in the still unsettled

question of Yearly Meeting correspondence, and who
do not see how it can justly be allowed to remain

where it is, I trust thy pages will continue to be open

for the discussion of it under its varied aspects, and

thus, by a calm consideration, assist to its eventual

satisfactory settlement.

Concurrent herewith I observe an article in this

month's issue of The British Friend, by the editor of

The Friends' Review, in which are some strictures

based, as it appears to me, upon an entirely erro-

neous assumption, and which misconception, if I

may be allowed to say so, has led into wider diver-

gences from the real subject under discussion. The
misconception referred to has reference to an im-

portant statement made by Charles Thompson at the

recent Conference in London. As reported he is as-
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sumed to have said, when speaking of a body of

Friends with whom we ceased to correspond in 1827

or 1828, that "' not a line had been issued by them
relating to doctrine, practice, and discipline which

had not or might not have been issued by London
Yearly Meeting."

What is evidently intended in these words, as I

apprehend all who heard the statement will concur

in, is that the claim thus made for identity of doc-

trine, in a quarter where the contrary is often too

readily and wrongly assumed, was distinctly on
behalf of a body of Friends and not, as the reviewer

applies them, to individual members of the body.

Now, I suppose most Friends have some idea,

either distinct or indistinct, in their minds that cer-

tain erroneous doctrines are entertained by this body,

who consequently no umler the reproachful cognomen
—as followers of Elias Hicks—of "Hicksites."

But here, as I have said, is an important state-

ment which nothing, as I take it, that follows from
the American reviewer impugns, that the body of

Friends referred to have never officially recognized

any deviation from the doctrinal expositions of our

faith previously accredited by us; not one word, I

believe, from this writer appears to the contrary.

After saying so much, permit me to add that it

seems unfair to allow an individual to be particu-

larized by name as an accused person whilst the

ground of the accusation, although referred to some-
what invidiously, is withheld, especially when we
find so serious an assumption to be involved as that

which follows: "That there is not, in the body
which now continues the organization constituted by
the separation of 1827, any right ground of unity in

doctrinal confession and profession with London
Yearly Meeting."

I should not have wished to have extended this

recapitulation but from a strong sense of the import-

ance of treating each case on its own merits. Almost
an entire generation has passed away since this, the

first of those unhappy divisions, occurred, which
during the present century have shaken, and in

many places shattered, the Society of Friends; the

present generation is little disposed to take anything
upon trust, whilst any dependence upon personal

merits will launch upon interminable controversy.

Those men and women are no longer upon the scene

whose characters were so revered, that their judg-

ments and conclusions on the doctrinal points in-

volved, whether right or wrong, admitted of no sub-

sequent appeal. Hence the necessity that what is

advanced should not rest on what this or that man
said or did, but on the far safer ground of a recog-

nized basis of fundamental truth, such as our Society

has ever been prepared to furnish, and of which it is

to be desired any claiming the name of Friends may
never be found wanting.

Thine truly,

Croham Mount, 3d mo. 20, 1887.

J. A.

We have not truly repented of any sin the mem-
ory of which we can contemplate without sorrow.

—

Frederic R. Marvin.

THE BURDEN BEARER.
BY E. J. TKI.MBLE LIPPINCOTT.

Through hard aud stony paths he wends his way,

With head low bowed, Jiud eyes bent on the ground;
And though the noisy crowd revile and mock,
He heeds no taunt, he answers with no word.

In all the well-springs of his life, no thought

Of self had place. The sins, the burdens—yea.

The griefs of others were his only care
;

His griefs, the sins he could not comprehend.
Yet well he knew the sacrifice was his,

And that he bore the burden of their sins
;

For he was guiltless as the spotless lamb

—

The emblem of the sacrifice of yore.

On to the mount of Calvary he toiled

Still blessing and forgiving as he passed.

Oh ! ye who deem that through your sacrifice

A nobler life for others will be won,

Press on, your sacrifice is not in vain.

Bear still, oh woman's heart ! your saddest grief;

Break not, though hopes and selfish joys be slain,

And though the rabble shout and hurl their scorn.

And though for praise your meed be bitter gall.

Faint not ; for others is your burden borne.

Thus through the ling'ring line of ages past

The sacrifice for mankind has tjeen made.

And met with idle jeers and scoffs and scorn.

With heavy crosses and with crowns of thorn.

But right must triumph and the crown of tborns,

Whifh no briive hand did lift to ward oflTpain,

Has turned to glittering gold ; and he who had

Not where to lay his head, sits on a throne.

— Union Signal

,

LEAD THEM HOME.
LORD, we can trust thee for our holy dead :

They, underneath the shadow of thy tomb.

Have entered into peace: with bended head.

We thank thee for their rest, and for our lightened gloom.

But, Lord, our living—who, on stormy seas

Of sin and sorrow, still are tempest tossed!

Our dead have reached their haven, but for these

—

Teach us to trust thee. Lord, for these, our loved and lost

!

For these we make our passion-prayer by night

;

For these we cry to thee through the long day.

We see them not—oh, keep them in thy sight

!

From them and us be thou not far away.

And if not home to us, yet lead them home
To where thou staudest at the heavenly gate

;

That so from thee they shall not farther roam
;

And grant us patient hearts thy gathering time to wait.

—Sunday Magazine.

Let us not torment each other because we are not

all alike, but believe that God knew best when he

made us so different. So will the best harmony

come out of seeming discords, the best affection out

of differences, the best life out of struggle ; and the

best work will be done when each does his own
work, and lets every one else do and be what God

made him for.—James Freeman Clarke.

Failure after long perseverance is much grander

than never to have a striving good enough to be called

a failure.
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A LIFE'S RECORD.
ON hearts alone arc records deep engraved,
Those tablets hidden far from outward sight,

Those seen by living deeds iu perfeet light

When willing hands have wrought the work which saved
The weaker ones from wounds, when men have craved
To hush the moan of woe, and e'er unite
As brothers in that simple creed of Right,

Whose tenets trne have never been enslaved.

A purpose pure makes holy every thought
Fulfilled in act, and by a Faith sublime
We speak with God, nor wait for passing time
To break our bonds, for holy lives are taught
That sweet communion, binding heaven and earth.

Leading the spirit to the soul's new birth.

Virginia G. Ellakd.

From the Public Ledger.

THE BEAUTIES OF THE WOODS IN SPRINO.
THE maples may be said to be in bloom from March
to May. In fact, we may look for the blossoms of
the white maple even in February, since I found it

this year in a sunny spot, sheltered from the north,
on the '23i\ of that month. It is more common, how-
ever, in the latitude of Philadelphia to see it as late

as the middle of March, or even towards April. The
next to follow is the red or swamp maple, the leaves
of which turn to a bright crimson in the fall. In
both of these .species the flower buds are in compact
whorls, composed of many pairs of buds. Between
the two memhers of the pair, and in advance of these
there is nearly always a large terminal bud, which
gives the buds the appearance of being grouped in

threes, and in the white maple these groups crowd
upon each other so as to form distinct heads of
bloom. In the red maple the buds are only a little

less ambitious to overtop each other, and both species
justify that exquisite line,

" The maple crimsons to a coral reef."

The Norway maple comes later and forms a large
head some two or three inches in diameter, of green-
ish yellow flowers. After this follows the sycamore
maple with a fragrant tassel of subdued color and
feathery form, and, last of all, near the opening of
May, appears the sugar maple with a slight and very
delicate tuft of bloom, iu which the sterile blossoms
bang on slender pedicels like a fringe below the fer-

tile ones. Numerous varieties of maples, with the
habits of the parent species, may be referred either
to one or another of the above species, or to those
which are natives of Japan or other foreign countries
DOC mentioned

; but none except our two native spe-
cies of red and white maples would suggest a com-
parison with the corals. One must be in sympathy
with Nature as seen at home to comprehend aright

the poetry of such men as Lowell, Emerson and Bry-
ant. American writers who love the fields and woods.

The horse chestnuts are nearly related to the ma-
ples, but produce far more showy cones of bloom.
The winter buds are unusually large, especially the
terminal ones, and are covered with deep brown
overlapping scales, these being covered with a thick

coat of resinous material. It is interesting to remem-
ber that, instead of continuing to produce any of the

substances needed for plant growth, such as sugar,

starch and their allies, composed of carbon, hydrogen
and oxygen, out of the very same chemical elements,
in slightly dill'erent proportion.^ the horse chestnuts,

at the approach of winter, with what, in a sentient

being we should term forethotight, turn their atten-

tion to the production of such an admirable material

as resin to cover up the delicate organs to which they
intrust the reproduction of their seeds. If the tree

does not work with an intelligent purpose, there is

certainly intelligent ilirection somewhere giving them
the ability to take care of themselves. Neither is

this all. Inside of the brown varnished scales of the

terminal bud may be found delicate membranous
envelopes, and under these a packing of soft downy
material, which is neither silk, wool nor cotton, but

which, by turns, one is tempted to compare with

either. Under the microscope this niateiial is seen

to consist of transparent, glistening threads, neither

toothed nor curled, hut simply woven and of almost
cobweb fineness. When ruptured these thread.s ap-

pear to be hollow. There can be no doubt of the

protecting qualities of this material and of its remark-
able softness. Removing all the coverings of the bud,
we at length reach two pairs of leaflets, with an in-

terior pair of undelined prominences. Each of the

four leaflets possesses seven fingers, and all of these

are warmly covered with tlie same material used in

packiiig the envelopes. They look as though dressed

in cream-colored or reddish white fur, aud remind
one of a Laplander. Not a speck of green can be

seen. As we opened one of these buds, and came to

the treasure hidden within, a dear little girl once
exclaimed :

" They are just like little hands wiih liny

fingers fol<led up," She did not know that—long be-

fore she was born—our High Priest of Nature had
observed the same thing, and had won "Hosea Big-

low " into telling us how
" Gray hoss-chestnuts leetle hands unfold,

Softer'n a baby's be at three days old."

The comparison was so true that this child, who
had never read the poem, saw what Lowell .saw, aud
was aroused to entluisiastic wonder by it. Thousands
of years after cliild and poet have pas.sed away fresh

young children will see it still, for as long as the spe-

ices endures baby hands, in warm fur mittens, will

be found in the bud of the horse chestnut.

The buds of the magnolias difler from those of the

horse chestnut. In the former tlie coverings are

folded lengthwise, in pairs. This gives an entirely

diflerent form and appearance to the buds. Instead

of being conical they are long and slender, and in

some species are of a rich satin glossiness. In the

cucumber tree they are silver gray, and in the great

leaved magnolias are of a creamy white satin. In

the winter sunshine the buds of both of these trees

are highly ornamental, and would be worthy of a

place in large grounds from this circumstance alone.

Even in February or March, if one of their terminal

buds be opened, the flower, with its numerous sta-

mens and pistils, can be distinctly seen, although in

the open air the sheath will not part before May or

June.

In the liriodendron or tulip tree—one of the state-
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liest anil most desirable species of our native forests

—the buds are miu-b more ovate tlian in their rela-

tives, the magnolias. These buds are not without at-

tractiveness, although wanting in silken brilliance,

and of a dull, brow nish green color. A sweet juice

exudes in minute quantities from the outer twigs and
the leaflets of the caly.x often contain a delicious fluid

which draws insects until tlie tree is alive with the

hum of bees when the tree is in flower. The fra-

grance of the blossom is that of the magnolia, al-

though the colors are of a primitive greenish yellow.

They bloom with their relatives in May and June,

coming into leaf before they flower.

The buds of the beeches, birches and alders are

excessively slender and pointed for ibricated cones.

They are almost like a tiny stiletto. In the beech the

growth of the new buds pu.sh off such of the old leaves

as have retained their hold during the winter.

Nearly all of the fruit buds belonging to trees of

the rosal alliance, such as the apple, pear and quince,

the peach, apricot, almond and nectarine, the cherry

and the plum, are of an opposite form, or a much
shortened and thickened cone. As these burst into

beauty, witli their wealth of pronuse in fruit, they

are enough to produce in us such a happy delirium

as they do in the birds. I used to think that the

brown thrushes sang their best when half hidden

in dewy apple blossoms. With the morning sun

their strains were glail and tiiuiuphant. In the even-

ing they would sing till dusk, but in softened, tender

notes, and they woidd droop their tails and quiver

them w ith the low tremor of their dying songs, as if

in sympathy with tlie closing petals and the gather-

ing gloom. An apple orchard and brown thrushes

are inseparable memories.

We must not wholly neglect the conifers. In the

spring, especially well seen in low Norway spruces,

the fertile cones, when about the size of a lady's

thimble, are gems of beauty. They are then of a deep

rosy purple, brighter if seen with sunlight shining

through, and, the scale being wide open and curved

downwards, they resemble a flower. Alter tiie ovules

are fertilized their swelling fiom below closes the up-

per border of the scale, and the seeds are imprisoned

until they are fully ripe. When ready for the dis-

tribution of their seeds, the cones (all to the ground.

The dr.ed scales at length open, and the winds shake

out the seeds and bear them to a suitable distance

from the parc.t tree.

From the lightness of the winge<l seeds tliey are

very widely born away. It is thus that in a stale of

nature the conifers plant such vast forests and bell

the globe with their living green. In the junipers

the scales of the cone are lew in number, and these

are united over their ovules to foim a berry behned
of the birds. Our common red cedar is one of these.

It is a juniper and not a tiue cedar, the latter being

absent from our conifers.

In the yews a still further departure from the or-

dinary woody cone is made. In the fertile flower

there is but a single ovule. Around this a ring is

formed ; later the ring becomes a hemispherical cup,

and, finally, a globular, pulpy red berry, the useless

scales lying at the ba=e as bracts.

In a foreign yew, now frequently planted here, the
Ginko Tree, or Sacred Tree of Japan and China (Salis-
buria adiantifolia), the fruit has a large nut-like seed
inclosed. Both the nut and the pulp are in a sweet
and edible pulp, highly valued by the inhabitants of
those countries of which the tree is a native. The
outside shell which covers the pulp looks as though
it niighh have been formed by the union of involucral
scales into a globe, something in the same way as the
cup of an acorn is produced. It is a very interesting

example of the transition among conifers from the
seed bearing cone to the inclosed fruit. The tree is

also interesting on account of tiie resemblance in

form of its leaves to some of the ferns of the coal

period, and also to those of the adiantumsor maiden-
hairs of the present, from which the Salisburia takes

its specific name of adiantifolia.

Enough has been said to show the range of in-

terest inhering in buds and blossoms. The leafage of
the early spring time for 1887 will soon burst upon
us, and we should be prepared to lay aside our daily

cares and go out to see this new awakening of life. I

recall an afternoon in early May when the slowly

sinking sun was shining through new-born leaflets,

making such a glory as I had never seen before. It

was in my early youth and was the first time I had
ever consciously know^n the tender beauty of the

forest. It was to me an enchanting scene, as fresh

and beautiful as the Garden of Eden, for I was my-
self newly created. In that hour an artistic instinct

had its birth. I stood above the trees and saw the

sun through their half transparent, gauzy curtain.

That picture will never be forgotten as long as mem-
ory endures. Since then each recurring spring time

has been welcomed with new delight, but the vivid

golden green and softened purplish gray of that time

stand alone. Parents, take your children to the

woods. Let them awaken with the spring time to

the beauty of creation. Let them feel the uprising

of a fountain of gratitude to the Giver of all Good
which will freshen the morning of their lives and
descend like dew on the evening of their days.

Graceaxna Lewis.

SAN FRANCISCO AND MARE ISLAND.^
MARE Island is in the Bay of San Francisco, thirty-

miles fi-om the City, opposite the little town of Val-

lejo. The island contains about 1200 acres of good
'land, and a long reach of swamp, covered at high

tide. It is treeless except about the houses where
many pines. Eucalyptus and acacias are planted. It

is very hilly and grassy. Mountains bound the

horizon on all sides except towards the sea. The
scenery is very picturesque. The water swarms
with game—mostly ducks—and the hills with quail,

but no one is permitted to molest them, except well

away from the shores. Ducks sell in the markets at

15 els. per pair,—not canvas backs, but mallards; the

former at 50 cts. per pair. At a distance of a day's

ride, deer and large game are plenty. Almost every-

one is a sportsman. The officers of the Navy Yard
located on the island, have fine large houses and
gardens, but it is dear to live here, because servants,

^Extracts from a private letter to one of ttie editors.
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(men), cost about $25 a month or more, and all are

Chinese. Servant girls are very scarce and command
about $25, also. Most of the winter is wet,—it rarely

snows. But when it is clear the climate is delicious.

Palms, oranges, agaves, ro.ses and all manner of

flowers live outside, the year round, and after the

rains the island is a paradise of bloom. The rest of

the year is wintry and dry.

San Francisco is a rambling town, built on many
hills. Most of the dwellings are wood, the invariable

red wood,—a sort of pine that insects will not touch

nor lire readily burn. I was much disappointed in

San Francisco. The business part is very fair, the

Palace Hotel immense, but the dwellings all wood,

{with a few exceptions, — Mr. Flood's house es-

pecially), are very ordinary, though large. The trac-

tion cars certainly are wonderful and their speed

excellent. Considering that the Golden Gate Park

was a bare sand bank it is remarkable for its beauty,

but does not compare to Fairmount.

From the Public Ledger.

ANTS AS WATER CARRIERS.

I AM not a student of the habits of ants, nor have I

made myself familiar with the accounts given of their

wisdom, but this winter our bouse has had several

•colonies of them, and they only come for water.

Whenever we have a vase of flowers on the mantel a

trail of ants visits it continuously, day inandday out,

week after week. The saucer of water on the floor,

for the use of our pet dog, is also infested with them.

I have wondered at the drought in ant-land, and

more than this at their insatiable thirst. This after-

noon I took it into my head to watch them, and the

thought struck me perhaps they carry the water.

My little daughter heard my remark to this eflect

and said :
" Yes, mamma, they do, for the ones going

down are fatter than the ones going up." I took the

magnifying glass, and their appearance seemed to

justify our surmise. For the sake of some fun with

them I took away the vase. They trotted all around

the space where it had stood, and searched and

nodded and scampered to and fro. Presently scouts

were seen far out on the wall and up the frame of

the mantel shelf. After the lapse of fifteen minutes

they had all left but two. These kept watch and

ward, when presently several others, apparently of a

diSerent class came, who would confer with one an-

other, roam around, meet and return in pairs to the

well remembered spot of their departed water tank.

I then set the vase live inches from its original loca-

tion, and, although two or three went within a half

inch of it, they did not find it.

I then dropped one large drop of water in the

centre of the spot where the vase had stood, when
shortly one ant found it. He only went near enough

to satisfy himself that it was water, then hastily

scampered ofl'. He soon " told the tale," for up they

came, and here we verified our supposition. They
put their heads down and spread out their antennse

and waved them caressingly on the water, and a little

sack swelled and glistened with the crystal treasure.

They had filled their water pots with water and went

on their way rejoicing.

I have experienced all the delight of a discovery,

but doubtless the fact is a familiar one to naturalists.

AVill they tell me what is to be done with the water ?

Susanna M. Gaskill.
Swarthmore, Pa., Tliird month 6.

DEATH OF DR. JOSHEE.
LESS than a year from the day when the first

Hindoo woman awarded a degree in medicine re-

ceived her diploma at the Women's Medical College

in Philadelphia the announcement comes of her
death in Poena, India, on February 25th. Her dis-

ease was phthisis, developed on the voyage from
New York to India. Dr. Joshee had been appointed

Resident Physician of the great Albert Edward Hos-
pital of Kohlapur, in Bombay, and at the time of her

death was on her way thither, accompanied by her

husband. She was not yet twenty-three years old,

born near Bombay, March 31st, 1865, and married
more than ten years ago. She was a distinguished

student, mastering with ease the instruction in a

foreign tongue, and when she graduated on March
11th, of last year, it was generally recognized that

her return to her native land was the opening of a
great and new era for women in India. By observ-

ing the peculiar ceremonials of her religion in diet,

etc., she' had not lost " caste " during her residence in

this country, and was, therefore, able on her return

to maintain relations with the high in rank, as well

as in prejudice, among Hindoo ladie.s. Although her

professional career has been cut otf at the beginning

of its usefulness, the influence of her example, the

enterprise that led that tiny creature to seek a medi-

cal education so many thousands of miles away from

her home, the success and dignities won, will not

be lost upon the women of India. Lady Dufl'erin,

whose energies have been directed as the wife of the

English Viceroy to obtain women physicians for

India, will not sutler the memory of Dr. Joshee to

pass unnoticeil.

—

Phila. Ledger, 9th inst.

TRAINING IN TERSE WRITING.
EASY writing involves hard work. It costs thought

and care to bring into good form a single sentence

that is full of meaning, and that can be readily under-

stood. If every word in every sentence of a piece of

writing tells in the direction of the main purpose of

that writing, you may be sure that its writer rejected

a great many more words than he used, and that his

words as they stand mark the " survival of the fitte.st,"

in his evolutionary and mental processes. This idea

is not commonly recognized, yet it is suggested in the

very term " terse," as applied to condensed and com-

pacted phrasing. When we speak of " terse writing "

we think of concise and vigorous writing; and it

sometimes seems to us that such writing may be the

free and emphatic expression of a strong and earnest

thinker, without any special labor on his part. Yet
" terse " means " wiped," " rubbed," " cleansed "

;
and

as applied to language it necessarily involves the idea

of more or less of an eliminating process. And, in-

deed, as a matter of fact, all terse writing is a result of

such a process. A " proverb " is said to be " the wis-
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dom of many and the wit of one," which is only

another way of saying that it took a long while to

hring down so great a truth into so small a compass.

Three things are said to he essential to a proper prov-

erb,
—" sense, shortness, and salt," or truth, compact-

ness, and life. Anil these three qualities are not com-

bined in the spontaneous utterances of any man's

mind. A young writer needs to write and rewrite,

over and over again, condensing his writing at every

revision, in order to arrive at anything like terseness.

Many a good writer continues this method all his life

through. Yet a thoroughly disciplined mind can do

its work of choosi'ng'and rejecting words in its process

of condensation without committing every step of the

process to paper. In one way or another, however,

compact writing is- always laborious writing. If you

find it hard to write tersely, you have reason to hope

that you are on the right track in your writing. If

you find it easy to write tersely, you may be sure that

your work is a failure ; and even if you are not sure

on that point, your readers will be.

—

S. S. Times.

IS BEER WHOLESOME ?

THE beer propagandists are industrious and persist-

ent in their efforts to ju.stify and encourage beer-

drinking, on the ground tliat it is a harmless, whole-

some beverage. The beer made in America contains

from five to six per cent, of alcohol, in Great Britain

from six to eight per cent., in Germany and on the

Continent from four to five per cent. Medical science

and experience have demonstrated beyond contro-

versy that alcohol, in quantities conventionally

deemed moderate, is inimical to the healthy human
system. Concerning beer and disease the Quarterly

Journal of Inebriety, a purely scientific rather than a

philanthropic journal, says :
" The constant u.se of

beer is found to produce a species of degeneration of

all the organism, profound and deep-seated. Frothy

deposits, diminished circulation, conditions of con-

gestions and perversion of functional activities, local

inflammations of both the liver and the kidneys are

constantly present." It adds :
" In appearance the

beer-drinker may be the picture of health, but in re-

ality he is most incapable of resisting disease." The
brewers, in their beer literature, undertake to show
that the men in their employ demonstrate the whole-

someness of the beer which they consume in large

quantities, by their healthy condition ; but their mis-

leading statements must be taken with great allow-

ance. Much more authentic and to the point is the

testimony of disinterested jihysieians of large experi-

ence and observation. The distinguished Sir Astley

Cooper declared, as the result of his experience in

Guy's Hospital, that " the beer-drinkers from the Lon-

don breweries, though presenting the appearance of

rugged health, were the most incapable of all classes

to resist disease ; that trifling injuries among them
were liable to lead to the most serious consequences,

and that so prone were they to succumb to disease

that they would sometimes die from gangrene in

wounds as trifling as the scratch of a pin." This is

disinterested an<l trustworthy testimony
; the brewer

is a propagandist whose commercial success is con-

tingent upon the continued and increased consump-
tion of beer.

Referring to alcholiolic beverages, and especially

to beer, as opposed to health. Dr. Charles R. Drysdale,
the senior physician of the London MetropoUtan
Free Hospital, says :

" It is in London, above all, that
the physician learns what are the diseases caused by
beer-drinking, since London is famous for its beers ;"

and, he adds :
" I declare to you that the amount of

gout, urinary, and king diseases I have seen in Lon-
don attributable to beer alone is quite dLstressing."

He further says, with much significance :
" We must

remember that a pint of strong beer may contain an
ounce of alcohol

; and, seeing that many men con-

sume several quarts of beer daily, we need not won-
der that beer-drinking in London causes, as I have
found so often, disease of the liver, lungs, brain, uri-

nary organs, and heart." The beers of London are

somewhat stronger than those made in this country,

containing from one to two per cent, more of alcohol.

But the Pacific MedicalJournal, commenting upon the

fact that " the fashion of the present day in the

United States sets strongly toward the substitution of

beer for other stimulating liquors," is moved to say

that it " is cause for apprehension and alarm that, just

ag public opinion, professional and unprofessional, is

uniting all over the world in condemnation of the

common use of ardent spirits, the portals of danger

and death are opening wide in another direction."

This medical warningagainst beer-drinking the Home
Life Insurance Company, of this city, has deemed so

timely and important as to have it reprinted as a cir-

cular or leaflet for distribution. The president of the

Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company has also

borne most emphatic testimony against beer-drinking

and beer-drinkers as unsafe risks for life insurance.

—

National Temperance Advocate.

PEARL OYSTERS.
IN the Gulf of California there are extensive pearl

fisheries. The pearls are found inside of a species of

oyster that grows at the bottom of the Gulf The
district is about three hundred miles in length, ex-

tending out from the shore .some ten miles. Most of

the flshing is done by native Mexicans or half-breed

Indians, who dive for them from boats. Tlie divers

take heavy stones in their hands to help them reach

the bottom. They also carry baskets which they fill

with oysters. A good diver can go down fifty feet and

remain under water from two minutes to two minutes

and a quarter. Diving is not an unhealthy business,

and there is no danger from sharks.

A more extensive business is carried on by means

of divers clad in marine armor. These go in schoon-

ers fitted out with all the necessities for a voyage of

four or five months. The armor-clad divers some-

times go down more than a hundred feet deep, but

the pressure is so great that it produces rheumatism,

and the armor-divers rarely live to be more than

thirty-five or forty years of age.

As soon as the oysters are in the boat they are

opened, examined for pearls, the beards or soft por-

tions cut oft', and the rest thrown into tubs. When
the day's work is over, the pieces in the tub are care-
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fully examined again, and then spread to dry in tlie

sun. The dried oysters are shipped to China, where
they I'oininand a liit;h price.

Tlie common opinion is that a pearl is caused by a

grain of sand or some similar substance finding its way
into the shell, and irritating the oyster, whicli there-

upon incloses it in a smooth covering. This is not

true of the pearl proper, but such substances are al-

ways glued to the inner side of the shell, and are

covered with " nacre," the well known "mother-of-

pearl." Some of these substances thus imbedded are

very curious. The writer has seen a parasite, ap-

parently a blood-sucker, or a worm nearly two inches

long, thus coffined in a most gorgeous crust of mother-

of-pearl strong enough to hold him tight, and yet

showing his shape perfectly. The real pearl is proba-

bly the effect, of a disease. It is always found im-

bedded in the muscular portion of the oyster. It

begins as a sac filled with a clear liquid like water.

At a later stage the water thickens, becoming first

cloudy, then like jelly, and finally hardening into

the perfect pearl. Specimens have been found in all

stages, but it is not yet decided whether the sac in-

creases in size during the hardening process.

—

Ckris-

tian Union.

FRIENDS' LIBRARY LECTURES.
THE lecture entitled " Recent Rambles in Florida,"

by Prof. Angelo Heilprin, of the Academy of iS'atural

Science, before the Library Association of Friends,

was of great interest, embodying much original ob-

servation of a valuable kind. The discovery of very
ancient buman remains, petrified into iron ore, (be-

lieved to be the most ancient yel found in the world)

observations on the flora and tlie fauna of Florida,

and on the general configuration of the country, were
ail of much interest, and entitled him to the earnest

thanks of the Library Association and to all who
heard the lecture.

MEETING OF THE TEMPERANCE COMMIT-
TEE.

THE Committee on Temperance and Intoxicating

Beverages, of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, held a
session at loth and Race streets, on Seventh-day, the
9th inst. The attendance was fairly large, and the
interest well maintained. Reports were read from
the Quarterly Meetings' Committees, giving the con-
dition of the w'ork in the several localities. The re-

port from Abington Quarter, where the work is un-
der the charge of Women's Meeting, called forth ex-
pressions of sympathy and encouragement. In sev-

eral of the quarters, conferences have been held,

with satisfactory results. The several standing com-
mittees presented a synopsis of what has been done
in the various departments, with the petitions and
remonstrances prepared and forwarded, or to be for-

warded, to the Legislatures of Pennsylvania, New-
Jersey, and Maryland,—to Agric.illural Fair Associa-

tions in these States and to Passenger Railway Com-
panies.

The annual report of the Committee was read

and directed to be forwarded lo the approachimr

Yearly Meeting. The desire was expressed and fully

united with, that the excellent papers prepared by
this committee might be more widely circulated, and
it was hoped that the Yearly Meeting woiihl be wil-
ling to allow of a larger expenditure of funds in the
future for that purpo.se. L. J. R.

"You wish to know the history of my mind, but
it would till a volume. My inquiries grew out of the
shock given to my moral nature by the popular .sys-

tem of faith which I found prevailing round me in
my early years. All my convictions of justice and
goodness revolted against the merciless dogmas then
ocmmonly taught. I went to the Scriptures, and the
blessed light gradually beamed on me from the word
of God. I soon learned the great end for which
Christ came into the world,—that his first, highest
purpose was, not to deliver us from punishment,
but from that which deserves punishment, from
moral evil, ffom every impurity of heart and life,

from whatever separates us from God ; that he
came to exert a moral, spiritual influence, by which
man was to become a pure, disinterested, excellent
being. I soon learned that heaven and hell belonged
to the mind, that ' the fire and the worm ' have their
seat in the soul, and that we can attain to the happi-
ness, only by drinkini: into the spirit, of heaven. In
other words, I learned that • the kingdom of heaven
is within us,'—that Christianity is eminently a spirit-

ual system, or intended chiefly to redeem the mind
from evil,—that we understand its records only when
we interpret them acconling to this principle. One
great truth came out to my apprehension more and
more strongly. I felt, I saw, that God is most willing
to impart his ' Holy Spirit,' his strength and light to
every man who labors in earnest to overcome evil, to

press forward to that perfei'tion which is the only
heaven. You will easily see how these views scat-

tered all the darkness into which I had been plunged
by a false, traditionary faith."

—

Letter of W. E. Chan-
niiig.

That whicli is outside of a man is always of less

importance to his real life th m that which is inside of
him. The same earth, the same air, the .same sun-
shine, nourishes the deadly nightshade and the juicy
grape ; it is the nature of tlie plant that makes ail the
diSereuce. Good tools will never of themselves make
a good mechanic; and a good mechanic was never
yet spoiled simply because he had not tlie best tools.

There is material for thought in this truth for those
who claim that their good intentions are always
spoiled by their outward circumstances. Perhaps the
difficulty is rather in the inside than the outside

;
per-

haps if all the dilliciilties were removed from the in-

side there would be found to be no diSicuUy at all on
the (--utside.

—Montesquieu .said :
" If Europe is to be ruined, it will

be ruined by gaming." Ma.v not the same thing be said of
America? Tlie speculative spirit tUat expects to get some-
tliing fur uotliiug, ur, what is about as bad, that expects to

get the best things lor the cheapest prices, will slowly but
surely disintergiate the fuuiidaiious not only of the indi-

vidual character, but also of ainlo. — Exchange.
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THE SARD-WORKED WOMEN OF EUROPE.
MARY H. NORRIS in the Chrisnan Advocate tluis

speaks of the labor performed by the women of the

poorer classes in Europe ;

" Whether looking on the ordinary English vil-

lage, with its pathetic and barren absence of land

around the cottages; whether traveling through

sunny France and watching women as " signal " on

the railways, or, shovel in hand, repairers of road-

bed ; or in Belgium, gazing breathlessly as I saw

women with bare feet traversing the tops of coal cars

at the mines, their. shoulders bent beneath huge coal-

sacks, their arriis knotted with muscle; or in Ger-

many, viewing with admiration the highly cultivated

plains, and with sadness the hundreds of women,

many a one three-score years and ten, digging, weed-

ing, plowing, under heavy rains; or in Switzerland,

observing that cows, dogs, and women were the chief

burden bearers ; or in Italy, noticing gaunt, sun-

burned, bare-headed women, bared to the knees,

standing in the wet rice-fields, or side by side with

men, and under a burning sun, lifting the same

heavy and primitive implements with which to

break the hard earth into fineness; I have asked

myself, ' What, indeed is womanly? What, indeed

is manly ?
'

"

MUNICIPAL SUFFRAGE FOR WOMEN.
GOVERNOR Martin of Kansas, who was expected to

veto the bill lately passed by the Legislature of that

State granting municipal suffrage to women, has in-

stead approved the bill and it is now a law. There-

fore the women of Kansas will hereafter be able to

vote at city elections, or for the election of Mayors,

Oouncilmen and other city officials. The theory of

those who advocate municipal suffrage for women is,

that the women will throw their influence and cast

their votes on the side of law and order, and thus help

to relieve cities from being governed by the criminal

or lawless class which very often holds the balance of

power. Kansas will, therefore, make the first experi-

ment in this lide. The interest which has most earn-

estly fought this innovation has been the liquor in-

terest, and supplementary to that the gamblers and
licentious people generally. If it will help in reliev-

ing cities of all trace of rule by these lower ambitious

classes, and if it will help prohibition in banishing

the saloon and in wiping out the last vestiges of the

liquor traffic, together with their attendant gambling

shops and houses of even worse repute, it is some-

thing to be sincerely welcomed by all good people.

—

Iowa State Register.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—On the 31st ult.. President Cleveland directed the al-

lotment of lands in severalty to the Indians on the Warm
Spring Reservation in Oregon. This is the first action ta-

Iteu under the Indian Land Severalty Act passed by the

last Congress.

—-The University of Bologna has decided to celebrate

its eight hundredth anniversary in the spring of 1S88. The
exact date of its foundation cannot, indeed, be determined,

but all authorities on the subject agree that an important

school was established at Bologna in the eleventh century.

Afterwards the University took a great place as the chief

centre for the study of jurisprudence, and there also anat-

omy was for the first time .scientifially studied.

—Monte C.\klo, April ".—A lieavy laud-slide occurred

here to-day. Immense masses of rock and earth slid down
and now entirely block the railway and carriage road.

Trains from Cannes and Mentone,well laden with tourists,

had marvellous escapes from destruction, getting over the

tracks just in time to avoid annihilation. The land-fall is

so great that it will stop all railway communication with

Monte Carlo for at least twenty-four hours.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The operation of the new " Inter-State Commerce " law

creates much disturbance in business and transportation,

in some quarters, and numerous complaints are made of it.

In some instances, the railroads have made considerable

advances in their local rates for passengers and freights,

which are not afl'ected by the law, as it applies only to

what crosses a State line.

The Detroit Evening Journal figures out the majority

against the Prohibition amendment in Michigan at 3676.

It is charged that a fraudulent vote was made up in some

places against the amendment.

At a convention of the peach growers of Warren and

Hunterdou counties. New Jersey, held in Belvidere, it

waa stated that the outlook was favorable for an unusually

large crop of fruit, especially peaches.

The Director of the Mint has issued a circular to well

known artists inviting designs for the obverse and reverse

for the silver dollars and minor coins of the United States

An award of not exceeding •$.500 will be made for each ac-

cepted set of designs.

A FRIGHTFUL fire occurred in a New York tenement

house, on the night of the 8th instant. Particulars on the

following day state that .a ten-year-old girl is dead, and

another child fatally burned. Twenty-four other persons

are in the hospitals. There were fire escapes in the front

and rear of the building; but for these loss of life would

probably have been terrible.

Terrible prairie fires, doing great damage to property

and causing loss of human life, are reported in Dakota.

Near Madison, twenty-five farmers lost houses, barns, stock

and grain, and Francis Keller was burned to death on the

night of the 8th inst. Several dwellings near Huron were

destroyed the same night. In one of them Edward Malo-

ney and Annie Marine were burned to death, and Kate

Maloney so badly burned that her recovery is doubtful.

Two earthquake shocks were felt on the 10th inst., at

Burlington, Vermont, the first at about half-past two o'-

clock, the second, ten minutes later. " The second shock

was very heavy, resembling the concussion from a large

gun, followed by ajar of fifteen seconds' duration. Doors

An immense procession and meeting of the people of

London took place on the 11th inst., to protest against the

passage of the Irish Coercion law by the English Parlia-

ment. About 150,000 persons are estimated to have taken

part in it.

J.^MEs G. BL.4.ISE has been quite unwell, at Fort Gib-

son, Indian Territory, with a bronchial attack, tending to

pneumonia, but is iu a good way to recover, by last ac-

counts.

TAiEQCAH, Indian Territory, April 10.—The Cherokee

Female Seminary situated one mile from here, burned

down at noon to-day, and the loss is $250,000. The semin-

ary was built in 1858 and was intended to accommodate 200

girls. It cost originally $1.50,000, but a few years ago an
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addition costing $80,000 was erected. No lives were lost,

but the loss is the greatest; ever experienced by tlie Clier-

okees.

and windows rattled and tliosu Hying in the third stoi y ol

blocks say the buildings seemed to sway to and fro. I\o-

plo ran into the streets in a panic, many supposing tluit a

terrific explosion had occurred near by."

Thk great drought in Texas continues, and now '• ex-

tends from the far western grazing lands across the State

for a distance of 800 miles into the piue regions bordering

Louisiana, but decreases in severity as it approaches the

pineries, from which section complaints are of recent date."

In the worst part of the drought-alTected belt the " road-

ways are covered to tlie depth of several inches with dust,

the fields are barren even of weeds, while strings of cattle

almost too poor to stand up are traveling constantly iu

search of grass and water."

Sen.\tor-elect Ee.\(;.\n, of Texas, has written a letter

avowing himself a Prohibitionist. An earnest canvass on the

Prohibition issue is in progress in that State.

Ne.^rly ten thousand immigrants, the majority Irish

and Italians, arrived in New York on two days of last

week, the 8th and 9th insiaiit. Three-fifths of them were

booked by the railroads for points in the far West and

South.

Ebex S. .Steakns, President of the Tennessee Normal

College and Chancellor of the University of Tennessee,

died on the 11th, in Nashville. He was President of the

first normal school established in Massachusetts, forty

years ago.

London, April 8,—The Berlin correspondent of the

Daili/ News says that a secret treaty has been concluded be-

tween Sweden and Germany against Russia.

London, April 11.—The Vienna correspondent of the

Morning Post says a report is current to the effect that

another attempt to murder the Czar was made on the

Marskoy Eoad, in St. Petersburg, last Weduesday, and that

a student and a woman were arrested who were carrying

bombs under their plaids.

NOTICES,
*:- A meeting of the Yearly Meeting's Committee on

Education Among the Colored People of the South will be

held in tlie Yearly Meeting room, in the meeting-house at

]5th and Race streets, on Seventh-day, 23d instant, at 1.30

o'clock. A full attendance is desired.

Amos HiLLBOKN, 1 ^^ ^^
George L. Maris, J

[The members of the Committee are also invited, as far

as possible, to attend the meeting in the morning of the

same day, at 10.30 o'clock, of the " Association for the Pro-

motion of Education among the Colored People of the

South,'' the labors of the two bodies being necessarily re-

lated very closely.]

*.«- A meeting of the " Association of Friends for the

Promotion of Education Among the Colored People of the

South " will be held at l5th and Race streets, Philadelphia,

on Seventh-day, Fourth mouth 23d, at 10.30 o'clock. The
attendance of all interested in the work is earnestly re-

quested.
Howard M. .Jenkins. Chairman.
Sarah .1. Ash, Secretary.

'«* Bucks First-day School Union will be held at Penns
Manor meeting-house, on Seventh-day, Fourth month 2.3d,

at 10.30 o'clock. All interested areiuvited 'to attend.

Oliver Holcomb, ' L r;]p,.^s
•M; Ellie Longshore, )

A meeting in the interests of .the. F^rst-day School

will he held at tlie ineetiii.g-lrousein Cimdeir,.N. X, Fourth-

day evening next, 20tH-"insf., commenciug at 7.4,5. Clem -

i-ut M. Biddle, AmosaiUborn, andflaronfel B. Carr Super-

intendent of Girard Avenue First-day School, will be pres-

ent and address the meeting.

V Henry T. Child expects to attend Friends' Meeting
at Medford, N. .1., on First-day, Fourth month 17th, at 10

A. M., and a Teinperanco.meeting at 2 P. M., at that place,

*s*Abiiigton First-day School Union will he held at

Plymouth .Meeting-house, on Seventli-day, the 1.5th inst.,

at 10 o'clock. Interested Friends are invited to attend.

Trains leaving 9th and Green streets station at 7.20 a. in.

for Norristown connects withP lymouth Branch.
J. Q. Atkinson, I

d^.^jj^Anna Moore, i

"VQnarterly meetings will occur in Fourtli month, a-i

follows

:

19, Western, Londongrove, Pa.

21, Cain, Sadsbury, Pa.

23, Westbur.y, Brooklyn, N. Y.

20, Concord, Wilmington, Del.

27, Purchase, Amawalk, X. Y.

.30, Scipio, Scipio, N. Y.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
«,' I )ur supply of copies of First month 8th, ISST, is exhausted ;

we should be glad to receive a few of this issue from those of our

subscribers who do not need them for binding.

*s* We particularly nsk that whenmoney is forwarded iomiew

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is now hmig sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which

ease, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to bi
'

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

*,« The Index and Title-Page for last year is ready for those

who wish to bind, and will be forwarded to subscribers whenever

asked for. Send postal card with name and address.

*,• It should be explicitly understood that the editors do not

accept any responsibility for the views of correspondents and

contributors who .-.ign their articles. The signature—whether by

a full name, initials, or other characters—must be the voucher

for an independent expression.
^ ^^_

FRIENDS' PRINTING HOUSE.
KNKKEr.i:u< KF.K Building, firn ani> Akch .Sis.

PRINTERS, BLANK BOOK MAKERS,

PUBLISHERS, PAPER RULERS,

BOOK-BINDERS, LITHOGRA PHER.K

SEND FOR ESTI5I.4TES ON

BOOK AND PAIIPHLET PRINTING, including Periodicals,

Reports, Catalogue.s, College Publications. Jlemorials, Peti-

tions, Law Briefs, and all work of a similar character,

OFFICE STATIONERY. Billheads, Letter-hiads, Noteheads,

Cards, Statemeiitji, Receipts, Envelopes, Tags, Labels, etc.

BLANK BOOKS. Printed or plain, ruled to any Pattern, Bound

in any style. Check Books. Receipt Books, etc. Lithographed

numbered, perforated. inde.\ed. etc

GENERAL MERCANTILE AND FANCY PRINTING. Pro-

gramme's, Show Cards, Bills of Fare. Circulars, Announce-

ments, and all work of the kind. Printing ui Colors, and in

Gold or .silver.

PER'RIS BROfi..

S; W. COB-.'Six'ta AND AB H Sis (.=iTH fl^or.) Pi»H/XJja.PHl<

"'-(TakeelevQier-atfixth-k'.eit^nce.)---..-'^''--

If more convenient, orders niay be left with Howard M. len-

kins, at the office of the Int6i,U(3BNCer and Journal, 921 Arch

Street.
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FLESB-AND SPIRIT.
ALL Nature's lessons have not taught to man
True wisdom yet. For his material need

He liuds adjustment, skilled in thought and deed,

To fit his earthly essence to the plan

Ordained for it since beinj^ first began
;

Wise as dumb creatures, he will only feed

Flesh on the flesh, for which its instincts plead

With hungry craze, as only instincts can.

But soul, that craves soul's food, he yet would try

To starve on matter, sending it abroad.

From edge to edge of earth's horizon-rim.

For rest, peace, certainty, to satisfy

Its inborn intuition that, with dim
Yet sure perception, reaches forth for God !

—Margaret J. Preston, in S. ,S. Times.

For Friends' Inlelligencer and Journal.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF WEST PREPARA-
TIVE MEETING IN OHIO.

THE first family located within what was afterwards

the limits of West Preparative Meeting was that of

Joseph Harlan, Sr. He married Hannah Peirce, in

the summer of 1816, and the same season crossed the

mountains on hor.sehack and settled in the north-

west part of Cohimbiana county, Ohio.

They were well prepared to brave the hardships

of pioneer life as the manner of leaving the place of

their nativity gave evidence. She died in 1837. In

1825, Nathan Heacock, Sr., with his wife Dinah Den-
nis, and a large family of children, settled a few

miles further west and north in what was known as

"the beech woods," now in Mahoning county and
then considered an almost impenetrable forest. They
came from Quakertown, Bucks Co., Pa., and at first

had settled near Salem, in Columbiana county.

They were hardy, persei'ering pioneers, especially

the wife, who, when told by one whom they met on
their journey to Salem that they had better return,

as they would starve there, said to her husband they

would complete their journey first, and see; and
after their removal to their forest home said she

never had had more enjoyment.

Posssibly the preceding summer, Edward Court-

ney and wife Phebe, from the vicinity of New Gar-

den, nearly south of Salem, O., settled a few miles

northeast of these two families. In 1827-28 Charles

Armitage, whose wife's maiden name was Jane
Beans, removed from Solebury, Pa. John Mather,
Sr., and his wife Catharine, from Fishing Creek, Pa.,

settled in this neighborhood. Indeed immigration
flowed .so freely that in the three or four years from
1828 some half dozen families of Friends had located

there, besides accessions from earlier settlers who
were not members. I might name Samuel Gibbons'
family, of Lancaster Co., Pa.; Harper Brosius and
wife, Chester Co.; James Michener's family, same
county; Wm. Hayhurst's family from Muncy, Pa.;

Hoopes Bailey, New Garden, O.; John Trago, Sr.,

Lancaster Co., Pa.; Hugh Packer, and John Thomas
from New Garden, 0.; anil Gregg Taylor, from
Chester Co., or Delaware State.

After the troubles of 1827-28 had severed these

Friends from their connection with Springfield meet-
ing, the need of a place of meeting was felt, and
application was made to Salem Monthly Meeting to

establish West Preparative, which was granted.

Two acres of land were purchased of Thomas Dixon,
on which, in the summer of 1829, a log building was
erected for a meeting-house and to accommodate a
school. In the summer of 1830 the first school was
opened with Hannah Courtney (sister of Edward)
as teapher, and again in 1831 it was taught by Ann
Thomas, sLster of Hugh Packer's wife. The first

funeral was in Seventh month, 1831, that of Hannah,
daughter of John Trago, Sr., in her 23d year. (Many
of the early minutes of the meeting appear to be
lost.)

The deed for the meeting property was " to Charles
Armitage, Nathan Heacock. and Edward Courtney,
the survivor of them, and his legal heirs, to hold as
property of West Preparative Meeting, a branch of
Salem Monthly Meeting, on which to erect a build-

ing to hold meeting for worship, also for school pur-
poses, and for a burying ground." Thus we may see

that these people who left their early associations to

settle in the then far West were also careful to pro-

vide the means for the intellectual training of their

children.

In the history of Columbiana county, this meeting
is said to have been the first regularly organized in

that county, although occasional meetings of other
societies had been held for several years in private

houses.

The school was under the care of the Preparative

Meeting, which appointed overseers thereof, but the
pupils were of all classes in tlie neighborhood. The
last session in this way was in 1835. In 1836, the
public schools went into operation, and the early

teachers were either Friends or Friendly inclined,
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and the influence in the neighborhood was in that

direction, so that for many years the scliool was

termed " West School," and the place is aptly termed

"Quaker Hill." The meelinp-house beint; in the

centre of the school district the public school was

erected at the corner of the meeling lot. Tlie grave-

yard, in like manner, has been free to all.

. From 183,") to 1840 there were many accessions of

members both by removal and by request. About

1835 Isaac Barber and family, came from Salem, 0.

;

1830, or '37, Caleb Oook, and Job Lamborn's families,

from Chester and Lancaster counties. Pa.; Robert

Batten, New Garden, 0.; 1839, George Passmore,

from Chester county. John Trago, Nathan Thomas,

and his three or four brothers and sisters were re-

ceived into inembership, and besides this the young

people arriving at maturity began to settle and take

an interest, and the meeting seemed in a prosperous

condition. There was a respectable attendance, es-

pecially on First-day, and the influence in the neigh-

borhood seemed to be in the one direction.

On the 17th of Second month, 1842, occurs the

following minute

:

" The propriety of building a new meeting-house

was laid before this meeting. John Trago, Jr., Harper

Brosius, Nathan Heacock, and George Passmore are

appointed to take the subject into consideration and

report ne.xt meeting." They reported that they had

"called a conference which was attended by mem-
bers generally and it was therein concluded to see

what money could be raised." The result was over

$300, and it was proposed to erect a frame building,

25 by 50 feet. "The following Friends are appointed

as a building committee to superintend the building

of a bouse, collect the subscriptions as the case may
be, defray the expenses and report when ready, viz.:

Harper Brosius, Robert Buttin, Nathan Heacoclc, and

Charles Armitage." Later minutes state the further

attention of the meeting to the work.

At the Preparative Meeting held 17th of Tenth

month, 1844, the following appears: "John and Zi-

billaShinn (husband and wife) attended this meet-

ing with a request from Berlin Preparative Meeting

that it and this meeting compose a monthly meeting,

with which this meeting unites and the clerk is di-

rected to indorse the request and forward it to the

next monthly meeting."

Berlin Preparative was also a branch of Salem

Monthly Meeting, about ten miles from West meet-

ing and about the same distance from Salem. Its

members were mostly middle aged, and but few of

their children took an interest in meeting, so that

by death and removals tins meeting has long since

been discontinued, leaving little trace of one having

existed.

The new monthly meeting was to be held on

Sixth-day after the third Seventh-day, and opened

at West, Third month 21st, 1845, alternating with

Berlin. Wm. W. Lamborn was made clerk.

This was the most prosperous time that has been

known among Friends here, and the monthly meet-

ing was composed of quite a respectable number of

members.
The Anti-Slavery movement which swept over

the country was felt here, and through unwatchful-
ness and too great zeal and activity of some on both
sides true charity was lost sight of and a number
left and were lost to the Society and the meeting was
reduced in numbers.

The first generation have all passed away, and of
the next many left the Society and the younger ones
seem to take very little interest, so that the numbers
now are few, and the prospect not very encouraging
for a meeting to be kept up many years.

But Friends' principles and testimonies still find a
place in the minds of many who make no open pro-
fession of religion.

I sometimes feel like writing a short memorial of
one or two that have passed away, but I fear that I

could not do justice to the subject.

Enos Heacock.

AN ADDRESS TO DRUGGISTS.
At a meeting of the Committee on Temperance and Intox-
icating Beverages of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of
Friends held at Kace Street, Philadelphia, Fourth month
9, 1887, the committee appointed to prepare an address to

Druggists submitted the following, which was read, ap-
proved, and referred to the Committee ou Publication, for

their care in distributing the same.

Extracted from minutes.

James H. Atkinson,
Elizabeth Lloyd, Clerks.

IN our labors for the prevention and removal of that

gigantic evil which now demoralizes all civilized

lands, our attention has been drawn to the highly
important position which you occupy in the commu-
nity.

We have already addressed physicians on this

subject, witli regard to the influence they may exert
in staying this monster evil.

Your position is one of peculiar responsibility and
delicacy, not in relation to the prescriptions of phy-
sicians, for which you are not responsible, but from
the fact that you are frequently called upon for ad-
vice in cases of sickness. We are all aware how in-

sidiously the habit of using intoxicants w-ill steal

upon the system even before the individual suspects

his danger. And to you, as often occupying the very
important place of standing betw-een the individual

and the dangerous liabit he is unconsciously forming,

we appeal, that as honorable men you will in all seri-

ousness consider this subject.

The law prohibits the saloon keeper from selling

liquor to drunkards. How much more important it

is not to sell to those just forming that terrible habit,

which not only destroys the physical body, but de-

thrones the reason, and makes men lower than the
brute.

You are aware of the many enticing ways in

which alcohol and other narcotics are prepared in

proprietary medicines, and under various forms.
These are very much under your control, and for

their sale you are responsible. The preparation of
liquors in small quantities to be sold by you, and by
many of you sold, has become a fruitful source of in-

toxication.

There are simple remedies for lighter diseases,
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which you are often called upon to relieve, which

may be used with safety, and if care is exercised on

your part those thus appealing will be just as well

satisfied in the safer and simpler forms of relief.

Young mothers are not unfrequently led into the

habit of drinking by using those attractive mixtures

whose alcoholic basis contains so much the power of

evil results, taken to " tone up" a weakened system, or

impaired health, and thus a low moral force is in-

herited by their children. Such transmitted weak-

ness is incapable of resisting temptation, and they

are easy victims to the fearful vice of intemperance.

We ask you to be pareful in these matters. Yes,

we earnestly urge you to uphold the dignity, the su-

periority of your profession by taking out no license

especially fur the .sale of liquor.

As Dr. Benj. W. Richardson says '"'it should only

be given by a skilful and conscientious physician."

Sell it only by prescription. Your legitimate busi-

ness will not decrease, while the invalidism of your

patrons will be lessened. To those who love the

noble dignity and steady progress of the human race

and who believe in the retribution which follows the

violated laws of a just and loving Father there is

cau.se for deep anxiety.

To you, therefore, as men of honor, occupying

dignified and useful positions in the community, we
earnestly appeal, that you aid us by your renewed

sense of responsibility in exercising a guarded care

over the welfare of those you advise, and give the

influence of your action to suppress a covert trade

which brings sorrow and ruin to many around you.

In and on behalf of the Committee on Temper-

ance and Intoxicating Beverages of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting of Friends, held at Race Street, Phil-

adelphia, Fourth month 9th, 1887.

James H. Atkinson, \ r'|p,.K„

Elizabeth Lloyd, J

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE USE OF THE QUERIES.
AS the time of holding several of our yearly meetings

is approaching, there are two important questions

that present themselves for our consideration.

First, how are these meetings likely to be con-

ducted ? Second, what is the present condition of

our branch of the Society of Friends ?

George Fox, in his day, told Friends how to hold

all their meetings; and if his injunction were now
obeyed there could be no doubt but that the ap-

proaching Yearly Meetings would not only be sea-

sons of proiiet to those who attend them, but would
also serve to maintain the reputation of the body,

and to promote the honor of Truth. But when the

sessions are crowded with business, and burdened
with a redundancy of words, the tendency is to haste

and confusion, which seriously detract from the so-

lemnity that jhould prevail on these occasions.

But the second question referred to is one which
must claim deliberate attention, and careful search

before the assembling of the large annual gatherings.

Each Yearly Meeting—through its subordinate

branches—propounds to its members annually a

series of questions which, if correctly answered, and
the answers properly embodied in summaries, would

give us a concise, comprehensive, andjaccurate ac-

count of the existing conditionjof the body.
In framing the answers to these Querie-i, the in-

itiatory steps must be taken by the overseers in the
different preparative meetings ; and hence the very
great importance of selecting suitable Friends for

overseers. A person qualified to tfiU his station

should be correct in his own walks, should have a
thorough knowledge of the " Discipline" with its un-
derlying principles, and should be convensant with
every adult member of the flock over which he has
charge. After applying each query to himself, and
feeling satisfied that he is in good measure living up
to its requisitions, he should turn to his charge, and
beable to discern in each particular case whethercoun-
sel, encouragement, or admonition is needed. In
other religious denominations " pastoral visiting" is

regarded as an important part of the minister's duty
;

but with us, while social mingling is both encouraged
and practiced by our members the overseers are the

only persons that are ofiicially. enjoined to perform

this service. If every adult member in each prepara-

tive meeting had had an opportunity to confer with

one or more of the overseers of said meeting, some-

time during the year, and there had been sufficient

interest manifested toward that member to convince

him that he is an object of personal regard, and that

his membership is important to the meeting as well

as valuable to himself, there would probably be fewer

cases brought to the meeting as offenders, and less

vagueness in the answers to the Queries. A visit

from an overseer should not be taken as an evidence

that the visited is an q/Z'en'ier ; but that _all the mem-
bers are thus officially called upon in] order that the

meeting may be informed how it fares'with each one.

Should any member have a grievance, real or imagin-

ary, against any other member, or should he be labor-

ing under any discouragement that may be the cause

of his non-attendance of our meetings, the visit would

afibrd the member an opportunity to .state, his case,

and the overseer to offer such advice fas the case

might seem to require.

If such a course were pursued, and'if the overseers

would frequently confer together concerning the

weighty matters committed to their charge,'then when
they met to answer all the queries they would know
whereof they spoke, and would be able'to formulate

such replies as would present to the preparative meet-

ing a correct view.of the state of the body. Although

great freedom is allowed in all of our^meetings for

modification of the answers that are prepared by the

overseers, and, of the summaries arranged by the

clerks of the different meetings, still there can be

little that is special, and nothing that is personal,

after the answers have passed from the overseers to

the preparative meeting.

Of the relative importance of the'different queriea

it is scarcely necessary to speak. Each has its place

as a sentinel to prevent inroads of enemies that would

devastate our enclosed domain. In general, however,

it may be stated that, if the first, second, and eighth

could be answered in all their fulness, it is not likely

that any of the others would fall much below the de-

sired standard.
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I am not of the number that tliink tlie answering

of the queries unimportant ; or that it takes too mucli

time in our yearly meeliiiKS. It is eomparable to tlie

heail of a family, inqiiirinjr after the health of the

(lillVront members, and receiving from eatli one an

aeeount of the present condition. It is a matter that

coni-enis us as a body, and not our relations to the

outside world. To hear these queries read in a

weighty and impressive manner, and to feel in con-

nection therewith our own shortcomings, prepares

us to listen attentively to the answers which reveal

the defects of the body, and which should cause us to

inquire within our ourselves. Is it I ? Is it I? Such

an inquiry instituted in the mind of each individual

in a large assembly has a very solemnizing eflTeet

;

and when this effect is strengthened by a succeeding

period of silence as expressive as it is impressive, our

members, younger as well as older, feel that it is good

to be present. H. *

FouHh mo. 10, 1887.

From the Public Ledger.

THE SOCIETY FOB ALLEVIATING THE
MJSERIEU OF PUBLIC PBISONS.

THERE is one society still in active operation in

this city which was founded more than a hundred

years ago, of which the people seem to know very

little. It has never been pressing its demands
upon the public, and, although what.it has done has

been impressed strongly upon the character and
policy of a long period, and has. formed what is

called the Pennsylvania system of punishment for

criminals, it has gone on regularly .without any
desire for notice or applause.

From the time of William Penn down to 1790 the

prison system of Pennsylvania was no .system what-

ever. The sheriffs of the county were charged with

the custody of all sorts of persons who were"doomed
to imprisonment and detention. The cause of deten-

tion might be the most serious of felonies, involving

murder, burglary, or arson, or it might he the most
trifling petty larceny, involving no more than a

penny or a sixpence. It might be a detention for

non-payment of a debt, it being the privilege of the

vengeful creditor to lock up his debtor in the com-
mon prison and to keep him there, a permanent
prisoner, until the charge and costs were paid.

In 1770 a committee appointed by the Assembly
to visit the old prison at Third and Market streets

reported that there were 44 prisoners, 12 women and
32 men, in that establishment. Many of them were
almost naked and without shirts and no bedding of

any kind to lie upon, their only covering by night

being one blanket for two of them, those necessities

having been purchased from charitable contributions

made in the various churches. Certain persons were
named whose time of sentence had expired and they

were retained in prison three or four years because

they were unable to pay the jail fees. The condition

of these poor people can scarcely be conceived by
persons living at the present day. The province

contributed no more than twopence per day for the

support of persons imprisoned. When the latter

were debtors the creditors upon whose complaint

they were lodged in prison were not required to pay
anything. One prisoner actually died of starvation

in the Market Street Jail in 1770. The Assembly
acted with tardy and stinted charity towanls these

poor creatures. The amount of sustenance to be
paid towards their support w'as raised to threepence
per day. In Mandi, 1772, three persons died in

prison for want of food. This shocking occurrence

naturally excited the people. The St. Patrick Society

sent between £30 and £40 for the relief of the sur-

vivors and the Rev. Mr. Stringer, of St. Paul's,

preached a charity sermon by which £30 more were
raised.

These misfortunes finally stimulated the founda-
tion of a society among benevolent people, which
was called "The Philadelphia Society for Assisting

Distressed Prisoners." Unde.- that influence the

system of contribution for the relief of distressed

prisoners became more regular. One of the first pro-

ceedings of the society was to procure covered wheel-
barrows, on tlie tops of which was painted " Victuals

for the Prisoners." These receptacles were taken to

the houses of citizens daily, and contributions of un-
used food were received and conveyed to the prison.

It was an unfortunate time for such a movement.
The war between Great Britain and the Colonies was
considerably advanced, and in time even the call of

charity was disregarded in the more important inci-

dents of the great struggle. The society kept together
for about 19 months, when the members gradually
fell away.

The County Prison, at the corner of Sixth and
Walnut streets, was commenced under authority of
an act of Assembly passed in 1773. In August, 1775,

the buildings were so far finished as to be partially

used as storehouses for powder, and in December of
the same year it was resolved to send tliere soldiers,

sailors, and other prisoners confined under authority

of Congress. In January, 1776, 105 felons, Tories,

debtors, and prisoners of war were tiiken from the
old prison at Third and Market streets to the new
building at Sixth and Walnut streets, and fjom that
time the latter may be considered to have been fully

occU[)ied. When the British marched into Philadel-

phia in 1777 they made the Walnut Street Prison
their building for the confinement of American pris-

oners of war.

During the British occupation the condition of the
prisoners was terrible. The windows had all been
blown out by the explosion of the frigates Augusta
and Merlin during the battle of Red Bank. The
bleak air and storms penetrated every room. There
were very few blankets or coverings provided for the
comfort of the poor creatures, and during the whole
period of the British occupation the prisoners sufl'ered

wretchedly.

After the contests and struggles of the Revolution
had ceased to agitate the minds of the people and
matters were beginning to take a normal course, the
subject of prison relief was again brought forward.

In May, 1787, the old Society for Assisting Distressed

Prisoners was partially revived, and some objects of
interest added to those that had already been under
the care of the members. Upon the re-establishment
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of the Society for Alleviating the Miseries of Piihlic

Prisons, the Right Reverend Bishop William White

was President, Rev. Henry Helmuth, of German
Lutheran Church, and Riehard Wells were Vice

Presidents ; Thomas Rodjiers was Treasurer, and John
Swanwick and John Morris, Secretaries. Among the

leading memhers were Charles Marshall, Thomas
Harrison, Benjamin Shaw, Ebenezer Large, Richard

Wistar, Charles Marshall, Jr., William Lippincott,

Joseph Budil, James Dobson, Isaac Parrish, James
Whitall, Andrew Geyer, John Kaighn, Jacob Shoe-

maker, Caleb Atmore, and Joseph Tatem. This so-

ciety aimed atsonlething more than mere attention

to the physical wants of the prisoners. They de-

termined to give relief in money and provisions to

suffering prisoners, to charge themselves with the

interest of prisoners, and apply themselves for the

release of persons illegally confined and of those

whose terms had expired, but could not be dis-

charged for want of interest taken in their cases by
outside friends. They determined to break up as

much as possible the sinful and corrupt system of

management by the sale of spirituous liquors in jail,

the corruption of young offenders and the hardening
of the old. In a short time they created some won-
derful reforms. Men and women bad been confined

in the same rooms, and the rooms them.selves were
grossly overcrowded with the large number of per-

sons. A separation was made between the sexes.

The use of spirituous liquors was prohibited. The
cells for refractory prisoners, which had been deep
under the earth, were elevated above ground, and a

system of work for the occupation of the prisoners

was established. More important still, the influence

of the society procured from the Legislature the pas-

sage of the act of 1790 for the appointment of inspect-

ors of the prisons. Those gentlemen found on their

appointment that they were intended, if possible, to

be made subservient to the old management, by
which the Sheriff of the county was responsible for

the conduct of the prison, and the keepers, who
flourished upon the vice and corruption of the sys-

tem, were deeply interested in maintaining all its

abuses, corruption, and infamy. The keeper of tlie

prison was opposed to the new condition of affairs

that the society was about to introduce. He repre-

sented that the members of the society, as well as the

inspectors, were expo.sed to intercourse with such a

desperate and devilish set of men that it was unsafe

to go into the prison except with extraordinary

guards and precautions. He played this little game
on the first occasion of the visit of the society, and
introduced the members to the convicts in the prison

yard, in front of whom was placed a loaded cannon,

with a man with a lighted linstock at tlie side of

the gun ready to fire into the convict crowd at

the first suggestion of resistance. The prisoners

were as much astonished as the members of the so-

ciety, and unfortunately had not been rehearsed in

the parts they were to take in this farce. The whole
thing was a ri<liculous failure. The convicts were as

quiet as if they had been at a religious meeting.

They knew the men by character who were to ad-

dress them and manifested the proper respect.

There was no obstacle to the objects of the society

after that. There were only 37 members when it

w-as established, but they became the leaders in the
study of what nowadays is called '' penology." Some
of the members of the society were prison inspectors

for many years. The society always maintained a
due supervision of the pri.sons, and, taken all in all,

during its century of activity, it may be pronounced
one of the best of the many associations voluntarily

formed among our citizens for good purposes.

From The Herald of I'eace (London).

FREDEIiICK SESSIONS UN WAR AND
CHRISTIANITY.

THE Friends' Monlhlij Record reports the following

lecture, which Frederick Sessions, of Gloucester, de-

livered at Evesham, when he took for his sul)jeot

" War and Christianity." W. W. Brown presided,

and there was-an attentive audience.

The lecturer, in his opeidng remarks, said that he

should endeavor to establish, by fact and argument,

that war was contrary to the teaching of the gospel,

and thatthespiritthatled to war, and keptup tlicsys-

tem, was directly antagoinstic to that spirit of broth-

erly kindness, forbearance, and forgivene.ss which

was the very essence of Christianity. So strongly did

he feel that this was the case that, in his opinion,

those who upheld war ought to show cause for speak-

ingand acting as they did, rather than compelling the

peaceable to apologize for their principles. However,

as the peace party were in a nnnority at present, he

was prepared to render a reason for the views they

adopted. In the prophetical writings, Jesus Christ

was called the "Prince of Peace" ; His reign was fore-

shadowed as a reign of peace; and His actual coming

was heralded by the angelic song of " Peace on earth,

goodwill to men." His first recorded sermon en-

joined upon his followers the importance of love to-

wards all, including even those who were called their

enemies, and He also gave them the following maxim:
" Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you,

do ve even so to them." Hisown life was a practical

exemplification of liie way in which He intended His

followers to understand His words. He " went about

doing good ;" He came " not to destroy men's lives,

but to save them," and w^ould not allow His disciples

to fight even to prevent His arrest by the Jews.

The Apostle Paul, probably the ablest exponent of

the doctrine of Christ, wrote to the Roman Church

—

a Church including fierce Jews, domineering Romans,

and members of Cie.sar's hou.sehold, accustomed to all

the pomp and splendor of military life,—" Avenge not

yourselves, but rather give place unto wrath. There-

fore, if thine enemy hunger, feed him, if he thirst,

give him drink, for in so doing thou shalt heap coals

of fire on his head. Be not overcome of evil, but over-

come evil with good." St. James, in his eminently

practical " General Epistle," declared that wars and

figlitings had their origin in the lusts of men ;
and

St. John, in words all the more forcible as falling from

one so loving and holy, said, " He that loveth not his

brother" is "not of God," " abideth in death," and

"is a liar" when he speaks of loving God. These

quotations might be multiplied almost without an
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end, and then- was not in tlie New Testament a sin-

gle passage whii-li contradicted or modilieil tlieni. So

deeply were the early Christians imbued with Christ's

teaching that, for at least the first two centuries, none
entered the army, and most, if not all, who were con-

verted in its ranks, left it, or died the martyr's death

because they would not fi^ht. They held it unlawful,

says Gil)bon,to take tlie life of any man, "either witii

the sword of jubtice or of war." " The Christians,"

wrote Irena2us, " have changed their swords and their

lances into instruments of peace, for they know not

how to fight." When pressed into military service

they would answer the Tribunes, " I am a Christian

and, therefore, I cannot fight." They saw that it was
impossible to .slay any man with spear, or sword, or

arrow, in pure love to his soul ; or to destroy his crops,

requisition his cattle, or burn his bouse over his fam-

ily, while praying for his conversion. Tliey knew
that there never could be any concord betw'een Christ,

" the Savior of all men," and Mars, the god of war.

At whose heels,

Leash'd in like hounds, do famine, sword, and fire

Crouch for employment.

As, however, the Church grew rich, powerful, and
popular it became more and more corrupt in this

matter of war and militarism. Ambitious individu-

als, or those whcse profession of Christianity was
only nominal, began to prove unfaithful. This we
learn from the writings of Tertullian, whose writings

also prove that such persons were not regarded as

consistent professors, and th.at treatises were written

against their practices bj* those who were better in-

structed in the faith. But when the secular power
began, for State purposes, to profess Christianity, and,

allying itself with the hierarchy, found it expedient

and possible to jirovide a religious cloak for its cove-

tous aggressions, there was no lack of timeserving

bishops and priests ready to sanction by their pres-

ence in camp, and by formal benedictions of banners

and weapons, any amount of blood guiltiness. So

had it continued until the present day. Men's love

of social position, pa}', and adventure, their pride

and ambition, their false notions of greatness and
glory, had kept the system afloat;

And the sons of the Church, and the sons of the world.

Walk closely, hand and heart.

Proceeding to review the history of the Church,

the lecturer said that it was a matter for thankful-

ness that there had been from age to age those who
had clung to the teachings of Christ. In 1394, the

Lollards petitioned Parliament, through Lord Cob-

ham, to reform the Church, asking, among other fix-

vors, that "war might be declared unchristian."

Others, like the Paterines of Italy, held the same
truth sacred throughout the disturbances of the 11th,

12th, and 13th centuries; and the founders of the

Baptist denomination, during the latter part of the

16th century, made the unlawfulness of war a con-

spicuous [lart of their creed.

Later still came the Moravians, the Mennonites,

and the Society of Friends, to say nothing of thous-

ands of individuals connected with other Protestant

communities. Among all these, the practical exper-

ience of the Friends was the mo.st valuable, since

their successful rule of Pennsylvania for seventy
years, without standing army, militia, or volunteers^

while all the neighboring States were at war with the

Indians, or with one anotlier, was an argument that

could neither be gainsaid or explained away—to say

nothing of their repeated experiences of God's pro-

tecting care over them in times of great danger and
difBcuhy. In the face of facts like the?e, it wassurely

very strange tliat professing Christians persisted in

defending war.

They did so chiefly on the plea of expediency, or

upon abstract distinctions between man's responsi-

bility as an individual and as a citizen, or upon
imaginary consequences of what they nicknamed a
" peace at any price " policy. Others sought refuge

in attempts to prove that the military were only a

sort of international police, forgetting that the mani-
fest difTerence between the police force and the mili-

tary was that the police were for the preservation of
property, life, and liberty, while the military were
trained and armed for the express purpose of destroy-

ing life in the most wholesale manner. Many Chris-

tians, again, endeavored to justify war by appealing

to Scripture, and to the Divine sanction given to some
of the battles recorded in the Old Testament. But
this sanction no more gave permission for warfare

between professedly Christian nations that the Di-

vine legislation in olden times, as to the relation of

the slaveholder to his slave, would warrant our hold-

ing men in slavery, or than the Divine appointment
of the punishment of death for Sabbath-breaking

would excuse our stoning a poor old woman for gath-

ering sticks on Sunday.

SCRIPTURE LESSON. NO. IS.

Fifth Month 1, 1887.

ISRAEL IN EGYPT.

TOPIC : OPPRESSION.
Golden Text :

—"Redeem me from the oppression of man.*
Ps. 119 : 134.

Read Exodus 1 : 6-14 Revised Version.

Time.—The dates given in all the best books on

Egypt are tentative only.

The interpretation of the monuments of Egypt
show two points of contact with the earlier Hebrew
history. One records the division of the lands in the

reign of Sesortosis (believed to be the same as Sesos-

tris, the great conqueror, spoken of by the Greek his-

torians) making all the estates except those of priests

and soldiers directly tributary to the king, and this is

generally taken to be the allotment ascribed to Jo-

seph. A more recent inscription found in upper Egypt

confirms the " great famine" which happened during

that reign. There is a general agreement of the Bible

with the chronology derived from the monuments.
But it must be understood that all dates applied to

the Etryptian dynasties are very uncertain and indefi-

nite. The general order is clear but the exact dates

are u ncertai n. [ Peloubet.']

Jacob died at the age of 147. His body was em-

balmed after the custom of the Egyptians, and when
the days of weeping were passed his sous, with a

great company, carried his body back to Canaan and

laid it in the Cave of Machpelah.

Joseph continued for 80 years to govern Egypt.
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Before his death he made his descendants promise to

carry up his body with them when they returned to

their own land again. He died at the age of 110 yeais.

Our lesson begins the book of Exodus. The rapid

increase of the Hebrews is attributed to the free, pas-

toral life they led in the most healthy and fruitful

portion of the land, to their strong social and family

attachments, and to the exemption ofthe men from the

wars of the nation. It was this rapid increase that

led to the imposition of cruel tasks and the hardships

of which our lesson is a recital. We know nothing of

the state of religion among them, except that there

were those who " feared God." This fear of ofiend-

ing the Divine Beinjj is a record that bears the im-

press of a true reverence for the God of their fathers.

We learn from this lesson, that those who have

been the benefactors of a people are often forgotten

and their descendants oppressed and despised ; tliat

oppression and cruelly are the means by which a

nation works its own downfall. The wrong doing of

itiiHviduals as well as of nations sooner or later

returns in multiplied wrong upon the head of the evil

doer.

We should never forget those who in the hour of

our greatest need have befriended us. Our Heavenly

Father has so constituted us that we are dependent

one upon another. The more we cultivate the spirit

of kindly interest in one another the greater will be

our own happiness.

The following paragraphs are from the pen of

Professor F. Delitzsch in »S'. S. Times:

To the question, How long was Israel in Egypt?
tradition gives a discordant answer. The Hebrew
Bible counts four centuries of Egyptian sojourn

(Gen. 15: 1316), more accurately, four hundred and

thirty years (Exod.l2: 40); but, according to the

Septuagint, in Exodus 12: 40, this number com-

prehends the sojourn in Canaan and Egypt, so that

two hundred and fifteen years come to the pil-

grimage in Canaan, and two hundred and fifteen

years come to the servitude in Egypt. This kind of

calculation is not exclusively Hellenistic; it is also

found in the oldest Palestinian Midrash. St. Paul

stands on this side, making (Gal. 3: 17) not the im-

migration into Egypt, but the covenant with Abra-

ham, the terminus a ijuo of the four hundred and
thirty years which end in the exodus from Egypt
and in the legislation. This uncertainty of the dura-

tion of the Egyptian sojourn may be compared with

the uncertainty concerning the chronology of the

Passion week, and especially of the day of tlie death

of our Lord in the evangelical history. There we
join with St. Paul ; here, with St. John.

The chronological relation of Israel in Egypt to

the Hyksos or Shepherd Kings of Manetho is also

uncertain. Two things are proved : First, that the

Hyksos were Semites who overran Egypt, and ruled

over Eaypt, for a period of several hundred years.

Secondly, that the Hyksos are not identical with the

Israelites; this latter vie>v was held till his death

(November 17, 1886. New York) by the late Gustav
Seyffarth, the amiable man, the pious Christian and
faithful son of our Lutheran Church, who suffered

from the one fault of opposing a stubborn self confi-

dence to the undeniable progress in scientific things,

and would learn everything by himself and nothing
from others. It is indeed certain that the Hyksos
were Semites, and that they are not identical with
the Israelites; but we cannot give a positive answer
to the question whether the Israelites came to Egypt
after the expulsion of the Hyksos or during the

domination of the Hyksos. The latter view is main-

tained in a very persuasive manner by Dillman, who
agrees with Knobel in it. Nevertheless, it is against

this view that the people, in the bondage of which
Israel was, appear throughout as foreign, while the

civilization at the time of Joseph looks nationally

Egyptian. How much we still grope about in the

dark here, the examination of the matter in the first

volume of Koehler's "Compendium of Old Testament
History" (1875) shows. Oidy one thing seems cer-

tain,—that Eameses II., Miamun, whose mummy
is now placed in the museum at Boolaq, was the

Pharaoh of the oppression, and Merenptah (Meneph-
thes), his son, was the Pharaoh of the Exodus.

Christianity is not a mere set of dogmas. It is

Christ revealed in His perfect character. He is tlie

head of the race. He is not only the light of the

world as a perfect teacher in all that relates to char-

acter and ultimate destiny, but also a perfect exam-
ple. He is the man. In His religion is the hope of

the world. The greatest boon that can come to any
one is to be brought into personal relation to this,

and sympathize with Him by voluntary commitment,
and by having a character like His. Herein is the

difference between the place of Christianity in a

theological seminary and a college. In a college it

should be so handled as to bear upon character with-

out sectarianism. This can and ought to be done.

Christianity is the greatest, civilizing, moulding, up-

lifting power on this globe, and it is a sad defect in

any institution of high learning if it does not bring

those under its care into the closest possible relation

to it, so far as it is such a power.

—

Mark Hopkins, ex-

Pres. Wiiiiams College.

If a man is to be educated physically and in-

telligently because he has a physical and intelligent

nature, why should he not be educated and trained

morally and spiritually because he has a moral and

spiritual nature? I see no reason why there should

not be in a college, and enter into the very concep-

tion of it, those who engage in the higher gymnastics.

If men are to be trained to be strong in muscle, why
not be strong in the Lord? If to wrestle with each

other, why not with wickedness? If to carry on
mimic fights and boxing, why not fight the good

fight of faith? If to gain the crown of victory in

contests with each other, why not "an incorruptible

crown"? If to run races in the gymnasium and on
the campus, why not to run the race that is set

before them in which they are "compassed about

with so great a cloud of witnesses"? Why, in short,

if they are to be trained in bodily exercise that
" protiteth little, should they not be trained in Godli-

ness that is profitable unto all things"? — Mark
Hopkins.
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SHALL WE HA VE A REVISION OF DIS-
CIPLINE f

AS the time draws nigh for our assembling together

as a Yearly Bleeting of Friends, having at heart the

best welfare of the whole body, the minds of many
deeply concerned ones are turned towards what is

familiarily termed " the state of society," the condi-

tion of which is presumed to be gathered from the

answers to our queries.

That these answers are always all that could be

desired we can hardly expect. The overseers, upon

whom rests the duty of framing them, should have

the aid and sympathy of all interested Friends in

their arduous task of ascertaining as near as may be

the true state of things. Most of them are careful and

conscientious, and they often find themselves embar-

rassed by what seems to be a conflict between the

spirit and the letter of Discipline. Others, and we
trust these are few, are careless, performing their

tasks in the usual stereotyped way without deep

thought or personal knowledge of such affairs as

should claim their attention. True, their " replies "

are not final, as the meetings decide upon the answers

presented, modifying them to suit; but the judgment

and knowledge of overseers should be a guide to the

final action of the meeting.

When these answers finally reach the Yearly

Meeting, they are thrown before a large body of peo-

ple, and should and do claim earnest attention for a

brief season; but the pressure of other work that has

grown out of our actual needs as a religious society,

and which is of vital importance, crowds our sessions,

restrains free expression, and bids us look to see if

any relief can come by way of condensation or read-

justment of these important matters. Scarce a year

passes that we do not have some proposed changes in

our code of rules, or book of discipline, and much
time and serious thought are given to these. Propo-

sitions for other changes, greatly desired by some

members, are withheld because of a reluctance to bur-

den the Yearly Meeting with additional work.

We therefore feel willing to suggest for the con-

sideration of Friends whether the time has not come

for a complete revision of the Discipline, whereby we

may be able so to arrange its admirable and health-

ful provisions that we may have a form better adapted

to our present requirements. We are well aware that

this is a most weighty matter, but yet one that has

been entered upon with sati.«factory results in each

Yearly Meeting except Philadelphia.

We have a lirni belief in the overshadowing pres-

ence of the great Head of the church, and that His

watchful ear is ever open to the petition of all who
rely on His guidance, and this faith bids us take

courage and consider what our needs are in this

direction.

We have long had suggested to us a plan for this

Revision of Discipline which we are willing to pre-

sent, so as to awaken thought on the subject; it is for

the Yearly Meeting to direct the appointment of two

or more, according to the strength of the meeting'

from each of our forty-nine monthly meetings, per-

sons suitable and willing to constitute a revising

committee, the names to be forwarded to the next

Yearly Meeting for confirmation, this committee to

take entire charge of the matter and report when
ready.

This may seem like a lingering work, but it should

be one of great care and caution, as well as desire to

meet the needs of the society in this age of growth.

The time occupied in such a revision may extend to

years, but the interest In it will be general, for every

part of our heritage will be represented, and sound

judgment and deep feeling be brought to bear in a

way that cannot fail to do good. If, as some one has

said, "truth is life; when one life dies, another ap-

pears," so the truths, so venerated in our present

code, will live again in the new, and with a freshness

that may act as a reviving power to our much beloved

society.

We ask attention to the meeting on Seventh-day

of this week (23d inst.), at 15th and Race Sts., at

10.30 o'clock, of the "Association " of Friends to help

the Southern colored schools. This is the only

general meeting, except perhaps one during Yearly

Meeting week, that is likely to be held this season,

and it will be of interest, we think, to all who have

a concern for this important work. Up to this time

the collection of funds for the support of the two

schools (Aiken and Mt. Pleasant) has not been

sufficient for their needs, and an extra effort will

have to be made, in order adequately lo help the

earnest and devoted teachers in charge of them.

In studying character do not be blind to the short-

comings of a warm friend or the virtues of a bitter

enemy.

Be pleasant and kind to those around you. The
man who stirs his cup with an icicle spoils the tea

and cliills his own fingars.
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MARFxIAGES.
TILTON-MOOEE.—0.1 Third-day, Fourth month 12th,

at the residence of the bride's father, Sandy Spring, Mary-
land, in the order of the Society of Friends, Mary Letrsett
Moore to Joseph W. Tiltou. of Cheltenham township, Pa.
PACKER-PARRY—Third month 16th, 1887, under tlie

<;are of Fallowfiehl Monthly Meeting of Friends, at the res-
idence of Priscilla S. Walton, Aaron Packer, of Short Creek
Monthly Meeting, Ohio, to Mary Anna Parry, of Ercildoun,
Chester county, Pa.

DEA TBS.
BEDELL.—At the residence of her son-in-law, Conrad

Powell, New Baltimore, N. Y., Third month 31st, Iti^l,

Marian Bedell, daughte- of Benjamin and Martha Gurney,
in her 88th year; a member of Coeyman's Monthly Meeting.

DILLIN.—At the residence of her son-in-law, William
H. Swayne, Philadelphia, Elizabeth R., widow of Eli Dillin,
aged 82, a member of the monthly meeting of Friends held
at Green street, Philadelphia.

EAVEN.SOy.-0]i the evening of Fourth month 11th,
Susan B., wife of Alben T. Eavenson. in her ulith year, a
member of the monthly meeting of Friends of Philadel-
phia.

EVANS.—Fourth month 10th, Mary Ann, daughter of
the late John C. and Hannah R. Evans, of Pliiladelphia, iu
her 86th year.

FELL.—At the residence of her son-in-law, Charles S.

"Wolverton, Elizabeth R. Fell, in herSOth year. Interment
from Solebnry, Peuna., Meeting House.

FROST.— At her late residence, in Eochester, N. Y., on
the morning of the llth inst., Mary T. Frost, in the 81st
year of her age; a member and an elder of Rochester
Monthly Meeting.

Thi.s dear friend by her consistent walk, her devotion
to her family, her open generosity in entertaining her
friends had endeared herself to all who came within her
influence— and her loss will not only be keenly felt in her
family, but in her meeting, as well as iu the social circle in
which she mingled.

GAUNT.-On Fifth-day, Third month 31st, 1887, Clay-
ton D. Gaunt, aged 66 years and one month. He was an
exemplary member of Woolwich Preparative and Pilesgrove
Monthly Meeting of Friends, and is greatly missed by his
family and friends.

HARLAN.—On Third month 21st, 1887, of consumptioii,
Elizabeth Harlan, aged 72 years ; a member of Little Falls
Monthly Meeting, Maryland.

Though dead, she yetspeaketh. Her example of purity
and uprightness lives in the hearts of all who knew her,
inciting them to walk by the same rule and mind the same
thing. While we feel the loss of her presence, we cannot
but rejoice in the thought that the circumspect walking
which adorned her life has given her admittance into the
realms of bliss. j^

MAETLV.-In Camden, N. J., Fourth month 1st, Eliza-
beth Martin, aged nearly ninety-six years. Her funeral
took place at Chichester, Friends' Meeting-house, 5th inst.,

attended by a large circle of nieces and nephews. It was
her request that it should be without ostentatiou.s disjilay,
and that her remains should rest in the grave of her fa-

ther, George Martin, who died about seventy years ago.
OWEN.— At the family home in Eichmond, Ind., on the

morning of the 13th of Fourth mouth, Sarah M., daughter
of William and Mary Owen (deceased), aged 52 years one
month and 25 days.

After many years of invalidism the welcome release
came to the patient sufl'erer and she is at rest as we believe
iu the Father's house.

PAXSON.—At Germantown, Pa., Fourth month llth,
Sarah Willett, widow of William Lawrence Paxson, in her
73d year. A member of Green street Monthly Meeting.

ROBERTS.—At his residence, near Hartford, N. J.,
Fourth-day, Fourth month 6th, Joseph E. Roberts, a mem-
ber of Chester Monthlv Meeting, held at Moorestown, N. J.

RULON.—Near Mnllica Hill, N. J., Fourth month 12th
1887, after a short illness, Annabel, daughter of the late
John A. and Mary A. Rulon, in her 26th year; a member of
Pilesgrove Monthly Meeting of Friends.

SELLERS.—Fc-irth month 13th at Upper Darby, Pa.,
David .Sellers, in his 71st year.

VELSOE.—At his residence, Westbury, L. I., on the 5th
of Fourth month, 1SS7, John Velsor, in the 83d year of his
age; not a member, hut a steady attender of" Westbury
Meeting.

WEB.STER.—Third month 27th, 1837, Joseph H., son of
William and Elizabeth D. Webster, aged 16 years, 4 months
and 15 days. A member of FallowBeld, Monthly Meet-

THE LIBRARY.
E.-vRLY Letters of Thcma.s C.^rlylb. Edited by

Charles Eliot Norton. 1814-1826. New York :

Mat-tiiillan & Co.

THLS iiitere.stiiig and curious collection of letters of
this great author comes before the world contrary to
his wislies, under tlie understanding that a knowl-
e<lge of his real character requires tlieir vindicating
influence. His roughly aSectionate and sincere let-

ters to his school-boy friend portray biiu in his early
and later student days.

In 1817, Carlyle became master of the school at
Kirkcaldy (Scotland), and iu consequence established
a friendship with Edward Irviny;, afterward the great
preacher. Of tliis lie writes: " Bles.sed conquest of
a friend in this world! That was mainly all the
wealth I had for five or six years coining, and it

made luy life in Kirkcaldy (till near 1818 I think) a
happy season in comparison, and generally useful.

Youth itself—healthy, well intending youth—is so
full of opulences." A letter to his father in 1818 re-

ports that he has lost his school, which has fallen in-

to otlierand unworthy hands,—that is, a poor, drunk-
en, unscholarly man had won his pupils from him
and left him but twelve in his grammar school, as it

was termed. He says to his father: "I make no
doubt I could reestablish the school, but the fact is I

am very much tired making my bread (in this way),
and this is as good a time for trying a change as any
other. Irving is going away, too, and I shall have no
associate in the place at all. I think I could find

private teaching, perhaps about Edinburgh, to sup-
port me till I could fall into some other wav of do-
ing. At any rate, I have more than 70 pounds (be-

sides what I send you) of ready money, ami that
might keep one for a season. In short, I only wait
for your advice, till I give iu my resignation against

the beginning of December. I have thought of try-

ing the law, and several other things
, but I have not

yet got correct information about any of thein. Give
my kindest love to all my brothers and sLsters. I

expect a letter very soon, for I shall be unhappy till

I resolve upon something. In the mean time,

however, I remain, my dear father, yours aflection-

ately."
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The next, letter is from liis mother to liiui, lUiteil

October 31. 181S.

Dear Tom—Ye'll by this time be tliiiildni; tliat I

have forgot you quite, but far from that you are little

out of may mind. I have sent your socks ; they are

not so fine as I couUl have wished, not having as

much [wool] as could be done on the mill, but I hope
they will do for the winter. I received the bonnet;
it is a very good one. I doubt it would be very high.

I can only thank you at this time. I have been rath-

er uneasy about your settlement, but seek direction

alway from Him who can give it aright, and may he
be thy guide, Tom. I have been very uneasy about
your tilings being so long in going off, but one dis-

appointment after another it is so. Tell me if

anything else is wanting that is in mv power, and I

will get it you. I have reason to be thankful I am
still in good health and spirits, yet I would be grati-

fied nmch to hear of you comfortably settled, never-

theless. Let us learn to submit, and take it as God
is pleased to send it. It is a world of trouble at the

best. Write me soon, Tom, do, and tell me all your
news good and bad. . . . Send me a long letter.

Tell me honestly if thou reads a chapter everj' day,
and may the Lord bless and keep thee. I add no more
but remain your loving mother and sincere friend."

This is the grim judgment of Carlyle concerning
the merits of the office of schoolmaster: "Lucan
(the Voltaire of antiquity) has left his opinion in

writing, that when the gods have determined to

make a man ridiculously m.serable, they make a
schoolmaster of him; and an experience of more
than four years does not, in my case, authorize me
to contradict this assertion." After this, the letters

from Edinburgh to his family, including his numer-
ous brothers, are all for several years full of family

love ; but in 1821 come some respectful and timid

epistles to ' Miss Welsh of Haddington." He gives

her dignified counsel as to her aspirations for an in-

tellectual life, and we discover that it was the ever

endearing relation of teacher and scholar that finally

drew them together in the closest human bond.
He criticises the literary ventures of his Jane, whom
he addresses as "Dear madam." He says: "It is

truly gratifying to me to contemplate you advancing
so rapidly in the path of mental culture. Proceed as

you have done ; and I shall yet see the day, when I

may ask with pride; 'Did I not predict this?'

There are a thousand peculiar obstacles—a thousand
peculiar miseries that attend upon a life devoted to

the task of observing and feeling and recording its

observations and feelings,—but any ray of genius

however feeble is the 'inspired gift of God;' and
woe to him or her that hides the talent in a napkin,
that allows indolence or sordid aims to prevent the

exercise of it, in the way designed by our all

bountiful parent—the eUvation of our own nature,

and the delight or instruction of our fellow-mortals

—on a scale proportioned to our powers! And look

to our reward, even in the life that now is: kings

and potentates are a gaudy folk that flaunt about
with plumes and ribbons to decorate them, and
catch the coarse admiration of the many headed
monster, for a brief season, then sink into forgetful-

ness or often to a remembrance even worse: but the

Miltons, the de Staels—these are the very salt of the

earth
I
they derive their 'patents of nobility direct

from Almighty God,' and live in the bosoms of all

true men to all ages."

She soon becomes in his letters " My dear and
honored Jane," as he essays to guide her to the more
ambitious walks of literature. Later he tells her

that he turns crazy about her, " the sole being he has

ever truly loved, the sole being he can ever love; the

epitome to him of celestial things, the shining jewel

in which he sees reflected all the pleasures of the

universe, the sun that has risen to illuminate his

world when it seemed to be overshadowed in dark-

ness forever! The earth again grows green beneath

his feet, his soul recovers all its fiery energies, he is

prepared to front death and danger, to wrestle with

devils and men that he may gain your favor. For a

while you laugh at him and torment him, but at

length take pity on the poor fellow and grow as seri-

ous as he is. Then, oh then ! what a more than ely-

sian prospect !
" These are warm expressions of love,

but Carlyle was an intense character. The extracts

we have given may serve as a taste of this interest-

ing work. S. R.

INDIAN AFFAIRS.
REPORT ON THE RESERVATIONS, BY J. B. HAR-

RISON.

AN interesting little volume, "The Latest Studies on
Indian Reservations," by J. B. Harrison, has just

been published under the patronage of the Indian

Rights Association. It is the result of the observa-

tions of the author, in the summer and autumn of

last year, to various reservations in Dakota, Ne-

braska, Montana, Washington, and Oregon. The
first part of the book consists of descriptive notes on

the reservations, and the second of the opinions and
reflections thereby suggested. We find the Carlisle

School Morning Star expre.sses some disappointment

with the book, as failing to "grasp the real problems

that beset the Indians," " in part due to the evident

leaning of the author toward the fostering of a

strictly paternal government for Indians and the

ignoring of such methods of administration as have

the capacity to develop the manhood and self-reliant

powers of a race." It also thinks that " there are

many and serious misapprehensions of the real state

of affairs upon reservations."

How far we should regard these criticisms is not

at present entirely certain ; but much of the contents

of the volume must certainly be considered of value.

We make some extracts, as follows:

" The idea that the young Indians who are edu-

cated at the Eastern schools should all ' go back to the

reservations to lift up the tribe' has been inculcated

and insisted upon with an emphasis somewhat ex-

treme. It is certain that nearly all of the young
people will go back for the present whether it is best

for them to do so or not. But if any Indian has a real

opportunity to work and make a living in manly
ways anywhere among white people, he will proba-

bly, in most cases, do more to ' lift up his tribe ' by

keeping himself up out of the squalor and disorder
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of savagery than he can accomplish by going bacl< to

the reservation, unless he has a certainty of employ-

ment there which will secure him a living. Of
course, if a concrete specific duty or obligation, re-

sulting from the personal relations or circumstances

of a particular Indian, requires him to go back to his

reservation and stay there, he should do so.

" But the assumption that a general obligation to

return to tlie reservation rests upon the students of

the Eastern Indian schools, the assumption that it is

their duty to go back there ' to lift up the tribe,' seems
to me entirely without support in the facts and con-

ditions of the case. T was requested, when I went
out to the Indian country last spring, to find out as

much as I could of the situation of the students who
had returne<l to the reservations from Carlisle and

Hampton. I saw many of ihem. I think tliey are

generally doing as well as we could reasonably ex-

pect, which means that we could not reasonably ex-

pect very much of these young people. It is a short

story. When they have employment they do well.

But there is little employment for educated young
Indians on the reservations, and there is a general

prejudice, among both Indians and the white em-
ployes, against the young men who have returned

from the Eastern schools. I saw some pathetic cases

of returned students who were eager to work, and
who felt keenly the degradation of enforced idleness,

but could obtain no employment.
"One of the greatest hindrances for Indians who

wish to improve, acquire property, and become civi-

lized is the influence of the old order of things in the

matter of tribal possession. When the people lived

by hunting, and operated as a tribe, as they often

did when hunting the buffalo, common possession

was a reasonable right. There was no such thing as

per.sonal property in food, or, indeed, in anything

else, except, perhaps, articles of clothing actually on
one's back. Under such a system, civilization is, of

course, impossible. It is now a potent instrument

in many tribes for the repression of all the young
people who wish t.o improve and advance. I have
seen instances of it when educated young Indians had
married, built themselves a house, and laid in a stock

of provisions for the winter, flour, meat, vegetables,

fruit, siiirar, coffee, tea, salt, soap, etc. While the

young man is away at work, the old chiefs of the

tribe, and their retainers, will come to the house and
eat up and carry away every vestige of food, and
every article of clothing and furniture, leaving the

house bare and the young people utterly destitute.

Even when tliis kind of robbery is veiled, as it often

is, under tlie forms of friendly visiting, it is none the

less effective in repressing efforts at self support;

and on many of the more important reservations the

practice of visiting and feasting wherever an indus-

trious Indian has acquired anything is one of the

strongest barriers in the way of any advance toward

a better order of things.

"I think that the feature of treaties, and of Con-
gressional legislation, which provides that the con-

sent of the Indians must be obtained before any
important changes can Ije made in their condition is

likely to be a source of difficulty and trouble for the

Government, in some cases, within a few years. It

is my opinion that this provision will have to be .set

aside and disregarded, in some cases, in the interests

of the Indians themselves. Some tribes have stead-

fastly set themselves to maintain existing conditions,

and to prevent any steps toward the abolition of the

tribal organizations, or of the present reservation

system. If our National Government is to protect

the Indians it should govern them. No more agree-

ments depending upon their consent should be made
with them. The business men of the country should

acquaint themselves with the Indian situation, so

that future measures aflectiug Indian interests may
be intelligently devised for the security of the In-

dian's rights."

TEE LAND IN SEVERALTY BILL.

From the Carlisle Morning Star.

WHILE we think the Land in Severalty Bill a most

excellent thing as tending to bring about the break-

ing up of the slavery of tribal cohesion and to en-

courage the independence and individuality of the

man, wnich is the bottom stay, and brings such great

succe.ss to our American plan, we do not especially

enthuse over it as by any means the plaster that is

going to heal all the Indian's woes. Nor do we think

it at all the greater part of that which is necessary to

cure his difiiculties. The stubborn fiict of his ignor-

ance and consequent inability to plow, to plant, to

cope, remains to be overcome. The degradation of

his former generations will remain the atmosphere

of his daily life and associations. With these clogs

still about him he will have little chance to rise.

True, a change is made in his possibilities. Before,

he could not rise if he would ; now, he possibly may,

if he can and will, but the very fact of contiguous

tribal ownership chains him to the locality and the

old commune, where discontent and animosity will

continue to reign. This will be a sad obstacle in the

way of individual progress. To gain the will and abil-

ity to rise and meet the inevitable white man in such

surroundings will be an especially hard task on any

struggling individual Indian.

COMMUNICA riONS.

THE PROPOSED NEW BOARDING SCHOOL.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

SEVERAL articles have appeared in the Intelligen-

cer AND Journal on the disposition of the beque.stof

John M.George, in some of which I conceive the

true nature of the subject has been overlooked in the

delight attendant upon imagined results. From

former experience of the Society in other places it is

worthy of serious thought and of Divine guidance to

decide whether it is best for the Yearly Meeting to

accept the munificent ofl'er. It may, as similar gifts

of less amount have sometimes done, prove to be an

apple of discord.

Shall the Yearly Meeting accept the bequest, and

assume in so doing the great responsibility of the trust ?

The management of such a trust for the best welfare

of the whole yearly meeting will require great wis-

dom and deliberate examination of all circumstances.

It was the desire of John M. George to aid that class

of Friends who are not in affluence (and they com-
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prise four-fifths of the members), and not able to ex-

tend to their cliildren even a (rood Enjilish education,

under the care and control of the Society. In this

education, moderation and usefulness are objective

points, and hence a location too near the city is not

desirable. With some others I have regretted that

our friend did not fl.K the place. He desired the

preservation of his own monthly meeting, and as he

possessed property near the Valley Meeting it would

have been a satisfaction if he definitely had placed it

there, being sufficiently convenient to railroad and a

salubrious district. I do not know whether suitable

property could be obtained in reach of the Valley

Meeting, but suppose it could be at moderate price,

and on the Chester Valley railroad, which will give

access to Philadelphia three times a day, and the

main line of the Pennsylvania Railroad would not be

very inconvenient. A small body of Friends reside

there (with a large meeting-house), whose consistent

conduct would be beneficial. The members of West-

ern, Cain, Concord, and part of Abington would be

convenient, embracing quite a large number of chil-

dren whose parents engaged in honest agriculture are

unable toaflbrd expensive education. Other locali-

ties probably possess as many inducements, but with

the known attachment of the testator to liismontlily

meeting, of which for 85 years he was a member, it

would seem to be worthy of thought whether it could

be improved upon. It would be about twenty miles

from Philadeljihia.

It will be remembered the bequest is primarily to

build plain, convenient buildings, the residue, sec-

ondly, to aid in lessening the cost of education.

I would here enter protest against giving individ-

ual names to institutions, as it is a branch of man
worship from which the truth called our early Friends,

and against which the testimony remains, only one
step from it and a short one to calling our meeting-

houses superstitiously St. Paul's, St. George's, etc.

The name of the place where it may be is good enough,

and if we wish to honor our deceased friend let it be

by endeavoring faithfully to carry out his desires for

plain, substantial learning adapted to the circum-

stances of the greater part of our Society.

Robert Hatton.
Narberih (Merion), Fourth month 10.

NEWS OF FHIENDS.
— Young Friends' Review (London, Canada), for

Fourth month, says :
" I.'^aac Wilson, when attending

Pelham Half-Yearly Meeting, held in Lobo lately,

had several appointed meetings in this vicinity. One
in Friends' meeting-house, Arkona, and one in the

village, a mile away, in the evening ; one in Strath-

roy, a town eight miles from Friends' meeting in Lo-

bo, in the evening also, at which he spoke for two
hours. He also attended Pine street meeting on the

previous First-day. These meetings were all well at-

tended, and much interest was manifested, I. W. be-

ing much favored to present in a tolerant spirit the

living testimonies of our religious Society. Many of

our smaller meetings, we feel, would be greatly

strengthened by more frequent visits from our minis-

tering Friends. A parlor meeting also was held on the

Seventh-day evening (Half-Yearly Meeting day), at

the residence of Daniel Zavitz, where fully one hun-

dred gathered, mostly young people, to have a social

talk on religious subjects. There is adesire in many
quarters to know more concerning the views held by

our religious Society, and some of our prominent

members are showing a willingness to meet this de-

sire when such opportunities present. The occasion

was deeply interesting."

—I.'^aac Wilson's visits to Chappaqua, Amawalk,
Mt. Kisco, and Purchase , in company with Daniel

Underbill, of Jericho, are reported with interesting

details in Young Friends' Review.

—James C. Stringham, of Crum Elbow, New York,

has removed his family to Newtown Square, (near this

city), where he ami his wife will have charge of the

house department of the Friends' School.

EDUCATIONAL NOTES.
—The managers of Haverford College have elected

Profe.ssor Isaac Sharpless, Dean of the Faculty, Presi-

dent of the institution, to fill the vacancy caused by
the resignation of Thomas Chase and the death of

Pliny Earle Chase. Prof. Sharpless was graduated

from Westtown Boarding School in 18U7, and for four

years afterwards taught in the school. Subsequently

he took his degree in the Scientific School of Har-

vard University, and in 1875 succeeded the late Prof.

Samuel Gummere in the chair of Mathematics at

Haverford College. In 1883, the University of Penn-

sylvania conferred upon Prof. Sharpless the honorary

degree of Doctor of Science.

—E. M. L., B.dtiiuore, in a note to the editors, re-

ferring to the Friends' School in that city, says:
" We have two meetings per month, attended by

teachers only. At these the school as a whole is

considered, and each class and every individual of

each is discussed, to find out if possible how things

are progressing and to obtain from each teacher such

suggestions as may appear proper for the occasion.

Then one or two original papers are read from

persons who had been appointed to write upon a

suggested topic. After that clippings from educa-

tional journals or other sources are considered as

time may allow."

From the " Pliilantliropist " Series of Tracts.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FOR THE YOUNG.
* * * And having given such knowledge to the

child as hisbestgood demands, wise parents will seek

to fortify him through the turbulent period of devel-

oping manhood and womanhood by the best physical

and mental helps. Let there be for boys and girls

alike as much as possible of vigorous outdoor exer-

cise upon which to expend their redundant energy.

Let them skate and ride the bicycle, and run and race,

and play ball and tennis, and work in the garden, and

saw wood. The popularity among students of foot

ball has its root, however unconsciously to them-

selves, in their physical need for violent exercise. If

foot ball, which is charired with being a brutal game,

and which indeed may be played in a brutal manner,

can be placed under proper restrictions, it may be

made a safeguard to the morality of students or other
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young men, whose sedentary life has in it an element

of <lans.'er. The physical activity of yonn-; people

need not be expended wholly in play, but in the

country may very properly be used industrially in

the garden or in wood-sawing, and with compensa-

tion. When these boys and girls of ours shall have

reached years of maturity they will thank us for the

habits of thrift we have encouraged in them, where-

by they have laid up a share of their modest income

in the savings bank to help them through college or

to begin some business enterprise. When these same

boys and girls shall have come to manhood and

womanhood, and the real stre.ss of life begins, they

*ill bless us,- if we' have had the wisdom and the hero-

ism to deny their present importunities, and to keep

them boys and girls in their tastes and pleasures as

long as possible, and to save up with religious care

their vital forces for the glorious activities that wait

for healthy, harmonious manhood and womanhood.

While it is important that wholesome physical ac-

tivity be provided for the young, it is of no less mo-

ment that their minds be healthfully emi)loyed dur-

ing the period of physical excitement and unrest.

The Agassiz Club, that introduces them to the study

of plants and birds and minerals, is an admirable ad-

junct of the school. And happy is the child who has

begun acquaintance with standard literature while yet

unable to read for himself, .'=0 that as soon as the me-

chanical difficulties of reading are mastered, he is

ready to enjoy at tirst hand the great writers of our

language. Eliz. Powell Bond.

GROWING OLD GRACEFULLY.
SOFTLY, oh softly the years have swept by thee.

Touching thee lightly with tenderest care
;

Sorrow and deatli they have often brought nigh thee.

Yet they have left tliee but beauty to wear.

Growing old gracefully.

Gracefully fair.

Far from the storms that are lashing the ocean.

Nearer each day to the pleasant Home-light;

Far from the waves that are big with commotion,

Under full sail, and the harbor in sight

;

Growing old cheerfully,

Cheerful and bright.

Past all the winds that were adverse and chilling,

Past all the islands that lured thee to rest.

Past all the currents that swept thee, unwilling.

Far from thy course to the Laud of the Blest

;

Growing old peacefully,

Peaceful and blest.

Never a feeling of envy nor sorrow

When the bright faces of children are seen ;

Never a year from the young would'st thou borrow

—

Thou dost remember what lieth between
;

Growing old willingly.

Thankful, serene.

Rich in experience that angels might covet,

Kich in a faith that hath grown with each year,

Eich m a love that grew from, and above it

Sooih ng thy soirows and hushing each fear;

Growing old wealthily,

Loving and dear.

Hearts at the sound of thy coming are lightened,

Ready and willing thy hand to relieve ;

Many a face at thy kind word has brightened

—

It is more blessed to give than receive
;

Growing old happily.

Ceasing to grieve.

Eyes that grow dim to the earth and its glory

Have a sweet recompense youth cannot know
;

Ears that grow dull to the world and its story

Drink in the .songs that from Paradise flow
;

Growing old graciously,

Purer tlian snow.

—New York Observer.

BIRDS AND BOYS.
DOWN in the meadow the little brown thrushes

Build them a nest in the barberry bushes
;

.\nd when it is finished all cozy and neat.

Three speckled eggs make their pleasure complete.

"Twit—ter— ee twitter !" they chirp to each other,

" Building a nest is no end of a bother
;

But oh. when our dear little birdies we see.

How happy we'll be ! Hov/ happy we'll be !"

Up at the cottage where children are growing.

The young mother patiently sits at her sewing.

It's sometldng to worK for small hobbledehoys

That will tear their trousers and make such a noise;'

" And one must admit," says the dear little mother,

"That bringing up boys is no end of a bother;

But oh, wlien they kiss me, and climb on my knee,

It's sweetness for me, it's sweetness for me !"

—M.\KY BKA.DLEY, in St. Nicholas.

YOURS.

The bird in the lilacs sways and sings;

His being with very joy o'erruns
;

Abroad on the air his heart he flings.

For those who hear and the heedless ones.

' Yours, yours," he sings, " all ye that live;

Yours to take, and mine to give!"

Down through the forest, the spring brook flows,

And gladdens and grows its banks between
;

On to the river, it singing goes.

With mirrored cloud and fern-plumes green.

" Yours, dear, green earth, and yours, blue sky—
Yours, fair stream, to which I hie."

The river broad, in the far sea-tide,

Is mingling its wealth of waters deep;

Its loss is gain to that ocean wide.

Bearing the ships as they sail or sleep.

" Yours, yours, white sails, my strong, true breast,

Speediug you on, far East, far West."

The sun on the earth, the stars on the sea.

To warm or to guide—pour down their light

;

The soft, still dews, on the hill and lea,

In blade and in blossom sink from sight.

All nature sings to all that live,

" Yours to take, and mine to give."

I turn to the Word—and there again.

Soft breathing through, like heavenly love,

I hear with rapture, the sweet refrain,

" All things are yours, below, above

—

Yours, yours, the Hope, the Home, the Life;

Mine, with sin and death the strife."
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I lean to my heart and listen near.

Oh, holder of gifts so rich, so sweet,

What song dost tliou know for Him to hear?

What savor of incense to reach his feet ?

'Thine, thine, my Lord, for thy love's sake,

Mine to give, and thine to take."
—Selected.

CONTRASTED PICTURES.
I HAVE before nie two pictures that tell their own
story, though I fear all who are interested in the sub-

jects portrayed cannot see them. They are photo-

graphs ofa group of Indian children that in the early

part of last Eleventh Month were brought to the Car-

lisle School from Fort Marion, Florida, and belong

to the Chiricahua Apaches of New Mexico. The
group represents eight boys and three girls, and the

first picture was taken upon their arrival at the

school. As the eye rests upon this picture, one can

in some measure realize what those who undertake

the education of Indian youth have before them.
The long, unkempt hair hanging around the neck,

the stolid faces, old before their time, and giving no
hint of the sprightly hope ami the aspiration that

should animate healthy, cheerful youth, are the

features that first impress the beholder, who seems
to* be looking upon something near of kin to wild

animals, rather than creatures in " the image and
likeness" of the Divine. The sight is most unpre-

possessing, and the query must force itself upon our
consideration, Can these barbarous representatives

of the human family ever be brought under the

civilizing forces that are doing so much for other

children of the Indian race? Any one who has seen

Indian children in the wigwam home knows that

their life at the Fort is not altogether responsible

for the aimless, hopeless expression on the countea-

nances of these children. Centuries upon centuiies

of human existence in its most primitive form have
undoubtedly left the stamp and impre.ss upon them
of all that is implied in the term uncivilized. In
the freedom of the forest or the prairie thechild de-

void of every thought of culture finds little to make
life desirable, and his youth has no incentive that

would encourage the development of his better im-
pulses.

So these boys and girls from Fort Marion are typ-

ical of their race, the only advance being in that they
wear clothing instead sf leggings and the blankets.

Four months later these same Apache boys and
girls are brought together, and the lens of the pho-
tographer is again turned upon them. And what a
change! Was anything evermore surprising! One
third of one year only, and here they stand before us,

bright, animated, hopeful, with a purpose in their

cheerful countenances, and a good measure of intelli-

gent appreciation of themselves and of the value of

living: not a dull, sullen, or morbid face among
them ! They are neat and tidy in dress, and display

a certain amount of individuality in the arrangement
of the well combed hair, and in the pose of the body,
the boys erect and manly, and the girls modest and
self-possessed.

Truly, Captain Pratt and his assistants must have

found the secrets of the m.tgician of old, to work this

marvel in so short a time. No one that witnesses
such triumphs over ignorance and savagery can doubt
the transforming influences of civilization and knowl-
edge, rightly directed, or despair of the ultimate up-
lifting of the whole human family through the same
divinely appointed agencies. " Knowledge is power,"
is an axiom that holds good wherever the knowledge
sought is for the development of the best and truest

elements in human character. L. J. R.

Weary deserts we may tread,

A dreary labyrinth may tliread.

Through dark ways underground be led;

Yet if we will our Guide obey,

The dreariest path, the darkest way.
Shall issue out in heavenly day.

It is not the situation which makes the man, but
the man who makes [he situation. The slave may be
a freeman. The monarch may be a slave. Si uations
are noble or ignoble as we make them.

—

Selected.

From the Bucks County Intelligencer.

THE ENGLISH SPARROW.
THE Department of Agriculture, at Washington, has
been engaged for years in gathering up fiicts bearing
upon the economic value of our birds. Hundreds of
observers, scattered all over the country, have ac-
tively aided in the work. Thousands of bird stom-
achs have been collected and forwarded for examina-
tion. The results as published will possess great
practical value. Some time ago a letter of inquiry
was addressed to the Department, asking for in-

formation about the English sparrow. It is well
known that popular opinion is strongly against the
bird, and it was desired that the impartial verdict of
the Department, based upon extensive data, might
be obtained. Attention was directed to the fact that
the sparrow still has some friends, even among prac-
tical tillers of the soil, and as an instance of this fact

reference was made to so good an observer as Peter
Henderson, the well known seedsman and gardener,
who, in his book, "Gardening for Profit," second
edition, page 103, mentions the foreign sparrow
favorably.

The following authoritative and unconditional
condemnation of the English sparrow was received
in reply.

U. S. Department op Ageiculture.
Dept. of Economic Omilhology and Mammalogy 1

Washington, D. C, March l(i, ibb". J

S. Edward Paschall—£«cifcs County Intelligeticer,

Doylestotm, Pa.—Dear Sir : In reply to yuur favor of the
10th inst., asking for information in regard to the food
habits of the English sparrow, I would say that the very
large amount of material that we have at hand, consisting
of reports from more than twenty-five hundred ol)scrvers,

in all parts of the country, enables us to say emphatically
and without qualification that the bird is far more injuri-

ous than beneficial to our agricultural interests, and ought
unquestionably to be destroyed. There is scarcely a fruit

or vegetable that does not at some time of the year suffer

from its depredations, and it is especially destructive to
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small fruits, grapes, apples, green cora, and grain of every

kind. It assists in the destruction of our shade trees by driv-

ing away the native birds which would help to keep the

insects in check. It defiles and disfigures buildings, vines,

shrubs, and trees by its nests, and not unfrequently orna-

mental vines on churches and other buildings are killed by

the chemical action of its excrement.

The only benefit it is positively known to confer is in

the destruction of injurious insects; but even of these it

destroys comparatively few, and those mainly in the spring

for feeding its young. The insects eaten, moreover, are

those which would be most readily eaten by the native

birds which have been driven away ; for it absolutely refuses

to touch hairy caterpillars, ignoring even those which tlie

oriole and cuckoo devour greedily. Well authenticated

instances like that cited by Peter Henderson, where the

sparrow has materially aided the farmer or gardener, are

extremely rare; perhaps five or six such have been sent

us among hundreds of instances where the sparrow has as-

sisted the insects in destroying the crops.

We shall try to send you witliiu a week or two advance

sheets on this subject from our annual report. A special

" bulletin "on the English sparrow will also be issued liy

the department, probably within a couple of months. Re-

spectfully, Walter B. Bakrows,
Assistant Ornithologist.

Here is another communication on tbe subject of

theEnfjlish sparrow, and it contains a very useful liint.

This plan of outwitting the httle foreigner, in tbe in-

terest of a valued native bird, was practiced years ago

to our knowledge. The fact that the same plan has

been successfully practised elsewhere only goes to

prove that necessity is the mother of invention, and

thai great minds run in the .same channels. The let-

ter from Germantown is as follows :

The English sparrow has been accused of driving away

onr native birds. I have known it to pull to pieces a blue

bird's nest and destroy its eggs ; but for the past five or six

years I have succeeded by a very simple contrivance in pre-

venting it from disturbing the little house-wren.

By experimenting during a battle between the spar-

rows and wrens, which latter had built a nest under the

«aves of a porch, in a box, which either a sparrow or a blue

bird could enter, I found that by reducing the size of the

entrance to one inch in diameter (the opening must be cir-

cular), tbe wren could easily pass in or out, but the spar-

row could not force any more than its head through the

opening. The wrens seemed to be quickly aware of the

same fact, for as soon as the male discovered that his mate

and the eggs were safe, he fairly drowned the chatter of the

sparrows with his own melody ; and, daily growing bolder,

he finally drove them from the neighborhood of the box.

Every year since the same pair of wrens, or possibly

-others, have found a safe home in that box, and have raised

one or two sets of young each summer.

The front of the box should be made of a thin piece of

hard wood. The top of a cigar box will answer very well,

and the box should be of such dimensions that the nest

can be made some distance from the opening. All the old

nest should be annually removed after the birds have left

with the last brood.

Germantown, Pa. S.

We hope that the Department of Agriculture, in

its forthcoming bulletin on the English sparrow, will

take some pains to inform farmers wJwt sparrows not to

shoot. Our domestic sparrows, to the best of our

knowledge, are in every way desirable, yet they often

feed with or near the English sparrows, and we know
of intelligent farmers who do not e'.osely discrimin-
ate between the foreign and the indigenous birds.

Of course the bulletin will describe the former, and
we hope it will also take pains to caution against the
destruction of the latter, and at the same time give

some hints that will aid in the popular identification

of the more common American sparrows. It is a
dangerous and unwise tiling to give a boy a gun with
the simple instruction to "shoot sparrows."

FIRST-DA r SCHOOLS IN GENESEE YEA ELY
MEETING.

SO many of our F. D. Schools in the country are

closed in the winter or carried on in a modified form,

that this season of the year, when the bluebird and
the robins are returning, and all nature is springing

into newness of life, seems the most natural and
most convenient time to open anew with reinvigor-

ated strength and hopes our several schools. There
are so many of our meetings where schools do not

exist, and knowing by a degree of experience the

benefits to be derived from them, that we would be

pleased to know of a large increase in their number
throughout our Society, and especially in Genesee

Yearly Meeting. "Oh, our meeting is so small we
could not keep up a school," is often the excuse for

not starting one. That should be a great incentive

to make the eflTort. Remember, some of our smallest

meetings have very successful schools. And if your

meeting is ever to become larger the First-day School,

believe, will be one of the main factors towards its

grow th.

Arkona has .set the good example. The writer of

this was requested to go and help organize a school

there on 3d mo. 20th. The day was bright and

spring like, inviting even the aged and invalid out,

and the little meeting house was almost full. A
school full of promise was organized.

—

S. P. Zavilz in

Young Friends' Review.

THE HUMMING-BIRD'S NEST.

COZILY seated in the very tiniest little nest, so soft

and elastic that even her delicate plumage is unruf-

fled by contact with its moss-covered sides, we find

our humming-bird. High on the gnarled and twi.sted

branch of a dogwood she lias built this fairy home,

and therein, with the overhanging leaves for a canopy,

the little sylph is brooding. How shall I describe

the cunning little structure? A few weeks ago the

building was commenced, but on such a small scale

that the foundation was laid ere the site was discov-

ered by us. Soft pufi's from the blossoms of oak and

chestnut, bits of the softest brown fungus, and scraps

of gray mosses that grow in secret places known only

to these little fairies, were worked into the walls, and

gradually the little cup-like house approached com-

pletion. Little flakes of lichen and bark, veritable

diminutive clapboards, were next added, and the task

was finished. There it rests, its mossy covering har-

monizing so well with the tree bark as to conceal it

from all but the closest observer; and often, though

knowing its location so well, I have mi.ssed it for an
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inst«nt so ciinninglv is it plaoed. A ilead twij; pro-

jects from the brunch a few inolies to one side, anil

here tlie little wood sprites frequently perch. There

is the male now, his ruby tliroat all ablaze as a sun-

beam covers him for an instant with gold.

And now, as lie snu}rf;les close besi<le his mate, he

is evidently telling her wliere her breakfast is wait-

ing, in the trumpet flower he tapped for her last

night, and which is half filled with nectar this morn-

ing, accumulated drop by drop during the cool hours

of darlcness. Like a flash she is off, and he takes her

place to keep the chill from the tiny eggs. The.se

frail little creatures have gradually become accus-

tomed to ray presence. At first they were nervous,

and would cease work, while one or the other would

dart down to within five or six feet of me, and

there, poised on its whirring wings, closely inspect

the intruder, uttering the wliile sundry peeps and

curious little cries. Now that they are convinced

that no harm is intended, they do not even leave the

nest at ray approach. What a dream-life is theirs !

—

gliding in zigzag lines over the flower beils, now sus-

pended almost motionless over a lily-bloom, now
racing witli tlie Ijumblebee for a honeyed prize, or

dashing at the sparrows and robins, and speedily pat-

ting them to flight with the fury of their onset. What
they do or where they go when it storms I do not

know; but at the first returning gleam of sunshine

they are back again with therapi<lity of thought, sip-

ping the rain-drops from theflow^ers. And when bed-

time conies, what wonderful stories of the sunlight

the little things must tell each other, as, cuddling

close up there in the dark, they listen to the croon !

croon! croon! croon! of the insects, and watch the

fireflies guiding the moths among the trees by the

light of their torclies !

—

Forest and Stream.

Early temperaace laws in England.
THE most stringent laws we have had passed were

those of James I., which may almost be called the first

piece of temperance legislation ; for, though the Act

of Edward VI. gave power to the Justices to suppress

unnecessary tippling houses, it was chiefly directed

against using unlawful games, and bound the licensed

victualers to keep good order in their liouses. The

act in the first year of James was intended to restrain

the inordinate haunting and tippling in inns and ale-

bouses; it declares " the true use of ale-houses" to be

for the relief of wayfarers, and not for the "entertain-

ment of lewde an<l idle people." There was to be a

penalty of 10s. for permitting " unlawful drinking,"

and all drinking was unlawful except by bona fide

travellers, by the guests of travellers, and by arti.sans

and laborers during their dinner hour. The public

house was only to be open to residents in the locality

for one hour in tlie day for tlie consumption of liquor

on the premises. This act was made perpetual, with

some modifications intended to render conviction

more easy, in the last Parliament of James. In the

first of Charles the penalties were somewhat re-

laxed ; but the law could not be enforced, and, under

these stringent laws, drunkenness increase^ apace.

It had reached an extraordinary pitch in 16.'.9, when

a French Protestant wrote from London: "There is

within tliiscity and in all the towns of England which
I have ]iass('d llirough so pro<ligious a numlier of
houses where they sell a certain drink called ale, tliat,

I think a gooil half of tlie inhabitants may be denomi-
nated alehouse keepeis. . . . But, wh at is most;,

deplorable, where gentlemen sit and spend much of
their time drinking a muddy kind of beverage, and
tobacco, wliich has universally besotted the nation^

and at which I liear they have consumed many noble
estates. . . . And that notliing may be wanting
to the height of luxury and impiety of this aliomi na-

tion, they have translated the organs out of the
churches to set tliem up in taverns, <'hanling tiieir

dithyrambics and bestial bacchanalias to llie tune of

those instruments which were wont to assist them in

the celebration of God's praises, and regulate the

voices of the worst singers in the world, which are

the English in tlieir cliurches at present."

—

The Con-

temporary Review.

MISSING GIRLS.

THE case of the unknown woman who was brutally

murdered at Rahnay, New Jersey, has brought into

lurid prominence the sad and startling fact that hun-

dreds of about the same age are missing from their

homes. It is stated, says the Providence Evening

Telegram, of Rhode Island, that no fewer than two
hundred " mysterious disappearances" have been
brought to liglit by this grim episode, and that

enough of these remain unaccounted for to fill a

a whole volumeof ti-agedies. The same journal adds :

" It gives one a painfully vivid idea of the vastness of

the volumeof crime and misery that must be con-

stantly present beneath the surface of society to see

such swarms of searchers for missing ones come for-

ward whenever an unknown corpse is Tound. For

every such body fuuml and identified there appear to

be hundreds of missing who cannot be found. They
may be living and they may be dead, but in either

case they are lost to the circles which have known
them. Each missing one must leave some heart

aches behind, some circle, whether large or small, to

mourn its waywardness. Of all the numerous identi-

fications of the murdered woman at Rah way, not one

seems to have any authenticity. The woman is

really as unknown now as when found twelve days

.igo. In the midst of a populous community a

woman lias been most brutally murdered, and both

victim and assassin are as completely unknown as if

they had fallen from the s^ky. The only discovery

resulting from the tragedy is the knowledge—the dis-

tressing knowledge—that it is but one of many trag-

edies—that hundreds of other women of somewhere

near the same age and general appearance are also

missing. They are either victims, like this one, or

they are wanderers and outcasts, hiding from their

friends."

It is very true that morality is inseparable from

the gospel, but it is equally true that it is not the gos-

pel itself They should be distinguished but not di-

vided. We have no reason to expect Christ's pres-

ence but where his gospel is.

—

Selected.
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EDUCATING CHINESE YOUTH.
AT the recent meeting in Washington of the Dejiart-

ment of Superintendence, as it is called, of the Na-

tional Educational Association, some important suli-

jects were discussed. Among them was that of "Co-

education of the Races." It was introduced by State

Superintendent Young, of Nevada, in a long and

carefully prepared essay. He described the various

race elements in this country, but gave special atten-

tion to the problem of the education of races on the

Pacific Coast. He spoke cf the Chinese as living in

moral and material filth. "Their quarters are all

alike in their filthiuess; their minds are run in a

narrow moUl ; they have no social sympathy, no local

or national pride." Altogether lie gave a very dis-

couraging view of them, but held that the Chinese

youth should be educated. The California courts

have deci<led that Chinese youth born in this coun-

try have the same rights as the youth of the most privi-

ledged classes, and the school directors of San Fran-

cisco have, in conformity with this decision, rented a

building where by themselves the Chinese youth

may attend school. " Of the 1,000 of these youth,"

said Mr. Young, " in that city a few weeks since, I

found in my visit to this school but twenty-one pupils.

The latest official returns from the office of the su-

perintendent of public instruction give but twenty-

five as the number of Chinese youth in the public

schools of the whose State. Although Oregon has a

Chinese population of lO.nOO, Superintendent Mr-

Elroy says he has never seen a Chinese child in

school, nor has he ever heard of one being in a .school

under his supervision. At present there is not one

Chinese child in the public schools of either Arizona

or Nevada. Including those in the schools of the

various missionary .societies. I think there is not an

enrollment of five per cent, of the whole number of

Chinese youth of school age." Mr. Young expressed

himself in strong terms against the idea of educating

white and yellow children together. He said :

"The theorist may theorize, the moralist may
moralize, but the matter-of-fact American will not

become the associate of the Chinese serf. If the lat-

ter be a stench in the nostrils of our civilization,

much more fatal is his companionship with the Cau-

casian child, whose character should be permitted to

develop in none other than an atmosphere of high

moral influences." He further said that the educa-

tion suitable to the American youth would be of no

value whatever to the Chinese.

—

Exchange.

CURRENT EVENTS.
Advices from Honolulu, received by steamer nt Sau

Vraucisco, state that apolitical federation has been ratified

between the Samoan Islands and the Sandwich Islands.

The Governor of Colorado has issued a quarantine proc-

lamation against cattle from Illinois, Kentucky. Mary-

land, West Virginia, Delaware, New Jersey, New York,

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Missouri, Kan-

sas, Pennsylvania and the District of Columbia. Cattle

from the above States cannot be brought iuto Colorado un-

til they have been examined by the State venterinary sur-

geon. If after being inspected they receive a clean 1)111 of

health, they will be allowed to enter.

The " worst snow-storm " of the year prevailed on the

18th, at Lock Haven, Penna., snow falling to the depth of

ten inches. A similar storm occurred there in April, 18.^i4.

Snow fell at Wilkesbarre to the depth of one foot on a lev-

el. Nothing like it for a spring storm has been seen in the

Wyoming Valley since April 21, l.S.'j", when snow fell to

the depth of over two feet. Nearly three inches of suow
fell in Westchester county. New York. There was sleigh-

ing on some of the roads.

The British Government hn-i ordered the customs of

ficials to observe a strict watch over all the ships arriving

from American or European ports, with a view to prevent

the landing of dynamiters.

A Tei,egr.a.m from Washington says that, owing to the

prevalence of cholera in Chili, all ports north, as far as

Panama, have quarantined against the arrival of any ves-

sels, merchandise or mails, from Chilian ports. Inconse-

quence the mail from Chili has been forwarded via the

Straits of Magellan, Rio de Janeiro and New York, thus

making the circuit of the continent. Recently, upon the

arrival of some Chilian mail matter at New York for Ecu-

ador, it was forwarded to Guayaquil via Panama, where it

was refused and returned to New York. Superintendent

Bell, of the Foreign Mail OfBce, on being informed of

these facts, had the mails returned to Chili, where, upon

Its arrival, it will have circumnavigated the South Ameri-

can continent nearly twice, a distance of 23,846 miles.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The Freshmen and Sophomores of Cornell University

have by vote decided to have no wine at their respective

class banquets.

—Stations for the study of zoology seem to be increasing

in favor among naturalists. The first of the-se stations in

a tropical laud has just been founded at Batavia, Java, by

Dr. Siniter. Means for establishing three tables, and for

purchasing a boat, have been provided by the Natural His-

tory Society of the Dutch Indies.

—In an article ou extravagant funerals the VathoUe

Standard says :
" We have known personally of several in-

stances and have been creditably informed of many others,

in which the floral decorations, the needless number of car-

riages, and other extravagances attending the funeral of a

deceased husband and father have entirely swept away the

little patrimony he had laid up, and left the widowed

mother in debt. We have heard of other such instances

in which immediately after such an extravagant funeral a

collection had to be made by the friends and acquaintances

of the widow and fatherless children of the deceased, to

provide them with food."

— " The churches (during the past year) have not only

held their own," says the Independent, " that is, supplied all

losses in membership caused bv death, withdrawal, expul-

sion, etc., which in the aggregate are very large ; they have

increased their lists by half a million. Our table foots up

less than half a million, but it only includes the leading

deuomiuations."

—The f^miday School Times condemus " faith healing " in

this wise :
" The faith in God which prompts one to use all

appointed means for the healing of disease, in prayerful and

trustful reliance on God to make those means eftective, is

a faith which has the fullest sanction of the Scriptures.

There is not so much of this faith now evident in the

Christian Church as there ought to he. Medicine cannot

cure disease, nor can physicians. Only God has power in

this direction. But the appointed means must not be neg-

lected."
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—The fiftieth Riuiivcrsary of the introduction of riiil-

w»y8 into France will bo culcbrntcd by the Grand Inter-

national Jubili^e Kxliibition, to be lield in PariB this year,

under the patronaiji^ of the Ministry. ICvcry descriiition

of railway plant will be re|irescntcd, includinn the most

recent improvements, wbieli will illustrate, by comparison

with obsolete material, the railway pronress made in dif-

ferent countries. The grounds upon which the exhibition

will bo held form part of the Bois do Vincennes.

—The spring of 1887 is marked by an extraordinary

emigration of Ktiropeans to the United States. Germans,

Austrians, Hungarians, Scandinavians and Italians are de-

serting their native lands l)y thousands. Hut the Irish are

coming in greater crowds than any others. On the 13th of

this month no less than three thousand embarked from

Queenstown, and that city is over crowded with those

awaiting jiassagc. The hotels and lodging-houses are so

filled that many families are encamped in the streets,

while three thousand more are expected to arrive and (ira-

bark on the steamer of the Kith inst. At Liverpool there

is a similar pressure of emigrants, Irish, Knglish, Scotch

and Continental, and the number arriving in American

ports during the month of April will probably exceed that

of any month ever known.

—

Ev. JIuUetin.

—A newspaper says: ".Several weeks ago we spoke of

the growing demand for 'dark rooms' in hotels, and men-

tioned the names of one or two enterprising houses which

had already taken the lead in this particular." This seems

a curious development of public taste, until it is observed

that the authority for the news is the Photographic Timet

and the reference is to the necessary aceomniodatious for

tourist photographers.

—A curious authroiwlogical discovery is announced

from Spain by Prof. Miguel Marazta. In the valley of

Eebas, at the end of the ea«tern Pyrenees, tliere exists a

somewhat numerous group of people, called Nanos, or

dwarfo, by the other inhabitants. They are less than four

feet tall, are <)uite well built, with small hands and feet,

and are given an exaggerated appearance of rohustne«8 by

broad hips and shoulders. All have red hair. The face is

as broad as long, with high check bones, strongly devel-

oped jaws, and Hat nose. The eyes are somewhat oblique,

like those of Tartars and Chinese. A few straggling hairs

take the place of a beard. Thegkin is pale and flabby.

*»* A meeting of the "Association of Kriends for the
Promotion of Ivlucation Among the Colored Peojilo of the
South " wiP be held at l.lth and Race streets, Philadelphia,

on Seventh-day, Fourth month 23d, at W.'.W o'clock. Thi'

attendance of all interested in the work is earnestly re-

quested.
IIoWAiii) M. .IKNKINH, Chairman.
Sarah .1. Asii, Secretary.

*»« Huitks First-day .School tJnIori will lic! hirld at i'enn'B

Manor meeting-house, on ,S<viiilli day, Fnurlli month 23d,

at 10.:iO o'clock. All inleiiHlcl an- invil.-d to attend.

Gl.IVKIt Jlol.CO.MIl,
I

M. Kl.I.IK LONOHIKIKK,
j

(Jlerks.

NOTICES.
V Western First-day School Union will be held on Scv-

cntb-day. Fourth month .'», at New Garden meeting-house,

convening at 10 A. M.
All interested are cordially invited.

K. T. SWAY.NK, I

(,, ^
L. B. Wai.to.n, J'"'"^""-

'k'' The Annual Meeting of Friends' Boarding House
Association will be held in Friends' Parlor, 1.520 Vbux street,

on Fourth-day. Fourth month 27, at 4 P. M.
The att<;ndance of Friends generally is solicited. An-

nual report and election of offlcerg.

Edmunij Wkbbtee, Clerk.

%* A meeting of the Yearly Meeting's Committee on
Education Among the Colored People of the South will be

held in the Yearly Meeting room, in the meeting-house at

I-.th and Race streets, on Seventh-day, 23d instant, at ]..'«)

o'clock. A full attendance is desired.

Amos Hri,l.BonN, ' r.i,.,i,,

Gkokok L. Mabib, i

*^"-'^'"-

[The luembcru of the Oinimittec are also invited, a» far

as possible, to attend the meeting in the morning of the

same day, at \(i.'V> o'clock, of the " A»s(«;iation for the Pro-

motion of Education among the Odored People of th<!

South," the labors of the two bwlics being neceBtarily r<-

lated very closely.)

'V*Qnarlerly meetings will occur in Fourth month, as

follows:

23, Wcstbury, Brooklyn, N. Y.

20, Concord, Wilmington, Del.

27, Purchase. Amawalk, N. Y.

.•JO, Scipio, Scipio, N. Y.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
V Our supply of copies of I'lrsl month Wli, IS87, IscxhaUKlcd;

we should he glud Ui receive u fc^w of this Issiii' from those of our

subBcrlbers who do not need them for hlndiui:

•,* Wk particularly ask that when money in lorwanled Utraifw

subscriptions, care he taken to give us the iiiune of the iierson lu

whamtliejiapeT iHW/w hdny »ait. Hometlmes. Insteiul of this, Ihi'

nameof another nieniln-r of the same family Is given, In which

cose, the new name not iipiiearlng on our list, we nuppom; It to t>c

a new subscrljitlon, and send two papers.

Where It is a Jiew snhhcrlpllon, please say so, and this will alw>

help to avoid mlstaltes.

%»TliB Index and Title-Page for lost year Is ready for those

who wish to bind, and will be forworded U> subscribers whenever

asked for. Henri pontal curd with name and uddrchs.

Vlt should be explicitly underslo<xl that the edlUirs do not

accept any rcsponslbimy for the views of corresiKjiidenls and

contributors who hign their articles. The signature—whether by

ftftill name, Initials, or other characters—must t)C the voucher

for an Independent expression.

FRIENDS' PRINTING HOUSE.
Knickkkkockkr Hi'iumno, 0th am> Aacn Htb.

PRI.WJCIIH, lir.ANIi IlOOh- MAh'ICIlK,

J'UnURIlEBU, I-AVER liVI.KItS,

IIOOE-IlfNUEIifi, I irilOCRAI'IIEItS.

SKND FOB nniMATKS ON

BOOK ANlJ PAMPHLET PRINTING, In.IndIng I'crlo<llc«l«.

Reports, Catalogues, College Publications, Memorials, I'ell-

tlons. Law Briefs, and all work of a similar character,

OFKICE 8TAT10SKKY. I(lllhea<l«, I/elU;r-heail», Kotebca<lii,

Cards, Ht«t<!inent«. Itecelpts, Envcloi««, 'rags, I,ttl«hi, etc.

BLANK BOOKS, I'rIiiU.d or plain, ruled Ut any Pattern, Hound

In any style. Cheek IVxjks, Receipt Hw.ks, etc. Llthograiihed

numl>cre<l, jwrforated. Indexed, etc,

GENERAL MERCANTILE AND FANCY PRINTING. Pro

gntnimeH, Hbow Cards, Bills of Fare. Circular*, Announce-

menu, and all work of th* kind. Printing In Color*, and In

Gold or Silver.

FKRRIH BROS.,
S. W. r>jE. SIXTH AWD ABcn Bm. (»th i'i.oob.) PMii,Anr.i.rHi».

{.Take etevalm al Hxth SI. enlranee.)

If more convenient, orders may lie led with Howanl M. Jen-

kliu, at the om<* of the Imtklmobwckk ani> Joiikjiai . m Arcli

8tre«t.
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niMOlilWlATY.
'run fiu.l uhUh, " Willi wluil, ll<wli? in joy or imiiiV

II('l{M'il III- iinliiil|uMl ? iiiid Idiioly, or iiKiiiii

Hiiri'oiiiulo<l by onr oiirllily TrlomlH V
"

I know not; imd I Klory Mini. 1 do
Not know

; that for Klonilty'H «roiiti ends

(loil riiiinlod ino ivM worlliy ol' «ucli truHt,

'I'liiili I iimd not. l>o lold.

ItolioviiiK Minx, I Joy iiUIioiikIi 1 Ho in dust;

I Joy, nol. Uiitl. I iiHk or riioiixo,

lliitHiniply llnit. I iiinsi,.

1 Iov(> iiiid lour not; and I cannot. lOHO

()in> iiiHlaiil;, (Ills K'''"''' cortiuiily of poiioo.

LoiiK iiHtlod <'^aM{^s not.. I caniiol^ c.ouao
;

1 Muwr AnisK.

IIki.kn Hunt .UciiHON.

l''or Krlonils' liiti'lllKcnciT anil .loiirnal.

iiisroiacAij sKi'rrcii of fkiends' mkkt-
INO IN WASUINUTON, D. C.

VVIIMN llm ivmoviil of thowul. of Mio Nalidiuil Cov-

ci'iiiiii'iil IVdiii riiilnilclidiin III Hut lU'W ('ii|iiliil looli

pliiro, ill till' y.'iir ISlHl, I ho lurliivoN luul vnluabloM o(

t.li(> (iovi'iiimrnl svi'io iKil iiioio timn ii wanon Imnl,

mill iH'iliapM iiiMillin uai'iiii or I wo ciirrioil nil tlio

civil ollii'i'iH. 'I'lu' |iiililu' liiiililiiins wcM'o not. remly,

iinil llio wil'o 111' ri'i'siili'iil .liiliii .\iliims wrido liiu'k to

lior IVii'iiil.M lliut llioi'o WHS a ^jii'iit room oi'iMipyiuf;

Mil' oiilir(> (Mini (Mill ol' llio l''.xi'i'Ut,ivt' Mimsion, In

wliicli nIio hail fjivon the naino of " Kiml lioniii."

Tliis wiiN lloorod, but. not plaHtmoil. Slio naiil il rc-

iiiiiiili'il lu-r ol" 11 n'''''i' liiii'k burn wbii'li hIio Innl

HOiiiowln'vo m'oii, mill hIio liail roiiinl out. wlinl u

I'ri'HiiliMil'H MaiiHioii in nooil for, " mul lliiil. is. to

liaiiK out. your wiiHliiii);, on lliitw strotflicHl I'loin oiiil

to oiul, on HpiUoH th'ivi'ii in Mio window fnuiios by

tli<>Hlurily .M'ricau IuuiiiIu'm.-j, with tlio axi- I'roiu tlio

wooilpilo."

Willi llio (uivi'iiiiiKMil i:iiiu' to llii.x now cily of

llu> |ilaiuH sovoral iiioiiibi'iH of tlio Soi'ioty of KritMulH,

who noon I'lill llio loKS of lliat Ohristiuii l\'llowshii>

whicli liiinls lo^i'thor tlio Fiitlior'a pooplo, Thoro

woro iiiooliiii;.M at l!iilliiuori>. (iiiiipowilor, Iiulian

SpriuK. ami Smuly .Spriiii;, in iMiirylaiul ; iiiiil also at

.Moxmiilria mul ollior plaoon noiitli of tho rotoniao.

Otlior l''rioiiilM inovoil lo Iho capital I'roin Mmy-
lanil aiul ol.sowboro, when liullim Spring Monlhly
Mooting, in .\uiio .Xniiulol I'oiinly, MiiryUiiul, mouI a

(•oininitlo<< lo vinit \V;isliiii;,'lou Kiioiuls, ami assist

tlioiu ill fiiriuiuv; a mcolin^. .\ Iter several visits tli s

cominiUoo recomiMidod that, tlio monthly meeting
ostablish at Washiii«toii an iiidiil);od nicotine;. This
WKH speedily iipprovod by Biilliiiiore Quarterly Meot-

iiip;, and shortly thoreaflor they cslablished a pre-

parative moolinu. This look place in 180.'!.

Thou, feeling; tho want of a meotiiin-liouse, they
imrohased of Thoiiias I\[oiiroe, a laifje owner of land,

an eli},'ible lot, for llie simi of two liiimlri'il dollars.

They thou eoiiiiiienceil lakilln subscriptions for tho

building;, ami when tliey had rai.scd a thousand ilol-

lars the Kriomls of li.iltlinore added eifrht hundred
dollars. The bouse was liiii.sliod and occupied iu

KSdS, lliree yi'ars al'lor the biiildiii'; of Iho yearly

inei'liiij;-liouso on Lombard Street, Ualtiuiore. This
property is located iu a part of the city which thou
was not iinprovoil, equidistant from the eastern por-

tion of the cily and (ieorjj;etovvn, and convenient to

I luLse rosiiliii),' ill Iho country. It is now in the best

iinprovi>il part of the city, foursquares northwest of

the riosidonl's Mansion. The ^jrounds, with the new
buililin(j;s, are tbounht to be worth thirty thousand
dollars.

l''roiii the lirsl the lueeliiuj; ijrew, tliounh there

was no voi'iil iniuislry uiilil Samuel Ilulchinson, a
iiiini.sler from Ireland, emigrated to America and
settled liiMc; also Ilannah Hosier from New Knijhiiid.

Ill the year K'^l."i \Vasliiiii.'toii Krieiuls requested to

bo joined to Aloxamlria Monlhly Meeliuij;, a braiicli

of Fairfax tjiiarterly Moeling in Virginia. In 1K17

Ibis cbaiige was ellocled, and it is the only meeting
that quarterly meeting has iiorlh of the Potomac.

For a number of years the (piarterly meeting gave
niuob care and macU' many visits, through a comuiit-

tee, to Wasbingloii ami .Vloxamlria, but as a local

moeling the latter has gone down, in the absence of
Friends to atleml il, and only the monthly meeting
is bold there four times a year, or wheil a meeting is

nppoiiiled in the excellent brick meoting-honso
which Friends own in that city.

.\t the time of this moveinent of Washington Pre-

parative Meeting to Alexandria there were forty-two

members, whose mimes I have before me. Kveii

after this change Friends bad great dillieully in at-

tending the monthly meeting, especially in winter,

when the Polomai' was frozen over and public cou-

vcyances weresoarce ; 1 have known ministei>i, elders

and people to repeatedly walk tlie six miles iu the

mud, slush, or snow.

Samuel Uulcliinsoii wasaii elderly I'riend.anil his

miiii.slrv was iiol of long duration, so for vears no
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voice or sound was heard until about tlie time of the

great division in the Sotiety, so fully and eorrectly

described in Janney's " History of Friendt*," took

place, when that remarkable man Thomas Wetherald,

had come with his family from Eniilan<l and settled

at Washinfiton. Under his ministry, durinp the try-

ing time of this jireat and last secession from the

Society, Thomas Wetherald took an active part, as

di<i Edward Stabler, the beloved minister at Alexan-
dria, in briniring peace to the shattered church and its

scattered flock. This high aim was under the enthu-

siasm of the Spirit, well maintained in Fairfax Quar-
terly Meeting by Thomas Wetherald, Edward Stab-

ler and Samuel M. Janney.

The first named of this trio was a power in the

meeting at Washington. His words of Christian

doctrine, love, and cheer bound together the hearts

of the members, and he filled not only his place in

the meeting, but appointed meetings in many places.

His simple and clear definition of the Christian re-

ligion was enforced by his native startling eloquence,

and the people were aroused to see the evils of a paid

ministry, and the wars, fightings, and dogmas of the

churches of that day. Under his ministry some of

the best people of Washington were taken into our

Society. But this champion of true discipleship was

called away from his work ;—is gone, but is not for-

gotten. Disease overtook him, and he retired to the

country, near York, Pa., where he closed in peace

his short but useful life, as did the great pattern

whom he chose to follow.

After this, Samuel Myers was exercised in the

ministry, and was recommended, but moved to the

West in 1833, and now for more than half a century

Washington has had no local vocal ministry. Yet
the meeting has never failed to be held, unless it

might be called suspended during the rebuilding of

the meeting-house, in 1879.

Alexandria Monthly Meeting is held in Washington
four times a year, at Alexandria four times, and four

times at Woodlawn, Va. (I think the time is not

correctly stated in our Friends' Almanac, and may be

ascertained by writing to Walter Walton, Accotink,

Va.)

The meeting at Washington has, during its ex-

istence of eighty years, been of great value to religion,

and done great service in the uplifting of humanity.

The building of the excellent new house will, I hope,

answer the aims of the generous contributors, in fur-

thering the lofty interests which I have just named.
One of the last efforts of the valuable life of Samuel

M. Janney was in the building of this house, and his

last trip from home was to attend the first meeting

held therein.

An excellent school, in accordance with the prin-

ciples and manners of Friends, having eighty stu-

dents, is conducted here by Thomas W. Sidwell, late

of Friends' High School of Baltimore, he and two of

the other teachers being Friends; one of whom is

Jesse H. Holmes, of Nebraska University, and more
recently of Johns Hopkins University.

While the public schools of Washington are as

good and well conducted as any to be found, this

school flourishes in their midst, and satisfactorily re-

pays the workers in it, such is the desire for a
Friends' school. In accordance with what now seems
to be the custom of Friends, it is a mixed school, one-
fourth being girls and three-fourths boys. I believe,
however, that no one of the scholars of this school is

a member of the Society of Friends. (.\m I right ?)

The influence of Friends in Washington, united
with kindred spirits from other localities, has been
efl'ectual for good. They were never backward in
laying the claims of philanthropy and justice before
the law-makers of the nation, and a willing ear was
given. Many proofs of their kindness to Friends
might be given, if time and space would allow. I will

only call to remembrance the remarkable sermon of
Rachel Barker in the Hall of the House of Represen-
tatives, against gambling and duelling, which prac-
tices are now abandoned by all men pretending to

high character. I will also allude in the briefest pos-
sible manner to the quiet influence which was
brought to bear upon our good President Lincoln to

induce him to take advantage of the painful situation
in which be and our beloved country were placed,
by the slaveholders' rebellion, to emancipate the
slaves,—the grandest act that a President ever did,
and the crowning glory of his life. On one occasion
we called at the White House at a time of his

greatest trouble. As he saw us approach the door of
his office, with his face lighted up with gladness, he
reached towards us his long arm and big hand, say-
ing, "Come, lam always glad to see you. You do
not come for anything, but rather to help a poor fel-

low in trouble."

But a volume would not exhaust this subject, and
I will conclude by expressing my gratification that
the march of civilization is onward. I commend to

all, especially the young, who were favored not to

live in that sad time of civil war and confusion, the
excellent history of the time by John G. Nicolay
and John Hay, now in course of first publication in

the Century Magazine. Like the martyred Lincoln,
the authors were my personal friends. They were
his secretaries, were with him all through the war,

and held up his hands till the conspirator's bullet put
out one of the greatest lights of the world:

Friends of the Seven Yearly Meetings, uphold
your standard ! Maintain the grand doctrines and tes-

timonies of your Society ! Plant your feet firmly on
the elernal rock, and remember the little meeting at

Washington under the shadow of the Capitol, the
Temple of Liberty.

Friends of Washington, if the spoken word shall

never again fall upon your ear. you can bow down
your hearts in humble thanksgiving and praise and
your souls may exclaim with the inspired noet,

" Nearer, my God, to Thee."

Henry Janney.
Baltimore, Fourth month 14, 1887.

OUR DUTY TO OTHERS}
TO be ever considerate and thougthful of what is due
to those about us, and with whom we in any way
come in contact, is the highest evi<lence of true cul-

'An Essay read at tlie Conference, after meeting, at 15th aad
Race streets, Philadelphia, Fourtli month 17th, 18S7.
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ture and gentility. Organized communities provide

in the way of laws amf punishments safeguards

against tlie grosser forms of encroacliment by men
upon each other's rigtits. And in the almost univer-

sal propensity to hit back, there is a farther persua-

sive influence constantly operating to keep us from

treading upon each other. But the perfection of hu-

man character is to not only not need these extrane-

ous aids to uprightness, but to go much beyond

them by the voluntary observance of all that the

highest and most refined sense of duty and propriety

can prompt in our conduct toward our fellow beings

in all the relations of life. With this plain deduction

of reason the .principles of Friends have ever been in

accord. The importance of the inward monitor and

its all-sutficiency as a guide to right conduct in the

relations of men with each other is one of the funda-

mental principles to which'Friends have ever adhered.

The Discipline of our Society does not presuppose

the existence among the members of the degree of

perfection before indicated as the highest standard,

but all its provisions tend as they should in that di-

rection. Under the appropriate head of " Conduct

and Conversation," we find the following:
" It is the earnest concern of this ineeting that in

all our dealings and transactions among men, strict

justice may be observed ; and that no motives of pe-

cuniary interest may induce any of our members to

impose on each other, or on their neighbors ; and it

is desired that monthly meetings may be careful to

extend suitable admonition against a spirit of covet-

ousness, and against every appearance of deviation

from strict justice in any of our members."

So far as concerns the ordinary business inter-

course of men with one another it would be difficult

to find language to define a higher standard than

is thus enunciated as the moral standard of Friends.

But this is not all : Under the head of " Arbitra-

tions," provision is made for settlement in the most

amicable way possible of all such differences as for

lack of sufficient moral development members are

not able to settle between themselves. And under

the head of "Law" there is the following: "And it

is the sense of this Meetin;; that if any member
thereof, disregarding the gospel order prescribed by

our discipline, shall arrest or sue at law another-

member, (not being under such a "necessity so to do

as may satisfy the overseers or other solid and judi-

cious Friends of the meeting to which the latter be-

longs), he or she in so doing, doth depart from the

peaceable principles we make profession of; and if

on being treated with by the monthly meeting to

which they belong, they cannot be prevailed with to

withdraw the suit and pay the costs thereof, they

should be disowned."

It is thus seen that the idea of the guidance of the

inner light has not been with Friends a mere theory,

but that they have ever insisted on the most sternly

practical righteousness in all the dealings of their

members, not only with each other, but with their

neighbors of whatever persuasion. And that this

peculiarity of Friends is appreciated beyond mere
theories of religion, is shown by the deservedly high

character accorded them by the world in general.

But thepurpose of this essay is to treat of the duty
each one of us owes to all other persons with whom
we have anytliing to do, independent of all laws, rules,

and regulations external to ourselves. There are
those who in their conduct toward their fellows es-

teem it quite enough if they keep clear of the law's
punishments, and are disposed to take all the latitude

that is allowed them ; and there may be other mem-
bers of our own or other religious societies wlio, and
notwithoatplausible reason, perhaps, hold theiuhelves

entirely blameless so long as they do not violate any
positive rule of Discipline. It is easy to see that it is

not a very high standard that thus lays aside con-
science and makes laws of other people's making the
criterion of right conduct. The human being, en-

dowed with intelligence and with an internal sense
of right and wrong, should be an ever-present, self-

acting law unto himself superior to all other laws.

Asan abstractqueslion of right and ourduty tooth-

ers is to be considered without any reference to what
particular duties may or may not be enjoined by any
authority external to ourselves. And in this view
our duty relates not only to such matters as are prop-

erly the subject of positive laws, but the amenities of

life as well. We are to do whatever without special

sacrifice on our own part we can do to make our-

selves most agreeable to all those with whom we in

any way come in contact. This would include not

only the avoidance of every kind of wrong to person

or property, such as laws usually provide against, but

all such little affirmative acts of kindness and polite-

ness, and the avoidance of things unpleasant, as will

be prompted by an exuberance of good nature and
geniality of disposition. And such a course of con-

duct is that which brings us the most happiness.

This is a world of compensations, and as we by our

conduct agreeably or disagreeably impress ourselves

upon others, so will generally be their conduct

toward us, and so will be the amount of pleasure or

annoyance derived from the intercourse.

It will be appropriate to consider in this connec-

tion the subject of the best method of treating ser-

vants and employi§s. From what has been said it

will be readily divined what advice on this subject is

to be here expected. It is simply to do our duty

toward them. And that duty consists in carefully

considering how beyond the requirements of mere
legal justice we can best make their condition com-
fortable and promote their general welfare. The one
great trouble of housekeepers in general is with ser-

vants, or, as they would more properly be called,

helpers. The key to this trouble is a secret that, tak-

ing the world in general, seems to be unknown to

many, and but imperfectly known by still more. The
secret is simply to respect their rights, to treat them
as, with ourselves, children of one common Father,

to make their places feel like home, andjto try to el-

evate them. Of course there is in many cases a limit

beyond which familiarity and indulgence woulil not

be productive of good results to either side, but the

proper line is readily drawn; there are few so per-

verse as not to be susceptible to the ameliorating in-

fluence of kind and just treatment.

The slowness with which men come of their own
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accord to recognize the rifrlits of others is well illus-

trated by tlic treatment that has from the earliest

times and in all countries been accorded to women.
Whatever may be said as to mental and otlier charac-

teristics, all will admit that physically, and in all the

attributes of mere brute force, men are stronger than

women ; and without any apparent compunction
they have from time immemorial, used their superior

Strength to keep women in an inferior position. The
treatment of women among any people has come to

be regarded as an unfailing index of the state of their

civilization. As intelligence and civilization gradu-

ally advance, and the moral and religious sentiments

obtain greater sway, the condition of women improves

and might by slow degrees give way to right. Among
Friends the recognition from the beginning of the

right of women to preach, was a long stride in ad-

vance, but even in the branch of our Society that

meets here it is but some half a dozen years since

women were admitted to full equality with men in

the management of Society affairs. As to rights of

property, men in our country as makers of the laws,

have made some important concessions to women, but

full equality is not yet permitted ; and it is a disgrace

to the civilization of the age that women themselves

have to contend, so to speak, for their just political

rights.

It is gratifying, however, to be able to feel that

upon this subject generally a healthful degree of pro-

gress is being made ; men are becoming more and
more susceptible to the dictates of the law written

upon the tablets of the heart.

Thos. H. Speakman.

EXPERIENCE OF INAZO OTA.
[Inazo Ota, the Japanese, whose lectures in this city,

Swarthmore College ami other places have been of general

interest, having connected himself with Friends (O.), in

Baltimore, gives in The Interchange of that city the fol-

lowing.

—

Eds.]

NINE persons out of ten with whom I make new ac-

quaintance, after exhausting their questions as to the

climate of my native country and how I like Ameri-
ca, etc., are sure to catechize what church I attend;

and when I tell them that I go to Friends' Meeting,

it is almost sure that they echo back my answer in a

peculiar tone of surpri.se, and with a look of good
humored incredulity and very often with a suppressed

smile. Then, if the interrogator is curious enough, a
succession of questions follows, which, as I am fond

of being cross-examined, I take pains to answer. " A
Quaker Meeting ? How did you get to like it ? There
are no Quakers in Japan. Are there?" etc., etc., are

some of the questions. To answer these is to write

a religious chapter of my autobiograpy, which, even in

this memoir-writing age, it is too early for me to do.

Let us call it a testimony, and as such I claim the in-

dulgence of Friends to hear how their manner of

thought and living has impressed one trained in

widely different social circumstances.

In a northern island of my country, there is a lit-

tle town which is well-known among the Christian

circle of the land. Here, some eleven years ago, an
Imperial College was founded and several American

gentlemen were engaged asjnstructors. By the earn-
est and persevering efforts of one of them, now de-
ceased, the Bible was introduced as an appropriate
work for the study of Ethics. So energetically and
dexterously did this professor work that within a
year a few of the students made a public profession
of Christianity, and when a new cla.ss of Freshmen
came in, these few worked zealously among them,
the result being the harvest of some souls. The
American gentlemen who thus planted the seed re-

turned home after ayear's stay, leaving his little flock

with no visible guide or guard. They formed a Bible
class to meet twice every Sunday, and, as there was
no ordained preacher, each preached wheneverhe had
whereof to preach. Everybody who felt like pray-
ing did so. They had no creed, except a covenant
among themselves emiwdying just the fundamental
belief of Evangelical Christianity. In the absence of
any written authority, a hot discussion which was
wont to moot up among young students, was gener-
ally settled by an appeal to Barnes's Notes, and when
one was not convinced, a higher tribunal was found
in Lange's Commentaries. Within the College walls,

they had to bear the judging of officials and to ac-

cept the challenge of unbelievers. In combatting
with the latter, the assistance of many divines was
called, Butler, Christlieb and Liddon being the prin-

cipal, old Paley being not the less important. The
little emphatically militant church, with less than
twenty members, holding prayer-meetings and Bible
studies in the College rooms of its members by turns,

went on struggling but never failing. They had no
music, no singing: there being no minister, there

was no water baptism, no eucharist. The little church
grew steadily and now numbers more than sixty

members, including both sexes, but the organization

is as primitive, plain, and simple as could be.

Beginning my Christian career under such circum-
stances, it was with much disappointment that I at-

tended the "swell" churches of this country. I

looked in vain for personal element in the congrega-
tion. The division of labor seemed to be carried

even to matters of religion, so that while one party

only talks another only hears and a third outside of

the church only swears. In some churches, indeed,

I heard many personal testimonies, but these being,

in most cases, given with much demonstration, and
not in quietness and confidence, they did not affect

me as favorably as they ought to have done ; for in

our country self-possession is deemed one of the
noblest virtues of manhood, and a demonstrative trait

is not much admired. Then, too, the rich display of

costume, so contrary to the simple garb and the som-
bre color of our congregation at home, was peculiarly

painful to my mind. I made ample allowance for

the high standard of living in this country, but even
after deducting all thisallowance, there still remained
many things that looked mere superfluities.

I yearned for simplicity, for a place where religion

is more personal, but I found none. In this dismal

mood of mind I was once walking with a friend,

when, as we passed a plain building, we saw several

people coming out. I asked my friend what the build-

ing was. " This is a Friends' meeting-house. The
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Quakers are nice people." This was not the first time

I heard of Quakers. Even while I was at home I

remember reading an account of William Penn sign-

ing the treaty with the Indians. An article in Har-

per's Monthly about the rise of Friends was not for-

gotten. From Carlyle I learned to admire George

Fox. Elizabeth Fry's name was more or less familiar.

The only living Friend of whom I heard, and for

whom I felt and still feel highest admiration, was
John Bright. The.se scrgppy informations, in addi-

tion to the phrase " the spirit moves " which I often

heard my teacher speak by way of joke, and the use

of " thee " and " thou," were all the knowledge I had
of the Society 6f Friends; and all these flashe<l into

my mind when njy friend said: '"This is Friends'

Meeting-house." The earliest opportunity to attend

the meeting was not neglected. When I entered the

Meeting-house, for the first time in my life, B. B. was
preaching and after him several followed. What the

first impressions of Quakerism were it is needle.ss

for me to say. That I still attend it speaks for itself.

That I am not a solitary one of my race whom
Friends' principles impress with peculiar force fe

evident from the Macedonian call that comes from
the Friends in my country.

THE SCHOFIELD NORMAL AND INDUS-
TRIAL SCHOOL.

Editors Intelligencer and Joukn.\l :

TO no one in the Society of Friends is the name of

the Schoiield School the name of a stranger. As my
husband and I have recently had the pleasure of vis-

iting the school, I feel that I must say that all the
efforts made in behalf of this institution are fully

justified by the results attained. We were impressed
with the thrift and well ordered condition of the

whole establishment. Particularly were we im-
pressed with the industrial departments,—printing,

carpentry and sewing. The hotel and church printing

of Aiken is mostly done at the school, not because it is

cheap, but because it is the best work of the kind to

be had in the town. The description in the catalogue

of Carter Hall, " a two-story frame building for girls,"

does not adequately convey to the mind the bright,

airy, immaculately clean home we saw, presided over
by Mother Glover, a dignified colored woman, emi-

nently fitted for the place. This building, though
only partly furnished, serves as a dormitory for the

girls. In one room we found Mary Miller, a liright

little child of fourteen years, sitting at her window
mending her clothes, surrounded by many little evi-

dences of refinement, which gave promise of true

womanhood. Here also is the dining hall, where the
boy and girl boarding-scholars take their meals to-

gether.

All of this is a strong, .silent educator. The man-
ners of politeness and the habits of neatness here ac-

quired will refine the lives and beautify the homes of
these children.

As the time of our yearly meetings approaches, it

seems appropriate that renewed attention be given to

this work. Although the school is entirely unsectar-

ian, the whole spirit is that of the Friends, and surely

it is the duty of the Society to care for this foster

child. When we think of the faithful devotion of
Martha Schoflfld and her helpers through all the
years ofuncertainty and hardship, itseems butasniall
matter in comparison, for the Society of Friends to

take the fully organized institution under its care, and
insure its permanence by raising an endowment fund
of not less than twenty-five thousand dollars. With
such a fund to rest upon still greater efficiency

would be obtained. It certainly is not right for those
who have the cares of administration to be also per-

petually harassed by the necessity of raising money.
Tho.se at a distance cannot do the one but they can
the other. If each member of the several yearly meet-
ings would give according to his means, the fund
might be raised this Spring, and the great source of
anxiety be removed from the patient shoulders which
have borne it so long.

Could each one see for himself the bright, eager
look on the faces of those children, see the product of
their needles, types, and tools, and the moral effect of

the school upon the surrounding community, he
would feel that every dollar given had done its full

work. S.\RAH W. Hallowell.
West Medford, Mass., ith mo. 23.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 19.

THE CHILD MOSES.

Topic: Preservation.

Golden Text:—"The Lord preserveth all them that love
Him." Ps. 145 : 20.

Read Exodus 2 : l-IO, Revised Version.

TIME.—1571 B. C, the date of the birth of Moses.

Places.—The Land of Goshen, in Egypt.

Zoan, north from Goshen, ou one of the branches
of the Nile. It is thought by some that Rameses 11.

enlarged it and gave it his own name. It was one of

the capitals of Egypt an<l is known in Greek as

Tanis, and in Arabic as San.

Rulers. The best authority on this subject places

the events of this lesson in the^reign of Rameses II.

the great Sesostris of the Greeks.

Our last lesson gave a sad recital of the oppression

of the Israelites under the rule of the new king of

Egypt, who "knew not Joseph." It was the practice

of the Egyptian kings to employ their criminals and
captives taken in war, in building. Among the

paintings of Thebes, one on the tomb of an officer of

the court of Thomes III., about 1400 B. C, represents

the enforced labor of brick-making of captives who
are distinguished from natives by the color in which
they are drawn. Watching over the laborers are
" taskmasters," who, armed with sticks are receiving

the "tale of bricks" and urging on the work. The
process of digging out the clay, of moulding, and of

arranging, are all duly represented ; and, though the

laborers cannot be determined to be Jews, yet the

similarity of employmentillustrates the Bible history

in a remarkable degree. [H. W. PniLLOTr.]

A recent traveler gives the following, incident of

his stay in Alexandria, Egypt: " We pas.sed a public

building in course of erection. A great number of

women and children of both sexes were carrying

away the earth excavated from the foundation.

Some laborers had loosened the soil and the poor
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creatures tlien scraped it with their hands into cir-

cular baskets, which they bore away on their baclis.

Several taskmasters, who have not ceased out of

Egypt, stood at intervals holding a scourge of cords,

which was not spared if any of the people as they

passed by, crouching under their burdens, seemed to

slacken in their work. They had all been pressed

into tlie service of the Pasha's ollicos and were re-

ceiving a miserable pittance for pay.

The eflbrt of the king to crush the Children of Israel

by the hard service he enforced upon them having

failed, he determined upon the destruction of all the

male children at birth. Among all ancient nations

the exposure of infants to death was no ofl'ense.

The child's life was entirely dependent upon the

will of its parents or of the rulers.

In this darkest hour, when the home of the

Israelite was invaded by spies and informers and

there seemed no ray of hope left, the child Moses is

born. His parents are descendants of Levi, one of the

older sons of Jacob, and their names are given.

Amram, the father, could hardly have been the same

as is mentioned in Gen. 46: 11, but belonged to a

later generation most probably. The mother's name
Joi-hi'hed, siiiuifying the glory of Jehovah, is one clear

instance of the usage of the sacred name before the

Exodus. (Cook). And this name gives a hint of the

worship of the Divine being as still observed by the

Israelites.

The birth place of Moses is believed to have been

near the royal city of Zoan.

In a few lines our lesson gives the story, and the

precautions of his mother to prevent discovery,

while her heart and brain were devising means for

his i)reservation. The dauglder of Pharaoh, Osburn

finds, from the monuments, to have been Queen
Thonoris, who was a prince.ss un<ler her father,

Rameses II., and a regent over the Delta of the Nile,

with authority sufficient to permit the saving of

the child, notwithstanding the king's decree. The
Egyptian princesses held a very high and almost

independent position under the ancient dynasties

and had separate households, with numerous officials,

especially was this the case with the daughters of the

first sovereigns of the 18th dynasty.

In the Egyptian, as well as the Hebrew home, the

equality of woman was more nearly recognized than

in any other ancient nation, and she associated in

the family and in society with man very much as she

does in Christian lands to-day. (Wilkinson.) Polyg-

amy was not practised. This gives evidence that the

superior"culture and enlightenment of the Egyptians

must have liad its basis in a morality which found

expression in the family circle. It is important that

we recognize this fact when we approach the study

of the birth and early life of the man whose name
stands at the head of the list of statesmen and law-

givers of the world.

The inspiration that planned and executed the

means of his preservation was of God, and the faith

and courage vvitli which his mother launched the

little basket upon the waters, believing it the only

way to save her child, gives Jochebed a foremost place

among the chosen women of all generations.

Moses, as the adopted son of Pharaoh's daughter,

was educated in all the learning of the Egyptians.

We obtain the best general idea that the Bible gives

of what that education was from the words of Stephen,

Acts 7 : 21. It included, besides grammar, history,

geometry, astronomy, engineering, and medicine, the

secret learning of the Egyptian priesthood. Tradition

assigns the great Temple of the Sun at On, the chief

university of the State, as the scene of his education.

The reign of Rameses II. was a period of large intel-

lectual activity. The great library of Thebes was
erected by him. It contains 20,000 books. Over the

gate was this inscription: "For the healing of the

soul."

We may learn from this lesson that the Great

Power who inspired the heart of the mother of Moses
to work for his preservation and who touched the heart

of the king's daughter and prompted her to have pity on
the weeping child, works by the same instrumentality

now, and makes the high-born and the lowly, through

the springs of feeling common to the race, co-workers
in the fullillment of the divine purposes.

* True faith ases foresight and prudence, and hav-

ing done all that reason and judgment prompt and
human conditions make possible, leaves results with

God.

AN EPISTLE OF 1808.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

LOOKING over some old family records recently I

found the following Epistle, which I copy and send

you. Robert Hattok.

From our Yearly Meeting of Women Friends, held

in Philadelphia by adjournments from the 18th of

the Fourth month to the 23d of the same, inclusive,

1808.

To the Yearly Meeting of Women Friends to be

held in Baltimore.

Beloved Friends : It is, we trust, in a renewed feel-

ing of gospel fellowship that we are enabled to once

more address you in this way, and acknowledge the

receipt of your acceptable Epistle of Tenth month
last; in the reading thereof some of our minds were

afresh animated with desires to persevere in the high

and holy way ; and [were] again ma<le sensible of

the necessity of having our trust and dependence on
Him alone " who is strength in weakness, riches in

poverty, and a present, help in every needful time."

Many, indeed, are the baptisms of the Lord '.s ded-

icated servants, yet let not any tenderly visited mind
be discouraged, but, remember, that to those who
have submitted themselves to his holy requirings, his

ways are ways of pleasantness and all his paths are

peace.

Under a precious feeling of tliat love which unites

the living members of Christ's church, we are again

led to address that class amongst you who are in the

bloom of life, and are, as yet, halting between two

opinions. May you. beloved young friends, no longer

turn a deaf ear to the Heavenly call, or reject the of-

fered mercies of the Most High, but be prevailed

upon, now in your early days, to choose the Lord for

your portion, and the God of Jacob for the lot of your

inheritance, so you shall be favored to escape many
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of those sore conflicts which are the fruits of a late

or partial resisjnation of our own wills to the Divine

will ; and thus will you be enabled to become a liv-

ing army, keeping your ranks in righteousness, and

be instrumental in promoting the cause of truth, and

insure the peace and salvation of your own souls.

This our annual meeting hath been large and

measurably overshadowed by the hovering wing of

Divine love, under which covering ability has been

received to search out wrung things, and extend the

voice of reproof and admonition to the disobedient,

while counsel and encouragement have distilled as

the gentle dew ypon the precious plants of our Heav-

enly Father's 'right hand planting.

With the salutation of love unfeigned, we are your

sisters.

Signed, on behalf of the meeting, by

Catharine Morris, Clerk at this time.

From the Herald of Peace (London).

GREAT BRITAIN AND AMERICA.
THE following address has been issued by the Lon-

don Peace Society, 47 New Broad Street, E. C, to the

friends of the cause in the United States :

To THE Friends of Peace in the United States,

Dear Friends:—We have observed, with some

anxiety, the difference that has arisen between your

country and our own on the question of the Canadian

Fisheries. Not that we entertain one moment's ap-

prehension that this matter will lead to any serious

breach of the cordial friendship which, for so many
years, has happily bound the two nations in the

closest ties of mutual respect and amity. But perhaps

there is some danger, lest by the use of incon,siderate

and irritating language on eitherside, the spirit of the

two nations should become unduly agitated. We ven-

ture, therefore, to invoke your aid to join with us in

using all the influence in your power to throw oil on

the troubled waters.

We trust that ordinary diplomatic negotiations,

conducted in a calm and conciliatory spirit, will suf-

fice to secure a speedy solution of the existing diffi-

culty. But should that fail, we can have no doubt

that the great body of our Christian people, on both

sides of the Atlantic, will strenuously support the ref-

erence of the points in dispute to some form of peace-

ful arbitration. Happily, questions of far greater

gravity than that which now troubles for a moment
the relations of our countries, have been so disposed

of between our governments by this method of adjust-

ment, not only to the entire contentment of these two

great branches of the Anglo-Saxon race, but to the gen-

eral triumph of the great cause of civilization through-

out the world.

We recall, with sincere satisfaction, the emphatic

declarations made by the distinguished men who
have lately occupied the Presidential chair in your

country—President Grant, President Hayes, and

President Garfield—infavorofsubmittingall disputes,

especially between Great Britain and the United

States, to peaceful methods of settlement. We have

no reason to doubt but that our own government

would be equally ready to act upon the same princi-

ple. Let us, therefore, be ready, dear friends, should

the occasion arise, to firing the whole force of an en-

lightened and Christian public opinion to strengthen

the hands of our rulers in this respect.

By communications to the pre.ss, by petitions to

the Legislature, by personal influence brought to bear

on political leailers, and, if necessary, by memorials

to the government, much may be done to lead to a

speedy and peaceful solution ofthequestion in dispute.

Joseph W. Pease, Bart., M. P., Prmdenl.

Henry Richard, M. P., Hon. Sec.

William Jones, Secretary.

FAIR BIRD DESTROYERS.
THAT fickle, changeable, fantastic, and often non-

sensical goddess, Fashion, and her fair votaries, are

answerable in part for the destruction of the birds,

and particularly of tliose adorned with brilliant plu-

mage. Many a fair maiden or woman, tender-

liearted, considerate, and sympathetic, who would be

shocked by the wanton cruelty of the thoughtless

boy who would kill the beautiful little humming-bird

as it flits from flower to flower, is quite reconciled to

the act if the dead bird can be treated by the taxi-

dermist and a<lded to the aviary upon the curious

structure which is now worn in the place of the bon-

net whicli adorned and protected the head of her

mother and grandmothers, of diftVrent degrees, for

generations. Questionable as is the taste that places

a yellow-eyed screech-owl or vampirish bat upon a

lady's head-gear it is a well-known fact that thous-

ands and tens of thousands of our much-prized birds

become a sacrifice to fashion in each year.

It is gratifying to learn that the Audubon Society,

whose members pledge themselves to do all in their

power to discourage, and, if possible, suppress the use

of birds and birds' feathers as ornaments of dress, is

rapidly extending its sphere of usefulness and hu-

manity. It would be well if in every city, town, and

school-district in the United States the girls and boys

would organize a society or club having for its object

the protection of our harmless, beautiful, and musical

birds. The girls, by refraining from the use of birds,

or the p'.umage of birds for ornament ; and the boys,

by ceasing to stone, shoot, or trap such birds or to rob

their nests of eggs or young, and by waging a war of

extermination against the sparrows, can do much to-

wards restoring to us the birds whose absence and

loss is so much to be deplored.—^mmean Agricul-

turist.

O, Father, in wfiose mighty hand

The boundless years and ages lie.

Teach us the boon of life to prize,

And use the moments as they fly

!

To crowd the narrow span of life

With wise designs and virtuous deeds.

So shall we wake from death's dark night.

To share the glory that succeeds.

Blessed be Nature's recuperative forces, stored in

her beauty of sky and wood and river and meadow

and wayside flower!—in the very chemistry of her

soil! And blessed be hard work! It is (/iat which

saves and " comforts " us.
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TSE LAW OF THE SPIRIT.
"IMPERFECTION is in some sort essential to all

that we know of life. Nothing that lives is, or can

be, riu'idly perfect. Part of it is decaying, part

nascent. All things are literally better, lovelier, and

more beloved for their imperfections, which have been

divinely appointed that the law of the human life

may be effort, and the law of human judgment

mercy."

—

Ruskin.

Even so as has said the English seer " the law of

human life is effort and the law of human judgment
is mercy." We know well we are required to seek

after perfection in our own lives while we must ever-

more allow liberally for human fallibility and a cer-

tain imperfectness of performance. It is this peren-

nial tolerance which makes up the vast amount of

amiable benevolent effort which so adorns our earthly

lives and so softens the common lot of humanity.

The Christian maxims as we have them in the

Gospels recommend and enjoin pure righteousness,

but just as much are mercy and love held to be es-

sential elementsof right Christian character. "Judge
not" said the divine teacher, " that ye be not judged."

Every one needs the forbearance and charity of fel-

low pilgrims of the earth, and to deserve it must
practice a true benevolent charity towards others.

"Any law," says Raskin, "which we magnify and

keep through pride is always the law of the letter,

but that which we love and keep through humility

is the law of the spirit. And the letter killeth, but

the spirit givetli life."

AN unusual amount of important business is expected

to come before the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia at

its approaching session, and as the experience of re-

cent years shows the difficulty of dealing satisfactorily

with so many weighty subjects in so large a body, it

is to be hoped that all who participate will realize the

necessity for brevity and pertinency of expression.

It is against the most vital principle which Friends

profess to repress a conscientious expression—to

" quench the spirit,"—but it is altogether Friendly to

admonish all who take the time of the meeting that

they be well assured in their own minds of a call to

do so.

WE do not share, though we respect, the concern

expre.ssed by an e.sleemed correspondent elsewhere

lest the discussion of the proper disposition of the be-

quest of John M. George should be out of order by

being premature. While it is true that no official an-

nouncement has been made of the gift, it is also true

that definite knowledge of it has been conveyed to

Friends, and that it is desirable there should be an

intelligent and broad-minded understanding of its

character. The acceptance and use of the trust con-

stitute a matter of great weight,to be dealt with not only

soberly but also wisely. The discussion which th e

subject has had in the Intelligencer and Journal

has, we think, helped to a fuller knowleilge of its

nature, and we believe has been timely rather than

premature.

MARRIAGEi,.
ZAVITZ-CORNELL.—Third month 23rd, 1887. At the

residence of the hride'.s father, Sparta, Ontario, by Friends'

ceremony, and under the care of Norwich Monthly Meet-
ing, Jonah D. Zavitz, son of Isaac and Sarah E. Zavitz of

Lobn, and Emily C. Cornell, daughter of William and the

late Emeline Cornell, all members of Norwich Monthly
Meeting of Friends, Canada.

WRIGHT—STAPLER.—At the residence of the bride's

parents in Newtown, Bucks Co., Pa., on the 21st of Fourth
Month, 1887, with tlie approbation of Makefield Monthly-

Meeting of Friends, William T. Wright, son of Louisa A.,

and the late Mark Wri^'ht, to Emma, only daughter of John
M., and Margaret P. Stapler, all of Newtown.

DEA THS.

ALLEN.—At Germautown, Pa., suddenly, Fourth month
17th, Clayton Allen, aged 72 years, 5 mouths, and 8 days
son of the late Enoch .\Ilen. A member of the Monthly
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

BLSHOP.—In Media, Fourth mouth 20th, Orpha Bishop,

in her 84th year. Interment at Darby Friends' ground.

COMLY.—At his late residence near Fort Washington,
Pa., on Seventh day. Fourth month 23d, 1887, Franklin A.

Comly, aged. 74 years.

CONARD.—At the residence of his sister. Maria C. Hay,
near Haddoufield, N. J., on First day. Third month 20th,

1887, Nathan Couard, aged 75 years, a member of Salem
Monthly Meeting, N. J.

CUTTER.—On Fourth month 15th, at his home, Cold-

stream, Ontario, Canada, David Cutter, sou of the late

Benj. and Sarah Cutter, and son-iu-Iaw of Daniel and Su-

san W. Zavitz, aged 54 years and 7 days. He w.as an es-

teemed member of Norwich Mouthly Meeting of Friends,

and Lobo particular meeting.

DORLAND.—At his home in Bennet, Lancastercounty,

Neb., the 22d inst., William L. Dorland, son of the late

Andrew and Rebecca L. Dorland, in the 63d year of his

age.

ELLIS.—Fourth month 18th, Samuel S. Ellis, of

Crosswicks, N. J., iu his oOth year.

GREGG.—Fourtli month 20th, Sarah Gregg, a member
of tlie Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

GRIFFITH.—Fourth month 22d, Isaac Griffith, aged 83

years; a member of the Mouthly Meeting of Friends of

Philadelphia, held at Spruce street.
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HEALD.—Fourth month 21st, at the residence of Dr.

V. Heald, Wilmington. Del., Sarah Ann Tyson, widow of

Jacob Heald in her 86th year. A member of Wilmington
Monthly Meeting.

HAWKINS.—At Lansdale, Pa., Fourth month 19th,

1887, Charles Hawkins, in his 47th year, son of Rebecca
and the late William Hawkins.

JOHN.—On the evening of Fourth month 10th, 1837, of

brain fever, Maud Lillian, daughter of J. L. and S. Edith
John, grand-daughter of Hannah K. John, and Jesse and
Lydia Heacock, aged four months.

MILLS.—At Frankford, Third month 28th, 1887, Mary
K., widow of William O. Mills, and daughter of the late

Joseph K. Kester, of Columbia Co., Pa., and sister of John
Kester, of West Philadelphia, in her 76th year; an at-

tender of Frankford Meeting.

PEICE.—In Lower Meri<m, Pa., Fourth month ISth,

1887, Edward fi. Price, in his 77th year; a member of

Merion Preparative and Radnor Monthly Meeting, Pa.

WOOD.—In West Philadelphia, Second-day, Fourth
month 18th, Josephine, infant daughter of Samuel and
Alice E.Wood, members of the Monthly Meeting of Friends
of Philadelphia.

Aeeie S. Buzbv.
A word of loving tribute to the departed may also prove

to be a word of loving cheerfulness to the living.

It may be truthfully said of Abbie S., wife of John Buz-
by, of Moorestown, N. J., who passed from works to re-

ward, on SeTenth-day, Fourth Month 9th, 1887, as Scrip-

ture says of Dorcas :
" This woman was full of good works

and alms-deeds which she did.'' Our friend was more than

the dreamer of high and noble things to be done ; she went
forth in the love and strength of Christ and actually did

them.

Whether we think of her as a helper of the needy, or as

a worker for moral reforms, or as a faithful member of the

Society of Friends, or as a social friend, whose counsel and
encouragement have been as inspirations to many lives, or

above all as a wife, and mother, in the home circle,—where
she shone with the warmth and blessing of true Christian

womanhood, causing even the brute creation coming with-
in her influence to be happier by her ministries of love

and cheerfulness, we sadly know, that her departure leaves

a vacuum in all these spheres, that shall not soou be filled.

The departed has no need of tiiesejust words of praise.

But have not we who remain behind need of them forour
inspiration in the way of righteous living ? Is not such a

character worthy of our most serious study and imitation?

And does not her Master say to us, through the parable of

her unseltish. noble life as he said to the lawyer through
the parable of the Good Samaritan," Go thou and do like-

wise!"

FRIENDS' SCHOOL AT WASHINGTON.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

HAVING been appointed a Committee by the Alex-
andria Monthly Meeting to represent the needs of

Friends' School at Washington, D. C, to the Phila-

delphia Friends, we avail ourselves of your columns
to state the subject briefly.

The school is an established success and is lull,

the accommodation being limited. It would increase

if we had more room, and what we desire to ask is

that some friend would advance the necessary funds
for this very desirable object; say, |!2,500 to be repaid

with interest at six per cent, in annual instalments
of ;t;2.50.

With this sum we could provide the needed ac-
commodation without the nece.ssity of mortgaging
our property, the monthly meeting pledging it.self for
the payment of the debt.

For the detailed operations and wants of the
school we refer to the following report of the Princi-
pal.

Edw'd. Shoemaker, 1 f-, .,,

ThOS. W.SlDWELL, jC°"'"""'^'^•

J^£'P0i^7' OF FRIENDS' SELECT SCUOOL.

FRIENDS' Select School opened Ninth month 3d,

188.3, with eleven pupils
; by the end of the year forty-

one had been enrolled. The second year brought
fifty-nine; the third, sixty-six ; and the fourth, this

year, eighty-seven. The Board of Instruction has in-

creased from one to three professional teachers work-
ing full time, with special teachers for French, draw-
ing, calisthenics, etc.

The course of .study now embraces the common
English branches, natural science, and ancient and
modern languages.

The school is supplied with chemical and physical

apparatus, including laboratory for analytical work,

art models, gymnastic implements; maps, ancient and
modern ; charts, physiological and botanical ; about

eight hundred text-books ; a reference library of one
hundred and fifty volumes. It has borne its own ex-

penses from the first, and paid a rent of one hundred
dollars both the first and second years, and three

hundred and eighty dollars the tliird and fourth

years. Baltimore Friends kindly contributed about

one hundred and fifty dollars' wortli of physical ap-

paratus, and a friend in Philailelphia fifty dollars

for library, about twenty-five of which has been ex-

pended.

The patrons of the school have been from all the

leading religious denominations, thus allowing the

leaven of Friendly principles to extend beyond the

narrow bounds of the Society, and ob.servation of

those in attendance shows that while the school con-

tains few Friends it has still fewer who do not show
the eflect of the Friendly atmosphere which be-

comes more noticeable every year. Among the pa-

trons of national reputation might be mentioned
Benj. Butterworth, Jos. D. Taylor, E. John Ellis, F.

A. Johnson, representatives to Congress; Z. L. Tid-

ball, Governor of Arizona ; John Davis, Judge of Su-

preme Court; Robert T. Lincoln, ex-Secretary of

War ; and General John A. Logan.

The .school, I think, will never have a more clis-

couraging season than the one it has passed through

from obscurity to prominence. It has won the confi-

dence of the people and in so doing has grown in num-
bers as rapidly as limited accommodations and means
would permit. The continuance of its three depart-

ments—primary, intermediate, and high school, re-

quires an extension of the present building. Since

the present plan has proven satisfactory it is earnestly

hoped that the want of additional room may not ne-

cessitate a change of the plan.

Washington will soon be one of our great educa-

tional centres. Nowhere can the student enjoy greater

help to the study of certain subjects. The National
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Cotifrress, library, public departments, museums, etc.,

are invaluable aids,—suflii-ient in tbeniselves to draw
many who willinf;ly incur the expense of coming to

enjoy for a few days what residents have at all times.

Where is there a better field? Friends' schools

have always been powerful agents for good, and, since

a Friendly influence is needed nowhere more than
here, strengthen this one which aims like others to

make useful members of society by giving thorough
instruction, by surrounding its students with whole-
some influences, inciting them to love all things good,

to be charitable to mankind, honorable in all their

actions, true to themselves, and loyal to their country.

It adopts as the foundation of all religious instruction :

" Thou shall love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,

and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind ; and thy
neighbor as thyself."

Thos. W. Sidwell, Principal.

COMMUNICA TIONS.
THE GEORGE BEQUEST.

Editors Intelugencer and Journal :

IT has been to me a matter of some surprise that this

subject has been taken up by individual Friends, and
that modes of procedure have been anticipated, upon
the mere report that a bequest is coming to Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting of Friends. Would it not be
more courteous to the executors of the " George es-

tate," more delicate in consideration of the recent de-
mise of the testator, and in every sense more proper
to wait until the Yearly Meeting shall have been of-

ficially informed that such a bequest has been made ?

If I understand the discipline and usages of
Friends on the subject of bequests, there is only one
body that can assume any responsibility in such cases,

outside of the Yearly Meeting itself—that body is the
Representative Committee. That body, as its name
implies, represents the Yearly Meeting, whenever the
latter is not in session, and hence it would be the

proper channel through which the executors referred

to might comnmnicate with the Yearly Meeting at

any time when they thought it expedient to do so.

Do not discipline, usage, propriety, and courtesy—in-

cluding a proper respect for the memory of the de-

ceased—all suggest that Friends should wait for the

executors to make the overtures, and not manifest an
avaricious or selfish disposition to appropriate the
good gift?

I know it will be said that this is a matter in which
all the members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of
Friends are, or ought to be, deeply interested. It may
be added that Friends are a tolerant as well as a com-
municative people ; and that every adult member has
a right to express a preference with regard to the lo-

cation of a Yearly Meeting school. Admitting both
of these propositions to be true, can we not afford to

wait until the proper time for such expression? It

will be, and in my opinion it should be, a work of

great deliberation to locate, erect, arrange, and estab-

lish such an institution. ;Many cherished schemes
must be spoiled, many individual preferences mu.stbe
surrendered, much forbearance must be practiced,

and much selfishness must be overcome before so

great a work can be accomplished.

As the properly authorized committees come to

labor in the matter, they will doubtless find that they

must not suffer this bequest to become involved, or

themselves to be entangled with any institution al-

ready in existence. Such a course would not only

lead to inextricable confusion, but would also be
likely to divert the bequest from the" use intended by
the donor."

It is to be hoped that all the Friends' schools now
in existence, or about to be started, may be liberally

supported, and properly conducted, and that those

who have labored faithfully and contributed freely

toward their establishment may feel encouraged to go

on in the good work which they have undertaken,

and not sufl'er their interest to abate, nor their work
to be marred by reports of a pro.spective yearly meet-

ing school, which lies many years in the future.

Fourth month 19, 1887. H. »

TSE REVISION OF YEARLY MEETING DISCIPLINE.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal ;

In reading this evening the editorial in reference to

a proposed revision of Discipline, by Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, although not a member of your
particular body, yet feeling that we each have an in-

terest in common with all bearing the name of

Friends, and in unity with the branch represented

by you, I have felt a freedom to suggest an amend-
ment to your proposed plan of initiating the neces-

sary proceedings lor its careful consideration. This

plan is embodied in the extracts of Baltimore Yearly

Meeting for the years 1879 and 1880, copies of which
I forward. There are in our different yearly meetings

many estimable members who from various causes

are prevented from attending the yearly meetings,

and even if present, a very small portion of these

—especially in so large a body as yours—can have

the desired time to express their views. By the

adoption of this plan, every member however distant,

may have the opportunity of contributing to the

common store.

You seem to contemplate that it may be a " linger-

ing work," and " extend for years." I would not hold

out the prospect of such protraction. Tlie combined
wisdom of the whole membership should be a suffi-

cient guarantee against any apprehended danger that

one year's consideration might mature. M.
Baltimore, Md.
[The features in the Baltimore procedure, referred

to by our correspondent, appear to be these: The
Yearly Meeting, 1879, received a report from a com-
mittee, (jvhich had been considering the subject),

favoring a general revision of the Discipline, and
recommending " the appointment of a committee to

be taken from our several quarterly meetings, and
that the quarterly meetings be directed to instruct

their constituent monthly meetings to forward to

this committee, at as early a period as practicable,

such changes, if any, as they may desire to have
made." This the Yearly Meeting approved, and
made the following minute :

" In the adoption of

the foregoing report, it is the judgment of the Yearly

Meeting that no member should be denied the privi-

lege of presenting, in writing, to the committee, his
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or her views on this important subject, and of its clue

consideration." The Committee on Revision then

appoin'ed consisted of 73 Friends, who made their

report at the Yearly Meeting of 1S80, when it was

considered in a joint sitting of men's and women's

meetings, and the changes and amendments pro-

posed all adopted, " with two exceptions," and the

whole revision was then approved " with great un-

animity and condescension." — Eds. Intelligencer

AND Journal.]

AN EXTRACT FROM LONGFELLOW'S LIFE.

Editors Intelligencer .\nd Journal :

IN reading the life of H. W. Longfellow I was much
impressed with his letter to George W. Wells, dated

December ISth, 1824. It seems to me a remarkable

production for a youth not yet eighteen, and it is so

much in accord with Friends' views, as I understand

them, that I thought I would suggest that the extract

I have made from it should find a place in the Intel-

ligencer AND Journal. N. R.

"The study of divinity I always regard with the

greatest reverence ; and I should not wish to enter so

beautiful a vineyard,'—howevergreat the harvestaud

few the laborers,—unless I thought that by my care

the holy vine would flourish more, and its branches

yield more fruit. Men, indeed, have thrown a veil of

mystery over this beautiful subject, and have made it

difficult for the wayfaring-man to walk in the light

and liberty of religion; and I am confident that hu-

man systems have done much to deaden the true

spirit of devotion, and to render religion merely spec-

ulative. Would it not be better for mankind if we
should consider it as acheerful and .social companion,

given us to go through life with us from childhood to

the grave, and to make us happier here as well as

hereafter ?

" I- conceive that if religion is ever to benefit us,

it must be incorporated with our feelings, and be-

come in every degree identified with our happiness.

And hence I love that view of Christianity which

sets it in the light of a cheerful, kind-hearted friend,

and which gives its thoughts a noble and a liberal

turn."

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
—A friend in Preble county, Ohio, in a private

letter, says :
" Our First-day School has been very

small through the winter, but I have felt it to be

profitable. The whole school usually attend meeting

and three or four very <iisagreeable days the meeting

was compo.sed of the school alone. As I sat with the

dear children, I was reminded of the days of Fox,

when the parents were in prison and the children

kept up the meetings, and I queried whether we too

are not in prison to the customs of the day that so

completely absorb our time we cannot find leisure to

attend our meetings."

THE WORK OF COLORED EDUCATION.

THE Meeting of the " As.sociation of Friends to

Promote the Education of the Colored People of the

South," held on Seventh-day morning, the 23d inst.^

was attended by a good number of those interested

in this work, among them being our friends Robert
and Hannah Haydock, of New York. The report of

the Executive Committee of the Association was pre-

sented by Edward II. Magill. It appeared that the

collections of fnnds, so far, reached ^1459.66, of which
40 persons had contributed each $10 and upward,
and 250 persons had contributed under |10 each.

There had been appropriated to the Aiken School,

.$102.5, and to the Mt. Pleasant School, |500, (leaving

a balance due the Treasurer). It was estimated that

about $1000 more would be needed, for the present

school year, of which Aiken would require $800, and
Mt. Pleasant $200. A very interesting report from

Lydia A. Schofield, giving details of the workings of

the Aiken School, was read, and Rachel W. Hillborn,

who has been .in the south for some time, and visited

Aiken on her waj' north, added some facts which fell

under her observation, illustrating the practical value

of the instruction imparted. She particularly men-
tioned that it was easy to see the advancement in

intelligence and correct habits shown by children

whose parents had attended the school over those of

parents who had not enjoyed that advantage,

—

showing that this work, from generation to genera-

tion, may be expected to show its good results. Re-

ports were also read from the Mount Pleasant School,

where Abby D. Munro, a very faithful and valuable

teacher, has two assistants, and about one hun<lred

scholars. This school labors under great disad-

vantages by being obliged to occupy temporarily a

small church, the school-house having been de-

stroyed by the cyclone of 1885.

In the afternoon, at 1.30, a meeting was held of

the Yearly Meeting's Committee " to inquire into

and report upon " the work of education among the

Southern colored people. There was a good, though

not full, attendance. The information collected by

the " Association " was ofiered the Committee, and

was read and considered, after which a sub-commit-

tee was appointed to prepare a report to the Yearly

Meeting. A further meeting of the Committee, to

consider the draft of this report, will be held on the

first business day of Yearly Meeting, (9th of the

month), at 2 o'clock.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—Rachel Mather and Louisa J. Roberts spoke ac-

ceptably in the meeting on First-day morning, the

17th inst. Several other Friends from Philadelphia

were present, and theuieeting was an impressive one.

—The Signal Service flags daily floating from the

top of the college announce the " Indications " of the

weather to the farmers and others, for many miles

around.

—The planting of the class tree by the Sophomore

class took place on the afternoon of Arbor Day, the

22d. The manifestation of hostility between the

Sophomore and Freshman classes on this interesting

occasion is wholly a thing of the past. The tree was

never before planted on Arbor Day.

—Twenty of those on the list of new entries for

next year, thus early, are members with Friends.

The average age of the newly entered students is 17;

there is but one under 16, and three are over 21. A
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few expect to roach tlie SophoiDore class. Most of

the others thus far entereil will bo Freshmen.
—Rooms will be assigned to the old students for

next year soon after the Yearly Meeting;. The class

of '88 will be much the largest ever graduated from
the college.

—The Senior and Junior Engineers are entering
upon their " Field Work " in earnest, with the open-
ing spring.

—Recent additions to Friends' Historical Library
include " Rusticus ad Academicos [. . .] The Rus-
tick's Alarm to the Rabbles. [. . .] Wherein is

Contained as well a General Account to All Enquir-
ers, as a General Answer to All Opposers, of the most
truly Catholike, and most truly Christ-like Christians,
called Quakers, and of the true Divinity of their Doc-
trine. [Ac] By Samuel Fisher " London, 1660. It

is said that the perusal of this work led Anthony
Purver to study Hebrew and afterwards to translate
the Bible. The author's signature at the close of the
volume is curiously given, in a sort of monogram ar-

rangement, reading, when translated :
" S. F., A. M.,

Well wisher to all men."

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
—The sessions of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

began in the meeting-house at Fourth and Arch Sts.,

on the 18th inst., and concluded on the 22d. In
men's meeting, Joseph Walton and Joseph Scatter-
good were appointed clerks, and in women's meeting
Hannah Evans and Margaret Lightfoot. Among the
visiting Friends in attendance were Eliza Varney, of
Canada; Evi Sharpless, (for sometime a missionary
in Jamaica), Joel Bean, of California; Cyrus W. Har-
vey, of Kansas; John Pennington, of Indiana; and
Benjamin Brown, of North Carolina. An epistle
from a Y^early Meeting in Kansas, it was stated, had
been received, and a committee was appointed to
examine it, who reported that whilst they felt a
warm interest and brotherly love for Friendsof Kan-
sas, the way did not open for reading the epistle
owing to the peculiar condition in which Philadelphia
Y'early Meeting is placed at the present time.

— The JEYknd, in its report of the Y^early Meeting,
says: " The meetings for worship on the First-day
of the week, in the different meeting-houses in the
city were largely attended, and some of them were
satisfactory, and indeed, very favored occasions; but
it was distressing to those who believe in the truth of
the doctrines held by our Society to hear proclaimed
^not however by our own ministers) in one or more
instances sentiments such as the Yearly Meeting of
Philadelphia has repeatedly borne testimony against,
and the tendency of which, if permitted without
xebuke, would be to introiiuce into our borders the
same confusion and divisions which have attended
their promulgation in other parts The
Meeting for Sufferings had printed during the year
editions of the memorial of Abigail W. Hall, Y'outh-
ful Piety, Memoirs of James Gough and Christopher
Healy, Letters of John Thorp, the Testimony of the
-Society of Friends in America in 1830, and the Essay
on Religious Labor adopted by the Yearly Meeting a

year ago. Of the latter, more than 17,000 copies had
been distributed. In addition to these, about 3000
volumes and 2000 pamphlets had been sold or given
away, and sent to various parts of our country. The
acknowledgments which had been received from
various places, manifest that there are many in

different parts of the Society who unite w^ith the
principles laid down in the Essay on Religious Labor;
although many of those who have departed from our
ancient manner of worship, oppose the doctrines
which condemn their practices. Two appropriations
had been made during the past year out of the
Charleston Estate, to aid in building or re|)airing

meeting-houses—one of $400 to Cane Creek Monthly
Meeting, and one of $200 to Holly Spring Monthly
Meeting, both in North Carolina. In both cases, the
Trustees had received assurances that the meetings
held in the houses which were repaired or rebuilt
were held in accordance with the former practices of
Friends. A report was then read from the Committee
appointed by last Yearly Meeting on the subject

of certificates of removal, as sent up for consideration

by Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting.. This contained
four regulations designed to relieve monthly meet-
ings of some of the difficulties in which they are
placed by the present disorganized condition of

Society. These were separately considered, and with
much unanimity adopted, there being but a slight

expression of di.sapprovaI with any of them."

TURNING BACK TO THE DEAD THINGS.
A writer, signing with the initial " R." savs in Friends'

Review, (0.) :

" I was much surprised by reading an article, copied
from the (London) Friend, which says, in speaking of
theirMission and First-day schools," Are they not car-

ried on with the same care to avoid sectarianism aad
to preach, ?io< ourprinciples, but Christ? Itseemstome,
if we are preaching Christ, we are preaching our prin-

ciples; if we are not convinced that our principles,

etc., are the outcome of the true religion of Jesus
Christ, the religion of the New Testament, we are

not Frienilsand should cease to call ourselves by that

name. It is sad to think that now, when the atten-

tion of many in the different churches (which I know
by correspondence and articles sent me), are being
turned to those points in which we difier from other
branches of the Christian Church and their eyes are

becoming enlightened by the eye salve of truth, that

so many under our name are turning again to those
things which we as a people were raised up to testify

against. But I believe God still has neetl of Qua-
kerism, and that He will preserve unto Himself it

may be, only a few, who will yet hold to the true

Spirituality of the Gospel dispensation, and in the
fullness of time will cause that the ' earth shall be
filled with the knowledge of the glory of God as the
waters do the sea.' "

In the Pennsylvania Senate, 4th month 13th, the

joint resolution submitting a Woman Suffrage Con-
stitutional amendment was finally passed: yeas, 27;
nays, 16.
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THE REWARD.
WHO, looking backward from his manhood'a prime,

Sees not the spectre of his misspent time.

And, through the shade

Of funeral cypress, planted thick behind.

Hears no reproachful whisper on the wind.

From his loved dead ?

Who bears no trace of Passion's evil force ?

Who shuns thy sting, O terrible KemOrse?
Who would not 3ast

Half of his future from him, but to win
Wakeless oblivion for the wrong and sin

Of the sealed Past ?

Alas ! the evili -which we fain would shun.

We do, and leave the wished-for good undone;

Our strength to-day

Is but to-morrow's weakness, prone to fall

;

Poor, blind, unprofitable servants all

Are we alway.

Yet, who, thus looking backward o'er his years,

Feels not his eyelids wet with grateful tears.

If he hath been

Permitted, weak and sinful as he was.

To cheer and aid, iu some ennobling cause,

His fellowmen ?

If he hath hidden the outcast, or let in

A ray of sunshine to the cell of sin
;

If he hath lent

Strength to the weak, and iu an hour of need.

Over the suffering, mindless of his creed

Or hue, hath bent,

—

He hath not lived in vain ; and, while he gives

The praise to Him iu whom he moves and lives,

With thankful heart

He gazes backward, and with hope before.

Knowing that from his works he nevermore

Can henceforth part.

—John G. Whittier.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

MEMORIES OF VAPRI.

IT was but a picture, some memories.

Of a dreamer of the Capri seas.

Only a painting, but to me far more:

I saw the sailors come ashore,

And felt the sea winds blowing free,

And heard the low songs of the sea.

dreamer by Capri's sea,

My heart and soul go out to thee;

1 reach a hand, and lo, the fears.

And doubt, and sadness of the years

Fall from me, and I stand with thee;

O dreamer by a summer sea.

FOR PEACE AMONG MEN.
I find we're almost sure lo get

The full amount of misery we earn.

We then bewail— bewail, because we feel

Our own sharp weapons on their quick return.

Throughout the world, among the high and low,

There's great complaining of reflected woe.

Men frown, then wonder that so many scowl

;

They're rough, then sigh that other tongues are foul

;

They slander, and the slander is returned;
They spurn, then ponder why it is they're spurned

;

They strike, and learn some blood will never yield.

Then here we have a little battle-field.

How clearly is the corollary shown—
They reap according to the seed they've sown.
When you confront the prejudicial hate.

Here is the best way to retaliate :

So live that ev'ry foe can plainly see

His hate is founded on a falsity.

When writing from the words that sting and burn.
So act that sober reason may return.

That sober reason may soon prove your friend,

And sign a peace enduring to the end.
—Elmer Ruan Coates.

THE NIGHT MIST.
All the night long the gray, embracing mist

Has held in tender arms the tired world
;

The sleepy river its soft lips have kissed.

And over hills and meadows it has curled.

Its white, cool linger it has gently placed

On weary stretches of deep, drifting sand
;

The noisy city and the far-ofl" waste

Have felt the benediction of its hand.

The drowsy world rolls on toward the day
;

The fresh, sweet wind of morning softly blows
;

The willing mist no longer now may stay;

With first espect'ucy of dawn it goes !

—M.iKG.iRET Deland, in Harper's Magazine.

HOLMES'S VISIT TO TENNYSON.
T SAW the poet to the best advantage, under his

own trees and walking over his own domain. He
look delight in pointing out to me the finest and the

rarest of his trees,—and there were many beauties

among them. I recalled my morning's visit to Whit-
tier at Oak Knoll, in Danvers, a little more than a

year ago, when he led me to one of his favorites, an
aspiring evergresn which shot up like a flame. I

thought of the graceful American elms in front of

Longfellow's house, and the sturdy English elms that

stand in front of Lowell's. In this garden of Eng-
land, the Isle of Wight, where everything grows with

such a lavish extravagance of greenness that it seems
as if it must bankrupt the soil before autumn, I felt

as if weary eyes and overtasked brains might reach

their happiest haven of rest. We all remember
Shenstone's epigram on the pane of a tavern window.
If we find our " warmest welcome at an inn," we
find our most soothing companionship in the trees

among which we have lived, some of which we may
ourselves have planted. We lean against them, and
they never betray our trust; they shield us from the

sun and from the rain ; their spring welcome is a new
birth, which never loses its freshness; they lay their

beautiful robes at our feet in autumn; in winter they
" stand and wait," emblems of patience and of truth,

for they hide nothing, not even the little leaf-buds

which hint to us of hope, the last element in their

triple symbolism.
This digression, suggested by the remembrance of

the poet under his trees, breaks my narrative, but
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gives me the opportunity of payint; a debt of grati-

tude. For I liave owned many beautiful trees, and
loved many more outside of my own leafy harem.
Those who write verses have no special claim to be
lovers of trees, but so far as one is of the poetical

temperament he is like to be a tree lover. Poets

have, as a rule, more than the average nervous
sensibility and irritability. Trees have no nerves.

They live and die without suffering, without self-

questioning or self-reproach. They have the divine

gift of silence. They cannot obtrude upon the soli-

tary moments when one is to himself the most agree-

able of companions. The whole vegetable world,

even " the meanest flower that blows," is lovely to

contemplate. What if creation had paused there,

and you or I had been called upon to decide whether
aelf-conscious life should be added in the form of the

existing animal creation, and the hitherto peaceful

universe should come under the rule of Nature as we
now know her,

" red iu tooth and claw " ?

Are we not glad that the responsibility of the de-

cision did not rest on us?

I am sorry that I did not ask Tennyson to read or

repeat some of his own lines to me. Hardly any one
perfectly understands a poem but the poet himself.

One naturally loves his own poem as no one else can.

It tits the mental mould in which it was cast, and it

will not exactly fit any other. For this reason I had
rather listen to a poet reading his own verses than
hear the best elocutionist that ever spouted recite

them. He may not have a good voice or enunciation,

but he puts his heart and his inter-penetrative intel-

ligence into every line, word, and syllable. I should

have liked to hear Tennyson read such lines as

" Laborious orient ivory, sphere in sphere ;

"

and in spite of my good friend Matthew Arnold's

interrorem, I should have liked to hear Macaulay read,

"Aud Aulas the Dictator

Smoothed Auster's raveu mane,"

and other irood mouthable lines, from the " Lays of

Ancient Rome." Not less should I like to hear Mr.

Arnold himself read the passage beginning,

—

" In his cool hall with haggard eyes

The Koman noble lay."

—O. W. Holmes in Atlantic Monthly,

From the Woman's Journal.

THE WOMEN'S VOTE IN KANSAS.
THE organs of the liquor interest in Kansas declare

that decent people are disgusted with the results of

woman suflYage. But we observe that the organs

which represent the decent people say just the con-

trary. The Topeka Capital, for instance, which has

just been unanimously rechosen as the official paper
of the State, says :

"The municipal elections throughout the State

demonstrate the fact that the women of Kansas who
participated cast their ballot for law and order. It is

only a question of a short time before women will en-

joy equal suffrage with men. It is a necessity as well

as a right, and good government demands it."

In Leavenworth, at the last election before women

voted, the whiskey party elected its mayor and coun-
cil by 1,700 majority. Thisyear, under woman suffrage,

the whiskey party claims to have elected its mayor
by a bare majority of sixteen votes, while all the
members of the council are temperance men. Leaven-
woith has a large foreign ))0|>nlation, and has for years
been celebrated lor its hnvlessin'ss. Every effort was
made by the Whiskey Alliam:e to bring out a full vote
from the women who sympathize with them. The
result shows clearly that even in large cities, and
under the most unpromising circumstances, the great
majority of women are on the side of temperance, law,
and order.

The Springfield (Mass.) Republican thus describes
the election at Leavenworth :

"The campaign at Leavenworth was very active,

the leader of the citizens' side being Mrs. Helen M.
Gougar, a temperance advocate from Iniliana. A New
York World correspondent interviewed her, and rep-

resented her as call.ng Leavenworth a Sodom and its

leading women licentious. Mrs. Gougar promptly
had him arrested for libel, but, though three people
who were present at the interview swore that Mrs.
Gougar did not use any such language, the correspond-
ent escaped because the statement for which he was
arrested was printed in a Kansas City paper to whose
reporter the World man had told the story, but for

which he had not written the 'copy.' This incident
was the basis of demonstrations and counter demon-
strations. Mrs. Gougar was indorsed by a meeting of
citizens. Then the Democrats, having elected their

man by 16 votes, gave a big procession in wdiich their

band played the dead march by the house where Mrs.
Gougar was staying, and gave a banquet to the corres-

pondent who had told the story. Feeling ran very
high, and the fight was not a pleasant thing for good
women to be engaged in ; bnt it was a question of con-
trolling the saloons which have flourished in Leaven-
worth in outrageous disregard of the laws of the State,

and if the women succeed in restricting the activity

of the saloons they will not regret the unpleasantness
of the campaign. They got beaten on their mayor,
but everv councilman on their ticket was elected."

PHYSICAL SELF-CONTROL.
IT is not possible to sit in an assemblage of people
and not be impressed with the lack of physical self-

control manifested. No matter how eloquent the
speaker, bow entrancing the music, for but few min-
utes at a time are they able to control perfect silence

on the part of the audience ; constantly are there use-

less and unnecessary movements, revealing the aim-

less, untrained mind. For were the mind held, the

body would be unrecognized and held by the grip of

its power. It is the dual life that causes the constant

movement, change of position, arrangement of cloth-

ing, movement of hands and feet,—all showing that

the mind has not sovereignty of the body because it

has not been trained to that sovereignty, or the body
to yielding to the higher power.

Perhaps one—if not the one—annoyance to speakers

and hearers is the endless coughing, hacking, clearing

of the throat, that is one of the evidences of lack of
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control physically. The least self-restraint on the part

of each individual would reduce the volume of sound

enormously. The constant gratifying of an impulse

acquired, not innate, the result of nervousness that

grows by what it is fed on, is an evidence of an un-

trained intellect. The effect of gratifying this need-

less impulse by fifty or sixty persons at the sfme time,

in the same place, is out of all proportion to the indi-

vidual effort. If a fraction of the eflfort made in grati-

fying the impulse were made in restraining it, great

good would result to health and comfort.

We have associated the idea of self-control with

the !noral and mental nature, ignoring its immense
influence in tbe development of the physical, and its

reflex action on the.higher powers through the physi-

cal. The woman who cannot occupy a rocking-chair

without keeping it in constant motion is the woman
who cannot meet the every-day annoyances with a

self-poised calmness. Trifles distress her; and she

excuses herself for displays of irritation because of

nervousness, when it was nothing but lack of self-

control. The mantle of charity is much enlarged by

this modern fringe we call nervousness. " I must do

something; I cannot sit with idle hands," is not tlie

expression of normal indostry, but the expression
of abnormal activity. It's the physical Martha
instead of the mental jMary that has gained con-

trol. Martha would serve herself and the world

better if she recognized tlie moments when to sit still

meant the learning of a lesson that would reveal true

serving.

Last Sunday night a boy of sixteen sat in an au-

dience apparently listening to the addresses being

delivered. He bung his hat on his umbrella, and,

putting his tinger in the loosely hanging silk, swayed
the hat back and forth for nearly one half-hour. To
do this be was forced to make a motion of tbe right

arm from tbe shoulder. Think of the wasted strength !

A pale, thin youth, who needed every bit of strength

and vitality in his body to make legitimate effort to

accomplish any purpose. The movement simply re-

vealed tbe empty, unused mind. Restless, aimless

wandering about or purposeless movements should be
educated out of a child. All are the result of a pur-

poseless mind.

Physical restlessness can be overcome in an adult

who will once acknowledge the tremendous waste of

energy, vitality, and force in useless, purposeless move-
ments. Compel yourself to sit still in a comfortable

position that pays every attention to conventionalities.

Do not give to restlessness which is the result of men-
tal inactivity, and to abnormal phy.sical activity which
results from the mental barrenness and irritability,

the name of nervousness, and bug the delusion to the

soul that nervousness is an evidence of a "highly
strung nature"—to use a much abused terra. Physi-
cal self-control is the result of education and good
breeding, and its possession is as necessary to sound
health as mental self-control to sound morals.

—

Chris-

tian Union.

MARGARET OF NEW ORLEANS.
MARGARET HAUGHERY was a poor girl of Irish

parentage, who could neither read nor write. Yet

she made a fortune of half a million of dollars. That
of itself was enough to make any woman famous.
Few enough of the sex could do it, poor things ! But
bear what she did with this nobly earned money.

Margaret, the orphan's friend, had herself been a
lonely orphan. She began life as a domestic servant.

But she was naturally drawn to the alleviation of hu-
man suffering. She was a devout Roman Catholic

;

and under the direction of the Sisters of Charity she
became a hospital nurse. While serving in this field,

one of her patients noted what good care she took of
him, and made up bis mind that he would have her
all to himself He proposed marriage and was ac-

cepted. But the husband died in their very first

years of married life. Her only child died, too ; and
Margaret was left alone, to do her life-work.

She managed the dairy in an orphan asylum
awhile. Then she opened a little eating-bouse. But
one feature of her career is singular. With all the

money she amassed, she never entered on any enter-

jjrise without a benevolent motive at the back. She
had noted how tbe Mississippi steamboat laborers

—

" deck-bands " they are called—were swindled out of

their money, and how they stupefied themselves with

whiskey, and then lay about boozing-dens till they
were pushed out. Margaret thought she could do
them some good. So she opened a little shop wliere

river laborers could get a cup of good coffee and a
roll for the merest trifle.

It is not on record that she ever succeeded in re-

forming tbe deck-hands to a great extent; but she

did build up in time a great manufacturing business.

She erected a steam cracker bakery, a building sev-

eral stories in height. Her wagons supplied bakers'

goods to the city. I have seen them myself. On the

outside were the words :
" Margaret's Bread and

Crackers." At first she drove her own bread-cart

about tbe city. Money rolled in, and she might easily

have died a millionaire.

But, most of all, the orphans had her care. She
knew what it was to be left without father or mother,

and to get no education, not even enough to read. In

the course of her life she either founded or aided

eleven orphan asylums—Catholic and Protestant,

black and white, alike.

In February, 18S2, this good woman died. Never
was there such a funeral in Louisiana. So far as I

know she was the only woman in America who has

ever been buried with public honors. The governor

and fx-governor of tbe State were among the pall-

bearers. Delegations from her eleven orphan asy-

lums attended the burial. The New Orleans fire de-

partment was in the procession. The bells all over

the city tolled, as the corlege moved along the streets.

When it reached the Cliamber of Commerce an un-

heard-of thing happened. The members paused in

their gabble, and with one accord came down to the

sidewalk, and stood reverently with uncovered heads,

while the body of Margaret was carried past them to

its rest. She was buried in St. Louis Cemetery.

The day after her death the building of a monu-
ment was proposed. It has been erected by the con-

tributions of all classes of people in Louisiana and
New Orleans, even to the newsboys. Allalike rever-
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enced Margaret. It. was unveiled July 9th, 1884.

The .statue stands in tlie square ojiposite the orplian

asylum she helped to build. It represents her, not

idealized like a classic figure, but, far more worthily,

broad, plain, and with the common dress she wore
;

her arm encircling one of the orplians whom she

loved.
" And so she died ; and so the people set

Amid their heroes, with a proud consent.

This simple woman-crowned monument,

And carved thereon the one word—Margaret."
—S.\RAH King, in Helping Hands.

BARBED WIRE FENCES.

THE first case decided in Pennsylvania which in-

volves the question of the legal liability of the per-

son who maintains a barbed wire fence for damages

inflicted on live stock, was decided this week in a

hearing before arbitrators, in Delaware county. A
horse ridden by a son of Dr. Kingston Goddard ran

against a barbed wire fence, which divided the prop-

erty of John H. Irvin, of Morton, from the public

road. The fence was constructed of four strands of

barbed wire strung on iron posts. Tlie horse's injuries

proved fiital. The arbitrators awarded damages to

the plaintiff for the value of the animal. In New
Jersey in a case involving the same question there

was a verdict for the plaintiff. On appeal to the Su-

preme Court of that state the judgment was sus-

tained.

The finding of the arbitrators in the Pennsylva-

nia case will probably be looked into by the Delaware

county Common Pleas, and the law on the subject

formally adjudicated. It is more than likely that the

arbitrators have reached a sound conclusion. It is

singular that the barbed wire fence has not made its

appearance in the courts of the state before this. It

is gradually supplanting the old wooden fence every-

where for line fences as well as for interior fences.

The legal status of the wire fence as to the public

who traverse the roads ought to be fixed as soon as

possible, because it is the fence of the future in this

country. Thedangerous barbs ought to be abolished,

and properly constructed wire fences ought to be le-

galized. There are few strictly legal fences under the

ancient laws of the state which bear upon the sub-

ject.

—

Bucks County Iiitdligencer.

THE WINNEBAGO RESERVATION.

IT has been found necessary at last to employ United

States troops to remove from the Winnebago Reser-

vation in Dakota the last of the settlers who invaded

the disputed territory prior to the Presidential order

of 1885. The necessity of resorting to this extreme

measure is regrettable ; it is giving rise to much bitter

feeling on the part of the settlers and their sympa-

thizers, and may lead to open and violent resistance.

But it is not more regrettable than the whole affair

has been from the beginning. Here was a large tract

of land, fertile and valuable, which had been granted

to the Indians under treaty rights. Its fertility and

value, however, made it coveted by neighboring

whites; and, presumably by misrepre-sentation, they

prevailed upon a former administration to permit

them to preempt it under the homestead laws. So
soon as the actual facts became known at Washing-
ton and the injustice that was being done to the In-

dians was recognized. President Cleveland issued an
order requiring them to abandon the reservation to

its real ^wners. Most of the settlers complied ; but

a few were foolish enough to persist in remaining on
the quarter-sections they had taken up, and these

are now to be dispo.ssessed by force. This action will

of course involve hardship and loss, but although

they may have originally entered the reservation in

good faith and honest belief that their settlement was
lawful, they have, by wilfully disregarding the order

of 188.5, brought their fate upon themselves. It is

unfortunate that the first mistake of permitting the

preemption was committed ; it is unfortuntae that

armed force must now be used to rectify it ; but it

would be still more unfortunate to let the impression

get abroad that the Indian reservations are not to be
protecte<l and kept intact by all the power at theGov-
ernment's command.

—

Providence Journal.

POWER OF THE IMAGINATION.
THERE can be little doubt that much of the distress

resulting from abstinence from an accustomed stimu-

lant, whatever it be, is due to imagination; and, in

some cases, victims of the habit have cured them-

selves by the exertion simply of a strong determina-

tion to take no more. In a large number of cases,

however, the indulgence has produced a complete

paralysis of will power; and then some method of

judicious medical treatment is necessary, although

even then success does not always follow. An ac-

count of an ingenious mode of effecting the cure of a
long-indulged opium habit is given in the Medical

World by Dr. R. H. Dalton. The patient was first

allowed for a week to take her usual quantity of

morphine in the form of a mixture containing also

five drops of nux vomica and one-quarter grain

quinine in each dose, and colored with tincture of

lavender. Then, for twenty weeks, the amount of

morphine was lessened- every seven days by one-

twentieth, and, at the same time, the tincture in-

creased by one drop and the quinine by one-quarter

grain at each change, until the morphine was left

entirely out. In the mean time, however, the quinine

was not augmented after the nintn week, but tea

drops of eli.\ir of vitriol added to each dose takea

afterward. The diminution of morphine was minute

and gradual; and, the taste being the same, the

patient was unable to detect any change whatever

during the four months' treatment. As soon as Dr.

Dalton became satisfied that the habit was entirely

in the mind, he announced that she had not taken a

particle of morphine for two weeks. As soon as she

understood this, the spell was broken, and she

wanted no more morphine. Her health had become

very much improved, and her gratitude seemed un-

bounded. Dr. Dalton thinks that, if recourse to

stimulants be prevented during the curing of the

opium habit, any physician may succeed with this

plan.

—

British and Colonial Druggist.

True chartiy begins at Ifome.
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CONCERNING BIGOTRY^
IF no bigot is ev(^r stoned till he wlio is witlioiit sin

casts tlie first stone, tliere will be no execution. P^ven

in tlie sunny air of liberal America bigotry is the

commonest of vices, and an open mind and a univer-

sal sympathy are the rarest of virtues. The charity

that believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth
all things, and thinketh no evil is a rare plant. The
tolerance of indiflference is common enough ; but
that is a sham tolerance, a fool's gold, no current coin

in the kingdom of love. Your cynic, who believes

in no one thing, who is tolerant of all error because

he is indifferent to all truth, is the sorriest and most
useless imitation ' of a man that a sham society

ever fashions. No man can be truly tolerant unless

there be something to tolerate; unless he is very
much in earnest, and hiscbarity for his neighbor sur-

vives his intellectual condemnation of his neighbor's

error. To tolerate is to love—notwithstanding. Bar-

ring the cynic, almost every man has a narrow streak

in him. Find his intensity of conviction, and it is a
chance if you do not also find some intolerance for

the man who does not share his conviction.

The Prohibitionist scoffs at the partisanship of his

party friends, but thinks the High License man is an
undeveloped inebriate ; the Republican assures j-ou

that the Prohibitionist has put on a temperance livery

to save the Democratic party in. The clergyman
preaches a glowing sermon on the " rarity of Chris-
tian charity " in his congregation, but cannot join
hands in saving souls with his clerical neighbor across
the way whose creed has one article too much or too
little. The secular journalist boxes the clergyman's
ears for his intolerance

;
you turn the page, and find

him exercising all his ingenuity to discover some ma-
lign motive for the apparently excellent act or vote of
his political opponent ; it is difficult to tell which he
despises most, partisanship in religion or independ-
ence in politics. The doctor throws down his news-
paper with a shrug and a pshaw at the narrowness of
these party editors; but he will not join counsels
with an " irregular" to save a human life. Stand by
the bedside with a man of another school ! Not he,

indeed.

There are two remedies for intolerance. One, the
firm conviction, formed into a habit of mind, that no
intellectual opinion is ever a sin; and, therefore, no
intellectual error is ever a reason for the refusal of
personal and friendly sympathy. Errors grow out
of sins; sins grow out of errors: but errors are never
sins. Mistakes are misfortunes. The more a man is

in error, the more reason for my sympathy and fel-

iwship. The other remedy is the strong conviction
that tliere is no truth so held as to be perfectly and
wholly true, and no error so held as to be perfectly

and wholly false. No doubt, my High License friend,

that your Prohibitionist neighbor is mistaken in his
methods; but you would never have gotten a High
License bill if there had been no Prohibition agita-

tion ; he is your ally, after all, in spite both of you
and of himself. My Roman Catholic friend cannot
be right in his doctrine of the Real Presence; of
course not

! But am I quite sure that I am right in
my Protestant doctrine of no Real Presence? On

the contrary, I am sure that there is some truth in
the doctrine which has bent so many knees, wet so
many eyes, warmed so many hearts; a truth which
Protestantism has somehow missed and ought to
search for. There is some alloy in all gold and some
gold in all clay. Gfod is in all hearts; and we all

prattle and speak his truth indistinctly. AVe are all

intolerant because we are all self-conceited and
think we know it all ; and we become toleran*, only
as we come really to believe that not only we only
know in part, but that the other man knows in part
also; that truth is as large as God, and that God is a
great deal larger than all convictions pfas all guesses,
and that there is something of him in them all.—
Christian Union.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The historical library of the late Professor von Eauke,

iu Germany, has beeu purchased for the Syracuse (New
York) University.

—There is stated to be a possibility of the Royal Niger
Company sendiug out an expedition from England to ex
plore the Lake Chad region, which is the most fertile iu

Central Africa. The compauy aim, if possible, atauticipat-
ing both the French, who threaten to come down on the
Lake Chad district ou the one side, and the Germaus, wh
are threateuiug to come down ou the other.

—Queeu Kapiolani of the Hawaiian Kingdom arrived
with her suite at Sau Franci.sco on the 20th of this month,
on her way to London to be present at Queeu Victoria's

jubilee celebration in Sixth mouth next. The royal party
will go to Washington to pay their respects to the Presi-

dent. Before returning to Houolulu they will visit the

principal cities of the world.

—The Berlin Geographical Society has received from Dr.

Wagner a unique present in the shape of a complete set of

all the books, pamphlets, essays, etc., published by Alex-
ander von Humboldt. It would take about thirty years, it

has been observed, to make such a collection again, even
if were at all possible.

—The books iu the British Museum are bound on a

principle ; historical works beiug in red, theological in

blue, poetical iu yellow, natural history in green. Besides

this, each part of a volume is stamped with a mark by
which it can be distinguished as Museum property, and of

different colors: thus, red indicates that a book was pur-

chased, blue that it came by copyright, and yellow that

it was presented.

—The waters of Lake Constance are unusually low this

spring. Relics of lake dwellings are accordingly beiug en-

ergetically sought by the local authorities close by Con-
stance, and a body of workmen standing up to their waists

in water have made a regular haul of weapons, ornaments,
and domestic utensils of the ancient lake-dwellers. Part
of the treasures will go to the Museum in quaint old He-
berliugen, on the other arm of the lake, and the remainder
to the Rosgarten Museum in Constance, which contains

one of the finest lacustrine collections extant.

—At the beginniug of this month 13.53 pupils were reg-

istered at Girard College, Philadelphia.

—Says the Christian Adrnmte :
" No one who has ever

traveled among the Cherokees in Indian Territory can

have any doubt about the possibility of civilizing the In-

dians. ' The best Indian is a dead Indian ' is one of those

brutal generalizations hurled against a whole people ou ac-

count of the conduct of certain tribes and individuals.

At different times iu the history of the world it might
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have been applied with equal truth against white men in

various eomuiuuitics, audit appears to have been applied

by the Almighty with justice against the people of Sodom

and Gomorrah. The present head of the Cherokee nation,

Chief Bushyhead, could teach some of the Governors of

States lessons of political wisdom, good manners and relig-

ion. When the bill, recently passed by Congress, shall be-

come fully operative, we may expect the Indian to make

rapid progress."

CURRENT EVENTS.
Frightful tornadoes were experienced in portions of

Kansas, Arkansas, and Missouri, ou the evening of the 21st

inst., and late reports show that the damage to property

and loss of life were greater than were at first supposed,

The town of Prescott, Kansas, was entirely destroyed and,

as far as known, fifteen persons were killed. Seventeen

persons are known to have been killed in the county, and

fifty severely injured. Six persons were killed near the

towns of Hume and Sprague, in Missouri , and a number

were injured. At Clarksville, Arkansas, six persons were

killed. At Shell City, Missouri, a man was killed and his

wife and child.

On the evening of the 22nd, a tornado at Hazleton, In-

diana, did great damage to property, and killed two men,

another man being fatally injured. A tornado swept over

part of Mississippi on the same evening. At Natchez many
dwellings were unroofed. The whole front of the City

Hospital was destroyed, as was also the dormitory of the

Baptist College. In Vidalia the Methodist church, engine

house and some smaller buildings were blown down. No
lives were lost.

James G. Blaine, whose illness at Port Gibson, I. T.

was noticed, has recovered, and returued east.

The total number of immigrants who arrived in the

United States during the nine months which ended March

31st last was 261,039, against 179,861 duriug the corres-

ponding period of last year.

Captain Pkatt, the Superintendent of the Indian

Training School at Carlisle, on the 25th telegraphed to the

Interior from Jacksonville, Florida, that he had secured

for his school sixty-two pupils from the Chiricahua In-

dians now held in custody at Fort Marion. Among the

number are nine married couples.

NOTICES.

*s.* Western First-day School Union will be held on Sev-

enth-day, Fourth month 30, at New Garden meeting-house,
convening at 10 A. M.

All interested are cordially invited.

E. T. SWAYNE, } „, ,

L. B. Walton, }
^'"'^'•

'V* The annual meeting of the stockholders of Friends'

Book Association of Philadelphia will be held at the meet-
ing-house, 15th and Eace streets. Philadelphia, ou .Second

day evening. Fifth mouth 9th, 1387, at 8 o'clock, p. m.
S. Raymond Roberts, Secretary.

*s*A Conference on Temperance under the care of Quar-
erly Meeting's Committee will be held at Friends' meet-
ing-house. Unity and Wain Sts., Frankford, on First day.

Fifth mouth 1st, at 3 P. M., on "Temperance work among
the Children."

*».*' A public Temperance meeting, under the direction

of the Yearly Meeting's Committee on Temperance and
Intoxicating Beverages, willjbe held at Race street meet-
ing-house. Fifth month 10th, at 7.30 o'clock. Those inter-

ested are invited to attend; it is believed the meeting will

be an interesting and profitable occasion.

*i* Circuhir meeting at Chichester, (Delaware Co., Pa.),

at 3 P. M., on Fifth month 1st.

*«* An adjourned meeting of the Association of Friends
for the Promotion of First day schools within the limits of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting will be held in Race street

Meeting-house, ou Fourth day. Fifth month 11th, at 8

o'clock P. M. Friends generally are cordially invited to

be present.
S. Raymond Roberts, ) /-n„_i,.

Tacy Albeetson, J

"-'^'^''s-

*V' Friends desiring accomodations during the approach-
ing New York Yearly Meeting, will please communicate as

early as possible with Joseph A. Bogardns, 177 West street,

New York city, in order that proper arrangements can be
made.

* Quarterly meetings in the Fifth month will occur as

Nine Partners, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa., Race St.

Farmington, Mendon, N. Y.
Abington, Horsham, Pa.
Shrewsbury and Rahway, Shrewsbury, N. J.

Stanford, Creek, N.Y.
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.
Easton and Saratoga, Saratoga, N. Y.
Miami, Wavnesville, O.

Salem, West, O.

Fairfax, Hopewell, Va.
Duanesburg, Albany, N. Y.
Short Creek, Concord, O.

New York Yearly Meeting.
Warrington, Pipe Creek, Md.
Stillwater, Somerset, O.
Southern, Easton, Md.
Bucks, Buckingham, Pa.
Nottingham, Deer Creek, Md.
Blue River, Blue River, Ind.
Burlington. Crosswicks, N. J.

follows

2.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
*** We particularly ask that when money is forwarded to reiinv

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whtym the paper is now being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to l)e

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

-piOR SALE.—BUILDING SITES AT SWARTH-
more, Delaware Co., adjoining college grounds, i A.

to 5 A. This property is situated on high and rolling

ground, with beautiful views of the Delaware River and
surrounding country. Free from malaria. The uniform
good health of the students and faculty of the college, and
of the settlement, testify to the healthfuluess of this loca-

tion, lli miles from Broad street station ; 38 trains daily,

good society, good water, board walks, and lamps.

Office of WEST HILL LAND CO.,

25 North Juniper St.,

Also tract of 30 acres. J. W. OGDEN.

FOR SALE.
A valuable Milling Property in a heathful section of Eastern

North Carolina, comprising Grist Mill. Saw Mill, Planing Mill,

and Cotton Gin. with ample steam power, 40 H. P. Engine and
Boiler, and to which a shmgle machine can be added at a small

cost.

The property is near navigable water and directly on the line

of a standard guage railroad now under construction and to be
shortly completed, giving direct rail communication mrh Ports-

mouth. Va. and all'points north and south
Ample supplies of heavy timber within easy reach and large

quantities of cotton to be ginned. Situated in a pleasant village,

convenient to schools, churches, and Friends' meeting-house.

Will be sold cheap to a prompt purchaser.

The Piedmont Guano & Manufacturing Co.,

109 SOUTH ST., BALTIMORE, MD.
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0N:E gift I ASK.
THROUGH weary days and sleepless nights

I fast and pray
;

And of my listening Lord I ask

The same alway,

—

That he will to his child impart

Pureness of heart.

The pure in heart God's face shall see

,

And does not this

Include the ecstatic scale

Of promised bliss?

Can souls which his dear presence gain

More joy attain?

I need not plead with him to give

Me every grace

That makes the spirit beautiful;

For, if God's face

I am to see, he will bestow

All else, I know.

And so, through days of prayer and fast,

I only try

To win that purity of heart

Which by and by

The wondrous boon will gain for me.

God's face to see.

—VIEGINIA B. Haekison, in Independent.

THE VITAL PRINCIPLES OF FRIENDS}
I COME to-day, invited by one of your committee, to

express a few thoughts whicli have sometimes loudly

knocked for utterance. We all know this experience

;

and we know, too, that those very messages often

clamor louder for expression when we are farthest

away from the fitting audience, and that while we
are in its midst no power seems granted us to say

that which seemed so imperative in the moment of

inspiration.

Many of us are not gifted with the eloquent

tongue. Our thoughts will only run freely, and com-

municate themselves intelligibly, from the point of

the pen.

I do not now seek to express any conviction.? on the

matter of inspiration ! I would only say that when we

allow the moment to pass by, with the vitalized thought

unuttered, it is like losing the blessing for which

Jacob prayed when he wrestled of old all night with

the angel, declaring " I will not let thee go except

thou bless me." But we let our angels go. The im-

iRead at the Conference, after meeting, at Fifteenth and Race

streets, Philadelphia, Fourth month 24th, 1887.

pression or shadow of tlie visitant may linger, but the

messenger has passed on, and we are left unblessed.

No, dear friends, this expression may be but the

shadow of the vitalized communication.
I think, perhaps, that that which I would say, is

a word of encouragement to our Society,—not of

laudation—we have had enough of that. We have
so long known that, as a society, we have been the

pioneers in nearly every good cause, that perhaps we
have grown somewhat vain and satisfied with the

good works accomplished by our ancestors, and now
we

—" sit the idle slaves

Of a legendary virtue carved upon our fathers' graves."

But—
" Worshippers of light ancestral

Make the present light a crime,"

and we, as our forefathers, have work to do, and light

given us to do it by. So long as falsehood and error

exist, truth and righteousness must oppose them.

Certainly the object of a church organization

should not be merely to keep itself alive—merely to

labor for its own emolument. Numbers may repre-

sent power, but the electric flash of truth sent out to

kindle the world to thought and action, must proceed

from vital and life sustaining sources. In the late

struggle among Friends to revivify the dwindling So-

ciety, has not the centralizing idea been too exclu-

sively the restoration of interest in the Society?

While as members of the beloved sect we must wish

to see it grow and prosper, is there not a higher aim

than this? The aim to uphold Divine Truth what-

ever garb she may wear, to spread the gospel, the

truth as taught by the great Master as we understand

it. It is not merely to conserve it in our own little

community but to let our light so shine that others

may see and glorify the Father.

The mission of Quakerism is not yet ended, and

the sect must live and endure by the same principles

upon which it sprang into existence. To oppose

error, to bear a testimony against falsehood in every

form, to spread the gospel of Jesus Christ was the

mission of his " Friends."

The gospel of Jesus Christ, so simple, so compre-

hensive, that all may understand ! He taught no

dogmas, no creeds ; he propounded no scheme of sal-

vation. These, with other corruptions entered into

the Christian church long after his time.

Except the crowning evil of our day—intemperance

I know of nothing so enslaving, nothing that so
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chains the spiritual life, as the popular doctrine of the

atonement,—salvivtion through tlu> blood of Jesus

Christ. Are we silfficiently pronounced and forcible

in our expression concerning this matter? Do we
not. sometimes, by a lack of clearness of expression

seem to accept it? Let us be clear, at least upon this

point. If we do not believe in the atoning power of

the bloodshed on Calvary let us say so in the simplest

clearest terms, that the dullest may comprehend.
Let us do away with terms which imply a belief in it.

There are, of course, individual convictions

amongst us, but as a body of Friends, we believe that

Jesus of Nazareth difl'ered from other men in the ful-

ness of his spiritual nature, in the completeness of his

Divine Spirit, so that he well might say, " I and the

Father are one." And if we lived up to his reverent

command,—be ye perfect—might not all be one with

the Father? We all have a portion of the divine es-

sence, and the fuller and deeper our spiritual lives

the more we know of the great eternal source, and of

him who called himself the Son of God.
To most of us how impious seems the so-called

scheme of salvation. How dared man build out of

human frailty and superstition a plan so terrible!

Was no voice in the whirlwind heard demanding,
" Who is this that darkeueth counsel with words
without knowledge? Where wast thou when I laid

the foundation of the earth ? Hast thou commanded
the morning since thy days, and caused the day-spring

to know his place? Have the gates of death been
opened unto thee ? Or hast thou seen the doors of

the shadow of death ?
"

And after all is our own salvation a very high and
generous aim? Can we not trust to the Omnipotent
Power which called us into being ; that benign Power
which careth for a sparrow's fall, and know that sal-

vation belongeth unto the Lord?
It has always seemed to me that the greatest

of Christ's teachings is contained in the un.selBsh

thought—" Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of

the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto

me." It was in accordance with every step of his life,

ever caring for others, bearing their burdens, and suf-

fering for their sins. And thus, perhaps, through sheer

misapprehension of the term, it at length was said of

him he bore the sins of the world.

Let us not, by the careless use of terms compro-
mise ourselves, and make it difficult for those who
seek instruction to understand exactly what is meant.
The young, with their pliant, growing minds, are ever

ready to receive the vital principles of truth, and no
truths if rightly understood are more acceptable to the
young than the beautiful, simple doctrine of Friends.

But let us cling to the essentials of our faith—the Di-

vine Witness for truth—the Light within,—the sim-

plicity of Christ's own teaching, and the encourage-

ment of all things that will promote spiritual growth.
Perhaps we have spent too much vitality in discour-

aging things of minor importance, and in trying to

keep up dry, meaningless forms, dear to our hearts,

but of no consequence to religion or principle.

Peculiarities are not principle. If a Friend is

known to be a Friend from some outward manifesta-

tion of form or color or phrase, we read in it merely

a fragment of one of the traditions of the elders, vital

in its time, but with little significance remaining.
Yet we love the sober tints, and the" thee and the thou
of the Quakers,"—we love them because they seem a
part of those who have been dearer to us than all oth-
ers. In a friendless city how our hearts are warmed
by the sight of one whose garb proclaims a Friend,
but that is something to which we have been trained.
The heart of a lonely Indian would beat faster at
sight of one of his tribe, arrayed in the well-known
blanket and wampum. The pale sister of charity must
rejoice at sight of another, whose garb proclaims her
works of mercy. So we love the plain dress of our
eldeis, but we have outgrown the superstition that
only those who don the sober gray and peculiar hab-
its, are truly Friends at heart. Where the treasure is,

there will the heart be also, and if we can give to the
young satisfying, intellectual, moral, and religious

treasure there will be less need of laying stress upon
these outward things. They must as a consequence
regulate themselves.

Let us cling to that which is vital and essential.

Our principles are vital ; they only need expression.
Repression has been our bane. Our principles are so
full of spiritual life that we need no aids of outside
worship. But we need the broad sunshine of the
world

; we need to mingle with the great world's
work, and the world needs all the spiritual workers it

can get. To keep ourselves unspotted in the world

!

is not this a better rendering than to keep ounselves
unspotted from the world ? It was at least our blessed
Master's example.

It is an inestimable privilege to have been reared
in the principles of Friends, but if it is repressive and
narrowing in its influences, circumscribing the good
we might do, then there is some principle of it mis-
understood or misapplied.

While there is so much error in the land, are we
worthy disciples of George Fox, or faithful to our call-

ing if we do not make haste to attack it ? Let us not
be satisfied to be called a " harmless people "—" inof-

fensive," " law-abiding," " eminently respectable."

That is not sufficient. We can be aggressive and still

harmless, only as we harm the strongholds of sin.

The very origin of Quakerism was a protest against
existing errors.

Is not our present lethargy due to the fact that we
have become insensible to duty in regard to the beau-
tiful outside world so full of sin and misery? We
have been too careful of ourselves. But we must, we
w-ill revive in activity. There is need not only of
standard-bearers, but of those who will wage spiritual

warfare with falsehood and sin. We have a beautiful

testimony against intemperance—intemperance in

any form. But the testimony against strong drink is

not sufficient. We want the example of action added
to testimony. Workers are needed in this society to

cooperate with other workers. In union there is

strength. Let us not fear contamination from God's
beautiful world, but let us strive to make it better and
purer.

And let us not fear innovation and those who come
to destroy the letter of the law. George Fox was an
innovator. Our beloved Master was an innovator.
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No great moral reform was ever accomplished with-

out some old tradition being forfeited. What did

Jesus say when charged by the scribes and pharisees

with transgressing the traditions of the elders ? "Wliy

do you also transgress the commandment of God by

your tradition?"

Let us be true to the higher law and light, and fear-

less of consequences. The principles of Friends can

never die, because truth is eternal.

Esther J. Trimble Lippincott.

LESSONS OF THE SPRING AWAKENING.'

IN Jean Ing^low's beautiful poem, " Scholar and Car-

penter," there are these lines that must have come

often to the minds of those familiar with them, dur-

ing the wintry months just past

:

" Grand is the leisure of the earth,

She brings her happy myraids forth,

And after harvest fears not dearth.

But goes to sleep 'ueath snow-wreaths deep."

And all winter the earth and the trees, and the grass,

and the flowers sleep the profoundest sleep,—a sleep

of absolute rest that looks to the outward eye like ab-

solute death. But now the winter sleep is ending.

The prophetic birds are here; and the punctual ar-

butus and hepatica and a dozen others of the early-

risers among the plants, have rewarded the early

seekers. We know that the life-currents have started
;

that soon all the buds that have been so completely

wrapped in their brown and varnished and wooly

covering, will stretch themselves until they burst from

their wrappings to unfold into the myriad forms that

make the enchantment of our woods. We know

that the sun will silently shine upon the earth until

every brown, crisp spear will give place to the tender

blade of fresh grass, and every hidden seed will rouse

in response to the quickening warmth, and after

the laws of its kind will fill the fields with foodful

grain, or bright blossoms whose lovers will not admit

are " unprofitably gay." How marvelous is this

awakening of the earth ! In the presence of starting

grass blades and unfolding buds and developing seed-

germs, how the mystery and miracle of life and

growth are pressed upon us. How close we seem to

come to the hidden, and yet ever-revealed creative

power

!

Happy are we if this awakening of the earth is

allowed to minister to the quickening of our spiritual

life. " Man does not live by bread alone, but by every

word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God."

If we have looked upon the face of the earth with

the outward eye only ; if the grass at our feet has

been only so much promise of hay for the barn ;
if

the pine and oak and chestnut have only stood for

so many feet of lumber, or of cord wood ; if the flowers

of the road-side or garden have never won more than

a passing thought from us, then a wintry sleep has

been upon our souls, and they wait the inshiuing

of spiritual light to waken them, as all nature is now
rousing from its death-like sleep. The psalmist sang
" How precious also are thy thoughts unto me,

God ! " The earth becomes a new earth when all

iRead to the students at Swarthmore College, -Ith month 24th,

1887, by Elizabeth Powell Bond.

that is within it and upon it, stands to us as a

thought of God. One of the great scientists declared
" I think the thoughts of God after him." This is

the privilege of every one of us — to think the

thoughts of God after him, as our study of natural

objects reveals the laws of their growth and develop-

ment and changes. Happy are you in having your

thought, thus early in life, turned by your scientific

studies to these thoughts of God that have taken form

in stars and rocks and plant-life. All the years that

follow will be enriched by your study of nature if

you receive its full, blessed ministry, if every glance

at the broad expanse of sky over our heads, if every

sight of tree and flower and crystal brings you a

consciousness indefinable though it be of the pres-

ence of the living and ever-working God.

Life is only just begun, to most of you, and I hope

it has been sweet to you all, thus far. But however

guarded it may be by the love of devoted parents, you

cannot expect that the years will always be serene,

with no visitation of sorrow and no burden of care.

If heavy, anxious hours come upon you as they come

to all, I pray that you will have learned the healing

power there is in intimate relations with nature. In

such hours when the heart is too burdened with real

sorrow to expend sympathy upon fictitious woes, and

is not attuned to poetry, and philosophy is too pro-

found and exacting, there is rest for the mind and

comfort for the heart to be found in the study of

natural objects. It is not mere poetic sentiment,

to say that the study of wild flowers in a special man-

ner can minister to the soul borne down with anxiety

and sorrow. The ditticulties are enough to divert the

mind from itself for a time ; and beside the mental

diversion, there is a peculiar power in the beauty of

these delicate creatures of the wood and meadow.

8o I rejoice with those of you whose thought is turn-

ing toward them with the opening spring, because I

realize that you are building better than you know,

that you are insuring future hours of help and rest

and comfort.

Try to grasp the conception that we are endowed

with power to enter into the thoughts of God—to

think his thoughts after him ! How it ennobles hu-

manity ! And along with this sense of privilege, is

there not also a sense of responsibility, holding us to

the highest and best in our nature !
" Noblesse oblige,"

is the motto of those upon whom the king confers ti-

tles of nobility. But we are all peers of the realm of

God's kingdom by our birthright of manhood and

womanhood. Thus honored in our birthright, may

we prove ourselves worthy of the honor; and in har-

mony with the growing things about us, that true to

the law of tlieir own natures grow toward perfection

in grass-blade or fiower or tree ; may we from hour to

hour grow in strength and loveliness that combine to

make the perfection of the human soul.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

WHO SHALL DIRECT US IN THE WAYf
THE article in the Intelligencer axd Journal "(

Fourth month 23, on "The Use of the Queries" is

one that touches on very vital points. A visit from

an overseer may be a common thing in some place.=

;
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but in how many places is it a very rare occurrence ?

If the true stale of many of our younger members
was known, there would be found a yearning for spir-

itual direction, a tenderness to the least hint as to

spiritual welfare, and a longing for communion with

those who have trodden through darkness and doubt

into clearer light, of which many older ones little

know.
But when do our overseers or elders give these

hungering and thirsting ones an opportunity to un-

fold the secret burden of the soul? When a timid

one, whose burden has become well-nigh insupport-

able has ventured to brave the silence that prevails

on these topics of personal, religious experience, she

is met with the vague response, " be faithful," " wait,"

"mind the light," etc. Is it any wonder the seeking

soul thus turned back on itself sayg bitterly, "They
have not found the secret fountain of living waters

themselves; they have never felt the presence of the

Comforter, or they could not turn any one away like

this. If I had found the Christ, I would never weary

of telling of it." It is true we may never get beyond

the need of the old injunction to be faithful, to mind
the light; but is this all? Have we no mothers in

Israel, no fathers grown gray in the service of the

Master, who can guide us?

Do Friends really believe we may find the state of

peace and joy in the Holy Ghost? That it is right to

pray for it and expect it, as did the disciples on the

day of Pentecost and ten days before? If not, then

shall we conclude there is no hope till the end of our

journey, that our Father's smile shall beam upon us?

But the soul that has been led along this dark path in

its search for truth and light dares not take evidence

which may satisfy another, but not the witness within

itself, and it will turn for light and hope wherever it

may be found, whether in the Society of Friends or

out of it.

It is not the faith of our Society which is wrong
or lacking, but that many have fallen into a reliance

on traditional customs and a forgetfulness of the ne-

cessity of living up to the light within. Too much is

taken for granted,—that the truth is able to take care

of itself, and needs nothing at our hands. When all,

younger as well as older ones, are ready to meet the

Query, '" Have J any responsibility for such a state of

things? Are there none whom /might help who are

seeking, or who are not seeking, that should be in-

terested?" perhaps we shall have made one step in

the direction which shall lead us to clearer views of

our individual duty and responsibility. The day is

passing ; are we each doing all we should do?
M.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

TMUE KEST.

"STUDY to show thyself approved unto God, a

workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly

dividing the word of truth."

These words of the Apostle Paul to Timothy have
in my quiet moments arrested my attention, bringing

to mind the loving invitation of the blessed Master,

where he says in the New Testament, " Come unto

me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will

give you rest. Take ray yoke upon you, and learn of
me ; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall

find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is easy, and
my burden is light."

Come, O come, and learn of Him the best of
teachers, teacliing the truth of God ; and the way to

His kingdom; which is not meat, and <lrink, but
righteousness and peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit.

Herein is the true rest realized which gives the
approval of God and maketh not ashamed, rightly

dividing the word of truth.

These do not call good evil, and evil good, that
put darkness for light, and light for darkness, that

put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter ; but clearly

discern things as they really are, by the inshinings of
the light of the Divine Being, who reveals His secrets

in the hearts and minds of His obedient children.
" I thank thee, O Father, Lord of Heaven and

earth," said Jesus, " because thou hast hid these
things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed
them unto babes. Even so. Father ; for so it seemed
good in thy sight." Rebecca Price.

Fourth month, 18S7.

From the (Chicago) Advance, (Congregationalist).

THE LABOR MOVEMENT AND THE
CHURCHES' OPPORTUNITY.

" DO you know," said one of the most enlightened and
influential Knights of Labor in the West, in a conver-
sation the other day, " I believe the Christian churches
of the country never had such an opportunity as they
have to-day." Says Prof Ely, in Harper's Monthly for

May :
" Our age is more democratic than other ages,

because it is more Christian. This significance of the
mighty onward strides of democracy, so often over-
looked, becomes manifest when we consider the es-

sential nature of the social message which the great
Founder of Christianity brought to our race. What
does Christianity mean to the student of social science ?

It means the brotherhood of man, because it means
the fatherhood of God. W^hat a glorious thing, then,
is this triumph of democracy !"

The nick of time is the time to do things. The
time to enter a liouse is when the door opens.

The laboring people of the country are waiting, as
never before, for some new message. The obstinate
questioning on every side among them is, " Who will

show us any good ?" Not only is there among them
an unwonted eagerness of mind ; they are in a mood
of unwonted sensitiveness of spirit.

To say that they "have a grievance," may be true
enough, but that does not describe the case. The
spring of the mo? jn^ant is in something deeper than
a "grievance." There is abroad a newly-wakened
sense of manhood, and of the universality of the
rights that belong to manhood—rights that are in-

herent, and that are common to all. There is a con-
viction that, in a world of such aflSuent and exhaust-
less resources, some better conditions of life must be
possible, and are due, not to the few alone, but to all.

Toward any who sei-m to deny this right or to ignore
it, or to stand in the way of this claim, there is felt a
keen sense of impatience, if not also of resentment.
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Socialism is an expression of one of the more violent

degrees of this impatience; as Anarchy is of this

impatience turned into sheer resentment and al-

lowed to run riot in a blind mania of mingled re-

venge and despair. The superstition of the "divine

right of kings," was long since outgrown. What now
of the " divine right " of the rich selfishly to monopo-

lize the good things of this world ?

At the birth of our Republic, the inspiring and

gloriously dominating watchword was that of " inde-

pendence," and of the equal and inalienable right of

every man to, himself, and to liberty, and to the free

pursuit of all happier conditions of life. This right

the founders of the Republic were ready to assert

and defend, contra mundum .' Boldly, calmly, to all

the world they said :
" I'm as good as you are !

" For

nearly a century that sentiment was mocked, well

nigh out of countenance, by the existence of negro

slavery, recognized in the Constitution and cherished

in the nation. But in the advancement of Christian

culture and sentiment, there came a time when our

people—holding still to the old watchword—added

this also :
" He is as good as I am, and has as clear a

right to his liberty as I to mine !
" And .so the Eman-

cipation Day came, when not only was the yoke lifted

oft" from the neck of the negro, but the cur.se was
loosened from the nation itself.

But the "social message" of the Gospel of Christ

to the world has not exhausted its meaning yet. An-
other impending crisis has come. Another revolution

is inevitable. It may not be signalized by bombard-
ment of forts or roar of guns or banners floating in

every breeze. It is coming all the same ; it is going

on to-da}'. And well for the organized forces of the

churches, if they make it manifest that they know
the time, that they understand the message, and are

wise enough to heed the opportunity in the time of it.

The Papal liierarchy sees the advantage of the

hour ; the political and the social demagogue have al-

ready been quick to seize upon it, and are straining

every nerve to make the most of it. The Christian

church, with the light of Heaven on its brow, Christ's

own social message to the world committed to it, and
the sense of the divine brotherhood in Christ in its

heart, should not be slow to understand the situation,

or to bring out into full play exactly the kind of ways
and means, new and old, best suited to the demands
of the case.

The myriads who toil and are heavy laden, who
bow under the burdens of labor and are sore from the

continuous pinch of want, should be made to feel that

the Christian church is at once their sincerest and
wisest friend. They do not want to be patronized.

They do not need to be coddled. They cannot be

driven. They are not aveirse to being led. They are

not unwilling to learn. Many of them are prejudiced

and suspicious. To overcome this there will no doubt

be need of an untold amount of loving patience as

well as wisdom. To persuade them of the blessed-

ness of the fatherhood of God and the realness of the

brotherhood of the Son of Man, and the genuine fel-

lowship of all Christians, high and low, though a dif-

ficult task, must not for a moment be accounted iui-

possible. Already, as we believe, more is being done

in this direction than ever before. As to some of the

specific things that may be done by the Christian so-

cieties, we will speak at another time.

UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD.
E. M. CHELSEY, in the Christian Union, gives the

following interesting summary of an address on Uni-
versal Brotherhood recently delivered in Boston, in

the church of Edward Everett Hale, by a young Hin-
du philosopher, the Brahmin Mohini Chatterji. In
addition to the notes he says of this Brahmin ;

" He is evidently a man of high attainment in the

spiritual life. He has certainly advanced a long way
in the path of self-renunciation and holiness. His
profound humility and devotion to truth are as

marked as the subtlety and power of his thought. He
is,' I understand, a member of the Brahmo-Somaj,
though not in full sympathy with the views of Ke-
shub Chunder Sen. He is a very abstemious man,
eating but two very light meals per day and no ani-

mal food. As the phrenologists would say, his organic

quality is the highest and finest, and his tempera-

ment the most purely mental. He is a great-grandson

of the celebrated Hindu reformer, Rammohun Roy.

He is one of the most perfect specimens of the tran-

sparent spiritual man. Coming as he does from a

very high-caste family of the Brahminical order, he

has naturally all the philosophical and religious in-

stincts flowing from centuries of spiritual culture. He
was educated at an English college in Calcutta, and at

first studied law and entered the legal profession.

But he afterward renounced the world and its laws,

and is giving his life to the pursuit of philosophy and
religion. I herewith present some of the principal

ideas of the discourse :"

1. The brotherhood of man is not a fact, not a

thing to be worked out, not a principle of the world

of experience, but it is a truth, a divine reality, a part

of the eternal order of God, an essential in the very

constitution of man. The idea is opposed to the per-

sonal self entirely, as the history of the world too well

shows ; but in proportion to its opposition to the man
of experience is its truth and authority. It has arisen

in us from the intelligible world, from the divine con-

sciousness, from the reahu of universal?. The idea is

transcendental and of Ciod.

2. Truth never requires to be made acceptable to

man, but man should be made acceptable to the truth.

Truth is an independent power of itself, not to be

judged of except by a divine faculty.

3. Universal brotherhood is not to be attained by

any steam-roller of monotony irapo.sed on all the race.

Men will never respond until they recognize the one

grand truth that we are all rays from the one Central

Sun, that W'e are all children of the one God. There

can be no fixed, external standard. You cannot in-

augurate the brotherhood of liumanity by making all

men rich or all men poor. No socialism, no commun-

ism willdo. Thesearefactsofexperience, these partake

largely of the desires of the personal self. The true

standard is in the real and divine self of a man. So-

cialism is a spurious brotherhood of man, a sporadic

growth. The true brotherhood is in mutual helpful-

ness, and not in the equal distriljution of wealth.
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4. The brotherhood of man is on the liigh plane of

being, it is in tlie interior and spiritual life. A man,
to recognize universal brotherhood, must have some
knowledge of the complete destiny of man. This
furnishes the true law. The saviors of the race knew
and followed this law. They interpreted to man his

destiny. We must first believe ourselves to be in God
the Father. We njust know what we need, not what we
want. If a man knows what he needs, and seekn that,

angels minister unto him. He has sensed the complete

destiny of man. All nature blesses and aids him.

5. The Christ came teaching the true foundations

of universal brotherhood. He taught the sonship of

all men and the common fatherhood of God. He
came proclaiming peace on the earth, and good will.

He came proclaiming rest to the weary and heavy
laden. But he came to offer peace and rest only to

tho.«e who were weary and heavy laden, to those

hungering for the divine knowledge, the divine food.

He did not force the knowledge of God and of

eternal life on men who were unwilling, on men
whose time had not yet come for the reception of

the truth. The light requires to be shaded from
many men, as the vegetation is shaded by the snows
of winter. Tliis, in order to their preservation. All

the Gospels call attention to this fact. "And he
said. Unto you it is given to know the mysteries of

the kingdom of God: but to the rest in parables; that

seeing they may not see, and hearing they may not

understand" (Luke viii., 10). '"For this cause they

could not believe, for that Isaiah said again, He hath

blinded their eyes, and he hardened their heart; lest

they should see with their eyes, and perceive with

their heart, and should turn, and I should heal them"
(John sii., 39-41).

We are, therefore, to wish well to all, to rejoicj

with those that rejoice, and to suffer with those who
sufier. When men go astray, it is our.-? to interpret

them to themselves, but not to force on them the

truth. Chastening is necessary in the divine govern-

ment—not for punishment, however, but that men
may so be taught the ultimate destiny of humanity,
the true life.

G. In order to the attainment of the universal

brotherhood there is to be first the surrender of self.

He that would find his life mu.st lose it, is the declara-

tion of the Christ. We are not to start with self as a

center and thence work outward in idea to the familj',

the community, the nation, the world. The true

brotherhood of man consists in his harmony with
that other pole of his being which is called God.

7. The figure of the vine and its branches given

by the Christ is very profound and expressive in the

truth conveyed. The vine is to be seen in its totality.

It is not to be regarded as a summation of parts.

There is a vital and organic oneness. You are to

lose your selfish, independent existence and find

yourself one with all. In this way you come to lose

your fear, anxiety, unrest, doubt, discord and attain

peace.

8. This truth of the essential unity of God and
all men must be discerned spiritually ere the soul

can love God. All religions teach this love of man
as well as the love of God. " If a man say, I love

God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar : for he that,

loveth not his brother whom he hath seen cannot
love God whom he hath not seen. And this com-
mandment have we from him, that he who loveth
God loveth his brother also."

9. To see the unity of the race in God and to
work outward from this is not easy of attainment

;

but this is the Truth of Being. There is nothing
beyond this in all religions.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 20.

Fifth Month 15, 1887.

THE CALL OF MOSES.
Topic: Call to Labor.

Golden Text :—" The harvest truly is plenteous, but the laborers
are few. Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest,

that he send forth laborers into his

harvest." Matt. 9 : 37-38.

Read Exodus 3 : 1-12, Revised Version.

TIME,-the Summer of B. C. 1492-3.

Place, Mt. Sinai, or Horeb, in Arabia, among the
Midianites.

Contemporary history : The city of Troy, founded
B. C. 1480. The Arabian dynasty, (Berosus). reigned

in Babylonia, B. C. 1545 to 1300. Athens founded
about this time.

Moses, as the adopted son of the Egyptian prince.ss,

(who tradition says, was childless), received an edu-
cation that befitted his royal estate, and is believed

to have been admitted into the priestly class. At
the age of 40 there came a crisis in his life, (Heb. 11:

24-27). The circumstance which led to it is briefly

told, yet very suggestive: "He went out to his

brethren and looked on their burdens," saw how
they were oppressed, and his heart was deeply

touched. An Egyptian smitting a Hebrew, one of

his brethren, aroused his indignation, and finding

no one near he slew the oppressor, and hid his

body in the sand. But the people w-ere not yet

prepared to receive him as their deliverer ; he had
been reared too near the throne for them to believe

in him, and when on another occasion he tried to

make peace between two angry Hebrews, they
taunted him with slaying the Egyptian, and refused

to listen to his words. In the meantime the king,

hearing of the transaction, and the life of Moses
being in danger on that account, he fled into the land

of Midian.

The Jlidianites were the descendants of Abraham
and his wife Keturah, and were thus related to the

descendants of Isaac. They occupied the peninsula

of Arabia.

Here Moses found a home with Jethro, a priest

who is elsewhere called Reuel, and Eaguel, both

meaning the same. It is believed thai Jethro, w-as

his official title. He entered into the service of

Jethro, as the keeper of his flocks, and in that hum-
l)le occupation found the quiet which his preparation

for the work he was to accomplish, called for. Zippo-

rah, one of the daughters of Jethro, became his wife.

During his exile, the Pharaoh, of the oppression

RamesesII., died, and Menephtah ascended the throne,

but there was no abatement in the cruel treatment

of the Israelites. After having passed 40 years
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among the Midianites the incidents of our present

lesson took place.

The occasion is one, in many respects similar to

others found in the Scripture naratives in which the

Divine Being is represented as holding converse with

the fathers of the Hebrew people. The attention of

Moses is called to a bush that he beholds aflame, per-

chance with the glories of the setting sun. It is trans-

figured before him, and he feels himself to be in the

presence of the majesty of Heaven, whose voice

speaks to him out of the midst of the flaming bush.

The hour and the place are sacred. The condition of

his people is. br'ought vividly before him,—he hears

their cry for deliverance, and after many conflicting

emotions, accepts the mission that he is called to,

and with the Divine assurance expressed in the

words, "Certainly I will be with thee," begins to pre-

pare for the return to Egypt.

The manner in which the experiences of the

patriarchs and prophets of old are recorded often

leads to the belief that in those times our Heavenly

Father visited and communed with his human chil-

dren diflerently from what he does in our day. For

such a belief there is no warrant. We do well in all

these things to remember the declaration of Je.sus,

" God is a spirit," and his communings with us must

be spiritual. The flame is a symbol of God's pres-

ence among his people, not only as consuming that

which needs to be destroyed, but as in the bush

which burned but was not consumed ; it is their

light, their presence, and their glory. All through

the Old Testament fire is thus used, and Jesus in

many of his most impressive utterances spoke of

light as illustrating tlie Divine influence upon the

souls of men.
We m.\y Derive from this Le.sson,

That those whom our Heavenly Father uses as his

instruments in any great work are trained in solitude

and often in sorrow. To t)ie mind divested of all

human ambitions, and emptied of all that unfits it for

communion with the Highest, he unfolds his pur-

poses, and by the comforting assurance of his pres-

ence enables such to obey the call.

In the humblest duties faithfully performed, we
are learning the highest lessons, and may become
fitted for the noblest work.

Consciousness of our own weakness, when joined

with unfaltering trust in the Divine promises, fits us

for our work, so that with good courage we .say " The
Lord is my helper ; I will not fear ! What shall man
do unto me? "—Heb., 13.

STUDY OF A BROWN THRUSH.

THE brown thrush was, never so violent and eccen-

tric in movement as just after his bath. Allowing

himself often but a moment's hasty shake of plu-

mage, he darted furiously across the room, startling

every bird, and alighting no one could guess where.

Then, after more jerks and rapid shakings, he flung

himself as unexpectedly in another direction, while

at every fresh turn birds scattered wildly everywhere,

anywhere, out of his way, bringing up in the most
unaccustomed places ; as, for instance, a dignified

bird, who never went to the floor, coining to rest

under the bed, or a ground-lover flattened against the

side of a cage. All this disturbance seemed to please

the thrasher, for he had a spice of mischief in his

composition. A never-failing diversion was teasing a
goldfinch. He begin his pranks by entering the cage

and hammering on the tray, or digging into the seed

in a savage way that sent it flying out in a shower,

which result so entertained him that I was forced to

close the door when the owner was out. This the

thrush resented, and he next took to jumping against

the side of the cage, clinging a moment, then boun-

cing off with so much force that the cage rocked vio-

lently. Then he placed himself on the perch by the

door, and pounded, and pulled, and jerked, and shook

the door till, if the owner were home, he was nearly

wild. Having exhausted that amusement,he jumped
on the top, and in some way jarred the cage roughly.

To protect it I made a cover of paper, but contrary to

my intentions, this afforded the rogue a new pleasure

for he soon found that by tramping over it he could

make a great noise, and he quickly learned the trick

of tearing the paper into pieces, and uncovering the

little fellow, who, by the way, was not in the least

afraid, but simply enraged and insulted, and when
outside stood and faced his tormentor, blustering and

scolding him well.

Tearing paper was always amusing to the brown
thrush. I have seen him take his stand near the

wall, peck at the paper till he found a weak spot where

it would yield and break, then take the torn edge in

his bill and deliberately tear it a little. It was

"snatching a fearful joy," however, for the noise al-

ways startled him. First came a little tear, then a

leap one side, another small rent, another panic ; and

so he went on till he had torn off a large piece which

dropped to the floor, while I sat too much interested

in the performance to think of saving the paper.

(The room and its contents are always secondary to

the birds' comfort and pleasure, in my thoughts.) A
newspaper on the floor furnished him amusement for

hours, picking it to pieces, tearing pictures, from

which he always first pecked the faces, dragging the

whole about the floor to hear it rattle and to scare

himself with. A pile of magazines on a table made
a regular playground for him, his plan being to push

and pull at the back of one till he got it loose from

the rest, and then work at it till it fell to the floor.

He never failed to reduce the pile to a disreputable-

looking mass.

—

Olive Ihorne Miller in Atlantic Monthty.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—Prof. Wm. P. Holcomb will occupy his new
house early in this month.

—Profs. Paulin and Cunningham will spend the

coming vacation abroad.

—Prof. Albert K. Lawton will pursue his studies in

Germany next year.

—The annual reunion of the Delphic Literary So-

ciety will take place on 7th-day evening, the 14th inst.

—President Magill spoke on "The proper training

of teachers," at Lebanon Valley College, on the even-

ing of 4th day, tlie 4tli inst.
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IN HONOR PREFERRINO ONE ANOTHER.
" IN love of the brethren be tenderly affectioned one

to another; in honor preferring one another."

This utterance of the apostle Paul, no. doubt felt to be

needed counsel in those early days of the Christian

church, has lost none of its force and pertinence now,

after all these centuries of Christian endeavor to

reach the heights so plainly shown to be essential to

the true followers of Jesus of Nazareth.

We find that the struggle with our selfish natures

is perpetual, and we need to lay hold on all good helps,

new or old, that will aid us in this overcoming. We
need that humility that shall enable us to yield prefer-

ment to the truth as it is revealed by another. But it

must be the truth, for it is in honor we are to prefer

others and what is worthy of honor if it is not truth ?

It may be that it is through us a thought comes direct

from the Father, then it will create in us no undue

anxiety for it must in the end prevail ; bearing this

test we will not press it unseemly but can calmly

watch its growth through its various stages, wherein

it may be stripped of many non-essential wrappings,

till it is crowned sooner or later by honorable prefer-

ment, thus giving evidence of its true source.

We are led to these reflections on pondering upon

the great gathering of our Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing, now upon us, and contemplating the variety of

earnest minded people who assemble to deliberate

upon the many subjects of interest that will be

brought before us, each one holding more or less

prominence in the hearts of those assembled, only a

very few gathering in a spirit of languid indifierence,

that careth not which thought or plan prevails, this

or that.

That these equally earnest ones shall be able to

move forward harmoniously and in a spirit of hu-

mility that will cause truth to be honored, we feel a

deep concern, and for this each one assembled, as

well as those who can be with us only in spirit should

earnestly petition the Father, and our faith is firm

that it will be graciously granted.

From far and near we gather, hoping to gain for

ourselves new spiritual vigor, for our Society new

strength. Some come with courage and cheer to feed

the hungry, others, weak and poor, asking only to be

fed
; and others again feeling the weight and care of

a body, as they think, too large to deliberate well and

to profit, seeking to know of a way to divide our-

selves so as to be the better able to minister and be

ministered unto. Not a few catch the inspiration

that comes from large numbers, and their souls leap

forward to meet the warmth kindled in kindred

hearts and rejoice in it. But the fact remains, we
are here and we must bring our service, whether it

be to work or to wait, into a condition that will do

honor to the great Master of assemblies. Let us all

search for the truth, applying to it the test referred

to—that of feeling calm and sure that He will reveal

to us a knowledge of where the truth lies; keeping

our own wills subject, then shall we hear it said as it

was of the righteous in the time of the prophet

Isaiah, that " wisdom and knowledge shall be the

stability of thy times." Not ignorance but " knowl-

edge," and that guided by '' wisdom." We live in an

age that calls to us for knowledge of various kinds,

and great and varied are our trusts. We cannot
" live to ourselves alone," but in the midst of re-

sponsibilities that involve the well-being of many
now, and extend to the generations yet to come;

therefore we cannot hide our "light," it must shine,

and that in many directions. Let us be sure by

constant watchfulness and prayer, that it is the true

light, and then see to it that it is reflected through

instruments that are pure, and clear of spots and

blemishes that defile, and we need not fear for the

salvation of ourselves, or for the prosperity of our

Zion.

MARRIAOES.
SMITH—BEADY.—At the home of the bride, in San

Francisco, Cal.,oa Third-day, Fourth month 19th, 1887, at 12

o'clock, by Friends' ceremony, Harper A. Smith, son of

Barclay J. and Lydia A. Smith, members of Makefield

Monthly Meeting, Bucks Co., Pa., to Ella J. Brady, all of

.San Francisco.

SUPLEE—PIKE.—On Fourth month 27th, 1887, under

the care of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia,

at 534 North Fourth .Street, Charles J. Suplee to Caroline

.S. Pike, both of Philadelphia.

TAYLOR—.TONES.—Fourth month 21st, 18S7, at the

residence of the bride, under the care of Genoa Monthly
Meeting of wiich the parties are members, Jonathan

Taylor, formerly of Loudoun Co., Va., to Rebecca Jones, of

Genoa, Neb.

DEA THS.

BARNARD.—At her home, in West Chester, Pa., on

Fourth mouth 29th, 1887, Lydia Barnard, aged 83 years.

A member of Birmingham Monthly Meeting of Friends.

DAKIN.—At Somerville, N. J., Fourth month 20th,

1887, James V., only son of Wm. H. and Rachel W. Dakin

in his 19th year.

The subject of this notice was a young man of uncom-

mon promise, the only child of doting parents, and just en-

tering a course of study at Columbia College, N. Y. He
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was striken down in tlie midst of health with malignant

scarlet fever, which immediately caused delirium, and
with three days' sufl'ering terminated fatally. Truly in this

instance the "grave " has gained a fearful " victory " and
" Death " has left a terrible " sting." J. W.

DILLINGHAM.—At his residence in Granville, Wash-
ington Co., N. Y., Third month 27th, 1887, Abram Dilling-

ham, aged 71 years; a memberof Granville Monthly Meet-

ing of Friends.

The deceased was a worthy member of the Society to

which he belonged, and throughout his long and useful

life, it was ever his earnest desire that he might he a faith-

ful follower of hi^ Divine Master. "Blessed are the dead
which die in the Lord from henceforth. Yea, saith the

Spirit, that they may rest from their labors and their

works do follow them."

DORLAND.—At his residence, near Bennett, Nebraska,
Fourth month 22d, 1887, William T. Dorlaud, aged 63 years.

2 months, and 20 days. He was born at Saratoga, N. Y.;

son of Andrew and Rebecca Dorlaud ; member of Beuja-
miuville Quarterly Meeting and Illinois Yearly Meeting.

ELLIOTT. -Near West Liberty, Iowa, Third month
31st, 1887, George Elliott, aged 86 years lacking ten days.

Deceased was among " the old settlers," now rapidly

passing away, having removed with his family from Fred-
erick county, Md., in 1855. He was well known as a man
of unusual strength and vigor for one of his years, and
though his decline was marked .and certain during the last

three mouths, his mind remained clear and bright to within
a few hours of the close, when he sank into unconscious-
ness. Surrounded by his children and children's children,

he enjoyed life .and desired to get well, butaccepted the in-

evitable without a murmur, and his tender consideration

towards those about him and the unfailing patience with
which he bore the slow and painful going out of life were
as consoling as beautiful.

KIRK.—At the home of her father in Oxford, Pa.,

Fourth month 26th, 1887, Harriet E. H. Kirk, daughter of

Eoger H. and the late Deborah B. Kirk, in her 29th year.

After many years of invalidism the welcome release

came to the patient sufJ'ereraud she is at rest as we believe

in the Father's house.

STEWART.—At the residence of Joshua Moore, Woods-
town, N. .T., Third month 24th, 1887, Miriam Stewart,
widow of the late John D. Stewart of Hancock's Bridge, in

the 79th, year of her age.

We feel a tribute is due our dear friend, who was a
member of Trenton N. J. Preparative Meeting. The re-

membrance of her many virtues arises as sweet incense

to her memory, causing a vacancy to be keenly felt. She
bore with patience the weeks of extreme suffering, and
was favored to speak of her dissolution with perfect calm-
ness, yes ! even joy, feeling there was no darkness in the

valley of the shadow of death.

M. E. M.

VAIL.—At his residence. Forest Hill, Md., Third month
2Gth, Lindley M. Vail, in the 78th year of his age; an ex-

emjilary member of Forest Preparative and Little Falls

Monthly Meeting.

WALTON.—Fourth month 30th, 1887, Jane J., wife of

Barclay Walton ; a member of the Monthly Meeting of

Friends held at Green St., Philadelphia.

WRIGHT.—At West Liberty, Fourth month 3rd, 1887,

Sarah M. Wright, aged 83 years, 9 months, and 14 days.

Almost forty-five years ago she came with her husband,
John Wright, from Knox county, Ohio, and made a home
here in the new West. To later comers their doors were
always open, and only those who have left tlie home and

friends of a life-time to try to found a new home in a new
country, among strangers, can fully appreciate what a bless-

ing to the emigrant was their large-hearted, ever ready
hospitality in those early days, nor how tender and endur-
ing a hold they gained in many hearts. For mauy years,

widowed and childless, she has reaped a rich return from
the harvest of blessing she had sown, and a letter to the
writer a few years ago said :

" Never had a childless old

mother so many loving children." Of an unusually culti-

vated and vigorous mind, known and loved of almost the

entire village , not only for her mental qualities but for her

never failing sunshine of the spirit, her little home was a

favorite resort for old and young, and many a sore, dis-

couraged soul has left her presence strengthened and
cheered and with renewed courage for life's trials and dif-

ficulties.

She w.as the only surviving sister of George Elliott, and
on Seventh-day afternoon sat by her window and watched

the passing funeral train of her brother with an unlooked,

for composure. She retired at her usual hour and rested

quietly until about 3 a. m., when her faithful friend and
attendant was aroused by her labored breathing. She
hastily summoned physician and friends, but the end was

at hand and a few minutes later she had ceased to breathe.

Silently, and apparently without a pang, her spirit had left

the frail body while she slept. The peaceful, painless end

seemed the last blessing possible to her fully rounded life.

And so, in the fullness of years—" Life's blessings all en-

joyed, life's labors done," have passed away the brother

and sister tenderly attached In life and so soon reunited

by death.

These Friends were both members of Wapsinonoc

Monthly Meeting. R. E. K.

. THE FIRST-DAY SCHOOLS.
MEETING OF BUCKS UNION.

THE meeting of Bucks Quarter First-Hay School

TTnion was held at Pennsbury on the 23il instant.

Delegates were present from seven of the eight

schools in the Union, and the morning session was

occupied with the reports. In the afternoon there

were recitations, etc., by the young people, and a

number of qaestions were answered and the subjects

discussed. From an extended report in the Bucks

County Intelligencer we extract as follows

:

" How can we keep our young men and women in-

terested in the First-day .schools?" This question

was answered by an essay by a member of Wrights-

town school, and read by Assistant Clerk Longshore.

Our schools were well attended by the small children,

but not so well by our young men. What was the

reason? Do they perfectly understand the beauty

and sublimity of the Bible? Were the smaller chil-

dren more interested, or were they simply sent to

school by their parents ? Was the instruction given

better adapted to the smaller than to the larger chil-

dren? First-day schools were not different from the

common schools. The teacher should have the fac-

ulty of keeping her pupils interested. Our children

are sharp critics. Indifference often the cause of fail-

ure. Should give variety in the exercises and show

a personal interest ; should invite them to meet

you personally in your homes, and make them feel

your equals intellectually, socially and morally.

Teachers should be diligent to know the state of their

flocks. As parents, we are more anxious to provide
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for their bodily wants tlian their spiritual welfare.

Our young people have their young friends among
other denominations. We are all traveling the same
road and should mutually cheer and aid each other

on the way. We have not suflicient charity. Our
discipline may have been good for our fathers, but

have we not outgrown it in some respects ?

Blakey Bunting said the spirit of our discipline

was not arbitrary ; it had never felt so to him, where
there was a dusiie to conform to it. As to associat-

ing with our neighbors, the tendency of the times

was in favor of and not against it. Isaac Eyre en-

dorsed the es.say. 0. H. Holcomb said the essay had
been prepared by a newly admitted member of the

Society. Amos Ellis approved the essay. We must
begin with the children. Who is to give them their

training? Where rests the responsibility ? It is on
the parents and our First-day school teachers. We
should gather them in wherever we can. If we make
the proper etibrt we can gather them into our fold as

well as other denominations. Joseph Flowers could

not see how anyone could fail to admire the

beautiful precepts of the essay. Why is it that our

boj's graduate from our schools sooner than our girls ?

Question 2d.—An honest man is the noblest work
of God ; can the First-day school increase the num-
ber? This question was assigned to Doylestown
school and was answered by Ellen Hart. Honest
women were as much needed as honest men. The
training of the boy commenced with the mothers in

our homes. We need lionest mothers in our homes
to raise the standard of character in our boys. AVhen
the boy comes home from school with his pockets

laden with treasures, the honest mother will want to

know where and how he obtained them. The First-

day school teacher has but little to add tc properly

home-trained boys. Home should not be the place

where they eat, sleep, and get scolded. The character

of Joseph was held up as worthy of imitation. Teach
the story of David, living in the most beautiful Judea,

failing again and again on account of the weakness
of human nature, but finally triumphing over all, as

waj evidenced in his memorable song.

Question 3d.—Is not the present spirit of inquiry

into the principles of the Society of Friends due to

the existence and working of our First-day schools?

This question was handled by Ernest Tomlinson, a
pupil of Makelield school. He might be classed as

among the enquirers, and First-day schools were a
most important factor in the result. He had heard
so many sermons lamenting the decline of society

which should never have been made public. The W.
C. T. U. was entitled to rank with a religious society.

The work of our First-day schools naturally tended
in this direction. Social pastimes were alluded to and
approved. First-day schools were aids to societ}'

;

they were aids to our discipline, which was against

lotteries and gambling of all kinds. Hannah Flow-
ers thought that this essay proved conclusively that

our discipline was not an arbitrary code. Joseph
Flowers thought no essay too good or too perfect to

be commented upon. This essay was the product of

a young man, the growth of Makefield school.

Richard Watson spoke of the locality of the pres-

ent meeting, and of the usefulness of the First-day

schools in keeping up our meetings. Were we not
going back? This vicinity was formerly composed
almost entirely of members of the Society. Falls was
the oldest of our meetings, but a valued Friend had
informed him that he feared it would be the first to

go down. A renewal of prosperity must come from
the influence of the First-day schools. The reason
why the little children attend better and the boys
leave lirst, was that they were not given enough to

do. The girls become teachers, and they remain
longer. The boys are not encouraged to do that; but

as they become workers they will feel greater in-

terest. He was proud to say that he belonged to the

first religious society that recognized the principle of
inspiration, or direct revelation from God to man.
Man must do right, or punishment will follow the
violation. Where each individual thinks and acts

for himself he don't need to go to heads of society to

learn what to do. We need more charity. There is

too much fault-finding and impugning the motives of

others.

Ellen Hart said there was no one present that felt

more interest in how to keep our young men in-

terested in First-day schools than herself Any sug-

gestions would be thankfully received.

Oliver H. Holcomb referred to the exercises of the

Manor school, all by girls. One might be led to infer

that this was a community of girls. How is this?

Is it true, as Richard AVatson has just stated, we do

not give our boys enougli to do? Our secular schools

were generally taught by females. It was just as

much a duty for a young man to teach in our First-

day schools as for young women.
E. Hart—The teacher must be one who does it

from a sense of duty.

Blakey Bunting spoke of the attendance of our
religit)us meetings. Lyceums and social parties were
generally held on Seventh-day evenings, and these

interfered with the attendance of First-day meetings.

Excursions after harvest, which occurred almost;-

every day, was another alluring cause.

Question 4.—Do the lesson leaves meet the wants

of our First-day schools? This was answered by an

essay from Sallie J. Linton, of Newtown school, and
read by Anna Cernea. The text-book does not make
the successful teacher; the teacher must know how
to make good use of the text-book. The lesson leaves

have been found useful as aids in teaching Bible

history. The examples of sublime faith in Abraham
and of filial love in Joseph were given as appropriate

illustrations. Topic lessons were useful. Much of

the work of the teacher must be done on simple

faith.

0. H. Holcomb—There is nothing that will meet
all requirements. To be a successful teacher one
must be an original thinker. There is nothing per-

fect that can be desired.

R. Watson—The teacher must draw help and in-

spiration from all sources. That is not the purpose

of this question. Do the lesson leaves meet the

needs of our teachers? Are they such as meet
general approval ? There are many things taught by

the Evangelical churches not in harmony with the
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principles of the Society of Friends. Take the ac-

count of the history of creation, for example. Our
interpretation of it is very different. Are these les-

son leaves in accord with the general sentiment of
the society, or do they more nearly correspond with
the doctrines of the Evangelical churches? The ques-
tion is not do they meet the needs of teachers, but
do they teach the principles of Friends.

Sarah Knowles—It was no light matter to get up
those lesson leaves. If they are not found of much
use it was poor encouragement for the committee
employed in preparing them. John Wildman had
used them for-some'time and liked them very much.
Joseph Flowers had not heard anything said like dis-

approval—they should more properly be called lesson

helps. Isaac Eyre said the great difficulty was that

we did not commence our schools 50 years ago.

Elizabeth Smith said they used them at Newtown
and found them great help.

Amos Ellis said they aid us, even if we are ever
so original, as suggestions of thought. P. Hutchinson
took no exception to the lesson leaves. The work of

the teacher covered a broader field. The impression
was that the work of the teacher was confined to a

narrow channel. Good wherever found should be
used. R. AVatson said the lesson leaves were useful as

a starting point, but if relied upon entirely might be
a cause of failure. He had not been a regular teacher

but had got hold of the leaves as an occasional

teacher and found them very suggestive of thought,

so much so that he had become filled with the

subject.

The business committee reported that the next
meeting of the Union would be held at Newtown on
the fourth 7th-day in the ninth month, at 10.30 a. m.

Joseph Flowers said occasions like these give us
new life. The expression has been made, we do not
give our young people enough to do. When he was
first named for a pcsition in society it pained and
alarmed him. The First-day schools furnish a
strong incentive in preparing future workers in our
Societv.

UNITY ON THE TEMPERANCE QUESTION.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

THERE is nothing in which the two branches into

which the Society of Friends divided in 1828 are more
strongly contrasted than in the fact that while one of

those branches has goneon dividing and sub-dividing,

down to the present day, the other continues undivided
and harmonious. The section which then insisted

upon uniformity of belief has since developed with-
in itself the extremes of differing belief ; while that

whose members plead for liberty has found in liberty

permanent peace and unity.

I allude to this contrast not from any feeling of

triumph or satisfaction in the dissensions among other
branches of Friends, which I deeply regret, but for

the sake of the lesson which I think it should carry

home to our own members. I think there is increas-

ing need of care lest we infringe upon that liberty of

conscience which is the riglit of every member of our
Society

; and just at this time, when our Yearly Meet-

ing is about to take place, a few words regarding this

point may be of use.
There is a certain class of subjects which rightly

engage the attention and concern of the Society, upon
which there are wide diflerences of opinion. Among
these none is of more intense interest than the tem-
perance question. As intemperance is plainly seen to

be one of the greatest evils of the time, it seems fitting

that a Society which has from the beginning been so

peculiarily one of temperance should take high ground
upon this question. To many among our members
" high ground " means a declaration of our Yearly

Meetings in favor of local or state or even national

prohibition of the sale of spirituous and malt liquors
;

to a still larger number it means total abstinence
;

while some would make their use an occasion of dis-

cipline, or even a disownable offence. The persons

who advocate such measures are usually among the

most earnest of our members to whom anything short

of this seems a compromise with evil, and whose very

earnestness and depth of conviction make them less

capable of understanding how equally conscientious

members can, on such a question, difler from them.

It is not my purpose here to discuss the merits of

such measures ; what I wish to point out is that those

who dissent, on whatever ground, have an equal right

to liberty of conscience and belief with those who
urge ; and if their convictions are disregarded and

overborne, because they are a minority, or because

they are unwilling to urge their objections persistent-

ly, or because some action by the Society is thought

of transcendent importance, a grave and lamentable

trespass has been made on their liberty of conscience

and their equal rights as members of our Society. It

may be that they regard temperance in ali things as

of greater value in the formation of character than ab-

stinence ; it may be that they think that prohibition

has proved a fiiilure, or that it is an unwise attempt

to transfer to the state duties of government which

can only be rightly performed by parents. Whatever

may be the ground of their dissent, they are entitled

to liberty of conscience ; and this liberty is tresjiassed

upon if measures or declarations with which they

cannot unite are sanctioned by the Society.

I know it is sometimes said that in cases where

there is a very strong desire for some decisive action,

which is prevented by the scruples of a few, the

majority suflers thereby, and thus a still greater

wrong is done. But in this I think the principle of

our Society, to proceed only as there is unity, and the

reason therefor, are lost sight of. A member who ad-

vocates Prohibition does not sufi'er if the Society

take no action favoring Prohibition. He is free to

urge it individually ; he is not hampered by the non-

action of the Society ; and no one who knew the

ways of Friends could infer either that he was not in

unity with the Society, or that Friends opposed Pro-

hibition. In the case of one who did not believe in

it, however, the Society by adopting it would officially

declare him out of unity ; and his individual ef-

forts in support of what he thought right would tend

to place him more and more in antagonism to the

Society. The cases are thus seen to be radically dif-

ferent. With us unity is presumed in what is done
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only, not in what is left undone ; and we are there-

fore in no danger of injuring any by declining to pro-

ceed until there is unity.

Believing that it is this tenderness for the convic-

tions of others, and care to guard individual freedom

of conscience, that have preserved our Society in

substantial harmony in spite of wide variations of be-

lief, I earnestly trust that we may never begin to

trespass upon them, and thus cut thestrongyet elastic

bond which has so long held us together in unity.

H. F.

BENJAMIN COATES.
ON the 7th of 3d month, 1887, Benjamin Coates passed

away, after several years of suflTering and feebleness

from paralysis, aged 79 years. He was a member of

the other body of Friends, but his liberality of feel-

ing towards tliose who differed from him was mani-

fested in his lifetime, as well as in his will, the public

bequests of the latter being as follows : Union Benevo-

lent Association, S2,000, for stoves to be loaned to the

poor ; Institute for Colored Youth, $2,000; Liberia

College, ?1,000; General Education in Liberia, 51,000
;

Bible and Tract Distributing Society, 12,000 ; to his sis-

ter to expend for charitable purposes, 5*3,000 ; for gra-

tuitous extension of the Friends' Review among poor

Friends, S500; garden seeds for the Indians. 1200;

Friends' Freedman's Association, $2,000 ; Indian Aid
Association, $2,000 ; to Dillwyn Parrish, in trust for the

Christian civilization of the Indians under the care of

that branch of the Society of Friends with which he
is connected, .$500 ; American Missionary Association,

f-500 ; Mary Adams, to promote the benefit of moth-
ers' meetings and Bible reading among the poor of

Philadelphia, $.500; and $500 to his executors to ex-

pend at their option.

These bequestsshow the comprehensiveness of his

benevolent feelings, for he was ever ready to aid

where suflering existed. He was warmly interested

for the colored people, and while cooperating with

the abolitionLsts—being for 29 years vice-president of

the incorporated Pennsylvania Abolition Society—he

was nevertheless actively laboring in behalf of Liber-

ian colonization. Decidedly in sympathy with the re-

ligious body of which he was a member, and actively

laboring in their Freedmen and Indian aid movements,
when proposing an appropriation to the former

from the funds of the Abolition Society, he always

coupled it with a like one for those " not orthodox,"

as he was wont to term our body. His close was calm

and peaceful, as might be expected from a life evinc-

ing love to God and love to his fellow man.
J. M. T., Jr.

A teacher was explaining to her class the words

concerning God's angels, " Ministers of His who do

His pleasure," and asked :
" How do the angels carry

out God's will ?"

Many answers followed.

One said, "They do it directly."

Another, "They do it with all their heart."

A third, "They do it well."

And after a pause a quiet little girl added, " They
do it without asking any questions."

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING OF
ORTHODOX FRIENDS.

[We make the following extracts from The Friend, of

last week.—Ens.]

THE regulations adopted by the Yearly Meeting at

its first sitting, respecting certificates of removal, are

so important in their bearing, that we purpose print-

ing in full the Report of the Committee when it is

published. In the meantime it may he said, that their

object is to relieve our own monthly meetings in the

ditliculties they now experience in the transaction of

their business, owing to the disorganized and degen-

erated condition of things which exists in .'^ome places.

They authorize the sending or reception of certifi-

cates to or from any of the meetings under our name,

excepting such as the Yearly Meeting has decided are

not entitled to its recognition. They give to monthly

meetings the authority to decline the sending or re-

ception of such certificates to or from meetings which

have clearly and seriously departed from our doc-

trines and testimonies. They direct that members of

Friends' meetings elsewhere, removing to reside

amongst us, who cannot obtain certificates of re-

moval from their meetings because these are not in

correspondence with our Yearly Meeting, may be re-

ceived on their application as persons convinced of

our principles. And finally, they direct that persons

coming to live among us who have been accredited as

ministers elsewhere, are to be received as members

only; and that the recognition of their ministerial

gifts should follow the same course of procedure as in

the case of those of our own members to whom such

gifts have been dispensed.

The committee to whom had been referred the

examination of the Epistle from a Yearly Meeting in

Kansas, reported that it contained an expression of

Christian love; and that they believed that the

Friends from whom it came were entitled to the sym-

pathies of Friends here ; but that the way did not

open to recommend its being read. They advised

that the Clerk should be directed to return a kind,

but unofiicial reply. Their report was approved by

the meeting. After this was decided upon, two

Friends of Kansas, who were present, one of whom
said that his name was attached to the Epistle (as

Clerk), stated that they approved of the course pur-

sued and believed it would not be unsatisfactory to

the meeting that issued the epistle. This was com-

forting and relieving, and the meeting passed on to

the consideration of the Queries and Answers, the

first four of which were gone over at this session.

There was no long communication ; but many Friends

had words of caution, exhortation, or encouragement

to ofl'er in a l)rief way, and generally, to the satisfac-

tion and comfort of their hearers.

On Fourth-day (20th inst.), the remaining Queries

were read and considered. During the course of the

meeting much judicious advice was given, encourag-

ing our members to mind the limitations which the

Spirit of Truth would impose upon them in their

manner of living, and in the pursuit of their outward

employments ; and the command with its attendant

promise was revived :
" Seek ye .^rs^ the kingdom of

heaven and the righteousness thereof, and all things
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necessary shall be added." If these limitations were

duly observed, failures in the prompt meeting of en-

gagaments, and in the payment of debts would sel-

dom or never occur.

The observance of the rule laid down by our Sa-

vior, " Whatsoever ye would that men should do

unto you, do ye even so unto them," would enforce

strict honesty between man and man. In illustra-

tion of this, an incident was mentioned of the late

Lloyd MitHin, who was a clerk in the Bank of the

United States at the time of its failure. From his

position, he knew of the catastrophe that was ap-

proaching, but refused to take advantage of this

knowledge, and sell the stock of the bank which he

held, and thus throw the lo.ss on an innocent pur-

chaser. A caution was given to those who_ were en-

trusted with the care of money belonging to others,

never to allow it to become mingled with their own.

The only safe plan was to deposit it in a separate bank

account, so that no check which an individual might

draw for bis own use could possibly afiect it. For

want of attention to this rule, many persons have

found trust funds under their care infringed upon
;

and some have appeared as defaulter who had been

brought into that situation more by want of care,

than through any evil design.

The acknowledgements <.'ontained in the answers

of deficiencies in relation to a hireling ministry, led

to the expression of advice on this subject. And the

ground and root of all true Gospel ministry, as a Di-

vine gift, and one of the manifestations of that Grace

of God, which in different measures is given to all

men, were set forth ; and earnest exhortations were

delivered, to the young especially, that they would

so submit themselves to the heavenly visitations as

to be prepared for usefulness in the Church, and for

admittance among the redeemed in the life to come.

Fifth-day afternoon (21st inst.), wasoccupied with

the reports on Education and Intoxicating Drinks,

and one from the Committee on the Civilization and

Improvement of the Indian natives. This latter gave

the pleasing information that a new and more com-

modious school building had been erected to take the

place of the one destroyed by fire in the early part

of last year, that the cost of it had been met largely

through the contributions of interested friends of the

institution, and that the school had been successfully

carried on in it during the past winter with a family

of twenty-five girls and ten boys. The Yearly Meet-

ing appropriated §1,500 for the use of the committee.

On Sixth-day the Yearly Meeting's Committee on

Education also received an appropriation of $1,500 to

aid in the prosecution of its work.

The report of the Westtown Committee stated

that the contributions to the Building Fund dur-

ing the past year had been so liberal that they

had felt warranted in making a contract for the com-

pletion of the remaining (west) wing of the new
buildings ; which is expected to be ready for occu-

pancy next winter.

COMMUNICA TIONS.
THE PROPERTY OF THE AIKEN SCHOOL TRUST.

Editors Intellige.ncer and Jocenal :

TO those interested in the Schofield School at Aiken,
South Carolina, we will state, that the land upon
which the brick school building stands was legally

transferred to trustees in 1871, before it was used for

school purposes. The donor had the titles drawn up
by the then United States District Attorney, and
every measure adopted to prevent any trouble in the

future. An additional piece of land, paid for by the
legacy left by Sarah Pierce, a colored woman of
Flushing, L. I., (with the addition of one hundred
dollars raised by Linda Spencer, another colored

woman of N. Y.), upon which the boarding hall

stands, was also deeded to the present Board of Trus-

tees, one of whom was an original trustee.

There are two hundred and eighty-one acres, four

miles from the town, deeds of which were secured,

going back to the land grant given by the State.

This tract was forced on the market, in 1879, and the

business manager and principal made great exertions

among the visitors in Aiken, raised the money and
paid for it; hoping sometime to use it for teaching

better methods of farming, and developing various in-

dustries. The price paid was so low that in ten years

its value will be doubled.

There have been frequent ofiers to buy. The
land is well-wooded and has running through it, the

largest stream within thirteen miles of Aiken. Taxes
are low, as it is still "open land," with no building

or improvements.
All the property and the buildings thereon, be-

longing to the school are now held by the Board of

Trustees and its management has always been con-

ducted on the strictest business basis.

Martha Schofield.

Aiken, S. C, Fourth month 30.

FRIENDS IN COLUMBIANA COUNTY: CORRECTION.
Editors Intelligencek and Jouknal :

In the article, the sketch of West Preparative Meet-

ing, I notice an error. In the paragraph near the

bottom of the second column on the first page, instead

of the language used referring to Columbiana county

it should refer to Smith township. There certainly

were many large and flourishing meetings of Friends

in the county before that time. The error was proba-

bly made in revising the manuscript: it was not so in

the original. Enos Heacock.
Alliance, Ohio.

The man who is jealous and envious of his neigh-

bor's success has foes in his heart who can bring more
bitterness into his life than can any outside enemy.

ANOTHER LOCATION FOR THE BOARDING-SCHOOL
Editors Intelligencer and Jouknal ;

The writer at the request of some Friends in Bucks
County desires to call attention, for the consideration

of its readers, and Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, to a

very eligible location for the establishment of the

New George School. At Carversville, Bucks County,

Pa., stands what was formerly the " Excelsior Normal
Institute," a plain and unpretentious, but commo-
dious and substantial, stone building, containing

forty-eight rooms and fitted up generally for modern
school purposes. The house stands upon the brow of
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a hill over-looking the surrounding country with

gently sloping lawns, to the south and east. It is

supplied with clear soft water from a spring several

feet above the house. The land embraces a little

over eight acres, with an addition of sixty-six acres

that can be added if desired, making one of the finest

farms, as well as the most productive in Bucks

County. There is also a large hall of two stories,

laundry, barn, and other necessary out-buildings.

The situation is perfectly healthy, entirely free from

malarial epidemics and mosquitos. The original cost

of the buildings and grounds was over forty thousand

dollars. The property has recently passed into the

hands of Samuel W. Taylor, a Friend, of Burlington,

N. J., and can be had at a very nominal sum for this

purpose. It is situated within easy access of the

North Pennsylvania Railroad, at Doylestown, and

within two miles of ttie Pennsylvania Railroad at

Bull's Island.

The Friends in the vicinity of Carversville feel

that they would like to have the George School located

here, and to this end have requested these lines.

Very respectfully,

Wilson Peirson.

Trenton, N. J., Fifth month 2.

NINTS ANNUAL REPORT OF FRIENDS'
BOARDING-HOUSE ASSOCIATION.

AT the close of the ninth year of active work of the

Friends' Boarding-house, the Managers present their

annual report for the consideration of its friends, and

believe that during the nine years of its existence it

has accomplished much good, by furnishing comfort-

able homes, at a low rate, to many Friends who were

glad to avail themselves of its advantages, a number

of whom were well advanced in years, and others

younger, who greatly needed just such a boarding

place.

The work of this has differed but little from that

of previous years. The house has been full except

during the summer months, most of the boarders re-

taining their room for reoccupancy upon returning

in the Fall, and for want of room we were compelled

to decline a number of applications.

When the property No. 1623 Filbert street was

purchased, the managers had reasonable hope that

sufficient money would be contributed to pay for it,

and also to make such alterations and additions as

would give homes to many more, and thereby lessen

the percentage of expense, and to that end we con-

tinue to look.

Since the last report the Association has received

the sum of $500 and alsa some articles of furniture

from the estate of Mary H. Newbold, deceased.

It affords us pleasure to mention the generous

gifts from our friend Hannah W. Stirling, who con-

tributed $60 towards painting the house and after-

wards gave $1000. The latter sum was used to reduce

the mortgage debt, which now stands a;t 15000. We
continue to hope it will be still further reduced be-

fore the close of another year.

Our friend and fellow manager Deborah F. Whar-
ton continues to manifest her great interest by her

liberal contributions, as will be seen by reference to

the Treasurer's report.

On the second of Eleventh month last the Asso-

ciation and Board of Managers sustaineil an almost
irreparable loss by the death of our beloved friend

and co-laborer, William Hawkins. He was deeply

interested in its welfare from its earliest inception,

and was earnestly concerned for both the aged and
young. At its organization he was cliosen one of the

Managers, and continued an active worker in the

Board until his death.

Considerable expense has been incurred during
the year on repairs, painting, renewal of carpets, etc.,

and further outlay will be necessary the coming year
on these accounts. Exclusive of the above, the in-

come from board has been sufficient to meet all the
expenses of the house.

TRE.\SURER'S REPORT.
* CONTRIBUTIONS, AS FOLLOWS ;

G. W. Robins,
R. J. Harrop, .

Mary M. Thomas, .

Hanuah W. Stirling,
Julia A. Michner, .

Jolaii M. Leakman,
W. Ix)ngstrcth,
E. S. Dixon, .

S. G. Dixon, .

D. F. Wharton,
Jos. E. Gillingham,

$ 5.00
500
5.00

1,060.00
6.00

4.00

10.00
5.00

5.00
250.00
10.00

$1,364.00

Brought forward,
Geo. Taber, .

Joshua Lippincott,
E. M. Cooper.
Sam'l Coiiard,
E. Webster, .

A Friend,
Mary A. Newbold

)

Legacy, J
Chas Kirk, .

81,364 00
6.00

10.00
2.00

5.00
50.00
6.00

500.00

5.00

EXPENSES, AS FOLLOWS :

Balance due Treasurer, 4th mo. 1, 1886, . . $ 470 68
House expenses 2,776.20
Furniture, repairs, etc., 296.05
Interest, tax. and water rent, .... 511.51
On account of mortgage 1,000.00

-85,054.47

4th mo. 15, 1887, Balance due Treasurer, . . S 222.27

The house also received six chairs from A. Hillborn & Co. and
six do. from Mary W. Bacon, and 37.00 from R. N Webster, towards
paying for carpet.

E. Webster, Clerk.

The following named Friends were elected as of-

ficers and managers for the ensuing year :

President, A. W. Halves.
Clerk, E. Webster.
Treasurer, H. M. Laing.

MANAGERS.
Jos. Bacon, E. Webster, D. F. Wharton, R. N.

Webster, M. K. Paist, S. C. Webster, L. G. Haines,
Jesse Cleaver, A. W. Haines, Mary A. Tupman, Mary
F.Saunders, Geo. Taber, H. M. Laing, Jos. M. Truman,
Jr., C. A. Woodnut, Martha D. Hough, Chas. E.

Thomas.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal

NOTES BY THE WAY.
I SPOKE lately of the recent action of the Senate of

Pennsylvania, which, by a considerable majority, de-

cided to submit to the people an amendment recog-

nizing the right of women to vote. A woman who
heard me answered quickly :

" And shall we be paid

as much as men ?" I was amused by her quick,

practical view, but I answered :
" I presume the men

are considered to have families to support." This was
precisely her own case ; for she has been the main-
stay of her family for years, her husband's health

having failed. Men employed in the same building
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with herself, at service less onerous, are paid higher

wages. (She is in the employ of the Government.)

In this great manufacturing city, whata long article

might be written on women's work and wages, from

hers who is employed in a shirt factory and scarcely

earns her simple board, up to that of the successful

woman physician. A case came lately to my notice

of a woman, still comparatively young, who has

striven for years in her chosen profession of painting.

She lives in Worcester, Mass., and has recently been

employed to teach art in the public schools of that

city. She paints in water colors and in oils, and is

studying architecture. The city is to give her §1,000

yearly, with the prospect of increasing her salary, and

allows her the use of a horse and vehicle. Another

interesting case was that of Sarah Pope, an " ortho-

dox " Friend from Massachusetts, who taught draw-

ing many years in Philadelphia, and afterwards went

to England, where she married and continued to live.

She died not long ago, and left 860,000 of her own
earning and accumulating to endow a home for aged

or disaisled women teachers in her native town.

A Woman who had lived many years in the

country, having an ofler of occupation here, removed

about a year ago to Philadelphia. A friend in Tren-

ton had spoken to her of the greater cheapness of

keeping house than boarding; and a few months
ago she took a room in a desirable neighborhood, at

a rent of twelve dollars a month, including the use

of one gas jet. The room was on the second floor

front, and about 16 by IS feet. She depended on a

small cook-stove for heating the room, and found

kindling and coal a burdensome expen.se. Dairy

products were among her heaviest outlays, as she

took nine cents' worth of milk and cream daily and

frequently paid 45 cents per pound for butter. Beef-

Steak at twenty cents per pound seems high, but

with her a half pound went a good way. One of the

cheapest articles of food now she thinks to be sugar,

two pounds of the white granulated costing thirteen

cents ; and so great an amount of nourishment being

contained in sugar, with no waste. Compare two
pounds of sugar at 13 cents, with one of butter at

45! Her thoughts have turned towards the laboring

men of this great city, the class below mechanics,

where he who earns ten dollars a week is fortunate,

as some earn but sis. Her own income from her

work being higher than the higher one just men-
tioned, she often compared her condition with theirs.

On what do their families live? To imagine luxur-

ious food and rich attire necessary for man's happi-

ness would be to impugn the love of his Creator

and Sustaiuer.

And what is the condition of the Italian emi-

grant who may be seen toiling under a bag that he

has gathered up perhaps in his wanderings around
the streets? What is the worth of the contents?

How much bread will they buy him? How long

will it nourish him? Where does he get clothes?

Was he poorer in Italy ?

One of the members of the U. S. Senate is Jona-

than Chace, of Rhode Island. He is, or has been, a

great manufacturer at Valley Falls, near Providence.
He is, I understand, a member of that division of
Friends called Wilburites, and declined to run for

Governor of the State because the governor is com-
mander in chief of the militia.

SojiE I'emarks were made by a Friend at the meet-
ing on the 23d, of the Yearly Meeting's Committee
on the Education of the Colored People in the South,

upon the condition of South Carolina as regards its

public schools, which taken in connection with what
I have before said of the young woman employed at

a high salary to teach in the public schools of a city

in Massachusetts, serve well to contrast two States,

which have long stood in opposition to each other.

This Friend said that South Carolina is too poor to

establish an adequate system of public instruction.

The majority of her people are colored, and as we
know that most of these have just come out from un-

der a system where they could own nothing, we can

picture their poverty. Another disadvantage under
which the State labors is that the whites will not go

to school with the colored children, so two sets of

schools must be established. Then, the population

is not thickly settled as in Massachusetts, and the re-

sult is that schools must be farther apart, while such

as there are, are not kept open on an average more
than three months in the year. In Massachusetts

boys can be fitted in public schools to enter Harvard
University, yet she is the State of which it has been
said that she exports only two natural products,

granite and ice. G.

AT LAtiT.

WHEN on my day of life the night is falling,

And, iu tile winds from unsunned spaces blown,

I hear far voices out of darkness calling

My feet to paths unknown.

Thou who hast made my home of life so pleasant.

Leave not its tenant when its walls decay,

Love divine, O Helper ever present,

Be Thou my strength and stay !

Be near me when all else is from me drifting.

Earth, sky, home's pictures, days of shade and shine,

And kindly faces to my own uplifting

The love which answers mine.

1 have but Thee, O Father ! Let Thy spirit

Be with me then to confort and uphold
;

No gate of pearl, no branch of palm, I merit.

Nor street of shining gold.

Suffice it if—my good and ill unreckoned,

And both forgiven through Thy abounding grace

—

I find myself by hands familiar beckoned

Unto my fitting place.

Some humble door among Thy many mansions.

Some sheltering shade where sin and striving cease.

And flows forever through heaven's green expansions

The river of Thy peace.

There, from the music round about me stealing,

I fain would learu the new and holy song,

And find, at last, beneath Thy trees of healing.

The life for which I long.

—John Gkeenleaf Whittier.
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CAST THY BREAD UPON THE WATERS:
CAST your bread upon the waters,

Ye who have but scaut supply
;

Angel eyes will watch above it,

You shall find it by and by.

He who iu his righteous balance

Doth eaeh human action weigh,

Will your sacrifice remember,

Will your loving deed repay.

Cast your bread upon the waters.

Poor and weary, worn with care;

Sitting often in the shadow.

Have you not a crumb to spare?

Can you uot to those around you

Sing some little song of hope?

As you look with longing vision

Through faith's mighty telescope?

Cast your bread upon the waters.

Ye who have abundant store';

It may float on many billows.

It may strand on many a shore

;

Y'ou may think it lost forever.

But as sure as God is true,

In this life or in the other

It will yet return to you.

Cast your bread upon the waters
;

Far and wide your treasures strew,

Scatter it with willing Augers,

Laugh for joy to see it go.

For if you too closely keep it,

It will only dr.-ig you down
;

If you love it more than Jesus,

It will keep you from your crown.

Cast your bread upon the waters.

Waft it on with praying breath
;

In some distant doubtful moment
It may save a soul from death.

When you sleep in solemn silence

Neath the morn and evening dew
Stranger hands that you have strengthened

May strew lilies over you.
—Selected.

THE TRIUMPH OF PEACE.
THERE is a story told

In Eastern tents, when autumn nights grow cold.

And round the lire the Mongol shepherds sit.

With grave responses listening unto it

;

Once, on the errands of his mercy bent,

Buddha, the holy and benevolent.

Met a fell monster, huge and fierce to look,

Whose awful voice the hills and forests shook.

" O, son of peace ! " the giant cried, " thy fate

Is sealed at last, and love shall yield to hate."

The unarmed Buddha, looking, with no trace

Of fear or auger, into the monster's face.

In pity said, " Even thee I love."

Lo ! as he spoke the sky-taU terror sank

To hand-breadth size ; the huge abhorrence shrank

Into the form and fashion of a dove.

And where the thunder of its rage was heard.

Circling above him sweetly sang the bird,

"Hate hath no charm for Love," so rau the song,

" And peace, unweapoued, conquered every wrong."
—Selected.

THE NEW POLICY OF INDIAN LANDS.
THE Southern VVorkrnan, the organ of the Indian and
Colored School at Hampton, Va., in its issue for
Fourth month, says:

"The signing of the Land in Severalty Bill was cel-
ebrated with rejoicing at Hampton Institute on Tues-
day, March loth, in accordance with the thought ex-
pressed in our last number, that this great event in
the Indian's history should be fully understood by
the Indian youth training to lead their people to civ-
ilization, and that their estimate of it should be made
apparent to their people and the country. The time
necessarily fixed for the celeb ration, just after the ad-
journuient of Congress, and the short notice that
could be given, helped prevent the coming of most of
our hoped-for guests from Washington and elsewhere
from abroad. Messages of regret and sympathy in
the occasion were received from Commissioner Atkins
and General Whittlesey of the Board of Indian Com-
missioners, who had partially accepted the invitation.
A letter was read from Senator Dawes. Prof C. C.
Painter, of the Indian Right's Association, and Miss
Alice C. Fletcher came from Washington to attend
the celebration, and a large number of the guests
from the Hygeia Hotel and other houses, with prom-
inent citizens of Hampton and the vicinity. Rev. Dr.
Hamlin, the veteran missionary to Turkey was a
guest of the school at the time.

" The exercises were held in Virginia Hall. At one
end of the platform, sat the 131 Indian students under
the stars and stripes, sign no longer of their subjec-
tion, but of their citizenship. Not simply students
only, birt the pioneers of their people in the new road
of civilization. At the other end of the hall, were
their 400 negro schoolmates, leaders of their race in
its development. Between them, from every section

of the Union, were representatives of tlie cultivation

and wealth, creators of the public sentiment, of the
great race that need no longer blush before its symbol
of liberty enlightening the world. The sight alone
of such an assemblage of representatives and leaders,

was inspiring to the looker-on, and put him into sym-
pathy with the simple exercises of the day."

We are always surrounded by beauty, by helpful-

ness, by " comfort," if we but open our eyes ! We do
not need to soar for any of these, nor dive for any of

them. We shall find them if we look about us near to.

God's quiet, eternal stars are reflected, ever, in the

river that runs by our doors. The very God-life is iu

the throbbing, warm caresses of our children's hands
and lips, and gleams in our mothers' smiles

!

S. B. Chittenden has given $100,000 to Yale Col-

lege for a new library building, on condition that tile

library shall be open to women.

Many California women cultivate fruit farms,

themselves doing much of the work, picking, pack-

ing, raisin-making, and canning fruit. Crystallized

figs and apricots are the products of women's labor,

as well as jellies, jams, and marmalade, which are

sent all over the world.
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GENERAL GRANT REFUSED WINE.
LET us take a few facts; When traveling in India lie

was surrounded with social customs, to disregard

which required the strongest will and the firmest pur-

pose. Not a few foreign residents in the East are hard

drinkers. There were not hours enough in the day
for Grant to accept the invitations he received. To be

courteous, he not infrequently accepted invitations lo

half a dozen tiffins on the .same day, at each one of

which he would remain a few moments, until the last

one had been reached. At all these gatherings wine
and liquors were freely used. He became so thor-

oughly disgusted'with the custom that, on his return

to his hotel, he said to his wife :
" Julia, I do not in-

tend to take another glass of wine to please anybody."
That was in 1878, and from that time forw'ard to Mount
McGregor, his temperance habits were above suspi-

cion.

From Calcutta he went to Burmah. The reception

committee furnished large baskets of champagne and
liquors. These were subject to Grant's orders. To
the disappoin'ment and disgust of the committee, the

baskets were not opened. Surprise was expressed
;

but Grant simply said :
" Gentlemen, I do not wish

anything to drink," and the baskets were returned

unopened to Calcutta. I received accounts of this in-

cident from Gen. Litchfield, late Consul-General to

India, and from Mrs. Grant.

After Grant reached California, his old friends

were the witnes.ses of this new proof of his personal

decision. While in the city of Mexico his enthusiastic

admirers invited him to what is called " a wine din-

ner." Bishop Harris was present, and he informed
me that Gen. Grant deliberately turned his glasses

upside down.

—

Dr. John P. Neivman, in^The American
Magazine.

I [lATE myself when I find out that I have been
thinking a man worse than he is. But a mistake the

other way—thinking a man better than he is—does
not much matter. Besides, it may not be a mistake !

"A M.-iN who was reproached for doing good to a

shipwrecked pirate, answered :
' It was not the man

I honored, but mankind.' "

GoD made the soul for Himself, and nothing but

God can meet its requirements. To keep in the light

—follow the light.

Hard indeed it is, sometimes it seems impossilile

to keep an even balance, so that no weighty truth or

principle shall displace another, and thus bring error

upon the scales.

"I A.M sure Christianity will endure because it is

founded on man's nature, and answers to his deepest,

e.s.sential, noblest wants."

—

-Channing.

Dr. Lucy M. Hall, physician of Vassar, has kept a
list of the number of days each girl has been absent
from illness during the year, and compared it witli a
similar record kept of the young men at Amherst
College. She finds that the girls are not absent from
illness nearly so much as the young men.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Congo advices say that the .Stanley expedition for the

relief of Emin Bey passed Boma, on the Congo River, on
the 20tli of last mouth,''and ;that all the members of the
party were well.

—Ten languages—English, German, Norwegian, Swed-
ish, French, Bohemian, Finn, Polish, Italian, and Chinese
—are spoken in Minnesota. The governor's message was
printed in each of these languages.

—The report of the Massachusetts Railroad Commission
on the Bussey Bridge railroad disaster has been presented
to the Legislature. It finds that the contract for the
bridge was carelessly made ; that the designs and specifica-

tions should not have been accepted, and that the bridge
had not been properly inspected. The Board recommend
the passage of an act requiring every railroad, at least once
in two years, to have a thorough examination of all bridges

on its lines made by a competent and experienced civil en-

gineer.

—The Supreme Court of Vermont has just announced
its decision in the famous case of the Ryegate stonecutters'

conspiracy, growing out of the attempt of the workmen to

prevent the employment of other workmen and to deter

them from working by denouncing them as " scabs," and
threatening to make them publicly odious as such. The
decision of the Court is that a conspiracy among workmen
to prevent others from working or from being hired is a

crime at common law and punishable under the statutes of

Vermont.

—The Baltimore Sun of a recent date says :
" Queen

Anne's county, Md. peach orchards are in bloom. The
trees are unusually full of buds, none of which were killed

by cold weather." " Never before in the history of the

peach," says the Centerville Observer, " did the middle of

April promise such a tremendous yield. Nowhere on the

Peninsula or in New Jersey have the buds been injured in

the least, and growers are now beginning to fear, not that

they will have too few, but so many as to prove unprofit-

able."

—Bridget Morgan, a kitchen girl in a hotel in Chicago,

while cutting bananas from a bunch on the evening of the

29th ult., was bitten by a tarantula in the right thumb,

lu a short time her hand and arm became terribly inflamed

and she sufifered excruciating pain. Medical aid was had,

hut the physicians were doubtful other recovery.

—Mary Cadwallader, teacher of the primary department

of the Friends' school at Buckingham, died on the 28th

ult., after a few hours illness. She had been in the enjoy-

ment of her usual health until that morning, when she

found something was the matter with her arm, wliich gave

her much trouble during the morning. She consulted a

physician and continued to attend to her .school duties un-

til noon. She then went home, rapidly grew worse, ceased

to talk and died that evening of paralysis. She was the

daughter of Frank Cadwallader, of Solebury. The com-

munity was greatly shocked to hear of the sudden death of

tliis estimable yonng woman and faithful teacher.

—

Bucks

County Intelligencer.

—An association of the descendants of George and Jane

Chandler, who came from England 200 years ago and set-

tled on the Brandy wine has been formed to arrange for the

celebration of the bi-centennial of their arrival. Dr.

Swithin Chandler was elected President.

The heights of the Old Testament or the New—of

all Scriptures—are those passages which look towards

the identification of morals and religion. Try this

test and see if it bo not true.
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CURRENT EVENTS.
Two sharp earthquake shocks, with only a moment's in-

termission, were felt at Spokane Falls, Wyoming Territory,

at 4 o'clock on the morning of the 29th ult. People wore

awakened from their sleep.

Full returns from all the counties in Michigan show a

majority against prohibition of 5941.

Reports of drought in the agricultural regious of Texas

are again coming from (lalveston.

Edw.\ki) F. Samukls, a prominent merchant of St.

Louis, on the afternoon of the 29th ult., jumped from the

bridge at Nashville into the river. He was fished out, but

died next morning. He said "his reason for attempting sui-

cide was because he had broken a promise made to his wife

that he would drink no more intoxicating liquor."

Plei'ro-pnf.umoni.y is reported to be more prevalent

in Chicago and its vicinity than ever before. On the 29th

ult., 8,200 cows were in quarantine, and 200 had been

slaughtered.

A Terrible hail storm visited St. Paul, Minnesota, and

the surrounding country, at 7 o'clock on the evening of the

1st inst. The hailstones " varied in size from a pea to a

full-grown goose egg, some of the largest weighing four

ounces and measuring nine inches in circumference."

Glass was broken wherever exposed. A number of small

structures, chimneys, etc., were wrecked by the wind. The

day had been one ef summer heat. A heavy suow .storm

at Salt Lake City, " which continued in squalls for about

twelve hours," ended First-day morning, " leaving the

ground thoro ughly soaked."

The controversy between France and Germany has

been relieved so far as the " Schnaebeles incident " is con-

cerned, by the release of that person from German hands.

The anxiety over the danger of war continues, however,

and great army preparations are going on in Germany.

London, May 1.—During the past week 2618 emigrants

left Queenstown for America. The total for the month of

April is 11,854 against 6656 for April last year.

NOTICES.
".s* Friends' Mission, No. 1. Fairmouut avenue and

Beach street. Fifth month 8th, Religious meetings, 11 A. M.
Fifth month 12th, Temperance meeting, 8, P. M. General
attendance of Friends invited.

*V'' The Annual Children's Meeting will be held at

Race Street meeting-house, First-day afternoon. Fifth

month 8th. Several First-day Schools will participate.

Friends are invited.

*.;:* A public Temperance meeting, under the direction

of the Yearly Meeting's Committee on Temperauce and In-

toxicating Beverages, will be held at Race Street meeting-
house. Fifth month 10th, at 7.30 o'clock. Those interested

are invited to attend ; it is believed the meeting will be au
interesting and profitable occasion. Aaron M. Powell has
consented to deliver an address.

*jj" The Executive Committee of the First-day School

General Conference will meet in Conference-Room, 1,500

Race street, Philadelphia, on Fourth-day, Fifth month Ilth,

18S7, at 5 o'clock, p. m.
Robert M. Janney, Clerk.

"'s, Superintendents of First-day Schools are requested

to return to the General Conference-room, 1500 Race street,

Philadelphia, any " Primary Quarterlies, No. 2 " that can
be spared from their schools, as the supply at the office is

exhausted.
Robert M. Janney, Clerk.

*4'' The Annual Meeting of the Association of Friends
to Promote Education among the Colored People of the
South will be held at 1.5th and Race streets, on Fifth-day
evening, (Yearly Meeting week) Fifth month 12th, at 8

o'clock, p. m. Officers for the ensuing year will then be
chosen.

The general attendance of Friends is desired.

Howard M. .Jenkins, Chairman.
Sarah J. Ash, Sccret.ary.

*V' The annual meeting of the stockholders of Friends'
Book Association of Philadelphia will be held at the moct-
ing-house, 15th and Race streets, Philadelphia, on Second
day evening. Fifth month 9th, 1887, at 8 o'clock, p. m.

S. Raymond Rouerts, Secretary.

*:::' A public Temperance meeting, under the direction

of tlie Yearly Meeting's Committee on Temperance and
Intoxicating Beverages, will be held at Race street meet-
ing-house. Fifth month 10th, at 7.30 o'clock. These inter-

ested are invited to attend; it is believed the meeting will

be an interesting and profitable occasion.

*s* An adjourned meeting of the Association of Friends
for the Promotion of First day schools within the limits of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting will be held in Race street

Meeting-house, on Fourth day. Fifth month 11th, at 8

o'clock P. M. Friends generally are cordially invited to

be present.

S. Raymond Roberts, ) pi-.i,.

T.vcY Albertson, J

^'^'^''s-

•V- Friends desiring accomodations during the approach-
ing New York Yearly Meeting, will please communicate as

early as possible with Joseph A. Bogardus, 177 West street,

New York city, in order that proper arrangements can be
made.

*»* Quarterly meetings in the Fifth montli will occuras
follows

:

9. Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.
11. Easton and Saratoga, Saratoga, N. Y.
14. Miami, Waynesville, O.
14. Salem, West, O.
16. Fairfax, Hopewell, Va.
19. Duanesburg, Albany, N. Y.
21. Short Creek, Concord, 0.

New York Yearly Meeting.
Warijngton, Pipe Creek, Md.
Stillwater, Somerset, O.
Southern, Easton, Md.
Bucks, Buckingham, Pa.
Nottingham, Deer Creek, Md.
Blue River, Blue River, Ind.
Burlington. Crosswicks, N. J.

23.

23.

25.

25.

26.

31.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
*»* We particularly ask that whenmoney is forwarded lormoji

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the pajier is now being seni. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which

case, the new name not appearing on our li.st, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

, Where it is a new subscription, please say so. and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

FOR SALE.

A FINE OIL PORTRAIT OF LUCRETIA MOTT

Can be seen at Friends' Book Store, 1500 Race street.

rpHE Brookside Canadensis, Monroe Co., Pa., will

open (May) 5th mo. "20th. Mountain scenery, fishing, etc.

Tickets from Broad St. Station to Cresco. Address

ANNA W GREEN. 735 Pine St., Phila.

T & R. L. TYSON
-'^' No. 242 South Eleventh St.
STAri.ETRIMMINOS, EjIBROIDERV. SiLKS, MaTKKIAI.S \

Caps. Cai-s JiAnn. Plain .sewing and quiltina; doi:
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CONTENTMENT.
SOME murmur when their sky is clear

Aud wholly bright to view,

If one small speck of dark appear.

In this great heaven of blue
;

And some with thankful love are filled.

If but one streak of light,

—

One ray of God's good mercy gild

The darkness of their night.

In palaces are hearts that ask.

In discontent and pride.

Why life is such a weary track,

And all good things denied
;

And hearts in honest huts admire
How love has in their aid

—

Love that never seems to tire

—

Such rich provision made.

-Teench.

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING, 1887.

THE meetintr of Ministers and Elders, on Seventh-
day last, the 7th inst., was pretty fully attended by the

members of that body in this Yearly Meeting, as 'well

as some visiting friends from other parts. The usual

business was transacted in fraternal love, with deep
interest in the weighty matters considered. Among
those in attendance were Isaac Wilson, of Canada;
Thomas Fouike, and Isaac Hicks of New York Yearly
Meeting; aitd Joseph M. Spencer, of Baltimore
Yearly Meeting. Robert Hatton laid before the meet-
ing a concern he had for a long time entertained, to

visit in gospel love parts of Great Britain and Ireland.

Much sympathy was expressed for him, and the con-

cern was placed in the care of a committee to confer

with him, and if way opens, do what is needful £o

facilitate the performance of this service. (The re-

port of the committee favored the propo.sed visit, and
was united with.) Both Isaac Wilson and Thomas
Fouike had service in this meeting and were ac-

ceptable.

Large and interesting meetings gathered on First-

day morning, the 8th inst. At 15th and Race streets

meeting-house were Isaac Wilson, Thomas Fouike,

and other ministering Fri6nds. The vocal services

of the meeting were begun by the offering of thanks-

giving for the varied blessings of the hour, and the

petition was put up that those assembled may be
enabled to sit in heavenly places with Christ Jesus

and be helped by the power and love divine to join

band in hand with the Head of the Church for his

work and service.

Isaac Wilson then rose and gave forth the lan-

guage (from John, 14 : 0) :
" I am the way, the truth,

and the life : no man cometh to the Father but by
me." He proceeded to give a testimony to his ac-

knowledgment of the truth that Jesus Christ is the
way, the truth, and the life. In early life he had not
immediately reached his present convictions, though
he had been reared under Christian influence, but
not until the Holy Spirit had roused in his own
heart a deeper religious sense of the beauty and en-
joyment there is in the realization of the Divine
Presence in the soul, had he known the way, the
truth and the life. Tb& historic Jesus, as revealed
to the ordinary reader in the written Gospels, is not
this revelation of that voice in the soul which is in

its reasonable and sweet requirements so congenial
to the heart of man that it soon wins our love and
glad obedience. We learn to trust this divine Saviour
to be the way, the truth and the life. Though
often led astray, he could declare that he knev/ by
experience that this is indeed the way of God, the
way of true peace. The oflers of redeeming love of
this Son and sent of the Father are so sweet that

every one is fully able to accept them. And we can
rise by that acceptance of the true faith to that per-

fection which is required of the sons of God—joint

heirs with Christ in his kingdom. Plainly and sim-
ply is this way shown to the true disciple to-day.

The blind see, the deaf hear, the lame walk, and the
poor have the Gospel preached unto them by this

same power that was acknowledged by this dear Son
of God.

This was followed by a tender and lucid enlarge-

ment on the gracious principles announced, and the
large audience listened with devout attention to the
words of this enlightened testimony bearer to the
eternal truth as it is revealed to the humble soul who
has sought the Father in the appointed way of His
coming. Simple and reasonable is the way thus

taught by His appointed servants, and most reason-

able and instructive are the testimonies of such mes-
sengers as have been heard on this occasion.

Thomas Fouike followed in a fervent appeal to

those present to follow this blessed light in the Soul

and become the children of the in-dwelling God,
heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ in his king-

dom.
Isaac Wilson then knelt in fervent prayer and

thanksgiving. He asked that the blessing of the Holy
Spirit may rest upon this congregation, and gave
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thanks for the outpouring of the love Divine upon
those here giUhoreii for the worship of the Father

who has given to us tlie assurance that to those who
thus seek Him, He will be found.

Isaac Wilson spoke again to an overflowing con-

gregation at 17th and Girard Avenue, in the evening.

At Green street, the morning meeting was as large

as usual on the First-day of Yearly INIeeting. Marga-

retta Walton ministered with much acceptance. In

the evening Ezra Fell was in attendance and spoke

with usual earnestness.

The Children's Meeting at 15th and Race, at three

o'clock, was an occasion of great interest, as such gath-

erings of the youth of the Society always are. The
schools that participated in the exercises were those

«f West Chester, Fair Hill, West Philadelphia, Make-

field, Haddonfield, Friends' Mission, Girard Avenue,

Green Street, and Germantown, the last two only

taking part in the opening and closing exercises.

Elizabeth Powell Bond, at the request of the commit-

tee of arrangements, addressed the children, reading

an essay in the form of a parable, very appropriate to

the occasion. At the close Isaac Wilson made a brief

and inspiring address of encouragement to the work-

ers, and tender appeal to the children. Thomas Foulke

followed in an impressive prayer—and under the

cover of a quiet seldom observed where so many
children are gathered, except among Friends, the

meeting closed.

Meetings for Business.—Second-Day's Pkoceedings.

In men's meeting the attendance was quite as

large as usual, the body of the house being filled

down-stairs, and some seats up-stairs occupied. Em-

mor Roberts, Clerk for last year, Evan T. Swayne,

Assistant Clerk, and Alfred Moore, assistant to them,

were in attendance, and in charge of the business

procedure. The list of representatives was called, of

whom all but 13 were present.

Minutes for Friends in attendance were read as

follows : From Westbury Monthly Meeting, for Isaac

Hicks, a minister ; from Westlake Monthly Meet-

ing, Bloomfield, Canada, for Isaac Wilson, a minister
;

from West Branch Monthly Meeting, Centre county.

Pa., for Joseph M. Spencer, a minister ;
from Goose

Creek Monthly Meeting, Virginia, Elizabeth T. Brown

,

an elder.

The epistles from the other six yearly meetings

were then read, in order: New York, Baltimore,

Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Genesee. They were all

interesting papers, and produced a feeling of lively

satisfaction in the meeting. It was noticeable that

they all were characterized by a common spirit, and

showed an active interest in the testimonies of the

Society. That from Illinois mentioned the appoint-

ment of a committee to visit and encourage the scat-

tered membership in the States and Territories far-

ther West. That from Genesee referred to the fact

that its yearly session, last year, was held in joint

meeting,' men and women together, and had proved

very satisfactory.

Remarks were briefly made by a number of

Friends on the epistles, and a committee was ap-

pointed to prepare a reply to them.

At the afternoon session, the representatives re-

ported through John Wildman, that they were united
in proposing Enimor Roberts, Evan T. Swayne, and
Alfred Moore (for service, as stated above), and
these being separately considered, were all cordially
united with.

Propositions for changes in the Discipline, sent up
by Philadelphia and Bucks Quarters, were then read,

and it was ilecided to appoint separate committees to

consider them. Subsequently a proposition for a
change in the Advices, sent up by Philadelphia
Quarter, was also referred to the former of the two
committees. The flrst proposed change in the Dis-

cipline was to add in the Fourth Query, a clause, " Do
Friends refuse to rent their property for the sale bf
intoxicating beverages?" The other was to inquire

particularly, each year, as to the changes in the num-
ber of members. The proposed change in the Advices
relates to the cultivation, manufacture, sale, and use
of tobacco. The committees on these changes were
then ajjpointed, generally four Friends from each
quarterly meeting.

A committee to assist in collecting the exercises

of the meeting, and prepare the Extracts for publica-

tion, was appointed ; also a committee to examine
and settle the Treasurer's account.

A Friend called the attention of the meeting to a

subject mentioned in the epistle from Illinois Yearly

Meeting,—the care of the scattered members, in the

distant States and Territories, and to the importance

of encouraging and aiding them, as way might open,

to form meetings wherever enough families could be
gathered together. The subject drew out a lively ex-

pression of interest, and it was decided to appoint a

committee on the subject,—jointly with women's
meeting, if it should unite in the concern.

In the women's meeting, Margaretta Walton, Clerk

for last year, and Matilda Garrigues, Aoeistant, were
at the desk. Tlie list of representatives was called,

and nearly all of them answered. Minutes for visit-

ing Friends, (as named in the report of men's meet-

ing), were read.

The epistles from the several Yearly Meetings

were taken up, and those from New Y'ork, Genesee,

and Ohio were read, and drew out much expression

of satisfaction from the meeting.

At the afternoon session, Abigail R. Paul reported

that the representatives, having met, were fully

agreed in proposing the reiippointment of Margaretta

Walton as Clerk, with which the meeting united

;

and also with the reappointment of Matilda, Garri-

gues as Assistant. These appointments were united

with.

The epistle from Illinois Yearly Meeting was then

read, followed by those from Indiana and Baltimore,

and a committee was appointed to prepare answers

to all.

The proposed changes in the Discipline, and Ad-
vices (noted in the proceedings of men's meeting),

were then taken up, and they were referred, as by

the men, to committees for consideration, to report

at a future sitting.

[Our report concludes for this week at this point.

The further proceedings will be given in next issue.

—Eds.]
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THE COMMON GROUND OF RELIGIOUS
SECTS.'-

THERE is a growing tendency, in these latter days,

to seek for, and to dwell upon, the points of resem-

blance between all religious beliefs, rather than the

points of difl'erence. The time has been when the

differences were the objects of the greater attention.

Thus a spirit of antagonism, rather than one of har-

mony, was sedulously cultivated. With the present

tendencies this spirit is being exorcised, and a more
kindly and harmonious spirit is taking its place. The
cultivation of this will do much toward bringing

about that millennial time when it may be truly said,

"They shaU. not hurt nor destroy in all my holy

mountain ; and the earth shall be full of the knowl-
edge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea." It may
be supposed by some that the present tendency to

magnify resemblances, and to overlook differences,

will ultimately lead to the destruction of all distinct-

ive religious beliefs—all division into separate sects,

and that in the millennial time hoped for, the broad
church will include all within its folds. But such a

condition of things is, I believe, neither to be looked

for nor to be desired. Human minds are not, nor are

they likely to be, all cast in the same mould. Differ-

ences must exist, and these differences will be likely

to continue to divide the world into sects. What
is to be sought, and most earnestly desired, is not the

obliteration of all differences, and consequently of all

sects, but harmong in diversity. What is more beauti-

ful than to see all, of varying views, seeking only
points of rssemblance in their beliefs, giving others

credit for equally good motives with themselves, and
acknowledging that one picture may be just as true to

nature as another which is taken from a different

point of view ? And when we reflect that those points

upon which all sects agree are, as a rule, things which
affect most nearly the practical concerns of life, the

folly of dwelling upon and magnifying differences be-

comes still more apparent.

In seeking for a basis of agreement upon which all

could unite, and upon which could be reared a system
of morals for the education of the younger in all our
schools, the Hebrew rabbis of New York have lately

set forth the following propositions

:

" First. The existence of a God.
"Second. The responsibility of every human being

to God.
" Third. The deathlessness ©f the human soul.

"Fourth. The reality of a spiritual state beyond
the grave, in which condition must be determined
by character."

A belief in at least the first three of these proposi-

tions would seem to be intuitive in the human mind.
To the ordinary mind it seems impossible to prove

the existence of a God. For proof consists of a series

of statements, dependent upon each other, and each
of itself being simpler and clearer than the one
which follows it. As the existence of design would
seem necessarially to imply the existence of a de-

signer, it would seem that no simpler proposition

could precede this statement, and hence that it is not

susceptible of proof. Our belief in it is intuitive,—
instinctive, — unavoidable. If the existence of a
watch implies the existence of a watch maker, how
much more does the existence of the varied and
wonderfully complicated and beautiful mechanism
of the universe, the earth, the air, the sea, the sky,
and all the countless hosts of stars that stud the
heavens, and above all man himself;—how much
more, I say, does the existence of all of these imply
a great and supreme law-giver by whom they were
made, and upon whose divine will they all depend
A belief in this great maker and law-giver, God, does
not depend upon jn-oof, but is instinctive in the hu-
man mind.

The second proposition : That we are all responsi-
ble to God, who created us, and all things, would
seem to follow, without possibility of question, from
the first. And this responsibility brings us under
subjection to the known laws which govern our
being, and makes us responsible for the observance
of these laws. How different, thus our situation from
what it would be were we irresponsible creatures,
placed in a world of chance, formed by that fortuitous
combination of atoms so elaborately described by
Lucretius

! We soon learn that happiness un.speaka-:
ble is our portion even here if we obey these laws,
and corresponding pain and sorrow if we disregard
them.

The third proposition is another of those unde-
monstrable statements, the belief in which is instinct-
tive, and which no chain of reasoning, no proof, could
make more clear. That the soul of man is mortal, that
its life of ever ad vanci ng devolpment here is to end with
the life of the body, to go out in darkness like a taper
that is extinguished, is a truly unthinkable thought.
And that we are preparing now for a life that shall
never " end, but go ou through countless ages, is a
powerful motive to make the very best use of the
time which is allotted to us here. Thus this belief too
will be seen to have a direct bearing upon our prac-
tical life.

The fourth proposition is one upon which all will

probably agree, although the belief in this can scarce-

ly be called as instinctive and inevitable, as in the
other three propositions. That our spiritual condi-
tion beyond the grave is a real condition, and one in

which we retain our identity, and are conscious, in-

telligent beings, is a belief to which we all fondly
cling, and is indeed almost, if not quite inseparable
from the belief in the deathlessness of the human
soul. Just what we shall be there, in that spiritual

state, what our joys, what our sufferings, what our
hopes, what our fears ; whether we shall recognize
these and be attracted toward those who were dearest
to us here ; how we shall be affected by their joys or
sorrows, pleasures or pains, as well as our own ; all

these may be points of speculation upon which
various minds will materially differ, the reality of a
spiritual state beyond the grave is a thought in which
we can all unite. As for the other part of the pro-

position, that condition in that future state must be
determined by character, tve are surely led to infer

this from our experience in this world, and a belie

in it must therefore be well nigh universal. Such 1/ -
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lief is also very ilesirable , as it affords another and a

powerful motive for right doing here,—for making a

proper use of the opportunities which are here af-

forded us.

We thus see that these four propositions of the

Hebrew Kabbisaflbrd an excellent basis for the build-

ing up of true, and good, and noble characters, and

being all, or nearly all, instinctive beliefs of all sects

of Christians, they afford a strongcommon ground of

labor and of sympathy, and an opportunity for all to

work together for the common good of the human
race.

The subjects about which the various sects differ

will be found to have a far less directly practical bear-

ing upon life and its duties, and some of them—indeed

many of them—which even are often the cause of the

most bitter hostility, are so trivial in their nature that

a strife about them at all is unworthy of those made
in the image of their Creator, and commanded to love

one another as children of one common Father. A
mere catalogue of these minor subjects of difference

would be endless and unprofitable. So much acrimo-

nious controversy has arisen from many of them that

the mere mention of theiL could but excite hostility

and prejudice in some minds. Let us therefore, to-

day, kindly draw over these the veil of oblivion
;

and dwell only upon those common principles and

beliefs in n-hich all sects agree, and which have so

important a bearing upon the conduct of our daily

life. Unless we do this, may we not be rightfully

charged, as were some of olden time, with "' tithing

mint, anise, and cummin, and omitting the weightier

matters of the law ?
"

How beautiful and simple is this doctrine, set forth

by the Rabbis as the foundation of a system of

morals, in which all sects can unite 1
" One is your

father, even God, and all ye are brethren." As chil-

dren of any earthly parent, we are all alike respon-

sible to Him, and under the wise government of His

law. Hence our duty to each other as children of one

common Father. " If any man love not his neigh-

bor whom he hath seen, how shall he love God whom
he hath not seen ? " And in the performance of our

duties here, to God, the author of our being, and to

our brethren who are His common children, we are

preparing for that other and higher existence beyond,

which is to have no end. And in that future exist-

ence, that spiritual state beyond the grave, we may
reasonably expect our condition to be affected by the

characters which we establish here.

With such a body of doctrine for common ground,

why should not the various sects work together for

one common end,—the glory of God, our Father, and

the promotion of the highest interests of all His chil-

dren? Thus laboring for their bodily and spiritual

welfare, we should be ready to unite in advancing the

cause of temperance, df peace, of freedom from all

evil bonds, physical and spiritual ; ameliorating the

sufferings of the poor and the outcast; promoting the

cause of education everywhere ; doing all in short to

extend a helping hand to those who needed our as-

sistance.

Surely, in all of these things, working hand to

hand, shoulder to shoulder, with those of every re-

ligious denomination, we should find a far more
worthy occupation than in contending about those
really minor points of belief which in the past have
occupied so much of the attention of the religious

world.

THE PAYABLE OF THE GARDENER}
THERE was once a gardener who planted some
apple jeeds, in the hope that he might produce some
new and valuable kinds of apples. He watered the
earth they were in, with the greatest care, and in

due time he rejoiced to see the tiny plants pricking
through. Now he was even more careful, and used
his finest spnnkler lest heavy drops of water should
beat down these tender seedlings. For a time his

box, a foot square, was ample for this orchard that
years after required a large field. But by and by
the seed leaves had done their work and several new
leaves had grown, and all the time the rootlets had
been reaching out farther and farther for more food,

and the wise gardener saw that his seedlings must
have more room to grow in. So he prepared nice
little pots for them, and to be perfectly fiiir to them
all, he had a pot for each infant tree. Then you see
the strong brisk babies could send out their rootlets

as fast and as thick as they wanted to, without in-

terfering with the weaker ones; and as soon as they
had used up all the materials for growth in their own
little pot, the good gardener would see that they
needed more room, and would gently transplant

them to a larger pot, until finally they outgrew the
pots altogether, and were promoted to the open field.

Was this all the careful gardener had done for his

seedlings—to give them enough to eat and to drink,
and a large enough place to grow in ? no ! he had
actually used his knife upon them, and those he
cared most for, he had cut most severely ! Some-
times these smart little seedlings were too smart, and
pushed out their buds in too many directions. They
thought that the more branches they could start, the
better work they were doing, but the wise gardener
kne^w better.

He kept his eye on them and as soon as he saw
the ambitious little things were putting out more
branches than their roots would warrant, or that a
branch was starting that would injure the shape of

the grown up trees, out came his sharp knife to lop

off the superfluous branches, that all the sap might
go to feed the branches which he wished to save. He
had not only used his knife upon his precious seed-

lings, but he had tied them up. I have no doubt that

they felt perfectly able to hold themselves up, and
thought the gardener ridiculous for treating them
that wav ; but he didn't even ask them what they
thought about it but fastened each one securely to a

stout rod, for he knew that strong winds would be too

much for tender seedlings, and that if he helped them
that much they could give all their strength to their

work of growing.

I am obliged to say that the seedlings did not all

turnout well. There were some that from the instant

their heads were above the ground felt perfectly able

lAn Essay read by Elizabeth Powell Bond at the First-Day
School Children's Meeting, Philadelphia, 5th month 8th.
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to take care of themselves. So when the gardener put

them into their tirst Mttle pot they were very much
disturbed at being moved, and sulked so that half of

their rootlets withered away. But the patient gar-

dener coaxed them along, and when they too sent out

a useless bud he took his knife to them just as he liad

to the rest. The cutting and the tying up, however,

they just rebelled against ; and finally the gardener

turned his back upon them, and let them take care of

themselves, and a feeble, unshapely set of trees they

were, never worthy of a place in the orchard that was

the gardener's pride and delight.

Tlie behavior of these seedlings was not pecu-

liar to apple-seedlings. I suppose pear-seedlings and

grape-seedlings would behave in precisely the .same

way ; and the most precious seedlings in alt the

world, seedling men and women like those before me,

sometimes make the very same mistakes of the apple-

seedlings that turned out so poorly. They sometimes

feel themselves wise enough and strong enough to

mark out their own way of growth; and if the hu-

man gardener—the parent or teacher—sees that re-

straint is needed at this point, or pruning at that

point to make the growth fine and symmetrical, and
does the cutting or tying up that is needed, the un-

happy little seedling resists and disobeys until he be-

comes dwarfed and crooked. Think what a fair" gar-

den of the Lord " this earth might be, if all its little

children—its seedling men and women, could grow

to manhood and womanhood under training like

the wise gardener's ; if they could learn early that

obedience is the first requirement of the human soul.

At first, it is obedience to our parents or guardians

who direct our daily life and its physical growth,

what our food and our clothing shall be ; what our

hands shall do and what lessons shall occupy our

minds; what play-time we may indulge in and who
our companions shall be. The children who learn

this first obedience grow in loveliness from ilay to

day ; and they grow in strength too, making ready

for the second obedience required at their hands when
they cease to be children, and required always after—

a

requirement that shares the immortal life of the soul.

This second, this unending obedience is rendered to the

law of our Heavenly Father as revealed in our own
souls. This law holds us to truthfulness, to hon(.ir,

to purity, to faithfulness, to unselfishness—a law

whose grasp is of iron firmness, but obedience to

which brings strength, and spiritual beauty, and
finally peace.

The thought that I would leave with these dear

young people, then, to germinate and fructifj' in their

spiritual life—is the blessedness of obedience, first to

the outward law of father and mother administered

as the wise gardener cares for his seedlings ; and sec-

ond to the law of our Heavenly Father, written on
our hearts and guiding us toward infinite perfection

and infinite joy and peace.

Thou ueedst not ask the augels where
His habitations be

;

Keep thou thy spirit clean aud fair

And He shall dwell with thee.

—Alice Gary.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE. III.—GENOA TO
NAPLES.

C.\STELLAMARf;, Second month, 18S7.

GENOA, from the number and grandeur of its palaces

long ago was called " Genoa la supurba," Genoa the
proud. The Italian word " palazzo," however, is not
the equivalent of our word " palace." Any large

dwelling-house, built in a certain fashion, is a palazzo.

It is. however, true that a vast majority of the ordin-

ary dwellings in Genoa would be palaces in outward
appearance in our eyes. In almost all continental

cities every dwelling, except a few occupied by the

nobility, accommodates many families, and for this

purpose is divided into as many apartments as there

are floors; and often each floor is subdivided into .sev-

eral apartments, each with at least the necessary ac-

commodations for house-keeping. Washington Irv-

ving said " a Parisian house is a street set on end,"

and such is the ordinary Italian house. These houses

in Genoa are of more than ordinary dimensions and
superior architecture, because of the great wealth

which flowed into that city during its long tei'm

of commercial preeminence, and partly, perhajis, be-

cause of the cramped limits within which building

was confined by the mountain spurs which hem it in

on three sides, while the sea occupies the fourth.

Being unable to extend horizontally it could only

grow upwards. For the same reason the streets are

very narrow ; aud magnificient houses of sixty or

more feet front, and seven or eight stories in height,

olten stand on narrow alleys not more than twelve

feet wide—but on looking through the arched gate-

way you may see a court-yard adorned with fountain

and statuary, plants and flowers, around which the

building is constructed. It is only in the older parts

of the city that these very narrow and also extremely

crooked streets are found. In the newer portion ef-

forts are made to widen and straighten the streets,

but the difliculties are great. There are within the

city limits but a few acres of level ground, aud that,

of course, was first occupied and now contains the

oldest houses. The rest of the space is occupied by

mountain spurs or short ridges, some of which rise to

the height of fifteen hundred feet within the city

walls. To run straight streets and at the same time

preserve any kind of practicable grade on such a ter-

ritory is impossible, and, accordingly, the new
streets are a compromise between crookedness and

steepness; but one result is that a drive or walk

around the city affords a great variety of beautiful

pro.spects. Genoa is still a port of great commerce,

and necessarily of considerable wealth ; but the

wealthiest class is probably the nobility who are

great landed proprietors. One of them a few years

ago gave the city for the improvement of its harbor

a sum equivalent to four million dollars of our money.

During the few days we spent in Genoa a strong

wind prevailed"—a tramontana, as they call it—a north

wind coming over the Alps, and, of cour.se, bitterly

cold ; but having lost all its moisture on those heights,

it came to us dry and drove every cloud from the sky,

or rather, perhaps, absorbed them. In the face of this

wind it was with some misgivings that I adhered to
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iny design of mnkinp; the rest of the journey to Naples

by sea ; and, accordinj^ly, accompanied by a kind of

courier from the liotel, I drove one dark niglit about

eiglit o'clock to the pier to take a steamer which was
to sail an hour later. On reaching the pier I found

that the steamer was somewhere out in the harbor,

and we were to reach her in a shore boat which my
conductor speedily summoned, and which was man-
aged by a single man who looked to me suspiciously

old and feeble. I confess my heart sank as my wife

and children took their places in the boat, and we put

out into the blackness, driven bj- a tierce and cutting

wind, and threading our way under the bows. and
across the hawsers of the many vessels that crowded
the harbor. Of course the skill of our boatman was
equal to the emergency ; but I cannot help thinking

bow easily a boat might be upset by running upon a

sunken hawser, driven by the wind or impelled by a

boatman failing to perceive the danger. Fortunately

these men row standing up and looking forward.

On reaching the ship we found that we were the

only passengers, and that as very few use the ships in

winter there were no preparations for warming the

cabin. AVe therefore had nothing for it but to get to

bed, which we did with all speed, fully expecting to

wake next morning at Leghorn. The cold, however,
did not suffer us to sleep so soundly as not to know-
that the ship did not quit her anchorage that night

;

in fact the wind continued so high that it was not

safe to put to sea in the dark, and it was seven o'clock

in the morning of next day before the ship got under
way. And now began our compensations. The ves-

sel was to sail at night, reach Leghorn early in the

morning, load there during the day, sail again towards
night, and reach Naples on the evening of the follow-

ing day. According to this arrangement we would
have been at sea during our waking hours only for a
few hours in the early morning and late afternoon,

e.xcept during the last day when we would have
passed the islands and the most interesting portion of

the route. The detention at Genoa reversed the pro-

gram. We sailed to Leghorn by day, lay there load-

ing the following night ; sailed again in the morning,
and reached Naples twenty-four hours later.

The voyage was one of singular beauty. The tra-

montana, after clearing the sky of clouds, had fallen;

the sea was perfectly smooth ; the snow-clad peaks of
the maritime Alps looked out over the lower coast-

range; behind us the mountains of Corsica rose far

above the horizon, and in front the Apennines in

shadow during the forenoon, took on the pearly hue
which distant snow-peaks assume when turned from
a bright sun. The islands of Gorgona, Elba, Giglio,

and many others which lay below the snow-line, rose

from the waves and sank again as we proceeded, dis-

playing the deep blue haze, and at evening the pur-

ple tints so characteristic of that region but not pe-

culiar to it, nor tiner than I have seen in our own At-
lantic states. AVe sailed close to Elba, and we looked
with great interest at once (for Corsica was still in

view) upon the two islands so connected with the fate

of that great genius which, if its powers had been di-

rected to the pursuits of peace, would have achieved
for Napoleon Bonaparte a higher place among the

benefactors of his race than he attained among the

destroyers of mankind. Sardinia was still visible in

the distant west, but all other islands were out of view
when we passed the latitude of Rome, towards five

o'clock in the evening. It was suggested that we
might possibly see the dome of St. Peter's if we would
keep watch, and without proper consideration I

scouted the proposition. But the dome is above the
horizon of the coast, and with a clear western sun at

our backs shining full upon it, we misrht possibly

have caught sight of it. When we woke the next
morning we were entering the bay of Naples and be-

fore us lay a scene familiar to all who read illustrated

magazines. There, directly in front, stood Vesuvius
with his plume of white smoke ; there were the thou-

sands of white houses that cluster around his

feet and contain the densest population of the world.

On the right and left of the entrance were the senti-

nel islands of Capri and Ischia, and on the left was
beautiful Naples founded nearly thirty centuries ago
by the pleasure-loving Greeks, and from that day to

this the prey of every invader; Ascans, Romans, Goths,

Byzantines, Normans, Germans, and Spaniards, have
in succession seized it and enjoyed its beauties. All

have succumbed to its enervating influences, and the

hardy races who in turn have conquered it, have
never produced a progeny who could defend it.

John D. McPherson.

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN LIFE.
[Prof. Herman V. Hilprecht, a distinguished authority

iu ancient history, has recently been lecturing at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania; in the German language, on
'' Egyptian Culture and History." The following is a synop-

sis of one of the lectures.

—

Eds.]

LIFE in the great empires of old, in spite of many
ditTerences, had many features in common with the

life of to-day. The principles of love, piety, and
morals rule in the family ; and reason, law, and power
held a firm position in the State. The family and the
State supplemented each other, and a true under-
standing of the condition of life in the empire of the

Pharoahs can only be obtained by a consideration of

these two phases.

The comparatively high civilization of the Egypt-
ians, their populous cities, their gigantic temples,

have always aroused general interest. Although we
do not look upon Egypt as Goethe did in the poetic

light of holy dawn, but rather in the unsparing gloom
of historical criticism, j'et our interest in that history

has not lessened, but rather increased.

The basis of Egyptian civilization was agriculture

;

but the centres of business and professional life were
in the cities, situated on both sides of the Nile. The
temples and tombs were built as if to last forever,

while the houses were light and perishable structures

made of clay from the river. A complete residence

of the 18th or 19th dynasty (about the time of Moses),

presented somewhat the following appearance

:

A high wall separated the building with its court

from the street. An ante-chamber for the door-keeper

formed the entrance to the house proper, while a com-
modious and handsome dining-room was the chief

apartment. On the right side of a small court, behind
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the dining-room, were tlie bed-chambers of the owner,

and on the left side were thestore-roomsand servants'

quarters. Further away was the women's apartment

and the flower garden. The love of flowers was an

important characteristic of Egyptian life. For a peo-

ple that adorned their dwellings with flowers must

have made more of the home life than was usual in

the East. The family life, indeed, was at a high stan-

dard. The wife, who, in the inscriptions on the tombs,

is praised as the " palm of love before her husband,"

was looked on as worthy to be the companion of man,

and was highly honored. Monogamy was the rule.

The possession of a harem was generally confined to

the higher classes, who were influenced often by po-

litical reasons to take several wives. The children

were instructed chiefly in reading and writing the

difflcult hieroglyphics, and in the principles of mathe-

matics, astronomy, and theology. Slaves, negroes, and

pretty Syrian female servants are often depicted on

the monuments. They were usually treated well.

The national dish of the Egyptians was the goose.

Thirty kinds of bread were known. The common
drink was a beer somewhat similar to our own, and in

many cases its use was carried to great excess. So

long as habits of intemperance were confined to cer-

tain classes they remained without influence on the

State. But when we see painted upon the walls of

the tombs pictures of half-intoxicated ladies, we find

strong signs of the demoralization and inner rotten-

ness of the whole people. Before the decline of the

State we find a well-ordered civil service, with the king

at the head, and a strong religion bearing sway over

all. All the subjects of the king or emperor had their

rights and duties in the State. The laws were very

strict but just. Their system of penalty for crime was

based on the principle that the member of the body

thatdid a wrong should be made to sufler punishment.

But in later times the native strength of the peo-

ple was crippled beneath the load of taxes ; and re-

ligion, instead of building up and enlivening, drains

the resources of the king. The national spirit died

out. Immorality sapped the foundations of the fem-

ily. The proud lettering of the royal inscriptions is

gloomily contrasted by the oft-repeated inscription :

"The people are hungering and have no bread."

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 21.

Fifth Month 22, 1887.

THE PASSOVER.

Topic: Memorial.

Golden Text :—" Stir up your sincere mind by putting

you in remembrance.

Read Exodus 12 : 1-14, Revised Version.

TIME.—About a year and a half after the date of the

last lesson.

Place.—Zoan in Egypt.

Explanations.

Moses, in obedience to the Divine call, left the

herds and flocks of his father-in-law, and, taking his

wife and children, started from Midian for Egypt to

enter upon the work of liberating the Hebrew people

from the slavery of their oppressors.

On reaching the land of Goshen he called together

the elders, or heads of the tribes and families, and

laid before them the work to which he had been di-

vinely appointed.

The hearts of the people were made glad with the
hope of deliverance, and " they bowed their heads and
worshipped." The intervening chapters give a re-

cital of the interview of Moses and Aaron (his

brother) with the king of Egypt, and of the refusal of

the king to let the people go. Then came the fearful

plagues that afflicted the land. Such plagues were
known to the people, but never before in such quick

succession or with such severity. The whole valley

of the Nile was made a scene of desolation. Only the

higher levels of Goshen were free from the devasta-

tions of the plagues. And still the king refused to

break the yoke of bondage. At last the plague of pes-

tilence came, carrying off the children of the Egyyt-

ians until there was not a house in which there was

not one dead, from the palace of the king to the dun-

geon of the captive. Only the land of Goshen, the

home of the Israelites, escaped the pestilence. It is

the memorial service established to keep in perpetual

remembrance this signal preservation that forms the

subject of our lesson.

From the teaching of this lesson we learn :

1. That it is right and proper to acknowledge the

favors we have received from our Heavenly Father

who leads his people by ways they know not of, out

of sorrow and affliction, and gives them evidences of

his continued protection.

2. That it is a Christian duty we owe one to an-

other, to call t") remembrance the occasion in which

we have been signally favored, that our gratitude may
ascend as a memorial before God.

THOUGHTS OF GOD.

WHAT .art thou, then, my God? What but the

Lord God! Most highest, most good, most potent,

most omnipotent; most merciful, yet most just ; most

hidden, yet most present ; most beautiful, yet most

strong; stable, yet incomprehensible; unchangeable,

yet all-changing; never new, never old; ever work-

ing, ever at rest; still gathering, yet nothing lacking:

supporting, filling, and overspreading ; creating, nour-

ishing, and maturing; seeking, yet having all things.

Thou lovest without passion ; art jealous without

anxiety ;
repentest, yet grievest not ; art angry, yet

serene ; changest thy works, thy purpose unchanged
;

receivest again what thou findest, yet didst never

lose; never in need, yet rejoicing in gains; never

covetous, yet exacting usury. Thou receivest over

and above, that thou mayst owe; and who hath

aught that is not thine? Thou payest debts, owing

nothing ; remittest debts, losing nothing. And what

have I now s.aid, my God, my life, my holy joy, or

what saith any man, when he speaks of thee? Yet

woe to him that speaketh not, since muteare even the

most eloquent.

—

Augustine.

The character-builder in our civilization is home.

Where you get a wise father and a wise mother, you

will get noble children and noble citizens in spite of

all other hindrances.—E. P. Powell.

" Instead of sitting down idly to mourn over dead

hopes, apply yourselves vigorously to the nearest duty."
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THE "MORE EXCELLENT WAY."
TO secure and make his own whatever he sets his

affections upon is the desire of every one who has a

purpose in life. It was to this universal craving that

the Apostle Paul ajjpealed when he said :
" Set your

affections [or, as it is rendered in the New Version,

your mind'] on the things that are above, and not on

the things that are upon the earth " and the Master

before, had declared, " Where your treasure is there

will your heart be also."

In his travail of spirit for the little company of

believers gathered in the wealthy and cultured city

of Corinth, Paul saw the dangers to which they were

exposed through vain philosophy and the sensuous

displays which the abundance of riches and leisure

made possible ; and his exhortations and entreaties

are models of clear, incisive, yet tender pastoral effort

for the preservation of the Church and its growth in

all the essentials of a true Christian life.

He had shown them that they were all members
of the one body, "whether Jews or Greeks, whether

bond or free," and that each had a place to fill and

a duty to perform. The members with great gifts or

holding exalted positions could not say to the " less

honorable," we have no need of you ; and he recom-

mends to all that they " desire earnestly the greater

gifts," — those qualifications that will give larger

power in the work of the ministry,—in the knowl-

edge of the truth, and in the faith that saves. All

these he recognizes as essential to the progress of the

gospel, and an intelligent presentation of its doctrines

before men. These believers had been shown how
entirely worldly ambitions and covetous desires are

opposed to the law of the spirit, and whether as

lowly members of the church, or as prophets, teach-

ers and leaders, the .same watchful care over them-

selves individually, and over one another as brethren

and sisters, must be maintained, by exhortation, by

entreaty, and above all by example. And this is

enjoined because of the spiritual relation that exists,

binding all into a common brotherhood of joy and

rejoicing, and of sorrow, persecution and suffering.

After all has been stated and re-stated, affirmed

and re-affirmed, concerning this relationship, the

Apostle rises to a contemplation of that which is

more than all that he has before enumerated, the

one lasting bond of unity,—which no condition of

abundance or of want can sever, no sorrow can

destroy, no prosperity can weaken,—" the more ex-

cellent way," that must abide and continue. When
prophecy shall have ceased, when the gift of tongues

is silenced, when knowledge shall be done away
love will rise triumphant,—love that suffereth long

and is kind, that envieth not, that is not puffed up,

that vaunteth not itself; and this is the "more ex-

cellent way " in which we may walk and not stumble,

the way that leads out of all that can harm or dis-

turb the peace of the church, because it gives no

place to envy or covetousness but each considers the

welfare of a brother of equal importance with that of

his own.

The church is yet a long way off from this happy

goal, but there is progress, though very slow, and the

way, though excellent, is strewn with difficulties and

temptations. These confronted the Master, pure and

unselfish as was his life. The appetites and the ambi-

tions of the worldly nature met him at the threshold

of his public career—how hard the combat may be

judged from the ministry of angels sent to strengthen

and succor him in the hour of his greatest peril.

" God is love ; and he thatabideth in love abideth

in God, and God abideth in him," wrote the beloved

disciple, and this is the highest condition to which

the soul can attain. Doing the will of God is but do-

ing our duty ; the necessities of our human existence

make any lower standard of action incompatible with

the best interests of life, and we say in the language of

scripture, such are but unprofitable servants, having

done only what we ought to have done. It is the

higher level of love that lifts the soul out of itself and

brings it into the atmosphere of the divine. Do we
want to be one with God? The way is open to every

one that is willing to submit to the terms, and the joy

and peace that come to the soul through acceptance

are more than all else that this life may possess.

DEATHS.

JARRETT.—Ou Fifth month 4th, 18S7, Rebecca Jarrett,

of Horseham, Pa.

KENYOX.—At her home in Schaghticoke, New York,
on First day. Fourth mouth 10th, 1SS7. Haunah Kenyon,
in her 92d year; an esteemed friend of Easton Monthly
Meeting. Although having lived to such an advanced age)

her mental faculties remained unimpaired, and it truly

may be said of her, " Well done good and fiiitliful servant

enter thou into the joy of thy Lord."

LEVICK.—At Littleton, Colorado, Fifth month 4th,

1887, William Ebenezer Levick, of Philadelphia, sou of

Susanna M. aud the late Samuel J. Levick, a member of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

REID.—At her residence in West Chester, Pa., on Fifth

mouth -Ith, 18S7, Rebecca L. Reid, widow of the late Wm.
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Eeid. A member of Birmiugham Monthly Meeting of

Friends. »

TOWNSEND.—At the residence of his son-in-law, Wil-

liam P. Troth, in West Philadelphia, Fifth mouth 5th, 1887,

Samuel Townseud, in his 87th year, a member of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

WOOD.—In West Philadelphia, Fifth month 2d, 1887.

Alice E., wife of Samuel A Wood, aged 36 year.s, a member
of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia. One

who gave promise of increasing usefulness.

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION.
THE 14th annual meeting of the stockholders of

Friends' Book iissociation of Philadelphia wa-s held

at Eaoe street Meeting-IIouseon the evening of the

9th inst. Henry Bentley occupied the chair, and S.

Eaymond Roberts acted as secretary.

The following report of the Board of Directors was

presented and approved

:

1-tth Annual Repokt of the Board of Directoks of

Friends' Book Association of Philadelphia, to

THE Stockholders.

The business of the Association has made steady

progress during the year that has just closed. The
advantages of the change of location, "and the reduc-

tion of expenses resulting therefrom, will be shown
in the report of the Superintendent, John Comly, for

the fiscal year ending Fourth month 1st, 1SS7.

The usefulness of the store as a centre for all our

denominational interests is increasingly apparent :

especially may this be said of all school work, whether

secular or religious, including the furnishing of Kin-

dergarten supplies, to which careful attention is paid.

The need of better accommodations for the business

of the General Conference of First-day schools (an

organization formed of all the associations and First-

day schools of our body of Friends), made it neces-

sary to provide a special department for this work.

A room ou loth street opening into the store was ob-

tained at a small additional cost in rent, and a com-
mittee of three appointed from the Board of Direc-

tors, to have supervision thereof. The work in this

direction is an important factor in widening the use-

fulne.ss of the Association- and creating a Society in-

terest its prosperity.

It is believed by many friends of this cause that

the interest might be still more increased if the

Board of Directors included some Friends outside

the limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. The
attention of the stockholders is directed to this sug-

gestion. The membership of our Society is too small

to allow of .sectional interests in the prosecution of

denominational work. As Friends' Book Associa-

tion is already established, and has a place in the

Society, it is confidently believed its interests are

the interests of the whole, and its benefits, whatever
they may be, should reach out to the remotest limits

of the Society.

Since our last annual meeting we have lost by
•death one of the most faithful and useful members
of the Board, Dillw'vn Parrish. He was one of the

original corporators, and held the office of Vice-

President from the second year of the Association to

the time of his decease.

Owing to the offer of a number of shares of the

stock to the Board it was found necessary to appoint

Trustees to receive and hold or dispose of the same
for the benefit of the Association. This has placed a

number of shares owned by Friends since deceased

in the hands of the Board, which are ofiered for sale

at the original valuation to Friends who wish to

further the interests of the Book Association.

At the sugge.stion of an English Friend interested

in our publications a correspondence was opened

with the publishing house of Samuel Harris & Co., of

London, in reference to the sale of our works. Way
has not yet opened but we have the assurance from

S. Harris & Co. that they will keep the list of our

publications, and take pleasure iu dealing with us if

opportunity oflers.

The Superintendent's report, giving a statement

of the results of last year's business, shows a net

profit of 1,1.17.69.

On behalf of the Board,

Henry Bentley, President.

Louisa J. Roberts, Secretary.

The following were elected Directors to serve the

ensuing year:

Henry Bentley, Clement M. Biddle, Amos Hill-

born, Lavinia P. Yeatman, Samuel E. Griscom, Wm.
P. Sharpless, M. Fisher Longstreth, Loui.sa J. Roberts,

Lydia H. Hall, Robert M. janney, Samuel B. Chap-

man, Samuel Marshall.

COLORED SCHOOL WORK OF ORTHODOX
FRIENDS.

THE Colored School work of the Orthodox Friends

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting is done through an

organization called " Friends' Freedmen's Associa-

tion." The annual meeting was held on the 18th ult.

Of this the Friends' Review says :

It is to be regretted that the interest of Friends

generally in this work has apparently declined.

Many of the original members of the Association

have passed away, others are unable to attend the

meetings, and the younger generation find other

claims, perhaps more pressing in their view. The

Association still sees a need for aid in the education

of the Freedmen, and perseveres in its work. Wm.
H. Haines, Secretary, read a statement of the opera-

tions of the Executive Committee during the past

year. Their principal work has been assisting the

schools at Christiansburg, Va., Salem, Goldsboro', and

Rutherfordton, N. C. At Christiansburg they provide

most of the funds for carrying on the school, the

county and state paying about one-fourth. The

school has had an enrollment of 169 and an average

attendance of 135; taught by three white female

teachers from the North. At Salem, the enrollment

was 132, average attendance, 100. This school, in a

Moravian neighborhood, is favored with more of the

moral support of the while population than the

others. Two female teachers from the North ^have

had charge. The public funds paid about two-thirds

of the expenses. The Association gave §100 last

year toward enlarging the school-hou.se, a needed

and much appreciated improvement. The winter has

been long and hard. The people in such seasons
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leave school early to go to work, consequently all (lie

schools will close with this month. At Rutherford-

ton a small appropriation enabled the school to be

held six montlis, instead of two, whicli would have
been its duration witliout this aid; attendance about

thirty-five; teaciier, a colored man of tliat place. At
Goldsboro', wliere tliey liave nearly live hundred en-

rolled, the Ass-ociation has assisted only by giving

the services of one teacher. The Principal of the

school, a zealous colored man, earnestly asks for aid in

building it up, but the condition of the work has not

permitted further help. In most of the Southern

States, the public appropriations for colored schools

are sufficient only for from two to four months; and
the committee has used its means in piecing out these

appropriations to make longer terms, at the same time
seeing that suitable teachers are engaged.

The Board appeal earnestly to Friends for larger

contributions. They say :
" It seems to many of us

that there ought to be felt an individual responsibility

by every one to do something for this down-trod-

den race who have endured so much at the hands of

the American people in past generations." To make
their work most useful, they should be able to em-
ploy a competent Superintendent who would spend
his time in the South, selecting points where aid

would do the most good, and investigating applica-

tions for aid, and superintending the schools.

The Treasurer reported receipts, $2,276.13, pay-

ments, $1,877.31, and that at least $300 more will be
needed to pay balance of expenses for the closing

school year. Charles Rhoads gave an interesting ac-

count of his observations on a visit last autumn to

the district covered by the operations of the Associa-

tion. The improvement evident in the condition

and character of the freedmen in some places was
encouraging.

INDIANS ON THE NEW YORK RESER-
VATIONS.

THE Randolph (N. Y.) Register in an editorial on "The
Indian Problem " after stating the provisions of the

Severalty Bill, says:

This legislation is in the line with the ideas of the

distinctive friends of the Indians. Probably no na-

tion of Indians have enjoyed so fully the benefits of

tribal isolation, legal enactment protecting them from
white intrusion, Indian Schools, and Indian govern-

ments, as the Senecas, living on the Tonawanda, Cat-

taraugus, and Allegany reservations ; and if such In-

dian policy is a wise one they should be the best fit-

ted for holding lands in severalty. Yet for some mys-
terious cause the reservations of the Seneca nation of

New York Indians in New York are expressly ex-

cepted from the provisions of this act. Then it must
be the Indian system of this State is a mistake (of

which there is no doubt in our mind). The Quaker
school in South Valley has for over one hundred years

taught Indian children by books and example ; but
located so near the homes of their pupils that little, if

any permanent good has been accomplished. The
State of New York has for the past fifty years main-
tained on the reservations schools sufficient to provide

for the education of every Indian child ; but with all

of that, these people are less fitted for individual own-
ership of their land than the blanket'ed Indian of the

western plains. How much longer is it necessary to

pursue this mistaken course ?

In sharp contrast with this system is that adopted

by the United States for those on the plains. The
idea with them is to bring those to be educated into

the closest contact with the best form of white civili-

zation. They are taken to Eastern States and taught

in schools and not allowed to mingle with their peo-

ple until the end of a four years' course. At the Car-

lisle institute in Pennsylvania over 500 are being so

taught; at Hampton, Va., 150; in Philadelphia, 200.

These are manual labor schools where they are taught

farming and the trades. A part of the course of each

is spent as a laborer or house help among the farmers

in the state, who are more than willing to employ all

the students these institutions can furnish them; and

in this way thoroughly prepared to earn their own'

living among whites, it is made their ambition to take

care of themselves. Labor is made honorable. At
these schools they are not permitted to converse even

among themselves in Indian. Children from all the

difierent tribes are so commingled as to destroy clan-

ishness. As a result the Indians of the plains are

better fitted to take care of themselves than the pam-
pered, protected Indians of the State of New York,

after over one hundred years' trial of the present sys-

tem. It is full time for a change ; break up the tribal

system ; bring the Indians in contact with the

whites
;
give them the benefit of our laws ; treat them

as responsible, intelligent men. With such treatment

it will not be long before they will be prepared to own
their own land and take care of it too, and to be made
citizens.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
—A friend, writing from Chicago, says: "We

have had our aged friend, Elihu Durfee with us in

our little meeting for several First-days, recently-

Ho has failed physically, but his spirit is still alive,

and even more assured, if possible, than ever of

certain broad truths of which he has had such clear

conception. He was able to stand and speak to us

for almost a half hour at a time, though his voice

grew weak and indistinct toward the close. The
burden of his message was that ' religion was coeval

with the race of men.' I wish I could report his

strong emphatic expression and his original and

forcible language as he endeavored to convey to us

the eternal truths of the one religion. How much
we have lost that I wish might have been preserved!

Are we derelict in neglecting to have our good ser-

mons put into permanent form? In these days of

short-hand writing it seems as if there was little ex-

cuse. I hope your Yearly Meeting will have good

reporters who will understand how to preserve, not

every thing, but things of real value."

There ever was, and is, a most sweet concord and

harmony between the teachings of the Spirit and the

testimony of the Holy Scriptures; and there is

no inconsistency or contradiction between them.

—

Ricn.\RD Cl.\kidge.
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BABTIMEUS.

By Robert J. Bukdette,

" And Jesiis answered and said unto him, What wilt thou that

I should do unto thee ? The blind man said unto him, Lord , that

I might receive my sight."

I WOULD receive my sight ; my clouded eyes

Miss the glad radiance of the morning sun,

The changing tints that glorify the skies

With roseate splendors when the day is done
;

The shadows soft and gray, the pearly light

Of Summer twilight deep'ning into night.

I can not see to keep the narrow way

,

And so I blinclly' wander here and there,

Groping amidst the tombs, or helpless stray

Through pathless, tangled deserts, bleak and bare
;

Weeping, I seek the way I can not find

—

Open my eyes, dear Lord, for I am blind.

And oft I laugh with some light, thoughtless jest,

Nor see how anguish line some face most dear,

And write my mirth, a mocking palimpsest

—

On blotted scrolls of human pain and fear
;

And never see the heartache interlined

—

Pity, oh Son of David ! I am blind.

I do not see the pain my light words give.

The quivering, shrinking heart I can not see
;

So, light of thought, midst hidden griefs I live.

And mock the cypressed tombs with sightless glee
;

Open mine eyes, light, blessed ways to find

—

Jesus, have mercy on me—I am blind.

My useless eyes are reservoirs of tears.

Doomed for their blind mistakes to overflow
;

To weep for thoughtless ways of wandering years

Because I could not see—I did not know.
These sightless eyes—than angriest glance less kind

—

Light of the World, have pity ! I am blind.
— BrooJclyn Eagle.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

CONSOLATION OF NATURE.
LET every human soul,

Weighed down with care.

Seek Nature's soothing breast,—

Find comfort there.

The sweet songs of her birds.

The sun's caress.

The calm blue sky o'er bead,

Console and bless.

The friendless they assure

A friend above.

Who every sorrow knows.

And cures with love.

Nature, sweet friend of man,
Thy blessing give

To all who need thy care

While here they live.

SONG OF THE APPLE BLOOM.
Beautiful billows of blossoms,

Rolling o'er orchard trees.

Pink and white foam of the blossoms.

Floating away on the breeze!

Would I were fair apple blossoms.

Sung to and loved by the bees !

Would that my life might be sweeter,

Fairer, and rosy like these !

Would I might rest here forever,

Bathed in these apple-bloom seas !

Here 'mid the wealth of the orchard.

In silence save sound of the bees.

Billows of beautiful blossoms,

Sweeping o'er orchard trees.

Pink aud white foam of the blossoms,

Blowing away on the breeze !

Would I were sweet apple blossoms.

Sung to and loved by the bees !

—Lauba M. Marquand, in Overland Monthly.

TOTAL ABSTINENCE : ADDRESS OF CANON
WILBERFORCE.

ON Fifth-day evening of last week Canon Basil Wil-

berforce, of Winchester Cathedral. England, delivered

a notable address on total abstinence, in the Academy
of Music, Philadelphia. He explained that his ad-

dress was given at the special request of those work-

ing in this cause in this city. The great buildinj; was

well filled with an earnest and sympathetic audience,

—not, as a rule, of the class most in need of the elo-

quent speaker's fervent appeal, though every one pres-

ent might be touched by the pleading of Wilberforce

to every one to follow the Christ in seeking and sav-

ing the lost, and in upholding the holy and helpful

work of total abstinence.

The Canon is said to resemble in person and in

character his historic grandfather, William Wilber-

force, the renowned champion of the anti-slavery

cause in England, a generation or two ago. He speaks

rapidly and earnestly and with deep feeling, is full of

suggestive anecdote, and is most tenderly persuasive

and convincing in argument to those who have settled

down to a temporizing policy of which he pointed out

the error. Many clerymen of his own as well as of

other persuasions were present, and it is to be hoped

that these if not already convinced will be shown con-

clusively that they as teachersof the religion of Christ

Jesus must be quickened into becoming what this

noble Englishman now is,—advocates of the safe and

simple policy of total abstinence.

A report of the address says :

" Canon Wilberforce is a rapid speaker, makes use

of many illustrations and frequently gives a bit of

humor. He remarked that what he said was more in

the line of a gospel, sermon than a temperance ad-

dress. In his hand was a Bible in which he occa-

sionally read a verse or two. He told why he is a

total abstainer and why he wears on his coat the blue

ribbon which he got from an American friend. He
pictured miseries caused by strong drink. He said

that every person listening to hira ought to become

actively interested in saving the weak and erring.

The Saviour desired this. France has undertaken

the experiment of living without God, and last year

there were in that country 7,952 suicides from chagrin,

misery, and despair.
" Drink, he said, is sapping the national prosperity

of England, but, thank God, there are 4,000,000 total

abstainers there now. The pauper class and the police

are costing England a sum that would pay the inter-
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est on the national debt and more than pay for the

maintenance of the army and navy. America's

problems are not as great as Englan<i's because the

treasury of England depends so largely upon the

revenue from theliquor traffic. What America thinks

to-day in temperance, England will think to-moriow.
The speaker trusted that the great national charac-

teristics of America would be poured into the tem-
perance work.

" The temperance movement in England, said the

Canon, is marked by the blue ribbon which is worn
at the Queen's table by one of the highest ladies in

the land. The temperance movement owes a great

deal to American women. The Canon thanked God
that the wife of the President of the United States

is a noble-hearted woman who is a total abstainer,

and who does all she can for the cause of total abstin-

ence. He said there is not an insurance company in

Europe that would not insure a total abstainer at a

lower rate than that required from even a moderate
drinker.

" The Canon remarked that, in England, it is no
longer fashionable for women to pour out or drink
wine. He urged his hearers to make the pledge of

total abstinence. After the address a considerable

number of persons took the pledge from the Canon
in the green-room, be saying the words and they all

repeating them together."

A RIDE ON THE FINEST MOUNTAIN ROAD
IN THE WORLD.

THE highway from Vladi-Kavkas through the Cau-
casus was built by the Czar in 1859, and it is said to

be the finest mountain road in the world. It is So

wide that two post-w-agons, drawn by four horses

abreast, can pass at full speed at any place, by night
or day. The macadam road-bed is graded like a rail-

way, and its surface is as hard as the boulevards of

Paris. It was by this celebrated military thorough-
fare that we entered the Dariel Pass. The horses

dashed around a bend in the road, and suddenly
stopped before a post-station. These government
houses, which are well constructed of cut stone, with
sheet-iron roofs painted green, have been built from
eight to fifteen miles apart along the entire route

through the Caucasus. Horses, wagons, and drivers

are changed at every station, unless the traveler is

fortunate enough to own his vehicle ; then only a

change of horses and driver is necessary. The toll

for transportation is one and a half cents a verst—

a

distance of about two-thirds of a mile. Each pas-

senger is supposed to have a permit, or way-bill, from
the government, which he must show in addition to

his regular passport. This imperial order for horses

is supposed to enable one to travel with little delay
;

but the post-masters along the route always make it

a point to compel one to wait as long as possible, and
unless liberal fees are given, one may be detained two
or three days at a station. We had traveled but ten
miles, yet the character of the springless vehicle was
such, that we felt as if we had been poundad by
machinery. An officer of the government who was
traveling with us ordered fresh horses harnessed at

once, and in a few moments their steel shoes were
ringing on the road.

The scenery grew rapidly bolder, and mountains
that seemed lofty but half an hour before sank out of

sight as we a.scended the canon. In places the road-

way was a mere groove cut in the sides of appalling

precipices, with the river breaking into foam a thou-

sand feet below. As our horses galloped around one
of these buttresses a mighty amphitheatre opened
directly before us, on one side of which a little notch
was seen midway between the river and the heavens.

It was the road. Looking across the measureless

abyss, we saw a caravan of freight wagons toiling up
this channel chiseled in the side of the mountain.
All the artillery wagons and the great siege-guns that

thundered against Kars and the heights of Soubatan

passed over this road. IMore than two thousand ve-

hicles were moving between Vladi-Kavkas and Alex-

andropol. They stopped for nothing but avalanches

and dead horses; neither darkness norstorm delayed

their i^rogress. Some were loaded with powder and
shells ; others carried clothing and medical supplies.

But none of these great wagons nor swiftly running

post-horses impeded us. The magnificent mountain
boulevard over which we were traveling was often

broad enough for three teams to pass. Sometimes,
however, a line of two-wheeled Asiatic carts drawn
by bullocks refused to yield the customary share of

the road, and as the po.st-wagons swept by them the

Tartar drivers lashed the Arabs in the face with their

Cossack whips, and accompanied the sting with epi-

thets and laughter. A solid and w'ell-laid wall of ma-
sonry, two or three feet thick and three feet high,

prevents careless teamsters from tumbling into the

river a half-mile below.

As the mountains grew loftier the road was really

more secure, and the artificial fountains that had
been built along the route were a delightful surprise

to the European traveler. When the wind was low,

their feathery spray fell like dew on the mountain-

sides, where the greenest of grass softened their wild

grandeur. The gigantic walls increased in height and
vastness until about noon, when we unexpectedly

swept into the bed of a new and terrible amphithe-
atre, with mountains rising from the post-station to

an altitude of fifteen thou.sand feet, and at least eleven

thousand feet above the station, in one vast and per-

pendicular wall of rock. The horses crossed the river

on a splendid iron bridge, and halted at the station of

Kazbek. . . .

Fresh horses were at last obtained, and once more
we resumed our way. The ascent, though of an even
and consistent grade, became heavier, and after cross-

ing a substantial iron bridge we began to climb the

water-shed that separates Europe from Asia. The
river, the village, and the tall towers sank into the

depths of the canon, but behind us Kasbek, the om-
nipresent, seemed to rise in the heavens as we ad-

vanced. As we went from him he approached. Tlie

ascent soon brought us into the region of avalanches,

yet the road continued as smooth as a Swiss turnpike.

Innumerable ox-carts from Asia filled the pass, boys

not more than ten years old, with mothers, fat hens,

and children, walked beside the patient bullocks.
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Strangely fashioned yokes such as are found in no

part of Europe^ galled the necks of the poor beasts,

and often, to hold down the tongues of the loaded

carts, the boys sat on the yokes between the oxen, ap-

parently unconscious of danger or of the yawning

chasms beside them. The scenery assumed an impos-

ing character. A glacier green, and glassy, filled the

world before us, and streamed from the mountain-

tops into the profound abyss at our feet. The travel-

ers were dumb ; the road disappeared, and nature as-

sumed its most terrible aspect ; but presently we en-

tered a tunnel, and continued our journey directly

under the glacier. Lamps illuminated the passage,

and we began, .to realize the despotic enterprise of

Russia.

We soon passed above the line of vegetation, and

at dusk reached the summit of the Grand Chain.

Lighted candles, hot tea, and a warm fire made every

heart happy, and when the officer told us that we

would have fresh horses, and at midnight begin the

descent into Asia, we were eager with expectation.

At intervals the mist was entirely blown away, and

then the great moon appeared, shedding splendor over

the wilderness of snow. AVe were now approaching

the land of the Georgians, where the mountains faced

the hot plains of Armenia, and the melting glaciers

are inexpressibly beautiful. There were doubts about

the propriety of making the descent during the night,

but an otficial assured us that the road was broad and

well guarded by a heavy wall. All was ready, the

word given, and before we were fairly seated, bells

jingled, and the horses were otf at the top of their

Just after leaving the station on the summit, a

succession of faint distant lights appeared in the void

beneath us. " What are they—hunters' fires?" we

asked. " It's the moon shining on the river Aragva,

fifteen verts below," said the officer ; and by strain-

ing our eyes a ribbon of lace-like film appeared ami

disappeared in the bottom of the black abyss. It

was the celebrated river Aragon of ancient history,

but its roaring waters were too far away to be heard.

Our wild midnight ride was too exciting for dozing,

yet it was not long before the strain on our nerves

produced a reaction, and sleep soon followed. It

continued for three hours, but it seemed only a few

minutes. There was a brief little dream of falling

down strange mountains, then a sudden awakening

by yells from the driver. The station Mleti had

been reached, and with wondering thoughts we
alighted under an arch of climbing jasmines. The

air was perfumed with pleasing odors, the archi-

tecture of the houses was picturesque, and we were

in a strange country. All the caravans had vanished.

The quaint Georgian village of Mleti lay in a sweet

little valley at our right. Nature was asleep, and

even the dogs did not bark. The cold mountain

moon had given place to a moon of Italy, whose soft

mellow light filled the valley with a kind of delicious

enchantment; but the terror of the night still lin-

gered, for right over our heads a frightful precipice

arose into the sky, and the summit seemed inaccessi-

ble. It entirely shadowed the Georgian village. "Do
you see that overhanging crag in the clouds ? " asked

the engineer, pointing upward to a far-away peak.

"Yes." "That is the place we left at midnight."
This statement seemed incredible, but it was true, for

on our return trip in the autumn we ascended this

most marvellous of all roads, and found that from
its summit one could toss an apple into the very
streets of Mleti. A finer example of a military road

up the face of a mountain is yet to be found. Still it

is a remarkable fact that the educated engineers who
blasted out the zigzag channels for the road-bed up
and down the precipice, saw all the grading done
with ordinary wooden shovels of Asia, which are

only tipped with steel. Wooden shovels, military

schools, dynamite, and springless post-wagons fairly

illustrate the paradoxes of Russian civilization.

—

Ralph Meeker, in Harper's Magazine.

WOMAN SUFFRAGE IN WYOMING.
IN deciding whether the practical efi'ects ofanj' meas-

ure will be good or bad, an ounce of experiment is

worth a ton of theory. In Wyoming, full sutt'rage

was granted to women in 1869. Every Governor of

Wyoming for the last eighteen years has testified

strongly to its good results. Governors of Territories

are appointed by the President, not elected by the

people. They are not depemlent on the women's
votes, and hence their testimony is impartial.

Governor Campbell was in office when the woman.

suffrage law was passed. Two years later he said, in

his message to the Territorial Legislature :
" There is

upon our statute book ' an act granting to the women
of Wyoming Territory the right of suffrage,' which

has now been in force two years. It is simple justice

to say that the women entering, for the first time in

the history of the country, upon these new and un-

tried duties, have conducted themselves in every re-

spect with as much tact, sound judgment, and good

sense, as men."
Two years after that, he said in his me.ssage : "The

experiment of granting to women a voice in the Gov-

ernment has now been tried for four years. I have

heretofore taken occasion to express my views in re-

gard to the wisdom and justice of this measure, and

my conviction that its adoption has been attended

only by good results. Two years more of observation

of the practical working of the system have only

served to deepen my conviction that what we, in this

Territory, have done, has been well done; and that

our svstem of impartial suffrage is an unqualified suc-

cess."

Gov. Thayer who succeeded Campbell, said in his

message :
" AVoman suft'rage has now been in practical

operation in our Territory for six years, and has, dur-

ing the time, increased in popularity and in the con-

fidence of the people. In my judgment, its results

have been beneficial, and its influence favorable to

the best intere.sts of the community."

Gov. Hoyt who succeeded Thayer, said in his mes-

sage in 1882 :
" Elsewhere, objectors persist in calling

this honorable statute of ours ' an experiment.' We
kno%u it is not. Under it we have better laws, better

officers, better institutions, better morals, and a higher

social condition in general, than could otherwise

exist. Not one of the predicted evils, such as loss of
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native delicacy and disturbance of home relations,

has followed in its train."

Gov. Hale who succeeded Hoyt, expressed himsi'lf

repeatedly to the siinfe eilect.

Gov. Warren who succeeded Hale, said in a let-

ter to Horace G. Wadlin, Esq., of the Massachusetts

House of Representatives in 1S55

:

" Our women consider much more carefully than

our men the character of candidates, and both

political parties have found themselves obliged to

nominate their be.st men in order to obtain the sup-

port of the women. As a business man, as a city,

county, and territorial officer, and now as Governor

of Wyoming Territory, I have seen much of the

I workings of woman sufl'rage, but I have yet to hear

of the first case of domestic discord growing out of it.

Our women nearly all vote, and since in Wyoming,
as elsewhere, the majority of women are good and

not bad, the result is good and not evil."

All the evidence from Wyoming goes to show
that women suflrage has benefited politics, and has

not hurt women. In the absence of any counter

testimony, opponents fall back upon the fact that

there are only a few thousand women in Wyoming,
and assert that therefore the experiment proves

nothing. But if three or four thousand women can

vote without making their three or four thousand

homes unhappy, it points to the probability that

three or four hundred thousand women could do the

same. If women suffrage is essentially bad in prin-

ciple, it ought to work badly on a small scale as

well as on a large one.

—

Alice Stone Blackwell, in

Woman's Journal.

A LESSON FROM THE BEES.

FROM early childhood we have been taught to re-

gard with great interest and admiration the diligence

and skill of the busy little insects who, by their su-

perior forethought and energy, contribute so con-

siderably to the health and enjoyment of the human
family. Honey, besides being very agreeable to the

palate, is most nutritious, and is, therefore, highly

appreciated in all climates and by the rudest, as well

as by men of the most fastidious tastes. In quiet co-

operation with the sun and the dew, it is produced

by the flowers, and partakes largely of their sweet

and fragrant nature ; but they secrete it in quantities

so small that its presence can only be detected by the

delicate sense of the clever little bees, who with ex-

quisite skill extract it from the tiny cups of the

flowers which produce it.

For more than two thousand years, the operations

of hard-working communities have been carefully

observed, and have been recorded by eminent

naturalists as presenting the most striking example

of practical and patient industry.

The bee comes from a tiny egg, and is at first only

an insignificant little grub which the older bees feed

and care for with assiduous affection. In a short

time it changes into an inanimate aurelia which the

watchful attendants shut up closely and alone in its

cell until it once more changes its form and is able to

use its wings, of which it has four,—not painted and

colored prettily, like those of the butterfly, but trans-

parent and gauzy. It makes its exit from the cell by
eating its way through the waxen walls ; and in about
twenty-one days from its first appearance is wel-
comed with manifest pride and i)leasure by the hive
as a fully-fledged native.

Industry implies a natural inclination for labor;

and the young bee, on the first day of its brighter

and winged existence, develops this liking and apti-

tude for toil. Amid the hearty congratulations and
assistance of the interested inmates of the hive, it at

once sets forth to commence its strenuous and life-

long task. With no guide but its correct instincts, it

chooses, without hesitation, the locality likely to

produce the flowers it needs. Unlike the beautiful

but very idle butterfly, it does not linger amid the

sunny fragrance, to rest dreamily upon the soft, vel-

vety petals and sip leisurely of the dainty sweets

;

but it continues its search until it finds the wild
hardy thistle and the plain, unassuming nettle.

These unpromising blossoms most abundantly repay
its preference, yielding sweet stores with which the
little traveler fills its bag.

But the collecting of honey is only the easier part

of its errand. It must enter into the heart of the
flowers; and then, with perfect abandonment to its

object, it rolls itself until its hairy coat is covered
with their yellow meal. This it soon brushes ofl",

and, assisted by the fresh dew, kneads into two balls.

After repeating this laborious process many times,

these little pellets of wax become as large as grains

of dust, which are packed into the two small baskets

provided by nature. Thus laden, the .solitary young
bee soars aloft, looks round inquiringly, and with a

buzz of satisfaction starts direct for home with her
gleanings of honey and wax. So eager and per-

sistent in their eflbrts are these steady little foragers

that, in ten days, they will stock their hive ; and
should the cells already formed prove inadequate to

contain the sweet stores brought in, their thrifty

sagacity leads them to enlarge their combs or build

others. The number ofjourneys which they are re-

quired to take is greatly increased by their need of

cement, for which they use an adhesive gum ab-

stracted from willows. The supplies of materials

with which ttiey return are speedily appropriated by
an expectant band of little workers left at home,
some of which are busy lining the hive to make it

warm and weather-proof, while others are building

the beautiful combs, of which a sufficient number
can be erected in one day to accomodate three thou-

sand bees during the honey season ; while, in the

spring and early summer, the entrance to the hive is

most vigilantly guarded by day and night. As a

means of defence against the larger and idle insects,

who would certainly rob them of their hardly gained

wealth, they are furnished with two little sheaths

containing barbed darts and a small dark bag of ir-

ritant poison. The result of each of these journeys

and efforts is small and quite unappreciable ; but, by
by their indomitable perseverance m the repetition

of them, the bees, though but feeble and small, are

able to gather and store a valuable addition to the

food supplies of the world.

—

Sunday-School Chronicle.
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STATISTICS OF BRITISH FRIENDS.
FROM statistics published in The Friend, London, it

appears that of 317 meetings of the Society in Eng-

land and Scotland, many are quite small. In 103 of

the meetings the number of members, including at-

tenders of meetings, is less than twenty. As this

includes all who are on the rolls of membership,

children, infirm persons, and those in remote places,

as well as others, it is evident the average attendance

in these meetings cannot be large. An examination

of the registers of births in the Society of Friends in

England and Wales, shows the greatest number in

the ten years from 1670 to 1679, when the average

was 975 per annum. This gradually diminished, till

in the decade from 174U to 1749, when it averaged 554.

From this time it gradually increased till it reached

.686 in the years from 1800 to 1809. Between 1881

and 1885, it had fallen to 184 ; but this is thought not

to furnish data for a fair comparison, for there has

been a growing carelessness in filling up the "Birth

Notes," since the general Kegistration Act came into

operation.

LANGUAGE OF ANIMALS.
BECAUSE we cannot train animals to speak our lan-

guage we mustnot assume them to be incapable of ex-

pressing their thoughts in a wa.y to be understood by

their own kind. As a matter beyond doubt, most gre-

garious animals are found to possess a language either

of sounds, signs, or gestures, immensely inferior to

human speech there is every reason to suppose, but

yet apparently sufficient for the wants of the humble
intellects employing it. Sir John Lubbock proved

conclusively that ants have a language of some sort by
which they can communicate with their fellows. As
far as he could ascertain, this was not a language of

sound, and the prevalent opinion is that they ex-

change ideas by means of their attennse. Hens, ducks,

and geese express their wants by a considerable va-

riety of vocal sounds ; dogs and cats, in addition, em-
ploy the language of gesture and sound. Rabbits,

again, which never use their voice except in extreme

danger, tap on the ground with their feet in a manner
as expressive as it is curious. While breeding, pigeons

give forth a strange sound that discloses the existence

of a nest or preparation for one. Indeed, without

some kind of language it is ditficult to understand how
a pair of birds could settle about the proper site to

build a nest, besides the many incidental questions re-

quiring consultation that must arise during its con-

struction. Although dogs are, perhaps, better able to

understand human speech than any other animal,

their powers of vocal imitation seem extremely de-

fective, when they are pleased to make such attempts.

I have known a shepherd's dog in the Highlands that

would never willingly absent himself from private

worship, and when the singing commenced he invar-

iably joined in, his musical intentions evidently be-

ing much more praiseworthy than his execution.

Dogs, however, are not without their language.

Sir John Lubbock has liit upon a novel idea by
way of testing canine intelligence. Recognizing that

it is physically impracticable for a dog to talk, he has

begun to teach his poodle " Van " to understand the

value of certain words printed on cardboard. First
the dog was fed from a saucer over which the word
"food " was placed, while side by side with this was
an empty saucer covered with a plain card. The
poodle soon learned to distinguish between the two,
and was then taught to bring the " food " card to its
master when it wanted something to eat. By degrees
it was initiated into the import of other cards, such
as " bone," " out," " water," " pet me."

Writing to the Syectator recently on his experi-
ments, the well-known banker and naturalist states

:

" I have no doubt that he can distinguish between
difi'erent words

; for instance, when he is hungry he
will bring a ' food' card, time after time, until he has
had enough, and then he lies down quietly for a nap.
Again, when I am going for a walk and invite him to
come, he gladly responds by picking up the 'out'
card and running triumphantly before me with it to
the door. In the same way he knows the ' bone

'

card quite well. As regards water (which I spell pho-
netically so as not to confuse him unnece.ssarily), I

keep a card on the floor in my dressing-room, and
whenever he is thirsty he goes ofi' there without any
suggestion from me, and brings the card with perfect
gravity. If, through inadvertence, he brings a card
for something he does not want, when the correspond-
ing object is shown him, he seizes the card, takes it

back again, and fetches the right one. No one who
has seen him look along a row of cards and select the
right one, can, I think, doubt that in bringing a card
he feels he is making a request, and that he can not
only perfectly distinguish between one word and an-
other, but also associate the word and the object."—
Welcome.

WOMEN'S KNOWLEDGE OF PUBLIC AF-
FAIRS.

A YOUNG Brahmin, visiting England, expressed his

astonishment at her advanced civilization. " Why is

it," he inquired of an enlightened Englishman, " that

India has stood still these last eight or ten centuries,

while England has made such astounding progress ?"

His companion gave him a rhume of the underlying

causes of modern civilization, and concluded as fol-

lows :
" In addition your women are children even to

old age, and do not stimulate men, but hold them
back. But the women of the Occident are learning

to keep step with men in scientific pursuits, a knowl-
edge of art, and a study of social problems ; and this

is a stimulant to men to go farther." If the partial

education of women has been productive of such good
results, how much might be hoped for if women
shared with men every opportunity for growth, and
every incentive to noble achievement!

Let our young girls be encouraged to acquaint
themselves with the great questions that engage the

attention of our government, and especially with
those that are discussed in congresses, legislatures,

and by the leading papers of the time. Let them
know what are the social and educational movements
of the day, and what is their bearing on the future of

the nation. Great moral principles underlie them all.

Talk with them about the wrongs that should be
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righted, the great reforms that are battUngwith in-

justice, the needed legislation that is pending and

slowly progressing. Tliese matters can be made as

interesting to them as (ireek literature or Roman his-

tory, as fascinating as the everlasting novel. Brief

political monographs, terse, clear, and compact, are

prepared by specialists and college professors for the

instruction of our young legal voters. Let these enter

into the studies of their sisters, who will find some

knowledge of the great problems with which a nation

wrestles as powerful a tonic mentally, as are physic-

ally the out-door games they share with their broth-

ers.—M.\RV A. LivERMORE in Woman's Journal.

WILL EDUCATION PAY?

WILL it pay me to go to school ? is the question that

many a young man is now asking. Will it pay me to

give up my present position with the chance of better

wages; will it pay me to leave the farm and lose one

or two crops ; will it pay to spend time, and, perhaps,

all the ready acquired money, or even, if need be, to

borrow more—will it pay to do all these things in

order to acquire an education ? These, to be sure,

are questions that can be answered only in the light

of each one's personal surroundings, ambitious, and

purposes in life.

The answer to the questions depends upon the

meaning attached to "Will it pay?" If you mean,

will I finally make more money, get along with less

work, and play a smarter hand among men, then the

answer is doubtful. I think a great many persons

who have no higher idea of an education than its

utility for personal ends, would do better for them-

selves and the world not to go to school. But if the

inquirer desires an education for the higher purposes

of life, there can be but one answer. It will pay to go

to school. It will pay to go at the sacrifice of time,

temporary position, and money.

I[ will pay because all through life it will give one

the consciousness that he moves on a higher plane,

thinks better thoughts, and experiences better emo-

tions than ever could have been without the school.

It will pay for the conscious power that it will

create, and for the joy that comes to every one in the

knowledge of expanding faculties.

It will pay for the greater good that one will be

able to do in life. No matter if it does require a few

years, no matter if it exhausts the ready money, no

matter if it leaves one indebted to some friend for

help—still it will pay. The increased power of good

which an education will give, the higher ideas of

life's real purpose, and the broader sense of one's re-

lation and duty to all mankind, will more than atone

for a few youthful years, a little poverty, and a small

debt.

Again, does not loyalty to Him who said, " Unto

him that hath shall be given, and from him that hath

not shall be taken away," demand that every one

make the best use of his talents in the highest culture

that his opportunities will allow? Let it be remem-

bered that the life is more than meat, and the body

is more than raiment, and there can be but one an-

swer. /( will pay. —Selected.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE MOON.

WE have already referred to the first daguerreotype

of our satellite, made at Cambridge in 1850, and the
collodion pictures of De La Rue, a few years later.

In 1860, Henry Draper took up the subject again, and
with al.5J-inch reflector of his own construction he
produced photographs which bear enlarging into a

magnificent picture fifty inches in diameter, the larg-

est ever made. In perfection of definition, however,

it was soon somewhat surpassed by the familiar and
still unrivalled photographs of Rutherfurd in 18C5

and 1866. The pictures made with the great four-foot

reflector at Melbourne, deserve mention here, some of

which are said to be excellent ; so, also, should those

which Professor Pritchard, at Oxford, has been mak-
ing with De La Rue's old instrument, though these

have been taken chiefly with reference to the deter-

mination of the moon's physical libration. Within
the last year or two, also, the Henry brothers have
made some fine pictures of limited regions of the lu-

nar surface. It must be admitted, however, that no
photographs yet made, equal the views of the moon
that one gets with a good telescope in good weather.
—Prof. C. A. Young, in New Princeton Review.

Oh, how thankful I am that my course of disci-

pline has at last driven me, though ever so feebly, to

reflect; I seem to have been driving all my life hea d

formost
;
getting glimpses, indeed, of new lights, new

truths—which sometimes I could almost believe were

my own, saw them so brightly—but yet never prac-

tically governed by them. The very strong posses-

sion which that notion about the St. Simonians got of

my fancy when I was with you, I believe has been
made useful to me, for I have been driven to ask my-
self what I am myself, and I find that all the mis-

chiefs I discovered in others and in the age were
really rioting in myself. Of all spirits, I believe that

the spirit of judging is the worst, and it has had the

rule of me I cannot tell you how dreadfully and how
long. Looking for the faults, which I had a secret

consciousness were in myself, in other people, and ac-

cusing them instead of looking for their faults in my-
self, where I should have been sure to find them all,

this I find, has more hindered my progress in love

and gentleness and sympathy than all things else. I

never (knew) what the words "Judge not, that ye be

not judged," meant before ; now they seem to me
some of the most awful, necessary, and beautif ul in

the whole word of God.—F. D. Maurice.

The true way to make pure and wholesome our

own share in the ceaseless tide of words, which is for-

ever flowing around us, is to strive to make pure and
wholesome the heart within. " Keep thy heart,'

says the wise man,—"keep thy heart with all dili-

gence, for out of it are the issues of life." If once our

hearts have been trained to care very deeply for what

is best and purest in life, for what is beautiful and true

in thought, our heartiest mirth, our freest jest, or

hasty words, will not be those of men and women
who are indifferent, who care nothing for a Christian

life, nothing for a Christian spirit.

—

Dean Bradley.
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GOLDEN SILENCE.

MRS. AMELIA BARR says in the Advance some

good things on this somewhat neglected subject, argu-

ing that the silence of Scripture is golden as well as

its speech, and that this negative internal evidence

has been for centuries a seed of time, waiting to scat-

ter its fruit in due season. As to Scriptural silence

concerning the personal appearance of Jesus Christ,

she says :
" No mere human biographer would omit

such an important point. We have some record or

intimation of the appearance of nearly every great

man before Christ in uninspired writings. Plato, the

most spiritual of Greeks, does not give us the sub-

lime sentiments' of Socrates without showing us also

how he looked and waited and lived. Now certainly

the evangelists and apostles could have given us a

living portrait of Jesus Chri.st. They had seen him
weary, had seen him transfigured ; they had seen

him sorrowful, and seen him rejoicing in spirit; they

bad seen him walking on the seij, raising the dead,

sitting at table, and teaching in the temple ; but

neither the man who lay on bis bosom, nor any of

the friends who went about with him doing good say

one word about his size, bis features, his complexion,

his carriage, the color of his eyes, or the peculiarities

of his hair. They show us abundantly his love, bis

wisdom, his gentleness, bis pity, his piety, and they

could have given us a narrative as minute as (he

description of Solomon's temple. What does this

silence teach us but that the image of Christ was to

be perpetuated for worship not in marble or picture

but in the human heart? It was even expedient

that Christ should go away lest his bodily presence

hinder us in our spiritual worship. It is remarkable

that no writer for many centuries attempted to in-

vent a likeness of Christ. Clemens, Barnabas, Igna-

tiu.s, say nothing of Christ's bodily presence, and in

the fifth century St. Augustine declared that the real

features of both Christ and his mother were un-

known. Surely the early rise of a sensuous and
material Christianity and the reverence paid to sym-
bols, crosses, relics, pictures, and statuary, even to

and in our own day, shows us that this 'veiling of

the Christian Shekinab ' was a wise and necessary

one. For if the Saviour be worshiped by a visible

image and sacrifice, where, then, is the purity, the

loftiness and the spirituality of our faith ?
"

Having a fancy is one thing
;
perceiving an ideal is

luite another thing. To fancy that one of whom we
know but little, is faultless, or that he is above all

ordinary planes of conduct and thought and feeling,

is to deceive ourselves, and is to prepare the way for

a bitter disappointment when the truth in the case

shall fairly be known. But to recognize in another

the very highest standards of purpose and endeavor of

which we have any idea, as purely human standards,

is to be instructed and inspired in the direction of

those standards ; and no disclosure of that person'.s

failure to attain to his .^wn evident standards will

lower the ideal which he represents to us in pre-

senting those ideals. As applied to those toward

whom we are attracted, a fancy is what we think

another to be ; an ideal is what we see that another

wants to be, and would have us to be. The fancy in

such a case is unreal; but the ideal is the realest

thing in the world. Where the unreal fancy deceives,

the actual ideal inspires. Yet there are those who
think that all their fancies are ideals; and who
finally cease to aspire toward an ideal, because a
fancy has so many times disappointed.

—

Selected.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The health commis.sioner of Denver, Col., reports that

iu 1886 there were one hundred and ninety-five deaths

from consumption in that city, only five of which origi-

nated in the .State of Colorado.

—No steam engines have been used for several years in

a sugar manufactory at Elsdorf, Germany, where gas is

made at a cost of about lOd. per 1,000 feet, and is being used

for lighting and driving gas engines. At the Esson Works
gas is produced at a cost of 4d. to 8d. per 1,000 feet, serving

both for lighting and fuel.

—A Philadelphia company has just completed four

magnificent sleeping cars that are to be drawn by horses.

The line is situated in the heart of the Argentine Repub-

lic, and the fact that horses provide the motive power is

due to the great scarcity of coal and the cheapness and

abundance of horseflesh. Time seems to be left out of con-

sideration.

—Alanson Sibley, ten years on the Board of Sewer com-

missioners of Detroit, advocates a furnace and chimney of

strong draft at the mouth of the main sewer, to create a

constant suction of the gases away from the houses and

into a consuming chamber iu the furnace. He believes

that the deadly pest of sewer gas will never be got rid of

but by some system of unvarying artificial ventilation of

sewers. The method he proposes could be more effectively

operated by a comparatively small gas flame with proper

flue-building than with a costly coal fire, provided the

gases can be otherwise neutralized or disposed of.

—There is need in India of competent women physi-

cians. Graduates are welcomed from any country. So in-

terested have the native Muharamadans become in the Lady

Dulferin Fund for the founding and support of hospitals,

that a Hindoo princess has given more than 150,000 rupees

for the accommodation of women studying medicine in the

medical College at Calcutta, and a Muhammadan publisher

in Lucknow has given 1.5,000 rupees for a woman's hospital

in that city. Thus far the pupils are mainly drawn from

the missions. In honor of Queen Victoria's fiftieth year of

reign, an immense sum of money is to be raised to help the

suffering women in this part of her empire.

—

Exchange.

What delightful companions are good thoughts!

In their society the soul rejoices, receiving from them
strength and consolation. They are great travelers,

and have come all the way from Heaven, bringing

messages from God. Entertain them with generous

hospitality, and presently they shall unfold those mes-

sages, and their conversation shall enrich thy mind

with divine wisdom. Bid them welcome, and it may
be thou canst persuade them to tarry with thee.

—

Frederic R. M.\rvin.

Those who seek wi.sdom, so as to be made wise

unto salvation, may find in themselves the fiowings

of that river which makes glad the whole City of

God.

—

Samuel Fothekgill.
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CURRENT EVENTS.
Serious earthquakes shocks are reported from Mexico

and adjacent jiiirts of the United States, including New
Mexico and Arizona. In Mexico, on the 3d inst., at Ba-

trispe, a town in the province of Senora, 150 persons are

said to have been killed by the convulsion. " Twenty-

seven persons wore also killed at Oputu by falling build-

ings. Many persons were injured at (JreuadaandGuaabar,

which towns wore almost completely destroyed." The im-

pression is entertained at the City of Mexico by local scient-

ists that Mexico is about to undergo a general seismic con-

vulsion, and recent records of earthquake shocks show that

there is wide-spread volcanic activity from one end of

Mexico to the other. Volcanic outbreaks are occurring

near the Guatemalan border as well as in the State of Son-

ora.

A CURIODS effect of the earthquake in Sonora is an-

nounced. A party which has returned from the Santa Cat-

alina Mountains report that the canons are full of water,

which was brought to the surface by the earthquake. This

is a great boon for that region, as there are thousands of

acres of good farmiug lands at the base of these mountains

which ouly needed water to make them valuable. Another

good effect of the earthquake is the opening of two large

gold veins, which were discovered in the Santa Cataliua

Mountains at a point where the whole side of a mountain

slid down.

A cablegram from Havre, on the 8th inst., says the

French steamer La Bretagne, Captain De Jousseliu, from

New York, arrived there at noou. She reported that dur-

ing the night she collided with and sank a Norwegian bark.

The crew of the bark was saved. The steamer La Cham-

pagne, which sailed from Havre on the 7th, for New York

and which afterward returned, having been in collision,

was run into by the steamer Ville de Eio. The latter sank,

but her crew and passengers were saved. About twenty Ital-

ianemigrants on the Le Champagne were drowned.
The Queen of the Sandwich Islands, Kapiolani, has

been in Washington with her suite, and was received by

President Cleveland. She is on her way to London to at-

tend the celebration of the 50th year of Queen Victoria's

reign.

A FRIGHTFUL disaster took place at Nanacino, in Brit-

ish Columbia, last week, where 107 white men and 82

Chinese perished in a coal mine by an explosion of gas.

The Cherokee Indians, one of the civilized tribes of

the Indian Territory, are about building at their own ex-

pense a female seminary building, to cost $75,000, to replace

the buildings recently burned. Chief Bushyhead takes

great interest iu the matter and says he shall give his peo-

ple no rest until the buildings are done and the school

again in progress. Fortunately tliere is money enough in

the tribal treasury to foot the bills.

Rome, May 9.—It is stated that the Pope and the Czar

are negotiating through a noble Lombard monk with a

view to the reunion of the Greek and Latin Churches. As

the Pope is willing to let the Greek Church retain its own
manner of worship, it is expected that the negotiations

will be successful.

NOTICES.
*»' Superintendents of First-day Schools are requested

to return to the General Conference-room, 1500 Race street,

Philadelphia, any " Primary Quarterlies, No. 2 " that can
be spared from their schools, as the supply at the office is

exhausted.
Robert M. Janney, Clerk.

*«.*Friends desiring accomodations during the approach-
ing New York Yearly Meeting, will please communicate as

early as possible with Joseph A. Bogardus, 177 West street.

New York city, in order that proper arrangements can bo
made.

*»* Quarterly meetings in the Fifth mouth will occuras
follows

:

16. Fairfax, Hopewell, Va.
19. Duanesburg, Coeyman's, N. Y.

21. Short Creek, Concord, O.

2'i. Now York Yearly Meeting.
23. Warrington, Pipe Creek, Md.
25. Stillwater, Somerset, O.
25. Southern, Easton, Md.
26. Bucks, Buckingham, Pa.

27. Nottingham, Deer Creek, Md.
28. Blue River, Blue Eivor, Ind.

31. Burlington. Crosswicks, N. J.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
*t* We particularly ask that whenmoney Is forwarded to raiew

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is now being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which

case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a jiew subscription, please say so, and this will al.so

help to avoid mistakes.

*»* Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to atfairs of immediate importance

TOOj/ be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•»*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

*,* The Index and Title-Page for last year is ready for those

who wish to bind, and will be forwarded to subscribers whenever

asked for. Send postal card with name and address.

FOR SALE.

A FINE OIL PORTRAIT OF LUCRETIA MOTT.

Can be seen at Friends' Book Store, 1500 Race street.

fJlAKE Books and Magazinesfor binding to Friends'

Printing House, S. W. Cor. Sixth and Arch, fifth floor. Take

elevator at Sixth St. entrance.

JpURNISHED ROOMS FOR LIGHT HOUSE-
keeping in a high and healthy location. Market produce

served at door, Guernsey milk and butter. Apply to

M. L. Singley, West Grove,

Chester Co.. Pa.

JJ/ANTED.— Part-worn aoihing of all kinds for
' Men, Boys, Women and Children. Many mothers go to

cook and nurse until 9 p. m., have no time to sew. and want rea-

dy-made clothing. We mend in the sewing school, and sell very

cheap. They get much for the money, and the proceeds help the

school. Last year, besides $80.00 paid for freight, we had $140.00

to build a woodshed, whitewash, and put a wire fence around the

grounds. Now we need stiles and gates. It teaches them how to

save and spend small sums. Babies' worn shoes, that would he

wasted in the North, sell for five cents, and hundreds of bundles

of scraps bring us a dime apiece. They are wanted for quilts and

patchnig. If schools would gather such barrels, they would help

us greatly. They will come if shipped to Charleston by steamer,

addressed to

SCHOFIELD NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL,
AiKJEN, South Carolina.
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THY WAY, NOT MINE.
THY way, not mine, O Lord,

However dark it be !

Lead me by thine own hand ;

Choose out the path for me.

Smooth let it be, or rough.

It will be still the best

:

Wiudiug or straight, it leads

Eight onward to thy rest.

I dare not choose my lot

;

I would not, if I might

;

Choose thou for me, my God
;

So shall 1 walk aright.

Not mine, not miue, the choice

In things or great or small :

Be thou my guide, my strength.

My wisdom, and my all

!

—HOKATIO BONAE.

THE WORK OF THE YEARLY MEETING.
IT is perliaps too early to come to a full conclusion

in regard to the results of the Yearly M eeting that

has just closed. On the whole it must be acknowl-

edged that the spirit of concession was never more
apparent. From the beginning to the close the ses-

sions were characterized by an earnestness, and a free

dom of expression that left no one in doubt as to the

meaning of what was said
;
yet there was a forbear-

ance in love that drew together in near unity of feel-

ing those who conscientiously differed in judgment.

It might be said there was no desire to press any
subject upon which there could not be unity of

action. While there are, doubtless, some who feel

that more ought to have been accomplished, by far

the larger part of those who from day to day partici-

pated in the business or sat as interested but quiet

listeners to what was transpiring must feel thankful

that we were able to accomplish so much, and look

hopefully forward to greater progress, as the ques-

tions that still press for a solution are more clearly

understood and their importance made more ap-

parent. The words of loving counsel to those in the

younger walks of life, the tender solicitude mani-

fested for the fathers and mothers, upon whom now
rests the responsibility of training this young life into

noble, earnest, useful channels must be appreciated

and encourag to still greater eflbrts.

All the meetings for worship were seasons of

spiritual refreshment. The labors of ministers from
other yearly meetings have done much to convince

the understanding in respect to the doctrines of the

Society and to call home to the witness for the truth

thereof in the soul of every inquirer.

The action of men's branch in regard to the main-
tenance of the two .schools in South Carolina, for the

education of the colored people, was not what the

friends of that cause had hoped for
;
yet probably it

was better that the Yearly Meeting should not place

itself on record as responsible for any part of the

maintenance of these schools, leaving that to be done
by the Association which has been laboring in that

direction for the past year. There seems to be a
general approval of the course pursued by women's
meeting in appropriating $500 of its funds towards

these schools. The unity of the body with the prop-

osition was most gratifying, and cannot fail to encour-

age the hearts of our sisters who are so faithfully

conducting them.

The educational work among our own members
has assumed large proportions, and is still widening.

The labor and money expended in this ought to call

forth feelings of thankfulness, and the Yearly Meet-
ing be largely the gainer through the loyalty and de-

votion which it has the right to claim from those who
are thus made the objects of its care.

The acquiescence in thejudgmentof thecommittee
to which was entrusted the consideration of the addi-

tion to the Fourth Query, by which it becomes an
offence to rent property for the sale of intoxicants, or
to sign applications for liquor licenses, and the ap-

proval of the addition to the advices concerning to-

bacco, give evidenceof the advanced ground taken by'
this Yearly Meeting on the subject of intoxicants and
narcotics. The large meeting held on Third day even-
ing, in which brief reports on temperance work in the

quarterly meetings were read, gave confirmatory evi-

dence of this progress. The address of our friend,

Aaron M. Powell, on that occasion, was worthy a fore-

most place in the temperance literature of our Society.

The deep interest manifested in the spiritual wel-

fare of Friends living in isolated places in the far

West, called forth by the reading of the excellent

epistle from Illinois Yearly Meeting to men's branch,

gave evidence that the bond of Christian fellowship

extends to all, and embraces all who belong to our own
household of faith; and, as the subject claimed the con-

sideration of the joint committee to which it was en-

trusted, a current of tender sympathy flowed out
towards these, and earnest desires were expressed

that they be cared for and encouraged to hold fast the
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profession of their faith without wavering, anil when-
ever possible, establish meetings for their mutual help

and preservation. Thiscommittee, appointed to have

the matter in charge and report when prepared, held

a meeting and took preliminary steps in the work. It

is earnestly hoped that this will lead to a general in-

vestigation of the subject in all the Yearly Meetings,

and to a correspondence that will bring every absent

member, however isolated, to the notice of the near-

est meeting, and open the way for fraternal relation-

ship therein.

No more important work for the welfare of our

whole Society was brought to our notice, and much
permanent good ought to be in this way accomplished.

And while thoughtful of the isolated ones scattered

all over the far West, the meeting has not been un-

mindful of the few who sit solitary and alone within

its own borders. A committee to visit and encourage

these as way opens was again appointed, and en-

tered upon the work assigned it by setting apart some

volunteer members to attend approaching meetings.

The action of men's branch in regard to the

changes of Discipline under consideration at last

yearly meeting and continued in care of a Committee

whicli reported favorably thereon to this meeting

was unexpected to many Friends. Women's branch

having sent to that meeting a minute approving of

the changes, it was regarded as necessary for

•women to undo the work that they had labored so

earnestly to perform, and in which those who dif-

fered from the judgment of the meeting had shown a

spirit of submission that made a favorable report

possible. It may be that had more time for delibera-

tion been allowed, women's meeting would have

maintained its own ground, and awaited the decision

of the men at next yearly meeting. The subject is

now left open in both meetings, and those who have

so earnestly desired these changes must possess their

spirits in patience, and let patience have its perfect

work. If this lead to the consideration in all our

monthly meetings of the need there is for a revision

of our whole Discipline, we can aflbrd to bide the

time.

Some of the active workers in the several depart-

ments of outside labor had looked forward to the

presentation of the subject of uniting with the other

yearly meetings in the Philanthropic Union, and feel

disappointed that no steps were taken in that direc-

tion. The time of the several sessions was so fully

occupied -with the subjects that immediately aflect

the body, and these, on account of the great area rep-

resented by this Yearly Meeting, were found to call

for so much thought and labor, that no time was left

for the introduction of anything else. L. J. R.

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING, 1S87.

[Our report, last week, included only the proceedings

of the first day's busines.s,—on Second-day, the 9th of the

month. We begin with the proceedings of nest day.]

Third-day, 10th of the Month.

In men's meeting, attention was called by John
Wildman (who, with another Friend, had been ap-

pointed last evening to notify women's meeting of

the action in regard to the scattered members in the

West), to the question whether it would be expected
to report this year, or at a future meeting. It was
decided that the committee would be appointed from
the body of the meeting, and that it should report
" when prepared," and women's meeting was so in-

formed. The cominittee,including the women Friends,

as subsequently appointed, is as follows: Israel L.
Bartram, Joseph Bacon, Wm. P. Bancroft, Joel Bor-

ton, Jr., Mary li. Barnard, Postrema R. Cole, Caro-
line M. Cooper, Martha Dodgson, Isaac Eyre, Sarah
B. Flitcraft, Ezra Fell, DanielFoulke, Phebe Griffith,

Wm. Wade Griscom, Thomas Garrigues, Jeremiah
Hayhurst, Edward Hopper, Mary R. Heald, Amos
Hillborn, Howard M. Jenkins, George Justice, Samuel
0. Kent, Elizabeth Lloyd, Isaac Lippincott, Joseph
B. Livezey, John Mitchell, Isaac Pyle, Lydia H.
Price, Abigail R. Paul, Harriet W. Paist, Joseph
Powell, Louisa J. Roberts, David C. Swayne, John W.
Stokes, Watson Tomlinson, Margaretta Walton, Tacy
C. Wood.

Isaac Wilson said he felt a happy thankfulness upon
the result reached by the meeting in its disposition

of the matter. He felt sure that there was promise
of great future good in the movement now under-

taken.

The consideration of the state of the Society was
taken up by the reading of the first query, and the
answers thereto as sent up. The msetings for wor-
ship and discipline have generally been held, some
exceptions being noted, arising from inclement
weather, in some of the smaller branches. The hour
is generally observed. The meetings on First-day are

attended by a large proportion of the menjbers, while
mid-week meetings continue to be largely neglected.

No unbecoming behavior was noted except some in-

stances of sleeping. The clerks made a summary,
embracing the substance as above indicated.

Thomas Foulke, Joseph Powell, David Newport,
and other Friends spoke on the attendance at meet-
ings, the first named deeming this one of the most
important, if not really the most essential evidence

and encouragement of spiritual life and growth.

In connection with the subjects brought up in the

First Query and its answers, the report of the Visit-

ing Committee was read. (It is given in full else-

where in this i.ssue.) This drew out much expres-

sion, and a number of Friends spoke particularly as

to the manner of conducting our meetings. It was
pointed out that they must be strictly religious occa-

sions ; that their opening, duration, and closing must
be distinctly marked, and that where there is a reading

of selections, or other exercises, it must be separated

plainly and evidently from the meeting itself. Ed-
ward H. Magill and Thomas H. Speakman were
among those who dwelt upon this point. Joseph
Flowers and others approved the report of the com-
mittee, and a minute was made continuing them for

further service as way may open.

At the afternoon sitting the subject was again

dwelt upon. It was the opinion of some Friends that

the committee should be freshly appointed. Clement
Biddle, Wm. Wade Griscom, and others, members of

the committee, expressed the impression that its la-

bors had been closed, but the meeting generally did
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not concur. Edward H. Magill, David Newport, Jere-

miah Hayhurst, Richard Watson, Joseph Livezey,

Allen Flitcraft, Robert Hatton, Joseph Flowers, and

several other Friends thought the report of tlie com-

mittee was extremely &atisfactory and encouraging,

and tliat further labor should be extended in the

same direction. A revised minute was therefore

made by the clerks, releasing the former committee

-and providing for a nominating committee to present

a new list of names for the service of tlie future. Dur-

ing the appointment of the committee Isaac Eyre and
John Wildman were directed to inform the women's
meeting of the- action proposed.

Isaac Wilson presented a concern whicli had

rested with him, to make a religious visit to the

women's meeting. This was approved by the meet-

ing, and the same committee was instructed to inform

women Friends.

On its return the committee reported that the

women had disposed of the committee question by re-

appointing the same individuals for future service.

The subject was left therefore with them for such act-

ion as they might see proper. The meeting was united

in a willingness to receive the propo-sed visit of Isaac

Wilson immediately. Benjamin G. Foulke was di-

rected to accompany Friend Wihson, and they accord-

ingly left the meeting in pursuance of the permission
granted.

The clerks read the Second Query and the answers
as sent up. From these latter it appears that love and
unity are generally maintained amongst the member-
ship; tale-bearing and detraction are discouraged;

and when differences arise and l)ecome known efforts

are made to end them. The subject of the query was
made the topic of brief remarks by Ellison Newport,
Samuel S. Ash, and otherp.

David Newport appeared in supplication, and the

meeting then adjourned.

In the vvomen's meeting, at the morning session,

after the opening minute had been read Elizabeth
H. Plummer offered counsel, at some length. The
First Query and the answers thereto were then con-
sidered. The message from the men's meeting re-

garding the scattered membership of the societv,

especially west of the iVIississippi, was received, but
not acted upon pending the consideration of the
query. Remarks upon the deficiencies shown by the
answers to the query were made by Loui.sa J. Roberts,
Martha Dodgson, Abigail R. Paul, and others. Lydia
H. Price addressed her words especially to the
younger members of the Society, calling upon them
for greater faithfulness. Hannah M. Levick exhorted
her hearers in a somewhat similar vein. Harriet S.

Kirk spoke on the subject of the query, alluding to

the attending of meetings as the greatest blessing of
her life.

In connection with the answers to the First Querv
the report of the joint committee on visitin"- and
encouraging meetings was read. The report was re-

ceived with much unity, and it was the feeling of
many that the committee should be continued and
encouraged to further effort.

At the afternoon session, Rachel N. Mather spoke
earnestly before the opening minute, urging voung

Friends to be faithful to the guiding light within
After the opening minute the subject of absent

Friends, beyond the limits of any yearly meeting,
was taken up and Louisa J. Roberts earnestly ap-
pealed to Friends to extend a helping hand to the
many Friends and Friendly people in the distant
West. Much unity was felt in the meeting and
action concurrent with that of the men's meeting
was taken.

The Second Query and answers were read, and the
summary answer united with. Frances J. Newlin,
Lydia H. Price, Elizabeth H. Plummer, Harriet S.

Kirk and others spoke upon the subjects compre-
hended in the query. A committee from the men's
meeting having announced the concern of Isaac Wil-
son to make a religious visit to the women's meeting,
he was placed at liberty to come and the present was
named as an appropriate time.

Friend Wilson, accompanied by Benjamin G.
Foulke, presently appeared, and after a silence ad-

dressed the meeting. He desired to offer words of

encouragement and to urge them to eflbrts, which
with God's help, could not fail to garner sheaves for

the harvest of souls. Much unity was felt with the
communication.

Notice was given by the clerk of the action of the

men's meeting in reference to the naming of a com-
mittee to nominate another committee to have
charge of visiting and encouraging- weak meetings.

As the women's meeting had previously continued
its portion of the joint committee the matter was re-

ferred to these persons with authority to meet the
men's nominating committee and act with it as way
opened. (The joint nominating committee thus
formed subsequently met, and named a new com-
mittee, whose appointment was approved in both
meetings.)

The committee on the change of discipline, pro-

posed by Bucks Quarterly Meeting (providing for a

uniform and definite return of the number of mem-
bers, the changes, etc.), reported that way did not •

open for the change, and this was concurred in.

FOURTH-D.VY, 11th OP THE MoNTH.

In men's meeting, at the morning se.ssion, the

opening silence was broken by Robert Hatton, who
referred to the important position occupied by the
Society. The testimonies of Friends are in accord-

ance with truth and must impress them.selves more
and more upon men's minds with the diffusion of in-

telligence and spirituality. Friends are called upon
to maintain their testimonies, as one of the import-
ant missions of the Society in the world.

After the opening minute the clerks read the Third
Query and the answers thereto. The requirements of

the query are generally met, thougli slight exceptions

were noted in one or two cases which should receive

increased care. David Newport and Allen Flitcraft

spoke at some length, the former in reference to the

reading of the Scriptures, and the latter as to perni-

cious literature.

The answers to the Fourth Query indicated that

Friends are clear of the manufacture of intoxicatitiv'

bev'-ages ; they are mostly clear of the sale of liquoi>,

generally careful to discourage drinking, caution is
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observed in the use of liquors medicinally ; several

exceptions were noted in the attending of places of

diversion ; moileration is observed on the occasions

of nian-ia};es, funerals, etc. In connection with the

answers to tlip ijiiery the clerks presented the report

of the Couiniitti'e on Temperance. (This is printed in

full elsewhere.)

The report drew out from many Friends remarks

upon the work described in it. Among those who
spoke were Samuel S. Ash, William Lloyd, Simon
Gillara, Isaac Wilson, Thomas H. Speakman, Frank-

lin T. Haines, Joseph M. Truman, Jr., David New-
port, John Saunders, Robert Hatton, Benjamin G.

Foulke, Henry S. Kent, Charles Kirk, Edward H.

Magill. In general, the labors of the committee were

fully united with, and a minute was adopted to that

effect, continuing the committee for further labors

another year. Caution, however, was thrown out by

several Friends against any tendency toward political

action on the part of the Society or its committees.

Individuals must be free, as citizens, to act as they

feel conscientiously drawn, but in its collective ca-

pacity the Society has no party purposes.

Isaac Wilson thought there was great ground for

congratulation and satisfaction in the report and

work of the committee. The Society is peculiarly

situated in reference to this great evil of the land,

and it is particularly appropriate that Friends should

take active measures to further the cause, inasmuch

as their hands are clean. Recently, in discussing

liquor abuses with a liquor man, the latter voluntarily

paid strong testimony to the practical, consistent

position of the Society and individual members of

Friends, and held that they were beyond criticism

in this regard. How any man, a professed Friend

before God and fellow men, can accept money from

the proceeds of the liquor trafBc was incomprehen-

sible.

The Fifth Query and the answers thereto were
considered, without much delay. The answers were
generally satisfactory. Some remarks were made by
Joseph B. Livezey, Howard M. Jenkins, and others.

The view was expressed that Friends should serious-

ly consider the dut)' of aiding young men in obtain-

ing places, and securing the opportunity of entering

into business, so they might support themselves, and
be able to support their families when they married.

Much has been done to open ways for independent

employment and support for young women, but it

was questioned whether a corresponding progress

had been made as to young men. Older Friends,

who are well-to-do, or at least in a situation to aflbrd

help, should be considerate of the younger members
of our Society in this particular.

In the afternoon, immediately after the opening,

Isaac Hicks expressed a concern he had felt to make
a religious visit to the women's meeting. The meet-

ing expressed its unity, and subsequently, women's
meeting being informed and approving, the visit was
made, John Saunders and John Wildman accompany-
ing Isaac Hicks.

The Sixth Query and answers were read. It ap-

pears that the Society is generally careful as to oaths,

training, and other military services, though a quali-

fication was made in one report as to bearing arms ;

most of the reports note some attendance upon other
than Friends' ministry; the Society is clear of fraud-

ulent and clandestine trade and against encouraging
lotteries. There was some e.xpression upon this query.

Edward H. Magill referred to the matter of gambling
under the guise of operations in the stock market.
There are clean straightforward transactions in the
purchase of securities as in other commodities, but
at the same time there are many transactions which
are little short of gambling, and are clearly against

the spirit of the query. Against these. Friends should
be warned and guarded.

The answers to the Seventh Query denote that

Friends are careful to live within the bounds of their

circumstances ; they keep to moderation in business
;

they are mostly prompt in the payment of their debts

and when cause for doubt exists, care has been ex-

tended. The subjects of the Query were discussed

briefly by Joseph Powell, Allen Flitcraft, and Thomas
Foulke.

The answers to the Eighth Query denoted that the
spirit of the requirements were observed by the So-

ciety, the only qualifications being acknowledgments
of delay by some of the reports. Samuel S. Ash
spoke on the duty of watching over each other in a
spirit of brotherly kindness for our mutual welfare.

As prevention is better than cure, so it is better to

give early warning, in a frank and honest way, than
to try to remedy trouble which may be brought about
by unwise or injudicious living.

The answers to the Ninth Query show that care is

taken to keep regular records of births and deaths.

Joseph M. Truman spoke briefly upon the importance

of full records and the increasing difficulty of secur-

ing them with the lapse of time. The other branch
of Friends have had a uniform series of blank books,

admirably arranged, prepared for this purpose.

The First Annual Query was read with the an-

swers. Some small changes in the time of holding

meetings have been made. No new meetings have

been established nor none laid down.
The statistics of the schools, as given in the an-

swers to the Second Annual Query, showed 37 schools,

superintended by committees of monthly or prepara-

tive meetings ; teachers 124, of whom 88 are mem-
bers, and 18 special teachers, of whom 8 are members

;

pupils 3,024, of which number 732 are members and
337 have one parent a member. When practicable,

the pupils attend mid-week meetings with their

teachers.

The reports of the First-day schools were very ir-

regular, this being the first time that they have ever

been sent up. Some failed to noteanything about the

schools, and some gave merely independent facts. It

was impossible to form an intelligible summary answer.

Seventeen schools only were reported, which is per-

haps not more than one-fourth of the actual number.

It was suggested that a request be sent down in the

"Extracts " for fuller and more uniform details next
year.

The answers to the Third Annual Query were uni-

versally in the afiirmative—the queries are read and
answered.
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In women's meeting, at the morning session, tbe

Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Queries with their an-

swers, were read and considered. Louisa J. Roberts es-

pecially cautioned against pernicious literature, and

disapproval was expressed of many of the daily news-

papers which purvey demoralizing reports of evil.

Upon summary answer to the Fourth Query it was re-

marked that there was a noticeable advancement in

the answers, and by many there was thought to be

a great improvement in statement, examination, and
fulness over former years. Deborah F. Wharton earn-

•estly advised against the use of stimulants in cooking,

particularly calling the attention of mothers and

housekeepers to the risk thereby incurred. The re-

port of the Committee on Temperance was read and
heartily united with. The committee was continued

and encouraged to proceed in its labors.

At tbe afternoon session Isaac Hicks made his

visit. He spoke very briefly, his message being to the

young women, whom he exhorted to avoid tbe mere
vanities and frivolities of life, and to find a deeper

and truer satisfaction in its earnest work. His com-
munication was received with much unity, and Eliz-

abeth W. Smith and others added remarks to the

eame effect. The Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth Queries

with their answers were read, and the summary an-

swers united with. The annual Queries and answers

were also disposed of, the Educational Report being

read in connection with the second. The report was
approved and the committee continued.

Fifth-day, 12th of the Month.

In the forenoon, the meeting-houses of the city

were occupied as usual, with the meetings for worship.

At the Fifteenth and Race streets house, on the

Cherry street side, Ellison Newport, Franklin T.

Haines, Joseph B. Livezey, T. E. Longshore, and
otliers, spoke ; on the Race street side, Clement Bid-

die, Thomas Foulke, Joel Borton, Jr., and Lydia H.
Price spoke, and Allen Flitcraft ottered prayer ; at

Green street, Isaac AVilson spoke at length, the house

being very full.

In the afternoon, at 3, business sessions of the

Yearly Meeting were held. In men's meeting, the

minutes of the Representative Committee for the past

year were read. They contained statements of the

action taken in reference to the bequest of the late

John M. George. It appeared that the executors of

his will had communicated its purport to the Treas-

urer of the Yearly Meeting (Thomas J. Husbands),
who had asked the advice and assistance of the Rep-
resentative Committee, which had appointed a sub-

committee, consisting of Daniel Foulke, Isaac C.

Parry, John Saunders, Emmor Roberts, and Joseph

C. Turnpenny, to confer with the Treasurer.

The subject being thus laid before the meeting, it

was discu8.sed at some length and with evidences of

much interest. Howard M. Jenkins thought that

the first step was for the Yearly Meeting to make a

minute accepting the bequest, and signifying its ap-

preciation of the extent and value of the trust thus

assumed. Benjamin G. Foulke approved this, and
suggested that the minute to this effect should be
deliberately prepared, and read to the meeting to-

morrow morning. Edward H. Magill thought that

the care of the busine.ss arising out of the will should
be continued during the coming year in the hands of
the same persons appointed by the Representative
Committee. Several Friends were desirous that ac-

tion should be taken by the meeting, at this time,

toward the formation of a general committee to

consider the plan of the proposed school, examine
into the selection of a suitable site, etc., in order that

the Yearly Meeting might act upon these details a
year hence. John W. Stokes, Joseph M. Truman,
Jr., David Newport, Thomas H. Speakman, and
others indicated an agreement with this view. It

was, however, stated that the funds from the bequest

were not likely to be realized until after some delay,

(the letter from the executors stated that none would
probably be paid over to the Treasurer before the

eaily part of 1888), and the meeting, in the judgment
of the clerk, assented to the view that the appoint-

ment of a general committee on plan and site would

now be premature. Richard Watson explained at

some length the probable delays in the settlement of

the estate, and Clement M. Biddle urged leaving

the matter in the hands of the committee of five. A
minute to this effect was read by the clerk. It was,

however, pointed out that the Representative Com-
mittee, which had appointed this sub-committee for

the assistance of the Treasurer in the interval until

the Yearly Meeting met, was now not in existence,

(its members being annually appointed in the quar-

terly meetings), and that the Yearly Meeting, while it

might select the same persons, could not " continue "

an appointment made by the Representative Com-
mittee. At this stage of the consideration men's

meeting closed.

In the women's meeting the report of the Treas-

'

urer, examined by committee, was found correct,and

Mary Saunders was named as treasurer. There was

an interesting communication from a Friend who had
been absent, living in Missouri, for forty years.

The report of the committee to name Friends for

service on the committee to visit meetings was pre-

sented. Several new names were added to the list.

The committee to whom the changes in discipline,

recommended by Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting

had been referred, reported in favor of the change

being made. The report was united with by the

meeting. The minutes of the Representative Com-
mittee were presented and considered.

Sixth-day, 13th op the Month.

Robert Hatton addressed some words of counsel

to the meeting, and Allen Flitcraft offered prayer.

The minute in reference to the George bequest, as

prepared by the clerk, according to the understand-

ing of yesterday, was read, and after some remarks

by Howard M. Jenkins, Joseph Wharton, and others,

was passed without further discussion. The commit-

tee now named, it was stated, was a committee of the

Yearly Meeting, (and not a sub-committee of the

Representative Committee), and it was to be regarded

as an appointment not "continued," but was made
by the Yearly Meeting. Its functions relate exclu-

sively to the assistance of the Treasurer in the care

of tbe Meeting's rights under the bequest,—though

the minute made implies a discretionary power of
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liirfrer scope. One Friend remarked that a fruitfnl

cause of the trouble of sixty years ago was the en-

croachment by tlie standing; committees, the (" Meet-

ing; for Sufieriniis"), upon tlie functions of tlie general

meeting, and that we should strictly avoid dangerous

precedents of that kind.

The names of the new Visiting Committee were

then read over and approved.

The report of the committee upon the Education

of the Southern Colored People was read, and drew

out an interesting discussion. (The report is printed

in full elsewhere.) The committee was continued, to

give attention to the work as way may open, but the

meeting declined at this time to give it authority to

draw any funds from the treasury.

Isaac Wilson addressed the meeting at some
length, in farewell, being about to return home. He
alluded to the fact that in the revision of Genesee
Yearly Meeting Discipline, the expression "hire-

ling" in the clauses on the ministry, has been omit-

ted, and he hoped Friends of this meeting would
make the same change.

A minute from the Yearly Meeting of Ministers

and Elders was read by the clerk, presenting the

concern of our friend Robert Hatton to visit, in the

wa}' of the ministry, parts of Great Britain and Ire-

land. A committee, consisting of Clement M. Biddle,

Benjamin G. Foulke, and others, was appointeil to

have care of the subject.

At the afternoon session, a memorial concerning

George Webster, deceased, of New Garden, was read,

approved, and directed to be inserted in the " Ex-
tracts." The report of the Indian Committee was
.read. It was brief, and we shall publish it entire. Tlie

reportsof the committees on changes ofdiscipline were
taken up. The first, not approving the statistical

changes proposed by Bucks Quarter, was united with.

The second, approving the Fourth Query changes,

and the addition of a clause on tobacco to the Ad-
vices, was also united with. The third, approving
the several changes proposed two years ago by Phila-

delphia Quarter, was considered, but the sitting being

so near its close, the meeting did not seem able to

take them up seriatim, and there being some objec-

tion to a part, it was decided to leave all go over to

next year. The committee to examine the treasurer's

account reported it correct, with a balance of §3,020.2(1.

It was ordered that $4,000 be raised this year. Thomas
J. Husbands was reappointed Treasurer, and Joseph
C. Turnpenny and Alfred Moore, Correspondents.

The epistle prepared for sending to the six other

yearly meetings was read and approved. The sum-
mary of Exercises of the meeting was also read. It

will appear in the Extracts. The meeting then, in

deep solemnity closed, with remarks from a few
Friends, and a prayer.

In the women's meeting, the changes in the disci-

pline proposed two years ago were considered, and
all united with. (Subsequently, upon being informed
of the action of men's meeting, a minute was made
laying them over for further consideration next year.)

An epistle to the other yearly meetings was read and
approved. The report of the committee on the edu-
cational needs of the colored people of the South was

presented, read, united witli, and $.')00 from the wo-
men's meeting treasury appropriated for the prosecu-

tion of the work which the committee was continued

to perform. The report of the Indian Committee was
read and the memorial concerning George Webster,

deceased. Lydia H. Price spoke briefly near the

close, as did also Rachel N. Mather. Rebecca J.

Satterthwaite appeared in supplication. The closing

minute was read and the last moments were passed

in appropriate and acceptable silence.

EXERCISES IN THE YEARLY MEETING.
IN the openintr session, on Second-day, the 9th in-

stant, Allen Flitcraft said : I feel grateful that life

and opportunity have been afforded us, and that we
have assembled again in our annual gathering for

considering the welfare and advancing the interest of

this branch of the Church. While some dear friends

and loved ones have been removed, we are yet left

upon the stage of action. They have gone hence to

the w'orld beyond lo receive, we trust, their heavenly
reward ; but we are permitted to remain a little while
longer. To some of us it will be but a little while

longer
;
perhaps before another gathering,—another

year rolls around, some of us will have taken our de-

parture, and gone hence. O, dear friends, how impor-

tant it is that we may be so faithful, so devoted and
obedient, as to perform the mission that is yet re-

quired at our hands,—that we can say ere our de-

parture we have "finished that thou gavest me to

do! " Let us be ready to bid each other God speed

in the great work of doing what our hands find to

do, that a feeling of pure, true, devoted love may fill

our hearts, and in the business of the meeting that

we may be condescending and forbearing, and that

our chiefest and greatest wish may be to do the

will of our Heavenly Father,—to lay aside our indi-

vidual feelings, which may be selfish, and be willing

to do that which will be for the greatest good of each

individual in this religious body and in the world.

Thomas Foulke said : Order is Heaven's first law.

Without order it would not be Heaven. I apprehend
that Heaven is rather a condition—a state of mind
—than a place ; and I have been led in contempla-
tion of the annual gathering for the dignified and sol-

emn purpose of worshipping the Infinite Mind, and
for the transaction of the mighty business aftairs of
this religious Society, I have been drawn to desire

that divine and holy order may pervade our assem-
bly ; that Divine Goodness may be felt to be very

near; that we may realize His spirit over the assem-

bly as a precious and blessed canopy. In thy pres-

ence, 0, God, there is fulness of joy, and at thy right

hand there are pleasures for evermore.

Happy will it be if each individual member of

this large gathering should be favored to have their

minds clothed with the heavenly influence, and keep
near to the great Master of Assemblies, in the

exercise of their gifts and their concerns. In a

large body like the present, there ought to be a
weight)' concern on each individual member to

keep to the spring of Divine life in the .soul, and to

move only under its blessed influence. Then, indeeii,

order would obtain. My concern is that each and
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all of us may be thus favored to keep very near to

the Divine Mind, and not enlarge too much in the

expression of worcU:, for we ran readily see that this

will be unjust to all otliers who have equal cuni-iTn

with us.

David Newport said : There seems to be but one

feeling animating us, and that is to labor for Truth's

honor, in the beautihd language of our discipline.

This is a memorable anniversary. Six decades have

passed since our fluhers withdrew from strife and

contention where the meeting was in a divided con-

dition. Now we have seven yearly meetings, with

living concerns, and a united feeling for carrying

them forward'. In' that period of sixty years we have

been vindicated amongst men. I have felt a desire

that if any Friend has anything to present, he may
do it, and if it is of God it will prosper; if not, it will

come to nauaht. The spirit of love will enable us to

overcome everything that would bring strife, and we

may know that we have passed from death into lite,

because we love the brethren.

Joseph Horner said : I felt, soon after taking my
seat, that there was light here spread over the As-

sembly, and it is my desire, friends, that we may not

put this light out, but let it arise and shine in all our

hearts, and then we shall have a blessed and heav-

enly meeting.

The clerk having read the opening minute, Samuel

S. Ash said : We have nov,- formally opened the sixty-

first annual gathering of the Yearly Meeting since its

organization in 1827. Very few indeed now take

part with us who took part then ; there are some, yet,

may I say, revered fathers ? with us who remember,

almost as children, tho.se trying times. There have

been those among us, in years past, who met with us

and who year after year could properly express the

feeling sense at the openfugs of these gatherings,

—

the sense of welcome that went forth from tho.se who
reside in this city to tho.se who come from a distance

and sojourn amongst us during the time of meeting.

One after another these voices have been silenced

in death, and as I reflected this morning and asked

whether there was not some one who could give ex-

pression to this feeling at this time, or whether it

might not be said that Friends were better at repres-

sion than expression, and the voice seemed to come
as if it came from a higher source: " I will give a

voice unto thee, my chilil,the first-born of the first

marriage in old Cherry Street meeting-house ;" and I

will endeavor to express for those who are older, and

for those who have grown up since, this sense,—this

grateful sense of welcome, this sense of rejoicing in

the truth, this sense of rejoicing in the unity of the

spirit, rejoicing in the continued evidence of the

Father's love,—rejoicing that instead of the fathers

have come up the sons. .Even since the memory of

many of us, things have happened that jostled society,

but these have passed away, and for years at least

there has been almost entire unity of spirit. My
heart rejoices in this and I know we all rejoice in the

evidences of harmoniou.s feeling. I do not mean that

we are bound together in one line of thought, for we
believe the truest unity is that which binds us to-

gether with independent thoughts for our individual

work, that we can give to each the full liberty and
full .sympathy to work in that direction in which he
is called, and that ea<;h memlji-r of this body may
come to realize that he has some specific oflBce, some
labor ; and that each one shall encourage every other

one to labor in that to which he is called, following

after that which the s]iirit dictates to him. Thus is

the unity of the church made triumphant, and the

glory of God abounds.

SHOULD WOMEN SPEAK IN CHURCH?
IN the Public Ledger, a Philadelphia woman bears

testimony in favor of women as ministers of the

gospel by reference to the following notice which

had recently appeared in a i-ity paper: "The sub-

ject for discussion at the ministers' meeting on Mon-
day will be, 'Should Ministers Speak in Church?'

to be opened by Rev. Dr. J. H. Munroe."

Taking tea with my pastor that evening, I asked

for its explanation, when he a.ssured me it was a

typographical error, and should have read : "Should

women speak in church?"
I don't believe he knew that the correction (?)

made it as absurd to me as its first rendering had to

him. Brought up in tlie Methodist Church, with

women its exhorters and class leaders; taking my
little daughters to their first public services on Sun-

day to the Friends' meeting house, which adjoined

my own home, and where we listened Sabbath after

Sabbath to the eloquent Mrs. Dr. Moore, who, with-

out a note, often lieUl her audiences by the hour,

never miscalling or recalling a word. The great

Missionary Bishop of Texas, Bishop Garrett, says:

"There is nothing so eft'ective and tar reaching as

the teachings of women; and if this earth is speedily

to be redeemed to Christ, it will be done by the

ministrations of Christian women." In the Bible we

learn of Deborah, one of the Judges of Israel ; of Hul-

dah, a professor of a college; of godly Hannah, en-

gaged in temple praying; of Miriam, who was a

leader of the hosts; of Queen Esther, who, by public

service, saved her nation. And Joel sounds aloud

the prophetic promise that God will pour out His

spirit upon all flesh, and your daughters shall prophesy,

"and upon the hand maidens in those days will I

pour out my spirit." Woman was the first to meet

the risen Lord, and she received her commission

from him to preach the doctrine of the resurrection.

St. Paul made Phoebe the bearer of his despatches;

he gives due meed to Priscilla, Claudia, Apphia,

Enodia, and honorable women not a few, until he

cries out: "And I entreat thee also, true workfellow,

lietp those women leho labored u<ith me in Ihe Gospell
"

That Paul's injunction to the women at Corinth

to keep silence in the churches clearly applied to

facilitating despatch in the business transactions of

the church is proved by his prescribing and directing

her apparel when she rose to take part in the public

worship, both in prayer and in prophesying.

It is foolish to try to live on past experience. It

is very dangerous, if not a fatal habit, to judge our-

selves to be safe because of something that we felt or

did twenty years ago.

—

Spurgeon.
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THE NEW WORK FOR THE INDIANS.
THE passage by Congress, at its recent session, of the

" Land in Severalty " bill brings in an era of new la-

bor on the part of all those who are interested in the

welfare of the Indians. This bill, if carried into effect,

as doubtless it will be, will end the long maintained

policy of the " reservations," and will compel the In-

dians to take separate tracts of land for themselves,

after the manner of the white people. The reserva-

tions are to be broken up, and each head of a family

must within four years select a tract of 320 acres,

which is to become his property in fee simple, though

he is not to have the power to sell it, for twenty-five

years.

Those who have been opposed to the new policy

have insisted that it is premature,—that none of the

Indians, even the most intelligent and self-depend-

ent tribes, are yet ready to take care of themselves, in

the struggle for existence, without the special pro-

tection of Government agents, and the support of the

tribal system. This is a question not easy to deter-

mine. Undoubtedly it would be preferable to give

the Indians further preparation, especially in school

education and in training for industrial pursuits.

The -work of this kind now done at Carlisle and

Hampton and elsewhere, if systematically pursued

ten years longer, would better prepare them for the

change. But the great difficulty has been and is that

the pressure of the frontier settlers upon the great

tribal reservations is too sharp to be resisted by the

Government, and it has been for years very plain

that the demand for breaking these up would grow

faster than the strength of the friends of the Indians.

The duty, now, relates to this fiict, and to the need

of helping the Indians to be ready for choosing their

severalty land, and for making a proper use of it.

Friends who have been interested in Indian work in

the past should be considering this important matter.

We find this issue so crowded with reports of the

Yearly Meeting, and other matters connected with

the sessions of that body, that we are obliged to lay

over a number of details concerning it and its com-

mittees to next week.

MARRIAGES.
HILLBORN-CROASDALE.—At the residence of the

bride's grandniotlicr, Mary L. Knight, Philadelphia, Fifth

month 11, 1887, by Friends' ceremony (a magistrate being

present), William liillboru, Jr., son of Isabella and the late

William Hillborn, of Bensalem Township, Bucks county

Pa., and Miriam, daughter of the late James P., and

Elizabeth P. Croasdale, both of Philadelphia.

DEA THS.
COMFORT.—Near Morrisville, Bucks county. Pa., Fifth

month 9, 1887, George Comfort, in his 79th year ; a valuable

member of Falls Monthly Meeting. He was a son of that

valued minister, the late Samuel Comfort, and a great

grandson of that eminent Friend, John Woolman.

DILLINGHAM.—At his residence, in Granville, Wash-

ington county, N. Y., Third month 27, 18S7. Abram Dil-

lingham, aged 87 years; a member of Granville Monthly

Meeting of Friends. The deceased was a worthy mem-
ber of the society to which he belonged, and throughout

his long and useful life, it was ever his earnest desire that

he might be a faithful follower of his Divine Master.
" Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord, from

henceforth. Yea, saith the .Spirit, that they may rest from

their labors, and their works do follow them."

RICHARDSON.-In Philadelphia, Fifth month 8, 1887,

Elliott Richardson, M. D., sou of the late Nathaniel Rich-

ardson of Byberry, and grandson of that eminent minister,

Peter Yaruall, a member of the Monthly Meeting of

Friends of Philadelphia, held at Spruce street. Interment

at Byberry. _
SWAYNE.—At his parents' residence, in Philadelphia,

Fifth month 13, 1887, Maurice W. Swayne, aged 20 years
;

belongingto the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Green

street, Philadelphia.

SWISHER.—In Philadelphia, Fifth month 9, 1887, Ella

v., wife of M. B. Swisher, and daughter of Samuel J., and

Margaret B. Humphreys.

SHALLCBOSS.—At Frankford, Fifth month 15,1887,

Elizabeth F., wife of William Shallcross, in her 61st year ;a

member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Green

street, Philadelphia.

THORN.—Suddenly, at Fallsington, Pa., Mary L., widow

of Dr. Thomas B. Thorn, in her 79th year.

TAYLOR.—At Taylorsville, Bucks county, Fifth month

8, 1887, Oliver H. Taylor, in his 69th year, son of the late

Mahlon K. Taylor.

WEBSTER.— At Upper Dublin, Pa., on the 3d instant, of

pneumonia, Aaron D. Webster, in his 77th year; a member
of Horsham Monthly Meeting.

WILSON.—In Baltimore, Md., Fourth month 22d, 1887,

Virginia S., widow of George W. Wilson, in the 57th year

of her age ; a member of Little Falls Monthly Meeting-

She was the youngest of the thirteen children of Amos and

Rebecca Smith,—the former a minister of our Society.

WRIGHT.—At the residence of her husband, near Tren-

ton, N. J., Fifth mouth 1st, 1887, of heart disease, Annie

C, beloved wife of Robert S. Wright, in the 41st year of

her age.

The peaceful close of the well-spent life of our dear

friend deserves a passsing notice. A period of eight weeks

she was confined to her room with the most intense suffer-

ing which was borne with patience and resignation, evinc-

ing that death had no terrors, and joyfully was the sum-

mons received that released her from the trials of the

earth.

Two weeks before her death she was stricken with palsy
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that affected her speech in a degree that made it difficult

for her to converse with her friends, this she considered

the greatest trial she had to bear with. A few days before

her departure, feeliug that her time was short, through a

great effort she spoke to her dear husband in loving words

concerning her separation fioni the loved ones here,

impressing upou his mind to always instruct the children

that to do good is the great and leading object of life.

She was of a kind and most sympathetic disposition

.and never referred to others' afflictions without being

moved to tears. Most deeply will she be missed, not only

by the bereaved family, but friends and neighbors, particu-

larly the poor and afflicted, to whom she always extended

a hand of sympathy. She was a member of Trenton, N. J.

Prepartive Meeting. E.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 22.

Fifth Month 29, 1887.

THE RED SEA.

Topic : Deliverance.

Golden Text ;
" Because he hath set his love upon me, there-

fore will I deliver him "—Ps. 91 ;14.

Read Exodus 14, 19—31. Revised Version.

WHEN the wailing for the dead was heard in every

house, from Pharoah's palace to the dungeon of the

captive, a great terror seized the Egyptians. They
believed that the threats of Divine chastisement,

proclaimed by Moses and Aaron were upon them,

and in their fear and distress the king not only gave

the Hebrews their liberty, but hastened their depar-

ture. By the direction of Moses, (E.t. xii., 35, 36) ; the

people asked gifts of the Egyptians, who readily gave

them "jewels of silver and gold and garments."

This asking for gifts was a custom of the East that

continues down to the present time, and in no sense

is felt to be a humiliation, as we regard begging.

While the Israelites were yet partaking of the Pas-

<;hal Supper, the king sent for Moses, and bade him
be gone with all his people. In haste they gathered

<up all their effects, and set forward on their journey.

Hebrew tradition states they were seven days mak-
ing the distance to their place of encampment at

Migdol, on the Red Sea.

After they were gone the king, seeing that all the

public works were stopped for want of the bricks and
Biortar which had been made by the enslaved

Hebrews, repented his hasty permission for them to

leave, and sent GOO chosen chariots in pursuit of

them, ordering many more in distant parts to join.

The Egyptians overtook them at Migdol. The way
in which deliverance from their pursuers is brought
about is given in our le.sson.

"The pillar of cloud and of fire." A visible pillar

of cloud or vapor that could be seen by the whole
multitude. A great host marching through a country

without roads or other marks of civilization must be
provided with some conspicuous object to serve as a

signal to the main body and to keep all straggling

parties connected with it. Hence the round grate

full of kindled fuel elevated on a pole, which was
-carried before caravans and armies in the East. (Cur-

tius.) Fire is a striking symbol of the great Spirit,

and as such is abundantly used in the Scriptures to

typify the Divine Presence.

The place of crossing the Red Sea is not known.
That the conditions which made it possible were
brought about by natural causes is stated in the record

of the strong east wind which blew all night, laying

bare the shallow bottom, and making a sure and safe

pathway for the hosts of Israel to the other side. It is

no less a w-onderful deliverance,though brought about

by the action of the elements. Such miracles of es-

cape and preservation, lie all along our individual

pathways, nor is it any less the work ofour Heavenly
Father, since all the forces of nature are under his

direction and move in obedience to laws that he
has established.

THIS LESSON TE.\CHES

That when we are moving in obedience to the

Divine will, the way, though full of difficulties and

danger , will be clearly shown, and strength and
courage will be given us to go forward. The Psalmist

said "Though I walk through the valley of the

shadow of death, I will fear no evil for thou art

with me."

FURTHER NOTES ON THE LAST LESSON.

The Lesson on the Pas.sover, that was given in

last week's issue, did not cover all the ground that it

is desirable to consider. It was treated simply as a

memorial service in the Hebrew Church, that has

been continued to tlie present time. What relation,

if any, that memorial service has for the Christian

Church is a question that naturally arises, from the

fact that the "Sacrament," observed by nearly all

Christian Societies except Friends, dates from the

Paschal Supper eaten by the Master and his disciples

on the night in which he was betrayed. The fathers

of our faith have ever taught that the supper then

eaten was not a Christian, but a Jewish ordinance.

Robert Barclay is very clear on this point. He
writes: " If we consider this action of Christ with his

apostles there will appear nothing singular in it, . . .

for both Matthew and Mark express it as an act done

by him as he was eating Now this act was

no singular thing, neither any solemn institution of

a gospel ordinance, becaa.se it was a constant custom

among the Jews, .... that when they did eat the

passover, the master of the family did take bread,

and bless it, and breaking it, gave of it to the rest, and

likewise taking wine did the same, so that there can

nothing further appear in this, than that Jesus Christ

who fulfilled all righteousness and also observed the

Jewish feasts and customs, used this also among his

disciples only.
" As to the expression ' do this in remembrance of

me,' it will amount to no more than this, that being

the last time that Chri.st did eat with his disciples, he

desired them that in their eating and drinking they

might have regard to him, and by the remembering

of that opportunity be more stirred up to follow him
through sufferings and death."

Robert Barclay claims, further on, that the wash-

ing of the disciples' feet was done " with far more
solemnity, and prescribed far more punctually and
particularly, than was the eating of bread and drink-

ing wine." The latter was a practice common among
the Jews and ' he .saith not if they do not eat of that
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bread, and drink of that wine, they shall be preju-

diced by it ; but he did say to Peter, that if he wash
him not he hath no part witli him, and when he has

done he sittetli <lown ai;ain, ami lie desires them
consider what he has doneand tells them in the most
positive manner that as he hath done to them, so

ought they to do to one another,—that he has given
them an example that they should do likewise.

E. B. writes farther :
" ' This do in remembrance of

me,' imports no more than that Jesus Christ did at

that time thereby signify unto them, that what-
soever they did eator drink they miu;ht do it ' in re-

membrance' of him, or with a regard to him whose
blood was shed for them. That the primitive church
gathered immediately after his ascension did so un-

derstand it, appears from their use and practice as

recorded in Acts."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SETH W. BOSWORTH.
WHEN one has passed from earth after a long and
useful life, leaving behind him an evidence that his

life has been so lived as to furnish an example worthy
of emulation, it is fitting that some tribute should be
written that may serve in future years to encourage
others to faithfulness in obedience to the call of duty
in their day and age. Such a man was Seth W. Bos-
worth, the subject of this memoir.

He was born in the town of Lisle, Broome county,

N. Y., on the 13th of 11th month, 1806. Of his early

life the writer has heard him say that his father kept
a hotel, and he for a time assisted at the bar, but kept
himself free from the use of intoxicants. His mother
was a member among the Baptists. He moved to

Farmington, Ontario county, N. Y., in the year 1823,

and was thus brought into contact with Friends, they
comprising the larger portion of the early settlers of

that town.

He was married to Catharine, daughter of Hugh
and Sarah K. Pound, on the 27th of 11th month, 1827,

with whom he lived in near unity and affection for

about 47 years. Her parents were prominent mem-
bers among Friends, and their hearts and home were
generously opened to entertain their friends. About
the year 1833 he united in membership with Friends,

and remained a consistent and valuahle member the
remainder of his life, and for many years occupied the
station of an elder worthy of double honor. In tem-
perament calm, and not easily excited in the times of
commotion which agitated society, he could weigh
well his words before utterance, and this, united with
a clear, good judgment, made him a wise counsellor

and a safe adviser. He was slow to speak, when mat-
ters of importance were under consideration, but
when he gave a judgment, it carried weight with it.

With those who felt a requisition to bear public testi-

mony in our meetings, who gave evidence of a divine
call, he was ever ready to travail in tender sympathy,
and in a quiet and gentle manner point out to them
where they might improve, and he possessed that

rare quality which enabled him to perform such ser-

vices without giving offence, and when he saw it best
to encourage, to do it without flattering or exciting
any undue elation. In his family he sought to rule

by love and gentle persuasion rather than by any ex-

hibition of authority, enforcing his precepts by a con-

sistent example.
To such a nature as his the oppressed and suffer-

ing among his fellows did not appeal in vain, and his

heart and his hand were open to relieve as far as his

circumstances would admit. Within his home, trav-

eling Friends and others, at the time of our larger

meetings, always found a warm and generous wel-

come. In the year 1872 he removed to the city of
Rochester.

For the past eight years he had been affected with

creeping paralysis, which gradually undermined his

physical powers, yet he bore his affliction with a

quiet meekness and resignation which was evidently

the outcome of his reliance on and devotion to the

Divine will. In the latter part of the year 1SS4 his

beloved wife was removed by death, and he bore this

great trial with patient resignation. He continued

to gradually fail until about two weeks before his

decease, when he was affected by a slight paralytic

stroke which rendered him nearly, and part of the

time quite speechless, gradually growing weaker
until the 28th of Fourth month, 1887, when he quietly

passed away like one going to sleep. Tlie funeral

was held on the 1st of Fifth month, and was largely

attended, and a solemn and impressive occasion.

In the life of this dear Friend we have exem-
plified the result of a true devotion to the revealed

will of the Father, as manifested within, and though
it did not call him to occupy a prominent positioa

among men, yet of him and his life it may be truly

said :
" He being dead yet speaketh."

John J. Cornell.

Mendon Center, N. Y., Fifth month 10, 1887.

YEARLY MEETING COMMITTEE REPORTS.
[We give below a number of tlie reports presented to

Pliiladelphia Yearly Meeting, at its recent session, by
committees on tbe several subjects named.

—

Eds.]

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE TO VISIT AND EN-
COURAGE OUR MEMBERS.

To lite Yearly Meeting

:

THE Committee " to visit the branches of the Yearly

Meeting and encourage Friends to more faithful at-

tention to the requirements of the Discipline, and
to upholding and sustaining the testimonies of our

religious society" report that during the year they

have given attention to these duties, as way seemed
to open.

Four general meetings of the Committee have
been held in Philadelphia,—in 5th and 10th months
1886, and in 3d and 4th months, 1887,—at which
there has been a good attendance of those under the

appointment. At these meetings the work assigned

us has been weightily considered, and we believe a
true concern has been felt for its faithful performance.

We have been deeply sensible of the weak condi-

tion of our Society in many places, and have been
impressed with the need which is presented for

continued care and encouragement of our members,

by the Yearly Meeting ; we have sensibly realized,^

too, the inadequacy of our strength to the full per-

formance of this serious and weightv labor.

I
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The visits of the Committee have been made by
sub-committees, the members of these being in

niimei-ous instances tliose who felt and signified a

concern in the particular field of their appointment.
The visits have been made in the quarterly

meetings of Philadelphia, Concord, Burlington and
Southern, and in Fishing Creek Half Years Meeting;
the last two being those whicli the Committee in

the first year of their appointment were not able

to visit.

In Philadelphia Quarter, a portion of the meet-
ings were attended by some of the Committee.

In Concord' Quarter, all of the meetings were
visited in Eighth month last, by Friends who are

members of the Committee; and a large part of the

families composing each meeting were visited at

their homes. Particular visits have been made by
snb-committees to the meetings at Willistown, Micl-

dletovvn, and Providence.

In Burlington Quarter, members of the sub-com-
mittee attended the meeting at Trenton, and lieM

an appointed meeting at Bordentown; also atteniied

the meeting at Burlington, and after its clo.se lield a

conference with those present. The raembersliip at

Burlington has become much reduced in nnmljers,

and part of the time during the past winter the
meeting has not been regularly held.

In Fishing Creek Half Year Meeting all of the
meetings and many of the families have been visited,

and several appointed meetings have been held. The
sitting of the Half Year Meeting at Millville, in

Sixth month, and the Youths' Meeting on the fol-

lowing day were attended, we believe to mutual
satisfaction. The few Friends now living within the
limits of Roaring Creek Monthly Meeting seem to

need encouragement in keeping up their meetings in

the regular places of worship, as there are a number
of per-sons in the vicinity of the different meeting-
houses, who, though not members of the Society,

would be glad to attend Frienils' meetings. The
meeting at Millville includes a much larger number;
their meetings are well attended, both by members
and others. They have a large First-day School, and
also a school under the care of the monthly meeting.

From the memoranda prepared for the committee
by one of those who visited Roaring Creek, we pre-

sent these extracts:

"Three of the Committee attended the meeting
at Roaring Creek in the morning. The house was
well filled, and the evident interest with which the
spoken word was received showed that there were
many in the neighborhood, not members with us,

who manifested a willingness to sit in our meetings
for worship. Several families were here visited.

From Roaring Creek we rode to Catawissa and at-

tended an appointed meeting. The old meeting-
house was filled to overflowing; those unable to lind

seats or standing room gathered about the windows
to hear. There seems in both these places, an open
door for earnest labor in the Truth, many expressing

their desire to attend, if meetings were held regularly.

An appointed meeting was held at Bear's Gap, with
small attendance, owing to the busy harvest time
and short notice. Here also the desire was expre.ssed

for a regular meeting in the meeting-house, but Friends
are few in number, and in most cases too far away to

walk, and are not provided with conveyances. The
feeling was that they are doing the best they can to

keep alive their small meeting. All of the families

belonging to Bear Gap were visited, except one,

situated at a distance. There are quite a number of

children connected witli this meeting, but it is the

same here as at Millville and Roaring Creek,—

a

large part have no birthright, owing to one parent

not being a member. Visiting Friends are welcomed
most cordially, and those who feel the duty of carry-

ing to them the message of love and encouragement
will find themselves strengthened and refreshed by
the service."

In Southern Quarter all of the monthly meetings,

three of the four sittings of the quarterlj' meeting,

with the youths' meeting following, and all of the

particular meetings now maintained, with one excep-

tion, have been attended by members of the sub-com-

mittee set apart for the service; and two appointed

meetings were also held. The Friends belonging to

the one meeting not reached by the sub-committee

were visited at their homes. A number of different

families in the several meetings were also visited. In

all cases the committee was received with true. Chris-

tian cordiality, and the encouragement extended was

kindly acknowledged. The Friends in this Quarter

are Lsolateil by their location from the other branches

of the Yearly Meeting, and the several meetings are

in many cases remote from each other. In recent

years they have been visited by but few Friends, and

there is now no minister living among them. The
spoken word seemed to be gladly received. Two or

more meeting-houses belonging to Friends, which

were formerly attended by large congregations, are

ijow entirely unused. We feel that all the encourage-

ment and support, both in the spreading of our Chris-

tian doctrine and practice, and in the orderly main-

tenance of our disciplinary system, that can be ex-

tended by the Yearly Meeting, is justly due our breth-

ren and sisters of Southern Quarter. In our visits to

them they were exhorted to continued faithfulness,

in the hope that in the fulness of time a renewed life

may appear amongst them, reviving our Society in

that interesting field of some of the most fruitful la-

bors of George Fox in America.

The visits made by the Committee in all cases

seemed to be appreciated, and their purpose wel-

comed. Friends everywhere manifested a regard for

the Society, and a desire to see its strength renewed.

They were not all equally consistent and earnest in

the maintenance of our testimonies, and the need of

more standard bearers among them was in many in-

stances acknowledged
;
yet the declaration of con-

tinued attachment to the truth as held by Friends,

and the expression of a desire that it might again be

awakened in fulness, were hopeful circumstances,.

which had they been absent, would have rendered

the prospect more discouraging.

There are to be noted in many localities increasing

companies of young people, members and attenders

of our meetings, interested in the Society, who, we
trust, will find their religious natures sustained and
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uplifted in its gospel order, and will help to preserve

it in years to corneas a true instrument for good. The
nurture of these, we believe, must form a duty of high

responsibility to the Yearly Meeting, and to every

truly concerned member of our Society.

Our expenses for the year have been $83.83, for

which an order has been drawn on the treasurer of

the Yearly Meeting.

On behalf of the Committee,

IsA.\c Eyre,

Lydia H. Hall.

REPORT OF THE TEMPERANCE COMMITTEE.
To the Yearly Mteting :

The Joint Committee on the subjects of Temper-
ance and Intoxicating Beverages, in presenting their

sixth annual report, feel justified in saying they have
borne in mind the great importance of the work as-

signed them and have earnestly endeavored faith-

fully to perform it, trusting that seeds have been
sown that will bear fruit towards enlightening us

upon the evils, physical, moral, and spiritual.that re-

sult from indulgence in all that intoxicates.

The stated meetings have been regularly held,

with an attendance which manifests an increasing

interest in the cause.

Impressed with the responsibility resting upon
the members of the Medical Profession, when we
•consider their vast influence for good or evil in re-

gard to the use of alcoholic preparations in the form
of medicines, an address on the subject was prepared
and circulated.

Believing that encouragement is given to the man-
ufacture of home-made wine and brandied fruits, by
the offer of premiums for the same at agricultural

fairs; and feeling convinced it is a practice calcu-

lated to blind the people to the true character o[

these products, we issued a remonstrance, asking the

managers to desist from the practice and also from
allowing the exhibit or sale of any intoxicating bev-

erages on the fair grounds.

Memorials were prepared and forwarded to the
Pennsylvania Legislature, in favor of submitting to

the voters an amendment prohibiting the manufac-
ture and sale of alcoholic liquors to be used as a bev-

erage ; and for removing screens from before doors

and windows of saloons. These memorials were
signed and sent as from a committee of the Yearly
Meeting on the subjects given to its care.

We also felt constrained to prepare an address to

druggists upon the sale of liquors ; urging them to

use due care in the matter, and to sell the same only
upon the prescription of a regular physician.

An appeal was also sent to some of our city pas-

sengers railroad companies to remove the advertise-

ments of alcoholic preparations from their cars.

We have still continued to purchase temperance
literature, approved by a sub-committee; and during
the past year we have expended §138.16 for the same.
These tracts and pamphlets, to the extent of 36,262

pages, have been freely circulated. We trust that
«ome of them will awaken thought and arouse a
more lively interest in the cause of purer, healthier

living.

Reports from the committees laboring within the

limits of the several quarters give evidence of in-

creased interest.

The plan of holding conferences has largely pre-

vailed, and on these occasions nearly every phase of

the subject has been presented and considered. A
growing desire is felt to have this monster evil—the

liquor traffic—prohibited. Many of our active work-

ers feel that this must be brought about by the right

use of the ballot, one of the most sacred of our rights

;

and that our religion should go with us in all that we
do, and be brought to control our vote as much as

any other act of our lives.

By the reports it appears that thirty-eight confer-

ences have been held, besides three all-day meetings

and forty-nine lectures given under the care of the

committee.?. Some of these (all-day) meetings have

been devoted to the work of interesting and encour-

aging the children and youth to healthy thought and
active work, and the First-day schools have cheer-

fully participated in the exercises and rendered effi-

cient aid.

The committee of one quarter reports they were

united in favor of the establishment of organizations

among the children, in which they would take an ac-

tive part, and become interested in this important

subject.

Parents and teachers cannot be too watchful over

the tender youth committed to their care, and a de-

sire has been felt that the channels of confidence be-

tween them may be kept freely open, so that nothing

unclean may be hidden, and all that is pure and
strengthening may flow unhindered, and thus a true

bond of unity and fellowship cemented between both.

In the abounding of truth, leading us to greater

love of God and humanity, may we continue to labor

to dissuade our fellow man from the delusion and the

snare of strong drink.

Orders have been drawn on the treasurer of the

Yearly Meeting for $171.99.

Signed in and on behalf of the committee.

Ja.mes H. Atkinson,

Elizabeth Lloyd,
Clerks.

Philadelphia, Fourth month 9th, 1887.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND
SCHOOLS.

To the Yearly Meeting :

In presenting this our fourteenth annual report, it

is with the feeling that the subject of a guarded re-

ligious education is of growing importance with

Friends, and is justly claiming more and more of

their attention and solicitude. Our committee has

continued its organization of last year. The general

committee has been divided into sub-committees for

visiting the difl'erent schools. Most of these have at-

tended to their appointments and reported thereon.

The practice, we think, is productive of much good.

The advantages to pupils of having the many
truths found in their studies in physics, chemistry,

etc., properly illustrated with suitable apparatus are

apparent. And for this purpose lectures on scientific

and other subjects, to the number of eighty-one, have
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been delivered at stated times during the year to

schools desiring them.

Feeling the importance to schools of teachers

suited to their wants, we have continued aid in this

way, both in supplying permanent teachers and those

for special work, or as substitutes in cases of illness

or unavoidable absence.

In three instances, at the request or approval of

monthly or preparative meetings, our committee lias

assumed the entire responsibility of schools for the

year, with the view of placing them upon a firm ba-

sis, and returning them again into the bands of the

local committees; The results have been in a good

degree satisfactory. The practice of former years of

holding conferences of parents, teachers, and school

committees at Fifteenth and Race streets, Philadel-

phia, has been continued, three having been held

during the past winter. There has been no evidence

of any abatement of interest. The subjects consid-

ered were:

1. " Teaching as a Profession and How to Prepare

for it."

2. " What are the Best Methods of Cultivating in

Children a Taste for the Study of Natural Objects ?
"

3. " Well equipped Schools, theirCostand Value."

4. " Methods of Teaching Geography in the Pri-

mary Classes."

5. " What constitutes a Suitable Preparation for a

course of study in Science? "

6. " The Necessity and Means of Educating the

Will."

7. "The first and last Fifteen Minutes of a School

Day."

Two schools have been discontinued during the

year,and two new onesopened,—oneat Gwynedd.Pa.,

with eighteen pupils, and one at Millville, Pa., having

now seventy-two pupils enrolled. The schools under

the care of the meetings of the Yearly Meeting, in-

cluding the several departments of the schools at

Fifteenth and Race streets, Phila<lelphia, now number
forty. There are about 2800 children attending these

schools, of whom about 690 are members and 300 with

one parent a member. An estimate from a recent

census of the Yearly Meeting leads us to conclude

that there are about 14-50 children of school age who
are members; deducting from this number the 600

named above, we have left 760 children, members,
who are notreported as attending monthly or prepar-

ative meeting schools. There is also room for in-

creased concern and labor for the education of those

children having but one parent a member. They
form a very considerable number, and should, we
think, be drawn nearer to us, and claim a full share of

our attention. In the management of schools, it

should be the aim of Friends first to make them de-

serving of support, and then to give them their hearty

encouragement, even should it involve some pecuni-

ary sacrifice. In this connection, it is worthy of com-

ment that when a good Friends' school is established

the main support of that school comes from those

who are not members, and on whom the Society has

no claim, and who have not the advantages of re-

duced rates so often accorded to our own members.
Good schools are necessarily expensive, and in

many cases where there is no school fund, if the price

of tuition is placed so as to cover the cost. Friends in

moderate circumstances are debarred from their ad-
vantages. To such timely aid should be extended.
We have expended during the year in aid of

schools the sum of §2257.48, and whilst this amount is

greater than that of last year, we feel that it has been
for the legitimate purpose of advancing the interests

of our own members.
On behalf of the Committee,

AVm. Wade Griscom, Clerk.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION OF
THE COLORED PEOPLE.

To the Yearly Meeting :

The committee to inquire into the condition of

the education of the colored people of the South
make the following report:

The committee held a meeting soon after its ap-

pointment and org:inized for the discharge of the

service committed to it. Subsequently, not under its

direction, but through an interest in the subject simi-

lar to that which led to its appointment, an associa-

tion was formed called " An Association of Friends to

Promote the Education of the Colored People of the

South." As the Committee of the Yearly Meeting
was not authorized by its minute of appointment, to

do more than make inquiries as to the educational

needs of the colored people, it was believed that this

voluntary association, (composed largely of members
of the committee), would be able, before the close of

the year, to be of e.ssential service to the committee

in the investigation of this subject, and in collecting

the needed material for a report upon it to the Yearly

Meeting.

The first difficulty which met the Association was

the vast extent of the field to be entered upon, and

the magnitude of the labor to be done. While the-

war had brought about as one of its results the liber-

ation of the slaves, it was obvious that the great edu-

cational problem, the proper training of these four

and a half millions of people for the exercise of the

important duties which their changed position im-

posed upon them, was still unsolved. But where

should this great work be begun, and how, with the

necessarily limited means at our command, could we
hope to accomplish a result which would not seem, in

comparison with what must be left undone, almost

inappreciable? The sadly impoverished condition in

which the South had been left by the ravages of the

war stood in the way of a successful attempt at the

education of their people from re.sources within them-

selves. This affected all classes; but in an especial

manner the colored people, for whom, with the race

prejudice engendered by slavery still so strong against

them, separate schools must necessarily be maintained.

The educational status of the South may be better

understood by a brief comparison of the condition of

the State of South Carolina with that of some other

States of somewhat the same population. In 1880,

with a population of about nine-tenthsof that of South

Carolina, California spent ten times as much money
for purposes of public education. In the same year

Maine, with but little more than one-half the popula-
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tion, spent more than three times as much, and Minne-

sota, with about two-tliiids the population, spent more

than four times as much as Soutli Carolina. Yet these

figures, startliuf; as they are, express less than the

whole truth. Old time prejudices still embarrass the

work of educating the colored people in many parts of

the South, and it must continue to be an object of sus-

picion, and even of opposition, secret or open, until,

in the process of time, an entirely just and Cliristian

feeling shall prevail. The signs of the coming of this

are apparent in the unselfish work of many Southern

men for general education, regardless of race ; but

years must elajwe before the slow processes of change

among a conservative people can be worked out.

Thus taking a general survey of the field before us,

the question is met at the outset,
—

" Where shall this

work be begun, and ivhom shall we find, competent

and devoted to the cause, to be entrusted with the

immediate direction of it?" Happily this most im-

portant question is not difficult to solve. Two schools

have been started under the care of members of our

religious society, and have been doing good work

under efficient management for a number of years.

Both are in South Carolina. One of these, the Scho-

field Normal and Industrial School, at Aiken, has

been engaged in preparing teachers, and has sent out

a large number who have been doing excellent ser-

vice for several years in many of the schools of the

South. Of this school the principal teacher (A. A.

Sprague), writes:
" We have six teachers for regular class work.

They are faithful, earnest, and successful. The pupils

are remarkably studious. I never taught more at-

tentive, earnest scholars than those of this senior

•class. If people of means could see their eagerness

to learn, and how they struggle for it, I am sure they

would give of their abundance, and feel it to be a

true charity. Many scholars can remain but a part of

the year, then go out and work to return for another

short period, having forgotten much that they had

previously learned. This makesatedious,discouraging

course, and great credit is due them for their perse-

verance. A fund to aid such is much needed. The

longer I work with this race the more worthy and

capable I think them. The gratitude and apprecia-

tion of the older pupils make a pleasant feature in-

deed."

This school, under the general direction of Martha

Schofield, now numbers nearly 300 students, and the

funds necessary to carry it on can only be obtained

with great labor. This labor has fallen chiefiy upon

the principal for a number of years, and that she

may perform the best service for the school, it is now
absolutely necessary that this part of her arduous

duties be much lightened, or, if possible, removed.

Her letter of last year, addressed to the Yearly Meet-

ing, and subsequently, (after being read in the wo-

men's meeting) made public, set forth the.se facts

feelingly and impressively.

The other school referred to is located at Mount
Pleasant, near the city of Charleston, and is one of

those established by Friends immediately after the

war, when interest in the education of the freed peo-

ple was fresh and active. It was for a time under

the charge of a Freedinen's Education Association of
Philadelphia, but for several years past has been sus-

tained by the earnest efibrts of one Friend, a mem-
ber of this Yearly Meeting. Its teacher is Abby D.
Munro, a woman of large experience, with remarka-
ble adaptation for this work,and deeply interested in

it. Most of the children are younger than tho.se at

Aiken. The attenilance is about 100, and two assist-

ant teachers are now employed. Some of the former
pupils are now teachers in the public schools of the
Stale. The industrial department has been tempora-
rily suspended for want of room, the schoolbouse
having been destroyed by the cyclone of 1885. Of
this school the Princi()al writes:

"In age our pupils range from 6 to 18. It is an
ungraded school. Our aim is to give a good, thorough
grammar school education. In the primer and al-

phabet we have now but a small class, as many of the

parents can now read themselves, and so are able to

start their children. Of our last senior class of five,

four are now teaching in this county, while the
other has entered Howard University. But we take
no more pride in these than in the scores who, for

miles through the country are settled on little farms
of their own, purchased by the labor of their own
hands

;
good, honest citizens, faithful parents; many

of them holding respectable positions in the com-
munity."

It was the judgment of the " Association," after

full reports of these schools from various Friends
who had been themselves witnesses of the truly

missionary work therein performed, that the labor

which was plainly opened before it was the proper
support and encouragement of these two schools al-

ready established.

By the unwearied eflforcs of Martha Schofield a
property has been collected for the Aiken School
valued at twenty thousand dollars. This had been
placed under the control of a Board of Trustees. This
Board has been reorganized, and the majority of its

present members are members of our religious society.

Having these two schools already established, and
under the care of competent heads, devoted to their

work, and laboring under a truly religious concern,

the chief duty resting upon the Association seemed
to be the securing of the necessary funds for their

proper support. An Executive Committee was set

apart for active work iu this direction. This com-
mittee sent out subscription books, and made appeals
through the press, and held meetings monthly, re-

porting the amount of subscriptions received, and
authorizing the Treasurer of the Association to for-

ward the funds collected from time to time to the two
schools named. It was deemed necessary that about
$0,000 should be supplied to the Aiken school, and
about S1,L'00 to the Mt. Pleasant school, and the funds

which the Association has raised have been so ap-

plied as to secure them support in about that propor-

tion. For the full amount required it was expected

that the schools would also depend upon funds re-

ceived from Friends in New York and elsewhere.

The amount raised by the Association, at the time of

its report to the Committee had been about $1,500, of

which sum $1,01.'5 had been sent to the school at
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Aiken, and $500 to the school at Mt. Pleasant. It was

estimated at the end of last month that there would

be needed about $1,000 more to carry out the work

as contemplated in the two schools, to the end of the

present school year,and it may be expected that a cor-

responding amount to that which has been named,

(i. e. §2,500 in all) will be needed for the coming year,

as the quota of Friends, or others, within the limits of

this Yearly Meetinsi.

The committee held a second meeting in Fourth

month, and then received from the Association the

information which is embodied in this report.

In view of. the various facts here presented, and

of the duty which seems to rest upon us as Friends,

to perform our part in the elevation and development

of a long oppressed people, in whose circumstances

the religious Society of Friends, since the days of

Woolman and Benezet, has always manifested a deep

interest, and believing as we do tliat schools conducted

upon Friends' principles will be especially efiicacious

in this great work, we would recommend that the

Yearly Meeting consider the propriety of appointing

a committee to have the care of this subject, and la-

bor as way may open during the coming year, with

authority to draw upon the treasurer for funds, to a

limited amount, to be applied to sustaining the work.

On behalf of the Committee,

Amos Hillboen,
Geo. L. Maris,s, J

Ĉlerks.

SWABTHMOEE NOTES.
—A large number of former students were present

at the annual Reunion of the Delphic Literary

Society, on Seventh-day evening, the 14th inst. Tlie

subject of endowed professorships for the College was

presented, and a conditional subscription to endow
one professorship, when the amount subscribed

reached 130,000, was suggested.

—The Sixteenth Field Meeting of the Athletic

Association was held at 2 P. M., on Seventh-day, the

14th. The new track and gran<l stand were just

completed, and in excellent condition. The weather

was very favorable, and there were over 400 persons

in attendance. Several past records were broken,

and the occasion was pronounced an unusual success.

The class of '89, having given tiie most money toward

the construction of the track and stand, had the

privilege of naming the new ground, and the}' cho.se

the name of" Whittierfleld."

The following letter from J. G. Whittier appeared
upon the Programme :

—

Oak Knoll, Danvers, Mass., 5th mo. 1st, 1887.

Ralph Stone, Chairman CommiUee.

Dear Friend.—I am honored by the name given

to your Field of Exercise and Recreation by the class

of '89. As the graduate only of a district school, I

know little of the needs of a college; but I have no
doubt that the "Field" will be forever an important
adjunct to Swarthmore. The old Greeks, who.se ex-

ample in many respects is worthy of imitation, were
wise in combining physical with mental culture.

Recreation is doubtless as necessary in a Friends'

College as in any other; though in this, as in every-

thing else, it is well to let our moderation be known

to all. Life is a very earnest thing, and the time
allotted us too precious to be wasted in idle sports

and that unnecessary " boilily exercise which protit-

eth nothing."

I am truly thy friend,

John G. Whittier.

LINES

BY WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT.

THE breatli of Spring-time, at this twilight hour,

Comes through the gathering glooms,

And bears the stolen sweets of many a ilower

Into my silent rooms.

Where hast thou wandered, gentle gale, to find

The perfumes thou dost bring?

By brooks that through the wakening meadows wind.

Or brink of rushing spring?

Or woodside, where, in little companies

The early wild-iiowers rise?

Or sheltered lawn, where, 'mid encircling trees.

Spring's warmest sunshine lies?

Now sleeps the humming-bird, that in the sun

Wandered from bloom to bloom
;

Now too. the weary bee, his day's work done,

Rests in his waxen room.

Now every hovering insect to his place

Beneath the leaves hath flown
;

And, through the long night-hours, the flowery race

Are left to thee alone.

O'er the pale blossoms of the sassafras.

And o'er the spice-bush spray.

Among the opening buds thy breathings pass

And come embalmed away.

Yet there is sadness in thy soft caress.

Wind of the blooming year

!

The gentle presence that was wont to bless

Thy coming is not here.

Go, then ; and yet 1 bid thee not repair

Thy gathered sweets to shed.

Where pine and willow, in the evening air

Sigh o'er the buried dead.

Pass on to homes where cheerful voices sound

And cheerfvil looks are cast.

And where thou wakest, iu thine airy round.

No sorrow of the past.

And whisper, everywhere, that earth renews

Her beautiful array.

Amid the darkness and the gathering dews.

For the return of day.

OVERCOMING.
BY M. .7. C.

I close my eyes to veil from sight

The lowering clouds that gather round,

And find, alas! the deeper night

In which my soul is darkly bound.

No sun without, no light within,

—

How dense the gloom around my way !

Not e'en a star-gleam may I win.

To dimly simulate the day.
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The joys and hopes of youthful years,

The aspirations true and brave,

The loves, the losses, anguished tears.

The silence, darkness, and the grave.

I sit and muse, and sadly moan
;

A treiul)ling seizes all my frame,

A terror thus to feel alone,

All awe, then something almost shame.

And hence comes creeping o'er the dark

A soft and faintly glimmering light.

Then clearer, purer rays, which mark
The fleeting shadows of the night.

I see Aurora faintly gleam,

A new awakened day arise;

And on my soul new glories beam
From out the newly opened skies.

Too blind and weak the murmuring soul.

Which shuts its eyes to all the light;

The grandly beaming heavens unroll,

And earth with all her beauties bright.

Too blind and weak, when given o'er

To fears, to doubtings, and despair,

While untold blessings evermore

Crown every day with love and care.

Then rise, my soul, a nobler place

In this grand universe make thine
;

March on, with brave, uplifted face,

With all true, trusting hearts in line,

—

Through struggling darkness into light.

Through sorrows deep to purer worth,

Through sufl'ering on to greater height.

Through earthly scenes to higher birth !

— Christian Segiater.

THE EMPTY HANDS.
BY ALICE WILLIAMS BEOTHEETON.

overworked, weary mothers.

Worn out with the day-long toil,

With nerves that tingle and quiver

At the children's wild turmoil,

See, where one mother, weeping,

By an empty cradle stands.

No burden you bear is harder

Than her burden of empty hands.

For her is no hurry and bustle.

Fevered days after wakeful nights
;

No brushing and mending and stitching.

And ''setting the room to rights."

Nay, but for her no kisses.

No clasping of baby arms.

No smoothing of golden tresses,

No fondling of dimpled charms.

Think of the dreary silence,

When the children's tones are stilled.

And the lagging hours of the long, long days
By loving tasks unfilled;

Then take up the duties gladly

That the busiest day demands,

O happy mothers, who know not

The burden of empty hands!
— Christian Segiater.

Not in resisting, but also in resolutely struggling
forward, does our life consist.

—

Caelyle.

THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION.

A GRKAT deal of interest is manifested in the views
of the young Hindoo philosopher Moliini, some^
of which we recently gave to our readers; as his

ideas regarding the New Testament are excellent and
much in accord with those of Friends, we quote again
from the Christian Union :

1. The study of the New Testament is of immense
value. Its extraordinary spiritual power and beauty
impress me more and more. I cannot express the-

glad surprise and exaltation of mind with which I

read the Christian Scriptures. Their value for spirit-

ual culture is beyond estimate.

2. The power and divinity of the New Testament
are shown abundantly by its fruits in the history of
civilization. Compare the condition of your ances-
tors fifteen hundred years ago with the state of soci-

ety now. Read Lecky's " History of European Mor-
als" and observe the wonderful grovi'th. And all this

in spite of the materialism of man, in spite of the
misunderstanding and perversion of the truth of
Christ, in spite of the skeptical and false philosophies
of the intellect. The one grand fact remains—a race

redeemed from barbarism.

3. Whence comes the ability to criticise the per-

version of the truth if not from the influence of the
truth ? A man ought to be blind and deaf to the per-

version of the churches of Christendom. He ought
to aflirm Christianity is the only method for me.
What avails a never-ending search and study ? The
natural man is not competent to judge for himself.

Let him by obedience become competent to judge
and to know of the doctrine of God. If a man be
married to a wife, he is not at liberty to be seeking
another. If a man be a disciple of thj Christ, he is

not at liberty to be seeking to follow the methods of
other religions. In all religions the ultimate goal is

the same—eternal life.

4. The scofl'ers and the warring sects have cut

greatgashesin thebody of Christianity. The method
of the New Testament has not been implicitly fol-

lowed. The words of the Christ have not been be-

lieved. It has been doubted and denied that a man
could be perfect. The Sermon on the Mount has been
explained away. All this is wrong. It is presump-
tuous and unwarrantable. It is possible to obey the
precise words of tlie Christ. It is possible to become
perfect in the entire consecration of yourself to the
service of God. Men think they must thoroughly
understand the New Testament Scriptures. This
amazes and confounds me. It is not within the un-
derstanding of the natural man to grasp the divine
truth of the Christian religion. If it were, the whole
would be false. It would not then be a divine and
transcendent system. To secure the eternal life, my
personal continuity has to be broken up. No man
can become an artist by standing without and seeking
to know the theory of art. Nay, he must follow the
path. The western world lacks reverence for author-
ity, even a divine authority, which is indeed the wis-

dom of God, beyond the external man. Before a man
has, by acceptance of, and obedience to, a religious

system, attairied a divine consciousness, he is not in a
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condition to judge of any and all religions. Let a

man first, by becoming a disciple of the Christ, know
the eternal truth, and by that truth be set free.

5. There is prevalent here a wrong form of toler-

ation, a too large toleration. In order to gain salva-

tion a man must follow a certain line of conduct, such

as is laid down for him in his sacred Scriptures, which

are of God. It is this implicit obedience which liberates

men, and not doubt and questioning. The nature of

man is opposed to the truth of God.

6. I read your New Testament Scriptures with in-

creasing wonder an(l the highest reverence. In the

true and large sense, no man can be saved except he become

a Christian, whether here or in India or anywhere. For

Chriiilianity is the Truth. Behold in this I speak Hint

which is true. I speak independently of my personal self,

and tlierefore with power. In studying the great truths

of all religions, one must stand alone with his God
;

one must become as a little child—have no likes or

<lislikes. In order to arrive at this condition, first

study your own New Testament Scriptures and follow

them. Ours are very hard to be understood. We in

India do not thoroughly understand them.

7. Take for example, the one idea, the love of

God. Now, how many ideas of love there are among
men ! The understanding of the love of God is only

for those who have attained. You cannot understand

that of which you have no knowledge. In order to

understand fully the high things of God, even the

light within you must be put out. The conscience is

not sufficient. It only looks to a larger order of

things. Love survives after conscience has been out-

grown, and includes the conscience. A man ought
not to arrogate to himself that he is a son of God, and
claim to interpret all truth l>y the light within him,
until he has crucified the flesh and become divine.

There is a great want of subordination in the unregen-
erate minds of men. They appear to be above their

Master, the Lord Christ. He was perfectly obedient
through his whole life, and, keeping his Father's com-
mandments, he so continued in his love.

8. In order to the attainment of the life eternal

:

(a) A man must be as though he were not. He
must be dominated by a different power.

{h) He must have a profound humility. The .skep-

tics and the scoffers herein err greatly. They are

bold and self-sufficient. They first get rid of the

pjpistles of St. Paul, with his law of the spirit of life

which frees from the law of sin and death. Then
they speculate as they will. But St. Paul's interpre-

tation of Christianity is in harmony with the teach-

ings of the Christ. The perfection taught by St. Paul,

so much criticised, is all right. It has not reference

to the world of experience, but rather to that interior

spiritual world of verities. You live an interior and
divine life by faith in the Son of God, and you are

dead to the ordinary world. Hence one great evi-

dence of the good man is his peace. He is all right,

and, in a certain profound sense, the world is, also.

Such a man sees beyond all the things of time and
sense. One of the best tests of your religion is the
question whether or not, to you, the world is becom-
ing more and more dead. For this life must ulti-

mately be all given up. Religion is from above, and

has nothing in common with the world of appearance
and illusion.

The only free-will, in fact, is the willinyncss to lose

all one's personal will.

(c) A man must have the feeling of universal

brotherhood. He must love men everywhere as the

children of a common Father.

(d) There ought to be an especial love between
those who worship the same divine Father. There
ought, in other words, to be a communion of the

saints. Let all the others have what they want as

God does. That is, avoid severe condemnation and
judgment. God judges. God maketh his sun to rise

on the evil and the good. Christians, followers after

the true life, ought to admonish one another and help

one another in the truth, in spirit.

(e) The Christian ought to attend well to his duties

in this life, though he knows this life is vanity, is

even viieness. The good man ought to have an in-

finite patience. He ought never to be cast down,

though he constantly carries about with him this

body of death ; though this world of vanity is ever

with him. In this way I interpret some of the

princijjal requirements of the New Testament Scrip-

tures, and in this way would answer the question you

have asked on that point.

9. To be a Christian a man ought not to be too

morbid in condemnation of evil in himself or others.

There is this one consideration to be urged. There

is a profound and true sense in which the law of the

flesh, which is evil, may be regarded as one aspect of

the creation of God. Nevertheless, the evil must ever

be sliunned,avoided,if aman would enter into eternal

life. What I mean is that a man may become so morbid

in his condemnation of sin as to become Calvinistic

and ultimately insane. One ought to be so concerned

about the good as to lose sight largely of the evil. In

.seeking the good the evil disappears. Out of evil, in

the large outflow of the Divine Will, good may come.

And one may, indeed, have this feeling : let wrong

acts exhibit the righteousness of God. Do not think

too much of your own moral and spiritual condition.

God is not ever condemning you for this evil and that

evil. He wants you for himself. He wants you for

holiness. Do not be thinking, then, I am good, I am
bad. God forgives seventy times seven. Serve God,

and love God. Let a man attain to a divine conscious-

ness, and he does not condemn evil as we are apt to

condemn it. You ought to throw your life away, but

you ought not to become morbid in your condemna-
tion of the sinner. You have chosen the eternal life.

You are a humble disciple of the Christ. Very well
;

it is not, then, you—your real, your divine, your re-

generated self—that sins.

10. There must be some great cause why the

stream of Christian continuity has been broken up.

There ought, it seems to me, to bean unbroken line of

those who have attained the life. There ought to be an

unbroken line of sainthood and of tradition, as among
the Brahmins. The cause I cannot fathom. The
Catholic Church has this, but only in principle in idea.

Boston, Mass.

God's work must be done in God's wav.--Fri.T.r:i;.
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.

—The planting of Egyptian corn is becoming quite an

industry in some parts of California, and is being made

very profit-ably l>y those who have undertaken it and se-

cured good land for that purpose.

—The flood of two weeks ago inundated tlie Slade flats,

about two miles north of Oneonta, N. V., and when the

water subsided Jlr. Slade was surprised to find the ground

covered with fragments of ancient pottery and Indain ar-

row-heads. From a place a few yards square about 2,000

pieces of pottery, 100 arrow and spear points, granite axes,

and other rare and interesting Indian relics were collected.

It is believed tliat a part of an old Indian village or Indian

mound has been laid bare by the water.

—

N. Y. Post.

—For a prison record, the following figures are excel-

lent. The librarian of the Elmira Reformatory, reports

that in one week he made 550 regular book exchanges, and

issued 136 magazines and periodicals. During the first

half of the mouth, 152 reference library books were issued.

This shows the appetite for knowledge is growing, only 42

being supplied in that period last year.

—There are in Japan at present 227 miles of Govern-

ment and 120 miles of private railways, or a total of 347

miles in operation. 68 miles of Government and 42 miles

of private Hues, in all 110 miles, are in course of construc-

tion, and 246 miles have been surveyed, of which 91 are

being carried out by the Government and 155 due to pri-

vate enterprise. In addition, some 436 miles of railways

are projected, of which, 336 are private lines. Japan has in

all 1,1.39 miles of railways partly finished, partly in course

of construction, and partly projected.

—An interesting relic has been unearthed in the course

of excavations preparatory to the erection of a new bank at

Canterbury, England. It consists of a Roman terracotta

image about six inches in height, and in a good state of

preservation, although declared to be at least 1,500 years

old. The figure is that of a female, holding a child on

either arm, and represents, it is said, the Goddess of Matri-

mony. It has been secured by the Sheriif of Canterbury

for presentation to the local museum.

—Henr.v M. Stanley, with his expedition for the relief

of Emin Bey, arrived at Bauza Mundeka, Congo, Third

month 29. He took a route by way of Stanley Falls for

Emin'scamp at Wadelai. His purpose was to restore the

authority of the International Association at Stanley Falls,

install Tippoo Tib, and afterward ascend the Mboura,

which is now known to be for a great part navigable. At
the point where navigation ceases the caravan will start

across the country, striking the Albert Nyanza at Murs-

wur, where Stanley intends to form a fortified camp, and
then send in advance boats to warn Emin of the arrival of

the expedition, and solicit transportation to Wadelai by
Emin's two steamers.

NOTICES.
*»* Superintendents of First-day Schools are requested

to return to the General Conference-room, 1500 Racestreet,
Philadelphia, any "Topic" and " Primary Quarterlies, No.
2 " that can be spared from their schools, as the supply at
the office is exhausted.

EOBEET M. J.4.NNEY, Clerk.

*!i,* At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the
First-day School General Conference, held in Philadelphia,
Fifth month 11, 1887, William J. Hall, Swarthmore, Pa.,
was appointed Treasurer, in place of E. Blackburn, re-
signed. All financial correspondence should be hereafter
directed to the new Treasurer.

Robert M. Jannev, (Jlerk,

*»*' A conference under the care of the Quarterly Meet-
ing's Committee on Temperance will be held at Friends'
Meeting-house, Germantown, on First-day, Fifth month
29, 1887, at 3 P. M., on "The Present Outlook of Tem-
perance." All are invited.

*',t*Friends desiring accomodations during the approach-
ing New York Yearly Meeting, will please communicate as
early as possible with Joseph A. Bogardus, 177 West street,
New York city, in order that proper arrangements can bo
made.

*»* Quarterly meetings in the Fifth month will occur as
follows

:

23. New York Yearly Meeting.
23. Warrington, Pipe Creek, Md.
25. Stillwater, Somerset, O.
2.5. Southern, Easton,Md.

Bucks, Buckingham, Pa.
Nottingham, Deer Creek, Md.
Blue River, Blue River, Ind.
Burlington. Crosswicks, N. J.

26.

27.

31.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
*»* Wk particularly ask that whenmoney is forwarded torenew

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is now being sail. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is g:iven, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be
a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

•** Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and
Journal should reach us by Third-day mornLiig, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance
may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach om- distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•,*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our
friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

»»* The Index and Title-Page for last year is ready for those

who wish to bind, and will be forwarded to subscribers whenever
asked for. Send postal card with name and address.

OliD GOLD BOUGHT.

NEW LIN & OLIVER,
GOLD CHAIN MANUFACTURERS.

Old Gold Chains made like New.

All Kinds of Jewelry Repaired.

107 S. EIGHTH STREET, PHILAD'A, PA.

JJ/ANTED.— Part-worn Clothing of all kinds for
Men, Boys, Women and Children. Many mothers go to

cook and nurse until 9 p. m., have no time to sew, and want rea-

dy-made clothing. We mend in the sew iiig school, and sell very

cheap. They get much for the money, and the proceeds help the

school. Last year, besides SSO.OO paid for freight, we had 8140,(1(1

to build a woodshed, whitewash, and put a wire fence arouud the

grounds. Now we need stiles and gates. It teaches them how to

save and spend small sums. Babies* worn shoes, that would be

wasted in the North, sell for five cents, and hundreds of bundles

of scraps bring us a dime apiece. They are wanted for quilts and
patching. If schools would gather such barrels, they would help

us greatly. They will come if shipped to Charleston by steamer,

addressed to

SCHOFIELD NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL,
AIKEN, South Carolina.

J
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' TRVE BEAUTY DWELLS IN DEEP RE-
TREATS."

THE stars that nightly in the heavens shine,

Eternal source of mystery to men,

Are only foot-lights, placed by hand divine,

To other greater worlds beyond our ken.

The lustrous spar that juts from mountain pile,

And adds its little brightness to the earth.

But helps to cover from our eyes the while

Some precious crystal of far greater worth.

So may we know by every kindly word
Or act which helps another's burdens share.

That somewhere near a shining soul's obscured.

More bright than gleam of star or glint of spar.

—M.iTHEK D. Kimball.

EXERCISES IN PHILADELPHIA YEARLY
MEETING.

[The following is the minute of exercises, adopted in

the Men's Meeting, 5th mouth 13.]

EARLY in the gathering of this meeting -we were

feelingly reminded of the many changes that have

taken place among us, and while we note the absence

of those who have stood as coun.selors and standard-

bearers, our hearts were filled with gratitude to our

Heavenly Father that there were those yet to be

found who, under the guidance of his Spirit, were

qualified to carry on the work allotted to us ; that

"instead of the fathers were found the sons;" and
evidences were not wanting that so long as we are

mindful of the teachings of the divine light in the

soul, peace, harmony, and strength would be our

reward.

Being made sensible of the gathering influence of

the Divine Spirit, which was felt to be resting over

our meeting, our spirits went out in tender sympathy
towards those of our members whose lots were cast

in isolated places, and an earnest desire was felt that

there might be those found among us who were

qualified to encourage and strengthen these, and as-

sist in bringing them into more direct intercourse

with our religious organization.

As the state of our Society was brought to notice by
the reading of answers to queries, we were made
sensibly to feel our shortcomings, and were cited to a

more earnest dedication of heart and a more faithful

attendance at our meetings: coming to these with a

firm reliance upon that Being of whom it was de-

clared that " He is the teacher of his people him-

self."

We were feelingly reminded that in our as-

sembling for religious purposes we should not look

for outward entertainment, for that can only satisfy

the natural man, and falls far short of the blessing

which true worship is designed to confer, and is of

no real value in the building up of our Zion, for we
learn to look for this entertainment, and if it be not

continually provided, soon lose interest in our meet-
ings and neglect their attendance.

It was also shown that this entertainment is not

true worship, but that worship which is acceptable to

the Father is performed by seeking to have the soul

clothed upon by his Holy Spirit, which alone can

admit it to his presence, where it can worship him
in fullness of joy ; as it is written, " In thy presence is

fullness of joy, at Thy right hand there are pleasures

forevermore." And this joy which the true worship-

pers feel has ever been the cementing influence which
binds together Christ's living church. " For the

kingdom of God is not meat and drink : but righteous-

ness and peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit."

The training of the young in the simplicity be-

coming our profession was felt to be of the utmost

importance, and parents and guardians were en-

couraged to have a tender care over the influences to

which they are exposed.

We were cited to individual faithfulness in all the

duties devolving upon us as members of a religious

society, and encouraged to form and practice habits

of prudence and economy.
A tender sympathy was felt for those who are in

straitened circumstances, and we were encouraged to

exercise charity towards them, believing that timely

labor and assistance might often avert the sufl'ering

and wrong consequent upon embarrassment and
bankruptcy. This labor and assistance is not to be
expected alone of those who may hold appointment,

but each should seek to know the revealings of God's

Spirit, and under its leavening influence be willing

to lend a helping hand towards the restoration of a

struggling brother.

NEW YORK YEARLY MEETING, 1887.

THE meeting of Ministers and Elders held on the

21st instant was smaller than usual, but was of much
interest. Among those from other yearly meetings

who were present with minutes, were Martha Town-
send, of Baltimore ; David Newport, of Abington,

Pa. ; and Lydia H. Price, of Germantown, Pa. The
word was preached with power, and it was felt to be
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a meeting in which the owning presence of the great

Head of the Church was manifest. Nothing of busi-

ness was transacted but the usual routine. The
answering of the queries brought forth much expres-

sion.

At the meeting for worship, on the 22nd, there

was a full exposition of many of the leading testi-

monies and principles of Friends by the ministers in

attendance. David Newport spoke at some length.

God is, and is a rewarder of those who diligently

seek him. This is ever the ground principle of our

religious confession. It is the fool who says in his

heart " There is no God." God's garden is the heart

of man, and in this garden he is the sower. When
this seed falls in good soil and has proper care it ger-

minates, and there is a growth and an increase

known of the fruits of righteousness. It is the King-

dom of Heaven.
Lydia H. Price spoke with much power in rela-

tion to some of our leading principles and testimo-

nies.

The funeral of the venerable deceased Friend,

William H. Macy, took place at two p. m., in the meet-

ing-house at 15th street, during the interval between

the morning and afternoon meetings for worship. A
great number of Friends and others were present,

and a solemn and deeply interesting meeting was

held on this occasion. His consistent walk as a

Friend, his honorable and careful business life, and

his tranquil and peaceful death were remembered in

the testimonies oflCered. Many not connected with

our religious body were present on this occasion, and

accompanied the family to the place of interment at

Woodlawn, and it was felt that a beautiful and benig-

nant presence has gone forever from the sanctuary

and from the home. He had reached his 83d year

—

and his days on earth had exceeded the time usually

allotted to man. But his fine, manly, and most dig-

nified presence was so much a part of New York

Yearly Meeting, that during the days of the week
now opening the places which knew him and now
will know him no more forever will have a certain

desolateness. Upon younger Friends must now come
the responsibility which the elder has borne so long,

and each generation as it comes must feel that the

religious confession of their fathers must either be

upheld by them or trampled under their feet. It

cannot be that our sacred testimonies will lack up-

holders in these times, and we must earnestly hope

there is to be known an increase in all the activities

which indicate the vitality of the Society of Friends.

Another large meeting for worship was held at 4

p. m., of the same day, at the 15th street meeting-

house. ^===-=^
OUR TEMPERANCE RECORD.

Editors Intelligexcer and Jouenal :

THERE exists within the pale of our beloved society

a state of afl'airs which should create a feeling of

anxiety in all who have a concern for its standing

and usefulness.

That Society, which has always been in the front

of all true reforms, which entered the prison and

lifted the captive into sunshine and comfort, and

which gave the first impetus to that great movement
which has resulted in the crushing out of human
slavery, is now falling behind in the present great

movement which is acknowledged to be the most
pressing need of the day, in the direction of philan-

thropic labor,—the crushing out of the liquor traffic.

It would seem that every earnest person amongst
us who studies the question of intemperance must
see that it is the cause of vast and varied evil, and
that it is therefore necessary for every religious body
to throw the weight of its influence and example on
the side of those forces which are striving to destroy
this ruinous system. Nothing will s8 help the
churches to do their proper work, nothing will so

help the cause of righteousness, nothing so help hu-
manity as the removal of intemperance. Why do we
pray, " Lead us not into temptation," and yet allow
in our midst the traffic in that which is the greatest

temptation to evil ?

In view of the.se facts is it not disheartening to

reflect that members of our Society are allowed to

sell wines and other liquors as a beverage, and that

other members can be found who either uphold them
in so doing, or lend their encouragement by not rais-

ing their voices against it? Our members should not,

at this day, be found urging the plea, as some do, in

defense of selling the milder alcoholic beverages, that

their use lessens drunkenness, when the best scien-

tific authority pronounces the effect of alcohol on the
human system to be always the same, from whatever
source it is obtained, and in whatever compounds it

exists, only difl'ering in the degree of injury done in

proportion to the quantity the beverage contains.

Why should they longer adhere to the trivial plea,

that they but continue the business of their fathers

who were much esteemed Friends, thereby preclud-

ing, by such argument, the idea of possible advance-
ment ?

This standard of morality should not be held as

sufficient for all who follow them. New thought has
ever supplanted the old in our moral code, by pa-

tiently awaiting recognition and adoption until a
large majority perceived its truth. Our discipline

has long occupied this position on the subject of the

liquor traffic, then why should a few members so

continue to offend the moral consciousness of the

body of Society ? If, after this period of waiting,

their own sense of moral obligation has not reached
the Society's standard of right, or if the personal sac-

rifice requi:ed in quitting the business, in what they
claim would prove a financial loss, overbalancing
their value of a consistent membership, then why
not in justice to all relieve the concern of Friends in

this particular by resigning their right and claim of
fellowship therewith. If a sense of justice, or respect

for the feelings of so vast a majority is so far wanting
in these individuals as to cause them still to assert

an unmerited claim upon their right of membership,
is it not the duty of their meeting, after due labor

has been bestowed, to pronounce its disunity with
their unjustifiable conduct.

Our Society has always stood as a representative

of the most advanced thought and highest moral
sentiment. Not being possessed of many of the out-
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ward attractions of other religious organizations, there

is no other place for us still to occupy in the religious

world. If we surrender our right to this position

through our unfaithfulness, we lose our life, our

power to possess or impart vitality, and the respect of

intelligent people both within and without our bor-

Jers. The tendency of the liquor traffic in all its forms

and bearings is inevitably downward, to the seller, the

buyer, and the sympathizing abettor. Our organiza-

tion can only flourish upon a philanthropic idea,—

that of elevating all classes of humanity. How in-

consistent with the thought of perpetuating it under

its time honored principles and fearlessly avowed

purposes, are.thtee' practices yet somewhat in vogue

amongst us which, experience has proven, always

record their influence on the downward grade.

Baltimore, Fifth month 19, 18S7. * * *

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

''NEGLECT NOT THE GIFT THAT IS

IN THEE."

IN the silence of a Friends' meeting, the thought oc-

curred to me, " How many are pleading in the secret

of the soul for a blessing from the Father; how many

seeking 'a path which the vulture's eye hath not seen

—nor the fierce lion passed by ?' " The Father seeth in

secret; " he hears the young ravens when they cry."

"The earth is his and the fulness thereof—the cattle

upon a thousand hills," and if he thought best for his

creatures, he could give abundantly of earthly trea-

sures to each one, but what type of man would it

make, and how would he learn of values f The great

Husbandman would teach his children that though

all things were made for their use, they must learn to

use them wisely. His child must learn that nobility

is to come from within. It is not enough to apply his

blessings to a fairly good use ; he will teach us to put

them to the best use, to learn how far a little thing

may reach.

But there is a diviner economy of divine gifts. Our

Father has all riches of grace and truth and power,

and if it seemed good in his sight he could pour out

these blessings upon us at the first cry of the soul for

something more than the world can give ; but then

how should we know of the exceeding value of the

thing we ask—that his spirit should come into our

hearts and abide with us forever. He will not com-

mit his choicest gifts to childish hands till their grasp

has grown steadier to guard them well. It is not

enough to use the.se gifts to good advantage
;
we are

to see to it constantly that we use them to the best

advantage, and use what is already bestowed.

AVe are none of us paupers in this respect, none

of us without some of the coin of his realm ; we are

all made stewards over something—time, opportunity,

—some small gift which we set aside neglected till it

is rusting, moulding in some unused chamber of the

soul, while we ask for more. And still it is well to

ask; we are promised that to him thatasketh it shall

be given. It may be new treasure or a new value to

old treasure, (like grandfather's clock, or gramJmo-

ther's china, long lightly prized), but our prayer is

answered, and our eyes opened to see the thing we

desired.

thanks be to our God, that he has brought us
thus far on our way to our Father's house ; that we
are becoming dimly conscious of a need that includes

all needs, and which shall be satisfied. M.

THE ATTENDANCE OF FIBST-DAY
SCHOOLS.'

TO some of us, especially among the young, the at-

tendance of the First-day school may seem as but a
pleasant means of passing an hour's time, without

giving thought to its having any influence on the life

still before us. The appointed lessons and exercises

are gone through with and perhaps mostly forgotten
;

but there may be a little though, or a text treasured

up in the memory now and then by some, which
may come brightly before the mind long afterwards,

and prove of value either as a warning in a moment
of temptation, or as a means of encouragement in

some hour of gloom and trouble, when they feel there

is no one to whom to tell their trials ; or it may be

to give comfort and hope to some one else whose
life's cloud seems to have no silver lining. We are

told " every heart knoweth its own bitterness," and
little we know how often the composed outward ap-

pearance hides an aching heart, to whom, indeed, a
" few words fitly spoken, are as apples of gold in pic-

tures of silver." It is in this way that the time spent

at First-day vSchool, while those present are becom-

ing acquainted with the beautiful lessons, the pre-

cepts, the wonderful narratives of the Scriptures,

may prove as the casting of bread upon the waters,

which may return after many days," to some here

gathered, blessing themselves or others.

Let us all hope it is not as time lost, but as a sea-

.son profitably spent. Let us hope the gathering thus

together may be the means of our learning to turn,

the thoughts away from the pleasures and duties of

life for a season and resting them upon Him who was

sent as an example of a perfect life ; upon his pre-

cepts, his goodness to suffering humanity ; of how he

resisted temptations ; of the wonderful power he

manifested in performing the miracles of which we
find a record.

And here it is we may find our faith growing

stronger in Him, when we consider that if he could

do such things then and for others, that he is able

now to do as great things for us ;
not that we ought

so much to look to his helping our bodily infirmities

as he did theirs, but rather that we may believe that

we can feel his presence and power in our hearts,

that will help us to turn away from temptations and

bad habits that may make ourselves and others un-

happy, and enable us to live good lives and help to

make the lives of others happier and more usefal.

Let us hope then that the time we are spending

here may not prove a time idled away, but may be to

some or all of us as bread that may return to nourish

and help us, though it may not be for many days.

1 An Essay read by ElUvood Wildman, before the Langhorne

First-day School, a few weeks previous to his death.

We believe that Go'd's power is without limit.

Why should we not believe the same of his mercy ?—
BOICE.
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SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 23.

Sixth Month 5, 1887.

THE MANNA.
Topic : Sustenance.

Golden Te.xt :
" My meat is to do the will of llim that sent

me."—Johu i : 34.

Read E.\odus 16 : 1-12. Revised Version.

PLACE, the northern part of the desert of Sin, which
was a long plain bordering the gulf of Suez.

The song of Moses, Exodus 15 : celebrating the de-

liverance of the Israelites and the overthrow of their

pursuers, was sung when they gathered on the oppo-
site shore of the Red Sea, amid rejoicings, in which
Miriam, the sister of Moses and Aaron, and all the
women joined " with timbrels and with dances," after

the custom of those ancient times.

They pursued their journey southward, and at

Marah burst into violent munnurings because the
water was bitter, and unfit to drink. Whether this is

to be identified with the site now known as the "wells
of Moses," nearly opposite Suez, or a place some dis-

tance below', depends on the view taken of the cross-

ing place, which is still a matter of uncertainty.

Moses, through divine direction, makes the water
palatable, and they move on southward towards Elim,
the valley of palm trees, commonly identified with
Wady Gharandel, a valley of exceptional fertility at

the present time. From this place they enter the

wilderness of Sin. Here they fairly realize, the pri-

vations of desert life, in contrast with the plenty of

Lower Egypt, and they murmured against their lead-

ers, Ex. 16 : 3. It is at this point that the lesson opens.

I uill rain bread from heaven. This refers to the

manna gathered for the first time on the following

morning. What this was we have no means of ascer-

taining with any degree of certainty. It is not to be
confounded with the gum that exudes from the ten-

der twigs of the tamarisk tree, which is gathered on
the peninsula of Sinai and sold under the name of

manna at this day. A more probable source of sup-

ply has been noted in " manna rains " known in var-

ious countries. This manna is an edible lichen which
sometimes falls in showers several inches deep, hav-

ing been carried by the wind from the spots where it

grew. Many instances are recorded of these showers
in the present century, in some of which the provi-

dential supply of food ranks in lesser degree with the

case under study.

Geikie relates that in 1S29, during the war between
Persia and Russia, there was a great famine at Oroo-
miah, southwest of the Caspian Sea. One day during

a violent wind the surface of the countiy was cov-

ered with what the people called " bread from
Heaven," which fell in thick showers. They had
never seen it before, but observing tliat the sheep de-

voured it greedily they were induced to gather it,and

having reduced it to flour, made bread of it which
they found palatable and nourishing. In some places

it lay on the ground five or six inches deep. Again
in 1841 a similar shower fell in the same region. In

1846 a great manna rain fell at Jenischehr during a

famine, attracting great attention. It lasted several

days, and pieces as large as hazel-nuts fell in quanti-

ties.

"Man's extremity is God's opportunity," is a truth
in human history that cannot be contravened. In
his own way, and that way is usually through human
or natural means, he supplies the want of all his
creatures.

"Give you flesh in the evening." Here again a
natural law fulfils the promise. The quails, in their
annual migrations across the Red Sea from Africa,
hovered over the camp of the Israelites, flying very
near the ground, so that they were easily caught, and
the people were abundantly supplied with food.
Moses failed not to remind them that this, as well as
the manna, came from the beneficent hand of the
Lord their God, and called for their most reverent
gratitude.

WE MAY LEARN FROM THIS LESSON :

1. How easy it is for us to give way to a spirit of
murmuring and discontent when things are not as
we would have them.

2. That in the hour of our extremity, we may
find lying all about us in lowly and unexpected
places the means by which sustenance is obtained.

3. That it wants but the accepting of that which
is given in a spirit of thankfulness, to enable us to
realize that God does indeed care for us, and will
make all things work together for our good.

DR. ELLIOTT RICHARDSON.
THE subjoined obituary notice of Dr. Richardson is

taken from The Philadelphia Medical Times, and is from
the pen of one of his professional brethren. Singu-
larly gifted, Dr. Richardson was al.so singularly
modest; and only they who knew him well knew the
full measure of his greatness and his worth.

Philadelphia, bth month 18. J. J. L.

Elliott Richardson, M. D., Lecturer on Operative
Obstetrics in the University of Pennsylvania, Obste-
trician to the Philadelphia Hospital, and Gynjecolo-
gist to the Pennsylvania Hospital, died on the 9th inst.

Dr. Richardson came of an old Quaker family, and
was educated at the Friends' School in this city, after-

wards graduating from the Medical Department of
the University of Pennsylvania, in 1867. As a student
he was faithful and conscientious, and as resident
physician in Wills, the Philadelphia, and the Penn-
sylvania Hospitals gained the regard and the respect
of his contemporaries and of the older men under
whom he served, many of whom were his friends in
after life.

Commencing practice in 1870, he soon began to de-
vote himself especially to the study of obstetrics and
gynaecology, and spent years of laborious practice
among the poor and in dispensaries until he obtained
a thorough knowledge of these subjects. He located

at first in Spruce street, near Seventh, but within the
last ten years moved westward to the more fashion-

able part of the city, where he was rapidly building
up a large practice among the best class of his fellow-

townsmen, w hen death overtook him and cut short
his career just as he was beginning to reap the fruits

of nearly twenty years' study and unrequited labor.

Dr. Richardson was naturally of a retiring dispo-
sition, and was intimately known to but few-, although
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his occupation biought him outwardly before many.

He was above all things a practitioner. He showed

at his best at the bedside of the sick and in the

lying-in chamber. His readiness for every call of

charity or suffering, his tender sympathy for pain and

distress, no less than his mastery of every diagnostic

and therapeutic means, marked the ideal minister to

the sick, while his punctilious sense of honor and of

professional courtesy was such as commanded the

respect even of those whose own course was actuated

by a less lofty ideal.

As a teacher ofobstetrics and gynaecology Dr. Rich-

ardson was lucid and satisfactory in explanation and

skilful in demonstration, while as a general lecturer

on didactic subjects he was no less impressive. His

chief success, in his own estimation, was in the case

of the well-known Porro-Miiller operation which he

performed a few years ago, and which was and we be-

lieve remains the only successful operation of the

kind as yet performed in this country.

Personally, Dr. Richardson was to his intimate

friends a charming companion. An unbroken friend-

ship of twenty-one years enables the writer to speak

on this point with knowledge. His acquaintance with

the best classical English literature was extensive,

and was used to enliven his conversation in a way

that only his chosen friends had the opportunity to

enjoy.

A man of high moral character and deep religious

feeling, he rarely expressed himself freely, but in

every action of his life the moving springs of his con-

duct could be seen. Few men of his age could less

easily be spared from the ranks of the medical pro-

fession in this city, for few so well upheld the ethical

and professional standard which in this mercenary

age is with so much difficulty maintained.

A. V. H.

RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS IN BUSSIA.

By B. F. Gorow.

GRAFTED on Paganism, Christianity in Russia has

retained even to this day, many beliefs and customs

held sacred when yet Peroun, the Slavonian Jupiter,

was worshiped on all the high places of the land.

As the ancient Slavs, the ancestors of the modern

Russians performed all their religious ceremonies in

the open air, beneath the shade of primeval forests,

or on the banks of their mighty streams, so the i)eas-

ants of to-day prefer to celebrate their Christianized

feasts in close contact with primitive nature. This is

a striking illustration of the tenacity with which

men cling to obsolete forms, bereft of all their former

spiritual menning and which remain in force only by

mere inertia. It seems strange to find, at the close

of the nineteenth century, such remnants of an al-

most prehistoric age as the predilection of the Rus-

sians for feasting on hills or mountain-tops where,

since time immemorial, were held the superstitious

rites of our long-forgotten forefathers. VVe find in

the book of I. Kings, 14 ; 23, "For they also built

them high places, and images, and groves, on every

high hill, and under every green tree." And to-day

the peasants celebrate on " high places " the begin-

ning of spring. This season was formerly dedicated

to the God of Love, larilo, who with his burning
kisses released the mother earth from her frigid

bondage. Young and old went into the field and
woods. There, at night, huge bonfires were lighted

in honor of the deity ; and round these fiery altars

the worshipers danced in a revolving circle, leaping

over and through the flames to be sanctified by
their divine warmth. This simple though somewhat
dangerous ceremony was accompanied by special in-

cantations and prayers, of which only a few frag-

ments have reached us.

On a smaller scale, these rites are repeated on St.

John's day, but are participated in only by the young
people, and that on the sly ; for it is an orthodox holi-

day now, and the people go to their church to hear

the mass. In some villages, the clergyman performs

a brief service in the fields, besprinkling them with

holy water and invoking blessing on the young crops,

or they walk around the commune land, accompanied

by choristers who carry lighted tapers and sacred

images to ward oti'all future evil,—a ceremony which

was formerly under the guidance of pagan sorcerers

and prophets. On St. John's night, also, superstitious

people search for hidden treasure. It is said that at

midnight the fern which blossoms only once a year,

throws out for a few minutes a beautiful scarlet

flower; and he who has the courage to pluck it, though

surrounded by witches and evil spirits, will find un-

told masses of gold and precious stones. As yet, no-

body has seen the scarlet flower nor gathered a single

coin. Still, every new St. John's night not a few try

their luck.

In spring, also, the Radounitsa, or Easter memo-
rial of the dead, is celebrated by the lower classes.

This is a remnant of the ancient trisna, a pagan fu-

neral least, of which traces can be found among al-

most all nations of the world. In Russia, it has pre-

served many traits which characterized it a thousand

years ago. Then, when a warrior died among the

Slavs, as among the Indians of North America, his

weapons, armor, his dogs, and sometimes his horse, as

well as food and raiment, were buried with him. A
huge mound, erected over the grave, served as a monu-

ment ; and on it the whole tribe feasted, or there

was mealh to drink or bread to eat. The funeral ser-

vice began with weeping and lamentations, women
tore their hair and scratched their faces, popular bards

glorified the deeds of the dead ; but, gradually, this

sad and solemn scene changed into boisterous merri-

ment. The young sang and danced, the warriors com-

peted for prizes in various athletic games ; and every-

body drank, and drank deeply, till the feast degener-

ated into an orgy which would beggar description.

Of course, it is much tamer now. After the morn-

ing service in church, the people assemble on the

graves of their relatives. Every family comes well

supplied with food and wine ; and a napkin or table-

cloth is spread on the green sward of the grave which

serves as a table. At first, everybody stands silently

around the burial mound. Some murmur prayers,

making the, sign of the cross ; others drop down on

their knees, bowing low to the ground, asking the

forgiveness of the departed or recommend him to

God's mercy. The virtues and good qualities of the
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deceased are lovinc;ly remembered. Then the head
of the family pours some wine on tlie grave, and
empties the ghiss. After this all begin to eat and
drink. Sometimes the food is given away to beggars

who on sucli occasions flock to the cemeteries in

large masses, and reap generally a very bountiful

harvest in divers provinces; ami all the utensils

brought to the funeral feast are broken, so they will

not be desecrated by common use.

The White Kussians invite their dead parents to

partake of the food, saying: "Holy parents, come
and eat with us bread and salt. Do not scorn us.

Wliat the house contains we have brought."

Tlie Radounitsa is chiefly dedicated to dead par-

ents, but in most cases all deceased friends and rela-

tives are remembered. During the Easter holidays

in Great Russia, many visit the graves of dead father

or mother to otfer their congratulations ; for in Russia,

on Easter, people meeting each other say, "Christ

has arisen," or answer, " Verily, he has arisen," and
kiss and embrace three times. It is thought by the

people that the dead rejoice in the glad tidings.

Another touching custom is that of brides who go

to the graves of their parents to ask their advice and
blessing for their marriage. Special services are held

by the clergy on the graves of their parishioners.

In some parts of little Russia, in the province of

Kiefl", for instance. Memorial Day is called Women's
Holiday, probably because there only women take

part in its celebration.

It should be said that in various parts of Russia

the details ditter greatly ; and in some places Me-
morial Day is not observed at all.

The Harvest Feast is another Christianized pagan
festival. It occurs in the latter part of August. Honey,
wax, the fruits of the field, the garden, the orchard,

and vineyard, are brought into the church, or, if it

should be too small, are deposited in the yard by
which almost every church in Russia is surrounded.

The parish priest blesses and sprinkles with holy wa-
ter all the ofterings, of which a large portion is given

to the Church and her servants. Generally, on all

great holidays, like Christmas or Easter, food is

brought to the church to be sanctified by the clergy.

This ceremony extends even to the houses ; for every

orthodox Russian invites the clergy to bless his dwell-

ing at least once a year, and every private or public

building is, after its completion, blessed by a priest, who
performs a short service. He sprinkles the walls with
holy water, and makes crosses with the smoke of the

lighted tapers on the ceiling and cross-beams. In build-

ing, the workmen surmount the scaffolding with a cro.ss.

An orthodox Russian does nothing without prayer or

the sign of the cross. I speak here chiefly of the

peasantry. He passes no church or sacred image,

ikma, without baring his head and crossing himself.

On entering a dwelling he does the same, even be-

fore greeting the host.

So the whole life of the Russian peasant from the

cradle to the grave is closely interwoven with reli-

gious thoughts and observances. Whether he is the
better for it it would be difficult to tell. But, though
illiterate and ignorant, he is endowed with many
qualities which might well be envied by the cultured.

GAMBLING.

GAMES of cards and billiards have been gpnerally

excluded from Friends' families on account of their

tendency to encourage a taste for gambling; though
there is no necessity for playing them for money.
But if there be any moral and religious objections to

winning money by games of skill mixed with clianee,

there is surely the same, or a greater objection to

the kind of gambling to which temptations are daily

offered by the dealers in what are called " options"
and other " operations " in stocks and shares which
are merely bets and gaming transactions. The ex-

tent of these immoral and dangerous practices may
be judged by the innumerable circulars and adver-

tisements put forth to tempt the weak, and excite

the covetousness of frail humanit)'. It is to be feared

that some fall into these snares who ought to know
better. It is a plausible plea that railway, mining,
and other shares may be bought and sold as legiti-

mately as corn, cotton, tea, or any other commodity.
But the plea is a mere excuse for indulging the love

of money.
The dealer in articles of consumption is a useful

distributor thereof ; the speculator in shares renders
no such service. What he gains another must lose,

and he gains without giving any equivalent. He
merely bets that the price will rise or fall by such a
day, and he pays or pockets the difl'erence. It is

strange to see in the newspapers, police raids on bet-

ting-houses in one column, and in the next, lists of

bets'on hoi'ses, and advertisements of "syndicates"
and " options " and other forms of gambling, as if

one were a sin, and the other innocent and legal.

Friends were largely concerned in the railway

mania fifty years ago, and many fortuneo were made ;

but though there was then, doubtless, too much of the

speculative and covetous spirit, there was also a great

national use fulfilled. There can be little or no ob-

jection to real investments in useful undertakings

with a view to increasing benefits. That is quite dif-

ferent from the practices here alluded to, the buying
and selling for mere speculation, wihhout any view to

permanent holding or to the public good, and gener-

ally without any real purchase at all ; buying what
the buyer has not the means of paying for, aud sell-

ing what he does not possess.

It is to be feared that the spirit of speculation and
the lust for money are interfering with the honest

pursuit of competence by useful service, and that

Friends are not clear of the demoralizing influence.

Money won without being honestly earned can never

be blessed. It is generally soon lost; for the net re-

sult of all these gambling transactions must be, at

best, a loss of the commi-ssion and expenses paid, in-

cluding the vast sums spent in advertising, which
may explain the reason why the newspapers refrain

from warning the public against the growing evil,

though it is one cause of the stagnation of legitimate

trade. Lotteries were found to be so demoralizing

and injurious that in 1S23 they were abolished by
Act of Parliament ; they are, however, carried on
now to a greater extent than ever, as is evident from
the enormous amount of nominal sales, the bulk of
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which are specuhitive dealings of the " Bulls and

Bears," and " Stags," and poor fleeced sheep, who
follow the wolves in sheep's clothing, and lose their

innocent lives as well as their wool. Wherefore, let

young men take heed, and remember the warning of

an old Friend, that " many a young man has been

ruined by a successful speculation."

—

The Friend,

(London). ^__

WORKING GIRLS' SOCIETIES.

NO better work can be done than fitting working

girls to do better work while inciting and aiding their

self-improvem,ent. • This is what the various societies

of working girls do. New York City has about

twenty of these societies, of various names, but simi-

larity of aim. Several years ago efforts were made to

affiliate these scattered clubs in such a manner that

they might enjoy the advantages of association, while

each retained its own individuality. The result is

" The Association of Working Girls' Societies," which

lately celebrated its third birthday. The Association

is governed by a General Council composed of repre-

sentatives appointed from the various organizations.

It must meet at least three times a year. It elects the

officers of the Association, listens to reports from the

various societies, and discusses questions aS'ecting

their interests. The officers elected are five direct-

resses, of whom the first performs the duties of presi-

dent, a recording and a general secretary. The first

directre.ss is Miss Grace Dodge, so well known in all

philanthropic and educational circles, a w-orthy de-

scendant of William E. Dodge. The general secretary

is Miss Virginia Potter, lO Gramercy Park. We doubt

not she would kindly answer any inquiries concern-

ing the work made by those who wish to duplicate it

in other cities. It is something that ought to be done

in every city; it is also closely connected with our

preventive work.

These societies where girls are trained to be help-

ful and self-respecting, and at the same time have

opened to them avenues of rational enjoyment and

association with refined christian women, throw

around our working girls the strongest safeguar<is.

Temptations come to them, not during their hours of

work, but in hours of idleness ; those hardest to be

resisted assail them through their higher instincts,

desire for companionship, and to be loved. Provide

for their evenings pleasant companionship, innocent

recreation, opportunities for self-improvement, and
you have done much to assist the development of a

noble womanhood in them. This is what these so-

cieties for working girls do. We wish they abounded

in every city

From the report of the Association before us we
glean these facts, showing the work of these societies.

All clubs aim to be self-supporting, each member
paying a stipulated sum weekly or monthly to meet
expenses. It is no part of their object to destroy the

self-respect of the girls by paying their bills for them.

Aid in procuring headquarters is necessary, but so far

as possible, each association is urged to depend upon
itself for running expen.ses. Its club rooms should

be comfortable and attractive, but eflforts toward lux-

ury or show are deprecated. While sectarian ditfer-

ences are ignored, a deep and earnest christian spirit

pervades the entire management. Classes for im-
provement and education are encouraged ; keeping
early hours is inculcated by the half-past nine closing

rule, as these girls must be at work early next morn-
ing. Doing good to others is encouraged by " Lend-a
Hand " departments in most of the societies, whose
motto is, " In His Name."

Among [he classes for improvement mentioned in

the report are those in plain sewing, button-holes,

embroidery, cooking, singing, millinery, dress-mak-
ing, type-writing, decorative painting, penmanship,
drawing, book-keeping, wax-flower making, knitting,

crocheting, and other fancy work, reading and writing

English for foreign girls. Another class found in

many societies is called '' First Aid to the Injured," in

which the girls are taught what to do in case of acci-

dents.

Regular lectures are provided upon health topics,

upon "What to Read," " Use of Money," "Tools,"
" Parliamentary Usages," "History," and others of in-

terest. The Lend-a-Hands do flower mission work,

supply fresh eggs to invalids, and well filled Christmas

stockings to poor tenement house children whom
Santa Claus forgets, send children into the country,

prepare scrap-books for children in hospitals, and in

various ways do good to the poor, the sick, and the

sorrowing.

Another helpful feature is the Vacation Society.

During the year girls are encouraged to save a small

sum weekly from their wages, and deposit it in a sav-

ings bank to be used in going into the country for a

summer vacation. What such an outing means in re-

newed health, strength, and courage, only those con-

fined to close city streets and closer city workshops

know. We noted that in one small club, fourteen

girls were enabled to avail themselves of the bene-

fits of this Vacation Society and spend two weeks of

a sweltering summer in the country.

These are a few of the many good things accom-

plished by the Working Girls' Societies. Certainly

they are sufficient to impress us with the value of

these a.ssociations as aids in developing a self-respect

ing, christian womanhood.— The Union Signal.

Ix all ages, souls out of time, extraordinary, pro-

phetic, are born, who are rather related to the sys-

tem of the world, than to their particular age and

locality. These announce absolute truths which,

with whatever reverence received, are speedily

dragged down into a savage interpretation.

—

Emeesox .

That which they (the early Friends) pressed was

not notion hut experience, not formality but godli-

ness ; as being .sensible in themselves, through the

work of God's righteous judgments, that without

holiness no man should ever see the Lord with com-

fort.

—

William Penn.

Educate the young to a knowledge of the beauti-

ful. Their minds are ever ready to receive it, for the

love of adornment is born in every human being, and

only needs to be developed. Its maturity will be

sooner reached if the seed is well nourished.
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CHURCH FELLOWSHIP.

THE estimate placed upon church fellowship mainly

depends upon the hold that membership in the church

has upon our deepest and strongest convictions of

duty , and the regard entertained for those who are as-

sociated with us in this spiritual relationship.

If we are in accord with the principles and testi-

monies of our profession,—-if our livesconform in any

degree to their requirings, and our hopes and aspira-

tions for the better life are rooted and grounded in

them, our associations with others of like convictions

must be fraternal and enduring. It is only as we

come into this feeling of unity and fellowship that we

realize the meaning of disciple as used in the New

Testament, and are brought into the oneness for which

the Master labored and prayed so earnestly. It is

this "fellowship of kindred minds" that constitutes

a true Christian society, where the endeavor of each

is to add to the common stock of goodness, none feel-

ing a desire to withhold or keep back for selfish ends

whatever will contribute to the well-being of the

body, each giving of the much or the little that has

been committed to individual stewardship, and giving

wilHngly as with a cheerful heart into the treasury,

that there may be no lack. And this giving must be

of whatever we possess ; our talents of every sort.

There is a diversity of gifts, wrote the apostle, but if

these are held as things to be used, not simply to add

to our own possessions, but as means by which, under

proper eflbrts to increase their value, we maybe able

to double our Lord's money, there will be no lack of

any good thing. Whether it be temporal or spiritual,

seek first the Kingdom of Heaven—the kingdom

into which those have entered who are born from

above, and all things needful will be added thereto.

This is a kingdom of oneness with tlie Father through

the Christ, in which all we have and all we are must

be laid upon the altar of consecration.

They who are thus given to the things that con-

cern the immortal life, will realize that there can be

no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness.

It is here that the dividing line must be drawn be-

tween what is of the world and what is of God, and

the liberty with which Christ sets free enables each

to decide for himself wliat are the enduring things

that will build up and strengthen this immortal life.

In the struggle to overcome, we need the word of en-

couragement and are helped by the experiences of

others, who, having passed through trials similar to

our own, can feel for and sympathize with us.

AVhatever advantages there are in a birth-right to

membership in the church, our profession is in form

only, until we come to realize the obligations that

the right involves. These are so plainly set forth in

the teachings of Jesus and his immediate apostles, to

which the spirit witnesseth within ourselves, that

none need be at a loss to know what they are.

Love is the common bond—the badge of disciple-

ship. " See how they love one another " is the testi-

mony. Loving the truths that we hold in common

brings us into this near unity, and the tie is often

stronger than the ties of the family and kindred.

A religious body thus united holds within its

grasp a power that must win in the great struggle

with the forces of evil. Let us remember the words

of the Master, " Be of good cheer, I have overcome

the world," ind in our eflbrts to follow him in the

path of duty and of service go hand in hand, agree-

ing to difler where diflerence represents only another

phase of some great truth, but standing together on

the all-conquering principle of love—love to God and

love to each other. By this shall all men know ye

are my disciples, said the blessed Jesus, " if ye have

love one for another."

The report of the Committee on Indian Affairs of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, which we print else-

where in full, is very brief, as has been the case for

some years past, since the abrogation of the policy of

appointing agents upon the recommendation of re-

ligious bodies. It is true, however, that the change

in this respect has by no means removed opportuni-

ties for those interested in the Indians to work to ad-

vantage. The duty of protecting them in the change

from wild to civilized life, from the tribal organiza-

tion to citizenship, is very pressing. Without going

into the question whether this change will take place

now, under the Dawes Bill, or not, it is evident that

it cannot long be delayed, and help to the Indians in

connection with it is of vital importance.

MARRIAGES.
MOORE—BUNTING.—Fourth month 27th, 1887, in

New York city, at the residence of the bride's mother, by

Friends' ceremony, Jeaunie Russell, daughter of Phebe M.,

and the late Charles T. Bunting, to Joseph Foulke Moore;

all of New York city.

DEATHS.
HARTSHORNE.— .\t her residence, in Germantown,

Philadelphia, Fourth month 21st, 18S7, Mary Elizabeth,

daughter of the late Jeremiah and Elizabeth Stswardson

Brown, and wife of Dr. Henry Hartshorne, in the &4th year

of her age.
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JAMES.—At the residence of her nephew, George P.

Hughes, in Willistown, Third month 28th, Susan Y.James,

in her 89th year; a member of Goshen Monthly Meeting.

LEEDOM.—At Germautown, Fifth month 20th, Priscilla

B., widow of Benjamin Jones Leedom, and daughter of the

late Jacob Ballenger; a member of Germantown Preiiara-

tive and the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Green

Street, Philadelphia.

MACY.—At hisjresidencej in New York, Fifth month
19th, 1887, William H. Macy, ;n the 82d year of his age ; an

Elder of New York Monthly Meeting.

LYDI.\ BAEN.iED.

It has been said " Birth and Death are the great Sacra-

ments of Life." At both, the head is bowed in devout
humility—the kinship with the lutinite is recognized—the

heart is filled with hope and trust. At the close of a long

and beautiful life this sacrament is truly Divine.

The subject of this notice, who died in West Chester, Pa.,

Fourth month 29, 1887, was emphatically one of the superior

"women of her time. A strong active intellect, a warm, sym-
pathetic, loving heart, gave to her a high and clear concep-

tion of life and its duties. All etforts for the good of her

fellow-beings in any way received her earnest interest

and support. Her name was rarely conspicuous in any
public movement, her life being faithfully devoted to the

duties which were nearest her, a record of which is writ-

ten in indelible characters upon the tablet of many grate-

ful hearts. The memory of her gives strength and guid-

ance to all those who were favored with the blessing of her
pure example, of her gentle influence. The first time the

writer of this ever saw her bright face, was when she was
seated at the clerk's table in Kennett Monthly Meeting.

She was the last remaining one of a highly intelligent

family of seven brothers and sisters (of whom the late

Simon Barnard was one), children of Joseph and Mary
Meredith Barnard. E. A. L.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
SHORT CREEK QUARTERLY MEETING, OHIO.

THIS meetinn; was held at the frame meeting-house,
near Mt. Pleasant, on the 21st of Fifth month, and was
well attended. Tlie meeting gathered in a deep si-

lence ; no sound disturbed the quiet, as the place is

quite retired from the noise of the world. There
truly seemed to be a divine covering over the as-

sembly. Levi Benson broke the silence with the
language :

" Circumcision availeth nothing. Ritual-

ism availeth nothing. Then what does avail ? That
which does avail is to know that Jesus is the life, and
the new life." His exercise was that we might all

come under the power of the living God.
After a season of' quiet, Margaretta Walton arose

saying that the secret prayer of her heart was that
she might be a partaker of the same cup that we were
partakers of, and that we must have a sacrifice before
we place our oflferings on the altar of God. Her ex-
ercise brought a feeling of great tenderness over the
meeting and we can say truly this is the inspired
word of God, for it reached the witness in his chil-

dren. She clo.sed with the words: " Oh are we wil-

ling to trust him?" Then the shutters were closed
and the regular routine of business entered upon.
The reports from the monthly meetings showed a
lack or lukewarmness among some of our members
in attending our meetings for worship; yet we feel

that there is reason for encouragment, feeling that

these weaknesses are mostly among those who feel

but little or no interest in our Society. So let us press

on and not look on the dark side, but be up and do-
ing, for the fields are white unto harvest and the
laborers are few ; and may we be ever mindful of the
divine promptings. J. E. C.

Emerson, Ohio.

—The new Visiting Committee of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting met on the 13th instant, and ap-

pointed Wni. Wade Grisoom, clerk. The immediate
iirosjiect of labor opened to the committee included
Southern Quarter, Fishing Creek Half-Year Meeting,
Haddonfield, and Salem Quarters. Sub-committees
were formed, mainly by volunteers for the service, for

all these, and Spencer Roberts, Louisa J. Roberts, and
others, expected to attend the quarterly meeting at

Easton, Md., on Fifth-day of the present week. No-
tice is given elsewhere of the proposed movements
of the sub-committees in Fishing Creek Half-Year

Meeting and Haddonfield Quarter.

—On the 11th instant, (Fourth-day of the Yearly
Meeting week), in the evening, the Association of

Friends for the Promotion of First-day Schools within

the limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting held a

meeting at Race street meeting-house. The assistant

clerk being absent. Amy Hickman, of AVest Chester,

was called to fill the vacancy. The attendance was
good. Interesting epistles from New York, Genesee,

and Indiana First-day School Associations were read,

which were very encouraging, showing active work
in those directions. In the absence of an epistle

from Baltimore, Eli M. Lamb explained that the First-

day School Association of Baltimore has been ab-

sorbed by the Yearly Meeting. The reading of the

epistles called forth interesting remarks. A friend

expressed a concern lest the Lesson Leaves, so excel-

lent in themselves as assistants to the teachers, should

take the place of instruction in the history and prin-

ciples of the Society of Friends.

The following question was presented for discus-

sion. " The present relation of the meeting to the

Fir.st-day school," opened by the reading of a paper

prepared by Lydia H. Hall. The sentiment of the

meeting was that the time has not yet come for the

full result of the recognition of the schools by the

meeting, but that we abide in patience until the

ripening fruit is fully ready and all w'ill be well.

The nest exercise was a practical illustration of

Bible-class work by George L. Maris, of West Chester,

in which many Friends participated.

—The minutes of the Representative Committee of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting show a large number of

copies of Friends' works to be on hand in the " fire-

proof "at Fifteenth and Racestreets. The total is over

5,000 volumesof about thirty difl'erent works, includ-

ing Barclay's Apology, S. M.Janney's various books,

Penn's " No Cross no Crown," and others. These are

for distribution among those who desire to become
acquainted with our religious principles and testimo-

nies. Members of the Representative Committee
have access to the fire-proof, by application to Isaac

N. Wells, on the premises. It is expected that Friends

who have a concern to distributebooks and pamphlets
contained therein will apply to any member of the
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RepresenUitive Committee appointed from his or her
quarterly meeting.

—In rhilailelphia Yearly Meeting, during the con-
sideration of tlie Fourth Query and the report of the
Temperance Committee, Isaac Wilson said : "Friends
will pardon me in my expression of interest in this
branch of your business. 1 feel that you can congrat-
ulate yourselves as a body on the beautiful, clear, and
able report that has been presented by your Temper-
ance Committee. It will serve to stimulate us in this
good work. I feel thankful for the many important
fields of labor in which this committee has been en-
gaged. The secret prayer of my heart, when this
query was answered, with the evidence of this ap-
parent cleanliness of our beloved Society, was that
each one might take home to himself the individual
inquiry as to the perfect cleanliness of his own hands
in every particular. There is no body of profe.s.sing

Christendom that can more consistently labor in the
great and extensive field of temperance than the So-
ciety of Friends, from the fact that their hands are
so nearly clear ; but these few exceptions are a proper
occasion of inquiry, so that they may all be remedied,
and the secret prayer of your brotlier was that these
might all be removed. Then truthful would be the
expression I heard from a member of an evangelical
church that 'Friends are practical Christians.' I say
let us endeavor to clean our hands for every part of
this great work. I hope the time will come when we
shall vote as we pray—for the Kingdom of God to
come, and his will to be done on earth as it is in

Heaven. If this is our condition, we shall stand be-
fore the world in such a position that it can look on
and say that we are practical Christians. Then let us
enter into this labor with a will and power, and the
blessing of our Heavenly Father will rest upon us.

It was my experience to be in company with a car-

load of men engaged in the liquor traffic who were
going to our Canadian Parliament with a petition.

In the course of our conversation they found that I

was a member of the Society of Friends, and that we
do not believe in the use of intoxicating liquors, even
in a religious ceremony. They said they would
listen to our appeal with respect, because we were
consistent. When we can clean our hands entirely,

then we can go forth in this extensive field of labor
with a feeling of entire justification, and our work
will be much more eflectual."

—At the Monthly Meeting, held at Race street on
the 18th instant, the Collection Committee reported
that 84,582.50 was collected for the use of the meeting-
The Committee to find homes for Friends in at-

tendance at the late Yearly Meeting, and to provide
refreshments, reported that 3,708 meals were fur-

nished, the expense of which is defrayed by the
three monthly meetings.

—The Monthly Meeting held at Green street, hav-
ing recommended Frances J. Newlin to the Quarterly
Meeting of Ministers and Elders, that meeting has
endorsed their action, and she is now an approved
minister. The same meeting recently acknowledged
Louisa J. Roberts as a minister.

—The Educational Committee of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting announce that they have engaged

Henry R. Russell, of Woodbury, N. J., as a Visiting
Teacher to aid them in their labors for the en-
couragement and improvement of Friends' Schools.
He will advise scluiol committees in organizing and
maintaining schools, will aid in the selection and
employment of teachers, will act as agent or helper
in securing books and other school supplies, and will
deliver a hmited number of illustrated lectures on
scientific or other subjects.

COMMUNICA TI0N8.
THE BETTIS ACADEMY IN SOUTH CAROLINA.

Editors Intblligencer and Journal :

HAVING noticed in your valuable paper (to which
I am an old subscriber), that the Yearly Meeting of
Philadelphia is taking an interest in the education of
the colored people of the South, I wish to direct
their attention to a school five miles from Vaucluse
(the nearest post-office), in Aiken county, South Caro-
lina.

Four or five years ago a colored minister, Alexan-
der Bettis, conceived the idea of starting a school, as-

sisted by two young colored men, partly educated at
Martha Schofield's school, who finished at Atlanta
University. They first applied to Martha Schofield
to let them have the use of the unused tract of laud
purchased some years since, for an agricultural school,

but subsequently purchased thirty acres of land in

the woods, not far distant, and built a school-house
and lodging-house for boarders. All the money for

this was contributed by the poor colored churches
within a radius of twenty miles. They are in deep
sympathy with Alexander Bettis and his efi'orts for

the advancement of their people. They bring their

offerings twice a year for the school—on the 1st of
First month and 4th of Seventh month—and the school
is prospering, considering how little money they have,
as all who give are very poor. I hope the Yearly
Meeting will take an interest in it. The address of
Alexander Bettis is Bettis Academy, Vaucluse, S. C.

I am very respectfully, Mary R. Pell.
l<lushing, L. 1.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON INDIAN
AFFAIRS.

To the Yearly Meeting :

THE Joint Committee on Indian Affairs reports :

That except in cooperating with committees of the
seven Yearly Meetings, through the convention of

delegates ; in visiting the combined Santee, Flandreau,
and Ponca Agency, and in procuring for some of the
Santee Indians patents which had been withheld
•from them for lands in severalty, opportunity has not
presented for labor in this concern.

The other yearly meetings have appointed com-
mittees to continue the work, and we suggest the ap-

pointment of a small committee to give such further

attention to this subject as may be deemed advisable.

An order has been drawn on the Treasurer of this

Yearly Meeting for one hundred and five dollars

($105.00), our proportion of the expenses incurred as

above.

On behalf of the Committee.
Alfred Moore, Clerk.

Philadelphia, Fifth mo. 13, 1887.
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8WARTHM0RE NOTES.
—Samuel Swain, of Bristol, spoke acceptably in

the meeting on First-day morning, the 22d inst.

—The daily religious meetings are changed for

the rest of the year, from 8 a. m., to 8 p. m.; and the

evening collection for study is changed to a morning

collection, from 6 to 7 a. m.

—Profs. Appleton and Beardsley attended the

inauguration of President Sharpless, of Haverford

College, on Fifth-day, the 9th inst.

—The final examinations of the Senior class will

begin on Second-day, the 30th inst., and continued

through the week.' ,

—Commencement will occur this j'ear on the 21st

of Sixth month.

''AT YEABLY MEETING. '

'

AMONG the best of the profitable reading in the

Ledger this week has been that in the reports of

the daily proceedings of the Yearly Meeting of

Friends, assembled at the Race street meeting-hou.se.

It must certainly have been observed by the large

number who have perused these reports from day to

day how closely the matters considered, and the

"queries " asked and answered, come into the daily

afl'aiis and conduct of every self-respecting man and

woman ; how they bring up for review, not only what
they believe as to faith and doctrine, but how these

are lived up to in their daily w-alk and conversation

and behavior in actual life. When it is asked :
" Are

love and unity maintained among you ? Are tale

bearing and detraction discouraged? When any
differences arise, are endeavors used speedily to end
them ?"—when such questions as these have to be

considered and answered in open meeting—how
much of the mischief-making, trouble-breeding,

strife-engendering influences of the world they bring

up for inspection, for regret, for condemnation ; and
correction ! They " come home to men's business

and bosoms," as the great Francis Bacon said of some
other matters. And so to do these other " queries "

and answers, which were among those of the week :

" Are poor Friends' necessities duly inspected, and
are they relieved and assisted in such business as

they are capable of? " " Are Friends careful to live

within the bounds of their circumstances, and to keep
to moderation in their trade or business ? " " Are
they punctual to their promises and just in the pay-

ment of their debts ? " " Are Friends careful to

bring up those under their direction " so as " to re-

strain them from reading pernicious books ? " " Do
you take good care regularly to deal with all offenders

in the spirit of meekness, without impartiality or un-

necessary delay in order for their help? " How sug-

gestive are all these: how salutary for discipline;

how wholesome as effective reminders of practical

duty, and as inculcating the spirit of considerateness

which should be held for one another, and the for-

bearance which should prevail among all \—Philadel-
phia Ledger, 5th month 14.

Dahe to be true,nothiug can need a lie
;

A fault which needs it most grows two thereby.
—Herbert.

COMFORT ONE ANOTHER.

[A message to tie " King's Daitghters."}

COMFORT one another

:

For the way is growing dreary,

The feet are often weary.

And the heart is very sad-

There is heavy burden-bearing,

When it seems th.at none are caring.

And we half forgot that ever we were glad.

Comfort one another :

With the hand-clasp close and tender,

With the sweetness love can render,

And looks of friendly eyes.

Do not wait with grace unspoken.

While life's daily bread is broken,

Gentle speech is oft like mauna from the skies.

Comfort one another :

There are words of music ringing

Down the ages, sweet as singing

Of the happy choirs above.

Eansomed saint and mighty angel.

Lift the grand deep-voiced evangel,

Where forever they are praising the eternal love.

Comfort one another :

Let the grave gloom lie beyond you.

While the Spirit's words remind you

Of the home beyond the tomb.

Where no more is pain or parting,

Fever's flush to tear-drop starting,

But the presence of the Lord, and for all His people,

room. —Independent.

THE REASON WHY.
O HAPPY birds among the boughs,

And silver, tinkling brook below !

Why are you glad,

Though skies look sad?
" Ah ! would you, would you know ?

"

A pleasant soug to me replied;

" For some one else we sing,

And that is why the woodlands wide

With rapture 'round us ring !

"

O daisies crowding all the fields,

And twinkling grass, and buds that grow !

Each glance you greet

With smiles, so sweet

!

" And why—ah ! would you know ?
"

Their beauty to my heart replied
;

" For some one else we live

;

And nothing in the world so wide

Is sweeter than to give !

"

—George Cooper in >S(. Hicholaa.

From the Atlantic Monthly.

A CAGED BIRD.

HIGH at the window in her cage

The old canary flits and sings.

Nor sees across the curtain pass

The shadow of a swallow's wings.

A poor deceit and copy, this.

Of larger lives that mark their span,

Unreckouing of wider worlds

Or gifts that Heaven keeps for man.
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She gathers piteous bits and shreds,

This solitary, nmteless thing.

To patient build again the nest

So rudely scattered spring by spring

;

And sings her brief, unlisteued songs,

Her dreams of bird life wild and free.

Yet never beats her i)rison bars

At sound of soug from bush or tree.

But in my busiest hours I pause,

Held by a sense of urgent speech,

Bowildored by that spark-like soul.

Able ray very soul to reach.

She will be heard ; she chirps me loud,

When I forget those gravest cares.

Her small provision to supply.

Clear water or her seedsman's wares.

She begs me now for that chief joy
The round great world is made to grow,

—

Her wisp of greennes.s. Hear her chide

Because my answering thought is slow

!

What can my life seem like to her?

A dull, unpunctual service mine
;

Stupid before her eager call,

Her flitting steps, her insight fine.

To open wide thy prison door.

Poor friend, would give thee to thy foes;

And yet a plaintive note I hear.

As if to tell how slowly goes

The time of thy long prisoning.

Bird ! does some promise keep thee sane ?

Will there be better days for thee?

Will thy soul too know life again ?

Ah, none of us have more than this :

If one true friend green leaves can reach

From out some fairer, wider place,

And understand our wistful speech !

Saeah Orne Jewett.

ALCOHOL AS POISON.
SIR ANDREW CLARK, physician in ordinary to her

Majesty and Mr. Gladstone's medical adviser, writes

:

I call perfect health the loveliest thing in this world.

jSTow alcohol, even in small doses, will take the bloom
off, will injure the perfection of loveliness of health,

both mental and moral.

I do not desire to make out a strong case : I desire

to make out a true case. I am speaking solemnly and
carefully in the presence of truth, and I tell you I am
considerably within the mark when I say to you that

going the round of my hospital wards to-day, seven

outof every ten there owed their ill-health to alcohol.

Now what does that mean ? That out of every hun-
dred patients which I have charge of at the London
Hospital, seventy of them owe their ill-health to

alcohol^to the abuse ! I do not say these sev-

enty per cent, were drunkards, but to the excessive

use.

I am not saying, liecause I have no means of say-

ing, in human life in society at large, what is the per

centage of victims which alcohol .seizes upon as its

rightful prey. I do not know. I have no method of

coming accurately to the conclusion, but I know this,

that not only has a large percentage of such diseases

as I have mentioned, but a great mass—certainly

more than tli roc-fourths of the disorders in what we
call " fiishionable life"—arise from the use of this

very drug of wliich I am now speaking. Now, if you

think of tliat, and think for one moment of the fact

I have told you, that in this London hospital seven

out of ten of those whom I have seen to-day, and

seen for one reason, to present the statement to you

to-night, lie there maimed for life by this agent ; that

a great mass, perhaps the greater mass of the disor-

ders, as distinct from the diseases with which man-

kind is afhicted, arise from the abuse of this drug

—

surely, surely you will agree with me that a terrible

responsibility lies upon those who, forgetful of these

plain and certain teachings, which the commonest
experience can yield, will stimulate people to keep

themselves up with glasses of wine and glasses of

beer.

And I ask, what are you to think of those who are

born of drunkards, who came into this world, so to

speak, with a curse not only upon them, but in them,

the terrible desire for that which is to blast them and

to blast them speedily—a desire which no human
power can save them from, and which God alone, in

his wisdom and mercy, can protect them from?

What an awful thought is this. Can there be any

man here present who, if he is taking more than he

ought to take, is indifferent to all this? How can

he think without dread of this terrible fact—for fact

it is, as surely as that .two and two make four—that

this desire is becoming part of his nature, and that

he is handing it down, not for good, but for the most

terrible evil that man can sutfer, unto generations yet

unborn ? Can I say to you any words stronger than

these of the terrible effects of the abuse of alcohol ?

—

English Newspaper.

AN ANIMAL ARMY.
MARVELOUS invaders are the lemmings. They are

near relatives of the short-tailed field-mouse, and are

about five inches long, with round heads, brown fur,

and bead-like eyes. Their home is in the highlands,

or fells, of the great central mountain chain of Sweden

and Norway, where they build nests of grass for their

young. The lemmings are spiteful little creatures

when aroused, sitting up on their hind legs and fight-

ing with a will. Not only are they pugnacious, but

extremely restless and migratory as well ; and every

five, ten, or twenty years they seem possessed by a

desire to see foreign lands.

Thereupon, they one and all leave their settle-

ments and start out in tens of thousands, overrun the

cultivated tracts of land in both Norway and Sweden,

and ruin the plants and vegetation. They march

only at night, pressing on slowly in oue straight

course, and allow nothing to disturb them. Birds

and various animals follow and prey upon them ;
but,

notwithstanding this, they actually increase in num-

bers, gaining recruits as they advance. Rivers are

swum and hills crossed, until, finally, the Atlantic or

Gulf of Bothnia is reached.

But, still impelled by the same blind instinct that

has led it onward, the entire vast concourse plunges

into the sea, swimming onward, the little animals
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piling one upon another as they are beaten back, un-

til at times their bodies have formed veritable sea-

walls. Boatmen returning to the beach have found
their way obstructed by a struggling horde that has

just reached the sea. The numljer of lemmings in

these bands is beyond all computation. Sometimes
the march is kept up for three years before the water
in reached.

—

Charles Frederick Holder.

DBESS THE CHILDREN SIMPLY.
A WRITER in the Chrisiian Union pleads very forci-

bly on behalf of simple dressing for the children, in

order that more time can be given to the enjoyment
of their companionship. She says:

Our children have need of clothes, and if we can-

not afford to hire them made we have to make them
;

but the necessary sewing is a comparatively small

part of the burden that we lay upon ourselves in this

direction. If you were to resolve that for a month
you would do only what sewing was really neces.sary,

you would be astonished to see how much leisure you
would have ; and it is a question for every mother
to answer, whether she has any right to spend her
time in tucking and rufHing her children's clothes

when there are so many more important things to be
done.

And I do not believe that it would be necessary to

make the little garments noticeably uglj'. For in-

stance, suppose you are making aprons. Now, if you
have nice material and finish the bottom with a deep
hem instead of the tucks you think necessary, gener-

ally, will it really be any the less pretty ? . . . .

If you have money enough to buy everything you
want, you only have to settle the question in your
own mind as to how much danger there is of foster-

ing vanity in your children ; but if you, like most of

the world, have to count the dollars, or perhaps even
the pennies, then you have no right to sacrifice things

of higher importance to clothes. If any one were to

say to you, " Which do you consider of the most im-
portance, your child's mind or body?" you would not
hesitate long in replying; and yet, although you may
believe this, do you not act as if you thought that

yourehildren's being dressed well was a matter of vital

importance? There is a limit to both time and
strength, and you are a remarkable mother if you
ever get through more than half the things you plan
for each day. But do you not often crowd the more
vital things for the .sake of those that are purely ma-
terial ? We are so apt to look forward to a leisure

time that never comes, and think that we shall do ail

the nice things with our children and for them ; but,

believe me, the only time with children is the pres-

ent. Every day leaves its impress on their tender
minds, and every day that you neglect what you have
it in your heart to do for them, you are doing them a
wrong for which you cannot make reparation.

The hiring of work is one of the things in which
women are most apt to exercise a false economy. It

may seem a great deal to pay five dollars for sewing
which you might do yourself, but, as a husband aptly
asked his wife, " Which is of the most importance,
five dollars or your peace of mind ?" If you cannot
conscientiously spend five dollars, why then you

must do it yourself; but if you save the money by
sewing until you are nervous and cross, to spend it on
extra embroidery and more material to ruffle, then
you are committing a wrong both to yourselfand your
family.

The years pass by so quickly—these happy years
when your little ones are with you—and do not ne-
glect an opportunity of doing everything possible for
their highest welfare. Their souls and their minds
and their physical strength—these are the important
things to be watched over and tenderly nurtured, and
when they are grown to be men and women, the time
you have spent in cultivating these will bring in a
rich reward, while neither you nor they will remem-
ber or care whether they wore gingham aprons or
nainsook dresses. And the happy home life may
have a ruder interruption than that caused by the
gradual changes of the years. If your little ones are
taken from you, it will be a comfort if you can feel

that you have not wa.sted a moment's enjoyment of
them. A mother once told me of her experience,
which taught me a lesson about enjoying every day
of my children's lives. She had had one of those
seasons that come to all of us, when everything
seemed to be heape<l upon her, and she struggled
through the days, overworking in the vain eflbrt to

accomplish more than could possibly be done. The
nurse could keep the children out of doors, but could
not do much in the house ; and so the children were
sent out with her, and were happy and contented
playing in the garden. Suddenly, one day, as the
mother .sat at her machine, the thought flashed into
her mind that since her baby came she had not really

had time to enjoy him ; for even when she held him
there was always the feeling that she ought to be
doing something else. He was six months old, and
she realized how fast the baby days were slipping by,

and she said to herself, " I will finish these short
dresses, and then I will take a vacation, and do noth-
ing but enjoy him." She carried out her plan, and
the next week she resolutely put away her work, and
spent the time out under the trees with the children.

The week following her baby was taken away, and
she told me with thankful tears in her eyes of the
gratitude she had felt because the thought had been
given her to do just as she had done, and how the
memory of that blessed week had helped her through
her sorrow.

The practical aflairs of life must be attended to
;

our house should be well kept, and our children
properly clothed; but let us not forget that it is in

our power, to a certain extent at least, to make choice
of the disposition of our time, and that our end and
aim should be something higher than fine clothes and
elaborate housekeeping. The life is more than meat,
and the body than raiment.

When I came to eleven years of age, I knew
pureness and righteousness ; for while I was a child I
was taught how to walk so as to keep pure.

—

-Geokge
Fox.

They (the early Friends) were changed men
themselves before they went about to change others.—William Penn.
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THE IMMENSITY OF LONDON.
IF any one were to walk one way through all the

streets of London, he would be obliged to go a dis-

tance of two thousand six hundred miles, or as far

as it is across the American continent from New York

to San Francisco. This will give an idea of what

would have to be done in order to see even the

greater part of London.
In our approach to this city, as well as in our

rambles through its streets, we shall not be struck

so much by its splendid and imposing appearance as

by its immensity. Go where we may, there seems to

be no end to the town. It is fourteen miles one way
and eight miles the other, and contains a population

of nearly four million people, which is greater, in-

deed, than that of Switzerland, or the kingdoms of

Denmark and Greece combined. We are told on good

authority that there are more Scotchmen in London

than in Edinburgh, more Irishmen than in Dublin,

and more Jews than in Palestine, with foreigners

from all parts of the world, including a great number

of Americans. Yet there are so many Englishmen

in London that one is not likely to notice the pres-

ence of these people of other nations.

This vast body of citizens, some so rich that they

never can count their money, and some so poor that

they never have any to count, eat every year four

hundred thousand oxen, one and a half million sheep,

eight million chickens and game birds, not to speak

of calves, hogs, and difl'erent kinds of fish. They

consume five hundred million oysters, which, al-

though it seems like a large number, would only

give, if equally divided among all the people, one

oyster every third day to each person. There are

three hundred thousand servants in London, enough

people to make a large city ; but as this gives only

one servant to each dozen citizens, it is quite evident

that a great many of the people must wait on them-

selves. Things are very unequally divided in Lon-

don ; and I have no doubt that instead of there be-

ing one servant to twelve persons, some of the rich

lords and ladies have twelve servants apiece.

—

From
" King London," by Frank R. Stockton, in St. Nicholas.

EXPERIENCES IN THE ITALIAN EARTH-
QUAKE.

I WISH to say a word or two more concerning that

sense of something like personal ferocity in the pow-

er which has laid hold of us, which I have confessed

to receiving from the first and longest of the earth-

quake shocks. It afterwards appeared that every-

body who was cool enough closely to observe his own
sensations had experienced much the same thing.

One Englishman who arrived a few days later from

stricken Mentone, and who seemed to cherish fresh

and tender recollections of his school-days, compared

his feelings to those of a boy whom his master seizes

and shakes violently by way of prelude to a flogging.

To another occurred the kindred image of the terrier

and the rat. A third, of more pastoral proclivities,

thought of a slender tree, grasped by the mighty hand

of one who would shake ofl'all its fruit. One and all

had the sensation of being laid hold of by some ruth-

less and monstrous individuality,—much like the feel-

ing, I should say, which the insect must have which
sees the giant foot descending that is to crush out its

little spark of conscious life. Of this first unreason-
ing and excessively heathenish impression I never
was quite able to rid myself. " Deliver us," I could
have said, on the authority of the Revised Version,
" from the Evil One who has done this thing 1" All
through the next three or four days,—days of the
most serene and surpassing loveliness, when we used
to go out upon the dry hillside, and lie down for a
little under the olives, in the hope of catching a few
moments of thoroughly sweet and untormented slum-
ber,—I had ever the notion that It was lying under
me, with vast limbs gradually relaxing from tlieir

awful spasm, and I could have sworn at times that
my mossy couch trembled a little, as with the long
quiver of a subsiding sigh. It made no difference how
high we climbed. Up even to the almost Alpine
heights above the olive, where one could take in the
whole sweep of that enchanting littoral, from the Es-
t^rel to far below Capo San Ampeglio, the same strange
fancy pursued us,—that of an immense, unknowable,
and malignant power which had made all those miles
and miles of sweeping land to flutter like the fold of
a banner. I remembered the earthquake which vis-

ited Elijah in the desert, in which, it is distinctly as-

serted, the Lord iias not, and I wondered if the next
religion preached in the parlors of Boston would be
Manichean, and if I should be its prophet. The rumor
reached us a few days later that Etna was in active

eruption, and the news was thought reassuring. It

led us, at all events, to speak of our monster hence-
forth by the name of Enceladus, and to feel a new
sympathy with the pagan Greek.

—

Atlantic Monthly.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE SICK ROOM.

IN a recent lecture on the art of nursing. Dr. Gause,
of Philadelphia, gave the following suggestive hints

under the head of " Don't :
"

' Don't waken a sick patient—not even for medi-
cine or food. You will not have any directions to

give medicine or food every few hours at night. If

patients don't sleep at night, let them sleep when
they can."

Don't whisper in a sick room where the patient

can hear and know that you are whispering. A sick

person is exceedingly keen and watchful.

Don't walk on tiptoe in the sick chamber—-it is

just like whispering.
Don't stamp across the room ; don't be inattentive

to questions, no matter how trifling they may seem to

be.

Don't make a dust or needless noise. Never look

anxious and lachrymose if you want to keep a pa-

tient's nervous condition right.

Don't get cross and grumpish ; don't dispute with
a patient.

Don't wear silk dresses or other noisy materials.

Never hurry in a sick room, but be quick, alert,

and systematic. Anybody in a hurry will be sure to

forget something.

Don't be loquacious ; in conversation be concise

and clear and make no mistakes. Be careful in the
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use of words so as not to leave anything between the

lines for the sick person to study out.

Don't malce light of the complaints of sick per-

sons ; listen to them with apparent interest.

Don't weary a patient with questions ; don't gaze

at him, and never allow anything to occur in the sick

chamber that you don't see. Xliere is a way of seeing

things without attracting attention.

Don't cover patient with silk or Marseilles quilts;

they are only for ornament on beds not in use.

Don't cool hot tea or gruel by blowing it.

Don't keep food or drinking water in the sick

room.
Don't fail to. hkve a thermometer and clock in the

room.
Don't put a patient's back to the window when

the doctor calls to see him, but let the light strike on
the patient's face while the physician is present.

IN THE DARKEST HOUR.
MATTHEW ARNOLD, in one of his most delightful

essays, brings into clear light the defect of the old

Greek religion in that it failed to take account of the
sorrow of life. It was a religion beautifully adapted
to the expression of joy, responding as it did so

sensitively through the arts to the lighter, the sun-
nier, and the more genial aspects of life. A gifted

race, under a clear, beautiful sky, surrounded by
tranquil seas and charming landscapes, found in the

noble forms and the splendid rituals of Greek
worship an adequate recognition of the joyous side of
life. But even in Greece at its best estate there were
nights as well as days, there were storms as well as

sunshine, there were care and grief and death as

well as the splendid activity and fruitfulness of life
;

there was behind the most brilliant Greek civiliza-

tion the same background of mystery which the
Egyptians projected into the foreground by their

enormous exaggeration of the place of death. The
Greek religion lost its hold upon men when their

sorrows multiplied and the anguish of life demanded
something better than the beauty of the arts to com-
fort and sustain it.

It is one of the most striking characteristics of
Christianity that it makes so large a place for the
darker facts of life, that it puts its shoulder so reso-

lutely under the tremendous burdens and carries them
with such a triumphant and masterly strength. The
religion which shall be the final word of hope to men
and the tinal strength in their supreme trials must
grasp death and loss and change and misery with a
mighty and irresistible grasp, and disclose its compre-
hension and mastery of them. This is precisely what
Christianity has done. Pushing aside the brighter
phases of life, because they find their own place in

religion, it has gone resolutely, torch in hand, into the
darkest placej and made them light forever ; it has
chosen the cross, the symbol of degradation and de-
feat, as its symbol of victory and achievement ; and
in front of the open touib it celebrates its most joy-
ous festival, bringing its anthems, its flowers, and its

divinest gladness to the place once wholly given over
to grief and desolation. Its great Teacher was de-
scribed prophetically as a man of sorrows and ac-

quainted with grief, and his life more than fulfilled
this sombre prophecy. Allied with sufi'ering, loss,
and calamity, his triumphant feet bore him victori-
ously through all these shadows and griefs, and, tak-
ing him into the darkest and most terrible crises, en-
abled him to apply the supreme test to the faith
which he brought, and to establish its mastery forever.

It is no exaggeration to say that Christianity
alone, among all faiths and philosophies, deals with
the darker side of life intelligently, resolutely, hon-
estly, and joyously. Idealism floats its shining and
airy structure over the abyss, and conceals from
itself the depths and the darkness beneath. The
religions of the East accept the sorrowful facts of
living, and bend under them, interpreting life as an
illusion, and its end as a final self-eflacement. The
Greek thought refu.sed to look sorrow in the face,
and left it an inexplicable and terrible mystery,
waiting, like the Sphinx, for the coming of some
future interpreter. But Christianity evades no diffi-

culty, shuts its eyes to no dark facts, underestimates
the force of no grief, admits the whole appalling
mystery of suffering. It gives it, indeed, a foremost
place, and discloses in the heart of its blackness some
of the sources of its own sublimest strength. It is

doubtful if any human spirit, looking at things from
the huuian side, ever could have been bold enough to

say that all things work together for good to them that
love God. Such a declaration was inspired by the
wisdom which looks on human life from the further
side, and reads it in the light of a divine consumma-
tion.

—

Christian Union.

THE SOUTHERN EDUCATIONAL WORK.

A GJ;NERAL meeting of the "Association to Pro-
mote the Education of the Colored People of the
South " was held at 15th and Race sts., on Fifth-day
evening of Yearly Meeting week, the 12th inst. The
attendance was small, but there was a lively interest

manifested in the work by those present. Officei's

were elected for the ensuing year, including Howard
M. Jenkins, as Chairman ; Sarah J. Ash, Secretary

;

Henry M. Laing, Treasurer; Lydia A. Schofield, Cor-
respondent; and an E.xecutive Committee of seven
persons, including Edward H. Magill and others.

Reports were made of the work the past year, and
the situation of the schools at Aiken and Mt. Pleasant
discussed.

At New York, on Second-day evening, the 23d
inst., the Colored Education sub-committee of the
general Philanthropic Labor committee bad a special

meeting in the 15th street meeting-house. The at-

tendance was large. Wm. M. Jackson, Clerk of the
sub-committee, conducted the business. The minutes
of the sub-committee for the past year were read in

full. They showed that there had been collected

since Eighth month 23, 1886, a total of $1,216.50,

which had been applied as follows: to the Aiken
School, (maintenance account), $691.75; endowment
fund, 1400; Mt. Pleasant School, $100 ; balance, $24.75.

Brief addresses were made by W. T. Rodeubach
(who for twelve years was as.sociated with Martha
Schofield in charge of the Aiken School), Howard M.
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Jenkins, WiUiara Lloyil, and other Friends. In the

country districts of Soutli Ciirolina, Win. T. Roden-

bach mentioned, tlie term of tlie public scliools is

sometimes not over six weeks of the year, and tlie

qualification of teachers may be imagined from the

action of one of the counties which has recently

fixed their salaries at §25, $20, and 815 per month.

He appealed earnestly to Friends to sustain this

highly important work.

A "number of contributions were handed in to the

Treasurer at the close of the meeting, and it was

stated that an increased interest in the work was

manifested among the membership of New York

Yearly Meeting. The collections during the year

had been in most cases small sums,—as is the case in

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,—but the number of

these is gratifying, as showing how many are in-

terested. ===^== ^' ^'' '^'

TEE GOVERNMENT OF CITIES.

THE May Cmtury editorially and by correspondence

discusses the question of the government of great

cities, and the failure of the present method. As a

remedy, John D. Cutler, a New York merchant, in

an open letter, proposes a government by guilds.

He would have " males of lawful age grouped into a

hundred guilds, more or less," and each of these

" from their own number should choose two or three

members of the city council. These should choose

the mayor, with full power to appoint and remove

heads "of departments." The editor of the Century,

commenting on this plan, quotes the German philoso-

pher, Hermann Lotze, who says: "Such combina-

tions, representing partly the most important callings

(agriculture, manufactures, commerce, art, and sci-

ence), partly the special local interests of diflerent

districts, would form the true unities, the representa-

tives of which, by equilibration of the interests of

each, would cover the wants of the whole."

But this plan leaves out wholly the largest and

the most important interest of all, viz.: that of the

house mothers, the home and family interest.

Naturally, the home-makers are on the side of good

government, because only under good government is

their chief interest, the home, safe. The temptations

which beset other classes are absent from this. The

children are its chief treasure. It is for their safety

that each mother thinks, tirst and last and all the

time. To omit this class from a place of power in the

government of cities is to leave out the only one that

can always l^e depended on to stand especially for

those thin gs on which the peace and the good of so-

ciety depend.

Wendell Phillips said, more than thirty years ago :

" Woman suffrage has much to do with the govern-

ment of great cities." It is too late in the day to ig-

nore or count out women, when radical improvement

is sought in municipal governments. The result in

Kansas is just in time to call the attention of earnest

and thoughtful men to the new power that is ready

and able to help.—iwq/ -Stone, ire the Woman's Journal.

E.\D habits are thistles of the heart, and every in-

dulgence of them is a seed from which will spring a

new crop of weeds.

From the Woman's Journal.

ITEMti CONCERNING WOMEN.
SEVEN American girls are studying at Cambridge

University, England, at Newnliam t'ollcge. Four are

graduates of Vassar, Smith, and Wellesley.

The National College for Deaf Mutes at Washing-

ton is to be opened to women. Ur. Gallaudet, the

president, gives his own residence for their accom-

modation.

It is said that 1,000 women own and manage farms

in Iowa.

Eighty young women at Wellesley, a hundred at

Oberlin, and more than two hundred in other colleges,

are said to he preparing to go as missionaries.

Elise P. Buckingham successfully manages a fruit

farm of several hundred acres in California, and urges

other women to take up the same kind of work, for

which she thinks women are well fitted.

All the housework of Wellesley College is done by
the students, who devote to it forty-live minutes out

of the twenty-four hours. There are 300 girls, and
every girl is trained to do one kind of work, and to do

it quickly and well. Cooperation saves a vast deal of

time and labor.

The Connecticut Legislature has passed a bill mak-
ing women eligible to serve on school boards.

Mrs. Agnew and Miss Dodge, the two women mem-
bers of the New York School Board, pay particular

attention to the sanitary condition of the schools, and
to all matters relating to the comfort of the buildings.

They notice little defects which escape the attention

of men. The janitors are said to be dismayed when
asked to show the cellars.

The work one may do in this world is only a sec-

ondary matter. The primary thing is the man him-

self. This life is a school, with its long and varied

curriculum, in which men and women are being

trained and disciplined for another life beyond this

earthly sphere. Carrying on business successfully is

therefore not half so important as building good man-
hood. Whether at the end of sixty or seventy years

of hard toil, a man rests with a comfortable fortune

or comes to the close with nothing, is really a very

small matter in comparison with what the man him-

self is at the end of his career. We pity a good man
who fails in business when too old to start again ; but

if through his checkered course he has kept himself

pure and clean and true, and has grown into strong,

noble character, he is not to be pitied. Pity rather

the poor man with his millions, who has made money
at the price of his character, and has built up a for-

tune on the ruins of his manhood.

—

S. S. Times.

'Twixt fool and wise

Tliis difference lies

:

The fool his folly shows.

Yet knows it not
;

The wise his folly knows.

Yet shows it not.

Advice is like snow ; the softer it falls, the longer

it dwells upon and the deeper it sinks into the mind.
— Coleridge.
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The Friends of Merion Meeting, in Lower Merion,

liave received a legacy of $5,000 bequeathed by the late Ed-

win R. Price. This added to the sum of $6,000 bequeathed

by John M. George makes $11,000 for the care of the build-

ing and cemetery.

—

Norristmmi Herald.

—A striking recognition of the principles and customs

of the Society of Friends is to be noted in the bill now in

the Legislature, at Quebec, Cancda, which provides that a

crucifix is to be erected before every witness box in the

Province and that every person who is not a Quaker by
profession shall be compelled to " lift his right hand in

front of the crucifix and to place his left hand on the book

of the Evangelists, and to cause him to swear before the

crucifix and upon the Holy Evangelists to tell the truth

and the whole truth iu the cause in which he is to be heard

as a witness." It will be observed that a concession is

made to none but the Friends.

—

Exchange.

—Locomotives now run in Jerusalem. The roar of the

engines through the streets that once echoed the Crusaders'

tread is a powerful historical antithesis.

—A manufacturer of Roubaix has invented a very cu-

rious application of electricity to looms. He adopts an in-

dicator which strikes when a thread breaks, and thus saves

the weaver from the close attention to the quickly moving
threads which is so injurious to the sight.

—Tlie universal language called " Volapuk" is already

in use by ten thousand people of various nationalities. Its

grammar can be learned in an hour. A full account of

this new tougue will be given by Richmond Walker in the

June number of the American Magazine.

—The Boston Medical and .Surgical Journal reports that

a huge number of calves, from one hour to three days old,

are said to have been slaughtered in Herkimer and Oneida
counties and sent to New York, where they are put up as

"canned chicken."

—A lady traveling in California, says of San Jacinto :

"It is that beautiful place in the mountains described by
Helen Hunt Jackson in her story' Ramona.' *Shebeiug
dead yet speaketb,' as I can testify, having seen Indian
schools which owe their existence to her inspiration. I

visited one at Santa Fc, on my way to California, where
Indiau girls are traiued at the expense of the Government.
This school is named ' Ramona,' in memory of Helen Hunt
Jackson. If the blessed ever look down on their life-work

surely she will be made increasingly happy in seeing her

beloved Indians cared for as a result of her labors."

CURRENT EVENTS.
REPORT.S have been received in the City of Mexico from

the regions of Northern Mexico recently visited hy earth-

quakes. At Bahispe " no habitable house was left stand-

ing." Sixty persons were killed and many fatally injured.

During the afternoon and night of the day following there

were eighteen additional shocks. It was thought the

number of bodies dug out of the ruins would reach l.TO. A
volcanic eruption occurred in the mountains near Javos,

flames bursting from the summit and boulders being

thrown up.

Great forest fires have been reported near Cheboygan,
Michigan, and in the Black River district of Wisconsin.

Near Cheboygan, on the 20th, 1,.500,000 feet of lumber be-

longing to Sibley & Barringerwasdistroyed. Crystal Falls,

a small mining town, was reported in danger. Later dis-

patches say the fires were subsiding.

A ,MOBE hopeful view is taken among statesmen in

Vienna of the political situation in Europe. It is expected

that Emperor Francis Joseph in his speech closing the
Hungarian Diet, this week, will strongly emphasize his
confidence in the maintenance of peace.

The President, accompanied by his wife and other
members of his family, expected to leave Washington on
the 26th inst., for Saranac Lake, N. Y., for a fishing trip. Th
party intended to be ab.sent about ten days.

The Secretary of the Treasury haa issued the llillb call

for the redemption of bonds. It is for $19,717,.".00 of the
three per cents, and will mature on July 1st. This is all

of the bonds of the United States which are now redeema-
ble, no more being sountil the 41 per cents, in 1901.

The Legislature of Florida has granted a special char-

ter to the " .Sub-Tropical Exposition." It is to be open con-

tinuously at Jacksonville during each winter season. In
addition to a comprehensive display of the re.sources of all

sections of Florida, the exposition will include departments
devoted to the Bahamas and West Indies, to California and
Mexico. Tropical and semi-tropical fruits, flowers, palms,

plants and natural curiosities will constitute the leading

features of the exposition.

According to a telegram from New Orleans, that city

is now believed to have the best marine quarantine system
in the world. " The etfects of incoming passengers are ex-

posed to superheated steam at 230 degrees, and vessels

are subject to a germ-killing process that is accomplished

in five hours without damage to delicate fabrics in the

cargo."

The deaths iu Philadelphia last week numbered 410,

which was 48 less than during the previous week, and 42

more than during the corresponding period last year.

The State Department is informed that the arbitration

boundary convention with Nicaragua has been ratified by
the Congress of Costa Rica.

There is a marked tendency in all the leading

cities in this country toward a strict enforcement of

the laws for the repre.ssion and punishment of crime.

The police officers are held to more rigid account than

in former years, an<I detectives are employed to such

advantage that it is a hard task for those who trans-

gress long to evade arrest. In fact, it is being made
a decidedly unhealthy business to engage in crime.

It \a true that there is, and perhaps always will be, a

percentage of weak or positively vicious persons who
infringe the laws, but they will do so now under pe-

culiar hazards, and their chance of escaping penalties

is a very slender one. Public opinion has quietly set

itself in a very firm attitude towards criminals of

everv degree, and marshalls, captains of police,

judges, and juries reflect this sentiment in their dis-

position to deal sternly with those who invade pri-

vate or public rights. There may be la.xily in the

small towns, but it is clear that in the cities a new
ri'gime has been inaugurated which means to conserve

order and peace and suppress places and persons in-

imical to morals. This fact is being demonstrated in

New York city, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington

city, Chicago, Louisville, and other towns of magni-

tude, and marks a movement along the whole line.

It is a wholesome sign, and all desirous of decent

municipal management will wish the good work to

go steadily on.

—

PiUshurgh Chronicle-Telegraph.

A newspaper printed at Dolores, Argentine Repub-

lic, which is situated near the volcanic region, gives
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an account of a mysterious shower of stones which

fell near tliat city a few weeks ago. The stones are

said to liave fallen as thick as hail, and varied in size

from a iiehhlc to a very respectable boulder. Incal-

culable damage was done to the crops, tall trees were

shivered to atoms, barns and outhouses were demol-

ished and many domestic animals were killed. In

some localities the ground was covered with the

bodies of wild geese and hawks, which appeared to

have been killed during their flight in the air. Sev-

eral persons were struck and bailly injured while at

work in tlie fields ; and in the city itself, which missed

the violence of the shower, one dwelling was wrecked.

The stones are said to have fallen continuously for

more than a minute.

The gold medal of the Royal Astronomical Society

of Great Britain has again been carried ofi' by an

American. Last year, as will be remembered, the

award was jointly to Professor Pickering, of Harvard

College, and Professor Pritchard, of Oxford. This

year it goes to Mr. Hill, of Washington, for Lis re-

markable mathematical researches upon the motion

of the moon ; remarkable not so much for the ac-

curacy of the results, which is most praiseworthy, as

for the skill and ability with which the newest

methods of "mathematics are brought into use, and

their great power exhibited in dealing with such a

subject.

The National Temperance Society has printed and

circulated more literature and has had larger receipts

than in any previous year of its history. The total

receipts for publications were $54,455.62, and for dona-

tions §9,8.33.47, making a total of §64,289.09 ; expenses,

$64,086.63. The report gives details of the great mis-

sionary work of the society among the colored people

of the South, which has more than doubled.

Pkofessor Rees, of Columbia College, comforts

New Yorkers with the opinion that an earthquake

like Charleston's in their city would be a hundred-

fold more disastrous. Many of the enormous build-

ings would be safe from destruction by virtue of the

use of Portland cement instead of mortar, and the

rock foundation of most of the buildings would be a

protection, but all cheaply-built blocks would tumble.

NOTICES.

*>.Si* At a meeting of the Committee to visit the branches

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, held Fifth mouth 13th,

the following Friends were appointed to visit Fishing
Creek Half-Yea-r Meeting, and its component meetings, and
such families as way may open to reach

:

Henry T. Child, ("634 Race St., Phila.), Joseph B. Livezey,

Martha Dodgsou, Wm. Dunn Rogers, Jeremiah Hayhurst,
Louisa A. Wright, and Mary H. Barnard.

A portion of the committee expect to attend meetings
at Reading, on the 19th of Sixth month ; to visit Koaring
Creek and Catawissa on the 20th and 21st ; and the other
meetings in their order ; others expect to remain after the
Half-Year Meeting.

The following committee was appointed to visit Had-
doufield Quarter, some of whom expect to attend the Quar-
terly Meeting at Medford, on Fifth-day, the 16th of Sixth
month :

HenryT. Child, Louisa A. Wright, Catharine P. Foulke,
Mary H. Barnard, Jeremiah Hayhurst, Joseph B. Livezey,
Ezra Fell.

*«.* Quarterly Meetings iu Si.xtb monlli will occur as
follows

:

4. Whitewater, Bichraond, Ind.
6. Centre, Hunning's Creek, Pa.
6. Prairie (inive, Prairie Qrovo, Iowa.
9. Salem, .Salrni, N. J.

13. Ocncsoe Yearly Meeting, Yarmouth, Out.
13. Baltimiiro Quarter, Sandy Spring, Md.
16. HaddoiiMeld, Medford, N. J.

23. Fishing (reck H. Y. M., Millville, Pa.

25, Scipir, Deruyter, N. Y.

*»* First-day next, 29th inst., is " Friends' day " at the

Home for Aged and Infirm Colored Persons; 3 P. M. Gi-
rard and Belmount Aves. Friends are particularly invited.

*v.* Philadelphia First-day School Union will meet at

Green Street Meeting-house, on Sixth-day evening. Sixth
month 10th, at 7i o'clock. Aimual reports aredesired from
schools which have adjourned for the summer. The gen-
eral attendance of Friends is solicited.

Jos. M. TRtTM.4.N, Jr., Clerk.

*»' Salem Quarterly Meeting's Committtee on the sub-

ject of Temperance and Intoxicating Beverages will hold a
Conference in Friends' Meeting-house at Woodstown, on
Third-day, Fifth month 31st, at 2 o'clock P. M., Pilesgrove

Monthly Meeting convenes at the same place, 10 A. M. All

are cordially invited. Edwin A. Holmes,
Clerk of Temperance Committee.

*«* Superintendents of First-day Schools are requested

to return to the General Conference-room, 1500 Racestreet,

Philadelphia, any "Topic" and " Primary Quarterlies, No.
2" that can be spared from their schools, as the supply at

the office is exhausted.
RoBEKT M. Jannev, Clerk.

•if* At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the

First-day School General Conference, held in Philadelphia,

Fifth month 11, 1887, William J. Hall, Swarthmore, Pa.,

was appointed Treasurer, in place of E. Blackburn, re-

signed. All financial correspondence should be hereafter

directed to the new Treasurer.
EoBEET M. Janney, Clerk.

*Si* A conference under the care of the Quarterly Meet-

ing's Committee on Temperance will be held at Friends'

Meetiug-house, Germantown, on First-day, Fifth month
29, 1887, at 3 P. M., on " The Present Outlook of Tem-
perance." All are invited.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
*,* We particularly ask that when money is forwarded to renew

subscriptions, care he taken to give us the name of the person to

wham the paper is now being sail. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which

case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

*»• Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance

may be used as late as the mornmg of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper Is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent U) press at noon of the day preceding.

*,»As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and

Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

ntnnljers printed.

•,» The Index and Title-Page for last year is ready for those

who wish to bind, and will be forwarded to subscribers whenever

asked for. Send postal card with name and address.
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GOD STILL TEE SAME.

Not thoQ from us, O Lord, but we
Withdraw ourselves from thee.

When we are dark and dead,

And thou art covered with a cloud,

Hanging before thee like a shroud.

So that our prayer can find no way,

O teach us that we do not say,

" Where is thy brightness fled ?
"

But that we search and try,

What in ourselves has wrought this blame,

For thou remainest still the same

;

But earth's own vapors earth may fill

With darkness and thick clouds, while still

The sun is in the sky. —Tkench.

NEW YORK YEARLY MEETING, 1887.

THE proceedings of the sessions for business were
begun on Second-day morning, tlie 23d ult. We give

below the work in the women's branch, at which the

representative of the Intelligencer and Journal
was present.

The morning was cool and delightful and a cheer-

ful and thankful spirit seemed to animate the com-

pany of Friends assembled. The voice of fervent

prayer for divine help arose from the body of the

meeting before business was entered upon.

Then followed the calling of the representatives,

who all responded except two, and a satisfactory rea-

son was given for the absence of one. Minutes for

Friends in attendance from abroad were then read

:

for Martha H. Ferris, from East Hamburg Monthly
Meeting, held at Buffalo ; Charlotte W. CocIjs, from
Rochester Monthly Meeting ; Elizabeth Brown, from
Goose Creek Monthly Meeting, Virginia. Lydia H.

Price, df Philadelphia, and Martha S. Townsend, of

Baltimore, were pre.sent without minutes. All were
cordially welcomed. Charlotte W. Cocks addressed

the meeting at some length, expressing her faith in

the Divine guidance and in the loving fatherhood of

God. If we act in obedience to his commands we
cannot fail of his approval and of his support in the

way.
The Clerk then proceeded to read from the reports

of the constituent quarterly meetings statistical and
general reports concerning First-day schools under
their care. These reports were felt to be satisfactory

and encouraging. From the men's meeting was re-

ceived a minute for David Newport, a minister, from
Abington Monthly Meeting, Pa.

The epistles from the other yearly meetings were
taken up, and those from Philadelphia, Ohio, and Bal-

timore read. A committee to essay replies to these

and the other epistles was appointed. A committee
to assist the Clerk in gathering the exercises of the

meeting was also named, and the session closed.

At the afternoon meeting, the first business was
the announcement from the representatives that they

had united in the reappointment of Amanda K. Mil-

ler for Clerk, and Sarah A. Macy for assistant. These
Friends were accordingly appointed for the present

year.

The Clerk proceeded to read the minutes of laa

year's meeting. A recommendation for a change of
discipline in regard to the avoidance of mourning gar-

ments, and in the avoidance of memorials at the grave

of the departed, that are out of simplicity of Friends'

customs, was brought up from Westbury Quar terly

Meeting, and both men's and women's meetings
united in appointing a committee for its considera-

tion. The epistle from Genesee was then read to the
edification of the meeting, followed by that from In-

diana. Elizabeth Thistlethwaite spoke at some length,

at the conclusion of the session, upon the text,

" Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God."
On Third-day morning, the 24tb, the meeting gath-

ered. The reading of the epistle from Illinois was
the first business of the day. The subject of temper-

ance claimed earnest consideration. It recommended
educational labor in the cause, and advocated using

the powers of the young in the cause. The report of

Duanesburg First-day School was also offered, and
was considered encouraging to all engaged in this

work.

The considera ion of the state of the Society was
entered upon by reading and reviewing the First

Query and its answers. This was followed by the

others to the Sixth, inclusive.

Lydia H. Price spoke feelingly on the excellence

of the marriage rules of our religious profession.

Simplicity and uprightness should characterize every

action of our lives, in order that these earthly expe-

riences may be truly blessed. Hannah W. Haydock
believed that the observance of the full requirements

of the Discipline is very important in the consumma-
tion of marriage. The Seventh Query and its answers
were consideied. No violation of the requirements

was noted.
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At the afternoon session, the Eighth Query and its

answers were taken up. To tlie Ninth Query, tlie

siiuimary answer states that care is taken to deal with

offenders in the spirit enjoined by the Discipline.

The Tenth Query, (concerning schools), was consid-

ered. Several of the quarterly meetings have no

schools of the kind inquired for. Westbury has two.

The Eleventh Query was considered, closing the an-

nual review of the state of the Society. The minutes

of the Representative Committee for the past year

were read and approved by the Yearly Meeting.

They contained no matters of an unusual character.

A memorial concerning our departed friend, Moses

Pierce, of Cliappaqua, was next read. He was one

largely interested in all the reformatory and benevo-

lent work of his day, and very useful in promoting

the zeal and activity of others. A memorial concern-

ing the late Rachel C. Tilton, from Shrewsbury

Monthly Meeting, N. J., was read. Her experiences

were interesting and unusual, and her life useful to

its close. Of gentle bearing and of sweet spirit her

labors in the ministry were acceptable and valuable.

A memorial concerning Hannah F. Carpenter, from

Purchase Monthly Meeting, was next read. This was

also a noble and beautiful life of dedication.

The report of the committee to visit subordinate

meetings was read, recommending a continuance of

the service. A nominating committee was appointed

to jointly consider of and propose a new committee

for this service for the ensuing year. The report of

the Committee on Education was then read and its

labors approved by the Yearly Meeting. A nomina-

ting committee to appoint a new committee to take

charge of the educational concern for the ensuing

year was appointed. The First-day School Associa-

tion asked that this meeting adjourn to the 26th in

order to give an opportunity for that Association to

transact its business to-morrow afternoon. This re-

quest was favorably considered and granted, and the

meeting adjourned till 10 o'clock on Fifth-day, the

26tb.

The meeting of the First-day School Association

was held on Fourth-day afternoon in charge of Jo-

seph A. Bogardus and Carrie J. Titus as clerks. Re-

ports were read from the several schools constituting

the association. These schools give their numbers, a

sketch of their plan of work, the books added to

their libraries, and their aspirations for the future.

It was noticed that many of the schools use the Les-

son Leaves prepared for the purpose. It was felt that

the efforts of Friends in gathering the children for

their instruction, according to the principles of

Friends have been blessed. There is a prospect of

increasing interest. A Friend felt sure that the need

of the day ij willing laborers in this cause, or in any

work for which the Heavenly Father may choose to

qualify them. Hannah "W. Haydock encouraged

these remarks and several others joined her in the

sentiment of approval of a joyous, willing dedication

to the work wtiich approves itself to the heart. AVm.

Lloyd cautioned Friends against too great subservi-

ency to the Lesson Leaves. Frances J. Newlin also

spoke, cautioning teachers against omitting to seek

wisdom from the one fountain of living truth. Lydia

H. Price also spoke against the exalting of any letter

above the spirit of life. The word that comes imme-
diately to the heart of the truly dedicated teacher is

often of greater value than any prepared formula. It

is, however, evident that the teachers in First-day

schools need some help in teaching from the Scrip-

tures. True knowledge dispises no aid from faithful

workers who have gone carefully and thoughtfully

over the subject.

The report from New York included an interest-

ing and valuable historical sketch of the whole First-

day School work in this city. Brooklyn had also a

full and interesting report of the work which has
been done in training the young in the principles and
testimonies of our simple religious profession.

At 10 o'clock on Fifth-day morning, the Yearly
Meeting resumed its deliberations, and the report of

the Committee to credit the Treasurer's account was
laid before the meeting.

This was followed by an exhortation by Hannah
Allen, of Granville, to a life of dedication to the
divine will. A deputation from men's meeting in-

formed that they had set at liberty I»avid Newport
to visit women's meeting in gospel love. Unity being

expressed with the proposed visit, the Friend entered

and after a silence proceeded to speak of the retro-

gression in the spiritual nature often attendant upon
the accession to large pecuniary means. His caution

was to such as were thus tempted to serve the god of

this world rather than the spiritual Heavenly Father.

The Couimittee on Philanthropic Labor reported

next and gave an interesting account of what they

had endeavored to do. They have held many meet-
ings, which were made as inclusive of all the testi-

monies of Friends as possible, including the subjects

of Peace, Temperance, Prison Reform, the care of the

Indians, the Protection of Erring Women by Re-
formatories, etc. The work for the education of the

colored people of the South has been carried on with
good success. [Details on this point were given in

last week's issue.

—

Eds.]

Hannah W. Haydock reminded Friends that for a

long time members of our Society have been silently

and unostentatiously working in all these concerns,

but their official endorsement by our religious Society

gives to them an encouragement and an influence it

has never had before. She asked an appropriation

from Yearly Meeting funds for this purpose.

Martha S. Townsend spoke earnestly in praise for

the noble work that has been done by our yearly

meeting committees in these works of benevolence

and reform, in consonance with our religious profes-

sion.

The Committee on Education and the Visiting

Committee then reported their labors for the past

year. These committees are continued in the work,

and their labors for the past year are approved.

At the afternoon meeting the reports of other com-
mittees were received and approved. The essays of

epistles prepared by the committee for that purpose

were now reviewed, and after consideration and some
revision, were approved. Lydia H. Price had a testi-

mony of encouragement for those who may feel that

they have but little inheritance of the earth, and that
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they are less blessed than others. Eemember that

the love of God which passeth understanding welds

us all together iu a brotherhood of love and of peace.

We receive from one another of that which is theirs,

and give them of that in which we are rich.

The nominating committee to appoint the^Com-

mittee on Philanthropic Work for the ensuing year

reported a list of names, which were accepted as suit-

able. With this the busine,ss of the Yearly Meeting

was completed, and after the reading of the minutes

prepared by the clerk, the meeting closed under a

solemn covering. [We hope to have some report for

next week's paper of the proceedings in men's meet-

ing.

—

Eds. Intelligencek and Joukn.-il.]

S. K.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

VISITS IN SOUTHERN QUARTER.

A PLEASANT ride of a few hours, unmarked by any

event, and only noticeable by the more forward state

of vegetation as we steamed along, brought us to the

sober, prosperous old town of Easton, on the morn-

ing of the 24th ult. A slight shower had laid the

dust, and the drive from the station to the vicinity of

the historic grounds upon which the meetings of

Friends are held was through the main avenue, past

the public buildings, stores, and mansions of the moi'e

wealthy of the townspeople. We drove near the

meeting-house, and at the appointed hour, 3 P. M.,

joined the very small body that constitute the select

meeting of Southern Quarter. Only two monthly

meetings were represented, Northwest Fork being so

small that there could be no appointment made.

We were made sensible of the fact that numbers

have very little to do with the value of a meeting,

and the promise of the Master was again verified

" where two or three are met together in my name,

there am I in the midst of them." The care of the

elders over the ministry was compared to that of the

shepherd over his flock. As the tender watchful

shepherd guards his charge, carrying the lambs in

Ilia bosom, and leading gently along those that were

•with young, so these were the appointed custodians

in the church, caring for and watching over the germs

of divine life, the little evidences of growth in the

ministry of the AVord among them that none might

go forward to their own hurt, and none fail for want

of the tender caution and loving encouragement it

was theirs to give. Testimony was borne to the help-

fulness of mingling together in the love of the Gos-

pel, and the meeting closed in a near feeling of unity

one with another.

The attendance at the meeting on the following

day was believed to be about as usual on quarterly

meeting occasions. It was very satisfactory to see

how great an interest was manifested by the young
people, who seemed glad of the opportunity to min-

gle with older Friends. The hour of gathering, 10

A. M., is rather early for many, if we may judge by
the lateness of their arrival. This can hardly be

avoided in a meeting where the members are so

widely scattered. The true quiet was in due time at-

tained, and a reverent waiting covered the assembly.

The public exercises which followed were main-

ly in the direction of the object for which the meet-
ing had gathered—the consideration of the state of
the Society in this part of its heritage. The need
there is of continued watchfulness in the maintenance
of its principles and te.stimonies was dwelt upon and
that it be done not in the formalism of the letter, but
in the fresh unfoldings of the spirit that takes into

account the changes in social and business life, and
is ready to meet these changes, in that adaptation

of the discipline and usages of the older time to

the needs of the busy day in which we live. This, it

was felt, involves no abandonment of a single princi-

ple that has come down to us as a sacred inherit-

ance bequeathed by the bold defenders of liberty of

conscience and freedom in religion, whose faithful

maintenance of these testimonies, has made this

place historic ground, and left to those who meet
here an example worthy of all honor. Friends were
encouraged to continued faithfulness in every good
word and work. The meeting separated for the trans-

action of the business to come before it, the men ad-

journing to the upper room.
There was very little business to claim attention.

Reports from Third-haven, Cecil, and North AVest

Fork were read, these being the three monthly meet-

ings that constitute this quarter.

The committees to attend the late Yearly Meeting
were mostly present. A committee to inquire con-

cerning the condition of trust funds held by the

meeting for school purposes was appointed by men
Friends, and a request that women's meeting would
appoint a similar committee to unite with them in

this service was responded to and three from that

meeting were added.

It was proposed by Joseph Powell that before the

concluding minute was read, Friends meet in joint

session, which was fully united with in both branches
;

and after all were quietly seated in the main audi-

ence room J. P. handed forth words of loving inter-

est and fraternal solicitude, giving expression to the

help and encouragement it had been to him to min-

gle with brethren and sisters in the worship of the

Father, and in the transaction of the business of the

church. Under the inflence of the feeling that fol-

lowed and overspread the assembly the meeting

concluded.

The presence of so many young people and the

interest they manifested in all that was said was a

hopeful indication of future dedication to the more
responsible duties of the church and of usefulness in

the several lines of service therein.

The Youths' Meeting, held on Fourth-day, was
well attended. Not so many of those who are not

Friends were present as have been at other times,

owing, it was thought, to local causes, it being court

with an important case on trial, besides social events,

and railroad interests coming in for a larger share of

the community's thought and attention. Notwith-

standing these things there were interested attend-

ers not of our fold, whose presence is felt to be an

evidence of a desire to have apart in the simple wor-

ship of Friends.

Another opportunity for social commingling fol-

lowed the meeting, after which the committee ot
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three (from the Yearly IMeeting) parted company,

two returning to their homes, the other remaining to

continue the visit amons; Friends of the two month-

ly meetings of Cecil and North West Fork.

L. J. R.

THE JURISDICTION OF COMMITTEES.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

SO long as Friends were a /ft'?/))*? people their practice

conformed to their theory ; and they were accustomed

to " get into the quiet," and wait, before beginning to

work. So long as this mode of procedure continued

to be practiced, there seemed to be safety and pro-

priety in minuting the appointment of a committee

to perform some service, or to enter into some new
field of labor, as " way might open." All who were

imbued with the real spirit of Friendliness had no

difficulty in understanding the meaning of this ex-

pression, and no desire to exceed its limits by pro-

ceeding in a way that was not open.

Of latter time, however, there has been a change
;

some of our members take the view that when a com-

mittee is set apart to perform some service, it must

go to work and perform it, or else be discharged for

inability. Some who take an active part in our meet-

ings for discipline speak disbelievingly, and almost

derisively of the time-honored expression—" as way

may open "—and claim that business of all kinds must

be transacted in an executive way. Such being the

view of some who are liable to be appointed on com-

mittees, it is very important that minutes of appoint-

ment should be definite ; and that the limitations, as

well as the functions of the committee should be

stated in unmistakable language. To say that a large

body of solid Friends regret the necessity for such

prescribed limitations, and would gladly return to

the good old way of waiting and feeling, rather than

continue the present one of planning and working,

would be stating a truism, but one that is not included

in the subject of the present article.

The "Philanthropic Labor" in which mo.st of our

Yearly ^Meetings are now engaged involves great

temptations on the part of committees to transgress

the limits of their appointment, when by so doing

they feel assured that they can enlai-ge the sphere of

their usefulness. The miseries of the degraded and

the cries of the distressed are seen and heard in dif-

ferent directions, and the sights are so revolting and

the cries so piteous that they appeal to the strongest

and to the weakest ; to the stoutest heart, and to the

most tender; for aid, for comfort, and for elevation. The
history of the Society of Friends for two and a half

centuries gives us a record—which might be largely

supplemented by verbal traditions—of faithful and ef-

fective labor in the great work of ameliorating human
suffering, of reforming the criminal classes, and of ele-

vating the depressed. That future generations may
point to the record of the present with as much satis-

faction as we do to that of the past, is probably the

sincere desire of every concerned Friend. But we
must remember how very careful were those " sons of

the morning " not to exceed the " limitations of

Truth," even in their beneficence. They maintained

a watchful care not to go before their Guide.

Now, however, we are a less inward, a less waiting
people ; and hence the greater necessity for outward
checks and restraints. The purpose, therefore , of the
present article is to call the attention of Friends
tliroughout our .seven yearly meetings to the im-

portance of limiting, by their minutes of appoint-
ment, committees tliat are set apart for some service

which may take them outside of our own borders.

In the vast and still enlarging field of " Philan-
thropic Labor" there is much intercourse witli tiie

outside world, and hence great need for circumspec-
tion in all our movements. The prestige which the
Society of Friends now holds in the community ; the
conversation, the cautiousness, the conscientiousness,

the general carefulness by which this prestige has
been acquired ; the liability of weakening our influ-

ence by the too frequent attempt to exercise it ; all

indicate the necessity for great deliberation and unity
of purpose, before venturing outside of our own
lines.

There are, just now, three points that seem to

need guarding in an especial manner, as they are

liable to attacks from both within and without.

Conservative Friends, in many places, it is believed,

have already discovered the vulnerability of these

exposed outposts, and the corresponding necessity of

increasing the guard.

The first point of danger is that of partisan poli-

tics. Within the past three years the attempt has
frequently been made to intrude this matter into

committees, into our meetings, and into the columns
of this paper. At the late Yearly Meeting in Phila-

delphia, this attempt met with an expression of de-

cided disapproval which will probably quiet the sub -

ject for the present, and thus relieve the minds of a
large number of Friends throughout our borders. In
the Intelligencer and Journal, page 32-t, I find the
following passage which I extract from the account
of the " proceedings of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing." " Caution, however, was thrown out by several

Friends against any tendency toward political action

on the part of the Society or its committees. Indi-

viduals must be free, as citizens, to act as they feel

conscientiously drawn, but in its collective capacity,

the Society has no party purposes." This caution
seems to cover the whole ground, and to furnish—at

least so far as one Yearly Meeting is concerned—the
guard needed for this point. Any action, or any
recommendation, that savors of partisan coercion,

will be likely to sow the seeds of dissension in our
own ranks, and to weaken our influence in the com-
munity.

The second point is that of printing and circula-

ting pamphlets, or tracts, in the name of the Society

of Friends or of one of its yearly meetings, without
first submitting .said tracts to the Representative Com-
mittee for its inspection and approval. If any and
every committee that is appointed for a benevolent
object shall feel itself authorized to prepare and cir-

culate outside of the Society such literature as said

committee may think will be likelv to advance some
testimony or promote some benevolent design, we
may soon find ourselves called upon to defend senti-

ments which we do not approve, and for which the
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Society of Friends should not be held responsible.

In the' Philadelphia " Discipline," p. 59, 1 find the fol-

lowing among the " services confided " to the Repre-

sentative Committee

:

" First. To represent this Yearly Meeting during

its recess, and to act in its behalf in cases where the

welfare of our religious Society may render it need-

ful. But it is not to meddle with any matter of faith

or discipline.
" Second. To procure and distribute such books or

pamphlets as may be a means of spreading the knowl-

edge of our religious principles or testimonies ;
and

to advise or assist any of our members on their own

application, who may incline to publish any such

manuscript or work as may tend to promote the cause

of truth, or be beneficial to society."

After reading this I feel confirmed in the belief

that Philadelphia Yearly Meeting has 6uJ one commit-

tee that should print and distribute literature in the

name of the Society of Friends, and intended to ad-

vance any of our testimonies. At present I have not

access to the books of " Discipline " of the other

yearly meetings, but I presume that, in this partic-

ular, they are about the same in substance.

The third point to be guarded is the increasing

tendency to send petitions to legislacive bodies. The

dangers to which the Society is exposed on this ac-

count are both positive and negative. Positive be-

cause improper things may be asked for, or proper

ones in an improper manner ; and negative because

our influence will be weakened as it is diffused, or too

frequently exerted. This tendency is thought by

some experienced Friends to be fraught with danger

and the practice to be one of the most serious inno-

vations of modern times. It must be patent, without

argument, that if committees appointed by the yearly,

the quarterly, or the monthly meetings, are at liberty

to memorialize the National Congress or the State

Legislatures, these bodies will soon grow weary of

the overdoing and will be ready to cast aside every

such document ; and some of their members might

make the contemptuous remark, " Another Quaker

petition !
" There seems to be but one safe course in

this matter of memorializing, and that is to leave it

aZUothe Representative Committee. This committee

represents the Yearly Meeting during the year, and

is, by virtue of its representative capacity, delegated

with extraordinary powers. It has also its limita-

tions ; and should it exceed them, the yearly meeting

next convened could call it to account. The minutes

of this committee are faithfully reported to the yearly

meeting each year ; and, so far as I am aware, there

has not been any undue assumption of power on its

part at any time in the last sixty years.

In conclusion, I would say that when committees

are appointed it would be well for them and for the

meeting to understand their limitations, as well as

their functions. H. '^

lifth month 26, 1887.

The town councils of twenty Scotch towns have

this year petitioned Parliament to grant suffrage to

women. Among them are Edinburgh, Dunfermline,

Dumfries, Dunbar, Linlithgow and Stirling.

THE FIRST-DAY SCHOOLS.
DO THE LESSON LEAVES MEET THE WANTS OF

THE TEACHERS'!^

IN attempting to answer this que.stion I feel a great

responsibility, for in considering it we cannot ignore

the greater one—the teacher himself. No life can be

lived without relations, connections, or attachments,

without dependencies and responsibilities. We may
not tear ourselves out of the web of humanity, cut-

ting all ties, casting off all responsibilities, living

without reference to God or man, law or duty, and

fulfil in any sense the true meaning of life; and when

we reflect that a child's whole future is affected by

youth's impressions, thoughts, and actions, we will

enter into our work with an earnest but humble

spirit. A child must have food for thought and it

were much wiser to fill the mind with good than try

to root out evil. We give a plant opportunities to

grow but it does its own growing ;
and if we place be-

fore the child beautiful thoughts—moral and spirit-

ual—we will find in him a respon.sive subject, imbib-

ing these ideas intuitively. The child's natural faith

in or ideas of God need not our care. Our ideas of

God rise as our natures grow purer and nobler. It is

not the text-book that makes the successful teacher,

it is the well-informed, capable teacher who makes

good use of the text-book. The lesson leaves, or

First-day School lessons as they are now termed, are,

we think, an aid to the teacher. They are of three

grades. Scripture, Topic, and Primary. The Scripture

lessons we have found excellent aids in teaching

bible history, giving as subjects for the diflerent

weeks incidents in the lives of Abraham, Isaac, Ja-

cob, Joseph, Lot's choice, etc. What child will you

find who fails to be interested in the story of Esau

and Jacob, or of Joseph being sold by his brethern,

his interpretation of Pharaoh's dream, his advance-

ment to honor and power in the kingdom ; but very

few children can read the Old Testament, chapter

after chapter, with any intellectual or spiritual profit.

The wisdom of following the International Lessons

has been questioned, but we can see no objection to

it as they take the important events and characters,

giving aconsecutive history with ample opportunity

for introducing lessons of faith, filial love, magnanim-

ity, forgiveness, etc. Abraham's sublime faith never

wavered, even when tried to the extent of sacrificing

his beloved son. We have a beautiful example of

filial love in Joseph, when on meeting his brothers

his first inquiry was " Doth my father yet live?" and

when his brother from remorse and shame could not

answer, what worthy magnanimity and forgiveness

are here portrayed when he says "Now be not

grieved nor angry with yourselves that ye sold me

hither for God did send me before you hither to pre-

serve life."

The Topic lessons are of a more general literary

character, giving extracts from different authors or

the Bible relating to the same golden text as that

used in the Scripture and Primary lessons. Each

topic contains a talk or explanation on the golden

text, which, of course, needs still further talk and ex-

1 An essay read at the meeting of Bucks First-day Scliool

Union, Fourth month 23, 1887.
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plan'ation between the members of the class and the

teacher. '

"Only ft thought; hut the work it wrought

Could never by tongue or pen be taught,

For it ran through a life like a thread of gold,

And the life bore fruit a huudred-fold."

The committee has sent a circular to teachers and

others giving tlie topics for the next issue, and asking

for ideas on those subjects ; so we are really a com-

mittee of the whole and can have a voice in improv-

ing when we wish for, or think of any improvement.

Each teacher who conscientiously does liis best to

implant a love of bible reading, respect for moral

truth, or desire for spiritual growth has done much
good, and we recognize that these lesson leaves are

of great benefit in this work, so let us do our very

best with them as they are and contribute any new
thought or different view that may add to their

value.

Sometimes the results of our efforts to do good

may be seen, yet much of our work must be done in

simple faith and perhaps the best results will come
from unconscious influence.

LONDON YEARLY MEETING.
London, Pifthmonlh 21, 1887.

Editors Intilligexcer and Journal :

THE first business undertaken after the usual open-

ing preliminaries, by London Yearly Meeting, was the

consideration of the report of the Conference held in

London in Eleventh month last, upon the subject of

correspondence with American yearly meetings. The
particulars of this report have become pretty well

known through the periodicals of the Society. It

may be regarded as consisting of three divisions :

(1.) "Whether or not any material alteration should

be introduced, either by discontinuance or otherwise

;

(2.) endeavors to reopen correspondence with Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting
; (3.) addressing a general

epistl e to all the yearly meetings on the American
continent. It was suggested, by myself, that consid-

ering the importance of the interest involved, it

might be the wisest course to pursue at the present

time, simply to receive the report, and allow it with

the proposals therein contained to appear in the

printed minutes of the Yearly Meeting, and defer the

consideration of it until next year. Other Friends

thought that the subject having had the considera-

tion of the Yearly Meeting for two years, and by
two Conferences within that period, the decision

should be now taken ; and this latter view prevailed,

but it was very definitely pointed out that this would
not be a settlement of the question. The meeting
then proceeded to discuss the first clause, which af-

firmed the continuance of correspondence on its

present lines—but making some alterations with re-

gard to the appointment of correspondents in Lon-
don, for each of the American yearly meetings. Each
of these will in future have its correspondent in Lon-
don, as hitherto, but no member of London Yearly

Meeting will be allowed to represent more than one
of them ; and be will be expected to give his assist-

ance to any committee appointed by London Yearly
Meeting to reply to any epistle from the yearly meet-

ing for which he is correspondent. The idea of having
these correspondents formed into a standing com-
mittee (of the Meeting for Sufferings), "on American
ali'airs," wliidi the report suggests, was abandoned.

The second proposition, to issue a minute expres-

sive of brotherly interest in all who bear the name
of Friends was warmly discussed for more than two
hours, and eventually disposed of for want of suffi-

cient unanimity. In the course of the discussion fre-

quent reference was made to the Seceders of 1827-8,

and it was strikingly manifest that a better under-

standing is coming about with regard to this wing of

the body, and prejudice and ignorance are being re-

moved. In case the meeting had come to a decision

to issue the suggested minute, it is quite as likely as

not that they would have been included.

The third proposition with regard to endeavoring

to reopen correspondence with Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting (O.) was also dropped. Some explanation was
given as to the cause of suspension, and it was felt by
many Friends that until those difficulties were re-

moved it was unlikely that we should succeed in elicit-

ing any response. A suitable record was made of the

exercises of the sitting and the meeting then proceeded

with reading the Irish and American epistles.

In the course of reading the American epistles,

warm discussions occurred upon the question of re-

plying to those from Ohio and Iowa. The general

condition of both these yearly meetings came under
review, in the case of Ohio mainly with respect to

the liberty taken by ministers in submitting them-
selves to, and commending to others, the rite of water

baptism, but other grave departures from the doc-

trines and practices of Friends were also mentione<l.

In the case of Iowa, the principal point brought

under notice was the institution of a paid ministry,

under the plausible designation of a pastorate. Very
strong remarks were heard upon this innovation,

and it was with extreme difficulty that the yearly

meeting found three Friends willing to undertake the

duty of essaying a reply.

When Indiana epistle had been read, a minute of

that Yearly Meeting was brought up, desiring London
Yearly Meeting to unite, by sending a cieputation, in

the Conference of American Yearly Meetings to be

held in Richmond, Indiana, in Ninth month. By
the aid of private correspondence from Friends in

America favorable to the project, and the determina-

tion of a few Friends who had set their minds upon
pushing it through, it was finally agreed to refer the

matter for further consideration to a large committee
with instructions that if it agreed to the sending of

a deputation it should bring in measures to submit to

the Yearly Meeting at a future sitting. This com-
mittee, which was joined by an appointment from

women's meeting, was largely composed of those who
favored the proposal. The conclusion to nominate a

deputation was, however, not arrived at without much
adverse criticism, by several members of the com-

mittee, who contended that to respond to the invita-

tion of one section of Friends would close the door of

approach towards those who had seceded ; and it

could not be expected that the original Yearly Meet-

ing of Ohio, which our yearly meeting disowned in
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18S5, or that of Philadelphia, which ceased to respond
to Lonond Yearly Meeting after its action towards
Ohio, (neither of which are likely to be represented

at the Conference), will be drawn into near associa-

tion with London through the agency of the gather-

ing at Richmond. C. T.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 24.

Sixth Month 12, 1887.

THE COMMANDMENTS.
Topic : Duty of God.

Golden Text : "Thou'shalt love the Lord thy God, with all thy

heart."—Matt. 22: 37.

Read Exodus 22 : 1-11. Eeiylsed Version.

PLACE. Mount Sinai in the southern part of the
peninsula of Arabia. It has two peaks : from the
higher one Mosesmay have received the Law, but the

lower peak commands a view from every part of the
plain below, and in every way corresponds with the

account given of the proclamation of the Law.
Like all the messages of the Divine Being to the

patriarchs and prophets of Bible history, the record

of the giving of the Ten Commandments to the

Israelites is told in a conversational way. It is God
who with his own fingers engraves the two tables of

stone, and it is his voice that amid the thunderings
and the lightnings of Sinai is heard audibly speaking
all the words. Whether by accepting this as a literal

narrative, or as figurative altogether, we get at the
true rendering, must be left for each one to settle as

the truth revealed to each requires. These " Ten
Words," are divine words, they had their origin in

the revelations of God to man, and are found written

with the divine finger on the tablet of the heart.

They are given in the singular number, and this

bears evidence that they are addressed to many, not
in his congregated capacity, but as an individual, ac-

countable to God for the right performance of every
duty.

Our lesson embraces the Commandments that

relate to our duty to God and were engraved 'on the
first table.

No other Gods before me. They were to acknowl-
edge no God but Jehovah. He was to be the sole

object of worship as quoted by Jesus. "Thou shalt

worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou
serve." Matt. 4-10.

TTiou shalt not make any graven image. This was to

prevent both polytheism and idolatry. All other
forms of religion had allowed the making of images
to represent the forces of nature, and the worship of

these as gods had in a large degree taken the place
of that worship which all nations recognized as due
to the Supreme Deity, known under different names
by the various nations of the earth. It is related of
Pompey that when he entered the Temple at Jeru.sa-

lem, he was amazed at beholding no image or like-

ness of Jehovah, so true had the Hebrews been to

the divine command given from Mount Sinai. The
temples of Greece and Rome, and of Egypt and
Assyria had images of the deities to which they
were dedicated.

Nearly all the statuary found among the ruins of

these empires and nations belonged to this idolatrons
worship.

Does not this command, given to the Hebrews as
second only to the one great law of the worship of
one God, imply that worship even at that early day
must be a spiritual worship ; that no outward object
of devotion is allowed by the great I Am who as
Jesus declared must be worshipped in spirit and in
truth. "True knowledge of God comes only when
the soul confidently trusts in the Supreme Ideal, and
in such a school God becomes the only teacher."

37(Oit shall not take the name of the Lord thy God in
vain, forbids all careless, thoughtle.ss use of the divine
name, all empty forms of religion, all worship that is

only lip-service, and all familiar expressions that tend
to lessen our reverence for God and for sacred things.

Remember the Sabbath day. Friends from the first

have seen no ground in the Scriptures to warrant the
belief that this command, given to the Hebrews and
held by them as part of the divine law which bound
them to observe the day as holy to the Lord, is bind-
ing upon us as a Christian Sabbath, possessing any
inherent holiness. As a beneficent provision, that
rest and recuperation from the six days of labor may
be secured to man and the animals he has trained to

serve him, it becomes a necessity. And the leisure

thus aflbrded gives opportunity to meet together in

public worship. R. Barclay, writing on this subject,

says: " We know no moral obligation by the fourth

commandment, or elsewhere, to keep the first day of
the week more than any other, or any holiness inher-

ent in it. But forasmuch as it is necessary that there
be some time set apart to meet together to wait upon
God, and that it is fit at sometimes to be freed from
their other outward affairs, and that servants and
beasts have some time allowed them to be eased from
their continual labor, and it appearing that the

apostles and primitive christians did use the first day
of the week, we find ourselves sufficiently moved for

these causes to do so, also, without superstitiously

straining the Scriptures for another reason.

We may learn from the teachings of this lesson :

That willing, loving obedience to the Divine com-
mands is due from us, and promotes our highest good.

That no image or likeness of God can bring us

near to him, and no worship is acceptable to him that

has for its object the exaltation of any creature he has
made.

That the names by which we express our recogni-

tion of God should be held sacred and inviolate. To
lightly speak of the Divine Being leads to a disregard

of his commands.
That a portion of our time given to rest is a physi-

cal necessity, and is enjoined by the consideration

that the seventh day belongs to God.

Fe.\nces Willard in her tract on " Dress and
Vice," in the "Social Purity Series," thus illustrates

an important principle: "The style of dress among
hired girls is often pitiful to see. But it usually puts to

shame the mistress more than the maid by reason of

its tawdrier imitation of tawdry fashions set in the

parlor, which, in this democratic land, the kitchen

will be sure to follow."
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BELIEF AND PRACTICE.

CONTINUALLY are we being reminded by the al-

most daily occurance of crooked practices amongst

men, of the great need there is of such a belief, using

the work in the sense of religious truth, as will lead,

and lead only, to the constant habits of righteous

living and righteous dealing in this world of mani-

fold temptations to evil.

The prayer of the Psalmist " Incline not my heart

to any evil thing, to practice wicked works with men

that work iniquity ; and let me not eat of their

dainties," is one that may be, if uttered with sincerity,

profitable in this our day and generation. A more

fervent and persistent teaching of the strong truths

recorded in the Bible in reference to a correct walk

in life would have a far reaching and more whole-

some eifect than dwelling upon theoretical plans of

salvation upon which so much stress is placed. And

to this point we would call the attention of teachers

as well as parents, particularly such as are engaged

in the work of the First-day School, citing them to

the abundance of scripture testimony in favor of

righteousness
;
prominent among W'hich is the gen-

eral epistle of James which is concise enough to form

a tract for daily perusal, and which so simply and

beautifully emphasizes the necessity of each one

living under the perfect law of liberty, " being not a

hearer that forgetteth, but a doer that worketh," and

by this doing receives the blessing of the most high

God.

A long time have men pleaded for soundness of

faith and of doctrine, and such multitudes have con-

fessed to the popular christian plan of" salvation by

Christ," that we marvel that the results as manifested

in the world at large have not been greater. Alas!

that so many hold belief only as an intellectual at-

tainment, not realizing that it cannot be sound un-

less it produces good results in the lives of those who

profess it. Holding it thus it does not become en-

grafted in the heart, as Jesus meant that it should,

causing true believers to resist evil whether it come

from within or without, to plead the cause of the

poor, the weak, and the needy, to deal justly with all

men and last but not least to practice humilit}'. For

the heart tendered by the spirit of the Christ power

does not vauntingly rejoice in possessing the true

knowledge ofGod, nor does it condemn others if they

walk correctly, even if they hold not the same faith.

Summing it all up, as it has been done again

and again, to each generation, it resolves itself into

clearness as shown in this, that " as the body apart

from the spirit is dead, even so faith apart from works

is dead." Or as in these modern days the poet in

rhythmic measure expresses it:

Faithfully faithful to every trust;

Houestly houest in every deed

;

Righteously righteous, and justly just,

This is the whole of the good man's creed.

As we approach the warm summer months an d

are thinking how to spend them to the best advan-

tage to ourselves, we should not forget the claims of

charity in this direction presented through the vari-

ous city organizations, prominent and deserving

amongst which is " The Children's Country Week."

It is now so well-known that it needs only to be

named to call attention to it. Friends having funds

to spare to aid in giving poor children or tired mothers

"a breath of country air," can do so by leaving their

contributions at Friends' Book Association, Fifteenth

and Race streets, Philadelphia.

DEA TffS.

BLAKE.—At the residence of her brother, William

Blake, Fourth month 1st, Elizabeth Blake. Interment at

Abingtou Meeting, Pa.

BEOOMALL.—Near Glen Mills, Delaware county,

Peuna., on Twelfth mouth 27th, 1836, Sarah Ann Broomalli

wife of Daniel Broomall, in the 81st year of her age.

BEOOMALL.—On Third mouth 30th, 1887, Daniel

Broomall, in bis 85th year.

This aged couple had lived together for fifty-nine years,

the wife having died ou the anniversary of their wedding.

Both were Elders of Middletwou Preparative Meeting for a

number of years prior to their death. Their home, in

which they bad lived for fifty-one years, was not more

than two miles from the places'of their births. They

turned no one away empty handed and they shall surely

receive the reward which is promised: "Inasmuch as ye

have done it unto oue of the least of these, my brethren,

ye have done it unto me."

At the death of his wife, be remarked, " I will not be

long after her." And so the All-wise Father seemed to

order it. Peacefully they journeyed through life aud so,

passed unto death.

CADWALL.iDEE.—At her late residence in Solebury

Bucks Co., Pa., Fourth month 29th, 1887, suddenly, of par-

alysis, Mary, daughterof Fr.anklinand Rachel Cadwallader,

in the 27tb year of her age.

FUEMAN.—On Second-day Fifth mouth 23rd, Mary Pax-

son, wife of David Purman, inber 66th year. A member of

the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

GITT.—Ou Fifth month 3rd, 1SS7, near Arendtsville,

Adams county, Pciina., Hannah Wierman, wife of Daniel

D. Gitt, aged 70 years, five months, and 24 days.

This dear friend was the daughter of Isaac aud Susanna

Comly Wierman, both members of the Society of Friends,

aud was thus descended from two Friends' families well
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known in Pennsylvania. She was a member of Mcnallen

Particular and Baltimore Yearly Meeting, and although

she married out of the Society, she remained through life

a decided Friend in principle and belief. She was liberal

and charitable, and when two of her children felt drawn

toward the Luther an church, to which their father belongs,

she acquiesced in that course. She was a dutiful and de-

voted daughter, a most affectionate and loving mother and

warm, true friend. Her thrift was shown in her care of

her garden, her fruit, and all the products of her farm, the

proceeds of which were given to herchildern and to others

who needed them. Her many virtues and excellent quali-

ties shone in her life, which was one of labor and love for

others and will cause her to be long and lovingly remem-
bered by those who are left behind. M.

Fifth month 2ith, 1887.

PLUMMER.—At her residence near New Market, Md.,

Fifth month 13th, in herSGth year, Ruth H. Plummer ; a

member of Bush Creek Preparative Meeting of Friends.

ZAN.—At the residence of her brother, William Blake,

Fifth month 21st, Keziah Zan. Interment at Abiugtou

Meeting.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

JOHN MALIN GEORGE'S ANCESTRY.
THE legacy which is said to be tlie largest ever be-

qeatheil to our branch of Friends makes the ancestry

of John M. George of interest, and through the kind-

ness of Deborah Moulson Cre.sswell I am enabled to

compile the following:

Edward Ap John of Cynlas, in the parish of Llan-

dyval, near Bala,. Merionethshire, Wales, was (1670)

a freeholder of about £24 per annum and a man of

good repute and careful to bring up his children in

the fear of the Lord according to the Church of Eng-
land. His son William Ap Edward married Kather-

ine, second daughter of Robert Ap Hugh, whose wife

was one of the first of the people called Quakers in

that part of Great Britain. Soon after the birth of

their second daughter his wife died, and in 1681 he
married Jane, daughter of John Ap Edward, of a re-

spectable and religious family inclining to join the

Quakers. Jane had before joined them, and in

the spring of 1682 the said William Ap Edward, with

his wife and daughters, took shipping with a number
of friends and relatives, Edward Rees, Edward Jones,

and others, leaving their native country clear of debt

and in love and good report and esteem among them.

They arrived in the river Schuylkill on the loth of

Sixth month, (August) 1682, in the ship Lyon, John
Comptun master, from Liverpool, and in the fall the

saiil William Ap Edward, Edward Jones, Edward
Rees, Robert Davis, and others, settled six or seven

miles from the site of the new city of Philadelphia,

dug caves, walled them, and dwelt tlierein a consid-

erable time, sufl'eriug many hardships in the begin-

ning. The nest season being wet and rainy, about

the time of barley harvest, before they could stack

the grain it swelled and began to sprout, rendering it

unfit for bread. They were, in their necessities, sup-

plied by the Indians with venison and wild fowl.

Their first cows, obtained from New Castle, Del., and
divided among the neighbors, were fastened with

ropes of grapevine to a tree or stake. The Lord
blessed them, and enabled them to bear their dilfi-

culties for a time, and blessed their labor with great

success in raising grain and every support they could
wish for. Love, friendship, and unity abounded
among them and they cheerfully assisted one an-
other as brethren.

After living sometime in Merion township, Wm.
Ap Edward bought 200 acres in Blockley township,
adjoining David Jones and others, and there made
improvements. He died in Seventh month (Septem-
ber) 1749. His daughter Elizabeth married Thomas
Lloyd, of Merion, and had several children. Kather-

ine married near Salem, N. J., and had no issue.

Sarah, daughter of the second wife, married Thomas,
son of David Lawrence the elder, whose wife w'as

daughter of Thos. Ellis, Register General under Wm.
Penn, who had settled in Haverford. Ellen married

Henry Lawrence,brother of the above named Thomas.

Mary married Richard Preston, of Philadelphia, and

their only child died in its minority.

Edward, the only son of William Ap Edward, took

the name of Edward William, in the Welsh manner,

and married Eleanor, daughter of David Lawrence

the elder, and granddaughter of Thomas Ellis. They

had five children : Sarah married Joshua Humphreys,

of Haverford ; Edward married Hannah Garrett, of

Darby; Joseph married Hannah, daughter of Jona-

than Jones, of Merion, and had three daughters, Re-

becca, Eleanor, and Sarah.

Sarah, last named (daughter of Edward and Elea-

nor), married Edmund George, father of the late Jesse

George, whose gift of George's Hill to the city of

Philadelphia, and charitable disjjosition of a large es-

tate, make his name familiar to Philadelphians.

Rebecca, her sister, married Amos George, whose

son Joseph married Alice Malin, and they (Joseph and

Alice) were the parents of John JMalin, Joseph Wil-

liams, Sophia, and Jane M. George.

Daniel, the eldest son of Edward and Eleanor Wil-

liam aforesaid, added s to his name. He married Jane

Oldman, daughter ofThomas Oldman of Philadelphia,

and granddaughter of Thomas Oldman of Lewestown

near the Capes of Delaware, and also of Samuel Gar-

ret of Darby. They had fifteen children. He was the

founder of Williamsport, Pa., and a signer of the non-

importation act of 1765.

Ennion Williams, the eldest of their children tliat

lived to maturity, was a major in the Revolutionary

War, and was at the battles of Long Island, Trenton,

and Princeton ; but was reinstated among Friends

and at the Separation in 1827 transferred his right

from the Western District to the Monthly Meeting

now held on Race street, Philadelphia. He died in

good esteem, Second month 12, 18.30, aged nearly 78

years. A daughter married Joseph S. Plankinton, of

Philadelphia. His sister, Sarah AVilliams, married

John Moulson, formerly of St. John's, England, and

she and her daughter, Deborah Moulson, were at the

time of their death members also of the Mouthly

Meeting of Friends now held on Race street. Debo-

rah Moulson often had somewhat of testimony to bear

in our religious meetings, but was not an acknowl-

edged minister. A circular of a school which she

taught was published in the Intelligencer and JorR-

NAL some little while ago. She was much esteemed,

and died Fourth month 26, 1839, in her 38th year.
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In Orpha Pratt's genealogical account she men-
tions the emigration of the families of Minshall,

Smedley, Malin, Edwards, and others. Sarah, daugli-

ter of William Edwards, in 1717 married Joseph
Tratt. They had six children. Alice, the eldest,

married Rimdall Malin and had sevenchildrcn. One
of these, John, married Sophia Dilworth, and had
sis children, all of whom were single except Alice,

who married Josepli George, father of John M.
George, (and tlie others mentioned above). The
father, Joseph George, was a Friend who was much
esteemed. He died suddenly in IS-to.

Rebecca Malin,agranddaughter of Randall Malin,

married Richard Thomas, Jr., and had two children,

of whom Lydia married Israel Downing and was
mother of Richard H. Downing, one of the executors

of the will of John M. George.

Susannah, the fifth child of Randall Malin, mar-
ried David Havard, and was ancestor of Havard
Walker, of the ^'alley.

Sarah, the third child of Joseph Pratt, married

Thomas Moore, and was the great-grandmother of

the late Joseph M. and George Truman ; by a second

marriage she was the ancestor of the late Franklin

Townsend and Gulielma Hoopes.
Joseph Pratt, the only son of Joseph and Sarah

Pratt, was born in 1727 and married in 1752 to Jane
Davis. They settled in Edgemont, Delaware county,

and had a large family of children, one of whom was
the wife of the late John Sharpless, of Delaware
county. Pa. J. M. T., Jr.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE.—IV. NAPLES.
Naples, March 5, 1887.

I OUGHT not to have left the subject of the blue

grotlo of Capri without mentioning that it is claimed

as the property of one of our countrymen, who has

bought the fields above it, and if the Italian law is

the same as the American, he owns to the centre of

the earth, and of course takes in the blue grotto.

His ownership would probably not be disputed, but
that he has intimated an intention of sinking a shaft

from above, and thus opening a passage to it by land,

a project which has created much disquietude among
the poor boatmen who earn a living by carrying

tourists to it in their boats. It is probable that the

project of the American, if attempted to be carried

into execution, would be prevented by the govern-

ment.

And I might have mentioned also that on a cliflF

1,200 feet above the sea, at the eastei'u extremity of

the island, is the site of the villa where the Emperor
Tiberius passed the last years of his life, and whence
he issued the murderous edicts which filled the world
with consternation and mourning. Not far from the

villa is a precipice overhanging the sea, whence it is

said he was accustomed to have thrown the victims

whose execution he personally superintended, and it

bears the name which possibly it then acquired of
" Salto di Tibero,"—" Tiberius' Leap." The ruins of

the villa indicate a structure of vast extent. The
subterraneous portions are almost perfect, and above
ground there are still some large vaulted halls with

the faint remains of the frescoes which once adorned
them. Here with other royal guests Tiberius enter-

tained that Herod called Agrippa, whom liis succes-

sor Caligula made king of Judea, and who " slew

James the brother of John with the sword, and be-

cause he saw it pleased the Jews, proceeded to take

Peter also," as related in the Acts of the Apostles.

The western half of Capri is nearly a thousand
feet higher than the eastern, and the two are separa-

ted by a precipice which rises perpendicularly from
the lower to the higher level. Until recently the

only communication between the two sections was
by a rude flight of steps up the precipice ; and the two
communities were bitter enemies. The government
has lately made a broad and beautiful road around
the side of the mountain, and in time no doubt this

hostility will disappear, as a wise man has said,

" when men come to know each other, wars will

cease ;
" but at present the enmity still continues, and

is expressed with a virulence quite amusing to those

who know how truly estimable are both divisions of

the population.

The principal sights in the vicinity of Naples are

the volcano of Vesuvius and the views of Pompeii.

The latter afford interesting illustrations of the mode
of life among wealthy citizens eighteen centuries ago.

The house is built around the four sides of a central

open space or court. Light comes from above, and
little square cells opening on the court were the

chambers of the inmates. They were of stone, and
hardly larger or more comfortable than the cells in a
modern penitentiary, and these were boudoirs of

the wealthiest belles of Pompeii. The people of that

day had no glass windows to exclude the damp and
cold, no fire places, and no endurable artifical light.

Few now but the very poorest live in such discom-

fort.

The ascent of Vesuvius, I must say, by no means
repays the toil and discomfort, not to mention the

expense. My son and I undertook it in company
with a lady whom we had met at the hotel ; the rest of

my family declined. After a drive of four hours from

Naples we reached the foot of the cone, and a rail-

way, so-called, elevated us on an inclined plane, in a

car, drawn by ropes and worked by a steam engine,

1,300 feet to within two hundred yards of the crater.

For this distance we had the guidance of a man fur-

nished by the railroad company; and it was a neces-

sity, for the way was rugged and steep, and a few

moments after leaving the railroad we entered a
dense smoke which not only obscured the path, but

almost suSbcated our companion whose throat was

delicate. This smoke not only descended from the

crater, but poured from innumerable crevices in the

soil we were treading. Arrived at the edge of the

crater we found the smoke somewhat less, it being

carried away from the extreme sunnnit by a breeze,

but we could see nothing in the crater except rocks

dimly looming through the haze, though we could

hear the dull detonations of the gases escaping

through the lava. A very stout Englishman who
joined us there, .said he had just made the circuit of

the crater without seeing anything more than was

then visible. The only part of the expedition that
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pays is the drive from Naples to the railroad station,

which gives a view of the bay, the city, the islands,

and the mountains from an elevation of three thou-
sand feet. Tickets for the entire expedition are sold

in Naples by the railroad company for 28 francs, say
95.80, which is cheap enough for such a day's drive.

A more interesting expedition is to the eastward
of Naples, to Cape Miseum. Here is the small bay of
Baiae, separated by a narrow isthmus from the Lu-
rineLake, and this again communicates with the
Lake Averus. Along this shore the wealthy Ro-
mans have their villas. Every cabman can show the
sites of the residences of Cicero, Ca?sar, and Lueul-
lus, and further along a jet of steam issuing from the
hill-side indicates the site of the baths of Nero who
had water heated by a subterranean furnace. We
went into the hill by a tunnel as far as the heat
would permit, and a boy for a dime ran forward with
a bucket and returned with it full of water hot enough
to cook an egg. The foundations of Nero's buildings
seem now to be part of the hill. Here he caused his
mother to be murdered after having vainly tried to
drown her in the Lucrine lake by swamping a boat
in which she was sailing. Near this spot Cicero was
overtaken and killed by the assassins of Antony,
and a little nearer to Naples, a few years later, landed
Paul after his winter voyage and shipwreck to pre-
sent his appeal unto Cre.sar. Here, finally, are hills of
that celebrated water cement, called Pozzuolana,
which numerous workmen are all the time mining,
and vessels are waiting in the bay to carry all over
the world. A few miles off Cape Miseum, which
forms the northwestern jaw of the bay, lies the island
of Ischia, the scene of a terrible earthquake two or
three years ago. We did not visit it.

Naples has the necessary features of a city crowded
between the mountains and the sea—high houses
and narrow streets whose direction is a compromise
between crookedness and steepness. In the newer
parts high up on the hills, modern engineering has
laid out some streets of grade so perfect that a ball
started from the upper end would run two miles with-
out stopping. One of these forms a particularly fine
drive, but the public garden below on the bay shore
has a broad drive frequented toward sunset by all
the nishion of Naples. The Neapolitans are wonder-
fully fond of show, and they have fine taste so that the
display of equipages and ladies' toilettes in the villa
(as it is called) is a beautiful addition to an exquisite
scene of natural loveliness.

In the public garden is an aquarium which I think
can be equalled by few in the world. Around three
sides of a low hall of solid masonry are constructed a
number of cells or caves, perhaps six feet square; a
few are several times this size ; and these are separa-
ted from the hall each by a single sheet of plate glass.
These caves are covered, except a single apertu're in
each to admit light from above, and into each flows a
stream of sea water, which being discharged at a cer-
tain height keeps the cave so far filled. In this
aquarium are specimens of all the inhabitants of the
bay of Naples, and there they pursue their natural
mode of life to the great amusement of crowds of vis-
itors. The hall being entirely dark but for the light

borrowed from the caves, the minutest transaction in

the caves is distinctly visible.

Among the many sights of Naples is the Carthu-
sian Monastery of San Martino, which stands on a
promontory many hundred feet above the city. The
view from the Belvidere probably cannot be sur-

passed by any in Europe. At one's feet lies the city

with streets and open squares looking like channels
cut in a block of stone ; beyond the city, the bay

;

beyond the bay, the mountains some seven and eight

thousand feet high and topped with snow; and far to

the right Capri in the distance; on the left, Vesuvius
with its plume of white smoke; and at its foot the
villages of the plain which contains the densest pop-
ulation on the globe. This monastery is one of those

suppressed by the present government of Italy, but
it is such a gem of art that it has been converted into

a museum, instead of a barrack, which has been the
fate of many such institutions. It comprises a most
beautiful church—as lovely as marble and carving,

mosaic work and stained glass can make it. The
cells of the monks are around a square court bor-
dered by a colonnade under which they could walk
sheltered from the sun, the columns of marble, and
at intervals niches with marble statues of the saints.

A great curiosity here is the presepe or scene of the
birth of Christ, containing not only the figures of the
babe and his parents, but of the animals that occu-

pied the stalls, the shepherds and their flocks, the

angels, and in short of every being that is spoken of
in Scripture as having any connection with the
event or could be reasonably added by the artist's

imagination. They are of course beautifully executed
and the work itself lovely to look upon. It fills a
chamber some ten feet square, as well as I can esti-

mate.

The lazzaroni of Naples have been spoken of by
every traveler, and I suspect with much misrepresen-
tation. But the idea of a population so careless of
the future that they could not be induced by any
wages to work more on any one day than to supply
that day's wants, whose greatest happiness was to lie

in the sun, and all whose impulses were outbursts of
unsophisticated nature, was too precious to the ro-

mancer to be sacrificed to truth. No such character

exists now. Some guide books say the lazzaroni have
disappeared. I doubt that they as described ever ex-
isted. Types of mankind are wonderhilly persistent,

and their habits and customs change only in long pe-

riods. The lazzaroni of to-day live where their pre-

decessors did, in the basements and dilapidated build-

ings on the side of the quays. I have no doubt they
are just such as were there fifty years ago. As nearly
all the year round it is more comfortable to be in the
open air than in doors, the women bring their work
and their children into the street and there attend to

nearly all of those domestic operations which else-

where seek the privacy of the domicile : but decency
is not the strong point of the lower classes at Naples,
or indeed elsewhere in Italy, so far as I have seen.

The women busy themselves with their sewing or
knitting and the care of their children. The men are
mostly fishermen ; they are abroad early with their

boats, and afterwards sell their fish from little stands
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on the quay. Many ply as boatmen in the harbor,

and all appeared to me quite as anxious to earn pen-

nies as any other class in Italy. All vessels in the

harbor of Naples are loaded and discharged by boats.

1 wondered why docks were not constituted, and was

told that the boatmen's interest was sufficient to pre-

vent it : and so also has the influence of the laboring

elates stood in the way of other improvements in Italy.

I ;un not sure they are so very far wrong. Unques-

tionably the result ofsuch improvements is to cheajien

produce to the consumer and add to the profit of the

l)roducer: that is, there results a saving which is di-

vided between the buyer and seller, but in the mean-

time what becomes of the laborer, whose wages are

saved? It was but a few years ago that one might

have seen in a wheat field at harvest, a long line of

reapers led by the best man, and every one proud to

display his vigor and skill. Such work ennobled

men. The reaping machine has rendered their vigor

and skill worthless, and I have seen those men at

harvest time disconsolately wandering along the roads

seeking for some farm where their enemy had not yet

penetrated, and ofiering their once vaunted prowess

at the wages of a mere raker and binder. It seems to

me when such men are cast adrift some share of the

saving should be secured to them, and the system

which neglects this has some defect.

Since we have been here the carnival has taken

place. Unusual preparations were made for it, and

numbers came in to witness or join in the sport. The
spectacle consisted in a procession of cars carrying

masquers of all characters, and in the war of confetti.

Confetti are sugar plums, but the name is applied to

little pellets of plaster about the size of a pea which

burst into powder on striking a person. With these,

spectators pelt those in the procession and the latter

return the attack. They are used lavishly, and I no-

ticed some persons had bushel bags full. They are

thrown from the hand or better from a small scoop

with a long handle, and being of considerable spec-

ific gravity, can be projected to a long distance and

strike with considerable force. On our way to the

balcony I had taken, we chanced to come within

range of the combatants, and were instantly deluged

with a shower of the pellets, which told with effect

on our black clothes. We were happy to find that a

brush entirely removed it. All such attacks must be

borne with good humor, as the slightest manifestation

of anger draws redoubled punishment. I saw but

one such case ; but even an obvious attempt to hasten

out of range was resented in the same way. It re-

quires a poetical imagination to make anything amus-

ing out of such sport. The only really interesting

feature was the good nature of the crowd.

J. D. McPherson.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
BUCKS QUARTERLY MEETING.

THIS was held at Buckingham, Fifth month 26, and
•was largely attended by Friends and Friendly people.

It was observed that the hour of gathering was better

observed than it frequently had been, and the meet-

ing was early brought into silence by a few appro-

priate words from our friend Kobert M. Croasdale,

who was followed by Elizabeth H. Plummer in fer-

vent vocal supplication. Our friend Joseph B.Livezey,

of Salem Quarter, was then exercised in the ministry

in a very interesting communication which was
listened to with profound attention, and it was felt by
all present that they were glad to be there to enjoy

hearing him. After he sat down and a few moments
of solemn silence prevailed, E. H. Plummer and Sam-
uel Swain successively spoke to good satisfaction, be-

fore the partition was closed.

As the extracts from the minutes of the Yearly

Meeting were not yet ready for distribution, a proof

sheet copy had thoughtfully been forwarded by Jo-

seph M. Truman, Jr. The men and women Friends

each read their own. The reading was listened to

with interest by many who had not had the privilege

of being present at the Yearly Meeting.

There seemed to be a feeling of regret that the ad-

dition to the Ninth Query as proposed by this Quar-

ter had not been adopted, and also that the improve-

ments which had been laid over from the previous

year were again deferred, by the want of time in men's

meeting, and Friends were advised carefully to con-

sider the last mentioned proposed amendments be-

fore another Yearly JMeeting, so as to be prepared to

act on them.

The annual report of the work of the Quarterly

Meeting's Committee on Temperance did not seem to
'

call forth very much expression in the men's branch

,

but elicited more feeling in the women's, and although

there were some discouraging remarks made by two

or three persons, the committee was continued for fur-

ther labor as way may open. The meeting closed be-

fore two o'clock. E.

—A parlor-meeting at the house of Isaac Eyre, at

Newtown, on the evening of the '22nd ult., was at-

tended by a number of Friends, including Joseph B.

Livezey and wife, of New Jersey, who were on thei r

way to attend Bucks Quarterly Meeting, at Bucking-

ham. Joseph was much favored in a communication

to those present.

— Young Friends' Review says: Genesee Yearly

Meeting will be held next [Sixth] month at Yar-

mouth, Ontario. The city of St. Thomas is the land-

ing place for Friends usually. Here they are met

by Friends from Sparta and vicinity, and driven to

the several homes of Friends. The attendance this

year in all probability will be large. We receive

the following notice from E. G. Schooley :
" As it is

impossible to meet all trains at St. Thomas, Friends

coming to attend Genesee Yearly Meeting on trains

not met, are requested to remain at the station or

take the free 'bus for the Dake House, where they will

be called for."

—From a letter in Young Friends' Review giving a

report of Westbury, (N. Y.), Quarterly lileeting, held

at Brooklyn, in Fourth month, we extract the follow-

ing: " A committee which for the past year has beevv

searching up the records of the various monthly

meetings made a very interesting report. They find

that they have the books of men's business meeting

of Bethpage, Long Island, continuously to date from

1773, of Jericho, since 1787, and of the other meetings

from a later date. A new departure for Brooklyn
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•n-as made this j'ear in proviilins refreshments in tlie

meetinfr-hoase. It was adopte<l not from any want

of hospitality on the part of the Friends living in

Brooklyn, but as a convenience to such as must has-

ten to their homes out on Long Islaiid or across the

East River to New York or elsewhere. It was a pretty

sight indeed to see the cheery room and fresh dra-

pery, not to mention the bright faces of the young

Friends who entered with zest into their pleasant

office of waiting upon the guests."

—A friend at Easton, Md., writes :
" The messages

of love and encouragement, given to the members of

Southern Quarter, and others who were in attend-

ance, by the d^ar friends from a distance, caused all

hearts to be drawn closer together in the bonds of

Christian fellowship. Many young Friends who are

much interested in the meeting, and are beginning to

take an active part in its work, felt that the distinc-

tion which was made between the living truths of

our testimonies and the forms and ceremonials in

which these are sometimes clothed, opened for them

a broader field of usefulness in the future. The
youths' meeting on Fifth-day was particularly im-

pressive. The earnest appeals to all, especially to the

young, to turn their hearts to God, so that they might

be born from above into the higher spiritual life, were

gladly and gratefully received. The good seed was

sown with liberal hand ; we trust much of it fell

upon good ground and will grow and bring forth

fruit." ^^,^^,„,,^^^,^,^^^^^^=,;=

For Frieniis' Intelligencer and Journal.

A GENTLE MINT.

TO my young friend of the female sex, just entering

into the sphere dignified with usefulness. In the

home first, but not here alone, does she fill a high and

holy place, but in the world of mankind at large is her

influence Telt, in elevating thought that leads to noble

actions, tending to strengthen manhood to stand firm

in the solemn trust that reaches throughout the laws

on which the government of nations rests. When we
meet a man who goes out from a happy home, a fra-

ternal air of excellence shines in his features ; and, as

was said of some in olden time: " He is known among
the Elders when he sitteth in the gates." It is not to

presume or to assume that we say a well-regulated life

shows high aims and exalted conclusions are settled

within.

Young women of this age should be above trifles.

They are privileged with access to our college institu-

tions equal with their brothers ; they have access to

the stores of ancient literature and the fine arts, and

the innumerable productions of the universe spread

out before to investigate and criticise ; but the seal

of all is " That meek and quiet spirit which is of great

price in the sight of God."

We may well query why some things become set-

tled usages that cannot be dispensed with ; the an-

swer will come, they are the suggestion of wise and
good men, thrown out at difl'erent times and, it may
be, at different ages, and proved so useful as to win
universal consent and legalized measures. Thus one
generation has the advantage of the past in opening
the flood-gates of understanding to vital truths of in-

finite concernment to mankind at large.

Sarah Hunt.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—Dr. Charles S. Dolley will make a visit to the

Bahamas during the coming summer vacation, to col-

lect material for use in the Biological Department,
both in Swarthmore and in the University of Penna.

—The Matron gave her lecture on " Social Purity,"

by invitation, to the young men of the Delphic and
Eunomian Literary Societies, on Sixth-day evening

;

and she addressed the students impressively on "Tale
bearing and Detraction," on First-day morning, tak-

ing for her text, " Bear ye one another's burdens,

for in so doing ye fulfill the law of Christ."

—Joseph Wharton, President of the Board of

Managers, will deliver the closing address to the

graduates at the coming annual Commencement.

THE BETTER THOUGHT.

L. G. MCVEAN.

ACROSS the churchyard's hallowed ground,

Holding my darling's hand, I trod.

On every side, some little mound
Told of young souls called home to God.

I clasped my child with sudden fears.

And thought, " What empty arms must ache.

What eyes grow dim with bitter tears,

Above these graves, for love's dear sake !

"

Divinely, then, it seemed to me.
With lifted face serene and fair.

She said, " How lovely Heaven must be

With all these little children there !

"

THE BEGGAR.

BY GRACE DENIO LITCHFIELD.

ALL day, all the day, iu the dust and the heat,

With maddening brain and with staggering feet,

I stand on Life's highway, and beg my soul's meat.

All day, all the day, in the cold, in the rain.

Through days that are vapid and endless with pain,

I stretch out my hand to the rich ;—and in vain.

Oh, my soul is a-hungered—my soul is athirst

!

It cries out to mortals as one God-accurst,

Abandoned of Heaven, when life is at worst.

Say, say, is there any 'neath Heaven's blue sky,

So beggared of faith, hope, and courage as I ?

Give, give, oh, my brothers ! Give, give, or I die

!

Shall I famish and faint in the mid.st of Life's mart,

And ye, who seem pitiful, spare uot a part

Of your soul's garnered wealth for one needy, poor
heart?

In vain ! Ye fling alms to the Rags that ye meet.

But souls, that lie naked and starved at your feet.

These cry out unheard, and must die ou the street!

Lmidon, England.

By all means use sometimes to be alone.

Salute thyself; see what thy soul doth wear
;

Dare to look in thy chest, for 'tis thine own,—
And tumble up and down what thou find'st there.

Dress and undress thy soul. —George Herbert.
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From The American, (Philad'a), 5th mo. 21.

THE NEW INDIAN POLICY : LAND IN
SEVERALTY.

THE readers of The American are generally aware

that we have steadily supported the policy of making
the Indians citizens, and giving them separate hold-

ings of land, as proposed in the hill of Senator Dawes,

which passed Congress last winter. This measure,

however, has been earnestly opposed by a number,

comparatively a few persons,—of those wlio have

taken an active interest in the welfare of the In-

dians, and is especially complained of, now, because

of the omission from the bill, after it has once been

inserted, of the clause requiring the consent of a

majority of a tribe to be bad before the law would

apply to them. Desiring to give a fair hearing to all

sides of this interesting subject, we print below a

letter from Dr. T. A. Bland, of Washington, opposing

the new measure. Dr. Bland has become well known
to those engaged in the Indian work, and his stren-

uous opposition to what has generally been thought

the best policy for the Indians has given him the

repute among many of being simply an unreasonable

and mischievous person. It is only fair to say, how-
ever, that while he may be wrong in judgment—as

we think he is—as to whether the time has come for

setting out in the new way, his desire to prevent the

Indians from being despoiled of their lands appears

to us sincere, and as all who are concerned in this

philanthropy will agree upon the great need of

guarding the Indians' rights, any light shed upon

this branch of the subject is of real value.

—

Editor

OF The American.

LETTER FROM DR. BLAND.
To the Editor of The American :

The Government of the United States has from

the first, held to the view of William Penn that the

Indian tribes own the land which they occupy, and
in pursuance of this just position it has been the uni-

form practice to acquire possession of Indian lands

only by treaties with the tribes. The Indian tribes

have sacredly kept their treaties with the United

States, but the United States has not fully and hon-

estly kept a single treaty entered into with an Indian

tribe. This is sufficient to account for the numerous
and bloody conflicts between the two races. Presi-

dent Grant's declared purpose to " treat the Indians

more humanely and justly than they had been
treated " had the effect to arouse the slumberingsense

of justice in the hearts of the people, as it had not till

then been aroused in behalf of the Indian. Eighteen

years have passed since those noble words of Grant

were spoken. The leaven has been at work, but it

has not yet leavened the whole lump of American
selfishness. The idea that education, industrial and
literary, would solve the Indian problem, has been
accepted by the ma.ss of our people, and the Govern-

ment has entered actively upon the enterprise of ed-

ucating the Indian youth. In 1876, 5100,000 was ap-

propriated by Congress for Indian education. This

year the appropriation is §1,100,000. One-fourth of

the Indian children are now being educated. There

is reason for hope that Congress would continue to in-

crease the appropriations for Indian schools until,

within a few years, all Indian children could be ed-
ucated, if the present policy should continue. Then,
in that case, the next generation of Indians would be
prepared to intelligently become citizens of the
United States, and adopt, in all regards, the civiliza-

tion and modes of life of the whites. This is a con-
summation most earnestly to be desired. The wisest
of the Indians look hopefully forward to this solution
of the Indian problem. In a speech at a Fourth of
July celebration, in Chadron, Nebraska, last year. Red
Cloud, the distinguished Sioux chief, said :

" The day
of the Indian is gone. Our hunting grounds are blot-

ted out. Our path is fenced up. There is no longer
any room in this country for the Indian. He must
become a white man or die. Our ancestors once
owned this whole country. They were then a proud
people. Now the country belongs to people who came
from across the sea. They have blotted out the In-
dian trail and in its place they have made a new
road. We must travel with them in this new road.
I have been walking in the white man's road for many
years. I ask my people to follow me."

The Dawes Land in Severalty Bill would paralyze
the eflbrts of the Government and of missionary
societies to educate the Indians. How would it do
this? The answer is plain. When under the pro-
visions of this bill, Indians are assigned land in

severalty, they cease to be members of their tribe
and wards of the Government, and become citizens
of the Territory or State in which they reside. When,
therefore, all the members of a tribe have had lands
assigned them, and been made citizens, the tribe
ceases to exist, and, of course, all relations between
the tribe and the Government ceases. All obliga-
tions between the United States and the tribe cease,
and the United States becomes the legal heir to all

moneys, lands, etc., formerly belonging to the de-
funct tribe. This is a feature which, I opine, few
friends of the Indians have reflected upon ; but which
constitutes in the minds of the members of the In-
dian Defence Association, a chief objection to the
bill. Another objection is that it reverses the time-
honored policy of the Government, under which the
Indians have always been consulted about the dis-

position of their lands. They have usually done as
the Government desired they should do; but the
courtesy extended to them in asking their consent
was appreciated.

This severalty bill authorizes the President, prac-
tically the Secretary of the Interior, to order any In-
dian reservation (except nine of the most civilized
tribes), surveyed like ordinary public lands, and
divided into townships, sections, quarter sections,
etc., and still further subdivided into SO-acre and 40-
acre lots. This is to be done without consulting the
Indians who own the reservation. After the surveys
are made the Indians are to be informed that each
head of a family may select a quarter section of land,
each unmarried adult 80 acres, etc. If any Indian
refuses or neglects to select a homestead within four
years, the Government agent is to select it for him,
whether he consents or protests. It is understood by
those who understand Indians, and especially by
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those who covet the hinds of the Indians, that but few

Indians will select allotments within the four years.

What then? Why, Government agents will be sent

to select lands for the Indians. These agents will be

politicians who have done party service. The rail-

road lobbyists and the land sharks will meet them on

the border of the reservation, and tender their ser-

vices as assistants in the work. In a recent speech

in Boston, (see Boston Post of March 19), General

Armstrong, superintendent Hampton Institute, said :

" It will be in the power of ihe.se men to cheat the

Indians without violating the letter of the law and

they will have pecuniary temptation to do it." In a

speech before.thfe Conference of the Board of Indian

Commissioners, in Washington, last winter, (see

Washington Criiic for January 7), the author of this

bill. Senator Dawes, said :
" If my land-in-severalty

bill should become a law, it will depend entirely on

the character of the Government agents who execute

its provisions, whether it is a success or a failure. If

it be intrusted to men of unflinching honesty anil

broad views, the Indians will be secure in the posses-

sion of homes on the best lands of the re.servations
;

but if it is intrusted to dishonest men, the Indians

will be cheated out of their lands."

At the instance of the National Indian Defence

Association the Indian Committee of the House of

Representatives amended the Dawes bill as follows

:

" Provided that the provisions of this Act shall not

apply to any Indian tribe until the consent of a ma-

jority of the adult male members of the tribe shall be

first had and obtained." On the adoption of this

amendment the Association withdrew all opposition

to the bill. We did not know that our amendment
had been stricken out until after the bill had passed

the House. On inquiring of Messrs. Peel, of Arkan-

sas, and Skinner, of North Carolina, who had charge

of the bill in the House, these members informed us

that our amendment was dropped at the request of

Senator Dawes, who said :
" This amendment would

defeat the object of my bill." This statement proves

that his object is to coerce the Indians.

Against this coercive act we protest, and we are

resolved to make our protest in the Courts of the

United States, provided any Indian tribe should ask

us to do so. We have high legal authority for the

opinion thut the act is unconstitutional ; hence we
are hopeful of success in the effort to defeat its execu-

tion. If it is not, then the Government can arbitrar-

ily confiscate to private use the lauds of any railroad

company or other corporation.

" What shall we do with the Indian?" On behalf

of the Association I in part represent, I answer, keep

faith with him. Fulfil the treaties we have made
with him until, with his consent, they shall be modi-

fied or annulled. Educate him, or pay him the money
we owe him and let him educate liis own children as

the Cherokees liave done, and which all Indian tribes

would do if given control of their own afl'airs, as the

Cherokees have had. Pursue this policy, and in due
time the Indians, as a people, will become civilized,

intelligent, industrious, law-abiding citizens of the

United States, having voluntarily abandoned their

laws, their religion, their modes of life, and their sys-

tem of holding land, and adopted ours. On the other
hand,_pursue the policy of the Dawes Severalty Bill

and, in the language of Senator Dolph, of Oregon, in

a speech on this bill when it was before the Senate
last winter :

" We should, within a few years, after

their lands had become alienable, have a quarter of a
million of Indian paupers thrown upon the country
to be suppoited by the public treasury, or private

charity." Or, as Gen. Francis A. Walker puts it, " If

this policy of land in severalty and citizenship should
be put in force, before the Indians are educated so as

to intelligently accept our form of government and
our system of holding lands, it would be but a few
years before the majority of them would be in the
condition of the gypsies of the old world, but with
less ability to eke out a subsistence than the gypsies

possess." T. A. Bland,
Cor. Sec. National Indian Defence Association.

Washington, D. C.

THE COUNTRY WEEK: BITS OF ACTUAL
EXPERIENCE.

BY .\BBY C. CLAPP.

WITH these jjleasant, warm days comes to most of

us a longing for the green fields, bright with dande-

lion and buttercup. While we plan with so much
pleasure when and where we will go when the hot

July days come, do not let us forget the " little ones "

who are looking forward with much more eagerness

than we, because of the dusty streets and narrow-

courts in which they live, to the summer's coming,

and wondering, as only little ones can, whether they

can go once again to some fair country home, and
taste the sweet air and .see the kindly faces of those

who seem to love them, they cannot tell why.
"The Country Week " is such a beautiful charity

that I feel prompted to add my words to those already

spoken to encourage any w'ho may feel prompted to

give a bit of heaven to any of the poor children who
are crowded into the narrow back streets and alleys

of our city. It seems to me cruel that they are ob-

liged to pass a single day in such places. If we cau

show them what sweet, pure, wholesome homes are,

will they be as likely to form such as they now have

for themselves? I think not. A poor, deformed boy,

as he sat rocking upon my piazza in the country, last

summer, .said, " When I am a man, I shall have a

house like this."

People often make a mistake in thinking, if a child

comes to them prettily and tastefully dressed, that it

does not need the change of the ten bright days given

it. I have so often heard this said, that I will gladly

bear witness to its falsity. Two of the children who
came to me for two summers were dressed so well, in

such perfect taste, and even with costly dresses, that

I was half-inclined to think that these did not need

my care. Their sweet, ladylike ways won my heart

;

and I visited them after the vacation was over. If

everybody would do the same, there would be much
less misunderstanding of such cases. I found my way
through one of the dirtiest back streets into one ofthe

most miserable of tenement houses. I was trying to

find out from a frowsy-headed woman, who was lean-
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ing out of one of the windows, where to go, when one

of the Httle girls saw me, and came running to mee<

me. Poor child, I hardly recognized in the pale,

slovenly figure, my neat, pretty child of the summer
days. She took me upstair.s into a small, crowded

room, overrun with fleas. The mother welcomed me
warmly, but said :

" I suppose you are surpriseil to

find a woman like myself in a place like this. What
can I do ? My husband has small wages, but steady

work. AVe must live near to it, as we cannot afford

horse-car fares." There was a family of little ones,

all needing her care. She carried a pretty baby in

her arms, only it was so disfigured with flea-bites that

I asked if it had some disease. The mother had

worked in a well-known Boston family of wealth be-

fore her marriage. The clothes cast off by the chil-

dren often descended to hers ; and, the night before

they came to me, she had sat up nearly all night get-

ting them ready, with the utmost care. " My chil-

dren," she said, "cried as if their hearts would break

to return to you. I did think my little one who had

never left me would be glad to get back." Poor wo-

man, how could they to such a home? And although

the mother love is often very strong, yet the rude,

rough treatment many a child receives at home makes

one heart-sick to see. It is the same old story every-

where.

Not all children are polite or kind. Many are so

badly brought up that one has to use the utmost pa-

tience ; but, if one is trying to do one's best for them,

one will not mind. Many of them, in a boasting way,

say things that are untrue.

One child—my very poorest—used to say every

time I put on a different dress, " My mother has one

just like that." They are queer little mortals, but

many of them very lovable.

Some people say to me :
" The child says her

mother has a sewing-machine. I cannot aflbrd one."

They had best first see whether they will not find a

poor, overworked woman sitting up late at night

working for a miserable pittance upon coarse work

to pay a monthly installment to enable her to keep a

machine to help eke out their scanty fare or get de-

cent clothes ready for her large family of children,

before they condemn.
I have never regretted taking a single child ; apd

I have had, at different times, more than fifty, many
of them three summers in succession.

—

Christian

Register.

WOMEN'S NEED OF BUSINESS KNOWL-
EDGE.

RECENTLY we have had another instance of the

surprising credulity, or culpable avariciousness, or

unpardonable ignorance on the part of some women.
In ISSl a Mrs. Howe was sentenced to the Massachu-

setts House of Correction for three years for obtain-

ing money under false pretences. The history of the

case was published far and wide. Mrs. Howe had es-

tablished in Boston the Ladies' Deposit Bank ; she

advertised to pay eight per cent, on all deposits and
three months' interest in advance. The very in-

ducements offered should have warned honest, intel-

ligent people ; but they did not. Even when an

exposure was made as to the system employed,
women still continued to deposit in the Ladies' De-
positBank, and, when finally it reached the only end
possible to such methods, 819 depositors were left

without their funds which amounted to §289,499.
The trial and conviction of Mrs. Howe were notorious
facts; yet on her release, in 1884, she issued cards
with her name and the statement—" $7 interest on
$100 per month, three months in advance ;

" and im-
mediately a business was developed. Now Mrs. Howe
has disappeared with $50,000 belonging to her clients.

How can such childish faith or grasping after illegiti-

mate returns be accounted for? A woman having
the least knowledge of business must have known
that it was impossible for such returns to be made
honestly. What reason could there be for one wo-
man to realize on principal returns that capitalists,

having every advantage, could not command? The
very abnormal returns were enough to stamp the
whole scheme as a swindle ; but they did not, and
now a number of women are left penniless, to suffer

more or less because of a blind, ignorant faith, or
worse, a grasping after dishonest returns.

The only thing that will save the future from wit-

nessing the recurrence of such scenes, under various

guises, is to introduce into women's education practi-

cal ideas of doing business. Scarcely a week passes

in which the courts do not hear some tale of woe and
wrong endured by women because of their ignorant
credulity. Last week a young woman drew from the
bank ?500, and gave it to a young man to purchase a
house, accepting as a deed a receipt for premium paid

on a life insurance policy of $100. She saw the out-

side of the house which the young man told her her
money had bought, and, though it was worth ten

times the money she had given him she accepted

what he told her without question. Women sign pa-

pers that deprive them of house, lands, and money
without investigation, and are amazed when they
find themselves penniless.

Not long ago a gentleman was leaving home for a
business trip that would occupy several weeks. Be-
for he started he deposited in the bank a sum sufli-

cient to defray all necessary expenses, and quite a
sum to meet any emergency that might arise. He
then gave a check-book to his wife, leaving home
with the thought that he had left everything neces-

sary for the welfare of his family. W^hen less than
half the time of his absence had expired, his wife re-

ceived notice from the bank that there were no funds

there to meet her checks. In great indignation and
excitement she went to the bank demanding an ex-

planation. " It could not be possible that there were
no funds, for there were lots of leaves left in her
check-book!" The value of the remaining leaves

was finally explained to her.

A lady was in Europe educating her children. She
wrote to her husband asking for $10,000 to cover the

expenses of a summer tour on the Continent; the hus-

band replied that he did not feel that he could afibrd

that amount of money. She wrote back asking him
why he did not get a letter of credit for that amount

;

to which he again replied that he was not able to af-

ford that sura of money for that purpose. When this
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letter reached the wife she cabled, " Is not your

credit good for |10/iOO ? " showing her knowledge and

understanding of a letter of credit.

The ignorance of women on the subject of busi-

ness methods, of even the terms used in business, is

appalling, and is the reason why women are the ready

dupes of swindlers and sharpers. Schools do not sup-

ply this knowledge. Fathers, brothers, husbands,

should explain and teach women the value of money,
the immense power in the signing of a name, what

makes the investing of money in stocks, Ijonds, or

real estate advantageous or otherwise, and explain

the use of the technical terms used in the business

world, if they would save those they love from mo.st

mortifying experiences, if not cruel suffering.

Women should study these questions themselves.

They are of vital importance to them, and ignorance

does not plead as an excuse for that which it is their

business to know, if they think themselves respon.si-

ble beings.— The Christian Union.

TEE SERVICE OF SCIENCE.
[Presideut Daniel C. Oilman, LL. D., in the Eleventh

Annual Report of Johns Hopkins University.]

THE progress of science does not touch or touiches

only to fortify the citadel of man's spiritual nature.

On themes like these, one should speak with the re-

serve which belongs to all that is most sacred
;
yet I

do not hesitate to express the conviction that man's

consciousness of his own personality, with its free-

dom and its responsibilities ; his belief in a Father

Almighty ; his hopes of a life to come ; his recogni-

tion of a moral law and of the authority of an inward

monitor, will stand firm, whatever discoveries may
be made of the evolution of life, the relation of soul

and body, the nature of atoms and of force, and the

conceptions of space and time. Science shows u.s

that all knowledge proceeds from faith—the assump-

tion of premises in which the investigator believes.

Indeed, I may use the words of another, "some of

these very discoveries on closer and larger view seem
destined to be the chief support of those cherished

convictions to which they at first seemed hostile." I

anticipate that the day is not distant when appre-

hensions now felt will be felt no more, and when
science will be openly proclaimed the handmaid of

religion, and the ally of good government.
These remarks have been introduced to allay tlie

anxieties of many friends of liberal education who
read and hear what seems to them opposed to the

development of spiritual life, and because I wish to

record my belief that universities and colleges are the

defenders of ideality ; that their dominant and gen-

eral influence has been to keep before mankind tlie

remembrance of great ideas. The phrases in whicli

these ideas are uttered vary with the different cir-

cumstances of various epo<:lis, but they have rarely, if

ever, failed to include an acknowldgement of man's
religious and spiritual nature and of the value of in-

tellectual and moral character ; a recognition of the

brotherhood of man ; a belief in the supremacy and
continuity of law ; and a sense of the humility which
is demanded in the presence of the Infinite.

It often seems a misfortune that the preferences

and claims of religious denominations, and especially

of Christian churches, are so strong that they cannot
unite in upholding and in ])roniu!gating those ideas
upon which they are agreed, and which need united
enforcement against low aims and selfishness, the
common enemies of culture and of faith. This need-
less divergence has led in this country to an indefi-

nite multiplication of institutions for the promotion
of collegiate and university studies. A foundation
which has no distinctive religious name is therefore

liable to be misunderstood, if not misrepresented.

But I believe it is possible for such a university to be
maintained in a thoroughly loyal christian .spirit, be-

cause the ideals of spiritual life which were upheld

by the Great Teacher of mankind are reverently ac-

cepted, and the duties which he enjoined are rever-

ently obeyed. By him we are taught to seek the

truth and to love freedom ; his words are the motto
of this foundation :

" The truth shall make vou free."

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Mary Howitt, the Eu^lish authoress, has just passed

her«ighty-uinth birthday, and is in excellent health.

—The people of Galveston, Texas, have succeeded in

getting by means of an artesian boring good, soft, sweet

water at a depth of little less than 900 feet. The flow is

said to be strong and the water supply ample for the pur-

poses of a manufacturing establishment for which it was
iutended. Experts who examined the matter brought up

in the course of the boring assert that petroleum exists a

short distance beneath the stratification which furnishes

the water.—JT. Y. Ev. Pout.

—The completion of the great Lick telescope at Mt.

Hamilton is dependent now only upon two things; the ar-

rival of the tubing and mounting from the manufacturers

at Cleveland, Ohio, and the putting in place of the dome
of the great observatory. The jjarts of the dome are

being hoisted into place 'rapidly, but when the great

tube, which is to be about flfty-six feet long and three feet

in diameter, is to arrive is a matter for speculation. It was

expected before this, but some delay unforeseen must have

occurred. It was beleved that by .Tuly 1st the telescope

would be ready for use, but it is evident now that a later

date would have been a much safer prediction.

—

San Fran-

cisco Bulletin.

—During the past winter, which was an unusually

severe one at sea, the fish commission succeeded in hatching

thirty-five million cod-eggs, bringing the young up by

hand, so to speak, to the age of self-feeding adolescence,

and turning them loose into the ocean. This crop will be

"ripe " four or five years hence. The fish commission will

also attempt to repeople our coastal waters with halibut,

the supply of this valuable food-fish having been depleted

in waters where it was once common. The attempt will

probably be first faade to plant tlie halibut in Chespcake

Bay. Advices just received from New Zealand state that a

million and a half white-fish ova, sent by Prof. Baird from

Nortbville, Michigan, last December, to Sir Julius Vogel,

of New Zealand, arrived there in January, in excellent

condition, only five hundred having died.—.Science.

In spite of repeated failures efl'nrts are still being
made to utilize pefrjlcum as a fuel for making steam.
A company has been formed in New York State,

with a capital of $.3,000,000, for accomplishing this

result by means of an invention consisting of an
apparatus for the production of a fixed gas from the
union of decomposed oil and water.
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CUBRENT EVENTS.

The I'rcsideiit ami his wife, Colonel and Mrs. Luniont,

and Dr. and Mrs. Kosman, of Brooklyn, arrived at Upper

Sarauae Lake, in the Adirondacka, at 7 o'elock, on the even-

ing of the 27th ult. They exi)ected to remain for a few

days.

A Serious aecident occurred on the Pennsylvania rail-

road at Kittanning Point Station, near Gallitzin, on the

evening of the 24th, at 8 o'clock, in which three persons

were killed and twelve injured. It was caused by an axle

breaking on a freight train and the car collided with the

fast line which was passing at the time.

Last Seventh-day, the 28tli ult., was the hottest day

known in San Francisco for fifteen years, the temperature

having reached 9G 9-10 degrees at the signal office. lu

Northern and Central California hot winds prevailed in

the latter part of last week, damaging wheat and fruits.

A DEsrATCH to the Chicago Times says it is estimated

that the total losses by the forest fli-es on the northern

peninsula of Michigan will reach $7,000,000. Eight lives

are known to have been lost.

A HEAVY earthquake shock was experienced at the city

of Mexico on the 28th ult., at ten minutes before 3, A. M.

No lives were lost. It is said to have been the most severe

felt in that city for many years. There was first a violent

shaking of the earth, or sort of lifting motion, which lasted

five seconds. Next there cjjme, prefaced by a low roar as

from the bowels of the earth, and accompanied by a still"

breeze, a violent oscillation of the earth from east to west,

which awoke nearly every one, lasting thirty-nine seconds.

Then came still another oscillation of much violence, pro-

ceeding from north to south.

" What have you lost ? Everything essentially

precious is left you, for your own nature is left you.

Had a calamity fallen on you which had robbed you

of the attributes of reason, or annihilated the princi-

ple of duty, or the idea of God, or the capacity of i)iire

love,—then you would have incurred an infinite loss.

Over such a calamity no weeping would be excessive.

But the misfortunes of the day—what have they ta-

ken?" If in the midst of our fretting and troubling

over the petty trials that come to us every day, we
would stop and think of tliis saying, how much com-

fort it would give us!

—

Cuanning.

Not eloquance, but truth, is to be sought after in

the Holy Scriptures, every part of which is to be

read witli the same spirit by which it is written.

—

Thomas A'Kempis.

NOTICES.

y Circular Meeting, Sixth month 5th, at Middletowu,
Delaware Co., Pa., at 3 P. M.

V* Henry T. Child expects to attend Chichester Meet-
ing of Friends, near Liuwood, on First-day morning, the
IvJtb inst., and a Temperance Meeting in the afternoon at the
same place.

* :
* The Burlington First-day School Union will be held

at The Mount, Seventh-day, Sixth month 11th, at 10..30 A.

M. Carriages will meet the morning train from Kinkora,
at Juliustown.

Wm. Walton, ) ,,, ,

Maggie D. Eogees, J

'^"^^I's.

*j* Homo for Aged and Infirm Colored Persons, annual
meeting, Fifth-day, Sixth month 9th, at 3 P. M. Addresses
by Geo. 1). Baker,"Charles O. Ames. T. W. J. Wylie, II. L.

Phillips, and others. Public respectfully invited.

"a* At a meeting of the Committee to visit the branches
of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, held Fifth month 13tb,

the following Friends were ajipointed to visit Fishing
Creek Half-Year Meeting, and its comiioneut meetings, and
such families as way may open to reach :

HonryT.Child, (G34I{ace St., Phila.), Joseph B. Livezcy,
Martha Dodgson, Wm. Dunu Rogers, Jeremiah Uayhurst,
Louisa A. Wright, and Mary H. Barnard.

A portion of the committee expect to attend meetings
at Beading, on the 19th of Sixth month ; to visit Roaring
Creek and Catawissa on the 20th and 21st ; and the other

meetings in their order; others expect to remain after the
Half-Year Meeting.

The following committee was appointed to visit Had-
donfield (Quarter, some of whom expect to attend the tjuar-

terly Meeting at Medford, ou Fifth-day, the 16th of Sixth

mouth :

Henry T. Child, Louisa A. Wright, Catharine P. Foulkc,
Mary H. Barnard, Jeremiah Hayhurst, Joseph B. Livezey,

Ezra Fell.

*is'' Quarterly Meetings in Sixth month will occur as

follows

;

4. Whitewater, Richmond, Ind.

6. Centre, Dunuing's Creek, Pa.

6. Prairie Grove, Prairie Grove, Iowa.
9. Salem, Salem, N. .T.

13. Genesee Yearly Meeting, Yarmouth, Out.

13. Baltimore Quarter, Sandy Spring, Md.
16. Haddonfield, Medford, N. J.

23. Fishing Creek H. Y. M., MlUville, Pa.

25. Scipir, Deruyter, N. Y.

*is.* Philadelphia First-day School Union will meet at

Green Street Meeting-house, on Sixth-day evening, Sixth

month 10th. at 7i o'clock. Annual reports are desired from
schools which have adjourned for the summer. The gen-

eral attendance of Friends is solicited.

Jos. M. Tkuman, Jr., Clerk.

*i.* At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the

First-day School General Conference, held in Philadelphia,

Fifth month 11, 1887, William J. Hall, Swarthmore, Pa.,

was ai>poiuted Tre:isurer, in place of E. Blackburn, re-

signed. AH financial correspondence should be hereafter

directed to the new Treasurer.

Robert M. Janney, Clerk.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.

*,* We particularly ask that whenmoney is forwarded to raiew

subscriptions, care be tjiken to give us the name of the person to

whom Ihe paper is now being sail. Sometimes, instead of this, tlic

name of another memtierof the same family is given, in which

case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it lo hi

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a 7i€w subscription, please say so, and this will alM.

help to avoid mistakes.

*,» Matter intended for insertion in the Intelugencek and
JoPRNAL should reach us by Tb.ird-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate imiiorlance

may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•,*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

*,* The Index and Title-Page for la^t year is ready for thosu'

who wish to bind, and will be forwarded to subscrit)ers whenever

asked for. Send postal card with name and address.
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VEXATIONS.

EACH trial has its weight ; which, whoso bears.

Knows his own woe and need of succoring grace;

The martyr's hope half wipes away the trace

Of flowing blood; the while life's humblest cares

Smart more, because they hold in Holy Writ no place.

This be my comfort, in those days of grief,

Which is not Christ's, nor forms heroic tale.

Apart from Him, if not a sparrow fail.

May not He pitying view, and send relief

When foes or friends perplex, and peevish thoughts pre-

vail?

Then keep good heart, nor take the niggard course

Of Thomas, who mnst see ere he would trust.

Faith will fill up God's word, not poorly just

To the bare letter, heedless of its force,

But walking by its light amid earth's sun and dust.

John Heney >rEWM.\N.

SERMON BY ISAAC WILSON}
" I AM the resurrection and the life ; he tbat-believ-

eth on me, though he were dead, yet shall he live,

and he that liveth and believeth on me shall never

die."

This was one of the great declarations of truth

made by the blessed Master in his day among men,
and I was not a little astonished in my own mind,

when taking my seat and witnessing and welcoming
the ingathering of this interesting company, that it

should he the subject for consideration this evening.

I entered into an agreement,—so to speak,—with my
Heavenly Father, a few years ago, when He promised
that if I would be a mouth-piece for him that He
would be wisdom, tongue, and utterance for me, and
I realized myself gathered in a company like this with

nothing on my mind—nothing of myself, I mean
;

with no pre-arrangement, or forethought, or knowl-
edge of what my line of duty or service would be.

I acknowledge the words of the blessed Master to

have been the words of God, in an especial and pe-

culiar manner; not the Word of God, in my under-

standing, but the loords of God, for taking him by his

own language, and accepting his own declaration of

it, I must only understand it so :
" It is not I that

speak, but my Father that speaketh in me." There-

fore I acknowledge this declaration to be the words

lOf Bloomfleld, Canada. At Friends' meeting-house, Girard
Avenue, Philadelphia, 5th mo. 8, 1887. Reported by Henry T.

Child.

of God to the human family, and they are just as ap-

plicable to the present generation as they were when
they were given forth. They are just as full of in-

struction now as they ever were. There is just as

much necessity for the family of man to be obedient
to them, and not only the same necessity, but there is

the same possibility and the same privilege of their

being carried out, and spiritually fulfilled and realized

in the experience of the children of God in this age
of the world as there ever was. Perhaps this declara-

tion forms the basis for the so-called orthodox creed

of the day. I have no doubt but that it does, for I

realize that all believers can go to the Bible and find

texts for the foundation of all the systems of belief,

theories, or doctrines that are taught in the world. I

do not know, nor even suppose, that the greater por-

tion of this company are members of- my own house-
hold of faith, and I do not suppose that we all see eye
to eye, but I have no coutrovensy so far as fault-find-

ing is concerned with any minds that may difl'er from
me, claiming that we have all equal rights to our own
convictions, as much so as we have diiferent bodies.

This is my position, and it seems right for me to call

our attention to an individual examination of this

great and important truth, and to see whether we un-

derstand the resurrecting power of God the Father.

I believe that on all occasions when Jesus used
the terms " I am " he had no reference to himself.

When he said those that are " gathered in my name,"
it could not possibly be applicable to him as a man.
If we take the words in a literal sense we become
confused in our minds, and cannot make the applica-

tion of them to our day and age and our individual

coiiditions ; but if we take them in a spiritual sense

there is nothing unreasonable, theie is nothing but
what is comprehensible,—plain and simple as the sun
at noon-day. So I claim to understand these sayings

of Jesus, and I speak not of that that I do not under-
stand, inasmuch as it is so simple and plain

; and my
earnest desire is that we may all strive after this

knowledge which comes down from our Father in

heaven, until we become more and more perfectly

schooled, may I say, in this great and wonderful edu-
cation of the Lord and of Christ, so as to find that

these truths are beautifully applicable to our present

condition.

" He who believeth, although he were dead, yet

shall he live." Do we suppose that this is applicable

only to the lifeless remains that are consigned to the

narrow confines of the tomb, that they are again to
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be brought into life ? Not so with me, that is not my
undcrstaiulint; ; but tliey who are dead in sin and

tresspasses, thoy wlio liave realized tlie fall, or the

death of sin which is the falling away from that state

and condition in which all men are made and created,

as I believe. I know the idea is largely held by the

human family that we are all brought into this life in

a sinful condition: that is not my understanding (if it.

I believe we must lirst experience the death of sin in

order to realize the resurrecting influence of the

Christ of God ; but this death is the result of our own
actions, and not from that of our predecessors. I

have no idea that Christ had to realize the new birth,

but there is a regenerating influence by which the

resurrecting power of Christ is to be realized in every

soul. But some may say, "I do not believe in Origi-

nal Sin." This I will say, that I do believe and am a

firm believer in Original Sin, and I will illustrate it

by my own experience. Inasmuch as I know that all

sin that is in me originated in me, hence I accept the

idea of original sin, but not inherited sin. All the

sin that I have ever known originated in myself from

the transgression of some known law. By this I

made myself a sinner ; my parents never made me
so. In so far as their influence may have been in-

jurious it is not necessarj' that I should become a sin-

ner, but if I have yielded to any wrong influence it

was my own fault, and not that of a kind and loving

parent.

I have never found in my relations with my
Heavenly Father that He is a God of wrath or ven-

geance. In all the sin that I have ever experienced

there has been something wrong in my own heart it

never came by any other means, and it was never

through any other medium or source that I was re-

leased from the death of sin but through the resur-

recting power of the Christ of God, the Christ-power

given of the Father. It was the manifestation of His

power to seek and to save that which was lost, and

to bring us up into a state of acceptance in the Divine

sight. It was Christ the resurrection in the soul.

I have referred to my own experience, because

what I know I feel must be testified to, and I am
willing to bear witness to the sufiiciency of the

resurrecting power of Christ. If all were willing to

come to this it would produce this God-given bless-

ing of bringing the souls of the children of men into

a Christ-like, God-like condition, and we should all

realize what he meant when he said, "I am the re-

surrection." Now, if we believe in that power we
shall be reinstated ; a new state of things will be

created in our hearts; a new experience, and all

through Christ the hope of glory. The only hope,

the only foundation that was ever offered to man is

implicit obedience to the law of God written upon
the tablet of the heart. It was not that prepared

body ; but if we take his own words, and place ourde-

pendence uponhisown testimony, when he was about

to be taken away he said :
" I will not leave you com-

fortless, I will pray the Father and He will send you
another comforter,"—which, as I understand, is alto-

gether suflicient for all our needs. It will guide into

all truth and out of all error. When we are in error,

when we are in sin, the spirit of Truth comes to us.

This is our Christ; it comes from God; it is the
Spirit of Truth, it is the very same Spirit of Truth to

which Je us came to bear witness, and if mankind
wouUl be willing to obey it to-day it would lead them
into spiritual enjoyment, into that condition which
may be termed heaven, into that condition to which
Jesus referred when he said " Behold the Kingdom
of Heaven is within you."

Jesus preached the gospel in such words that he
did not put it away off in the future world, but he
made it practical and applicable to this present life of

ours. I want us to realize this and to bring it home
to our daily experiences; it will bring us into a life

of unity and oneness with the Divine Father, and
then we shall be able to testify, as one did formerly

:

"I know that my Redeemer liveth, and because he
liveth I shall live also." Tliat means a spiritual life.

The other part of the text furnishes a beautiful

testimony. "He that liveth and believeth on me
shall never die." He that liveth in continual har-

mony with, and obedience to the law of his Heavenly
Father will not experience that death. He says em-
phatically " he shall never die!"

I have almost regretted that one expression which
we find in Scripture has been recorded there,—that
" all have sinned and come short of the glory of God."
I believe Jesus testified that some in his day should

pass into the Kingdom of Heaven without tasting

death. I believe that it is possible for a man to live

in the condition of innocency. Who is there of us

who has not known those whose lives have been
pure and innocent; young men and young women
who have always been characterized by purity and in-

nocence ? I have stood beside the casket containing

the remains of such as these, and I have felt sorry for

this expression, for I could see no stain or blot in the

sight of their Heavenly Father. They had never
fallen away from the Kingdom of Heaven. May I go

so far as to say they had never partaken of the for-

bidden fruit? I leave this as my own view and un-
derstanding. It is in accordance with the declaration

that "he that liveth and believeth shall never die."

Now, my friends, I want us to so live and believe

on the saving power of Christ that this death shall

never be ours. But perhaps there may be .some minds
present to whom this testimony is not acceptable.

The Heavenly Father has impressed me to leave it

with you as a matter of consideration and reflection.

If there is a soul here to-night to whom the forepart

of the testimony is true,
—

" though he were dead."

—

if there has been disobedience to the divine law, I

plead with thee, my brother, or my sister, that there

may be an acceptance of the renewed visitation to

thy soul, to come up out of that condition and take

the cross of Christ. You will find that his yoke is

easy and his burden is light. I have been there; I

can speak of it ; I know that the yoke of sin is gall-

ing, and the burden of error is heavy to bear, but
when we are ready to lay these aside and take the

yoke of Christ it will clothe us with responsibility,

but we shall find the burden to be comparatively
light, and will be made to rejoice that he considers us

worthy to be his disciples and followers. I believe I

have been drawn among you by the chords of divine
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love. I felt that I must come away from my Cana-

dian home, but I could not fully understand why my
lot should be cast among you, among a class of intel-

ligent people, who are so far in advance of my own
experience, that I felt that I was only a lad learning

at the feet of the Master. I want you to bear with

me. I have learned just enough of the rich blessings

of tlie Heavenly Father to be willing to spend all my
time and strength in his work. I want to hold up the

hands of some drooping heart T/ho feels almost ready

to give out. Perhaps there is a disposition to reason

in the mind somewhat like the loving sisters of Laza-

rus, who believed that if Jesus ha.d been there their

brother would not hgive died. So we may believe to-

day that if the ofttward Christ were here we should

not have done as we have. I believe we can all refer

back to the experiences of our lives, and remember
that if we had been attentive to the light we should

not have done many things that we have done. We
may say if thou, Christ, had been in us we would not

have died. We feel that if we had allowed Him to

reign and rule in our hearts this state of things would

not have been,—but there seems to be even now a be-

lief that it is possible that there may be a resurrection

tliat will bring us again into life.

Have such thoughts as these been running

through any mind now present ? Let us remember
what Jesus said to the sisters: "Did I not tell thee

that if thou wouldst believe thou shouldst see the

salvation of God ? " Have there not been some evi-

dences of the restoring power of God ? Have these

evidences been with held from thee altogether? If

the kind and loving Father is with thee to furnish

that continued evidence of his love, why wilt thou

go on in sin ?

O, my friends, bring these things home, give them
their individual application ! And when these evi-

dences come to you close in with the invitation and
go forward on the journey of life, and just in propor-

tion to the willingue.ss to comply with the com-
mandment will these miglity works be carried out.

What were these requirements? It was not only

necessary that he should be Iiere, but they had to

have faith, and believe on him, and also to obey his

commandments. All these things are just as neces-

sary now as they were then. He commanded them
to show him where they had laid him. Then here

was another commandment given for them to roll away
the stone which had been laid at the mouth of the

sepulchre. I do not question the power of God to

do all these things, but it was necessary for them to

do them in order that they might receive the bless-

ing, and when there was a full obedience on the part

of those who were interested in this work then they

witnessed the resurrection, as the world has it of the

outward body. I have at the present time nothing

to do with that. I want us to realize that our .souls

have been resurrected from a state of sin and death,

now and here; then there will be no anxiety in our

hearts about that other much talked of resurrection

hereafter ; I have no anxiety about it. The resurrec-

tion that I am looking for, for myself and for all of

us, is one of a spiritual nature, applicable, however,

to this present life. I want to know that I have real-

ized something of this resurrection, even if it be in

a small measure, and when that is known my friends,
then I want you and me to know the all saving-pow-
er of Christ the Redeemer, the Saviour, the present
Saviour here, nigh tbee, in thy heart, and in thy
mouth, that dwells in the soul and writes his law
there .showing us all that is required of us :

" to do
justly, to love mercv, and to walk humbly with our
God."

It seems to me this is the reasonable view that
we should take of tliis. I want us to take such a view,
and make such an application as will bring Christ into
our souls now, to perform his spiritual offices here.

Then our hopes and expectations will not be on the
hereafter alone, but on the attainment in this present
life of the enjoyments that are designed for us. Then
we shall have a practical religion, and have no room
for doubts or speculations. I want us to feel individ-

ually concerned in our day and age about our busi-

ness, that we shall bear and maintain the same holy
and divine relationship to our Father tliat he bore and
maintained to his Father,—that we shall be faithful

as he was to his Father who worked in him con-
stantly to will and to do of his own good pleasure.

Then will his will be done on earth as it is in heaven,
and his kingdom will be established, thusbringing the
life of Christ,—not the death of Jesus, as the theologi-

cal world would have us believe,—to be the Savior of

the world. I know I am subject to criticism, and per-

haps ridicule, but I hope never to stand in the fear of

man. It has been a source of regret to hear the

declaration that Jesus died on Calvary for the salva-

tion of mankind. I do thank God that Jesus was
born in the city of Bethlehem, and that he lived and
carried out the glorious precepts of godline.ss and
righteousness among men, as an example for all men
which all may and should follow, but no pattern can

be of any value unless it can be followed. I believe

it is possible for all men to come up on the plat-

form of that holy pattern and be as faithful as he was.

Faithfulness made him what he was, and he enjoined

it on all his followers to be faithful, aud if this was
possible then, it is also now. The requirements of

God are the same now that thej' have always been.

My friends, if we could only learn to believe, all

would be well. We say we believe in God. We
must acknowledge him to be the Ruler in the universe,

and allow him to assume the government of our lives.

We must be born into a spiritual condition ; we must
be regenerated and born again if need be, before we
can fully realize as Jesus did that the Father is in us,

willing and working of his own good pleasure. The
Christian world has been taught that God conde-

scended to man, but I do not so understand it. I do
not believe that God ever needed any condescension

to meet the conditions of his children. He stands

ever ready to do them good. It is man who is to con-

descend and come unto the Father. All the mighty

works that were ever wrought cannot save the souls

of the children of men without their willingness to

acquiesce, and come in and under his government.

You and I must enter into covenant with our He:i

venly Father. We cannot change our individual n..-

tures, but we can come to this Christ-given Powci

,
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and it will permeate all the avenues ofonr souls until

it drives out all evil.

There is no tesliniony in the Kil)Ie that is of any
value to us but has an application to us wiicn spirit-

ually understood. To some of us especially there is

not one word but what has a beautiful application to

us,—a spiritual truth in it. How many of these il-

lustrations there are, all tendins to the same i;reat

end,— the salvation of the soul. I can only just refer

to one now,—one upon which I used to wonder
whether it had any application. When Je.sus was
teacliins: the people in his daj', there seemed an es-

pecial desire on his part to reach their understanding,

and I feel something of the same character now. He
said the Kingdom of Heaven was likened unto a lit-

tle leaven which a woman hid in three measures of

meal. AYby was it //!)•««.»' Why were there not fifteen

or twenty ? He who was too wise to err, and too good
to be unkind, said three measures, simply because

there are three component parts in man's nature,

—

three measures, the physical, the intellectual and the

spiritual.

These are all to be so operated upon by this spir-

itual influence that they are to be made good. The
meal was passive. So must we be, and when this is

our condition the three component parts of our nature

will all be brought under the leavening influence of

the Kingdom of Heaven, the Father's love. Then
good will gain the victory, and we shall come out con-

querors over everything that would injure us. We
shall have overcome by the leavening influence of

the Holy Spirit which has been brought to bear upon
our nature, and all is good, very good.

I want it to have an application to us. When the
propensities of our nature have led us astray by an
improper indulgence, we must realize that there must
be a resurrection in order to bring us back into a state

of acceptance with our Heavenly Father. It is possi-

ble to have every propensity of man's nature so reg-

ulated that no one of them will assume the control-

ling influence over our natures to our injury. We
find that we have a garden placed in each of our
hearts; and it is our individual work to keep it clear,

and this can only be done as we come to believe in

Christ, the wisdom of God, and the power of God.
And when we thu8believe,as Jesus declared, we shall

never die. There are those who do not acknowledge
this, which may be called the Quaker belief; l)ut there
is no other doctrine given under Heaven and among
men but the doctrine of Jesus Christ, the power of
God, and the wisdom of God ; and wherever I find it

under any profession or among any denomination I

find Christianity. It makes men good, devoted Chris-

tians. Their religious faith is based upon the same
belief and foundation which Jesus referred to when
he said, " Upon this rock will I build my church,"

—

the rock of divine revelation. Tliis was the rock
which followed the children of Israel. It is often

compared to a rock. Hence, my friends, when we
come to abide upon that rock and obey the word that

is spoken to us there, the gates of bell, or evil, shall

never prevail against us. Evil and sin may be around
us, on the right hand and on the left ; but if we re-

main steadfast here and keep our mind's eye single to

that beacon light, the manifestation of the spiritual

power of God, we shall feel that all these things have
no longer any influence over us, and we may reach
that condition in which we have no longer any desire
to step aside or do anytliing that is wrong. O whata
world this would be if this were our individual e.-?-

perience ! We should then see the glorious trut hs of
God's kingdom, for it would be on earth as it is in
Heaven. It is to those who are willing to ask for the
Lord Jesus that this power will be revealed and given
witliout mystery as it was in the days of Jesus to his
disciples, while to those who were without it was
spoken in parables. Those who do not make their
lives worthy to receive these things cannot have
them. I want us all to come to stand in that position,
that when we knock it shall be opened unto us, and
when we ask we shall receive. But we must under-
stand these things only in a spiritual sen.se. We must
know this Christ to be Lord of our salvation, to be
ruler and governor of all within us. We will then
fully understand that there is nothing strange in the
wonderful announcement that the government should
rest upon his shoulders, and of the increase of that
kingdom there never shall be an end.

All this is plain and simple to the spiritually en-
lightened mind. There is no mystery at all in godli-

ness
; it is simply in keeping with the Uns of our

own being, and the laws of our Heavenly Father, in

the world around u.s, as well as within us. There-
fore, my friends, let us acknowledge ourselves to be
the children of God, and we cannot do this if we
have departed from his divine laws, but if we have
done this let us return to him and we will never re-

gret the day when we close in with the divine visita-

tion in the offers of redeeming love calling us to put
away all our evil deeds. The change must be in

man
; we must seek for that change that will bring us

back into harmony with the Divine Father. We
shall then feel that there is now no condemnation to

those who are in the Spirit of Christ, who walk not
after the flesh. My friends, this is an attainment
which all may reach, and I pray to God that you and
I may devote our whole lives to God. He will

sweeten the bitter cups, and bring us into a condi-
tion in which we shall feel that we are entirely de-

pendent upon the spirit and power of God. Even
when our hands are engaged in the special and vari-

ous duties of life his love will be upon us, and the
crumbs that fall from his table will be given to us
daily.

O dear people, our souls must be fed daily as well

as our bodies, and when we reach this condition and
come under the divine guidance we will understand
the necessity of spiritual food to sustain the soul.

AVe must first know God to be our Father, and then
we can call upon him for our daily food, and when
we are thus willing to ask him we shall find that He
is always willing to give all that we need. Not only
now but throughout all the endless ages of eternity,

our hearts will be filled with praise and thanksgiving

to him who is over all, in all, and through all, and
who has thus brought us to a knowledge of himself

and crowned our lives with blessing.
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ATTENDANCE UPON MEETINGS}
I SOMETIJNIES hear it said that certain meetings

have not been enjoyed, because the discourses deliv-

ered there were not clearly and logically arranged,

that good points were not made by the speaker, or

that those which were made were not naturally con-

nected by a regular and consecutive order of thought.

When listening to this criticism I have been pain-

fully impressed with the conviction that the true ob-

ject of all our religious meetings has escaped the no-

tice of the objector, and that they have been con-

founded with lectures upon literary or scientific sub-

jects, or other means of intellectual cultivation.

Among young persons engaged in study whose daily

pursuits are constantly training them to keenness of

intellectual vision, this is but a natural error, and
they are not to be blamed for falling into it. But I

feel it to be a duty laid upon me this morning to en-

deavor, in a few words, to draw the distinction be-

tween a religious assembly, and one gathered for any
other purpose whatever.

Let me begin, then, by saying that religion is not
an aflair of the head, but the heart. It is not a

matter of intellect but of feeling. We should not
attend a religious meeting to be amused or enter-

tained. The smooth and well rounded sentences of

a polished speaker, the close and coji^incing argu-

ments of a logical thinker, may be a s'burce of great

pleasure to the listener, and may contribute to his

mental growth and development; but they do not
necessarily reach the heart, nor produce a lasting in-

fluence upon the will and the life. To reap the true

benefit to be derived from our meetings the heart
must be reached, for out of it are the issues of life.

And for this purpose words are not always needful.

They are many times a help and a strength to us
when they come from the right source, but silence is

often more expressive than words. If we are duly
gathered together in the name of our Lord, and truly

and humbly desirous of doing his will, and not car-

rying out our own selfish purposes, we shall indeed
be fed with the true spiritual manna, that bread most
conducive to our growth in the higher life. In the
silent hour of waiting we shall feel that we are min-
istered unto as we could be by no gilded words of
man's devising. I have heard of one who said that
he could never bear to go and sit for an hour in a si-

lent meeting, for when he did so he always thought
of all the wicked things that he ever did. This
strikes the key-note of the whole matter. It is in

these hours of solemn introversion of spirit that God
speaks most distinctly to the souls of his children,
and teaches them of his will.

But to derive the greatest benefit from this teach-
ing, we must train ourselves to shut out for the time
all worldly thoughts, and place ourselves as passive
learners in the hands of our great Teacher, to be
taught of Him. All selfishness must be banished,
and we must be willing to give up wholly our own
worldly desires and impulses, and be led by his di-

vine teaching. It is sometimes said, and very truly,

that the enjoyment of a traveler in foreign lands de-

1 An address to students of Swarthmore College, by the Presi-
dent, in a First-day collection.

pends far le.ss upon what he sees by the outward eye
than upon what he himself is. He carries within
himself his own means of enjoyment. Horace tells

us that " They change but the sky above them, and
not themselves, who sail over the .sea:

"

" CcElum non animum mutant qui traus mare ourrunt."

So it is in an especial manner true that our enjoy-
ment of even a fine lecture depends quite as much
upon the well trained mind that we bring to it, as

upon the lecturer himself. Now all this is even more
emphatically true in the case of our religious meetings.
Whether thesse meetings are silent, or whether the si-

lence is broken by spoken words, our enjoyment of

the meetings and the profit v;hich we derive from
them must ever depend very largely upon ourselves.

Are we earnestly seeking the path of duty, are we
zealously striving to know the will of our Heavenly
Father, and are we ever desirous of walking in that

path when found, and to be obedient to that will

when understood? If this be the case we shall find

the silent meetings in the house of worship to be to

us the most precious and profitable of seasons. We
shall come to the place, and also to our places in our
daily religious assemblies, with rejoicing at the times

appointed, and go away refreshed and strengthened

for the better performance of the duties of the day
and the week.

But if we are 7tot seeking the narrow path of (hity,

and are not seeking to know the will of our Heavenly
Father, but are consciously wandering astray from

that path, and are resisting those of his mandates
which have been made manifest, even to our unwil-

ling minds, then the hours spent in solemn silence in

our religious gatherings will be hours of torture, and
no longer peaceful and precious seasons. The only

way to change them, then, is to come humbly to the

throne of divine grace, and ask of our Father in hea-

ven that he will take from us our hardened hearts

and renew a right spirit within us. This change can

never come of our own unaided wills, but it must be

to us the free gift of the Divine Father, be.stowed in

answer to our humble prayers. It can never be ob-

tained in any other way.

The first and hardest lesson which we have to

learn, to enter upon a truly religious life, is this cruci-

fying of our own wills, and becoming wholly submis-

sive and obedient to the Divine voice when it speaks

to our inmost souls. If we do not heed that still

small voice it soon becomes lost in the din and tumult

of worldly interests and .selfish desires, and its plead-

ing tones are no longer heard. Sad indeed, inexpres-

sibly sad, is the state of that soul which has so long

turned a deaf ear to the voice of conscience, that it

has lost all power of nice distinction between right

and wrong. When you make a mistake in class, your
neighbor whispers the right answer in your ear

;
you

accept it, and pass it on to the teacher as your own;
never reflecting that the recording angel has written

it down against you as a falsehood, in the books of life.

And your supposed friend, who passes you the word,

does not heed the counsel of holy writ: " Thou shalt

not put a stumbling bloi'k nor an occasion to fall in

thy brother's way." Would it be surprising if, when
the week has been filled with practices of which this
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is but one homely illustration, you should find tlie

quiet hour of morning prayer and the weekly meet-

ings in this honse, seasons of disquietude from wliicb

you would fain escape? But, my youn<j: friends,

though in such cases these seasons which else might

be so precious and so comforting, become painfid in-

stead, they are really none the less profitable. Why
is a sense of pain ever given to us in the economy of

nature? Is it not a hedge and a protection thrown
around us by afather's kindly hand ? Hence the silent

seasons of worship are not to be shunned, painful

though they may be under such circumstances as I

have supposed, for the pain works its own cure.

Let me entreat you then, my dear young friends,

to learn to love our religious meetings, and never fail

to be present at them when health and strength per-

mit. Whether you are to listen to the voice of the

living teacher or preacher, or to the still small voice

in which our Father in Heaven speaks to his willing

and obedient children, in words not to be mistaken

nor misunderstood, you will find these seasons, as

you continue to observe them with religious care,

grow more and more profitable to you as the years go

by. And when you return to your homes, and are

living, as some of you may, in spansely settled neigh-

borhoods, and where our meetings are small, you will

be drawn to attend your little meetings, both on First-

days, and in the middle of the week, and wdl derive

great comfort and strength from the practice—for you
will learn to realize more and more as you grow older

the truth of the words of our Great Teacher and
Guide—" Where two or three are gatliered together

in my name, there am I in the midst of them."

NEW YORK YEARLY MEETING, 1887.

[We give below notes of the proceedings in Men's Meet-
ing.

—

Eds.]

ON Second-day, the 23d, at the assembling of the

meeting for business, the reports from the quarterly

meetings, in addition to the answers to the Queries

and other matters regularly reported, showed that

one request for a change in the Discipline was pre-

sented from Westbury Monthly Meeting, approved

by Westbury Quarterly Meeting. This concerned

the advice in regard to interments.

Minutes of Friends in attendance were presented.

[The names were given in the report of women's
meeting.] Epistles were presented from the other

yearly meetings, and four were read at the morning
session. The allusion in one of these epistles to dis-

couraging the use of tobacco brought forth an earnest

testimony from Charles Bond. He said he had used
tobacco until his nervous system was so shattered

that he could not lift a glass to his lips. His wife

pleaded with him to abandon it, but he did not heed
her entreaties. At her death he made a covenant with
his God and abandoned the habit, and through the

mercy of the Heavenly Father had been restored to a

state of health.

At the opening of the afternoon session the Clerks

who served last year were reappointed,—Robert S.

Haviland and William H. Willitts.

After the appointment of several committees the
two remaining epistles were read. The expressions

in one of these in regard to our testimony against

gambling claimed the attention of the meeting, and
earnest advice was oftered by several Friends who are
especially concerned in regard to the maintenance of
this testimony.

On Third-day, the 24th, the consideration of the
answers to the First and Second Queries occupied all

the morning session, and elicited many earnest testi-

monies in support of the maintenance of our meet-
ing's and the preservation of a spirit of love and unity.

David Newport spoke of the importance of a regu-

lar attendance of meetings. His home was distant

several miles from the meeting-house, and the ques-
tion had been presented to his uiind :

" Shall I go?"
The answer came to him :

" Are we willing that our
Society shall go down ? If we are not, but absent
ourselves from meeting, are we not asking our friends

to do what we are not willing to do ourselves?

Robert S. Haviland said : If we do not worship at

our own homes and firesides, there is but little good
of assembling in meeting. If we assemble in the true

spirit of devotion, God will bless us. Those meetings
are often of most value to us in the attendance on
which we sacrifice somethiftg of value to ourselves.

Jacob Capron said : Let us ask ourselves the ques-

tions, Would the world be better if all religious soci-

eties were abandoned ? Would we be better if our
own Society was abandoned? If not, it is our duty
to do what we can for the uplifting of ourselves and
the community in which we live.

John W. Stokes said : Mid-week meetings were in-

stituted to bearthe testimony that no one day was
more sacred than another. Many other denomina-
tions now recognize that fact and hold meetings fre-

quently—some of them daily. Another reason for

mid-week meeting is that we may then gather into re-

ligious communion with us our children and their

teachers.

At the afternoon session, the committee to visit

subordinate meetings reported that they had given
attention to their appointment. The meeting united

with the labors of the committee and decided to con-

tinue the service.

The Committee on Education reported on the con-

dition of the schools, and that they had assisted some
children who were thereby enabled to attend Friends'

schools. This service also was continued in the care

of a committee.

The remaining Queries, beginning with the Third,

were read and the consideration of the answers occu-

pied the rest of this session.

No business sessions were held on Fourth-day
On Fifth-day mornirfg, the 2Gth, from the reports from
four of our quarterly meetings it appears that within

their limits committees have been appointed by the

monthly meetings, who have taken charge of the First-

day schools, as recommended by this meeting one
year ago.

Memorials were read concerning Moses Pierce, an
elder of Chappaqua Monthly Meeting ; Hannah F.

Carpenter, an elder of Purchase Monthly Meeting;

and Rachel C. Tilton, a minister of Shrewsbury
Monthly Meeting. The.se called forth a number of

testimonies to the worth of the Friends whose lives

i
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and labors were thus presented for our consideration.

The report of the Committee on Philanthropic La-

bor indicated the ditl'erent subjects that had claimed

their attention in the year during which they had

been in existence. The meeting approved of the la-

bors of the committee and continued the service.

The committee appointed at an earlier session to

consider the change in the Book of Discipline, pro-

posed by Westbury Monthly Meeting, united in rec-

ommending that the change be made substantialiy as

proposed. In place of the direction that monuments
should be of a specified dimension the language was

substituted: ".It 'is advised that no monuments or

grave stones be placed in our burial grounds to exceed

twenty-four inches inbeight, twenty inches in width,

and five inches in thickness, and that the inscription

thereon be confined to the name of the deceased,

the time of birth and death, together with the age and
such family relationship as may seem necessary for

identification." The report was united with by the

two meetings, and provision was made to have slips

printed for insertion in the Books of Discipline be-

longing to the various meetings.

At last year's sitting of the Yearly Meeting, its at-

tention was directed to the needs of the Schofield

School, at Aiken, South Carolina. Sympathy was

then expressed with the noble work that has been

carried on there in the education of the freedmen,

and provision was made to extend financial assist-

ance to the school. John T. Willets, who at that time

was appointed to receive and forward the subscrip-

tions of Friends, now reported that the sum of J'4(i5.-

50 had been paid to him, and forwarded to the school.

An epistle to the other yearly meetings was pre-

pared, and a minute expressing some of the exercises

of the meeting. After an exchange of fraternal ex-

pression the meeting concluded.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 25.

Sixth Month 19, 1887.

THE COJIMANDMENTS.
Topic : Duty to Man.

COLDEN Text ;—" Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."

Matt. 22 : 29.

Read Exodus 20 : 12-21, Revised Version.

TIME and Place, the same as last lesson.

The present lesson is a continuation of the study

of the Commandments, and takes up our duties to

one another in the several relations of life, beginning

with the duty of the child to its parents, and enumer-

ating the various wrongs and evils which men and

women inflict upon one another, as contrary to the

Divine will and to be avoided in our social and family

intercourse.

There is no social wrong that these strong and

earnest words do not cover. The individual is left

to his own sense of what he may or may not do for

his own personal gratification, but when in the pur-

suit of his desires, he infringes upon the rights of

another, he is adjudged a violator of the Divine law.

This is as far as the people to whom the.se ten com-

mandments were given had advanced in moral de-

velopment. Tliou shall not was a prohibition that

protected the home, the property, the life, the repu-

tation, and in a measure restrained the unholy de-

sires of the Israelites. It was many centuries after

that he who was " greater than Moses " declared,

that to nurse the thought of evil in the heart, or to

harbor an unhallowed desire, is to commit a sin.

Honor thy father and thy mother. This is given with a

promise. Filial obedience tends to promote long life.

The young man or young woman who has grown up
in the observance of this duty, is saved from the

evils which afflict those who choose their own course

in disregard of parental love and control. Among
the Hebrews, as well as other eastern nations, there

was no sin accounted more heinous than to break

away from parental authority. The chiWren were

the property of the father as much as were his flocks

and herds, and his right of control was unquestioned.

It was necessary for Paul, in exhorting children to

obey their parents, to add, Fathers provoke not your

children to wrath.

We find in the study of this lesson : That as we
yield loving obedience to our parents, with whom
our earliest years are spent, we grow into a reverence

for God, and a desire to yield obedience to his will.

That love for one another in the home and the

family, leads us to promote, so far as we can, the

peace and happiness of others, and to refrain from

every word and act and thought that can wrong or

harm another. Jesus summed all these command-
ments in two comprehensive sentences found in

Matthew 22:37-39.

Now I frankly admit that the habit and power of

reading with reflection, comprehension, and memory
all alert and awake does not come at once to the

^

natural man any more than many other sovereign

virtues. What I do submit to you and press upon

vou with great earnestness is, that it requires no

preterhuman force of will in man or woman—unless

household circumstances are unusually unfavorable

—

to get at least half an hour out of a solid bu.sy day for

good and disinterested reading. Now, in half an

hour I fancy you can read fifteen or twenty pages of

Burke, or you can read one of Wordsworth's master-

pieces—say, the Lines on Tintern ; or more than half

—if a scholar, in the original, and if not, in a transla-

tion, of a book of the Iliad or the .Eneid. I am not

filling the half hour too full ; try for yourselves what

you can read in half an hour. Then multiply the

half hour by 365, and consider what treasures you

might have laid by at the end of the year ; and what
happiness, fortitude, and wi.sdom they would have

given you for a lifetiiiie.

—

John Morley.

" The hour is coming when men's holy church

Shall melt away in ever-widening walls.

And be for all mankind, and in its place

A mightier church shall corae, whose covenant word

Shall be the deeds of love. Not Credo then,

Amo shall he the password through its gates.

Man shall not ask his brother any more,
' Believest thou ?' but ' Lovest thou ?' till all

Shall answer at God's altar, ' Lord, I love.'

For Hope may anchor, Faith may steer, but Love,

Great Love alone, is captain of the soul."
—Selected.
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THE DIGNIFIED USE OF CHRISTIAN
SAMES.

IS tbe religious Society of FriendB we have what we

call in Bociety parlance " oar tentimonies," to the oVj-

servance of which the attention of our membere is

frequently called. Prominent among«t these tegtimo-

niee is that of respect for, and advocacy of; the ase

of the Christian nameg of individuals, without prefix

or affix of ostenlatioas or unmerited titles. To tbe

beamy and dignity of this teiitimony many genera-

tions of Friends have home witnesfi, and we regret

that in the recent past and in the present, there in a

tendency to ignore its value. There is always a gran-

deur in true simplicity, and nowhere is it more appa-

rent than when by a noble life, a man's plain name

stan'ls out in UAd rkUet apart from all the so-called

honorable titles that an admiring world has heaj^ed

tjpon it. AVe can all recall instances where it would

seem an indignity to add anything to the honored

name. With some titles, used to designate vocation,

we have no controversy, but would have them used

only when they convey the truth, and are not as-

sumed for mere show.

But there i» an abuse of Christian names by their

abt>reviation or distortion that calls for oor earnest

protest. We allude to what are termed pet names.

Originating "in very early childhood, in order as it is

claimed to be more childlike and affe';tionat«, it at

last becomes a habit which it is hard toaijandon. In

the case of Ijoys this practif;e is seldom carried far

into manhood, as contact with tlie stern realities of

bueineas life soon disiiipates the tender usages of the

nurser}', and common sense and justice give a man

his name, as well an bis pla/;e, in the ordinary routine

of this world of a/rtivities.

But unfortunately this is not always the case with

girls and young women, an insignificant name often

clinging to them far inU. life, b«jing even seen miim-

times in puV>lic print in a rriarriage notice, or sigr)e<l

to an imjx.irtant legal dwument, regardless of the fact

tliat only the given name is lawful. As women are

now prominently a/Aive, and deB«;rv<:!'lly S'^.in all the

various lalx(r« for the uplifting of humanity, as well

as in social and religions life, we cannot but api^eal to

them to assume the dignity which is their right, and

leave off with their childish plays such childish be-

longings as pet names.

We are not alone in this desire to increase the re-

spect due to women by having them proj>erly ad-

dressed, as an exchange paper some months since en-

deavored to impress this lesson in a manner forcible

enough to he heeded.

Commenting on this suVjject it said :
" Hattie, Bes-

Bie, aq4 Mamie were the Christian names given V^y

three of the nine young women upon whom the de-

grees of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Lettere were

conferred at the commencement of a Female College,

recently. It is very incongruous to give a scholastic

degree to a young woman who is gpoken of only as if

she were a baby who had not yet mastered the pro-

nunciation of some of the con.'sonants, and who

change'l the construction of words to suit the limita-

tions of her infantile vocal organs.

"In the domestic circle such nursery names have

Bweet and tender associations, but they sound quite

silly when they are read out at a wjllege commence-

ment as the serious appellations of young women who

aredeemed worthy ofgrave s<;holastic degrees. Suppose

that when I>r. Oliver Wendell Holmes was given an

honorary degree in England, be ha^l been described

asOUie Holmes or Soil Holmes!"

These young women allowed themselves to be ad-

dressed l>efore a large audience, and their friends

were not in the least indignant about it, by the Doc-

tors who conferre'l the degrees, as if they were little

girls in " pinafores waiting for a present ofa doll or of

sweetmeats, instead of young ladies about to receive

diplomas certifying that they had mastered studies

within the ability of maturity only."

We would not raise a voice in this matter, which

may seem trivial U> some, did we not find it creeping

into our own schools, su.ch names finding place in the

registered lists, and thux going up through the various

grades of B<;ho'jl life, passing out of the school as pu-

pil to enter it again as belonging U> tbe teacher her-

self, thtis continuing the unwise lesson from genera-

tion to generation.

Parents need to l>e.arottae<l Uj the extent of this

weakness, for it is largely in their flower to correct

it. We are pleaswl to see Homn recent signs of a re-

torn to this valuable testimony of Fnen'is, in the

greater care in the bestowal of names not susceptible

of corruption, or perBist<;nce in the use of the proper

given one, and we think it needs only to be properiy

brought to the notice of our people to restore it to

favor.

MARRIAGES.
LOWKY—WEBSTEK.—Fifth ni'.nlh '£1A, VHfJ. at llie

rwiideiiW of ttj<: ljri<l<:>, j/areiiU, in Jfjila.. J'a
, *>y Frieudu'

(xremimy, Elizab..-tli, 'iHuyl.u-r of i>Juiund and iMxxca. N.
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Webster, to William C. Lowry, sou of John S. and Elizabeth

C. Lowry.

GKEEN—EEECE.—Fifth month \;6th. 1SS7, at Media,

Pa., under the c;>re of Chester Mouthl.v Meeting of Friends,

Robert P. Green, sou of Wm. L. and Sarah S. Green, and

Lydia D., daughter of Thoiu.as and Beuhih P. Keece.

DEATHS.
BIKPSALL.—At her home, near Balbec, Jay Co., lud.,

Fifth mouth iWi, 1SS7, J.iue C, wife of .Toel Birds;»Il,

daughter of Zaeeheus and Hannah Brown, of Logan Co.,

Ohio, aged 5;) years, 3 months, and 04 days.

She died of a lingering illness of about five years' dura-

tion, never seeming to fully reeover from the loss of a

daughter, and a spell of fever whieh immediately followed,

uear the cU>se of the summer of ISSl.

She W!(s possessed of good attaiumeuts, a faithful wife

and mother, a true friend and neighbor, aud was blessed

with iKvtienco and fortitvide through her long deeline,

though often expressing a desire to be released fivm earth's

confine. She was a member of Camden Mouthly Meeting
of Friends, having been a eunsist«nr life member of the

Society. T. E. S.

ELY.—Suddenly iu Paris. France, Filth mouth 31st,

ISST, Siirauel B. Ely, of Pennsylvania.

FELL.—In Philadelphia, Fifth month 20th. Mamie E..

daughter of Oliver S, aud Martha S. Fell, iu her 26th year.

JOHN.—At Bear Gap. Pa., on Sixth mouth 3d, 1SS7,

Eebeccsv, wife of Perry John. Interment ou Second-day,

the (ith inst.

MACY.—At Hudson, N. Y., Sixth month 1st, 1SS7,

Cyrus Macy, iu his liSd year, sou of the lato Aaron C.

Macy.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

VISITS AY SOUTHERS QUARTER.—11.

SOCIAL visits amoutr Friends of Easton and vioiuity

—lod'jring hoiv, diniiiir tlioro, and tillinsr up the inter-

vals with pleasjint calls,—oeoupiod the time with sireat

s;ttisl!U'tion to myself, and evidently to those, also,

witli whom it was my v>rivilege to hold intercourse

after the public meetings were over. The impression
left on my mind is that the tfouthern Quarter, in this

branch of it, is in a healthy condition, needins; only
the fraternal interohan!:^^ of christian followship,

which always increases the " love and nnity " of the

body, so diligently queried after in our meetings for

business.

'riiere is nmch yonng life in this quarter that

needs the kindly guardianship of those who stjmd as

watchmen on the walls of our Zion. These young
people love the Society and enjoy the social com-
mingling that their quarterly gatherings make possi-

ble; and if cherisheil and kept very near to the hearts

of the older Friends will, as the blossoming of their

spring tiu\e gives plaw to the fruitage of riper years,

be willing to enter with them the ranks of useful

service, along the biw-ulening ivUhway of christian

duty, as we understand it.

Three o'clock is early, even in our midsummer
mornings, and not a streak of the tirst dawn of day
was visible as we wended our way to the stean\boat

fivm Kaltimoro wliich sti>ps at Kaston Point to take

on pa.-v-iengers and fit<ight for I'enton ai\d intermedi-

ate points along the great Choptank river. At Med-

ford's wharf I part company with my friend, and am
leJt to the care of the Friends of the other monthly
meetings in this part of the Quarter. Agreeably to

apjwintment I am met, aud the proverbial kindness

for which Friends are noted loses none of its renown
through my experience. A ride of a few miles brings

us to Preston, a thriving town iu Caroline county,

Md. There has been great improvement iu the ap-

pearance of things in this county within the last few

years. Rtpid transit aud Local Option are the motive

powers. Farmei-s have wakened up, and are finding

that enterprise and industry are all that is needed to

make their lauds yield the abundance which a light

easily cultivated soil, and a climate that is most con-

genial, promise to the husbandman. The poor find-

ing protitable occu}wtiou, with no drinking-houses to

tempt them to squander their earnings, are getting

homes of their own,—the free schools give opportu-

nity for education four to eight mouths in the year,

the discrimination being in favor of the children of

the white population. This seems hardly avoidable

while the colored people :is a class pay so very small

a pjtrt of the taxes that support the schools. AVhen

some method, either through sjtvings banks or build-

ing associations, is undertaken by men in whom they

can have confidence, the colored [H^^ple of this whole

peninsula will start ou a caiver of self-helpfulness and

prosperity that must greatly add to the material wealth

aud moral force of the country. Throughout Talbot

aud Caroline counties auvl extending into Kent, iu

Pelaware, Friends have the cviutideni-e of these peo-

ple, aud the work for bettering their condition through

this means seems eminently to fall to their hands.

Xo more fitting sequel to a century and moiv of labor

for the well-being of the i-olored Rtce iu these iwrts,

could so fully carry out the benefii-ent intentions of

our predecessors, or give to their descendants who in-

herit the siime love for doing good, so tilting an op-

portunity to i-onfer a lasting benetit upon these people.

Some visits are ^wid to Friends who are not able

through infirmity and other causes to attend meeting

regularly. These have been piea&>nt occiisions.

There is manifested a general interost in the Society :

but the meetings at Preston and Pine Grove are very

small, the latter scarcely able to hold together. It is

the sjtme here as in other parts of our heritage;

mixed marriage's and the ix^nseqnent loss to the So-

ciety of the i-iuldreu. and the inditlerenoe that fol-

lows in a large proivrtion of such cases, have all had

their ellect in bringing about the pivsent low state of

Friends in these meetings, and when we add to this

the abseuiv of a vocal ministry, ^there being at this

lime no reivrde^l minister iu the whole Southern

Quarter) we nutst see that the etVorts to keep up these

u\«;-etii\gs, by the few who aiv still loyal to the Society

aro attendeil with ditiieullies and dis«.\uiragt>ments.

Large congivgsitions ,g;»iher at both Pivstou and Pine

Grove when worvl is given that ministering Friends

will be iu attendance, and many ivgrot that these

oivasions aiv so infroqnent. yet there is not the

gviteral adhesion by all who have the right of mem-
bership that gives promise of an enlarged interest iu

the Society.

Meetings wero held at both places ou First-tlay,
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the 29th ult., at Preston at 10 A. M., aiul at Pine
Grove at :> P. M. Both, it is believed, were seasons of

profitable inquiry, and calculated to awaken thought
concerning the best things of the spiritual life; many
expressions of thankfulness at being present gave en-

couragement that the word spoken had found a

lodgement in some hearts. The sower goes forth

bearing precious seed; as he is faithful to his duty,

though the soil be most unpromising, some seed will

find lodgment, and the great husbandman receive

the increase. The sowing is ours ; the result rests

with Him who sends the dew and the rain and the

sunshine of his love.

In the evening, by appointment, an opportunity
was had with the colored people who occupy the

house built and used by Friends for many years, at

Marshy Creek, a mile or so out of Preston. The meet-

ing had gone down and the house was going to ruin,

the colored people were wanting a place for worship,
and the monthly meeting gave them possession.

After a few years a church building was erected on
the grounds and the old meeting-house fitted up for

a school, which is regularly held during the winter
months. A very kind feeling exists between the col-

ored people here and Friends, and evidences are not
wanting to show the advantages that have accrued to

them through the interest Friends have always man-
ifested in their welfare. As Wm. K. and myself took
our seats on the platform,a little whispering between
him and the leader of the meeting, (a fine looking,

gentlemanly man of unmixed blood) was afterward
explained, " Does de lady want a collection taken up
for her? " " We does it usually when strangers come
among us." It seemed quite a surprise to be told that

whatever might be handed forth would be freely

given.

The meeting was appointed especially for us, but
the opening services were conducted as usual. The
leader, who may have been a lay-preacher among
them, opened the meeting by reading a popular
hymn which was sung by the congregation standing,

afterward a fervent prayer was offered, then, while
the collection, (which we had declined to receive),

was taken up a simple melody with a very soft and
musical refrain was sung, one of the " brethren " lead-

ing and the " sisters " being encouraged to " j'ine in."

Wm. K. then in a very brief address explained why
we were there, and introduced me to the audience,
whose quiet, orderly manner and earnest upturned
faces were an inspiration that added to the interest

of the occasion. I spoke to them from the words of
Peter, " Of a truth I perceive that God is no respec-
ter of persons, but in every nation he that feareth
Him, and worketh righteousness is acceptable to

Him," dwelling with emphasis upon the conditions
of acceptance, and pointing out the great opportunity
that is now open to the colored race through righte-

ous living and obedience to these divine require-

ments, for advancement along the line of social pro-
gress. The opportunity was as satisfactory to myself
as it appeared to be to the people, and I felt assured
that the Friends who set apart the grove at Marshy
Creek for a place of worship, could they have had a
voice in the future disposal of their house and grounds.

would rejoice that it liad fallen into the hands of the

people for whose welfare and freedom they had la-

bored and suffered in the early days of oppression

and slavery. The meeting closed at an early hour,

and many were the thanks and blessings we received

as we passed out from the place. L. J. R.

YOUNG TEMPERANCE WORKERS.
AT a meeting of the [Philadelphia] (Quarterly Meet-
ing's Committee on Temperance and Intoxicating Bev-
erages, held at Fifteenth and Race streets, 11th mo. 26,

1886, a committee was appointed for the purpose of

devising and carrying out a plan of temperance work
among the children and younger members of our So-

ciety. Since its appointment this committee has or-

ganized four difl'erent societies, having together a

membership of over two hundred, the ages of the

members ranging from seven to fifty. These societies

have all accepted as their fundamental law a consti-

tution formed by the committee having charge of this

work ; but each society has adopted such by-laws as

seem to meet its own needs.

The committee has also organized a central asso-

ciation, composed of representatives of each subordi-

nate society with the view of aiding through such

central association in the establishment of other so-

cieties wherever it may be possible within the limits

of this Yearly Meeting. For this purpose they have
elected Anna A. Emley, 1830 Columbia Ave., Phila.,

Corresponding Secretary, and have appointed J. Wil-

lits Campion, (Cliairman), 404 FranklinSt., Philadel-

phia, Henry Gawthrop, 629 N. 20th St.,Sallie W. Wor-
rell, 1424 Bouvier St., Hannah F. Roberts, 3614 Ham-
ilton St., and Caroline A. Barnes, 4044 Powelton Ave.,

a committee to render such assistance as may be

needed in all cases where their services may be called

for in organizing other societies.

The societies have taken the name of " Young
Temperance Workers." They hold their meetings

monthly, and are so organized as to do eflective tem-

perance work, to hold the interest of the young
within the society, and to give opportunity for literary

culture. We feel that here is a wide field of useful-

ness for the young, and we appeal to all who are in-

terested either in temperance work or in the young
people of our Society to get further information upon
this subject by correspondence with some member of

the committee above named, and to assist us in this

work wherever it may be possible. Let us not hide

our light under a bushel, but let it so shine before

men that others seeing our good works may glorify

our Father in heaven. S. B. C.

PETITIONS FOR COMMUTA TION OF A SEN-
TENCE.

A FRIEND at Media, (the county seat of Delaware

county. Pa.), sends us the draft of a petition addressed

to the Buai-d of Pardons of Pennsylvania, as follows :

To the Board of Pardons, Commonweallh of Pennsylvania:

We the undersigned citizens of , respectfully

petition your honorable Board, that the sentence of Samuel

Johnson, convicted of the murder of John Sharpless, and

now awaiting execution, be commuted to imprisonment for

life, believing with many others in this neighborhood that
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there is very grave doubt of his guilt and that a mistake

may be made if sentence of death be carried out. The con-

viction was on circumstantial evidence, and it was con-

sidered by many insufficient to remove the reasonable

doubt always inuring to the accused in criminal cases;

and we will ever pray, etc.

The circumstances of the murder referred to have

been alluded to in the Intei.ligescer and Journal
at different times, but not in detail. It is sufficient

to say that, (as we are informed on good authority),

there is a very general feeling of doubt among all the

near friends and relatives of John Sbarpless whether

the man Johnson can have been the murderer, and
with this doubt they are unwilling that he shall be

put to death. We print the petition so that those of

our readers that may be interested in the matter may
join in it if they see proper. The petition must be

in the hands of James S. Cummins, Media, Pa., by

the 1st of Seventh month, in order to be presented to

the Board of Pardons.

NOTE FROM PRESIDENT MAQILL.

SwARTHMOKE, Pa., Sixth month Gth, 1SS7.

Editors INTKLUGENCER AND JOUUNAL :

BY a mistake of the Editors of the Swarthmore
Phcenix, (the students' monthly), I am announced to

preach a " Baccalaureate Sermon," on the last First-

day of the present term. The error seems to have
arisen from some conversation about my giving a

Baccalaureate Address to the graduating class, on the

First-day evening before Commencement.
It is due to Friends who see the Plianix that this

correction should be promptly made.
Very truly your friend,

Edward H. Magill.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—The final examination of all classes except the

Seniors in the college course will begin on Second-

day, the 13th inst., and the students of the prepara-

tory clasises will return to their homes on Fourth-day
evening, the 15th, and the following day. (College

students only remain to the Commencement.)

—Forty new students are already entered upon
the list for next year, twenty young men and boys,

and twenty young women and girls. Thirty-three of

them are members of the Society of Friends. Com-
pared with last year, this is an increase, and leads to

the hope that the attendance will be larger.

—The assignments of rooms to old students will

Toe made on Second-day, the 1.3th inst., after which
the new students will be placed in the order of their

entry.

—The Seniors finished their final examinations

on Seventh-day, the -1th in.st. ; and the six who stood

highest in scholarship for the entire course of four

years were appointed to speak at the coming Annual
Commencement. Their names will appear on the

programme without reference to rank, and the dis-

tinction of valedictorian and salutatorian, sometimes

regarded as invidious, will hereafter be omitted. The
following are the names of those who have received

the appointment : Alice Taylor Battin, Anna Mary
Jenkins, Thomas Atkinson Jenkins, Linda Belle

Palmer, Horace Roberts, Elizabeth Beitler Smedley.

ENGLISH FRIENDS' MARRIAGE REGULA-
TIONS.

(From The Pi-iend, of London, for Fifth month, we extract the

following concerning the marriage regulations of English Friends.

It states a number of interesting facts concerning the origin of

Friends' usages.—Eds. Intelligencer and Journal.]

THE present regulations of the Society respecting

marriage have been claiming the close attention of

York Quarterly Meeting, which, at its last autumn
session, asked York Monthly Meeting to make a defi-

nite proposal on the subject. This was referred to a

committee, which presented the following report.

The Monthly Meeting with entire unanimity adopted

it and forwarded it to the Quarterly Meeting held on

the 27th and 28th ult.

REPORT OP THE COMMITTEE Or YORK MONTHLY MEETING

RESPECTING THE FRIENDs' MARRIAGE REGULATIONS.

The Committee appointed by York Monthly Meet-

ing to consider the marriage regulations of the Society

with a view to their simplification, have carefully re-

viewed the subject committed to them in its ditferent

aspects. The Committee are united in the judgment

that the number of persons who avail themselves of

the Society's marriage procedure is lessened from two

causes, firstly—by the additional trouble which that

procedure involves as compared with other methods;

secondly—by the greater publicity incident to Friends'

marriages as compared with those solemnized in other

ways.

As regards the latter point, which the evidence

brought before us shows to be very influential in de-

termining the procedure adopted by persons marry-

ing, it is to be observed that the regulations of the

Society admit of marriages being solemnized at meet-

ings specially convened for that purpose. There is no

necessity that such special meetings should be largely

attended. This fiict is notsufticiently known, an<l we
think that registering officers and clerks of monthly

meetings should point out this provision and make its

adoption easy in the numerous cases where there is a

natural indisposition to court the attendance of large

numbers of persons at a marriage. It is understood

that a similar feeling in the United States has led to

marriages of Friends in that country, as well as those

or other denominations, being largely solemnized in

private houises. This course is illegal in England and

Wales.

Turning now to the other branch of the subject,

the Committee are of the opinion that a further sim-

plification of the regulations of the Society aflecting

the solemnization of marriage is demanded, and that

such a change may be accomplished without incur-

ring any danger of promoting hasty or disorderly pro-

ceeding.

The Committee are, however, of the opinion that

it would be unwise, in order to eflect an insignificant

change, to disturb the existing arrangements, and that

it would be better for these to continue in force until

the Society is prepared to make very considerable

changes. The exact extent of these changes will prob-
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ably be better determined after further discussion has

taken place upon the whole subject.

In order to arrive at a clear understanding of the

present working of the marriage regulations of the

Society, and of any alterations in them which it may
be desirable to make, reference must be made to the

widely-altered position of the Society in relation to

marriage now, as contrasted with that existing pre-

vious to the " General Kegistration Act," and " Non-
conformist Marriage Act," of 1836. The change is

very great, and its effect has become increasingly ap-

parent as years have elapsed since the passing of

these important measures. The success of the first

generation of Friends in establishing their marriage

ceremonial, must ever form a significant episode in

English history, especially in its connection with the

growth of religious liberty. It says much for the

statesman-like ability of George Fox and his col-

leagues, that in the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury, during years of constant and cruel persecution,

they were able to establish a marriage ceremonial,

the validity of which was recognized by the civil

courts at a very early period. This would not have
been accomplished had it not been for the admirable

safeguards which were thrown around the marriage

ceremonial to secure publicity, good order, and effi-

cient registration. In spite of these, some disorders

occurred in certain districts even during the lifetime

of George Fox, and subsequently in the eighteenth

century. These disorders were promptly dealt with

by the Society, and the marriage ceremonial of

Friends continued to the year 1837, (with the single

additional exception of that of the Jews), to be the

only marriage ceremonial permitted in Great Britain

besides that of the Established Church. The great

principle which George Fox and his friends en-

deavored to secure in the marriage ceremonial which
they adopted, which was in part taken from the form
of civil marriage legalized during the Commonwealth,
was that the solemnization of marriage should be re-

ligious, whilst non-sacerdotal. In its civil aspects the

ceremony was to be accompanied with the needful

safeguards for securing good order, publicity, and
registration. After the passing of the " Dissenters'

Marriage Act" of 1830, two other forms of marriage
ceremonial were introduced into this country : (1)

that of the purely civil marriage; (2) marriage in the

Konconformist chapels. The introduction of these

new forms of marriage has had the effect of making
them, in a sense, competitor with the Friends' old

marriage procedure. Marriage at the Registrar's

office is entirely exempt from the objection which the
first Friends felt to the intrusion of sacerdotal assump-
tion into the marriage ceremony. It has not unfre-

quently been resorted to by Friends who wished
their marriages to be conducted quietly, some having
attended a meeting for worship afterwards in order

to add the religious sanction to the civil contract

which had been entered into. As regards marriages
solemnized in the Protestant Nonconformist chapels,

it is to be observed that the ceremonial, whilst re-

ligious in its character, is, to a large extent, shorn of

that sacerdotal assumption which was so opposed to

the views of the Friends in the seventeenth century.

The validity of these marriages depends upon the

presence of the civil officer appointed by the State,

and not of a person styling himself a priest.

We do not here dwell upon the marriage ceremo-

nial as it exists in the Established Church, further

than to point nut that one efl'ect of the broadening

religious liberty of the present day has been to tone

down the antagonism of Nonconformists to the Es-

tablished Church, and therefore may have made
some Friends less indisposed to have their mai'riages

solemnized according to its ritual. But in comparing

the circumstances of Friends now, as contrasted with

those of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in

relation to marriage, the great fact which we believe

requires to be kept in view is, the strong competing

character of the marriage ceremonial of the regis-

trar's office and the Nonconformist chapel. It is, we
think, a matter of great congratulation in the inter-

ests of religious liberty, that these ceremonials should

now exist in this country, and that they are increas-

inglj popular amongst the great massess of the peo-

ple. But from the standpt)int of the Society of

Friends we cannot but regret that its simple and
beautiful ceremony, combining as it does the sanc-

tion of religion in a simple and non-sacerdotal form,

with the provisions for ensuring publicity and proper

registration, is not more largely made use of than is

the case. If any alteration in regulation will help to

promote this end, it appears to be a duty that such

should be made.

The time commonly required for the whole course

of marriage proceedings at the Registrar's office, the

Nonconformist chapel, or the Established Church,

may be taken at twenty-two days ; or at eight days,

by payment of a larger fee. Hardly any marriage can

take place according to the usages of Friends without

a considerable longer interval between the beginning

of the proceedings and their completion. In some

instances, where the parties reside in places where

the meeting for discipline is held less often than once

a month, it is necessary for the first steps to be taken

nearly three months before the date of the intended

marriage, and where this is not necessary, it not un-

frequently happens that parties miscalculate the date

at which notice to the civil Registrar must be given,

counting upon his certificate or certificates being

forthcoming before the date of the intended mar-

riage, whereas by the regulations of the Society they

are required before the date of the monthly meeting,

liberating the parties for marriage. In the course of

our investigation we have obtained evidence which

shows that much smaller obstacles than these divert

per.sons from one marriage ceremony to another.

[The Committee, William Hutchinson and John
S. Rowntree, therefore suggest some changes in the

manner of procedure in the meetings, so that there

may not be so much delay before the marriage is

authorized. As these refer altogether to the English

local laws, and are merely technical, we omit them.

—Eds.]

Five things are requisite to a good officer :

—

ability, clean hands, dispatch, patience, and impar-

tiality.—Wm. Penn.
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UNGIFTED.
IF I could paint—O then my soul would flow

Upou the canvas, till in beauty there

Should shine a lovely picture that would be

More beautiful than any, old and rare.

I'd paint sweet Nature so that every heart

Should recognize h^r Maker, and adore

;

But no, I cannot ; I can only sit

And view the wondrous landscape o'er and o'er.

If I could write—I'd stir the hearts of men
To noble eflTort and divine desire,

And I woyid aid the lowly with my pen,

And'Scathe the sinful with my words of iire.

But no, I cauupt ; I can only send

An humble letter to an absent friend.

If I could sing—O I would touch the world,

And it should bend in silence while my soug

Eose glad and strong for freedom and for God,

And ever should the echo roll along.

But no—my voice is low and faint and weak
;

I only wish and strive and long the more.

I can but sing a simple home-song old.

At sunset at my father's cottage door.

I cannot paint, nor write, nor sing, and yet

There seems for me some quiet niche to fill

Somewhere in God's great world ; I sit and wait

Where He may find me ready for His will.

Uugifted is my life with talents great.

And yet that joyful happiness within

Tells of deep contentment that abides,

And of a friendship sweet and strong with Him.
—HaTTIE F. CKOCliEK.

BROTHERLY KINDNESS.

By Josephine Pollard.

I MEET them oft' upon Broadway,

Two strong and stalwart men,
Each in his walk betraying well

The city's denizens
;

Linked arm in arm they move along

Like those of kindred mind,

Bound by the tie of brotherhood

And one of them is blind.

The other's gaze is swift and keen
;

And glancing far and wide,

What'er he sees he quick imparts

To the brother at his side
;

Who listens with an eager ear,

And questions as he goes,

While on his face the lovely light

Of cheerful patience glows.

The favored one the simple scenes

Upon the way will mark,

And paint them vividly for him
To wiiom the world is dark

;

And beggars not himself at all,

But doubles his delight,

By sharing thus his benefits

With one deprived of sight.

In wisdom both together grow,

But he with curtained gaze

A calmer judgment, riper thought,

And firmer will betrays;

So each upon the other leans,

And kind assistance lends,

Brothers by every tie of blood.

And loving, life-long friends.

Their heads are gray, and they have walked
This way for years and years,

Linked arm in arm ; and strangers oft'

Have gazed on them with tears.

And they have shown throughout their lives.

As sometimes mortals can.

The meaning of true brotherhood.

The angelic side.of man.
—felected.

THE NEXT DUTY TO THE INDIANS.
[In view of the operation of the new Land in Severaltj

bill. President James E. Ehoads, of Bryn Mawr College
has prepared a pamphlet suggesting the directions in whicl:

labor for the Indians will be especially needed. We make
some extracts from it, as below.

—

Eds.]

THE passage of the bill giving lands in severalty tc

Indians has placed upon those who have advocated
it, upon the people of the United States, and espe-

cially upon the Executive Department of the Govern-
ment, a new responsibility. Everything that a wise
benevolence can devise to adapt the Indians to tht

changed conditions in which they are placed should
be carried out with vigor. In looking, then, to tht

immediate future, it will appear that the work to he
done is chiefly one of administration. Under the

new law, Indian agents will have, in many instances
in addition to their present onerous duties, that o:

supervising the allotment of lands, and seeing that

the allottees are prepared for the time vi-hen tlu

lands will be theirs without restriction, to be held
for use or parted with for trifles.

Special agents will also have to be appointed tc

execute the provisions of this bill. Hence the im-

portance of right appointments in the Indian service

is, if possible, more grave than ever, and these ap-

pointments should be absolutely taken away from
the old system that has proved so defective, and be

made in conformity with the rules of civil service

reform. Men of practical ability, of busine.ss training,

and of conscientious iiprightness, should be chosen.

Whenever those uniting these qualities with experi-

ences in Indian affairs can be found they should be

preferred for appointment, or, if in the service, they
should be retained.

The removal of experienced and successful officers

from any position in this department to make room
for political aspirants, or the personal friends of such
aspirants, is a folly and scandal that should be
promptly abandoned by the nation.

In all the agencies, except, possibly, a very few ol

the smaller ones, the agent should have one or more
thoroughly competent clerks, who can relieve him
from the details of accounts and the writing of busi-

ness letters, so that he can give his energies to the
supervision of the varied interests intrusted to him.
In every case the clerk should be one upon whom the
agent can rely as a faithful aid in his endeavors to

advance the welfare of the Indians of the agency.
INDUSTRIES.

Farming, herding, transporting supplies or other
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industries in which Indians are now engaged upon
their reserves should be fostered vigorously, and
the pressure of necessity should be applied by the

gradual withdrawal of rations, wlienever it can

be done without positive harm, to enlist them in

these employments. Besides those now in opera-

tion, other forms of productive industry mijrht be de-

veloped. Upon some reserves, supplies of salt, or of

other mineral products, exist, and could probably be

made to contribute to the good of the Indians, re-

placing indolence by labor and dependence by self-

support.

Surely the Indians could care for cattle as well as

for ponies, and ought, in many instances, to use their

vast pasture lands for grazing to a far greater extent

than at present. Tact and push could bring this about.

The young people trained in the schools should be

encouraged to form little colonies upon the best parts

of reservations, and should be assisted in making
houses for themselves, as Captain Lee is now doing

for the Cheyennes and Arapahoes in the Seger colo-

ny. The Indian police should be required to guard

the premises of such settled Indians from the inter-

ference of rude fellows who hate to see civilization

coming in, and wish to remain savages.

Many Indians should be permanently settled in

white communities, as farm hands or in other em-
ployments.

DEFENSE OF INDIAN EIGHTS.

The power of the Government should be used

with prompt decision to defend the rights of the

Mission Indians, and of all others now assailed by
unjust men. There can be no excuse for any admin-
istration that permits cruel injustice against the de-

fenseless to go unchecked. It makes the whole na-

tion a sharer in these crimes.

The agents should be enabled to perfect their po-

lice forces, and to secure the protection of all Indian
rights before the courts of the United States, or of

the States and Territories.

To be subject to laws and courts will be but a

punishment to Indians, unless the Government sees

to it that the courts defend them as faithfully as they
do the white citizen.

EDUCATION.

There should be a system of education in work,
letters, manners, morals, and religion that would
aim to embrace the whole Indian population. The
gravest part of our present duty to Indians is to bring
about in each of them that change of character and
conduct which shall conform them to the type of
good white citizens, and fit them to live under the
new conditions that now surround them and upon
which they enter under the law of lands in severalty.

As rapidly as possible all thought that they are In-
dians should be laid aside, and they should be re-

garded simply as our countrymen. For the adults
there should be, as now, farmers and mechanics to

lead them in works ; and all the moral compulsion
possible should be used to make them work. Indo-
lence gives sway to the animal part of human nature :

it is the parent of vice, degradation, and meanness,
for Indians as truly as for white people. In their

struggle for a livelihood, tax-payers should not be

weighted with any unnecessary imposts to sustain In-
dians who might labor for their own sujjport.

The present system of school education forms a
good basis for future work. It should not be ruth-
lessly remodeled, but developed and juerfected. All
Indians of proper age should be placed under school
discipline.

The schools should chiefly aim to give the knowl-
edge needed at once by the Indians; that is, of num-
bers, of geography, and of the use of the English
language by speaking, reading, and writing it. A few
only, who show unusual ability should receive further
instruction to fit them for becoming the intellectual
leaders of their people. But these should be espe-
cially taught to work, not be lifted even temporarily
out of sympathy with their people, perhaps to be left

useless or depraved at last.

Manual training should be given by all the board-
ing-schools. Work should be made the mark of
honor

; self-reliance and self-support the end of am-
bition.

Manners should receive great attention, and the
Indian's native self-respect be made to express itself

in a courteous regard for others, notably by men for
women. Morals must be sustained by religion, and
find in it their highest motives. It is easy for all

men to be animal
;
hard to be morally pure and no-

ble. Even more than most of the white race the In-
nian has to struggle against hereditary influences in
the endeavor to bring his lower instincts under the
supremacy of his intellectual, moral, and religious na-
ture. Give him, then, the religion of the Bible,
which imparts the best moral and religious instruc-
tion to be found, and the highest motives conceiva-
ble. All Indian schools should make instruction in
it a heartfelt duty.

All the kinds of schools now existing are needed.
On some reserves where wild Indians are scattered
over wide districts, a large number of day schools,
giving, perhaps, a mid-day meal, should be estab-
lished as initiatory to the boarding-schools. The
very presence of a suitable man and wife resident in
such a schoolhouse near a camp or village of Indians
has a civilizing influence.

All who are familiar with the subject recognize
the high importance of boarding-.school8 in Indian
education.

The boarding-schools should seldom accommodate
more than one hundred pupils. Beyond this the per-
sonal influence of a superintendent is likely to be
lost, the family element dies out, and an institutional
condition comes in, that fails to develop a truly civ-
ilized character.

There should be, as now, training schools off the
reservations. This insures order in the neighborhood
surrounding the school, steeps it in the atmosphere
of^white civilization, brings the races into a contact
necessary to their ultimate commingling, tends to
break up the Indian communities, interests the
whites in the future of the race, and creates public
opinion in favor of Indian rights and culture.

The teacher helps his pupils most who most helps

them to help themselves.—Hoss.
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LONG LIFE.

IT is the fashion in certain quarters to under-rate tlie

blessing of long life, and to disclaim all desire for it.

The growing weakness, helplessness, and even im-

becility of certain aged persons are cited as evidence

of the undesirability of long life, and the picture of one

stricken down in the midst of his active work is often

held up as affording a preferable close to life's career.

Those who argue thus, however, forget two important

points ; first, whether in the actual cases of long life

among us there are not usually advantages which

more than counterbalance tlie infirmities of age, and

secondly, whether the infirmities themselves which
they so much' deplore cannot be traced much more

distinctly to the abuses of life than to its length.

It is a great mistake to suppose that the usefulness

of life ceases with the power of active service. When
the tired hands are folded in the repose which their

toil has rightly earned for them ; when the weary

brain is relieved from the burden of cares and per-

plexities which it has nobly borne, there should be a

season rich in blessings and in influence, which no

one would willingly forego. Then should come the

leisure vainly longed for in past years, and the op-

portunity to attend to many things, and to enjoy

much that was before impossible. If the busy life

has also been an honorable one, there are sweet

memories, cherished friendships, the devotion of chil-

dren, the respect of society, the power of helping

others through the accumulated experience and in-

telligence of many years. The very presence of a

venerable and beloved face is a blessing to those who
look upon it, bringing suggestions of well-earned

peace and calm to the busy toiler, and calling up
emotions of tender reverence in the eager and buoy-

ant youth.

It is true that these delightful circumstances do

not always surround old age. Too often it is

querulous, fretful, unhappy, unhonored, and unloved.

An old Roman poet well said :

" The utmost misery of age, I count it, is to feel

that it is hateful to the young."

And Cicero says: " Wi etched is the old age which
has to speak in its own defence." But this may be

the result, not of long life, but of the abuse of life. It

may be due, not to age, but to character. If the many
years have been spent in self-indulgence and profli-

gacy, if they have been devoted wholly to selfish pur-

suits, if they have been spent in thoughtlessness and
puerility, if there has been no maturing of the judg-

ment or cultivation of the reason, if the affections

have been sufl'ered to dry up, and the sympathies to

wither away, of course old age cannot present the

dignity, nobility, gentleness, and wisdom that win for

it the happy and useful place it ought to occupy in

life. As each epoch in life is in a broad sense tlie re-

sult of what has preceded it, so old age must reap the
harve.sts which youth and maturity have sown.

We all condemn the suicide, but we fail to see that

the voluntary shortening of the natural term of exist-

ence is nothing else than slow suicide. Instead of

fixing our minds on the infirmities which the old age
of an ill-spent life sometimes exhibits, and for that

reason despising and decrying old age itself, it would

be a far more noble and manly course to nourish the
natural desire of life, and to strive, in all rightful

ways, to lengthen it as much as possible. Especially
is this advisable because the same course which tends
to prolong life also tends to improve and strengthen
it. Activity, without overwork, healthful living,

moderation, self-control, the due exercise of all llie

faculties, the culitvatiou of the reason, tlie judgment,
and the will, the nurture of all kindly feelings, and
the practice of doing good—all things, in fact, which
tend to build up a noble manhood—also prepare the
way to a long life and a happy and blessed old age.

—

Phila. Ledger.

SUFFRAGE FOR WORKING WOMEN.
Professor Carruth sa3's

:

" When your good friend with a kind and pros-
perous husband, a pleasant home, and nothing lack-
ing that better laws can secure her, says she thinks
women are already pretty well treated, and she
doesn't know that she would care for the ballot, ask
her how she would feel if she were a teacher, and
were expected to work beside a man, equal work and
equal time, he to get sixty and she forty dollars a
month. Ask her whether she would not want to

have a vote then. Isn't this a case, kind mistress of
a home, where you should remember those in bonds
as bound with them ?

"

Mrs. Helen Campbell, in her " Prisoners of Pov-
erty," speaking of the tendency of employers to re-

gard their help simply as so much producing power,
shows the disadvantage at which women workers are
placed thi'ough having no vote :

" Women are even less to be regarded as person-
alities then men. For the latter, once a year, at least,

the employer becomes conscious of the fact that these
masses of so much producing power' are resolvable
into votes, and on election day, if on no other, worthy
of analysis. There is no such necessity in the case of
women. The swarming crowd of applicants are ab-
solutely at the mercy of the manager or foreman."

Disfranchisement is not the only cause of the dis-

tress of working women, nor will giving them the
ballot immediately set all things right; but it will

undoubtedly help in that direction. George William
Curtis says

:

" I have no superstition about the ballot. I do
not suppose it would immediately right all the
wrongs of women any more than it has righted all

those of men. But what political agency has righted
so many? Here are thousands of miserable men all

around us ; but they have every path opened to them.
They have their advocates; they have their votes

;

they make the laws ; and, at last and at worst, they
have their strong right bands for defence. And here
are thousands of miserable women pricking back
death and dishonor with a little needle ; and now
the sly hand of science is stealing that little needle
away. The ballot does not make those men happy
nor respectable nor rich nor noble ; but they guard
it for themselves with sleepless jealousy, because they
know it is the golden gate to every opportunity. And
precisely the kind of advantage it gives to one sex it
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would give to the other. It would arm it with the

most powerful weapon known to political society
;

it

would maintain tlie natural balance of the sexes m
human affairs, and secure to each fair play within its

sphere."— Woman's Journal.

THE HEALING POWER OF NA TUBE.

THE faith cure and the mind-cure are at the present

time attracting a great deal of popular attention ;
and

almost daily cures are announced under this treatment

of persons who have, under all other methods, re-

mained chronic invalids. It is not to be wondered

at that physicians denounce this treatment as char-

latanism, but it was hardly to be expected that one

of the most potent arguments against the validity of

its claims should come from one of the clergy. In a

recent sermon on the subject, Rev. E. C. Ray ot

Hyde Park, 111., says: "Apparent cures are often

followed by a relapse, temporary improvement by

permanent decline. From reported cases of cure

we must deduct many of unreported relapse ;
it is not

in human nature, when a wonderful cure has been

published abroad, to follow it up with an account of

the relapse coming afterward. Mistaken diagnosis

accounts for many supposed cures. Physicians often,

patients more often, mistake the nature of a disease.

Temporary swelhngs are called malignant tumors or

cancers, (thus cancer-doctors get their reputation)

;

hysteria simulates almost every other disease, so as

to deceive even the most elect of doctors; dyspepsia

produces symptoms of heart-disease or other deadly

illness. There can be no qustion that a large propor-

tion of faith-cures and mind-cures, and a considera-

ble proportion of cases under ordinary medical treat-

ment, are cases of mistaken diagnosis, the disease

being less serious in its nature than was supposed.

Mistaken prognosis accounts for many cases
;
mis-

take as to what would be the outcome of the disease

if no curative methods were employed. It is a truth

seldom recognized by patients, though well known to

physicians, that in most cases not hopelessly fatal

form the start, there is from the start a strong ten-

dency toward recovery- Dr- Austin Flint, Sr., than

whom, perhaps, no abler physician has lived in tliis

land, always urged upon his students the truth that

not drugs, but vis medkalrix nalurx, the healing-pow-

er of nature, is the means of recovery. The wise

physician and nurse seldom attempt more tlian

gently and humbly to assist Nature in her curative

processes. Let me add the statement of a conviction

derived from some years of such a close scrutiny of

medical practice of various schools as a pastor has

good opportunity for—a conviction agreed to, I think,

by most physicians. The benefit of medicine is often

not its direct action upon the disease or upon the

body, but its action upon the mind, and through that

upon the nervous system and the whole body, stimu-

lating faith, hope, expectation of recovery, good

cheer, which are probably nature's mightiest reme-

dial assistants."

—

Science.

If I could put my woods in song,

Aud tell what's there enjoyed.

All men would to my gardens throng.

And leave the cities void.

BROKEN WILLS.

THE measure of will-power is the measure of per-

sonal power. The possession or the lack of will-

power is the possession orthe lack of personal power.

The right or the wrong use of will-power is the right

or the wrong use of one's truest personality. Hence,

the Ciireful guarding and the wise guiding of a child's

will should be counted a foremost duty of a parent

or a teacher who is responsible for a child's training.

Yet it is not unusual for a parent or a teacher to

strive deliberately to break a child's will. Said a

fairly intelligent Christian mother, in speaking of the

home discipline of her children :
" I have a large

family of boys. By nature they are strong-willed

(possibly, by iijheritance.) But I always see to it that

their wills are broken. The time has come with

every one of them when a fair issue was made, and
1 have seen that now was the time to break that

child's will. Sometimes it has been a very hard

struggle ; but I've always conquered. And, after that

one struggle, I've never had any more real trouble

with that child's will." Poor misguided mother

!

Poor misused children ! A broken will is worth as

much in its sphere as a broken bow
;
just that, and

no more. A child with a broken will is not so well

furnished for the struggle of life as a child with only

one arm, or only one leg, or only one eye. Such a

child has no power of strong personality or of high

achievement in the world. A child ought to be

trained to subordinate his will cheerfully to the de-

mands of duty ; but that is bending his will, not

breaking it. No child's will ought ever to be broken.

Nor ought any parent's will to be broken, even

though it might seem that an exception should be

made against a parent's will which would seek to

break the will of a child.

—

Selected.

Never hurt any one's self-respect. Never trample

on any soul, though it may be lying in the veriest

mire ; for that last spa!*k of self-respect is its only

hope, its only chance ; the last seed of a new and

better life ; the voice of God which still whispers to

it, " You are not what you ought to be, and you are

not what you can be : you are still Ood's child, still

an immortal soul. You may rise yet, and conquer

yet, and be a man yet, after the likeness of God who
made you and Christ who died for you." Oli, why
crush that voice in any heart? Ifyoudo, tlie poor

creature is lost, and lies where he or she falls, and
never tries to rise again.

—

Charles Kingsley.

The essential truth which Quakerism has stood

for is the doctrine of the Inner Light. Quakerism as

an organization may pass away, but this truth which

it has upheld will remain. The spirit of God is re-

vealed through the spiritual nature of man. If that

nature is to germinate and develop, it must be from

the spiritual light which kindles and unfolds it. There

is a light that lighteth every man that cometh into

the world. We cannot live wholly on the light of the

past any more than we can raise fruits and dowers

from the sunlight that shone two thousand years ago.

— Christian Jiegister.
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VALUE OF OBEDIENCE.

THERE is a lesson for parents in the following ;

A pretty story about a German family discloses

the secret of a happy home, where joy aboundeth,

though there are many to feed and clothe.

A teacher once lived in Strasburg who had hard

work to support his family. His chief joy in life,

however, was in his nine children, though it was no

light task to support them all.

His brain would have reeled and his heart sunk
had he not trusted in his Heavenly Father when he

thought of the riumber of jackets, stockings, and
dresses they would need in the course of a year, and

of the quantities of bread and potatoes they would
eat.

His house, too, was very small quarters for the

many beds and cribs, to say nothing of the room re-

quired for the noise and fun which the merry nine

made. But the father and mother managed very well,

and the house was a pattern of neatne.ss and order.

One dny there came a guest to the house. As they

sat at dinner, the stranger, looking at the hungry
children about the table, said compassionately,
" Poor man, what a cross you have to bear !

"

" I ! A cross to bear ? " asked the father, wonder-
ingly ;

" what do you mean ?
"

" Nine children, and seven boys at that !
" replied

the stranger, adding bitterly, " I have but two, and
each of them is a nail in my coffln."

" Mine are not," said the teacher, with prompt de-

cision.

" How does that happen ? " asked the guest.

" Because I have taught them the noble art of obe-

dience. Isn't that so, children? "

" Yes," cried the children.
" And you obey me willingly ? " The two girls

laughed roguishly, but the seven youngsters shouted :

" Yes, dear father, truly."

Then the father turned to the guest and said :

" Sir, if death were to come in at the door, waiting to

take one of my children, I would say, ' who cheated

you into thinking that I had one too many ?
'
"

The stranger sighed ; he saw that it was only dis-

obedient children that make a father unhappy.

It behooves society, in mere self-defence, if from
no higher motive, to bestir itself and extrude from the

domestic circle polluting influences. Surely there

are, amidst the highborn and the influential, a goodly

number " who have not bowed the knee to Baal and
who have not kissed him." The peril of the times

calls for heroic efforts. Let them combine to raise the

whole standard of social ethics, in conversation, in

qualification for friendship, in occupation, in recrea-

tion. Let them by mutual agreement endeavor to

abolish the vile social code whereby one standanl of

morals is required of a woman and another of a man.
Let them resolutely exclude from their hou.ses men,
whatever be their credentials of birth or wealth, who
are known to be living in open sin. Let them shake
themselves free from "' the devil's cobwebs of guilty

custom and guilty acquiescence," and believe that the

purity and happiness of their daughters are of more

value than coronets or fortunes. . . . They are,

perhaps, hardly aware of the extent to which the
vices of the poorer classes are an echo of the manner
of life of those above them in the social scale. Selfish

luxury, ostentation, fortune and title-hunting, stripped

of the veneer of social refinement, are apt to reappear
in the hideous forms of vice common amongst those

who compose the dangerous and criminal classes.

—

Canon Wilbcrforce.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.

—There are five youug women enrolled in the Law De-

partment of the Michigan Uuiversity.

—A thousand clocks a day are said to be sent from
New England to Europe, Mexico and South America.

—Olive oil, said to be of the finest quality, is being

made this season in Sonoma, California, and the production

of olives is confidently expected to become one of the

most important industries of the place.

—Petrified lobsters, clams, turtles, and the like are

found quite frequently, it is asserted, in the Santa Catalina

Mountains, in Arizona, at a height of nearly 10,000 feet

above the level of the sea.

—A curious phenomenon was recently witnessed at Lake
Lugano, in Italy. The lake, which has always been noted

for its clear, blue color, suddenly began to assume a yellow-

ish tint, while the surface was covered with an oily, malo-

dorous film, which is supposed to owe its origin to vast

numbers of dead fish. The theory is that in connection

with the recent earthquakes fissures may have opened in

the bed of the lake, emitting sulphurous vapors which
have killed the fish and discolored the water.

—

N. Y. Even-

ing Post.

—The latest novelty is underground architecture, which
has developed from the cyclone pit, or cellar. Eatonton,

Ga., claims to have the largest, safest, and most costly re-

treat of the kind in the country. It is situated near the

house, and large enough to accomodate an entire family.

The walls are of brick laid in cement, the floor is carpeted,

has a fireplace and a chimney, and the room is handsome-
ly furnished. Toguard against the contingency of the house

blowing over on it and imprisoning the inmates, a large

sower pipe leads ofi" from the pit in an opposite direction a

distance of one hundred yards, through which the family

could escape. This unique underground dwelling is thor-

oughly protected against water rising from below or run-

ning in from above. The cost was over $500.

—

Building.

—Puudita Ramabai Dougre Medhavi, of Hindustan,

the most distinguished and gifted Hindu lady who has

ever visited America, is now studying in Philadelphia,

with a view to take back to India such a knowledge of our

American customs and views as shall be of service to her

countrymen. She has recently written a letter to Miss

Willard from Philadelphia, acknowledging a mes.sageseut

through Mrs. Joseph Cook, of Boston. She says: "To my
mind, nothing appears so great as the temperance cause,

which tries to strike the innumerable crimes at their

root; and just now, as Hindustan is being flooded and

ruined by liquor, people, especially women of that coun-

try, will take great interest in that cause. I have been

trying to get a history of the temperance movement from

the beginning, for I have always been a great admirer of

the temperance movement and of its leaders. I shall tell

my countrywomen something about it when I go home."

—

Christian Register.
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CURRENT EVENTS.

Cases of yellow fever are reported at Key West, off the

coast of Florida. Uj) to th 4th inst., there had been five

deaths.

A " DELAYED " cxplosion at the Cambria Iron Com-

pany's quarries at Birmingham, near AHoona, Ponna., on

the afternoon of the 4th inst., resulted in the death of eight

men. Five others were injured, one of them, it is believed,

fatally.

William A. Wheeler, ex-Vice President of the United

States, died on the morning of the 4th inst., at his homo at

Malone, N. Y. He was in the 6Sth year of his age.

Ulysses Mebcur, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court

of Pennsylvania, died at the residence of his sou, near

Philadelphia, on the 6th inst., in his 69th year.

A great demonstration of welcome to W. E. Gladstone

was given at Swansea, Wales, on the 4th inst. A monster

procession, in which there were 100,000 men, marched past

a reviewing stand on which Mr. Gladstone sat. This was

five hours in passing. Afterward he addressed the people

for an hour.

The deaths by the fire at the " Opera Comique " thea-

tre, in Paris, are reported to have been not less than 130,

including the remains of forty persons which were found

iu the ruins, but which were so badly burned as to be un-

recognizable.

A letter from Santiago de Cuba, dated the 27th ult.,

reports nearly 400 cases of small-pox there. The deaths

from the 1st ult. had numbered 40, all the victims having

been unvaccinated. The disease had appeared at Guan-

tanamo.

News has been received iu Quebec of a severe earth-

quake recently felt in County L'IsIet. Pieces of rock

forty to fifty feet square were thrown from the mountains

and some large forest trees were uprooted.

NOTICES.

*»~ A meeting of the Joint Committee on Temperance
and intoxicating Beverages, of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing of Friends, will be held at Race Street Meeting-house,
Fifteenth and Eace streets, Philadelphia, on Seventh-day,
Sixth month 18th, 1887, at one o'clock, P. M.

James H. Atkinson, ) p. ,

Annie C. Dokland, J

"-'O"^"^-

*s;* Henry T. Child expects to attend Chichester Meet-
ing of Friends, near Linwood, on First-day morning, the
12th inst., and a Temperance Meeting in the afternoon at the
same place.

*iE* At a meeting of the Committee to visit the branches
of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, held Fifth month 13th,

the following Friends were appointed to visit Fishing
Creek Half-Year Meeting, and its component meetings, and
such families as way may open to reach :

Henry T. Child, (634 Race St., Phila.), Joseph B. Livezey,
Martha Dodgson, Wm. Dunn Rogers, Jeremiah Hayhurst,
Louisa A. Wright, and Mary H. Barnard.

A portion of the committee expect to attend meetings
at Reading, on the 19th of Sixth month ; to visit Roaring
Creek and Catawissa on the 20th and 21st ; and the other
meetings in their order; others expect to remain after the
Half-Year Meeting.

The following committee was appointed to visit Had-
donfield Quarter, some of whom expect to attend the Quar-
terly Meeting at Medford, on Fifth-day, the 16th of Sixth
month :

Henry T. Child, Louisa A. Wright, Catharine P. Foulke,
Mary H. Barnard, Jeremiah Hayhurst, Joseph B. Livezey,
Ezra Fell.

*«* Quarterly Meetings iu Sixth month will occur as

follows

:

13. Genesee Yearly Meeting, Yarmouth, Out.
13. Baltimore Quarter, Sandy Spring, Md.
16. Haddonfield, Medford, N. J.

23. Fishing Creek H. Y. M., Millville, Pa.

25. Scipir, Deruyter, N. Y.

*«.* At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the
First-day School General Conference, held in Philadelphia,

Fifth month 11, 1887, William J. Hall, Swarthmore, Pa.,

was appointed Treasurer, in place of E. Blackburn, re-

signed. All financial correspondence should be hereafter
directed to the new Treasurer.

Robert M. Janney, Clerk.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•** Wk particularly ask that when money is forwarded to renew

SuKscriptions, care bo taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper ia Tunv being seni. Sometimca, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family Is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a n«TO subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

*,* Matter Intended for insertion in the Intellioepcer and
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance

may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our di.stant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

-•,*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

This association, formed at Philadelphia, in Sixth month

1886, represents the conviction of many Friends and others

that continued systematic aid to the work of educating the

colored people of the South is imperatively called for.

The special design of the Association, for the school

year 1886-87, is to extend support to the Schofield Normal

and Industrial School, at Aiken, S. C, under charge of

Martha Schofield, and to the School at Mt. Pleasant, S. C,

under charge of Ahhy D. Munro.

Subscriptions are earnestly invited. Checks, etc., should

be drawn to the order of the Treasurer, as below.

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sakah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Schofield, Correspondent, 1717 Vino St., Phila.

Henry M. Lainq, Treasurer, 335 N. Eleventh St., Phila.

Executive Committee, Edward H. Magill, Swarth-

more, Pa. ; Sarah H. Peirce, Philadcljihia; Samuel S. Ash,

Philadelphia ; George L. Maris, West Crhester, Pa. ; William

Lloyd, Newtown, Pa.; AmosHillborn, Philadelphia; Alfred

Paschall, Drylestown, Pa.

OR SALE.—BUILDING SITESAT SWARTH-
i, Delaware Co., adjoining college groimds, }^ A. to 5 A.

This property is situated on high and rolling ground, with beauti-

ful views of the Delaware River and surrounding country. Free

from Malaria. The uniform good health of the students and
faculty of the college, and of the inhabitants of the settlements

testify to the healthfulness of this location. 11 J-, miles from Broad
street station, 3<S trains daily, good society, good water, board
walks, and lamps.

office of west hill land CO.,
25 North Juniper St.,

.

Also Tract of SO Acres. J. W. Ogdkn.

F
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TEE GENTLE WORD.
" A kimlly word and a tender tone,

—

To only God is their virtue known ;

They can lift from the dust the abject head.

They can turn a foe to a friend instead
;

The heart close-barred with passion and pride

Will fling at their knock its portal wide
;

And the hate that blights, and the scorn that sears

Will melt in the fountain of childlike tears.

What ice-bound barriers have been broken,

What rivers of love been stirred,

By a word in kindness spoken.

By only a gentle word."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

" OLD FASHIONED QUAKERISM."''

THE author says: "We are proposing, in the first

place, to give an outline sketch of primitive Christi-

anity : then, to portray the rise and the need of the

Quaker Reformation, which claimed to be on the

same primitive lines. We may then consider some

of the results of the Quaker movement; and finally,

endeavor to anticipate its future."

After describing the physical and spiritual condi-

tion of the world just preceding the birth of Christ

he says :
" But now the Sun was about to rise ; and

even over the heathen world there was a momentary
hush and pause, as if in longing expectation. And
then the Christ was born. He came to reveal the

true and living God ; to make known to men the

blessed fact that they have a gracious Father in

Heaven, who is not willing that any should perish
;

to bring home to every repentant human being,

the assurance of Divine pity, forgiveness, and help,

and the certainty of a welcome and a home at the

Father's House." Then follows an interesting account

of the Primitive Church, in the course of which he

quotes from the late Bishop Fraser: "Grant me the

right to believe in these four facts,—in a, personal God,

in a living Saviour, in an indwelling Spirit, in the Poirtr

of the World to come,—and then, like that little ship

that was tossed up and down in Adria, when no

email tempest lay on her, these four anchors shall be

cast out of the storm, while I wait for the day." "We
shall recognize that statement," he adds, " as a brief

summary of what may be rightly called the Apostles'

Creed."

'Old Fashioned Quakerism; Its Origin, Results, and Fu-
ture. Four Lectures delivered at the Manchesier Friemls' Jnsli-

tuie. By William Pollard. Limdon : sj Harris & Co Manches-
ter : Gait & Uo. 18S7. trice, one Shilling Net. Pp. 110.

Of the early preaching :
" Doubtless the apostle,

in using the expression ' enticing words of man's

wisdom,' refer both ^o the vain philosophy of the

Greek world, and to the blandishments and glamour

of oratory; but he does not refer to spiritual fervor,

or sound sense or solid argument; since he abun-

dantly used all these in his addresses and letters. We
may be allowed to turn aside for a moment, for an
illustration of this danger, against which the apostle

was so jealously on his guard. One effect of the
' enticing words of man's wisdom ' in modern preach-

ing, was strikingly pointed out by the late Dr. Jud-

son. He used frequently to speak of the growing

tendency of cultivated people to go to a place of wor-

ship in search of intellectual gratification, rather than

for worship or spiritual edification ; and mentioned

it as a most dangerous snare. When once asked, in

private, how he liked a sermon that had been elicit-

ing warm praises, he answered, ' It was very bril-

liant ; every word, every attitude, every variation of

voice was chosen with cleverness and taste, and many
of the thoughts were exceedingly beautiful. It de-

lighted my ears so much that I quite forgot I had a

heart; and I am afraid many others did the same.'
" The nature of the call to the ministry among

primitive Christians, was in strange contrast to that

too prevalent in modern times; (though not strange

to those who had been brought up as Friends.) It is

not too much to say, that this work is still often en-

tered upon, amongst other churches, to get a respect-

able, gentlemanly occupation ; and that if a person

is clever, amiable, fund of reading, gifted with a good

voice, and so on, he is thought fit to be trained for

the ministry,—sometimes even, he is thus trained

when all these are markedly absent!

"But how was it in the Primitive church? Paul

says he himself was a preacher, because necessity,—(a

strong sense of duty)—was laid upon him by the Holy
Ghost

" We further find that in the Primitive Church,

human learning was not considered essential to the

work of the ministry. This is made very pointed by
the fact tliat almost all the apostles were unlettered

men. Not that God needs a blank sheet of ignorance

on which to write His truth ; but that spiritual wis-

dom is a different thing from intellectual lore. The
very fact that the most active and gifted of the apo.s-

tles was a learned man, may show us at the same
time the value of mental cultivation, in this as in

every duty in life. Then, further, these early preach-
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era proclaimed the truth freely. They were not pro-

fessionals. They did not gain their livelihood by

their service. They were simply members of tlie

community in which all had some gift or calling, and

theirs was preaching. This engagement was a labor

of love, bringing its own reward. The wages were

ample, but they were of the same kind as the gift and

the service—spiritual, and not temporal. . . .

" In the government and management of the Prim-

itive Church we tind the whole body of believers

taking part. In modern times, cliurch synods are

often mainly, sometimes entirely in the hands of the

clergy. In the Primitive Church, happily, there was

no clergy ; but the church at large recognized its du-

ties and responsibilities. We find, for instance, the

church, ' the whole multitude,' choosing the deacons

in Acts, vi., etc."

Among the causes of spiritual decline he says

that " Congregations by degrees abandoned both their

rights and responsibilities, and placed themselves

under the authority of one man, who was hired to

preach for them, to pray for them, to shepherd and

govern them, and, if possible, to be religious on their

behalf! At length this substitutional system became
almost universal. In course of time the priestly or

clerical class thus generated were to be found almost

everywhere ; and they often proved worldly , ignorant,

self-seeking, superstitious ; the lineal descendants of

the heathen priesthood whose temples they came to

occupy. As was sure to be the case, they sought to

enslave men's thoughts and consciences—made elab-

orate creeds, which they used their authority to en-

force; and assumed to be lords over the heritage of

God. They, in effect, denied the living presence of

Christ, imprisoned the Bible, and exchanged the spirit

and power of religion for pomps and shows and sac-

ramental mummeries that had all the characteristics

of empty idolatrous charms." ..." There were
centuries of settled gloom. Religion became more
and more a thing of externals ; something to be per-

formed ; confessions, asceticisms, pilgrimages, inflic-

tions, gifts to the church, anything in place of living

the Christian Kfe."

Of the few faithful ones he says: " Many of these

noble souls were called heretics. The pen of history

was in the hands of their enemies ; and in the records

of the time they are generally denounced, and often

misrepresented. But we shall not be far wrong, if we
call some of these standard-bearers, Quaker Reform-
ers, on the principle of our text, that true Quakerism
is Primitive Christianity. They testiiied, according

to their light, to the Primitive Truth. They believed

in a living and a present Christ. They sought to up-

hold the freedom and spirituality of the Gospel
against innovations which ' were turning the ser-

vants of the church into a pretentious priesthood,

and the service of the church into a tawdry pageant.' "

. . . .
" Perhaps even earlier than any of these,

were the Vaudois, who had maintained in a good
degree the Primitive Faith, possibly in an unbroken
line from apostolic times." Whose " errors "

(!) were
that " They asserted that Christ is the true Head of

the Church ;—that water baptism is useless, and has
no efiBcacy in the work of salvation ; that the Sacra-

ment of the Supper is equally unnecessary, and con-
stitutes no part of the Gospel ; that the orders of
clergy were not of Divine institution ; that the church
rites of burial had been arranged to meet the avarice
of the clergy ; that there is no sanctity in church
buildings

; that church nmsic is objectionable, as be-
ing unspiritual ; that prayers for the dead are of no
avail

; and that the cross is not an object of worship.
Other writers tell us that the Vaudois in very early

times condemned absolutely all taking of oaths, all

shedding of blood, military service, and the punish-
ment of death, as contrary to the spirit of Christ's

teaching. As some explanation of these primitive
views, we learn, (also from their enemies), that these
simple-hearted people diligently studied the Scrip-

tures, and committed large portions to memory ; and
that they taught the necessity of living up to the
standard of the Gospel. Another Romish writer says
of them, that they are not to be found hanging about
wine shops ; that they attend no dances or other van-
ities ; and that their preachers live on their daily la-

bor. He adds that he has known shoemakers to be
preachers among them."

Of the rise of Quakerism he .says: "George Fox
has been fittingly called ' the last of the Reformers.'
His aim was to complete what the earlier Reformers
began ; what the Puritans had in some respects car-

ried forward, but which still remained unfinished
;

—the restoration of Primitive Christianity. . . .

With persuasive eloquence, says a recent writer. Fox
began now to call men from ' forms and shadows ' to

the life, light, and power of Christ, in their own
hearts. . . . He found the religious world divided
between High Church professors, who based their

faith largely on church traditions, and the Puritan

and "Evangelical " parties, who believed in the ex-

clusive authority of Scripture. All these were mak-
ing the death of Christ the central truth of Cbris-

tianity, to the displacement of a broader and more
scriptural view. They were, in fact, almost entirely

ignoring a truth which Fox felt to be the main factor

in the relations of man to God. Fox had discov-

ered,.—had had revealed to him,—that it is the in-

dwelling Spirit, the living Christ, and not the church,

nor the Bible only (or even primarily), which is the

real restorer and guide of life. . . . Our knowl-
edge of God is progressive. Truth comes to us by de-

grees ; largely according to faith and faithfulness.

This was what George Fox meant, when he said, he
was called ' to bring people to Christ, and to leave

them there.' He knew that when a man had come
in faith to this living Christ, he would seek more and
more to learn of Christ, and to obey Christ, and to

promote the cause of Christ. . . .

" But the teaching of Fox and his coadjutors was
not only practical. It was preeminently simple ; and
it was broad ; and this simplicity and breadth reaches

to the very beginning of religion. The Protestant

theology of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

—in which many of the early Friends had been
trained,—had been accustomed to say, ' When you
are converted, you will find God propitiated, and He
will accept you for Christ's sake.' But the Quaker
theology took a totally different stand. It said :

' God
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is on your side before you start, and He is,—by per-

suasion, by the worlc of his spirit,—seelcing to start

you himself; and Christ is the manifestation of his love,

and not the cause of it.' . . .

"The 'Evangelical' sects,—as we have already

pointed out,—declared, and still declare, their central

truth to be the death of Christ. The early Friends,

going wider and deeper, proclaimed the great cen-

tral and fundamental truth, to be Christ Himself,—

the Living Saviour,—the same yesterday, to-day, and

forever. They ignored no revealed truth ;—the hu-

man life of Christ, his death, his resurrection, his as-

cension,—all for our sakes, they thankfully accepted

and believed. But Christ the Living, the Indivisible,

He who had been God manifest in the flesh, and is

now God manifest in the Spirit, was their foundation

Kock."

Of " some results of the Quaker movement " there

is not room here to quote. He speaks of the rapid

growth of the Society, which if continued would

make the number of Friends in Great Britain alone

nearly 400,000 ! of the aggressiveness of its advocates;

of the impulse it gave to " individual conscience ;

"

of its eflect upon Calvinism, and upon civil and reli-

gious liberty ; of its philanthropy ; of Penn's " Holy

Experiment;" of its early and constant protest

against Negro Slavery ; and its influence on the ele-

vation of woman an interesting chapter.

Of the decline of the Society and of its future, our

author says :
" We have spoken of the enthusiasm of

the first generation of Friends, (mark the structure

and bidden meaning of that word 'enthusiasm,'

—

en theos,—the indwelling God ! It is surely a fitting

word to represent Quaker zeal !) But when the

fathers had lallen asleep, and the first enthusiasm

was gone, there came gradually, almost impercepti-

bly, some reaction and decline; which grew, as years

passed on, almost to lethargy. . . As, in some

sense, the outcome of this inactive conditi(jn of the

Church, a movement sprung up in this country about

fifty years ago, which is likely—unless its tendency

be greatly modified,—to have grave results on the fu-

ture of Quakerism. There had been just previously

a serious disruption among the American Friends,

attributed by many to strongly-marked Socinian ten-

dencies in some places, and due probably to extreme

and one-sided dogmatic teaching, in both the diver-

gent sections. The agitation had been doubtless

greatly intensified by impatient handling, and by

Church action, under excitement. This American

trouble, naturally awakened alarm among Friends in

this country, and led to a strong and continued pro-

test from the ' evangelical ' stand-point. Tliis grew

into a serious agitation, which, from the title of a

book on the subject, came to be called the Beaconite

movement. Its characteristic may be briefly stated

thus : It more or less pushed the central truth of

Quakerism on one side, as subordinate, and replaced

it by the ordinary creed of the ' Evangelicals.' It

disparaged the teaching of the early Friends, and had

more confidence in the literal words to be found in

Scripture, (which it, of course, interpreted for itself),

than in the old Quaker principle of the direct teach-

ing of the Spirit of Christ. Its attitude on questions

of doctrine, worship, and the ministry, was al.so in

decided contrast with that of the early Friends. . .

Under its teaching, the Society of Friends had no
raison d'etre. . . . London Yearly Meeting, there-

fore, about fifty years ago, as in duty bound, testified

against it; and many secessions followed. But the

spirit of Beaconism remained in the Society ; and
now a very influential portion of the English Friends

are practically in agreement with it."

As a result of this he says that the Society " seems

to have almost reached the parting of the ways. One
of these ways, a plain, well-defined road, leading

straight forward, is what Whittier calls

' The narrow way
Our faithful fathers knew.'"

" The other leads—where ? Does it need much pro-

phetic foresight to perceive that this other way, with

all its windings and accommodations, must inevita-

bly lead back again to that artificial church system

from which our forefathers thought it such a deliv-

erance to come out ? I, for one, cannot shut my eyes

to the fact that the tendency at present, especially

with our American brethren, is strongly setting to-

ward this new road that leads round and back ; and

if this tendency increase, and prevail, not only there

but in England, I say without hesitation, that so far

as the Society of Friends is concerned Quakerism lias

no future."

" It has been said that ' a kingdom is best pre-

served and advanced by the same means by which

it was first founded.' Nothing could be more fittingly

said of the prospects of the Society of Friends. The
future of Quakerism lies in it. Compromise in such

matters is something more than a mistake ; it is an

act of unfaithfulness to our Master and to our calling.

In saying all this, we are bound not to forget that

spiritual truth has many aspects; that the minds of

men are very diversely constituted ; and that the

Quaker Church, from the nature of its constitution,

ought ever to be broad and comprehensive. Of all

churches it can best afford to wait, and be patient

with its members ; because it professes to believe in

the progressive development and expansion of truth,

in a teachable and obedient soul, . . . where
each responsible member has, as it were gradually to

formulate his own creed, from the ' testimony of the

Spirit of God within, and the scriptures of truth

without,' there will inevitably be many opinions, and
various stages of spiritual growth. But this is all

compatible with a loyal acceptance of the funda-

mentah principles of the Society. In condemning
inconsistency we need not preach uniformity."

Of meetings he says: "The genuine Friends'

meeting is a continual, and though a quiet, still a

very striking testimony to the real presence of

Christ and the power of faith. No Quakerism of the

future, would be worthy of the name, which did not

maintain this most remarkable institution,^the

Friends' meeting—in all its spiritual integrity and

life. . . . I doubt if there be anything more truly

edifying and heart-reaching in the way of congrega-

tional worship, than the stillness of the silent mecL-

ing in which genuine though secret prayer ascends

from many hearts for the spiritual help that is
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needed ; and in which the silence is at times broken
by tlie few unadorned but earnest words, the solemn
exhortation, and the fervent heartfelt prayer ; all

uttered under the conviction tliat God is calling for

this sacrilice of the lips, and giving the needful

power and utterance. At such times and over such

assemblies, as Charles Lamb says, ' The Dove seems
almost visibly brooding.' "

In concluding he says :
" Lot us then, one and all,

show that we have faith in those mighty trutlis

which we are accustomed to call our principles. Let

us bear witness in our lives and service that we have
found a living God ; a king, who has not 'gone into a

far country,' and left us to feed on a mere record of

the past ; but one who is nigh at hand ; making His

presence known, and His goodness felt wherever He
is sincerely waited for. ... If in the manifold

opportunities and duties that lie around us, we are

content to mind our calling, and seek to serve, as

our forefathers served, we may yet look for a grand

resurrection of the spirit of true Quakerism, and may
hopefully take our part in promoting a real revival of

primitive, unclerical Christianity throughout the

world." B.

IMMORTALITY.'^

IS there any inquiry of such perpetual and inexhaust-

ible interest as that relating to the continuance of our

conscious life after death ? Busy as we are with the

present, this inquiry breaks in upon one and another

of us every hour. There is no suppressing it. We
cannot forget it,—cannot keep it for any length of

time out of mind. Death, suddenly and unlooked for,

appears in our household and forces us to confiont

the great question. The loving and the loved, in

whom our own lives are wrapt up, the sharer in all

our interests, drop asleep in the mysterious slumber
from which there is no awaking, and the question is

irrepressible : What has become of them ? Where
have they gone? Have they vanished into nothing-

ness, never more to be?
You may contemplate with indifference the entire

extinction of your own being, (although the possibility

of your conceiving the idea is doubtful), but that the

idolized ones who were the most real, most precious

of your possessions, and who have gone from your
homes, have vanished utterly, never more to love,

never more to know or be known in the immeasur-
able universe, is a thought too full of anguish. It

breaks our hearts. Where ar^they ? Shall we never,

never meet again ?

But it is not death alone that forces these ques-

tionings upon us. All life seems hasting away like

a wind-driven vapor. The swift and various changes
of which we are every day compelled to take note,

the rapid alternations of the seasons, the quick suc-

cession of years, the fading days, children leaping

into maturity, the strong and the active overtaken by
infirmities and tottering down to old age, the altered

aspects of the streets through which we pass, the

strange faces that we meet, these and countless other

changes impressing us with the brevity of life, bring

'Sermon delivered by Wm. H. Furness, in St. George's Hall,

Philadelphia, 5th month 22d, 1887.

death and futurity to mind. Is this the be-all and
the end-all? Is our life only this shadow ? How
short and unfinished—what a fragment! What a
shred! How frail is the being of man ! Begun only
to be broken off. Our expectations, so vast in the
conception, so meagre in their fulfillment. What are
we also busy about, rising up so early, sitting up so
late ? Is it all a dream from which we are to awake, or
is it a mocking delusion 7 We look back upon the
two, three, or four score years, as the case may be, of
our personal histories, and how they seem to have
evaporated, leaving, it may be, only the humiliating
sense of wasted opportunities and broken resolutions.

Is it not melancholy to read the letters and biogra-
phies of distinguished persons who were in their day
so busy, commanding all men'sattention ? The affairs

that absorbed them are all but dust and ashes now.
Were they—were all who made the world ring with
their deeds— nothing but transient apparitions?
What induces the eternal Providence to maintain a
show apparently so empty? Surely there must be
something more solid and lasting than human life

thus seems to come to.

As we contemplate the vanishing spectacle, not a
whisper reaches the ear from the dark beyond the
grave to assure us that the dead are still living in un-
impaired, full possession of their personal conscious-
ness. It is the silence that appals us, and beats down
our trembling hopes into the dust.

And yet, dear friends, the fact that we know noth-
ing of a life beyond the grave, neither comprehend
how it can be, authorizes no presumption against the
reality of a life to come. This fact of our ignorance
and inability to form any idea of a future life is often

given as a reason for rejecting the idea altogether.

We don't know and we cannot know anything about
it, it is said, and therefore we may as well give it up
altogether.

Is not this the very objection to a life hereafter

that the apostle treats with irrepressible contempt?
" How are the dead raised ?" does some one ask as if

the question w'ere fatal, " And with what bodies do
they come?'' Fool! In answer to these queries he points

to the manifold manifestations of the Divine power,
which is as much as to say that in view of all these

different forms of being, what folly it is to question
the re.sources of the Creator and to doubt how a thing

can be, merely because we cannot conceive of it ! We
have the idea that, if there is another life, we ought
to know how it can be.

Now it seems to me the presumption is directly

the other way. If there is a life, a conscious life after

death, it is in the highest degree improbable that we
should be able to form any idea of it. Finite, ignor-

ant creatures are we ; and the life beyond the grave is

the work of the infinite power. We have but a very

imperfect, superficial apprehension of what is, of

what is here and now, before our eyes, in our hands.

How absurd then is the notion that we should un-

derstand what is hidden beyond the mystery of

death ! Life is the inspiration of the Most High.
What wisdom of man has ever yet been able to

fathom this secret, even here and now while we are

beholding it and consciously possessing it? Who
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can tell what life this life is? Since we know not

how it exists here, how can we dream of understaml-

ing how it is to be continued hereafter? We cannot

anticipate the productions of human genius. " Every
work of genius," it is said, " is an impossibility until

it appears." Can we expect then to know how tlie

Divine genius from whom the Universe in its infinite

variety is springing, will continue our conscious ex-

istence hereafter ? Or because we cannot conceive

how it can be, shall we question its possibility ?

Could we have conceived beforehand of this life

that now isj? 'Does it not infinitely surpass all that

the most inspired of men could have imagined?
Cusiom blindfolds us, or we should be prostrate in

speechless admiration before the wonderful spectacle.

Imagine yourself at any moment suddenly in any
place, however mean, introduced then and there into

being, opening your eyes for the first time with full

powers of observation into this immeasurable expanse
flaming with light, throbbing with life, and then
you will find nothing more wonderful ; nothing more
incredible in the idea of a life hereafter than in the
life that now is. That the change which we name
death should be an avenue leading into another
dwelling-place would seem no more strange than the
familiar changes of this pi-esent life. Indeed that

life should continue after death tasks the mind less

than the fact that life is now-. We cannot doubt our
present existence. It is out of our power. But were
it possible to doubt it, there would be some who
would deny it altogether, for the same reason that

they deny a future life, on account of its incredibility.

To fresh eyes all life is a mystery. Never could we
have imagined it beforehand. How then can we
imagine what it is yet to be? As well might the child

before it sees the light form an idea of the new mode
of existence into which it is to enter at birth.

We should be greatly aided in arriving at cheering
conclusions could we only discharge our minds of a
certain false assumption which is very common.
Death is continually conceived of, unconsciously it

would seem, as if it were only another name for en-

tire extinction. Thus is assumed the very point in

question. Death is the extinction of all visible signs

of life. But that it touches life itself, that it destroys
that force of which the various activities of the body,
the movements of the blood and the lungs and the

heart are the manifestations—how death affect,? this

hidden thing we do not know. What life is no nat-

uralist professes to know. How then can it be as-

serted that it ceases to exist at death ? All that can
be said is that it is no longer cognizable by us. It

does not follow that it ceases to be because we can
not perceive it, unless we maintain, as who will,

that nothing exists beyond the range of our percep-
tions.

We must first of all acknowledge that deatli is an
event of which very little is known. We migiit get

some insight into this secret were we duly impressed
with a sense of our ignorance. Could we only take
the position which I have suggested, of an intelligent

being suddenly introiluced into life with all his fac-

ulties of observation and thought uncommitted to

any creed, looking at everything with free, fearless

eyes. To such an observer, death, instead of being
an evil for which there is no compensation, might
appear as a simple change, analogous to the count-
less changes forever going on throughout all nature.
It might look not a whit more inexplicable than
birth, growth, and sleep, conditions of existence
which, being familiar, awaken no wonder. Were we
now to witness them for the first time they would
seem to be just as irreconcilable with a continued
conscious existence as death is thought to be.

The changes we pass through before we die, the
changes which the lower animals undergo, do they
not all hint, at least, at this view of death ?

Listen, friends, to one of the " Parables," which
nature is everywhere repeating, a parable taught by a
fact in insect life. The larva or grub of the dragon-
fly lives wholly on'the bottoms of ponds and pools,

w-hereas the dragon-fly, into which it is changed,
lives in the upper air. Some species are very beauti-

ful, showing colors of a metallic brilliancy. At a cer-

tain stage, the grub, rising in the water, creeps up
the stem of some water-plant, and is transformed into

a winged creature. The paral)Ie runs substantially

thus:
" In a certain beautiful pond there dwelt large

numbers of the grub of the dragon-fly. They became
aware that one after another of their company were
disapiiearing never to return. They wondered where
those went who quitted the world. They hail no
idea of any world of life but their little native pond,
that was the world to them. As their wonder grew,

one of them, feeling the mysterious change approach-
ing impelling him to ascend to the surface ofthe water,

promi-sed to come back and tell what happened to him
after his disappearance. But the promise was not
kept. Then another went and before he went, he made
the same promise. ' Our brother Ijas never returned,

but, dear friends,! feel that I am going to him, wher-
ever that may be, either to a new life or to that death

from which there is no return. I renew the solemn
promise. Should the great hope be true, w-e will

come back and tell you so. Farewell.' And then he
rose up through the water.on reaching thebrink of the

pond he seized on a plant of the forget-me-not, and,

clinging to its stalk, clambered out of the water into

the air. The others watched him, but after that they

saw him no more, and they sank down sad and un-

easy to their home below. As before, the hours

passed on, and nothing more n-as seen of the de-

parted, only the broken shell fell back and crumbled
away. ' He is faithless,' said some, 'he forgets us like

his brother,' said others. Only a few murmured :

' We will not despair.' And after awhile others went
up in succession ; for the time came to all when the

lustrous eyes of the perfect creature shone through
the masked face of the grub, and he must pass on to

the fulfilment of his destiny. The result among those

who remained was always the same. There were
ever some who doubted and feared, ever some that

disbelieved and ridiculed, ever some who looked for-

ward and hoped. Ah ! could they only have known,
poor things! If those eyes, fitted only for the dense
water-world, could have seen into tlje finer element
beyond ! But that they could not do. And those
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who had passed into another and higher world, when
they hurst each from his prison house by the water-

side and arose on jilittering wings into the summer
air, in a brighter sphere,—had tliey no memory of

the dear ones tliey liad left, no tender concern for

their griefs and fears? Ah ! so far from it, they

tho\ight of tliem amidst the transports of their wild-

est flights, and returned ever and ever to the pre-

cincts of that world which had once been the only

world to tlicm. But to the world of waters they

could never return. Thus divided yet near, parteil

yet united by love, they hovered over the barrier that

lay between them. They were there to welcome
their emancipated brothers who soon followed them.

And often the breezy air at the forest pond re.sounded

on the bright summer afternoons with the clash-

ing of dragon flies' wings as they darted to and fro

over the crystal water in the rapture of the new life.

On these occasions some fresh arrival of kindred

from below added a keener sense to their already

joyous existence. Sweet assuredly it was to eacli

new comer, when the mystery of his fate was thus

solved, to find in the new region, not a strange and
friendless abode, but a home rich with the welcomes
of those who had gone before."

I add a word of interpretation. It is hardly neces-

sary, since, like the larvse of the dragon-flies, we are

living and creeping about on the bottom of an ocean

some five-and-twenty miles deep : (the atmosphere
that envelopes this globe, and which, in comparison

with the interplanetary ether outside of it is as dense

as water compared with air), why may it not be such

is the thought that this beautiful parable suggests,

that at death, when these visible tenements fall away,

we pass into a higher sphere, with which our present

organs are not fine enough to communicate, and where
the wondrous rudimental powers folded up within us,

of which we are but dimly conscious now, released

from the con fining flesh, expand into a glorious beauty

passing the imagination to conceive? But the hope
that springs eternal in the breast, of a higher and
more enduring life than this of the body, turns from

all these hints of nature to one great natural fact,

even to Him in whom our nature was wonderfully

developed. As an instance and example of a spirit

that bears no mark of mortality, in a word, as the

representative man of our race, in whom the loftiest

possibilities of human nature are realized, Christ is

the hope fulfilled and the pledge of arf imperishable

life in us all. Once let this idea be planted in the

heart, and it will brinir forth immortal fruit, faith,

veneration, love; and you will become conscious of a

life that is fed by springs over which death has no
power. You will cease to be anxious about a future

life, for you will be entering deeper and deeper here

and now into an immortal condition of existence

passing from under the shadow of death, that rests

over all the world, into the unclouded light of being

which never sets. Every day this corruptible will be

putting on incorruption, this mortal, immortality.

Such was the experience of the first disciples of Jesus,

by whom he was trusted in, revered, and loved as he
has never been since ; to use the language of one of

them :
" He was formed within them the hope of ever-

lasting glory!" And then, too, when we are in full

sympathy with him, then will his utterances, which,
apart from him, have no more authority nor interest

than any of the sayings of wise men of old, take on
the significance of revelations. We shall feel their

truth and power as we never felt them before. For
we shall see ever more clearly how they are sur-

charged with the heart, with the very life of the

speaker. They were no hearsays uttered by rote.

They were no mere commonplace traditions. They
gushed up like springs of water from an unfathomed
deep of personal conviction. He spoke not like the

Scribes. At the slightest suggestions, upon sudden
and ordinary week-day occasions, his faith overflowed

in speech. His aflfirmations effervesced with his very

life. 'At the briefest word of another there lightened

from him thoughts that breathe the profoundest wis-

dom, words that burn with a fire that illumines the

world.
" I am the Eesurrection and the Life," said He,

" whoso believes in me, though he were dead, yet

will he live, and he who lives believing in me will

never die." What words are these to come from mor-
tal lips ! But pause and consider what had been the

experience of the speaker, how all things had worked
together to create in him so profound a consciousness

that he said: " Of myself I am nothing. It is not I,

it is the Father who speaks and works through me ;

"

not that His own will was annihilated, but it had be-

come identified with the divine will. Whoso be-

lieved in him, as he said, believed not in him but in

Him who sent him. It was not to himself that he ar-

rogated the power by which the dead live again and
the living never die. To faith in God, death is no
longer death, but life.

O when shall our hearts be so open and so pure

that we shall inhale as our very life-breath, the air of

immortality which these words breathe, and with all

the strength of personal conviction echo the tri-

umphant cry of the apostle :
" 0, death ! where is thy

sting? O grave! where is thy victory ? Thanks be
to God who has given us the victory through'our Lord
.lesus Christ.

" He luads us to tlie lieight

Named of the Infinite and long sought good.

And fountains of delight

;

And where his feet have stood,

Pain, fear, and sin lie prostrate and subdued.

Prom that great Life flow forth

Immortal harmonies of power to still

All discords born of earth.

And draw the ardent will

It's destiny of goodness to fulfil.

Might but a little part,

A wandering breath of that high melody.

Descend into each heart.

And change us till we be

Transformed and swallowed up, O Love, in thee I

"

Power dwells with cheerfulness ; hope puts us in

a working mood, whilst despair is no muse, and un-

tunes the active powers. A man shoidd make life

and nature happier to us, or he had better never been

born.—E.AiERSON.
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THE SCRIPTURE LESSON.
NO Scripture Lesson has been prepared for Sixth

month 26. In its stead a review of the lessons of the

quarter ending with the present month may be pro-

fitable, or a general Temperance Lesson,which would
interest all.

Tlie Lessons for the next quarter will leave the

Old Testament and take up the Life of Jesus, begin-

ning with his infancy, as it is recorded by Matthew,

and gathering from the other Gospels such portions

as are confirmatory of what he relates.

Matthew is the same as he that in Mark 2 : 14 is

called Levi. He is believed to have been a Jew,

though his business was that of a publican or tax-col-

lector under the Roman Government. The date of

the writing is placed at between A. D. 50 and 05.

Matthew's Gospel is said to have been written for the

Jewish converts in Palestine, among whom, according

to the testimony of Eiisebius, he labored. Later

authorities have named Ethiopia, Parthia, Egypt, and
Macedonia 'as fields of his missonary work. His

death is by the most ancient authorities attributed

to natural causes.

PURITY FOR PURITY.
SOCIAL influence is a most potent agent either to

perpetuate or to abolish the double standard of

morality. The woman socially is generally re-

lentless ostracised, while the unchaste man, the

young man who " sows wild oats," if possessed of

money, or of wealthy connections, is condoned and
welcomed.

In the parlor and in society, woman, theoretically

at least, is supreme. Her attitude in this domain to-

wards the unchaste man, tlie known libertine, is a

vital matter for good or ill. The key-note of woman's
duty socially was sounded admirably by a bright and
morally brave young woman. Miss Clothier, of Mass-
achusetts, wdio in a late response to an address of wel-

come, speaking in behalf of twelve thousand young
women, organized as the National Young Women's
Christian Temperance LTnion, with several thousand
young men as honorary members, said :

" We ask as

young ladies, that the young gentlemen who stand

side by side with us as honored members, the young
gentlemen with whom we associate, should stand on
the same high moral plane as ourselves. We ask

them just what they ask of us, Purity for purity."

Nothing less than this should be the social demand
of virtuous womanhood everywhere.

Nor are chaste, reputable men without grave so-

cial responsibility for their bearing towards those

who, as libertines, prey upon womanhood and girl-

hood. Says Canon Wilberforce, very pertinently :

" If men of culture and standing in society would
combine to mete out the same penalty to one who
deliberately robs a woman of her purity that they

would inflict upon one who cheats at cards, or fails to

settle his racing debts, the effect would be immediate
and salutary." The Wliite Cross pledge: " To treat

all women with respect, and endeavor to protect

them from wrong and degradation," should be the

badge of honor for men, requisite for social recogni-

tion among true gentlemen.— TJie Philanthropist.

NATURAL GAS.
PROF. N. S. SHALER, of the United States Geologi-

cal Survey, discusses in the Forum for May, the pres-

ent information we have on the subject of natural gas.

The consumption of this gas durins; the year 1886,

estimated on a coal basis, probably exceeded in value

?6,000,000 ; and its use is rapidly increasing, since its

cheapness as a fuel effects a saving in many factories

equal to not less than ten per cent, on the capital in-

vested. As regards the extent of the natural gas

deposits. Prof Shaler is of the opinion that " the

Mississippi Valley section of this country can alone

be looked to as a field for a supply of this product, at

least in large quantities," because in this region the

earth deposits have been least disturbed and the im-

prisoned gas has not had so much chance to escape.

The durability of the supply is largely a matter of

conjecture, although the steady diminution in the

flow of the gas as the wells grow oliler indicates their

exhaustibility ; and it is estimated that the supply

for thirty miles around Pittsburg is likely to be used

up within eight years. Judging from the geological

conditions of the earth, it does not appear likely that

large supplies of natural gas will be found in any of

the industrial centres of the Old World, although in

Africa, Australia, South America, and parts of Asia

there is a probability of finding it in abundance.

The Geological Survey is now engaged in gathering

information on the subject in all parts of the country,

and hopes soon to know just where natural gas may
be sought for with a prospect of success.— The Ameri-

can'.

There are some twenty thousand Mormons in

Ohio calling themselves Josephites, who believe in

the Mormon Bible, of whom Joseph Smith, the son of

the celebrated Mormon prophet is the head, but who
neither believe in nor practice the system of plural

marriages. Atarecentconvention of these Mormons,
held at Kirtland, in that State, this Joseph Sunth took

occasion to denounce polygamy, and declared it to be

an apostacy from the true Mormon faith.

—

Independ-

ent.

The Lord's Prayer.—We are so accustomed to the

use of the Lord's Prayer that there is a danger of over-

looking the full meaning of its petitions. How much,
for instance, is comprehended in " Thy kingdom
come?" Will} what intense longing we should utter

it if we remembered that its fulfilment implies that

all bitter cries of the outcast poor would be hushed,

that all harm and wrong would cease, that all swords
would be beaten into pruning-hooks, and that in

every heart now tempest-tossed and stirred to its ut-

most depths, peace would reign undisturbed.

—

The

Herald of Peace.

I s.\w also the mountains burned up, and the rub-

bish, the rough, crooked ways and places made
smooth and plain, that the Lord might come to his

tabernacle. These things are to be found in man's
heart, but to speak of these things being within,

seemed strange to the rough, crooked, and mountain-

ous ones.

—

George Fox.
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"SOUND IN WORD AND DOCTRINE."
IT is sometimes said that the query addressed to Min-

isters and El<lers in their quarterly meetings, " Are

ministers sound in word and doctrine?" has no sifr-

niiicance at this time, and some who have seats in

that body are free to make the same declaration.

The subject is an important one, and touches the

Society at its very core. If we have a doctrine,

—

and who that is acquainted with the first principles

of our profession will say we have not?—then those

who are accredited by the several meetings to be the

exponents of that doctrine before the world, must

deliver the word in accord with the principles thus

established. No greater mistake in regard to our pro-

fession can be made, than for one to say we have no

doctrine. An organization of men cannot exist with-

out some central thought to rally to. Why do men

band together for any purpose, either secular or relig-

ious, if it be not to strengthen and help one another

in the prosecution of a definite object,which is clearly

set forth as the organic principle upon which tlie

members are bound together? This is fundamental

and no one doubts its necessity.

The Society of Friends arose and became a dis-

tinct religious body, not alone as a protest against the

corruptions that were eating out the spiritual life of

the Christian church, but to hold forth as a rallying

point to the sincere seekers after the truth as it is in

Jesus, the great underlying doctrine that the light

which enlighteneth the soul has been given to every

rational intelligent creature, and is sufficient, if

obeyed, to lead into all righteousness. ,That this light

is the gift of God, who is one and indivisible, mani-

festing himself to his human children in the ditt'er-

ent ages according to their capacities, condescending

to their low estates and ever leading them through his

chosen instruments into clearer perceptions of his re-

lations to them and theirs to him. Hence " Mind the

Light" became a doctrine at once new and startling to

the age in which it was proclaimed, and tlie funda-

mental principal of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, as

understood by the bold and undaunted champions

for this truth. It needed no preamble setting forth

as do the creeds of the schoolmen, a belief in an Al-

mighty Maker, and all the attributes ascribed to such

a being. To " Mind the Light " is to accept without

controversy the existence of such a light, and its

power to uphold and rule the universe. Then as a se-

quence came that other doctrine of Jesus, " God is a

Spirit, and they that worship Him must worship in

spirit and in truth." This also was engraved on their

banner, and became a fundamental doctrine of the

Society of Friends.

The revelation of God, through the work and

mission of Jesus, the well-beloved Son, has ever been

held a truth in the Society of Friends and never more

fully believed in and acknowledged than at this time

and by the branch of the Society of Friends which this

paper represents. All unite in believing the Sonship

to be spiritual : here the question rests. The society

as a body is willing to leave each inquirer to the

revelation as made to each.

Then as a hedge around the body gathered under

the liberty wherewith the truth sets free the immor-

tal and enduring testimonies were framed, to be as

the " by laws," governing our relations one to an-

other and our duties to the Divine Being, whom
through the Spiritual union acknowledged to exist

between Him and the believer we call with great fit-

ness " Our Heavenly Father." The call goes forth,

'

' To your tents Oh Israel !
" To your secret places of

communion with the Father that ye may know what

is his will concerning you and be ready to move for-

ward shoulder to shoulder, under his banner in the

great battle for truth and righteousness.

TRUE CHRISTIANITY.
IT is generally acknowledged that in man we may

recognize a dual nature, and that in our own individ-

ual experience this is very evident. Or, dividing

after the manner indicated by the Apostle Paul, we

find that part of mankind walk according to their

lower or mere animal nature, following their natural

impulses, are in a measure dead to the higher law of

the Spirit, and cannot in any degree please or serve

God. " They that are after the flesh, do mind the

things of the flesh : but they that are after the Spirit,

the things of the Spirit." The mind of the Spirit is

life and peace, and the mind of the flesh is death,

says the apostle.

But we may be conscious that we have not entire-

ly attained to the life which is fully spiritual, while

believing with hope that our lives are in some degree

regulated by that inward light of Christ which is the

sign of true discipleship and constitutes Christianity.

Now it is the life of Christianity to promote the cul-

ture of the spiritual or higher nature, and see that

the lower and selfish does not gain the mastery.

The divine impulse causes men and women to

gather up the neglected children of the streets and

seek with ardor to lead them to see the true guiding
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lifiht which is vouchsafed to all who seek it in sincer-

ity, and the seare doing a noble work for Christianity.

Or those who seek to point out the living way of the

Spirit to the poor Indian are doing a work as noble,

that must have the blessing of the Father. In a

thousand ways we may serve and bless our fellow

creatures of the earth, and if we do so in a right and

sincere spirit, we show forth the legitimate fruits of

the Spirit of the Highest.

' MARRIAGES.
EOBERTS-COLLINS.—On Fourth-day afternoon. Sixth

month 1st, at Race Street Meeting House, under the care of

the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, Thomas
Mather Roberts, son of Edwin and Caroline M. Roberts, and
Susan H., daughter of Julm and Sallie L. Collins.

DEA THS.
ADAMS.—Suddenly, Sixth month C, at Springfield,

Mass., Charles Adams, of Pliiladelphia, in his 75th year, a

member of the Monthly MeetingofFriend.s of Philadelphia.

In commemoration of his fiftieth wedding anniversary
he had been visiting a married danghter at Enfield, Mass.,

and when starting for home was stricken down at the rail-

road depot.

He was well-known in Philadelphia, and by Friends in

other sections by his interest in the First-day school move-
ment and his connection with the Joitrna! for several years

as its business agent.

JANNEY.—On the 6th of Fifth month, 1887, at the

residence of her brother, Henry Janney, in Baltimore, Md.,

in the 65th year of her age, Ellen Janney, a member of

Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends.

JOHN.—Rebecca Underwood John departed this life on
Sixth month 3d, 1887, aged 79 years, 3 months, and 19 days.

Her close was marked by great peacefulness, being con-

scious unto the last, when she fell asleep, we doubt not. to

awake into brighter scenes, and behold a fairer sunlight
that shall never cease. She was a member of Roaring Creek
Monthly Meeting, and Bear Gap Particular Meeting, and
was an approved mini.ster for forty-five years. Her great

dedication and faithfulness to religious duties is well-

known, having traveled extensively iu former years in the
ministry, with minutes of unity from her meetings. Of re-

ceut years her religious labors have mainly been in the vi-

icinity of her own home, but .she has been very diligent

therein.

Her funeral took place in Bear Gap Meeting House on
Second -day, 6th inst., and was largely attended. Many of

other religious professions came from miles around to pay
their last respects to one whom they esteemed as a dedi-
cated christian. Testimony was borne with feeling to the
value of her memory and consistent example as a neighbor
and a gospel minister.

Her venerable husband, Perry John, was able to attend
the funeral and it is hoped may yet be spared longer in

the service of his Lord. "The memory of the just is as a
shining light, that shineth more and more unto the per-

fect day." E.

MORRELL.—At her residence, .Johnstown, Pa., sud-

denly, Sixth month 7, Susan Lower, widow of Daniel J.

Morrell, and daughter of the late Powell Stackhouse, of
Philadelphia, Pa.

NICKOLS.— Died at his residence, in Lincoln Township,
Morrow county, Ohio, Jacob Nickels aged 71 years, a mem-
ber of Green Plain Monthly Meeting of friends. Deceased
was born in Loudoun county, Va., a member of Goose

Creek Monthly Meeting, removing to Ohio in 1851, living

within the limits of Allum Creek Monthly Meeting when the

members were attached to Green Plain Monthly Meeting.

Sarah W. P.axson.

True humility loves the sacrifices of daily life better

than the praise of men, but to find it we must turn aside

from public highways, into the shaded walks of life where
domestic virtues are guarded with the sacred enclosure of

home. Here diligently discharging the most important

duties of a woman's sphere, we always found our dear

friend Sarah W. Paxson, the exquisite simplicity of her

character finding its development in a home where nothing

was ever permitted " to disturb the severe tenor of her

entirely conscientious career." For she was truly an ideal

mother and the centre of a family that was a high type of

a thoroughly modest, cultured, and well ordered house-

hold, in the midst of which she dwelt as a Spirit of Peace,

her daily life revealing that in the secret depths of her

nature was the repose of a holy mind and a soul at peace

with God.

Her maiden name was Sarah Willet Comly, daughter of

James and Eliza Comly. Early in life she married William

Laurence Paxson, whom she survived but a few years.

After the death of her husband she lived with her son and
widowed daughter iu Germantown, leaving them as she

supposed, for a few days only, to take care of her brother,

the late Franklin A. Comly. Here, aftersix weeks of work
and anxious watching she was taken suddenly ill and died

within a few liours on the 11th of Fourth month, 1887,

—

passing quietl.v from sleep to death, the spirit stealing

away at midnight so silently tliat the loving one who
watched beside her scarcely knew it was departing.

Our friend had lived beyond the allotted time of three

score years and ten, hut to us she never seemed old—only

a beautiful example of courageous and cheerful life in its

decline, always equal to every emergency, keeping the

same active place in the household, aud by her ripe judg-

ment and wise counsel directing and often controlling the

interests of both children and grandchildren.

She was the gentlest of women, yet her gentleness never
degenerated into weakness, for she was above all things a

strong character with an unfaltering genuineness " that

spoke the truth in love;" full of sympathy and ten-

derness, yet controlled by the force of unyielding con-

victions. Amiable and long suffering, yet capable at the

same time of righteous indiguation in the presence of

hypocricy, deceit, and falsit.y. Reticent almost to a fault

she concealed her own cares and sorrows, bore her own
burdens with meekness and patience, yet bestowed her

sympathies lavishly out of the abundance of her charity.

Those who were entrusted with her affectionate confidence,

and who knew her in her own beautiful life, knew too

how she encouraged the despairing, strengthened the

weak, helped the helpless, gave to the needy. It may
truly be said of her "that whatsoever things are pure,

whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of

good report " were the fruits that she gathered and garn-

ered and left as a rich heritage to her children aud grand-

children.

The shock of the sister's death wrought terribly upon
the weakened brain of the sufferer, already worn by stress

of work and grave anxieties, and in less than a fortnight

they were both at rest, l.ving side by side in the quiet

graveyard of the Friends at Abington, among those who
were dearest to them in life. And now when we stand be-

side the silent graves, we feel that the remembrance of

Sarah W. Paxson as a mother, relative, and friend is a pos-

session which those who have enjoyed will never lose. *
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VISITS IN SOUTHERN QUARTER.—Ill

INQUIRIXG concerning the present conilition nf llie

coloreil people, I was glad to learn tbat there is a

steady uplifting of the race in these parts. They are

generally industrious, and anxious to give their

children the advantages of learning. As a friend

said of them, " Tlioy are not different from the white

laboring cla.ss. They try to get all the enjoyment out

of life that their means will afford, and quite as often,

by economy and steady industry, become owners of

the soil." Entering the train that runs from Cam-
bridge, Md., to Seaford, Del., the next morning, there

was scarcely a vacant seat, the two cars that convey

passengers being almost entirely occupied with

colored people of all ages, whole families being of the

number. I learned afterward that they were on

their way to the strawberry fields of Sussex county,

where the most expert pickers earn from one dollar

to one dollar and fifty cents a day,—the day some-

times ending by the middle of the afternoon. They
are paid by the box, anil little children not more
than seven years old are seen among the pickers,

working with a will, and proudly bringing to the stand

the tray containing the boxes they have picked, for

which they are duly credited.

The branch road from Cambridge connects with

the Delaware sailroad at Seaford, a prosperous town
on the Nanticoke, a navigable tributary of Chesa-

peake Bay. A day and a half is spent at Seaford in

family reiinions. There is not a vestige left of the

early occupancy of Friends in the county of Sussex,

although about the close of the last century there

was an occasional meeting held some miles out of

Seaford, the locality not now known with any degree

of certainty. Throngs of pickers swarm in the

strawberry fields, and long trains filled with crates of

delicious fruit of the most choice varieties pass over

the road at short intervals. Shipments are made for

Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and Boston ; only

the very finest of the crop going to the latter place.

The oyster trade of Seaford is a profitable industry
;

the packing houses give employment to about .500

persons during the season, closing in time for the

fruit gathering, which, beginning with the strawberry

crop, continues until the early fall, when, after the

peaches are marketed, the oyster packing begins

again. A suburb of the town called "Africa" swarms
with these dark skinned workers. Most of the

house.s in this quarter are freshly whitewashed out-

side and in, and the gardens well tended ; the little

tots that throng the door-ways are clean and tidy,

and a degree of thrift that is most hopeful is every-

where observable in their homes. The grain fields

of the whole Peninsula are luxuriant and the corn

growing finely ; the promise of abundance encourages
the farmer, but the cold weather of the month just

closing has been disastrous to the peaches. Whole
orchards of tine, young, bearing trees have dropped
nearly all the fruit, not leaving in many cases enough
for home consumption. But peach growing is be-

coming more and more uncertain, and nursery men
and growers are carefully investigating the diseases

and disasters that have so greatly interfered with

their success.

The ride from Seaford to AVyoming, the station

nearest to Camden, is only about an hour. A friend

with conveyance is waiting mv arrival, and a short

drive brings me to his hospitable home in Camden,

and a cordial welcome from his wife and family

places me at ease, and I reverently feel the close bond

of Christian fellowship.

Some social visits are paid in the evening. There

are more of the members of Camden meeting living

at Wyoming than at Camden. The distance between

the two places is short, and many walk to meeting.

Mid-week meeting is held on Fourth-day. The at-

tendance on the present occasion was larger than

usual ; a few, not Friends, met with us. I felt grate-

ful for the privilege of worshipping w-ith the little com-

pany who met together. At the close, it was con-

cluded to have a meeting at Wyoming, a hall being

offered without charge. Notice was given which,

though short, brought the Friends of the place and a

number of others together at an early hour in the

evening. We had a satisfactory meeting, and the

kind reception given us opens the way for further

service in the place when Friends again visit the

neighborhood.

Fifth-day morning was spent in looking over the

old record.-^ of Duck Creek Monthly Meeting from its

beginning to the time it was united with Murticle

(Motherkill) under the name of Camden Monthly

Meeting. This was in 1S30. The book recording the

manumission of slaves and several other ancient

records are in possession of Camden meeting; all full

of interest to those who take pleasure in studying the

history of the Society. Several visits were made to

Friends and friendly people, mostly those not able

to get to meeting.
I took the carson Si-icth-day morning for Still Pond,

in Maryland, which required a change at Clayton and

a ride of an hour and a half on the Baltimore and

Delaware Bay R. R. Here again I was kindly met

and found pleasant welcome. This is a most attrac-

tive part of the State of Maryland, quite rolling, and

fertile as a garden. Small fruits are not cultivated to

any extent. Large peach orchards and extensive

fields of wheat and corn, with scant wooded tracts,

diversify the landscape. Fine hedges, mostly well

trimmed, divide the farms and line the road-ways,

and the melody of the song-birds tills the air with

music. I scarcely remember to have been in any

place where such variety in note and such beauty of

plumage were met with, yet the quarrelsome English

sparrow is here, and seems likely to stay, to the immi-

nent peril of the wren and other small song-birds,

whose nests it makes war upon.

Seventh-day is spent in visiting members and the

descendants of Friends, very many of whom have

united with the Methodists, yet they express great

love for the principles of the Society, and are glad to

attend our meetings when they can. Those living in

the little villages that lie along the railroad are mostly

without means of conveyance, and the distances are

too great for walking. Cecil meeting-house is in a

pretty grove, occupying a little knoll, and has a small
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graveyard attached. Kennedyville, Still Pond, and
Lynch's Station are the nearest towns, but the mem-
bership includes Friends living at Chestertown, the

terminus of the railroad.

Some notice had been given that a member of the

Yearly Meeting's Visiting Committee expected to be

at the meeting on First-day morning. Friends who
are usually pre.sent and those notified, with a few

not of the Society, were in attendance. There was
an openness to hand forth the plain, practical doc-

trines of our simple faith, and the earnest attention

of the hearers gave 'evidence that the word spoken
was well received. .There are many children and
young people belonging to this meeting. A First-day

school is much needed to hoW these to the meeting
and train them to useful service. It wants but a

conviction that this is essential to the perpetuity of

the Society ; there are men and women fully compe-
tent to take the lead in such a movement ; and the

prayer arises that they may not hold themselves
aloof and see their children gathered into other folds.

The afternoon is passed in social commingling, and
the early morning finds me on the cars with my face

turned homeward, having been absent nearly two
weeks, in the prosecution of the work of the yearly

meeting. It has never before presented to my mind
so many reasons for its necessity, or the need there

is that those who engage in it shall feel the weight
and importance of the undertaking. Without a vocal

ministry, without First-day schools, except in one
monthly meeting, and with an adult membership en-

grossed, with but few exceptions, in the cares and
responsibilities of active business, there is not much
to attract the youth among them to the Society into

which they have been born, or to make the one hour
on the First-day of the week, spent with their elders

in silent waiting, more satisfying than thegathering in

the other places of worship that are found in their

midst, offering attractions that please the fancy and
appeal to the emotional nature within them.

These things must be weightly considered, and
such a course adopted as the exigencies of the age
demands, if there is to be in this part of our heritage

a rallying to the standard of truth set up by our
forefathers. L. J. R.

Sixth Jiionth eth, 1887

.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
BLUE RIVER QUARTERLY MEETING.

Editors Intelligencer .ind Journal :

BLUE River CJuarterly Meeting was held, near Salem,
Indiana, on Seventh-day, 5th Month 2Sth and I send
the enclosed report taken from a private letter re-

\ ceived by Thos. W. Woodnut from a friend residing

near Salem :

On Fifth-day evening preceding the Quarterly
Meeting, Abel Mills had a large and attentive audi-

ence at a school-house in Friends Settlement. On
Sixth-day morning there was an appointed meeting,
at which Edward Coale and Abel Mills spoke

;

On Sixth-day afternoon the meeting of Ministers
and Elders convened and in the evening the meet-
ing-house was full of interested people in attend-

ance on the quarterly First-day School Conference :

Seventh-day morning the quarterly meeting was
held and found to be a season of spiritual refresh-

ment as well as of business interest. A proposi-

tion regarding birth-right membership, (understood

to be with reference to an honorable release from or

personal acceptance of the birth-right privileges and
duties of those holding membership by birth-right, at

a suitable time after attaining their majority), was
given to a strong committee for report at next quar-

terly meeting. A memorial for our deceased friend

Thomas Morris was approved and forwarded.

Seventh-day afternoon a house meeting was held at

Levi Knight's, and another in the evening at Charles

Brooks's. First-day morning at the time for the gath-

ering of the First-day Sghool the numbers in attend-

ance proved too large for the house, and it was de-

cided to hold it in tlie beautiful grove belonging to

the meeting. Here the school, the regular meeting

meeting for worship, and afternoon meeting were
held without the audience leaving the ground, the

attendance being estimated variously at from six to

twelve hundred persons, people bringing their din-

ners and eating between meetings. First-day even-

ing an appointed meeting was held in the house of

Orthodox Friends, this closing a series of closely con-

nected meetings of which our friend says: "Truly it

was an outpouring of the people, and wonderfully

satisfactory, so far as we can learn." Similiar reports

as to the interest manifested inside and outside our

membership were also received some time since from
Prairie Grove Quarterly Meeting, Iowa, where our

Yearly Meeting Committee was in attendance : quite

a number of meetings being held at various points

within a radius of ten or twelve miles, and great

interest manifested. Witli the help likely to come to

us from the interest shown for western and scattered

members and isolated meetings by Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, may we not hope for a general

awakening in these fields with renewed interest and
the strenathening for usefulness of these outposts of

our denomination? May we all East as well as West
look for the light on our path and follow as the way
opens ! J. W. P.

To the above we add the following from a report

of the same meeting which we have received from

one who was present

:

Blue River Quarterly Meeting in its annual round,

convened at Highlancl Creek, Washington county,

Ind., six miles from the place of its birth 70 years

ago, .300 miles from Clear Creek, 111., where it is held

once in the year, and 250 from Benjaminville, where
it is held twice. In the meeting for worship the sub-

ject of Christ dying for us was enlarsied upon by one
of the ministers present, in a very satisfactory man-
ner, showing that as He is the way, the truth, and
the life, which way is for us—redeeming in its nature,

then he died for us in tlie sense that he died for the

cause for which he came into the world, i. e.," to bear

witness to the truth," counting this so much more
glorious than liis natural life. In the meeting for

business the clerks, Griffith E. Coale, of Benjamin-
ville, and Mary E. Trueblood, of this place, were at

the table. The representatives being called, thirteen

were absent, for whom various reasons were assigned;
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but owing to tlie great distance Friends have to come

to be with us, tlie meeting is very lenient towards

such. The ministers present were Edward Coale and

Abel Mills, who were eminently favored through all

the various meelinfis held on this memorable occa-

sion. They, with some others, seemed to be on

double duty, being members of the Yearly Meeting's

Committee, on "Isolated Friends," besides quarterly

meeting work. In the line of the first duty, they held

a number of house meetings with those who from in-

firmity and weight of years were not able to get out

to meeting, which I learn were precious opportunities.

They held also a number of public meetings earlier

in the week, which though favored opportunities, were

not so largely attended by the good people of the

neighborliood as we could have wished.

First-day morning dawned as bright and lovely

as the week previous had been. The Methodist min-

ister postponed his meeting that day and the congre-

gation came in mass. We found we could not ac-

commodate one-half in the house, so moved out in

the yard under the shade of forest trees. There was

much misgiving at first as to whether order could be

maintained, but it proved a very satisfactory meet-

ing. At the close the Methodist minister made some

fitting remarkSjStating that it was the first meeting of

our branch be had ever attended, and he was well

pleased. That evening the committee had an ap-

pointed meeting with the other branch of Friends,

which was not very largely attended, nevertheless the

truths of the Gospel as we understand them were

freely declared. Thus closed a series of meetings in

connection with the quarter, long to be remembered.
T. H. T.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

PROCEEDINGS IN NEW YORK YEARLY MEETING.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

THE report of New York Yearly Meeting, in your

last issue, lacks a completeness that requires some
additions. The meeting, on Third-day morning, was

mostly occupied in the discussion of the state of the

Society, as represented in the fact that more than

three-quarters of our members continue to neglect

our mid-week meetings. The discu.ssion manifested

that there was a growing conviction in the minds of

some Friends that the Society might be in error in

requiring its members, " as a reasonable duty," to at-

tend meetings twice in seven days. As the members
of our Yearly Meeting are probably no exceptions

to this so called " delinquency," we think it well that

the subject should not be ignored, but considered in

the ligijt of the facts of to-day, and the broader con-

ception, that righteousness consists more in deeds

than forms or places of worship as a measure of our

goodness. Frie.sd.

New York, Sixth month 12.

PETITIONS FOR JOHNSON'S COMMUTATION.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

Please inform Friends, through your valuable paper,

who may wish to sign a petition for the commutation

pf the sentence of the man Johnson, how they may

do it, whether sending their names to James S. Cum-
mins, Media, would be sufficient or not?

S.Y.

While Horse, Pa.

[Wc sliould suKgost that a copy of the petition, (as given

in this paper), sliould be made and signed ; or that printed

copies can probably be obtained of J. S. Cummins.

—

Eds.]

8WARTHM0RE NOTES.

—The Commencement exercises will take place at

the College, on next Third-day, the 21st inst., at 11

o'clock. The full programme is given elsewhere.

There are twelve graduates,showing a gradual increase

of the number since 18S5,when, owing to a change in

the requirements for a degree, the class numbered

but four. The twelve this year will make the whole

number of the graduated Alumni of the College 174.

Among these there have been 7 deaths since gradua-

tion. The large.st class was that of 1882, numbering

20. Of the present Junior class 32 have reiintered,

16 young men and 16 young women, giving assurance

that the graduating class of 1888 will be the largest

in the experience of the College.

—A new and interesting feature of this Com-
mencement will be an exhibition of the drawings and

shop-work for the year in the scientific building,

which will be open to visitors on the afternoons of

the 20th and 21st inst.

—The Baccalaureate Address of the President

will dwell especially upon the value of such a college

cour.se as Swarthmore gives, under guarded care. It

will be given on First-day morning, the 19th inst, as

the close of the First-day school exercises for the

year.

—Kussell and Carroll Hayes, and Frederick Pyle,

and I. D. Webster, members of the classes of '88 and

'89, intend to spend their summer vacation in a trip

to England and parts of the Continent. They will

sail from New York in the steamship The Queen, of

the National Line, on the 22nd instant, the day after

Commencement, and will land at Queenstown. They

expect to purchase bicycles, ivith which they will

make a tour in Ireland, Scotland, England, France,

and Germany, and return to the College in time for

the reopening in Ninth month.

—The " reception " of their friends, and the Fac-

ulty and students, by the Class of 1887, takes place

on Seventh-day evening, (the 18th), and on Second-

day the Class-day exercises take place. .

—The srrounds are much improved in appearance

since the late rains, and will be looking their best at

Commencement.

Debts scattered about in sums of two or three

dollars will damage a man's reputation more than ob-

ligations for a hundred times the amount to one per-

son. If tlie butcher, the baker, the grocer, the shoe-

maker, and the tailor are not paid, the man becomes

odious in the community. Nothing will undermine

respectable standing in a community like the non-

payment of small bills.— CViri«(ian Advocate.
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WILLIAM BIDDLE.

A FRIEND has sent us some account of the late Wil-

hara Bicklle, a member of the "Orthodox" l)ody, ex-

tracted from the Evening BulMin of this city, of the

Sth instant. He died at his residence, in German-

town, on the 7th, in liis S2d year. The article re-

ferred to says of him :

William Biddle, son of John and Elizabeth Canby

Biddle, was born in Philadelphia, May 17th, ISOG

-

He was fifth in descent from William Biddle, of Lon-'

don, who came to West Jersey, A. D. 1680, and from

whom is descended the family of the name of Biddle

so favorably kno'wn in Philadelphia. Owen Biddle,

grandfather of the late William Biddle, took an active

part in the war of the Revolution, holding, amoug

other colonial offices, that of a commissary in the

aruiy. He was by birth a Friend, and when the war

came to a successful clo.se he returned to the faith of

his fathers.

Educated in the Friends' Schools from his early

years, William Biddle has been identified with the

educational and benevolent institutions of this city.

lu 1834, and for many years following, he was a di-

rector, and later a controller of the public schools.

For more than forty years he was a manager of the

Magdalen Asylum. In 1840 he was chosen a director

of Girard College, and as a member of the Committee

of In.struction and the Household had largely to do

with the first organization of the college which was

opened for scholars, January 1st, 1847.

In 1849 William Biddle was elected a manager of

the Pennsylvania Hospital, a post he continued to

hold for a period of nearly thirty-eight years, the last

fourteen of which he was President of the Board. In

18o5 he was chosen secretary of the Minehill and

Schuylkill Haven Railroad Co., and in 1883 was ap-

pointed its President.

In 1858 Josiah Dawson, a wealthy citizen of Phil-

adelphia, named as executors of his estate, Thoma.i

Williamson, Mordecai L.Dawson, and William Biddle.

After devising nearly two hundred thousand dollars

in private legacies, the remainder, amountiug to two

hundred and fifty thousand dollars, was to be distrib-

uted, at the discretion of his executors, among the

hospitals and other charitable institutions of Phila-

delphia. This distribution was made in the most

catholic and judicious manner by William Biddle

and his associates. In the religious Society of Friends

AVilliam Biddle has long held a prominent place, and

has for years taken an active part in matters con-

nected with the education of its younger memliers.

Full of generous sympathies, earnest in his efforts to

promote the best welfare of his fellow-beings, William

Biddle was a delightful companion, a wise counsellor,

a loyal friend. He combined in a remarkable man-

ner those two traits which go so far to make a perfect

character
—

" Sweetness with strength," and rarely,

of modern times, have the words of I he patriarch

been more applicable to any one than they were to

AVilliara Biddle :

" When the ear heard me it blessed me.
" When the eye saw me it gave witness unto me.
" Because I delivered the poor that cried and the

fatherless and him that had none to help him.

"The blessing of him that was ready to perish

came upon me and I caused the widow's heart to sing

for joy.

"I was eyes to the blind and feet was I to the

lame.
" I was a father to the poor : and the cause that I

knew not I searched out."

From the N. Y. Journal of Commerce.

[One of our favorite correspondeuts. who is still on tlie sanny
side of liigh noon, sends us from San Jos6, California, tier question-

ings about the calm of the sunset hour, and the voiceless reply of

one who is dwelling close to the border.]

IN SUNSET LAND.

TELL me, you who dwell in sunset laud.

Whose white tents in purple shadows stand

Far down the westward slope.

Tell me if still you liear the voice of hope?

If without pang or paiu

You know that dew and bloom will never come again?

For there no more with bridal song of love

Do lark and linnet build in field or grove

;

Pale leaves flit through the air.

And empty nests hang in the branches bare.

How can ye sit serene.

Nor grieving, backward gaze ou many a fairer scene ?

1 hear no words, but written in the eyes

Lifted, expectant, to the vesper skies.

In answer to my thought,
" Pleasant is rest when the day's task is wrought,

Pleasant the tranquil hour,

And the rich light that fulls on dying leaf and flower.

The paths are cool aud still in sunset land.

Our weary brows with airs of peace are fanned,

The fever, the unrest

Are past, the eager struggle to be blest.

Ah! in this evening gold.

How few the joys that keep the splendor they foretold !

The light is crystal clear in sunset land.

Much that was veiled and dim we understand,

We know and we are known
;

Illusions, dreams, and fantasies are flown,

Aud past the stir and strife.

We read and ponder well the meaning of our life.

Nor deem, beloved, that we dwell alone
;

Though faces that illumed our day are gone.

As night's soft shades appear,

More beautiful they seem, and strangely near.

Morning is pleasure's prime.

But God's owu angels walk the earth at evening time."

Then let me enter into sunset land,

Nor fear to wear the almond wreath and stand

Near to the unbarred gate.

Where darkness and the world's oblivion wait.

Beyond that silent way
New heights shall he unveiled, and a sublimer day !

Frances L. Mace.

One of the illusions is that the present hour is not

the critical, decisive hour. Write it on your heart

that every day is the best day in the year. No man
has learned anything rightly, until he knows that

every day is Doomsday.

—

Emeeson.
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THE niSIXG TIDE.

THE west wind clears the moruiiig,

The sen shines silver gray
;

The night was long, but fresh and strong

Awakes the breezy day
;

Like smoke that flies across the lift,

The clouds are faint and thin
;

And near and far, along the bar,

The tide comes creeping in.

The dreams of midnight showed me
A life of loneliness,

A stony shore, that knew no more

The bright wave's soft caress

The morning broke, the visions tied

—

With dawn new hopes begin
;

The light is sweet, and at my feet

The tide comes rolling in.

Over the bare, black boulders

The ocean sweeps and swells;

Oh, waters wide, ye come to hide

Dull stones and empty shells !

I hear the floods lift up their voice

With loud, triumphant din
;

Sad dreams depart—rest, doubting heart,

The tide comes foaming in

!

—Saeah Doudney.

Not long prayers, but ardent zeal,

—

This is what is wanted mere :

To put the shoulder to the wheel,

And bread unto the hungry deal

From the store.

Not high-sounding notes of praise,

Bingiug through the vaulted dome

;

But that we the fallen raise.

Bring the poor from life's highways

To the home.

Worship God by doiug good,

Help the suffering iu their needs.

He who loves God as he should.

Makes his heart's love understood

By his deeds.

JAMES N. BUFFUM.

A DISPATCH from Boston, on the 12th inst., says:

Hou. James N. BufFum, one of the last of the band of

Abolitionists led by Garrison and Phillip.s,died athis

home in Lynn this evening at 10 o'clock. Mr. Biifl'um

had been gradually failing for several months, and his

death was known to be not far in the future when he

celebrated his eightieth birthday a few weeks ago.

He had been unconscious for forty-eight hours pre-

vious to his death, and passed away without suffering.

Only his family were present.

James Needham Buffum was a native of North

Berwick, Me., where he was born May 16, 1S07. He
was a descendant of the Bufl'ums who came from Eng-
land in 1638 and settled in Salem, Mass. That family

adopted the Quaker faith and Joshua Buffum in con-

sequence was banished by Gov. Endicott. The sub-

ject of this sketch took up his residence in Salem

when 17 years old. He was employed in the Hook
organ manufactory three years and attended the
Friends' school in Providence one year. In 1831 he
removed to Lynn, Mass., and for twenty years was a
contracting builder. He had a varied business ex-

perience after that, real estate, lumber, and manufac-
turing occupying his attention until his death. He
was a public spirited citizen, and took great pride in

the development of Lynn. He erected more than
400 buildings in the city, and in the registry of deeds
at Salem are recorded over 700 of his transactions in
real estate in Lynn. He laid out Ocean street, and
opened up to settlement a large section of the High-
lands. He brought the first steam engine into Lynn,
and set up the first wood planing machine in Massa-
chusetts. He was the original promoter of the Lynn
Gaslight Company ; was one of the founders of the

Laighton Bank, now the Central National Bank, and
was connected with various other public enterprises.

In 1868 he was chosen Presidential Elector ; in 1869

he was elected Mayor ; in 1872, was reelected to the

same oflice, and in 1873 he was elected a Representa-

tive to the Legislature. In all of these positions he
served with credit to himself and to the city.

The anti-slavery cause early enlisted Mr. Bufifum'a

sympathy and active cooperation. He made the ac-

quaintance of William Lloyd Garrison in 1831, whose
lifelong friendship and esteem he retained. The Lib-

erator dates its existence from that year, and Mr. Buf-

fum was a subscriber and constant reader during its

continuance of 30 years. When Fred Douglass was
dragged out of a car on the Eastern Railroad because

of his color, Mr. Buffum heroically fought the mob.
He and Douglass went to England in 1845 to protest

against the Free Church of Scotland keeping the

money contributed to it by the slave holders of

America. The two champions cooperated with Henry
C. Wright and George Thompson, and held anti-slav-

ery meetings in Scotland. During that memorable
trip Mr. Bufftim made friends with Cobden and
Bright, O'Connell, Father Mathew, Richard D.

Webb, the correspondent of Edmund Quincy and
James Haughton. Mr. Bufl'um was the founder of

the Free Church iu Lynn, Samuel Johnson, author

of" Oriental Religions," being the preacher.

In 1873, when 65 years old, the financial crisis

seriously embarrassed Mr. Buffum. He was advised

to compromise with his creditors, but the suggestion

was oflensive to him. He declared that he would
never pay less than a hundred cents on a dollar

—

and he did it in the end. It is said that at the most
critical moment of his struggle he was assisted by
W^endell Phillips and Gen. Butler, who indorsed for

him to a limited amount, and BIr. Buflum never

ceased to expre.ss his gratitude, regarding them as
" friends in need." Another trial came to him in the

burning of his mill in 1880. He was then 73 years

old, but he bore his loss of §30,000 without a com-
plaint—showing even in the bosom of his family no
discouragement—rebuilt with his usual energy, and,

plucking safety out of the nettle danger, soon forgot

his loss in his larger gains.

The citizens of Lynn feel that they have lost a

landmark. Mr. Bufl'um's commanding figure was as
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familiar as High RocIj. He was gifted physically

and mentally. His nature was genial, his temper

rarely ruffled, his sense of humor keen, and he had

a ready wit. He had mental, moral, and physical

courage withal. Combining so many happy traits it

is no wonder he was admired and respected, and his

memory will be kept green.

From the Woman's .Journal.

ART EDUCATION FOB WOMEN.
SINCE cultivation of art must be bred into a people,

and slowly assimilated by them, it is a matter of con-

gratulation that in so many American cities a move-

ment for industrial art education has been well be-

gun.

The woman who has a thorough art education can

to-day easily find employment. The demand for art-

teachers is in excess of the supply. Eighteen young

ladies who graduated from a school of design in one

of our Eastern cities found imaiediate and lucrative

employment. Occupation in the useful and orna-

mental arts will give to the rising ambition and tal-

ent of American girls a large and noble scope. " There

is an unworked mine of untold wealth among us,"

says Professor Walter Smith, " in the art education

of women. We could utilize much human life,

not now profitably occupied, by educating and em-

ploying women as teachers of art. There are also

many branches of art workmanship, requiring deli-

cate fingers and native readiness of taste, which could

be better performed by w-omen than men." There

is, therefore, for young women obliged to think of self-

support, a large and hopeful future. Industrial art

furnishes them with a fitting for many kinds of em-

ployment, pleasant and profitable, labor well suited

to their tastes, their strength, and capacity. They

must be willing to elevate their standard of prepara-

tion ; must be content to serve a long and sometimes

laborious apprenticeship to their various professions.

No investment of funds will yield so large an in-

terest to an American city, as the money given to

found technical and industrial schools, where gifted

and promising girls can be trained for such occupa-

tions at small expense to themselves. Their com-

mercial value, alone, should give them practical im-

portance in any community. And as industrial art

and fine art have, in the main, the same elementary

basis, whatever promotes the former must aid the

latter directly or indirectly ; and thus the public

taste will be elevated, and the public judgment of art

matters educated.

I have emphasized the need and value of indus-

trial art education for women, because of the defi-

ciency in this respect in our present school systems
;

and because it oflTers to the ambition of women an

almost limitless field, not crowded with applicants

as is tbe profession of teaching.

And when, in adilition, a New England manufac-

turer makes the statement that the designs used in

his factory " cost §40,000 yearly, every dollar of which

goes to England, France, and Germany, and that the

same designs might have been made within a mileof

his mill for $5,000 if an art school had been main-

tained for five years," we have a very strong reason

for the conviction that the technical school.s.'and

schools of design already doing such good work will

be increased and rendered thoroughly efiicient.

When was an American accused of indiff'erence to

any question of money-saving or money-making?
The difficulties in the way of art education vanish
daily. Its agencies and its area have doubled in tlie

last half-dozen years, and are jdready providing em-
l^loyment for large numbers of women.

Mary A. Livekmoke.

BRAIN-FOBCING IN CHILDHOOD.
NOT very long ago a lady of this city brought her
little daughter, twelve years of age, to see me profes-

sionally. The child was on her way to school, and
had with her a large satchel full of books. She was
pale, tall, and thin. The muscles of her face twitched
convulsively, and she could not keep her hands and
feet still. She was sufl'ering from chorea, or St.

Vitus's dance, and, in addition, had almost constant
headache and other symptoms of nervous derange-
ment. In the course of my examination I asked her
to empty her satchel of the books it contained, and
which, as she informed me, she had been studying
that morning and the night before. This is the list

:

1. An English grammar. 2. A scholar's com-
panion. 3. An arithmetic. 4. A geography. .5. A
history of the United States. 6. An elementary
guide to astronomj'. 7. A temperance physiology
and hygiene. 8. A method of learning French. 9. A
French reading-book.

Nine in all—nine diflerent subjects of knowledge
which that poor child was required to study between
the hours of three in the afternoon of one day and
nine in the morning of the following day I Allowing
one hour for dinner, half hour for breakfast, an hour
for undressing at night and dressing in the morning,
an hour for going home and returning from school,

and eight hours lor sleep (axid less than this will not
suffice for a growing boy or girl— it had better be
nine or ten) and we have six hours and a half left in

which to study nine diflerent branches of learning!

Now, suppose either one of you ladies and gentlemen
should retii-e to some quiet nook, and, with your
well developed and trained brains and experienced
minds, should try to study nine unfamiliar subjects

of knowledge in six hours and a half, would you
think it strange if at the end of that time you should
somewhat mix matters, and imagine that Hong-Kono-
is tlie name of a lunar volcano, that the Continental
Congress is one of the parts of speech, and that tlie

ductus communis choledechus is situated on Passama-
quoddy Bay ? She showed no such confusion of ideas.

She had studied her lessons well, but she ha<l done
so at the expense of lier brain-substance. In a little

while, and English grammar, geographies, and tem-
perance physiologies, would have been like the "sub-
sequent proceedings/' in Nye's poem'; they would have
"interested her no more." I say that she had learned
her lessons at the expense of her brain-substance.

This is no flower of speech, but a sober fact. A very
simple examination enabled me to satisfy myself that
she was living on her brain-capital instead of her
brain-income. Her expenditures were greater than
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her receipts, and brain-b:uikriii)tcy was staring lier

in the face.

One of the greatest mistakes made in onr present

system of educating cliildren is, that tliey are given

too many subjects to study at once. The power of

dissociation—that is, of keeping one subject entirely

clear of another subject—is not great in the minds of

children. They the«;fore have a mass of confused

ideas when they have got througli with their daily

tasks, which it is always didieult, and .sometimes im-

possible, for them to separate one from the other.

It is true that some children are, from the beginning,

able to concentrate the attention first on one suVjject

and then on another ; but these are quite exceptional

instances, and the brain is very likely to be strained

in the etlbrt. It is as though a person should spend

six hours in looking alternately through a telescope

and a microscope, giving a few minutes to each. It

would certainly be found at the end of that time that

the sight had been injured for the time being, at least,

and if the practice should be continued there can be

no doubt that permanent impairment of vision would

be the result.

The effort to form and maintain clear and forcible

ideas of several subjects at once is a difficult matter,

even for adults. It has been found by experience

that it is advantageous to reduce the number of

branches of medical science which students are re-

quired to study simultaneously. Several of the bet-

ter class of medical colleges in this country a few

years ago cut down the list of from eight or ten to

less than half the number, and extended the period

of study from two sessions of four months each to

three of from six to eight months. I speak from per-

sonal experience when I say that I am aware of the

most lamentable results of the "cramming" process

in medical students. I have been a teacher in medi-

cal schools for nearly twenty-five years. In the

cour.se of my examinations it has often happened
that I have put a question in one branch of medicine

to a candidate for graduation and have received an
answer in an entirely different branch. How much
better it would be for the future man or woman if

the boy or girl, instead of being required to learn a

dozen different subjects at once, as was the poor little

victim of St. Vitus's dance to whom I referred in the

beginning of my remarks, should have the number
reduced to two, or ut most three!

—

Dr. William A.

Hammond, in Popular Science Monthly.

W. E. GLADSTONE.
MR. GLAD.STONE is marked physically as well as

mentally for a great leader. He is about five feet

nine inches in height, but looks taller. His build is

muscular, and but a very short time ago he was able

to take a hand at felling a tree with young men
There was a time when he was one of tho most skill-

ful of horsemen. He is still a great pedestrian, and
there scarcely passes a day that he is not to be seen
walking. He walks with hi? head thrown back, and
a step tirm and rapid. His countenance is singularly

beautiful. He has large black eyes that flash bril-

lianlly, even at his age. Deep set and with heavy
eyelids, they sometimes give the impression of the

eyes of a hooded eagle. He has a large, exquisitely
chiseled nose. The mouth also is finely modeled.
The head is unusually large. It was in early youth
covere<l with thick, black hair. The brow is lofty and
broad and very expressive. The complexion is white
almost as wax, and gives the face alook of wonderful
delicacy. The face is the most expressive in the
House of Commons. It reflects every emotion as
clearly and rapidly as a summer lake its summer sky.
When Mr. Gladstone is angry his brow is clouded and
his eyes shine. When he is amused his face beams
When he is contemplative, his lips curve and his head
is tossed. His air is joyous if things go well, and
mournful if things go ill ; though when the final trial

comes, and he stands convinced that he must meet
absolute and resistless defeat, he looks out with dig-

nified tranquility.

All the passions of the human soul shine forth by
his look and gesture. His voice is powerful, and at
the same time can be soft, can rise in menace or sink
in entreaty. Allusions have been made to the vast
and heterogeneous stores of learning which are in
this single man's brain. He has extraordinary sub-
tility of mind, so that he is able to present a case in a
thousand different lights ; and it is this faculty that
has given him the unpleasant and undeserved repu-
tation of sophistry and of duplicity. He speaks as a
rule with considerable vehemence and gesticulates

freely. To speak of him as the first orator in the
House of Commons is to give a very inadequate state-

ment of his position. Over and over again in the
course of his career he has turned a battle, when he
was seemingly just beaten, into a victory, and no-
body is ever able to say how things will go until Mr.
Gladstone has first spoken.— The Great Irish Struggle.

THE FMOGS' WINTER QUARTERS.

"SOME have been puzzled to know where all the
frogs came from last spring, almost before the frost

was out of the ground. They all seemed well, and
able to sing ; and in no way did they appear to have
suffered from the cold weather. I am often obliged,
during the winter months, to secure the assistance of
a frog to make the fact of blood-circulation plain to
my students in zoology, and, as I do not always have
a supply of frogs on hand, I have many times gone to
their winter homes, and taken theiu out of their
comfortable quarters for a cour.se in the laboratory.
A spring is selected which contains as many stones,
sticks, leaves, and as much mud as possible, and a
regular attack upon the inhabitants is at once com-
menced. I first dig a ditch to drain off the water,
and then I remove carefully the sticks and stones,

watching all the time for signs of life under each
piece; and afterward I dig down into the mud,
usually with my hands, to avoid hurling the animals
which may be buried in it. I have never failed to

catch several frogs, cray-tish, newts, worms, and
sometimes minnows and smaller animals, fit for win-
ter study. I have always been repaid for my trouble
by the enthusiasm with which three or four students
—who volunteered to help me—dig in the mud after

the specimens, and by the interest they take in
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learning how a frog passes a cold winter in north-

western Pennsylvania, at an altitude of twelve hun-

dred feet above the sea, when the temperature is

often twenty degrees below zero, and the ground

frozen from three to five feet deep. Of course, large

numbers of these animals winter in swamps, though

we cannot find them there: but we may be always

sure of our game if we choose a living spring."

—Svriss Cross.

A NEW trade for women is that of " neighborhood

darner." The woman who follows it has for her cus-

tomers a dozen or twenty households, each of which

she visits weekly, and spends a few hours in doing up

the family darning and mending, including ripping

and cleansing of old gowns. Her engagements are

systematized, and she never lacks work. Some of

these menders make a specialty of repairing lace and

other delicate fabrics. The pay is fairly good, and

the professional mender is a great blessing to busy

housekeepers with large families.— Woman's Journal.

A WRITER in the-H<'raWo/T!r!rf/t(Mennonite)objec-ts

to dancing as an amusement for the following reasons :

It allows the dancers of different sexes to take

liberties with each other which decorum would for-

bid at other times. It cultivates vanity by a display

of personal charms and graceful motions. As gener-

ally practiced, it wars against health, for " it delights

in night and gaslight, crowds, and excitement. It

reverses all rational habits of life." It substitutes

mere animal motions for intelligent, social converse.

It unfits the mind for serious thoughtfulness.

In man's low estate of sin and imperfection, it

doth not yet appear what he shall be. But the hum-
blest germ of good is prophetic of the spiritual un-

folding that shall yet make him truly a son of God.

—

R. R. SiiippEN.

" I AM iu love with Love,

Aud the sole thing I hate is Hate

;

For Hate is the unpardonable sin.

And liOve the Holy Ghost within."
—Longfellow.

J^EWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian Church of

America, in session at Newburgh,New York.on the 7th inst.

adopted resolutions strongly condemning secret societies

Among other reasons advanced are that because of their

secrecy they are immoral, selfish, and unjust, and that they

are degrading and enslaving to the consciences of their

members.

—The Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company (of Phila-

delphia), which lately madea new departure by appointing

two women, Drs. Anna Broomall and Clara Marshall, as ex-

aminers of women applicants for insurance, have now ap-

pointed as examiners for their Boston branch, Drs. Grace

Wolcott and Lena V. Ingraham.

—

Exchange.

—Mrs. L. F. Baldy, of California, is about to establish a

colony of silk culturists in Maryland. A tract of one

hundred acres near Odeuton will be divided among ten

colonists, and by next spring she hopes to have the experi-

ment fully under way. She proposes to raise grapes along

with the silkworms, as the worms require but six weeks of

care. Mrs. Baldy is a member of the Woman's Silk Cul-

ture Association of the United States.

—

Exchange.

—Montreal, June 12.—The Canadian Pacific Railway

Telegrai)h Company has collected crop reports from all

points of the Northwest and Manitoba, and with hardly a

single exception, the prospects are said to be very much
better than last year, and a plentiful harvest is expected.

— It is told of Dr. Thomas, now assistant bishop of Kan-

sas, who was renowned in Yale aud after his graduation as

a chess player, that suddenly he gave up his favorite game.

Asked the reason for his conduct, he said :
" I found that

I took so much interest in thegame that when I was beaten

it aroused in me feelings that I could not conscientiously

entertain. There was nothing left for me to do but to give

up chess."

—The Indians of Oregon make it a point to pay the

debts of their dead relatives. A Portland merchant has

been paid $330 of a debt of .J345 due him from an Indian

who died several years ago.

—It is estimated that the sale of roses in this country

amounts to fully a million plants a year, and that the sale

of cut roses last year was 24,000,000 buds aud ilowers.

—In the Spanish district of Corunua the old Roman
carts without springs are still used, and the Cincinnatus

plow. Meat is rarely used by the peasaut proprietors ex-

cept on great festive occasions, and the common beverage

is water; tea and cotfee being considered luxuries for the

rich.

—The honey crop, unlike others, cannot be forecasted.

As a California honey merchant explained : Honey is un-

like other products. A person knows the acreage of wheat,

aud can form an opinion from appearances of the probable

value of the crop, while no one can look into the flowers

and tell whether they contain honey or not. It is only

known that when the ground is very dry the flowers do

not produce as much houey as when there is a proper

amount of moisture, although they may look as bright as

ever.

CUBRENT EVENTS.
President Clevel.\nd returued to Washingtou from

his visit to the Adirondacks, at the close of last week.

William Bacon .Stevens, Protestant Episcopal Bishop

of Pennsylvania, (this diocese, however, includes only the

south-eastern section of the State), died after a protracted

illness, on the 11th inst., aged 72 years.

A DISPATCH dated on the 10th inst., says : Great dam-

age has been done in West Virginia and the contiguous

portion of Ohio during the last ten days by continuous and

heavy storms. Railroad travel has been greatly inter-

rupted, bridges have been washed away, live stock

drowned, crops ruined, and valuable timber carried off.

At New Martinsville, on the !)th, the Methodist church was

wrecked by lightning.

A DISPATCH from St. Petersburg, dated the 10th instant,

says : Severe shocks of earthquake have occurred at Ver-

nome, in Turkestan. The town was almost entirely des-

troyed. One hundred and twenty persons were killed and

one hundred and twenty-five injured. Among the latter

is General Friede, the governor of the province of Semi

Retchinsk. Shocks still continue to be felt at interv.ils.

The inhabitants of the town are panic-stricken, and have

fled for safety to the open country.
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Much anxiety lias been lately felt concerning the

health of Frederick William, the Crown Prince of Ger-

many, eldest son of the Emperor William, and heir-appar-

ent to the throne, who is afllicted with a growth in the

throat which it has been feared is cancerous. Eminent

physicians called to examine it are reported as saying that

it is not malignant, but there are also statements to the

contrary. The Crown Prince was born in 1831, and his

wife, Victoria, is the eldest daughter of the Queen of Eng-

land. As the Emperor is past ninety years old, and in

feeble health, the succession of his son has been anticipated

as likely to occur at any time.

An extensive strike among the coke workers in Western

Pennsylvania has been in part terminated by the granting

of an increase of pay, as asked by the men, by one very

large concern, the H. B. Frick Company. This employs

3,000 men.

The Indian Training School at Carlisle, Penna., on the

13th iust. sent West 73 pupils, nearly all of whom had

completed the course of the school. They were mostly

Sioux. The customary annual examination will be dis-

pensed with on account of extensive building operations

now in progress.

The State Department is advised that foreigners visit-

ing Cuba, who remain there more than one month, must

provide themselves with passports. Spanish consuls in

the United States are now instructed to affix a vise to

United States passports at the cost of one dollar.

The deaths in this city last week numbered 389, which

was 37 more than during the previous week, and 77 more

than during the corresponding period last year. Among
the principal causes were: Apoplexy, 8; cholera infantum,

9; consumption of the lungs, 48; croup, 10; typhoid fever^

13; inflammation of brain, 20; inflammation of lungs,

28; inflammation of stomach and bowels, 8 ; measles, 11;

old age, 14. Of the whole number of deaths those of in-

fants under one year were 103.

NOTICES.

*if* A meeting of the Joint Committee on Temperance
and intoxicating Beverages, of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing of Friends, will be held at Race Street Meeting-house,
Fifteenth and Race streets, Philadelphia, on Seventh-day,
Sixth month 18th, 1887, at one o'clock, P. M.

James H. Atkinson, ) „, ,

Annie C. Borland, j
^'"'^^•

*i,* Henry T. Child expects to attend Chichester Meet-
ing of Friends, near Linwood, on First-day morning, the
12th inst., and a Temperance Meeting in the afternoon at the
same place.

*'.i* At a meeting of the Committee to visit the branches
of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, held Fifth month 13th,

the following Friends were appointed to visit Fishing
Creek Half-Year Meeting, and its component meetings, and
such families as way may open to reach :

Henry T. Child, (634 Race St., Pliila.), Joseph B. Livezey,
Martha Dodgson, Wm. Dunn Rogers, Jeremiah Hayhurst,
Louisa A. Wright, and Mary H. Barnard.

A portion of the committee expect to attend meetings
at Reading, on the 19th of Sixth month ; to visit Roaring
Creek and Catawissa on the 20th and 21st; and the other
meetings in their order; others expect to remain after the
Half-Year Meeting.

The following committee was appointed to visit Had-
donfield Quarter, some of whom expect to attend the Quar-
terly Meeting at Medford, on Fifth-day, the 16th of Sixth
month :

Henry T. Child, Louisa A. Wright, Catharine P. Foulke,
Mary H. Barnard, Jeremiah Hayhurst, Joseph B. Livezev,
Ezra Fell.

•it* Quarterly Meetings in Sixth month will occur as
follows

:

23. • Fishing Creek H. Y. M., Millvillc, Pa.
25. Scipir, Deruyter, N. Y.

*ii* At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the
First-day School General Conference, held in Philadelphia,
Fifth month 11, 1887, William J. Hall, Swarthmoro, Pa.,

was appointed Treasurer, in place of E. Blackburn, re-

signed. All financial correspondence should be hereafter
directed to the new Treasurer.

Robert M. Janney, Clerk.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
*** We particularly ask that whenmoney is forwarded to rcn^w

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is now being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

*** Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance
•nwLy he used a.s late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

%*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

FRIENDS' PRINTING HOUSE.
Knickerrockef Building, 6th and Arch Sts.

PRINTERS, BLANK BOOK MAKERS,
PUBLISHERS, PAPER RULERS,

BOOK-BINDERS, LITHOGRAPHERS.

SEND FOR E.STIMATES ON

BOOK AND PAMPHLET PRINTING, including Periodicals,

Reports. Catalogues. College Publications, Memorials, Peti-

tions, Law Briefs, and all work of a similar character, ,

OFFICE STATIONERY. Billheads, Letter-heads, Noteheads,

Cards, Statements, Receipts, Envelopes, Tags, Labels, etc.

BLANK BOOKS. Printed or plain, ruled to any Pattern, Bound
in any style. Check Books, Receipt Books, etc. Lithographed

numbered, perforated, indexed, etc.

GENERAL MERCANTILE AND FANCY PRINTING. Pro-

grammes, .Show Cards, Bills of Fare, Circulars, Announce-
ments, and all work of tho kind. Printing in Colors, and in

Gold or Silver.

FERRIS BROS.,
S. \V. Cor. Sixth and .\rch Sts. (5th floor ) Philadf.lphia.

(Take elerabor ai flxth SI. entrance.)

If more convenient, orders may be left with Howard M. Jen-

kins, at the office of the Intell genceb and Journal. 921 Arch
Street.

Will the Wall Paper Pool Break? We tliink so, and
to reduce stock quote the following prices which are
50 per cent, below regular : Embossed Silk-ftnished

Gold Papers, 2.5 cents; Beautiful Gold Papers, 80 cents;

New Styles Wliite Blanks, 9 cents. Samples sent free

to the coxintry.

A. L,. DTAMEXT & CO.,

1206 Market Street.
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WATCH, PRAY, AND WORK.
CHEEK grow pale, but heart be vigorous!

Body fall, but soul have peace

!

Welcome, pain, thou searcher rigorous !

Slay me, but my faith increase.

Sin, o'er sense so softly stealing.

Doubt, that would my strength impair.

Hence at once from life and feeling

!

Now my cross I gladly bear.

Up, my soul ! with clear sedateness

Read heaven's law, writ bright and broad
;

Up ! a sacrifice to greatness.

Truth and goodness,—up to God !

Up to labor! from thee shaking

Off the bonds of sloth, be brave !

Give thyself to prayer and waking

;

Toil some fainting heart to save !

—Frederika Bremer.

CHRISTIAN PROGRESS}
IF we take up a course of systematic study of human
affairs from ancient to modern times and mark the

progress which has steadily advanced from age to

age, we shall find that the grand advance has ever

been in the direction indicated by the blessed Master
during the brief time of his ministry, walking up
and down in Jewry, teaching the doctrine of the

kingdom of God to Israel, and through Israel to all

the nations of mankind. Slowly and majestically has
this Sun of Righteousness arisen in the earth, ancient

wrong has perished gradually, true knowledge has

replaced ancient error, superstitions have been dissi-

pated, and more than all, humane progress has made
such mighty strides on earth that we now see plainly

by the signs of the times that all evil must die at

last, as the true prophets have ever declared. In the

4th chapter of Luke we tind it stated that on the
Sabbath, in the very beginning of his ministry, the

Christ preached in the synagogue of Nazareth, say-

ing from the book of the prophet Isaiah :
" The spirit

of the Lord is upon me, because He appointed me to

preach good tidings to the poor : He has sent me to

proclaim release to the captives, and recovering of

sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are

bruised, to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord."

We learn that here he closed the book, and gave it

back to the attendant and sat down, continuing his

'Read at the Conference at 15th and Race streets, Philadel-
phia, Sixth month 15, 1887.

remarks with these words :
" To-day hath this scrip-

ture been fulfilled in your ears." Great offense,was
taken with this plain assumption of prophetic author-
ity, and doubtless it was entirely natural that this

should be so. In the country of his own nativity it

was to the people incredible that this young mechanic
should be a person with power to set at liberty cap-
tives, to open blind eyes, to preach good tidings to

the poor. But it was observed even at this early day
that his word was with authority and unwonted
power. A wondrous power of healing both for phys-
ical and spiritual ills was seen to be in him. The
multitude, fickle, and given to extremes, sought now
to prevent him from going forth in pursuance of his
divinely appointed mission ; but he said unto them :

" I must preach the good tidings of the kingdom of
God to the other cities also ; for therefore was I sent."
But now after the lapse of ages, and we have had op-
portunity to see the working of the holy principles

then and there enunciated, we are able to perceive
that the little leaven placed in the measures of meal
by the blessed One sent of God, is indeed leavening
the whole lump. We see that the small seed (like

the grain of mustard for seeming insignificance) has
become the great refuge of all the creatures in the
garden of God.

It is claimed that natural progress under the in-

fluence of Christianity is toward respect for the in-

dividual and toward self-control, in preference of the
higher and more distant good, to the lower and
present.

Under the old Roman law parental power was
utter and absolute. The father had power of life

and death over his son, and he had legal power to

sell him as a slave. He could assign a wife to him,
divorce him, or transfer him to another family by
"adoption." The son thrice sold by his father was
free from his power or emancipated. It was was not
till Constantine (333 A. D.) first amended Roman
law at the instance of Christian teachers, that a
father was amenable to law for killing a son. Under
Justinian (528 A. D.) the spirit of Christianity was
still more distinctly felt.

The absolute power of husbands over wives
ceased under Justinian. And yet the leader is far in

advance of his followers and the modern Christian

world has not yet accepted the principles of their

teacher in their fulness. " The certain progress to-

ward a full acknowledgment of natural right for

woman has gone hand in hand with Christianity in
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all its noblest forms," says Charles Loring Brace in

his" Gesta Cliristi:" " As to the position of woman, it

was a continual reproadi to the early Christians that

they put woman in so high a position. Woman had

from the first a strong influence in the church ; tlie

earliest converts from all ranks of society were

women, and tlie example of Clirist and the apostles

has given the key-note to all modern civilization in

the tender respect and dignity tlirown around the

weakersex. In this the Jews of the imperial era

only followed out much of the early teachings of their

sacred book. The picture of the Jewish woman in

the last chapter of Proverbs (xxxi, 10-31) might

describe the position of a Christian lady with many
dependents in the nineteenth century in any civi-

lized portion of America or Europe."

The Hindoo, the Buddhist, and every other non-

christian cult puts woman on a far lower platfoim

than does Christianity ; and one great motive for the

persistent eftbrts to supplant lower forms of religious

belief by Christianity, is the emancipation of women.
Nor has Mohammedanism had any part in the great

work.

It is held by most of the best authorities that a

great wrong was done by the Romish church in or-

daining the celibacy of the clergy, and thus dishonor-

ing marriage for the sake of exalting the temporal

power of the papacy. This seems to be a decided

setting aside of the whole spirit of Christ from the

supposed church. And here we are entitled to claim

for the early society of Friends a very noble series of

steps in behalf of the rights of woman. Woman fully

acknowledged in the Christian ministry and in the

government of the church was a return to the spirit

of Christ in a practical matter ; the equal boud in

marriage, and the noble deference shown to her

natural rights in every relation of life, ought to be

held in perpetual remembrance by mankind, in

honor of the great prophetic spirit of George Fox and
the fathers of the early days of our church in the

seventeenth century.

Peace was, as we know from the direct and le-

peated teachings of the Christ and his first apostles,

a part and parcel of Christianity. This was the con-

stant claim of the Friends, and ever it has been tlieir

stand that war is essentially barbaric—entirely in-

consistent with every principle of true Christianity.

In regard to this great suljject it is wonderful that

the professed church of Christ has been so strangely

derelict in this respect. Our own little division of the

church has indeed striven to keep a clear record and
60 have some other of the less popular, but not the

less worthy of the disciples of Christ. War is, and
ever has been, indefensible under the reign of the

Christ. We know that the disciples of Christ felt re-

strained from engaging in warfare for the first two or

perhaps three centuries ; but under the pressure of

Eomau authority, the church soon sank into the long

postasy of the dark ages.

Many of the early Christian fathers took the

ground that no Christian could lawfully be a soldier

or engage in a war. Lactantius states distinctly and
repeatedly that it can never be lawful for a righteous

man to go to war. Indeed one of the accusations

against Christians was that they refused to serve in
the Roman armies. This is not strange. But the
abandonment of the stand for peace, was mo.st

strange. And now the noble and determined efforts

of the followers of the Prince of Peace we must be-
lieve, are destined to put an end to war on earth ; but
it mu.st come by the righting of the wrongs tliat

affect mankind, not by crying peace ! peace! when
wrong prevails.

The first hospital is said to have been built in

Rome at the end of the 4th century. These institu-

tions are a feature of Christain civilization, unknown
before in the world. They were doubtless a resolute
effort to render truly etl'ective the instructions of
Christ. Sof;ir as I know, the ministration to disease

and sufl'ering by means of the hospital is yet un-
known outside of Christendom. It were tedious to

recount the various monstrous wrongs that have
afflicted human society through the long and terrible

dark ages. " Torture " as a means of discovering guilt

or of procuring confessions of guilt, was for a long
period justified by the apparent Church ; until at

length right reason asserted its authority and cruelty
fell prostrate before the spirit of mercy and love that

everywhere underlies Christianity. Yet how slowly
It has died ; how resolutely has evil asserted its

claim to be righteousness, and stamped right reason as
error.

We all remember when in our land, more favored
with light or the means of light than any other land
on earth, an awful and most degrading system of
human slavery was seemingly popular and flourishing.

It seemed scarcely to ofl'end the great majority of our
people that every year dreadful cruelties were in-

flicted on our fellow creatures, at the very recital of
which the heart grows sick, and these were upheld
and justified by an apostate church which bolstered

itself by a superabundance of .so called "orthodox"
dogma.
We may claim that the Society of Friends, following

the guidance of the Spirit of God, opposed and en-

tirely denounced slavery from religious ground, be-

fore the war of the Revolution ; liberated and provided
for the freed men; and so far as possible, educated
them. But the general system in all its horrors was
only swept away from this country by the bloody and
disastrous civil war of 1801-65. After this mighty
deliverance, who shall despair in the face of any of

the deep sins and wrongs which are yet blots upon
the darkened face of Christian civilization. It is far

more congenial to us to declaim against the "sin we
have no mind to," than to tear out and renounce our
own bosom sins; but there is no rest for the wicked.
Very often in its history has the organized Church
become arrayed against true Christianity; but we feel

now a renew ed assurance "that the Lord God Omnipo-
tent reignoth," and evil mustdie thedeath from which
there is no awakening. We believe tlie liquor curse

is doomed as have been many other wrongs and
crimes against humanity, and that the wondrous
dreams of the great prophets of Israel are to be ful-

filled.

We especially rejoice in view of the multitude of

giant wrongs and crimes that in our present century
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liave already been subdued by the distinctly recog-

nized spirit of Christ leading mankind upward and

onward in the direction of beneficence. Prison re-

form has been so effective that we see the most stren-

uous eflbrts directed to making the penitentiary a

place for repentance and reformation. Our erring

lirother is regarded as a soul needing help and phys-

ical training as well as restraining punishment, and

so is taught a useful trade; and at the end of his

term of imprisonment he goes forth armed with an

industry by means of which he may rise to self-sus-

taining manhood. A library of good, interesting

books sustains tjae mind even in the prison house
;

and the body is nourished by adequate food of a sus-

taining character. Many are reformed, take new
names, and lead in the future, worthy lives.

The insane who in past ages would have been ac-

counted possessed of devils, are now treated as suffer-

ing from disease of the brain, are soothed, calmed,

and treated as suffering invalids until, if possible, the

brain is restored to its healthy condition.

Our darkened races are under the loving care of

those who are the followers of Christ in spirit and in

truth. These are their watchful advocates and their

faithful helpers.

Governmental power provides education for their

children, and the tomahawk and scalping knife are

things of the past to the young braves who have been

trained in a peaceful warfare against ignorance, super-

stition, and idleness. Dusky, grim faces beam with

intelligence and love and become comely. The poor

Indian is seen to be a temple of the Holy Ghost.

But no real Christian disciple dreams that the

time for rest has come in which we may legitimately

delay further aggressive work and say " It is enough !

"

"I remember in Austria," said the venerable Francis

G. Peabody, in a recent religious address to the stu-

dents of Harvard, " a high hill rising out of the

plain, v^ith a steep and rugged jiathway winding up

its flanks, and, at the top, a broad and heautiful view

and a shrine for prayer. As one w'earily climbs the

hill, he finds at intervals rough benches set for his

rest ; and opposite each bench is set up one of those

rude pictures from the last days of Jesus, which are

called in Catholic countries ' the stations of tlie

cross.' Thus, one pauses in his climbing and, as he

pauses, there looks down upon him one great thought

out of the life of Christ. And so, refreshed, he climbs

again; and the landscape slowly broadens beneath

him until, at last, the world on every side lies at his

feet and the final station of the cross is won. Such

is the normal and healthy progress of a human life.

It must be climbing, and it must be weary. No fool

is greater than he who would see the vision from the

heights of life without making the effort to clind).

Yet here and there along this steep ascent there are

given us brief chances to pause and rest,—moments
like those which Jesus sought in the quietness of

Ephraim, and like these which, in God's mercy, we
have been permitted to share together here; and, as

we thus pause, there looks down upon us one solemn

thought of the Christian life, with its plain and rest-

ful message. So, refreshed and strengthened, let us

climb again, from the lower to the higher levels, from

station to station of larger outlook, until, at last, in

God's own time we may stand where the world and
its temptations are softened into a landscape at our

feet, and the final station of the cross is won."

S. E.

A MEMORIAL OF NEW GARDEN MONTHLY
MEETING OF FRIENDS CONCERNING
GEORGE WEBSTER, DECEASED.

He that receiveth a righteous man in the name of a

righteous man shall receive a righteous man's reward.

—

Matt. X. 41.

THE consistent life and faithful labors of an earnest

worker in the cause of Truth and Righteousness are

worthj' of our remembrance.
Under this impression, we have been induced to

prepare a brief notice of our deceased friend, George

Webster.

He was the son of Jesse and Elizabeth Lukens
Webster, and was born on the sixteenth of Fourth

month, 183G. His parents being conscientiously con-

cerned for the welfare of their children, his education

was carefully guarded, and he encouraged to seek from

a Higher Power a knowledge of the way wherein

he should walk.

Very early in life he began to manifest a concern

to live in accordance with the principles and testi-

monies of Friends. Some who knew him in his early

manhood, at the time our country was convulsed

with strife, and passing through the fearful ordeal of

civil war, remember how dauntless and unflinching

he stood, by word and deed, in the espousal of our

testimony to the principle of Peace.

Being possessed of unusual pliysical strength, and
a strong will, whatever he took hold of, either

physical or mental, was with a vigorous grasp. He
was proverbially a worker, hence he was in danger

of exercising these faculties beyond his power of en-

durance.

In his business relations he was eminently praitti-

ca!, preferring to deny himself any oli'ered advan-

taues when he had not the means at hand to jjrocure

them.

He was notlearned, neither wise in the wisdom of

this world, but he had that w'hich is of more value. He
was honest, and alike just unto others and to him-

,self; was faithful to his convictions of manifested

duty, either to encourage or dissuade, to justify or

reprove.

He was united in marriage with Phebe, daugliter

of Ezra and Sarah Spencer Michener, on tlie four-

teenth of Second month, ISGO.

His first appearance in the ministry was on the

sixteenth of the Tenth month, 180'J, in Ivennett

Meeting, while attending tlierc with a committee of

the Quarterly Meeting. Tlie baptisms through which
he had to pass in the preparation for his minisleral

labors were deeply proving. He sometimes related

an incident connected with his awakening to spirit-

ual duties. On returning home early one mornin,,

after watching by the bedside of a sick friend, cro.-,

ing a neighbor's premises, a watch-dog followed

barking after him for some distance to guard bp

master's property. His spiritual ear was saluted b} a
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voice saying, " Is my cliild worse than a dog, that he

should be less faithful to his JIaster ? " This query

followed him for days, and each day he became more

humbled under a sense of his unfaithfulness. It was

there he covenanted with his Heavenly Father that

if he would enable him to know the true voice he

would be more dedicated to His service. He has

been heard to speak of his feelings when the Truth

appeared to him that his work was to be in the line

of the ministry. His strong will resisted until dis-

couragement and darkness covered him. In this dis-

tressed condition, he was made willing to yield, and

although he often had times of close proving, yet

that peace of mind none but the Father can give, was

his portion.

His gift in the ministry was acknowledged in the

year 1874. In the exercise of this gift he made a

number of visits with a minute of approval from New
Garden Monthly Meeting, and it is believed these

visits were made to the satisfaction of his own mind
and that of others. He was also frequently led to

attend neighboring meetings, and to visit the erring

with a view to private, individual labor for their re-

covery.

He was not a fluent speaker, but rather sought to

impress the truths of the gospel in their simplicity.

In the autumn of 1882, the Western Quarterly

Meeting appointed a large committee on account of

the deticiencies manifest in the attendance of our re-

ligious meetings. The deliberations of this committee

resulted in its visiting in gospel love nearly all the

families of that body. George Webster was one of

this committee, and his earnest concern for the

awakening of his fellow-members to greater spiritual

vitality induced him zealously to devote his energies

to the performance of the service, and the labor in

carrying out the work, without neglecting home
duties, caused him much mental and physical effort.

Devotedly attached to his home and its attendant

cares and duties, he did not allow these to over-

shadow his broader love for humanity and his faith-

ful service in the Master's wider fields. Through the

spring and early summer it was obvious his health

was breaking, as he sometimes expressed surprise that

a little exertion should weary him. The harvest

ended, he again joined the committee in visiting the

families of London Grove Meeting.

A co-laborer in this mis&ion has thus written of

him: "That he was truly devoted to the work, re-

marking that he would like to go to the house of

every member of the Quarterly Meeting within

reach. One of the freshest memories of his service

was his sympathy for the children. These were
rarely left unnoticed, and often he was led to speak
to them in a way calculated to arrest their attention

and fasten the truth of his words upon their minds.
He was careful on entering the house to speak to

them, and seldom or never forgot to take them by
the hand, with some pleasant word, or the gift of a

little book he had with him. As we neared the close

of the work within the limits of that meeting, he ex-

pressed the feeling that he might be excused from
the last three or four visits, desiring to put in his

wheat. When some one said to him, ' Hold out to

the end,' he continued with us. At the dose he re-

marked, ' I would not have missed this for a great

deal.' The last Fir.st-day meeting we attended there,

was a most remarkable one. I never saw him more
lifted above all of earth in his public testimony. It

seems now, as I look back to it, all the brightness of
his devoted life was permitted to shine out in that

public manifestation of his love to God and man. I

shall long remember the seeming childlike gladness
that shone from his countenance as he bade us fare-

well, and turned his steps homewards, never to re-

enter that unfinished field of labor."

Shortly after this his health declined more rapidly,

and soon " the silver cord was loosed and the pitcher

broken at the fountain."

He departed this life on the thirty-first day of

Tenth month, 1883, aged 47 years, 6 months, and 21

days.

The funeral from New Garden Meeting House, on
the third of the Eleventh month, was largely at-

tended, and a solemn, impressive opportunity,
wherein testimony was borne to his worth, not only
by the spoken word, but by the manifest respect and
sorrow of those assembled.

Read and approved in New Garden Monthly Meet-
ing of men and women Friends, held the ninth of
Ninth month, 1886.

Signed by direction thereof, by
David Ferkis, Clerk for the day.

Sar.\h Ann Conakd, Clerk.

Read in and approved by the Western Quarterly
Meeting of Friends, held Tenth month 26th, 1886,

and directed to be forwarded to the Representative
Committee or Meeting for SuflTerings.

Signed by direction of the meeting

:

Evan T. Swavne,
\ p, ,

Margaretta Walton, /
^'«'^*^-

DISCUSSIONIN LONDON YEARLYMEETING.
[Loudon Yearly Meeting gave much cousideratiou to

the report of the " Conference," on the clause proposing

that the Yearly Meeting " issue a minute or address to

Friends in the various yearly meetings in correspondence
with it, as well as to those who are separated from them."
From the report in The Friend we extract the following.

Eds.]

WILLIAM GRAHAM thought the carrying out of
this proposal would be very ditScult. How were
they going to send an Epistle to the largo Yearly
Meeting in Ohio that had been described as the
" Hoyle party " ? He believed it would not be long
before there was a regular correspondence between
Pennsylvania and that large body, which was very
conservative, and really one of Friends. He owned
that his sympathy was with them.

Joseph John Dymond was inclined to look on this

portion of the report as distinctly the weakest. It

represented a feeling which prevailed in the mind of

the first Conference as well as the second. But how
to carry that suggestion out was a very difficult prob.

lem, and, he believed, an unanswered one. He did
not see how they could frame any minute which
would be applicable to all the meetings. He did not
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know whether it was intended to include the Hick-

sites, but of course they called themselves Friends.

Friends would do wisely to hold their hands in re-

spect to this part of the report.

William Edward Turner did not think the Confer-

ence anticipated any result from this proposition in

the direction of establishing union between the sep-

arated bodies of Friends in America. The intention

was to express brotherly sympathy with all. He
should be sorry if, after what took place in the Con-
ference, we could not now offer a minute manifesting

this sympathy. He, hoped the heart of this meeting
was large enough',' and its spirit sufficiently catholic,

to send a few words of Christian greeting to all these

Friends, i.solated, many of them, by circumstances
with which we are not too well acquainted, and which
we cannot but deplore.

John Taylor thought that if we were satisfied with
drawing up a minute expressing Christian interest

and desires for the best welfare of these Friends, and
if with it we sent our General Epistle, he could see
no great difficulty in our way, and he believed that

great good would arise from it. He spoke strongly
in favor of including among the objects of this minute
those whom we are accustomed to call " Hicksites,''

though they repudiate the name. He believed that
such action on our part would be appreciated highly,

and could only be productive of good.

Alfred Wright united with J. J. Dymond.
The clerk said that, so far as the decision of the

Conference was concerned, it was agreed to leave the
Hicksite body out of consideration.

William Robinson agreed with John Taylor, but,

if the Yearly Meeting adopted his suggestion, it would
become necessary to modify the proposal of the Con-
ference, and not to include in the minute the meet-
ings with which we did correspond. Then, if the
Hicksites were also addressed, the bodies of Friends
in America separated from those with whom we cor-

responded would consider themselves classed with
the former.

Joseph Armfield said that this proposal was the
result of a compromise in the Conference, and they
knew how unsatisfactory such measures usually were.
The desire to recognize these outside bodies as broth-
ers in profession, in the catholic spirit which was to

be desired, having been rejected, the only way of es-

cape would seem to be the issuing, under a right con-
cern, of an address to all bearing the name of Friends,
and to let them take the responsibility of accepting
it who took the name upon them. It should not be
addressed to meetings or to bodies in the invidious
way which it seemed to him must be the case if this
suggestion were carried out.

A Friend hoped the address would be to American
Friends as fellow-Christians, and not as fellow-pro-
fessors.

Charles Thompson said : Two propositions were
before us last year—one being to address a General
Epistle to all meetings we corresponded with, and the
other to address an epistle to all Friends in America.
I must .say that the remarks of our Friend John Tay-
lor, impressed me very favorably. Those Friends
who have been in America, and who have seen for

themselves what are the circumstances as to those we
term Hicksite.s, will know that they are fully as ortho-
dox as those who are called Wilburites or Gurneyites.
They do not recognize officially the writings of those
Friends whom we regard as their leaders, and we
ought not to throw in their faces these opprobrious
terms. I think that we shall have to address a few
phrases of loving exhortation to the separated Friends,
not sending the same letter to those to whom we send
an official letter. 1 much regret the decision that has
been arrived at by the Conference in regard to this.

I do think that we should treat all Friends in Amer-
ica alike.

J. B. Braithwaite said : I deeply feel all these
things ; but I am inclined to think that the limiting of
this proposal to a simple minute, pointing to some of
those great truths on which we are all agreed, and
expressing an earne-st longing and travail of spirit

that we should dwell upon the points of union far

more than upon the points of diflerence, earnestly de-
siring that the time may come when all this separa-
tion will have passed away, and union may come
about amongst those who are really united in the
common faith by our Lord Je.sus Christ, might be de-

sirable. I am inclineil to think that a modest min-
ute of this sort, testifving to our Christian concern,

might be followed by Divine blessing, and at any rate

could do no harm ; and that is as far as I can venture
to go. This would be a minute addressed to those
who bear the name of Friends, and with whom we
do not correspond. My fear is that by attempting to

include the " Hicksites" we might overdo the matter
without effecting any material good.

Isaac Pickard : I am one of those who believed
that it would have been better to have issued this

year a General Epistle to all Friends in America; but
since hearing the remarks made by J. B. Braithwaite
I feel perfectly sure that, if we really face the matter
of how best to carry out the suggestion of the Con-
ference, difficulties will vanish as we approach them.

Edward Priestman hoped we should not be afraid

to do right because of the consequences that might
ensue. He earnestly pleaded with the meeting not to

abandon the opportunity now open to it for advancing
the cause of brotherly love and Christian unity
among all who call themselves by the name of Friends
in America.

Thomas Pumphrey thought that, if the meeting
could unite in sending a message to those with whom
the Conference felt such a large sympathy, no bad
results could follow, especially in view of the Confer-
ence which the American Yearly Meetings proposed
to hold shortly on the state of the Society. But they
must be careful to dwell more upon the points of
unity than of disunity, and it was in regard to this

that he felt so much the difficulty of including the
Hicksites in the correspondence. He knew well that

there were some of them with whom we could feel

united in Christian unity and brotherly love, but
there were others whose doctrines we could not unite

with.

The clerk thought the proposal had been compli-
cated by the suggestion of communicating with the

Hicksites, and could not imagine that an address suit-
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able to be addressed to them could also be sent to the

other separated bodies.

Henry Ilipsley was very glad of that remark.

He fully agreed as to the desirability of love to the

individuiil, but there was another question, and that

was our allegiance to the Lord Jesus Christ, His per-

son, work, and reign. We .saw congregational bodies

all round us lapsing into Socinianism. How would the

Hicksifes receive an address from us? They would

say " London Yearly is drawing half-way to us."

After a little further expression of opinion, the

clerk decided that there was not sufficient unity of

judgment in the meeting to enable it to take any step

upon the second part of the report, and it must there-

fore be set aside.

J. B. Braithwaite, J. E. Wilson, AV. Graham, J.

Armfield, and several other Friends, expressed unity

with the clerk's decision.

The third part of the report, recommending to the

consideration of the meeting the re-opening of cor-

respondence with Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, [0.]

was then taken up.

J. B. Braithwaite said he had rather hoped that

something of the kind indicated might go forward at

this time, but after all that had passed he was quite

willing that it should wait until it was more clear that

the right time had come. To press the matter before

that time, would rather injure than aid tlie cause they

had at heart.

J.J. Dymond was very glad of those remarks. He
had read the report of Philadelphia Yearl\' Meeting
that morning, and much regretted what had taken

place there, because it seemed to close the way at

present to any step of the kind proposed.

J. S. Seweil, G. Satterthwaite, Staftbrd Allen, and
R. Littleboy agreed with J. B. Braithwaite, and the

clerk decided in accordance with this opinion.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE.~V. ROME.
Rome, April 1.3, 1887.

ROME has a double history, as the capital of an em-
pire and of a church—both co-extensive with what
was then the civilized world. The empire succumbed
to the attacks of barbarian invaders; the church sur-

vived and, not only survived but subdued the bar-

barians and imposed on them her rule. In either

aspect the history of the imperial city is full of

interest, and so much of that history can be read
in monuments and ruins, that Rome attracts students
from every part of the world.' Everywhere you meet
men and women, guide book in hand, examining
ruins and churches, art collections, and libraries, and
many laboriously study in the evening the history of
what they are to visit next day. Few people any-
where read more diligently than do the tourists at

Rome.
The most important remains of old Rome are found

in and immediately around the Forum. There were
the temples of the gods, the Senate-house, thecapilol,

the treasury; and in the midst of these was the meet-
ing place of the people, and the platform from which
they were addressed. To recall the events which
have here occurred strongly moved the feelings, but

I am not sure that it has any advantage commensu-
rate with the inconvenience consequent upon the

maintainance of a large area of ruins in the heart of a
busy city. For several centuries tlie Forum was
covered with .soil, and only columns and walls of some
elevation protruded from the ground. Some portion

of its extent was occupied by modern houses.

About A. D. 1820 private persons began to make par-

tial excavations, but only since the present govern-
ment came into power, has the work been extensively

and regularly prosecuted. It is supposed that about
two-thirds of the Forum have been uncovered. It

makes a depression some fifteen feet in depth and
perhaps eight or ten acres in extent, across which no
street can run ; and being now below the level of the

floods in the Tiber ; it is not only an obstruction to

trafic but liable to become a source of disease in a
maliarious climate like that of Rome. For centuries

the Forum was plundered to furnish building mater-

ials and ornaments for modern structures. But this

is no longer to be permitted, and, on the contrary the

government is to maintain the place in its present

conditions except indeed so fax as the scattered frag-

ments can be restored more nearly to the original

position. Truly this is unwise. Better let the dead
past be buried and not remain above ground to

plague the living. Meantime all tourists look into the

Forum, and some attend the lectures given there by
two gentlemen who have made the remains of an-

cient Rome- their special study. These lectures are

highly interesting not only for the facts stated but

also for the processes by which those facts have
been indentified. One does not hear without a thrill

of emotion, that he is standing on the spot where
Virginius slew his daughter to save her from pol-

lution ; that on that street Tullia drove her chariot

over her father's warm corpse ; that this marble block

was the threshold of Julius Csesar's house ; that

there rested his murdered body while Mark Antony
from yonder pile of masonry pronounced over it tlie

oration which roused the Romans to revenge; here

that body was burned, and finally, under this mass of

brick his ashes at this moment lie buried. But the

interest thus excited is surely sentimental and of

very doubtful utility ; and I have no idea that if the

the place were kept as a show and an entrance fee

charged, the receipts would equal one fourth the ex-

pense of keeping the place in a condition to be ex-

hibited. All the Forum can teach has been learned

or can be learned in a short time, or if not, photo-

graphs could preserve the appearance of the objects

and a representation of whatever could not be re-

moved.

There are a very few of the ancient structures

which have an interest of their own. The chief of

these is the Collosseum, the appearance of which is

familiar to mo.st of your readers, as the subject of a

wood-cut illustrating the ruins of Rome, to be found

in the school books. The walls enclosed an area of

more than six acres, and tier above tier of arches

raised the structure to a height of 150 feet. Successive

ranges of seats accommodated nearly 100,000 specta-

tors, and the doorways, stairs, and galleries were so

ample and so well awauged that this vast multitude
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coulil reach and leave their places without crowding
or confusion. In the arena below, opposing bands of

gladiators fought, or men were pitted against wild

beasts, or numbers of lions and tigers were let loose

together and incited to destroy each other. Under
the arena are still seen the galleries by which the

combatants were conducted to their places, the cham-
bers in which they awaited their appointed time, and
the caves into which were cast the bodies of those

who had fought tlieir last fight. It was in this arena

that Christians were exposed to be torn to pieces an<l

devoured by wild beasts of prey, or wrapped in gar-

ments covered With pitch and set on fire. With these

recollections in mind, it produces a strange sensation

to watch from below, one's children playing among
the lofty arches, and hear their laughter from the re-

cesses whence so often had echoed the shrieks of tor-

tured victims, the shouts of brutal combatants and the

roar of infuriated beasts. The Collosseum by moon-
light is a favorite scene and is often visited at the

proper time, by the young especially ; but it is hardly

safe to remain there many minutes, so dangerous is

the night air in Rome.
The ruins of the ancient aqueducts spanning with

grand arches the wide carapagn constitute a marked
feature in that desolate landscape. They were once

twenty in number, and now only three are still ser-

Yiceable, one of which supplies a hundred million

gallons of water daily. The abundance of water re-

ceived through these aqueducts supplies such foun-

tains as are not to be seen elsewhere. The fountain

of Trevi exhibits a great volume of water forming
cascades and jets which must require many million

gallons daily ; there are one or two others almost as

large, and numberless others of small size. All these

flow night and day, winter and summer.
Another more ancient work which after more

than 2,000 years still performs its office is the Cloaca

Maxima or great sewer built in the time of the Tar-

quins to drain the Forum and its vicinity. It is arched,

and is said to be the oldest arch in existence. Older

than this again are probably the bronze doors of the

temple of Romulus. They were brought from an

Etruscan temple at Perugia then regarded as ancient,

for the Etruscans were to the Romans almost what
the Romans are to us—and are possibly 3,000 years

old, and still in servicaable condition.

The ruins of the baths Caracalla and Diocletian

occupy extensive areas. The term bath conveys little

idea of the uses of these buildings. They were rather

club-houses for the people, or perhaps still more like

the " People's Palace" recently erected in England,

where besides the bath there are all the appliances

of social intercourse and luxurious pastime. They
were a great feature in Roman life. Some of the

chambers are still in a condition to be used for stor-

age, and at least one of the halls has been converted

into a church.

Immediately around Rome
" The vast campagna lies

A dreary waste expanding to the skies,"

as Goldsmith justly describes it. It is in spring a

vast pasture ; in summer, a dusty desert. It was
formerly cultivated, but now a few herds and solitary

herdsmen, and occasionally a mounted carabineer,
the policeman of that region, are all that you en-
counter. So deadly is the malaria that no one in
summer dares spend a night there, but recently a
grove of the eucalyptus tree of Australia has been
planted round a monastery and some monks have
remained there alive.

About seventeen miles from the city is Tivoli, sit-

uated well up on a mountain side an<l famous for

some remarkable cascades, and for the beautiful villa

d'Este, formerly a princely residence, now a barrack.
" Its noble gardens, terrace above terrace,

And rich with fountains, statues, cypresses,"

are still beautiful though much decayed, and many
visitors are attracted hither as well by its beauties as

by the nightingales which sing there all day long.

We there heard the celebrated songster for the first

time, and did not perceive that he excelled some of
our own. John D. McPherson.

A RECENT paragraph in a Jewish newspaper, the
Jetvish Chronicle, says : Both the petition of the So-

ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals against

the Schechita and the counter petitions of the Jews
themselves, are now before the German Reichstag.

A separate counter petition has also been sent in by
the Butchers' Association, numbering 20,000 mem-
bers, which describes the Jewish mode of slaughter-

ing as the speediest, surest, and most humane. The
Petitions Committee of the Reichstag have unani-

mously decided to report to Parliament in favor of

the Jewish case. Ultramontanes, Conservatives, and
Liberals alike declare that the proposal of the Ani-

mals' Protection Society was a violation of a religious

principle, and that the German Legislature would
never sanction any measures which would prevent

the Jew'S from fulfilling the obligations prescribeil by
their faith. The Grand Duke of Baden, who lately

visited the public slaughter-house at Carlsruhe, where
he witnessed the killing of the animals according to

Jewish practice, has expressed his approval of this

humane method.

It is now believed that the denudations of the

land do not cover the sea-floor further than 300 miles

seaward. These deposits are four miles deep in

places. Far at sea its surface is covered with very

small ''shell-animals." There is a patch of them in

the north Atlantic 1,300 miles long and several hun-

dred miles wide. Their shells finally sink to the bot-

tom and form chalk. In the great abyss of the

ocean, however, these shells dissolve before they

reach the bottom. Here, the only addition to the

sea floor is made of wrecks, iceberg washings, dust

carried by the wind, pumice from volcanoes, and
meteoric stones. The pumice has floated till it be-

came waterlogged. The color of the deep sea-floor is

red. The accretion is infinitely slow.

—

Chicago Cur-

rent.

"Ill that God blesses is our good,

Aud unblest good is ill

;

And all is right that seems most wrong,
If it be His dear will."

F. W. Faber.
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TRAINING TO THE PERFORMANCE OF
DUTY.

IX the world around us at this season, and indeed at

all seasons, we are constantly reminded of the exer-

tions used and very properly used, in the line of ed-

ucational training. Every branch of knowledge

comes in for its share of attention, and no one, at

least in our most favored land, need complain of lack

of opportunity in this direction. Yet with it all there

is room for anxiety, lest in the pursuit of intellectual

wealth we suffer a neglect as regards the important

training to the clear apprehension of duty. Duty

stands close by, if not actually in a parallel with

faith in the great Creator, and one writer very earn-

estly says

:

" Duty is above all consequences, and often, at a

crisis of difficulty, commands us to throw them over-

board. It commands us to look neither to the right

nor to the left, but straight onward. Hence every

signal act of duty is an act of faith. It is performed

in the assurance that God will take care of the conse-

quences, and will so order the course of the world,

that, whatever the immediate results may be, His

word shall not return to Him empty." Yet this sense

of duty needs to be cultivated in the child from its

infancy, that it may grow with its growth and

strengthen with its strength, till in the man is found

one who quickly apprehends, and has the nerve to

perform his duty on all occasions. In an able arti-

cle in a recent number of the Atlantic Monthly, it is

asserted that " the most serious vice of our period

is perhaps the decline of the sense of responsi-

bility, the non-recognition of duty." The writer

gives this as the primary cause of the " business di.s-

honesty, commercial and financial adulteration and

fraud, betrayal of trusts, the magnifying of rights,

and the minimizing of obligations " that we now see
;

yet adds that " this decline of duty may not be gen-

eral, but has become so conspicuous as to challenge

attention." Sufficiently so, we think, to cause us to

look well to the ethical training of the children as

well as to their proficiency in other knowledge. We
doubt not that this is done to some extent, but it is

not sufficiently emphasized. Are we not as parents

too anxious that our children shall have full share of

the so-called enjoyments of life, to enforce upon them
those lessons of self-denial which must be learned in

order for them fully to comprehend thedutiesof life?

Those advanced in years do know, as a child cannot,

but must take on faith, that " consequences" of acts

of duty, as has Iseen said, rest with God ; and dutiful

acts may not result in personal benefit, but will work

good somewhere, in some way, the only care being to

perform them. The first lesson, that of love to and

reverence for God, supplemented by the second, love

to our neighbor ; if only these were well learned life

would wear a different aspect to that which it now
presents in the many and varied corruptions we so

sadly behold. And it is for educators fully to coop-

erate with parents in this Christian endeavor to in-

struct as to all the minor details of duty to God and

to man, in order that there be brought about an over-

coming of existing vices.

Search as we may through all science, we cannot

find God to perfection in the outward. In the olden

time Job said of the Almighty, " high as heaven !

what canst thou do ? Deeper than Sheol ; what canst

thou do ? " To the search of Him through his works,

we must add the apprehension of Him through the

spiritual nature which allies us so closely to Him,

and where we will learn our duty concerning all

things. We can truly say with Milton :
" The end of

all learning is to know God."

THE PRESERVATION OF OLD RECORDS.
IT is only by the preservation of its old records that

the history of an organization or society can be writ-

ten. There is not that interest in such records, as

they are being made that inheres in them when the

persons and events to which they belong have passed

from sight. Much of current history is thus lost, and

links that are most important to those who come

after, are sought for in vain.

There is much of value in the old minute books

of our meetings that has yet to be gathered up and

made available in the history of the Society of Friends

on this Continent, which is in the future to be more

fully written up. The Representative Committee of

our Yearly Meeting some years ago took active meas-

ures for the collecting and preserving of these old re-

cords, the same has been done by Baltimore Yearly

Meeting. While many exceedingly valuable books

and papers have been gathered and stored in fire

proofs through this means, there is still a very large

portion in the hands of individuals, that ought to be

in the cu.stody of the Yearly Meeting. If those who
have such records, could realize of liow great value

they are becoming and the need there is of having

them deposited in a place of safety where access

could be had by those who are writing up the history

of a meeting or a period, we think there would be no
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further delay in responding to the effort made by our

Representative Committee. It is not because of any

desire to withhold these documents that they are

retained but simply for want of thought, and a proper

estimate of their value. It might be a work for the

Quarterly Meeting's Visiting Committee in its visits

among the week meetings and in neighborhoods

where business meetings have been laid down or

united to other meetings, to make Inquiries in re-

gard to the safe keeping of the records, and as way
opens, report theceon. If some further action is not

taken in the near future to secure those that are in

the care of Friends who are well advanced in years

and the meetings almost extinct, our Yearly Meeting

will have much to regret. Meanwhile we would

recommend to those who hold in trust these valuable

relics, to place them at once in the custody of the

Representative Committee.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
A Fkiend who sends us an account of the death

of a young woman, a teacher, says in a private note :

"If all young teachers in Friends' schools could be
made sensible of the power they are daily exercising,

it would probably make them feel deeply the weight
of their responsibility. If this article,—though not
so good as its subject deserved,—should be the means
of stimulating any who are engaged in the noble vo-

cation of teaching, its purpose would not be entirely

lost."
» * *

We are desired to mention that a petition to the
State Board of Pardons, of Pennsylvania, for the com-
mutation of the sentence of the colored man Johnson,
convicted of murder and sentenced to death, may be
signed at Friends' Book-store, Fifteenth and Race
streets. We have already called attention to the sub-
ject, and have stated the existence of a very strong
doubt in the minds of those most nearly connected
with John Sharpless whether it was possible that

Johnson could be the guilty person.

The discussion in London Yearly Meeting on the

subject of sending a minute or address to all bodies
of Friends in this country, sliowed in a very inter-

esting manner the increased attention given to tlie

idea of including in the communication even the
" Hicksites." So far as appears, there was much less

of hesitation in discussing this than was manifested
a year ago, and it probably begins to be evident to

some of our English Friends that their connection
with religious bodies who support regular "pastors,"
carry on " revivals " with singing and music, and bap-
tize their ministers, is almost as much to be criticised

as the proposition of sending a letter to the " Hick-
sites."

MARRIAGES.
TYSON—HAWXHUEST.—On Fifth-day, Sixth month

9th, by Friends' ceremony, at the residence of the bride's

father, Wm. E. Hawxhurst, Old Westbury, Long Island,

Edwin C. Tyson, sou of C. J. Tyson, Flora Dale, Pa., to

Mary W. Hawxhurst.

The vacant mind and uncultured imagination are

as real evils, and as really to be met, as cold and
hunger ; and he who can give his mite to the one is

as bound to ofler it as he who can help the other.

—

Eliz.\ T. Clai'p.

DEA THS.
BUEL.—At her residence in Easton, N. Y., Fifth month

20th, 1887, Mary Buel, aged nearly 82 years.

She was the widow of Orreu Buel who departed this

life second of Fourth month, 1876, both of whom were

members of Easton Monthly Meeting of Friends.

H.AVIL.\ND.—At the residence of her mother, Brooklyn,

N. Y., on the 6th inst., Anna C, daughter of Elizabeth W.
and the late Aaron Haviland. A member of New York
Monthly Meeting of Friends.

MOOEE.—At East Land, Lancaster Co., Pa., Sixth month
13th, 1887, Leah F. Moore, widow of the late David Moore

of Cecil Co., Md., in the 90th year of her age. A member
of Little Britain Monthly Meeting.

This dear Friend was gifted with talents of a high

order, and in early life gave promise of a bright future.

For years she pursued the occupation of a school teacher,

and as such was highly esteemed by Friends. Soon after

arriving at womanhood, however, her mind became clouded,

and her intellect seriously impaired, which increased with

years, terminating in confirmed insanity.

Since the decease of her husbaud, which occured over

thirty years ago, she has beeu kindly cared for by her

relatives and friends; every want anticipated. Her end

was calm and peaceful. L. K. B.

Alfred H. Middletox.

We feel that the death of our late fellow-worker, Al-

fred H. Mlddleton, has left a void in our circle which can

never be tilled. Bespected aud beloved by us all, we can

each one of us say : I have lost a friend. Death had no

power to efface the genial and pleasant expression which
had become so habitual to his countenauce. James Free-

man Clarke says that " as life aud death come to all of ua

both are equally blessings." While we can accept this as

a comforting assurance, still it is always very sad thus to be

separated from those we love, aud doubly so when as in

this case the grim messenger has laid his relentless hand
on one iu the strength, and vigor, and usefulness of early

manhood, and in so doing has deprived a happy wife of

her chosen companion and protector, and left her home
desolate.

To this widowed wife and to his fatherless child we ex-

tend our heartfelt sympathy and commend them to that

Heavenly and compassionate Father who pities his afflicted

children, and whose love will sustain and comfort them in

the sorest of trials

.

[A minute read at a meeting of the officers and teachers of

Girard .\venue Firsi-day School, held Sixth month 6th, 1887.]

Spurgeon, speaking of the value of silence says:
" Do you call me a Quaker? Herein I follow George

Fox most lovingly. Brethren, rob not your hearts of

the deep-sea joys; miss not the far-down life by for-

mal babljling among the broken shells and foaming

surges of the shore."

To feel something good visiting us, is one thing:

but patiently to endure all the turnings of the Holy
Hand upon us ... is another matter.

—

John
B.A,RCLAY.
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SCRIPTURE LESSONS, No. 26..

Skventh Month 3d, 1887.

THE INFANT JESUS.

Topic: Infancy.

Golden Text.—" To this end have I been born, and to this end

am I come into the world to bear witness unto the

truth." John, 18: 37.

UE.\n Matthew, 2 : 1-15. Revised Version.

THE time is uncertain, but by general consent is be-

lieveil to liave been the last of Twelfth month, De-

cember, the tenth month of the Roman calendar in

which the year began with the month called March.

According to the chronology of Usher the birth of

Jesus was in the year 4000 of the world's history, bat

the Septuagint places the creation at 6000 years be-

fore the Christian era. In making the calculations

from which our dates are counted, which w-asdone in

A. D. 526, a mistake of four or tive years was made.

This would give 1S91 or 2 in.stead of 18S7 since the

birth of Jesus.

This difl'erence is of little importance in the long

centuries that have passed since the manger at Beth-

lehem received the innocent babe. In all the centu-

ries to come liis name w-ill be handed down as the

synonym of all that is purest, holiest, and most god-

like in human life and human history.

Let us bear in mind that Jesus was born into the

world as all human beings before or since have been

born. That his life was sustained through the care

and nourishment given him by his mother; that in

all things which relate to the outward, physical life,

there was no ditference between his infancy and the

infimcy of every other Jewish baby that came into

the world at that time. Luke tells us (Luke 2 : 7) that

his cradle was a manger, and his bed the soft hay

upon which the oxen fed. But this was no hindrance

to the offerings which the wise men from the east

brought to lay at the feet of the newly-born. He was

to them a king, the saviour of the world foretold by

their prophets and priests, and worthy of iingly

honors and otferings.

Wise men from the east Magi, (Greek) originally a

class of priests among the Medes and Persians, who
made astrology or the science that relates to the heav-

enly bodies their special study ; they were also learned

in medicine and whatever else was known of science

and philosopiiv in the e.xrlier ages.

The star in the East. The great Christian astrono-

mer Kepler, who lived nearly 300 years ago, observed

a most wonderful sight in the heavens, the conjunc-

tion of the bright planets Jupiter and Saturn to

which several months later Mars was added, some

time after another wonder was observed, a new star

appeared which glowed with great brilliancy for a

time but gradually waned and at the end of two years

vanished altogether. By calculation it was found

that the conjunction of these planets could not occur

in less than 800 years, and by counting from the date

of the observance of the phenomena by Kepler and

the astronomers of his time, it brings us to within a

few years of the time of the birth of Jesus, with one

conjunction between. (Condensed from Upham.)

WE LEARN FROM THIS LESSON :

1. How very near to our own lives is the life of

Jesus, how dependent he was upon the care of his

mother, and how in his helpless infancy the same
watchfulness to keep him from harm was necessary

to the preservation of his life that our mothers be-

stow upon us.

2. That the lowliest birth-place is no hindrance to

the future greatness of those whom our Heavenly

Father chooses for his service. Many of the truest

and worthiest of the huinan family have been born

into poverty and want, and could say with the great

Master whom they delighted to serve, " foxes have

holes and the birds of the air have nests, but the Son

of man hath not where to lay his head."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

ANNA C. HAVILAND.
IF superior talents well occupied deserve our atten-

tion, the life that has recently gone out is worthy of

something more than a notice of its close.

To those who knew her intimately, this valued

Friend appeared in a very different light from that

by which the stranger or the chance acquaintance

might have been likely to view her.

Her brilliant intellect found its appropriate set-

ting in a strong character; while an extremely deli-

cate taste, and a high tone of refinement served as

fitting embellishments. But, great as were the qual-

ities of her mind, those of her heart were even

greater. Unselfishness was carried so far as to

amount almost to self-sacrifice. Untiring industry,

keen sympathy, and an aversion to egotism or self-

assertion rendered her liable to spend and be spent

for the good of others, and to sacrifice comfort,

strength, and eventually health, in the performance

of more than her share of duty.

It would seem scarcely allowable to peer into the

house of mourning, and to behold how great is the

vacancy there, how dreary the void ; the faithful

daughter, the affectionate sister, the loyal friend, and

the genial companion has gone hence, and "the

places that knew her. shall know her no more."

But the larger field of her usefulness, and the one

for which she was so adinir.ilily fitted, both by na-

ture and by training, was the schoolroom. Fornearly

a score of years her time, her talents, and her won-

derful energies were devoted to instructing the

young.

After graduating at "Friends' Seminary," in the

city of New York, she was engaged as a teacher in

that institution, where she soon won golden opinions

from her pupils an<l their parents. She grew in favor

and in merit, and continued at her post of duty until

two years ago, when, with impaired health, she re-

signed it, after a term of service as valuable as it had

been long, and as creditable to herself as it had been

useful to others. Her co-workers in the " Seminary "

can bear testimony to her efficiency as an instructor,

her exceptional ability and success as a di.sciplinarian,

and her dignified though gentle bearing toward all

with whom she mingled. The phrase " mild but

firm " is one that is often used in speaking of school

government. She was one of the few teachers who

thoroughly carried it out in all her intercourse with

her pupils. They obeyed her ; they respected her
;

I they loved her ; and well they might ;
for truly she
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was one to command their respect, and to inspire

them with affection. In addition to very thorough
instruction in the branches of which she had charge,

she taught by example, by influence, by infusion, as

it were, two lessons far more important than any of

those contained in the books—politeness and con-

scientiousness. In both of these essentials she was
a model teacher. Instead of fault-finding for wrong-

doing, she knew how to discover and appreciate the

right; and instead of theorizing on morals and man-
ners, she constantly said to her pupils, by the ex-

pressive langua,ge of her well ordered conduct, follow

me, and you' will not go far astray.

There are now hundreds of young person.s who
can testify that some of the happiest as well as the

most profitable hours of their school life, were those

spent in the class room of Anna C. Haviland.
" Beneath tliat plaiu and modest guise

A mind resplendent shone
;

Where conscience and where uitellect.

Had reared their slirine and throne."

Sixth month 16, 1887. H. *

LOCAL NOTES.
—The Committee on Temperance and Intoxicat-

ing Beverages of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting held

an interesting sesssion on Sixth-day last, the ISlh

inst. The appointment of the standing committees
for the year was made, only a few changes from the

committees as they stood last year being proposed.

The several committees reported the work accom-
plished since the last meeting. It was concluded to

publish and circulate the " Memorial to Physicians "

endorsed by the committee, also the address of Aaron
M. Powell, delivered at Race street Meeting-house on
Fourth-day evening of Yearly Meeting week, under
the auspices of the committee. Much interesting

interchange of views as to methods of work added
to the value of the meeting. Strong appeals were
made to bring the young people into service where-
ever and whenever they can be employed, as upon
them must depend in large measure our progress in

this cause.

—By the will of Anna Mary Williamson, of Lang-
horne, Bucks C'o., Pa., a number of bequests for char-

itable and public objects are made, among them be-

ing ^2,000 to the Children's Country Week Associa-

tion of this city
; $2,000 to the Scbolield Normal and

Industrial School, at Aiken, S. C. ; and §5,000 to the

fund of the Friends' school in care of Middletown
Preparative Meeting (Bucks county).

—The closing exercises of Friends' Central School

at 15th and Race streets, this city, took place on last

Sixth-day, the 17th inst., and were as usual very

largely attended. The graduating class numbered
39 members, 9 boys and 30 girls. Annie Shoemaker,
principal of the Girls' Department, who had been
unwell for some weeks, was sufficiently recovere<I to

be present and in charge of her department. The
graduating class next year promises to be considera-

bly larger. The exercises included the reading of the

Scriptures ; an oration on "Industrial Progress," by D.

Frederick Carver; an essay entitled "Seeming and
Being," by Margaret G. Sellers; a recitation of" Sail-

ing of King Olaf," by Emma Wain; oration, " Limi-

tations of Suffrage," by William D. Lippincott ; the

delivery of the " Class Prophecy," by Edward F.

Lukens ; an essay, " On a Proposition to Abandon the

Study of the Classics and Devote the Time thus

Gained to Sewing and Cooking," by Mary B. Loos
;

oration on " Growth," by Samuel D. Parry ; essay on
"Truth and Fiction and their Influence on Each Other

in Literature," written by Gertrude N. Boyd, Class A,

Special Department, and read by Margaret Gyger.

A VISION.
[Published by ths request of N. M., who thinks it " very beau-

tiful, and designed to show that such bereavements do not come
by chance, but are divinely ordered."]

I S.\T within my silent home and round about me played

Four children in their merriment, and happy noises made
;

Beside me sat tlieir mother in her loveliness and light,

I ne'er saw any like her save in some vision bright.

It was in life's young morning, that our hearts together

grew.

Beneath the sparkling sunlight, and in its steeping dew;

And the sorrows and the joys of a twelve years' changeful

life

Had drawn more closely to me my own my blessed wife.

Then at our door one knocked, and we rose to let him in

For the night was wild and stormy and to turn him thence

was sin.

With a " Peace be to this household " his shelterers he

blessed,

And sat him down among us like some unexpected guest.

The children's noise was hushed, the mother softly spoke.

And my inmost spirit thrilled with the thoughts that in me
woke.

For it seemed like' other days within my memory stored.

Like Mamre's tented plain, or Emmaus' evening board.

His form was veiled from us, his mantle was not raised.

But we felt that eyes of tenderness and love upon us gazed.

His lips we saw not moving, but a deep and iuward toue.

Spoke like thunders' distant voices to each of us alone.

Full often ye have called me, and bid me to your home.

And I have listened to your words, and at your prayers have

come
;

And now my voice is strange to you, and " wherefore art

thou here?"

Your throbbing hearts are asking with struggling hopeand

fear.

It was my love which shielded your helpless iufaut days.

It was my care which guided you through all life's dan-

gerous ways
;

I joined your hearts together, I blessed your marriage vow
;

Then trust and be not fearful, though my ways seem bitter

now.

We spoke no word of answer, nor said he any more.

But as one about to leave us he passed to the door
;

Then ere he crossed the threshold, he beckoned with his

hand
That she who sat beside me should come at his command.

Then rose that wife and mother, and went into the night,

She followed at his bidding and was hidden from our

sight

;

And though my heart was breaking I strove my will t o

bow.

For I saw His hands were pierced, and thorns had torn his

brow.
Bishop Wilberforce.
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TEE BEFORMEBS.
O pure Keforinere ! not iu vain

Your trust in human kind
;

The good which bloodshed eould not gain

Your peaceful zeal shall find.

The truths ye urge are borne abroad

By every wind and tide;

The voice of nature and of God
Speaks out upon your side.

The weapons which your hand have found

Are those which Heaven hath wrought,

Light, Truth, and Love
;
your battle-ground,

The free, broad fields of Thought.

O may no selfish purpose break

The beauty of your plan.

No lie from throne or altar shake

Your steady faith in man

!

Press on , and if we may not share

The glory of your fight,

We'll ask at least in earnest prayer

God's blessing on the Eight.

—J. G. Whittiee.

From The Century.

THE WIND AND THE STARS AND TEE
SEA.

THE wind and the stars and the sea,

What soug can be sung of these three

With words that are written in lines?

Ah, God of the stars and the sea,

The voice of the song, it should be

The voice of the wind iu the pines.

The voice of the song, it should be

The voice of the coast of the sea,

Stepmother and wrecker of ships

;

As deep and as hoarse as the tune

Bleak Labrador sings to the moon,

With rocky aud cavernous lips.

The wind and the stars and the sea,

The Arctic night kuoweth the three
;

No other sojourner it hath.

Save death and these three from of old.

To whose abode throned iu the cold.

No living thing knoweth the path.

There nothing to grieve or rejoice

E'er lifts up the sound of its voice

—

A world ere the birth of a soul

;

A thousand long ages speed by,

Still glimmer the stars in the sky,

Still whistles the gale from the Pole.

Amid the unharvested plains.

The blossomless land where death reigns.

The wind sings of doom aud of graves :

It sings of the days when the world •

Shall crumble to sand, and be whirled

Like dust in the teeth of the waves.

Where ice-mountains thunder and crash.

Where frozen waves gurgle and dash,

Where love never came with its tears

Like a lost world's desolate cry,

Shrills sea-wind to sea and to sky,

And only the ear of God hears.

William Pkescott Fostek.

SPRING IN AMERICAN WOODS AND
FIELDS.

HER pages are wliolly free from the atmosphere of

railroads and unrest, and are nothing if not tranquil.

The coming and going of flowers and birds, of show-

ers and sunshine, arealmost the only recorded events,

and one has a sense of life moving from spring to

summer and autumn to winter as peacefully and reg-

ularly as the Primrose family moved from the green

room to the blue. Miss Cooper is an excellent bota-

nist, an accomplishment of quiet, unvarying pleasure

to the fortunate possessor; and indeed her notes are

those of a close student and observer of nature rather

than of the impressionist and romantic school to

which Miss Edith Thomas is more nearly allied. The

chief charm of a book like this, with its simple, de-

tailed narrative, is that, for the time being, it makes

the reader a lounger through woods and fields, along

lake and stream, and gives one a sense of out-of-doors

life and companionship wdth the beautiful unhuman
world, so that one can see spring color and summer

mornings and autumn fields,—and as for winter, we

at least can feel that if it did not do its pitiless work,

spring would never be born again in full triumph.

And spring is one of the few perfect human pos-

sessions tliat time cannot twist or take away. Each

new year brings back the old spell,—there is the same

revelation, half surprise and half memory, that in all

the world nothing was ever dreamed of half so beau-

tiful as spring ; for we know that no paradise of east

or west, no Fortunate Islands, could show anything

more enchanting than some sights which we see

every May. But could Indian jugglers work more

wonders than the sun and the rain ; or could Aaron's

rod bud more magically than a beech tree? And yet

there is a strange theory current that there is no

spring in America. English people blandly say, "Ah,

yes
;
your autumns are very fine in the States

;
but

then you have no spring, you know." And there are

some Americans who believe it, on such excellent au-

thority. But spring is just what America does

possess. New England, with its abrupt climate, may

be partly responsible for the English unbelief; but,

thank heaven, there is spring in Pennsylvania. The

cool rich greenness that steals slowly over England,

sowing it broadcast with flowers, and crowning it

with pyramids of marvellous bloom, is divinely

lovely, and gives one a restful sense of unexhausted

treasure, but it is a gradual unfolding, not a wonder-

ful new birth. Nothing springs eagerly into its fresh

being, but slowly expands towards its complete

beauty.

But in spite of the unwelcome haste with which

summer follows here, we are sure of two or three

weeks so wonderful that it seems an impiety to do

anything but gaze and gaze until all one's senses are

coiLSCious of nothing but soft gray and young green :

" The grove is all a pale, frail mist.

The new year sucks the sun."

And this delicate haze of swelling buds and branch

[From a review in The American, (Philadelphia), of a

volume by Susan Fenimore Cooper, "Rural Hours," we

take the following.—Eds.]
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tips thickens till " the skies are in a net," and all the

wood seems hung with transparent gray crape.

But the great phalanx of the forest moves with-

out haste. The curtain rises slowly on the principal

act. Yet while we are waiting for the chief spectacle,

enchanting side-shows are to be seen for the looking

on all sides, in fields and orchards and in the groups

of trees that are scattered along the road-sides or that

cluster round houses. Before the earth puts on her

green working summer uniform, and turns to her

business as the "all-producing and all-nourishing

mother," spring decks her out like a young girl for

her first ball, .with a thousand bits of many-colored

harmless finery, as light and transparent as gauze or

lace. Nature says that she shall be gayly and extrav-

agantly lovely before she grows thrifty or useful or

busy. Kven before the riot of bloom comes, the trees

in their young, half-opened leaves are a bouquet of

many diflerent hues : olive green, velvety brown, and

silvery gray ; and " some very red and some a glad

light green," as Chaucer saw them. And along the

border of the wood the wild cherry and other impa-

tient things are leaning their eager heads out of the

window for a glimpse of the outside world.

Old as she is, spring never tires of keeping her

own birth-day, and for that festivity she is lavishly

decorative, covering one tree with millions of golden

stars and decking another with myriads of little green

tapers, and a little later setting the white horizontal

flashes of the dogwood among the filmy green of the

young leaves. But the trees that man has made

friends with and adopted into his own life are the

earliest at the ball. Almost the first is the horse-

chestnut, a good-hearted, impulsive tree, generous

and hasty in its youth, though without any autumn

glory. For days in the hot spring sunshine the buds

swell thicker and darker, till, suddenly, in the still-

ness of some warm night, at a single touch the won-

der is worked, and in the morning the perfect tree

stands crowned with its drooping, translucent green

leaves, quivering with the weakness of new born

things, and hanging crumpled and limp like the un-

stretched wings of a young butterfly. Then come the

brisk, cheery, tidy maples, amiable but hopelessly

stupid, with their round green balls of foliage like a

child's curly head ;
then the tulip-trees that look as

if a countless flock of little green birds had lighted

upon their branches—and one after another the oak,

the chestnut, and the sycamore, sturdy spell-bound

warriors, awake to life, as if the princess of the story

had touched them with a feather from the wing of the

the magic bird, and had broken their enchanted sleep.

"The most wonderful instance, perhaps, on record,

of intellectual, moral, social, and material develop-

ment of the Indian is to be found in the Alabama

Indians in Texas. A few years ago, they lived from

hand to mouth, wandered about in deer-skins, and

slept in the pathless wood. They now have a flour-

ishing day-school nine months in the year, a good

Sabbath-school with a superintendent from one of

their own number, are economical and frugal, raised

one hundred bales of cotton last year, and are sur-

rounded by many of the comforts of life."—A^w York

Observer.

TOLSTOI'S NON-RESISTANCE VIEWS.

[We have given, from time to time, facts concerning

Count Tolstoi, the Russian author, whose hook " My Re-

ligion," and others, have attracted much attention. From

a recent article in The Century Magazine, by George Kennau,

the Siberian traveler, describing a visit to Tolstoi, we ex-

tract the following.

—

Eds.]

THERE finally came into my mind a case which, al-

though really not worse than many I had already

presented to him, would, I thought, appeal with

peculiar force to a brave, sensitive, chivalrous man.

"Count Tolstoi," I said, "three or four years ago

there was arrested in one of the provinces of Euro-

pean Russia a young, sensitive, cultured woman
named Olga Liubatovitch. I will not relate her whole

history : it is enough to say that, inspired by ideas

which, even if mistaken, were at least unselfish and

heroic, she, with hundreds of other young people of

both sexes, undertook to overturn the existing sys-

tem of government. She was arrested, thrown into

prison, and after being kept for a year in solitary

confinement, she was exiled to Siberia by adminis-

trative process. You perhaps know—or if you do

not know, I can tell you—what hardships and sufier-

ings and humiliations a young girl must undergo who

is sent to Siberia alone by 'etape' with a common
criminal party. You can imagine the state of nervous

excitement, the abnormal,mental, and emotional con-

dition to which she is brought by months of riding

in springless telegas, by being compelled to yield to

the demands of nature under the eyes of a soldier,

and by sleeping for weeks on the hard benches and

in the foul air of ' etapes ' swarming with vermin.

In this abnormal, mental, and emotional condition,

Olga Liubatovitch reached the town of Krasnoyarsk

in Eastern Siberia. She had up to this time been

permitted to wear her owndre.ssand her own under-

clothing ; but at Krasnoyarsk the local governor di-

rected that she should put on the dress of a common
convict. She refused to do so, upon the ground that

administrative exiles had the right to wear their

own clothing, and if convict dress had been obliga-

tory, she would have been required to put it on be-

fore she left Moscow. The local governor insisted

upon obedience to his order, and Miss Liubatovitch

persisted in refusal. I do not know the reason for

her obstinacy, but as convicts are not always supplied

with new clothing, and are sometimes compelled to

put on garments which have already been worn by

others and which are foul and full of vermin, it is not

diflicult to suggest a number of good reasons for ob-

jecting to such a change. The chief of police and the

officer of the convey were finally directed to use force.

In their presence and that of half a dozen other men,

three or four soldiers seized the poor girl and at-

tempted to take off her clothes. She resisted and

there followed a horrible scene of violence and un-

availing self-defense. Her lips were cut in the con-

test and her face covered with blood, but she con-

tinued to resist as long as she had strength. In spite

of her cries, appeals, and struggles, she was finally

overpowered, stripped naked, under the eyes of six

or eight men, and forcibly reclothed in the coarse

convict dress. " Now," I said, " suppose that all this
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liad occurred in your presence ; suppose tliat this

bleeding, defenseless, half-naked girl had appealed

to you for protection and had thrown herself into

your arms ; suppose that it had been your daughter

—would you still have refused to interfere by an act

of violence ?"

He was silent. His eyes tilled with tears as his

imagination pictured to him the horror of such a sit-

uation, but for a moment he made no reply. Finally

he said, " Do you know absolutely that that thing

was done ?
"

" No," I said, " because 1 did not see it done ;
but

I have it from two eyes witnesses.oneof them a lady

in w'hose statements I put implicit trust, and the

other an officer of the exile administration. Tiiey

saw it and they told me."

Again he was silent. Finally, ignoring my direct

question as to what he personally would have done

in such a case. Count Tolstoi said: "Even under such

circumstances violence would not be justifiable. Let

us analyze that situation carefully. I will grant, for

the sake of argument, that the local governor who
ordered the act of violence was an ignorant man, a

cruel man, a brutal man—what you will ; but he

probably had an idea he was doing his duty; he

probably believed that he was enforcing a law of the

Government to which he owed obedience and ser-

vice. You suddenly appear and set yourself up as

a .judge in the ca.^e
;
you assume that he is not doing

his duty,—that be is committing an act of unjustifi-

able violence,—and then, with strange inconsistency,

you proceed to aggravate and complicate the evil by
yourself committing another act, of unjustifiable vio-

lence. One wrong added ^o another wrong does not

make a right; it merely extends the area of wrong.

Furthermore, your resistance, in order to be effective,

—in order to accomplish anything,—must be directed

against the soldiers who are committing the assault.

But tliose soldiers are not free agents ; they are sub-

ject to military discipline and are acting under or-

ders which they dare not di.sobey. To prevent the

execution of the orders you must kill or maim two or

three of the soldiers—that is, kill or wound the only

parties to the transaction who are certainly innocent,

who are manifestly acting without malice and with-

out evil intention. Is that just? Is it rational ? But
go a step further : suppose that you do kill or wound
two or three of the soldiers; you may or may not

thus succeed in preventing the completion of the act

against which your violence is a protest; but one

thing you certainly will do, and that is, extend the

area of enmity, injustice, and misery. Every one of

the soldiers whom you kill or maim has a family, and
uiion every such family you bring grief and suffering

which would not have come to it but for your act.

In the hearts of perhaps a score of people you rouse

the anti-Christian and anti-social emotions of hatred

and revenge, and thus sow broadcast the seeds of

further violence and strife. At the time when you
interposed there was only one center of evil and sufl'er-

iui. By your violent interfeience you have created

half a dozen such centers. It does not seem to me,

Mr. Kennan, that that is the way to bring about the

reign of peace and good-will on earth."

JEFFERSON'S VIEWS OF FUTURE LIFE.
[A friend in Ohio sends us the following from a contem-

porary newspaper,—we understand the Cincinnati Enquirer.
lu forwarding it, she says: "The enclosed letter of a Friend
to Thomas .Teifersou, and his reply were cut from some news-
paper, and handed to me. I tliought I would like to see
them in your paper, if you like them as well as I do."—Eds.]
THERE is probably no one conversent with the his-

tory of Thomas Jefferson but who has heard of the
various charges brought against bis religious doctrines.
The following documents throwing light upon the
subject have never appeared in print but once, and
then very few people had an opportunity to read
them. They consist of a letter written by William
Canby, a member of the Society of Friends, to Thomas
Jefferson, and his reply thereto, and will be read
with interest, as revealing the religious thoughts and
feelings of one wlio has occupied the presidential

chair.

Eighth Month 29, 1813.

Esteemed Fhiend Thomas Jefferson :

I have for years felt at times, atfection for thee,

with a wish for thy salvation, to wit: Thy attain-

ment while on the stage of time (in the natural body)
of a suitable proportion of divine life, for otherwise we
know little more than the life of nature, and therein
are in danger of becoming inferior to beasts that per-

ish, in declining the ofl'er of divine life made to every
rational creature.

But I have long had better hopes of thee, and
have thought, (particularly in our little, quiet meeting
of yesterday), that thou hadst been faithful in heart,

in a few things, and wish thou mayest become
ruler over more, and enter into the joy of our Lord,
and into his seat. And it occurs in order thereto

that we should become christians ; for he who hath
not the spirit of Christ, is none of His, and knowledge
is strongly insisted, I think, by divers of the apostles

who had particularly seen, and were eye-witneses of
His majesty, particularly on the Mount, and of others

who bad not that view, which however was suffi-

cient to perfect them, and was to be taken away that

they might be more effectually turned to that spirit

which leadetb unto all truth,—whose power alone is

able to reduce the spirit of nature into suitable silence

and subjection.

Wili.ijvm C.\nbv.

Jefferson's reply.

Sir :—I have duly received your favor of August 29,

and am sensible of the kind intentions from which it

flows, and am truly thankful for them—the more so,

as they could only be the result of a favoralde estima-

tion of my public cour.se. During a long life as much
devoted to duty as a faithful discharge of the trust

confided tome would permit, no object has occupied
more of my consideration than our relation with the

beings around us, our duties to them, and our future

prospects. After hearing and reading everything

which probably can be suggested concerning them, I

have formed the best judgment I could as to the course

they prescribe, and in the due observance of that

course I have no recollections wliich give me any re-

morse. A subsequent preacher of your religious So-

ciety, (Richard Jlott), in a discourse of much unctiou
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and pathos is said to have exclaimed aloud to his con-

gregation iliat he did not believe there was a Quaker,

Presbyterian, Methodist, or Baptist in heaven. Hav-

ing paused to give his audience time to stare and

wonder, he said that in heaven God knew no dis-

tinctions, but considered all good men as his children

and brethren of the same famiU'.

I believe with the Quaker preacher that those

who steadily observe those moral precepts in which

all religions concur will never be questioned at the

gates of heaven as to the dogmas in which they ilifler

—that on entering there, all these are left behind us
;

the Aristideses' and Catos, Penns and Tillotson.s,

Presbyterians and Papists will find themselves united

in all principles which are in concert with the reason

of the Supreme Mind. AVith all the systems of moral-

ity, ancient and modern, wliich have come under my
observation, none appears to me so pure, as that of

Jesus. He who follows this steadily need not, I

think, be uneasy, although he cannot comprehend

the mysteries and subtleties erected on his doctrines

by those who calling themselves his special followers

and favorites, would make Him come into the world

to lay snares for all understandings but theirs. The
metaphysical heads, usurping the judgment-seat of

God, denounce as his enemies all who can not per-

ceive the geometrical logic of Euclid in the demon-

stration of Athanasius, that three are in one, and one in

three, and yet that three are not one nor one three. In

all essential points you and I are of the same religion,

and I am too old to go into inquiries, and charges as

to the unessential. Repeating, therefore my thankful-

ness for the kind concern you have been so good as to

express, I salute you with friendship, and brotherly

love. Thomas Jeffekson.

MonticeUo, September 17, 1S1.3.

WHAT BECOMES OF THE MIGRATING
BIKDS f

THE flight of storks has given trouble to the Gcr-

mansand theChiuese,while the disappearance unil re-

appearance of the swallows have caused untold trouble

everywhere. Learned bodies, like the French Acad-

emy and the Eoyal Society of Lon<lon, have giuvely

asserted that in the fall, swallows iilunge into the

mud of marshes and mill-ponds, become torijid, and
hibernate like frogs and snakes. 1 have seen a list

of nearly two hundred articles written all along fjom

the middle of the seventeenth century down tu 1S77,

for the purpose of proving or disproving the hiberna-

tion of swallows and other birds! And Dr. Guues

says he can lay his hand upon papers of that period

which discuss the migration of swallows to the moon,

the falling of the little quadrupeds called leininings

in showers from the clouds, and the orijjin of liraut-

geese from barnacles that grew on trees. Indeed, not

a year ago I was assured by a gentleman of more
than average intelligence that this last is undoubt-

edly the correct theory as to the origin of the barna-

cle-goose ! And it was not a decade ago that I read

in one of the leading newspapers of the State, an
article of as curious a character. Its purpose was to

explain the sudden appearance in fall of the black

snow-birds, and their as sudden disajipearance in

spring ; and the explanation given was that our com-
mon sparrows change color in fall, becoming snow-
birds which they remain until spring, when they
put on their other dress an d become sparrows again i

And I find that, among the common people of the

country, there are many who have this belief.

We have long known in a general way that the
birds go southward to winter, and return to spend
the summer at the North. But just where in the

South do they go ? Why do they go there ? By what
routes do they travel ? At what rate of speed ? Do
they travel by night, or day, or both ? What species

migrate first, which last, and why ? How are they
guided in their course? What is the winter as well

as the summer habitat of each particular species,

when does it get there, and when does it leave the

one for the other? In what way and to wdiat extent
are their movements deiiendent upon or influenced

by vegetable and meteorological phenomena ?

—

Bar
TON W. EvERMANX, in Popular Science Monthly.

HOW ALL MAY STUDY ASTRONOMY.
THERE was never a time when the heavens were
studied by so many amateur astronomers as at pres-

ent. In every civilized country many excellent

telescopes ai'e ow'ued and used, often to very good
purpose, by persons who are not practical asti-ono-

mers, but who wish to see for themselves the marvels
of the sky, and who occasionally stumble upon some-
thing that is new even to professional star-gazers.

Yet, notwithstanding this activity in the cultivation

of astronom-ical studies, it is probably safe to assert

that hardly one person in a hundred knows the chief

stars by name, or can even recognize the principal

constellations, much less distinguish the planets from
the fixed stars. And of course they know nothing of

the intellectual pleasure that accompanies a knowl-
edge of the stars. Modern astronomy is so rapidly

and wonderfully linking the earth and the sun to-

gether, with all the orbs of space, in the bonds of

close physical relationship, that a person of education

and general intelligence can offer no valid excuse for

not knowing where to look for Sirius or Akleliaran,

or the Orion nebula, or the planet Jupitei-. As Aus-
tralia and Kew Zealand and the islands of the sea are

made a part of the civilized world tlirougli tlie ex-

panding influence of commerce and cultivation, so

the suns and planets around us are, in a certain sense,

falling under the dominion of the restless and resist-

less mind of man. We have come to po.ssess vested

intellectual interests in Mars and Saturn, and iu the

sun and all his multitude of fellows, which nul)ody

can aflbrd to ignore.

Perhaps one reason why the average educated

man or woman knows so little of the starry heavens,

is because it is popularly supposed that only the

most powerful telescopes and costly instruments of

the observatory are capable of dealing with them.
No greater mistake could be made. It does not re-

quire an optical instrument of any kind, nor much
labor, as compared with that expended in the acquire-

ment of some polished accomplishments regarded as

indispensible, to give one an acquaintance with the

stars and planets which will be not only pleasurable.
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but useful. And with the aid of an opera-glass most

interesting, gratifying, and in some instances, scien-

titicjilly valuable observations may be made in the

heavens. I have more than once heard persons who
knew nothing about the stars, and probably cared

less, utter exclamations of surprise and delight when
persuaded to look at certain parts of the sky with a

good glass, and thereafter manifest an intere.^t in

astronomy of which thej' would formerly have be-

lieved themselves incapable.

—

Garrett P. Sekviss, in

Popular Science Monthly.

A TEMPERANCE ADDRESS IN BOSTON.
A WRITER in the Christian Union thus speaks of a

recent address on temperance delivered by Canon
AVilberforce in Tremont Temple, Boston. Canon
Wilberforce spoke with great earnestness, and from

the religious view-point of his subject. He charged

directly home upon the conscience, and fired the

moral nature of his hearers. His own radical convic-

tions were impressed by his personal impact and
tremendous earnestness. High license he character-

ized as an attempt to make a bad business respectable,

remarking that if Judas bad received a thousand

pieces of silver it would not have made his conduct

more respectable or less traitorous. The remedy for

intemperance, he said, is simple, and is found in the

test, " Be not drunk with wine, but be tilled with the

Holy Ghost." If men and women will substitute for

the exhilaration of wine the enthusiasm of life en-

kindled by the Divine Spirit, they will have genuine

inspiration. It is the duty of christians to work on

this theory, and when they attempt to work on any
other they are of no more use than a lighthouse when
its light is extinguished. America, he said, has the

opportunity to lead the world, because she is not

tied up by the usages, customs, and hoary institutions

of the Old World ; but America can lead in this moral
contest only as she owns allegiance to the "King of

kings." "This terrible evil," he said, " is creeping into

your halls of legislation, to taint your law-makers,

and I come here to warn you of your terrible danger."
" There is nothinsr that so weakens a nation as to have
laws upon its statue books that are not enforced."

He quoted the Bishop of London, that " If you people

who have power and respectability would abstain at

once and forever from the use of liquor, the bitter cry

of the poor of London would cease in three years."

Of the temperance movement in Boston he said, "Its
promoters need the power of Christ. Get you this in-

stant at the feet of the crucified One, and you will

be holier, happier, and keener of intellect than ever
before."

Canon Wilberforce was very powerful in his ar-

raignment of Christians who are aristocratic and yet
" dead in their orthodoxy." I have not seen a Bos-
ton audience fired on the temperance question as at

this lecture. At the close the audience passed two
resolutions directed to the Legislature ; one request-

ing the legislators to pass the bill for constitutional

prohibition, and one requesting tlie Legislature to

pass at once a prohibitory law. Total abstinence and
prohibition had on that day their hour in Tremont
Temple.

SWARTHMORE COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT.
THE commencement exercises of Swarthmore Col-
lege took place on Third-day of the present week,
the 21st iust., according to the programme announced.
There was a very large attendance of interested
friends of the institution and its graduates. The ex-
ercises began at 11 o'clock. President Magill first

reading from the Scriptures the 96th Psalm.
The presentation of their addresses by six of the

graduating class was then begun by Alice T. Battiu,
her subject being " The Harmony of Nature," which
she illustrated in an interesting manner. Anna M.
Jenkins spoke of Brissot de Warville, a young
Frenchman who visited this country in 1788, and
made the acquaintance of many Friends, with whose
principles and practices he strongly sympathized.
Thomas A. Jenkins discussed unfavorably the trust-
worthiness of " Macaulay as a Historian." Linda B.
Palmer gave a sketch ofj the rise of " Monasticism in
the Middle Ages," and explained its influence upon
letters and religion. Horace Roberts had a practical
and thoughtful address on " Our Double Standard,"
—silver and gold. The last speaker was Elizabeth
B. Smedley, on " Friendships of Literary Men," in
which she spoke of Pope and Bolingbroke, Goethe
and Schiller, Tennyson and Hallam, and other ex-
amples. The addresses occupied something more
than an hour. Degrees were then conferred on the
twelve graduates, by President Magill, as follows :

Bachelor of Arts—Alice Taylor Battin, Albany, N.
Y.

;
Anna Mary Jenkins, Gwynedd, Pa., Thomas At-

kinson Jenkins, Gwynedd, Pa. ; Linda Belle Palmer.
West Chester, Pa. ; Horace Roberts, Fellowship, N.J.;
Elizabeth Beidler Smedley, Willistown Inn, Pa
Elizabeth Brown Smith, Lincoln, Va.

Bachelor of Science—Harriet Jane Cox, Malvern,
Pa. ; Frederick Kinsman Lane, Lancaster Pa.

In Engineering—Horace Darlington, Darling, Pa.

;

Henry Blynn Goodwin, Bordentown, N. J. ; William
Griest Underwood, Elizabeth City, N. C.

Master of Arts—Ferris Walton Price, A. B. (Class
of 1874.)

The closing address to the graduates was then
made by Joseph Wharton, presidient of the Board of
Trustees. We shall give it in full next week.

Many of the company visited the scientific building,

and inspected the appliances in the several rooms, as
well as the drawings, etc., of the students in that de-
partment. This is a very valuable branch of Swarth-
more's work, and those who examined it were im-
pressed by its merits.

One night mamma said, as she tucked iu bed
Her sweet little five-year-old

;

"The winter drear has goue, my dear.

Spring's come with its heart of gold."

And when, the next day, he ran in from play,

A daffodil bright to bring,

" See, mamma,'' he cried, iu his childish pride,
" I's found the heart of Spring !

"

"Time was, is past; thou ean'st not it recall;

Time w, tliou hast ; employ the portion small

;

Time future, is not, and may never be.

Time present is the only time for thee. "
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THE SEA AT SEVENTY MILES.

THERE is a story that Mr. Eliot Glover, of Portlaml,

formerly of this city, related apropos of sounds out

of the still sky. I was in Farmington, said he, visit-

ing my uncle. On Christmas night I attended the

church festival with my relatives, and it was a clear,

starlit night, for I rememher that at the close of the

Christmas-tree festival they sent a fine balloon into

the air, and that it went straight up, and seemed to

hang over us quite stationary. Then it took a course

in another direction, and seemed to float over toward

Lewiston. The next day was Sunday, and after

breakfast I walked out witli my uncle. It was a very

still day, without a breeze, apparently, from any

quarter. Smoke rolled up straight into the sky. We
were walking silently along when my uncle stopped,

and said :
" What do you hear ? " I listened. " It

sounds like the roar of the sea," I said. It did sound

like it—the low monotone of the surf on the shore,

the ceaseless roar of an ocean in a storm. " But," I

added, " of course it is not the sea. It must be the

wind." " The wind ? " asked my uncle. " Where do

you see it ? Look at those trees. They are motion-

less. Look at the smoke. Look at that grove of pines

over there. They would sing if any trees were sing-

ing, and they are quiet." Sure enough, it wasn t the

wind; and if not the wind, what was it? It must

he the ocean. We listened to it for five minutes. It

boomed and roared sullenly. I was convinced that

it was the sea. In the afternoon I met a well-known

Farmington gentleman out walking, and asked him

if he heard any sound odd or strange. He said that he

heard the wind in the trees. I asked him if he could

see any trees in motion, and he said no. I told him

I thought it was the sea. He poohed at first, hut

subsequently I heard him telling a friend that, he had

heard the sea roaring. That night he looked at the

map, and found that the nearest points at which the

sea came were Boothbay and Harpwell, and they are

from seventy to eighty miles as the birds fly. The next

day the newspapers brought reports of a fearful

storm along the coast, with high seas and damaging

surf along the shore. I have not hesitated to believe

that we heard the surf at Boothbay that Sunday in

Farmington. What current of upper air brought it

that seventy miles? The day was as calm as the

calm of the ocean at rent— Lewiston, (Me.) Jourmd.

Yciu sometimes see shells along our shores having

a hole in their side. This hole is perfectly round,

and is beveled or counter-sunk. It seems to have

been made artificially, and with great care. How i.^

it to be accounted for ? Another shell, the common

cockle, which is found in great numbers all along our

shores, has done the mischief. It has a tongue fur-

nished with rows of teeth, giving it a resemblance to

a file. When the little creature is hungry, it finds

another shell containing a living inhabitant. It at

once fastens itself to it, and by means of its teeth-

covered tongue commences boring or filing a hole, and

continues at this employment until it has gotten

through the shell to the living inhabitant within.

This is what it was after. It has found its food, and

can now at its leisure make its meal.— T/i* \Yatchman.

" The Havre Maritime Exhibition is a highly in-

teresting display," says the London Graphic, " ar-

ranged half on land, half on water. There is a large

building in the chief street of Havre, the Rue de

Paris, consisting of a centre pavilion crowned by a

gigantic globe forming a dome, and with galleries

branching out on either side, while the rest of the

exhibition—such as types of vessels, fishing materials,

and the like—fill the adjoining dock, the Bassin du

Commerce. Owing to the importance of Havre as a

maritime centre, most of the chief French steamship

companies contribute a fine display of models illus-

trating the progress of naval construction from the

earliest boats on tlieir lines down to the most advanced

modern productions. Most interesting are the plans

of the Havre docks and piers, some being old designs

of the seventeenth century, and one an ideal repre-

sentation of the port in lUOO, with the projected pub-

lic works completed. Piles of shipping material, ob-

jects for export, provisions for the steamers abound
;

while the most picturesque section shows a real fish-

ing-boat floating, ready equipped for work, and drag-

ging behind her a big dredging-net containing speci-

mens of all the fishes and shells brought up on the

Havre shore."

The abolition of slavery in Brazil has been going

on, step by step, for quite a long time, and under the

operation of existing legislation what little is left of

this system of enforced labor in that empire will die

a natural death in a few years. Eflbrts are, however,

being made to hasten its dissolution, and a bill is

under consideration giving freedom to all slaves in

Brazil within two years. The measure will meet

with opposition, but that it will be adopted in prin-

cii)le, the progressive policy of the empire and its

emperor renders extremely probable ; and the Bra-

zilians of the next generation, like the people of our

own Southern states of to-day, will look back and

wonder what there was in the old system to make

their fathers hold on to it so \ong.—Exchanfje.

There is not anotlier way. Bear thy cross. Stand

faithful for God. Tliis is the way the holy men of

old walked in, and it shall prosper.—Thomas LoE.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.

—The re-vi.sion of LutLer's tniuslation of the Bible is

uow so far advanced that the third reading of the minor

prophets will begin this autumn. The German Minister of

Public Worship has granted the sums necessary for the Re-

vision Committee which meets at Halle.

—An Alaska paper says: "The Indian pupils are ac-

cepting with good grace the determination of the Mission

authorities to allow no language to be spoken by them but

the English. Formerly there was much objection on the

part of the parents to their children being prevented from

conversing in their native tongue, but now the feeling has

entirely changed, and the Indians, both young and old,

who have been brought under the influence of the Mission,

seem anxious to adopt the new language, and to follow in

the footsteps of civilization ."

—In the year 1886, 779 women attended lectures at Rus-

sian universities. Of these, 243 devoted themselves to

philological studies, 500 to physics and mathematics, and
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36 attended the special mathematical course. Of the total

number, 587 were of the Orthodox religion and 139 were

Jewesses. The groator number of thera—437—were the

daughtei-s of nobles, ofiicors, and officials ; 84 weiu tlie

daughters of ecclesiiistics, 12.") of merchants, 117 of citizens,

10 of peasants, 4 of soldiers, and 2 only wore foreigners.

—k careful estimate places the damage by forest fires

in Northern Michigan during May at $7,000,000. Copious

rains have now quenched the fires.

—The Sultan of Turkey has ceded the Island of Cyprus

to England, thus cjiucelling the mortgage secured by liea-

consfield in 1878.

—Harriet Beecher Stowe emphatically denies the story

which is circulating to the effect that she could never have

written " Uncle Tom's Cabin " if she had known the col-

ored people as she knows them now, after a residence at

the South.

—The widow of President Roberts, the first president

of Liberia, is collecting money for a general hospital, to be

located at Monrovia, the capital of the republic. Mrs.

Roberts was kindly received by President Cleveland, who

became the first contributor toward the proposed hospital.

—lu the Exhibition of the Koyal Academy of Arts, Lon-

don, of the paintings and sculptures over 1,900 in number,

242 are tlie works of women. It is only fifteen years since

women artists were admitted to the Eoyal Academy.

CURRENT EVENTS.

A DESPATCH from Grand Forks, Dakota, dated on the

17th inst., says : A destructive tornado passed over this city

yesterday afternoon. The storm came from the west and

traveled due east. Twenty-five or more buildings, includ-

ing the Catholic church and the University of North

Dakota, were Ijlown to the ground. The laboratory and

museum in the university were almost totally destroyed,

besides hundreds of smaller dwellings, store-houses, and

sheds. Four persons were killed outright, and fourteen

seriously injured,—the latter being mostly women and

childien. The total loss isestimated at$100,000. Thestorm

was local. The train from the north was blown from the

track about four miles west and rolled over a couple of

times. No one was killed, but many were seriously in-

jured.

Dr. Mark Hopkins, ex-presideut of Williams College,

died at Williamstown, Massachusetts, on thel7th inst. He
was in the 84th year of his age. Few men have been more

conspicuous as instructors of youth, or more esteemed in all

the relations of life. It was Dr. Hopkins who encouraged

and aided Garfield to procure an education, and gave a

direction to bis efl'orts.

The traveling freight agent of the Gulf, Colorado, and

Santa Fe Railroad, just returned to Dallas, Texas, from the

wool districts of the West, says the sheep are in fine condi-

tion on account of au unusually favorable winter, and that

the average yield was from 7 to 9 pounds.

Yellow fever is still prevalent at Key West. Up to

the 18th inst., the report was as follows: Cases, 34 ; deaths,

13 ; discharged cured, 7 ; remaining sick. 14.

A SEVERE shock of earthquake was felt at Summerville,

South Carolina. First-day morning at 37 minutes past 10

o'clock. It was accompanied by " the most prolonged

roaring since October 22d, of last year." Nothing was felt

in Charleston. The shock at Summerville caused a " sen-

sible vibration of houses and furniture."

The Chicago Timea on the 18th, printed reports of crop

conditions collected from over 1000 points in the North-

west. The general prospects for wheat are favorable

;

there is a largely increased average, especially in Dakota,

and the aggregate yield in the North-west promises to be

the largest over known. The outlook for corn is very

good.

The 18th instant was the hottest day e.vperienced in

Chicago since 1881, the temperature reaching 97 degrees.

A number of sunstrokes wore reported, two of them fatal.

Temperatures were reported the same day of 99 in the

shade at Richmond, Virginia; 90 at Lynchburg, Virginia,

and 93 in Washington.

TiiK celebration of the fiftieth aniversary of the corona-

tion of Queen Victoria took place in Loudon, and generally

throughout the British dominions, on the 21st inst. There

was an imposing parade in London, with special services in

Westminster Abbey.

—The steamer Champlain, from Cheboygan for Chi-

cago, was burned on the night of the 16th, ofl' Charlevoix,

Michigan. There were 57 persons on board, including the

crew, and only 27 are known to have been saved. .

Pesth, June 18.—While a party of 2150 pilgrims were

crossing the Danube river near Paks, the boat on which

they were making the passage was caught in a hurriciiue

and capsized. Only a few of the party were saved. Over

100 bodies have been recovered.

Pe,sth, June 18.—The floods in Hungary are subsiding.

The towns of Mako and Vasarhely are now out of danger.

If the present dry weather continues the water in the

flooded districts will be gone in six weeks. There is great

distress among the inhabitants of the inundated regions,

and there .is danger of fevers arising from the decaying

vegetable matter left by the floods. Fifteen hundred

farmers are totally ruined, and the entire damage is es-

timated at .$5,000,000.

NOTICES.

«,„« The Visiting Committee of Abington First-day

School Union propose to visit Gwynedd Meeting on the

2()th inst., with a view of holding a conference with the

Firstdav school, at the close of the meeting.
Charles Bond, Clerk.

*t'' At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the

First-diiy Si-Ii.iol General Conference, held in Philadelphia,

Fifth inonlli 11, T^87, William J.Hall, Swarthmore, Pa.,

was appiiiiili'cl Treasurer, in place of E. Blackburn, re-

signed. All financial correspondence should be hereafter

directed to the new Treasurer.

Robert M. Jannev, Clerk.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•,* We piirticnlarly a.«k that whenmoney is forwarded to i-meu)

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is now being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, In which

case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

», Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligenckr and
Journal should reach us by Tbirfl-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance

may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach oiu" distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

(lny, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•,*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and

.TniiBNAi. is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform ns of

the fact previous to the publication contjiininR the particiil.-ir

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extni

numbers printed.
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FVBB RELIGION.
" Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is this

:

to visit the tatiierless and widows in their affliction, and to keep
himself unspotted from the world." James 1 : 27.

NOT all the pomp of rituals, nor the savor

Of gums and spices, can the Unseen please.

As if His ear could bend^with childish favor

To the poor flattery of the organ keys !

Not such the service the benignant Father
Requireth at His earthly children's hands

;

Not the poor offering of vain rites ; but rather

The simple duty man from man demands.
For he whom Jesus loved has truly spoken :

" The holier wisdom which he deigns to bless

Restores tiie lost, and binds the spirit broken.

And feeds the widow and the fatherless."

J. O. Whittier.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

GENESEE YEARLY MEETING, 1887.

GENESEE Yearly Meeting i.s held alternately at

Farniinglon, N. Y., Yarmouth, Ontario, and Bloom-
fleld, Ontario; and is composed of the quarterly

meetings of Farmington and Scipio, in New York
State, and the half years meetings of Pelham and
Canada, in Ontario, Canada.

The present year it was held at Yarmouth, Out.,

about twelve miles south-east of the City of St.

Thomas, and three miles north of Lake Erie.

Friends are met at St. Thomas, and a pleasant

ride through a fine farming country, gently rolling,

with excellent graveled roads, brings us to the settle-

ment of Friends, whose comfortable homes and warm
welcome are gratefully appreciated.

The meeting of Ministers and Elders was held on
Seventh-day afternoon, Sixth month 11th, and was
felt to be a favored season. There were in attendance
from other yearly meetings, with minutes of unity
^from their respective meetings, Abel A. Hull, from
Baltimore Yearly Meeting ; Elizabeth Thistlethwait,

jomas T. and Elizabeth G. Williams, Robert S.

laviland, and Joshua B. Washburn, from New York
tearly Meeting.

TThe meeting on First-day morning was very large,

my more than could be accommodated in the
Touse being present; the number was estimated at

trom 1,200 to 1,500 persons. The afternoon meeting
vas also large, and a meeting held by John J. Cor-
lell in a Methodist Church near by, by invitation of

'the pastor of the church, was large and satisfactory.

The invitation thus extended, as well as the tact that
the churches in the village of Sparta, near the meet-

ing, hold no service on First day morning of Y''early

Meeting week, and pastors and people generally at-

tend the Friends' meetirig, evinces a friendly and
christian feeling most creditable to all concerned.

The Yearly Meeting convened on Second-day
morning. But one se.ssion a day is held, from eleven
a. m., to about two p. m. ; the afternoons being de-
voted to First-day school and temperance confer-
ences. The meetings are all held in joint session,

and we are assured that there has been a marked in-

crease of interest since this method was adopted.

On Second-day the reports from the quarterly
and half year meetings were read, and committees
appointed with regard to the various subjects claim-
ing the attention of the yearly meeting. Epistles

from the six corresponding yearly meetings were
presented

; those from Jfhiladelphia, New York, and
Baltimore, both men's and women's meetings, were
read, and a committee appointed to prepare replies

thereto.

In the afternoon at four, the first meeting of the
First-day school conference was held. Much interest

was manifested, and a general expression of senti-

ments, the meeting holding until near 7 p. ra., when
it was adjourned to Fourth-day at 4 p. m. One school
reported that the proceeds of a penny collection, con-

tributed each week by the .scholars, had been sent to

the Schofield Sclmol, at Aiken, S. C, which elicited

much interest in that and kindred work, and an ex-
pression of concern that we should incite the chil-

dren to good works in aiding those whose advantages
in life are more limited than our own.

Third-day morning the clerks, Jonathan D. Nox-
onand Mary T. Freeman, were reappointed. Thestate
of the Society was considered, the answers to the
Queries showing a very gratifying condition, there

being but few deficiencies to note, except with regard
to the attendance of meetings, in which, as else-

where, modified answers have to be adopted. The
answer to the query with regard to intoxicants was
entirely clear. The remaining epistles, from Illinois,

Indiana, and Ohio were read at this session.

The Temperance Committee held a lively confer-

ence on Third-day afternoon, adopted a strong report

in favor of total abstinence for the individual, and
prohibition for the traffic, which was accepted by the
meeting with great unanimity and places this yearly

meeting in the front rank of all our meetings in its

^vowfil position with regard to tlie use of and traffic

in intoxicants.
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Fourth-day morning the public meeting was large,

the house being well filled. At 4 p. m. the First-

day School Conference resumed and concluded its

labors, and at its close, by request of the younger

members, a young people's meeting was held, which

was acknowledged to be a highly favored occasion.

The depth of feeling manifested and expre.ssed by

many young Friends was very satisfactory, and we
are encouraged in the belief that the I^ord is indeed

rai.sing up "judges as at the first, and counsellors as

at the beginning."

Fifth-day morning the minutes of the Representa-

tive Committee were read and approved, and their

proposed action to memorialize the Legislature of

New York with regard to the abolition of capital

punishment, and to invite the Representative Com-
mittee to cooperate with them, was sanctioned by the

meeting. The reports of the various committees

were received and acted upon, and the epistles to the

corresponding yearly meetings adopted, two having

been prepared addressed to the men's and women's
yearly meetings respectively, and after a season of

testimony and prayer the concluding minute of ad-

journment was read, to meet again next year at

Bloomfield, Ont., if the Lord permit.

Speeded on our way by the kind Friends who had
so generously entertained us, in time to catch the

first train east on our journey home, the week spent

with our Friends in Canada will long be remembered
as one of much enjoyment, profit, and encouragement.

The great interest manifested by our young
Friends, the willingness to bear their share of the

work of the Society, and the united feeling so appar-

ent between old and j'oung, give a, rich promise of

growth and fruitage in this portion of the vineyard.

R. S. Haviland.

ADDRESS AT SWARTEMORE COLLEGE
By the President of the Board op Managers, Joseph

Wharton, to the Graduating Class, Sixth month
21, 1887.

GRADUATES of Swarthmore College*;.. In the per-

petual flow of time there are moments of unusual im-

portance as turninggaftints or partings of the ways,

yet, so engrossing is toe ceaseless succession of events
that even these salient points are liable to be too

lightly passed by; the bark glides on, the rock that

threatened or the grove that allured, as we ap-

proached, is already here—is gone—and another ob-

ject seizes oar attention.

The observance of anniversaries, the emphasizing
of important events by suitable ceremony check this

headlong ru.sh
; and, by inviting us to look backward

and forward, tend to keep us aware of our true

position. It is well, therefore, on occasions like the
present, to pause long enough to consider our ways,

that is, to regard them steadfastly and gravely, or

vnlh the stars, as the word signifies, the large and
splendid serenity of the stars being well adapted to

bring calm judgment into supremacy over small ex-

citements.

As Emerson has it, upon the citizen issuing at

night from a political meeting, the stars look down'
as if saying, " why so hot, little-man ?"

In this calm spirit of consideration, let us now
briefly review your position at this turning point in

your careers, the leaving of this kind mother Swarth-
more for other instruction and other experience in

this great, rich, perilous world.

You have alrea<ly escaped or overcome many
dangers, and have gained many dangers

;
your educa-

tion elsewhere and here has provided you with many
tools to fashion your future, to support yourselves, and
in various ways to serve the communities you are to

live in.

If you were asked to specify your attainments you
could doubtless make out a formidable list of them,
perhaps somewhat thus: " Having studied grammar,
logic, and rhetoric, we have learned to speak and to

write our own language accurately, forcibly, and ele-

gantly ; we have knowledge of some other living

tongues akin to ours, and with the aid of a dictionary

can understand a page of Horace or Xenophon ; we
comprehend the rudiments at least of chemistry,
astronomy, and physics generally, can compute and
reckon with numbers and signs, can survey land, de-

sign bridges, machines, and houses; we have some
acquaintance with what used to be called the natural

sciences, the knowledge of minerals, plants, and ani-

mals; we are not ignorant of the arts of agriculture

and food getting, of textile and fictile manufactures,
of obtaining and working in metals, woods, glass, and
gums ; some other things, however, such as biology,

law, medicine, we have not yet mastered."

Though no one of you can justly claim to have
acquired all this, the list of your actual achievements
might be slightly alarming to those of an older gen-

eration, trained on a more frugal mental diet, which
yet built them up to the full stature of man.

You have had wide opportunity, and you have
acquired much that is most valuable ; but here I ask

you to reflect how large a part of your attainments re-

lates to merely material things, to those things which
we share with " the beasts that perish," as the Bible

quaintly calls our less developed or retarded breth-

ren. For they also provide themselves with food,

some of them store it up, and some even cultivate it

;

many build for them.selves habitations, some clothe

themselves, some make roads, some work in wood,
some in clay, some make paper and others make silk

;

many travel over great spaces of land, water, or air as

surely and as swiftly as we. Man's magnificent pro-

gress in applied science is but an expansion of w-hat

has been done by such creatures as beavers, orioles,

and wasps.

Have you grown in any other direction than ij

this line of material gain and of establishing y(

own comfort by control over inert substances i

over other living creatures ? For there is somethi
beyond all this, important as it is ; and of an orfl

in which " the beasts of the field " probably do
share—though the little we know of their laws ad

languages cautions us to speak modeutly—namely thi

striving after an ideal moral perfection.

It is unnecessary to waste time upon Berkeley'!

fantastic paradox, that, because our only knowledge^

of the material world comes from certain impressions

conveyed by our senses to the brain, which impres-
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sions we cannot logically prove not to be hallucina-

tions, therefore what we conceive to be the material

world may be non-existent; we have faith in our

senses, and are sufficiently assured of the reality of

the material world. But in searching after the cause

or origin of the phenomena of matter and of human
life (I am not speaking of primordial creation), a

spiritual life and a spiritual world unappreciable to

the outward senses have come to be conceived of, and
on reflection many wise men have come to regard all

sensible objects as expressions of immanent spirit

which clothes itself according to its various nature

with those various forms, reaching in this manner
the conception of a spiritual world, at least as real as

the material world, and its actual basis.

We thus obtain rather clear notions of Substance
and Essence, of Matter and Spirit (or force), of Staff

und Kraft. We have Power of all kinds in the realm
of physics, proved to be interchangeable and mere
varieties of one force, moulding, compelling, trans-

forming, perhaps even animating Matter, which may
be, though not yet proved to be, one stuflf. Now, as

the little bit of individualized force which animates
a viper compels every molecule of matter which it

appropriates to build up and perpetuate that loath-

some creature, while another little bit animating a
dove builds up unerringly, gentle, and pleasing forms,

each after its kind ; so the spirit of one human being

builds upon itself a mind and a material form full of

hatred, cruelty, and vice, while the spirit of another
clothes itself with mind and body wherein love,

virtue, and reason rule. One of these spirits must
obviously spread misery around it and sink into still

greater debasement, while the other as surely must
impart happiness, and rise into greater power and
purity—supposing each spirit to continue unchanged.

But here observe that whereas the inert masses,

the plants, and the brutes, continue in their several

places and conditions unchanged, or else undergo so

slow a secular change as only to be noted by such

observations and inferences as those of Darwin, man
has the singular power of modifying his own spirit,

and thus of changing not only his cour.se but his

character; the faculty of easily falling, or, with the

assistance of what Matthew Arnold calls '' the power
outside himself that makes for righteousness," the
faculty of rising. Not that man can create for himself
a new organ, or a new sen.se, or can, "by taking
thought, add one cubit to his stature," but that by fix-

ing his attention and strong desire upon some ideal to-

^wards which he steadfastly labors, he can so nourish

fhe favorable promptings and so suppress the adverse
les as to approach his ideal. Manifold tendencies,

pd latent or unexpanded faculties, exist in man—it

a good man who said that he found in himself
possibility of committing every crime he had

per heard of—and this or that may be trained up or

pinched off so as to shape the character as a gar-

iener shapes his trees. The individual himself can
^hus shape himself.

Granted that we do not create the germs of our
faculties, nor all the circumstances that surround and
influence us

;
yet we can to a great extent control

the faculties, and by patient continuance in accept-

ing and rejecting, can cause the circumstances to serve
our purpose, so that we issue at last something like
that which we long and strenuously desire to be.
One of those concrete bits of wisdom, a proverb, de-
clares that what a man ardently craves in his youth,
he possesses abundantly in his age.

The man's spirit turning forcibly toward a certain

aim, and so continuing, becomes fixed in that course
to the extent of a change in its character; the spirit

(or Essence) being so changed, the sum of his facul-

ties (or Substance) changes correspondingly ; this

change affecting, indeed, not the individual only, but
by persistence and by heredity the race also.

The importance of holding before the eyes of the
mind and of the spirit models or ideals worthy of
striving after, now becomes apparent. As the wise
old Greeks kept in their homes and in their public
places statues of the strongest and most beautiful

men and women, in order that their children might
perceive what they ought to become, so is it meet
that the children and youth of our time should have
before them models of spiritual power and loveliness

which they will, unconsciously perhaps, imitate.

Doubtless the greatest boon that noble men and
women bestow upon their kind is not the perform-
ance of some specific service, but rather the demon-
stration that humanity is capable of such excellence,

so that multitudes of observers may say, each for

himself, " I, even I, may come to resemble him, and
so I will."

Thus, when we read the Bible accounts of Jesus,

we clearly see that his healing of the sick and feed-

ing of the hungry are comparatively trifling achieve-

ments, and that even his wonderful preaching is not
his greatest boon to man nor the chief source of his

enormous influence upon all succeeding generations.

It is the splendid ideal which he vividly sets up and
personifies, and which, as it is dwelt upon becomes
an inseparable part of our consciousness that elevates

mankind; it is the demonsiration by his life that

such transcendent love and wisdom and j)urity are

possible, j^^ttv
Solomon saysT"' with all thy gettings get under-

standing." Have you, in ail your gettings of learn-

ing and science, gotten this understanding that the

most important part of your education, ever pro-

gressing, ever fruitful, is the perfecting of your own
spirit, out of which all other good things must flow ?

If you have gotten this the question wliich I put to

you is answered. You have entered ui)on a contest,

not indeed easy, nor shorter than your lives, but in

which you will be victors, so that through this life

and at its close you will surely be found " statuens in

parte dextra."

A VERY ancient inscription on the Church of S.

Giacomo di Rialto, Venice, runs : "Around this temple

let the merchant's law be just, his weights true, and
his covenants faithful." John Ruskin was the first to

discover this beautiful line and he says it is the

"pridi' of my life."

TiiKV who know God rightly, have learned to wait

upon 1 1 iiu in the silence of all flesh.

—

S.^muel Cicisp
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For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE.—VL ROME CON-
TINUED.

Rome, April 30, 1887.

THE Rome of the Popes is more interesting to the pres-

ent generation than tlie Rome of tlie Emperors, inas-

mncli it hivs exercised a more important influeni'e up-

on the institutions which control our well-being. The
creeds constructed and formulated by the Komiin
Catholic Church are the creeds of the whole Chris-

tian world with exceptions too small to be noted
;

and the selection of sacred boolvs which we call the

Bible was made by that church in conformity with

its ideas of true Christianity.

Tlie principal monuments of Papal Rome are

churches; but there are galleries and museums, col-

lections of art and antiquities, the most extensivfe

and valuable in the world, open without charge to all

visitors " decently clothed," and even this condition

is liberally construed. Many of these collections are

in the palaces of the nobles, but those of the Vatican

perhaps are equal to all others in the world com-
bined ; and it possesses besides, a collection of an-

cient and mediseval manuscripts highly prized by
scholars and entirely unique. All these are accessi-

ble without payment.
The churclies of Rome are of all kinds, some little

better than hovels, some more magnificent than royal

palaces; circular, square, oblong, with vaulted roofs,

iiat roofs, peaked roofs, and domes ; some encrusted

with marhle.s, mosaics, and paintings, some with

plaster and white-wash. One or two had been heath-

en temples ; one or two, chambers in the great baths.

There are said to be nearly four hundred churches in

Rome, or more than one for every thousand of the

population, and yet more are building.

The most ancient structure used as a church is the

Pantheon, a temple of ancient Rome, built 27 years

before the birth of Christ and converted into a

church A. D. 609. It is entirely of masonry and con-

sists of a drum or cylinder covered by a hemispheri-

cal dome. It is 140 feet in diamt't.er-a.nd the same in

height. A circular opening in the top of the dome
admits the only Hght that enters the building, and
admits the rain also, for it has never been cuvcred or

glazed. Til'- structure is in a perfect state ct i.i.-ser-

vation, but the marble that covered the \\:ills has

been carried off, and the gilded bronze rn.l alter

much of it had been taken to Constantiniipl.' still

yielded emuigh metal to make the four spiral bronze

columns that bear the canopy in St. Peter's, ninety-

five feet high, and to cast a number of cannon fur

the castle of St. Angelo. The grand bronze doors

were left untouched and still close the main en-

trance.

Saint John's in Lateran was given to the Bishop

of Rome by the first Christian Emperor, Constantine,

and for some centuries the residence of the Pope
was near it. The church then standing and its suc-

cessors have been several times destroyed aii.l re-

built, and the present edifice or most of it is i cmpar-
atively modern. The interior is remarkable Inrthe

massive richness of its ornamentation, comprising
chiefly heavy masses of gildSlg, rich columns, and

mosaics which have a truly magnificent appearance.
There is something very attractive in the grandeur
of this building. This and all the great churches
have cloisters attached to them where the clergy
reside who ofliciate in church. These are necessarily
very numerous, as besides saying a number of masses
every day, they hear confessions and visit the sick. I

do not know how many are attached to the Lateran,
but I was told that at St. Peter's there are not less

than one hundred and fifty.

The church of St. Peter's is the largest in the world,
covering more than five acres of ground. It is in the
shape of across and at the intersection of the nave and
transept is the magnificent dome, the daring concep-
tion of a great architect. It is the cylinder and dome
of the Pantheon elevated in the air and resting on
four butteresses united by four grand arches; that is

to say, the cylinder and dome of the Pantheon, in-

stead of resting on the floor as in that building, start

from a base more than 200 feet above the floor, and
the interior height instead of being 140 is fully 400
feet. The circular opening in the apex is covered by
a high glazed cylinder called a lantern. It is impos-
sible to form an idea of the size of this vast building
without walking through it; no one would estimate
the size of the great piers which support the roof at

half their actual size. The statues which adorn the
interior do not strike one as being gigantic, yet the
figures are twice the height of a tall man, and the
cherubs, which look like little children are six feet

high. This illusion is due to the admirable propor-
tions of all parts of the edifice and to tlie fiict that

the eye is unaccustomed to deal with such dimen-
sions. A great number of the Popes are buried in

this church. Over the sarcophagus ofeach is his efflgy

statue, and on either side of it statues representing

Prudence and Justice. Prudence is always and Justice

mostly a female figure ; and while Justice is some-
times attended by but one child, Prudence gen-

erally has two, one in the arms, the other at the

knee. At the tomb of Urban VIII. Prudence is a

lovely matronly figure. One child is asleep in her
arms and the other grasps her dress with one hand
and raises his foot as if he would climb, while he
brandishes the other hand as if in angry impatience
which his face also expresses. The mother looks

down upon him w'ith an amused smile which dim-
ples her cheek. I mention this because it is almost
the solitary case in which any statuary except the

very modern does not wear a stolid wooden expres-

sion, which may be called sweetness or dignity, but^
cannot be beautiful.

There are numerous confessionals scatter^

around the building and a sign on each indica^

what language is spoken by the confessor within, i

every living language is included in the list,

confessionals—not so polyglot, however, are forn

in all churches, and at the proper hours may be sel

penitents kneeling at the little windows to which thl

priest within places his ear, and others awaiting theff

turn. They are mostly women, which indicates thal^

the men here as elsewhere are less under ecclesiasti*

cal influence. The littleiwindow is covered by a wire

gauze or other obstruction, to prevent actual contact of

i
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priest and penitent and thus avoid the appearance of

evil. On Easter Sunday and before and after, I was
in all the large churches and I never saw one a third

full. But the assemblage was remarkable. The great

mass of them were ordinary well-to-do citizens, Vjut

mingling with these were rough peasants from the

remoter districts, often even clothed in goat skin gar-

ments with raw hide sandals tied on with thongs

which were laced up the legs. Their faces showed
the traces of privation and rude toil, but their ap-

pearance on the whole was not worse than that of

persons in our country far removed from the conven-

iences and other softening influences of town life.

Many of the lower class in these congregations

brought their young children, and these their dolls

or other toys, and once I saw a little girl flying her

toy balloon on a side aisle while her mother was at

prayers. Friends too meet and chat quietly and with

some reserve, but in these immense buildings con-

versation, unless very loud, would no more disturb

the worshippers than it would the audience at one of

our public open air meetings.

The higher classes did not attend in any numbers,
or what is quite possible, were dressed too plainly to

be distinguished from the middle classes. Churches
in Italy are not places for the display of handsome
toilettes.

I have something now to say respecting certain

practices I observed in Roman churches, and in speak-

ing of what I regard as reprehensible, and of nothing
as praiseworthy, I wish it understood that it is only

because the former happens to come in my way that

my remarks take the form of blame. If I were com-
menting on the church generally I would have a great

deal to say of those instances in which it has upheld
the teachings of Christ, as I believe above all the

great churches, notably in respect to marriage, which
it maintains as a divine institution, while Protestant

countries are fast reverting to the pagan idea of civil

contract, which is to say a contract that can be an-

nulled by consent of parties. They have got so far

as to allow that power in the legislature. The insti-

tution of the religious orders also was a vast benefit

to the ages in which they were founded. In times
when war and violence filled the earth, and labor was
a di.sgrace, it was a great blessing that men were found
who devoted themselves to peaceful pursuits, and
made it a part of their religion that their own hands
should minister to their necessities. That their vir-

tues and the gratitude of mankind made them rich,

that riches not only produced corruption, but invited

the corrupt into their communities
; that they be-

^came powerful and abused their power, is but the
course of evolution which has marked every good in-

Ititution. But this is aside from my purpose, which

[
simply to tell what I saw.

To an American, a Protestant, and above all to a

Triend, the use sf images in worship seems to be
Rdohitry, and what I saw of this in Rome impressed
Inie unfavorably. In the church of St. Agostino is a

I
stone image of the Virgin and Child, before which nu-
merous worshippers may be found at all hours kneel-

ing ; and at the conclusion of their prayers they al-

most invariably kiss the foot of the image devoutly.

and if, as is very often the case, they are accompanied
by children, these are held up to do the same. The
two figures were solemnly crowned on a certain day
in the year 1S.51, and they wear now crowns of gold,

and numerous jewels, apparently diamonds and other

precious stones, which, if they be real, as I suppose
they are, must be of immense value. These are gifts

of people who believe they have been cured of dis-

eases or saved from dangers by either the image it-

self or the saint whom it represents, I cannot say
which, and around it are hung hundreds of votive

oflerings of le.ss value, chiefly of silver. The image
has a regular fete day assigned it in the calendar ; but
I do not know how that day is celebrated. At the

door of the church is sold a picture of the image, under
which is a legend stating when the image was crowned
and when its fete day occurs, and giving the form of

a prayer addressed to the Virgin, for repeating which
a certain indulgence is given. In the church of Ara
Coeli is the image of a child, which is there tended
with great reverence, and which is often sent to sick

people, and upon such expeditions is attended by
certain of the clergy sometimes of high rank, and to

it every pcssible re.spect is paid as to a living being.

There is somewhere—but I cannot at this moment
find the reference—an image'of the Virgin, which in

case of dangerous fires, is sent to the scene, in the

belief that its presence will tend to the extinction of
the flames.

I believe that good people devoid of superstition

have an idea that under certain circumstances and in

certain surroundings their piety grows warmer. Doc-

tor Johnson, a most estimable man, remarks that

such should be the case in the Island of lona, where
the earliest establishment of a Christian community
in Scotland took place ; and if such artificial exalta-

tion of the feelings be desirable, which I am not pre-

pared to deny, it may be produced perhaps by the as-

pect of such images as those above mentioned ; and I

could understand the rationale of persons praying be-

fore them. But to kiss them, and to bear them to

sick persons or to conflagrations certainly seems to

me to pass reaao nable bounds, and to attribute to

them inheren^owers, and powers to be exercised in

the presence of the danger which is to be averted,

anil therefore, it seems to me, to be exercised by the

image itself.

In a building near the Lateranis a marble stair-

case of twenty-eight steps, which is said to have be-,

longed to the house of Pilate, in Jerusalem, and to

have been ascended and descended by Christ in going

to judgment and thence to execution. Anyone who
ascends this stairway on his knees, devoutly praying,

obtains thereby an indulgence of nine years either

for himself or for any dead person for whose benefit

he performs the act. This indulgence, as I was told by
an intelligent Italian gentleman—himself a believer

—

consists in the shortening of the duration of the per-

former's allotted time in purgatory. There are over

the doors of many churches a sign with the legend
" Indulgentia plenaria pro vivis et defunctis," Plen-

ary indulgence for the living and the dead ; and I

was informed that in these churches, by the perform-

ance ot^itatti^^tte prescribed by the authorities
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thereof, plenary indulgence coillfl be ol>tainei.l. On
Easter Monihiy—I think it was—beinj; in the church

of the Lateran about dusk, I saw a crowd of people

moving towards a certain part of tlie church, and fol-

lowing them I found that they were passing in front

of an ecclesiastic who was seated on an elevated

chair, holding in his hand along rod. Before him the

passing crowil kneeled, and he touched each one in

succession wiih the rod, who thereupon rose and went

away. I was told that these persons had received in-

dulgence. I saw the same ceremony afterwards in

the church of Santa Slaria Maggiore, but not on so

large a scale. There are a great many acts of devo-

tion by which indulgence may be obtained ; for ex-

ample, in two of the piers of the Colosseum there are

inserted small square slabs of white marble, on each

of which the figure of a cross is cut, with an inscrip-

tion stating that by kissing the cross an indulgence of

one year and forty days will be secured. All these

acts are so remote from everything which we are

taught to consider as either moral or religious, that

we can not forbear regarding them as signs of spir-

itual degradation, and as evincing a most erroneous

and low estimate of the Supreme Being. But let us

not yet thank God we are not as other men or even

as these Romans. For in America I have known
many persons fully as well instructed as myself who
entertain notions quite as derogatory to his character

as those of ttie persons who attribute good influences

to the presence of stone images. It is a common su-

perstition in England and America, that if thirteen

persons sit at table together, evil will befall one of

them in the course of a year. So it is regarded as un-

lucky to burn three candles at one time, or to begin a

journey or any piece of work on the sixth day of the

week, and numerous other things are considered om-
inous of evil. In my judgment such superstitions

dishono- God quite as much as a belief in the efficacy

of prayers addressed to images—indeed more: for

whereas the latter proceeds upon the idea that for an
act attended by no merit, God will confer a benefit,

and thus attributes to him a species of idle but be-

nevolent caprice, the former supposes that for a per-

fectly innocent act, evi-n if involuntary, be will in-

flict punishment, and thus attributes to him an un-
reasonable and capricious cruelty.

John D. McPhee.^. > n .

aj^
. .

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 27.

Skventh Month IOth, 1887.

THE CHILDHOOD OP JESUS.
Topic: Childhood.

Golden Tkxt.—"Remember also ihy Creator in the days
of tliy youth." Eee , 12 : 1.

Read Luke, 2 : 39-12. Revised Version.

TWO important incidents in tlie infancy of Jesus are
all that we have recorded of him until the occun inres
of our pre.sent lesson. One of these, Luke 2: !'_' 2:\

relates to the presentation of (he babe in the temple
when he was forty days old, when the offering < if a
lamb if the piuencs could aflbrd it was made. On this

occasion it was either a pair of turtle doves or t.vo

young pigeons (Lev. 12:6,) as Joseph and Mary w.ie
poor. The otheli-.circumstance was the fliglil into

Egypt to escape the evil designs of Herod who
sought to take tlie child's life. Matt. 2: 13-20.

Twelve years old. All males among the Hebrews
were required by the law to appear three times a year

in the temple to attend to the ordinances of their re-

ligion,and it is inferred that twelve years was the age at

which they first went up to Jerusalem. Deut. 16: 16.

The journey from Nazareth was about seventy miles.

Had fulfilled the days. The days of the Passover,

eight in all. Lev. 23 : 5, 6. Supposing him to have been in

the company. In going to tliese feasts the families

of a neighborhood joined together and formed a large

company for mutual protection, as the jom'ney was
long and required several days to accomplish it.

The doctors, the teachers, the Rabbis who were
the instructors in matters of religion.

Ihist be in my Father's house. The Temple at Jeru-

salem was dedicated to Jehovah, the God and Father
of the Hebrew people, and was called his house. It

was in this Temple that Jesus sat with the doctors,

hearing them and asking them questions.

And came to Nazareth. Matthew adds :
" That it

might be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophets,

that he should be called a Nazarene." This expres-

sion does not occur in the Old Testament, and various

explanations have been sought. Professor Toy in his
" Quotations in the New Testament," after giving

much consideration to the subject, adds, " It is possi-

ble that our text intends no reference to any word or

passage in the Old Testament, but is a summing up
of all the statements relative to the lowliness of the

Messiah." He says further: " The Jerusalem teachers

regarded the Galileans as uncultivated provincials.

. . . Out of Galilee, said the Pharisees, no prophet

could arise. (John 7: 52.) Nazareth no doubt shared

the general contempt attaching to Galilee, and Na-
thanael, himself a Galilean of Cana, speaks of Naza-

reth as if it had a special insignificance of its own.
(John 1 : 46.) The evangelist may then have used

the term " Nazarene" as a synonym of social insig-

nificance; and found a prediction of this contempt
in such passages as Isaiah 53: 3, and Lam. 3: 1."

But Professor Toy considers none of these satisfac-

tory, and thinks Isa. 11 : 1 " oft'ers less difficulty than
the others." Adopting this view another writer

says :
" Nazareth was so named because it was a

branch, an insignificant shoot, a mean little village

hidden among the hills. Jesus came then, as the

prophetsaid he would—an insignificant branch shoot-

ing from the stump of a tree that had been cut down.
The royal family of Judah had almost disappeared.

Mary a peasant girl, and Joseph a carpenter, were
now its representatives in direct line from David and
Solomon. Then came forth a shoot out of the stock

of Jesse and a branch out of his roots. It was thej

infant Jesus, the son of Joseph and Mary. He was
humble—the lowly descendant of a royal line thai

had almost ended."

" The Hebrew word for Nazareth was Netzer, a^

branch, or rather a germ. Matthew wrote for He-
brews, and in bis Hebrew the senteuce would read

thus: He dwelt in a city called Germ, that it might
be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet, saying:

lie shall be called a Germ or Germinal One. There-
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by would be fulfilled all the cluster of prophecies in

which the Hebrew name Netzer, branch, or germ, or

its near synonym, is applied to Messiah."

—

Whedon.

Evidently the idea to be (conveyed, is the lowly

and humble origin of Jesus, and this thought is in

harmony with all that we know of His life and mis-

sion and of the Gospel that he preaclied.

The practical lessons to be learned from this narra-

tive are

:

1st. The solemn obligation of parents to take their

children with them when they attend meetings for

worship.

2d. That the child who i.s taught to reverence the

heavenly Father, will want to learn about him and be

ready to hear and to ask for knowledge from those

who can iustruct him.
3d. That such children will, like the holy pattern,

be obedient to their parents and iind favor with God
and men.

THE SYSTEM OF SETTLED AND SALARIED
"PASTORS."

[The Fritnd, (Philadelphia), representative of the " Wil-

bur " element of Philadelphia Yearly Meetiug of Ortho-

dox Friends, has the following editorial article.]

THERE is, perhaps, no feature in the modern de-

parture from the principles of Friends, which for

convenience sake, may be termed the " fast move-
ment," which seems to us so subversive of the whole
system of Quakerism, aud to be fraught with so

many destructive consequences to our profession, and
indeed to the spread of the Truth in the earth, as

the employment of paid pastors and ministers by our

meetings.

The testimony we Irave received as to the practi-

cal working of locating and paying ministers, corre-

sponds with what might reasonably be anticipated as

the result. The settled " pastor " feels that the peo-

ple who pay him expect him to preach to them
;

and he accordingly in large measure assumes the

control of the meeting, prepares himself with a sub-

ject and line of thought before coming, so that he

may not be compelled to disappoint these expecta-

tions ; and introduces or encourages singing and read-

ing the Scriptures as means of interesting tlie people

and employing the time when he is not speaking.

There is little opening left for the development of true

spiritual gifts in the members of a meeting so pre-

sided over ; for there is but little opportunity for that

reverent waiting upon the Lord in silent adoration

which is an essential element in divine worship, and
in the exercise of which the mind is enabled to hear

the still small voice of Christ, and receives strength

|to obey his commands.
If a Friend, ten years ago, had predicted that by

lis time so many of the more fluent speakers would
le paid and stationed among the more wealthy con-

gregations of Friends, as is now the case ; that the

practice would find num&rous influential advocates

amongst professed members of the Society ; and that

the action of pastoral committees of several of the

yearly meetings would substantially justify this

course ; he would have been regarded as a false

prophet, or at least as one unnecessarily alarmed.

But the practice has become so widely spi-ead, that

the lack of means to pay with seems to be tiie prin-

cipal obstacle to its further progress in those sections

of the country where the" fast movement" has had
full sway. A year or more ago, an a<lvocate of this

movement asserted (if we remember correctly) that

there were not less than twenty such preachers lo-

cated in this manner; and the number is probably

now considerably increased.

In connection with this subject, a minister in one
of the larger bodies in the West, spoke of one of the

eflects which the system their meetings are now pur-

suing had upon the smaller meetings. The paying

and location of so many of the speakers, he said, had
materially lessened the frequency witli which the

meetings generally were visited by travelling miuis-

ters. The small meetings especially were neglected;

and he believed that among such would be found an
open door for those who might be drawn by the love

of the Gospel, and qualifledand commissioned by the

Head of the Church to gather the lost sheep of the

house of Israel.

Though the moth family of Boinbycidre iucludea

upwards of forty fibre-spinners, most of the world's

silk is still obtained from a single species, the product

of the common silk-worm [Borabyx mori) being su-

perior both in quality and in quantity to that of any
other yet tried. The fibre of Samia Cecropia, a species

which feeds on the apple and kindred plants through-

out the United States and Canada, has lately attracted

attention, and .seems to be finer, softer, and more
abundant than any other American silk-worm. Prof
Carl Braun, a German entomologist, now located at

Bangor, Me., has received from a Lyons manufacturer

an order for five hundred cocoons of this moth, and
hopes to supply them this season. This investigator

is confident that the experiments to be made with

these cocoons will be succe.ssfnl, and predicts that

Maine will produce its own silk a quarter of a century

hence.

—

Lowell Times.

In all talk about persons, let it be their merits that

we hasten t^disclose, their good deeds that we gladly

unfold. Inan^Sfecussion on character, let the good

come into prominence. In all uur uttered hopes for

the future, let our highest ideals receive the emphasis.

Let truth and not error, light and not darkness, love

and not hate, be our themes. So shall we increase

and perpetuate all that is good by frank utterance,

while evil will decrease and disappear under the

thick drapery of silence.

Sad soul, dear heart, and why repine ?

The melancholy tale is plain :

The leaves of spring, the summer flowers
,

Have bloomed and died again.

Sad soul, dear heart, no more repine.

The tale is beantiful and plain :

Surely as winter takcth all,

The spring shall bring again.

There never was so good a Masti'

such excellent wages for such imperfect

TuoRpM

-T. B. Read,

: who irives

work.

—

John
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PHILADELPHIA, SEVENTH MONTH 2, 1887.

HOLDING OUR YOUTH.

IT is always an important question how the young

may be brought into helpful service as they reach

the age at which they are accounted free to act for

themselves without let or hindrance from those who

have stood as guardians and protectors of their in-

fantile years. Healthy, well-developed children de-

light to do what they see older people doing, and are

ever reaching beyond their present level for some-

thing more difficult of attainment. There is an ex-

uberance of feeling, an overflow of bodily vigor that

must expend itself in some direction, and the course

it takes will depend, in far larger degree than we are

willing to admit, upon the home example, and the

associates they have been permitted to mingle with.

Let there be a recognition of the positive need

there is to find a proper outlet for the forces of feel-

ing and activity that cannot be repressed without

harm to the bodily or spiritual nature ; and the wise

parent or guardian will be directed, by that intuitive

wisdom which is a part of the Divine endowment to

every rational intelligence, to keep close to the child,

holding fast to the tender bond of affection, yet not

straining it,—giving a little, here and there, but never

letting go entirely,—and by forbearance and gentle

persuasive effort, with watchful care that the exam-

ple be worth following, showing everthat.the welfare

and happiness of the diilil is the first thought.

This allows of no uuwatchfulness on the part of the

parent, but tin- result will be worth all that it costs.

Reason and juilgment, and the expanding intellect

of the child thus guarded and protected will as they

assume control of the life, acknowledge the wisdom

and respond to the wishes of the parents, and the

truth of the old proverb so often repeated, " Train up

a child in the way be should go, and when he is old,

he will not depart from it," will be verified in the

love and reverence that bind in close unity of feeling

the hearts of parents and children.

If the religious training has been wise and health-

ful,—if the parents have shown a lively interest in

the attendance of meetings and the affairs of the

church, the children will be greatly influenced in the

same direction. There will then be awakened in the

maturing mind aBi earnest desire to follow in the

footsteps of the parents whose tender,watchful solici-

tude has been a hedge and protection to the young

life.

A Fhiend at Media, Pa., interested in the move-

ment to petition for the commutation of the death

sentence of the colored man Johnson, informs us that

the subject has been introduced into several monthly

meetings, and that the approval of Chester, Concord,

and others has been given. It is apprehended that

the movement may be but the beginning of an effort

to secure the abolition of capital punishment in

Pennsvlvania.

A NUiMBER of advertisements of schools now ap-

pear in our advertising columns, and we invite atten-

tion to them. Some changes of rates are made this

week in some of the advertisements,—among them

those of the Newtown Square and Abington schools.

DEATHS.
BACON.—In West Philadelphia, Sixth mouth 22d, Mar-

tha W., widow of Edmund P. Bacon, in her 67th year. A
member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Green

street, Philadelphia.

COWMAN.—On the 11th of Sixth month, Anna Cow-

man, aged 84 years, relict of the late Samuel Snowdeu

Cowman, Sr.

Surrouuded by her devoted children and loving grand-

children, she entered peacefully into rest. She was a con-

sistent member of Baltimore Monthly Meeting, and always

deeply interested in " Friends " and their work.

Her life was like the fragrance of some sweet flow6r;

full of a quiet beauty that made all who knew her almost

reverent in their admiration. She was a tender mother, a

faithful friend, a devoted wife to her husband whom she

survived sixteen years. Meek, gentle, kind, patient under

affliction, tenderly forgiving towards all offenders, she

walked daily with God—a beautiful example of a "life hid

with Christ." * * *

EVANS.—On Second-day evening (the20th inst.),George

M. Evaus, a member of Chester Monthly Meeting, N. J.,

in the 6Ist year of his age.

This dear friend was of great simplicity, frankness, and

directness of character. A most loving father, a faithful

husband, and a kind brother, his departure leaves a sad

vacancy. He passed through much physical suffering and

disability in a spirit of cheerfulness, patience, and submis-

sion, s.

GAEEIGUES.—Sixth month 22d, 1887, at the residence

of his son, Francesville, Ind., Casper H. Garrigues. in his

87th year ; son of the late Abraham M. and Esther M.

Garrigues, of Philadelphia.

MICHENER.—At his home near Toughkeuamon,

Chester Co., Pa., on the morning of the 24th of Sixth mouth,

18S7, Ezra Michener, M. D., aged 92 years, 7 mouths, a lifej

long member of New Garden Monthly Meeting of Friends^

PAXSON.—Ou the 17th of Sixth month, 1887, at Lang-

borne, Bucks Co.. Pa., Mary Paxson, in the 83d year of her

age ; a member of Bristol Monthly Meeting of Friends.

ROBINSON.-On the evening of the 12th of Sixth

month, at her residence near Emerson, Ohio, Tacy C.

Eiibinson, in the G9th year of her age. A consistent mem-
ber of Short Creek Monthly Meeting, her entire life. Re-
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markably regular in her attendauce at all meetings and

First-day school, as long as her health would permit.

Her sickness was attended with acute suffering which

she endured with great patience and resignation, giving

evidence that she depended on that Arm for strength that

can only sustain us in seasons of great affliction. The

beautiful spirit of charity and benevolence adorned her life

which wasoneof loving labor for others, exhibiting great

enei-gy and perseverance in the performanc» of every duty

that would promote the happiness of those around her.

In the early struggle for the abolition of human slavery

she manifested a strong zeal which in many instances

greatly aided the sacrificing friends of liberty. Her homo

was one of the asylums for the fugitive slave at that

time.

THE LIBRARY.
Final Memorials of Henry Wadsworth Longfel-

low. Edited by Samuel Longfellow. Boston :

Ticknor & Co. 1887.

WHILE it is true that the biography of Longfellow,

already published in two volumes, is complete in it-

self, this additional volume, from the pen of his lov-

ing brother will be very welcome to all who love the

blameless life and admire the charming verse of this

poet. In this book are recorded many tributes and

reminiscences by various hands, which present traits

and incidents of Longfellow's character and life, and

show the impression he left upon those who came
into his company. Among the thirteen pictures

which illustrate the volume are two new portraits of

earliest and latest years, a view of the poet's study

in Craigie House, and another of the bust in its place

in the Poet's Corner of Westminster Abbey. The first

few pages, from his journal of his earliest visit to Eu-
rope, give an idea of the kindly good nature, and of

the dainty refiuementwhioh characterized the youth

of this amiable man. His correspondence with

Charles Sumner illustrates the deep and tender

friendship which marked the intercourse between the

aspiring statesman and patriot and the poet.

During W'ar time Longfellow was writing his trans-

lation of Dante, or preparing to do so, and in 1871,

Jan. 6, he says : "The subject of the Divine Tragedy
has taken entire possession of me, so that I can do
nothing else." This was a poetic version of the gos-

pel story which was to form the first part of " Chris-

tus." On the 27th of the same month he writes,

" And now the Divine Tragedy is finished."

We remember the delight with which " Hiawa-
tha" was greeted when it first came before the read-

ing world, early in the year 1855. It was promptly
translated into German and his friend, the transla-

^tor, Ferdinand Freiligrath, writes thus to him in

18.56 :
" I was truly pleased to learn that my transla-

Hiawatha ' gives you some satisfaction, and that

I approved, too, of my letter about the metre, in

Alhenxam. This letter, it appears, has really

J8ed the controversy,—at least none of the contro-

versialists w'hom it tried to pacify have come forward

against it. For this reason I did not deem it fit to

take up the subject once more and to give to the pub-

lic the interesting details about Indian parallelism

which I found in your first letter; bull shall, of

course, make use of them in the preface of my trans-

lation. My children admire your portraits, and know

very well they represent but one man,—a poet friend

of their father's, far away beyond the sea ;
and very

often, when at play under one of the portraits, they

may be overheard singing about

—

' The gentle Chibiabos,

He the best of all musicians.

He the sweetest of all singers.'
"

We should like to copy many of the letters and bits

of journal which make up this record of his last days,

and the loving tributes of warm personal friends

which expressed somewhat of their sense of bereave-

ment when the poet's voice was no more to be heard

on earth. How they love to bear record to the peren-

nial sweetness of his character and the unfaltering

purity of his life. His brother, the editor, says at

the close of the letters and journals,—speaking of the

end of Longfellow's life :
" It was a golden sunset, ia

spite of the infirmities that beset him ;
for he could

never lose his pleasure in making others happy, and

only during the few last days did he lose his own happi-

ness among his books and at his desk. The influence

his presence gave out to others, of calm good cheer

and tenderness, made those who knew him feel that

he possessed, in larger measure than others, what

Jean Paul Richter calls ' a heavenly unfathomable-

ness which makes man Godlike, and love toward him

infinite.' Indeed this 'heavenly unfathomableness'

was a strong characteristic of his nature, and the

gracious silence in which he often dwelt gave a rare

sense of song without words. Therefore perhaps on

that day when we gathered around the form through

which his voice was never again to utter itself, and

heard his own words upon the air, saying ' Weep not

my friends ! rather rejoice with me ; I shall not

feel the pain, but shall be gone, and you will have

another friend in heaven,' it was impossible not to

believe that he was with us still, the central spirit,

comforting and uplifting the circle of those who were

most dear to him."

Dr. Holmes in a memorial tribute says :
" The

saying of Buflfou that the style is the manself,—or of

the man himself, as some versions have it—was never

truer than imlllKiilmse of our beloved poet. Let us

understand by 'style' all that gives individuality to

the expression of a writer; and in the subjects, the

handling, the spirit, and aim of hi»poems, we see the

reflex of apersonal character which made him worthy

of that almost unparalleled homage which crowned

his noble life. Such a funeral procession as attended

him in thought to his resting-place has never joined

the train of mourners that followed the hearse of a

poet,—could we not say of any private citizen ? And
we all feel that no tribute could be too generous, too

universal, to the union ofa divine gift with one of the

loveliest of human characters."

Upon one of Longfellow's book-plates was en-

graved the motto "Non clamor sed amor." It i.s taken

from a Latin verse, thus translated:

"Not voice but vow,

Not harp-string but heart-string,

Not loudness but love,

Sounds in the ear of God."

And this is the motto of the book we now have

before us. S. R.
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NEWS OF FRIENDS.
FISHLXG CREEK HALF YE.iR MEETING.

THIS occuired at Millville, Pa., on Fifth-day, the

23d ult.,and was attended hy several ineiubers of the

Yearly Meeting's Visiting Committee. The meeting
was large, the house beins nearly filled, and it was a
solemn occasion in whidi the word of exhortation
flowed freely. The youths' meeting, on the following

day, was most encouraging. More in attendance than
could be seated in tlie liouse, and the interest in the
spoken word was very manifest. The monthly meet-
ing held on Fourth-day showed an increase in mem-
bership during the year. This is cause for much
thankfulness, since in this action families have been
united in membership. Thisgathering in of children

and the parent not before a member of the meeting
must have an influence that will be salutary to the

meeting and greatly increase the usefulness in that

vicinity.

The members of the Visiting Committee attended
with great satisfaction large meetings held at Bear
Gap, Roaring Creek and Catawissa, besides making
many family visits. R.

From the West Chester Republican.

DR. EZRA MICHENER.
THE venerable and widely known Doctor Ezra Mich-
ener passed peacefully to rest on the morning of

Sixth month 24th, about half past seven o'clock, at

his home near Toughkenamon, in New Garden town-
ship. For some time past his physical powers have
shown evidences of gradual decay, but until i-ecently

his downward progress has lieen comparatively slow.

On several occasions it was thought by those in at-

tendance upon him that the closing hour was draw-
ing nigh, but each time he appeared to take a new,
though brief, lease of life. During the latter part of

last week be was extremely feeble and it became
evident that he would hardly rally again. With this

expectation his nearest relatives were summoned and
remained with him until the end came.

The deceased, who was the son of Mordecai and
Alice Dunn Michener, was born^g^^ondongrove
township, near West t.Trovc>, Eleventh month 24th,

1794, and consequently would have attained his nine-

ty-third yenr had^hia life been prolonged for five

months. }Ia\ ing obtained the usual common ^.hool

education he sledded to pursue a professional career,

and in 1815 lift home to study medicine with Doctor
Davis, of Pliiladelphia. In lliis he showed such apti-

tude that during his second year of study he was ap-

pointed to assist in the public dispensary of the city,

visiting outdoor patients and helping the apothecary
of the establishment in compounding prescriptions.

While engaged in this duty he made at least four

thousand visits, and his services were in great de-

mand among the recipients of the locality of the dis-

pensary. That be might devote all of his time to

the pro.secution of his studies be resigned

pointment in 1S17. His resignation was ;

with great reluctance by the Board of M
which voted him the sum of $50 for his la

unusual prore^cl'ng, the instruction aflbrde I lo be-

ginners having^en previously considered a<lequate

ap-

l.ted

-ers.

compensation. The Doctor in after life when speak-

ing of the time spent at the dispensary stated that

he considered it a most valuable period and that he
considered the head physician. Dr. Griffin, as his

medical godfather. Passing his final examinations
in the spring of 1818 he received his diploma and
soon after began practice at his old home in West
Grove. His lirst visits to his patients were made on
foot and as the population of that day was widely

scattered his range of practice extended from the

western end of Chester Valley on the north to Mary-
land on the south, and from Elk Creek to the Bran-

dywine. Ten years were spent at West Grove, when
an opening occurring he purchased a property near

New Garden meeting to which he removed and where
he has spent the remainder of his life. His term of

practice extends over a period ot sixt3'-eight years in

all, and even after his virtual retirement from the

active pursuit of his profession many of his old pa-

tients came to him for advice. It is, however, as a

scientist and a man of letters that his memory will

longest endure outside of his own locality. As a

farmer's boy his interest was early awakened in the

wonders of the natural and physical world around
him, and the enthusiasm which was then aroused

never left him to the end of his life. His collections

of plants, lichens, mosses, shells, minerals, and mam-
mals were exhaustive and prepared with a conscien-

tious devotion to details that was notable for thor-

oughness. Of these up to the time of his death, he

still retained great interest in his valuable accumula-

tions of land and water shells, and was constantly

adding to their number. At the time of the estab-

lishment of Swarthmore College his large collection

of stuffed animals and birds was transferred to the

museum of that institution to perish in the conflagra-

tion which destroyed that building but it is probable

that his extensive herbariums are still intact. In ad-

dition to pursuing the paths of scientific investigation

while conducting large practice, he also devoted much
time to literary work and idle moments were rare.

In this connection among other works emanating

from his ready pen may be enumerated : "A Retrospect

of Early Quakerism," a valuable work embodying

ranch information relating to the Society of Friends

in America, a brief exposition of the testimony of

Peace, " The Christian Casket or Pearl of Great

Price," and a ijotanical work entitled, " A Manual of

Weeds or the Weed Exterminator." His later pro-

ductions include a Memoir of Mary Michener his

wife, published in 1885 ;
" The Great Tornado," pub-

lished in 1877 ;
" Hand Book of Eclampsia," pub-

lished in 1883 ; a pamphlet relating to the separation

among Friends, and a number of temperance leaflets^

In cooperation with Dr. W. D. Hartman, of We^
Chester, he also joined in the preparation of a woe

on the molluscous animals and shells of Chesif

county which was published under the name of" Col

chologia Cestrica," and is regarded as high authoritj

on the subject. Upon the subject of temperance he

was a voluminous writer and articles from his pen

have frequently appeared in the columns of the Re-

publican and other local newspapers. The consist-

ency of his life in reference to the use of intoxicants
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placed him in a position to wage an uncompromising
warfare against liquor anil lie rarely missed an op-

portunity to deal it a blow. He was married twice,

his first wife being Sarah Spencer, three of her chil-

dren, Ellwood Michener, Mary, wife of Joel Walton,

and Pbebe, widow of George Webster, surviving him.

The last named has made her home with her father

of recent years, and cared for him in his old age.

His second marriage was to Mary Walton, whose
death preceeded his own by a few years. His dispo-

sition was of a social nature, and to young inquiring

minds he was always accessible, though his e.'icessive

modesty would often.cause him to withhold informa-

tion of a personal character. On almost any other

subject he would converse freely and intelligently,

and the writer has thus passed many a pleasant and
profitable hour in his society. His stock of informa-

tion seemed almost without limit, especially on
points concerning natural history. In the prepara-

tion of the History of Chester county he was fre-

quently applied to by Judge Futhey to furnish mat-
ter in reference to the Society of Friends, and his

resources never seemed to fail him. It is the general

impression that he has left behind him many valua-

ble manuscripts which he lias prepared during the

intervals of his busy life for posthumous publication,

and which will appear in due season. During his

lifetime he was elected a corresponding member of
the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, and
has always taken more or less interest in the opera-

tions of that institution. His correspondence with
other scientists has always been quite extensive and
his views have been received, both at home and
abroad, with the due respect to which they were en-

titled. In conclusion, his life has been one unself-

ishly devoted to the service of his fellow man, and
when at last his many years of probation are brought
to a close, he leaves behind, as a heritage to his fam-
ily, an untarnished and honored name. W. P. S.

COMMUNICA TIONS.
MID-WEEK MEETINGS, ETC., INNEW YORK YEARLY

MEETING.
Editors Intelligencer and Jouk.n'al :

I THINK it may be proper to make some review of
the communication of "Friend " in your issue of the
11th inst., in reference to exercises of New York
Yearly Meeting. When the consideration of the
state of the Society was before the meeting on Third-
day morning, and the deficiencies in the attendance
ofour religious meetings were reported, itwasclaimed
by a very few, two or three perhaps, that our Chris-
tian discipline might be wrong in its requirements of

^the membership to attend all our religious meetings;
id tliat it might be altered perhaps to advantage, so

to be less stringeut in this particular
; and that

thfi-i who omitted or neglected to attend our meet-
in'j Kii.'ht be justified in so lining ;and that it might
nuL bu considered a breach of our order, but that each
and all might be allowed to do just as they thought
]>roper in the matter, without being amenable to our
discipline, or considered as oflenders against its sahi-

tary order.

This was one view presented to the meetiug, and

there was another directly antagonistic to this, which
was that to alter our discipline to meet this weakness

would be fatal to the organization of the Society.

The meeting itself was fully united in this latter view,

and maintained with firmness the ancient and well-

known testimony of the Society to faithful and regu-

lar attendance of all our religious meetings. To lower
the standard of discipline, it was claimed, would be

striking a blow at the very foundations of our re-

ligious Society, and indeed at religion itself. No
discipline could possibly hold the Society together,

which would allow its membership liberty to do as

they please, or to violate its order. The discipline is

the bond which holds the Society together; without

it all would fall to pieces. All would be chaos. The
idea of introducing reforms amongst us, of making
improvement and progress, of spreading the truth

throughout the world, and at the same time tearing

down religious principles, and neglecting religious a.s-

sociation, and the attendance upon religious meet-

ings, was shown to be inconsistent and even absurd.

All moral reforms must go hand in hand with relig-

ion. They must be an ofF-shoot or branch of the tree

of religion. " No branch can bear fruit except it

abide in the vine ; no more can ye, except ye abide

in me." Religion must be the root, the basis of all

philanthropy, of all reform, of all progress. With-
out it there can be no reformations, no growth in the

truth. And this was the view which obtained in the

Yearly Meeting.

As evidence of this fact, I have only to state that

a large committee of that body was appointed, with-

outany dissent whatever, to visit, uphold, strengthen,

and encourage, not only the smaller meetings, but all

the subordinate meetings, throughout the yearly

meeting for the ensuing year.

Another evidence consists in the facts that since

that time, both the Monthly Meetings of New York
and Chappaqua, have set apart committees to estab-

lish an indulgeil meeting for worship at Sing Sing,

under the joint care of the .said monthly meetings, if

way should open therefor. The appointment of the

first meeting i«fcworship, under the authority of the

aforesaid commute, is made fjr First-day next, the

26th inst. The membership at that place consists of

Friends who belong to both tjiese monthly meetings,

and it was in answer to their urgent request to have

such meetings established amongst theui that the

foregoing action has been taken.

Now I ask does this look like a falling oft' of interest

in our religious meetings? Is it not rather one of the

encouraging signs of the times? I, so regard it. It

manifests not only life, but an increase of the life of

to-day in our time-honored Society. The religious

element of the present day is thus more fully mani-

fested in the increasing and growing interest nf our

membership, more particularly among^Jhose with

rising families around them, and with th^e also who
are participating more largely in our bu^xie.ss meet-

ings, and taking a more widely diffused interest in

the Society generally. This improved condition in

the state of things exists in other yearly meetings as

well as otir own, and furnishes the hoin- for a suc-

cession of standard hearers, andjiaO^t.s, to bear aloft
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the great truths of the Christian religion as held by
the Society of Friends.

There never was a time when the Society of

Friends was more needed than it is to-day. See to it,

then, dear friends, tliat nothing be done to injure or

weaken it, or lower its higli standard ; but on the

contrary tliat everytliing be done that can be done to

sustain and uphold its glorious doctrines and princi-

ples and testimonies. And a brighter day will be
sure to dawn upon ns. Hope on, labor on, in Divine

strength and aljility and all will yet be well.

Thomas Foulke.
JVeu) York, Sixth Month 24.

Editors Intelligencek and Journal :

Refekence having been made in several issues of

your paper, and again in the last number, to a grow-
ing interest among English Friends toward all bearing

the name of Friends, it may be satisfactory to know
that while no official action took place at the London
Yearly Meeting, in the matter of corresponding with

all branches of Friends in America, individual action

is contemplated. In a letter received a few days
since, from John Taylor, London, who attended a

First-day morning meeting, held in this city, 1.5th

street and Rutherford Place, in Tenth month last,

while on a social visit, he writes :
" We have this

week concluded London Yearly Meeting, and in

about a fortnight's time, we shall have the printed

General Epistle in our hands. I should like to send
in my individual name a copy of the Epistle to all

your monthly meetings. Can thou furnish me with

the address of the Clerks of your various meetings? "

I have forwarded him all the information practi-

cable, and the General Epistle will no doubt be
forthcoming.

Samuel B. Haines.
New York, 6th month 25.

From the Swarthmore Phoenix, Sixth month.

WHAT KNOWLEDGE IS OF THE MOST
WORTH.

" 'TIS a consummation devoutlyJatfBfcBshed " that
the adoption of a rational syslenPof education by our
prominent educators will in the near future forever

silence the lnng-draw*out controversy upon the
comparative value of an exclusively scientific or classi-

cal training. If, instead of ignorant fashion or the
individual preference of those who have established

the curriculums now in vogue, the criterion of the
fitness of any study had been the relative worth of
that particular study as a part of a judicious educa-
tional course, such a discussion would never have
arisen. Herbert Spencer says that knowledge that
treats if the preservation of health yields in im-
portanee tone Other whatever; but there are many
who differ with him there. They believe that man
has a higher interest than earthly life, and that the
Bible injunqtion to " Seek fir.st the kingdom of God "

should be obeyed. Fortunate it is that in this land
of religious liberty knowledge can be easily acquired
in whatever form is most satisfying to the earnest
seeker after eternal truth.

But of all I cular knowledge, hygienic instruction

should be placed first. Are not health and longevity

man's greatest earthly blessings ? While it is vanity

to desire to live long and not live well, it is equally

certain that there can be little usefulnes or true hap-

piness without health. A distinguished sanitarian,

Dr. E. A. Wood, says: "We know all about other

people ; next to nothing of ourselves. We know the

size of the sun, the temperature of the moon, and the

weight of Saturn. We spend millions to teach our

children the geography and the histories of foreign

lands; we study the habits of extinct races that

gnawed bones in caves, or slept on piles out on lakes

;

nay, we even teach the very anatomy of the cave

men and pile dwellers of antiquity ! But how many
dollars are spent to teach our children self-knowl-

edge, the kind of knowledge most important?"

In our elementary .schools, the geography of coun-

tries which many will never see, and the knowledge
of which they will very soon forget, is taught from a

series of graded text-books, while one lean primer is

sufficient to describe the structure and tell the right

and wrong use of that wonderful mechanism that

man carries around with him every day of his often

too short life. In not a few of our colleges, pi'ofessors

of some dead language are supported for exclusive

benefit of perhaps, a few students, while such a

thing as a professorship in Hygiene is too expensive

and altogether needless. It is true that during the

four years of a college course a few lectures may be

given on the subject, but these would not aflbrd op-

portunity for a good outline, much less its proper

treatment. The proper study of man would not de-

mand the extinction of the other sciences or of the

classics. Man is an animal, and the observations of

comparative anatomy, physiology, etc., would be of

great use, while the classics would serve as a most

valuable band-maid to the knowledge of ancient civil-

ization. Valuable lessons could yet be learned from

the water supply and sanitation of Greek and Roman
cities. Besides the necessary instruction, every

school and college should support a physician, who
should have personal oversight over the health of

each individual student. He should see that all the

surroundings were sanitary, and that those under his

care overtax neither eye nor brain in study, nor heart

and lungs in exercise.

The study of man oflfers the most interesting field

for original research, as there is plenty of uncertain

data. There could be no higher subject than man's

spiritual relation, nor any more philanthropic than

preventive science. The names of Pasteur, Koch
and Pettenbofes will be warmly cherished as bene-

factors of mankind long after their eminently useful

services are ended, but

" Oh, rise some other such !

Or all that we have left is empty talk

Of old achievements, and despair of new."

Here is a chance for wotnen who desire to be of i

much use as possible to the world. As sanitarians^

they could prevent far more misery than they can

cure with drugs as physicians. Our liberally educated

women are wishing to enlarge their sphere of useful-

ness, while they at the same time overlook a field

that is particularly their own, that of dress reform.
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As soon as women show that they are euided by rea-

son and not by senseless fashion , they should be al-

lowed the right to vote, and not before.

Every college and similar institution of learning

should have at least one endowed chair for a Profes-

sorship of Hygiene, Hereditary and Sanitary Science,

etc., and students who patronize such a rational inno-

vation would, by their increased health and useful-

ne.ss in after life, do more for the credit of their

Alma Mater than thousands of dollars spent in any

other way.
R. H.\INES.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—The attendance at the recent Commencement

was larger than it has been for several years. The

exhibition of the products of the Manual Training

Department, in the Science Building, was visited by

many friends.

—The subject of Endowed Professorships was

presented at the Reunion of the Alumni, on Com-

mencement evening, and much interest was mani-

fested. • A subscription has been circulated among

the friends of the College for the p.ast few weeks, and

over 12,000 has already been subscribed. It is thought

that enough are interested in the movement to raise

the amount named before the close of the coining

College year. The subscription is worded as follows:

" It being highly desirable that Swarthmore Col-

lege should have the aid of Endowed Professorships,

we, the undersigned, hereby agree to give the sums

set opposite our respective names, to aid in endowing

a Professorship in said College, which Profes.sorship

shall be selected and named by the Board of Mana-

gers. This subscription shall be payable to the

Treasurer of the Committee on Tru.sts, Endowments,

and Scholarships, when the whole amount subscribed

reaches the sum of forty thousand dollars, and no

subscription shall be binding until the whole amount

shall be subscribed."

Eriends interested in this movement will please

send to the College for blank forms, and those secur-

ing subscriptions should return them to the College

to be placed on file.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LINES ON A SIXTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY.
The following lines were suggested by a visit to our aged and

worthy friends, Cornelius and Mary Ratliff, on behalf of our First-

day school, and to convey words of kind and loving regard on

the occasion of the 66th anniversary of iheir marriage. Corne-

lius has been blind for several years, yet he attended our meet-

ing until the cold weather of last fall prevented. His interest in

both the Society and First-day school is active and bright. He
has the FRitNDS' Intelligenckk read to him and iieeps po-sted

^on the Scripture lessons.

Richmond, Ind., Uh month 18.

Str.\tt.\n.

" COME here my children one and all
;

My voice is weak and low,

And my eyes have grown so very dim

And my feet are aged and slow
;

" Yet I have a story I want to tell.

For I wish you all," he said,

" To know it is five and sixty years

Since mother and I were wed.

"Sixty-five years, to-day, my cliild,

Since first I called her bride.

And now as then, she is dearer far

Than all the earth beside.

"A golden chain, so it seems to me,

And the links have brighter grown
;

Although I cannot see her uovv

I know slie is my own.

" An helpmeet truly as God designed,

That the tempter could not win.

And so we dwell in the Eden of love

Away from the paths of sin.

" Our children have come and gone from us,

And our friends have passed away.

But the waters still, and the pastures green,

Refresh our souls to- day."

And he wearily leaned, this friend of ours,

In his quaint old rocking-chair
;

There shone in his face a hallowed light

Of a spirit wondrous fair
;

And I said in my heart, " the valley of death,"

With its shadows cold and dim,

Cau send no chill to these waiting ones,

For they now are safe with Him.

May the finger of Time, O, Father dear,

Pencil our face thus fair
;

May we live like them in the house of God

And dwell in the courts of prayer.

So, wheu the Master calls us home.

We shall need no pardoning grace.

But out of the darkness into the day

We will sut^ Him face to face.

E. S. W-^LLACB.

PRIESTS UNTO OOD.
BY KOSE TEEEY COOKE.

THERE is a silent ministry

That knows no rite of book or bell;

That eyes divine alone can see,

And lig^i^'s own language only tell.

It has no altars and no fane.

No waiting crowd, uo tuneful chiiir
;

It serves from beds of speechless pain,

From lips that anguish brands with lire.

From homes of want, and loss, and woe,

Its worship rises up to Him
Who hears those accents faint and low,

Through the loud praise of cherubi^.

The dauntless heart, the patient soulm
That faces life's sewrest stress

™
With smiling front and stern control.

Intent its suffering kin to bless
;

The meek, who gather every hour,

From brier and thorn and wayside tret-.

Their largess scant of fru it or flower, ,

The harvest of humility ; ,5j;

The tempered will that bows to God,
'

And knows him good though tempests lower
;

That owns the judgments of his rod

Are but the hidings of his power;
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That S38S the sun behind the cloud,

Intent to labor, pray and wait,

Whatever winds blow, low or loud,

Sure of the harbor, soon or late

:

Like the small blossoms by the way,

Enduring cold, enjoying the sun,

In rain, or snow, or sparkling spray.

Cheerful till all their life is done.

Dear, homely ministers of love.

Used and forgot, like light and air.

Ah ! when we reach that life above

They will be stately seraphs there !

—Selected.

EXPERIENCE OF LIFE IN ARIZONA.

[The following letter from Dr. J. H. Way, formerly of

West Chester, now residing at Tempe, Arizona, will be of

interest, we think, to our readers generally, apart from the

special interest of those acquainted with the writer. It

was written some weeks ago.—Eds. Intelligencer and

Journal.]

HOW glad I am to be in a country where I can live

out of doors in winter, no one can realize. On our

recent purchase, our homestead, where I sit is a ridge

ten to fifteen feet above the level of farms about us. To

the east tliis ridge flattens out into a level bench giving

us ten to fifteen acres of very fine fruit land, and on

which we have two hundred peach trees, two hun-

dred apricot trees.and one hundred pomegranatetrees,

besides figs, grape vines, and garden truck. Upon

the highest point of this ridge we live in our Pisno

Indian or brush shed, and here we shall build our

"model" house from which we hope to get as much
comfort for |200 as we could get east for one costing

$2,000. In front of where we sit and near the lake is

an artificial lake or pond, or rather a natural depres-

sion between two ridges filled with water from the

canal. On this the white Pekin ducks sport and live

day and night.

The road and canal front of us divides our eighty-

acre ranch into two unequal parts—twenty acres of

pasture on the south side and sjjgtl^l^ the north.

Two or three acres of two yt/ar old fruit-trees, fifteen

or twenty of poor wheat for hay, and the balance un-

cultivated. We have put in some corn and melons

and hope to plant other things if we can care for them.

The one room adobe house we shall use for storage

of various things aad for extracting and storing

honey.
With the land and improvements we get a one-half

share or right in the canal which gives an abundant
supply of water, and without which the land is value-

less. One \yater right is allowed to each quarter-sec-

tion of ona^hundred and sixty acres, and there are

one hundrte and nine rights to the canal, owned
and controued mutually by the ranchers and the

farmers. Each water right is valued at ?1,000 and none
for sale. When I came a few extra rights not yet

applied to use on land could be then bought for four

hundred dollars. Being so near the ditch we have

no side or subditches to keep upand so have .sujurior

advantages in water and much less cost. Tlure is

abundance ol work for three or four well men, irrigat-

ing ditches ii I lean and to make, trees to trim and

plow, irrigating to do. Abner and I have the fun of

doing the garden—bees and poultry to care for and a

hundred other things. We could make a fine open-

ing for any young nuin from the East willing to work

and wanting to make a home and get land. * *

The men interested in the railroad and the syndi-

cate of California men who have bought most the

town site of Tempe, are buying where they can and

prices are still advancing. The fact of the McPherson

Brothers the largest raisin growers in California

—

having just planted beyond Phcenix a whole section

—

six hundred and forty acres—to raisin grapes, as well

as other California men buying and planting largely,

and all saying on account of the dryness of the ait

the Salt river and Gila valley are very superior for

raisin-curing—all this gives confidence.

The profits of a few acres of fruit in bearing at

difl'erent places show that the land will pay intere.st

on prices far beyond the present. Lands cultivated

to fruit sell from $200 to $1,0(10 per acre in California,

and seem to be still advancing. I hope to live to see

$100 per acre oflered for this ranch, that being the

figure at which land adjoining us on the west is now
held.

Some eastern and western capitalists are now
opening an avenue to extend a distance of twelve

miles north-west of Phoenix. This is to be one huu

dred feet wide, rows of trees along the sides, and two

drives separated by an irrigating ditch from Arizona

Canal. One drive will be used while the other is

being flooded and dried enough for use, thus securing

a drive without dust. The main street of Phcenix is

to be extended two or more miles and farms are

bought in at high prices for that purpose. Lands

adjoining our ranch down near Phoenix are held at

$100 per acre and small pieces selling at that price.

Much of the land near Phoenix is, and more will be

cut up into five and ten acre lots and sold to persons

wanting a home to raise fruit.

A boom similar to that aflecting Southern Califor-

nia the last two years seems to be coming to this

valley. The Maricopa and Phcenix railroad is nearly

to Tempi§, where it crosses the river on its way to

Phoenix, so our friends can come almost to our door

in the cars.

Cattle are on pasture here all through the year,

chickens requiring no protection from cold, eggs twen-

ty cents and butter forty cents. We received twenty-

five cents per dozen for eggs yesterday—the first sold

off this ranch. We shall guarantee all eggs and re-

place all that are not good. I have no notion of peo-

ple buying three bad eggs in a dozen as we have often

done. Peach, apricot, and other trees grow thrifty

and bear for a dozen or more years; that is as long as

any have been planted here.

Figs last from twenty to thirty years as far

known, and oftener to a hundred years in old couii

tries. The alfalfa is now fully in bloom ;
it is a beautH

ful purple. The mowers are at work and summer is""

with us. As soon as the hay is removed the ground

IS flooded, one land at a time for an hour or two, wet-

ting to the depth of many inches. This starts a rapid

growth and the crop is again ready to turn ofi' one to

one and a half tons per acre in six or eight weeks.

If not pastured this goes on until October or Novem-
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ber, when we saw them mowing after we came last

year. One neighbor near Phoenix ranch has his one

liunilred and sixty acres all in alfalfa. Last year he

pastured sixty head of horses at $1.50 each per month,

and cut 500 tons of hay which sold at $5 per ton on

the ranch. His gross receipts thus figure S900 for

pasture, $2,500 for hay, total ^3,400. His expenses

for water, labor, and wages for himself were $1,500

beina a net income of $1,900 or 12 per cent, on $16,000,

the present value of his ranch, which a few years

ago cost him as many hundreds. Another neighbor

adjoining us did about the same, making less hay and

having more stock in pasture. Fruit culture will pay

five times as mucli, but few people here know more

than to raise stock and grain. The fruit growers are

coming ; "five acres enough" will be the future of the

valley, and it will be wonderful to behold.

The day is bright and beautiful, as is every day.

We retire at night under the cover of a clear sky and

countless shining stars, knowing that we will awake
in the morning under the same clear, blue, cloudless

sky. Every day is the same, perpetual sunshine.

The sun is hot, warming up to 90° part of the day.

The nights pleasant. We look for continued hot

weather for six months. We shall do our work if

possible in the cool of the day, and lie by at mid-day.

The flies are bad, very bad. They have life

enough to light on us, but not energy enough to get

off, and their powers to tickle and worry are beyond
de.scription.

The pomegranate grows like weeds, bears a rich

red or crimson colored flower of a long bell shape, and
seems to bloom for many weeks. When in bloom the

bush-like tree is royal in appearance as it is covered

with these red bells. We have a hundred or more of

them from three to four feet high, and from slips I

want to make a hedge along the road inside our ditch.

It is even more ornamental than Pyrus Japonica and
bears a salable fruit. Twelve Indians ride by as I

write, their long straight black hair decorate<l with

turkey feathers flying in the air. They are all laugh-

ing, chatting, hallooing to each other ; they have been

to Temp6 to see the railroad bridge building across

the Salt river. It is very novel to them, and hun-

dreds of men, women, and children go to see the en-

gine at work. Two Indians just came to sell us peas

;

I gave them a Harper's Weekly and they sit busily

looking and talking over the pictures. They are

objects of interest, but grow tiresome by their long

visits. We have to keep watch as they are so liable

to pick up things. They are very like children and
have to be humored more than the latter. They are

often troublesome and in the way, but people have to

bear with them as they are outside of our laws ; they

are, however, entirely peaceable and friendly.

Within a few days the ranch adjoining our Phoenix,

Ibrty acres, sold for one hundred dollars per acre to a

aan who has lived in the valley two years—a fine

family of folks from Illinois. There is something
soothing about the climate. No sudden changes, each

day similar to the one gone before, perhaps a little

cooler or warmer. Summer no doubt by its long con-

tinuance is tiresome. We are told the tendency or

feeling is to sit still in the shade.

Yesterday we finished extracting the honey from
our beehives, taking fifty-five gallons ; this we should
do every ten days for some time.

We all grow fond of this superior honey and find
ourselves eating more of it. It does not contain the
acid which creates the burning in tlie throat as does
the eastern honey. We use some of it in cooking and
for every meal, all being so fond of it. Honey whole-
sales here at twenty-five cents and retails at one dol-
lar per gallon. We hope to have some two hundred
gallons if the honey flow continues.

James and Mary Broomell were over at the Nor-
mal School recently to see their daughter and spent
the night with us. They have a forty-acre tract near
their brother, and are prospering. They, like us, enjoy
the climate and the freedom of the life we lead.

J. H. W.

THE LAND IN SEVERALTY BILL: LETTER
OF SENATOR DAWES.

[Under date of the 3d ultimo. Senator Dawes of Massa-
chusetts, writes a letter to the Boston Pilot, protesting

against the view sought to be spread by Dr. Bland, (as in

his recent letter to The American, copied in this journal)
that the Laud in Severalty Bill does injustice to the In-

dians. We make the following extracts. He refers, in

opening, to an article previously published in the Pilot.—
Eds.]

THE language of the article is .so identical with that
of many others which have recently appeared, as to

leave no doubt of a common inspiration, very fa-

miliar to those who have been laboring for the past

few years to secure legislation, having for its object

the making out of the Indian a self-supporting citi-

zen of the United States. If that is what is meant
by " destroying the Indians" I plead guilty to the
charge for I verily believe that, by a wise adminis-
tration of the Severalty Act, such an administration
of it as President Cleveland recently a.ssured Mayor
Prince he was about to undertake, in a very few-

years the Indian as an Indian will cease to exist

among us, an^^ill give place to the self-supporting,

law-abidin^iPpBfe^of the TTniled States. It is the
fear of this very result which stimulates the activity

of the men who are attempting toxnislead the public

by misappropriating the name or%Iii(lian Defense
Association." Just so far as this bill shall prove a
success in putting individual Indians on their own
feet and enabling them to stand alone, just so far the
" craft " of these men is in danger. Hine illce lach-

rymoe. But if the meaning of the article is that the
Severalty Act fails to recognize and protect every ex-

isting right of the Indian, individual ana collective,

I plead not guilty and appeal to the act itscM fur vin-

dication.

The Severalty provisions of this act ar. nothing

more or less in legal effect than provisions wliereby

one or more of several owners of land in,cuiiiiiion can
secure the separate and exclusive enjpigpent of his

share apart from the rest. It is a provi^n {or parti-

tion of common lands. Massachusetts provides for

this in her laws,aiul so does every other State in the

Union.sofaraslknow. Ifyou and your lu'ighhorsown

in common a tract of land in Boston and you are de-
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sirous of having your part by yourself, the laws of

Massacliusetts provide a way for you to obtain it,

whether those who own with you consent or not.

This is what the Severalty Act attempts to do with
common land owned by a tribe of Indians. Tlie dif-

ference between an Indian tribe and tlie ])eo|)le of
Massachusetts necessitates different provisions of

law, but the end sought and the legal eflVct on the
rights of owners is the same.

The article declares that "the bill annuls the
treaties and over-rides all proprietary right.s of every
tribe except nine of the most civilized." On the con-
trary, it so expressly recognizes every treaty, obliga-

tion, and proprietary right that now it is a law, not an
inch of land can be taken from an Indian without
his consent and in conformity with his title. I put
these words taken from the law against the bald
assertion I have quoted :

" That at any time after

lands have been allotted to all the Indians of any
tribe as herein provided, or sooner if in the opinion
of the President it shall be for the best interests of
said tribe, it shall be lawful for the Secretary of the
Interior to negotiate with such Indian tribe for the
purchase and release by said tribe in conformity with
the treaty or statute under which such reservation is held,

of such portions of its reservation not allotted as such
tribe shall, from time to time, consent to sell, on such
terms and conditions as shall be considered just and
equitable between the United States and said tribe of
Indians, which purchase shall not be complete until
ratified by Congress.***********

The bill which passed the Senate in tlie last Con-
gress and was reported favorably by the House Com-
mittee, but not reached for action, by which one-half
the Sioux reservation, equal to twice the area of all

Massachusetts, was set apart in fee for the Sioux
tribes residing on it, only about 28,000 in all, and the
balance capitalized in a cash fund devoted forever to
the education and civilization of the Indians, con-
tained this express provision

:

"Sec. 22.—That this act shall ta^^ect only upon
the acceptanr,. tliereof aixl coaJ^S^Sert'lo bv the
different ban^I- of the Ciuux nation of Indians, in
manner and fnim prescribed by the twelfth article of
the said treaty between the United States and said
Indians, concluded April 29, 1868; which said accept-
ance and consent shall be made known by iiroclama-
tion tliereof by the President of the United States,
upon satisfactory proof presented to him that the
same lia^ t.een obtained in the manner and form re-
quired l.v said twelfth article of said treaty, which
proof si, all be so presented to him within one year
from til.- passage of this act ; and upon failure of such
proof and proclamation this act becomes of no effect,
and nni! and void."

If tli.' same thing shall be attempted under the
Several!) Act, I have already shown by quotations
from that act that not an inch of their land can be
taken finni those Indians " except in conformity with
the treaty » statute under which .said reservation i.s

held." And^yet the man who puts forth the matter
which makes up this article speaks of tliese" Dawes
BUls," as he is pleased to call them, as "fnui.ls," and

announces that he and those who act with him under
this abused name of " Indian Defense Association "

propose to test their constitutionality in the Supreme
Court. It is this act alone which gives the Indian
any standing in court at all to test this or any other
act, and if this is void he has no triliunal in which to
he heard. By it alone are Indians made citizens and
empowered to enforce their rights in the courts of
the United States on the same terms with white men,
by it alone is he guaranteed " the benefit of and made
subject to the laws both civil and criminal of the
State or Territory in which he resides," and by it

alone is he " entitled to all the rights, privileges, and
immunities of every other citizen." If this law falls

under the fire of these self-constituted defenders of
the Indians, with it fall all these great safeguards no-
where else provided for.

WHY SOME LAKES ARE SALT.
THE cause of thesaltness of some American lakes is

too patent to require many words of explanation. It
is probable that, when the continents were raised
from the sea, the lake-basins had been already formed,
and came up, therefore, brimful of water. In the
northern and eastern part of the continent, where
the supply from rain and snowfall exceeds the loss by
evaporation, the salt, being continuously carried away
through their outlets, has become so diluted as to be
an imperceptible quantity. In arid regions, as the
Pacific slope and the country about the Caspian,
where the evaporation was in excess of the supply,
the water-level of the lakes continuously sank until,

on account of the diminished extent of surface, the
equilibrium of loss and gain was attained. Hence
the exceeding saltness of Great Salt Lake, the Dead
Sea, etc. For a like reason the water of the Mediter-
ranean contains more salt relatively than that of the
ocean. Evaporation exceeding the supplies from the
rivers and rainfall, it requires a constant current
through the Strait of Gibraltar. The same is true of
the Red Sea, causing a like current through the Strait
of Bab-el-Mandeb. Other salt or brackish lakes prob-
ably owe their saltness to the supplies from the land.
Water being the most general of all solvents, the
rains gather up the chloride of sodium from the soils

and the disintegrating rocks, and where the streams
fall into lakes whose only outlet is evaporation, the
land itself must be a constant source of saline sup-
ply, and their waters must become more and more
salt, until their capacity asa solvent has been reached.

The Utah Basin must once have been filled to its

brim with ocean-water. The outlet has been evapo-
ration. The lake, receding to its present level, has
left many evidences of its former extent.—Is.\Aq
KiNLEV, in Popular Science Monthly.

The hand that rounded Peter's dome,
And groined tlie aisles of Christian Eome,
Wrought in a sad sincerity

;

Himself from God he could not free

;

He builded better than he knew;—
The conscious stone to beauty grew.

—E. \V. Emerson.
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BURDENS OF CHOICE.

ONE often needs help in bearing a mental burden as

well as in those which are physical; and a strong

heart on which to lean may be as welcome as a strong

shoulder. Life questions come up which it is not

easy to decide without the word of a friend. The

bracing air of conviction that he may feel may prove

a tonic which shall react on the more pliant mind of

the one in doubt. One may not take the responsi-

bility of actually deciding any question for another,

and yet the clear way in which he may put the case

may flood another's mind with light.

The questions to be decided where a chance word

may be of help, are numerous. Not infrequently

they involve the happiness or misery of a life. We
recall a young girl to whom such a word once came

as a boon. She had reached a point in her patli

where two ways led before her,—one to the little red

school-house, where she might earn her bread, the

other to a house of luxury and ease. One she must

tread alone ; the other she might travel as the wife of

a man twice her own age. Troubled by contlicting

emotions of pride and doubt, she carried her hopes

and fears to an older sister, the wife of a brave sol-

dier. It was in those days of strife when no man

counted his life dear, if he might spend it in the

cause he had espoused,—when thousands were ready

to sacrifice themselves for country and for home. The

elder sister listened to the simple story, tlien asked,

" Do you love the man who wants to marry you,—

love him well enough to die for him?" Then, seeing

her sister falter, she quietly added, " You know it is

a sin to marry without love." The vision of luxury

and ease faded away beneath the clear light of these

words, and the little red school-house was chosen in-

stead.

Multitudes of young people are about to choose

their occupations for life within the next few months.

The arguments and wishes of parents may not al-

ways be heeded ; but the young men and young wo-

men, the boys and girls, should not be left to bear

this burden of choice entirely alone, nor should they

be compelled, against their taste, to enter occupations

and professions for which nature and taste have not

adapted them. There is a golden mean which all

parents do not reach in these matters. They are apt

to go too far, and spoil the air-castle that the boy

may have built for himself, or not go far enough, and

leave the child unguided in this perplexing period.

Older persons, men and women, come to these cross-

ways where no guide-post points the way they should

take. They need and are usually glad of the sound

I of a human voice at such times, and it is hard for the

one of quick resolution and intrepid spirit not to

^rce the perhaps timid and shrinking traveler into

Hiat way which to his fearful imaginantion is beset

Ith lions. Yet, if duty really calls that way, the

courageous God-speed of a stouter heart will not

come amiss.

It is not necessarily giving officious advice to paint

in clear colors for another the varying prospects as

they appear to our eyes. Possibly, from wider ex-

perience, we may give them a broader outlook. Pos-

sibly, from a humbler position, we can show them

the minuter beauties of the way before them. In

any case, if it is going to lift the burden they must

carry even but a little, we have no right to be silent.

A gifted man once said, on being urged to give up

one profession for another, that before he decided he

asked the opinions of all his friends, and then

took his own advice. We have never heard that he re-

gretted his decision. That, after all, is what each

should do,—choose for himself in great life questions

;

but let him lean on his friends as well, if they can

share the burden with him.— Christian Eegislfr.

GROWTH IN CHILDREN.
THE rate of growth of children varies according to

sex. Thus, at the age of eleven and twelve years,

boys are larger and heavier than girls ;
but from that

age on the evolution of the girls is more rapid, and

they soon overtake the boys and pass them, till the

age of fifteen years is reached, when the boys regain

the ascendency, while the girls remain nearly sta-

tionary. A curious relation has Ijeen discovered be-

tween the growth of children in stature and in

weight. M. Malling-Hansen, Director of the Deaf

and Dumb Institution at Copenhagen, has for three

years weighed and measured his pupils daily; and

he has observed that their growth does not take

place regularly and progressively, but by stages sepa-

rated by intervals of rest. Weight also increases by

periods after intervals of equilibrium. While the

weight is increasing, the stature remains nearly sta-

tionary, and vice versa. The maximum of increase of

stature corresponds with a minimum period of aug-

mentation of weight. The vital forces appear not to

work on both sides at once. The.se variations are

subject to the influence of the seasons. During

autumn and early winter, according to M. Malling-

Hansen, the child accumulates weight, wliile his

stature increases slowly; but during spring, stature

receives a veritable push, while weight increases but

little. Some local habits have an influence on the

stature. Stei^^^emarked that many Roman girls

had deformed vertebral coluniiis, or were a little

humpbacked, and found that it. was the result of a

popular belief prevailing in Rome thfl4.parents could

promote the growth of their childretJ by punching

them in the back !—Guyot Daubes, in Popular Science

Monthly.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.

—The library of the British Museum now con tain-, more

than 2,000,000 books which occupy three miles lin.al of

book-cases eight feet high. The library has i^eased to

such an extent that the disposition of the bO» has be-

come a serious difficulty to the authorities, 'i'fip-e is still

so much crowding that in a very short time the statr „f the

library will necessitate the building of a new wiii;^

other means are devised to obviate the diflSculty

scheme which has now been considered by the t

and has received their sanction, is one for theintr i

of moveable book-cases into the library.

—Dr. Auna M. Marshall of 1608 Mt. Vernon street,

Philadelphia, sailed on the 18th inst., on the steamship

Pmnland for Europe. SI.? was accompanie'l t.. New York

nless

The
;tees,

tion
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by licr family and a number of intimate friends, who spent

several hours aboard the vessel with her. After a few

weeks' travel, she will enter the Vienna Hospital with a

view of perfecting herself more thoroughly in some

branches of her profession. She intends returning on the

Bclgenland, which sails from Antwerp September 17th.—£c-

chaiuje.

—" My mother gets me up, builds the fire, gets my
breakfast, and sends me otl," .said a bright youth. " What
then?" said the reporter. " Then she gets my father up

and gets his breakfast and sends him off, then gets the

other children their breakfast and sends them to school,

and then she and the baby have their breakfast." " IIow

old is the baby? " " O, she is most two, but she can walk

and talk as well as any of us." " Are you well paid ? " " I

get $2 a week ; father gets $2 a day." " How much does

your mother get ? " With a bewildered look the boy said :

" Mother! why she don't work for anybody." " I thought

you said she worked for all of you ?" " O, yes, she does,

but there ain't no money in it."

—

American Farmer.

—Several olive-growers in Southern California will this

year make oil instead of pickles from their crop.

—The Boston School Board has voted to reduce the time

devoted to arithmetic to the public schools and to simplify

the processes of instruction.

—An electric railwa.y is in course of construction at

Richmond, Va. It is to be eleven miles long. It is the in-

tention of the promoters to not only have the cars run by
electricity, but also lighted and heated by the same ele-

ment.

—The Dutch Government intends to construct a rail-

way in .Sumatra, the cost of which will be nearly $7,000,-

000. The object is to facilitate the working of the coal

fields near the River Umbili. The coal deposit in these

fields is reckoned to consist of about 200,000,000 tons.

—A leaf of the giant water-lily { Victoria Regia) has been

known to measure 34 feet 9i inches in circumference, its

weight being nearly 14 pounds. One of the flowers was 4

feet 2 inches in circumference, with petals 9 inches in

length, and weighed 3i pounds.

—Dr. Morrell Mackenzie, under whose treatment the

German Crown Prince is now in London, has sent a cable-

gram to Dr. George F. Shrady of New York, saying :
" The

tumor in the throat of the Crown ^iace of Germany is

of a dense, warty rhnrarter iPa^fff^lttSt Verrucosa.) A
most important statuiumt based upon the authority of

Prof. Virchow is that-' no morbid products are discovera-

ble by the microscope in the submucous tissues.'"

—The parental love of the spider is ver.y strong. The
female carries, suspended on her legs, a small bag contain-

ing the eggs which resemble white glass beads. If the

bag is pushed away with a straw or stick, the creature will

make the most desperate eflorts to recover it. A spider

was once found whose bock appeared to have a granulated

surface, hat closer examination showed that she was en-

tirrly cMvered with her young. On tr.ving to shake them
oil'. I M \ attached themselvi-s to their mother b.v a thread ;

aTi»l, nil throwing her to the ground, she remained perfectly

quiet until they had all pulled themselves back by means
iif their extemporized cable, and spread themselves over
her bodyjjBs before.

—

Populor Science News.

$1,250,000. Seven men were injured, five of them danger-

ously, by falling timbers and walls, and one fireman died

of his injuries that night.

Some ca.ses of yellow fever are still reported at Key
West, and there had been, up to the close of last week. 18

deaths.

Gener.^l J.\mes Spep;d, a prominent Republican poli-

tician of Kentucky, and who was Attorney-General of the

United States under President Lincoln, died on the 25th

inst., in liis 76th year.

The Moro county marble quarry, sixty miles from Car-

son, Nevada, is reported to have been completely destroyed

by the recent earthquake, the marble having been " broken

into cubes not over a foot square." The ledge was over

five miles long and 400 feet wide, containing a fine grade

of marble, ranging in shade from pure white to black. The
quarry was valued at $1,000,000.

The Dover Sentinel is responsible for a report, based on
" letters and estimates from forty-eight growers" in Dela-

ware, that the peach crop there has dwindled " until there

are not more than 1,.500,000 baskets in sight." This is much
less than half a crop.

W. H. Heard, colored Pastor of the Mount Zion Metho-

dist Episcopal Church of Charleston, South Carolina, has

complained to the Inter-State Commerce Commission that

he and several members of his congregation, having pur-

chased first-class tickets over the Georgia railroad from At-

'lanta to Charleston, were forbidden entry to the first-class

coaches and compelled to ride in a dirty and uncomfortable

car, one-half of which was a smoking-car.

The town of Marshfield, Wisconsin, was almost entirely

destroyed by fire on the 27th. The loss is estimated at

$1,000,000. and 2,000 people are homeless. The fire was

started in a lumber .vard by a spark from a locomotive.

The deaths in this city last week numbered 449, which

was 108 more than during the previous week and 100

more than during the corresponding period last year.

The Board of Managers of the Pennsylvania Hospital

have elected Wistar Morris president, to fill the vacancy

caused by the death of William Biddle.

The peach growers of Hunterdon , Warren and .Sussex

counties, New Jersey, are said to be "greatly encouraged

over the flattering prospect of a good yield of peaches."

CURRENT EVENTS.
Four large buildings of the Chicago Packing and Pro-

vision Company, at the Stock Yards, Chicago, were de-

stroyed by lir^flg the morning of the 26th. Several hun-
dred live hogs^HBB burned. The totaUloss is estimated at

NOTICES.

V- FRIENDS ALMANAC. Any Corrections needed
for the Almanac for 1888, and other desirable information
or selections, should be forwarded at once to Friends' Book
Association, 1500 Race St., so that it can be issued in time
for the approaching Yearly Meetings.

Let each one consider it a duty to aid in making it

correct and useful.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
*:^* We particularly a-skthat when money is forwarded to re«^

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person t

whom the paper is now being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in

case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it toj

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will (

help to avoid mistakes.

** Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer asp
JoiTRNAL should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance

mail be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fiflh-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.
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TRE WILL OF GOD.
" I worship Thee, sweet will of God !

Aud all thy ways adore.

And everyday I live I seem
To love Thee more and more.

» * s » » s -s * »

' He always wins who sides with God
;

To him no chance is lost.

God's will is sweetest to him when
It triumphs at his cost.

" 111 that he blesses is our good
And unblest good is ill

;

And all is right that seems most wrong,
If it be His sweet will."

FaBer.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

INTEBESTINO OLD RECORDS.
I HAVE always been interested in old records,

whether they pertain to the family, the church, or

nation. One rainy day, not long ago, I sat down
over the Minute book of Duck Creek Monthly Meet-
ing. This meeting was established in 1705, near tlie

town of Smyrna, Delaware. The record begins with
a minute under date of Tenth month 19, 17U5, stat-

ing that :
" By approbation and order of the Quar-

terly of the People called Quakers, at Chester, in

Chester county, Pennsylvania, for the establishing

and keeping up the good order of the truth, and to

continue monthly, hence forward, the third Fourth-
day of the week in each month till further order.

Absalom Cuff constituted clerk of, and by the said

meeting."

The writing is in a fair but not scholarly hand,
and the minutes are very brief. The book is large

ledger size, of heavy paper and strong leather bind-
ing. It was bought by subscription as is seen
in the minutes of Eighth month of the following

year, in which the names of ten men and one woman
are recorded with Is. 8d. opposite each name, and
five other names with no sums attached.

Earlier action of the meeting in relation to mili-

tia fines is entered, and the names of six Friends are

given from whom guns of a total value of £10, 3s. had
been taken on account of refusal " to enlist as .sol-

diers." At some of the monthly meetings the trans-

actions are all given in five closely written lines,

while in a few cases two to four lines cover the en-

tire business.

Friends in that early day were called to account

for not attending the appointments to the Quarterly,
and required to give valid reasons for failure in that
respect. Care in the collection and recording of
births and of burials was observed. Cases of disci-

pline are scattered here and there, and there seems
to have been great watchfulness in regard to tale-

bearing and detraction. Mention is frequently made
of the reading of " the paper on Discipline," from
which it is inferred that the Yearly Bleeting sent
down to its constituent meetings the rules and reg-

ulations adopted by that body, and that the meet-
ings were the custodians of these documents.

Friends must have been early risers, a century
and a half ago ; their monthly meetings, held at the
hour of eight, did not allow of indulgence in " the
morning nap."

That the time and the date might not be forgot-

ten, it was " ordered " that notice be given on the
First-day before the monthly meeting was to take
place. The setting up of meetings for worship in

many places is recorded.

At the meeting held Eighth month, 1707, a paper
from the Yearly Meeting held at Burlington, New
Jersey, was lead advising "Friends intending to

remove to other parts, to be careful to lay the matter
before the meeting and obtain a certificate of mem-
bership to take with them." This advice might be
observed with advantage to members in our day, as

many through want of care in this respect become
indifferent to the claims of the Society and lose all

interest in the maintenance of its meetings. A min-
ute in the case of grievances between members, very
plain and to the point, reads thus :

" Whatsoever
things tending to the least discord or the dis-reputa-

tion one of another, may be from this time left and
buried in oblivion ; and from henceforth no discourse

about things past, especially tending to the defama-
tion of this meeting in general or of any member
thereof in particular, may be rendered by any particu-

lar party ; and if any particular member hath rashly

or inadvisedly heretofore spread anything tending

to the disreputation of another, he or she, the said

party, do use what means they conveniently can to

retract or cancel the same."

The first marriage in this old folio is of Richard

Richardson and Anna Robinson, the former from

Newark. Some doubts as to the sincerity of the man,
in another proposal of marriage,led to the deferring of

action until he could be interviewed and friends

consulted.
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A book entitled "New England Judged," is men-
tioned in 1708 as having been bought, and by frequent

mention afterward appears to have been the property

of the meeting, loans of the same being recorded and

its safe keeping watched over. In 1709 the Quarterly

Meeting advised that "all reports of Monthly Meetings

be forwarded in writing," and committees were ap-

pointed to inquire into the neglect of attending to

appointments.

A minute in First month 1709-10 is entered that

shows how watchful Friends were in regard lo the

indulgence to excess in intoxicating beverages, "

appeared at this meeting and did fully acknowledge

being overtaken and disguised in drinking to excess,

expressing his great reason for so doing, and hopes for

the future with God's assistance, he shall be more
careful : desiring Friends to pass by this offense, he is

willing to take the shame thereof to himself." Eight

years afterward the Quarterly Meeting advised its

members against distillation.

In 1710 it was concluded that some part of the

Book of Discipline be read at the First-day morning

meeting before the monthly meeting. In the same
year a meeting for the accommodation of Friends in

that locality, was set up at Little Creek in Kent
county, about four miles from Dover.

Great care was exercised to protect the children of a

first husband, when a second marriage was entered

into. The step-father was not allowed to charge for

the board of the same unless they were boarded away
from home at school, or some extraordinary occasion.

In 1711 subscriptions are recorded for the building

of a meeting-house in Boston, and in 172.'5 10£ 5s.

were subscribed towards the publication of books.

Passing over very much of the transaction of the

business of this meeting that might be reviewed with

profit to us of the present time, I find in Seventh

month, 1789, there was a committee on spirituous

liquors for Duck Creek Meeting, which reported to

the Quarterly Meeting as follows :
" Have made some

inquiry into that business and find that we have no
distilleries amongst us, and but one trader in distilled

spirits under care, and that the greatest number of

our farmers have gathered their late crops without

any of this liquor, and believe but little is used

amongst us."

In 1758 Chester Quarterly Meeting was divided,

and nine of the fourteen monthly meetings that com-
posed it were constituted into Western Quarter.

Among these was placed Duck Creek. In 1789 it was
separated from Western Quarter and joined to Third

Haven, or the Southern Quarter. The records in this

valuable old book close with Second month, 1800, but

minutes of the meeting are continued in another and
much smaller book, down to 1830, when Duck Creek

and Murticle were united under the name of Camden
Monthly Meeting, held alternately at Camden and
Little Creek.

In 1806 the Friends of this meeting showed their

interest in the Indians by raising money for their

benefit and civilization. In 1814 subscriptions were
made toward " the erecting of an asylum (for persons

d«prived of their reason) to be located near Phila-

delphia, doubtless the Frankford Asylum. A legacy

from Sarah Hanson for the "Board-School Fund," is

noted in the minutes of Duck Creek Meeting, in First

month, 1825. This is the only mention of the Board-
ing School under the care of that meeting.

Another folio of scarcely less importance, con-
tains the early history of the philanthropic move-
ments of this meeting in regard to negro slavery.

It is the book in which is recorded the manumis-
sion of slaves. These are all copies of the legal doc-
uments, the first bears date, 1774, and is recorded in

Duck Creek Monthly Meeting minutes Second month,
22, 1777. It is made by Warner Mifflin, and gives free-

dom to his man James and Maria his wife and two
young children ; also to one mulatto girl ; five in all.

The next by the same is recorded in 1778, and man-
umits sixteen, mostly able-bodied men and women.
The preamble to this paper is worth being written
in letters of gold ; it is as follows :

" Fully persuaded
in my conscience that it is a sin of a deep dye to

make slaves of my fellow creatures or to continue
them in slavery, and believing it to be impossible to

obtain that peace my soul desires, while my hands
are found full of injustice, as by unjustly detaining
in bondage those that have just and equable right

to their freedom and liberty of their persons as my-
self. Therefore, etc."

The story of the manumission of James, is found in

a book written by a Frenchman who was traveling in

this country about the time of the war for Independ-
ence. A Friend has translated it for one of the fam-
ily, who allows me to present it to the readers of the
Intelligencer and Joi-rnal. I may also add that

the manumissions extend over a period of ten years,

and the total number recorded is 518.

When we consider the cash value of these slaves

who, by the descriptions given, were in most cases

able-bodied and of ready sale, we may well ask our-

selves, what are we doing for conscience' sake and
the peace of our own minds that is worthy to be
compared with this voluntary giving up of property

recognized by the law of the land, and counted as

lawful possessions by every other branch of the
Christian Church at that time.

As pioneers in the recognition of the right of man
to the ownership of himself, in the care and protec-

tion extended to little children in case of a second
marriage of the mother, in the watchfulness over

the manners and morals of one another and the close

inquiries as regards the manufacture and use of

spirituous liquors, these Friends are examples to us,

whom we need not feel ashamed to own and to fol-

low, for in many particulars their faithfulness may
well bring our shortcomings before us in their true

light. L. J. R.

" Love is the fulfilling of the law." This can only

be appreciated or comprehended by those who have,

in a measure, experienced its truth. When the mind
is in full harmony with the Divine AVill, or Divine

mind, then will we experience that the law of " an
eye for an eye " has been fulfilled in us !

Simplicity is that grace which frees the soul froxu

all unnecessary reflections upon itself.

—

Fenelon.
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TRUE TO THE HIGHEST}

TO be true to the highest within us, which is un-

questionably the duty of each if we would attain to

the fullest capabilities of the nature given us, must,

of necessity, cause us to seem at times to violate some

code or creed to which we are pledged, or to which

we are in some way bound, and to lay ourselves open

to the charge of inconsistency.

Perhaps no expression is used more thoughtlessly

than that word " inconsistent." Do we reflect that

the accusation of inconsistency is merely our own

criticism of another's actions, and is not necessarily

an evidence of any deflection on the part of the one

criticised? We do not see from the same standpoint

from which another individual views an object, and

should weaim to reach, orattaintothatobject, we must

of necessity proceed in a difi'erent direction. This

is the beauty of individuality,—we have not all the

same light to see an object by. Some of us are in

low positions, some occupy the vantage ground of

heights, others see the oljject with false lights thrown

upon it, and others in the hurry of pressing business,

catch but confused and imperfect glimpses. Each as

he sees it can report only for himself and from his

own standpoint, and we must accept his report as his

and not as our own, knowing well that only those

who have viewed the object from all sides can give

its true bearing. That which makes many seem in-

consistent and inconstant, too, is that in their im-

pulsiveness, they call out at first sight " It is so," and,

at the next turning, the light they have given them

reveals the object in an entirely different aspect, and

in their ingenuous self-forgetfulness they call out,

" No, it is wholly different." There is no fault, it is

simply that we accept too soon their first verdict and

have not the time, or opportunity, or concern, or

vision to see and discover for ourselves.

" Whatsoever doth make manifest is light."

—

Therefore " mind the light!" Was ever a more beau-

tiful injunction? It leads up to that highest of all

injunctions, "Be ye perfect." But my light is not

thy light, nor thy light is not mine. By the light

that is given us individually, must we walk.

How to know this true light that lighteth every

one that cometh into the world, is sometimes a diffi-

cult matter. Is it not only when our own wills are

wholly subdued, and we are truly ready to say, " Thy
will, not mine," that the light comes which will not

lead astray ?

And this brings me to the persistent subject of

sacrifice—taught first in the oS'ering of beasts—con-

tinued all through the Bible to the consummate sac-

rifice on Calvary. In it all there is blood—the shed-

ding of the heart's blo$i, the vital essence of being.

It seems to me there is such a yearning endeavor

through it all to express the true meaning, the neces-

sity of sacrifice—the sacrifice, perhaps, of the beast

nature within us. If we could only rid our minds

of the literal idea of " blood," and substitute that

other vital essence of life—spirit, we would get much
nearer to the divine truth of the word, and would

1 An essay read at the Conference , after meeting, at loth and

Race streets, Philadelphia, Fifth month 22, 1887.

see that it is Christ's spirit (in us) that is the atoning

power and not his blood.

He taught that it was self that must be sacrificed,

and that greater love hath no man than this, that he

lay down his life for his friends. Devotion to the high-

est monitions of duty, even though it lead unto death,—that

was the teaching from the cross, and has been the

teaching from the scaffold and the stake from all

ages down.
" By the light of burning heretics Christ's bleeding feet I

track.

Toiling up new Calvaries ever with the cross that turns

not back.

And these mounts of anguish number how each genera-

tion learned

One new word of that grand Credo which in prophet-hearts

hath burned
Since the first man stood God-conquered with his face to

heaven upturned."

In this age of toleration there are still left many
modes of persecution. Blood may not be exacted,

but the spirit will be crucified ; and this will continue

till enmity is overcome and the spirit of Christ

reigns supreme in the human breast—the spirit

which rvas before Abraham !

So I end as I began that only by being true to the

highest instincts of duty can we be faithful followers

of the Light; and can we always be wholly true to

highest duty if we are faithful only to a Code or Dis-

cipline not made for us—not suited to our highest

spiritual needs—a worn out creedl

When we fret ourselves with the question,
—

" What
will Friends think should I do so and so?"—-or, " Is it

in accordance with our Discipline ?
"—unless that dis-

cipline is suited to the fullest development of our best

powers we are dwarfing our full stature, and becoming

untrue to the highest within us. If we ask the

grander question, " Is it in accordance with Truth and

Kight and Christ's own teaching and the light which

is given us ? "—quite regardless of the narrow bound-

aries of sect or creed, then, it seems to me, there is

room for growth.

There can be no doubt that our Discipline has

been a strong wall of security, and a safeguard in

most important respects ; but if it does not contain

within itself aids and incentives to growth,—if it is

mainly repressive in its tendency, it ceases to be the

training that will lead "into the glorious liberty of

the children of God."

I may, therefore, be pardoned for expressing a

wish so often felt, that Friends would be truer to

themselves, to that which they have believed in from

the days of George Fox—the blessed Light. I think

we sometimes let the shadow of the Society be our

guide, seeking to walk wholly within its defined

border lines, and thus we walk in darkness, fearing

the light.

"Is not the life more than meat, and the body than

rai ment ? " Who can doubt that it is the spiritual

life that is meant? And if from year to year " we take

thought" for our physical comfort and prosperity,

making additions to our houses to suit our growing

needs, even though the devoted hands of our an-

cestors laid the foundation and built the strong walls,

shall we not take thought for that which is more
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essential? Our spiritual needs are greater than our

physical. They may not be circumscribed.

Esther J. Trimblk-Lippintott.

[This essay was not intended as an attack upon the Dis-

cipline, but as a free inquiry into the causes of the repres-

sive or sluggish condition existing among Friends. Can it

be referable to the influence of the Discipline? was one

of the queries of my own mind. We all agree that the

Power—the Light—the Voice— the Spirit which directs

each individual is greater than the written word, or any

code of man.
E. J. T-L.l

BRISSOT DE WARVILLE}

A PICTURESQUE figure, now almost lost in the

mists of time, but related to us as Americans and as

Friends by ties of special strength, is that of Jean

Pierre Brissot de Warville. A Frenchman, devoted

to works of philanthropy at home, a visitor to the

United States in the first years of their independ-

ence, an ardent sympathizer with free government,

and an intelligent'student of its workings, he was be-

sides, a sympathetic friend to our predecessors in the

Quaker faith a century ago, and an ardent defender

of their principles and testimonies. Add to this that

he perished by the guillotine in the Reign of Terror,

after an ineffectual struggle to organize and main-

tain the freedom of his countrymen, and we have a

character that deserves to be recalled.

Omitting his early life, our first view of Brissot is

at the time of his visit here. He came at an impor-

tant period of our history. The American Revolu-

tion had closed the colonial epoch but five years be-

fore, and other nations, France especially, were

watching with attention the experiment of govern-

ment by the people. The Constitution had just been

framed, and was in the crisis of adoption. Brissot

was then a man of thirty-four ; tall, slender, dark,

his figure was striking. His face, though not hand-

some, was notable. Intellect shed a light over it.

He was one of those young Frenchmen interested in

the movement then popular in France, which was in

part caused by the philosophic and political writings

of Rousseau and Voltaire. These young men were

animated by a philanthropic desire to aid their coun-

try and reform mankind. Such was Brissot's one

idea in making the journey to the United States.

" The object of these travels," he says, " was not to

study antiques, or to search for unknown plants, but

to study men who had just acquired their liberty."

His powers of observation were well trained, his

mind well balanced, his judgment good. He was in-

deed well fitted for his undertaking.

Landing at Boston in the spring of 17SS, Brissot

was pleased with the picturesqueness of the city which

had played so important a part in the war. From

Boston he traveled south through all the States, meet-

ing many distinguished people on the way, attracted

to them as they to him by mutual nobleness of na-

ture. He gives an account ot his interview and cor-

respondence with Warner Mifliin, the eminent

Friend, and mentions Dr. Rush, James Pemberton,

and others famous for their philanthropic labors.

•Thesis of .Mina Mary Jenkins, of the Class of 1SS7, Swarth-

more College.

We, however, are more interested in his stay at

Philadelphia, and his intimacy with the Friends of

that city. Before he left France there had appeared

a book of travels, written by the Marquis de Chatel-

lux. Part of this book was devoted to the Society of

Friends and de.scribed them in a hostile spirit. It

was the work of one who, if not an enemy, at least

was no well-wisher. Brissot, on the appearance of

the book in France, had taken up their cause and de-

fended them gracefully and magnanimously. He had

made an energetic protest against the misstatements

and slanders of Chatellux. With his visit to Ameri-

ca came the opportunity of comparing his portrait

with the original. He seems to have had a true in-

sight into their character, and, what is more notable,

coming from a land which has furnished few follow-

ers of Fox, he had that in himself which could see

and appreciate the grounds of their characteristic

customs and beliefs. In giving them a general des-

cription he says:
" Simplicity, candor, good faith, characterize their

actions, their discourse. They are not affectionate,

but they are sincere, they are not polished, but they

are humane ; they have not that wit, that brilliant

wit, without which one is nothing in France, with

which one can be all ; but they have good sense,

sound judgment, an upright heart, an honest soul ;
in

fine, if I desiredtolive in society, it would be with the

Quakers; if I wished to amuse myself, it would be

wdth my compatriots. Simplicity is the favorite vir-

tue of the Quakers; and the men still follow quite

strictly the advice of Penn :
' That thy garments

may be plain and simple, tending to convenience and

decency, but not to vanity. ... If thou art kept

neat aiid warm thy end is accomplished, to wish to

do more is to rob the poor.'
"

Then he speaks of their order, the economy and

simplicity in daily life, " What a contrast," he ex-

claims, "to our own country, where simplicity is lost

and the taste for fashion and frivolity is rife ! O you 1

who desire your liberty, renounce luxury, inspire

early a hatred of it in your children, inspire them

early with simplicity and order in all their aflairs,

and they will be happy, humane, and upright."

Proceeding thus in a minute and thoughtful des-

cription of the Friends, he takes up charges against

them—the work of Chatellux and others—charges

of hypocrisy, "Jesuitism," cupidity, want of patriotic

feeling, and refutes them by facts which he has col-

lected. He looked patiently into details. Nothing

escaped him. His narration might be tedious if it

were not lighted up by animation. He visited the

homes of the Friends, conversed with their leaders,

sat in their meetings. Anyone who would see a

vivid picture of the Friends in Pennsylvania a hun-

dred years ago must read Brissot's account.

After his extended stay in Philadelphia he went

south to Mount Vernon. General Washington en-

tertained him there, and they conversed on the vital

questions agitating both countries. Then he returned

northward, and as he journeyed he did not forget

the purpose " to study men who had just acquired

their liberty." In the dawning prosperity of the new

land he saw fresh hope for France. All Ids enthu-
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siasm was aroused, his courage was renewed to help

on the cause of freedom in his own land.

Returning in this spirit to France, he plunged into

the conflict that had begun. The whirlwind of the

Revolution was well started on its course. Brissot s

intellectual powers and great energy gave him a lead-

ership at once. He was elected a member of the

New Legislative Assembly and joined himself to the

Girondin party. He became its leading spirit, and

at that time the party was known as the Bnssotins.

After Brissot, who was captain of the band, might be

mentioned Gaudet, headstrong in counsel, Vergmaud,

witli his eloquence, noble-souled Buzot, and others.

We may fairlv accord to the Girondins a just per-

ception and a noble purpose. They represented the

cultured thinkers ; but, in their headlong ardor, the

people unfortunately preferred the leaders who pro-

posed only measures of violence and terror. In the

height of their success the Girondins lost favor by

their indictment of Robespierre, and the failure of

that indictment announced their fall. In the Assem-

bly now the quarrel lay between the Gironde and the

Mountain. The charge of attempting to found a fed-

erate Republic ruined the Girondins. Their power

was gone. They were imprisoned. On the 24th of

October they appeared before the Revolutionary

Tribunal. There were twenty-one in all. Brissot,

the eldest, was under forty. Their trial, from which

they had hoped to gain so much by the eloquence of

their leaders, was soon over. They were found guilty

of treason, and the sentence was death. Brissot's

name headed the list. In those terrible days execu-

tion quickly followed condemnation. The night be-

fore the last day they passed together in prison. To-

gether they conversed with philosophic calm. Bris-

sot was grave, meditating with sorrow, not on his

own fate, but on leaving his wife and three young

sons, whom his devotion to the public cause left des-

titute.

Thus the night passes. The clock strikes the suc-

cessive hours ; the gray dawn comes ; it is ten o'clock,

and the executioner enters the apartment. Bare-

headed, with hands bound, the condemned ride to

the place of the guillotine. On the way, and ascend-

ing the scaffold, they chant in chorus that song of

their aspiration, the Marseillaise ; but one by one the

voices cease; the chorus grows fainter ;
a single voice

sustains the song—then it too is still. The last of

the Girondins has perished.

And so we take leave of Brissot. We may well

remember him as a true friend to the objects and

principles which we ourselves cherish. Generous

advocate of the rights of mankind, hopeful laborer

for a better day, he deserved a gentler fate. Yet he

perished cheerfully for the cause he loved, and his

character, transparent and simple, shines undimmed

in history whenever it is fairly viewed.

If you would be great, commence by being pure

and true and good ; by doing the very best you know

in every condition and at every period of life, and

success will surely follow. "Seek first the Kingdom

of God, and all things necessary will be added there-

unto."

EARLY PENNSYLVANIA FRIENDS AND
THE INDIANS.

[The following, a communication to The American of

this city, appeared in that newspaper some months ago, in

relation to some views suggested by Dr. Daniel G. Brmton,

in his work on the Delaware Indians. A friend has

handed it to us as of interest to our readers.—Eds. Intel-

ligencer AND Journal.]

DR. BRINTON, in his volume, "The Lenape and

their Legends," recently reviewed in your columns,

seems to reflect upon the early Quaker colonists of

Pennsylvania for not making persistent and system-

atic efforts to convert the Indians to the Christian

religion. He remarks that William Penn, when here

on his second visit in 1751, made some attempts to

address them on religious subjects as did also John

Richardson who was with him, but that these efforts

not being followed up the efi'ect was ephemeral.

The fact is that the early Friends took an entirely

different view of the Indians from that commonly

held by the European colonist. In New England

they were regarded as heathen and barbarians, but

the' Friends, recognizing, as by their religious princi-

ples they were bound to do, a common brotherhood

of mankind, ascribed to the natives qualities and

characteristics that raised them very much above the

condition of heathendom. The religious conceptions

which the Indians had, and especially their ac-

knowledgement of communion with a Great Spirit,

commended them to the Friends as people who,

though in need of elevation and civilization, were by

no means condemned to everlasting punishment

because of their unacquaintance with the West-

minster Catechism. In all Penn's descriptions of the

Indians, and in the different accounts given by the

early settlers of intercourse with them, the uniform

tone is one of kindly and considerate feeling, signify-

ing an estimate altogether above and entirely differ-

ent from that which presumed them to be a race

cousi'^ned to perdition for want of knowledge of the

Chris'tian theology. So far as the early history of

Pennsylvania,-say to the day of William Penns

death,—is concerned, it exhibits the intercourse

between the Indians and the whites as that of Chris-

tians on both sides, the former acting out tlie precepts

of the Master as if they had been patiently and labor-

iously taught the precise language of the gospels.

This, explains, perhaps, why the Friends did not

immediately undertake, in a more systematic way, to

" convert " the natives ; but, besides, it seems scarcely

worth while, in the light of all the facts of history,

to formulate a criticism of any sort upon the early

Friends with reference to their Indian policy. When

it is considered what burdens the Quaker colonists

bore on account of their peace principles, how they

were abused upon every side endeavoring to pro-

tect the Indians, how during the trying times of the

French and Indian War they struggled to maintain

unbroken a rule of justice and fairness towards the

natives how committees of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing repaired to the treaty places and endeavored to

i

keep the Indians sober, {e.g., Teedyuscung, at Easton,

in 1750) in order that they might not be cheated out

I of their' lands,—when this and the further details of
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the long chapter are considered, the Friends' attitvide

towards the Indians certainly leaves no standing

ground for an unfriendly critic. To such missionaries

asBrainerd, Zeisberger.and Ileekewelder, great praise

is due, but they were always in accord with, and pro-

tected by, the policy of the Friends.

A CHEERFUL SPIRIT.

IF mental conditions were estimated by the effects

they produce on human welfare, a very high place

would be accorded to cheerfulness. Whether viewed

•with reference to the direct happiness its presence

creates and diffuses, or to its indirect benefit on all

labor by freshening the energies and strengthening

the hands of the worker, its value can hardly be

over-estimated. If money could buy it people would

gladly exchange their hard earnings for such a prize
;

but, as it cannot thus be obtained, it is commonly re-

garded as a natural gift which some may rejoice in

possessing, while others must be resigned to do

without.

There are indeed some who seem to have been

born with bright and sunny dispositions. Instinc-

tively they see and emphasize all that is grand and

noble, all that is sweet and lovely, all that is glad and

joyful in life; and, when the clouds gather, and the

storms approach, they still discern the sunlight be-

yond. Their presence calms many a feverish excite-

ment, comforts many a sad heart, and sheds hope

and gladness on all who approach them. All this is

unconscious to themselves; they are simply living

out their own natures. Cheerfulness, however, like

other good qualities, can be developed and increased,

and whoever omits its culture neglects an important

duty to himself and to society. The fact that few

men can do their best work, or think their best

thoughts, unless a cheerful spirit animates them,

should be sufficient reason for setting in motion

every cause which produces such a spirit. It is true

that they cannot by an effort of the will change dole-

ful discontent into a happy and genial frame of mind,

but they can do much to close the sources of the one

and open those of the other.

In some cases poor physical condition is largely

answerable for a melancholv disposition, while high

and bounding health prepares the way for bright

hope and a glad outlook. To live, then, in a whole-

some, sanitary manner—to observe in eating and

drinking,in sleeping and waking, in work and amuse-

ment, the laws of physical well-being, rather than

the mere indulgence of physical sensations is a pri-

mary necessity for those who would preserve or at-

tain a cheerful spirit.

Another means to this end is the habit of taking

pleasure in little things—things which are easily at-

tainable. The pleasures which are usually craved are

those just beyond or barely within reach, and tlje

painful efforts to grasp them often counteract the de-

light they are supposed to impart. Meanwhile, a

thousand unutilized sources of pleasure are uhcon-

sciously trodden under foot in the hot pursuit. Men,

for instance, postpone all thought of happiness until

they get rich ; then they say they will begin to enjoy

life ; but all the time life itself is slipping away,

cheated of its natural and reasonable pleasures, and
either their dream of wealth is never realized, or if

it is, too often the power of enjoyment is gone. The
capacity for happiness, like every other, needs con-

tinual exercise for its growth and development. If it

is continually checked and postponed, it will wither

away. Few things are so conducive to a cheerful

spirit as that habit of mind which takes delight in

the common and ordinary things of life. The songs

of birds and the fragrance of flowers, the bright sky

and the fresh grass, the mirth of children, the in-

terests of home, the society of friends, the day's va-

cation when a longer one is denied, the little gift

where a costly one is impossible, the thousand little

acts of kindness and courtesy, of charity and benevo-

lence, that cost so little and mean so much—such

things, and their name is legion, may, if they are per-

mitted, fill up the life with gladness and the heart

with cheerfulness. But when they are pushed aside

as not worth attention, and every nerve is strained

to the utmost after costly and far off illusions, it is

no wonder that the starved capacity for happiness

should dwindle away and that a gloomy discontent,

born of hope long deferred should drive the smile

from the lips and the cheer from the heart.

Other means of nourishing a cheerful spirit will

readily suggest themselves. The books that are read

;

the conversation indulged in ; the associates chosen

;

the employments pursued, all have their influence in

exalting or depressing the mind. Selfishness in all

its forms is a permanent foe to cheerfulness. There

is perhaps no more prolific source of discontent and

gloom than that which the selfish man finds in his

narrow aims and baffled desires. But where the em-

phasis of life is laid on what is good and noble

;

where the life is spent in following truth and duty
;

where the affections are kept alive and warm by

sympathy and kindly deeds, there the blessing of a

cheerful spirit will be sure to follow.
—Philadelphia Ledger.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 28.

Seventh Month 17th, 1887.

JOHN THE BAPTIST.
Topic; Repentance.

Golden Tkxt.—" Bring forth therefore fruit wo rthy of re-

pentance." Matt. 3: 8.

Read Matt. 3 : 1-12. Revised Version.

TIME, About the year A. D. 26.

Place. The wilderness of Judea, extending along

the western coast of the Dead Sea, and reaching

north, up the Jordan valley to Jericho, a district un-

filled and thinly inhabited.

Rulers. Tiberius Cffisar, emperor of Rome ;
Pon-

tius Pilate, Roman ruler of Judea ; Herod Antipas

(son of Herod the Great), governor of Galilee and

Herod Philip who ruled Perea and other parts.

In those days, probably refers to the days while

Jesus was still at Nazareth. There is nothing re-

corded of him from the date of our last lesson when

he was twelve years old, to the present lesson. Inci-

dentally we learn that he was a carpenter, and doubt-

less the intervening years were spent in working
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with Joseph and his brothers at that trade, and in

storing his mind with the lessons of wisdom and
truth, that gave him such power as a teacher over

tlie lives of his disciples. John began his ministry

about six months before Jesus. Baptism was not a

new ordinance; it had not been administered to Jews

before, but only to proselytes who adopted Judaism.

Raiment of camel's hair. A coarse rough cloth

manufactured from the long shaggy hair of the camel

which it sheds every year. It was the sackcloth

of the scriptures.

Locasls,—winge<;l insects, resembling grasshoppers,

which still form a large part of the food of the com-

mon people, and were counted " clean " by the He-

brew law.

John was an austere and self-denying man. As a

Nazarite he neither drank wine nor shaved his

beard, and he wore his hair long. His life, as well as

his preaching was a protest against the luxury of the

times and wickedness of the people. Everything was

made to bend to the great purpose of his mission to

call men to repentance and prepare the way for the

ministry of Jesus.

Water baptism has ever been regarded as a figure

pointing to tlie baptism of the Holy Spirit ; and while

many denominations hold it to be only essential as a

sign of membership in the church of Christ, some

few make it an essential to salvation.

Friends have ever regarded the baptism of John

as preparing the way for the spiritual baptism, as he

himself declared: "There cometh after me he that is

mightier than I. . . I baptized you with water
;

but He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost," and

for that reason they hold that it was only to continue

foratime. John mentions two baptisms, the one with

water, and the other with the Spirit ; the one whereof

he was the minister; the other whereof Christ was

the minister, and such as were baptized with the

first, were not therefore baptized with the second.

If those that were baptized with the baptism of

water were not therefore baptized with the baptism

of Christ, then water baptism cannot be the baptism

of Christ (Barclay). In the further examination of

this subject Barclay continues, " If water baptism

had been to continue a perpetual ordinance of Christ

in his church, he would either have practiced it him-

self, or commanded his apostles so to do.

"But that he practiced it not, the scripture plainly

aflirms, John 4: 21 and that he commanded his dis-

ciples to baptize with water, in Matt. 29:19 is but to

beg the question.
" To make water baptism a necessary institution of

the Christian religion which is pure and spiritual, and

not carnal and ceremonial, is to derogate from the

new covenant dispensation, and set up the legal rites

and ceremonies, of which this of baptism or washing

with water was one. (I. Heb. 9 : 10.) If the time of

reformation, or the dispensation of the Gospel, which

puts an end to the shadows be come, then such bap-

tisms and carnal ordinances are no more to be im-

posed."

We Learn from this Lesson :

First. That the baptism which is effectual, is not

that which cleanses the body, and is material ; but

that the soul being spiritual must have a spiritual

baptism, and be immersed in the spirit.

Second. That the baptism of water was only to

be continued for a time and to be superseded by the

baptism which Jesus would call men unto, as John
himself declared " He must increase, but I must de-

crease " (John 3 : 30.)

Bv the last annual report of the librarian of the
Public Library of Cincinnati, it appears that the num-
ber of books of fiction and juveniles taken out was
very nearly two hundred and ten thousand, as against

one hundred and seventy-eight thousand three hun-
dred and forty-six of all other books. This is stated

to be an improvement, as against fiction, over the re-

turn for the previous year. There is room, neverthe-

less, for a far greater reversal of the figures. The
Roman Catholic clergy in some quarters, besides mani-

festing a resistance to church fairs as a means of help-

ing on benevolent or religious enterprises, have also

declared themselves against novel reading and the

publication of injurious details of criminal news by
the daily press. Strange that this sentiment and de-

mand has not become general on the part of all re-

ligious bodies. Frances E. Willard recalls with grati-

tude that she was not allowed in girlhood to read

novels. John Ruskin does the same. There is clearly

good reason why Friends should keep bright their

testimony against the untruthful and sensational in

literature. Nevertheless, the demand for and the

supply of works of fiction continues ever increasing.

This is pointedly illustrated by the fact that during

the year 1886 there were issued twenty-six " Libra-

ries " (such as the Seaside, Franklin Squart, etc.,) com-
prising one thousand five hundred and fifty-one vol-

umes, only sixty-nine of which were 'not novels.

—

The Student.

What is Heroism? The wonder has always been

great to me that heroism has never been supposed to

be in any wise consistent with the practice of sup-

plying people with food or clothes, but rather with

that of quartering oneself upon them for food, and
stripping them of their clothes. Spoiling of armor

has been an heroic deed in all ages, but the selling

of clothes, old or new, has never taken any color of

magnanimity. Yet one does not see why feeding the

hungry and clothing the naked should ever become

base businesses, even when engaged in on a large scale.

If one could contrive to attach the notion of conquest

to them anyhow ; so that, supposing there were any-

where an obstinate race who refused to be comforted,

one might take some pride in giving them compul-

sory comfort, and, as it were, occupying a country

with one's gifts, instead of one's armies. If one could

only consider it as much a victory to get a barren

field sown as to get an eared field stripped, and con-

tend who should build villages instead of who should
" carry " them ! Are not all forms of heroism con-

ceivable in doing these serviceable deeds ?

—

Ruskin.

It is easy in the world to live after the world's

opinion ; it is easy in solitude to live after our own;
but the great man is he who in the midst of the

crowd keeps with perfect sweetness the independ-

ence of solitude.
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JUST APPRECIATION.

THE love of praise, it is said, exists in every heart,

and if wisely bestowed there is no agency more

fruitful in good results. Appreciative words felt to

be merited, are a spur to well-doing, and the with-

holding of them should be classed with our sins of

omission. We have it upon high authority that

" praise is comely for the upright," and by a kind of

sequence we infer that it has a contrary effect upon

the vicious ; hence comes the maxim " praise makes
good men better and bad men worse." Herein lies

an error. If an element for good in the one case, it

can be used to produce good in the other ; and when
we reflect on the multitude into whose lives rarely

comes the feeling that they are appreciated, is it any

wonder that self-respect is slain and the grosser

qualities gain the ascendency ?

One of our religious duties should be to search

for the good in humanity and encourage it by the

word of recognition. It may be in some, only the

capacity to do one little thing well, but let that little

have its meed of praise. We do not give thought

enough to the patient toilers whose daily self-sacrifice

the world accepts as its right, and to whom it too

rarely acknowledges its obligations. Myriads of these

faithful ones are doing the best they know, and their

best is losing the chance of becoming better, because

the spur of praise is wanting to stimulate them to

strive for higher attainment.

Too often the watchful eye is open only for de-

fects when best wisdom would cry out to note the

perfection of the work, and reward with well chosen

words of commendation and encouragement. We
might apply here Channing's cheerful reflections

when he says

:

" I suppose I should pass for a wiser man, if I hoped

less ou most subjects. Wisdom is thought to be fearful,—

an old woman with wrinkled, anxious brow. But under

an empire of infinite goodness, it seems as rational to

trust the signs of good as those of evil."

So let us hope, trust, and wisely bestow the ap-

preciative word, being watchful of the result; hap-

pily it may help to lighten the weary grind of labor

that accompanies the movement of civilized human-
ity.

A few words for a busy line of workers not gener-

ally ranked with the toiling millions, and yet a class

who spend freely of nerve and brain force, and give

to their work a love and devotion worthy of more

appreciation than it receives. We allude to the pro-

fession of teaching. Important almost beyond esti-

mation, honored as it deserves to be, (would that we
could say remunerated also), is there one that is more

closely watched ? On the one side by the employers,

on another by the patrons, and not the least of ob-

servers are the keen eyes of those who are being

taught. There is small chance for defects to escape

notice, as the profession itself being jealous for its

good reputation, adds another watchful spur on the

critical side. But how about the other? Does the

employer enter into full sympathy with the employed

and on suitable occasions give it expression ? Do the

parents, add the word of good cheer that quickens the

life blood and makes real the ideal feeling that the

work has been well done ? Were it not for the ten-

der appreciative hearts of the little ones themselves,

and love for the vocation, many a nerve and brain

would fail, and eflioiency become less efl5cient till in

the end the work must be l^id aside, and a way made
for the ever approaching tread of fresh toilers.

To all who walk beside us in our life journey, be

they in whatever rank, let the encouraging expres-

sion be given that has almost magic power to cheer

and bless, for a pathway of toil the many must tread,

and it should be marked with blessing for such it

truly is, and not the opposite.

WE call attention to the notice elsewhere given by

Friends' Book Association concerning Friends' Al-

manac. This is one of the most useful publications

issued in the interest of Friends, and should be gen-

erally patronized, as it contains a large amount of in-

formation as to the time of holding meetings, etc.,

not elsewhere collected. We are informed that there

is no pecuniary profit in the work, as the sales do

not cover the expense. The desirability of having it

correct in all its details is apparent, and Friends are

urged to send the information necessary, whenever

they observe any defect in the issue for 1886.

Correction.—In the article by our friend Robert

S. Haviland, on the proceedings of Genesee Yearly

Meetiug, in last week's issue, the omission of a word

or two should be supplied. Genesee invited the co-

operation of the Representative Committee of New
York Yearly Meeting, in memorializing the Legisla-

ture of New York against capital punishment.

We should be very careful of our words, how we
speak to or of others. Even good friends can wound
the feelings of each other by careless or thoughtless

words spoken only in jest.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.
Two recently issued leaflets in "The Philanthrop-

ist "series are one on "The Need of Combination

Among Women for Self-Protection," by Dr. Emily

Blackwell, and the other on " The Sin of Impurity,"

by Canon Wilberforce. (From the latter we have al-

ready made some quotations in this paper.) Both are

very earne.st and effective presentments of fact, and

Dr. Blackwell especially shows the weakness of wo-

men and girls in the large cities where they are in

so many cases not only without protection but with-

out organization. .

These leaflets and the others in the series should

be judiciously distributed. They treat with plain-

ness, but caution, on delicate subjects, and are suita-

ble to be used in meetin<j:s of the White Cross and

those related in character. Copies can be had at one

dollar a hundred, or twenty cents a dozen, by ad-

dressing " The Philanthropist," Post-office Box 2554,

New York City.

MARRIAGES.
ELY—TOMLINSON.—By Friends' ceremony, Sixth

month 29th, 1887, at the residence of the bride's parents,

T. Newlin Ely, son of Jonas and Rachel B. Ely, and Edith,

daughter of Robert K. and Jlary E. H. Tomlinson.

LAMB—MOORE.—By Friends' ceremony, in the pres-

ence of Mayor Filler, of Philadelphia, Pa., on Sixth month

29th, 1887, Francis Emerson Lamb and Clara Elizabeth

Moore, both of Baltimore City, Md.

DEA THS.

BOKER.—Sixth month 17th, 1887, at the residence of

his daughter, in West Philadelphia, William C. Boker, in

his 88th year, for many years au interested attender of

Friends' meeting now held on Race St., Philadelphia.

FISHER.—At Hor-sham, Pa., Sixth month 30th, 18S7,

Daniel Fisher, aged 88 years.

FROST.—At her home, 11 Lafayette Place, Poughkeep-

sie, N. Y., Sixth month 20, 1887, Elizabeth Frost, widow of

Henry Frost, aged 91 years and 9 months.

"Blessed are the pure in heart." C.

LEEDOM.—Seventh month 1st, 1887, Lizzie G., wife of

J. Jones Leedom, and daughter of Margaret and the late

Josiah Gaskill, of Camden, N. J., aged 38 years.

WALTON.—At his residence, in Moreland township,

Montgomery county. Pa., on the 19th of Si.xth month, 1887,

George Walton, in the 83d year of his age ; a member of

Horsham Monthly Meeting.

COMMUmCA TIONS.

SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING THE SOCIETY.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal:

I HAVE seen some suggestions in the Intelligencer

relative to the decline in membership of the Society

of Friends. The following is the view that I take of

it:

The cause of the non-increasing, but decline of the

Society of Friends is for the want of practicing love

and kindness as we should individually do. This

goes to show that we are not governed by the prin-

ciples professed by Friends as we should be and con-

sequently are not real Friends ; only such by pro-

fession or nominally so. For a real Friend is friendly

from a principle within, which makes him or her

friendly.

God's love in the mind causes him to be loving to

others, kind and afl'ectionate. For this is God's

law as He is love, which is a creative power
for good. So let all of us be more kind and loving

and practice the new commandment given to us by
the blessed Jesus. For said He"a new commandment
give I unto you that ye love one another," of course

he meant that we also practice it; for if we do love one

another as we should we will practice it. And if we
do practice this kindness, we will never have cause

regret it, as it brings its own reward and we wil

find our peace established thereby.
Wm. Tyson.

Hankinson, Dakota.

ATTENDANCE OF MIDWEEK MEETINGS.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I HAVE taken your paper more than thirty years, and

always took delight in reading it, but being a poor

scholar never thought it worth while to write any

thing in it ; but I see a piece in last issue signed by

Thomas Foulke, that I much unite with, in regard to

our midweek meetings. I believe our discipline re-

quires us to attend all our religious meetings for wor-

ship and discipline, and I think if we neglect them
without a reasonable excuse we are offenders, and

ought to be treated with in the spirit of pure love.

John Haines.
Moorestown, N. J. Seventh month 2nd.

UNFERMENTED FRUIT DRINKS.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

In this season of fruitfulness will not housekeepers

remember that nothing is more wholesome or more

acceptable than the refreshing drinks made from the

unfermented juice of fruits,—the juice extracted the

same as for jelly, and while boiling hot put into jars

or bottles, and sealed. Raspberry vinegar is even

more readily made. Let us store our cellars with

life-preserving, not life-destroying beverages, and

thus by using the abundant fruitage of our land in

healthful ways, prevent, in a measure even though

small, the use of these fruits for drinks which mad-

den and destroy. E. J. T.-L.

Philadelphia, Seventh month 2.

[Syrups from all kinds of small fruits, and from

grapes, are made by adding one pound of best white

sugar to one quart of strained juice, boiling for five

or ten minutes, and bottling and sealing while hot

;

or it may be kept equally well in self-sealing glass

jars. These syrups are very fine and may be used

for flavorings to soda-water, or for desserts at our

home tables. ^-1

O WHAT a glory doth this world put on

For him who, with a fervent heart, goes forth

Under the bright and glorious sky, and looks

On duties well performed, and days well spent!

For him the wind, ay, and the yellow leaves

Shall have a voice, and give him eloquent teachings.

He shall so hear the solemn hymn that Death

Has lifted up for all, that he shall go

To bis long resting place without a tear.
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NEWS OF FRIENDS.
—The West Chester RfpubUcan of the 2Sth ult.,

says: "Tlie funeral of the hite Dr. Ezra Michener, at

Kew Garden Meeting House yesterday, was one of the

largest held in that vicinity for a long time. So great

was the multitude in attendance that all were not able

to obtain admittance to the meeting-house to take a

last look at the lineaments of their deceased friend

and relative until some of those already there had

withdrawn. Among the speakers were Clement Bid-

die, Birmingham; Margaretta Walton, Ercildoun

;

JIary Heald, Hockessin ; Thomas W. Sheward, Wil-

mington ; Martin Maloney, Avondale. The remains

were encased in accordance with the request of the

deceased in a coffin made of the wood of a Pawlonia

tree which had been originally planted in his

grounds by Dr. Michener, and when felled some ten

years ago sawed into boards for this purpose."

—A correspondent sends us an account of the

golden wedding of Jesse and Mary E. (Reece) Cooper,

of Winfield, Henry county, Iowa, at their home, on

the 21.st of last month. There were present five sons

with their wives and sixteen grandchildren. One

son and one daughter, who live at a distance, were

unavoidably absent, as were, also, eight grandchil-

dren. " After a very good meeting, in which a chap-

ter from the Bible was read, the marriage certificate

was produced and read, and praise flowed from the

lips of some, and we believe from the hearts of all

the children to their parents. Presents were given,

and then a bounteous repast wasspread on tables under

the shade trees in the yard, which all seemed to enjoy."

—Thos. T. Hilliard, at whose house at Cape May
Point, N. J., a meeting, after the manner of Friends,

is held on First-days, during Seventh and Eightli

months, is now at that place, and the meetings were

begun on First-day last, the 3d instant. They are

held at 11 a. m., and all Friends and others inter-

ested are invited. Similar meetings onght to be held

in all the seaside and other " summer resort" places

where there are Friends enough.

—James C. Stringham and his wife, superintend-

ent and matron of the Friends' School at Newtown
Square, expect to be absent until the 1st of Ninth

month, and to attend most of the meetings in Pur-

chase, Nine Partners, and Standford quarterly meet-

ings. New York.

From The Woman's Journal.

COMBINATION AMONG WOMEN.
THERE is a work to be done among women parallel

to that done by the White Cross Society among men.

As to these we preach the duties of purity, self-re-

straint, and consideration for others, so we need to

arouse women to the value of courage, self-respect,

and a sense of responsibility to their common woman-
hood. They must recognize that work is as honor-

able to women as to men ; that it is a social crime to

allow any girl to reach maturity unfitted for self-sup-

port or unprovided with the training which wouUl

make it possible for her to stand upon her own feet

when it is necessary. They should feel that the inter-

ests of women are one and inseparable, from the very

highest to the very lowest.

Combination and united action are, if possible,

more essential to women than to men. The strength

of women is purely that of moral force. So long as

brute strength is the controlling force in society,

women have no place or chance in it. They are

simply sacrificed to the physical needs of the race.

But civilization means the predominance of moral

over physical force, and the more complete this as-

cendency, the better opportunity is there for the

development of women to their full perfection. But

to reach this end they must develop and exert their

own moral force. This must be done not only by

individual but by collective action. The highest

must realize that she is outraged by the degradation

of the lowest, and that her own status is rendered

insecure by the industrial misery and insolation of

the workers below her. Every women must learn

that her position depends upon the general idea

which society entertains of the nature, the powers,

the qualities of womanhood, and that every class and

rank of women contributes its quota towards forming

this general estimate which decides the standing of

each individual. Every woman should feel that it is

incumbent on her to do her part toward raising this

estimate, not only by her personal work and conduct,

but by the strength which comes through union, and

should lend her aid to organized efforts for self-help

and self-protection.

The Temperance Unions are almost the only ex-

ample of any widely combined efl'ort of women to

exert an organized influence in any special direction.

There should be even more universal organizations

for other ends. If every girl knew, as a matter of

course, that in each city, however large, or village,

however small, there was an organization to which

she could apply and find advice, information, and

moral support when needed, she would not feel that

she had to struggle along against influences too strong

for her. If working women could be brought together

in unions, in clubs, in organizations in which they

found fellowship and the support that comes of com-

panionship and intercourse, they would not be so

weak, so single-handed in the struggle for existence.

We want the whole moral force of women organized

to uphold the demand that the purity , which is theo-

retically the groundwork of virtue in women, should

be possible to all women ; that this virtue should be

founded on knowledge, not on ignorance of life; that

all women should work in their own way ; that fee-

bleness and inefflciency should be discreditable in

women as in men, and that the education of girls

should no longer be so well adapted to develop these

sources of weakness.

Classes, like individuals, are apt to be taken at

their own estimate.

When women form and uphold a higher estimate

of themselves as a body, men will learn to respect

them also.

The moral force women could thus exert would be

immense, and might bring about a change in the tone

of both men and women which would raise the rela-

tions between them to a higher level than is covince-

able so long as at present, men mistake the predomi-

nance of their lowest instincts for manliness, and

women seek the basis of charm in weakness aiid

narrow personality. Emily Blackwell, M. D.
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LETTERS FROM ROME.
THE beauty and worth of letters between those who
have left home and the ones wlio remaui are con-

nected with sentiments that no one can appreciate

who has not sent and received these letters. They
are a tie of affection, or rather, an evidence of some
tie, peculiar to people of relinement and of emotional
strength and persistence. The practice is not found
among people of low instincts, for they are not capa-

ble of getting out of it the help and the enjoyment
that are so profitable to people of keener sensibilities.

The bond between parent and child is easily severed
and neglected by them, and at an early age the child

shifts for himself before he has gathered the idea of
his dependence on parents that children have in more
advanced stages of living who require many years of

parental support and counsel and encouragement in

order that they may be fitted to carry on work and
perform duties of a more dithcult and noble character.

Home letter writing is an indication as well as a

builder of personal character. The boy leaves home
to battle his way in life, perhaps, or to prepare him-
self in education for doing so, and, if he be not of ig-

noble blood, he writes a weekly letter to his mother.
He confides in her his hopes, his prospects, his re-

verses, and his succe-sses ; his letter is a diary of things

done and thought of doing, of fears and confidence,

of sorrow and joy, of ventures made, of steps lost

and won.

A mother, only a mother, can reply to such letters.

Her sympathy, advice, and self-sacrifice, and heartfelt

concern are all truly feminine and motherly. Her
tender lieart responds to her boy's trust and confi-

dences, like an ^Eolian harp to the wind. The son
cannot but be better and stronger for the letters to his

mother and from her ; he cannot but feel that he has
acquitted himself more capably and honorably, that

he has been more loyal to duty and rectitude, more
faithful to work undertaken, and to men with whom
he has been brought in association.

Daughters, nowadays, go away from home to earn
a living in the three hundred and more occupations

that are open to women, and we may be sure that

they keep up a correspondence with those at home

—

with mother, sister, or brother. Girls, of course, are

to be depended upon to do the proper thing in this

respect. We know of a girl who has lived away from
home for seven years, and who has never failed to

write a weekly letter to her mother, and, it may be
added, the mother has also written one in return

every week.
But when the daughter is married and has the

care of household and children, and probably a good
deal of work to do,—what then ? There may be those

who are constant, regular, and frequent in their letter

writing to those who lived with them in the old

home ; but can they be expected to do as well as they
did before marriage ? Too often, however, they not

only follow the old injunction and cleave to the hus-

band, which, of course, is as it should be, but they
sever themselves almost entirely from the old home
and its former inmates. It is easy to see how this

happens, taking place, as it does, gradually, and while
cares absorb the thoughtand attention and while new

attachments are building up and maintaining a new
home. The result is to be expected to a considerable
extent, but it seems too bad that it should be as ex-
treme as it often is. The young woman, though a
wife, may be more truly a daughter and sister, and
the young man may be more truly a son and brother,

than they often are after leaving home, and letter

writing is one of the best ways of showing it.

The connection between those at home and those

who have departed is a living force in character, in

duty done, in the greenness of affection, in mutual
help, and in self help. They are the refuge of home-
sickness and the .solace of the distant parent; they
strengthen the child for trials and they sustain the

parent in loneliness. Truly the families can be rec-

ognized that maintain letter writing with those who
have departed into the walks of life—they can be
recognized by their paternal, their filial, and their

fraternal afiections, by their mutual responsiveness

and assistance.— Good Housekeeping.

JOSEPH PRIESTLEY.
PRIESTLEY was a many-sided man ; and it is hard
if the preacher cannot improve the treatment of his

topic by opportune ilhistrations, drawn from the

character or the career of this great servant of the
highest and best interests of mankind. A master of

patient investigation, and epoch-maker in science

and in theology, an original discoverer, a fearless

Biblical critic, a patristic scholar, in all and above all

a devout and humble Christian, he is one with whose
work and whose writings we can never renew our

acquaintance without learning something worth tak-

ing to heart.

Dare we a.ssociate Priestley's name with a trinity

of useful inventions? We all use india-rubber. Do
we remember who it was who first taught the

draughtsman the use of it? We do not all, perhaps,

employ steel pens, but most of us do ; and, although

we cannot say that Priestley invented the steel pen,

yet he was one of the first to see the value of it, and
it was by his direction and for his use that one of the

earliest metallic specimens in rivalry of the quill was
manufactured. Whether we are teetotalers or whether

we are not, in any case we appreciate the advantages

of soda-water; and this was an invention of Priest-

ley's.

We do not commonly associate Priestley with

music, though he played the flute ; or with poetry,

though he wrote verse. But we may recollect that

it was the perusal of some of Priestley's verses that

first induced Mrs. Barbauld to court the Muse : so

that, as Priestley himself puts it,—not without a touch

of humor,—" this country is in some measure in-

debted to me for one of the best poets it can boast

of." Mrs. Barbauld is not one of our great poets;

but no one who is familiar with her exquisite hymns,

whether in rhyme or in rhythm, will deny the jus-

tice of the epithet which Priestley gives to her.

Such minor points of obligation as are here al-

luded to may serve to make us feel a personal inter-

est in Priestley as one whose memory we may well

keep green, though eighty-three years have rolled on
since his death in American exile. Greater and
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deeper is our debt to hini for services of a more solid

kind, ill the domain of religion. And in this depart-

ment his worlv has been noble because it was in thor-

ough accordand harmony with the features of bisown
beautiful character. Priestley's theological work is

distinguished by its sincere openmindedness and by

its lucid outspokenness. He was a liberal of the lib-

erals ; as a learner, ahvays alive to the claims of

truth ; as a teacher, remarkable for his transparent

clearness. Moreover, distinct and strong as he was

in the formation and assertion of his own views of

religious truth, he recognized ever that the most im-

portant thing in Christianity is, and must ever be,

the Christian spirit and temper.

Priestley's whole life is redolent of controversy,

nor can it be said that he was an unwilling contro-

versialist. A man rarely declines work which be is

conscious that he can do well, and Priestley had pre-

eminent gifts as a controversialist. He was abso-

lutely fearless ; very confident of the justice of his

own position ; cool and steady, whether in statement

or in reply ; never losing his temper, and never to be
driven off the track of argument by any side winds
of invective; always ready and utterly irrepressible,

having an answer out at once to any and every oppo-

nent who ventured to make an attack upon the Uni-
tarian doctrine. Yet, with all this, in hia many con-

troversies, Priestley was never the assailant. He set

forth his own views in his own way, without assaults

upon individuals. The appearance of bis books was
usually the signal for the champions of traditional

views to fall foul of his positions, and Priestley ac-

cepted the gage of battle with alacrity. Controversy
cost him no pangs. He maintained throughout it the
composure of a serene and quiet spirit.— The Inquirer.

SCENERY AND SCHOOLS IN ALASKA.
A CORRESPONDENT of the New York Independent

traveling in Alaska gives much new and interesting in-

formation concerning this far off section of our great

nation, from which the following extracts have been
made.

South-eastern Alaska seemed a little tame at first

after the wildness and grandeur of the Aleutian
Islands. After one has seen Sishaldim and Pabloff,

snow-covered volcanoes, the snow eternal, and the
fires also, and the noble lines of lesser mountains ris-

ing from the sea in rugged grandeur, treeless, with the
clouds and the mist only to soften and drape their

outlines—after these, the lesser heights of south-east-

ern Alaska, tamed with their thick covering of trees,

seemed flat indeed,—very respectable as scenery, but
nothing to what we had seen.

We all had the same curious feeling of having got
home after we reached Sitka. We were twelve hun-
dred miles from the nearest town in the United
States; but that did not make any difference. Our
last port was Unga of the Shumagin Islands, across
the stormy waters of the North Pacific ; and to be on
the edge of the continent again—not to have North
America lying to the east of us—was, in some way
a great satisfaction, and made us feel at home. . .

It was November and a little late for freshly gath-

ered fruit; but at a certain hospitable table to which
we were made welcome there was a great glass bowl

of fresh huckleberries, the two kinds that grow here,

the dark blue, the other a brilliant scarlet and as big

as the end of your thumb. The immense rainfall in

this part of the world with the cool, not cold, climate

makes the berries fabulous in number and size. The
salmon berry, the service berry, besides buckle,

black, bil, bramble, cran, and other berries are ex-

traordinarily large, and the huckleberries hang on

till the last of November. Venison is the mutton,

and bear the beef. The brown bear is large and ugly

in temper, but gets the worst of it usually in his en-

counters with hunters, both Indian and white. Sitka

is a very picturesque harbor bordered with hills,

kindly ones, standing far enough back from the shore

to allow room for the town which scatters itself along

between them and the sea, with the high roofs and
towers of its Greek church, the low roofs of the log-

built houses, and its Governor's castle mounted on a

promontory overlooking the bay. The bay is studded

with islands that seem to float about with mast-like

spruces on them that somehow give them a look of

ships at anchor or sailing about. The Governor's

castle is an immense caravansery built of great logs

squared and painted and left now in a rickety and
dilapidated condition which is interesting so long as

it does not reach a point where the tremendous winds

of the region can blow it over. The American gov-

ernors have never lived there. Governor Swineford,

the second of the line, lives in a low, comfortable

looking American-built white house, across the
" Place " from the custom-house, and near the last

rods of the stockade and block house, still standing,

which once separated the Indian village from the civ-

ilized portion of Sitka. Under Russian rule the gates

of the stockade were shut at sundown, and all Indians

were severely put on the other side of them. Amer-
ican recklessness soon tore down much of this fence,

and yet never had any trouble with the Indians.

The schools of Alaska are most of them govern-

ment schools, with the exception of the mission at

Sitka, one Russian school at Unalaska, in the Pacific,

and one at Belkoosky, on the main land of Alas-

ka Peninsula. Alaska is a disunited state separated

from us by a belt of British America land, and is

governed in a sort of outside-of-the-pale manner. It

is not taxed, it has no delegate in Congress, the land

laws have never been extended over the region, no
man can own any property ; there are only twenty-

six free holdings in Alaska, and, as a consequence, it

is the business of the Government to provide schools

in which the children can be taught. At Unalaska
there is a Russian school, so the Commission did not

try to establish another there ; this one is maintained

by the Greek Church and the children are taught

the Russian language, and spend a large part of their

time in learning the chants of the Greek religious

service. At Glowak we saw trees again for the first

time in a month. They were a pleasant discovery in

detail, but not in effect. They grow so close to the

water's edge that the sea trims their branches as if

with a gardener's shears, and their uniformity makes
the hills insipid. In detail there is much that is
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beautiful. Old trees are displaced very promptly,

the young ones grow upon their prostrate bodies, and

their great gnarled stumps are softened and cushioned

with deep fern-like mosses ;
moss and lichens also

grow upon the boughs of trees that are erect, so that

the details of an Alaska forest here are very beauti-

ful. At Clowak every heailland and romantic-look-

ing spot was crowned with the grave of a shaman.

Common people are burned, but shamans are buried

in lonely and beautiful spots with the blankets and

masks and the rattles and trinkets which are their

paraphernalia. At Clowak we found a little village

where the Indians'spent the summer working for the

salmon cannery, going back in winter to Tuksekan.

"It is an aboriginal village," said the Captain,

and he would say no more. We got there the next

day. The hills came down to the beach, clothed

solidly with spruce and cedar. At one place a few-

trees had been cut away, and here, with the forest

pressing upon it from three sides, were put seventeen

Indian houses, built of un painted wood, with no

chimneys, a small window in each, and a great many

totem posts stuck in a group at each end of the vil-

lage and a few scattered along in front of the houses.

We saw also mongrel dogs, ravens, and a few people.

The dead are burned, and the ashes in a sack are

placed in a niche of the totem pole and a board nailed

across to keep them in. Another way is to put the

ashes in a box, this is put into a little bit of a house

with a window for the spirit to look out from. We
looked in at one of these and saw two boxes covered

with blankets, and lying upon them a mouth organ

and a few children's toys. The old Chief had been

watching us from a distance, and when we came up

to him he said, in Chinook: "I have two children

there, a boy so high," and he measured with his

hand, " and a girl. My heart was very sick for them

a long time. I put many nice things in their grave."

In Sitka, one government school is kept in a con-

demned laundry, quite useless as a building for any

practical purpo.ses. This is for the Russian children

who are taught English, ami there are fifty children

to the one teacher. Another government school for

Indian children is in a low, dark room of a crumbly,

tumble-down building, not calculated to give a child

a pleasant idea of his road to the tree of knowledge,

and has forty children with one teacher. The only

other schools in the town are a small church school

kept by the Russian priest, in which the children are

taught the Russian language—not a strictly necessary

accomplishment in an American province—and the

boarding and day school kept by the Presbyterian

mission. The boarding school is a nobler act of

charity, and after seeing it, one feels mean that he is

not born rich in order to be able to plaster its walls

and make it a thoroughly comfortable place for chil-

dren and teachers both. The total school population

in Alaska is 6,849 ; the number of schools is 14.

If you want knowledge, you must toil for it ;
if

food, you must toil for it ; and if pleasure, you must

toil for it. Toil is law. Pleasure comes through toil,

and not by self-indulgence and indolence. When
one gets to love work, hislifeis a happy one.—Ruskin.

" THE burden:'
MARIANNE FARNINGHAM.

TO every one on earth

God gives a burden to be carried down
The road that lies between the cross and crown;

No lot is wholly free

;

He giveth one to thee.

Some carry it aloft.

Open and visible to any eyes;

And all may see its form, and weight, and size

;

Some hide it in their breast,

And deem it thus uuguessed.

Thy burden is God's gift,

And it will make tlie bearer calm and strong;

Yet, lest it press too heavily and long,

He says : Cast it on Me,

And it shall easy be.

And those who heed His voice,

And seek to give it back iu trustful praytr.

Have quiet hearts that never can despair
;

And hope lights up the way
Upon the darkest day.

Take thou thy burden thus

Into thy hands and lay it at His feet,

And whether it be sorrow or defeat,

Or pain or sin or care,

Leave it calmly there.

It is the lonely load

That crushes out the life and light of Heaven

;

But, borne with Him. the soul restored, forgiven.

Sings out through all the days

Her joy, and God's high praise.

THE GRAVE OF PENN.
WHAT though above the Schuylkill gleams.

For him no shaft of fame.

What though amid these English streams

We find his unsought name.

We know his country was the earth.

His countrymen mankind.

And where his death or where his birth

We need not seek or find.

Above the world his quiet mind
Poised ou its wings of trust

;

He lived for all, and left behind

The memory of the just.

Allotted by an unseen hand.

Time gives his work its dowers

;

His soul, a western empire grand,

His body, English flowers.

Self-sacrifice is never lost.

But bears its own reward
;

They who for others leave the most

Shall have the most from God.

His influence well has filled the earth,

—

He needs no marble tomb;

But fitly for his modest worth

The English daisies bloom.

Hezekiah Butteewoeth.

A MAN should learn to detect and watch the

gleam of light which flashes across his mind from
within, more than the lustre of the firmament of

bards and sages.
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LITTLE BO PEEP IN MY ARMS ASLEEP.
MY little Bo Peep is fiist asleep,

Aud her head on my heart is lying,

I gently rock, aud the old hall clock

Strikes a knell of the day that's dying
;

But what care I how the hours go by.

Whether swiftly they go or creeping ?

Not an hour could he but dear to me,
Wheu my babe on my arm is sleeping.

Her little bare feet, with dimples sweet.

From the folds of her gown are peeping.

And each wee toe like a daisy in blow,

I caress as she lies asleeping;

Her golden hair falls over the chair.

Its treasures of beauty unfolding,

I press my lips to her finger-tips

That my hands are so tightly holding.

—J. B. McM.^NUS

From The Woman's Journal.

THE CLOTHES THAT KILL.

THE advice to women to promote their healtli by

. out-door exercise is never wanting. But no amount
of fresh-air exercise can save women from the evil

eflects of tlieir present style of dress. It is their

clothes that kill them.
Every step a woman takes, her foot contends with

her skirt. She lifts it on the instep, and she lifts it

on the heel. The weight may be ounces or pounds,

but it is taken up at every step. The heavy skirts

with flounces, overskirt, bustle, braid, beads, and
other trimmings, hang their many pounds and many
yards, flapping around the feet and legs of the wearer.

The corset does not allow space to take a full breath,

and the tight sleeves cause the muscles to cry for

room.
Dressed in this fashion, the wearer comes back

from her walk for "fresh air and exercise" tired

through and through, and is the worse for it, because

she has lifted aud carried hundreds of pounds.

Stand at any city street-corner and watch the
' women as they pass. How tired they look ! How
their dresses flap around them ! Contrast them with

the men. Men's feet lift no weight of clothes Men's
steps contend with nothing. Every muscle has its

natural exercise. Out-door air and exercise are good

for them.

The advice women need is for shorter, lighter, and
looser dresses. Mrs. Jenness Miller has not come a

day too soon with her better costume, if the health

of women is to be improved. Mrs. Celia B. White-
head has shown "What's the matter." Before her,

Mrs. Amelia Bloomer nearly forty years ago set the

example of short, loose dresses.

The style was adopted by many women, among
them Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Miss Susan B.

Anthony, and the present writer. How light and
comfortable and neat it was ! How easily we went
up stairs without stepping on ourselves! How we
came down stairs without fear of being stepped on

!

A walk on a rain}' day or in a muddy street had no
terror, for there were no yards of draggled skirts to

clean. We had room to breath, and freedom for our
feet. But this healthful dress was " despised and rejec-

ted" by the great public. On one occasion, Miss An-
thony, in company with me, started to go to the post-

office in New York, in the Bloomer costume. But we
were surrounded and wedged in by a crowd wliich
hooted and jeered. We escaped only by a carriagesent

by a friend who saw our dilemma.
It was so difficult to wear this dress, with the

odium that was cast upon it, that we returned sorrow-
fully to the bondage of our bodies for the sake of
freedom to live unmolested. That was long ago.

Now women might accept the light, sensible dress
which Mrs. Jenness Miller wears and commends,
without fear of unpleasant comment. In it they may
take fresh air and exercise and gain in health.

LucT Stone.

HOW DR. LEA STUDIED SCIENCE.

A CORRESPONDENT who maintained most inti-

mate and confidential relations with Dr. Lea for more
than twenty years, furnishes a sketch of his personal
character and social life, from which we quote the fol-

lowing words :
" Possessing a mind of great vigor and

culture, he was a most genial companion to those
whose tastes and sympathies accorded with his own.
He was an ardent admirer of the works of Nature

;

and his cultivated mind enabled him to perceive
many qualities and properties in them, the beauties
of which are not comprehended by a less gifted ob-
server. Few objects escaped his notice. He possessed,

in an eminent degree, a prompt and keen apprecia-

tion of the sublime and of the grote.sque ; and a
speedy judgment in detecting merit or fraud, affecta-

tion or sincerity.

" Dr. Lea habitually, during a period of nearly
half a century, spent many hours of the night in his

studies and his writings, seldom relinquishing them
before midnight. These night studies were con-

tinued, with little intermission, until he was nearly
eighty years old ; and they were gradually and finally

abandoned only in compliance with the warnings of
his medical adviser. Until Dr. Lea became enfeebled
with age, at a late period in his life, it was a source
of great delight to him to collect mineral specimens
in Chester and Delaware counties in Pennsylvania.
His most frequent companions, on such occasions,

were Mr. William W. Jefleris, formerly of West Ches-
ter, and the writer. No ardent school-boy manifested
more enthusiasm in digging than he, when a fair

prospect was aftbrded for obtaining specimens ; and
his well-trained eye quickly recognized a specimen,
though covered with soil. He never permitted anv
person to clean his specimens excepting himself; and
that operation he performed with great patience, in

the most complete manner, in order to display all the
beauties which the minerals possessed. He was fa-

miliar with nearly all the mineral localities in East-

ern Pennsylvania. Many yearsago the writer described
a locality for minerals in Delaware county, which he
supposed would be new to Dr. Lea, and received the
following reply from him :

' I have crawled all over
that locality, on my hands and knees, a half-dozen

times, with good results every time.' "

—

From
" Sketch of Isaac Lea," in Popular Science Monthly.
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HYGIENE FOR HOUSEKEEPEBS.
1. EVERY woman needs to take regular exercise

In the open air every day ; and that exercise should

not be in the nature of work, but of recreation.

2. As a rule, housekeepers need to eat more of

simple food. If the food is simpler, less time will be

needed in its preparation, and what it lacks in un-

wholesome richness and unnecessary variety, it will

gain in nutriment and digestibility. The result will

be an improvement in the health of all the family,

and will injure no one but the doctor.

3. Less time ought tu be given to the routine

work of housekeeping and more to relaxation and
recreation. All that " the best of wives " did not do,

and for the lack of which she became an inmate of

an insane asylum, the housekeeper ought to do. The
woman who "always stays at home," who "never
goes out of the house even on Sundays," and who is

"always doing something for her family," not only

will " have no ideas outside of her home," but will

soon come to have none even there.

The short of the matter is that women if they de-

sire good health must not be confined so closely

to the cares of the household. I know that many
women will look upon this advice as absurd, and will

say, "It is all very easy for you to preach.but quite an-

other thing for us to practice. A woman's duties in-

volve a multitude of little things, the importance of

which a man never realizes until they are omitted,

and then he is the first to find fault. These things

must be done. I cannot stop, I cannot find time to

take out-of-door exercise and visit my neighbors.

The work must be done, and I must do it."

Nevertheless, the fact remains, that when serious

illness comes to the mistress of the house, the wheels
of the treadmill cease to revolve, at least for her.

Then the work either stops entirely, or goes on un-

der other hands, and is cared for by other heads.

Tlie question is a pertinent one, would it not be
better to do less work while in health, and thus

avoid the sickness? And even hired help is less ex-

pensive than medical attendance. The old maxims,
" A stitch in time saves nine," and " An ounce of

prevention is worth a pound of cure," are worthy of

consideration in this connection.

—

Good Houskeeping.

THE JEW OF TO-DAY.
THERE are now about 7,000,000 Jews in the world,

which is, curiously enough, about the same number
that were in Palestine in the time of Christ. These
are variously distributed. About 60,000 each in

Great Britain, Holland, and France; 500,000 in Ger-
many ; about 250,000 in America, and as many more
in Turkey. All together make only a little more than
1,000,000 as against 5,000,000 in Russia and Poland.

The Israelite is particularly healthy. He can live

in all climates and all latitudes. He increases much
faster than Christian races, and it is estimated that

the death rate among them is only eighty-nine in

every 100,000, while that of Christians is 143. This
and their great longevity is attributed by themselves
to the strict sanitary regulations of the Mosaic code,

and the desuetude of religious fervor in great cities is

much deplored as a certain loss to race vitality.

They are most law-abiding citizens. The mayor
of New York testified a short time ago that although
they formed ten per cent, of the population of that
city, they contributed less than one per cent, to the
criminal classes. And it must be remembered, in

this connection, how large a proportion of the He-
brews in that city belong to the cheap trading popu-
lation. They are almost never in prisons ; they are
never intemperate, and they are phenomenally
chaste. Indeed, for this last virtue they are cele-

brated the world over. Their family life is very
beautiful. Even among the poorest and lowest of
them, his family and his religion make the whole
horizon of the Israelite. It is difficult for us to real-

ize how these two things are interwoven,—how
really God and the Jew are familiar friends, and all

the incidents of his daily life take on a religious

aspect. For centuries the Jew has had no country,
but his hearth and his altar have had double devo-
tion.

He has the peculiar domestic virtues of hospital-

ity and charity. It is still common, in many com-
munities, for the head of the household to invite the
poor and the stranger to his own fireside and table
for the Friday night feast and the Sabbath rejoicing.

His public charity is on a most generous scale. Vast
institutions and bountiful associations for the care of
the unfortunate go hand in hand with wise efforts

toward teaching self-help, such as training-schools

for servants, technical and mechanical schools, and
kindergartens.

The alleged peculiar adaptation to trade among the
Hebrews, is said by those who know them best, to

be simply the result of the long persecution which
forbade them every other resource, and, at the same
time both by law and privilege, fostered among them
the business of money-lending. In this way they
lost skill and practice at other arts, and the score of
trades and handicrafts mentioned by a recent Ger-
man writer as flourishing in Bible times have alto-

gether disappeared. Thus a talent lying close to

their other qualities was cultivated and transmitted,

until they have become the typical money-getters of
the world, and have added the general dislike of
that craft to their other hatreds.

—

A. L. Dawes, in the

Modern Jew.

THE MINISTRY OF SORROW.
" O sacred sorrow ! he who knows not thee

Knows not the best emotions of the heart."

THERE is always more or less of a lack in a charac-

ter which is inexperienced in sorrow. And every
truly admirable personal character, every great and
noble character, every most winsome character, is

a character which has known sorrow, and which
has secured the gain of sorrow through the accept-

ance and improvement of sorrow in its noblest minis-

try. Our one Pattern of character and of attainment
was " a man of sorrows'and acquainted with grief; "

and it is divinely declared that it was needful that

He should be made " perfect "—should be brought to

the highest conceivable standard of character

—

" through suffering." God says to every child of His
love, " I have chosen thee in the furnace of afiiiction."
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And every sorrow-smitten child of God will, sooner

or later, have reason to say, " It is good for me that I

have been afliicted."

Yet sorrow is never anything less than sorrow, and

it is always hard to bear. . . . Sorrow's ministry

to us begins by its shutting us up to help and hope in

God alone.

But there is a ministry to us in the loving sym-

pathy of others in our sorrow ; and it is for us to

minister to others through our new attainments by

sorrow. We should never know how many hearts

are drawn to us in loving sympathy, if we were never

in sorrow ; nor, indeed, could we be the means of

drawing the hearts of so many to us in tenderness, if

we were never sorrow-smitten. More share with us in

our sorrows than could ever share with us in our enjoy-

ments. And more are prompt to express this sense of

sympathy than that. Those who would stand aloof

from us while all went well, are moved to tell us

freely, or to show us clearly, how their hearts bleed

with us and for us in our grief. We may even gain

love through losing our loved ones. And through the

lesson of our sorrow, and through our new sense of the

value of loving .sympathy in the hour of sorrow, we
are titted to be ministers of sympathy and cheer to

the sorrowing. . .

And so it is that the ministry of sorrow is God's

ministry of love to us, and through us, by His grace.

By that grace "our light affliction, which is for the

moment, worketh for us more and more exceedingly

an eternal weight of glory ; while we look not at the

things which are seen, but at things that are not

seen; for the things which are seen are temporal;

but the things which are not seen are eternal."

" Should Sorrow lay her hand upoQ thy shoulder

And walk with ttiee iu silence ou life's way,

While Joy, thy bright companiou once, grown colder,

Becomes more distant, day by day
;

Shrink not from the companionship of Sorrow,

She is the messeuger of God to thee
;

And thou wilt thank Him iu His great to-morrow,

—

For what thou know'st not now, thou then shalt see
;

She is God's augel, clad in weeds of night.

With whom ' we walk by faith, and not by sight. '

"

—S. S. Times.

KIND-HEARTED INSECTS.

THE Bible has made ants famous for industry and

foresight, and modern naturalists find few animals

more worthy of study. These insects not only are

surprisingly intelligent, but manifest a lively regard

for each other's welfare, as the following incident

well illustrates. It is taken from Mr. Belt's " Nat-

uralists in Nicaragua."

One day, while watching a small column of these

foraging ants, I placed a little stone on one of them

to secure it. The next that approached, as soon as it

discovered its situation, ran back in an agitated man-

ner to communicate the intelligence to the others.

They rushed tg the rescue. Some bit at the stone

and tried to move it. Others seized the prisoner by

the legs, and tugged with such force that I thought

its legs would be pulled off; but they persevered till

they got the captive free.

I next covered one up with a piece of clay, leav-

ing only the ends of his antennae projecting. It was
soon discovered by its fellows which set to work im-
mediately, and by biting ofl' pieces of the clay soon
liberated it. Another time, I found a very few of
them passing along at intervals. I confined one of

these under a piece of clay, at a little distance from
the line, with its head projecting. Several ants passed

it; but at last one discovered it, and tried to pull it

out, but could not. It immediately set off at a great

rate, and I thought it had deserted its comrade ; but
it had only gone for assistance, for in a short time
about a dozen ants came hurrying up, evidently fully

informed of the circumstances of the case, for they

made directly for their imprisoned comrade, and soon
set him free. The excitement and ardor with which
they carried on their unflagging exertions could not
have been greater if they had been human beings.

—

Exchange.

THE HEROISM OF DUTY.
THERE are many unsuspected heroes in the world,

heroes in overalls, some of them. Such a one was
Edward Kennah, the engineer of a train on the New
York Central Railroad wnich recently was wrecked
in an unexpected land-slide. Caught and pinned fast

in the wreck of his cab, struggling to extricate him-
self, his voice choked with the blood gurgling in his

tliroat, he said to the trainmen who came to his re-

lief, " Boys, go back and flag the second Atlantic, if

you haven't done it." A second section of the train

was following his own, and above the consciousness

of pain rose the thought that it must be stopped iu

season to avoiil disaster. The thought of duty tri-

umphed over the agonies of death, for the engineer

died sliorlly after being released from the cruel

wreck. Such men are heroes, and there are more of

them than we sometimes suspect. We believe that,

for the most part, the men thatdrive our locomotives

and work the engines on our steamboats, or pilot

those boats on our rivers, are careful and trustworthy,

and have the stuff of heroes in them, only needing the

opportunity—which fortunately does not often come

—of showing of what stuff they are made. And there

is here a lesson for all of us. Before personal safety

or ease or comfort there ought to be heeded the chal-

lenge of duty,—like the suffering, dying engineer's

injunction :
" Boys, go back and flag the second At-

lantic ! "—Illustrated Christian Weekly.

Give me these links : first, sense of need ;
second,

desire to get; third, belief that, though God with-

holds for awhile, he loves to be asked; and fourth,

belief that asking will obtain—give me these links,

and the chain will reach from earth to heaven, bring-

ing all heaven down to me, or bearing me up into

heaven.

—

Dr. Guthrie.

No man can come to a knowledge of God until he

is in possession in himself of those tastes and emo-

tions which, small in us, are large enough for inter-

pretation, large enough for the offices of prophecy

as it were, large enough to give us some conception of

the greatness and beauty of God as a spiritual being.
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Philadelphia has upwards of a million indabi-

tants, 1,000 miles of streets 239 miles of sewers and 748

miles of gas mains. The carrier delivery of the post-

office covers the greatest territory of any city in the

world except London. Philadelphia is rightly called

the "City of Homes." The census of 1880 showed
that there were 146,412 dwellings, which was 72,828

more than New York, and there are over 6,000 build-

ings erected h«re each year, In New York the aver-

age number of persons to each house is 10.37, com-

pared with 5.79 in Philadelphia, which is the lowest

average of any in the country. The municipal build-

ing, now nearing completion, has 520 rooms, and the

highest point of the tower is 537J feet from the court-

yard below; when finished, it will be the highest

artificial structure in the world, as well as the largest

single building. The estimated cost is thirteen mil-

lion dollars.

The Bible is pervaded from end to end with com-
mands to fear; but it is the fear of love; it is the

fear of a child for a father. The same Book that says,
" The fear of God is the beginning of wisdom," says

in another form, "The love of God is the end of

wisdom. Perfect love casts out fear."

}^EWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Dr. Ezra Michener was a warm personal friend of the

late Louis Agassiz, with whom he had an extensive corres-

pondence. Professor Agassiz said of him that he was one of

the most profound scientists with whom he was acquainted,

and that he did not belong exclusively to Chester count.v,

Pennsylvania, or America; but to the whole scientific

world.— W. C. Republican.

—The class-day exercises and the uniting of the AI-

umniB Association, took place not long since at Vassar Col-

lege. The alumnse have a membership of 700. The com-
mittee on physical culture made a report, which shows
that the alumnse have given or raised the past year $10,-

000 to complete the physical culture fund which now
amounts to $20,000.

—Canon Wilberforce, with Mrs. Wilberforce and their

daughter, sailed from New York, for Southampton, Eng-

land, by the Salle, on the 22d ult. It was hoped and ex-

pected that he would give an address in this city on Social

Purity before sailing, but, with his numerous engage-

ments it was found to be impracticable. He gave one ad-

dress upon Temperance to a very large and deeply inter-

ested audience which completely filled Chiekeriug Hall.

Commenting upon the shortcomings of professing Chris-

tians, he said he would like to have this petition added to

the litany in the revised prayer-book: " From all the par-

alyzing cant of an unfelt devotion ; from all the God-de-

fying hypocrisy of an unlifted voice and a down-hanging

arm ; from all the miserable mumery of a grand external

ritual and a selfish unchristian daily life, good Lord de-

liver us."

—

The Philanthropist.

—Dr. George Martin, who died at his residence in West
Chester, in the autumn of 1H86, made the study of fungi a

specialty. A paper of that place in speaking of him states:

"So enthusiastic was he in bis labors as to secure several

hundred specimens, some of which were found by him to

be new species. It is not now certainly known what the

exact number of specimens, one of a kind, were in his

possession, but probably not less than 2,500 in all. He be-

queated this fine collection of fungi to the Botanical De-

partment of the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadel-

phia. Some of his specimens were not in shape for removal
at the time of his decease, but his wife, who had been asso-

ciated with him in all his studies, completed the labor of

putting them in shape. Not caring to expase so delicate

and valuable packages to the risks of the ordinary mean s

of transportation she employed James Hammond, who
travels as messenger between West Chester and Philadel-

phia, to carry them a few at a time. In this way more
than a month was necessary to remove them."

—The Cambridge University examinations have re-

sulted in a brilliant woman's victory. Miss Ramsey, of

Girton, daughter of Sir James Ramsey, of Bantf, is the only

person, male or female, who reached the dignity of senior

classic ; and the only first class in the mediaeval modern
languages examination is Miss Hervey of Newnham. Two
other ladies. Misses Pocock and Powell, have reached first

class in the second part of the examination. These ladies

have beaten the men out of the field on the latter's own
ground.

—It has been computed that the death rate of the world

is about 67 a minute, 97,790 a day, and ,35,639,835 a year
;

wliile the birth rat« is 70 a minute, 100,800 a day, and 36,-

792,000 a year.

—Three enormous volumes, aggregating over 800 pages

and 140 plates, represent the contribution of the Challenger

expedition to scientific knowledge.

—Some time ago electric lights were placed in front of

the treasury and other public buildings in Washington, and

a curious result has been an extraordinary congregation of

spiders' webs. These cunning animals have discovered that

game, in the form of flies, moths, and so on, is very abun-

dant near the electric light, owing to the attraction it has

for some insects ; and hence their webs are in some parta

so thick that portions of the architectural ornamentation

are no longer visible.

—According to intelligence received from the Trans-

caucasus, a new market has been discovered for Russian

petroleum. A company consisting of several owners of

large camel caravans has been formed at Baku for the pur-

pose of introducing petroleum into Persia by overland

route, via. Mugan. Several caravans have been sent, but on

each occasion the oil failed to reach its destination, being

rapidly bought up at Mugan, and in consequence it is now
intended to increase the size of the caravans to 500 camels

each. Generally speaking, Russian manufactures have lat-

terly found a ready market in Persia, especially since the

Russijin manufacturers have complied with the local de-

mand, by producing special wide cotton prints for Persia.

CURRENT EVENTS.

Despatches from Illinois and Wisconsin as lat« as the

the close of last week, report that the worst drought ex-

perienced for many years is prevailing in portions of those

States. One despatch says :
" There has been no soaking

rain in the northern and central counties of Illinois since

March, and the roads are deep in dust, the jiastures burnt

brown and the leaves on the trees shrivelled up. Stunted

yellow spears are the only evidence that corn has been

planted, and fruits on the trees are wrinkled and dried to

the stem. Fires are burning in the woods, and have caused

the lo.ss of many cattle. In Henry and surrounding

counties the drinking water has been polluted, and the

dried beds of the creeks are covered with decaying fish.

Similar reports come from portions of Wisconsin."

The public debt statement for June shows a. rednction

of $16,852,725. Total cash in the treasury, $482,433,917.
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DnriuR the fiscal year which ended ou Juuo 30th, the prin-

cipal of the Uuited States debt decreased $126,911,030.

Examination of the condition of the Fidelity National

Bank, of Cincinnati, which fiiiled in the collapse of the

recent wheat "deal" in Chicago, shows it to have been

very completely wrecked. The examiner's report is very

unfavorable. It is said " that the books of the bank wore

kept so loosely that it was likely the examination now
being made would show them to be nearly $500,000 out of

the way."

Fakmeks in the vicinity of the great natural gas wells

near Kokomo, Indiana, cut wheat in their fields by the

light of the gas on the night of the 4th.

A MEETING of Presidents and Faculties of colleges in

Pennsylvania opened on the .'ith inst., in Lancaster. Fif-

teen colleges were represented, and a constitution was

adopted. Among those in attendance was President E. H.

Magill, of Swarthmore.

At Clarendon, Pa., seven miles east of Warren, on the

Philadelphia and Erie Eailroad, a fire started in an old

planing mill at half-past nine o'clock on the night of the

4th. Shortly afterwards flames issued from the Weaver
Hotel, owned by John Mahoney. The fire swept through

the place, destroying everything except the railroad depot.

One or two persons were burned to death. About 1100 per-

sons are homeless, and the loss is probably $400,000. Ma-

honey, the hotel keeper, was arrested in the woods, six

miles from Clarendon, and lodged in the jail at Warren to

answer the charge of incendiarism. "Public rumor at

Clarendon says 'that two weeks ago when liquor licenses

were refused to all applicants in Warren county, Mahoney,

proprietor of the Weaver Hotel, threatened to fire the town

if the decision of the Court was not reversed in two weeks.''

Three new cases of fever and three deaths were reported

in Key West on the 5th.

Pesth, July 5.—During a drill at Jasz-Bereny, capital

of Jazygia, Hungary, yesterday, a dynamite cartridge ex-

ploded prematurely, killing 27 men and injuring 48 others.

Of the killed 4 were oflicers.

NOTICES.

*s>* A circular meeting of the Western Quarterly Meet-
ing will be held at Fallowfield meeting-house, on First-day
afternoon, Seventh month 10, at throe o'clock.

'V* Wo have received to this date, (Sixth mouth 38),

contribution of fnnds for the Children's Country Week
Association, as follows

;

E. P $1.00
M. B 1.00

A friend, 2 00
Cash, 5.00
E. H 5.00

L. G. H 5.00

Amount $19.00

John Comly,
Supt. Friends' Book Association,

15th aud Bace Streets.

V FRIENDS ALMANAC. Any Corrections needed
for the Almanac {or 1888, and other desi rable information
or selections, should be forwarded at once to Friends' Book
Association, 1500 Race St., so that it can be issued in time
for the approaching Yearly Meetings.

Let each one consider it a duty to aid in making it

correct and useful.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
** Wk particularly ask that when money Is forwarded torcvew

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is now being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a n^w subscription, please say so, and thia will also

help to avoid mistakes.

*** Matter intended for insertion in the Intelllgknckr and
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance
may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

CLOTHS AND CASSIMERES.

A Nice Assortment always *n hand suitable for Plain

and Fashionable Qarmeiits.

PLAIN COATS A SPECIALTY.

GUSTAVTJS GOLZE, Merchant Tailor.
109 N. Tenth Street. Philadelphia.

Amos HiLLBORN & Co.,

Furniture^ Bedding^ Curtains.

Parlor, Dining Room, Library

AND Chamber Furniture, Cur-

tains and Furniture Coverings

Mattresses, Beds, Feathers,

Springs, Spring Cots, etc., etc?.

.^0. 1027 Market Street, Philadelphia.

Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South,.

This association, formed at Philadelphia, in Sixth month
1886, represents the conviction of many Friends and Others

that continued systematic aid to the work of educating the

colored people of the South is imperatively called for.

The special design of the Association, for the school

year 1886-87, is to extend support to the Schofield Norma!
and Industrial School, at Aiken, S. C, under charge of

Martha Schofield, and to the School at Mt. Pleasant, S. C,
under charge of Abby D. Munro.

Subscriptions are earnestly invited. Checks, etc., should

be drawn to the order of the Treasurer, as below.

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sakah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street. Phila.

Lydia a. Schofield, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila.

Henry M. Lainq, Treasurer, 335 N. Eleventh St., Phila.

Executive Committee, Edward H. Magill, Swarth-

more, Pa. ; Sarah H. Peirce, Philadelphia ; Samuel S. Ash,

Philadelphia ; George L. Maris, West Chester, Pa. ; William

Lloyd, Newtown, Pa.; AmosHillborn, Philadelphia; Alfred

Paschall, Drylestown, Pa.
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PRA YER.
I know not by what methods rare,

But this I know, God answers prayer.

I know not when he sends the word

That tells us fervent prayer is heard.

I know it Cometh soon or late :

Therefore, we need to pray and wait.

I know not if the blessing sought

Will come in just the guise I thought.

I leave my prayens with him alone

Whose will is wiser than my own.
—Eliza M. Hickok in Christian Union.

SERMON BY ISAAC WILSON.'
" Be still, and knon- that I am God."

THIS is the fioctrine that lias been taught among us

as a people professedly, as long as memory or liistory

serves us, and there is no more beautiful doctrine in

the religious world wlien it is rightly and fully un-

derstood. There is no doctrine or belief that is

more effectual, more saving, more beautifully adap-

ted to the individual wants and conditions, and also

the necessities of the human family.

My heart was cheered and filled with hope and

encouragement, when looking over this intelligent

and interesting company, and I felt that I was to be

taught more than to teach, for there seemed to be

feelings of encouragement and hope begotten with

me in the picture, so to speak, that was presented be-

fore me.
Tlie living intere.st, the earnestness of heart, and

the sincerity of purpose that seemed to characterize

this company, not here out of idle curiosity by any

means; not here with a mere hope and expect-

ancy of bearing words ; not here merely because you

are wont to be here from the force of habit and cus-

tom, but here, I believe, with a good degree of the

life of religious zeal and interest which should ever

and does ever characterize all rightly gatliered as-

semblies; and I query iu your hearts what could

there be better to teach us the important lessons of

life than that of silent, solemn, reverential waiting

before God ?

It seems to me that we are left sometimes, in such

conditions as this, more nearly alone with our con-

science and our God than under any other circum-

1 Of Bloomfield Canada, at Friends' meeting-house, Purchase,

New York, Third mouth 27, 1887. Stenographic report by Har-

vey Husted, White Plains, N. Y.

stance or condition in life ; and the fact of being
" still," so far as regards the activity of these bodies,

has little to do with it. It is one of the helps ; it is

the necessary position for us to assume in order to be
together with our brethren and friends, but the " be-

ing still, to know that I am God," means much more.

That in that condition of pure spiritual stillness,

tliere is such a dignified beauty, such a happified

condition, that those that are without it do not com-
prehend it; those that have not learned it from ex-

perience do not and cannot under.stand it, and hence
to those it is spoken in parable ; but to them that are

willing to come in and ask for it and for the inter-

pretation of it, it is given to them in an understand-

ing knowledge, in an experimental way, from which
they can turn with feelings of thankfulness and re-

joicing that they have been .=o preciously near the

Master ; that they have heard his very words and
understood their meaning. As it is declared, " in the

silence of the flesh the spirit speaketh," it is the

same in substance as that which is learned by " be-

ing still."

We may have in coming to religious assemblies

preconceived ideas and opinions of religious truth,

so called, of what wfi deem religious truth, of what
we have been wont^lp understand as religious ser-

vices. And yet, perhaps, we may never have ar-

rived in our own experience, to that true, beautiful,

and spiritual quietness and stillness within ourselves,

where we have audibly heard—intelligently heard

—

the speaking of the spirit, and the operations of it

upon our minds, because the spirit may speak very

difl'erently to us fro^^hat it has done in days that

are passed. ^^f
There may be impa,rted to us, in our diflerent

stages of experience, that which might seem almost

like new thoughts or jjjew ideas to what we have

heretofore entertained. In other words, there may
dawn upon our minds and understanding the light of

a new day ; a diflerent state and condition may have

grown up in our ow^^fe^'ts.

When that ligh^jpresented to the view of our

minds, although it may bear tlie appearance of new-

ness as it were—of freshness—then comes the day and

time in our experience when it is necessary for us

to be " still." Still for what ? In the silence of all

flesh within us ; the silence of all preconceived ideas

and opinions—educational and professional opinions,

theological opinions and doctrines, and understand-

ings of the mind and heart. And even the wishes
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and desires of our own hearts, unregulated and un

influenced by the Spirit anil power of God, tl)e^se

must all be quiet.

And it is only by entcrin'^ the closet of the heart,

and closina; the door against these influences and all

other influences—all worldly influences and every-

thing objectionable to tlie divine will, and its opera-

tions upon our minds—that we can put forth an earn-

estness and sincerity of prayer to our Heavenly

Father which will be acceptable to him or profitable

to us as supplicants.

Then tlie mind and soul are covered with that

beautiful solemnizing and quietinflueuce of the Spirit

which will bring it into a condition where it can

offer acceptable worship to its God. Others around

it may not be engaged in the same manner, nor to

the same extent, and yet that soul is there in divine

and spiritual service with its Father, and whatever

is presented to the view of that mind then under

that divine and spiritual covering, surely there will

be no mistake about it.

But remember we must never allow our human
reasonings and understandings to color, if I may so

express it, to any great extent, that with which our

hearts are inspired. For I believe that in all ages,

since the days of Jesus to the present time, while

there have been immediate revelations and instruc-

tions of the Holy Spirit of God to the minds and

souls of his children, it has partaken to some extent

of the colorings of humanity.

The human understandings are the instruments

in which it was not only received, but through which

it might liave been imparted unto others; and hence

we stand on ground of equality to-day with all pro-

ceeding ages, that we are privileged with tliese indi-

vidual instructions and revealings of tlie Holy Will

to us, and that we need to be on the watch-tower as

much to-day, to watch over the up-risings of evil

within our own hearts, that would impair the strength

and usefulness of that inspirift; power and reveal-

ings of his Holy Will within iW
And here comes in the beautiful application of

the doctrine which has been so long taught—" to be

still and know that I am God," the Author of that

spiritual life, the redeeming and saving power in the

soul, that by its influence upon the soul can redeem

it or reclaim it from condition and experiences that

are not profitable and sa^HKn their character or

nature. ^^
Therefore I say it is one of the most beautiful and

eflBcient doctrines that was^ver taught in the religi-

ous world. It is wrapped up in no particular .sect or

denomination among men. It is found among the

children of men wbere there is willingness to indi-

vidually think and meditat^^^reflect upon it, and

acknowledge it to be a gov^^R and ruling power
of God in man.

Hence we need as a people a life-long experience

of this glorious principle. It is second to no other

principle or denomination in the religious world. It

is the governing and controlling influence of the

world, or at least it was designed to be. Men have
perverted it and set it aside in their own individual

cases and experience, but they have never attained

the high religious experience which their Father has

designed them to do, when they have done so.

They have lost the grandeur and the harmony of

this religious principle which their Creator designed

whenever they have set aside that divine will, and
have said they could manage and control their own
life Ijetter than he could do it for them. We see this

illu.strated all down through the different ages and
generations of men. There are many of us who have
seen it in our own experience. I know one that has

many a time, and I hope and I trust we shall see in-

dividual professions and belief in it, and love to de-

pend .upon it in all our life, that the love for it shall

become stronger and stronger every day that we live.

That it will come to be the God we .serve; that it

will come to be the King of Kings and Lord of Lords
within our own hearts. That we should feel for all

our fellow men, while not seeking honor and glory

for ourselves, nor feeling God's judgment or con-

demnation upon us; feeling that we have God on
our side, that .the world cannot be against us to over-

throw and destroy us, and that there will be an es-

tablishment of that Heavenly Kingdom within our

own souls, that comes from the governing and con-

trolling influences of all good, and that that kingdom
will be so established in our own hearts that we
can realize that God is sitting there upon his throne,

ruling, regulating, and governing his own kingdom.

It reduced the whole work of religion to an individ-

ual and practical reality that the world's people

know not of; that the unregenerate and unconverted

have never experimentally learned. And it is no
wonder that they stand by our side, and outside of

Christendom, and criticise the works and sayings of

professing Christians, when they have some ground
for doing so. But they have not any just reason, any
honest or proper reason for doing it, when a soul is

fully honest and controlled by a divine principle of

goodness. Then they do it without a cause; then

their criticisms and fault-findings are unfounded, and
they have their reward.

But the Christian has his reward that is far above

it. Then they hate men; then they hate the Ciiris-

tian without a cause, and even Jesus realized this in

his day, that the world hated him. He says: "If

the world hateth you, ye know that it hath hated me
before it hated you."

Therefore such hates and sucli criticisms, such

jealousy and envy entertained by the outside world

have always existed.

Let us be ever careful ; let us be individually

faithful and watcbful over all our actions, that there

may not be such marked inconsistency and imper-

fections in our life. Making this high and holy pro-

fession to men, of being led and controlled by the

very spirit of God within us, it behooves us to be

very careful and watchful over our every day life

—

yes, and I may say, over our hourly life ; for we are

so closely associated in our duties and relations to

our fellow men, that our Heavenly Father does hold

us individually accountable, as our religion has a

high and holy design in regard to our existence, that

there should be reflected from our soul under the

image of purity that characterizes bis own being. It
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was designed that our souls should be so pure, so

clean, so honest, so sincere, that there would be the

reded ion of the very purity and honesty and sin-

cerity of God himself.

Tills may seem to the human reasoning and un-

derstanding like a very high standard ; it may bear

something of the egotism on the part of him that

expresses it; far be it from this being the intention.

It is the belief of my soul that that is the design of

my Heavenly Father, ami I have sometimes thought

that he had no other design in the position that I

now occupy before you, tlian that it was for my own
good that he saw in his inflnite wisdom to thus re-

quire me to commit myself before men. and that I

should be diligent and careful to prevent the upris-

ing of anything that should be antagonistic to his

cause and kingdom in the world. If for no other

purpose than this he has placed me here, I thank

liim for it. It has often had that le.sson ; it has often

had that efi'ect when my hands have been about to

be engaged in ditterent pursuits in life ; and in my
associations and actions with men there has often

arisen in my own soul how would that correspond

with the words thou shall tell to others.

Therefore, I say, I feel thankful rather than to

murmur and complain with the position I occupy,

that it has been the requirement of my Heavenly
Father, for it has many times had the purifying and
cleansing efl'ect, and perhaps it has needed it all

—

perhaps it is even to make me that that I am now.

How much better, how much higher and richer still

may be the enjoyments of the H-avenly Father's

blessings to me I know not. I do know this: there

is a sufficiency of recompense and reward for every

act ; for every sacrifice that has been made.

There is scarcely, perhaps, a soul that has arrived

totheyearsof understanding, but in which at times and

seasons there is a desire for eternal life ; a desire for

happiness ; a desire for salvation ; and we should be

thankful when we feel tliat that desire has gained

the ascendency.

We should not become so wedded in our passions

to anything in the world nor in ourselves ; no idea,

no understanding of religious truth even, but what

our hearts would be held open as it were to convic-

tion, that whenever the Father was pleased to send

the messenger of Love bearing the olive branch,

evidence of new life to the soul, we should be will-

ing to receive it, ever living in the belief and in the

realization that there is a higher grade in the school

of Christ than that we have ever reached unto.

We are only like children in a school, with the

teacher ever in advance. It is a beautiful theme ; it

is a beautiful subject of thought; it is a beautiful

condition to be in. I am not boasting of it, but I

say, dear beloved, that is the living hope, it is inspir-

ing to the soul to believe that even " not half has

been told;" that there are joys awaiting us onward
and upward from life, that would inspire us in the

severest trial and the closest test of our faith.

We may be tried sometimes witliin a hair's

breadth. It may be required of us to give up an eye

or a hand. We may have to make sacrifices all the

way along through life. One act of beneficence does

not secure asoul through life. It secures the salvation
of the soul from that evil; from that wrong under
that temptation ; but it needs a continual watch and
daily prayer, and the watchfulness over the daily

uprisings of the soul that may in after days or years
tend to destroy that salvation, for we may lose it

again.

Therefore, I say, this condition of being "still " is

not a condition that is only applicable to the meet-
ing-house or the church or any particular place ; it

is a condition that is necessary for us to realize every

day of our lives. Because there are those duties and
relationships which we bear to our fellow men in

which it is just as necessary for us to " be still and
know that I am God," as when we are in a place of

worship. We are associated and surrounded in life

differently ; each having our own, and each having
our respective duties to perform among men, and in

connection with these duties and surroundings we
have our own ideas and opinions, and there are a

thousand and one ways, I may say, without exaggera-

tion, in the performance or fulfillment of our several

duties or occupations in life toward our fellow men,
when we can practically realize the meaning and
rightly understand the declaration of the blessed

Jesus, when he said that "Greater love hath no
man than this, that a man lay dowti his life for his

friends." The Christian world has taught that he

had reference to the physical life, which be fore-

saw was to be the case. He may have had some
reference to it, but that is not the only application

that it has to us in our day and generation, not by
any means.

We have, as I say, a great many ways, and a great

many places, under a great many circumstances

and in a great many conditions of life, opportunities

to lay down our life for our fellow men, and yet our

physical lives be spared and continued for years—to

lay down, to sacrifice the self-indulgence and gratifi-

cation of our own hearts and natures, when we see

and feel and know that it would be for the happiness

of other souls around us as well as ourselves.

How many ways are there, my friends, where this

can be manifested ! In the family circle, in the

neighborhood, in society, and in all the several du-

ties and relations in life. How many happy homes
there would be! How many little heavens on earth

there would be created if this was the condition and

experience of all religious professors even; those

who bear the name of religious professors ;
those

who have knowledge and believe in the supreme God
and his son Jesus Christ, and yet have never real-

ized the true and sufficient sacrifice, having been

made within them and reconciled their souls to

God; to realize the oneness with the Father, for the

want of a willingness individually to be crucified

with him, in order that we should reign with him.

Realize that we have to " die daily " as it were.

There must be something wrong within our hearts if

there is not entire harmony in the family circle; if

their is not entire harmony in the neighborhood—if

there is not entire harmony in the society, there

must be wrong somewhere. Therefore, let us bring

1 the religion of Jesus Christ down, so to speak, to a
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practical and individual undeistandinj; and applica-

tion, and then it will take us and lead us up into it.

It is our duty to come up to tlie command ;
and as

we bask under its unfurled and rolling colors, it is

our privilege ; it is our duty, and the command of tlie

Captain of our salvation lias been made "Come up

higher ; " and that coming up higlier does not mean

merely the exit from this piesent life; it is not ap-

plicable to that alone, but always be coming up

higher; living onward and upward in the scale of

knowledge and religious truth.

Therefore, let us be still, not merely in the sense

of being quiet, but be still in regard to all and every-

thing within our nature that could in any way pos-

sible harm or destroy or mar this divine purity of

heart and peace, and comfort of the soul.

JOURNAL OF JOUBNEYS TO TEE INDIAN
COUNTRY.—

L

BY ISAAC COATES, OF CALN, CHESTER COUNTY.

[THE following journal, kept by Isaac Coates, a

Friend, of Cain, Chester county, describes two jour-

neys taken to visit "the Indian Country" in Wes-

tern Pennsylvania, Ohio, and New York, in 1799 and

1803. It gives an animated description of the coun-

try passed through, the experiences of the travelers,

etc., as well as many interesting details concerning

Friends and the Indians.

Isaac was the son of Samuel Coates, of East Cain

township, and was born Fourth month 12, 1748.

He married Hannah Stalker, of the same township,

(b. 3d rao. 9, 1752), and lived on a farm that had been
his father's, near the present Cain Station, on the

Pennsylvania Railroad. It was from here, presuma-

bly, tliat he set off on the journeys described below.

He was a member of Cain Meeting, and is buried in

that burying-ground. Among hischildren wasLind-
ley Coates, a prominent and esteemed Friend, active

in the anti-slavery movement. Lydia, a daughter,

(b. 2nd mo. 6, 1778), was a minister among Friends,

and died in 1839. She married Mark Hughes, and it

is their son William, of Avondale, Chester county,

who has handed us the Journal of his grandfather

for publication. It will run through several issues of

our paper.

—

Ed.s. Intelligencer and Journal.]

(iih-day. the 23d of the Eighth month, 1799, after a

solid time in my family I left home on my journey
into the Indian Country and Upper Canada. Dined at

Robt. Moore's, fourteen miles. Reached Wm. Webb's,
twelve miles, and lodged that night; at both places

kindly entertained.

24th. Dined at Wm. Wright's, where we were af-

fectionately received. With some difficulty crossed

the Susquehannah, (the river being low)
;

pas.sed

through York Town to my brother Caleb Kirk's.

This day's ride, twenty-five miles.

25th. Stayed meeting at York, and lodged at

brother Caleb's two nights.

2(Wi. Rode to Warrington, eleven miles; attended
quarterly meeting, after winch rode to Thos. Thorn-
burg's, eight miles ; lodged and fared sumptuously.

27th. Rode over and through the gap in several

mountains, past a furnace known by the name of
Kittera's. The precipices on both right and left of

one of them exhibited a magnificent appearance.
After which we entered a limestone valley of good
land, tliougli not improved, as I apprehended, in the
best manner. Fed our horses at the stone tavern,

sixteen miles; [then] to Shippensburg twelve and
one-half miles, part of which, notwithstanding it was
in the valley, appeared to be very poor, covered with
pine of small growth and barren oaks. A few miles
before we reached Shippensburg we pas.sed through
some excellent wdieat land, being covered with black
oak and hickory. Dined at Shippensburg. The gen-
eral part of the corn thus far very poor ; buckwheat,
in some places, pretty good. Then proceeded to a
small village called Strasburg, ten miles ; through
tolerable land but no water which I thought fit to

drink for myself or horse for twenty miles. Then
ascended the mountain called the Blue Ridge, the
a.scent and descent of which is three miles, affording

a prospect which shows the wonderful works of the
Author of Nature. Crossed a branch of the Conodo-
guinet running to the right, and lodged at Skinner's,

in Horse Valley. This day's ride, forty-one and a
half miles.

28(/i. In the morning, ascended and descended
two large mountains, the valley between them called

Path Valley, in which is a small village called Ferris-

burg ; it being seven miles across those two moun-
tains. In the aforesaid valley is a fine stream run-
ning to the right, called Conogocheak [Conoco-
cheague] ; and a pretty good settlement. After
crossing the mountains, very poor broken land thinly

inhabited, to Fort Littleton, twelve miles from
Skinner's; here we breakfasted. In crossing those
mouutaius and valleys my mind was much em-
ployed in contemplating the wonderful works of an
all-wise Creator.

To John Skinner's on the top of Sidling Hill,

eleven miles, being a tremendous mountain, on the
ridge of which we rode about four miles ; at the end
thereof, and descending the mountian, a grand pros-

pect opened of the Allegheny Mountain and what
appeared a tolerably level valley, considerably im-

proved with plantations; but in riding through it we
found it to be very hilly, approaching to mountains;
then crossed a branch of Juniata, running to the

right, and rode to Hartley's, where we expect to lodge.

The river was frequently on our right hand and fre-

quently near our left hand, and we on an eminence
perhaps of one or two hundred feet, some places ap-

proaching near perpendicular. This day's ride, thir-

ty-nine miles.

29(/i. Rode up the valley through some tolerably

good limestone land to Bedford, six miles ; crossed two
branches of the aforesaid water. After leaving Bed-
ford passed through a gap in Wills' Mountain and
over Juniata again. Here is some of the best land

and the best improved I have yetseen amongst those

mountains. To our right to Stotler on the ridge, in

divers places was oats growing of a good length ; some
ripe, some almost ripe, and some standing in shock.

From thence to Berlin, thirteen miles. On our way
we met an old man who had just killed a large buck
which had horns with a number of prongs, covered

with the velvet, which he had skinned and had some
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of the meat tied up in it carrying about his necli in

the manner of a Isnapsack. In riding six miles we
came to the foot of the great Allegheny mountains
where is some good land ; buckwheat and oats about
of an equal ripeness, both good, but the buckwheat
extraordinary ; as much so as I think I have ever

seen. The ascent of this mountain better land than
any of the others, being covered with lofty timber of

divers sorts, and on the toji of said mountain got some
excellent water, being the first I have met with since

I left home. After we got over the mountains the

timber was very thick but much destroyed with tire.

Two or three miles before we came to Berlin the land

appeared to be excellent, covered with heavy timber,

black oak, white oak, red oak, hickory, and sugar
maple, grass and other vegetables very flourishing, it

having been a wet growing season. This day's ride,

thirty-six miles.

'dOih. Took an early set-off from Berlin, being a
village of about 50 houses

;
passed through some very

rough land and roa<ls on which I saw a rattlesnake

about three feet long with ten rattles, lying in the
road, appearing to have been just killed by a wagon-
wheel running over it. Part of the way to this stage

the land was covered with most beautiful lofty chest-

nuts, and part of the way very thick set with white
pine, being thirteen miles

;
[reached] a Dutch tavern

where we thought best to breakfast on our own choco-
late. From thence to George Bachelor's, fourteen

miles in which we crossed what is called Laurel Hill,

being one mountain after another for seven or eight

miles of the way. The ascent of one of them ex-

ceeded all for chestnut timber I ever saw ; they stand

so thick together and are so tall that I fully believe

there are thousands of acres that would yield more
than 10,000 rails to the acre. Almost all those moun-
tains that go by the aforesaid name are the most fer-

tile of any I have yet seen ; the trees and vegetables

of every kind are so luxuriant I could not help feel-

ing some attachment to the place ; but when I con-

sidered the exceeding rough mountainous face of the

surface and the intolerable road to and from the
place, I am content if I should live to return tospend
the remainder of my days in Chester county. Pro-

ceeded to Connelstown, being a new settled place of

about fifty hou.ses on the Yoghagena [Youghiogheny]
river. Lodged with our old friends, Thomas and
Joshua Gibson, sixteen miles. Nothing very remark-
able the last stage, except in one placeaboutsix miles
back, we rose to or on an eminence where a grand
prospect opened to view, to the east, the north, and
the west, particularly to the west where we could see

as far as the eye could reach—I suppose as far as the
Ohio river. Here on the Yoghagena river the people
were employed in building fiat-bottomed boats, the
stern of which they cover with thin boards for a
shelter. Some of them are thirty, some forty, and
some fifty feet long and twelve wide, in which they
will carry 360 barrels of flour or iron or other pro-

duce in proportion, to Kentucky or New Orleans.

31s(. Cros.sed the Yoghogany, being a small river,

perhaps half as large as Schuylkill above the Falls.

About a mile from said river as we rode up a small
stream large enough to turn a mill, we came to a curi-

ous limestone rock lying horizontal, about three feet

thick, forming a concave semi-circle of perhaps 300
feet, near the centre of which the water fell about
twenty-eight feet there being a walk on another rock
about twelve feet below the other, and near the same
distance deep back behind the water where we might
safely walk. Just at one side and near the centre of
the semi-circle a spacious grist mill is built butting up
against the rock. Then passed over many hills and
valleys to Reese Cadwallader,s, twenty miles. Passed
a new paper-mill occupied by Jonathan Sharpless, on
Redstone creek

; also Samuel Jackson's grist mill at

the mouth of .said creek, over which there is a large

bridge, near thirty feet high, wide enough for a wagon
to cross. We were expecting to find a road in pro-

portion ; but immediately after getting over we found
ourselves on a narrow path perhaps not more than
five feet wide, and a precipice on our left hand down
to Red.stone creek, and on our right hand down to

the Monongahela river, each of them near perpen-
dicular, which was near 200 feet, which to some of
our company was truly alarming; and I believe

would have been more so had it not been that a
bulky woman rode on just before us seemingly with-

out care or fear. Then rode up the last mentioned
river through a beautiful town on the bank of the
same, perhaps of forty or fifty houses. This river I

think is larger than Schuylkill, running to the right.

The land thus far through the Redstone settlement is

very rough and mountainous, and appears to be very
fertile, producing wheat, rye, oats, buckwheat, and
grass in abundance even on the top of the hills, and
abundance of lofty tindjer of many sorts, particularly

sugar maple and white oak. But notwithstanding it

hath been a very wet growing season and all kinds of

grain in the ground and vegetables look luxuriant,

yet the waters are very low, which induces me to

believe that, wheu the land comes to be more gener-

ally cleared and a dry season takes place (which I

suppose frequently does), the inhabitants will sufler

from lack of water. The reason in part as I take it,

of the water's failing so much is a horizontal rock

which lies a little underground, I believe, over much
of the country

Ninih month 1st, being First-day, attended Red-
stone meeting. In the afternoon crossed the Monon-
gahela at Bridgetown, the banks of which, I am in-

formed, will average forty feet. Rode five miles of

the roughest road I have yet passed to Francis Town-
send's.

'2nd. Attended quarterly meeting at Westland,

which notwithstanding some weaknesses [and] dis-

order appeared in the conduct of the yoimg people,

was a comfortable, solid time, there being a number
of well-concerned, valuable Friends engaged in con-

ducting the business of this remote and newly es-

tablished quarterly meeting. Here I met with a

number of my former acquaintances who had re-

moved to this country years past, divers of them in

low or straightened circumstances, that now appeared

to live in fullness and plenty ; many of whom I hope
are in a good measure thankful to their kind Bene-

factor who hath spread them a table in the wilder-

ness and provided a comfortable asylum in this
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western country. We were truly glad to see each

other. This night, lodged at my kind friend, Jonas
Cattel's.

Zrd. Passed the time very agreeably araon<rst our

friends about Bridgeport, on the Mononirahela, in

preparing necessaries for our wilderness journey, and
lodged at the same place.

Alh. Stayed and attended meeting at Redstone,
where was a marriage accomplished between Samuel
Jones, hatter, formerly of York, and Ruth, the

daughter Ml Reese Cadwallador. Dined at our kind
friend Jonas Cattel's. Friends at this place were ex-

ceeding kind, and seemed as if they thought they
could hardly do enough for us. Got well equipped by
them for our journey and set off soon after dinner.

Crossed the beautiful river Monongahela ami rode
eleven miles to one Graybil's, where we lodged. The
most of the way tolerable; good land though moun-
tainous and not equal to Redstone land for fertility.

About ten miles from the river, on our way we
crossed a considerable stream called Pidgeon's creek,

running to the right.

bth. Rode eight miles to one Barclay's, got break-

fast. Nothing very remarkable occurred on our way
this stage, except as we rode a considerable way up a

branch of Mango creek, in divers places the water
fell off a smooth, horizontal rock, some places four,

some six, and some more feet ; and up this narrow
valley the greatest quantity of large sugar maple with
troughs for collecting the sap appeared, of any place

I have yet seen, though they abound through the
country in such plenty that I think if the inhabitants

are careful and frugal, they need never import the
luxury of sugar. Even if other timber should fail

for firing, the stone-coal is plenty in these parts
;

[rode] from thence to Pittsburg, fifteen miles. About
one mile from Barclay's is a saw-mill occupied and
perhaps owned by one Baldwin who removed from
Kewlin, a Friendly man ; w-hich I thought might be
good quarters if I should ever travel this road again.

No great variations in the land except gradually de-

clining towards poor land. When we arrived on the
top of the mountain, where we got the first sight of

Pittsburg, we soon began to descend the steejiest hill

I ever saw a wagon road upon, which to me appeared
almost impracticable for a good team to draw an
empty wagon up. Nevertheless the inhabitants say
they frequently go up loaded. When we descended
to the bottom we again crossed the beautiful Monon-
gahehi and immediately entered the town where we
stayed the afternoon in providing some necessaries,

in which I took the opportunity to walk down to the
point or junction of the aforesaid river and the Alle-

gheny, which makes the great and grand River Ohio,
it being a delightful prospect. Also had a view of
the remains of the old French fort Duquesne and the
English fort, which are both very much demolished
and beautiful grass-lots in their place. This town
appears to be a lively place of trade containing per-
haps 200 houses.

[To be Continued.']

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

JESUS, THE RIGHTEOUS EXAMPLE.
" The prince of this world conudh and hath nothing in

me."

REFLECTING upon this saying of Jesus concerning
himself,the thought was presented, what a happy state

this must be. Would that the professors of Christen-
dom would follow individually this righteous exam-
ple. Then would the kingdoms of this world become
the kingdoms of our Lord, and of his Christ, and
realize the promise spoken of by the prophet :

" The
redeemed of the Lord shall come with singing unto
Zion, and everlasting joy upon their head. They
shall obtain gladness and joy, and sorrow and mourn-
ing shall flee away," and the glorious light of the
gospel would spread and be seen, even as a city set on
a hill which could not be hid. Many there are who
desire to obtain this happy condition. Should we
not then be willinir to obey the precept of our Lord
and Master when He says, " Whosoever shall come
after me let hira deny himself, take up his cross, and
follow me." Oh the blessing and safety of following
this divine Leader, freeing from the power of the
prince of this world, 'and leading into the paths of
virtue and peace, more to be desired than the gold of
Ophir, or the promises of a vain world.

May the beloved youth, and we who are more ad-
vanced, be so watchful and prayerful to have our
lamps trimmed and burning, filled with the love of

God in our hearts, that when the time comes to leave
all earth's scenes, we may be permitted by the lov-

ing kindness of our Father in Heaven to receive the
language of " well done good and faithful servant;
enter thou into the joy of thy Lord."

Rebecca Price.
Sixth month 22, 1887.

Either we must lay self aside, or God will lav

aside.

—

Gurn.^ll.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 29.

Seventh Month 24th, 1887.

THE B.iPTlSM OF JESUS.

Topic : Baptisji.

Golden Tkxt—" This is my beloved son, in whom I am well
pleased."—Matt. 3:17.

Re.^d Matt. 3 . 13-17, Revised Version.

PLACE, Bethabara, near one of the fords of the Jor-

dan, probably the one opposite Jericho, where one of

the great Roman roads crosses the river.

Jesus, in the quiet of his home at Nazareth, was
being prepared for the great work that lay before

Him. As a reader in the synagogue, (Luke 4 : 16), he
may have won the i)opular favor and opened the way
for greater usefulness. He was now thirty years old,

the age at which the priestly office was entered upon
(Num. 4 : 3). The fame of John, who was the son of

Elizabeth, his mother's cousin, had doubtless reached
Nazareth, and Jesus may have felt within his own
spiritual con.sciousness that John was ))reparing the
people for his more public ministry ; and that nothing
might be left undone, that was needed to fulfill all

righteousne.ss. He left his Galilean home, and came
to the place where John was baptizing.

The pure and saintly presence of the divine man,
as He stood before John drew forth from the baptizer
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the exclamation, " I have need to be baptized of

thee."

John bad before said that one mightier than him-

self was to come, whose baptism would be as with

fire, consuming all the dross of sin and wickedness,

and in their stead bestowing upon or baptizing the

soul with the Holy Ghost or Spirit; and he knew that

Jesus was the mightier one, because of the radiant

glory of his appearance, and the voice that spoke to

Lis spiritual understanding, '-This is my beloved

son in whom I am well pleased."

The practical lessons are :

1st. That he who is called to an important work

comes to the fulness of his preparation through small

services worthily performed. Jesus, in the workshop

laboring fur his daily bread, no less than in the Syna-

gogue, reading and expounding the law and the

prophets, was learning the lesson of obedience to

manifested duty, and fitting himself to be the Sa-

viour of his people.

2d. That he who lives in perfect obedience to the

divine will, carries about him wherever he goes the

evidence of sonship to the Highest. To the dovelike

nature, heaven is ever open in blessing and the voice

may be heard speaking to the soul, " Thou art ray

beloved .son in whom I am well pleased."

That Jesus came to Jolin to receive water baptism,

and was baptised by him in the Jordan is ma<le use

of as an argument in favor of water baptism, as a rite

of the Christain church. It is urged that Jesus, by

submitting to baptism, established it as a perpetual

ordinance, and set an example of obedience, that we,

as his disciples, ought to follow.

Friend, .in the rise of the Society, were convinced

that water baptism was only to continue for a time,

or until the church was prepared to accept the great

truth of the baptism of tlie Holy Spirit implied in

the words of John the Baptizer, " In the midst of you

standeth one, whom ye know not .... the

same is he that bapliseth with the Holy Spirit . .

He must increase, but I must decrease."

It is well to consider what Jesua meant when he

said to John, " Suffer it to be so now, for thus it

becometh us to fulfill all righteousness." Do not

these significant words open to the unbiased mind the

connection between the dispensation of John and the

work of Jesus? It is as if He bad said: " It needs

this act to complete thy work and open the way for

tlie acceptance of the great truth that it symbolizes,

the baptism of the Holy Spirit, which those will re-

ceive who hear and believe the glad tidings I have

come to proclaim."

Do they not teach us that henceforth the bap-

tism that saves needs no sign or emblem? They to

whom shall be given the power to become the sons

of God will witness in themselves the washing of

regeneration and the renewing of the Holy Spirit

and rise into that newness of life of which the cleans-

ing by water is a figure.

In the account of the baptism of Jesus, as given

bv Luke, the reluctance of John to baptize Him is not

mentioned, but Luke relates what all the others omit,

that the manifestation of the Divine approval, in

which they all substantially agree, came to Jesus,

after He, by prayer, had dedicated himself to the

work that was opening before Him. It was then He
beard the voice "Thou art my beloved son, in thee

I am well pleased." (Luke 3 : 23.)

"Getting up in the world " is not always really

getting onward in the right sense One of the old

prophets speaks of the people as forsaking God, and

says that they have gone away backward. Every

step away from the Lord is really a step backward.

It is like turnint: one's face away from the sun, and

walking toward darkness. It is leaving home and

going toward eternal horaelessness and orphanage.

A man may be "rising" in business, in wealth, in his

profession, socially, intellectually, even ecclesiasti-

cally, and really not be rising at all. There are

two standards of life,—this world's and Christ's ;
we

may be making progress according to the former, and

at the same time going backward according to the

latter. Away from God is always downward, no

matter if we be climbingamongmen. Getting nearer

to God in heart, in life, is always getting onward;

though in the world's scale we may be descending.

We need, therefore, to watch our hearts and our

spiritual life when we are prospering in earthly ways.

We are likely to be greatly troubled if we lose money,

or property or position ; but it is a fer worse calamity

if we lose faith, or love, or spirituality, or tenderness

of conscience, or the friendship of God. We need to

beware lest, while we are going forward enthusias-

tically in men's eyes, we may be going backward as

God and angels see us.

—

Sdeded.

U. S. Consul Seiler, at Cape Town, has sent to

the State Department a report on leprosy in the South.

The first case of leprosy in Cape Colony was intro-

duced by Malay slaves more than one hundred years

ago, but not until 1845 was anv attempt made by the

government to stamp out the disease. In that year a

leper asylum was established at Robben Island, seven

miles from Cape Town, and up to 1884, 744 lepers had

been admitted to the institution, and comprised but

a very small portion of the leper population, as the

segregation of lepers was not made compulsory. The

rapid'^increase of the disease, particularly among the

European population, as described in the reports of

district surgeons, has aroused the colonial govern-

ment to action ; and a second and larger asylum is in

process of construction, the present accommodation

being wholly inadequate to provide for all the afflic-

ted applying for admission.

The " Normal and Agricultural Institute " at Hamp-

ton Va under the administration of Gen. S. C. Arm-

strong, which aims to supply colored teachers for the

common schools of the.south, and to plant a Christian

civilization among the Indians, has now G5 teachers,

.536 Ne^ro pupils, and 140 Indian students. Six hun-

dred of its graduates and 200 of its undergraduates

are now teaching about 4.5,000 colored children in

public schools. Besides the intellectual training

given at the Hampton school, instruction is given in

a number of industrial departments.
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OATHS.
IT is gratifying to all who are zealous for the promo-

tion of Christianity, to note any progress towards a

truer appreciation of the noble utterances of Jesus in

that incomparable sermon on the mount, wherein,

amongst the many other great truths enunciated by

him he declares that men shall " swear not at all."

Though very slow is the onward march towards the

general recognition and full acceptance of those

truths, yet onward it is, as the close observer cannot

fail to see.

In an exchange paper of quite recent date, a cor-

respondent writing on the subject of oaths quotes

(from a pamphlet written by an English Judge, the

late .Sir John ]Meller) some points of especial interest

to Friends on this subject, that of judicial oaths, on

account of which our predecessors suffered so much

previous to their liberation by act of Parliament in

1721, when they were permitted to affirm.

Judge Miller is quoted thus: "Profoundly con-

vinced by a long judicial experience of the general

worthlessness of oaths, especially in cases where their

falsity cannot be tested by cross-examination or be

criminally punished, I have become an advocate for

the abolition of oaths as the test of truth ;
but I

would retain the punishment for false declarations

wherever at present the law prescribes a penalty for

a ' false oath.' " He further adds :

•' An honest man's

testimony will not be made more true under the sanc-

tion of an oath, aud a dishonest man will only be af-

fected by the dread of temporal punishment."

The learned judge also deals with the oath of al-

legiance required of every duly elected representa-

tive before he can sit and vote in Parliament. This,

he said, is " an unnecessary, vain, and therefore pro-

fane oath ; for, since it cannot extend the duty or in-

crease the obligation of allegiance, it necessarily fol-

lows that it is a 'taking of the name of God in

vain.'

"

The same correspondent refers also to Tolstoi, the

Russian writer, whose expre.ssion on this subject is

also given, showing that in that almost unknown land

the light is breaking: " I am convinced," says Tolstoi',

" that the oath is destructive to my true welfare and

that of others. What once seemed to me right and

important,—the promise of fidelity to the govern-

ment supported by the oath, the exacting of oaths

from others, and all acts contrary to conscience done

because of the oath, now seem to me wrong and des-

picable. Tlierefore, I can no longer evade the com-

mandment of Jesus forbidding the oath."

We can but rejoice when representative men are

enabled to see so clearly on this subject, and it is to

be hoped that their light will spread farther and faster

now than it did from the Friends two hundred years

ago. Surely from their faithfulness the soil is better

prepared to receive the seed ; and we who rejoice to

have received this inheritanceof clear views concern-

ing the teaching of Jesus, should by a careful adher-

ence to them, continue to show to the world how emi-

nently practical they are.

In the address by Joseph Wharton, to the Gradu-

ating Class at Swarthmore College, published two

weeks ago, the word "dangers," where it occurs the

second time, in the seventh line from the top of the

second column, should be " powers," so that it would

read :
" You have already escaped or overcome many

dangers, and have gained many powers."

DEA THS.

LEVIS.—Suddenly, First-day evening, Seventh month

3d, Eebecca O. Levis, in her 63d year, a member of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

THOMAS.—On Sixth mouth 29th, 1887, at Topeka, Kan-

sas while oil a visit to their son, Jonathan Thomas, Sarah

Thomas, wife of Lukens Thomas, Lumberville, Pa., in the

65th year of her age. On the 5th of Seventh month, the

remains were interred al Solebury, Pa., of which monthly

meeting she was a member.

CHAPPAQUA MOUNTAIN INSTITUTE.

THE closing exercises of Chappaqua JMountain In-

stitute, N. Y., took place during the week ending

Sixth month 25th. A local journal, from whose report

we obtain some facts concerning them, says "They
were fully up to any of those of preceding years."

The junior class gave a literary entertainment on the

afternoon of the 22d, and members of the senior class

a similar entertainment on the following afternoon.

On the 24th the " Commencement " exercises oc-

curred, and diplomas were given to two graduates.

Elwood Burdsall, of Port Chester, presented the di-

plomas and an address was delivered by Judge W. H.

Robertson, ex-Collector of the Port of New York.

On the 28th ult. the annual reunion of friends and

former students was held, some 150 to 175 persons

being present, of whom 90 signed the register as stu-

dents of previous years. This was a very pleasant

gathering. Addresses were made by James E. Clark

and ksaAllint' ;and Prof Foster, teacher of mathe-

matics, and others spoke of the future work of the

school. A plan for raising funds to pay off the debt

of the institution w^as suggested and discu.ssed.

From a circular sent out, it appears that the Insti-

tute was established by Purchase Quarterly Meeting,
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and opened in Eleventh month, 1S70. Tlie cost was
$41,423, of which 130,173 was obtained from suljscrip-

tions, and §11 250 from loans. During the first four

years there was an agiirejiiite netprofit of li!8,6G5.09, but

the depression, after 1873, reduced the attendance,and

up to 1884 there was an annual deficit, though usual-

ly a small one. In 1885 the building was destroyed

by fire, but was rebuilt and the school again opened
on the 12th of Tenth month, 1886, " with an in-

creased attendance, an able corps of teachers, and a
fine class of pupils." The new building is 180 feet

long, 50 feet deep, very substantially constructed,

with plumbling and drainage of the most approved
character. The cost has been sometliing over $60,-

000, of which ?;22,000 is a debt. The value of the

property is estimated at $75,000. Friends of Purchase
Quarter are making earnest eflforts to pay off tlie debt,

and "one of the most faithful workers in tliLs effort

since its commencement stands ready to give one-
tenth of the amount required."

LANDS IN SEVERALTY: NOTE FROM SENA-
TOR DAWES.

SENATOR Henry L. Dawes, of Massachusetts, who
was the most prominent advocate of the Land-in-
Severalty measure, in Congress, (and whose letter we
quoted from, two weeks ago), will probably prepare

for the Intelligencer and Journ.\l. soon, a statement
of the features of the bill, the need for them, and the

advantages which it is to be hoped will accrue to the

Indians. Meantime, he says in a note to the editors:

"I observe that Paul Tomlinson in his letter [in

Second month, 1887] to you, says:

'That Senator Dawes is, (or has been), in colUisiou

with some of the most treacherous and fraudulent Indian

Agents is not diilicult of proof.'

As this person is a stranger to me, and as be has

published this grave charge in your paper, I wish you
would request him to furnish you for publication the

'proof upon which he relies. in making it. If I am
such a character it is quite time your readers knew it,

and I should like to know it mvself."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NOTES BY TEE WAY.
THE observer who recalls how greatly the Irish peo-

ple were employed about fifty years ago, in the se-

vere labor of constructing our public works, can
hardly fail to be surprised at the extent to which im-

migrants of other nations are now occupied in corres-

ponding kinds of labor. The number of Italian boys
on the streets of Philadelphia is quite remarkable.

(But as I do not speak Italian, I may confound na-

tionalities.)

How shall the poor immigrant earn his living,

and improve his condition ? A man with a hand-
organ was heard grinding music upon the street ; and
a woman in a near house expressed sympathy for

him. But her son did not feel as she did. " Let
him go to work! " said the son. How the poor for-

eigner does go to work was exemplified in a case

which came before the Women's Society for prevent-

ing Cruelty to Animals. This society, besides its

paid agents, has several voluntary ones, acting with-

out compensation. One of these complained of a
man, (perhaps a Polish Jew), who was seen driving

a horse, suffering from disease and in a very bad
state, on the Main street of Germantown. The man
was apprehended and fined ten dollars, which money
he borrowed. The agent of the Society, who was
sent to the man's bouse at Richmond to look into the

matter, was moved to compassion at the poverty of

the family. The man was a rag-picker; there were
children, but the house was nearly or quite bare of

food. In this state of things it was suggeisted that

the Society should remit the fine. But to this the

Friend who had caused the arrest, was opposed ; as

the case was a flagrant one ; and he did not wish the

example lost. So the Women's Society concluded to

buy the suffering animal from the owner to put it to

death. When they gave the man about twelve dol-

lars his joy was great.

Furthermore the case of the family was reported

to the Society for Organizing Charity, who investi-

gated the matter, found them to be worthy of aid and
determined that they should not be left to sufler.

Eight sons and three daughters were l>orn to Dr.

Joseph Parrish and his wife, formerly of this city.

Among my recollections of Cherry street meeting, the

first one in this city built here by our Friends after

the Separation, is seeing Dr. Parrish who .sat in the

gallery, a man of genial presence, who wore fair

topped boots. The family has been more especially

recalled to my mind by meeting one of the daughters

who tells me that three of the sons are still living.

(Our friend Dillwyn lately deceased, was the eldest

child.) John, a minister among Friends, lives at

Woodbury, N. J. ;—Samuel, a Friend, in this city ; and
Dr. Joseph Parrish, not now a Friend, lives at Bur-

lington, N. J. He has now gone to London to attend

an International Congress to consider inebriety or

drunkenness " medically and from a purely scientific

standpoint." P. E. Gibbons.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—Subscriptions for the Endowed Professorship

have been, thus far, for sums varying from Ji25 to

$300 each. One subscription for $1000 has been re-

ceived. Friends are requested to send in to the col-

lege the amount of each subscription, as received.

Additional blanks will be forwarded upon applica-

tion. Subscribers will frequently receive reports of

the condition of the subscription.

—President Magill will speak during this month
and next at various places within the limits of Balti-

more Yearly Meeting. His subject will be " The
Proper Relation between Colleges and Schools." His

engagements are as follow :

Bush Creek, Md., Second-day, Seventh month 25.

Pipe Creek, Md., Third-day, Seventh month 26.

Menallen, Pa., Fifth-day, Seventh month 28.

Huntingdon, Pa., Sixth-day, Seventh month 29.

Dunning's Creek, Pa., First-day, Seventh mo. 31.

Bald Eagle, Pa., Second-day, Eighth month 1.

Centre, Pa., Fourth-day, Eighth month 3.

West Branch, Pa., Fifth-day, Eighth month 4.
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Sandy Sprinfr, Md., First-diiy, Eighth month 7.

AVoodlawn, Va., Fifth-day, Ei^tith month 11.

Fairfax, Va., Sixth-day, Eiglitli montli 12.

Goose Creek, Va., First-day, Eisihth iiiontli 14.

Winchester, Va., Fourth-day, Eiglith inontli 17.

Bacl< Creek, Va., Seventh-day, Eiglith month 20.

The Ridge, Va., First-day. (a'. M.), Eiglitli mo. 21.

Hopewell. Va., First-day, (P. M.), Eighth mo. 21.

Oxford, Pa., Seventh-day, Eighth month 27.

West Nottingham, Pa., First-day, Eighth mo. 28.

Other engagements can be made between the

above meetings when time will permit.

—The steamer, The Queen, on which the four

Swarthmore students sailed, reached Liverpool on
the 5th instant.

NEIVS OF FRIENDS.
Ann Packer, a minister of Green Plain Monthly

Meeting, Ohio, has a minute from that meeting to

visit all the meetings belonging to Miami Quarter,
and also all the meetings belonging to White Water
Quarter, and appoint meetings and visit families as

way opens. She is now engaged in that service, with
Elizabeth A. Davis, of Waynesville, as companion.

EARTH SINOS HER PARABLES.
BY CLAKA THWAITES.

EARTH sings her parables of loss and gain

In boldest speech.

Yet heights sublime which spirits shall attain

She cannot reach.

Aerial whispers float o'er laud and sea

—

" It doth not yet appear what we shall be."

Her royal purples and her crowns of gold,

Her white attire,

The sceptered lilies which her summers hold
With flames afire.

All fail to see the glory we shall see

—

" It doth not yet appear what we shall be."

Who from unsightly bulb or slender root

Could guess aright

The glory of the flower, the fern, the fruit.

In summer's height ?

Through tremulous shadows voices call to me,
"It doth not yet appear what we shall be."

Triumphant guesses from the seer and sage

Through shadows dart,

And tender meanings on the poet's page
Console the heart.

O songs prophetic ! though so sweet are ye

—

" It doth not yet appear what we shall be."— Ex.

THE THREE-FOLD TESTIMONY.
"God is Love."—St. John.
" God is the summit of Truth."—Emekson.
"God is the best that man can know."—M. Aenold.

STILL from faith to faith uplifted.

Living out his sense of right,

Man moves Godward through the ages
;

Climbing slow from height to height.

" Father, Sou, and Holy Spirit

"

So the earlier souls confess
;

We their latest heirs inherit

Love and Truth and Righteousness.

Christlike Love—the eternal human,
Shalt walk with us through all time

;

Righteousness—the eternal helpful,

Lifts us toward truth sublime.

Something grander than our finite,

Something higher than our best.

All enfolding, all upholding.

To the soul made manifest.

This is God, the great Eternal.

Be he what he may, or where
;

In his being He uniteth

Wisdom, love, and helpful care.

—Alice Williams Brothekton.

LOSS AND GAIN.
IF the June rose could guess

Before the sunbeam wooed her from the bud,

And reddened into life her faint young blood,

What blight should fall upon her loveliness,

What darkness of decay, what shroud of suow

—

Would the rose ever blow ?

If the wild lark could feel

When first between two worlds he caroled clear,

Voicing the ecstasy of either sphere.

What apathy of song should o'er him steal.

What broken accents and what faltering wing

—

VVould the lark ever sing ?

Alas, and yet alas.

For glory of existence that shall pass!

For pride of beauty and for strength of song !

Yet were the untried life a deeper wrong.

Better a single throb of being win.

Than never to have been !

—Kate Putnam Osgood.

" THE NEIGHBORHOOD CHILDREN: " A
SCHOOL TEACHER'S STORY.

" MY father died when I was three months old, and
my mother when I was a year and a half," said the

pretty, young school teacher. She and two of her old-

est girls were having a chat at noon.
" Why, who brought you up then?" asked one of

them wonderingly.

"The neighborhood."
" Why Miss Gove, what do you mean? " cried the

girls together.

"Just what I say, the neighborhood brought me
up, and not only me, but my two brothers and my
five sisters—there were eight of us in all."

"But how could the neighborhood bring you up ;

I never heard of such a thing."

"Nor I."

" Well I'll tell you about it," said Miss Gove,
laughing. " I guess there'll be time enougli. You see

after father died, mother had a pretty hard time to

get along, but she was a very smart, courageous wo-
man, and she managed to keep us all comfortable.

Slie owned our little house clear, and with our cow
and hens and garden, we had nearly enough to eat.

Then she used to leave the younger children in

charge of the older ones, and go out to do day's work
for the neighbors. They were good, honest, kind-

hearted country people, who make the best neighbors
in the world. She had a good faculty about patching

I
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and mending, and making our clothes last, and we got

along vary well till she took cold and died very sud-

denly of pneumonia. Then the outlook was bad.

There we were eight of us, the oldest only fourteen,

with nothing in the world but a bit of a hou.se and a

cow and a few hens, besides our little patched gar-

ments.
" There were no relatives living to do anything for

us ; we were all alone. Of course I was too young to

remember anything of tliis, but I tell it as I heard it

afterward. People talked of sending us all, except

my oldest sister, Annie, and my oldest brother, Frank,
who, they thought, might go to live in families and
work for their board, to the almshouse. We would
be kept there until we were able to work. I don't

know how this plan came to be changed, or which of

those blessed, good neighbors started the one which
was ftiJffiy adopted.

" My very first recollection of anything of the
whole matter is centered in a sweet, pretty young
girl, whose name w-as Agnes Dean. But I did not
know her by that name at all; I always called her
mamma. Tl;at word, to this day, is always associated

in my mind with a fair, slender, younggirl, with beau-
tiful yellow curls hanging down her back, and the
mildest, rosiest, sweetest face. I can remember walk-
ing with her, holding tight to her hand and looking
up at her. Long before that, they tell me, she used
to drag me about in a little carriage, and rock me and
tend me every minute slie could get out of school.

She was my sister Annie's friend. Poor Annie had
everything she could do to keep the house tidy and
cook. She had no sewing or mending to do. One of
the neighbors looked out for each of us, and we were
well and tastily clad. Agnes Dean and her mother
made my little things. 1 can remerabersome of them
now

; they were nicer than my own poor mother could
have got me, I suppose. There was a little pink cash-

men^ hood, trimmed with swan.sdown, which I liad

one winter, and there was an embroidered blue dress,

too. I don't suppose all the other children fared

quite as daintily as I perhaps. I was the youngest,
and that may have made some difference; then the
Deans were well-to-do people. But all of us had
enough. Then, every week, the neighbors, by twos,

took turns in cooking for us. Each Saturday night
great batches of cookies and pies, loaves of bread, and
a big piece of roast meat came to our house. They
lasted us over Sunday and far into the week if we
managed prudently and we were all well instructed

in prudent management by the neighbors. Perhaps,

on the whole, we received more lasting benefit from
their good advice than we did from their nice food

and their warm dresses.

" I have heard a good deal about its being a poor
plan for children to have many masters, but it cer-

tainly worked well in our case, and we are none of

us any the worse for it. I suppose these neighbors
must have been actuated by so much loving kindness
and unselfish charity that they made wise rules.

They all seemed to agree in them, too; perhaps they
consulted before making them. One rule, which 1 re-

member, was : three cookies per day, and no more,
for each child. Another was: to take ofl' our best

things and hang (hem up nicely in the closet, and
put on our old ones, when we came home from
church Sundays. When we were very naughty and
it came to the neighbors' knowledge we were pun-

ished. My sister Annie had too gentle a disposition

to make much of a disciplinarian, and we met with

about all the retribution for our misdeeds away
from home.

" I can remember very well being called into a

Mrs. Simmons' one night, on ray way from school,

and being treated to a little switching with a twig of

birch. I had flatly disobeyed my sister Annie in the

presence of one of the neighbors, and Mrs. Sim-

mons, being told, had taken the matter into her own
hands. After I had been whipped she kissed me,

and told me with tears in her eyes that she did it for

my good, because I hadn't any mother to teach me,

and she wanted me to grow up to be a good woman.
" We went by the name of the ' neighborhood

children.' Everybody for half a mile around seemed
to have an interest and proprietorship in us, the

young as well as old. I remember one funny thing

which happened at school. One of the little boys

was teasing brother Charlie, when another boy, mere
mite himself, stepped up indignantly with: 'I

should think you'd know better than to plague one

ofthe.se children, Willy Tompkins.'
" The neighbors never deserted us ; we were the

neighborhood children till we were children no

longer and able to do for ourselves. One after an-

other grew up and found a place in the world. I am
the youngest, and here I am teaching. All of us are

comfortable and prosperous, and I believe we owe it

all to being brought up by the neighborhood. They
keep their kind interest in us now ; we think of them
as so many fathers and mothers. They are always

looking out for us in some way. Why, I owe my sit-

uation here to one of them. There, now, you know
how I was brought up by the neighborhooil."

The bell was just beginning to ring. ''Miss Gove,"

said one of the girls, hesitatingly, " you didn't tell us

what became of the girl with the yellow curls, the

one you called ' mamma.' "

"She is dead, dear; she and her husband both.

And—Annie and I are bringing up her little orphan

daughter."

—

Mary E. Wilkins, in Congregationalisl.

CO-OPERATION AS A SOLUTION OF THE
LABOR PROBLEM.

THE best thinkers on economic topics seeui to be

more nearly unanimous than ever before in the

opinion that cooperation is to be the ultimate solution

of the industrial problems of our day. This view

was held, it is well known, by the Christian .socialists

of England thirty-five years ago, and at that time

they had mapped out pretty clearly the form o{ co-

operation which they thought future society would

adopt. Among them were some of the most gifted

Englishmen of this century, who have demonstrated

long ago that they were not mere visionaries, but

that, on the contrary, they far excelled in practical

wisdom their detractors. Many of the.se early Chris-

tian socialists, now old men, after a life rich in ex-

perience, still maintain their former oi:)inion about
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cooperation. Mr. Thomas Hughes, for example,

writes: "I still look to this movement as the best

hope for Englaiul and other lands."

John Stuart Mill frequently gave expression to

somewhat similar views, altliongh he doubtless held

that public authority would play a more important

role in future industrial sociiety than did tlie Chris-

tian socialists. He sympathized—at any rate in his

later days—to greater extent with the State socialists

of the Continent. Perhaps the result of recent

studies in economics is best given by Professor Henry

C. Adams in these words :
" The cooperative princi-

ple is the one to which the wages system must give

way; but what particular form industrial organiza-

tion will take no one can say."

The world has ever been restless under any social

system which tolerated a separation of labor and cap-

ital ; for although the things for which these words

stand may, as the trite saying has it, be allies, not

enemies, the same has not always been true of those

who furnish capital and labor ; nor can any honest

man say that their interests are precisely identical.

The point of divergence of interests is so sharp, and

the ultimate separation so wide, as to give a good deal

of support to the doctrine that their enmity lies in

the nature of things. They have not always been so

separated as they are to-day. In the Middle Ages

production was carried on under the guidance of

men who owned their tools and employed them with

their own hands. Capital was not an important sep-

arate factor, for it was, as a rule, united with labor in

ownership. Still earlier, and also still later, we have

slavery, which united labor and capital in the same

hands, namely, the hands of the master, who owned
labor precisely as he owned capital. Both were chat-

tels. The arguments urged for this union by the

ablest advocates of slavery were powerful. Again

and again were pointed out the impossibility of per-

manently harmonious social relations, should labor

and capital be supplied by two distinct industrial

classes. They were never satisfactorily answered on

this point. But their conclusion was nevertheless

unwarranted. The first stage in the evolution of in-

dustrial society finds labor and capital united, and

the .stage of evolution to which we must come will

also witness their union, but there will be this radi-

cal difference: in the one period of evolution they

are united in the hands of the capitalist ; in the

other, they will be found in the hands of the labor-

ers.

As John Stuart Mill says, this must be brought

about by a development of the partnership principle.

No one, as already stated, can tell exactly what form

this will take, but some things seem already clear.

Corporations will play an important part in this de-

velopment, as they gradually become more demo-
cratic in their tendencies. Corporations and cooper-

ative enterprises will become more and more nearly

assimilated until they can scarcely be distinguished.

President Francis A. Walker, in his Treatise on Politi-

cal Economy, dwells on the importance of industrial

leadership, and believes that cooperative enterprises

have not a great future because the captains of indus-

try are not in their employ. Every word which he

saysabout the iuiportaiice of the services rendered by
leaders in the economic world is true, but there are

two things which he overlooks : First, the power of

perfect organization, which is daily becoming more
apparent in every domain of life, and which is now
achieving triumphs remarkable beyond precedent.

The second is the fact that the captains of industry

will yet be found at the head of cooperative enter-

prises. It was that kind of cooperation which we
find in corporations which first gave them their pres-

ent position—which, it may almost be said, first

called them into existence. When corporations be-

come more truly cooperative with respect to the

labor element, the captains of industry will not di.s-

appear.

Some have advocated a total suppression of corpo-

rations ; but, even were this possible, it is plain that

it would be a retrogade movement. Thei^ is/tSt-

tunately, a conservative middle ground between the

radicalism which would sweep away these useful in-

dustrial forms and the equally dangerous obstinacy

which rejects all suggestions of change. The argu-

ments advanced by the enemies of corporations must

convince any fair-minded man that there are evils

inseparably connected with corporations as they exist

to-day in the United States, but an analysis of these

arguments reveals the fact that they do not apply

equally to all classes of corporations.

—

Professor R. T.

Ely, in Harper's Magazine.

LITERATURE AND VICE.

ANNA Garlin Spencer, of Troy, N. Y., has contributed

to the Social Purity Series for " mothers' meetings,"

published by the Woman's Temperance Publishing

Association, of Chicago, a valuable paper upon " Lit-

erature and Vice," from which we quote the follow-

ing:

Another point which parents must think of seri-

ously in studying the effects of literature upon vicious

tendencies, is the influence of the daily press. The
newspaper is almost the sole literature of millions

of families ; of more people by far than read books

or magazines. The " story-papers" before alluded to

are, with a few honorable exceptions, weakening to

the mind, and enervating or positively hurtful to the

moral sense. They give low ideals of life, false pic-

tures of society, and strained or over-stimulating

play of incidents; but numerous and widely circula-

ted as these story papers are, the daily newspaper is

doubtless read by a hundred where these are read

by one. The agency, then, affecting social purity

most widely and directly through the printed word,

is the ordinary daily press. What is its teaching and

influence?

There are clean journals, giving news and not

vulgar go.ssip
;
giving a full record of the time, of the

evil as well as the good, as a true newspaper must do

;

but showing by the space given respectively to each,

that they hold great movements in the conduct of

public aflfairs to be of more importance than small

details of personal vice and crime. But of how many
newspapers is this true ? In how many is the eye first

attracted by showy headings relating to the evil do-

ings of insignificant people, or vulgar details of per-
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sonal gossip? In how many is to be found a disgust-

ing particularity in all reports of scandals and ob-

scenities? In how many is the space not devoted to

advertisements given much more largely to the vi-

cious than to the good side of life ? In how many are

the " police court reports " and the " about town

notes" modeled after \.h^ Police GazcHe columns rather

than after any decent sheet ?

If complaint is made to the editor respecting these

points, he declares he " must make a paper that will

sell." And is this really what sells best? An ac-

count of private aflairs which only the most auda-

cious insolence c-ould gain knowledge of? A minute

photograph of the personality of the meanest and

commonest people who gain notoriety by a murder

or a theft or afoul social sin? A detailed descrip-

tion of the animalism of human nature? A " real-

istic" picture of the mental idiocy and moral demen-

tia of poor creatures whom a decent respect for so-

ciety, or spark of pity for the unfortunate, would

alike hide under the veil of silence; is this, indeed,

wliat sells?
"

Then must the work o{ mothers' medings, as respects

"literature and vice," begin with the public taste

which forms the popular daily newspaper, and re-

form it 1

What the spoken word of the old civilization was

in the education of the jieople the printed word is

now.
Let mothers and fathers see to it that the <laily

press, llie cheap story-paper, the widely circulated

books, and all the reading matter which enters the

home, or is suflered to iiifiuence the child, is pure in

tone, and elevating to mind and to heart.

THE WOMAN QUESTION IN RUSSIA.

THE radical bent of the Russian mind, or its leaning

toward new and bold ideas, is sliown in other ways

than in tlie nihilism of the young students and the

ignorant religious sects among the common people.

One example of this, borrowed from the last ten or

fifteen years, is the movement for tlie emancipation,

or rather the freedom, of women. The Russians do

not like to use the word " emancipation " in this re-

gard ; they like to .«ay that among them woman is

emancipated, because the law leaves to her at mar-

riage the administration of her own fortune. So they

generally speak in Russia of the " woman question."

The excesses by which it has been compromised,

do not prevent this movement of female emancipation

from being one of the most interesting and character-

istic phenomena of Russian society of to-day. In

this respect, Russia is, of all the States of the con-

tinent, that wiiich comes nearest to the Anglo-Saxon

countries, altliough, in the two cases, claim.s which

are quite ahke at the bottom are shown underaspects

very different. If any revolution should take place

hereafter in laws or social customs, Russia will be,

without doubt, one of tlie first countries of the old

continent to attempt it. Meanwhile, she has already

made experiments in the higher education of women,
someof which might serve as a model to States which

think themselves mucli further advanced.

—

Willia.m

Dudley Foulke, in Wonian's Journal.

ORANGES IN THE NORTH.
IN tlie entire range of available plants for house cul-

ture, no other family will give belter satisfaction for

the same amount of care than the citrus. Tlie only

exception that can be offered is on account of the

bulk of old specimens which necessarily makes them
diflicnit to move. This may be remedied by the use

of strong castors securely fastened to the bottom of

the tub, or by having stout iron handles so curved as

to allow the insertion of poles by which four men
may carry. Cedar is the best material for tubs, and
should be well hooped and thoroughly painted both

inside and out. To secure a perfect drainage (which

is of the greatest importance to grow oranges success-

fully) numerous large holes should be bored in the

bottom. Two or three inches of broken pots and
small lumps of charcoal should be first thrown in to

draw oft' the surplus water from the roots. Over these

sprinkle a little moss to keep the interstices open,

and then fill in the potting soil, which should be
merely light rotted turfy earth with a fair proportion

of well decayed manure and a little sand. In potting,

pound the soil firm; much <lepends upon this simple

operation. Water liberally when the plants are grow-

ing freely, but seldom when they are in a state of rest.

Most cases of poor health in the citrus family are

caused by injudicious watering, uncongenial soil, or

improper drainage. Oranges must have a season of

rest during winter, and will always grow better and
fruit more certainly the succeeding year if kept over

winter in a cool room.

They are fond of moisture on the foliage at all

.seasons, so that a weekly sponging of the leaves

when in the house will prove highly useful. Those

who have the advantage of a greenhouse can syringe

their trees, which answers still better. But in the

case of greenhouse culture, care must be taken not

to allow the temperature to rise too high. A struct-

ure that will grow camellias, azaleas, Chinese prim-

roses, and kindred plants, will answerfor orange and
lemons. Very few insectsattack these plants except-

ing the trouble.some "snail " which can be destroyed

by scrubbing olf with a tooth-brush, using whaleoil

soap to form a lather. Seeding trees cannot be de-

pended on for fruiting, as they are liable to produce a

crop of indifl'erent quality. When young, say two or

three years old, they should be budded with scions

taken from a bearing tree of some approved kind.

One of the finest for size and excellent flavor i3 the

Maltese Blood, a variety with red flesh and very sweet

and juicy. The St. Michael is another first-class

orange, of rather small size but luciously sweet and

juicy, with an exceedingly thin rind. Some of the or-

chardist in Florida enumerate over 100 varieties in

their collections, but it is doubtful if any are superior

to the above for growing in tubs. The little Otaheitian

Dwarf forms a neat ornamental shrub, but tlie fruit is

worthless to eat. The large lemon, lime, and shad-

dock all may be grown as directed above.

—JosiAH HoopES in the New York Tribune.

How many labor for God, without God. Not

without His permis.sion, nor without His support, but

without His inspiration.
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THOUGHTS ON PRACTICAL FORESTHY.

PERSONAL interest will ever be the leading factor

in progress. Public spirit imiuces (he general move-

ment—but what good is that to nie? is the prevailing

thought with the masses. The Forestry Association

will do well to appeal to patriotism—it w^ill do still

better to show that direct individual interest is closely

allied to the general good. In the first branch of the

subject literature abounds, and efforts have been

fruitful—in the last one mucth has yet to be done.

Few fanners or landed proprietors, have been brought

to recognize a direct personal interest in setting out

trees. We ofler to reduce their road-tax if they will

set trees along the roadside, but the practical answer

is that, even with that inducement, " It will not

pay." We ofi'er trees for nothing if farmers will set

them out, but the answer is still, " It will not pay."

We say we will endeavor to reduce the taxes on your

forest-land, but there is the same answer, " Not even

that will make it pay." It is here that the Forestry

Association has to select the ground for the battle.

In my opinion, the fight can be safely made, and the

victory won.

Long ago, in the Pmn Monthly, I showed that we

could expect little from individual eflbrt. We may

show a young man of thirty that a plantation of

twenty-five or thirty acres would be immensely profit-

able when lie reached sixty. It would be a nice lay-

ing-up of money for old age, or a capital life-insur-

ance for his family, in case of an earlier death. But

few men care to deliberately lock up ground for a cen-

tury or halfa-century. In a new country like ours,

changing conditions make it probable that, before

that time, land may be worth much more than the

forest, long before the forest has reached market

vame. The minds of few men are proof against these

considerations.

The remedy is in co-operative associations. A
stock company should be formed, large enough to se-

cure tracts of suflicient size to employ a force to look

after the trees properly. The stock would always be

worth more than its added interest, because the trees

are nearing their market value. If one wanted

money before the trees were mature, the stock would

find a ready market. Of course there would be de-

tails in the carrying out of such a project that would

require good judgment. The land to be secured

might be in locations that would be improving, so

that after the century of timber, there would be

money in the ground also. This would give value to

the stock as time rolled along. The trees best adap-

ted to the weather would also require good judgment,

and there are many other similar matters of detail,

but which an expert in forestry management could

work out for such a company.
The only objection I ever heard to such a meas-

ure is the danger of loss through forest fires. But
there are no forest fires in new forests. Fires only

become serious in old forests, where, from the mass
of old and dead wood everywhere, the flames are

cordially invited.

The best of lessons are given by example. No
teaching has the force that comes from that which
baa been done. It can be easily shown that forest-

planting is very profitable on a fifty-year plan. In-

dividuals cannot work thus far ahead, but corpora-

tions may.

—

Tho-mas Meehan, in Foreil Leaves.

ROSES IN BULGARIA.
BULGAKIA, the little country in Europe which we
hear so much about of late, is a veritable rose garden

in itself. In no part of the world has the culti-

vation of the rose come so near perfection as in this

small state ; and although the .soil and atmosphere

of the country has much to do with the success of

the work, the native inhabitants have made such a

long and careful study of the plant and its needs,

that they have created wonders out of their fields of

blooming roses. As is well known, the flowers are

grown there for the purpose of extracting the pre-

cious aroma known as '' Otto of Rose ;
" but this cir-

cumstance does not detract in the least from the ap-

pearance of the roses. The bushes require considera-

ble care and attention, and they are seldom allowed

to attain a height of over six feet.

In the great rose gardens, where the flowers are

raised for manufacturing the " Otto of Rose," the

bushes are seldom grafted or budded. The roots

forming the bushes of a young rose garden are taken

from the old bushes and carefully buried with plenty

of manure, where they send up young shoots. These

reach their lull growth in about five years, and for

fifteen years will yield large crops of roses. When
an old bed begins to fail, the bushes are cut away and

new shoots allowed to spring up, or the whole field

plowed up and roots from another bed set out in

their place. A successful rose-grower keeps several

rose gardens at all times in difierent stages of devel-

opment, so that when one garden begins to be un-

productive another one is about ready to come in.

The roses blossom in the latter part of May when all

the neighborhood is employed in picking them and

getting them to the ilistillery.

In addition to the great industry of extracting

the precious aroma from the roses, the inhabitants of

Bulgara make quite a business of exporting rose slips

and roots to difierent countries. The facility with

which the roses grow in the fertile valleys ot that

country makes it a profitable business to raise the

bushes for market. The cuttings for buds are sent

hundreds of miles, packed in long grass and sur-

rounded with straw disposed longitudinally. But the

particular rose, from which the Otto of Rose is made,

the Rosa moscluita, cannot be grown with much suc-

cess in any other part of Europe. Attenips have

been made frequently to cultivate it in the South of

France, but all such experiments have proved a fail-

ure. The slips and roots of the bushes are sent to

different parts of Europe, where the rose is grown in

some of the principal public gardens. The aroma is

so sweet that it will scent up the whole room if kept

indoors, and wilT even impregnate the outside at-

mosphere of a garden with its penetrating odor.

—

Vick's Magazine.

'Tis always moruiug somewhere, and above
The awakeuiug coutiueuts, from shore to shore,

Somewhere the birds are siugiug evermore.—Longfellow.
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THE EVILS OF GIFT GIVING.

SHAM and show, perplexity, annoyance, and ex-

travagance have crept into the custoriis of gift giving.

Tliough one may make a gift out of the depth of tlie

lieart, and do it becomingly and unassumingly, yet

it seems as if a dozen influences were bearing on him

to force him into a greater expense than he can af-

f(.;rd or to give where he is reluctant to do so or

where he must make a show of the article given.

Quiet, unostentatious, spontaneous giving shines

brightly, when we find it amid the dreary heartless-

ness, the gaudy sho.w, and the heartburnings that often

accompany the formal giving that is a part of social life.

The reader may call to mind some wedding or

birthday anniversary that she is invited to help cele-

brate. The problem of all problems, even outrank-

ing the common, "What shall I wear?" then is,

" AVhat present shall I send ?" It is not enough to

go and participate in the social duties and to be cor-

dial in well wishing and congratulation, for none of

this will pardon the neglect or oversight of the gift.

There will be the question, " Where is Mrs. Jackson's

present," and then the unj)leasant comment, if she

has made none.

So Mrs. Jackson sets out to find some compromise

between pride and purse, perhaps poverty, something

that costs no more than ab.solutely compulsory and

yet looks as if it wera worth a great deal more, some-

thing that the other guests will not look at slight-

ingly, if not speak of contemptuously, or at least

think of in the same spirit.

And then the guests compare these proxies of

themselves and put themselves on exhibition, after a

fashion, about in the same way that they would do

if they were to stand up before a committee of critics

and have the style and elegance of tlieir clothing

passed upon. The show is at last over, but the jeal-

ousies and heartburnings remain, the fear that re-

spectability has been endangered by the insignili-

cance of the gift, or the overtopping consciousness of

a few that they each made the best or one of the best

pressents of the lot.

Afterwards, as is more or less the custom in some

parts of the country, the names of the donors and a

brief description of their gifts appear in some news-

paper, there to undergo further comparison and criti-

cism and all the train of accompaniments. Finally,

if the present was valuable enough, it may find its

way to a shop where duplicate presents are bought

and sold, so little did the receiVer care about the per-

sonality of the giver or of such little use is it to the re-

cipient among several other presents of the same kind

Gift extortion and compulsory gift making are.

little less than sinful, if they are short of that. Gifts

are by no means always the tokens of friendship, and

when coral)ined with the abuses that are often made
to accompany them, they are demoralizing, they are

unpleasant features of what take tlie form of duties^

and they are dark spots in social life.

Something is wrong when a present is made a test

of social standing, or when it is made the prerequisite

for performing a .social act. There is an opportunity

for reform, when what is apparently a friendly deed,

is confessedly empty of honest intent, when it is

burdensome, annoying, compulsory, false-hearted, or

made for show, or evidence of wealth or merely for

social conformity.

The only excuse that one can make for these

abuses of gift making is tliat their compulsory feat-

ures have the eS'ect of putting people into the habit

of making presents at a time when their friendly feel-

ings have not become strong enough to prompt the act

unaided. With tlie growth of these feelings, the cus-

tom gradually gets a better and surer foundation and
stands more plainly in harmony with civilization. A
gift should be an embodiment of sentiment, from
which cost should be totally divorced as an element of

weight, and with which no social compulsion should

be linked, except the compulsion of a spontaneous

expression of feelings. The world is not good enough
for this yet, but some attempt, if only a feeble one, if

general enough, would be a green oasis in the social

desert.

—

Good Housekeeping.

FIR PILLOWS.
NOW that pillows made of the " spills " or foliage of

the balsam tir tree, [abies balsamea) not only are con-

sidered fashionable, but highly beneficial in the treat-

ment of many ailments, such as insomnia, nervous-

ness, headache, catarrh, and lung diseases, etc., it

may be well to know how best to prepare the green

spills. The balsam fir or balm-of-gilead fir, from
which is obtained the Canada balsam, should not be
confounded with other species of the conifera; of like

appearance—a mistake that is easily made, as the

resinous perfume of the difl'erent spruce trees is al-

most as deliciously fragrant if not so lasting, or of so

much value medicinally, as that of the balm fir. It

is also rather <lif}icult to distinguish, the difference

as to foliage, between the balm fir and the other

spruce trees ; the leaves of the former are in two rows

on either side of the branchlets ; those of the latter

are scattered irregularly around the stems. The
spills may be collected at any season.

In mid-summer, at ultra-fashionable Bar Harbor,

and other Maine resorts, the modern belle, with an
armful of tir branches is no unusual sight, while the

fastidious beau may be seen, on a rainy or foggy af-

ternoon, on the hotel or cottage piazza, smudging his

delicate fingers with turpentine, as he helps some
fair lady to "pull" fir baksam—" pulling parties"

they are called 'way down in Maine. Again, in the

autumn or winter, the " native" lad and lassie may
be seen "lugging " home an evening's pulling of balm
twigs, which, when nicely dried, will be sent to the

city shops, or sold next summer to the " rustieator."

The spills, and the entire tender green shoots at the

ends of the twigs are plucked while fresh and crisp,

from ttie stems; if they are allowed to dry on the

branches much of their delicious fragrance is lost.

They are spread to dry in a perfectly dry place. Care

must be taken that no moisture collects on the bal-

sam, as it would ruin the delicate perfume. When
the spills are thoroughly dried, they are ready for the

pillow, which should be made of thin, stout material.

The outside slip may be plain or ornamented, ac-

cording to individual taste. longee silk, linen,

madras cloth, or any of the pretty stufi's now obtain-

able may be used. A suitable decoration for a fir
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pillow is an emblematic motto, as: "Thy breath,

sweet balm, hath power to soothe the fevered brow."

"I breathe the perfume of the pines." "Tlie fra-

grance of the woods I brinj:," etc.

These mottoes may he embroidered in any suita-

ble stitch. A very effective design for a pillow, is a

branch of fir with several cones done in a dark ^'rcen

and brown chenille, on a lighter green or brown

ground.—S. E. Boggs, in Good Housekeeping.

THE TAME CANARY.

HAVING always felt a great interest in the brute cre-

ation, more especially—it is perhaps needless to say-

in those that manifest the most intelligence and re-

gard for each other, and desiring some years since to

have a household pet, I purchased one of the almost

universal favorites,—a canary bird,—selecting quite a

young one, as I particularly desired he should become

tame and familiar with his owner and care-taker. In

about a week's time after my pet Harry, so called,

had been daily supplied with his necessary food of

canary-seed, etc., I withdrew from the cage its seed

drawer and all extra food of fruit, etc., but soon

handed through the wires of the cage, from time to

time, some canary seed ; but no, he would not come

near them. Finally, I put an ample supply on the

palm of my hand, and thrust the great intruder

within the door of the cage. Alarmed at first, he

flew round and round ; but soon hunger prevailed, and

he rested on my hand and fed himself freely. And

from that time he became more and more tame, seem-

ing to consider the intruder bis true friend. Often

when I put my empty hand in the cage, he would sit

on my fingers and peck them in apparent playfulness.

The home for his cage was in our dining-room

;

and while we were eating our meals, he sang almost

incessantly. But my readers, I think, will consider

it a little curious, as we did, that at breakfast time, as

soon as the meals were over and the Scriptures were

being read, he ceased singing at once, and remained

perfectly still until the reading ceased. This was

caused, no doubt, we thought, by the marked change

from the clatter of knives and forks, spoons, and

plates, etc., and the animated conversation to the en-

tire stillness even of voices, excepting the one serious

tone of the reader, which was a little incomprehen-

sible to Ills birdship, from which he did not rally

until the reading had ceased.

He had become so tame that I was in the habit of

leaving his cage-door open, and allowing him to fly

about the room as much as he pleased. He .seemed

to enjoy the fun of standing on my head and picking

at and pulling my hair. I sometimes held a little

piece of bread in my mouth , and then he would sit on

my shoulder, and pick crumbs from it as I turned my
face around to him. In his first expedition on the

wing, he certainly exhibited no little intelligence. A
large looking-gla,ss hung at one end of the parlor,

which of course reflected the parlor and made it look

like one long room, in which he soon saw his own
image and naturally took it to be another bird, to-

ward which he at once made his way ; but, of course,

he struck again.st tlieglass, on the other side of which

appeared the bird. He made the attempt several

times; but, after the repeated arrest of his progress

through this mysterious glass, this apparent opening

into another room, he settled down to rest a short

time, and it would .seem that he was deeply ponder-
ing to try to solve the mystery, when he deliberately

flew to one of the low corners of the looking-glass

frame, and there he sat for some time, where he
could see little or nothing of his own form but his

head, which he kept turning right and left, and

gazed, squirming his beak this way and that in a

manner most comical to behold. And of course

everything lie did the bird in the glass immediately

repeated. What must be inferred from all these cer-

tainly intelligent actions? Did he not go there and

act thus expressly to test what he had seen in the

mirror, to qualify himself the better to comprehend
what seemed a mystery, just as man's brain would

seek means to understand what had appeared to him
incomprehensible? Thus, evidently becoming satis-

tied that the scenery in the other parlor was the re-

flection of the one he was flying in and that the bird

apparently there was the image of himself, he never

once again attempted to pass into the seeming other

parlor by flying against the mirror. Did not this ap-

pear like the reasoning of an intelligent being?

At the time 1 bought him, I had a beautiful little

baby kitten ; and I resolved, if possible, to bring up

the two together as true loving frindes, antagonistic

as birds and cats generally are towards each other.

Kitty, whom we called Tom, was so young he had

never yet oeen a bird ; and I began at once by taking

him daily to the cage, thus to make him entirely

familiar with the bird's appearance, and the bird

with him. He was a little excited at first, sometimes

thrusting his paws through the wires ; but he soon

became so accustomed to him he would jump on the

square flat top of the cage, and there lie and sleep. I

then determined to put him inside of the cage; and

the two, having seen each other so near daily, soon

became good friends apparently. Harry would sit on

Tom's back, and amuse himself by scratching the hair

of it, which pussy seemed to enjoy. Well they grew

up together as loving friends as if both had been

birds or both cats. In pleasant mild weather, I

was in the habit of hanging Harry's cage against the

wall out on the piazza. One day, when I went to

look out through the glass door there sat Tom—who
had grown to be quite a noble-looking cat—growling,

with my beautiful little pet in his mouth. Alas !
how

quickly were crushed, my long-cherished hopes, my
beliefs that he had loved our little bird as tenderly as

the mother cat does her young kittens. I immediatly

went out to rescue the supposed victim ;
but there to my

great relief sat a strange cat, growling. And on look-

ing up at the bird's cage, I saw that by some means

the door had been opened, and faithful, loving Tom
had apparently arrived on the piaza just in time to

save the life of his long-loved pet from destruction

by the voracious stranger. But as soon as I asked

for Harry by holding out my hand to Tom, he im-

mediatly released him without a feather having been

ruffled while he had nestled confidingly in his kind

protector's mouth. And now he sat quietly on my
hand until I returned him to his home in the cage.—

The Friend.
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FRAILTY'S SHIELD.
LOOK what arms the fenceless wield,

—

Frailest things have frailty's shield !

Cockle-boat outrides the gale

That has shred the frigate's sail

;

Curlew skims the breakers crest

;

Swings the oriole in its nest

;

Flower a single summer bred

Lightly lifts its jaunty head

When is past the storm whose stroke

Laid the pride of ceiituried oak
;

Where with fire the soil was bathed

The white trefoil springs unscathed.

Frailest things have frailty's shield :

Here a fly in amber sealed

;

There a bauble, tossed aside

Under ancient lava-tide.

Meets the musing d-^lver's gaze.

Time the king's memorial lays.

Touching it with sportive staff.

But spares Erotion's epitaph.

Frailest things have frailty's shield,

Guarded by a charm concealed

;

So the gaunt and ravening wild

Softens towards the weanling child,

And along the giddy steep

Safe one glideth, blind with sleep.

Art thou mighty?—Challenged Fate

Chooseth thee for wrestling mate!
Art thou feeble?—Fate disarmed.

Turning, leaveth thee unharmed.
Thou that bendeth shalt not break

;

Smiling in the tempest's wake.

Thou shalt rise, and see around
How the strong ones strew the ground

;

Saving lightness thou didst wield,

—

Frailest things have frailty's shield !

—Edith M. Thomas, in The Century.

Let every dawn of morning be to you as the be-
ginning of life, and every setting sun be to you as its

close ; then let every one of these short lives leave
its sure record of some kindly thing done for others

—

some goodly strength of knowledge gained for your-
selves.—RUSKIN.

Every man takes care that his neighbor shall not
cheat him. But a day conies when he begins to care
that he do not cheat his neighbor. Then all goes
well. He has changed his market-cart into a chariot
of the sun.

There is no death ! What seems so is transition.

This life of mortal breath,

Is but a suburb of the life elysian,

Whose portal we call Death.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The cultivation of the bamboo for fencing material

has been begun in California. It is said that an acre will
produce pickets enough each year to make six miles of fence-

—The Loudon Graphic has recently published an illus-

tration of a mirage taken from a photograph. This is the
first instance iu which the phenomenon has been caught
and preserved by the camera.

—A writing telephone appears to be the latest electrical

novelty. It hails from Munich, and its inventors claim
that the words of the speaker are duly written down by the

apparatus as they are spoken.

—Two sons of the late Keshub Chunder Sen, leader of

the Brahmo Somaj, have arrived in England to study at

Edinburgh.

—The Centvry Magazine calls forth every month from
seven hundred to eight hundred manuscripts from its con-

tributors, out of which scarcely more than fifty find way
into print.

—Very thin, slender shavings of wood are now used in

France, not only for packing, but for filling mattresses,

littering cattle, filtering liquids, stuifing horse-collars, and
so on. The material is known as " wood-wool," and, when
derived from resinous wood, is said to be preferable to hair

for bedding, the resin preventing it from absorbing moist-

ure. In workshops, the wood-wool is even replacing cot-

ton waste for cleaning machinery, as it costs far less.

—The suggestion of Capt. Bartlett, chief of the United

States hydrographic oflice, that an international conven-

tion be called for the purpose of assigning different por-

tions of the ocean to eacli maritime nation will probably be

favorably considered by Congress. It is believed that this

would prevent casualties at sea by ships running into float-

ing de-elicts. Capt. Bartlett says in his report: " Each na-

tion would patrol its own portion of the ocean for the pur-

pose of towing in or destroying all obstacles. Frequent re-

ports are received of ships running into these derelicts, and

the number lost from this cause may be considerable. If

shipmasters felt that every attempt was being made by civ-

ilized governments to clear the ocean of these dangers,

their anxieties, which are sufficiently great from pure.y

natural causes, would be materially relieved."

—

Science.

—A dispatch from London, on the 9th instant says
" The persistent drought all over Europe is beginning to be

seriously felt. The damage done to crops everywhere is:

recounted in most doleful terms, but the chief embarrass-

ment is in the big cities like Paris and London, where the

water suppl.v is very tainted and scanty. There has been

no rain here for over a month, and the skies and the

barometer give no promise whatever of relief."

CURRENT EVENTS.
Erpokts have been received at Copenhagen, Denmark

that a terrible famine prevails at Skagefjord, Iceland, and

that many peasants and thousands of cattle have died from

want of food. The distress of the people is increasing.

A FIRE in Quebec, on the night of the 6th inst,, which

broke out in the stable attached to the barracks at the cit-

adel, was checked before the magazine was reached, but

great alarm was caused among the people. The loss is esti-

mated at $150,000.

At Zug, in Switzerland, on the 15th inst., in the after-

noon and evening, serious landslides occurred, and a num-
ber of houses slid into the lake. About seventy persons

were reported missing, and the damage is estimated at

$250,000. A similar disaster occurred there in 1433, when
160 lives were lost.

London, Jnly 8.—The Wenchow River in China has

overflowed its banks, submerging miles of territory. Thou-

sands of persons are believed to have been drowned. The
sufferings of the survivors are described as terrible. Chu-
ehow city is submerged and the inhabitants have taken to

boats. The town of Nagy Harolyi in Hungary was destroyed

by a hurricane and waterspout on Wednesday night. The
site^of the town and the adjoining district are converted
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into a vast lake. Many persons lost their lives. The peo-

ple of the town believed the day of judgment had come.

At the Smithsonian Institution, in Washington on the

7th inst., a vaUiahle colleetion, numbering more than ten

thousand objects, illustrating the habits and accomplish,

ments of prehistoric man in Western Europe, was opened

to the public exhibition. Tbese were gathered during a

five years' residence abroad by Thomas Wilson, ex-United

States consul at Nice, and his wife.

A DESPATCH from Huntingdon, Pa., says the proprietors

of the five leading hotels there whose applications for

license to sell liquor were refused three months ago, and

whose appeal to the Supreme Court has been held over

until Fall, decided to close their hotels against all tran-

sient and regular boarders indefinitely, to take effect on

the 18th inst.

The President, his wife, and Colonel Lament left Wash-

ington on the nth instant, for Holland Patent, New York,

where his sister lives.

In the Circuit Court at Jackson, Mississippi, on the

nth, the first indictment and conviction for violation of

the prohibition law occurred. J. C. Brown, formerly a

saloon keeper, pleaded guilty to three charges. His fine

and imprisonment for all three, under the law, amount to

$600 and ten months' imprisonment.

Diphtheria is increasing in the districts around

Quebec. Forty cases are reported at Levis, and at Charles-

bourg a farmer named Ponlin has lost his six children, the

oldest 15 years old, within the past fortnight.

The Children's Country Week Association [of Philadel-

phia], on the 7th inst., took 271 children to points along

the central division of the Philadelphia, Wilmington, and

Baltimore Railroad. The Association also sent 79 children

to places along the Pennsylvania Railroad.

In the Sandwich Islands, a popular revolution has sub-

stantially deprived the King. Kalakaua, of power.

Edwakd McGl ynn, the New York priest, who had

been under censure of the Aichbishop of his diocese, and

of the Pope of Rome, has been formally excommunicated.

He seems to have, however, a considerable following in

New York City and elsewhere.

NOTICES.

*ti* Friends' Book Association, Philadelphia, 15th and
Race streets. Seventh month 12. We have received the
following additional contributions for the Children's Coun-
try Week Association :

A friend $ 3.00

E. B., 20.00
Hannah W. Sterling 10.00

Mrs. B. F. Huddy 5.00

Mrs. E. M. Fagan, 5.00

$43.00
Previously acknowledged, . . . 19.00

Amount $62.00
John Comly, Supt.

*.j,- Quarterly meetings in Seventh month occur as fol-

lows :

26. Western, Londongrove, Pa.
28. Cain, East Cain, Pa.
30. Westbury, Westbury, L. I.

*»* Frimids' Almanac, Any Corrections needed for

the Almanac for 1888, and other desirable information
or selections, should be forwarded at once to Friends* Book
Association, 1500 Race St., so that it can be issued in time
for the approaching Yearly Meetings.

Let each one consider it a duty to aid in making it

correct and useful.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•** Wb particularly ask that whenmoney is forwarded to rcn^w

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is now being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is glTen. In which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to bo

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a Jt^io subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

*#* Matter intended for Insertion in the Intklligkncir awd
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance

may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

FRIENDS' PRINTING HOUSE.
Knicxebrocker BtnLDiNG, 6th ANt^ Arch Sts.

PRINTERS, BLANK BOOK MAKERS,
PUBLISHERS, PAPER RULERS,

BOOK-BINDERS, LITHOGRAPHERS-

SEND FOR estimates ON

BOOK AND PAMPHLET PRINTING, including Periodicals,

Reports, Catalogues, College Publications, Memorials, Peti-

tions, Law Briefs, and all work of a similar character,

FFICE STATIONERY. Billheads, Letter-heads, Noteheads,

Cards, Statements, Receipts, Envelopes, Tags, Labels, etc.

BLANK BOOKS. Printed or plain, ruled to any Pattern, Bound
in any style. Check Books, Receipt Books, etc. Lithographed
numbered, perforated, indexed, etc.

GENERAL MERCANTILE AND FANCY PRINTING. Pro-

grammes, Show Cards, Bills of Fare, Circulars, Announce-
ments, and all work of the kind. Printing in Colors, and in

Gold or Silver.

FERRIS BROS.,
W. Cob. Sixth and Arch Sts. (5th floor.) Philadelthia.

( Take elevator at Sixth St. entrance.)

If more convenient, orders may be left with Howard M. Jen-
kins, at the offic* of the Intell gkncer and Jodenat,. 921 Arch
trset.

Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

Thisasiiociation, formed at Philadelphia, in Sixth month
1886, represents the conviction of many Friends and others

that continued systematic aid to the work of educating the

colored people of the South is imperatively called for.

The special design of the Association, for the school

year 1886-87, is to extend support to the Schoiield Normal
and Industrial School, at Aiken, S. C, under charge of

Martha Schofield, and to the School at Mt. Pleasant, S. C,
under charge of Abby D. Munro.

Subscriptions are earnestly invited. Checks, etc., should

be drawn to the order of the Treasurer, as below.

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sakah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

LVDIA A. ScHOFiKLD, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila.

HeNky M. Laino, Treasurer, 335 N. Eleventh St., Phila.

Executive Committee, Edward H. Magill, Swarth-

more, Pa. ; Sarah H. Peirce, Philadelphia; Samuel S. Ash,

Philadelphia ; George L. Maris, West Chester, Pa. ; William

Lloyd, Newtown, Pa.; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia; Alfred

aschall, Drylestown, Pa.
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A PRAYER.
GOD, Kinsman loved, but not enough !

O man, with eyes majestic after death,

Whose feet have toiled along our pathways rough.

Whose lips drawn human breath !

By that one likeness which is ours and thine

—

By that one nature which doth malie us kin,

—

By that high heaven where, sinless, thou dost shine

To draw us sinners in,

—

Come ! lest this heart should, cold and cast away.
Die ere the Guest adored she entertain,

—

Lest eyes which never saw thine earthly day
Should miss thy heavenly reign !

—Jean Ingelow.

MEMORIALS OF NEW YORK FRIENDS.'
MemoTinl of Chappagua Monthly Meeting concerning our

beloved Friend, Moses Pierce, deceased.

IN the life of our beloved brother, Moses Pierce,

which suddenly closeii on Fourth month 30th, 1S8G,

at the age of 7(' years, we find many virtues worthy
of remark. And it is in view of these, and our deep
sense of loss, that we feel authority to add his to

those precious memoirs of other Friends now gath-

ered home.
An elder for many years, he occasionally felt called

to speak a few words in counsel. At such times he
ever ilrew attention to the love of God and His in-

dwelling spirit; entreating those who had stepped
aside from the narrow path to return, and, by repent-
ance and amendment of life, to obtain peace for their

souls.

Full of charity and brotherly kindness for all, he
labored to promote these both in and out of our So-
ciety. He bore in mind and frequently visited the
poor, the sick and the aged. Cheerful by nature he
often curried to these more comfort than he was
aware. Nor was he sparing of his means in any good
cause, but gave widely and generously of that which
he possessed. He always evinced a great love for his

meeting of which he was a diligent attender; and
he was ever a faithful and willing worker in the per-

formance of any service laid upon him therein. Of
late years he attended many neighboring meetings,
both within and without the limits of his own Yearly
Meeting; and always in that spirit of loving sympa-
thy, so profitable to the soul, and beneficial to those
visited.

'Read in New York Yearly Meeting, at its session in Fifth
Mouth, 1887.

It is also worthy of note that he largely had the
power, whilst doing what he could to promote re-

forms esteemed unpopular, calmly to await results

without discouragement. Early interested in the
abolition of slavery, he did all he was able to ac-

complish that end ; and it was his privilege to aid
many fugitive slaves in their escape from bondage.
His adoption of the position of total abstinence from
all into.xicating beverages, was equally early and
quite as pronounced. He helped to organize and was
secretary of the first Temperance Society in his

neighborhood over fifty years ago. A few years
since, in view of the wonderful tenacity of this giant
evil of intemperance, he felt it right for him to join
hands with the Prohibition movement, hoping there-

by to help sweep away this prolific source of misery
and crime.

Of late years he was concerned to unite with
others in advancing the cause of peace, and to en-
courage the settlement of difficulties by arbitration.

When a young man he refused, through principle, to

attend to the military requirements of that day, and,
with others, suflered the penalty of imprisonment
therefor.

The cause of education found in him an earnest
advocate, and he gave freely of his means and labors

to aid in establishing and carrying on a " Friend's
School" within his own quarterly meeting.

While still full of interest in and plans for the
promotion of many good objects, disease found him.
At first it was thought he could survive, and he
would then have been well pleased to continue his

work ; but it was finished, and he was heard to de-

clare, " The arm of the Everlasting Father is beneath
me ; " which we doubt not was the case.

It only remains for us to invite all to consider for

themselves the kindly character of this Friend, and
allow the memory of his life constantly to exhort us
to do our duty faithfully and cheerfully, and leave

the issue to that Father " who doeth all things

well."

The within memorial was read in, and approved
by Chappaqua Monthly Meeting of the religious So-
ciety of Friends, in joint session, held 13th of
First month, 18S7, and the clerks directed to sign the
same on behalf of the meeting and forward to the
Quarterly Meeting.

Robert S. H.wiland,
Clerk for tlie day.

Hannah C. Smith, Clerk.
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Read in and approved by Purchase Quarterly

Meeting, lioUi at. I'uriliase tlie 2d of Second month,

1S87, and tlie clerks are directed to sign it on the

Meeting's behalf, and forward it to the Representa-

tive Couiuiittee of the Yearly Meeting.

Jessk II Griffen,
I (.,„,.^

EsTiiEU H. Harnes, J

At a meeting of the Representative Committee of

the Yearly Meeting held Fourth month 4tli, 1SS7,

the foregoing memorial was read and approved, and

directed to be forwarded to the Y'early Meeting.

Charles Griffen, Clerk.

A Memorial of Purchase Monthly Meeting concerning our

beloved Friend, Hannah F. Carpenter, deceased.

The subject of this memoir was born in the town

of White Plains, county of Westchester, State of

New York, on the 15th of the Third month, 1806.

Her parents, Abijah and Patience Haviland, who

were members of Purchase Monthly Meeting, im-

pressed upon the minds of their children, both by

example and precept, a love for the good and true.

In the year 1S31 she was united in marriage with

Elnathan Carpenter, which union extended over a

period of more than fifty years. The greater part of

their lives was spent within the limits of Purchase

Monthly Meeting, where, for many years, they occu-

pied the station of elders and other positions of use-

fulness.

Diligent in the attendance of religious meetings,

she earnestly encouraged others to be faithful in that

important duty, and was anxiously concerned that

the beautiful testimonies of our Society, in regard to

simplicity and moderation should be observed. She

was also an advocate of temperance and all moral

reforms.

Benevolent in spirit, she was ready to a.^sist in

deeds of charity, and the H(ime for Destitute Chil-

dren in her own county found in her an ardent friend

and helper.

She was a willingassistant to the sick and afflicted,

and, while anticipating and administering to their

wants, her cheerful and con^oling words fell as dew

upon the tender plant.

Tlie many mementoes of love that she made for

her friends, when at an a<lvanced age, show that the

habit of industry, formed in early life, remained with

her.

Her desire for the promotion of social intercourse

and good will induced her, even in feeble health, to

mingle with her friends. The spring previous to her

death she attended New York Yearly Meeting, and

although physically weak, she was yet strong in that

faith which pertained to her spiritual welfare.

She bore her sufferings with fortitude and Chris-

tian resignation. Her love extended to all tlie human
family. When near the close of life, on parting with

a friend, she expressed the wish that she could " bid

every one farewell and go to sleep," which was in a

few days her Heavenly Father's will to grant.

She de])arted this life on the morning of the 15th

of First month, 1SS7, in the eighty-first year of her

age, leaving an aged husband and two children.

Thus ended a life from which we may learn many
lessons worthy of remembrance.

Signed on behalf of Purchase Monthly Meeting of

Friends, held at Purchase, N. Y., Third month yth,

1887.

James Field,
| ^;^^^.^._

Esther H. Barnes, J

Read in and approved by Purchase Quarterly

Meeting, held at Amawalk, Fourth month 27th, 1887.

Jesse H. Griffen, \ q^^j.^
Esther H. Barncs, /

At a meeting of the Representative Committee of

the Yearly Meeting of New York, held Fifth month

23(1, 1SS7, the foregoing memorial was read and ap-

proved, and directed to be forwarded to the Y"early

Meeting. Charles Griffen, Clerk.

A Memorial of Shrewsbury Monthly Meeting concerning

our Friend, Rachel C. Tilton, deceased.
" Her heart was free from guile and upon her tongue was the

law of kindness."

The love and affection we cherish for the memory
of our deceased friend, Rachel C. Tilton, and a sense

of gratitude to our Heavenly Father that a life atonce

so helpful and beautiful has been lived out among us,

deeply impress our hearts, and prompt us to attempt

a portrayal of some of its characteristic features, with

a short record of its prominent incidents, trustiug

that others may be cheered and stimulated in con-

templating so worthy an example.

She was the daughter of Richard and Elizabeth

Cook, members of the religious Society of Friends,

and was born at Mansfield, New Jersey, on the 28th

of Seventh month, 1811. Her father died, leaving her

mother with the care of six children, Rachel, the

eldest, being then in her fifteenth "year. By economy

and industry the home was continued, and the chil-

dren grew to maturity, filling well their station in

life. The mother was deeply concerned for the spir-

itual welfare of the society to which she belonged

and careful in the religious training of her children,

that they might be "diligent in business, fervent in

spirit, serving the Lord." The seed thus planted took

deep root and grew, and in the subject of this memoir
bore an abundant harvest. As an instance of this

mother's care, upon one occasion her little daughter

Rachel coming in with some plants which had been

thrown away upon a neighbor's premises, and which

she had innocently picked up, the mother was not

satisfied until her child had returned and asked per-

mission to take them.

This little incident was often referred to as having

proved a valuable lesson through life.

Not long after the death of her father, Rachel went

to Philadelphia, and became an inmate in the family

of Isaac Barton, a cousin of her mother's, with whom
she passed a number of years, being a part of the

time employed in the dry goods store which he kept.

She was a member of Arch Street Meeting and be-

came deeply interested in teaching—first, we think,

in a colored school, and afterw'ards she was engaged

in the infant-class work of the day. During this time

she passed through an eventful experience for which

the innocence and religious sweetness of her life

might seem to some of us, perhaps, to have furnished
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small occasion. She became deeply concerneti for her

soul's welfare, and felt the longing for something she

bad not attained. She was as a bird seeking rest and
finding none. By invitation she was led to attend

the Episcopal church of wbirh Dr. Stephen H. Tyng
was at that time rector ; and, continuing her visits

there, she experienced a spiritual growth, rest came
to her, and her soul's longing seemed to be satisfied.

After a year she was received a member. In this

communion and by this pastor she was married in

1835 to Mellis S. Tilton, a member of the Society of

Friends, and came to reside in New York. Afterward
they lived successively in Greenwich, Connecticut,

New Rochelle, and Purchase, New York, and ulti-

mately at Oceanport, New Jersey, becoming members
of Shrewsbury Meeting.

During fifty years of happy married life, they were
not exempt from trials and sore bereavements. Their
first sorrow was the sudden death of a little child

three years of age. It was a crushing blow to this

dear mother's heart, but her Christian faith upheld
her and she yielded her treasure in sweet submission
to the will of her Heavenly Father. Long afterward

it was touching at times to witness her keen sensi-

bility to the bereavement. Again, at a later period,

she was called upon to part with a beloved son of

much promise, grown to maturity, who drooped and
faded with incurable disease, and although such
wounds may never heal, the balm of Divine consola-

tion was again felt to mitigate the suffering, and the
everlasting arm continued to be underneath.

She remained an earnest, zealous, and con-

scientious member of the Episcopal Church for about
twenty-five years, attending as regularly as circum-
stances would permit, her husband being careful to

aflTord her such opportunities. While living in New
Rochelle he would take her a distance of three miles
to her place of worship, then drive back and take the
family to meeting. On returning she often walked a
part of the way to meet him. There came a time
wlien she would occasionally prefer to accompany
her husband to meeting and would express herself as

feeling refreshed and strengthened in the quiet

gatherings of Friends. At length, finding so much
enjoyment and fellowship in sweet communion with
them, she believed she might become more useful to

others and would better serve her Divine Master by
belonging to the same society as her dear husband,
and, walking with him in one path, that they might
labor together as true helpmates in that branch of
the Lord's vineyard. Accordingly, relinquishing her
church membership in the year 1854, she applied to

Purchase Monthly Meeting of Friends and was re-

ceived a member. Her re-entrance into our Re-
ligious Society at once opened to her that life of ac-

tive usefulne.ss for which she seemed peculiarly fitted,

and it was not long before she was called into the
work of the ministry which was acknowledged by
the meeting. She continued in this service during
her active life, and with minutes of approval made
acceptable visits, on various occasions, beyond the
limits of her own particular meeting. She was of
good understanding, of clear moral perceptions, and
of quick religious sensibility, while her unselfish

consecration to everv apprehended duty seemed en-
tire. Her public appearances were ever marked by
a modesty of demeanor and a sweet timidity, lest she
intrude upon the silence that might be more con-
genial to other spirits. She listened reverently to the
voice of the inward Teacher ere giving utterance to

her simple messages which seemed replete with the
evidence of their high commission, and deeply en-
graved upon many hearts are her words of tender
counsel and fervent appeals for a more vitalizing faith

—a deeper spiritual life. She impressed no gloomy
views. Cheerfulnesss was an element in which she
lived. Gratitude for the gift of life and its manifold
blessings was the habit of her thought. This beau-
tiful world, its scenes of sky and field, were all bright
pictures that inspired expressions of joy and praise.

Her faith was not narrowed by any sectarian bar-
riers. Her creed was love which embraced the
human family ; her rituals, kindly deeds. She
lived in the light of to-day, and did not hesitate to

welcome new ideas if she believed them conducive to

human welfare. The prisoner and tlie inebriate
shared her sympathy. She was a member of the
Temperance Committee of our Monthly Meeting, and
was outspoken in rebuke of the great wrong of the
liquor traffic, while pitiful to the wrong-doer. She
attended all the sessions of the committee when pos-
sible, and helpful and cheerful indeed were her pres-

ence and counsel. After the failure of her health, in

case the inclemency of the w-eather was likely to

prevent, the committee stood adjourned to her house,
so great were her interests in this righteous cause and
desire to embrace every opportunity to advance it.

She was of gentle bearing, and sweet presence.
Her bright, loving spirit and warm .social nature, her
winning courtesy and kindness, added to the ster-

ling qualities of her character, had endeared her to

an extended circle of friends and acquaintances, and
many are left to testify to the value and the loss of
sweet personal friendship. Her dwelling had ever
been the home of hospitality and during the la.st few
years of her life, while she was compelled by failing

health to much social isolation, and deprived of the
regular attendance of religious meetings, it was some-
times pathetic to note the tender evidence of the
sacrifice; but all was borne with characteristic sub-

mission to the will of her Heavenly Father.

Thus this beloved Friend lived and moved among
us during a period of thirteen years, her life distilling

a precious aroma upon all around her, prompting us

to better living, to higher spiritual planes. It was as a
tender poem, the burden of which was love. She
won the heart of youth V>y her sympathy and gentle

consideration. The aged were cheered by her

thoughtful regard. She was ever ready to admin-
ister consolation to the sorrowing and the affiicted,

to encourage the humble and the lowly, and to lend a

helping hand to tlie erring and the needy.

Through the extreme sufl'erings of her last illness,

protracted through maliy weary months, she was not

known to murmer, but with undimmed faith and di-

vine patience awaited the coveted release. The light

that inspired her youth, and had thus far guided her

footsteps, shone clearer towards the sunset hour; and
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when the conscious spirit winged its fiiL'lit, the pre-

cious eviilence remained of its entrance into that rest

and peace and joy tliat are the reward of the rifzht-

eons and the pure in lieart in our Heavenly l'"ather's

kinjrdoni.

The funeral took place at Friends' meeting liouse

at Shrewshury, where the remains were interred on

Fifth-day, the 3d of 9th month, 1886. A large con-

course of people from difl'erent neigh horhoods attested

by their presence their afl'ectionate regard, and many
public testimonies were borne to her worth by loving

friends from a distance on this impressive and solemn

occasion.

Signed by direction on behalf of the Monthly
Meeting of Friends, held at Shrewsbury, on the 6th

of Second month, 1887.

J. Edwahd Bokden, \ ^,; ,

Phebe C. Wright, /'-'"''«•

Read in and approved by Shrewsbury and pah way
Quarterly Meeting of Friends, held at Plainfield,

Second month 17th, 1887.

J. Edward Borden, \ ^, ,

Phebe C. Wright, /
^'«"'''-

At a meeting of the Representative Committee of

the Yearly Meeting, held Fourth month 4th, 1887,

the foregoing memorial was read and approved, and
directed to be forwarded to the Yearly Meeting.

Chas. Griffen, Cleric.

JOURNAL OF JOURNEYS TO THE INDIAN
COUNTRY.—IL

SY ISAAC COATES, OF CALN, CHESTER COUNTY.

NnUh month 6(/i. [17991. Set oflf early from Pitts-

burg and immediately crossed the Allegheny river, a

beautiful stream about a quarter of a mile wide. For

about two or three miles after crossing, we rode

through the richest piece of land I think I ever be-

held, for so much. The stately walnuts [were] four

feet through, and a great length, and other timber in

proportion, every herb and plant appearing as luxu-

riant as if it had grown out of a dung heap. Soon
after that, a declension of soil took place and pro-

gressed until it became, as I thought, very poor,

rough, and hilly, until we came to one Duncan's,

where we fed our horses and dined from the supply

of our bags, it being eighteen miles ; from thence to

one Bovear's, where three of our company lodged.

James Cooper and myself rode six miles further to

my cousin Abner Coats's, who is just newly .settled in

the woods ; has got about ten acres of land cleared

and seems in a likely way to make a living. He was
very kind and glad to see me ; tied up our horses,

fed them with bran and cut corn-tops, with which
they seemed to do very well. All this stage appeared
to me to be very poor, until we turned otT the road

and got near Abner's, where the land appears tolera-

bly level and pretty good soil. We crossed one large

and one lesser stream running to the right, called

Conyconeys. Divers places the road was intolerable

for short steep hills,—so much so that going down
some of them, leading our horses, we seemed in dan-
ger of their falling down upon us. This day , rode
thirty-four miles.

7th. Rode from Abner Coats's to Funk's, seventeen

miles; it being a very rainy day, which made the
road 80 bad, together with the hills, rocks, and sloughs
or little guts descending out of the mountains, that
forbad traveling it exceeded all I have yet met with-
We crossed two large streams, the tirst called Mud
Creek

; the second, Slippery Rock. From thence to
McClern's, nine miles. Tlie road tolerably good for

this country and the land about middling, being much
covered with wdiite oak. At this place we arrived
about two in the afternoon ; appearing to be good quar-
ters for ourselves and horses, we stayed all night, and
lodged comfortably in the barn.

Sth. Set oft" early and rode to Franklin [country
seat of Venango county. Pa.], a small town of perhaps
ten or fifteen houses, on French creek, a small dis-

tance above the fort at the junction of said creek and
the Allegheny river, thirteen miles. The most of
this stage is stony chestnut land. About four miles
before we got to Franklin, we crossed Sandy Creek,
the descent and ascent of the mountains on each
side being each of them about half a mile, and in
some places, I think near forty-five degrees of eleva-
tion. Going down the hill I discovered my mare had
lost one of her shoes, and by the time I got to this
place she began to limp pretty much, and no smith
here. The prospect looks dull to proceed from here
to Jonathan Titus's, on Oil Creek, eighteen miles. Im-
mediately after leaving Franklin we crossed French
Creek, and soon entered very poor, barren land
which continued for several miles ; then came to land
more level than any we have seen the west side of
Allegheny river, for so much ; some bottoms, very
rich abounding with plums, some of it rather too
much upon a dead level to be very good for wheat,
and exceeding thick set with small timber, partic-

larly quaking asp. About twelve miles from Frank-
lin we came across a cabin and a few acres of
ground cleared, where the people looked clean and
decent; had abundance of watermelons with which
they regaled us plentifully without charge. A few
more cabins and small lots cleared we saw on our way
between French Creek and Oil Creek. Rattlesnakes
abound here. I saw a large one of about three feet

nine inches long, and about as thick as my wrist. I

alighted and killed it; cut off the rattles, being nine.
Another we saw about the same size with its head
mashed, but not dead. Great numbers of wild tur-

keys are here ; we saw several flocks containing forty

or more and might easily have shot some of them if

we had had guns and ammunition.

We arrived at Titus's a little before sunset ; got our
horses to good pasture, and lodged comfortably in his

barn. Said Titus being a young man, settled here on
Oil Creek in the woods about two and a half years
ago, has made a great improvement for the time;
owns 400 acres of land, the most of it a rich bottom

;

has got about twenty-six acres of excellent corn in

the ground, a considerable quantity of wheat in stack •

a spring of excellent water near the door, large enough
to turn a breast-mill

; so that upon the whole I think

this farm likely in time to be of most inestimable

value. Oil Creek being beatable this high, which is

about eighteen miles from themouth whereit empties
into Allegheny. Oil Creek took its name from the oil
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which is skimmed off the water in great quantities,

resembling the Seneca or British oil in smell; its

length being about thirty-six miles from its mouth to

the place where it issues out of a small lake.

9th. Being very rainy, I rode two miles to a black-

smith at Oil Creek mill, got a shoe on my mare and
returned to mycompany at Titus's, where weremained
all this day, it being very wet, and lodged in the same
barn.

ICUh. Being a fine morning, we set off early and
rode twenty-nine miles near tlie mouth of a large

stream called Brokenstraw, where we pitched our
tent, kindled a fire, and lodged in the woods. lam
not furnished with language or memory to describe

the particulars of this day's journey, but may en-

deavor to note some particulars. After leaving Titus's

we rode two miles to a newly erected mill and saw-
mill on a branch of Oil Creek, which the Holland
Company have erected in order to supply the new
settlers with flour, etc., and divers of them come there

twenty, twenty-five, and more miles with bags of

grain on a horse, to be ground ; there being no road
that any carriage can pass, and indeed, (to such who
have not seen those mountainous new countries), it

would appear impracticable to pass with a single

horse. After leaving the mill we soon entered a
forest of white pine, hemlock and divers other sorts

of timber not necessary to mention, and great part of

our ride this day was throuah timber of that sort

;

some of the way tolerably level, but a great part of it

such mountains thickly set with stones and rocks,

which together with the interlocking of the roots

of the timber, a little comparable to a corn-rid-

dle, and the deep swampy guts, it was with difficulty

we got along over roots and rocks the cavities be-

tween them being so deep and so close together that

had our horses got their legs in, (and this to appear-
ance seemed almost unavoidable), they must have
been broken. But I suppose the way to be much bet-

ter than it was two years ago, being now a cut path
all the way, which was not the case then. In many
places the timber is, I believe, from one hundred to

two hundred feet high, and thickly set, insomuch that

a great part of the face of the ground and rocks

is scarcely ever saluted with the luminous rays of the

Bun, which I think is the reason of the rocks and old

logs being very thick set with coats of moss ; and as

the seed of different kinds of trees falls on this moss
which the rocks and old logs contain, there being
moisture enough contained in it to occasion a vegeta-

tion, the body or trunk ascends and the roots crawl
on the surface of the rock or log to the edge, and then
descend into the ground, and great numbers of that
description are grown into large trees the roots of
which clasp a rock a little similar to the clasp of an

i eagles claw ; and on many of these rocks there are
several trees. I saw one rock about twenty feet in

diameter, which had seven trees on it, some of
which were two or three feet over and perhaps
one hundred and fifty feet high and the rock
ten or twelve feet high. I think we saw neither
house nor improvement for twenty miles; neither
can I suppose much of it will be settled for many
years to come. We came on the Brokenstraw about

seven miles above the mouth and rode six miles down
the stream to the place of our encampment, through
a very rich bottom. As I rode along this day
I frequently experienced a transition of ideas;

W'hile passing through the dark shades of the thick

and lofty timber which sometimes appeared like a
desolate, gloomy wilderness comparable to the gloom
of eternal night ; and other times so great, so grand,

so magnificent, thrt it became truly transportinii.

llih. Set off early, without taking breakfast or

feeding our horses. R(jde down the aforesaid creek

almost to the mouth and witli some difficulty got

along, the Indian path up the river being in many
places hard to be discovered, to a place called War-
ren [now the county seat of Warren county], being a

newly laid out town, but without much building ex-

cept one cabin and a storehouse built by the Hol-

land Company near the mouth of another large

stream called Connowongo. Here we breakfasted

and fed our horses. The people in the cabin were
very kind , made our chocolate for us and gave us

some good pigeon soup. [Distance] nine miles. Here
we hired a guide ; ro<le over the Connowougo, and
followed our guide with undescribable difficulty

about sixteen miles to Cornplanter's settlement. The
logs, the brush, and thick-set young timber rendered

this stage extremely difficult and tiresome ; almost a

continual succession of logs, in many places three or

four in a perch, as high as our horses could step over,

and many of them they had to jump; and the young
growth being so thick that if we were two rods apart

we would have to call out to each other in fear of be-

ing lost
;
great part of the timber being chestnut and

thrown down either by fire or wind ; the land very

poor. About an hour before sunset we reached the

new house which Cornplanter is getting built, and
the schoolhouse where Henry Simmons teaches the

young Indians, at which place we met with Henry,
greatly to our mutual comfort, and where we tarried

all night in the schoolhouse. At this place there are

several comfortable houses building, it being aljout

one mile lower down the river than where Cornplan-

ter's village stands, and appears to be on more suita-

ble ground, which with the advice of our young men,
the Indian inhabitants of the town just above, pro-

130se to move. Cornplanter and many others of the

nation came this evening to visit us, and appeared to

be much pleased with our coming.

12th. This morning the old chief and some of his

connections brought us some cucumbers to help out

our breakfast, and immediately returned to his vil-

lage. We then soon set oS'up the river, Henry Sim-
mons bearing us company, and in about one mile we
came to the town. Stopped a few minutes witli the

Indians who gathered around us apparently much
pleased with our arrival. We proposed a council or

conference with them, to be held in iiwo days after

that time, to which they readily assented, and agreed

to send out some runners to inform their people.

We then took leave of them for the present and pro-

ceeded up and across the river twice to Genesinguhta,

to our dear friends, Halliday Jackson and Joel

Swayne, whom we met with mutual joy, and rested

pretty much in the house the remainder of this day,
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tlieputli from Coinplanter's to Genesinguhta beins

in some places very ditticiilt passing; [the distance]

beins nine or ten miles.

13(7:. Stayed witli our friends and visited several

families of Indians in their houses and cabins. One

Indian, John, has built himself a snuK house and

kitchen, the logs well-hewn and the joists and boards

planed, [with] sash and glass windows. He has

mowed and made two good stacks of hay, fenced in

several acres of ground in which he has good corn
;

and several others of them are improving in their

buildings, fencing, etc. We have fared very well

this day on provision wellcooked by Halliday Jack-

son ; also walked about and reviewed the improve-

ment made by our young friends in this wilderness

country, which appears considerable. And although

I think the spot they are settled upon is much infer-

ior to many other places in these parts for fertility,

yet their corn and buckwheat are good
;
[they] had

pretty good oats, have a considerable quantity of hay

procured, a large garden of good vegetables, and have

about five acres of ground cleared and plowed ready

to sow wheat. They have got a comfortable two-

story house to live in, and several other necessary

buildings.
[To be Coniinued.l

THE FIRST-DA Y SCHOOLS.

OUR LITTLE ONES.'

0, a little Bethel ! I almost involuntarily exclaimed

on entering some weeks ago a young Friend's class of

children, and truly one could not elsewhere feel

sweeter assurance of God's presence than there in the

midst of His little ones.

Looking round that little circle of innocent faces

and meeting those pure, truthful eyes, the words:

"He took a little child and set it in the midst of

them " came to me with such force that I felt the

world must be somehow disarranged else why should

I presume to instruct those whom Jesus himself thus

recognized as the real teachers? But to whatever

transgression of God's laws such disarrangement be

due, it is to meet a world of evil that our children

must be armed ; and to the hand of the Sabbath

School teacher falls the adjustment of many plates in

that armor which alone can preserve the purity and
innocence of our little ones.

Only recently has the world shown symptoms of a

practical realization of the power of early influence

and instruction. The increasing popularity of the

kindergarten and the growing demand for the best

teaching for the little ones are most encouraging in-

dications of this awakening. But not until the greater

portion of that legislation now expended in the pun-

ishment of crime be devoted to the prevention of its

development—not until more wealth of time, money,
energy, and executive ability now spent in framing

and enacting restrictive laws, in building prisons and
devising employment for their inmates be given to

the moral and religious preservation of little children,

will the fruits of our conviction bear evidence to a

'An Essay read at the meeting of the First-day School Associa-

tion of Genese* Yearly Meeting.

sufficient realization of our responsibility as moulders

of innnortal souls. It must not be forgotten that

these little children to whom we point as the hope of

our country—our future men and women—iiave with-

in them all possibilities of both good and evil. We
are forced to acknowledge that evil influences sur-

roun<l them from birth. Hence heavily, indeed,

weighs upon us who have aught to do with their grow-

ing up—and not one of us is there but directly or in-

directly lends .something to the shaping of these de-

veloping souls—heavily upon each one of us rests a

weight of individual responsibility for the well-being

of these little ones. When we realize that in the

fairest, most innocent child lie the possibilities of be-

coming mean, base, treacherous, false, cruel, malic-

ious, revengeful, corrupt, unworthy, and repulsive

—

remember in short that just as the worst criminal

from our prisons was once an innocent child, so may
these little ones become the curse of home and coun-

try, dare we stand aside and say within our hearts:

" This is no concern of mine ? " It is the concern of

every heart that beats, of every soul graven in the

image of God that Christ's little on&s who are to bear

back to him the impression of our touch be not dese-

crated thereby. "Children are like wax to receive

impressions, like marble to retain them," and not

thought or word or look of yours or mine but lends

something to the forming of an immortal soul.

Next the home the Sabbath School, next the

mother, the teacher holds perhaps the greatest power

for the movement of those hidden springs of action,

the successful or unsuccessful manipulation of which

may make or mar for time and eternity.

Realizing this, our young teachers, to whom are

ofttimes intrusted the little ones just ventured with

uncertain footsteps on life's path and learning to lisp

the Father's name, feel at times almost overpowered

with a sense of their responsibility and inexperience.

Yet have they in this realization of the sacredness of

their mission and that self distrust which in itself is

a safeguard against the temptation to forget the source

of all trustworthy strength, ground for the utmost

encouragement. Trusting the All-Father's guiding

hand, doing in loving faith that which lies nearest

their hand, they have not need to fear. Neither should

apparent dearth of result, nor seeming slowness of

growth dishearten them. Ours it is but to sow accor-

ding to the measure of strength allotted us. God
careth for the increase.

Perhaps the most prolific source of juveniles' mis-

deeds too often growing in later years into grave trans-

gressions is W'ant of employment for the abundant

and constantly developing energies and activities of

youth. The making powers of these young minds
must find vent somewhere, and too often they are ex-

pended in wrong directions, simply because no better

were provided. Nothing is more easilv fostered in

young children than a disposition to helpfulness and

an absorbing interest in the wonders of God's crea-

tion. Everything is wonderful to them and they are

happiest in helping some one. Do not in these charac-

teristics lie germs of the fulfilment of Christ's com-

mandments? ConUl we upon better ground build up

thatlove to God Vi'hich should permeate mind and soul
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and strength? or fiml more encouraging disposition

to love one's neighbor as one's self?

Lessons shown from a blade of grass, a leaf, shell,

or stone may be the beginning of that loveforscience

which incites worship of the Author and Finisher of

a universe, so wonderful and so filled with evidences

of a wise and beneficent Creator.

The tender hearts of Christ's little ones are easily

impressed with the beautiful lessons of his ministry

to the sufieringand erring; and in more fertile ground

than this sweet sympathy of childish hearts could not

be sown seeds to bear fruit of Christianity and phil-

anthropy in later -years.

Let the teachersof theyounger children feel them-

selves encouraged by the remembrance that theirs is

to .sow the good .seed in receptive soil—soil as yet un-

defiled by evil weeds ; theirs to train the baby hearts

in the avoidance of wrong doing; a task more con-

genial and usually less diflicult than the uprooting of

established evil.

May the Sabbath School workers feel their hands
strengthened in the realization that He who remem-
bers the least of these His little ones is not unmind-
ful of their work, and press on with hearts sustained

by the sweet assurance that the blessing of Him wlio

gathered the children in his arms is ever with them.

MORAL DISCIPLINE.
[Thu following is part of the baccalaureate address of

F. G. Peabody to the young men graduating from Harvard
University. The value of a religiously trained will is well

presented.]

WHAT is it that gives steadiness, poise, stability,

among the moral problems of one's life? What is it

that gives resistance under pressure of one's tempta-
tions and mastery over the circumstances of which
one's life is made up? Our first answer is that it is

strength of will. What makes a man unsteady and
unstable, the slave of temptation and of circum-

stances, is, we say, his feebleness of will. The prob-

lem of a moral emergency is whether the will shall

take command. It is like the crisis of a battle, when
we cry, " Is there any commanding oificer to marshal
these impulses into line, to bring up his reserve of

strength, and to scatter these attacks of passion and
temptation with this power of leadership ?" But
how is it that a man's will thus possesses his life ?

AVhat gives it the power thus to take command when
the crisis comes ? Is it that it then asserts itself with
some spontaneous force, coming into the midst of the
impulses of life like some unknown leader leaping to

the front of an army, and inspiring them to follow ?

Not at all ! Strength of character is no more the ac-

cession of an instant than strength of intellect. It is

the result of education. It is the outcome of disci-

pline. Think how it is that the moral crises of your
life are to come. They are to come unexpectedly,
suddenly. A man sails on over the ocean of his ex-

perience like a ve.ssel over a summer's sea. and it is

easy for the will to steady such a course under so

mild and favoring a breeze. Then, of a sudden, out

of a tiny and unthreatening cloud, descend the vio-

lent and fitful gusts which are to test strength, skill,

and discipline. That is no time to consider what

should be done or to summon a new capacity for sea-

mansliip. It is a moment for action. The discipline

of the past has to be transformed into an instinct for

what is right, so that almost without reflection tlie

riglit rope is seized and the right order given. So it

is that the great moral crises of one's life descend
upon one out of a clear sky. All these overwhelming
incidents depend for tlieir successes on the moral un-

preparedness of tlieir victim and the suddenness of

their attack. They are met with no suddenly de-

veloped strength. The strength of will which gives

self-control is a growth wliich comes to be an instinct

for the right. Its mastery of the moral situation is

like the facility of the skilled musician, doing with-

out an eflbrt that which years of effort have trained

it to do. It is like the seaman's instinct, prompt to

act because traine<l for just that crisis. In the midst
of the sudden storm, the disciplined will takes com-
mand of life, crying out, Go! Come! Do this ! and
the whole crew of one's impulses and capacities

obey.

And how does this moral discipline arrive? It

comes to a man, I answer, through obedience. The
power to give orders comes through the power to

obey orders. The will is able to lead, because it has

discovered principles which it unhesitatingly follows.

Who is the man who fails under the moral strain? It

is he who has none of this instinct of obedience, who
sets himself to estimate each case without a standard

for all cases, like the captain who works out the

handling of his vessel after the squall has struck him.
And who is safe in the moral crises of his life? It is

the man who has habitually considered conduct in

the light of permanent principles, absolute laws, dis-

tinct imperatives, which it is not for him to tamper
with or readjust, but simply to obey. Such a man,
borne on into the moral conflicts of his life, finds them
simplified, just as a soldier does ; for there is but one
issue from them, and that is the way of duty. He
finds them dignified, becau.se the slight details of his

own conduct are all expressions of universal law, just

as the duty of each solitary sentinel is an essential

part of the commander's plan. Finally, he finds tliem

yield to him, because he is not judging them with the

wavering calculations of his own expediency, but he

has enlisted himself under the irresistible law of that

conscience which is his superior officer in the moral
war. The religious life is the disciplined life. It

commands because it obeys. It is under authority,

and therefore it becomes the captain of its own career.

The habit of obedience to God above gives power
over the world below.

With glad jubilations

Bring hope to the nations !

The dark night is ending, and dawn has begun.

Rise, hope of the ages, arise like the sun !

All speech flow to music, all hearts beat as one

!

—J. G. Whittier.

Soul's vow, not airy voice;

Sound heart, not sounding string
;

Pnre love, not piercing noise,

—

In God's ear sweetly sing.

—Francis Roberta.
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The letter of U. S. Senator Dawes, of Massachu-

setts, which we elsewhere print, will no doubt be

read with interest, as a statement from the most

prominent advocate of the Land in Severalty meas-

ure passed at the last session of Congress. He ex-

plains tlie ground on which the bill rests, and points

out tlie advantages which it is hoped will result.

There can be no doubt in the mind of any one

familiar with the general history of the Indians,

since their contact with white civilization, that a

" new departure " was necessary. The demand that

they should be continued as "wards of the govern-

ment," on large reservations, held by tribal tenure,

and without any prospect of advancing to the re-

sponsibilities and protection of citizenship, is au en-

tirely unpractical, and virtually useless proposition.

Even in the Indian Territory, where the conditions

are most favorable, it is doubtful whether the system

now existing can be long maintained. The Indians

have a single chance for either existence or useful-

ness, and this is their adoption of the white man's

way of life. They must be separate owners of land,

they must work ; they must be citizens, amenable to

law, and protected by it. The Land in Severalty Act

looks to this change, and is, we hope, sufficiently

guarded in its provisions. But it will need, as we

have heretofore remarked, the steadfast cooperation

of all the friends of the Indians, in order that it may

be used justly to secure the ends intended.

The pamphlet " Extracts" from the proceedings of

New York Yearly Meeting has been issued, and

makes a small volume of 92 pages, to which is added

an appendix of 38 pages, giving the proceedings of

the annual meeting of the First-day School Associa-

tion. We find the compilation of these "Extracts"

so satisfactory that we commend them to tlie atten-

tion of the committees for similar work in Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting,—our pamphlet being, as we

think, too meagre to serve usefully the purpose for

which it is intended. In the New York volume there

is a good summary of each session's proceedings, the

summary answers to the queries, the names of all

comuiittees appointed, (whether for temporary ser-

vice or for labor during the year), full reports of

committees, memorials of deceased Friends, and the

epistles from other yearly meetings. With regard to

the last nametJ feature, we thijmk it may befeirly said

that thereailing of them to those sitting in the yearly

meeting is an inadequate use, and that where they

have weight enough to be sent by one body and re-

ceived and read by another, they d«serve to be put in

print, so that all may enjoy tliem.

In connection with the "Indian problem," nothing

is O'f more direct and practical interest than the ex-

periment of putting tlie Carlisle Schoot boys and girls

out to farm and house work. We say "experiment,"

but 38 a matter of fact, it has been done for several

years, and its details are entirely familiar to many

families in southeastern Pennsylvania, as well as to

the authorities at Carlisle. The results are not only

satisfactory but almost astonishing. So' much has-

been said of the indolence of the Indian that to lind

him a patient, steady, intelligent laborer is a reversal

of what is expected. The facts are extremely cred-

itable to the Indians of both sexes. The girls make

good house help. They are diligent, anxious to learn,

careful, tidy, and honest. What a list of good qual-

ities !

If it be true that the Indian is a worker, there is

no " problem " about him. His other qualities ara

good enough to keep him along with the rest of man-

kind, in the great struggle for existence, if be can only

depend upon his hands for faithful and steady labor.

A Circular sent out by " Friends' Literary and

Library Association," of New York City, announces

the purpose of establishing a historical collection of

Friends' publications, including books, pamphlets,

etc. Friends willing to aid the undertaking are re-

spectfully invited to communicate with James Foulke,

Librarian, (care of Wm. Barry, 16th street and Ruth-

erfurd Place), or with George A. McDowell, Clerk of

the Library Committee.

MARRIAGES.
HALL—BTJEE.—On Fiftli-day, Seveuth month 14tli

1887, at Friends' Meeting- House, School Lane, Germau-

town, Phila., by the order of Friends, and under care of

Birmingham Monthly Meeting, William J. Hall, of Swarth-

more. Pa., and Caroline E. Burr, of Germantown, Pa.

LLOYD—AMBLER.—At Girard Avenue Meeting-house

Sixth mouth 23d, 1887, under the care of the Monthly

Meeting of Friends held at Green St., Philadelphia, Morris

Lloyd of West Grove, Pa., son of the late Isaac (Jr.), and

Catharine W. Lloyd, of Philadelphia, and Annie M. Ambler,

of Belfry, Montgomery Co., dangliter of Harriet B. and the

late John Ambler, Jr., formerly of Philadelphia.

DEATES.
ANTHONY.—At her home in the city of Eoches-

ter, N. Y., on 12th of Seventh month, 1887, Charlotte E.,

wife of Daniel M. Anthony, and daughter of David L. and

Eliza C. Finch ; a member of Chatham Monthly Meeting^

N. Y.
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BRIGGS.—At the residence of his parents in Middle-

town, Bucks Co., Pa., Seventh mouth r2th, 1887, of blood

poisoning, Samuel Briggs, in the 20 year of his age, elikst

sou of Wm. Taylor and Annie C. Briggs ; members of Make-
field Mouthly and Newtown Particular Meeting.

FELLOWS.—At Ardmore, Seventh month 9th, Lettice

wife of Charles T. Fellows, and daughter of Charles and
Mary P. Cloud.

MILLER.—At Willistowu, Pa., Seventh mouth 13th,

Oeorge \V. Miller, in his 61st year.

SHOTVVELL.—At Rahway, N. J., Seventh month IStli,

1887, Henry E. Shotwell aged 82; a member of Rahway
and Plainfield Mouthly Meeting.

WAY.—Fifth ifionth 13, 1887, Hannah Way, a valued

member and elder of West Nottingham Preparative Meet-
ing, Cecil Co., Md., wife of William Way. She was a de-

voted wife, ever ready to lend a helping hand, a Christian

womau, trying to do unto others as she would have them
do unto her. H. J. H.

WILLSON.—Suddenly, Seventh month 14th, 1887, of

Cholera Infantum, Carroll Hull, infant son of Jno. M. aud
M. Elma Willson, aged 8 months and 1 day.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 30.

Seventh Moxtu 31st, 1887.

THE TEMPTATION OF JESUS.

Topic : Temptation.
Golden Text: "But each man is tempted when he is drawn

away by his own lust, and enticed."—James 1 : 14.

Read Matt. 4 : 1-19, Revised Version.

THE acknowledgment that Jesu.s was the long ex-

pected Messiah—the promised King and Saviour of

the Jewish people, made by John and witnessed to

by the Holy Spirit, needed the test of experience.

It was not enoujih that Jesus, just emerging from
the simple life of a remote village, should come forth

in the purity of his first innocent condition ; hence-
forth He must meet aud conquer or be conquered by
the fascinations and allurements of social life in the
cities of his nation, and in the great capital, Jerusa-

lem. Would He stand firm ? Would the power with-
in Him, that made Him the Beloved Son, be equal
to his needs? He must be tested, and He was led up
into the wilderne.-^s,—apart from men,—alone with
God and nature. The battle with the tempter must
be fought out in tlie solitude of the desert. The
struggle was long,—forty days before the final issue,

the crisis of the occasion. Forty days of self-exami-

nation, of fasting, of prayer, and of agony. Was the

God within Him, witnessing to the Father whose Son
He was, able to preserve Him in this hour of the

soul's extremity ? Our lesson tells us.

Led up of the Spirit, divinely directed to separate
himself from all human associations, to go apart from
the throng that followed John and listened to his

ministry.

Tempted of the devil. The belief was common in

that age, (and we are not yet free from it) that there
were two classes of spiritual beings, the good and the
lad

; that these as occasion required appeared in

bodily form to those whom they would infiueuce; the
first were angels or messengers from God, and the
others were demons or spirits of evil under the con-
trol of a leader who is spoken of as Beelzebub.

The word tempt in the original means, to try, to

endeavor, to try the nature of a thing, as metals by
fire. Devil originally means an adversary, or accuser

—the accusing spirit.

This lesson is full of the deepest instruction. It

shows us

:

1st. That the highest spiritual exaltation to which
the soul may attain does not secure us from the temp-
tations of our earthly desires.

2d. That even the purest and holie.st that the

world has ever seen, is met at .some time and in some
unguarded part of the human nature, by a temptation

to go beyond the limit of human needs.

3d. That this is a test of the strength and power
of the soul and its time of proving ; and if the power
to overcome is there, the ministry of angels will be

vouchsafed to the conqueror. He was in all points

tempted as we are, yet without sin, and having suf-

fered being tempted is able to succour them that are

tempted. Heb. 2: 18.

Friends do not regard the temptation of Je.sus as

outward, but as an inner experience, a soul-strug-

gle with the appetites and ambitions of his human
nature. This view is shared by many of the best

writers outside the Society. "That it describes in

dramatic language a real, but internal experience," is

the view taken by Abbott who in making the appli-

cation to our own lives says :
" We share his first ex-

perience when poverty tempts us to violate the Divine

law, that we may provide for our daily wants ; we
share the second experience when we are tempted to

neglect duties which God's providence lays upon us,

or to run into needless dangers or difliculties, or to

a.ssume uncalled-for hazards and trust the result to

God, or make an o.stentatious display of our faith in

him ; we share the third experience when we are

tempted for the .sake of power, wealth, or influence,

to conform to the world. . . . We yield to the

first temptation when we distrust God's providential

care ; we yield to the second when we presume un-

warrantably on his grace, or make a show of our re-

liance on his word ; we yield to the third when we
are conformed to this world and adopt its policies and

methods and imbibe its spirit for the sake of its re-

wards. The first sin is forbidden in Matt. 6 : 25, the

second, in 6: 1-7, the third in 6: 24. We resist the

first temptation when we seek first the Kingdom of

God and his righteousness, and trust for food, raiment

and shelter to him ; we resist the second when, in

humble trust in him, we do all that God has given

us power to do, looking to him only to protect us from

ills against which we cannot, by reasonable precau-

tion, guard ourselves, and patiently waiting for him
to bring about his own results in his own time and

way ; we resist the third when we make a supreme

love to God the sole inspiration of our hearts, and a

supreme allegiance to him the sole rule of our lives.''

" The moral purpose," writes another, " the grand

moral purpose in all that was of God—was absolute

submission to his will. . . . His circumstances

were Goil-appointed ; and where he so appoints

them, he will support us in them, even as, in the

failure of bread, he supported Israel by manna."

"And what a lesson lies herein for us," exclaims
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the devout Farrar, "a lesson enforced by how great

an example! That we are not to be guided by the

wants of our lower nature ; that we must not misuse

thai lower nature for the purposes of our own sus-

tenance and enjoyment ; that we are not our own,

and may not do what we will with that which we
imagine to be our own ; that even those things which

may seem lawful are yet not all expedient; that

man has higlier |)rinciples of life than material sus-

tenance, as he is a higher existence than his material

frame."

Writes our own beloved Wm. Penn: " He (Jesus,)

was pleased to give us, in his own example, a taste of

what his disciples must expect to drink deeply of,

namely the cup of self-denial, cruel trials, and most
bitter afHictions ; he came not to consecrate a way to

the eternal rest through gold and silver

plays . . . and the like pastimes of the world.

He needed never to have wanted such variety of

worldly pleasures, had they been suitable to the na-

ture of his kingdom ; for he was tempted as are his

followers, with no less bait than all the glories of the

world ; but he that commanded to ' seek another
country, and to lay up treasures in the heavens that

fade not away,' and therefore charged them never
to be much inquisitive about what they should eat,

drink, or put on, . . . he, I say that enjoined
this doctrine, and led that holy and heavenly ex-
ample, even the Lord Jesus Christ, bade them that

wo ild be his disciples take up the same cross and
follow him."

Editors Intelligen'ceb and Journal :

IT was with feelings of keen disappointment that
our First-day School found that the Literature Com-
mittee had decided to turn aside from the seven
j'ears' course, in almost universal use in the Sabbath
Schools.

And while we have rejoiced that our Friends had
prepared such choice lessons for us, we trusted that
they would see tit to follow the course. And while
they may feel tliat they have excellent reasons for

such departures, it is not apparent to at least a large

portion of our school.

There may be—and I doubt not are—some lessons

in this course, from which other churches draw
diflferent conclusions than we; but these are all drawn
from the Scriptures, and would it not seem wiser to

accept these lessons in the best light of which di-

vinely illuminated souls are capable, and give to the
earnest seeking teacher, as well as student, the bene-
fit of that light?

We can no more aflford to live apart from the re-

ligious thought and life of the world, than we can in
the business and social ; and as there is more and
more a desire on the part of other religious denom-
inations to know our views, it seems to me that this
is one of our grand opportunities for the dissemina-
tion of spiritual truths, which we should not omit.

The writer has heard others, knowing we have had
that same Scripture lesson, say, " What are your views
on this or that passage or subject?" And while we
do not—provided our views difl'er asthey often will-
suppose that they will immediately accept our inter-

pretation, would we not be more respected if we are

prepared to give our understanding of them, than to

virtually say: " We cannot explain that lesson, there-

fore we have chosen another."

The objection may be urged that this course is

prepared by those wholly inimical to our views, and

that a theological plan runs through it all ; but we
must remember that they are taken from the Bible,

and that deeper than all theology or creeds runs the

true spiritual interpretation which the truly enlight-

ened teacher may be enabled to give.

These remarks are not intended to cast the least

shadow of reflection on the Committee who have so

earnestly labored in the work. They have done and

are doing a noble work and deserve the sympathy

of those whom they have labored to assist.

So far as my limited knowledge extends, it is the

wish to continue the "Lesson Leaves," but at the

same time follow the course which Friends have until

now adopted. I venture to express the hope that

they will see fit, as soon as may be, to return to it.

M.
Milton, Ind.

THE NEW INDIAN LAW.
LETTER FROM SENATOR DAWES OF MASSACHU-

SETTS.

Messrs. Editors : I observe that several correspond-

ents have made your paper the medium for severe

criticism of the Indian Land in Severalty Act recent-

ly enacted by Congress. The " Friends " have from

the beginning maintained so intelligent and humane
a position toward that unfortunate race in the

struggle, now a century old, in which this country

has been involved in vainly striving to determine

what to do with the Indian, and your paper has so

faithfully represented them in this regard that your

readers are entitled to the sober facts upon which

alone the true merits of that measure can be judged.

The act is a part of a method of treating the In-

dian question which has been more or less vigorously

pursued for the last eight years, and which may be

summed up in one single sentence, viz : An efort

to make something out of the Indian. And it was adop-

ted to meet this condition of things. The inquiry

which led to it disclosed these facts : Civilization and

Christianity had been dealing with the Indians in

this country for two hundred and tifty years, without

making any appreciable effect upon their condition

or character. They were substantially the same sav-

ages they were when our fathers landed at Plymouth

Rock. Not one in a thousand of them could even

speak the language of civilization and Christianity.

This government had been managing them for a hun-

dred years, in all sorts of ways. It had paid out more
than two hundred and fifty millions of dollars in

trying to get rid of them, in treating with them, in

making war upon them, in exterminating them, in

isolating them, in neglecting them, and in feeding

them. But all in vain. When this inquiry was insti-

tuted, less then teu years ago, it was found that there

were now as many Indians here as when our fathers

landed, and that they were increasing in number
every year, so that they would not be exterminated.
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nor die out, nor fade out, but were here to stay, and
increase upon the earth. It was found, too, tliat

though the Indian held by a more or less secure title

130,000,000 of acres of land in this country, the game
upon which he expected to live was all gone, and if

left aloue he would starve or plunder,—for being a
savage he did not know what to do with his land.

He must therefore be fed or steal. The government
was trying to feed them—260,000—at a cost of 87,000,-

000 a year. The question presented was, shall this

continue and the burden, increasing with increasing

numbers, be borne indefinitely ?

As we becaihe satisfied that we could not escape

the Indian, it was resolved if possible to make some-
thing out of him. Hence all the work of the last

eight years in that direction,—the Hampton Insti-

tute, the Carlisle School, and similar ones at Genoa,
at Lawrence, at Chiloco, at Albuquerque, and on the
reservations, training and day schools amounting to

more than two hundred. Hence, too, a yearly ex-

penditure for teaching the Indian how to take care
of himself, of §1,200,000 from the U. S. Treasury last

year, besides vast sums from private contributions.

I need not remind you or your readers of the suc-

cess which has attended this work, and of the en-
couragement it holds out of the possibility of inspir-

ing the Indian with higher aims, and kindling in him
the desire and the courage to attain to the white
man's ways. It has been simply marvelous, and is

justifying all expenditure and all effort in that direc-

tion. But all this work would be incomplete and
liable to failure, if the Indian, taught the white man's
waysand won from barbarism, had nohomeofhisown,
and no stimulus to care for and build up and add to

it. The home is the central force of civilization, and
next to religion, the most powerful of all its agencies
Now this home is what the Severalty Act attemplsto
supply,—and to supply it only to such Indians as

give evidence that that they are so far advanced that
there is good reason to hope that they can maintain
themselves in such a home. In the outset let me
correct a mistake as to the scope of this law, which I

see prevails in some quarters, into which, I infer from
your editorial of 21st of May you may yourselves have
fallen. This law Ttquires nothing to be done, forces

nothing upon the Indians. Least of all does it break
up his reservation against his will. It only mitliorizes

the President and his Secretary to do the things
therein provided, when in his judgement the good of
the Indian will be promoted thereby. The President
ujay exercise the authority given him by this law
unwisely, as he may other laws, but somebody nmst
be trusted in this world. The ruling idea of this law
is that for the first time, it gives the President au-
thority to deal with the individual Indian. Hitherto,
he has had power to deal only with the tribe, not
with the individual. The new method spoken of is at
work at Hampton, Carlisle, and the other training
schools, and on the reservations

; making individuals
out of Indians, teaching them self-reliance, how to

work, what earning something means, what it is to

acquire with their own hands and keep property,—in
a word. Civilization. And the design of the Severalty
law is to give the President power to take these indi-

vidual Indians out on to the reservations and aid
them in the establishment of an individual home such
as a white man has. He is authorized to aid such an
Indian in the selection of IGO acres of land on the
reservation, or if the Indian prefers, on the public
domain, to hold it for him exclusively twenty-five
years, or longer if he thinks it wise, and then give
him a title deed in fee. After this is done, and if

there is any land left on the reservation not needed
for these farms, this law authorizes the President to

negotiate vyith the Indians to purchase " with their

consent, and in conformity witli their title," either
the whole or a part of such remainder; and if such
purchase is afterwards ratified by Congress then the
purchase money is to be put in the treasury for the
use of the particular tribe which sells the land, to

promote their civilization and education. In no
other way can an acre of land be taken from the
Indians.

And when this is done this law grants to all In-

dians to whom allotments of land have been made
the benefit of and makes them subject to the laws

both civil and criminal of the State or Territory in

which they reside, and declares that they, and all

other Indians who have taken up their residence

separate and apart from their tribe, and adopted the

habits of civilized life " are citizens of the United
States and are entitled to all the rights, privileges,

and inmmuuities of such citizens, without in any
manner impairing or otherwise affecting the right of
such Indians to tribal or other property."

It will thus be seen that while this law takes away
nothing from the Indian, no right of property or se-

curity of title he had before, it does open to him an
opportunity to secure a home like the white man,
throws over him the shield of the civil and criminal

law, and opens to him the courts of the land for the
redress of his wrongs and the vindication of his

rights. And beyond and better than all, it clothes

him in tlie habiliments of citizenship with all the

rights, privileges, and inmmunities thereof.

Hoping that I have made clear the purpose and
l^rovisions of this Indian Severalty law, and that they
meet your approval,

I am truly yours,

H. L. Dawes.
PUtsfield, Mass., July 13.

THE LIBRARY.
The High-Caste Hindu Woman. By Pundita Rama-

bai Sarasvate, with Introduction by Rachel L. Bod-
ley, A. M., M. D., Dean of Woman's Medical Col-

lege of Pennsylvania.

This very handsome volume, with an eloquent in-

troduction from our friend Dean Bodley, we have
read with intense interest to its latest page. No one
is likely to do the same without a feeling of fervent

sympathy for the learned Brahmin woman who raises

lier plea for her countrywomen that they may have
theprivilege of reasonable education,—that they may
be released from the burden of superstitions and
cruel observances founded upon ignorance or miscon-

ception of their own venerated " sacred literature."

The peaceable spirit and wisdom of Jesus must be
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substituted for the dark notions of Hinduism before
tlie worlc of deliverance can truly be fully accom-
plished.

Ramabai points out to us that according to the
latest census of British India, there were in the pop-
ulation of 20 millions, 930,600 widows of all ages and
castes

;
and among these were CGO.IOO widows under

nineteen years of age. They are subject to great cru-
elties and privations as a penalty for widowhood, are
confined to the most ignoble labors, are debarred
from all culture, and in despair are terapt«d to de-
stroy their lives rather than to endure further degra-
dation and sorrow. The story is as briefly told as
possible, and we feel earnestly that no one can be
indifferent to the sad appeal of this gifted woman of
India to mankind to help elevate woman as a means
of preparing the countless myriads of our fellow
Aryans of India for Christian civilization, which is

man's hope for true progress. Let the doors of the
locked Zenannas be opened and the child widows be
placed under the best means of education attainable.

'• Houses" says Eamabai, ''should be opened for
the young and high-caste child-widows where they
can take shelter without the fear of losing their caste,
or of being disturbed in their religious belief; and
where they may have entire freedom of action as re-
lates to caste rules. In order to help them make an
honorable and independent living, they should be
taught in these houses to be teachers, governesses,
nurses, and housekeepers, and should become skilled
in other forms of hand-work according to their taste
and capacity. Influential Hindu ladies and gentle-
men should have the management and superintend-
ence of these, and well qualified American ladies
should be secured as the teachers and assistants."

The Pundita believes that " the past history of
mankind has shown that efi'orts for the elevation of
a nation must come from within and work outward
to be efl'ectual. . . . The one thing needful,
therefore, for the general diffusion of education
among women in India, is a body of persons from
among themselves who shall make it their life work
to teach, by precept and example, their fellow coun-
trywomen." The multitude of child-widows in

British India is exactly the lever in which the Pun-
dita Ramabai believes she sees the possibility of a
mighty elevation for her native land. But money is

wanting to accomplish this noble work. It is com-
puted that $15,000 is required to inaugurate the first

school, and §5,000 annually afterwards during the ten
following years. The book has been privately printed
in order that the entire profits may accrue to her ; in
the hope of a possible large sale, the pages have been
electrotyped.

" If," says Dr. Bodley in her Introduction, " every
American woman who at any time during the last

twelvemonth, has taken Eamabai by the hand, every
college student who has heard the Pundita speak iu
college halls, every reader of this book whose heart
has been stirred to compassion by the perusal of its

sorrowful pages, will at once purchase a copy of the
book and induce a friend to do the same, each reader
being responsible for the sale of one copy, the work
is done, and the large fund needed to prepay three

passages to India, to purchase illustrative material
for the school-rooms, to illustrate and print the
school-books, and secure the needed school property
in India, is at once assured."

The volume may be had of Friends' Book Asso-
ciation, 15th and Race streets, Philadelphia.

S.R.
Editors INTKLLIGENCEE AND JOURNAL :

I n.wE always believed that when we have found a
good thing we should proclaim it, that others may
find it too. I have recently read the brave Ra-
mabai's appeal to the enlightened world for help in

her noble undertaking to free the women of her
country from the degradation of a social custom, and
from the fetters of ignorance and superstition. In
lending her our aid by helping to circulate her little

book, "The High-Caste Hindu Woman," we are
helping not only the down-trodden women of India,
but the women of every country.

The work is one of intense interest from beginning
to end. A fitting introduction is given by Dr. Rachel
L. Bodley, Dean of tlie "Woman's Medical College, to-

gether with a worthy tribute to the memory of the
young Hindu, the late Dr. Anandibai Joshee.

" When," in the language of Dr. Bodley, " in that
great Hindu nation about to come to the birth, the
women are moved to arise iu their degredation, and
themselves utter the feeble cry, ' Help or we perish !

'

it cannot be otherwise than that a corresponding
multitude of women must be found elsewhere, wil-

ling, in the day of God's power, to send the help."

If each reader of the book will hold herself re-

sponsible for the sale of one or more copies, how
readily might the sum be raised which the Pundita
requires in her establishment of the school upon
which all her energies are bent. The books are at

the book stores, also at the homes of her friends. Dr.

Rachel L. Bodley, 1400 N. 21st street, and at Sarah
B. Brotherton's, 553 N. IGth street.

E. J. T-L.

These works have been recently introduced into

Friends' Library at 15th and Race streets, Philadel-

phia: "The Early Tudors," by Moberly ; Lamar's
"Science of Language;" Campan's "Life of Marie
Antoinette

;
" " From the Forecastle to the Cabin," by

Samuels; "Haifa: or Life in Modern Palestine," by
Laurence Oliphant; "Around the World on a Bi-

cycle," by Thomas Stephens; " Juanita," by the
widow of Horace Mann ;

" Connecticut," of the
"American Commonwealth " Series, by Alexander
Johnston; " Henry Clay," by Carl Schurz ; "Alex-
ander's Empire," in the series of " The Story of the

Nation," by Mahaffy ; Ward's Life of Dante.

Charity of speech is as divine a thing as charity
of action. The tongue that speaketh no evil is as

lovely as the hand which giveth alms. To judge no
one harshly, to misconceive no man's motives, to be-

lieve things are what they seem to be until they are

proved otherwise, to temper judgment with mercy,
surely is quite as good as as to build up churches, es-

tablish asylums, and to found colleges.

—

Selected.

It is better to be nobly remembered than'nobly
born.—RusKix.
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EDUCATIONAL.
KINDERGARTEN .iND PRIMARY TRAINING.'

BEFORE entering tlie primary it would be well to

take a look, at least, into the kindergarten, as it is

here that the child is prepared for the after-work.

The first few }'ears of a child's life are more ac-

tive than those of any other period of its existence,

and yet nearly all its information is gained through

the five senses. The mind must he educated through

these. How is this to be done? The kinderL'arten

answers that " how." The child enters here when
three or four years old, and remains until it is seven

years of age. All this time it is learning to use every

power and sense that God has given, and is forming

habits that will last throughout life. Working out,

as it does, all the forms that enter into its life, and
telling stories about what it has made, calls into play

the imagination, and the objects become real. Here
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division

are played with as pleasantly as the ball or any
other toy. Happy hours are spent at the sand tray,

making mountains, valleys, tunnels, mines, etc.

The games are great educators in themselves, as

they are so thoroughly talked over and carried out.

In the kindergarten, h^art and mind work to-

gether, therefore good results must follow. Order

reigns throughout, and in the quiet, calm, yet busy,

happy atmosphere, the feverish animal life of the

little one finds an outlet, and at the same time gath-

ers unto itself a thought with every act.

The advanced kindergarten. Here the child has

many of the same things it worked with before, but

more difficult lessons are given. It is also taught to

read and write, and to express numbers by numbers.

It still carries on its designing and kindergarten

drawing.

The primary department. It is now thoroughly

prepared for hard work, and does not shrink from it.

But keep one thought in mind—there must be no
pushing, no stumbling; everything must be as clear

as the noonday sun.

" We are groping here to find,

What the thought which underlies."

Think what the fingers of the blind are, the sensi-

tive, delicate eyes of touch ! With these fingers the

little one is gently, intelligently tearing away the out-

side coverings and seeking the truth which underlies

all nature. Help it in its search.

Kindergarten trained children naturally look for

this thought, while others must be taught to look for it

Idleness, not money, is the " root of all evil " in

the schoolroom. There are often fifteen minutes in

the day when many children tell you they have noth-

ing to do, the work is all completed. This is the

time to bring fortli one of your reserves—a paper for

a design, an interesting article bearing on one of their

late lessons, or natural history stories, or your micro-

scope.

Do not allow the children to take their books

home. In the first place, they should have but few

—

only a reader and the book in which they are writing.

1 An Essay by Mary E. Beckwith, of Friends' Elementary and
High School, Baltimore, read before the semi-monthly meeting of

teachers.

No reading lesson at this age should be studied out of
the class unless with the teacher; and let them have
different books or short, easy stories out of books or
papers to read.

Blackboard exercises should be used until the
class is familiar with many easy words, and these
may be made very interesting. Allow no stumbling
here from the first, and let the sentence be such that
the child wishes to read it with expression. Children
love to write, and .soon learn to make up very good
stories about pictures given them for this purpose.
The penman.ship must be carefully watched. After
you liave corrected their work let diflVrent members
of the class read their stories. They love their own
thoughts as much as we do.

What is more, they gain a great deal of informa-
tion, because they state facts, and often take pains to
tind out something about a bug or a plant under dis-

cussion, when they otherwise would not have thought
of it.

Let each child make his own arithmetic. In the
first place, it shows exactly where it stands, and then
how many les.sons are combined in this one ! Every-
thing is original—both examples and problems. If
they are writing about sugar they will want to know
the real price per pound, and of fruit, per quart, etc.

Language., spelling, and writing come in here also.

The children work out much more difficult problems
of their own than any we would give thein. I have
yet to find the child who is not fond of numbers.
Some are more apt than others, yet all enjoy work
with them.

Geography is taught at the sand-tray, and by stories

of the ditferent countries or sections; these might
also be written up by the older ones.

Teach a child how to work, and half the battle is

won. Be careful not to tire the pupils ; it is better to

have a little work well done and enjoyed than twice
the amount gone through in a listless way.

Make the school-room as attractive as possible and
let the children help to keep it so. Let them feel

that it is their room, and that you are there simply
to assist them. Before school the teacher is ever

ready to look at a new ball, or book, or hear about a

walk in the park, or anything that is of interest to

the child. Enter into their life as much as possible.

By your conduct force the child to be polite, and ex-

pect neatness in attire. It is a great help in their

studies. The boy comes in with glowing fece, and is

running over with life after a race to school. Greet

him with your brightest smile, but before he leaves

your side ask him to run down and wipe the mud
from his shoes. It will be well done, rest assured.

A place for everything, and everything in its place,

should be a rule well understood. Before you can de-

mand anything of this kind the room, halls, etc.,

must be in perfect order. Put a topsy-turvey child

in a well ordered room and he is more likely to be-

have than if the room were like himself. Let the chil-

dren, to some extent, help to decorate the room. Do
not have everything on the walls before school opens.

Let them help you to decide where some of the things

should be hung. They appreciate them more, and
often make very pretty designs. Let there be a mean-
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inir in all you put up ; do not put up common things

for deronition, and in some way introduce a little

color. Children love color.

In this day of specialties it is, perhaps, hard to

realize that the fewer teachers a child has the better

it is, yet such is the case. If through the primary

room at least one teacher could attend to everything,

it would be well, but often that is impossible ;
so have

co-workers, yet no more than you absolutely need,

and let the child feel that there is one person at least

who knows of its home-life, its joys, and sorrows.

Livexvilh the children, make them feel your pres-

ence all the time, yet be sure to be so agreeable that

you are always wanted. For this reason there should

be no recess. Put a number of boys or girls together

without any one around whom they know and re-

spect and many things will be said and done that

your presence would have prevented. Give them

exercise, but in an ordered way.

Nothing has been said about discipline, but there

seems to be none necessary. It is understood that

the teacher is thoroughly pure and true—no rude ex-

pressions can be thought in her presence. Expect

the best of a child and you will get it. Ever be true

to your word if you expect the child to be.

We are not perfect, neither is the child
;

so all

faults must be corrected. But be sure not to see ail,

particularly the same one, many times during the day

It makes your life miserable, and the child's also.

Yield to their desires when you can, but if a time

comes for firmness, be firm ; let them know that so

far they may go, but no farther.

Thus entering into the child's life, we lay the

foundation for true manhood and womanhood.

"CATECHISM" FOR MINISTERS AND
ELDERS.

[The steady tendency among most of the ** larger

bodies " of Orthodo.\; Friends to formality of system draws
out frequent remark and criticism, even from Friends' Be-

view, the exponent of the " Gurney " element. In a re-

cent issue that journal says :]

WHEN, a number of years ago, a proposal wasunder
consideration in New York Yearly Meeting, for the

adoption of nine queries concerning doctrine, to be
answered by every one who was acknowledged as a

minister, or appointed an elder, it was felt to be the

duty of those conducting Friends' Review, to express a

belief that such a measure would be inexjiedient.

Time has not afforded ground for a change in that

judgment. If ministry cannot be rightly estimated

by those who hear it, through such a period as is

usual among Friends before its official acknowledg-
ment, no written attestation of sound articles of be-

lief will secure its correctness, unction and author-

ity.

More decided objection seems to us to lie against

the repetition of the use of such an ordeal for minis-

ters and elders once in three years. This is a meas-
ure too external, too formal to befit a body of the
high ideal of spirituality belonging to the religious So-

ciety of Friends. If even allowable in regard to elders,

whose convictions on religious subjects are not always
openly expressed, it seems to us quite otherwise with

ministers. Their service should be weighed as it is

given, in the manner of" the sanctuary." No preci-

sion of conforniily to a cliosen formula of belief can

add to their fulness of preparation, if it exists; nor

should uneasiness about the wording of a testimony

or confession, whose substance they accept, stand in

the way of the recoL'uition of gifts evidently lie-

stowed by the Head of the Church.

It may be that in this frank expression of convic-

tion, in which we know many Friends unite, we are

obliged to difler from some whom we love and honor
nmch. But it appears to be the duty of a journal

like this to seek, without bias on either hand, and
without claiming any approach to infallibility, the

wliole tnith.

Relating to the same subject, the following is part

of the action of New York Yearly Meeting (O.) at its

recent session at Glen's Falls :

"Commencing with the year 1887, our Monthly
Meetings shall appoint committees once every three

years, to ascertain the doctrinal views of the minis-

ters belonging to this meeting, and that no one shall

be acknowledged or continued as a minister whose
belief is not clearly in accordance with the affirma-

tive of the Nine Questions contained on pages 48, 49,

and 50 of our printed Dicipline.
" Ministers coming among us with removal certifi-

cates from other Yearly Meetings, shall be subject in

all respects to the provisions above mentioned."

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
The "Conference" of Orthodox Yearly Meetings,

to be held at Richmond, Indiana, on the 2.5th of Ninth
month, is attracting considerable attention among the

membership of that body. The question very natural-

ly is what the gathering is expected to accomplish, and
the answers to this, as we find them in the Orthodox
journals vary somewhat. Practically, it may be said

that the object is to define how much of the Western
departure from time-honored Frienas' principles and
usage can be tolerated, and w-hat part of it cannot.

The Iowa plan of supporting " pastors," and the

Ohio use of water baptism, etc., are expected to be

censured, though as we judge from some expressions,

even this will be found not easy. The Friends' Ex-
positor, (representing the Ohio baptizers), expresses

its apprehensions that the action of the Conference
" will produce disruption instead of unity." New
York Yearly Meeting, (Glens Falls), in its minute on -

the subject, added the following: "It is understood

that the conclusions of the Conference are to be only

advisory in their character, and our Committee is in-

structed that no subject shall be introduced into the

Conference by any individual member of our deliga-

tion without the previous a|>proval of a majority of

them." The Chicago Christian Worker expresses its

concern as to the manner in which the delegates

represent the several yearly meetings. The small

ones, it says, will have representation greatly out of

proportion to membership, and hence will have an

unfair degree of strength. " For instance, an expres-

sion on the pastoral question, to influence Friends in

Iowa, must be given forth by a body that justly rep-
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resents the church. If yearly meetings; in which

sentiment prevails adverse to the judgment of Iowa

Friends, number in delegates largely above their just

proportion, decisions adverse to Iowa's action would

promptly be rejected, and the want of unity in the

church would be increased, rather than removed."

—Among the questions which the Christian Worker

thinks ought to be discussed at the Conference are :

" How may we conduct revival meetings, so as to

avoid every form of extreme and danger, and to suc-

cessfully husband and appropriate everything that is

good connected therewith ? What is the place of the

Evangelist in revivals, in relation to resident minis-

ters, in leading' services, in preaching, in duties out

of meeting? What Gospel doctrines and teachings

should be made prominent in evangelization, and

what are the melhods of work to be recommended?
How may those who are gathered in during revivals

be most successfully taken care of, fed, and nur-

tured ? Who are the pastors in Christ's church, and
how is the pastoral gift to be recognized, encouraged,

and supported? What is our duty as a church re-

specting home and foreign missions, how extensive

is the field, how imperative the command to go into

it, and what are the qnalilications and equipments

necessary in order to successfully gather a harvest?

What is the duty of Christians with respect, to giv-

ing for the spread of the Gospel, and how may col-

lections be most wisely gathered and dispensed ?
"

—In London Yearly. Meeting it was stated by J.

B. Braitbwaite that the Yearly Meeting of Philadel-

phia had made no appointment, but "a few Friends

would go from thence to tlie Conference, by invita-

tion, in a non-official character." Commenting on
this, the Friends' Expositor grows energetic and says:

"By whose invitation? Who are the Friends? How
many of them? Who has authority to 'invite?' If

there are to be some ' non-officials ' why not more?
Where is the provision for an?/? Such questions are

asked on every side and they will be asked. And if

brethren are really honest in this professed effort to

'promote unity in America,' tbey ought to be wise

enough not to throw away their opportunity by fla-

grant disregard of the terms of the Conference, at

least so long in advance of its meeting."

—Friends' Revieir, discussing the Conference, says :

" In the reports of London and Dublin Yearly Meet-
ings, expressions of several highly respected Friends
have given hints of their anticipations. Such of
them as have spoken look to the Conference for

the promotion of unity in the maintenance of the
spirituality of worship, the spirituality and freedom
of the ministry, and the disuse of ordinances ; also,

strengthening the hands of those in Ohio Yearly
Meeting, who continue in unity with the great body
of the Society, in Great Britain and Ireland as well

as in this country. Instead of the fundamental prin-

ciples of the Society of Friends I)eing brought into

question, expression was given to the expectation
that they will be so re-affirmed as to show that they
are no longer open to question among us ; experience,
under the guidance of the Head of the church,
having given them abundant confirmation."

—Barnabas C. Hobbs left his home on the (ith

Inst., for Eastern North Carolina, to close up the con-
nection whicli Friends have had there for a few
years past with a mis.sion and school amongst the
Cherokee Indians. The work was in a most prosper-
our condition under their care, but through evil in-

fluences the government was induced to take it out
of their hands. The Government now ofl'ers to make
a new contract with Friends, but the terms are such
as to make the work impossible and liumiliating,

and there is no way but to give it np.— Chrisliaii

Worker.

DE. HOLMES'S NEW POEM.
[Read at tbe dedication of tbe 0. W. Holmes Hospital at Madi-

sou, Wisconsin.]

NOT ours to ask in freezing tones

His race, his calling, or his creed
;

Each heart the tie of kinship owns
When these are human veins that bleed.

Here stand the champions to defend
From every wound that flesh can heal

;

Here science, patience, skill shall blend
To save, to calm, to help, to heal.

Father of mercies ! Weak and frail.

Thy guiding hand thy children ask

;

Let not the Great Physician fail

To aid us in our holy task.

Angel of love, for every grief

Its soothing balm its mercy brings.

For every pang, its healing leaf.

For homeless want, thy outspread wings.

Enough for thee the pleading eye.

The knitted brow of silent pain
;

Thy portals open to a sigh

Without the clank of bolt or chain.

Who is our brother? He that lies

Left at tbe wayside, bruised and sore

;

His need our open hand supplies.

His welcome waits him at our door.

Source of all truth and love and light

That warm and cheer our earthly days
;

Be ours to serve thy will aright.

Be thine the glory and the praise

!

Boston, April 25, 1887.

BUILDING MONUMENTS.
THROUGH life we build our monuments
Of honor and, perhaps, of fame

;

Tbe little and the great events

Are blocks of glory or of shame.

The modest, humble, and obscure,

Living unnoticed and unknown,
May raise a shaft that will endure
Longer than pyramids of stone.

The carven statue turns to dust,

And marble obelisks decay.

But deeds of pity, faith, and trust.

No storms of fate can sweep away.

Their base stands on the rock of right,

Their apex reaches to the skies;

They glow with the increasing light

Of all the circling centuries.
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Our building must bo good or bad

;

In words we speak, in deeds we do
;

On sand or granite must be laid

The shaft that shows us false or true.

How do we build—what can we show

For hours and days and years of toil ?

Is the foundation firm below V

Is it on rock or sandy soil ?

The band that lifts the fallen up,

That heals a heart or binds a wound,

That gives the needed crust and cup,

Is building upon solid ground.

Is there a block of stainless white

Within the monumental wall,

On which the sculptured skill can write,

" He builded well, so should we all ?
"

— Christian Intelligencer

FATHERS AND DAUGHTERS.
MUCH bas been said of the wise u.se and disposition

made by Miss Catharine Wolfe of her great wealth,

but little has been said of tlie wise training, added

to a natural good judgment, which enabled her to ad-

minister her affairs so well. She reflected great

honor on her sex by her financial management and

ability to deal with difficult problems. Her father,

it is said, in her youth made her perfectly famihir

with bis method of dispensing charity. As a young

girl she was timid and shrinking, and her father early

sought rather to bring her in contact with the world

through his charities than society. He once said of

her, " Now, I am not going to will my property away to

institutions, but I will bring up my daughter so that

she will use it as I have used it, and even better."

AVhen the accumulated fortunes of herfether and

mother came to her, she accepted it as a trust, and,

while ready to act on good advice, held her opinions

independently. She tempered impulse with reason,

and rarely made a mistake in the objects she sought to

benefit. She recognized that povery pinched hardest

where inherited refinement and ambition were the

only portions. Many bright girls found it possible

to attain a college education through Miss Wolfe's

bounty. Europe has been a dream realized by many
who required travel and study abroad to fit them for

their business in life. Fine impulses, with wise

training, enabled this remarkable woman to scatter

seed that will bear fruit through generations. Where-

ever her name is mentioned will come the thought of

a wise, generous woman, followed by the invariable

thought that to her father the world owes a del^t of

gratitude for the training which fitted her for her

position.

If fathers would only realize how much the round-

ing out of both the character and education of their

daughters depended on the relation they held to

their fathers, the complaint of the narrowne.ss of

view and personal relations which women hold to

affairs would disappear. Women who grow up en-

tirely under a mother's influence naturally view life

from the feminine standpoint, having minds mure
fitted to comprehend details than to grasp entire situ-

ations. The very nature of a training entirely un-

der feminine influence is to bound the mental vision

by the horizon of home fences, domestic, social,

church, and inherited opinions. Of the vast world

outside these walls a girl can only learn as she is

brought in contact with it through the medium ofan in-

telligent father or brother, unless circumstances force

her to battle with that same outside world in the bread-

and-butter struggle. More women make wrecks of

their lives because of the mistaken training that pre-

vented a knowledge of financial and economic condi-

tions than from any other cause.

Girls should be trained in these questions prac-

tically as well as thoretically. Train them to a

knowledge of business both in materials and meth-

ods. A father engaged in shoe manufacturing trained

his two daughters in the management of his business,

went abroad for six months, and returned to find

nothing had suffered at their hands, and, as a reward,

placed to their credit a sum of money that purchased

a house for each when she married. Should he die,

they could control his business intelligently, at least

till it could be disposed of with profit.

Girls could certainly be trained to accept their

education as a fitting for the business of living. Even
their accomplishments should minister to that end.

The wisdom of this is displayed in the case of Miss

Mary Tillinghast. Her father was a wealthy man,

and in her education her artistic talent was recog-

nized and trained. When the family fortune was

lost, and death had deprived the family of its head,

Miss Tillingh.ast turned her talents to account, and so

earnestly had she availed herself of her opportunities

that success met her first efforts. Her work to-day

is found in the finest mansions in the country.

Teach girls to meet the future possibilities with

.some training that is an equipment, and bring them up

to know how to look at the broad questionsof the day.

They should be the companions of their fathers

and brothers in thought, and their pupils where cir-

cumstances force theory in place of practice.

—

Chris-

tian Union.

An important astronomical event, for which sci-

entists in Europe and America are now making prep-

arations, is the eclipse of the sun, which is predicted

to occur on the 18th of next month. The earliest

point of observation will be Berlin, which the sha-

dow of the moon will strike a few minutes after sun-

rise, but owing to the unfavorable hour, with its at-

tendant low-lying mists, the eclipse will be more fa-

vorably observed at places in Russia, which the

moon's shadow reaches later. At Lake Baikal the

sun will be at the noon hour at the totality of the

eclipse, and the duration of totality will approach

four minutes—not the longest time on record, but of

favorable length for observation. It will diminish

eastward and westward from this point, and in Japan

where the eclipse will take place between three and
four o'clock, local time. The duration of the total

phase of the eclipse will be three minutes and fifteen

seconds.

What clay-bound hearts have been melted !

What fountains of love have been stirred !

Kind thoughts, and true, are begotten

By the use of a gentle word.
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THE ECLIPSE EXPEDITIONS.
WILLIAM J. Hollanil, a special correspondent of the

Philadelphia Press who accompanies the expedition

to Japan to view the coming eclipse, writing from

Vancouver, B. C, on his way thither, on the 16th of

last month, says : "The work of the Japan expedi-

tion being designed to be largely pliotographic, an

attempt being in contemplation to secure larger pho-

tagraphs of the corona of the sun than have ever yet

been made, tlie expedition will be reinforced upon
its arrival by a number of photographerj, whose ser-

vices will be secured in Japan. The exact point of

observation will be determined, upon arrival in Tokio,

where access may be had to the extended series of

meterological records which have been kept for

a number of years in the same manner in which
such records are kept by the United States Army
Signal Office."

The special object of search during the eclipse will

be the corona of the sun, and no doubt an effort will

be made to verify the reported discovery of an intra-

mercurial planet, to which the name of Vulcan has

sometimes been hypothetically given by astronomers.

Professor Young, director of the other American
expedition, will with his colleagues make observa-

tions northeast of Moscow, in Russia.

The following later information has been received

:

" Prof. David T. Todd of Amherst College, in charge
of the eclipse expedition to Japan, has arrived at

Yokohama safely with the outfit furnished him by the

Navy Department."

On the last Sunday in the year 1788 John Wesley
preached to a large congregation in London. " Sir,"

said he to his attendant while putting on his gown,
" It is above fifty years since I first preached in this

church ; I remember it from a particular circumstance.

I had come without a sermon, and going up the

pulpit stairs, I hesitated and returned into the vestry,

under much mental confusion and agitation. A
woman who stood by, noticed my concern, and said,

'pray sir, what is the matter?' I replied, ' I have
not brought a sermon with me.' Putting her hand on

my shoulder, she said, ' Is that all ? cannot you trust

God for a sermon ?' The question had such an efl'ect

on me, that I ascended the pulpit, preached extem-
pore, with great freedom to myself, and acceptance to

the people ; and have never since taken a written

sermon into the pulpit." A word spoken in due
season, how good it is !

—Selected.

Every human soul has the germ of some flowers

within ; and they would open, if they could only find

sunshine and free air to expand it. I always told you
that not having enough sunshine was what ailed the

world. Make the people happy, and there will not be
half the quarreling or a tenth part of the wickedness
there is.

—

Lydia Maria Child.

In some dim hour 'twixt dart and dawn,
Tliat Eastern Slar's pnre liRht was horn :

No eyes hut those that watchi'd beheld

As from the dusk its radiance welled
;

No hearts but tliose that longed, divined

Its mute Evangel to mankind.

All successful men have agreed in one thing:

they were causationists. They believed that things

went not by luck, but by law. Belief in compensa-
tion, or that nothing is got for nothing, characterizes

all valuable minds.

—

Emerson.

We can be thankful to a friend for a few acres or

a little money ; and yet for the freedom and command
of the whole earth, and for the great benefits of our

being, our life, health, and reason, we look upon our-

selves as under no obligations.

—

Selected.

Those very near us often need strengthening.

Are we right if they have practically to look farther

for the strengthening which might be ours to give?

There may be a spiritual application of providing

specially for those of our own house.

—

Selected.

Natuek ever faithful is

To such as trust her faithfulness.

When the forest shall mislead me,

When the night and morning lie.

When sea and land refuse to feed me,

'Twill be time enough to die. —Emerson.

De.\k Lord, is it too much to ask

For this poor heart like blissful task?

May not my life so brightly shine

—

The reflex of that smile of thine

—

That it may lead through sin's dark night

Some soul to worship thee aright?—A. R. Stillman.

Teach me to live ! no idler let me be.

But in thy service hand and heart employ

:

Prepared to do thy bidding cheerfully.

Be this my highest and my holiest joy.

Human love, when deep and true, is never
ashamed of the lowliness of its object. A truly noble

nature recognizes a friend the more lie needs help.

Though we are mean, and low, and despised, yet

Christ is not, ashamed of us, because he loves us.

—

Rev. Newman Hall.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—On the 13th of this month it was reported from Roann,

that the town was attacked by a cloud of insects resemb-

ling millers, so dense that lights had to be lighted. They
covered everything. Business was suspended for a time,

and bonfires were built, which drew the insects, and their

bodies were soon piled up in great heaps around the fires.

—A few days ago Freiherr von Faber, the founder of

the lead-pencil firm of A. W. Faber, at Steiu in Germany,
celebrated his seventieth birthday. He has changed the

village of Stein (near Niiremberg). into one of the finest in

Germany, founded the famous Germanic Museum in Nii-

remberg, and will be remembered for many other charita-

ble bequests.

—John Bright, in a speech before the East Indian Asso-

ciation lately, advocated the admission of the natives of

India to the highest positions in the civil service. This

extension of the civil service, he thought, was a part of the

principles contained in the proclamation issued by her

Majesty at the end of the mutiny ; and it would be better

if England tried whether a mural sentiment and a Chris-

tian principle would not prove to he a greater permanent
influence than continued aggrandizement.
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—The latest news from Stanley, tl'e African explorer,

is that on the journey beyond Leopoldville he found great

difficulty in replcnishinjr his comioissary. The threatened

scarcity of provisions made a number of his men insubor-

dinate, and it became necessary to punish them with much

severity. Stanley himself was ill from the excessive heat.

CUBEENT EVENTS.

Extremely hot weather prevailed all over the country

on three or four (lays duving the past week,—especially

the 16th, 17th, and 18tli. In Philadelphia tlie thermometer

marked about 100, on these days, (the Signal Service

record slightly under), and there were many deaths due

directly or indirectly to the heat. The following tempera-

tures and deaths from heat are among the number reported

by telegraph on the 17th : Pittsburg, 101 degrees. 6

deatlis. Wiushington, 99 degrees. 2 deaths. Baltimore, 99

degrees, «5 deaths. Pekin, Illinois, " 103 all day," 4 deaths.

Joliet, Illinois, " 100 at daybreak, 113 in the middle of the

day;" fourteen convicts in the penitentiary overcome,

and two die. St. Louis, 104 degrees, 11 deaths. Louis-

ville, 99} degrees, 8 deaths. Chicago, 102 degrees, 18

deaths, making 62 since the morning of the 16th.

No new cases of yellow fever were reported in Key

West on the 17tb. There were two deaths. The record up

to that day stands : Total cases to date, 119; deaths, .32;

sick now, 57; discharged cured, 30.

Severe local storms have visited various parts of the

country within the last few days. One of these, at Car-

lisle, Pa., on the 17th did much damage to the Indian

School property. Captain Pratt considers the loss $4,000.

A dispatch says :
" The buildings stand on a hill right in

the path of the storm. Hardly any escaped without some

damage. The school lost a part of its roof, chimneys, ven-

tilators, and verandah. The end of the girls' building was

twisted, the wall cracked, the doors and windows burst in,

and the roof dismantled."

Pbesident Clevel.vnd and his wife have been making a

trip through portions of New York State, and to the Thous-

and Islands, in St. Lawrence River. They expected to re-

turn to Washington on the 20th.

In the Women's Christian Temperance Convocation, at

Lake Bluff, on the 16th, Senator Colquitt, of Georgia,

gave some details of what prohibition is doing in the

South. In the twelve Southern States, he said, "there

were fewer saloons to the population than in any other

dozen States, not excepting Maine and Kansas. Local op-

tion had been adopted in Georgia and Alabama, and pro-

hibition was a complete success." There has not been, in

any of the Southern States, a " third party" movement for

Prohibition.

The Delaware Railroad Company's peach estimate was

published in Wilmington on the 16th. The shipments by

rail expected from all points on the peninsula reached by

the main line and its feeders aggregate 2,353,353 baskets.

This is a moderate crop.

The time for the redemption of the trade dollar will

expire, as announced by the Secretary of the Treasury, on

the 3d of Ninth month.

W. T. Coi^well, a colored man. now in the jail at Lan-

caster. Pa., is suspected of being the murderer of John

Sliarpless, in Delaware county, for which crime another

colored man, Jolmson, is now under sentence of death. The
matter will he investigated. Johnson, whose execution

was set for .\ugnst 2nd, has been respited by Governor

Beaver, until Sei>teraber 1st, in order that bis case may be

fully inquired into by the Board of Pardons.

General Master Workman Powderly, of the Knights

of Labor, says ho will favor an open convention of the

General Assembly at Minneapolis, in October; and tlnit he

will not resign bis office, but servo out his time as a mat-

ter of duty. He says he firmly believes that strikes and

lock-outs are losing ground and will soon be avoided alto-

gether.

London, July 17.—Slight shocks of earthquake were

felt in Sicily^and along the Italian coasts at 8 this morning.

Mt. Etna is in a state of eruption. No damage is reported.

NOTICES.

*s*' Quarterly meetings in .Seventh month occur as fol-

lows

:

26. Western, Londongrove, Pa.

28. Cain. East Cain, Pa.

30. Westbury, Westbury, L. I.

-ji* Friends' Almanac. Any Corrections needed for

the Almanac for 1888, and other desirable information

or selections, should be forwarded at onre to Friends' Book
Association, 1500 Race St.. so that it can be issued in time

for the approaching Yearly Meetings.

Let each one consider it a duty to aid in making it

correct and useful.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•** We particularly ask that when money is forwarded to rraew

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is vow being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which

case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

*,* Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and

Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance

may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•,«As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and

Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to auy of our

friends who may wLsh extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particula

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

CLEMENT A. WOODNUTT,

UNDERTAKER.
1226 North Fifteenth Street, Philadelphia.

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal at

a medium for advertigements will, we think, be fowid

very gatisfaetory. A careful supervision is exercised,

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reachiny, say,

\T^,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give .ijiecial weight to each adver-

tisement. S&'^^en our readers answer an adver-

tiser, please mention tliat they do it upon seeing the

advertisement in this pryier.-^S
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''JUDGE NOT THAT YE BE NOT JUDGED.'
Perchance the frieml who cheered thy early years

Has yielded to the tempter's power :

Yet why shrink back and draw away thy skirt,

As though her very touch would do thee hurt ?

Wilt thou prove stronger in temptation's hour?

Perchance the one thou trustedst more than life

Has broken love's most sacred vow :

Yet judge him not—the victor in life's strife

Is be who beareth best the burden of life,

And leaveth God to judge, nor question how.

Sing the great song of love to all, and not

The wailing anthem of thy woes;
So live thy life that thou mayst never feel

Afraid to say, as at His throne you kneel,
" Forgive me, God, as I forgive my foes."

—Chambers' Journal.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

VOCAL SUPPLICATION IN OUR MEETINGS.
IT will proliably be readily admitted that true prayer,

as a devotional exercise, i.s the asking of our Heav-
enly Fatherfor something of which we feel ourselves,

or those for whom we vocally supplicate, to stand in

need
;
or for divine aid to accomplish what we think

is a duty imposed ; or to enable us to overcome the
difficulties which may be our allotment to meet ; or

for preservation from yielding to any form of temp-
tation by which the human mind may be assailed.

In our religious meetings where the divine com-
mand is given to break the silence of the worshippers
in the way of vocal supplication, I have no doubt
that it is the intention, through such a silence, to

tender the minds of the worshippers, and to remind
them, through such an addre.ss to the Divine on their

behalf, of their individual needs, and to turn their

thoughts to the true source whence comfort, strength,

knowledge, and direction may be obtained.

Such a service, when rightly performed, brings
the instrument into a peculiarly close relationship

with the conditions of mind in the meeting, and with
the Divine Spirit as it unfolds what should be asked
for that shall meet those needs ; and it is therefore
not improperly regarded as one of the most solemn
requirements that can be made of the instrument
called into the Divine service. And it is equally true

that when it is rightly performed it of all forms of
public service tends to solemnize a meeting.

Hence, a great care is needed to be exercised by
those to whom is given a commission to break the
silence of religious meetings, that they move not to

vocally supplicate the Divine Spirit without a clear
intimation for such a service.

I have been induced to pen these thoughts because
I have often been pained by the character of the com-
munications I have listened to in the form of vocal
supplication, some of which con.sisted largely in call-

ing upon the Divine name with ejaculations describ-
ing, or telling the Divine Being what he is, and what
he will do, without any direct application to the needs
of those at the time assembled. Other prayers are
partly addressed to the Deity, and partly to the audi-
ence. To me, neither of these constitutes a true
prayer, nor are they called for by a Divine command,
for our God is a God of order, and his commands are
consistent for the purpoise for which they were given.
And while I thus feel, I do not doubt the sincerity of
those who utter these forms of vocal supplication, nor
that they think it is a Divine requirement, nor that
there may have been in the mind the conscious feel-

ing of the spirit of prayer. But for want of closely

seeking to know when to move, and to feel sure that
they are the ones to move, they attempt to give ex-
pression to their feeling in this pointless, and as it

seems to me unprofitable, mannar to the meeting.

I say this not in a fault-finding or cen.sorious spirit,

nor because I would assume the judgment-seat over
the requisitions made of any,—but to induce a more
careful consideration regarding the nature and object
of these vocal supplications by those who more or less

frequently feel they are required to perform such a
service, to the end that when they do thus appear it

may be to the tendering and edifying of the people,

rather than to produce a feeling of regret that the of-

fering had been made. And I would remind those
who are filling the station of elders that there is a
much needed service for them in this direction. I

believe few who enter into such a service of supplica-

tion do not sincerely feel it to be a duty, yet not be-

ing careful enough to keep to the opening made, they
run into those forms of expression. I believe if they
were tenderly and gently, as well as clearly shown
their mistake, they would be more careful in the fu-

ture to feel sure a command was given, and then would
strive to utter only such expressions as were suited to

the conditions for whom they supplicate, as those
conditions were revealed to them by the Divine Spirit

Then such supplications would be edifying to those
that hear, and would bring a truer peace to those who
ofi'er them. John J. Cornell.

Mendon, N. Y., Seventh month 12.
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JOURNAL OF JOURNEYS TO THE INDIAN
COUNTRY.—III.

BY ISAAC rOATES, OF CALN, CHESTER COUNTY.
Ninth month 14(/i. [1799"1. After breakfast, pre-

pared to set ofl' nine miles down tlie river to Corn-
planter's village,' in order to attend the council be-
fore appointed, and nine of us embarked in a canoe
to wit : Indian John, Halftown, Halliday Jackson,
Joel Swayne, Joshua Sharpies, Thomas Stewardson,
James Cooper, myself, and Hugh Hartshorn. Had a
pleasant sail down the river, and arrived at our des-
tined port a little before 11 o'clock, divers of the dis-

tant chiefs being collected before we came. Before
we sat in council, walked about, viewing some of the
Indian cottages and their dress, which would take
more time to describe than I am at this time dis-

posed to take. About an hour after we arrived, a
large liorn, something like a French horn, was
blown, in order to collect the chiefs and others to

council
;
and in a short time they collected in a part

of Cornplanter's house or cabin, perhaps to the num-
ber of thirty or more. We all sat down in stillness a
short space, when the old chief stood up (his son
Henry O'Beil interpreting), and addressed us in sub-
stance as follows

:

" Brothers, I am glad the good Spirit has favored
you all with health in your long journey to come and
see us and take us by the hand, so "that we may
brighten the chain of friendship ; and now some of
us are collected, we should be glad to hear what you
have to say to us."

We then informed them that we bad taken a long
journey to see our young men who were settled
among our Indian brothers, and that we had not
much that we knew of to say to the Indians; only to

know from themselves how they liked our young
men being amongst them, and whether they thought
they were likely to be useful to them or not. AVe
then had our certificate read and interpreted to them,
with wliich they expressed satisfaction ; and we hav-
ing agreed upon a short piece of advice or queries to
lay before them, which we had in writing, it was read
by paragraphs and interpreted to them as follows

:

" Brothers, you have now heard that our coming
here was to see how you and our young men w ho
live amongst you are getting along. AVe are glad the
Good Spirit has favored us to meet you in health, and
given us this opportunity of taking you by the hand
and brightening the chain of friendship. Now, broth-
ers, we should like to hear from your own mouths if

you are quite .satisfied with our young men living
amongst you. They came here with a hope of being
useful, by instructing you in a better way of manag-
ing your land and providing for yourselves and your
cattle. AVe desire you to speak freely, larothers. It

has been some satisfaction to us in riding through
your town to see marks of industry taking place ; that

['Note.—Genesinguhta, where the travelers met Halliday
Jackson and Joel Swayne, as described last week, was on the
Allegheny Resen-ation of the Seneca Indians, on the Allegheny
river, just above the line, in New York State. Cornplanter had a
village and private reservation of his o\to,—about 1300 acres,—
down the river, and below the line, in Warren county, Pennsyl-
vania, He called it Genesedaga. The to\ra of Kiazua is now on
the opposite side of the river.]

you are building better and warmer houses to live in
;and that so much of your cleared land is planted With

corn, potatoes, beans, squashes, cucumbers, etc., and
to see these articles kept in good order. Brothers, we
observe where your new houses are building, that the
timber is very much cut ofl^a rich flat which we wish
you encouraged to clear and make it fit for plowing.
AVe believe it to be very good land for wheat, as well
as corn, and as the white people are settling around
you, the deer and other wild game will grow scarce
and more diflicult te be taken. AVe therefore hope
that more of your men will assist in clearing land,
fencing it, planting it with corn, and sowing it with
wheat. You will then have a supply of provision
more certain to depend upon than hunting. Broth-
ers, we were pleased to see your stock of cattle in-
creased

; the rich bottoms on the river will be plenty
for them to live on in the.summer season, butas your
winters are long and cold, it will require something
for them to live on in the winter. Now the white
people keep their cattle on hay, on straw, and on
corn-fodder. Straw you cannot get until you raise
wheat or other grain ; the rich bottoms, if they were
put in order, would produce a great deal of hay ; but
for an immediate supply, we think, if as soon as you
gather your corn you would cut the stalks close at
the ground, bind them up in small bundles, and put
them in stack, as our young men do, they would keep
the cattle part of the cold weather. Brothers, we
are glad to see a quantity of new fence made this
summer, near where our young men live, and we
would not have you get discouraged at the labor it

takes; for if you will clear a little more land every
year and fence it, you will soon get enough to raise
what bread you want, as well as some for grass to
make hay for winter. Brothers, we understand you
are desirous to discourage whiskey from being
brought amongst you, with which we are much
pleased, and should be glad you could entirely keep
it away

; for to get it, you give your money which
you should have to buy clothes with , and' to buy
oxen and plows with to work your land; and it does
not do }'0u any good."

After which a solemn silence took place, in which
I thought I felt love to flow to the poor natives,
accompanied with a strong desire that they might be
prevailed upon to wholly decline the drinking of
distilled spirits

; for truly I think 'until some reforma-
tion in that respect takes place amongst them, the
solid ground on which we can expect their profit-

able civilization is small
; and though I felt as I did,

it seemed discouraging to ofl'er anything to them on
the occasion, considering my own inability and the
imperfect interpreter we had—being one who hath a
strong inclination to the evil habit himself. So I had
liked to have omited saying anything, until my friend
Joshua Sharpies whispered to me and told me if I

had anything to say to them not to omit it. I then
addressed them in substance as follows :

" Brothers, your brothers, the Quakers, who have
come a long way to see you, believe that the Great
Spirit made both white men and red men, and placed
them on this great island, gave them many good
things to live uponsuch as grain, flesh, fruit, etc., and
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also gave them understamHng hearts. And we also

believe that his design or intention was that we

should love and serve him, and not only love him

and our own people but love and be at peace with all

people of all nations and colors. But some white

men became very cunning and sought out new inven-

tions, one of which was making rum, whiskey,

brandy, etc. , out of the good things that he had given

them, which at first was used in very small quantities

as medicine ; but as it became more plenty, many
white men got to love it and drink more of it, inso-

much that they became drunk and neglected their

business; many of their wives and children suftereJ

in want of food and clothing, and it seemed to be the

beginner or forerunner of almost every bad practice.

Now, brothers, some of your friends, the Quakers,

many years since were favored to see the mischief

that rum and whiskey had done, and believed it right

for them not to drink any more, and have found by

more than twenty years' experience that they can do

better without it than with it. And seeing the mis-

chief it did to others, and how much better they

themselves did without it, believed it right to per-

suade others to do so too ; and as we love our Indian

brothers, and seeing their land is much sold and

white people settling all round them whereby the

deer and other game is likely to become so scarce

that they cannot live by hunting much longer, we
were drawn in compassion to invite some of our young

men to come and live amongst you, in order to in-

struct you in the useful ways of the white people who
have now been some time with you. But we under-

stand that some bad white men let Indians have

whiskey and that many of them love it so much that

they often get drunk and are wicked. Brothers, we
wish you would not hearken to those bad men who
want you to buy their whiskey, nor give way to your

own love for it, but stand against it and not use any

of it; for if you do, your friends, the Quakers, will

be discouraged and hang down their heads and go

and leave you. But if you will stand against it and

not use it, become sober men, they will be willing to

assist and instruct you what they can."

I believe the interpreter endeavored to render it

into the Indian language as well as he could, though

he appeared somewhat convicted ; and I also think

they understood it pretty well, as there appeared a

general concurrence by their usual nod and sound on

such occasions, and by what the old chief said to us

after, on our asking them if they had anything to say

to us, he replied that Henry Simmons had told him
some time ago that he intended to go home this fall,

(Henry having taught school at Cornplanter's village),

and that he could not give us an answer until he knew
whether Henry would go or not. We then agreed to

be a little time by ourselves. They left us a few min-

utes and we laid the matter close to Henry. He then

told us that he believed it was his duty to come here

and he now believed it was his place to go home,

which we could not gainsay, though we felt sorry the

Indian children should be left without an instructor.

The chiefs were called in again, and tenderly informed

of Henry's intention of returning. Cornplanter then

replied if it was right, he could not say against it, but

was afraid he should not have help enough to keep
away the whiskey, as Henry ha'I been a great help to

him in that, and that he thought the Indians would
now mind him more than they would one of them

;

and then said that when our young men came first

amongst them some of their warriors did not like it,

but now he believed they all liked it, and all

spoke very well of them, and wished the young
men to tell us if any of the young Indians or others

behaved bad to them. They then all rose up and in

a friendly manner shook hands with us and did what
they call " cover the council fire." Then one of their

women brought in a large loaf of unleavened wheat
bread and a tin cup full of pretty good butter, on

which we dined and took our departure up the river.

Halliday Jackson, James Cooper, and myself walked,

the others all went in the canoes we came down in.

Arrived at the young men's home just before sunset,

and lodged this night with them.i

15(7i, and first of the week. Have not gone much
out of the house to-day. Sat down with the young

men at their usual time of holding their meeting,

which to me and I believe to others was a solid,

strengthening time. A little after night, Joshua

Sharpies went out of the house and just as he came
in, the trap-door of the cellar being open, he stepped

in it and fell with the back of his head against one of

the joists or sleepers, and so down into the cellar.

We all made what haste we could down, finding him
stunned and sen8ele.ss. We were exceedingly

alarmed, got some camphor, bathed his temples and

other places so that in about two or three minutes

he came to so as to speak, but knew not that any-

thing was the matter, or where he was, for a con-

siderable time. At length his understanding re-

turned, but he could not all the evening recollect

falling, being a good deal hurt. Our getting away
from here as soon as we propo-sed, [now] looks doubt-

ful ; but it is a great comfort to us to find him as well

as he appears to be. Went to bed and I slept with

him in some hopes he may be better in the morning,

16th. Joshua quite as well as we could expect,

but not fit to travel. This day we have had a visit

from five or six Indian chiefs who stayed with us

the most of the day and appeared very much pleased

in being in our company and viewing a map which

we had with us. Soon got to understand it so that

they could point out almost any of the rivers and

lakes. About noon Cornplanter came and brought ua

a quarter of venison and two pigeons. Ofl'ered to

send some of his people to pilot us to Bufialo, but we
could not tell him when we could go, not knowing

when our friend would be able to travel. About the

middle of the afternoon they all took an aflectionate

farewell of us for the present.

[iNoTE.—Cornplanter, at the time of this visit, was about 60 to

65 years old. He was of half-blood only, the son of a white man
named John O'Bail, a Mohawk Valley trader. He is believed to

have been with the French in the defeat of Braddock, In 1755,

and he afterwards took part with the British, in the War of the

Revolution. Afterthat, however, he devoted himself to peace, and

refused to fight. In the Indian disturbances from 1791 to 1794, he

kept the Senecas friendly, and he continued to live on his reserva-

tion to hisdeath, in 1836, when he was considered to be about 100

years old. The accounts of him say that " he deplored the evils

of intemperance, and exerted himself to suppress it."]
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17lh. A fine ilay. Joshua appearing some better,

eijihteen or twenty of the Indians came to see us and

bade us farewell. About one o'clock we set olf, Hal-

liday Jackson bearing us company. We took an

affectionate farewell of our other two friends, after

an uniting opportunity just before parting. Kode

about four miles up the river through middling good

land to the house of one of the old chiefs who was

with us yesterday, and who had his horse standing

hitched ready to pilot us up the river to a small set-

tlement of Indians. On riding along we discovered

they had the day before opened and cut the path

wider and better for several miles just on our ac-

count ; and on our way we passed a new settlement,

made this summer by Halftown, on some most excel-

lent land. Where he lives be has cleared and fenced

two or three acres and got it in with corn and vines.

After crossing the river we rode to another chief's

house where there are several cabins, and pitched our

tent and lodged on the river bank. They were kind

to us in their way, and gave us two very good squir-

rels. This being ten miles up the river.

lS(/i. Being a rainy morning, we set ofl' having

Suntish and Halliday Jackson for our guides, which

we found to be very useful to us before night, it be-

ing a very wet day and much of the way so swampy
and difficult that we should have been much beset

without them. Abundance of the way through, the

wilderness is so stopped up with wind falls of timber,

many of which are so large in low ground and fallen

one on another for a mile together, that to a stranger

it would seem altogether impassable. Many of these

with great difficulty we haveto jump our horses over,

and perhaps in mud half leg deep; and many of

them were so large no horse could leap them. AVe

went up the river three miles and then took up a

valley about twelve miles, down which a creek of

about the size of our branch of Brandywine runs.

Excellent good land all the way up, there being

abundance of sugar maple, beech, ash, birch, and

tass. I have seen sugar maple in abundance that

were three feet over and near one hundred feet high
;

the other timber in proportion. AVe then ascended

a very high mountain
;
good land up it, and on the

top still good, being covered with very heavy, lofty

timber some of which is white pine, some poplar,

and the other as before mentioned. Before we as-

cended the mountain we came to the heads of springs

within a few perches of each other, some of which

run into the Allegheny and some into the Cattarau-

gus. The former empties into the Ohio ; the latter

into Lake Erie and so down the river St. Lawrence.

In some places, abundance of wild cherry three and
four feet in diameter, perhaps sixty and some eighty

feet to the first limb. But as I do not intend to give

a minute description of the land, water, and timber,

only to give a sketch of what appeared remarkable,

suffice it to say that in this day's ride, (which was a

very wet one through abundance of swampy land), I

think the land was generally good and heavy loaded

with timber. This day's ride, twenty-four miles.

Pitched our tent by a spring amongst lofty timber,

and just after we got our fire made and tent raised, it

began to rain very fast, and was an exceeding wet

night, accompanied with a great wind or storm inso-

much that we heard the trees falling almost all

around us. Our situation appeared to be somewhat
trying ; but as we had no alternative, soon composed
ourselves and went to sleep.

[To be Continued.}

For rriends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SUMMER DAYS ON THE MAINE COAST.—I.

THE boundary between Kew Hampshire and Maine
appears to be along the centre of a rather substantial

wooden bridge over the Piscataqua, which leads us

into the real " down east " state. We are in a light-

running, easy coach and have light hearts, for we have
emerged from the sickening, bewildering heat of the

great cities into the pure air of the sea-coast, and the

fresh, inspiring breezes of the wood-lands are rich

with the fragrance of the balsams. One stalwart

young Canada balsam is right by the wayside, point-

ing upward, as if indicating the stern uprightness of

of the people who have set up their household gods
in these sterile, granitic fields, and have so wrestled

with the innate difficulties of the situation as to give

a certain " air of culture " even to this unyielding

rock bound, rugged, coast land.

And this is Kittery, through which our fine bay
horses are coursing along the smooth broad road with

rock foundations. The axe of the woodman has

hewn down the primal forest and then man has

spared a goodly portion of the rocky soil to grow more
forests upon. They are doing as well as they can

;

the young white pines that look so sturdy with such

unwontedly short needles and such warlike rough

jagged trunks. I know the personality of the Pinus

strobus, which is common northward and indeed may
have its special native land in the cool damp woods of

this region, though it extends southward along the

Alleghenies, getting rare in Virginia. A most stately

and elegant tree it is in its best estate. It is our tallest

tree, reaching often 120 to 160 feet in a single straight

column in primitive forests. It is nearly free from

resin in large trunks, and is most valuable for its soft

light wood. But now the fierce winds have snubbed

these little pines, which seem ever to attempt

to be delicate and always symmetrical in their out-

line, but are continually baffled by the north wind,

—

which is rampant to-day. Next comes a young grove

of oaks of many kinds. They are also contorted by

the rude north wind, and have not reached the ma-
jestic proportions for ship building. It must require

more tranquil forest depths to grow the requisite

timbers for the making of wooden walls for our coun-

try's commerce. The Timber Trader Journal asswrea us

that it requires 2000 big oak trees to construct a single

wooden ship of war. " From the calculations made by

the commissioner of internal revenue, a seventy-four-

gun wooden ship contains about two thousand tons

of oak, which would give three thousand loads of

timber, and would require two thousand trees to

build her. As not more than forty oaks, yielding a

load and a half are reckoned to stand upon one acre

of ground, it would take fifty acres to produce the

oak necessary to build a seventy-four-guu frigate." It

is easy to see how important it is that great ships
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should be built partly (at least) of iron, in order
to save the trees. Next, we pass a grove in which the
hickory abounds, Cayra glabra, (I think it is mainly),
a graceful and large tree, with a close bark, and five

to seven leaflets. The wood is valuable for building

fine carriages, so tough and strong is it. These trees

flower in May and shed their nuts in October, and I

was glad to find this most useful genus abundant in

tlie forest of Maine. The interesting oak species—
(the Quercus),—the elms, the glory of New England,

( Vlmus Americana)
; with spreading branches and

drooping branchlets; the yellow birch (Betula exceha)

and the maples especially the sugar maple, {Acer
saccharinum), a large handsome species, seem to char-
acterize the thickets through which our road lay.

But a very luxuriant and vigorous sort of willow
seems congenial to the land, and fringes the brook-
sides everywhere. " The last tree green in autumn,
and the first tree green in spring," it hath been said
or sung by simple bard. The habit of the willow, of
growing by the sides of gentle waters has always been
noticed by the poets. Says Wilson Flagg :

" We
breathe the perfume of its flowers before the meadows
are spangled with violets, and when the crocus has
just appeared in the gardens ; and its early bloom
makes it a conspicuous object when it comes forth
under an April sky, gleaming with a drapery of golden
verdure among the still naked trees of the forest and
orchard."

The Jnni2)erus Virginiana (variety jirostrala), is a
striking feature of the wayside woodland. It is a
creeping shrub which evidently rejoices to shield the
sharp edges of the rocks, and extends eagerly where
no other substantial woody growth would find en-
couragement. It is notable that the red cedar, or ju-
niper, is a historic tree, " and has been the subject of
many interesting traditions, being supposed by the
ancients to yield a shade that was injurious to human
life; the emblem of faith, because its heart is always
sound; the bearer of fruit regarded as a panacea for
all diseases, and a magic charm which was thrown on
the funeral pile to protect the spirit of the dead from
evil." (Flagg.)

The creeping juniper is an illustration of the
adaptation of the children of nature to their habitat.
The normal shape of the tree is a perfect spire, but
the rocky coast of Maine, storm swept and sterile, .sug-

gests the propriety of its prostrate habit—clasping
and clinging to the earth, where the winds cannot
harm it. The branches take root where they come
in contact with the soil, and many species of birds
are nourished by the berries, of which there is ever
a plentiful harvest.

The maple in its several varieties forms an im-
portant part of the woody adornment of our wayside
avenues. It is an elegant and useful family of great
value. There is no need to speak of the superb qual-
ities of the sugar maple, the most abundant species
in all the New England States. It is the largest of its

genus, and has a more vigorous growth. It is rare in
Eastern Massachusetts, and is not found below this
limit, except among the Alleghenies. The sugar pro-
duct of this beautiful tree is important and valuable,
and was the refuge of those who believed themselves

bound to abstain from the cane sugar of the southern
lands. The silver maple, here known as river maple,
is accounted the most grateful tree of this genus. To
our notion, it is far inferior in most particulars to the
sugar maple, though its rather slender habit, and its

very long branches, often considerably drooping,
have a loose flowing negligence, decidedly graceful.

But the richer foliage, the bright autumnal tinting,
and the sugar product of the other, give it vastly the
preference. As we speed rapidly along, of cour.se we
cannot speak positively of all the species that we see
in passing.

The beech (Fagus Americanus), occurs occasionally.
It is said that the suckering habit of th!s tree, and its

vigorous constitution are causes of its predominance
in any tract that is occupied by it, and the clo.se mat-
ting of leaves that covers the ground under the beech
prevents a tangle of undergrowth. Its lively appear-
ance is due to its sweeping branches, and the upright
character of its leaves. That the beech has a tend-
ency to produce mosses and lichens upon its trunk
and branches is a matter of common observation
among woodmen. These parasites require the damp-
ness and seclusion of the deep forest, however.

The birch is very conspicuous among other trees,

from the smooth glossy character of the bark and its

light color. It is the BHula lenla, the sweet black
birch, which we see to-day. Of this the twigs and
foliage are spicy-aromatic, and it has a dark chest-

nut-brown bark, reddish bronze colored on the spray.

Wenote also the Wild Cherry (PnmMSf^ro^ma), at this

season, richly fruited with its ripened racemes of pleas-

antly bitter berries, or drupes occurring at intervals.

In its most favorable habitat it is a fine large tree fur-

nishing valuable timber to the cabinet maker. In its

blooming season it is very beautiful, and is scarcely

less beautiful now with its wealth of fruit which is

unusually rich and abundant at this time. In the
South and West of our country this tree, according
to Michaux, rises sometimes to one hundred feet,

with a corresponding diameter. In Maine it is only
a small tree, being checked in its growth by the se-

vere Northern winters. It delights in the generous
slopes of the Alleghenies, and is at home with the
walnut, the elm, and the oak.

An elegant avenue of elms forms the border of that

portion of our road which leads us quite to our des-

tination, York Harbor. I can say, as have many
others, that scarce any other tree seems so beautiful

and majestic. Its beauty is in contrast with the
rugged grandeur of the oak. It makes no outward
pretensions to strength. It bends to the breeze which
the oak defies, and its greater gentleness is its strength,

since it is seldom broken by the wind. It is the way-
side tree of New England, and makes a splendid fea-

ture of the villages, having been cherished from the
earliest period of the settlement here, as a landscape
ornament having been always valued more than any
other species. It is a drooping tree—almost as much
so as the willow. The State of Maine abounds in

elm trees of the jiarasol form, suggesting something
of the outline of the palm. If its earlier life is in

the dense forest, and then left without its compan-
ions in the meadows where it grew, it is all the more
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beautiful from absence of branches on its trunk

and the development of a crown of lofty branches

aloft in the air. These drop downward gradually and

a most graceful domed tree is the result,—with a

fringe of pendulous branches swayinir jrently to the

breezes, tit guardian of the cottage home, and orna-

ment for the broad park-like woodlands in which

our country delights. It should be noted that the

famous elms of Boston are of the English and not of

the American species. Very few English elms, how-
ever, have been planted in these states since the Rev-

olution.

But now our nine mile drive from Portsmouth to

York is accomplished, and we are comfortably and
seasonably ensconsced in a hostlery of modest pre-

tensions, but of excellent virtues, on a slight emi-

nence overlooking the sea with near access to a

friendly grove on one hand, and the resplendent sea

on the other. Here are coolness, peace, and rest, and
here we may abide for a season before proceeding on
our pilgrimage farther Down East.

Sdsan Roberts.

Baker's, York Harbor, Seventh month 19.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 31.

Eighth Month 7th, 1887.

JESUS IN GALILEE.

Topic : Ministry.
SOLDEN Text :

" And Jesus went about all Galilee, teaching in

their synagogues and publishing the gospel of the kingdom,
and healing all manner of sickness, and all manner of

diseases among the people."—Matt. 4 : 13.

Read Matt. 4: 17-25. Revised Version.

FROM the time of the temptation, Jesus entered

upon his public ministry, first returning to the Jordan,

where he was recognized by John (John 1 :29), and
drew around him some of John's disciples. With these

be went to Cana, (John 2 : 1-11) thence to Capernaum,
afterward to Jerusalem, where he began his work by
casting out the traders from the temple (John 2 :13-25.)

The rulers refusing to accept him as their Me.ssiah,

and John having been imprisoned, Jesus seeing no
openness on the part of the people, returned to Gali-

lee by way of Sychar (John 4 : 3-4-5) where he gave
forth his memorable words respecting divine worship.

These journeyings occupied about fifteen months.
Going back to his own city, Nazareth, and being re-

jected by his towns-people, (Luke 5: 16-30), he again

left it and took up his residence in Capernaum,
where he made a more formal and public proclama-
tion of his work and mission. This brings us to the

events of our present lesson.

Synagogues—the places of worship of the Jeivs.

They were first erected during the captivity in Baby-
lon, when the Jews were far awaj' from the great

temple at Jerusalem, and were simple edifices built

without ostentation. In the time of Jesus they had
multiplied all over the country. In Jerusalem alone
there were said to be 450. In any place where ten
men were found having sufficient leisure to keep up
the regular meetings on the Sabbath and on otlier

days of the week, they were allowed to build a syna-
gogue. The service as conducted, consisted of a first

lesson from the Pentateuch, and a second from the
prophets. A sermon followed ; any rabbi present

might speak by invitation of the ruler of the syna-

gogue. Schools and colleges were often connected
with them and they were centres of religious and in-

tellectual life. (Peloubet.)

The practical teaching of this lesson is

(1.) The necessity of repentance and amendment
of life.

(2.) That all need to be called to a higher spirit-

ual condition to enter into the kingdom of heaven,
which to the true seeker is always at hand.

(3.) That, as the fishermen of Galilee were will-

ing to leave all, that they might become the disciples

of Jesus, and have a part in his ministry, so we ought
to be ready and willing to consecrate our lives to the

work to which our Heavenly Father calls us, and in

its performance we should not forget to minister to

the bodily necessities of the poor and suffering.

Jesus began his public ministry with the .same

call to repentance and amendment of life that had
characterized the preaching of his forerunner, John
the Baptist. The liberty of preaching in the syna-

gogue was accorded to prophets and others who were
recognized as leaders of new sects or representatives

of new opinions, in order that they might not be
condemned, unheard. The synagogue was a place of

trial and of punishment also. This explains many
passages in the New Testament, notably in Matt.

10:17, where Jesus prepares his newly appointed

apostles for what they might expect in the service to

which he had called them.
The characteristics of Jesus as a preacher we

learn from the various evangelists, who briefly men-
tion the efl'ect he produced upon those who were

present. He possessed in a remarkable degree that

mysterious personal magnetism, which always com-

mands attention. No sooner did he rise to speak

than all eyes were fastened upon him. (Luke 4: 20).

He spoke with ease and grace, but with peculiar

power. (Luke 4:22, Mark 1:22). He showed no

respect for rabbinical lore, but was familiar with,

and referred constantly to the Old Testament Scrip-

tures, (Mark 7 : 5-12. John 5: 39). He loved nature

and interpreted her lessons. His discourses were

generally brief, and abounded in apothegms, proverbs,

and even startling paradoxes." (Abbot).

But the real secret of the power of Jesus over

those to whom he preached is found in that close

union with the Father to which he ever bore witness.

AVe hear him say " I do nothing of myself, but as

the Father taught me I speak these things (John

8 : 28). " My teaching is not mine but his that sent

me," (John 7:1C) and again " I and my Father are

one." The entire dedication and consecration to the

work which he came into the world to accomplish

the absence of any effort on his part to gain either

the applause of men or the emoluments of worldly

pursuits, could onlj' manifest themselves in one filled

to overflowing with the Divine Spirit. What a lesson

is here for his followers, especially for those who have
heard the call " Go work in my vineyard !

" As those

to whom the call came in that early day " left all

and followed Jesus," so must the called of to-day

abandon everything that stands in the way of obedi-

ence and follow the Master wherever he may lead.
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Of the call to the work of the ministry Barclay, in

answer to the question " How comes a man to be a

minister ?" says " By the inward power and virtue

of the spirit of God. Having received the true

knowledge of things spiritual by the spirit of God, .

. . . he comes thereby to be called and moved to

minister to others, being able to speak from a living

experience, of what he himself is a witness, . . .

and his words and ministry, proceeding from the in-

ward power and virtues, reach to the hearts of his

hearers and make them approve of him, and be sub-

ject unto him. . . . These are such as having

freely received-,- freely give; who covet no man's
silver or gold or garments ; who seek no man's goods,

but seek them and the salvation of their souls

;

whose hands supply their own necessities, working
honestly for bread for themselves and their families,

and if at any time they be called of God, so as the

work of the Lord hinder them from the use of their

trades, take what is freely given them by such to

whom they have communicated spiritually ; and
having food and raiment, are therewith content

;

such were the lioly prophets and apostles as appears

from Matt. 10 : 8, Acts 20: 33-35, 1 Tim. 6: 8."

THE STUDY OF THE SCRIPTUBES.
Editors Intelligencep. and Journal :

I DESIRE to endorse the views set forth in the Is-

TELLIGENCER of Seventh month 23d, in the communi-
cation signed " M.," with regard to the " Lesson
Leaves " being taken from the same portion of Scrip-

ture that the world about us is considering.

There has always been to me an especial pleasure

in the fact that so many minds throughout the world
were giving their best thought and research to the

same subject, and that whilst the spiritual truths

contained in the Scriptures are a sealed book to those

whose minds have not been brought under the same
Divine enlightenment as were the minds of those

who wrote them, yet that patient research even in

these, as well as in the natural conditions which sur-

rounded this ancient people is rewarded by the Lord
with greater enlightenment. We can bring to our
aid as well so much of the thoughts and knowledge
of others, which, whilst we should never blindly fol-

low these, will ever help us to respect and investi-

gate them.
Let us not therefore withdraw ourselves from those

about us, or spend our time in endeavoring to pull

down the standards which they may have set up,but

exalting our banner above those surrounding us, in-

vite all men to press forward and upward unto it.

"That the mountain of the Lord's house shall be es-

tablished in the top of the mountains; and shall be
exalted above the bills ; and all nations shall flow

unto it."

There is another thought with regard to the

"Lesson Leaves " and our First-day School teaching

which bears upon my mind, of which I would fain

relieve it.

It is a caution that we do not endeavor to explain

away such portions of Scripture as may appear dark
and mysterious to our natural understandings un<ler

the specious reasoning that they have no natural

basis, and are merely allegories to be accepted only
by spiritual interpretation. " He that formed the
eye, shall he not see? He that made the law, has
he not power over the law which he has made ?

"

If to convince the minds not yet prepared to un-
derstand and appreciate the inward voice, outward
sign and demonstration were necessary, or more ef-

fectual, who are we, that we would set a limit upon
God's wisdom, or his power? Let us take the Scrip-

tures therefore as a record of God's dealings with his

people in the way which they understood such deal-

ings to be, and we will find how wonderfully they
coincide from time to time with our ovvn experience.
Beautiful spiritual truths will spring forth as fruits

and flowers from the apparently dry stalks of histor-

ical narration of the lives of nations and individuals,

which had these been ruthle.ssly destroyed or dis-

figured by doubt and criticism would have produced
no spiritual fruitage.

AVhilst the pear and the grape do not grow upon
the trunk of the tree or the vine, but upon the tiny

branches, these too are needed for support and sus-

tenance, and to destroy these is to destroy the fruit.

So are spiritual truths preserved to us by a natural,

visible, and substantial basis needed to keep them
before the minds and hearts of the people.

The effort to present Jesus Christ in a different

light from that which the Scriptures plainly teach is

fraught with weakness and danger in the endeavor
to bring him down to the level of fallen humanity,
instead of following the gospel plan of lifting up
fallen humanity to the level of Jesus Christ.

" Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of

the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man,
unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of

Christ."

The story of the cross, exaggerated though it may
have been to many minds, has been a power for good,

not only in christianizing, but humanizing thousands
who have been sunk in great depths of vice and
misery. The Sacrifice has to my mind a much deeper
significance than is too often accorded to it. It tells

me that He who calls upon me for a sacrifice of time

and means, yea of life itself, asks not of me that

which he has not himself most freely given, and
that I must be " buried with him by baptism into

death " if I expect with him " to walk in newness of

life." I desire that we may one and all become ear-

nest seekers after truth, and in all the Lord's work,

as the true Christian warrior have our loins girt there-

with.

Then with the "breastplate of righteousness " " the

shield of faith," " the helmet of salvation " and " the

sword of the spirit," " having our feet shod with the

preparation of the Gospel of peace " we may confi-

dently go forward.
R. S. H.^.VILAND.

Chappaqua N. Y.

The number of members of the different religious

denominations in the United States is estimated to be

more than 1,600,000 greater than it was four years ago.

Despise nobody, no not condition,—lest it come
to be thine own.

—

Wm. Penn.
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WOBLDLINESS.

THE increasing conformity to the customs and usages

of those about us who are not of our profession, both

in social and business life, makes it a question of no

small import to the future of our branch of the

Christian Church as to how long this can continue

without materially influencing our manner of wor-

ship and the testimonies of truth which our fathers

and mothers in the past endured such hardships to

maintain.

In the early days, and to a comparatively late

date, Friends who had a living faith in the profession

they were called into, made no scruple to give up

business or trade of any sort, the following of which

had a tendency to trammel their movements in the

furtherance of the gospel of Christ as they under-

stood it, and many examples of pecuniary sacrifice

for truth's sake, illumine the pages of our denomina-

tional history. For conscience' sake these worthies

turned their backs upon any trade or pursuit the fol-

lowing of which contributed to the follies or vanities

of the human family, no less than from those things

that interfered with the peaceable principles which

they felt should govern our relations with one an-

other, and with the whole brotherhood of man.

The injunction of the Master whom they believed

in and served with full purpose of heart, " Seek ye

first the kingdom of God and his righteousness and

all these things shall be added unto you," all food

and raiment, and the needful things that make life

comfortable without ostentation or vain show, this

injunction was observed with a fidelity that had the

earnestness of apostolic times, and gave a stamp of

the genuine coin to their lives and actions.

It is this steadfastness to the principles and testi-

monies that characterized the early fathers, that is

needed in our own times to check the growing

worldliness of the age, not only among our own

members, but in every branch of the Christian

Church.

Departure from first principles opens the way for

an abandonment altogether of the vital issues upon

which they rest. If we dally with the sensuous

enjoyments of our earthly existence, while we are

seeking the higher things of the soul-life, how long

will that which is beyond and above maintain its

hold upon our affections ? Are we not far more

likely to lay hold of that which promises present joy

than to reach after the unseen riches that are gath-

ered little by little, through restraint and self-denial,

through patient toil and earnest endeavor, and at the

cost of much which the ungoverned will counts it

desirable to possess. "Ye cannot serve God and

mammon " is a truth as vital to the church now as

when it was uttered by the Master.

In his own experience he had learned the lesson.

Forty days of wrestling with the temptations that

met him at the very outset of his public life, had not

been without its value, beyond price, to this son of

the Highest. He chose once for all, and that choice

remains a beacon-light that brightens with the de-

parting centuries. " Choosing rather to sufler afHic-

tions with the people of God than to enjoy the pleas-

ures of sin for a season," is the testimony of Moses to

him who in prophetic vision saw that one should be

raised up like unto himself, so filled with unworldli-

ness, so earnest for the preservation of the divine

knowledge of the best things in life, and for the at-

tainment by his people of all that these best things

held in store for them that he withheld not his own

life, but willingly gave himself up that through his

faithfulness he might win the world to the same high

standard.

It is time for the Church to call a halt in this

reaching after the things that perish. It is high time

that some limit be set to the pursuit of earthly goods

and the acquiring of earthly treasures at the loss to

the Church in the personal services of many of its

most capable and worthy adherents. This cannot be

accomplished by the discipline of the Society. It

must be the result of individual conviction. All the

Church can do is to hold fast whatever it now posses-

ses of material for use and service in the body, and

pray earnestly that the light of the Divine realties

may so search the hearts of her sons and daughters

that the path of duty may be made plain and they be

willing to follow where it leads even though it be by

the way of the cross.

We may well take up the refrain of an old hymn

that has never yet out-worn its necessity :

" Lord revive us

!

All our help must come from Thee."

We call attention to to the notice in another col-

umn, of the approaching session of Philadelphia

Quarterly Meeting, to be held at the Valley meetin'g-

house. Members of that Quarter, and others Friends

expecting to attend will see that the reduced fare

will only be secured by a large attendance, (not less

than one hundred). Ample provisions will be made
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for all who are in attendance and we hope to see an

increase in the number present on that occasion.

There are many essays and addresses forwarded

to our office for publication that do not appear in the

columns of our paper. For the relief of those who
send these we desire to say that some are laid by, for

future use, and will in time appear, while for others

we cannot find a place. It is always our aim to pre-

sent to our readers, the best of what is offered, and

in the selection of this we have necessarily to be the

judges.

DEA THS.

HEALD.—At Wilmiugton, Delaware, Seventh niontU

24th, 1S87, of typhoid fever, Joshua T. Heald, in his 67th

year.

HILL.—Seventh month 24th, 1887, at the residence of

Jacob Jones, West Philadelphia, Kitty Ann, widow of

William Hill, in her 89th year; interment at Darby
Friends' ground.

JOHNSON.—Seventh month 23d, 1887, at Longport, N.

J., after a brief illness, Allen Wright, aged 9 years, young-

est son of Joseph W. and ilary W. Johnson, of German-
town, Pa.; members of the Monthly Meeting of Friends
held at Green St., Philadelphia.

MICHENEE.—Seventh month 18th, of paralysis, at the

residence of Rebecca .S. Michener, Priscilla, daughter of

the late Isaac and Martha Michener, in her 75th year ; a

member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadel-

phia.

NEWBOLD.—Seventh month ISth, 1887, at the resi-

dence of his grandfather, Alleu Fenimore, Mount Holly,

N. J., Thomas, son of Henry A. and the late Lizzie F.

Newbold, aged 14 years.

SELLERS.—At Lansdowne, Pa., Seventh month 22d,

1887, Rachel L., twin daughter of Alfred L. and Alice P.

Sellers; members of Darby Monthly Meeting, a grand-

child of Joseph Powell, aged 9 months, 12 days.

TYSON.—On the 19th of Sixth month, 1887, Mary S.

Tyson, in the 84th year of her age, widow of the late

Thomas Tyson. She was a consistent member of Balti-

more Monthly Meeting, and liberal in the use of her in-

come for deserving charities. « » *

WOREALL.—Suddenly, Seventh month 16th, Jacob
Worrall, of Eidley Township, Pa., in his 81st year.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THOUGHTS.
"TO err is human ; to forgive, divine ;

" and as we all

partake of the infirmities of our common nature, we
ought to be lenient one toward another. No doubt,

mistakes are often made when the intentions are

pure. With our limited vLsion we cannot always
foresee the results that will follow devised plans, as

unlooked for events come, beyond our control

;

hence to do our " best and leave the rest " is a con-

clusion under which we may rest without fearful ap-

prehensions. The wisdom of the wise, with the

uuderstanding of the prudent, cannot see the end
from the beginning. Tlie Infinite only can do this;

nor need we desire to go beyond the limits set by
Him who knows what is best for us in this lower

sphei-e ; to fill up the measure assigned should be our
highest aim.

" Herein is my father glorified," said Jesus Christ,
" that ye bear much fruit and that your fruit should

remain "—not evanescent, but increasing in value by
exalting the pure and leavening humanity with the

attributes of Deity. Oli, that those who profess the

name of Christ were indeed hisdisciples—cross-bear-

ing, meek and lowly in heart, enjoying the rest

promised as a sweet, enduring and soul-satisfying

po.ssession all their own, that none can take away !

By the record of past ages, long gone by, we find

there a host of great and good men and women that

have spent their time, their means, their mental en-

ergies, for the improvement of mankind ; studying the

uses of instruments that called for inventive genius,

earnest endeavor, and deep thought to perfect. Every
generation had its own, until in our time we look

with wonder and amazement on the advance. Free-

dom of thought also has its broader range on things

connected with the higher law—the law of the spirit

of life in Christ Jesus, that sets free from the law of

sin and death. Jlay we appreciate " the liberty

wherewith Christ liath set us free," and never again

be entangled "with tlie yoke of bondage;" at all

times and in all places walking worthy the vocation

whereunto we are called, remembering the injunc-

tion given by the High Priest of our profession :

" Let your light so shine before men that they may
see your good works and glorify your father which is

in heaven."
Sar.\h Hunt.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE SWARTHMORE BOYS AT AYR.
Ayk, Scotl.\nd, Seventh month 11.

" Auld Ayr, whom ne'er a toon surpasses

For honest men and bonnie lasses,"

is still much the same quaint old Scotch place that it

must have been when Robert Burns lived here a cen-

tury ago, and was writing those strains that have

made the town and its vicinity so famous. Except

for the hotels, built to accommodate those who come
to enjoy it as a watering-place, Ayr has lost little of its

early simplicity. On the main street stands the

Tarn O'Shanter Inn, where Tarn and Souter Johnnie

held their meetings, and the visitor is shown the

chairs in which the cronies sat and drank the "ream-
ing swats." Over the Ayr stands the Auld Brig, still

used by the townspeople, but preserved from the wear

of wagons by a row of posts built across the middle.

The prophecy made by the Brig in the poem has been

realized. The new bridge had to be taken down, and

the one built in its place shows signs of weakne.ss

—

at least .so the superstitious say.

My three companions and I came down here to

spend our First-day by the sea, and this morning we
started out to see Burns' birth-place and the other

places most intimately connected with his poems.

Walking up the beach for an hour, we came to the

mouth of the Doon, a stream much like the Brandy-

wine in Chester county. Following up its bank for

two miles, Auld Alloway Kirk is reached. The kirk,

or church, is an ivy-covered ruin, surrounded by a
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grave-yard containing many ancient stones, some of

them beins very grotesquely carveJ. Here lie the

father and mother of the poet, under a neatly en-

graved stone ; and on another stone we read that it

was erected to the memory of his father and grand-

father by John Langhlan, the Souter Johnnie of the

poem. The white-haired old Scotchman who showed

us the kirk was very interesting. He spoke the gen- i

nine dialect, and told us that when a boy he had
talked with those who knew " Robbie" in their young
days. They had said he was a lively lad, up to all

sorts of fun, and attending every fair and public meet-

ing that was going on for milesaround. The old man
also told us that Tam, whose right name was Douglas

Graham, of the farm of Shanter, fifteen miles down
country, used to bring marketing to Ayr, and it was
on these occasions that he and the Souter met at the

inn. Standing before the window of the kirk through

which the witches appeared to the dronken farmer,

our guide recited in a vivid manner the lines of the

poem relating to the witches and their chase after

Tam. TVe took the same course down the road that

Tam did and were soon at the Brig o'Doon, where the

faithful mare " left behind her ain grey tail." There
is a fine monument to Burns nearby, a beautiful Gre-

cian edifice on a little hill.

We finished our visit to the shrine of the Ayrshire

ploughman by going to the cottage where he was
bom. On our way to it we passed by the kirk again

and saw our venerable guide going over his story to

another party of tourists, which I suppose he does
forty times a day, for as many sixpences. At the

house we were shown the old kitchen, in a corner of

which the poet was born. The cottage is right on
the high road, and is carefully preserved by the trus-

tees of the monument. A spirit of enterprise which
seems almost Yankee has buUt a refreshment room
at the back of the building and put up a stand for

the sale of mementoes.
We find everywhere that the name of Bums is

dear to all true Scotchmen, and especially is his mem-
ory cherished bv the people of his native Avrshire.

J j.'e. H.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—A visit to the College in this mid-summer weather

finds the great halls deserted and still, the College

being without an occupant except that at night the

watchman keeps up his solitary rounds. The lawn is

freshly clipped, and is kept in fine condition by the
frequent showers. The flower garden recently started

by Dr. C. S. Dolley and his botanical class has made
a fine growth, and is quite an ornament to the East

Campus. The Superintendent has been absent on
his wedding tour. A few professor remains, living on
or near the grounds. Prof. Arthur Beardsley is busily

engaged in getting off the 10,000 circulars for the

Manual Training Department, and spends some time
each day in Friends' Historical Library. Prof. Win.
P. Holcomb is keeping up to the current history,

through the journals and magazines, and preparing
for work in his department next year. Prof. Ferris

W. Price is engaged w^ith the correspondence of the
President while he is absent on his lecture tour in

the South. A look into his books shows the list of

new entries to reach 64, against 40 at this date last

year. Most of these expect fo enter a college class,

and fully three-fourths of them are members of our

Religious Society. Friends are becoming more and

more convinced of the value of a college course of

study. Prof. M. Bancroft is occupying himself sketch-

ing, and preparing work for his clasess the coming year.

—The other professors and instructors are scat-

tered, some in New England, some in the South, some

in the far West, and some in Europe, and all are, we
doubt not, preparing to return in Xinth month ready

to do their part toward making the next, Swarth-

more's most successful year. So college with such a

corpse of devoted workers can fail of success.

—One subscription for §500 has been received for

the Endowed Professorship since last report, and en-

couraging word comes from some of the alumni,

whose reports will be sent in after Friends generally

return to their homes at the close of the summer va-

cation.

TRUE WORKING TOGETHER.

THE want of this age is a spirit of restfulness.

Worry and hurry are the spirits that sap the life of

the people, and defeat the ends for which they labor.

Seed is sown to bear fruit, but the spirit of hurry

moves the planter to force the growth, and the fruit

is plucked before it reaches maturity. We wear out

nerves and temper in unnecessary worry over things

and conditions that cannot be helped, and to which

it is the part of wisdom to submit and adjust our in-

clinations. This does not mean submitting to those

conditions that involve unnecessary suffering or dis-

turbance. Xo man is a hero for submitting to the

pangs of toothache when a dentist is available; yet

he can show heroic qualities in the way he bears the

pain while it is-inevitable, and applies remedies for

its modification or radical removal. A weak yielding

to discomfort, annoyance, trouble, is far more cow-

ardly than brave. A true spirit of submission per-

ceives readily between that which is inevitable and

must be borne and that which it is weakness to bear.

Laziness is sometimes misnamed submission. God is

made a pack-horse, whose burden is made up of the

individual's short-sightedness, laziness, and lack of

judgement. Many a misfortune is spoken of as " the

Lord's will " that is the result of the speaker's errors.

It never is " the Lord's will " for a man not to exer-

cise the powers given him for his guidance and pres-

ervation both in things material and spiritual. A
church deacon indorsed a note for a man known to

be tricky and improvident. The result was the

loss of a homestead which had been occupied by his

family for three generations. He said :
" It is the

Lord's will : let him do as seemeth him good." And
he sank down into a poverty-stricken old age.

Submission to that which is from the hand of the

Lord brings rich spiritual fruitage ; but submission

which has its roots in selfishness and laziness, and

covers itself with a hypocritical mantle, is an insult

to the Giver of life and light. Said a good woman
when asked the secret of her freedom from worry

and fret

:
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" It is no secret ivnd no great achievement. I sim-

ply bear wliat I cannot avoid, of trial or paiu or an-

noyance with submission. I submit to nothing tliat

I can remove. 1 believe that God means we shall

make bad things better always, when they can be

bettered, and I ask myself, first of all, if an evil or

unpleasant thing can be remedied. If it can, I bend
all my energies to getting it out of the way ; if it

cannot, I submit to it, and begin, the very moment I

accept it, to look for the good in it, and to get the

good out of it."

Much worry and fret are due to anticipating

trouble. Says the same writer :

" It is safe always lo hope, but both unsafe and
unwise to anticipate evil. To-morrow's torment has

no right to thiust its sliadow upon the household of

to-day, and never will do it unless we open the door.

I try to ' remember tliat to-day ne'er dawns again,'

and to realize that if I get no gladness in it for my-
self, and give none to others, the sum of joy ' that

might have been ' on the earth is diminished, which
surely is not pleasing unto God. To live in to-day as

wisely and as heartily as we can is not only the tru-

est religion, but the w'isest pliilosophy and best con\-

monsen.se. The truth is, dear child, that when we
refuse to fake any burden that does not belong to us,

and then take those fhal are our own, to the Kurden-
bearer, life does not lack the blessedness of rest."

Unnecessary worry and needless hurry kill more
people, and limit the energies of more people, tlian

death or ill-health. Trust God as a Father of infinile

wisdom, love, and care, but do not try to hide your
own weakness or sin under a hypocritical spirit of

subndssion. " Kest in the Lord, wait patiently on
him, and he will give you rest." Rest implies activ-

ities ; it is a cessation from labor. Rest in the Lord,

because you have labored for and with him. Wait
patienflv after having done all that conditions re-

quire. Work and rest in the fulness of a Divine
Father's care and love.

—

Christian Union.

IN SUMMER TIME.

BY CHARLOTTE M. PACK.VRD.

DAY wanders off, and ilies among tho stars.

" The mountains shall bring peace." Ay, peace hath
come

!

I feel it molting^lirougli yon violet bars.

Its great soft pulses till the sheltoriug dome
That draws reluctant souls up to their lasting homo.

To breathe this air ia to mount up oil wings.

The soul that loitered in the stifling plain,

Comes to it now amid snhlimer things
;

Here gain is loss, and human loss seems gain,

And from the captive fall the shackles hard of pain.

E.Kilo, not alien to your sluino returning.

My mountains, do you bid me welcome back ?

With tho pure silver on your summits burning
Like flames by vestals fed, through storm and rack.

Through the nnciuiet years that grave on men the

truck—

Yo arc tho same, however mortals change.

What rest is hero for us who fret and moil,

I'rniu rare to care through various pathways range,

Spirit ami flesh with evil contact soil.

Losing the sweet we know in many a needless toil

!

Through breathless silence comes to me afar

The silvery, cold rush of hidden streams.

Wandering like ghosts without a guiding star.

A fitful note sighed from a bird's soft dreams
Jtingles its tender sound with mystic shades and gleams.

The long, lithe shadows fold their arms around
The mountain's base, and wait in large couteut.

Tho valleys slumber like enchanted ground

—

And over all the wide, imperial teut

Of the midsummer blue its solemn arch hath bent.

—Sunday School Times.

THE UNANSWERED PRAYER.

I!Y M.\KG.\RET J. PRESTON.

" LORD, who am I, that thou shouldst call

Thy servant to a task so great

—

Forgotten in my low estate,

I, void of wisdom, power, and all

The needs that on such service wait?

" The people know not who thou art

;

They would not heed my prayers or tears
;

.V fugitive full forty years,

Within the lonely desert's heart.

How could /move their hopes or fears?

" I am not eloqueut. My speech

Is slow, my tongue is shorn of grace.

I dare not take the prophet's place.

Without the prophet's power to reach

The heart of a despairing race.

" Send whom thou wilt ! .\11 choice is thine :

Thou canst fulfill thy set decree

Through other hands more meet to bo

Upborne in thy so vast design
;

15ut Lord, beseech thee—seud not me!"

Had Moses failed to go, had God
Granted his prayer, there would have been

For him no leadership to wiu

—

No pillared lire, no magic rod,

No wonders in tho laud of Ziu

—

No smiting of the seas—no tears

Kcstatic, shed on Sinai's steep

—

No Nebo, with a God to keep

His burial ! Only forty yeai-s

Of desert-watching with his sheep !

—Independent.

The duty of looking up with loving honor to

those wdio have age and wisdom, because of what

they are, is not always borne in mind as it shoidd be

by the young. On the other hand, the duty of look-

ing down with loving honor upon the young, because

of what they are to become, is not always borne in

mind by the older ones, as it should be. Yet the

young who are wise will honor the old, and the old

who are wise will honor the young ; for both young

and old have their mission in the plan of God, and

they deserve honor accordingly in their several

spheres as God's representatives.—5. S. Times.
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THE BRAVEST OF BATTLES.

JOAQUIN MILLEE.

THE bravest battle tbat ever was fought

!

Shall I tell you where and when?
Ou the maps of the world you'll find it not

;

'Twas fought by the mothers of men.

Nay, not with cannon or battle shot.

With sword, or nobler pen
;

Nay, not with eloquent word or thought
From mouth of wonderful men.

But deep in a walled-up woman's heart

—

Of woman that would not yield,

—

But bravely, silently bore her part

—

Lo ! there is tbat battle-field.

No marshalling troop, no bivouac song,

No banner to gleam and wave !

But, oh, these battles ! they last so long

—

From babyhood to the grave

!

SELFISHNESS.
THE prevalence of the vice of selfishness appears to

surpass that of all besides, and to be in truth the

root of all evil. What else is responsible for sins of

nearly every class ? Few murders, robberies, or

other of the grosser crimes would be committed were
the perpetrators not more anxious for their own ad-

vancement, comfort, and peace than for the welfare

of their fellows. Suicide especially is one of the

most striking forms of selfishness. A man weakly
shrinks from life, its responsibilities and trials, and
frees himself from them, dropping the burden from
his own shoulders to those of his family and friends,

and adding to it the griefand horror inseparably con-

nected with his mode of death.

In great misdeeds like these, however, selfishness

is no more painfully apparent than in the less im-
portant concerns of every-day life. As a rule, one
does not think it probable that he will ever go so far

as to be guilty of monstrous crimes. Temptations
are more apt to be met in the ordinary routine of

business and the home, and it is particularly in the

latter that the most glaring examples of egotism are

often found. One expects rude disregard for the

happiness and prosperity of others from rufiians

whose occupation is to live by the injuries of their

fellows. In the bustle of business, also, where the
principle is frequently each man for himself and
woe to the one who lags behind, it is natural that

individual interest should struggle for its own
rather than the general good. But in social and
family relations egotism might surely occupy a sub-

ordinate position. Yet it is here that it is constantly

and unconsciously apparent.

The word unconsciously carries weight in this

connection. For the credit of human nature be it

said that selfishness is more generally the result of

thoughtlessness than of deliberation. The child who
obeys a command hesitatingly, the brother or sister

who grants a favor grudgingly, the friend who ofl'ers

a service ungraciously, might trace these failings to

the common root of selfishness. An unwillingness to

sacrifice personal ease, dignity, or property is at the

bottom of each. In nothing is it more clearly shown

than in the habit of tart and impatient speech un-
happily prevalent in many families. Good old Dr.

Watts promulgated the worthy sentiment a century

ago—
"Where sisters dwell and brothers meet
Quarrels should never come."

Family tempers may have been in better subjugation

in those days, but in these degenerate times there are

few home circles where one will not find more or less

jarring and bickering. Often it indicates no lack of

affection, but it is none the less a manifestation of the

selfishness that makes it easier to yield to the im-

pulse to utter petulant words than to curb the tongue.

Unselfishness and good-breeding are so rarely

divided that they may almost be declared synony-

mous. Regard for the comfort of others is apparent

in the small courtesies that mark the well-bred man
and woman.

—

Selected.

VARIATIONS IN HUMAN STATURE.
CONSIDERABLE diflerence will lie found to exist

when we compare the stature of the various races of

mankind, and it is the exaggeration of this fact that

has given rise to the legends of dwarf and giant peo-

ples. Individuals of the supposed dwarf races would
appear quite large if compared with real dwarfs. A
dwarf much over three feet high begins to lose inter-

est as a dwarf; if he reaches four feet and more, he

ceases to be a dwarf, and becomes a " little man."
Among the smaller races are the Esquimaux, averag-

ing feet 2 inches ; the Laps—men, 5 feet 1 inch
;

women, 4 feet 7 inches ; the Akkas seen by Schwein-

furth, in Africa; the Negritos, of the Philippine and
Andaman Islands and Malacca; the dwarf race of

Madagascar ; and the Bushmen, whose height ranges

from i feet 5 inches to 4 feet 6| inches. Among the

large races may be mentioned the Norwegians, the

Canadians, the North American Indians, the Cafi'res,

the Patagonians, and the Polynesians, the average

height of the last two of which is estimated at about

6 feet. The diflerence in the mean height of the va-

rious human races is, therefore, that between 4 feet

5 inches and 6 feet, or 1 foot 7 inches. The mean
between these two numbers is about 5 feet 3 inches,

and this standard is generally agreed upon by an-

thropologists as a division line in the approximative

classification of the races according to their height.

If we may believe the ancient authors, a large num-
ber of giants and giantesses attained extraordinary

stature, even for persons of that cl*5s. Pliny men-

tions the giant Gobbara, who was 9 feet 9 inches tall,

and two other giants. Poison and Secundilla, who
were half a foot taller ; Garopius tells of a young

giantess who was 10 feet high, and Lecat of a Scotch

giant lis feet in height. But we may take it for

granted that these figures are greatly exaggerated,

while we have a right to regard as authentic giants

whose height runs up to SJ feet. The Grecian giant

Amanab, now eighteen years old, is 7 feet S inches

tall ; the Chiness giant, Chang, 8 feet 3 inches. The
Austrian giant, Winckelmeier, who was recently ex-

hibited in Paris, measuring Si feet, may be regarded

as a specimen of the highest stature attained by the

human species. At the oi>posite extremes may be

found numerous dwarfs not more than I'O inches, and
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some even as little as 10 and even 12 inches in

height ; but such dwarfs are only monsters with at-

sophied limbs or twisted back-bones, or stunted in-

fants whose age is usually exaggerated by their Bar-

nums. One of the most remarkable dwarfs on record

was the celebrated Borulawsky, who was born in

1789, and died in 1837, who was never more than 28

inches in height, was perfect in ever limb and pro-

portion, and was briglit and intelligent. The condi-

tions that affect the stature of populations and races

of men may all be described under one general head

—that of nutrition.' The size of a population, a race,

or a group of individuals living for several genera-

tions in the same conditions of environment and re-

sources is proportionate to its nutrition.

It was long believed that climate alone had a great

influence on stature ; and, in fact, if we regard the

white or light-colored races, we remark that the stat-

ure is less in climates of extreme temperature than

in temperate latitudes. In the extremely cold Arctic

regions, the Laps, Esquimaux, and Greenlanders are

very small ; but coming down into more temperate

regions and more fertile countries, we find much
larger races, like the Norsemen, Russians, Anglo-

Saxons, and North-Germans in Europe, and the

Canadians and Indians in America. Farther south,

and as the temperature becomes hotter, the stature

diminishes ; a fact which may be verified among the

Italians and Spaniards, and which is observed in

most of the great regions of the globe. These varia-

tions are not the eil'ect of climate, but are directly

dependent, as we have already said, on nutrition. In

very cold climates assimilation is excessive, for the

organism needs a large quantity of food to sustain it

against the outer temperature. If, in consequence of

the rigor of the climate and the limited resources of the

country in game and fish, waste is a little superior,

or quite equal to assimilation, tlie population subject

to such conditions must continue small. This is the

case with the Laplanders and the Esquimaux of the

Arctic islands and the east coast of Greenland. But
when game and fish are abundant the stature of the

tribe rises—as takes place with the Esquimaux, whose
average height increases as their habitat draws nearer

to their southern limit. There the Esquimaux cease

to be dwarfs and reach the average height of five and
a half feet, or greater than that of the French popu-

lation. The influence of climate upon stature is,

therefore, a question of faculty of assimulation and of

the quantity of available food. For this last reason,

the fertility of the soil has a considerable influence

upon the size of the population.

Famines and frequent or prolonged dearths have
the eflect of reducing the size of the people who are

exposed to them. Wars induce the same result, and
this not only by the operation of the material disas-

ters and miseries which they occasion, but also

through the loss of a large number of the most vigor-

ous and robust men of the nation, and the enfeebling

infirmities and sufferings of those who survive. This

is what took place in France during the long period

of war that prevailed at the close of the eighteenth

century and during the first empire. One of the less

recognized agencies aflecting stature is fatigue, under

the influence of which the height diminishes. A
soldier, for instance, is perceptibly taller before than
after a forced march ; when the body is fatigued it

gives way, the cartileges lose their elasticity and be-

come thinner, and the fatty and fibrous cushions
which give spring to the organs of locomotion, be-

come less supple and more attenuated, all of which
contribute to the diminution of height. This fact is

known to the tricksters who practice upon young
men liable to military service so as to sfecure exemp-
tions for them. If the men are only a few centime-
ters over the minimum standard of the service, these

practitioners put them through a variety of fatiguing

exercises, with carrying of burdens and privations,

etc., till they succeed in reducing them below the
minimum and causing them to be rejected on exami-
nation. The ratio of muscular energy to the pound of

living weight is much greater with small or middling-
sized men than with very large ones. The length of
the limbs of the latter necessarily occasions an ampli-
tude in his motions that makes execution slower.

Length of limbs also contributes to a waste of strength.

Thus, looking at military aptitudes, it is middle-sized

or small men thatoflfer the greatest energy, power to

resist fatigue, and activity in battle; and of this kind
is the popular type of the French soldier—the petit

Chasseur—or the soldier of the line .—M. Guyo
Daubes. Translated for the Popular Science Monthly

from La Nature.

THE HINDU HOME.
THE typical Hindu family house is built in the form
of a quadrangle, with an open courtyard in the centre.

Opposite to the entrance-gate is a platform built to re-

ceive the images that are made for the periodic re-

ligious festivals that are Iield in honor of the various

deities. On the ground floor the rooms to right and
left of the courtyard are used largely as store-rooms,

oiSces, etc.; whilst over these are the public recep-

tion rooms, well lighted and generally well furnished,

some of them having chairs, etc. for the convenience

of European visitoi-s. Here also is a room in which
the family idol is kept, before which the priest per-

forms service generally twice a day. All these apart-

ments are used by the male members of the family

only. Excepting at feastis, the meals are not taken

here, unless there may happen to be a number of vis-

itors other than members of the family, who are not

admitted into the more private portion of the house.

From the back of the courtyard a passage conducts

into a second and smaller yard which is also sur-

rounded by rooms in which the lady members of the

family live. Here the meals are eaten, and here the

sleeping apartments of the family are to be found.

The guests sleep in the rooms adjoining the outer

courtyard. These inner rooms are generally much
smaller than those in the more public part of the

house; and the windows are also smaller and placed

high in the walls, for Manu distinctly declared that it

was not right for a " woman to look out of the win-

dows." During the day the gentlemen generally oc-

cupy the more public rooms, as they may be transact-

ing business, or amusing themselves in various ways,

whilst the women are engaged in household duties
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or in their own forms of recreation. As it is consiJ-

ered indecorous for a man to speak to his wife during

the day, their only time for conversation is when they

retire to their own apartment for the night. And as

it is not considered richt for a married woman to look

at or address her husband's elder brothers, it will be

clearly realized that anything like the social home-

life of an English house is impossible under such con-

ditions. It is more like hotel life than that of a home.

As during the day the men usually associate with the

men, and the women with the women, and even dur-

ing the meals the husband sits down to his food with

his wife attending on him as a servant, and not eat-

ing with him as an equal, there is, there can be, noth-

ing at all answering to the pleasant sociality of an

English dinner-table. When further it is remem-
bered that in some of these immense houses over

three hundred people live together, it will be still

more clearly seen how vast is the diflFerence between

the Hindu and the English home. Few things in

England seem to please the Hindus who come over

here more than the sociability of an English home. . .

The Hindu family system may be described as a

sort of Joint .Stock Company, in which the head of

the family is managing director, with almost unlim-

ited powers; or as altttle kingdom in which he is an

almost absolute sovereign. The sons, grandsons,

nephews, who form the family, regard all their earn-

ings as belonging to the common treasury ; and their

expenditure is under the direct control of the karta,

or head. Thus it happens that when several mem-
bers of the family are absent from home, engaged in

various ways, the balance of their salaries or profits

must be remitted to the karta. This has its advanta-

ges and its disadvantages. There is a home in which a

man can leave his wife with confidence when he is

hundreds of miles away, engaged in business, or fill-

ing some government appointment. This to the

Hindu, who would not regard it as a safe procedure

to have his family with him in an ordinary bouse, is

a source of immense comfort. Once a year, if his

business is distant from his home, he takesleave, that

he may have a few days with his family. There is

also the certainty of support in case of sickness or

permanent incapacity for work. But it has its draw-

backs too. An idle worthless son has no necessity'

laid upon him to work ; he can obtain all the neces-

saries of life without it ; and manj' a family has one
or more members who are mere parasites, doing
nothing whatever to increase the income of the

family ; and, according to our ideas of life, it is des-

tructive of the most sacred institution, the home.
Often, however, the idle son is not altogether with-

out his place in society. Lf he will not or cannot go

out to earn money as the other members of the fam-

ily do, it is something if he remain at home to look

after the domestic and other aflairs, and to aflbrd pro-

tection to the ladies who live there. Where all are

workers, if the head of the family is growing old, the

sons take it in turn to remain at home, perhaps for a

year at a time ; or the one who has the worst pros-

pects of advancement will resign his appointment at

a distance, and devote all his time to the care of the

family.— Wilkin's Modem Hinduism.

Abridged from Christian Union.

WEAKNESSES IN GERMAN EDUCATION.
A SHORT time ago the writer was talking with a
bright young fellow who had been studying for two
years in Leipzig. The conversation accidentally

turned upon the advantages of studying abroad. On
this topic my companion summed up his experience
by saying that the chief benefit which he had re-

ceived was his complete recovery from the current

mania about German scholarship. Strangely enough,
my own experience had been much the same. I had
gone to Germany with a belief in German infallibil-

ity. Germany was to me what Rome was to Luther
before he visited it. I hardly felt that I dare have
an opinion unless it was sanctioned bj- the certified

intellect of her great universities. The result of the

visit was the recovery of mental freedom. When the

young Leipzig student said that this was the chief

benefit to be obtained by studying abroad, he was
guilty of an exaggeration altogether pardonable.

It is not the intention of the writer to deny that

Germany has certain points of excellence. The Ger-

mans have a way of doing thoroughly whateverjthey
undertake. Thej' have perfected their army organ-

ization until it is the most admirable machine of the

kind on the face of the globe. The Germans have
carried popular education to a high degree, and they

deserve credit. Even in the domain of politics Ger-

many has been of some service to the world. In

music, Germany deserves the place which popular es-

teem accords her, and in art she deserves a still higher

place. But all these points of excellence do not pre-

vent its being true that, in many important direc-

tions, Germany is from one to three generations be-

hind America.

I shall cite the most distinguished German author-

ity, hoping that, on this question, as on all others, the

quotation of a '' German authority " will be deemed
conclusive. The authority is Prince Bismarck. In

his speech in the Reichstag proposing the present law

against Socialists, he said :
" Gentlemen, the ability

to read is more widely extended in Germany than in

France or England ; but the ability to judge of what
is read is perhaps less widely extended than in either

country."

No one who talks much with ordinary Germans
will hesitate as to the justice of the Chancellor's re-

mark. As a thinker, as a man who is awake to what
is going on about him, the average German is de-

cidedly wooden when compared with the average

American. The education which comes of itself in

the jostle of American life is more stimulating to the

mental development of the individual than all the

schooling of Germany. A generation of compulsory

education will not remove the difl'erence.

The German university is not adapted to the

work of educating the average student. The in-

struction is entirely by lectures, and these are

generally elementary in their character. The work
of the student is entirely receptive. He hears the

lecturer and takes copious notes. When the lecture

is over he does not know half as much as if he had

been reading for an hour in a text book. His own
thoughtfulness is not called into action at all. The
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few men who do independent original work make
magnificent scholars, hut the vast majority instead of
lieing educated, are stufled. The entire system is

i;ood for tlie professor, but bad for a majority of tlie

students. The former must become an authority
upon some specialty before he is permitted to lec-

ture. After he is made professor he can continue to

give the same course of lectures year after year, and
meantime devote himself to the writing of books.
The books which he produces are generally great in

research and weak in original thought. Intellec-

tually, Germany has certain points of superiority,

but these do not alter the fact that nineteen twen-
tieths of the people are in a condition of mental
stagnation. Her educated class, though superior to

our own in learning, is inferior as regards general
mental activity; as regards deep ingrained culture

;

as regards fresh and sensible thinking.

DOROTHEA LYNDE DIX.
FEW of the younger generation-, probably, know
much about Miss Dorothea Lynde Dix, whose death
was announced on the 20th inst, at the age of eighty-
two years, and yet she was the " Florence Nightin-
gale " of this country, and years ago had a world-wide
as well as a national reputation. Miss Dix was the
daughter of a physician of Worcester, ]Mass., where
she was born in 1805. Becoming an orphan in early
life, the necessity for making her own living cau-sed
her to devote herself to teaching. She started a girls'

school in Boston, which was very successful under
her guidance for some years and until the necessity
for it no longer existed. In 1830 Miss Dix inherited
a small fortune, and in 1834 she gave up her school.
Prior to that time she liad been greatly interested in
the condition of the criminal classes confined in the
public institutions throughout the country, and par-
ticularly in the care and treatment of the insane pau-
pers and criminals, and the fortunate change in her
financial afl'airs enabled her to devote her whole
time thenceforth to that philanthropic work. She
had already paid considerable attention to the sub-
ject, and, besides writing many pamphlets, etc., had
done all she could in the brief time at her disposal to
ameliorate the wretched condition of the convicts in
the State Pri.son at Charlestown, near Boston. In
1834 Miss Dix went to Europe and examined the va-
rious penal institutions and the methods of treat-
ment, as well as the asylums for the insane. This
occupied nearly three years, during which she thor-
oughly familiarized herself with the systems prevail-
ing in Europe and particularly in England. She re-
turned to this country in 1837, and began a tour of
the States for the same purpose, and her exertions in
that direction tended greatly to the general improve-
ment of the treatment of the criminal and insane in
the various State institutions. Through her efibrts
much was done to further the establishment of State
asylums for the insane and to secure for them more
humane and enlightened treatment. Of course Miss
Dix met with many and great obstacles in her work
of Christian charity. The " practical politicians "

saw no political benefit to them in her schemes and
she was frequently repulsed, but she possessed a |

great fund of patient, womanly forbearance, united to
much shrewd tact and common sense, and in the end
she invariably triumphed. She had a " knack" of
collecting and formulating statistics, and she pre-
sented these, together with irrefutable facts, in such
a way to those who opposed her, as to invariably
make friends for the cause she so warmly and so un-
selfishly espoused. A long-cherished plan others for
the permanent relief of the pauper insane was to ob-
tain a Federal grant of ten million acres of land to
tiie several States. The plan, however, was doomed
to failure. She petitioned Congre.ss for the grant in
1848 and again in 18.50, and alter most arduous eflbrts
on her part. Congress, in 1854, passed a bill granting
10,000,000 acres of land for that purpose. It was ve-
toed, however, by President Pierce. Miss Dix, find-
mg she could not accomplish her plan to secure a
national asylum for the insane poor, devoted her time
to_ urging the States to action individually, and in
this she was very successful, many State asylums be-
ing established where the insane poor were properly
cared for.

When the war broke out Miss Dix was among
the first to go to Washington and offer her services
as a nurse. She arrived in Washington in April, 1801,
and her first work as a nurse was done in ministering
to the soldiers wounded by the mob in Baltimore.
Later Secretary Cameron appointed her superintend-
ent of female nurses, with entire control of their ap-
pointment and assignments to duty, and she was
continued in that position by Secretary Stanton, hold-
ing it until some months after the close of the war.
As a nurse, and as the head of that noble band of wo-
men who did so much to relieve the suflerings of the
nation's wounded heroes during the war. Miss Dix
won golden opinions from all who were brought in
contact with her and who had an opportunity to
observe the admirable manner in which she per-
formed the arduous duties of her responsible position.

After retiring from her position as superintendent
of nurses. Miss Dix resumed her philanthropic work
of endeavoring to improve the condition of the insane
poor and the criminals confined in penal institutions,
making her home in Trenton N. J., where she re-
mained until her death. For the last five years of
her life she lived in the State Lunatic Asylum in
Trenton, where the State of New Jersey gave her a
home in return for her great public services. It is

worthy of note in this connection that all Miss Dix's
expenses while traveling through the States, as well
as during the war (there was no salary attached to
her position as nurse), were defrayed out of her own
private purse.

Among the books written by Mi.ss Dix were ' Gar-
land of Flora,' ' Private Hours,' 'Alice and Euth,' ' Con-
versation About Common Things,' 'Prisons and
Prison Discipline,' as well as several tracts for
prisoners and various treatices on philanthropic sub-
jects. Miss Dix was a correspondent for the New
York Prison Association from the time of its organi-
zation, in 1844.—iV. Y. Evtning Post.

If we fully follow him in all his leadings, the
Lord's way would be to many of us a plainer path
than we find it.

—

Samuel Fothbkgill.
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A GLIMPSE OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

I MADE but. two brief visits to the British Museum,

and I can easily instruct my reader so that he will

have no diflicultv if he will follow my teaching, m
learning how not tosee it. When he has a spare hour at

his disposal, let him drop in at the Museum and wan-

der among its books and its various collections. He

will know as much about it as the fly that buzzes in

at one window and out at another. If I were asked

whether I brought away anything from my two

visits, I should sav, Certainly I did. The fly sees

some things not very intelligently, but he cannot

help seeing them. The great round reading-room,

with its silent students, impressed me very much. I

looked at once for the Elgin Marbles, but casts and

photographs and engravings had made me familiar

with their chief features. I thought I knew some-

thing of the sculptures brought from Nineveh, but I

was astonished, almost awe-struck, at the sight of

those mighty images which mingled with the visions

of the Hebrew prophets. I did not marvel more at

the skill and labor expended upon them by the As-

syrian artists than I did at the enterprise and auda-

city which had brought them safely from the mounds

under which thev were buried to the light of day and

the heart of a great modern city. I never thought

that I should live to see the Birs Nimroud laid open,

and the tablets in which the history of Nebuchad-

nezzar was recorded spread before me. The Empire

of the Spade in the world of history was founded at

Nineveh and bv Layard, a great province added to it

by Schliemann^ and"its boundary extended by numer-

ous explorers, .some of whom are diligently at work at

the present day. I feel very grateful that many of

its revelations have been made since I have been a

tenant of the traveling residence which holds so

many secrets in its recesses.

There is one lesson to be got from a visit of an

hour or two to the British Museum,—namely, the

fathomless abyss of our own ignorance. One is al-

most ashamed of his little paltry heartbeats in the pres-

ence of the rushing and roaring torrents of Niagara. So

if he has published a little book or two, collected a few

fossils or coins or vases, he is crushed by the vast-

ness of the treasures in the library and the collections

of this universe of knowledge.

I have shown how not to see the British Museum
;

I will tell how to see it.

Take lodgings next door to it,—in a garret, if you

cannot afford anything better,—and pass all your

days at the Museum during the whole period of your

natural life. At threescore and ten you will have

some faint conception of the contents, significance,

and value of this great British institution which is as

nearly as any one spot the nceud vitalof human civili-

zation, a stab at which by the dagger of anarchy

would fitly begin the reign of chaos.—0. W. Holmes

in Atlantic Monthly.

There is no higher pleasure, to one who loves

another truly and devotedly, than in doing th.it which

the one whom he loves would have him do. He who

loves God truly and devotedly finds a pleasure in

doing that duty which God discloses to him as duty.

The temperance law, recently enacted in Michigan,

provides in its local option clause, that when one-

fifth of the legal voters in any county shall petition

the supervisors that a vote may be taken on the ques-

tion of prohibition, it shall be the duty of such super-

visors within ten days thereafter, to hold an election

for this purpose, and that if a majority of the legal

voters shall vote for prohibition, then no intoxicating

liquors shall thereafter be sold within the limits of

the county, except for the purposes expressly stated.

Such an election may be held once in every three

years. In any county in which prohibition is

adopted the tax law and the regulation law of the

state in respect to the sale of intoxicating liquors are

suspended, while remaining in force elsewhere. This

gives to the people of each county the power to de-

termine for themselves whether into.Ticating liquors

shall be sold therein or not ; and if they determine

that these liquors shall not be sold, then they will

undoubtedly see to it that prohibition is enforced by

the local agencies existing in the county. Public

sentiment will be very sure to secure this result.

Local option in some of the Southern states has been

a grand success ; and we can see no reason why it

will not work as well in the Northern and Western

states. It is certainly one mode, and that too -a very

effective one, of attacking and breaking down the

rum power.— Union Signal.

One of the most interesting products of the Sera

Nevada mountains, is the beautiful snow plant. June

is its month of blooming, and it can then be found

growing in secluded spots in the mountains, where

the snow falls deepest in the winter, and where the

tall grass grows thickly and casts an unbroken shade.

The plant itself is from four to ten inches in height,

and is of a bright scarlet color, including leaves and

flowers, although the stem is pink and white. The

flowers are attached close to the stem, and the leaves

curl upward and partially hide the flowers from view,

the whole being in the form of a cone. The leaves

have a delicate frost-like edge which makes them

extremely beautiful. Every visitor in this vicinity

always manages to secure one of these curiosities to

show to friends below. How these plants grow is

not known to botanists.— 2>«c/;fe, Cal., EepMican.

Dr. H. Pereia Mendes, one of the best known

Hebrew rabbis in this country, says tersely and well

:

" Humanity is not religionized if women need escort

of a night." He might have added that a city is not

civilized so long as women without an escort must go

hungry in its streets of a night, as a woman author,

whose name is known over this country and Europe,

has done in New York within a fortnight, because no

restaurant, until she could provide herself with a male

acquaintance, would serve her a meal.—£iua Putnam

Heaton.

No life is worthily lived, even if^indeed it be a life

worth living, unle.ss it is lived with a well-defined

and a prevailing purpose.

Prayer is a gift. A man cannot pray when he

will.—KlCHARD SH.iCKLETON.,
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THE WAR SPIRIT IN EUROPE.
THE New York correspondent of the Philadelphia

Ledger says:
" Intelligent and observant New Yorkers, who

have just returned from Europe after a sojourn for

some time in France and Germany, assert that it is

well-nigh impossible for us at this distance to realize

the bitter feeling existing between the people of the

two countries, which manifests itself in a thousand

ways, even in the pettiest details of every day life.

Mr. (J. W. Sweet of the Record and Guide, who was in

Paris during the Schnaeble incident, for example,

says: 'My children had with them a German nurse,

who was cautioned by tlie German waiters in our

hotel not to speak any German on the streets, as slie

would be likely to have her face slapped by any one

who should overhear her speaking that language. At

V'icliy I saw a young Prussian officer hooted out of

the town simply because he was a German. This

pent-up, bitter feeling must some day break out in a

war such as civilization has never yet seen ; its be-

ginning will find France united as one man. It needs

but a very limited residence in Germany for one to

see and recognize that to-day the Germans are far

ahead of any nation in Europe in everything which

relates to the art of war. The country seems to be

thinking of nothing but its army, and the thought is

always that that army shall soon again find its way
to France. When it lioes, it will find difl'erent mate-

rial to cope with from what it met at the last visit.'
"

Every portion of the civilized world must now
acknowledge that the station of the London & South-

western, railway (called " Waterloo Station ") is the

colossus of stations. It was recently declared com-

plete, having for a long time been at one end under

the hands of masons and carpenters. Imagine twen-

five acres roofed in, and the building covering this

area containing fifteen platforms and nineteen dis-

tinct lines of rails, making an aggregate length of

four miles.

Imagine also a signal-box containg 180 levers.

During the building, extending over many years, of

this enormous station, 800 houses have been demol-

ished and a population of 3,000 displaced. The cost

has been only $1,750,001). It is over this railway,

with its thirty spur lines, the traveler reaches Eng-

land's southern and southwestern counties, contain-

ing Portsmouth, Southampton, Isle of Wight, etc.,

and by railway steamers, Havre and the Channel Is-

lands. There is no minute through the day during

which some train does not depart or arrive at this

station .

—

Exchange.

If thou woulst be happy, bring thy mind to tliy

circumstances.

—

Wm. Penn.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Frank Wilkeson, writing from White Earth, Minn.,

to the New York Times, tells a story of progre.ss in civili-

zation among the Cbippewas, which is exceedingly inter-

esting because the writer was among the same Indians

twenty years ago. Then they were lazy, poverty-stricken,

nd vicious, now they are to a large degree self-supporting

and self-respecting. Mr. Wilkeson, who was formerly a

disbeliever in Indian civilization, is now a convert to the

new theory

—

Hartford Courant.

—Geneva, July 19.—There have been severe snow
storms in the Swiss Alps. Si.^ tourists, including three

sons of the director of Zurich College, have been lost on
the Jungfrau. Several parties were sent out to endeavor

to rescue them, but their efforts were not successful. The
missing tourists are all Swiss. They were endeavoring to

make the ascent of the Jungfrau without guides.

—The novel method devised by an Italian engineer of

treating steam-boilers with sugar as a preventive of incrus-

tation has been further experimented with, the results

proving quite satisfactory.

—The question is often asked, in regard to the pronun-

ciation of Latin, How do the majority of American colleges

teach it? According to the most reliable statistics, 155

of the entire number, 333, pronounce by the Eoman meth-

od, 144 by the English method, and 34 by the Continental.

—The Sultan of Morocco has prohibited the sale of in-

toxicants, and has abolished the state tobacco monopoly.

The Moorish tobacco and snuff shops have been closed.

Large quantities of leaf tobacco have been publicly burned

by the sultan's order. Several Moors were stripped and

flogged for smoking in defiance of the sultan's order.

—Miss Tilestone, a missionary among the Indians, thus

speaks of some of the handiwork of the Indians: "My
new desk is a great addition to the room. Sam Medicine

Bull (Hampton boy) made it out of a box and some new
boards; and I ebonized it, put on brass hinges, and a yel-

low blotter almost sweeping the lid. A vase of flowers,

my stamp-box, a calendar, and a lovely inkstand, which

one of the Indians made for me out of red pipe-stone, com-

plete it. The inkstand is a cow's hoof, with a rattlesnake

coiled around it, and is really quite a work of art."

—

South-

ern ]Vorl-man.

CURRENT EVENTS.
Heavy rain storms in different parts of the country

near the Atlantic Coast have done much damage. In the

New England .States there are numerous reports of freshets,

washouts, etc. On the afternoon of the 2.3d inst. a tre-

mendous thunder-storm visited Easton and the surround;

ing district in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. The house

of George Fox, station agent at Manunka Chunk, was un-

dermined by a rush of water from the tunnel and wrecked.

Mr. Fox's mother and her niec6, Mrs. Beers, were killed.

Several farm houses were struck by lightning. There was

also a very heavy rainfall on the ocean coast of New
Jersey, in the afternoon and evening of the same day. The
low lands from Clinton to Bound Brook, along the Easton

and Amboy tracks, a distance of twenty miles, were under

water. In some places the water was four miles wide.

The Secretary of the Interior has written to the At-

torney-General recommending that the suits now pending

against prominent cattle companies in New Mexico for

erecting and maintaining unlawful fences on the public

domain be discontinued upon payment by defendants of

all costs incident thereto. This request is made upon the

assurance that the fences complained against have been re-

moved.

The deaths in this city last week numbered 691, which

was 148 more than during the previous week, and 256

more th.an during the corresponding period last year.

Among the main causes were: cholera infantum, 131

;

cholera morbus, 10; consumption of the lungs, .'iO ; diar-

rohcea, 12; dipthcria, 5; typhoid fever, 11 ; inllaniation of

stomach and bowels, 34 ; measels, 4 ; old age, 19 ; sun stroke,
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67. Of the total number of deaths, 268 were of infants

under 1 year.

There was a report, last week, that the explorer, II. M.

Stanley, now in the Congo Region of Africa, had been

killed. It is discredited by later advices, though not en-

tirely set aside.

The first special transcontinental fruit train of ton

cars from California passed tlirongh Chicago on the aist

inst., five cars being dropped there, and the other five taken

to New York. The freight on tl\e ten car loads from San

Francisco to Chicago was $:iOOO.

Malta, July 25.—A violent volcanic eruption has oc-

curred on the Island of Galita, off the coast of Algerian.

Streams of lava are issuing from the crater of the volcano,

and the glare of the flames emitted is visible for fifty

miles.

The steamer City of Eio de Janeiro has arrived at San

Francisco with the news from Hong Kong to July 1st, and

Yokohama to July 9th. By the loss of the steamer Sir

Jonn Lmerence, in the Bay of Bengal, before reported, eight

'lundred lives were lost, mostly females, of the best fam-

ilies in Bengal, on a pilgrimage to Juggernaut. From tlie

•21st to the 28th of May a cyclone raged in the Bay of Ben-

gal with disastrous results to shipping, and attended with

great loss of life.

London, July 25.—Forty-nine new cases of cholera

and 22 deaths from the disease were reported at Catania,

(Sicily), on Saturday. At Francofonte there were 14 new

cases and 7 deaths ; at Palerno 12 cases and 5 deaths, and

at Aderuo 7 cases and 6 deaths. A few deaths were re-

ported in other towns.

NOTICES.
V Quarterly meetings in Eighth month occur as fol-

lows :

2. Concord, Concord, Pa.

3. Farmingtou, E. Hamburg, N. Y.

Purchase, Purchase, N. Y.

4. Abiugtou, Gwyuedd, Pa.

8. Nine Partners. Oblong, N. Y.

9. Philadelphia, Valley, Pa.

12. Stanford, Ghent, N. Y.

13. Salem, Salem, O.

Miami, Waynesville. O.

15. Fairfax, Goose Creek, Va.

18. Shrewsbury and Eahway, Eahway, N. J.

19. Pelham H. Y. M., Yarmouth, Out.

20. Short Creek, Mt. Pleasant, 0-

22. Warrington, Menallen. Pa.

24. Stillwater, Plainfield, O.

25. Bucks. Falls, Pa.

26. Nottingham, E. Nottingham, Md.
29. Ohio Yearly Meeting, Salem, 0.

30. Burlington, Mt. Holly, N. J.

31. .Southern. Easton, Md.
Eastou and Saratoga, Granville, N. Y.

*>* A public Temperance meeting, under the care of the

Temperance Committee of New York Yearly Meeting, will

be held at Westbury, L. I., on Seventh-day afteruoon the

30th instant, at 4 o'clock, at which John J. Cornell will de-

liver an address.

•*«* First-day next, 3 p. m., is "Friends' day" at the

Home for aged colored persons, Belmont and Girard

avenues.

%* Circular meetings will occur as follows : Eighth

month 7, Newtown Sq^uare, P., 3 p. m., 28, Coustantia, N. \'.

*»'* There will be an all-day temperance meeting at

Willistown Friends' meeting-house, at 10..'!0 o'clock, Fifth

day, the 4th of Kiglitb month. All are invited. The
train leaving Broad .Street Station at 8.45, a. m., will be

met at Faoli.

*«* We have received the following additional contribu-

tions for the Children's Country Week Association :

A. B $2.00

J. and M. B 10 00

J. C. T., 5.00

Friend, 2.00

A. E. B. 5.00

T. P. B., . . 5.00

R. M. B., 20.00

$49.00

Previously reported 62.00

$111.00

Friends' Book Association, John Comly, Supt.

*,/' Tlie portion of the Yearly Meeting's Tem perance

Committee lielonging to Cain Quarterly Meeting propose

to hold a Conference on First-day, 7th of Eighth month, in

Sadsbnry meeting-house, Lancaster Couuty, at two o'clock

p. m.
Also, a conference on the preceding day, (Serenth-dayl,

in Lampeter meeting-house, at Bird-in-Haud, Lancaster

Co., at two o'clock p. m.

*:;* Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting will be held on

Third-day, Eiglith month 9th, 1887, at 10 o'clock a. m., at

Valley Meeting-house. Special arrangements have been

made to convey Friends to Maple Station, on the Chester

Valley Railroad, three-quarters of a mile from the meet-
ing-house.

Trains will leave both the Reading Depot, Thirteenth

and Callowhill streets, and Wayne Junction at 7.45 o'clock

a. m., on Third-day,
Members of the .Select Meeting can take the 1.40 p. m.

train from Thirteenth and Callowhill streets, or the 1.13 p.

m. train from Wayne Junction, on Second-day, for Maple

Station, where Friends will meet them.
The return train will leave Maple Station at 4.29 p. m.
Tickets good both going and returning, on Second and

Third-days, will be issued at 60 cents the trip, at Thirteenth

and Callowhill .Sts., and Wayne Station.

Ask for Quarterly Meeting tickets.

The committee would earnestly encourage Friends to

avail themselves of the facilities thus offered, and increase

their number, otherwise the reduced rate of fares is liable

to be withdrawn,
Charles E. Thomas,

1
S. Robinson Co.ale, > Committee.

Joseph E. Walker, J

*jj* Friends' Almanac. Any Corrections needed for

the Almanac for 1888, and other desirable information

or selections, should be forwarded at once to Friends' Book
Association, 1500 Race St., so that it can be issued in time

for the approaching Yearly Meetings.

Let each one consider it a duty to aid in making it

correct and useful.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
*»« We particularly ask that whenmoney is forwarded to r«i«»

subscriptions, care he taken to give us the name of the person to

wlum. tlie paper is now being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which

case, the new name rot appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a 7!*ic subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

«,* Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligenckk and

JoUKNAL should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance

map be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth

-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

*f*.K!i a definite number of copies of the Intkli.igencf.r and

Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the p\ibUcation containing tlie particula

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.
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PHILADELPHIA, EIGHTH MONTH 0,

TSE WA Y IS SHORT.
I THINK we are too ready with comjilaint

In this fair world of God's. Had we uo hope

Indeed beyond tlie zenith and the slope

Of yon gray blank of sky, we might be faint

To muse upon eternity's constraint

Bound our aspirant souls. But since the scope

Must widen early, is it well to droop,

For a few days consumed in loss and taint?

O pusillanimous heart, be comforted,

And, like a cheerful traveler, take the road.

Singing beside the hedge. What if the bread

Be bitter in thine inn, and thou unshod
To meet the flints ? At least it may be said,

" Because the way is skort, I thank thee, God !"

• ELIZ.4.BETH B. Browning.

EPISTLES OF LONDON YEARLY MEETING,
1787 AND 1887.

WE have received from a Friend in England a copy
of the Epistle sent out by the Yearly Meeting of

London, held the present year, and, by a notable co-

incidence, we liave had in our hands for a few weeks
a copy of the Epistle sent out by the same Yearly
Meeting in 1787, precisely a century ago,—this latter

being sent us by a reader of this journal, with the

view of its publication. We have thought, there-

fore, that we might very fitly print the two in one
issue, illustrating thus the expression of the Friends
of London, in two documents, at the distance of a
hundred years.

The Epistle of 17S7 is in every respect, as far as

we are permitted to judge, one which will be read
with satisfaction by members of our religious body
to-day. In tone, in method, in expression, and in

pr,esentation of topics, it would be united with by
our yearly meetings in the United States. If the
same language had been held to us sixty years ago
there could have been uo groun<l of disunity. We
believe its words of tender counsel and encourage-
ment will find a response in every one who appre-
ciates the old-time faith for which our fathers con-
tended. Very clear it is in testimony to " the faith-

ful witness which God hath placed in every man's
conscience," and very free it is from speculations
upon points of dogmatic theology. It calls attention
to the sorrowful fact of "a declension in some from
that simplicity and uprightness by which our prede-
cessors were so eminently distinguished." By ex-
perience in faithfulness to the voice of God in the

heart, it declares each will have " to acknowledge
that the intelligence of this inward monitor is more
safely to be depended upon than any outward in-

struction." Indeed, from the beginning to the end
the Epistle bears impress of a sincere and close ad-

herence to the fundamental principles and well-es-

tablished traditions of the Society of Friends. It

could only have emanated from a religious body
whose foundation was laid in the great truth which
George Fox felt called on in an especial manner to

proclaim.

That the Epistle of 1887 is marked by strong con-

trasts will be easily perceived. It is not, however,
our purpose to enter into any critical remark upon
it. We may, indeed, cheerfully rest upon the Epis-

tle of 1787 as our stand-point for viewing the later

document, and this will sufficiently suggest how far

we can unite with its contents, and to what extent, on
the other hand, we may feel it wanting in the expres-

sion of a genuine Quakerism, such as Fox and Penu
and Barclay preached.

(In printing the two documents we have not re-

produced the marginal references to passages of Scrip-

ture quoted or alluded to in the body of the Epistles.

There are three of these in the Epistle of 1787, and
fifty-five in that of the present year.)

THE EPISTLE
FROM the Yearly Meeting held in London, by ad-

journments from the 28th day of the Fifth month
to the Fourth-day of the Sixth month, 1787, in-

clusive.

To the Quarterly and Monthly Meetings of Friends
in Great Britain, Ireland, and elsewhere :

Dear Friends:—Under the enlivening influence of
the love of Christ, our holy head and high priest, re-

newedly manifested in this our annual assembly, we
dearly salute you : wishing an increase of spiritual

blessings to his church and people, wherever scat-

tered abroad, in all their various stations and allot-

ments. We have with reverent thankfulness to ac-

knowledge that, according to his wonted goodness,
he hath at this time afforded us a comfortable season
together, and hath strengthened us to conduct the

affairs which have come before us, in much harmony
and concord,to our mutual edification and encourage-
ment. And we fervently desire that the influence of
bis unerring spirit may be more and more wailed for

in all our assemblies, that under the religious con-

cern proceeding therefrom our several endeavors for
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the promotion of his cause, may, tlirough liis bless-

ing, be rendered effectual.

The accounts of Friends' suilVrings broii;;bt in Mils

year, being chiefly for Tithes, and t.hose called

Church-rates, amount, in England and Wales, to four

thousand eight hundred and sixty-five jiounds ; and
those in Ireland to one thousand three hundred and
seventy-six pounds. It is with satisfaction we ob-

serve that notwithstanding the inattention mani-
fested by some under our name to this important

branch of our Christian testimony, it has gained

considerable ground in North America; where our

brethren, in common with others, have mostly been
released from ecclesiastical imj)ositious.

We have also thankfully to believe there is grow-

ing attention in many, not of our religious society, to

the subject of negro-slavery ; and that the minds of

the people are more and more enlarged to consider it

as an aggregate of every species of evil, and to see

the utter inconsistency of upholding it by the au-

thority of any nation whatever, especially of such as

punish, with loss of life, crimes whose magnitude
bears scarce any proportion to this complicated ini-

quity.

By accounts received from our several quarterly

meetings, and by epistles from Ireland, Holland, New-

England, New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey,

Maryland, and Virginia, we are informed that there

is a revival of religious zeal in many places; and that

a considerable number have joined the society by
conviucement since last year.

These accounts, together with some others which
have been received, have afforded us comfort; yet

we are sorrowfully affected in perceiving so great a
declension in some from that simplicity and up-

rightness by which our predecessors were so emi-
nently distinguished

; and also with the worldly
miudeduess, carnal ease, and security, in which oth-

ers appear to be settled ; who, contenting themselves
with a nominal profession of membership, or a form
of godliness, are not solicitous for an acquaintance
with its living virtue and saving power ; forgetting

that if we truly succeed those sons of the morning,
as witnesses for the truth on earth, the same spirit

which influenced their minds must actuate ours, and
fit us to support the testimonies given us to bear.

Without this, our profession will degenerate into

formality, or be openly sacrificed to the mammon of
unrighteousness: and then, of however high account
our works may be, in our own estimation, or that of
others, at the hour of awful decision, and in the un-
erring balance of the sanctuary, we shall assuredly
be found wanting. We therefore feel our minds
deeply engaged, in the bowels of fervent charity, to

entreat such to enter, with humility and self-abase-

ment, into an intimate acquaintance witli the state

of their own hearts, by attending to the testimony
of the faithful witness which God hath placed in

every man's conscience, that by earnestly applying
to him, on whom effectual help is laid, the end of
their faith may be received, even the salvation of
their souls. Suppress not then, dear friends, the
smallest intimation from this precious gift, designed
I y its blessed Author to steer us through the dangers

of time, to an unfading inheritance in a blissful eter-
nity; but stand open to its convictions, and pa-
tiently wait therein, to receive strength to subject
your wills to its manifestations. So will your faith in

its operation and influence be increased ; and as you
are obedient to its discoveries, and therein follow on
to know the Lord, you will have, with his gathered
flock, to acknowledge that the intelligence of this

inward monitor is more safely to be depended upon
than any outward instruction, and thereby be pre-

served from the many snares and stratagems of the
enemy ; by which he is attempting to draw aside
the inexperienced and unwary, suggesting to their

minds that there is an easier way to the kingdom
than by the cross of Christ. Great, we fear, hath
been the loss which many, who have been visited by
the day-spring from on high, have sustained through
their reasoning against these secret convictions of
divine grace, counting them with Ephraim as a
strange thing, and seeking more to increase knowl-
edge than to have the will of the creature subjected
to the will of God. Hence they have gradually
swerved from the divine government, laid themselves
open to the subtile infatuations of the enemy, mis-
taken imagination for revelation, and at length frus-

trated the gracious purposes of the Almighty concern-
ing them. Whereas, had they abode in patience and
humility under the forming hand, depending in

child-like simplicity on the heavenly instructor, for

the gradual unfoldings of hi| counsel, they might
have been instrumental in gathering others to the
participation of substantial good. Earnest are our
desires for the beloved youth, that they may receive

caution from these missteppings of others, an<l by
watchfully attending to the voice of pure wisdom, not
only be preserved theuiselves, but be way-marks to

others in the new and living way, which of God is

cast up tor the redeemed to walk in. And it is our
renewed concern to advise Friends to be vigilant in

preventing the introduction of such books into their

families, as, by vitiating the taste and polluting the

mind, either incline it to folly and licentiousness, or

tend to fill it with airy notions; shaking its belief in

the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, and lessening

that regard to his blessed precepts, which their un-

speakable importance requires.

Of the Lord's people formerly it was said, they
should dwell alone, and not mix with the surround-
ing nations ; so we are persuaded our safety and pros-

perity in spiritual experience, under this last and
highest dispensation of gospel light, depends much
on refraining from such connections and engagements
in the world, as divert the mind from a staie of low-

liness and watchful dependence (against which, as

against Israel abiding in their tents, neither divina-

tion nor enchantment is suffered to prevail) and lead

also from that simplicity of life and conversation in

which, our wants being few and our desires bounded,
we may be pre.served from the temptation into whicli

some in profession with us have so disgracefully

fallen, of supporting a vain shew of affluence and
grandeur, at the expense, and to the certain injury,

of others.

Our advices on the subject of a religious educa-
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tiuii have been frequent
;
yet as it is so extensively

important, we still feel it the weighty concern of our

minds to endeavor to stir up the attention of Friends

to this great object; and we beseech all parents and

heads of families, to watch with a godly jealousy

over themselves, and in gospel love over tijeir de-

pendants, as stewards to whom is intrusted the care

of immortal souls. In order then, dear friends, that

your accounts of this trust may be rendered with

reverent hope of divine acceptance, we counsel you

to take every suitable opportunity of cultivating in

the tender minds, cff your ofl^pring the plant wliicli

our Heavenly Father hath planted, and to suppress,

as far as in you lies, whatever you are sensible springs

from the root of evil: avoiding in your own conduct

and appearance everything which may be hurtful for

them to imitate, or cause them to stumble.

And dear youth, as we have cause to believe a

considerable number among you are sensible that the

visitation of our Heavenly Father's love is fresh ex-

tended, and in a particular manner to those of your

rank, we tenderly exhort you to give diligent atten-

tion to it. Many are the dangers to which you are

exposed, and much depends on the connections you

form in the early stages of life. The impressions you

then receive uiay grow into habits of good or evil,

by which your future peace and comfort may be much

increased or lessened. Let perfect obedience then be

your aim ; and although, as you labor after it, the

Lord may see meet to exercise you in small things,

despise them not ; for as his will is there most clearly

revealed, where that of the creature is most fully

subjected, our submission in small things may often

be a more acceptable sacrifice in his sight than in

matters which, to our own wisdom, may appear

greater.

Finally, brethren, in the words of the apostle,

" we beseech you, by the coming of our Lord Jesus

Christ, and by our gathering together unto him, that

ye be not soon shaken in mind." But " as ye have

received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk ye in him :

rooted and built up in him, and stablished in the

faith, as ye have been taught, abounding therein with

thanksgiving. Beware, lest any man spoil you

through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradi-

tion of men, after the rudiments of the world, and

not after Christ : for in him dwelleth all the fulness

of the Godhead bodily."

Signed in and on behalf of the Yearly Meeting by

Joseph Storrs,

Clerk to the Meeting this year.

TBE EPISTLE

From the Yearly Meeting held in London, by adjourn-

ments from the 18th of the Fifth month to the

26th of the same, inclusive, 1887.

To the Quarterly and IMonthly Meetings of Friends

in Great Britain, Ireland, and elsewhere :

De.4R Friends :—Our hearts are lifted up in humble
thanksgiving in a renewed sense of the loving kind-

ness of the Lord, and of all that He has ofl'ered us in

the gospel of his dear Son.

Are any hesitating to accept the call, still trifling

with the day of their visitation ? Listen, we entreat

you, to the words of everlasting love, " Turn ye, turn

ye ; why will ye die? " The Master is waiting to lit

you for his service. Be persuaded to yield to the of-

fers of his grace, that yours may not be a wasted life,

nor yours the bitter cry, " The harvest is past, the

summer is ended, and we are not saved."

We are here on every hand confronted by the

presence of moral evil. Sin is a fearful and mysteri-

ous reality. But its existence must not lead us to

doubt for one moment the requirements of eternal

truth. Shall God cease to be holy, in order that man
may cease to be guilty ? The gospel is the Divine

protest against such a thought. The world was lying

in wickedness. " The wrath of God "—the awful

manifestation of his holiness—was " revealed against

all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men." But

the Father's heart still yearned to seek and to save

that which was lost. Oh ! the depth of that wisdom

and love which in the gospel provided the remedy.

For this the Lord waited in long-sufl'ering patience

through ages of preparation, foreshadowing his pur-

poses in type and prophecy, and in the marvellous

openings of his truth to man, " at sundry times and

in divers manners." For this, " when the fulness of

the time was come," " the Word was made flesh."

He who was one w ith the Father condescended to

be one with us, humbling himself as "the man of

sorrows," "touched with the feeling of our infirm-

ities," " in all points tempted like as we are, yet with-

out sin." As the perfect sacritice, upon whom the

Lord was pleased to lay " the iniquity of us all," He
became " the propitiation for our sins, and not for

ours only, but also for the sins of the whole world."

In this glorious redemption, the Christian is experi-

mentally taught that the forgiveness of sin is no ab-

rogation of the law of holiness; but the " establish-

ment" of that law, in virtue of the free and righteous

submission of the Son of God himself to all its re-

quirements. Bought with sucli a price, it is his priv-

ilege and joy to know the love of Christ shed abroad

in his heart by the Holy Spirit, as a fountain of life,

giving fruitfulness and beauty to his obedience.

But the message of reconciliation does not stop

here. He who was dead is " risen," and, behold, He
is alive for ever more ; having " gone into Heaven,"

now to appear in the presence of God for us. In the

withdrawal of his bodily presence he has sent forth

the Comforter, " the promise of the Father," as the

abiding pledge and manifestation of his continued

love. He convinces the world of sin ; He testifies of

Jesus. It is his light which shines into every heart,

making manifest the works of darkness, and becom-

ing, to the willing and obedient, the very light of life.

How necessary that all should bow under these pre-

cious visitations, receiving as new-born babes the sin-

cere milk of the word. Without this, what is our

profession ? If we have a name to live when we are

dead, what doth it profit 7 Let none shrink from the

reproofs of instruction. The Holy Spirit gives the

sight and sense of sin, not that we should abide either

under its guilt or under its bondage, but that we
should he transformed "by the renewing of our

minds," and know for ourselves, with that knowledge
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which is life eternal, that our Redeemer liveth, and

thai because he lives we live also.

ilay our testimony continue steadfast botli to our

crucified and risen Kedecnier, and to tlie direct and

immediate ministry of his Holy Spirit. It was under

a deep sense of the blessedness and reality of this

direct and immediate ministry that our predecessors

were led to our simple mode of congregational wor-

ship, and to the disuse of all outward rites in the ser-

vice of the I,ord. They desired that the people

should be gathered in their worship to Christ alone,

with hearts opened to the ministrations of his Holy

Spirit. Thus waiting upon the Lord, " looking unto

Jesus," it was their experience—an experience con-

tinued in great mercy down to the present day—that

their souls were immediately fed by Him, the " Bread

of Life," whilst the words of warning or tender invi-

tation would oft-times arise, under the putting forth

of his Spirit, for the ingathering of the wanderers,

and the help of those who were in need. AVe believe

that the exhibition amongst us of such a worship and

such a ministry, maintained in the power and author-

ity of Christ, is calculated not only to promote our

own growth and refreshment, but to present lessons

of inestimable value to the churches around us.

We would again express our continued conviction

that our Lord appointed no outward rite or ordinance

as of permanent obligation in his church. His bap-

tism is emphatically the baptism of the Holy Spirit;

" not the patting away of the filth of the flesh," but

that inward work which, by transforming the heart

and settling the soul upon Christ, brings forth the

answer of a good conscience in the experience of his

love as our risen and ascended Saviour. No baptisni

in outward water can satisfy the description of the

Apostle, of " being buried with Christ by baptism

into death." It is by the Spirit alone that any can be

thus baptized. We are well aware that our Lord was
pleased to make use of a variety of symbolical utter-

ances ; but He often gently upbraided his disciples

for accepting literally what He had intended only in

its spiritual meaning. If an outward vine or an out-

ward door be not necessary to a participation in the

spiritual truth involved in the declarations, " I am
the vine," " I am the door," upon what principle can

outward bread and outward wine be considered es-

sential to the enjoyment of the spiritual realities un-

derlying those symbols? The old covenant was full

of ceremonial symbols; "the new covenant," to

which our Saviour alluded at the last supper, is ex-

pressly declared by the prophet to be a covenant " not

according to the old." We dare not believe that, in

setting up this "new covenant," the Lord Jesus in-

tended an institution out of harmony with the spirit

of that prophecy. If, in the solemn interval of nearly

forty years between the crucifixion and the destruc-

tion of the temple, a permission might be granted for

the continuance of usages which were not to be
permanent, does it follow that such a permission was
designed to endure after the Lord Himself had come,
in that awful event, to put a final end to the temple
ritual and service ? It is especially noteworthy that in

the record of the Apostle John, who had tarried

until his Lord had thus come, we find that love and

abiding in Christ under the government of his Spirit

and not the institution of any outward ceremonial,
were the great lessons of that memorable night, left by
the Saviour for the permanent instruction of liis

church. If an outward ceremony had been designed to

assume the importance which has been since given to

it, it isdifhcult to understand how it came to pass that

no allusion to such a ceremony is made in the Epis-

tles of Paul himself to the churches of Rome, Galatea,
Ephesus. Philippi, Colosse, or Thessalonica. This
observation applies equally to the Epistles of Peter,

James, and John
; and it is, in our view, not a little

significant that in the book of Revelation the supper
of the Lord is described not as an outward act, but
as an inward spiritual experience :

" Behold, I stand
at the door and knock ; if any man hear my voice,

and open the door, I will come in to him and sup
with him, and he with me." In looking to all that
is passing around us, we are afresh persuaded of the

importance of maintaining with firmness our testi-

mony on this great subject. There is grave danger
in going back from the substance to the shadow, and
we earnestly desire that our dear Friends everywhere
may be encouraged to stand fast in that liberty where-
with Christ has made us free, that we be not en-

tangled again with any yoke of bondage.

We have been once more made thankful in view
of the various openings for service granted to so

many of our dear Friends at home and abroad.

Need we assure you, dear brethren and sisters, that

in your labors for Christ you are followed by our
sympathy and our prayers? Hov/ blessed is the ser-

vice, when maintained in lowly dependence upon
your Lord and Saviour. Let nothing be done for self,

but all for Him. " Covet earnestly the best gifts,"

exercising an honest vigilance that no portion of

your work may interfere with any right service in

our own religious meeting.

Beloved brethren and sisters everywhere, " What-
soever ye do in word or deed, do all in the name of the

Lord Jesus." Let your Christianity manifest itself in

an habitual walk with God, under the abiding pres-

ence of the Spirit of Jesus. In your business engage-

ments, in your philanthropic eflbrts, in all your cares

and solicitudes, "continue in prayer, and watch in

the same with thanksgiving." Let praise sweeten
every cup of blessing, in a living sense of all that you
owe to Him who hath loved you. May you who are

parents give your hearts to the training of your chil-

dren in sober and religious habits. Diligently instruct

them in their early years in the knowledge of the

Holy Scriptures. Both by your loving counsel

and your own exemplary walk, encourage them to

seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness,

and above all temporal considerations to make their

Heavenly Father's will the business of their lives.

The present is a day in which the pursuits of trade or

agriculture involve a mental strain and an absorption

of time which seem often out of proportion to the

results. We would express our near sympathy with

those to whom life may be a continued struggle with

difficulties. Be encouraged to cast "all your care"

upon the Lord. Yield not to anxious forebodings,

but live in aspririt of childlike trust aad dependence.
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Whilst diligent and circumspect in your outward con-

cerns, may you still rest in your Father's love,

remembering his promise, " I will never leave thee,

nor forsake thee."

AVe rejoice that our representative Committee has

been enabled to send forth " A message in the love of

Christ to our fellow-Christians on the threatening

aspect of affairs in Europe;" and we accept as an

encouragement to " effectual fervent prayer" the

way in which the impending cloud is, for the present,

mercifully dispersed. The duty of Christian churches

to exercise their legitimate influence in repressing the

war spirit has been weightily before us ;
and in con-

tinuing the suhject under the watchful care of Friends

we desire very earnestly to commend it to the prayer-

ful cooperation of our fellow Christians everywhere.

It has been a satisfaction to us that way lias been

made for the presentation of an address from our

Religious Society to our Ijeloved Queen on the com-

pletion of the fiftieth year of her reign, gratefully ac-

knowledging the ijrivileges and blessings which we

have enjoyed in common with our fellow-subjects

under her beneficent rule. It is our prayer that it

may please our Heavenly Father still to follow her

with his supporting grace, and to crown her life and

her reign with his own everlasting love.

Epistles have been received in usual course from

our brethren in Ireland and in America. We have

also had interesting information in relation to our

Friends in the Australasian Colonies, on the Continent

of Europe, and in various other parts of the world.

We have spent much time in considering the circum-

stances of our dear Friends in America, in the earnest

desire that the spirit of unity and love may prevail

amongst them, and that the bond which unites them

to us and to each other may be strengthened. In all

their service may there be the single eye to our

Heavenly Shepherd, and a reverent dependence upon

the leading of his Holy Spirit.

In conclusion, beloved Friends, farewell. How
comprehensive and full is the invitation, "Come unto

ME." It is the watchword from our Lord and Saviour,

which He still seals by his Holy Spirit upon hearts

weary and heavy laden. It is a call out of the world,

out of self, out of all our own faintings and weak-

nesses, to rest in his love. To the extent to which

it is obeyed, by individuals and by churches, there is

growth and fruitfulness. "The Spirit and the Bride

say, Come ; and let him that heareth say, Come ;
and

let him that is athirst, come ; and whosoever will,

let him take the water of life freely."

Signed in and on behalf of the Meeting,

Joseph Storks Fey,

Clerk to the Meeting this year.

Grace Howard writes from the Crow Creek Mis-

sion, Dakota, that her plans for the betterment of the

industrial condition of the Indian women are already

well under way. She has not gone West as a teacher,

as the papers have reported, but her scheme, which is

an original one, is to open on a small scale an estab-

lishment for the cutting, litting and manufacture of

clothing and other household articles, which the In-

dians now beg from the missionaries, or buy.— Wo-

maiiB Journal.

JOURNAL OF JOURNEYS TO THE INDIAN
COUNTRY.—IV.

Ninth month Vilh, [1799]. It being likely for a fair

day, we set oft', though the bushes were very wet, and

rode to Lake Erie, 27 miles, and pitched our tent on

the margin thereof AVe passed some very bad,

swampy road in the morning. The timber and land

much as yesterday and almost all the way, so far as

I have come through the New York State, there ap-

pear to be very few stones. But after riding 8 or 10

miles this day, we came to abundance of the most

beautiful poplar trees I have ever seen ; and about

one mile before we crossed Cattaraugus River we
came into a bottom of very rich land, wherein abun-

dance of black walnut stand, many of them three,

four, five, and perhaps some six feet iu diameter, and

sixty or seventy feet to the first limb. Crossed Cat-

taraugus, being ten miles from our lodging, and rode

ten more to an Indian village. Stopped awhile with

them, but as their chief was not at home we soon

left them, and rode seven miles through a low piece

of land heavily timbered with hemlock, sugar ma-

ple, etc., to the lake aforesaid, which, to be sure, at

first view exhibited a grand prospect here in the

wilderness, appearing both as to motion and sound

like the ocean. Had a good supper of chocolate,

cooked by Halliday, who is yet with us
;
got a com-

fortable night's sleep, and early in the morning, for

the first time, heard a wolf howl.

2Qth. Rode 2S miles down the lake on the beach

or margin thereof to the mouth of Buffalo Creek.

Crossed it in a boat and swam our horses over, it be-

ing a very deep channel, about 30 or 40 yards wide.

Lodged at Joseph Elliot's headquarters, he being the

principal surveyor or superintendent of the Holland

Company's business. AVere kindly entertained free

of cost. This day's ride down the lake was a de-

lightful journey, affording such a variety of prospect

of the wonderful works of nature. Some places the

land at the margin of the lake appeared to be pretty

level ; in most others there was a wall on our right

hand, in many places 50, some 60, and some near, if

not quite, 100 feet high and almost perpendicular;

the beach or margin from the water to the wall,

very diverse for width, some of 20 yards, some 10,

some 5, and in several places the wall butted into the

water, where we several times had to ride in round

the points of rocks knee-deep and sometimes belly-

deep; and in one or two places between a large pyra-

mid of rock and the wall on the right, the pyramid

appearing conical or in the form of a sugar loaf about

ten feet in diameter at its base, and about twelve

feet high. These cones, I believe, are made by the

dashing of the waves, together with the freezing of

the water in the winter, in the smooth joints of the

rocks, whereby abundance of them fall down, parting

off from their fellows in smooth, perpendicular

points. The high, perpendicular wall exhibits a curi-

ous view ; the stone appears to be principally com-

posed of slate and limestone in different regular

strata or layers. The bottom or lowermost rocks that

I discovered in most places are limestone, curiously

laid in a horizontal form and nicely jointed in

squares of eight, ten, or twelve feet in diameter, the
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joints or vaccuums between them mostly about an

inch wide. Some places we found them to extend into

the lake ; other places not quite to the edtre of it ; and

in others not within ten yards of it. Where they ex-

tended to the lake, they formed a beautiful level to

ride upon. The next layer or stratum is slate about

ten feet perpendicular. In some places it appeared

very shelly or near rotten ; in many others, excel-

lent slate in great quantities either for fiagtri'ig or

covering; for lioii.ses. Then one general layer of lime-

stone about tifteen or eighteen inches thick ; then

pretty generally slate or other stone to the top of the

wall or abutment, all which are curiously jointed in

smooth squares or columns some two feet square,

some five, and some in oblong squares two or three

feet by eight or ten. And as the water in wet times

penetrates down those joints, I suppose it freezes in

the winter and bursts off the columns, which fall

down on the margin of the lake, in many places large

bodies of them together as much as several square

rods, and the timber on the top with them. In many
places the trees were hanging by one half of the

roots with their tops below a level, and some right

top downwards and not touching the bottom. In

many places by the continual dashing of the waves

against the rocks they are worn in curious forms.

21st. Rode three miles down on the margin of the

lake and river Niagara to the ferry. No such curious

wall on our right hand as yesterday, but similar beds

of limestone. This Niagara Eiver is the great outlet

of all the northwestern lakes and waters, which
makes a very great river above a mile wide and of

great depth, running very rapidly. AVe crossed the

river in a boat, which the heavy current drives across

in a few minutes, which to .some of our company ap-

peared a little terrifying; and then rode upon the

margin of the lake on the other side about eight

miles, which appears to be pretty level except some
very high banks of sand and a general bed of lime-

stone lying in a form similar to the lower bed
on the other side. Then turned off from the lake

about a mile to Daniel Pound's, where four of us

dined and left some linen to be washed (Halliday

Jackson and Hugh Hartshorn having parted with us

at the ferry and gone down to view the great Falls),

We then roile to Asa Schooly's, where we met with

our beloved friends William Blakey, Nathan Smith
and Jacob Paxson, who we heard had arrived two
days before us. Here we all propose to stay this

night, our kind friend and landlord appearing to have
things comfortably convenient about him. They .said

they could contrive for bedding for us all ; but
Thomas Stewardson and myself were de.sirous to sleep

on the floor with our blankets, believing it would be
best on several accounts; but we could not do it with-

out hurting our friend's feelings, socon.sented to take

a bed. But when we got to the bed chamber by our-

selves, we found a good clean bed and clothing, which
we examined, and found a thin straw bed on the

sacking. We then took off the feather bed and laid

it in the corner of the room, expecting we should not
be discovered. But our kind friend came into the
room and found the bed in the corner, but did not any
more insist upon our compliance with their request.

22d, and first of the week. Stayed and attended
their meeting, which is held in the house of our
friend Asa 8chooly, where we lodged, which to me
was a dull time, though some lively communications
therein. After dinner I took an affectionate farewell

of Halliday .lackson, who was returned from viewing
the great Falls and is now about to return through a

lonesome wilderness to Genesinguhta, the place of

his present abode. We then classed ourselves in

order to visit the families in this neighborhood,
Nathan Smith, Jacob Paxson, and James Cooper
going in one company, and William Blakey, Joshua
Sharpies, Thomas Stewardson, and myself in another.

We then proceeded to and visited the families of

John Cutler, a member ; John Harret, and Azariah
Schooly. Neitlier of the last two in membership, hut

hopeful, well inclined people. Returned to lodge at

the same place. I may here note that Joshua Sharp-

ies, in getting into the boat at Buffalo Creek, slipped

and fell on the edge of the boat, which at first did

not seem very bad, but [he] hath been gradually

getting worse. We now think some of his short ribs

are broken.and it looks as if he would hardly he fit to

travel to-morrow.

23d. Joshua Sharpies being too much amiss to

venture out, we set out without him and had religious

opportunities in the families of Daniel Pound, the

widow Morris, and Obadiah Dennis, the second of

which in a particular manner was a favorable one;

and then returned to our old lodging where we all

met and had a religions opportunity in the family.

2ith. Joshua Sharpies being unable to travel, we
left him and rode thirty miles to John Wills's, where

we lodged. On our way we rode fourteen milesdown
the river Niagara, crossed Chippeway Riverand passed

the great Falls. Several of our company were dis-

posed to take a view of the great phenomenon, but

James Cooper and myself thought there was not time

sufficient to satisfy our curiosity, so rode on and left

them to take a slight view. We all met at the afore-

said Wills's, and had an opportunity of retirement in

the family, in which was some pretty close work.

25th. Set off from John Wills's, he accompanying
us, and rode eleven miles to Friends' meeting, at the

place called the Short Hills, which in the forepart

was very heavy and trying, but more lively before the

conclusion. After meeting .William Blakey, Thomas
Stewardson, and myself visited Samuel Taylor and
family, and went to Jeremiah Moore's to lodge, in

whose family we had a solid opportunity.

2()//i. We visited the families of Enoch Shrigley,

Solomon Moore, Jacob Moore, and Thomas Rice, none

of them members, but all the descendants [of Friends]

and appear to be thoughtful people. In the evening

had a religious opportunity in the family of John
Taylor, whose wife and children are members, but

John was disowned by the Falls Monthly Mooting

and is now desirous of being reinstated, and sent an

acknowledgment by William Blakey ; here vve lodged.

27th. Joshua Sharpies met us yesterday in the

afternoon, being somewhat better, but weakly yet.

We visited tlie families of Joshua Gillam and Ben-
jamin Will, both members, and the family of Tliomas

Gillam, not a member, it being a temler visitation to
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him. We then returned to Jeremiah Moore's, where

we met with the rest of our company ; had a solid

coufeienre among ourselves respecting the nature

of our appointment, which hath felt increasingly

weighty. Four of us lodged here, to wit : Nathan

Smith, Thomas Steward.son, Joshua Sharpies, and my-

self.

•2Slh. Joshua Sharpies went along with James
Cooper to see a friend. Nathan, Thomas, and myself

visited two families who are a little inclined to the

^Methodists, and returned to Moore's to dinner. In

the afternoon prtid some social visits, and lodged at

the same place, which at present is a temporary home-

2inh, and the first of the week. Attended Friends'

meeting at their usual time and place. After meeting,

walked four or five miles along with Nathan Smith

to Samuel Becket's, where Nathan had appointed a

meeting to begin at four o'clock, to which the neigh-

bors and many of the Friends from about their meet-

inghouse came, and which I hope was a time of prof-

itable instruction to some of them. On taking a view

of the earnest desire which many of them have to

attend such places, the compassionate feelings of my
heart were very much awakened, especially for their

women, many of them going four or five miles on

foot, some of them with young children in theirarms

and others in such a state that I shouhl have thought

scarcely fit to travel far on horseback
;
yet they would

and did walk faster than was easy for me, and re-

turned to their homes in a dark night, the men car-

rying lighted torches in their hands to show them
the way along their mudily and rooty roads. Lodged

at the same place.

30(/i. Spent part of the day agreeably with some
of our friends; also had a solid opportunity with a

man who we believe<l had taken imagination for rev-

elation, which had led him into some strange acts

and predictions. I hope his state was so clearly

opened and laid home to him that it may be of use

to him. He acknowledged he had been deceived and

followed a lying spirit. In the evening five of us re-

turned to my lodging.

[ To be Conlinued.}

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE FIFTH COMMANDMENT.
IT is generally admitted that in this age, and in our

country, there is a great lack of reverence. Tliere

seems to be a prevailing disposition to discard the

old and to adopt the new. It avails little, in this

progressive age, to claim time-honored authority for

an opinion ; a long series of precedents for a coarse

of action ; or the wisdom of age, and the experience

of life, for an individual. Our wisdom must be our

own ; our course of conduct must be arranged for and

by ourselves; and our counsellors, if we seek any,

must be our contemporaries, our coevals. They must

be men of to-day ; and their opinions must keep

abreast with the times. We do not mean to be un-

kind to the aged, but we expect them to " stand

back " and make way for us ; and then we shall soon

be able to show them how much wiser we are " in

our generation " than tliey were in theirs. Some
seem to look upon an old person as they do upon an

old plow, or upon a locomotive that was in use fifty

years ago—good enough in its day, but now to be
viewed as a relic of the past, and, by contra.st, as an
index of advancing civilization. Old things, old ways,
and old people must be swept away by the rising tide

of progress; and any opinion that clings to its favor-

ite soil with sufficient tenacity to resist tlie general

sweep must be attacked by all the weapons of re-

form until its hold is loosened, and itself submitted
to the action of every successive wave.

This tendency to ignore the wisdom of the past,

to take " truth at first hand," to disregard the lights

of expeiience, and to treat lightly the counsels of our
seniors is so prevalent that it may be observed in

families, in the social circle, in committees, and even
in our meetings for " Discipline."

Among the many evil consequences that have re-

sulted from the lamentable separation which occurred

in the Society of Friends sixty years ago, there is

probably no one that has affecled our branch more
disastrously than the lack of reverence for authority,

for experience, for age, and for station. The impro-

per exercise of authority on one side produced the

demand for toleration on the other, at that time, and
this demand has increased, and kept on increasing,

until we have arrived at that stage where age must
yield to youth, where experience is little regarded,

and where authority and precedent are almost set at

nought.

The evil being admitted, and the truth acknowl-

edged, that there is a great lack of reverence, the

question naturally and properly arises, what is the

remedy? Where shall we look for it? And how
shall we apply it ? One answer will suffice for these

three questions; and though less definite perhaps

than some mifht require, it is the best that we have

to otfer. The cultivation of proper relations between pa-

rents and children. The woril proper is very compre-

hensive in its meaning, and each father and each

mother must judge of the width of its range, of its

force, and of its applicability in their own family

circle ; while each son and each daughter should feel

duly imjiressed with the importance of rendering

filial gratitude and filial reverence, as well as filial

affection.

Let it be regarded as an admitted fact that parents

do most earnestly desire to promote the best interests

of their children ; and that whei-e they fail to do so,

it is for lack of opportunity, or owing to some error of

judgment. That the children do not always appreci-

ate this desii-e is much to be regretted ; and that they

should question the wisdom, or the propriety of

parental restraint is cause for still deeper regret. If

the son, when he is in difficulty, would only go to his

father for counsel and encouragement; and if the

daughter would regard lier mother's advice as far

superior to tliat of a young associate ; how many
snares might he avoided, or wrong steps retraced,

befoi'e any serious consequences had resulted.

It is thought by some that pei-sons never realize

the depth of parental affection, or the self-sacrifice of

parental action, until they have children of their own.

Then their hearts turn towai-ds their parents with

feelings of gratitude such as they never before expcr-
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ienced, and with accompanying desires that their

children may prove loyal and grateful to them. But

a very common and much more lamentable state of

the case is where the debt of filial gratitude is not

appreciated, and lienoe not paid until after the par-

ent has gone beyond the need and the opportunity to

receive it. Oh the bitterness of the regret that lias

welled up in many a heart when standing by the cof-

fin of a tender parent, and thinking of the many
occasions on which he has given that parent needless

sorrow and sufl'ering. " Teur.s, idle tears," that seem
to rise from the very fountains of anguisli, allbrd but

slight relief.

"How gladly would the man recall to life

The boy's neglected sire : a mother too.

That softer friend, perhaps more gladly still,

Might he demand tliem at the gates of deatli."

This part of cur subject is too pathetic to require

words, or to admit of argument. Those who have ex-

perienced the bitterness know what it is ; and those

who have not should endeavor to pay their filial

debts while time and opportunity are aflbrded them
to do so. A little attention, a kind word, a few

minutes of our time taken from business, or from

what we now regard as pleasure, a trifling memento
brought home after an absence, frequent and affec-

tionate letters when personal interviews are not ob-

tainable :—any and all of these trifles, though justly

due from children to their parents, will be repaid,

with interest, by present enjoyment, and by peace

and happiness in the retrospection. Little children

owe to their parents obedience. Youth owe a re-

spectful attention to parental precepts, and a care not

to displease. Adults owe assistance, and a due re-

gard to the comfort of those who have cared for them
in childhood's helpless, heedless hour ; while grati-

tude and aS'ection are due from children to parents at

each and every period of life.

A proper regard for our own parents—for their

counsels while living, and for their memories after

they have been gathered—will lead us to respect and
honor the fathers and mothers in the church , and to

cherish a tender regard, and a feeling of reverence

for the aged and the venerable in every walk of life.

Let us, then, read carefully, and ponder seriously,

the weighty matter contained in the Fifth Command-
ment, and endeavor to conform our conduct to its re-

quisition. H. *

Seventh month 29, 1887.

Mary A. LIvermore says that recently the father of

two sons and three daughters said to her :
" I know

exactly what to do with my daughters. They have
aims and plans and are going to college and profes-

sional schools, undaunted by any prophecy of fail-

ure, and allowing no social allurement to encroach

upon their studies and preparations. In good health,

with a love of work, and with high ambitions and
unflagging enthusiasm, they are achieving for them-
selves a happy and successful future. But my boys
have no aims and no ambitions. They are not fond

of study or work, and shirk both when they can. To
play base-ball, to win at lawn tennis, and to ride a

bicycle content them to their heart's core. I some-
times wish all my children were girls .'

"

Intelligencer and Journal

HowABD M. Jenkins, Managing Editor.
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PHILADELPHIA. EIGHTH MONTH 6, 1687.

We think the memoranda sent us by President

Magill, of his visits to Friends' localities, will prove,

like those of last year, very interesting to our readers.

We increase thus our direct knowledge concerning

the situation of Friends, and find alike cause for en-

couragement and stimulus to labor. The details pre-

sented show the variations in the Society's experi-

ences, in different parts of the field. The existence

of some strong and vigorous meetings, even in very

isolated situations, shows that the maintenance of

our Society does not depend altogether upon the con-

tiguity of a large body of members, while the de-

cay and disappearance of some meetings, in places

which seem not less favored in any respect, seems to

indicate how much, after all, it must be a matter of

individual faithfulness to keep up the Society. In

places where other religious bodies are active, and

press in upon us, it can only be by the steadfast and

earnest support of those who exalt the spirit above

the letter, and appreciate the simple formulas of

Friends, that the latter can be maintained.

MARRIAGES.
HALLOWELL—MARLIN.—lu the presence of Mayor

Fitter, in Philadelpliia, Seventh month 28, 1887, by Friends'

Ceremony, Eugene Y. Hallowell and Josephine E. Martin,

both of Plymouth, Montgomery Co., Pa.

SHARP—NICHOLS.—Near Cbanute, Kansas, Fifth

month 26, 18S7, Pliilip Sharp to Julia E. Nichols, formerly

of Loudoun county, Virginia.

DEA THS.
ANTHONY.—At Corusus Lake, N. Y., Seventh month

26, Willie Asa, youngest son of Daniel M., and Charlotte R.

F. Anthony, of Rochester, N. Y., aged 9monthsand ISd.ays.

BONSALL—Suddenly, from a fall, Seventh month
23d, 1887, in Middletou, Del. Co., Pa., Lydia Bonsall, in

her 74th year, widow of the late James Bonsall. She was

a consistant member of Chester monthly and Middletown

Preparative Meetings. Her long life was one of self-denial,

and in every way worthy of imitation.

BOETON.—Seventh month 5, 1887, near West Unity,

Williams county, Ohio, Elizabeth Ann, wife of John Bor-

ton, in her 71st year ; formerly of New Jersey.

BREAR.—Ou the morning of the 26th ult., at her resi-

dence in Philadelphia, Ann Brear, a member of Spruce

Street Monthly Meeting; on the same day, in Wilming-

ton, Delaware, Isabella Brear, a member of Wilmington

Monthly Meeting ; daughters of the late Mark and Sarah

Brear, of Wilmington, Delaware.

COX.—At her home, near Toughkenamon, Pa., Seventh

month 13, 1887, after a severe illness, which left her blind,

Phcbe H., wife of John Cox, and daughter of Elizabeth L.,

and the late Mahlou Chambers, in her 46th year.
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HALE.—At Wilmington, Ohio, on the 15th of Seventh

month, 1887, William Hale, aged 96 years, 9 mouths, 18

days. His wife, Maria Hale, with whom he had shared

the trials and pleasures of life for about sixty-sir years,

passed away on Christmas day, 1884, aged 87 years, 8

mouths, 22 days. They were members of Miami Monthly

Meeting, and much interested in Friends' principles.

They were remarkable specimens of mental preservation
;

and he especially of physical preservation also, in very old

age. C. B.

JENKINS.—Suddenly, Eighth month 1, 1887, at his

residence, in Philadelphia, Hunn Jenkins, in his 89th

year; a valued member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends

of Philadelphia.

SEAL.—Seventh month 9, 1887, at the residence of her

daughter, Phebe S. Baily, West Chester, Pa., Sarah Seal, in

her 86th year ; a member of Birmingham Monthly Meeting
of Friends; formerly of New Garden, Chester county. Pa.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 32.

Eighth Month 14th, 1887.

THE BEATITUDES.

Topic: Humility.
Golden Text: "Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the

Kingdom of Heaven. Ble.ssed are they that mourn for they

shall be comforted. Blessed are the meek for they shall

inherit the earth.*'—Matt., 5 : 3-5.

IN this lessou and those which immediately follow

we have a summary of the teachings of Jesus upon
those hnportant suhjects that relate to our present

life, and how we must order it to become citizens of

the heavenly kingdom. He sets forth the principles

of the kingdom he came to reveal, and the relations

of these to the outward law, under which they were
then living.

Tli.e multUudes, those who gathered to hear him,
mentioned in the last lesson. A mountain, a hill not far

from Capernaum, probably the "Horns of Hattin,"

one of the nearest to the city.

Poor in spirit. This is given by Luke as simply
" Blessed are ye poor," and is capable of two mean-
ings. It is as if Jesus would comfort the poor and
needy ones i\\&i gathered about him with the assur-

ance that the treasures of the Kingdom of Heaven
would be a full compensation for all they lacked in

earthly riches. The other, and more important
thought, is the blessing that is the portion of those

who are not puffed up with .self-esteem or proud of

their place in the church, or of what they may pos-

sess, but in all lowliness of spirit strive to please their

Heavenly Father. The same is true of those that

mourn. There is a mourning for the loss of friends

—

for the lo.ss of earthly riches, and for the adversities

that befall us in this life. If we are striving to live

true and u.seful lives, we will receive help from our
Heavenly Father to bear patiently whatever trials

and alilictions befall us. If we mourn because of our
unfaithfulness in the things of the spirit, and turn to

the Father with full purpose of heart, he will give us

the comfort of his Holy Spirit. This will enable us

to walk in meekness and lowliness of mind, as did

the blessed Master, and will give rest and peace to

the soul.

A colored buy in Jamaii'a being asked in a mission
school, "Who are the meek'.'" answered, "Those

who give soft answers to rough questions." This ac-

cords with the testimony of the wise man, " A soft

answer turneth away wrath."

WE LE.\RN FROM THIS LESSON:

1st. The ble.ssedness of contentment with our lot in

ife, though it may be a very humble one, and the

certainty of the heavenly treasures which will be
ours, if we .set our afl'ections upon the things that are

above, and are not unduly concerned for worldly pos-

sessions.

2d. That there is comfort for the mourner through

Him whose mission it was to set at liberty them that

are bruised, and to go about doing good to the bodies

and the souls of men.
3d. That the meek and lowly shall have rest and

peace in this earthly existence, for there will be no
place for strife or contention where the spirit of

meekness gains control ; meekness is proof of true

greatness of soul, of a soul too great to be moved by
little things.

SPIRITUAL AND TEMPORAL POSSESSIONS.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

THE excellent editorial on " Worldliness " in a re-

cent issue, (Seventh month 30), must appeal to all

who are thoughtful and appreciative of the responsi-

bilities of life. Yet it contains one frequently ex-

pressed thought which, it seems to me, falls quite

short of the true spiritual significance of the injunc-

tion of Jesus, "Seek ye first the kingdom of God
and his righteousness, and all these thftigs shall be

added unto you."

The jjaragraph to which I refer implies that if we
seek the kingdom of God the things which shall, be
" added " are " food and raiment.and the useful things

that make life comfortable without ostentation or

vain show." My desire is that we shall dispo.ssess our

minds of the idea that material benefits are, in any
sense, the outcome of a whole-hearted seeking after

the things of the spirit, but rather realize that if we
sow to the spirit we shall enjoy the infinitely more
valuable and enduring treasures of the spiritual king-

dom.
Robertson gives very clear and forcible expression

to this thought in a sermon on " The Principle of the

Spiritual Harvest." He says : "There are two kinds

of good possible to men : one enjoyed by our animal

being, the other felt and appreciated by our spirits.

Every man understands more or less the difference

between these two : between prosperity and well-

doing—between indulgence and noblene.ss—between
comfort and inward peace—between pleasure and
striving after perfection—between happiness and
blessedness. The.se are two kinds of harvest,and the

labor for them respectively is of very diflerent kinds.

The labor which procures the harvest of the one has

no tendency to secure the other.
" We will not depreciate the advantages of this

world. It is foolish and unreal to do so. Comfort,

affluence, success, freedom from care, rank, station

—

these are in their real way goods ; only the labor be-

stowed upon them does not procure one single bless-

ing that is spiritual. On the other hand the seed

which is sown for a spiritual harvest has no tendency
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whatever to procure temporal well-being. Let us see

what are the laws of sowing and reaping in this de-

partment. Christ has declared them :
' Blessed are

the pure in heart, for they shall see God.' ' Blessed

are they that hunger and thirst after righteousness
;

for they shall be filled' (with righteousness),
' Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be com-
forted.' You observe the beatific vision of the Al-

mighty—fulness of righteousness—divine comfort.

There is nothing earthly liere—it is spiritual results

for spiritual labor. It is not said that the pure in

heart shall be made rich ; nor that they who hunger
after goodness shall be filled with bread; nor that

they who mourn shall rise in life and obtain distinc-

tion

" Now the mistakes men make, and the extravagant

expectations in which they imlulge are tbe.se: they

sow for earth, and expect to win spiritual blessings,

or they sow to the Spirit and then wonder that they

have not a harvest of the good things of earth. . .

The unreasonableness of all this appears the moment
we have understood the conditions contained in this

principle, ' Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he

also reap.' " *.

Philadelphia.

FROM PRESIDENT MAGILL.
FisnERTowN, Bedford Co., Pa., Sth mo. 1.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

IN accordaufe with the recent notice in your paper,

I began my lectures on "A College Education " on
Second-day evening, the 25tb ult. The meeting-house
at Bush Creek is some two miles out of the litle town
ofNew Market, Md.,and the entire number of Friends
in that neighborhood, old and young, is just 16. It

was therefore thought best that I should give the

lecture in the town, and the Methodist Church was
kindly ofi'ered us for that purpo.se. As the audience
was composed so largely of tho.se not Friends, I did

not address Friends especially, but spoke more par-

ticularly of the best method of training teachers for

all of our schools. I found that in the little town of

New Market, as is so often the case elsewhere, the
teachers of the public schools bad been changed al-

most every year, the result being schools of a low
grade. Of course I found no other profession, not
even trade, in the town conducted in the same man-
ner, and if it were it could never hope to be success-

ful. I found that blacksmiths and carpenters were
required to have a long course of training for their

work, to secure the confidence of their patrons;

while for the teachers, who are entrusted with the
education of the children, no such elaborate prepara-
tion is required ! I found that the doctors were ex-

pected to have had a medical education, and to have
received their diplomas, and that it was not consid-

ered an excuse for the omission of this that they ex-
pected to practice " only upon small children !

" The
few Friends' children in this neighborliood are not
sent to the public schools, but are well taught by
their parents (aided by the older children), at their

homes. They have among them no Friends' school
nor First-day school.

My next meeting was at Pipe Creek, some IS

miles to the north, and here the meeting-house be-

ing some distance from the town of Union Bridge, it

was thought best to hold the meeting in the town hall

of the latter place. It was quite well attended, as

was the first, through the kind exertions of my
friends in both places, who took charge of all the ar-

rangements. Here I found many more Friends, and
they have a good Friends' school, and a First-day

school which has been doing good work for several

years. My meeting being principally composed of

those not Friends, I took the same general course in

my address as in New Market. The next morning
my kind friends drove me some five miles acro.ss a

pleasant farming country to arailroad station, and by
a long and circuitous route, via. Hanover and Gettys-

burg, I reached the neighborhood of Menallen meet-
ing, near the town of Bendersville, a few miles north
of Gettysburg. I found this to be quite a large set-

tlement of Friends. Here a number of letters were
awaiting me, and after the long day's journey
in the excessive heat, I was glad that no appoint-

ment had neen made for Fourth-day evening.

This gave me the evening for the needed rest, and
the next day, my friends being busy in their oats

harvest, I had ample time to attend to my corres-

pondents. My meeting was arranged for Fifth-day

evening, in the Methodist church at Bendersville,

Friends' meeting-hou.se, as usual, being some distance

out of the town. It was a meeting quite as satisfac-

tory as any yet held, and was largely composed of

Friends, but I still took the same general course of

remark adopted at the first two meetings, being ap-

plicable to Friends, and to all others as well. Friends

are deeply interested both in educational matters,

and in all things that pertain to the welfare of our

religious society. A new meeting-house has recently

taken the place of the old one, and thej- have a large

and flourishing Friends' school, and also a large First-

day school under excellent management. The young
and the older mingle and sympathize in a manner
very pleasant to see, and the -outlook for our Society

in the future would be very encouraging were all

Friends' neighborhoods like Menallen. But directly

east at intervals of ten miles, are the Friends' settle-

ments of Huntingdon, Warrington, and Newbury.

In all of these the condition of things is difi'erent. I

visited only the first, (Huntington) but I learned that

no meetings whatever are now' held at either War-
rington or Newbury. There the dilapidated houses

and the grave-yards alone tell the mournful tale of

what has been.

My meeting was appointed at Huntingdon meet-

ing-house (near York Springs, in Adams co.) , for 10

a. m., on Sixth-day, soon after that hour, in

a beautiful" grove, (Friends seem to have selected

charming sites for their meeting-houses in the

early time), a very small body, principally

Friends, assembled in the ancient meeting-

house to hear me speak on Education. Here, for

the first time, I addressed Friends iu particular,

and my theme was "A College Education for Teacii-

ers, and its effect upon all our schools, and our Reli-

gious Society." The eager attention and interest of

the old and the young alike brought forcibly to my
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mind the words :
" fit audience, though' few." The

meeting here is often kept up by one Friend, who
rides over on horseback, and sitsalonefor the solemn

hour. AVhat a period for reflecting upon the iiast,

present, and future of the Society of Friends! And
yet I am told that witliin tlie memory of some still

living, this old weather-stained house, with its roof

dropping, and scarcely keeping out the rain, its

loo.sely hanging shutters, its fallen stone steps, and
its great corner chimney, cracked by the frosts of one
hundred and tw«iity winters, was filled with silent

worshippers, or reechoed with the earnest voices

of the eight ministers who lielonged to this particular

meeting! The Friend who now attends so regularly

recently tried to get up a First-day School here, and
succeeded in collecting nixly-five scholars! But in-

terested teachers could not be found to attend it regu-

larly, and they were soon all scattered again. Tliis

does seem like a field for some missionary work. In

the evening I held another meeting in the Methodist
church at York Springs—which was composed almost

entirely of those not Friends, and I addressed them
on the same general subject as at New Market. The
interest in this subject, here and elsewhere, seems to

be very great. At the clo.se of mv remarks, the

minister spoke a few encouraging words, and said

tl.at the audience would have been much larger but
for the very short notice. As it was, I was surprised

that so many came out on so hot an evening, to hear
a talk on what they would naturally expect to be so

hackneyed a theme.

On Seventli-day morning a drive of eight miles

through a beautiful country, with the historic'' South
Mountain " rising all along our north-western horizon,

brought us to Idaville, far up on the mountain side,

where I took rail for lied ford, via Harrisl)urg and
Huntingdon. Arriving at Bedford late at night, I

found that my friend had left orders for me to be sent

to this place early the next morning. A ten miles

drive over a rough, but picturesque country, with its

great rolling, well-tilleil farms, and round-topped
wooded hills, brought us to" Dunning's Creek " a part

of the head waters of the Juniata. This broad val-

ley around Fishertown is sometimes called " Quaker
Valley," a name given to it in slavery times by the

hunted fugitives, who never failed to find an under-
ground railroad station here, and it has been settled

by Friends for several generations. The other branch
of Friends has a small meeting here, but ours largely

outnumbers it. The entire membership here is con-
siderably over one hundred, and a very large propor-
tion of them regularly attend the meeting. They
are building a large two-story brick meeting-house in

the village now, the upper story to be used for the

fiourisliing Friends' school. The First-day school

meets at 10, A. i\I., the meeting for worship at 11.

The exercises of the former were omitted yestenlay

to give place for my lecture on Education. Here I

addressed Friends in particular, on " A College Edu-
cation for Teachers," an<l nowhere have I been lis-

tened to with greater interest and attention. I ran
but feel amply repaid for coming to this remote
Friends' settlement, being fully sixty miles distant

from any other settlement of Friends. I find here

the same mingling of the young and the older, the

same interest in education, and in the welfare of our

religious society that I found at Menallen. I leave

this mornins for the three other meetings in the

northern part of Centre Quarter.

Very truly your friend,

Edw.\rd H. M.\(ai,i>.

Our friend Geo. B. Passmore, of Oxford, writes us

that a<lditional engagements for President Magill

have been made since last announcement. His lec-

tures in Nottingham Quarter are now arranged as fol-

lows :

At East Nottingham, on Education, Sevenlh-day,

Eighth month 27, at 10 A. M.
At Rising Sun, on Prohibition, Seventh-day,

Eighth month 27, at 8 P.M.
At West Nottingham, on Education, First-day.

Eighth month 28, at 2.30 P. M.
At Oxford, on Prohibition, First-day, Eighth

month 28, at 8 P. M.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SUMMER DA YS ON THE MAINE COAST.—IL
YORK HARBOR is the name given to a sheltered

bay on the western part of the Maine coast which is

emphatically a harbor for all the minor craft of the

seas. A quiet, pleasant old maritime hamlet was be-

gun here in 1748. A mile and a half from York Har-

bor is York Beach, one of the best in New England.

It is about half a mile long, and formed of gently

sloping hard gray sand, and upon it are manj' bouses

of entertainment which are well spoken of. But we
have rooms in a farm bouse on the Norwood Farm,

about a mile from York Village, which has an advan-

tageous position, and the merit of being accessible to

the only woodland in this vicinity.

I may say briefly that this region was originally

densely wooded, that all the primitive forest has been

levelled, that the soil is so sterile and the climate so

harsh that we wonder, knowing the abounding rich-

ness of the earth, that any of the sons of men should

have thought it worth while to fix their household

gods here. A little portion of the land was, from eco-

nomic motives, permitted to grow into a lovely grove

of hickories, and now gives us an alternation of ocean

and woodland in such comforting proximity that we
cannot think of it without a grateful sense of joy.

For it is the home of gentle singing birds and the

conservatory for flowers of astonishing richness and

variety for the latitude. The whole surftioe of the

land, both in the woods and out, is a series of slight

hillocks, forming pleasant rest places for the pedes-

trian. I must protest just here that this vicinity is

very much lacking in attractive and comfortable seats

in the woodland, and upon rocky heights overlooking

the sea. (Cape Ann is admirably supplied with sucli

desirable rests, which encourage pedestrianism ; so

we .see that such seats are not unheard of in New Eng-

land.)

Of course, acclimated as we are to Philadelpliia,

it is entirely out of the question to bathe in the tem-

perature which the sea reaches here— I think not

higher,any day, than 68°, and generally considered be-
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low this temperature. At Mount Desert the waters
seem icy cold and quite untit for bathing, and yet
some hardy creatures of the human kind enjoy a
plunge in them.

But to return to the woodland. Around us to-duy
is a profusion which I never before witnes.sed of tlie

orange red lily, Lilium Philadetphicum, and the shyer
nodding bells of the wild yellow lily (Lilium cana-
dense). The superbum, " Turk's cap," is not to be seen
anywhere in these parts, I think. The IlcmorocaUis

fuha I find in open, cleared, and it may be in culti-

vated places, but not in the wild woods. The Kalmia
anguslifoUa still lingers in bloom and in fruit, and is

probably a baleful plant, since it has the suggestive
local name of "lambkill." Now I believe that any
reputable sheep of experience knows how to regulate
her own diet, but it may be that the tender lambs of
the flock, in the enthusiasm of their youth, may
browse to their injury on this beautiful and curious
crimson shrub. Truly beautiful, above all other wood-
land flowers, are these superb wild roses, varying in

tint from the purest pink to the deepest rose color.

We gravely reflect upon the greater refinement of the
unadorned beauty of these spontaneous woodland
flowers than all that the costly darlings of the con-
servatory can pretend to. Here at the seaside there
is a wondrous profusion of these perfect flowers, even
in this stern climate. Kindred to the rose are these
elegant spires of meadow-sweet, of which there is a
countle-ss multitude of the most lovely specimens.
Their " learned name " is Spirea. Spirea salicifoUa is

the name of the variety which is white or slightly
tinted with rose-color. I have a crowded panicle now
before me on my writing table which gives me a rich
specimen of this profuse but lovely flower. The
iSptVta tomentosa, the true deej) rose-color variety, which
seeks its habitat in meadow or swamp, is also very
plentiful and is marked by its woolly pods and very
woolly leaves. I count this variety equally elegant
with S. licifolia, the willow-leaved variety. The up-
right growth of the floral clusters and their tapering
form have given it the local cognomen of the " steeple-
bush

;
" while the flinty particles in the stalk, which

give it power to blunt the destroying scythe, earn it

the name of " hardback." These spireas are both
worthy to be formed into garlands, and the white va-
riety is known as " bride-wort." It blooms from June
till fall, often blending its few remaining spikes of
delicate flowers with the frost-tinted foliage of au-
tumn. The hardback has had a suppo.sed value from
time immemorial as an astringent anodyne. The
golden rod (Solidago) is profuse, and is just coming
into bloom, and we have detected a maritime species
on the rocks at the sea shore, S. sempervirens, which
occurs on the sea shore all the way from Maine to
Virginia. The solidago gets its name from its re-
puted vulnerary qualities, but this seems to me some-
what mythical. Plantago marilimus and the Convo-
luthuis anense, the one harmless and homely, the
otlier elegant with its pink and variegated graceful
bells, are associated with every other form of mari-
time growth and may be classed as maritime, though
so widely apart in their nature. Must the huckle-
berry be also accounted maritime? This intensely

fruited little.shrub, which extends to the very border
of the sea, {Gaylussacia frondosa) seems to have no
antipathy to tliis brackish earth and water, while it

is a delicious feast for bird and small boy, and even
becomes an important item of food for man. Flagg,

speaking of the whortleberry pastures in this region,

says: "There is no end of the smaller plants that
spring up everywhere, some in the open space, others
under the protection of a tuft of sedge-grass or a
broad-leaved fern. The sweet-scented pyrola is

abundant in all shady thickets, and the cymbidium
and arethusa decorate the low grounds. The loose-

strife, with its long pyramidal spikes of yellow flow-

ers, is always conspicuously in the low grounds, side

by side with similar plats of low swamp roses. But
the most attractive flower in the whortleberry pasture
is the red summer lily From the opening
of spring until the fall of the leaf, the whortleberry
pasture is a garden full of the fairest flowers and the

most healthful fruits. And if Great Britain's i.sle

had been covered with whortleberries, like our New
England hills, these fruits would have been cele-

brated in English poetry like the fruit of the vine
and the olive in the poetry of Greece and Rome."
We found the tenderly beautiful orchidaceous plants

theCalopogon .md Pogonia growing abundantly in

the meadow among tufted sedges of remarkable ele-

gance. There are the " cymbidium and arethusa"
mentioned by Flagg, these being names adopted by
elder botanists. How delicately fair, and how plenti-

ful, is the supply of " swamp pinks " Calopogon
pulchellus is popularly called. I feel rich when such
rare and precious beauties come into my hands, and
their fragrance seems to refresh whatever is best and
highest in our nature.

The andromedas are also abundant in this thicket
and in these maritime pasture lands. At this season
the panicled Andromeda [A. legustrina) is most con-
spcuous. It is distinguished by its large compound
clusters of densely crowded white flowers of a nearly
globular shape.

Thecheckerberry (Gaultheriapronimbtns) isapleas-
ant aromatic flavored plant which helps to clothe the
whortleberry pasture. It is a peculiarly American
plant, well known by its delicate flower and its shin-
ing evergreen leaves. Its beautiful and acceptable
fruit (the "teaberry") ripens perhaps the very last

among the fruits of the summer. Flagg remarks that
"this fruit is not perfected until it has remained on
the bush during the winter. The severest cold has
no efl'ect upon it ; and the berries increase in size,

after the spring opens, until they become as large as

strawberries(!)"

The Epigea repem,\he mayflower of New England,
is also a very lovely and even a precious species of
heath like plant, abounding everywhere in our coun-
ry, but too delightful to be ever ignored.

But is there any object in all the world of plants

more lovely than the white pond lily, Nymphxa od-

oralaf The rather inelegant yellow pond lily {^Nu-

phar advena) is also at hand and must be mentioned
in enumerating the conspicuous features of the flora

of this region so far as we have observed it.

Not in the deep waters of the lakelets of our land.
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but in the shallows near the outlet, does the Nyin-

pluea rejoice. As soon as the bud has gained the sur-

face it is ready to burst into bloom, expanding about

the third hour after sunrise, and remaining open

till the shadows are cast upon it in the afternoon. If

a storm threatens and the sky be obscured, the su-

perb petals are promptly gathered home under the

tenderly enfoWing sepals.

The Penderia (pickerel weed) I observed to-day,

coming into richest bloom, and the beech pea tri-

umphing in great profusion, as we walked along the

extended sands.- 'And upon the safe, high bank, where

the waves could not harm it,"the pimpernel, the

"poor man's weatherglass " {Anagallis arvensift), nes-

tles in near proximity with the solemn sounding sea.

The rock ro.se {Heliayitltemum Canadense) is here, and

its humble little kinsman, lechea major looks inno-

cently up, unconscious of its homely personality, and

speaking of nothing except the wondrous sterility of

these fields. Down in the marsh, as we pass its

habitat, we are conscious of the very interesting

{Drosera rnlundifolia) hoUUiiii, in each one of its leaf

hands a tiny insect which has sunk into the sad

estate of plant food.

And now I am conscious that I have made no ex-

haustive review of the flora of this region, having

only briefly noted some of the more conspicuous fea-

tures. Many plants are a matter of course every-

where. The various cultivated grasses, the clovers,

the mullein, and others too numerous to mention are

pre.sent as a matter of course.

But the St. John's wort (Hypericin) should be men-

tioned, as profuse and as showy as if delighting in its

situation. It is a showy and rather handsome plant,

and forming, under the influence of strong sunlight,

the once valued " red oil," of fame in domestic prac-

tice.

We propose to move on from this place, once the

Georgeana City, named for Sir Ferdinando Georges,

the early Lord Palatine of Maine. At the battle of

Dunbar, the Scotch prisoners taken by Cromwell were

exiled to this point, and many a bloody story is told

of Indian massacre and intrigue with the wily

Frenchmen in the early days of colonial life. In the

forest, within sound of the sea, we have read Whit-

tier's stirring poem of Mogg Megone, by means of

which the poet pictures the primal times of this

storm-swept region of the forest and the flooil.

S. U.

York, Mahie, 7lh mo. 25th.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

IN THE MARYLAND ALLEOHANIES.
A SUMMER trip to the mountains of Garrett Coun-
ty, Md., having been accomplished with great pleas-

ure to my husband and self, we thought the readers

of the Intelligencer ,\ND Journal would be inter-

ested in hearing of it somewhat in detail. A ride of

ten hours on the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, part

of it over the new Philadelphia division, a distance

of three hundred and fifty miles from home, brought

us to Mountain Lake Park about supper time. This

place, with the " twin reports " of Deer Park and Oak-
laml, is situated on a ]>lateau twenty-tive miles

square, nearly .3,000 feet high up in the Alleghanies.
A week spent with Jennie Smith in " Grace Cottage,"

surrounded with all the benefits of her religious

home, with pious and tender spirits whose influence

w-akened afresh the desire for good, was our privi-

lege, and the intermingling with a number from va-

rious localities, drawn thither by her during long
years of suffering and affliction, was a season of re-

freshment.

Another week we tarried at Deer Park, in the

midst of God's beauties ; in the way of grand old

oak trees this place excels, and the eye can fea-st on
a landscape of rolling fields and woods for many
miles, points being not far distant where one can
look down upon five States. Then add if you please

to all this picturesqueness the cool, pure air from off

the.se mountain tops and you will form some idea of

this beautiful and invigorating place.

When First-day morning came, and we learned no
service would be held in the ciiapel on the grounds
which is open to all denominations, we proposed to

hold a Friends' meeting, notice of which was placed

on the bulletin board, and it was circulated through
the hotel that " a Quaker service " was going to be
held. The bell ringing announced the time for as-

sembling, and entering the chapel we felt it was our
first experience of going to meeting at such an un-

common sound. Soon about sixty persons were gath-

ered into an impressive silence unto the spirit and
in the name of him who is the Teacher of all men.
A supplication was offered to the Throne of Grace
and words from John 14 : 27, " Peace I leave with

you, my peace I give unto you ; not as the world giv-

eth, give I unto you," were quoted as the opening of

an address to this inquiring congregation. Another
period of silent prayer and the occasion closed. Sev-

eral expressed much appreciation and said they had
enjoyed it. Passing back to our rooms, many inqui-

ries were made of us as to our religious organization,

which we endeavored to answer satisfactorily. "Don't

your women preach? Why don't you sing? What
is your belief?" and other questions were ad-

vanced by many who had attended the meeting from
curiosity, and who never saw the form of worship of

the people called Quakers. We felt we were in our

proper places, and that a Divine blessing would rest

upon the meeting which had been held so unexpect-

edly and in such an impromptu manner.
How often great good might follow and rich bless-

ings attend tlie faitliful in this way, if Friends would
be willing to go out more in the world without so

nmch exclusiveness,—teaching and preaching the

spirituality and practicality of the religion of Jesus

Christ. ' S. B. F.

Chester, Pa., Seventh month 27.

A humorous incident is told of the work of wo-

men on the New York School Board. A janitor of

one of the schools went, recently, with a complaint

to the principal. He said that he had been janitor

of that building for nineteen years, and no one had
ever asked to see the basement until one of the wo-

men of the School Board came, and she wanted to

make an examination. " And that basement wasn't in

a fit condition for any one to see," he added plaintively.
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THE HOME OF GEOROE ^OX.
Ui.vEiiSTON, England, Seventh month 18.

IN a corner of Lancashire, on an arm of the Irisli

Sea, is situated the quiet town of Ulverston, a place

dear to all Friends as the scene of tlie early labors of

George Fox. A short distance out in the country and

reached by a pleasant path through the fields is

Swarthmore (or Swarthmoor) Hall, once the seat of

that Judge Fell \vho.se wife Margaret opened her

doors to tlie persecuted preacher, and made her house

a refuge where he might worship in .security with his

faithful followers The Hall became the home of Fox
when he married Margaret Fell, after her tir.st hus-

band's death. The old stone mansion is apparently

in as good a condition as ever, although it is nearly

three hundred years old. It is at present occupied

by a farmer's family who kindly show visitors the

parts that are of interest. The room in which the

first meetings were held is on the first floor, a!id has

rafters overhead and a stone floor. Aerosufrom this

room is Judge Fell's study. They told us that the

good justice, while not sanctioning the meetings with

his presence, was accustomed to listen to the proceed-

ings from the hallway outside. There is a door on

the second floor, opening out. From this position

Fox would expound his doctrines when the bright

summer days drew a large a-sembly, and the meet-

ings were held in the orchard.

Not far beyond the Hall stands the Swarthmore
meeting-house, founded by George Fox, and bearing

over the door the inscription, " Ex Dono : G : F.

1688." The original small flag-paved room with

leaded-glass little windows, has had a larger addition

built to it, in which the meetings are now held. Here
several relics of Fox are preserved,—his arm chair,

large Bible, and the traveling-chest which he carried

on his journeys.

We were told that there are at present not many
Friends in the vicinity, and but one birthright mem-
ber. From the few names in the visitor's book at the

Hall, there seems to be but a small number who
come to this early shrine of the Society.

J. E. H.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.

—At Westbury Quarterly meeting, at Westbury,
L. I., on the 30th ult., John J. Cornell was present

with a minute of unity from Rochester executive

meeting. It also covers the attendance of the quar-

terly meetings of Purchase and Nine Partners, and to

attend and appoint some meetings within their limits.

(A report of the q. m. at Westbury, kindly sent by
our friend R. S. H. we are obliged to leave to ue.xt

week).

—Members of the yearly meeting's visiting com-
mittee, (Philadelphia), visited a number of Friends'

families and meetings in Cain quarter, last week. We
shall give later, some details of their labors.

—Western Quarterly Meeting was held at Lon-
dongrove, on the 26th inst. It was attended by Jos-

eph B. Livezey, of Woodbury, N. J. and Thomas \V.

Sheward, of Wilmington. Del. In the business meet-
ing circular meetings were appointed, to be held as

follows: At Londongrove, in the 8th month ; at Mill

Creek, Del., in the nintli month ; and at Kennett
Square, in the liith month, on the second First-day of
the month, at 3 o'clock p. m. The Committee on
Temperance recommended the follosving conferences
to be held, which were united with by the meeting :

At Penn.sgrove, in the 8th month; at Howellville, in

the lull UKinth, and at Doe Run, in the 10th month, on
the third first-day of the month, at 2.30 o'clock p. m.

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
—Concerning the intended Conference at Rich-

mond, IVtends' Revieiv suggests that the way may
open for holding such meetings regularly, at intervals

of three, four or five years. " Another thought, some-
what kindred to this, is, that the Conference can
hardly be expected to finish its deliberations in a fen-

days, and may therefore find it necessary or expe-
dient to adjourn to a time some months later, perhaps
at the end of a year. Two of our correspondents
express, in anticipation, a strong desire that the
Conference shall sit as a representative Committee,
with closed doors ; feeling an api)rehension of di-

minished freedom and solemnity in a gathering at

which some may attend rather from curiosity than
from any deeper interest."

—Correspondents oi Iriends' Review suggest topio
which they think ought to be considered. One from
Ohio Yearly fleeting writes :

" My thought is that

we need an authoritative expression by the Confer-

ence upon the subjects of (1) Outvi-ard ordinances of

baptism and the supper
; (2) A one man, paid min-

istry, contracted with, and installed as a pastoraud dic-

tator
; (3) The resurrection of these material, organ-

ic bodies; (4) Christ's second coming to set up His
kingdom, outwardly and materially, here on earth.

Upon all these questions the teaching of our innova-

tors in Ohio, for the past decade, has been largely

malerialisiic, savoring of the paganism of the past,

and has been alike anti-Quaker, and anti-Scriptural.

In these is involved the claim set up, in substance, by
many of our teachers, ministers, that they hold an un-
disputed monopoly in Divine guidance, which sets at

nought the doctrine of the priesthood of believers."

—A correspondent in the West writes to The
Friend (Philadelphia) as follows: "I believe the pres-

ent low state of our Society on account of ritualism

and a dependence on the ordinances (so-called) had
its beginnings many years ago. And I, with many
others, on account of a low spiritual state, was more
or less deceived thereby But under the

leading influence of those connected with the Chris-

tian Worker of Chicago, our little meeting has steadily

receded from the principles once held by Friends,

until it seems there is but little done or said with

which I dare unite, and it begins to feel as if I had
no Christian home any more. My heart was stirred

within me as I read the touching quotations from the

letter of the minister in Kansas. His experience

and feelings have been very much my own ; and I

doubt not there are many others scattered over this

Western country who are now passing through this

same lonely waiting."

—Dr. Dougan Clark, in the Friends' Expositor (D.
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T. Updegraflf's journal), using the expression, " Tlie

Friends' Cliurch," adds: "and it is high time we

should cease calling it a Society."

GIVE.

SEE the rivers flowing

Downward toward the sea,

Pouriug all their treasures

Bountiful and free!

Yet, to help their giving.

Hidden springs arise;

Or. if need he, showers

Feed them from the skies.

Watch the princely flowers

Their rich fragrance spread
;

Load the air with perfumes,

From their heauty shed
;

Yet their lavish spending

Leaves them not in dearth,

With fresh life replenished

From their mother earth.

Give thy heart's best treasures

;

From fair nature learn
;

Give thy love and ask not,

Wait not a return.

And the more thou spendest

From thy little store.

With a double bounty,

God will give thee more.

Adelaide A. Peoctee.

THE CEOSSINQ PATHS.

OUR far diverging lines of life

Have for a moment crossed,

To touch, and wind away, and be

In the dim distance lost;

No chance in all our wanderings

Has brought us heretofore

So face to face, to pause, and speak,

And part, and meet no more.

As passing ships, whose wide-flung sails

Are for an instant furled.

We hail, and barter words of cheer.

Brought from the under-world
;

With eager question, quick reply,

Across the deck we lean
;

Then part and put the silences

Of ocean wastes between.

We turn and watch the fading sail

Until our eyes grow dim.

And the blue billows melt away

Ou the horizon's rim.

How sad it seems! a few brief words,

A kiss, a hand-clasp given
;

Then—paths that cross on land or sea.

No more this side of heaven !

Well, let them cross, as cross they may.

And let them still diverge.

Sundered by leagues of desert land.

By mountain or by surge,

—

We know there is one central spot

No traveling feet have pa.ssed.

Where earth's divergent, cro.ssiug paths

Shall meet and end at last

!

M.iRG.iEET J. Preston.

THE OPERA TION OF PROHIBITION IN A T-

LANTA.
[The following article is from the Atlanta Canstitulion of

a recent date.—Eds. Intelligencek and Jouenal.]

THE election at wliicli prohibition was put on trial

in this city is entitled to a place among great events.

No election of a local nature was ever before held in

a city of 60,000 people in winch more was involved.

It has now been eigliteen months since the election,

and twelve months since the law went into eflect.

We are prepareil thus from observation to note re-

sults.

Prohibition in this city does prohibit. The law is

observed as well as the law against carrying con-

cealed weapons, gambling, theft, and other offenses

of like character. In consideration of tlie small ma-

jority with which prohibition was carried, and the

large numbers of people who were opposed to seeing

it prohibit, the law has been marvellously well ob-

served.

Prohibition has not injured the city financially.

According to the assessors' books property in the city

has increased over two millions of dollars. Taxes

have not been increased. Two streets in the city,

Decatur and Peters, were known as liquor streets. It

was hardly considered proper for a lady to walk these

streets without an escort. Now they are just as or-

derly as any in the city. Property on them has ad-

vanced from 10 to 25 per cent. The loss of §40,000

revenue, consequent on closing the saloons, has

tended in no degree to impede the city's progress in

any direction. Large appropriations have been made

to the water works, the public schools, the Piedmont

fair, and other improvements. The business men

have raised $400,000 to build the Atlanta and Hawk-

insville Railroad. Tlie number of city banks is to be

increased to five. The coming of four new railroads

has been settled during the year. Fifteen new stores

containing house-furnishing goods have been started

since the prohibition went into effect. These are do-

ing well. More furniture has been sold to mechan-

ics and laboring men in the last twelve months than

in any twelve months during the history of the city.

The manufacturing establishments of the city have

received new life. A glass factory has been built. A
cotton-seed oil mill is being built worth §125,000. All

improvement companies with a basis in real estate

have seen their stock doubled in value since the elec-

tion on prohibition.

Stores in which the liquor trade was conducted

are not vacant, but are now occupied by other lines

of trade. According to the real estate men, more la-

borers and men of limited means are buying lots

than ever before. Rents are more promptly paid

than formerly. More houses are rented by the same

number of families than heretofore. Before prohi-

bition, sometimes as many as three families would

live in one house. The heads of those families now

not spending their money for drink are each able to

rent a house, thus using three instead of one. Work-

ing men who formerly spent a great part of tlieir

money for liquor now spend it in food and clothes

for their families. The retail grocery men sell more

goods and collect their bills better than ever before.
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Tims they are able to settle more promptly with the

wholesiile men.

A perceptible increase has been noticeil in the

number of people who ride on the street cars. Ai-

coriliiif; to the coal dealers, many people bought coal

and stored it away last winter who had hever been

known to do so before. Others who had been accus-

tomed to buying two or three tons on time this last

winter bought seven or eight and paid cash for it. A
leading proprietor of a millinery store said that be

had sold more hats and bonnets to laboring men for

their wives and daughters than before in the history

of bis business. Contractors say their men do better

work, and on Saturday evenings, when they receive

their week's wages, spend the same for flour, hams,

dry goods, or other necessary things for their fami-

lies. Thus they are in better spirits, have more hope,

and are not inclined to strike and growl about higher

wages.

Attendance upon the public schools has increased.

The Superintendent of Public Instruction said in his

report to the Board of Education made January 1,

1887:
'' During the past year it has become a subject of

remark by teachers in the schools and by visitors

that the children were more tidy, were better dressed,

were better shod and presented a neater appearance

than ever before. Less trouble has been experienced

in having parents purchase books required by the

rules, fewer children have been withdrawn to aid in

supporting the family, the higher cla.sses in the gram-

mar schools have been fuller, and more children have

been promoted to the high schools, both male and fe-

male, than ever before in the history of the schools.

All these indications point to the increased pros-

perity of the city and to the growing interest in the

cause of education on the part of the people." There
has been a marked increase in attendance upon the

Sunday schools of the city. This is especially no-

ticeable among the suburban churches. Many chil-

dren have started to the Sunday schools who were
notable to attend for want of proper clothing. At-

tendance upon the difl'erent churches is far better.

From 1500 to :2000 people have joined the various

churches of the city during the year.

The determination on the part of the people to

prohibit the liquor traffic has stimulated a disposition

to do away with other evils. The laws against

gambling are rigidly enforced. A considerable stock

of gamblers' tools gathered together by the police for

several years past was recently used for the purpose
of making a large bonfire on one of the unoccupied
squares of the city. The City Council has refused

longer to grant license to "bucket-shops," thus put-

ting the seal of its condemnation upon the trade in

"futures" of all kinds.

All these reforms have had a decided tendency to

diminish crime. Two weeks were necessary formerly

to get through with the criminal docket. During the

present year it was closed out in two days. The
chain gang is almost left with nothing but the chains

and the balls. The gang part would not be large

enough to work the public roads of the county were
it not augmented by fresh supplies from the sur-

rounding counties. The city government is in the
hands of our best citizens.

The majority in this county in favor of jirohibi-

tion was only 235. Such a change has taken place in

public sentiment, however, that now there is hardly
a respectable anti-prohibitionist in the city who fa-

vors a return to bar-rooms. There is very little drink-
ing in the city. There has been 40 per cent, falling

off in the number of arrests, notwithstanding there

has been a rigid interpretation of the law under
which arrests are made. Formerly if a man was
sober enough to walk home he was not molested.

Now if there is the slightest variation from that state

in which the centre of gravity falls in a line inside

the base the party is made to answer for such varia-

tion at the station-house.

Our experience has demonstrated to us beyond a
doubt that a city of 60,000 inhabitants can get along

and advance at a solid and constant rate without the
liquor traffic.

" NATURE" CLUBS.

Newport is by no means the mere idle fashion-

able summer watering place so often described by the
hard pressed newspaper correspondent. Besides the

Historical Society and a Natural History Society, it

has lately established a Nature Club, which is worth
noting. This association of men and women holds

its meetings out doors, and under the guidance of

some suitable leader, makes an actual study of every
place it visits. The first meeting of this season wasat
a New-port place famous for its fine trees. There each
specimen of special excellence or rarity was carefully

studied, and this out-door lesson in nature and life

was found both pleasant and profitable. A second

meeting was held at M r. George Bancroft's famous rose

garden, and there the club was hospitably welcomed
by the venerable historian and shown the 3000 fine

rose bushes, in splendid bloom just at this time. The
essay of the day told the story of roses and their cul-

tivation, both in prose and poetry, and their place in

ail literature, sacred and profane, from very early

times. We have something of this in our own city
;

but how much? Each of its suburban quarters should
easily furnish a contingent of members and teachers

and good fields for study. The old Bartram garden
at Gray's Ferry is well worth special pilgrimage. In
Germantown the Haines and Cope and other places

supply fine collections of rare trees and plants.

Meehan's or Miller's nurseries at Mount Airy would
furnish both the teacher and the objei^ts, for few
practical botanists and growers have done more than
Mr. Meehan or Mr. IMiller to spread a knowledge and
inculcate a love of fine trees and their proper care

and cultivation. Even in the limits of the Park, with
its remains of ancient splendors, its Michaux groves,

its great nursery, its fine collection in and around
Horticultural Hall, there are endless subjects for

" nature clubs," and those who have followed the

courses of lectures given there by Professor Rothrock
can now be in turn guides and teachers for those who
may enroll themselv<is in an organization to study
nature at their own doors.

—

Public Ledger.
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A DAUGHTER WORTH HAVING.
TWO gentlemen, friends who had been parted for

years, met in a crowded city street. The one who
lived in the city was on his way to meet a pressing

business engagement. After a few expressions of de-

light he said :

" Well, I'm ofl". I'm sorry, but it can't be helped.

I will look for you to-morrow at dinner. Remember, 2

o'clock sharp. I want you to see my wife and child."

" Only one child ? " asked the other.

."Only one," came the answer, tenderly, "a daugh-

ter. But she's a darling."

And then they parted ; the stranger in the city

getting into a street car bound for the park.

After a block or two, a group of five girls entered

the car ; they all evidently belonged to families of

wealth ; they conversed well. They, too, w-ere going

to the park for the picnic. They seemed happy and
amiable until the car again stopped, this time letting

in a pale-faced girl of about eleven, and a sick boy of

four. These children were shabbily dressed, and on
their faces were looks of distress. They, too, were
on their way to the park. The gentleman thought

so; BO did the group of girls, for he heard one of

them say, with a look of disdain :

" I suppo.se these ragamutRns are on an excursion,

too."

" I shouldn't want to leave home if I had to look

like that, would you? " This to another girl.

" Xo, indeed ! But there is no accounting for

tastes. I think there ought to be a special line of

cars for the lower classes."

All this was spoken in a low tone, but the gentle-

man heard it. Had the child too? He glanced at

the pale face and saw tears. He was angry.

Just then the exclamation— '' Why, there is Net-

tie ! Wonder where she is going ?
"—caused him to

look out upon the corner, where a sweet-faced young
girl stood beckoning to the car driver. When she
entei'ed the car she was warmly greeted by the five,

and they made room for her beside them. They
were profuse in exclamations and questions.

" Where are you going? " asked one.

"Oh, what lovely flowers! Who are they for?"
said another.

" I'm on the w'ay to Belle Clark's. She is sick, you
know, and the flowers are for her."

She answered both questions at once, and then

glancing toward the door of the car saw the pale girl

looking wistfully at her. She smiled at the child, a

tender look beaming from her beautiful eyes, and
then, forgetting that she wore a handsome velvet

skirt and a costly jacket, and that her shapely hands
were covered with well-fitted gloves, she left her seat

and crossed over to the little ones. She laid one hand
on the boy's thin cheeks as she asked of his sister

:

" The little boy is sick, is he not? And he is your
brother, I am sure."

It seemed hard for the girl to answer, but finally

she said

:

" Yes, miss, he is sick. Freddie never has been
well. Yes, miss, he is my brother. We are goin' to

the park to see if 'twont make Freddie better."
" I am glad you are going," the young girl replied,

in a low voice, meant for no one's ears except those

of the child. "I think it will do him good; it is

lovely there, with the spring flowers all in bloom.
But where is your lunch ? You ought to have a

lunch after so long a ride."

Over the girl's face came a flush.

" Yes, miss ; we ought to, for Freddie's sake ; but,

you see, we didn't have any lunch to bring. Tim

—

he's our brother—he saved these pennies so as Fred-

die could ride to the park and back. I guess, mebbe,
Freddie'll forget about being hungry when he gets to

the park."

There were tears in the lovely girl's eyes as she
listened ; and very soon she asked the girl where she
lived, and wrote the address down on a tablet, which
she took from a bag on her arm.

After riding a few blocks she left the car, but she

had not left the little ones comfortless. Half the

bouquet of violets and hyacinths was clasped in the

sister's hand, while the sick boy, with radiant face,

held in his hand a package, from which he helped

himself now and then, saying to his sister, in a jubi-

lant whisper :

—

" She said we could eat 'em all—every one—when
we got to the park. What made her so sweet and
good to us ?

"

And the girl whispered back:
" It's 'cause she's beautiful as well as her clothes,"

the gentleman heard her whisper.

When the park was reached, the five girls hurried

out. Then the gentleman lifted the little boy in his

arms and carried him out of the car, across the road,

and into the green ]>ark, the sister, with a heart full

of gratitude; following. He paid for a nice ride for

them in the goat carriage; he treated them to soup at

the park restaurant.

At two o'clock sharp the next day the two gentle-

men, as agreed, met again.

"This is my wife," the host said proudly, intro-

ducing a comely lady, " and this," as a young lady of

fifteen entered the parlor, "is my daughter."

"Ah ! " said the guest, as he extended his hand in

cordial greeting, " this is the dear girl whom I saw
yesterday in the street car. I don't wonder you
called her darling. She is a darling, and no mistake,

God bless her." And then he told his friend what he

had seen and heard in the horse car.— Oar Dumb
Animals.

For the first time within recent years, perhaps for

the first time in the historj' of the institution, the
farm crops at the almshouse have this season been
harvested without the assistance of King Alcohol. It

may not be known to the public that whiskey has
heretofore been regularly used during harvest time
every year at the almshouse. The directors of the
poor have known it, and have apparently regarded it

as inevitable. Yet their annual .statement did not
reveal it. The statement tells how much money is

expended each year for tobacco, but the whiskey bill

has been hidden under the item of drugs or steward's
expenses. It was not right that an institution largely

made necessary by whiskey sliould furnish wiiiskey
to its inmates. John Price, the new steward, de-
termined to make the reform, and has succeeded.
Honor to Steward Price. This is pi-aclical lemjier-

ance.

—

Iliu-I^.i ('n. (-/'".) Inlelli'jencer.
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yKWS AND OrnER GLEANINGS.
—Prof. Edward Hart, of Lafayette College, lias in-

formed the public that the poisonous matter iu ice crtain

known of late as tyrotoxicon can be destroyed by boiling

the cream compound before it is frozen.

—Recent statistics show that out of 1,000 Berlin babies

under cloven months of age, 558 receive mother's milk, 27

arc nourished by wet-nurses, 40 are fed partly on breast

and partly "" cow's milk, :U5 on cow's milk only, and 30

on mixed and artificial foods. The mortality of children

receiving partly human and partly animal milk is three

times, and that of children receiving only animal milk

six times as large as that of children fed at the breast

;

while the mortality of children fed on the " substitutes

for mother's milk " is nearly fourteen times that of natur-

ally nourished ones.

—It is estimated by Prof. Lesley and others, who have

made a careful study of the petroleum supply, that the

stock is now rapidly approaching exhaustion, and that

within a score of years the accumulations of millions of

years of geologic time will be practically used up. Up to

the beginning of 1885, the quantity raised iu this country

had reached the enormous total of 261,000,000 barrels. In

1885, the yield was 21,042,041 barrels.

—Perhaps the statement may be of interest that the

little screech-owl is getting much more common in the vi-

cinity of cities in which the English sparrow has become

numerous, and that the imported birds will find in this owl

as bold an enemy as the sparrow-hawk is to them in Eu-

rope, and even more dangerous, since its attacks are made
toward dusk, at a time when the sparrow has retired for

the night, and is not so wide awake for ways and means

to escape.

—

Science.

—The Pennsylvania Hospital reports of temperature

[for July] show twenty out of the thirty-one days when
the temperature reached or exceeded ninety degrees, com-

pared with five such days in July of last year. Every day of

the lastseven, ninety degrees or more was recorded as the

maximum. During only seven days of the mouth has the

minimum been below TO, and the lowest point touched was

68, and on seventeen days the mean temperature exceeded

eighty degrees. We have had hotter weather in Pliiladel-

phia, but probably never a hotter month.

—

PhiladelpMa

Ledger.

NOTICES.
*»* Nottingham Quarterly Meeefing will be held at

East Nottingham, on Sixth-day, Eighth month 26th.

Friends arriving on Fifth-day at Oxford, or Rising Sun, on
the Philadelphia, Baltimore Central Railroad, will be ac-

commodated and conveyed to the meeting the next morn-
ing.

There will be an all-day meeting on Seventh-day (27th),

the day following quarterly meeting, in East Nottingham
meeting-house and grove. The morning session, com-
mencing at 10 o'clock, will be addressed by President
Magill, on Education ; to be followed by a general discus-

sion of the subject. The afternoon session will be devoted
to a First-day School Conference.

%* An all-day Children's Temperance Meeting, under
the auspices of the Friends' Temperance Committee, will

be held on the grounds of the Friends' meeting-house, at
Buckingham, Bucks county. Pa., Seventh-day, Eighth
month 13. Addresses, essays, and recitations bearing upon
the subject will be contributed by members of the difl'erent

First-day schools in Bucks county.
Morning meeting will be open at 10.30, a. m. After-

noon meeting at 2 p. m. Basket lunch.
Feed for horses can be obtained on the grounds. All

are cordially invited to attend.
By order of Committee.

*s,* Quarterly meetings in Eighth month occur as fol-

lows :

8. Nine Partners, Oblong, N. Y.
9. Philadelphia, Valley, Pa.

12. Stanford, Ghent, N. Y.
13. Salem, Salem, O.

Miami, Wavnesville, O.

15. Fairfax, Otmse Creek, Va.
18. Shnwshuvv and Rahway, Plainfield, N. J.

19. Pflhain 11. Y. M., Yarmouth, Ont.
20. Short Cirek, Mt. Pleasant, O-
22. Wai-rington, Menallen, Pa.

24. Stillwater, Plainfield, O.

25. Bucks. Falls, Pa.

26. Nottingham, E. Nottingham, Md.
29. Ohio Yearly Meeting, Salem, O.

30. Burlington. Mt. Holly, N. J.

31. .Southern. Easton, Md.
Easton and Saratoga, C4ranvillc, N. Y.

*s* Circular meetings will occur as follows : Eighth
month 7, Newtown Square, P., 3 p. m., 28, Constautia, N. Y.

*s.* The portion of the Yearly Meeting's Temperance
Committee belonging to Cain Quarterly Meeting propose

to hold a Conference on First-day, 7th of Eighth month, iu

Sadsbury meeting-house, Lancaster County, at two o'clock

p. m.
Also, a conference on the preceding day, (Serenth-day),

in Lampeter meeting-house, at Bird-in-Hand, Lancaster
Co., at two o'clock p. m.

"*v-' Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting will be held on
Third-day, Eighth mouth 9th, 1887, at 10 o'clock a. m., at

Valley Meeting-house. Special arrangements have been
made to convey Friends to Maple Station, on the Chester
Valley Railroad, three-quarters of a mile from the meet-
ing-house.

Trains will leave both the Reading Depot, Thirteenth
and Callowhill streets, and Wayne Junction at 7.45 o'clock

a. m., on Third-day,
Members of the Select Meeting can take the 1.40 p. m.

train from Thirteenth and Callowhill streets, or the 1.13 p.

m. train from Wayne Junction, on Second-day, for Maple
Station, where Friends will meet them,

The return train will leave Maple Station at 4.29 p. m.
Tickets good both going and returning, on Second and

Third-days, will be issued at 60 cents the trip, at Thirteenth
and Callowhill Sts.. and Wayne Station.

Ask for Quarterly Meeting tickets.

The committee would earnestly encourage Friends to

avail themselves of the facilities thus ofi'ered, and increase

their number, otherwise the reduced rate of fares is liable

to be withdrawn.
Ch.\bles E. Thomas, "j

S. Robinson Co.\le, > Committee.

Joseph R. Walker, J

V* Friends' Almanac. Any Corrections needed for

the Almanac for 1888, and other desirable information

or selections, should be forwarded at o-iice to Friends' Book
Association, 1500 Race St., so that it can he issued in time
for the approaching Yearly Meetings.

Let each one consider it a duty to aid in making it

correct and useful.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
'»• We particularly ask that when money is forwarded to reneiv

subscriptions, care be takeu to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is now being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

%* Matter intended for insertion in the Iktelligencer and
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate imiiortance

maj/ i)e used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.
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GOD ALL IN ALL.
LO! amid the press,

The whirl and hum and pressure of my day,

I bear Thy garment's sweep, Thy seamless dress.

And close beside my work and weariness

Discern Thy gracious form, not far away,

But very near, O Lord ! to help and bless.

The busy fingers fly, the eyes may see

Only the glancing needle which they hold.

But all my life is blossoming inwardly,

And every breath is like a litany
;

While through each labor, like a thread of gold,

Is woven the sweet consciousness of Thee !

Susan Coolidoe.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

VISITING IN CALN QUARTER.
" BEAUTIFUL for situation, the joy of the whole
earth, is Mount Zion," exclaimed the royal psalmist,

as he beheld the wooiled hills and luxuriant valleys of

his beloved Israel stretching away in the distance,

and saw in vision the summit of Zion crowned with

the house it was the purpose of his heart to build

unto the Lord. Some such sense of the beautiful in

nature, must have animated our fathers of the his-

toric past when they chose the hill-tops of this new
land for their places of worship, and built thereon
the substantial edifices that still mark the centres of

religious influence in Eastern and Central Pennsyl-
vania and remind us of the faithful devotion of these

departed worthies.

"Beautiful for situation," we exclaimed, as we
stood in the door-way of the old meetinghouse of

East Cain, where the quarterly meeting was about to

be held. Surely the sun never shone upon a spot
more calculated to inspire devotion, even among the
hills of Canaan. Lying in the soft haze of a mid-
summer day of unusual heat and brightness, the fields

of ripened grain waiting the reaper, the golden brown
of the stubble that had already yielded up its trea-

sures to the harvesters, the greenness of the tasseled

corn now in the perfection of beauty, the luxuriance
of the grass and blooming clover, the stretches of

woodland, without which no landscape can be com-
plete, the shining water marking its course through
the meadows with the exceeding richness of green
and white, yellow and purple, that line the low banks

;

these and the homes of the people dotting the land
with evidences of thrift and intelligent industry made

a picture of pastoral beauty not to be excelled in'any

land.

We, a sub-committee of three, belonging to the

Yearly Meeting's large committee appointed to vis

among its members, had come into this beautiful

Chester valley, stopping at Woodbine Station near

Downingtown, the day before (Seventh month 26),

that we might make some social visits among the

members of Uwchlan Monthly Meeting while in the

neighborhood. This we were prevented from doing

by the showers that fell at intervals throughout the

day and evening, but Friends living a xnile away came
to dinner, and we had a good social time together.

In the evening other Friends near by joined us in a

parlor meeting, so that the day, though not spent ac-

cording as we planned, was not without its service to

ourselves and to those who shared it with us.

The farmers were in the midst of grain-harvest

;

the almost daily showers added to the extreme heat

made it next to impossible to gather in, in good con-

dition, the grain already cut, and that which re-

mained standing in the fields was in danger of being

injured. The brief hoursof sunshine were not passed

in idleness, and while the few gathered at the meet-
ing-house to attend to the business of the select meet-

ing, the many were gathering in the rapidly-drying

shocks, that there might be food for man and beast.

The old meeting-house occupies, as I have [inti-

mated, an eminence overdooking the surrounding

country to a considerable distance. It is a long, low,

stone building divided in the centre, and again sub-

divided for the accommodation of both branches of

the Society, each having its own half, taking care of

it and keeping it in repair. The old grave-yard has

been given up to our Friends, and a new plot of

ground walled in by the Orthodox for their own
use.

The select meeting was held on Fourth-day the

27th, at 2 o'clock, and would h.ave been very small

but for the presence of a number of ministers from
adjacent quarterly meetings and a few elders among
whom we were glad to see William Parry, of Rich-

mond, Indiana, looking hale and hearty, with as

warm a hand-grasp as ever for his friends.

There was no business of importance to claim at-

tention, but the meeting was one of earnest, search-

ing inquiry, in which the w'ord of exhortation and
encouragement flowed freely, and the power of Di-

vine life in the midst of the little gathering was felt

and acknowledged.
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Social visits filled up the intervals of the day be-

fore and after the meeting. Friends are much scat-

tered, many removals from the neighl)orhood have

reduced the membership of Uwchlan Monthly Meet-

ing, and some who have recently come among tliem,

still attend their former meetings. In most cases

where Friends have sold their farms and gone else-

where, they have been succeeded by persons of other

religious professions, and this is changing the tone of

society in the neighborhood which used to be al-

most entirely Friendly in its character. There has

been less change in the Orthodox branch and they

have a good meeting-house, and a fine sized meeting

in Downinglown.
In the evening a family meeting was held at the

house of a Friend in Downingtown, where we had

taken tea. In this gathering three generations were

represented. The prayer went forth that there may
again be an enlargement in the truth for the Friends

of Uwclilan, and a rallying of the young life to the

standard of the forefathers.

The following day proved clear and less humid, a

pleasant breeze dispersing the mists that had been

hanging over the beautiful valley for the whole week.

It must have been a question with some, whether to

assemble with their brethren in the (quarterly meet-

ing or take advantage of the first real bright day to

gather in the waiting harvest.

There was a general attendance of all who could

possibly leave, and as we met near the hour of eleven,

evidences were not wanting that many had at no

small sacrifice of personal effort, come to sit with

their brethren in the fellowship of the gospel.

A larger representation of the ministry was pres-

ent on this occasion. Several from Western Quarter

who belong to the Yearly Meeting's Visiting Com-
mittee being among the number. There is but one
recommended minister now belonging to Cain Quar-

ter, Jesse Webster, who was present.

The meeting settled into a silence prolonged be-

yond what is usually the case where so many public

Friends are in attendance. There seemed to be no
disposition to break in upon the solemnity of the oc-

casion, yet there was an evidence that the Searcher

of hearts was in the midst of the waiting assembly.

The word found expression in the oft quoted in-

vitation of the Master, " Come unto me, all ye that

labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest."

This was made the key-note to all that followed in

which testimony was borne to the faithfulness with

which these promises of the gospel are fulfilled, and
to the duty and responsibility that rest upon those

who stand as shepherds and shepherdesses over the

flock of Christ, to watch over and encourage one an-

other, that none may faint and grow weary, or be
burdened beyond that which is their portion of ser-

vice, or they are able to perform.

The business session was short. The subject of

appointing a temperance committee to cooperate with

the committee of the Yearly Meeting on Temperance
was introduced in women's meeting, and united

with ; but on taking it into men's meeting there was
not sufficient unity with the concern and the matter
had to be dropped. This seemed unfortunate, as

there is a lively interest in temperance among the

younger members who would be glad to find a field

of usefulness opening for them in their own Society,

instead of having to go outside, as many are now do-

ing, to labor in this important cause.

There is excellent talent in this quarterly meeting
for church work, but the membership is small and
widely scattered so that little advance can be made;
simply to hold their own seems the work of the pres-

ent. There has not been the eflbrt made to gather to

the fold the wife or husband where there was outgo-

ing in marriage, and the children are without the

right of membership.
The eflects of this want of care over the attend-

ers of the meetings are plainly seen, and Friends

seem to be awakening to the necessity of throwing

some guard around the children, not of the fold, that

have been born and reared among them and need
the fostering care that should be extended to them
by those bearing authority in the church.

Eighth month 8. L. J. R.

JOURNAL OF JOURNEYS TO THE INDIAN
COUNTRY.— V.

BY ISAAC COAXES, OF CALN, CHESTER COUNTY.

Isl of the Tenth month [1799.] Weallattended a confer-

ence before appointed to be held at Friends' meeting-

house in Pelham township, otherwise the Short Hills,

with the members of said meeting and the Friends of

Black Creek, which was conducted with great solem-

nity. In this conference I was more fallj' convinced
that there is a small number of seeking, religiously

minded Friends in both places, and that if they

abode in the patience and perseverance, the way
would open ere long for the establishment of a

monthly meeting amongst them. But the rest of my
brethren believed the time was already come; so,

after expressing my doubts of their being fully ripe

to be entrusted with the executive part of our Disci-

pline at this time, I freely submitted my feelings to

the judgment of those whom I esteem to be deeper

in the religious experience. It was then agreed to

open a new monthly meeting to-morrow at eleven

o'clock, to be known by the name of Pelham Monthly
Meeting in Upper Canada, to be composed of F^riends

of Pelham and Black Creek and to be held alternately

at each place the first Fourth-day in every month.
2d. Attended the opening of the new monthly

meeting, it being a favored opportunity, which re-

vived a hope that if this small number of Friends

composing said meeting keep in humility and
steady attention to best direction, their number and
experience may so increase that the testimony of

truth may be supported amongst them. After meet-

ing took leave of our kind friends near the meeting-

house and rode five miles to our friend, Samuel
Becket's, who is a member of said meeting and who
kindly entertained six of us, Joshua Sharpies staying

at James Crawford's.

3d. Thomas Stewardsou, James Cooper, Jacob
Paxson, and myself set oft", intending for Newark
down the Niagara River. Dined at Queenstown, the

landing where all the goods conveyed thus far by
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water are unladen, and those intended to be re-

shipped and talcen into Lai<e Erie are carted or car-

ried b_v land above the great Falls. Thence to New-
ark, it being a newly settled town at the mouth of

the river Niagara, containing about one hundred
liouses. It is a beautiful place opposite the American
fort, called Niagara Fort, and just where the river

empties into Lake Ontario which is another wonder-

ful fresh water sea in tliis northern country. Lodged
at George Bradshaw's. In this place oats is Gd. per

quart, hay 14d. per night for horses. This day's ride,

twenty-two miles;

ilh. Rode fifteen miles up the river to William

Lunday's. Left our horses there and walked about a

mile to a meeting appointed by Nathan Smith and
William Blakey, in a meeting-house near the Falls,

called the Federal Meeting House, it being built by

the inhabitants for any minister of any religious de-

nomination to preach in, but I understand meetings

are very rare in it. No Friends live hereabouts but

William Lunday, and he, by some means, forfeited

his right before he came here, but is kind to us. I

thought the opportunity was owned, particularly to-

ward the close. In the afternoon William Blakey,

Nathan Smith, and Thomas Stewardson set off for

Black Creek
;
Jacob Pa,\son being very poorly, stayed

at Lunday's ; James Cooper and myself went about five

miles down the river to view a great curiosity called

the whirlpool. On our way we met with an acceptable

repast on excellent peaches. We came to the bank of

the river, which I believe is three hundred feet above

the water, nearly perpendicular, on which we had
a fair view of that astonishing place, the river rush-

ing with great impetuosity against the bank or wall

of rocks at a short turn in the river and then turning

in a cove of perhaps ten acres in which it wliirls

round and round, striving to escape at a narrow pas-

sage of perhaps one lufndred yards, being all the

opening there is between the high hills. Into this

pool abundance of logs and timber is carried and per-

haps cannot get out for some weeks. It is amazing

to behold the whirls that are formed, the logs sucked

down and some time after shooting np (perhaps 100

yards from the place they went down, end foremost)

fifteen or twenty feet perpendicular out of the water;

that upon the whole it is an indescribably agitated

place. Returned and lodged at William Lunday's.

blh. William Lunday accompanied James Cooper
and myself in order to take a satisfactory view of the

great cataract. We went about three-quarters of a

mile below the Falls and then descended a bank of

lime-stone rocks, I suppose nearly 300 feet, which
was not quite perpendicular, to the surface of the

water, some times holding by roots, some times by
twigs, and some of the way down a ladder, other

times sticking our toes in the cavities and holding

by the craggy parts of the rocks. When down, clam-

bered along the rocks, logs, slabs, and timber up the

river to the place where the water shoots over the

rock and falls IGO feet. We went as far as we thought

was safe, being as wet, with the spray of water and
sweat, as if we had been in a heavy shower. I had
an inclination to go further in behind the water, but

Lunday said it was dangerous; for, as he said, if the

wind were to shift against us we should be in danger
of being suffocated with the spray and sulphur which
smelled very strong. I thought there was not quite
so much danger as he alleged, believing he was a
good deal timid

; however, I thought best to decline,
lest I should suffer for my temerity. On clambering
along the rocks by the water with a w^all or mountain
of rocks 160 feet high in some places over my head,
hanging twelve or fifteen feet over plumb, it appeared
truly awful and dangerous, which put me upon think-
ing what my view was in going into such apparent
danger, as it is evident great columns of them fre-

quently break off and fall down ; but as I believed it

was not altogether to gratify an idle curiosity, for the
whole of the prospect led me into a reverent frame of
mind, admiring the wonderful works, and in some
measure adoring the Gireat Author, I then thought if

I should then be buried in oblivion, perhaps my soul

was as much in a state of aspiration and adoration as

it might be when the unavoidable event should take
place. This consideration led me on without much
fear at that time, though naturally timid. I need
not undertake to describe this wonderful phenom-
enon, as many pens have been employed in setting

forth its magnitude; but as I have taken a view of

the river in places many miles down, I am fully of
the mind that the great Falls at some period were nine
miles farther down the river and that they are gradu-

ally wearing up, and perhaps in time may drain the

great Lake Erie. It is wonderful to behold the agi-

tation of the water in the rapids above the falls and
akso below them, column after column dashing
against each other and rising a great height with
such foaming and confusion that the whole appears
truly awful. We were very wet when we left the

place
;
got on our horses an<l rode to Chippewa. Fed

our horses and took a snatch ourselves, then rode to

Black Creek settlement, twenty-four miles, and
lodged at Anna Morris', who is a kind, agreeable

young widow.
&lh. Attended the meeting* at Asa Schooly's, it

being large for that place. After meeting we had a

conference with the members]of that'meeting and laid

before them the need we thought they|had of a house
to meet in, which they seem spirited to build. On
considering their circumstances,—being most of them
new settlers and not in very affluent life,—we made
them an offer of thirty dollars toward purchasing

materials ; but they modestly declined accepting it,

and said they could do themselves. I have now pre-

pared things in order to set my face homewards to-

morrow, which feels veryjpleasant.

Ilh. Wm. Blakey, Nathan Smith, Jacob Paxson,

Thomas Stewardson, and myself lodged at our kind

friend, Asa Schooly's, last night,"who with his valued

wife, equipped us for our journeyjthrough the wilder-

ness. Early in the morning, after taking an affec-

tionate farewell of our kind host, I.]set off with Thom-
as Stewardson, and rode thirteen^miles to the ferry.

Had a fine passage over the river which is a terror to

many, then rode three miles up the lake to the mouth of

Buffalo creek,put upour horses and waited until all the

rest of our company came, which'is now augmented

to the number of eleven—William Lippiucott, John
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Will and Carpenter joining with us to go to the
States. Four of us lodged at Joseph Elicot's who was
very kind, and gave us a good supper and breakfast.

Sth. Set off from Elicot's, it having been a very wet
night and dull morning. Rode eighteen and one-half

miles to where there is a large new house building for

a house of entertainment. Fed our horses and dined
on our own provisions. The land themost of this stage

an open plain full of lime-stone which doth not appear
to me to be very valuable, the grass and herbage of

an inferior kind ; some of the way pretty good land

covered with beech and sugar maple. From thence
to Tonawanda, a large stream running into Lake On-
tario, 11.^ miles. Between those places there is some
excellent land covered with beech, sugar maple, bass,

black walnut, shell-bark, hickory, poplar, and divers

other sorts of timber. Just after we crossed the

Tonawanda I rode a few rods to the left hand to see

the memorable and celebrated rock under which
Captain Lindley and his men, about two years ago, en-

camped and lodged a very cold, wet night without
tire ; and just after I got into the road again, had the

mortification to lose a great part of my horse-feed by
means of the bag's coming untied and scattering on
the ground, which my mare may have cause to lament
in this wilderness country. Then rode eleven miles

further to a small stream, struck up a fire and lodged

in the woods at the east end of the White Oak Plains,

having passed over some very poor land, some good,

and a large plain pretty much without timber or luxu-

riant herbage. On our way this day we met many
people moving from Bucks county and the Jerseys to

Canada. It is amazing what numbers of people emi-

grate from those two places over the Niagara river.

Where we have pitched our tent there are several

other fires,at some of which there are several Indians

out hunting. They have large bundles of skins. This

day's ride, forty-one miles.

Qth. Set ofl" early and rode to Elicot's store-house,

thirteen miles, having an order from him to get any-
thing ourselves or horses stood in need of. This stage

almost all the v;ay excellent limestone land covered
with ash, beech, bass, sugar maple, etc., in abun-
dance ; a deep soil and not so broken with the rock

nor yet so dead a level as in some places, and is tol-

erably well watered with lively streams. Soon after

I set off this morning, my mind became serene,

which led me into an humble state , and thankful-

ness and gratitude to Him who hath hitherto pre-

served me and showered down many blessings and
favors upon me, ascended from my soul, accompanied
with strong desires that the rest of my time may be
spent in a measure worthy of such favors. From
thence to two new taverns just by a large spring

;

seven miles of this distance the land much as before",

when we came to a creek running to the left called

Kittle Creek, just at a great fall over a large flat rock,

called the Buttermilk Falls, then immediately en-

tered land of an inferior quality, into a large road I

suppose opened by the State of New York, on which
there are many new improvements. From thence
to Parsons's on said road, being a new tavern

;
pretty

good accommodations ; eleven miles. On the way we
crossed the Genesee river, four miles from our lodging.

it being a large stream running into the lake. On
the west side of said river there is a small Indian
village on an extensive flat or plain of very rich land
covered with high grass, I suppose .some thousands of
acres. This day's ride, thirty-six miles, in which space
we met fifteen or sixteen wagons with families and
many other people moving to Upper Canada. So great
is the emigration to that government.

KHh. Rode ten miles along the aforesaid road
which is at least 100 feet wide. I was very much
surprised to see the improvement which is made in
this new settled country, particularly along this road.
I am informed it is but ten years since it first began
to be settled ; and now there is not half a mile with-
out a house, and many of them very good ones—what
may be called elegant—many capital barns ; a great
deal of land is cleared and there are very good cattle
in the fields. The people principally emigrated from
the New England states, and this is a specimen of
their industry. When we had ridden ten miles from
our lodging we parted, Joshua Sharpies, Nathan
Smith, James Cooper and myself turning off the
main road to the north in order to pay a visit to

some Friends who are settled at a place called Mud
Creek. The other friends all propose to go directly

home. We then rode eight miles to Jacob Smith's;
dined and rested the afternoon ; here we propose to

lodge. The most of the way from the great road
here, appears to be a light, sandy land, thinly tim-
bered and I think may be called poor. About one
mile before we came to Smith's, we again came into
rich beech and sugar maple land. Our landlord doth
not appear to be much polished, but I believe is

hearty in entertaining us iu his way.
llth. Rode from Jacob Smith's seven miles to his

brother Jeremiah Smith's. When I came in sight of
the house, although the barn and farm looked well,

yet the house appeared so miserable I was ready to

wish I had not come into those parts ; but in a little

while afterl entered my mind was saluted with some-
thing like " Peace be to this house," and I felt myself
very happy in company with the family, and believe
that divers of them live near the fountains of good.
We stayed till evening and then rode two miles to

Abraham Lapham' and lodged.

[7b be Continued.'}

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE.— VIL VENICE.
Venice, June 7, 1SS7.

ON entering Venice the first impression is that one
has found a city of the dead. Vast rows of tall

buildings give an idea of the presence of a great pop-
ulation, but the absence of horses and vehicles which
usually form so large a part of the panorama of a
city, and the dead silence which replaces its roar and
bustle, suggest that its inhabitants have been swept
away by some plague. No crowds can ever assemble
in its streets, for it has none. Only in the piazza of San
Mark is there any space for any considerable assem-
blage. All over the city are smaller open squares

called campos, in which small crowds may congre-

gate.

The plan of the city can best be understood by
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conceiviog a plain of considerable extent, through

which winds a broad water-way in the shape of an

S. A great number of quite narrow canals divide

the whole space into irregular blocks, and these are

again subdivided by narrow foot paths, five to nine

feet wide, into building lots which are solidly cov-

ered with tall structures, except that in each block

generally there is a small open space called a campo,

where the people may take the air. Hundreds of

bridges span the smaller canals, so that the city may
be traversed in every part by foot. Over the Grand
Canal there are Ijut two or three bridges, and fer-

ries supply the cleflcieucy.

The history of Venice has no parallel in that of

any other state. Bands of terrified people flying be-

fore the murderous Asiatic hordes of Attila took

refuge in the oozy islands at the mouths of rivers

emptying into the Adriatic. The want of soil to

cultivate, drove them to maritime enterprises, and the

sea was the best path to the commerce of the East,

which from the earliest times has enriched every

nation that could control it. In the security due to

their position, their wealth increased; wealth was
power, and in that age power sought only conquest.

Venice conquered Constantinople, and a great part

of Greece, and became for a time the dominant
power in the Levant. But as Johnson says,

" Trade's proud empire hastes to swift decay ;

"

and the political domination of Venice was but brief.

The Turks wrested from her her eastern territories,

the discovering of the passage to India round the Cape
of Good Hope, diverted from her the greater part of

the trade in those luxuries which had from the ear-

liest ages been borne on camels' backs from the far

East to the shores of the Mediterranean, and other

rising states in Italy struggled with her for the little

that was left. Nevertheless Venice was a prosperous

city and was ruled with consummate wisdom by a

government which has been the admiration and puz-

zle of statesmen, and which, after an existence of a

thousand years unshaken by internal violence or for-

eign force, succumbs at last only to the volcanic

agencies let loose by the French revolution at the

close of the last century. Venice placed herself in

opposition to Napoleon when he entered upon the con-

quest of Italy, and went down as every other contin-

ental power did, before that mighty warrior. In the

reconstruction of Europe after his downfall, Venice
fell to Austria and languished and declined under
an alien yoke, until Victor Emanuel, as the price of

his aid to Prussia in the war against Austria, obtained

Venice as his share of the spoil. United to a numer-
ous population of their own race and under a con-

genial government, Venice has revived ; and as the

opening of the Suez Canal has measurably brought
back the trade of the East to the Mediterranean
Venice promises to become the entrepot of a con-

siderable commerce. There are here a large national

arsenal and a naval depot.

To the general visitor objects of interest in Venice
are not numerous, and of these the Grand Canal con-

tains most. For a great part of its length this cele-

brated water-way is bordered by marble palaces of

beautiful architecture, but of no extraordinary size.

These were formerly the residences of the noble and
wealthy fiimilies whose names fill the history of the
middle ages; but are now occupied by banks, insur-

ance offices, and other commercial agencies, or even
are reduced to the humble position of warehouses.
The nobility of Venice and Florence and other inde-
pendent cities of mediasval Italy was founded upon
wealth gained in trade, and did not owe its greatness,

like the aristocracies of western Europe, to the spoils

of conquest, consisting in lands, tenanted by serfs

who were starved to feed their lords' luxury. The
nobles of North Italy did not therefore manifest that

antagonism to the people which existed elsewhere,
and has survived to our day. In Venice, indeed, the
people had no share in the government. This was
vested in a class of the greater nobles who selected a
nominal head called the Doge ; but he was their pup-
pet merely, whom they controlled by secret decrees,

adopted in secret conclaves.

Up and down the Grand Canal, and along the
whole water front, at frequent intervals run small

steamers touchingat numerous landings. Everything
is cheap in Venice, and for these entire trips, such as

cannot be had elsewhere in Europe, the charge is

only two cents. Opposite the water front of the

city and perhaps two miles across a stretch of the bay,

is the Lido, originally a sand bar between the harbor

and the Adriatic, but forages past covered with green-

ery, and a favorite place of resort for the people dur-

ing warm weather, when the cooling breezes of the

Adriatic are the attraction. It is the only place in

the vicinity of Venice, except the stone paved and
stone-enclosed piazza of San Mark, where any con-

siderable number of people could assemble. It is

about half a mile wide and on the farther side comes
in the swell of the open sea. Boats constantly ply

between this pleasant resort and the city for a fare of

four cents.

But the favorite mode of locomotion in Venice is

the gondola, a black boat with elevated beaks at prow
and stern, thirty feet long and five wide, holding in

perfect comfort six persons seated near the middle,

on cushioned benches forming three sides of a square.

An awning can be put up in sunshine, or a solid cover

of light wood in rain. The gondolier stands upright

just behind the passengers, looking forward, and
rows with a single oar, over the side, and yet he man-
ages to send the boat forward in a steady, straight

course. This he eflects by a peculiar motion of the

oar which I watched with a great deal of interest

until I detected the trick of it. Up and down the

Grand Canal, across to the Lido, and down the wide
channel towards the sea, called the Gindecca, are

pleasant routes ; and as the fare is but twenty cents

for the first hour and ten cents for each subsequent

hour for a party of six the pleasure is cheap enough.

The piazza of San Mark is, I believe, the largest

and finest of its kind in Europe. On three sides it is

enclosed by handsome colonnades belonging to fine

buildings (one of them the King's palace), and on
the fourth by the Cathedral and the Doge's palace.

The former is a most interesting building, dating from

the thirteenth century, and tinged with far more ori-

entalism than we have seen elsewhere. The interior
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is broad and low, and exhibits great masses of color.

The exterior front is also ornamented and there stand

the four bronze horses which onre adorned Nero's

golden house at Rome, and then for half a millen-

nium were in Constantinople, and have since passed

a longer space of time in their present position. Na-

poleon had them taken to Paris, where he was gath-

ering the spoil of all natipns, but on his fall they

were restored. In front of the cathedral stand three

tall masts which long bore the banners of the repub-

lic, and now hear that of united Italy. Near these is

a campanile, which has no special title to notice. The

Doge's palace, approached by the Giant's stairs, is full

of historical associations, but offers nothing remarka-

ble to sight, except the prisons in which one may
well ponder upon " man's inhumanity to man." It

is wonderful to reflect how exceedingly slight must

have been the sentiment of pity in the breasts of

men down to a very late day. The sight of these

prisons inspires every one with horror, but they are

probable not worse or even as bad as those in which

some early Friends were immured a little more than

two hundred years ago ; but these last are not on ex-

hibition. They must have been more like the Mam-
ertine prisons at Rome.

We have all read of the " Lion's mouth," a letter

box at the Doge's palace, in which, it was said, any

one could in passing jfnd undetected drop an anony-

mous accusation, and so ruin his enemy. It is quite

certain that anonymous accusations could not have

been deposited there as secretly as has been repre-

sented, for the lion's mouth is at the top of the

giant's stairs, and no one could reach it but by going

up for that purpose and thus making his business

known. Had it ever been intended for the purpose

attributed to it, undoubtedly it would have been

placed in some very accessible position, as I had al-

ways been led to believe it was, until I saw it.

The piazza of San Mark is the only place in

Venice where shows or parades of any magnitude

can be held, and it is also the only place of consider-

able popular resort. It is surrounded with cafes, from

which chairs in hundreds are set out in the open air,

and here Venitians of all ranks come in the evening

to take the simple and light refreshments which suit

their moderate appetites. Here, too, come other

crowds of more hungry creatures for daily food.

Every day at noon great numbers of pigeons flock to

this piazza to a free lunch provided by the city, un-

less, which is frequently the case, some volunteer un-

dertakes the duty. It needs to be performed with

quickness and liberality, otherwise the eager birds

settle upon his head and shoulders, and envelop him

in a cloud of loose feathers set flying in their strug-

gles. The custom has existed time out of mind, as

has the similar custom at the convent of San Loren-

zo, in Florence, of providing a daily meal for cats open

to all comers. I think, too, they are entitled to lodg-

ings, but I was told that few avail themselves of this

privilege.

The manufactures of Venice consist chiefly in

objects of luxury, jewelry, lace, and glass. The two

last are curious, and are visited by many persons who,

as they are apt to make purchases, are always wel-

comed. Lace, as is well known, is made by hand
;

and the process consists in intertwining and twisting

together scores of fine threads in patterns marked
out by pins stuck in cushions. Some of the lace

workers use a humlred spools; and as each thread

has its appointed course, it seems wonderful how
they could avoid confusing them and thus producing

faults. Indeed, close attention was obviously neces-

sary, for they indulged in none of the chatter which

enlivened the work of the Florentine straw plaiters.

The wages of both were about the same, ten to fifteen

cents a day. When Jolin Woolman went to England
just before our revolution, he found factory women
earning from eight to twenty cents a day, and living

on bread and water. With their milder climate and
cheaper clothing, it is probable the Italian work-

women are better off than their English sisters were

a hundred years ago.
John D. McPherson.

A CTIVITY OF THE EARLY FRIENDS.

[Extract from the chapter " Results of the Quaker

Movement" in William Pollard's recent volume, "Old
Fashioned Quakerism."]

BEFORE the death of George Fox, and within about

forty years after he began his work, it is computed

that more than a hundred thousand Quakers had

been gathered into organized and settled churches.

If the Society still retained this proportion among
our population, there would now be nearly 400,000

Friends in Great Britain alone. With half that num-
ber of genuine and faithful Friends, telling upon the

political, social, and religious life of this nation, the

world would be manifestly nearer to its millennial

hope.

But the labors and the ingathering of those early

days were even more remarkable than mere numbers

would indicate. In a day when the Protestant

churches bad scarcely put their hand to missionary

labor, the Quaker preachers went forth by hundreds

without fee or reward, under the constraining love of

Christ to proclaim his truth to the world. And, in a

few brief years, through their indefatigable and un-

bought labor, the gospel, in its simplicity and spirit-

uality, had been embraced in England by scores of

thousands.

The truth that these Quaker preachers were found

everywhere proclaiming was wonderfully compre-

hensive and practical. They believed, says Hepworth

Dixon, that they were called to kindle a new life in

the dying body of society ;—to revivify and enlarge

the sphere of all known truths ;
and to develop germs

out of which a fresh and a christian civilization

might arise. These men not only preached the doc-

trine of social and political equality; they aimed at

the establishment of a universal religion. They were

intensely aggressive. Fox himself appealed to all

sorts and conditions of men. He wrote to admonish

Pope Innocent XI.; and he tried to convert Oliver

Cromwell. He evoked in thousands of the yeoman-

ry of England a fervor of spirit almost equal to that

which actuated himself. He exhorted the ambassa-

dors of the Great Powers assembled at Nimeguen

to make peace. He warned the citizens of Oldenburg
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of the consequences of their iniquities. In the warmth
of their zeal, some of his earnest fellow-laborers,

—

delicate women, and unworldly men,—went forth, in

conscious and fearless innocence, to bear the seeds of

truth to every corner of the earth. One sought out

the grand monarch at Versailles, and commanded
him in the name of the Lord to sheathe his destroy-

ing sword. Others made their way to New England,

—to the West Indies,—to Jerusalem,—Egypt,—China,

—and Japan. One young woman of dauntless reso-

lution, carried the words of peace to the successor of

Mahomet, in his camp at Adrianople, and was re-

spectfully and honorably received. Another took a

message to the Supreme Pontiff and his Cardinals, at

Rome. Everywhere these messengers bore the glad

tidings they had themselves received; everywhere

they treated all men as equals and brothers; pro-

testing against all authority that was opposed to the

Spirit of Chri.st; and, often at the peril of their lives,

refusing homage to any hut God.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 33.

Eighth Month 21st, 1887.

THE BEATITUDES.

Topic : Hungkring .\nd Thirsting aftei:

RroiITEOUSNESS.

Golden Text: "Blessed are they which do hunger and
thirst after righteousness, for they shall be

filled."—Matthew 5:6.

Read Matthew 6:1-15, Revised Version.

THE Beatitudes are a part of the " Sermon on the

Mount," the longest and fullest recorded sermon de-

livered by Jesus. The substance of this discourse is

given by Luke in the sixth chapter of his Gospel.

Mark and John make no mention of it.

The Sermon on the Mount may be regarded as an

inaugural discourse in which Jesus set forth to his

disciples and the people the character of that king-

dom which he had declared to be at hand. (Abbot).

Another writer says "The disciples were trained by

successive revelations: this was at the beginning

when the ethical principles could be proclaimed. .

. . It is a call to repentance, an ideal of christian

morality, a promise of blessing to those who attain to

this ideal ; but it is rather to create a sense of spirit-

ual want than to tell how and why those wants are

supplied."

The theme of our present lessons is the righteous-

ness of the kingdom of heaven, and as we study we
must not lose sight of the definition Jesus gave of the

kingdom of heaven,—and where it is to be found.

Blessed are they whicit do hunger mid thirst. Hunger
and thirst are expressive of strong desire, no wants

are so keen, none make such imperative demands
upon us as these. They occur daily, and when long

continued, as in the case of those lost on the desert,

or shipwrecked, with little or no food, nothing can

be more distressing.

To hunger and thirst after righteousness is to have

the same intense desire after holiness and purity that

we feel when our bodies are craving food and drink,

without which they must perish. The soul must be

fed, its yearnings must be for those better things that

nourish and sustain the immortal life—the things of

righteousness—and these must be partaken of day by
day as we partake of outward food.

They that have the hungering and thirsting upon
which the blessing is promised are blessed because
the desire leads them to seek the food that will sat-

isfy and comfort, and give strength and gladness to

the soul.

THE TEACHING OF THIS LESSON IS :

1. That if we would have the righteousness of

the heavenly kingdom we must labor as diligently

for it as we do for the food that sustains our bodies.

2. That only when we hunger and thirst after

righteousness as earnestly as we do when we are in

need of outward food, is the promise fultilled, and
the desire of the soul realized.

A MAP OF TEE HEAVENS.
THE science of astronomy will presently mark an
important epoch in its wonderful history. The con-

ference of astronomers from all parts of the world

which has recently met at Paris was formed to dis-

cuss a proposition which had been mooted some
months back. This was the bold proposal to chart

the whole of the heavens by means of photography,

—to produce a map of the stellar universe, which,

besides being a guide for the explorer of to-day,

would be a most valuable record for the use of pos-

terity, and an infttllible means of discerning whether

any of the stars can truthfully be described as

" fixed." Charts of the stars have before been made
by hand, which must ever remain marvels of human
ingenuity and perserverance ; but no handiwork can

equal in accuracy the tiny dots marked upon the

sensitive chemical surface by the light from the stars

themselves. Each star marks its own place and its

relative degree of brightness upon these wonderful

charts ; and, more than this, stars which the human
eye has never seen, and which it never can see, even

when aided by the mostskilled optician, are recorded

by the photographic method. This last circumstance

is one to marvel over, but it isa fact which cannot

be gainsaid.

—

Chambers's Journal.

The problems which must be solved in the arctic

regions are numerous and important. It is more than

curiosity if we desire to know the outlines and the

interior of the arctic and antarctic islands and con-

tinents; for, without this knowledge, geographical

science is imperfect. We must know it, if we want

to understand the circulation of the oceans and of

the air ; and researches in the arctic are indispensa-

ble for the study of terrestrial magnetism. It is suf-

ficient to mention these facts. Even commerce will

profit by such expeditions. The produce of whale

fishery adds yearly considerable to our national

wealth; and, by new expeditions, new hunting

grounds have always been opened. Many other re-

sources of the Arctic Ocean are not yet made use of.

There are enormous herds of walrus in regions easy

of access, there are the lakes and rivers abounding in

salmon, there is a valuable fur of the black fox and

polar bear ; and, though the commercial interest will

always be of secondary importance in such enter-

prises, we must not overlook \t.—Science.
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THE BEA UTY OF OBEDIENCE.

THE human mind, aroused to the consciousness of

obligation to the great Creator, has for long ages

dwelt much upon the duty of obedience to Divine

law, and the penalties following upon disobedience

have been forcibly and persistently presented ; but

the sublimity and beauty attendant upon the former

have not claimed so much attention. Possibly this

has been because of the rarity of cheerful, willing

obedience, for if grudgingly given we will miss the

blessing of realizing its beauty.

Deeply rooted is the idea of the perversity of the

human heart, and unfortunately instances of it are

constantly before us, leading us to infer that obedi-

ence is hard to obtain on the one hand, and very hard

to yield on the other; but if our minds were early

turned to its great beauty, and away from the hard-

ship of it, the case might be different. Look for one

moment on the sublime results attendant upon the

obedience of nature to the laws of her creation and

we are lost in admiration. We fail fully to realize this

beauty because of its common occurrence ; each re-

turning day revealing the same steady obedience of

sun, moon, and star, each season its tree, leaf, and

flower, as well as in the animal world where instinct

is true to the great governing laws of being. We can

note the beauty of obedience in well-regulated family

life, where love rules the home, and where there is

no weak, selfish, yielding of the right for the sake of

present peace ; where parents see the blessedness of

obeying their highest ideals of truth, and kindly re-

quiring of their children obedience to a loving home

rule. There are many such homes, and though there

may be little of what the world calls wealth, or they

may lack high culture, yet the sweet influence of

loving and cheerful obedience shines forth so con-

spicuously, that we feel conscious of a nearness to the

imagined glories of a far off heaven, and which can

be made real and possessed here, if we only fully

understood and truly obeyed the Divine law.

To the establishment of such family altars as these,

all encouragement should be given, and their beauty

constantly presented, in order that such may increase

and counteract the tendency of an age which permits

liberty to run into license, and where the beauty and

benefit of obedience is lost.

And if obedience is so beautiful in the outward,

visible creation, how much more so is it in the in-

ward and spiritual relation of man to his Maker

where every impulse that might tend to evil is made

subject to the Divine will in us! This is a high at-

tainment and reached only by striving, for there are

inward and spiritual conflicts, as well as outward

ones. Paul understood this well when he spoke of

being " not under law but under grace." " Know ye

not, that to whom ye present yourselves as servants

unto obedience, his servants ye are whom ye obey,

whether of sin unto death or obedience unto right-

eousness?" and this beautiful obedience from the

heart, he continues to tell us, makes us become

servants of God and " ye have your fruit unto sancti-

fication and the end eternal life."

Is there any doubt of the beauty of such a course

of life? Purity of the soul through the subjecting of

all the grosser things in our nature to the rules of

the higher that link us to the Divine, if we can only

sufficiently impress this, we may draw away from the

idea that obedience is hard, for it should be one of

the graces to be desired, and our love of it become

one of our chief pleasures.

A Friend who sends us the announcement of a

children's temperance meeting, under charge of a

quarterly meeting committee, asks if we charge for

the insertion, under the heading "Notices." This

afi'ords us the opportunity to say that the announce-

ments which we place under that heading are de-

signed to be matters of a Society character,—notices

of religious and business meetings. First-day Schools,

etc., etc., and are not charged for. There must be,

however, "a line drawn somewhere," in this as in

other things, and we have taken the view that excur-

sions and similar affairs, even when by a literary

society or other organizations partly or mostly of

Friends, do not come properly within the free limit.

DEA THS.

BOETON.—Near Mullica Hill, N. J., Eighth month 5,

1887, Aaron Borton, aged 77 years, 6 month. Au approved

minister of Pilesgrove Monthly Meeting of Friends.

Our Friend placed but little reliance upon beliefs or

opinions, holding that vital religion consists in doing good

to our fellow men. He was an active worker in the auti-

slavery cause, and the temperance movement found in him

an earnest advocate. He will be sadly missed by his

family, his meeting, and a large circle of acquaintances of

all denominations. His last message was " Give my love

to them all." ^•

DAVIS.—Eighth month 5th, David M. Davis, M.D., in

his 79th year ; araember of the monthly meeting of Friends

of Philadelphia. Interment at Woodstown, N. J.

FELL.—Eighth month 7th, at the residence of her son-

in-law, LeviT. Frazier, Philadelphia, Ann, widow of Aaron

T. Fell, in her 83d year ; a member of the monthly meet-

ing of Friends held at Green street.
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GREEN.—Eighth month 4th, in Philadelphia, after a

lingering illness, Annie W. Burk, wife of G. Dillwyu

Green, M. D.

JACKSON—Eighth mouth Cth, at West Chester, Pa.,

Halliday Jackson, in his 70th year; a member of Bir-

mingham Monthly Meeting, Pa.

JUSTICE.—At Camden, N. J., Eighth month 7th, Jacob

S. Justice, aged 73 years. Interment at Upper Greenwich

Meeting ground.

LIVEZEY.—On the 22d of Sixth month, 1887, at the res-

idence of her nephew, near Stanton, Delaware, Ann Live-

zey, aged 94 years. ' A member of Green Street Monthly
Meeting.

ROBERTS.—Eighth month 7th, in his 16th year, Alan
D., son of the late Isaac W., aud Anna D. Roberts, and
grandson of William Roberts, near Centreville. Pa.

REECE.—At the residence of her son, W. E. Reece, Ox-
ford Pike, above Frankford, Phila., on Seventh-day, Eighth

month 6th, Mary Ann Eeece in her 78th year.

WILLSON.—On the 24th of Seventh month, 1887, at

the residence of her mother, near Easton, Md., Mary A.,

daughter of Hannah W. and the late John Willsou, in her

35th year. A member of Third Haven Monthly Meeting.

This dear one passed through many years of acute suf-

fering which she bore with patient resignation. A de-

voted daughter, loving sister, aud faithful friend, her loss

is keenly felt by her family and a large circle of friends.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
WE8TBURY QUARTERLY MEETING.

THIS convened at Westbury L. I., on the 30tb of

Seventh month. The meeting of mini-sters and eld-

ers held on the afternoon previous was well attended,

and felt to be a quiet and refreshing season. John J.

Cornell wus in attendance with a minute [as stated

last week.—Eds.]. Brief testimonies were borne from
the scripture record of the teachings of the Master
wherein he counseled his disciples : "Whosoever
will be great among you let him be your minister."

And the circumstance narrated of the two disciples

who desired to be assigned to positions on his right

hand and on his left when he came into his kingdom,
which he plainly informed them was not his to give,

but that " it shall be given to them for whom it was
prepared of my Father,"—teaching us the simple and
beautiful lesson, that we are not to choose our
own positions of service or condition, but that a lov-

ing Father has assigned us our place and manner of
labor.

At the conclusion of the meeting, the New York
Yearly Meeting's Educational Committee met by ap-
pointment. There was but a small attendance of
members of the Committee, but a number of Friends
met with them by invitation. The needs of our
schools were discussed, and a sum of money placed

at the disposal of a sub-Committee composed of

William M. Jackson, Phebe Anna Thorne, Phebe C.

Wright, and Robert S. Ilaviland to aid worthy stu-

dents of limited means, to attend Friends' schools

within our Yearly Meeting by supplying a portion of
the amount required therefor.

No business of special importance claimed the at-

tention of the quarterly meeting. Testimonies were
born in the religious meeliug to the truth and value

of Friends' principles and testimonies, and the priv-

ileged condition presented which we are invited to

and enabled to enjoy as children of God, being filled

with and led by his spirit, and receiving our inherit-

ance as heirs of God and joint heirs with Jesus Christ

in the Father's kingdom.
Information was forwarded in the accounts from

New York Monthly Meeting, that a meeting has been
established at Sing Sing, under the joint care of New
York and Chappaqua Monthlv Meetings. It is held

at eleven o'clock, on First-day mornings, in the vil-

lage of Sing Sing, and Friends there are much en-

couraged with the interest and satisfaction manifes-

ted by the Friendly people in the vicinity in the es-

tablishment of a meeting there.

At the conclusion of the business the shutters

were lowered, and the needs of Chappaqua Mountain
Institute under the care of Purchase Quarterly Meet-

ing.presented. Towards paying the indebtedness still

existing, of about S>18,000, and more fully furnishing

the building, which will require about 12,000 more,

an appeal for aid was made, resulting, if carried out

according to the plan proposed, in subscriptions to

the amount of nearly $1,600.

The meeting on First-day morning was large and
satisfactory. A very attentive company listened to

the presentation of the truths of the Gospel as un-

derstood by those who addressed them. The posi-

tion and mission of the Christ of God as manifested

from the beginning.as declared by the propliet : "Thus
saith the Lord, Behold I lay in Zion for a founda-

tion, a stone, a tried stone, a precious corner stone a

sure foundation ; he that believeth shall not make
haste." This foundation stone of tlie spiritual build-

ing, which was before Abraham, which followed the

children of Israel, and of which spiritual rock they

drank, which rock was Christ, was presented, as well

as its further unfoldment in the life of Jesus Christ

—

who was proclaimed to be the chief Corner Stone of

the structure from which every angle and partition is

set and mea.sured,—the model of excellence, theper-

fect example, the true type of christian character, the

manifestation of God's love, or, " God manifest in

the fiesh." We were invited to build upon this found-

ation of which it is declared :
" Other foundation can

no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ,"

a building that will stand the test of fire,—not of

hay, wood, or stubble, to be consumed, but of gold,

silver, and precious stones, which are refined there-

by. Building under the direction and in obedience

to the voice of God in our souls, with tho.se precious

virtues enumerated by the apostle,—adding to our

faith virtue, knowIe<lge, temperance, patience, godli-

ness, brotherly kindness, and charity ; realizing the

truth of the declaration, " For if these things be in

you and abound, they make you, that ye shall neither

be barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our

Lord Jesus Christ."

Not the least important, nor the least enjoyable

part of Westbury Quarterly Meeting is the social

mingling. The settlement of Friends about the meet-

ing-house is compact, and it is essentially a Friends'

neighborhood. Many of their houses, built from sixty

to one hundred years ago, give evidence in their large
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rooms, high ceilings, and wide halls, that Friends in

that remote period were thrifty and liberal, and en-

lif:htened in their appreciation of home comforts

and enjoyments. One young Friend informed me :

"(irandfather loved to entertain Friends, and built

his house large, so that he could do so."

This feelini; of hospitality has not been lost in

transmission from parents to children, and from these

comfortable and substantial homes a welcome is still

kindly extended to the visiting Friend.

Appreciative of these favors and kindnesses,

we bid farewell to Westbury with the conviction

strengthened, that it is good for us that we have in-

herited the birthright of a Friend, and that we have
not lost our inheritance.

R. S. Haviland.

—Rahway and Plainfield Monthly Meeting is now
held at Plainfield altogether ; and Shrewsbury and
Rahway Quarterly Meeting is hereafter to be held at

Plaintield in Second and Eighth months, and at

Shrewsbury in Fifth and Eleventh months.

—Abington Quarterly Meeting, held at Gwynedd,
on the 4th instant, was not so large as usual, the pro-

tracted rains and hot weather no doubt deterring

some living at a distance. In the religious meeting
there were communications by David Newport, Joseph
B. Livezey, Joel Lare, Nathaniel Richardson, Marga-
retta Walton, and Thomas W. Stuckey. In the meet-

ing for business, a minute of Richland Monthly Meet-
ing, approving of the proposed visit of Catharine P.

Foulke to Indiana Yearly Meeting, with authority to

visit and appoint meetings, going and returning, was
united with, and she was encouraged to proceed. The
other business was of a routine character.

FROM PRESIDENT MAQILL.

Sandy Spring, Md., Eighth month 8, 1887.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I LEFT Dunnings Creek for Unionville (Bald Eagle

Meeting), via Bedford and Tyrone, on Second-day

morning. I reirretted that my time did not permit

me to spend at least a day at the celebrated Bedford

Springs. The place has been thronged with visitors

during the intensely hot weather of the past few

weeks. On approaching Tyrone the scenery, as

every one must know in these days of travel, be-

comes very beautiful. The charming pictures were
ever changing, now presenting the light green pas-

tures on the lower slopes, intersected here and there

by the clear mountain streams, reflecting the bright

blue summer sky ; and now the darker green forests

of mingled oak and spruce and pine, which clothed

the steep mountain sides. At Tyrone we left the

main line of the Pennsylvania railroad and turned

toward the northeast, up the narrow Bald Eagle

valley. This is quite closely shut in by the Bald

Eagle range on the southeast and the Alleghanies on
the northwest, and the soil and climate here are es-

pecially favorable to fruit culture. My friend at

Unionville has large apple orchards, and a fruit-

house kept at an equal temperature through the en-

tire year, where, some years, he has stored 3,U00

bushels of fruit. Another house near by is for the

manufacture of vinegar, with curious and interesting

devices for its proper exposure to the air. As my
friend is a thoroughly consistent prohibitionist, his

cider is never used for any other purpose ! My meet-

ing at Unionville was held in the " Union meeting-

house " which belongs, in common, to all of the re-

ligious denominations, this being better adapted to

an evening meeting than the Friends' meeting-house.

A large proportion of the audience were not Friends,

and I took the same general course in my treatment

of my subject, taken at New Market and elsewhere.

At the close the Baptist minister of the place, in a

few earnest words, expressed his sympathy with my
work, and the hope that he might live to see the re-

forms which I had suggested, fully realized. He
spoke especially of the admission of women to our

colleges, and giving them equal facilities with men
in all respects. His daughter, who was present, is a

graduate of Bucknell University at Lewisburg, being

one of the first women ever admitted to that Uni-

versity on equal terms with men.

The next day I returned by the Bald Eagle Valley

railroad to a point opposite the place of my next

meeting which was to be held at Centre meeting-

house on Fourth-day, at 3 p. m. We cro.ssed in a

carriage over the rough mountain road on " Muncy
Ridge," and a few miles' drive brought us to a beauti-

ful valley called Half Moon, it is said either from the

peculiar shape of the valley, and the outline of the

surrounding ridges, or from the picture of a half-

moon found cut by the Indians on the trees around

it. In either case the peculiar shape of the valley

was probably the origin of the name. It is settled

principally by Friends, and the meeting-house is not

far from the centre of it. Here a small audience,

chiefly Friends, assembled at 3 p. m., and I addressed

them as I did Friends at Huntington and elsewhere.

I could not expect, anywhere, greater interest, nor

more earnest attention. I should say that both here

and at Bald Eagle Meeting (Unionville) there are

good First-day schools which have been in existence

about as long as any in our religious Society.

The only remaining meeting within the limits of

Centre Quarter, was " West Branch," on the Gram-

pian Hills, a few miles beyond Curwensville. I re-

turned to the railroad over Muncy Ridge the same

evening, and went on to Curwensville, via Tyrone

and the Clearfield railroad. This was my first ride

over this interesting road and I regretted, at first,

that it was to be taken in the night ; but the moon

was just full, and the night was fine, and I soon found

that I had no cause to regret it. The road passes

over the Alleghanies, and in some places along nar-

row passes and over deep gorges, and the scenery is

very fine. The horse shoe curve on this road is even

sharper and seems more dangerous than that on the

more familiar Pennsylvania railroad above Altoona.

The train runs up one side of a deep gorge, cros.ses it,

where there is a fill of one hundred and sixteen feet

deep, with a very sharp curve, and returns parallel

down the gorge on the other side. The curve is so

sharp that the long coal trains that pass over this

road so much have to be pushed behind by one or
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two engines as they are passing around it. I stood

on the back platform as we ascended the mountains,

and the full moon lighting up the tops of the higher

peaks, and casting dark shadows into the deep valleys

produced a very fine efl'ect. I reached Curwensville

about ten, and was there met by appointment, by g.

kind friend residing in the town. The next morning
I was driven five miles overa rough country, remind-

ing one a good deal of the vicinity of Mt. Pleasant in

Ohio, by its numerous round-topped wooded hills,

(though thisseeuas'a less productive farming country)

to the mid-week meeting, at West Branch. Like such

meetings almost every where, it was very small, al-

though the whole number of Friends belonging to

this meeting is considerable. Joseph M. Spencer and
Nathan Moore appeared in the ministry. My meet-

ing was appointed for the evening, in the village of

Pennsville, a mile or two from the meeting-house, as

the hall there could be more easily lighted, and the

attendance would be better in the village. I was
much surprised to find, at this remote point, and in

80 thinly settled a country place, so large a number
out to hear a lecture on education on a hot mid-sum-
mer night. The hall is quite a large one, holding

some three hundred persons, and it was almost filled

—being quite the largest audience which I have met
this summer. Great interest is felt here in educational

and literary subjects, and they maintain a good liter-

ary society which has quite a large library, and meets
regularly every two weeks, even through the summer
months. I can safely say that I never addressed a

more interested and appreciative audience than this

one at Pennsville. on the Grampian Hills. I believe

that it was at West Branch meeting here, that the

first First-day school among Friends in this genera-

tion was established, about thirty years ago. As it

was thought that fully one half the audience were
Friends, or closely connected with Friends, my ad-

dress, while partly general, was partly especially to

them—upon the condition, past and present, and the

needs to-day, of our schools and other institutions of

learning.

Returning from Curwensville I enjoyed by day-

light the fine scenery on the Clearfield road over the

Alleghanies, and, via Tyrone, Harrisburg, and Balti-

more, reached Sandy Spring on Seventh-day morn-
ing. On Seventh-day afternoon a large company of

children with their parents and friends, were as-

sembled for a lawn party and picnic given to the
" Band of Hope," the highly appropriate name of the

company of children and young people enlisted in

the cause of temperance. The day was most pro-

pitious, and no more charming spot could have been

selected than the green lawn and deeply shaded
chestnut grove where the exercises were held. It

was very pleasant to see that there were representa-

tives from all classes of society, and that Friends were

freely mingling with these of all other religious cle-

nominations in carrying forward this great work.

The " Bow of Promise " was erected over the stand,

and the children performed well the various parts as-

signed them, making the day a complete success.

After the lunch was served I spoke to them upon the

early training of the children in the cause of temper-

ance, and the prohibition of the sale of intoxicating

drinks. A number of former Swarthmore students

were present, from this and other neighborhoods, and
several who are entered for the first time for the com-
ing year.

On First-day morning I attended the meeting at

Sandy Spring. There are few country places which
I have ever visited where so large a meeting assem-

bles as here. The house was quite well filled in both

ends. The movement among Friends of the other

branch to reestablish their meeting here, after it has

been discontinued for many years, has taken away a

few of our members who have been in sympathy
with them, but it has made but little ditference in the

size of our meetings. They have built a new meet-

ing-house and established a monthly meeting here

called Ashton, but their accessions have been chiefly

from among those not members among Friends be-

fore. There is a well managed Friends' school at this

place, which is among the most promising of our pre-

paratory schools for Swarthmore College, and which
sends us several students the coming year. There is

also a good First-day school, but it is discontinued

during a portion of the summer months.

My meeting on education was held in the meet-

ing-house in the afternoon, at 4 o'clock. It was com-

posed mostly of Friends, and I addressed them as I

have such meetings elsewhere, and I found here, as I

had reason to expect, a deep interest in all educa-

tional matters. Some questions were asked me at the

close of my address. One of these was, " How farm-

ers could afford the expense necessary to give thei.r

children a college education ? " My reply was that

by endowments we were already able to cheapen ed-

ucation to a large number, and that I hoped that in

time the college would lie so well endowed that it

could afford to give an education to all, free of charge

for tuition, as is already done by so many of our de-

nominational colleges. I closed by earnestly appeal-

ing to all Friends, according to the measure of their

ability, to see to it that our only college, upon which

so much of the future good of our children and of

our religious Society depends, should never be per-

mitted to fail of its high purpose through lack of ad-

eqiiaie endowmtnls.
Edwakd H. M.\oill.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—Prof. Beardsley recently attended the Annual

Convention of the American Society of Civil Engi-

neers. He has also been attending, during the pres-

ent week, the meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science, held in Columbia

College, New York.

—The 10.000 new circulars on the Manual Train-

ing Department have nearly all been sent out
;

Friends wishing to see them, and not having received

a copy, please send to the College for them.

Hypocrisy is not an attractive trait of character
;

but even hypocrisy is not so bad as the shameless

exhibit of evil. A Talmudic proverb says that " It's

a good sign that a man is capable of being ashamed."
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VIVISECTION.

A FRIEND sends us a copy of the pamphlet issued

by "The American Society for the Restriction of

Vivisection," askint; that some notice of the pamphlet
may he given in tliis paper, whicli we readily do,

though feeling that there are few among our readers

who need to be reminded tliat great cruelties are per-

petrated upon the creatures tliat serve us, or minis-

ter to our physical wants, in connection with the prac-

tice of vivisection. W'liile tiie life of a man is more
than the life of a beast, and wiiatever can be learned

through the investigation of animal tissue that will

benefit the human family, and enahle the surgeon

and physician to treat with greater certainty tiie " ills

that flesh is heir to," should not be hindered, yet

we are quite satisfied that our friends who have
united in this effort to restrict vivisection have a

clear case against the barbarities of the practice and
should be sustained in every reasonable effort to

bring the experiments which the scientific inquiry of

the age seems to make necessary within the limits

of humanity and justice.

Frances Power Cobbe is quoted as saying :

"Modern vivisection may be defined to be the

limitless invention, performance, and repetition, by
scores of inquirers, of every kind and sort of opera-

tion on every portion of the living frames of animals,

and preeminently of the most sensitive animals.

Brains, nerves, eyes, hearts, veins, intestines, bones,

limbs, and skin,—nothing escapes, and no part fails

to afford a practically boundless field for the ingenu-

ity of the physiologist ; or if the imagination of one
ever flags, it is soon stimulated into double activity

to disprove the boasted discoveries of another.
" We stand, in truth, face to face with a new vice

—new, at least, in its vast modern development, and
the passion wherewith it is pursued^the Vice of Sci-

entific Cruelty. It is not tlie old vice of cruelly for

cruelty's sake ; of that even the worst physiolotrist may
probably be acquitted. It is, in strict ethical defini-

tion, the fault of indifference to a great moral consid-

eration (namely, that of the sufferings caused by our
actions) raised to the rank of a vice by the enormous
extent to which it is carried. Tlie vivisector ought to

be stopped in pursuing his (otherwise) lawful end of

advancing physiological science, by the consideration

that his means of advancing it involve a moral
offense, (theologically viewed the ain) of causing tor-

ture worse than death to guiltless creatures. This
consideration, as has been said, ought to stop him,
just as any other man ought to be stopped in jiursu-

ing any legitimate end (e. g., the advancement of the

interests of his country or family), if he find he can
not carry it out without employing immoral means,
deceit, robbery, persecution, treachery, or any other
unrighteous mode of action."

Henry J. Bigelow, Professor of Surgery in Harvard
College, adds his testimony to the evils of the prac-

tice as follows :

" How few facts of immediate considerable value
to our race have of late years been extorted from the
dreadful sufferings of dumb animals, the cold-blooded
cruelties now more and more practiced under the
authority of Science! The reaction which follows

every excess will in time bear indignantly upon this.

Until then, it is dreadful to think how many poor

animals will he subjected to excruciating agony, as

one medical college after another becomes penetrated

with the idea that vivisection is a part of modern
teaching, and that, to hold way with other institu-

tions, they, too, must have their vivisector, their

mutilated dogs, their Guinea-pigs, their rabbits, their

chamber of torture and of horrors to advertise as a

laboratory."

COMMUNIOA TIONS.
THE NEW INDIAN LAW.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal:

IN a recent number of the Intelligencek and Jour-

nal you print a letter by Senator Dawes, purporting

to give the " sober facts " by which the new Land-

in-Severalty Indian law can be judged. Your read-

ers are surely entitled to know whether he has given

the " sober facts," or not. It seems clear to me that

he is mistaken on some important points.

1. Senator Dawes says: "In the outset, let me
correct a mistake as to the scope of this law, which

I see prevails in some quarters, into which I infer

from your editorial of 21st of May you may your-

selves have fallen. This law requires nothing to be

done,/orcfS nothing upon the Indians." (The italics

are the Senators.) Now, the law, a copy of which is

before me, provides that the " President of the United

States be, and he is hereby authorized, whenever in

his opinion any reservation, or any part thereof, of

such Indians, is advantageous for agricultural and
grazing purposes, to cause said reservation, or any

part thereof, to be surveyed, or re-surveyed if neces-

sary, and to allot the lands in said reservation in sev-

eralty to any Indian located thereon, in quantities as

follows," (giving the amount to which each is en-

titled.) Section two of the act provides " that all allot-

ments set apart under the provisions of this act shall

be selected by the Indians Provided,

that if any one entitled to an allotment shall fail to

make a selection within four years after the Presi-

dent shall direct that allotments may be made on a

particular reservation, the Secretary of the Interior

may direct the agent of such tribe or band, if such

there be, and if there be no agent, then a special

agent appointed for that purpose, to make a selection

for such Indian, which .selection shall be allotted as

in cases where selections are made by the Indians,

and patents shall issue in like manner." There is not

a word in the law requiring the consent of the In-

dian. He " shall " make his selection of an allotment

within four years, or it will' be made for him by an

agent selected for that purpose. And it will be re-

membered by those familiar with the subject, that

after the bill had passed the Senate, the proper com-

mittee of the House agreed to an amendment pro-

viding that the act should not go into effect in rela-

tion to an}' reservation, until a majority of the In-

dians on such reservation had agreed to it; and that

the committee subsequently struck out the amend-
ment on the demand of Senator Dawes, because, as

he said, it would defeat the object of the bill. The

'The language of the law, as quoted, appears to be that the

Secretary of the Interior "may " direct it to be made.—Eds.
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President is authorized to enforce the law without

reference to the wishes of the Indians.

2. Senator Dawes says the law " only authorizes

the President and his Secretary to do the things

therein provided when in his judgment the good of

the Indian will be promoted thereby." As wdl be

seen by the clause of the law already quoted, there

is no such reservation. On the contrary, the law

provides as a reason, and the only reason, for the

sub-division and allotment of a reservation, not that

the President mav think "the good of the Indian

will be promoted' thereby," but when " in his opin-

ion any reservation in any part thereof . . .
.is

advantageous for agricultural or grazing purposes,"

that is, lit for settlement by white men.

3. Senator Dawes says " the act is a part of a

method of treating the Indian question which has

been more or less vigorously pursued for the last

eight years, and which may be summed up in one

single sentence, viz. : An effort to make something out of

the Indian." (These italics are also the Senator's.)

And he says that the result" has been simply marvel-

lous." The result has been " marvellous." History

may be challenged to produce an instance in which

so great progress was made in the improvement of

any savage people, but it has not been done in eiglit

years. It is clearly and indisputably the result of the

wise policy adopted by General Grant more than

twentv years ago. [General Grant became President

in 1869.—Eds.]

4. Senator Dawes says: " the ruling idea of this

law is that for the first time it gives tlie President

authority to deal with the individual Indian. Hith-

erto he has had power to deal only with the tribe,

not with the individual," and he says this in face of

the fact that in numerous instances allotments have

been made and patents issued to individual Indians

in various tribes, and tliey are now being issued to the

Indians on the Tulallip reservation, in Washington

Territory. The difference between the former prac-

tice and the Dawes act is, that heretofore the Presi-

dent has dealt only with the individual Indian when

he was thought to be prepared for citizenship, but

under the new law he umst deal with the blanket

Indian just as he does with the civilized one.

5. Senator Dawes says: "The design of the

Severalty law is to give the President power to take

these individual Indians, (those that have been eiiu-

cated at Hampton, Carlisle, and other Indian schools),

out on the reservations, and aid them in the estab-

lishment of an individual home, such as a white man

has," and this he says, while the law makes no such

distinction, but merely authorizes the President to

do what the Senator suggests; but the " design " of

the law is and was a wholly different thing. It was,

as was declared before its enactment, and has been

repeated and reiterated since, to break up the tfihal

organization, destroy the reservations, and let every

Indian take care of himself.

I have not discussed the wisdom of the enact-

ment, my only purpose being to call attention to

what I deem serious errors in the Senator's " sober

facts." John J. J.vnney.

Columbus, 0., Seventh month 28.

EDUCATIONAL.
MORE MALE TEACHERS NEEDED.

WE justly recognize the building of good character

as the highest aim and the noblest result of school

education. But do our educators and our school

authorities show, by their selection of teachers, that

they are aware that, in building up good character,

there are masculine as well as feminine elements to

be recognized ? When we find in a school corps

sixty women to one man, or even find schools in

which pupils, up to the day of their graduation from

the High Schools, have never been under a male

teacher, we cannot help asking if this ought to be?

We look at this question principally in regard to

the formation of character. AVe have no disposition

to disparage one sex or exalt the other. Admitting

that one sex is the equal of the otlier in intellect, in

teaching ability, in controlling and governing power,

we claim it is for the moral good of the pupils, of both

sexes. We pre.suppose, of course, that the teachers

selected are such teachers as deserve the name, and

are selected not simply because of their sex, or be-

cause one will work more cheaply than the other.

There is little question that, for primary and in-

termediate work, the average woman does better

than the average man. She is more likely to be

patient, hopeful, reasonable, and sympathizing. But

during the early period of sclioo! instruction, the

difference of sex in aflecting character is much less

than in late years. When boys and girls are ap-

proaching the period of maturity, their character is

more susceptible to formative influences from the

outside world. The boy often becomes too wise for

feminine control, either at home or at school. He
puts on that superior masculine knowingness which

ignores woman's views of life, and he claims for him-

self a man's way of looking at things. It is a lucky

thing for a lad of this sort to have a wise father, or a

sensible older brother, to take some of this conceit

out of him. But if he have or have not either of

these, there never is a time in his life when he needs

more a manly teacher to show him, by precept and

example, the way iu which men look at education

and at life. The influence of a good woman is a

blessing to a lad ; but there are many things which a

man can do for him which a woman cannot. A
young man who can not only teach and govern his

boys well, but who can be their leader in the ball

game, in the gymnasium, in rowing, swimming,

hunting, or in other such things that boys delight in,

commands the avenues to certain parts of their

nature which a woman seldom can reach. Or, if

he be deficient in all the.se things, if he knows

men and the ways of men, and can present the

boys with high ideas of temperance, honor, truth,

purity, from a man's standpoint, even if he say

no more and no better than a woman would, it

makes a deeper impression. He helps to do away

with that miserable delusion, too often promoted by

the conduct and the statements of well-meaning per-

sons, that high ideals of right are for women, and

that men have a difl'erent and a lower standard.

If a boy were taught only by male teachers from

his early years, he would he very likely to lack some
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of the best elements of character. The English

sclioolboy, as depicted in many books, is an ex-

ample of a roupb, even brutalized character, largely

due to a training too exclusively masculine. Tlie

masters, like the boys, have been trained in the

same rougli way, and often seek to develop only the

coarser and more comltative spirit of their lads.

But the jrirl needs good masculine training as well

as the boy does. She is likely to form false estimates

of manly character. Cheap novels, or silly asso-

ciates of either sex, often shape her notions of men.
She becomes impatient of the moral control of one
of her own sex. She is more likely to listen to good

sense from a kind and judicious man than from any
woman. He stands, to her mind, as a representative

of masculine judgment upon conduct, and he is, con-

sequently, listened to and respected. The influence

of a man of the right sort upon the girl is often as

salutary and as ennobling as that of a woman of the

right sort upon the boy.

Coeducation of the sexes is now pretty generally

accepted as the best thing for our youth. Is there

any reason why there should not be more equality in

numbers among teachers of the two sexes ?

The principal rea.son, hitherto, for the enormous
and the increasing ilisparity of numbers has been
the fact that women could be employed for lower

wages. This reason still exists, but is le.s8 forcible

than it once was. But another reason is, that Boards
of Kducation have not considered the importance of

having men in their .schools to help in building up
the right character among their boys and girls.

Somewhere in every system of graded schools,

and especially above the sixth grade, there ought to

be a considerable proportion of male teachers; prin-

cipally with reference to this matter of building up

the best character among boys and girls.

A man of the right sort in the grammar school will

do much to send the boys up to the high school.

The absence of men in the upper-grade work and
in the high school does much to make boys be-

lieve that book knowledge is a kind of attainment

suitable for women only. When there is a right pro-

portion of male and female teachers in the upper

grades and in the high schools, we shall see fewer

graduating classes in high schools numbering at least

twelve girls to one boy.—H. L. Boltwood in Illinois

School Journal.

The claim that the use of beer will diminish

drunkenness and largely take the place of spirits, is

not borne out by Parliamentary report in Belgium.

This report says intemperance is spreading fearfully

in the kingdom. Next to Bavaria, Belgium has the

reputation of being the country where most beer is

consumed, the amount per year being 240 liters, or

over fifty-two gallons per head. It also comes next

to Russia and Denmark in the consumption of spirits;

the amount consumed of the latter being thirteen

liters per head a year.— Union Signal.

It sometimes requires an intense heat to separate

the precious metal from the ore ; but when once the

metal begins to run, the business is soon completed.
—Dillwyn's " Reflections."

From Scribner's Magazine.

DISILLUSION.
BY M.\KY W. PLUMMEK.

MORNING.

COME, sweet, the world is wide ; so, baud iu hand,
Let us fare forth to win our victories.

Thou shalt bo queen of beauty and of love.

As in the old, bright days of tournament

;

And I will wear thy colors in my heart.

And on my brow the seal invisible

Of thy true kiss ; so shall before me fall

All shapes of evil that infest the light.

Then, when the jousts are ended and the games.
Thou shalt sit proudly upright iu thy place,

And while the world is wondering, all agaze,

Lo ! at thy feet my garKands shall be laid

;

For half my strength is thine, being come from thee,
And that sweet faith that armors me anew.

EVENING.

The days are short'ning,—wilt forgive me, heart,

For the long turmoil I have led thee through
And to no end ? I meant it otherwise,

But one right arm is weak against the world.

Here on thy shoulder let me rest my bead,

My weary head that aches from life's long din
;

And in thy comforting let me forget

The disappointment and the hidden foe,

And all that made my days a vulgar strife.

Unheralded, uutrumpeted, uncrowned
;

My strength is weak beside thy steadfastness.

And there takes refuge. If thou cherish it,

Then, to have failed, and yet to win thy smile

Ah, love, is victory beyond desert

!

DEATHLESS.
THERE lies iu the centre of each man's heart
A longing and love for the good and pure,

And if but an atom, or a larger part,

I tell you this shall endure, endure,

After the body has gone to decay

—

Yea, after the world has passed away.

The longer I live and the more I see

Of the struggle of souls toward heights above.

The stronger this truth comes home to me.
That the universe rests on the shoulders of Love

—

A Love'so limitless, deep, and broad

That men have renamed it and called it God.

And nothing that ever was born or evolved.

Nothing created by light or force.

But deep in its system there lies dissolved

A shining drop from the great Love Source

—

A shining drop that shall live for aye
Tho' kingdoms may perish, and stars may die.

Ell.4 Wheeler Wilcox.

ON THE MOUNTAINS.
TIME flies in busy vales below

;

But here above ho drops his wings.

He climbs with footstep calm and slow.

Or pauses while the gay lark sings.

Time snatches from us, so it seems.

In busy towns each happy hour;

But here above he gives sweet dream.s,

Through cloudless days in some still bower.
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Time carries us to Death's dark gate

Witli hurried flight, in vales below
;

But here above he seems to wait,

Aud only bids us higher go.

For on the mountain slopes we learn

One lesson from our teacher. Time :

'Tis we who give him wings to earn

What they alone can reach who climb.

—Academy.-

NURSING AS A PROFESSION.
IN training scKools for nurses, women are taught

nursing in a scientific manner, and, at the same time

are furnished with the means of support while learn-

ing their business. When the two years of study de-

manded by the best schools are finished, the gradu-

ate has a wide choice as to the field she will occupy,

or the particular branch of the profession she will

pursue. Much depends upon her previous education,

tastes, and ability. She may fit herself to become
the superintendent of a training school, or to take

charge of the nursing in a hospital, asylum, or other

institutions where traim-d nursing has not yet been

introduced. She may become the night superintend-

ent, or a head nurse of a ward in a hospital where

there is a training school already established. The
great majority of the graduates take up what is

technically called " private nursing," that is, the care

of patients in their own homes. Competent nurses

receive from $15 to $25 a week. While in most de-

partments of woman's work there is intense compe-
tition, it is most emphatically true that this calling

is not overcrowded. In an address to the nurses of

the training school in connection with the Massa-

chusetts General Hospital, Boston, delivered last year,

Dr. William Richardson said :
" The supply of grad-

uates from well organized training schools still falls

far short of the demand. There were in Boston,

May 13th, 1886, one hundred and sixty-three trained

nurses registered at the registry at Boylston Place,

and yet on that day, wishing to obtain the services

of one of these nurses, I found that there were but

ten disengaged, and several of these had only just

reported for duty. Nor was this experience an ex-

ceptional one. AVhile the supply in our own city

falls far short of the demand, many of the cities of

this country have no supply at all, and applications

are constantly being received even here for nurses to

go and settle in this or that city of the Union." If a

woman, on graduating, were to obtain letters of in-

troduction to one or two prominent physicians in any
city wliere there was not a training school, show her

diploma, and announce her intention of settling

there, she would soon be furnished with more work
than she could attend to, and could, in many cases,

make her own terms. People are becoming fully

alive to the importance of skillful nursing in serious

illness. From its price it is still a luxury that can

only be had by the opulent, and they will have it at

any cost. So much for the pecuniary aspect of the

subject, a very important one to most of those who
engage in the work. There are other sides to it that

can only be briefly alluded to here. No work de-

mands more entire self-devotion than this ; a good

nurse can not and will not think first of herself. It

calls into exercise those graces and virtues that are
e,ssential to the highest development of womanhood,
—patience, tenderness, gentleness, a wise discretion,

a firmness that is as far removed from sternness as it

is from weakness, a self-control that sets free all the
powers of mind and body for the service of others.

—

Elizabeth Robinson Scovil, in Good Housekeeping.

TORNADOES AND CYCLONES.
WHEN the conditions of atmospheric instability

have given birth to a tornado, the fact is announced
to the observer by a sudden gathering of dark, swift-

whirling clouds, from which depends a writhing, ser-

pent-like body formed of condensed vapor. This
writhing column extends rapidly downward until it

touches the earth. When it attains the surface it be-

comes audible from the violent rending actions which
it creates upon that surface. As soon as the whirl is

created it begins to move away —generally toward the
northeast—for the evident reason that the upper cold

layer of air against which it originates has, in the
northern hemisphere, a movement in that direction.

In its path over the surface the circling movement of
the writhing air and the sucking action of the partial

vacuum in the central portion of the shaft combine
to bring about an extreme devastation. On the out-

side of the whirl the air, which rushes in a circling

path toward the vortex, overturns all movable ob-

jects, and in the center these objects, if they are not
too heavy, are sucked up as by a great air pump.
Thus the roofs of houses—bodies of men and ani-

mals—-may be lifted to great elevations until they are

tossed by the tumultuous movements beyond the

limits of the ascending currents and fall back upon
the earth. Where the centre of the whirlwind passes

over a building the sudden decrease in the pressure

of the outer air often causes the atmosphere which is

contained within the walls suddenly to press against

the sides of the structure so that these sides are quick-

ly driven outward as if by a charge of gunpowder. It

is not unlikely that thediminution of pressure brought

about by the passage of the interior of the whirl

over a building may be about as much as is indicated

by the fall of 4 inches in the barometer. This is

equivalent to a change in the pressure amounting to

about 300 pounds to the square foot. This force op-

erates to burst out the walls of a building. It is not

improbable that the diminution of pressure may be
much greater than this ; but even the amount named
is sufficient to account for the bursting out of the

frail-walled structures which these devastating move-
ments encounter in the western parts of the United

States. The way in which these tornado-whirls are

formed differs in certain essential particulars from the

way in which whirl-winds are created, as has been well

shown by Professor Ferrel. The most important

points of difference are as follows: The dust-whirls

are due to the heating of a thin layer of air next the

ground. The small mass of this layer prevents its

upward whirling from bringing about any powerful

movements of the atmosphere. In the tornado the

heat of the lower air has a different origin. When a

cyclone pa.sses over the surface of the country, cer-
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tain peculiar movements of the atmosphere which it

proiluces bring larpe volumes of the warm and

moistened air to tlie earth's surface and overlay

tliem by a cool stratum. This layer of warm, moist

air tends to rise up for the same reason tliat the tliin

layer of dry air which forms the dust-whirl is im-

pelle<i upward, but on account of its great mass the

intensity of the upward urgence is far greater. In

the sand-whirl, the upward motion begins close to the

earth's surface, for the reason that tlie stratum which

is impelled upward is very thin, but in the tornado

the stratum of heated air is usually about a thousand

feet thick; therefore its whirling action naturally

originates at the upper surface of the liot layer, for

it is at that point the upward motion begins. Start-

ing in this upper region, the whirl extends pro-

gressively downward, just as in the bath-tub the

whirl extends progressively upward from the point

at which the motion originated, until the whirl may

touch the surface of the earth. When these whirls

begin they only involve a small part of the air about

the point of origin, and so the acquired velocity of

the particles when tliey come to the center is not

great ; but gradually they suck air from farther and

farther away. As the field of supply becomes larger,

and the particles move from a greater distance, they

approach that centre with greater and greater speed,

and the spiral widens and turns with accelerated

velocity. The longer the journey of the particle, the

swifter its whirling motion becomes.

Fortunately the paths of tornadoes are ordinarily

very narrow—the widest have a diameter of less

tlgan two miles ; the narrowest of only forty feet. In

most cases a tornado is seriously destructive over a

width not exceeding five hundred feet. Tlie length

of the tornado's path across the country does not

commonly e.xceed thirty miles, and it generally tra-

verses the distance in about an hour. When the up-

ward corkscrew motion of the outer part of the spiral

and the swifter uprush of the air through the central

shaft have drained away the most of the warm air

which gave birth to the motion, the tornado dies

away. The equilibrium of the air-masses is for a time

restored, the heavier air has fallen down upon the

surface, and the warm air, spreading laterally as it

attains the .level to which it tends, comes into a state

of quiet. Assuming the widtli of the destruction

brought about by the storm at six hundred feet, and
the length of its journey at thirty miles, we find that

the area of its devastation amounts to about two

thousand acres, or to a square area about two miles

on a side. Over this area the destruction is ordi-

narily more complete than that which occurs in the

most severe earthquakes.—N. S. Shaler, in Scribner's

Magazine.

Cotton is not a fibre, but a plant hair. It holds to

be spun into a thread because of peculiar twists in

each hair, shown under the microscope, especially in

polarized light. Linen thread may be spun because

the flax fibres have certain roughnesses on their sur-

faces, which enable them to cling together. Hence it

is impossible to make as fine linen as cotton cloth,

but it is much stronger.

—

Exchange.

THE "GREAT AUK" EXTINCT.
SIXTY or seventy years ago the birds were exceed-

ingly common along the northern coast, coming so

far south as Nahant. But warfare was commenced
upon them, and, though it liardly seems possible,

their extermination is doubtless complete, the last

living bird having been killed in 1844, on a group of

islands called Funglasker, off the south-west coast of

Iceland.

In the last century, these birds, which were large,

handsome, and striking in appearance, were common
at the Faroe Islands; and, as they were found to be
good eating, they were slaughtered by the boatload,

not only for immediate use but to be dried and pre-

served. They were finally driven to a desolate rock

that was considered inaccessible ; but one calm day
a Faroese vessel succeeded in making a landing, and
the crew destroyed nearly the entire rookery. A few

birds escaped to sea and returned after the departure

of the men, and for a time were safe. Then, as if na-

ture herself were in league against them, the rock, a

few years later, was engulfed by a submarine erup-

tion.

The few remaining great auks now assembled and
formed a rookery on a rock called Eldey, where, for

fourteen years, they lived a precarious existence.

During that time sixty of their number were taken,

and finally the last pair was destroyed. Their his-

tory in other localities is very similar to this. That
tlie birds were once common on the Maine coast is

shown by the fact that their bones are found iu the

oyster-shell heaps at various parts of the shore.

At the same time and iu the same locality with

the great auk, lived the Labrador duck, a fine bird,

quite rare even in collections, and now totally ex-

tinct. The last known living specimen was killed by
Colonel Wedderburn, of Halifax, in 1852.

In a similar way the curious dodo, which was a

giant pigeon, was exterminated. The sailors who
visited the Island of Mauritius used to kill them in

mere wanton sport.

The notornis, a beautiful rail of New Zealand, has

become extinct proliably within the memory of some
of our readers, its extermination also being due to

man. And in our own time we see the buffalo being

crowded farther and farther into the mountains, and
almost exterminated from our Western plains.

—

diaries Frederick Holder, in St. Nicholas.

At last the great Newberry library in Chicago,

which has been so long talked of, is about to become
a fact. The Tribune states that the trustees of the

Library Fund have decided on the old Newberry
Homestead on the North side, as the site for the

building, and have chosen W. F. Poole, of the Chica-

go Public Library, to be the librarian. The fund is

enormous; Mr. Poole thinks it will amount to $2,000,-

000, besides the sum neces.sary to put up a building

and purchase, say, .50,000 books for a beginning.

All the men appeal to our better nature. The
good call out our admiration, love, and esteem,—the

bad our charity, patience, hope, power of encourage-

ment, and helpfulness—W. M. Bicknell.
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COSTLY " TEMPLES."
COMMENTING upon the proposition to biiiUi a

"magnificent cathedral" of the Episcopal cluircli

in New York City (at a cost of a million of dollars),

The Friend (Philadelphia) says :

" The disposition which, with increasing wealth,

has been manifested of later years in this country to

build costly and ornamental places for worship, has

long seemed to us a sad mistake. If a wealthy congre-

gation can appropriate S10n,000, or several times that

amount, for building purposes, instead of expending

the whole amoilnt on one edifice for themselves,

would it not be doing far more to advance the cause

of religion if they would content themselves with a

house of moderate cost, and use the remainder in the

erection of meeting houses in other localities where
t!]e people were less able to bear the expense? Or in

some other of the many ways in which they could

imitate Him whom they profess to serve, and who
went about Judea doing good to man?

"Under the Jewish dispensation, there was an out-

ward temple at Jerusalem in which worship was
offered to the Almighty; but our Saviour instructed

the woman at the well of Samaria that the hour had
come in which worship was to be in spirit; and was
not to be confined to any place. But now, under the

government of Clirist, his faithful followers are the

temples, in which He abides, as Paul said to the Cor-

inthians, 'Know ye not that ye are the temple of

God ?
' 'The temple of God is holy, which temple ye

are.' To call, in these Gospel days, the buildings of

brick, stone, or wood, in which the worshippers meet,

the ' temples of God,' has a tendency to invest them
with a sacredness which belongs not to any outward
things."

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION.
RICHARD BINNS writes to British Friend as fol-

ows : It is very gratifyiig to find that the principle

of international arbitration has taken such hold of

the members of the House of Commons that within

three days, and without persuasion, eighty-two mem-
bers have just signed a memorial to the President and
Congress of the United States, asking them to take

the nece.ssary steps for concluding a treaty with our
Government, which shall stipulate that any differ-

ences or disputes arising between the two Govern-
ments,which cannot be adjusted by diplomatic agency,

shall be referred to arbitration ; and promising, in the

event of such a proposal emanating from Congress,

to use their best influence to ensure its acceptance by
the Government of Great Britain. Andrew Carnegie,

a leading Pitt.sburg iron manufacturer, and well-

known philanthropist, met several friends of the

peace cause at a conference on the 15th inst., called

by the Workmen's Peace .Association, in order to dis-

cuss the proposal. Eight members of ParMament
were present. Thos. Burt, M. P., took the chair.

Andrew Carnegie entered very heartily into the

question, and thought the present a very favorable

time to take action in tlie direction proposed, as all

political parties in the United Slates now make in-

ternational arbitration a part of their platform. He
spoke of the action taken by our Government in sub-

mitting the Alabama dispute to arbitration as one of

the noblest steps, if not the noble.st and grandest,

ever taken between two great nations, considering

the good influence it had exerted, and would con-

tinue to exert, throughout the world.

LOW PRICES, HIGH WAGES, SMALL
PROFITS.

FROM an article with the above title, in the Century

Magazine, by Edwar<l Atkinson, of Boston, we quote

the following introduction : The minds of many
persons have been and are greatly disturbed because

there has been in recent years a great reduction in

the prices of nearly all the leading articles of com-
merce, the principal decline dating substantially

from the year 1873. This decline in prices began

soon after the war in the United States, but the

general decline in all countries on a specie basis may
be dated from 1873.

By whatever standard prices are measured (and

there are many carefully compiled tables), the aver-

age is found to be lower at the present time than at

any period since a date anterior to the year 18.50, in

which year the great supply of gold from California,

and a little later from Australia, began to effect the

volume of the money metals of the world.

In most of the discussions of the money question

this great fall in prices has been treated as if it were

a misfortune, and it is often held that any measure

of legislation ought to be adopted which might tend

to check it. Is not this a very partial and one-sided

view of the subject?

Some one has wisely and wittily said that "it does

much matter what happens to the millionaire—how
is it with the million?"

If it shall appear that out of this great reduction

in prices the millions have gained higher wages; that

hundreds of thousands of families have gained better

homes and greater comfort in life ; while those who
have suffered temporary loss have been only the rich

who have been incapable of adjusting themselves to

the new conditions, or the unskilled poor who have

been unable to grasp the greater opportunities for

welfare which invention has oflfered them, then may
we not come to the conclusion that diminished

profits and low prices are merely the complement of

higher wages and lower cost, and are, therefore, most
certain indications of general progress from poverty

to welfare, yet still leaving the problem open, how to

help the unskilled poor?

It will be remembered that it has been stated that

so far as the great mass of the people of this and
of other lands are concerned, about one-half the cost

of living is the price paid for the materials for food,

the cost of food to common laborers who have fami-

lies to support being as a rule much more than one-

half their income.

The question of interest to those who assume to

be strictly "the working classes" is not so much
what tlie price of the necessities of life may be, as it

is how many portions of fooil, fuel, and clothing each

one can buy at the retail shops in which tliey deal,

and how good a shelter each one can procure for one
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day's or one year's earnings. In other words, what
is, or wliat has been, the vahie of a day's labor when
converted into the commodities which are necessary

to existence ?

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.

—As Edwin Emory, of East Baltimore, was on his way
dowu South Broadway, a small dog ran up to him, acting

in a strange manner. The little fellow jumped on him and
licked his hands, and occasionally snapped and whined.

Thinking of hydrophobia, Mr. Emory kicked the dog,

which then ran in front of him, and, posing in a begging

position, began to beat the air with his front legs. Finally

Mr. Emory discovered a large pin sticking in the dog's

foot, and took him in his arms and pulled it out. As soon

as relieved the dog manifested his thanks by licking Mr.

Emory's hands, and then disappeared.— Baltimore Sun.

—Chief Naches, who owns a ranch at Lovelock, has a

fine crop of wheat this season ; also oats, barley, potatoes,

and other stuff. The results of the labors of the chief ex-

cite the admiration of the common Piutes. Looking over

the broad, and teaming fields they say :
" Naches no go

hungry this winter !
" The fields of Naches will set them

to thinking.— Virginia City, Nev., Enterprise.

—The President is entitled to hearty praise for his se-

lection of Miss Alice C. Fletcher as Indian agent to allot

lands in severalty under the Dawes bill to the Indians of

the Winnelmgo reservation iu Nebraska. The agents who
are to have this matter in charge on the various reserva-

tions have it in their power to materially assist the work
or to seriously obstruct it. Miss Fletcher by her noble la-

bors among the Omahas of Nebraska has shown her ability

to win and hold the confidence and respect of the Indians,

and also to induce them to undertake the white man's

path of civilization aud self-support. Miss Fletcher her-

self drafted the bill securing to the Omahas their reserva-

tion and allowing them to take lands in severalty, and she

herself, at the request of the Department, supervised the

work of allotment, an arduous task, the hardships of

which nearly cost her her life and have left her a cripple.

She has the missionary spirit and a faith in the success of

the new departure which is founded on knowledge of the

Indian character. In her new work she will have the sin-

cere good wishes of all who know her.

—

Hartford Courant.

NOTICES.
*»* The following sub-committee was appointed by the

Yearly Meeting's Committee " to encourage Friends to a
more faithful attention to the requirements of our discipline
and the upholding and sustaining of our Religious Society,

to visit Bucks Quarter: Heury T. Child, Watson Tomlin-
son, Amos Hillborn, Joel Borton, Jr., and Ellen T. Croas-
dale.

A part of the committee expect to attend the quarterly
meeting to be held at Falls, on Fifth-day, the 25th instant.

Henry T. Child, Clerk,
634 Race street.

*»* Nottingham Quarterly Meeeting will be held at

East Nottingham, on Sixth-day. Eighth month 26th.

Friends arriving on Fifth-day at Oxford or Rising Sun, ou
the Philadelphia. Baltimore Central Railroad, will be ac-

commodated and conveyed to the meeting the next morn-
ing.

There will be an all-day meeting on Seventh-day (27th),

the day following quarterly meeting, in East Nottingham
meeting-liouse and grove. The morning session, com-
mencing at 10 o'diii'k. will be addressed by President
Miigill, OM Education ; to be f<ill(iwed by a general discus-
sion of the suliject. The afternoon session will be devoted
to a First-day School Conference.

*j:* Friends' Book Association, S. W. Corner, Fifteenth
and Race streets, acknowledges the following additional
contributions to the Children's Country Week Association :

J. H. M $5.00
V. L. F 2.00
Marion & Hebe, 1.00

Media, Pa., 10.00

W. H. W. 2.00

J. B. G 2.00
William Helme, 5.00

S. W. G 3.00

$ 30.00

Previously acknowledged, . . . 111.00

Amount $141.00
John Comly, Superintendent.

'V* An all-day Children's Temperance Meeting, under
the auspices of the Friends' Temperance Committee, will

be held on the grounds of the Friends' meeting-house, at

Buckingham, Bucks county. Pa., Seventh-day, Eighth
month 13. Addresses, essays, and recitations bearing upon
the subject will be contributed by members of the difl'erent

First-day schools in Bucks county.
Morning meeting will be open at 10.30, a. m. After-

noon meeting at 2 p. m. Basket lunch.
Feed for horses can be obtained on the grounds. All

are cordially invited to attend.
By order of Committee.

%* Quarterly meetings in Eighth mouth occur as fol-

lows :

15. Fairfax, Goose Creek, Va.
18. Shrewsbury and Rahway, Plainfield, N. J.

19. Pelham H. Y. M., Yarmouth, Out.
20. Short Creek, Mt. Pleasant, O-
22. Warrington, Menallen, Pa.
24. Stillwater, Plainfield, 0.
25. Bucks, Falls, Pa.
26. Nottingham, E. Nottingham, Md.
29. Ohio Yearly Meeting. Salem, O.

30. Burlington, Mt. Holly, N. J.

31. Southern. Easton, Md.
Easton and Saratoga, Granville, N. Y.

*»* Circular meetings will occur as follows : Eighth
month 28, Constantia, N. Y.

*,;;* Friends' Almanac. Any Corrections needed for

the Almanac for 1888, and other desirable information
or selections, should be forwarded at once to Friends' Book
Association, 1500 Race St., so that it can be issued in time
for the approaching Yearly Meetings.

Let each one consider it a duty to aid in making it

correct and useful.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•»* We particularly ask that whenmoney is forwarded to rCTeui

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is now being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

*, Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance

may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach oiu* distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed' on Fijrth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•.*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the pain^r to inform ns of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.
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PROMISE AND FRUITION.
" Nevertheless afterwards.' *

AFTER the sweetness is rifled and robbed,

After the bee has been there with its sting.

After the tempest has scattered the bloom.

After has vanished the splendor of spring
;

After the forming and shaping so small.

After the tasteless and after the sour,

After the sunshine and after the fall,

Then do we see the kind ways of His power.

Pink blossoms have changed to clusters of gold,

And beauty of sight into beautiful food,

The tasteless and sour into sweetness untold :

All changes and chances have issue in good.

Would, Lord, that ever we thought of thy will.

Left changes and chances wholly to Thee,

Would that in trust we could live and be still,

And say through all seasons, " God's harvests shall be !

—A. N. in Sunday Magazine.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

VISITING IN CALN QUARTER.—H.
PARTING with the frieiicis who had so kindly cared

for us, and made the accompUshment of our mission

in their neighborhood possible, we went on to Christ-

iana, a town whose name recalls the turbulent times

before the rebellion, and we are .surprised when we
are told that it hasfjrown to its present size since the

memorable occurences that gave it a place in the his-

tory of the anti-slavery struggle, it having been at

that time only a small village.

A meeting had been appointed for Joseph Livezey
at Christiana, to be held in the evening in a pub-
lic hall. The room was well filled with Friends and
others, all of whom appeared to be thoughtful, inter-

ested listeners to the word of truth, spoken in great

simplicity, but with much feeling. There are quite a

number of our Friends living here, the most of whom
have no means of conveyance to Sadsbury Meeting.
If the Quarterly Meeting would appoint a meeting
for worship, to be held here once a month in the after-

noon of First-day, it would be the means of keeping
up the interest of these members, and might result

in the settling of a regular meeting at no distant day.

There are too many of such for the Quarterly Meet-
ing to be lukewarm or imliflerent to their spiritual

needs.

Sixth and Seventh -days are spent in visiting the

families of .Sadsbury and Bart meetings. Here, as in

the neighborhood of Uwchlan, the farmers are very
busy in the fields. Since coming into this part of the
quarter we see fields of tobacco, but so far as we
learned, it is not grown by Friends. Here al.so we
find the chief industry of the farmers is the dairy

;

much of the milk goes to swell the supply in Phila-
delphia, while the remainder is taken to the cream-
eries, very few. if any, making butter in the old fash-

ioned way.

One of our number went to Bradford to attend the
meeting on First-day, having previously made the ap-

pointment. We who remained attended Sadsbury
Meeting, also by appointment. It was a pleasant sur-

prise to us to see so large a meeting at this place,

with so many children and youth among the number,
and it was an inspiration to look into the bright, in-

telligent young faces and to feel that here at least

there is hope for a succession of standard bearers.

No word but that of encouragement found utterance

among these parents and children, and when, at the
close of a refreshing season of divine favor, the meet-
ing merged into the First-day school, old and young
taking their resjiective places, a bond of close itnity

and fellowship was evinced that gives promise of still

greater things for Sadsbury Meeting.

A meeting had been apjiointed fortis at Uart, about
four miles distant, to be held at 3..30 p.m., which left

little time between the appointments. The house is

small but comfortable and in good repair. Like all

the others in this quarter it stands on an eminence
overlooking the surrounding country, which is much
the same as Chester valley, though in Lancaster

county. We were cordially welcomed by the Friends

who compose this little meeting, and the opportunity

was felt to be satisfactory to ourselves and to those

who gathered.

This finished our labors in Cain Quarter for the

present. The weather continued extremely warm
throughout, with almost daily showers. The question

of making a change in the time of holding the quar-

terly meeting, so as to avoid having the summer
quarter held at a time when the farmers are so busy
with their crops, has received much consideration,

but not resulted in an)' definite action, it being a dif-

ficult matter to fix upon any time that in all respects

is more desirable.

By reference to Michener's Retrospect of Quaker-
ism I find that Cain Quarterly Meeting was estab-

lished in the year 1800, and was compo.sed of parts of

Philadelphia, Chester, and Western Quarters lying
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adjacent. Bradford and Siidsbury were set off from

the Western, Ilwclilan from Concord, and Robeson

from Philadelpliia. ISradford Montlily Meeting, in-

chuling Cain, was established as early as 1737. Meet-

ings were also set up at West Cain, Downingtown,

Cambridge, and RuniHnsville, all within the limit* of

Bradford. The meeting at Cambridge was discon-

tinued in 1852, after having been in existence 27

years.

Sadsbury Monthly Meeting included a meeting at

Columbia, (first known as Hempfield), Leacock,

afterwards continued under the name of Lampeter,

Lancaster, East Sadsbury, and Bart. Owing to the

removal of Friends constituting the meeting at Lan-

caster it ceased to exist, but no date of its close is

given. After the separation in 1827, Orthodox Friends

became the possessors of the property, which they

disposed of to the Odd Fellows who erected a build-

ing thereon for the purposes of their order.

Uwcblan embraced jS'antmeal and Kimberton

(formerly Pikeland) ; the latter was discontinued in

1857. [An interesting paper referring to it and its

membership was published in the Intelligencer and

JouRN.^L of Second month lyth, 1887.

—

Eds ]

No records have been obtained of Robeson

Monthly Meeting, which became a preparative of

Exeter Monthly Meeting in 1741, and was attached to

Cain Quarter as a monthly meeting when that Quar-

ter was constituted.

The decline of many of the meetings in this quar-

ter is to be traced more to the removal of Friends

farther west, and their places being filled by persons

of other religious professions, than to any other cause.

The same cause is still operating to the disadvantage

of the meetings which are now in existence, but

when we remember that the Friends who go to more

distant parts of our great country and to the adjoin-

ing provinces of Canada, generally take with them

the love of the simple faith in which they were

reared and wherever practicable associate together

for Divine worship, and that these so associated when
sufficiently strong in numbers, have establislied

meetings for discipline, we see that the loss is only

local, and the gain in these places more than compen-

sates, yet we confess to a feeling of sorrow, when in

looking over the records of the society in the earlier

days of its existence we find so many places where

flourishing meetings once existed, now almost witli-

out a trace of Friends ever having had a foothold in

their midst.

The work our Yearly Meeting has undertaken in

behalf of its weak and scattered membership, if

prosecuted in the spirit and power that first made us

a distinctive people must result in good, but there is

need of great watchfulness, and a keeping close to

the Guide on the part of those who undertake the

service. There is need, too, to call our brethren and

sisters, who are trying to keep alive the spark of Di-

vine life in their midst, home to the foundation prin-

ciple of the Society,—the trutli that Christ is head of

every rightly gathered assembly, and will be its

teacher and leader, although no voice is heard in

its midst. The First-day school has an important

place in these meetings and makes up in the teach-

ing, if properly and wisely conducted, in some meas-
ure for the lack of a vocal ministry.

The childien and youth thus instructed in the

])rincii)le8 and testimonies which we hold will not be
left to grow up in ignorance of the duties and re-

sponsibilities that membership in the Society of

Friends involves, and we may look forward with
trust and confidence to a better and brighter future

for our Yearly Meeting in all its outlying branches.

L. J. R.

JOURNAL OF JOURNEYS TO THE INDIAN
COUNTRY.— VI.

BY ISAAC COATES, OF CALN, CHESTER COUNTY.

Tenth month .12, [1799.] On viewing the Lapham's

farm and tilings about it, (though he lives in a very

poor house), I was astonished to see the improve-

ment made in the time; he told me it was but four

years last spring since he began on it in the woods,

and now he has more than one hundred acres of land

fenced in, fields and meadows all in, eitlier with grain

or grass, and the most of it excellent. Has built a

saw-mill and has a dairy of cows so good that not-

withstanding it hath been an unfavorable season,

they have made above two thousand lbs. of cheese
;

and yet he appears with his precious wife to be well

concerned Friends, and is free to devote much of his

time in the service of truth. Truly in this far back

settlement in the Genesee county, State of New York,

the appearance of things is comfortable, and afibrds

an encouraging hope that if the few Friends here set-

tled improve as well and hold up so good a light in a

religious sense as they do in improving the wilder-

ness country, they may yet become as " a city set

upon a hill that cannot be hid." Stayed all this day

with the.se our valued and kind friends ;
wrote a let-

ter to Jacob Taylor, at Oneida, and walked about

viewing the improvements Lapham has made.

Lodged another night in his house. In the evening,

Caleb Maccumber and another friend came to see us,

and we spent some time in agreeable converse.

13(/i, and first of the week. Rode two miles to

Nathan Comstock's, where Friends' meeting is held,

which was large this day for such a new country. It

was a favored meeting, in which the gospel was

preached, and near the close I could not feel easy

without reqnesting an opportunity with Friends, se-

lected from others, which was readily complied with,

wherein I endeavored to relieve myself of a heavy

burden which I had silently borne ever since I came

into these parts, on account of such a rapid increase

of the abominable practice of distilling the precious

wheat into whiskey ; and though I believe there are

a few well concerned Friends here, yet doubts ac-

companied my mind that they were too easy about

the wickedness of such a perversion of the blessings

of Divine Providence ; and I endeavored to put them

upon nobly bearing a testimony against it, and set

the light upon the candlestick, believing that the des-

truction or salvation of their country very much de-

pended upon the conduct pursued in that respect.

After dinner rode seven miles to Nathan Herring-

ton's, a kind man not in membership, but a diligent
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attemler of meetings, and there lodged, liaving ridden

ten miles tliis day.

\Alh. Rode five miles through rich land and new

road. We came to a great road, and as soon as we

entered it we came in sight of Canandaigna, a newly

settled town containing nearly or quite fifty houses.

I was surprised to see such a place in this back

country. It stands on a beautifully elevated spot,

tlie buildings generally excellent, and divers of them

would cut a very good figure on the banks of the

Schuylkill for a country seat. The town commands

a pleasant prof\pect of a small lake about twenty

miles long and two or three wide. We rode round

the lower end of the lake and crossed the outlet

;

then rode nine miles to one Gilbert's tavern, a good

stage for horses. Greater part of said nine miles is

very rich land, some of the timber more nnxed with

hickory and oak than some other places ; but gen-

erally through this country there is a great scarcity

of mill seats or lively streams. Thence to Thomas

Lee's, a kind man, his wife a member of our society
;

seventeen miles. About midway of this stage we

passed Judge Potter's house and farm. The house is

quite grand and magnificent, and was it one story

higher would cut no inconsiderable figure in one of

the most populous streets of Philadelphia. Ahout

two miles before we came to said Lee's, we crossed a

fine stream running to the left, being the outlet of

Crooked Lake; and about one mile below the lake,

at the place we crossed said stream, there is a new
mill and saw-mill which was built by Davi<l Wag-

goner, one of the followers of Jemima Wilkinson, it

being a few miles from her residence. Our quarters

for ourselves and horses at this place are excellent

;

and being informed that Joseph Jones, a young man
brought up in Yorktown, with whom I had some

acquaintance, lived near, I sent for him. He came

and spent the evening very agreeably to us both, and

as there appeared to be a few Friends and some

Friendly people in this settlement besides some of

Jemima's followers, who are very tired of their ad-

herence, Nathan Smith felt a draft in his mind to

have a meeting appointed, which was accordingly

done, to be held in the house where we have put up,

to begin to-morrow at eleven o'clock. This day's

ride, thirty-one miles.

\blh. Attended the appointed meeting, which was

large considering the place, it being a memorably
favoured time, in which the go.spel was preached in

demonstration of the spirit and with power, and 1 be-

lieve many hearts contrited, divers who had been

and .some who are the adherents of Jemima. After

meeting walked home with Joseph Jones; spent the

afternoon with him at his lodging where he has set

up his trade at a mill known by the name of the

"Friends' Mill," but [which] is now private property,

and will, in time, I think, be of great value, the

stream being large and durable, and a fall over tlie

rocks of forty feet, which completely answers for a

dam and head race for one grist mill, two saw mills,

and a fulling mill. Returned to lodge at the same
place.

\iUh. Set ofl' early from Lee's and rode sixteen

miles till we came in sight of Mud Lake to our left

hand. There Joshua Sharpies, Nathan Smith, and
John Hill went forward, and James Cooper and my-
self took a right-hand road leading to Bath, and rode

two miles to one Stanford's, fed our horses, and dined.

Just before we came to Stanford's, Joseph Jones came
up with us and brought forward Joshua Sharples's

pocket-book, he having left and forgotten it at our

lodging. Then James Cooper followed the others

with tlie pocket-book. Joseph and I rode to Bath,

fourteen miles. The first part of this day's ride was

chequered with good, bad, and middling land. About
seven or eight miles before we came to Bath we
passed the upper end of Crooked Lake, it being about

twenty miles long and about three miles broad in the

widest place. About two miles above the head of

the lake, tolerably good land with improvements;

the rest of the way to the town very poor land cov-

ered with pitch pine. The town of Bath is hand-

somely situated on the bank of a branch of the Sus-

quehanna called Cohocton, containing about forty

houses, one of which is a court-house, in Steuben

county. Lodged and was kindly entertained by Wil-

liam Kersey and his wife, who appeared truly glad to

see me.

mil. Set off early from Kersey's, accompanied

by Joseph Jones, and rode six miles to Dolson's, where
the rest of our company lodged, they being just gone

when I arrived. I thought they might have stayed

a little longer to acknowledge Joseph's kindness in

following with the articles left behind. Thence to the

Painted Post, twelve miles ; it being a noted place, I

was disappointed in seeing the house and entertain-

ment. However, it was not so bad but it might be

worse. The most of this stage was down the Cohoc-

ton and nearly all the way very poor, rough land.

Thence to the tavern known by the name of Lind-

sley's ; a good stage, twelve miles. Lnmediately after

leaving the Painted Post, crossed the Cohocton, a large

stream running into the Tioga. We then rode up the

Tioga, a long, rich bottom, and crossed it twice after

leaving Lindsley's. Crossed the Cowanesque and the

Tioga twice more before we arrived at Berry's, where

we lodged ; ten miles. This day's ride, forty miles.

18(/i. From Berry's to Peter's Camp, twenty-one

miles still up the Tioga, and crossed it six times.

Land and timber much as before, except in many
places very lofty white pine. On our way we fed at

one White's, twelve miles from Berry's, a newly set-

tled place, and appears as though it may in time be

good quarters. We have now ridden about forty-two

miles up the Tioga river, and cros.sed it ten times.

Thence to the block-house, ten miles, where we fed

and parleyed a little about staying all night. Some
were for lodging there, but from the general account

of the mischief done to travelers by the man of the

hou.se or some of his family, I was all along uneasy

to stay there. The rest of my companions appearing

disposed to stay, it being then three o'clock in the

afternoon, however at last I gave up to stay, and then

they changed their purpose and set off, and I with

them, I feeling a good deal unhappy at our entering

a lonesome desert, not knowing whether we should

meet with any -suitable place to encamp, and two of

our company being a little infirm. But in riding ahout
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three miles, we came to a stream of water and there

fixed things in order for lodging in the woods, wliich

we got completed before night ; and had a comfort-

able night under a tent made of bashes, by a large

fire. My companions said the place should be called

Coats's Camp, which name I have no doubt it will go

by. From Peter's Camp we immediately left the Tioga

on our left hand, and ascended a great mountain
called the Savage Mountain, which I take to be the

same range with the Alleghany and Laurel Hill. It

is a great height and breadth, being twenty miles

across the ascent, and on the top until we came to the

place we lodged, (which is thirteen or fourteen miles),

to the worst road I have met with on this side the

Genesee river, being very stony, rooty, and muddy ; a

great part of it covered with hemlock.

19lh. The descent down the south side pretty good

road, but steep until we came to Trout Run, nine

miles from the block-house, then down said run six

miles, in which distance we crossed it twenty-seven

or twenty-eight times, and came to Charles Reeder's.

Got oats and fed our horses, then left the main road,

crossed the Lycoming and went seven miles over

very poor, rough land to Moses Wilson's, a Friend at

a place called Blooming Grove. Dined and proposed

to stay all night. Rode these two days, fifty-two

miles.

20th. First of the week. Rode two miles to Na-

thaniel Pearson's where a small meeting of Friends

is held by indulgence on the First-day of the week.

Sat with them in their meeting and went home with

Moses Starr to dine. Afternoon rode seven miles to

the widow Harris's. The land and timber this day's

ride, which was nine miles, appeared to me to be

very poor until we came to the said Harris's, on the

west branch of the Susquehanna,where there appears

to be excellent land a considerable width from the

river, and they have an extraordinary plantation for

fertility with a beautiful descent from the house fac-

ing the south. On taking a view of said farm and
the buildings upon it, I was led to contemplate upon
the great difference between the New England set-

tlers in a new country and those from Maryland,
having heretofore mentioned the industry, economy,
and intrepidity of the former. This family emigat-

ted from Maryland and appears in the household to

be in affluent circumstances. Several sons, young
men grown, and have been settled here, I suppose,

twelve or fourteen years ; have got a good deal of

excellent land, cleared perhaps by the blacks, but
they have no barn nor stable fit to put a horse into

;

but have ten or twelve hounds, a tame wolf, etc., and
I expect spend much of their time in hunting; all of

which had a tendency to increase my partiality in

favor of the Yankees. But we are kindly enter-

tained here ; therefore it will not be proper to cast

any reflections on their economy.

21st. Rode from the widow Harris's to Wm. Ellis's,

nine miles. On the way crossed the Loyalsock.

Rested till evening, when twelve Friends appointed
by Philadelphia Quarter came to Ellis's in order to

attend the opening of a new Monthly Meeting at

Muncy,next Fourth-day ,the 23d of this month. Here
we all lodged, being sixteen of us, they having plenty

of room, good accommodations, and open, generous
hearts.

22d. Went to get my mare shod. Returned to

Ellis's and lodged.

23d. Attended the opening of the new Montldy
Meeting at Muncy, where appears a consideral)le

number of well concerned Friends. Said meeting
held till near sunset. Lodged this night at our kind
and hospitable friends, Wm. and Mercy Ellis's.

24lh. Rode from Muncy to Catawissa, thirty miles,

and lodged at Ellis Hughes's. The most of the way a
very good road

;
passed by a number of pretty good

plantations though a thin soil and a great deal of
what I call poor mountain land, covered with barren
oaks and small pitch pine. Soon after I left Ellis's,

crossed Muncy Creek, a large stream ; and a little

before we came to Catawissa town, Fishing Creek,
another large stream appeared on our left hand and
emptied into the northeast branch of the Susque-
hanna, which opposite to said town isabouta quarter
of a mile wide. We rode through it, [it] being a lit-

tle more than belly deep.

25th. Stayed in the town and walked about with
Ellis Hughes viewing the river and town, which
contains about fifty houses, most of them not the must
elegant. Near three o'clock, afternoon, James Cooper
and myselfsetoff, leaving the rest of our company who
intend to attend the Monthly Meeting at Catawissa
to-morrow, and rode fourteen miles to Ledingburg's,
a Dutch tavern, the road being good over mountains
of very poor land.

26(/i. Rode from Ledingburg's to Ricgh's, nine
miles; fed our horses and got breakfast; to 1 ensinger's,

eighteen miles, and dined; to James Star's, at Par-
vin's, twenty miles, and lodged. This day's ride,

forty-seven miles. The most of it good road over a
poor mountain country. Crossed the Schuylkill at

a forge in a gap of tlie Blue Mountains, and Maiden
Creek about a mile before I came to James Star's.

James Cooper having parted with me two miles back,
in order to go to John Star's, it felt very comfortable
to be with these my old neighbors and beloved
friends, James and Eleanor Star.

27th. First of the week. James Star accompanied
me to Reading; attended Friends' meeting in that

place, which is very small, six miles, and dined at

John Jackson's, who accompanied me to my son-in-

law's, Mark Hughes, seven miles, at Exeter. The
pleasure I felt in meeting with m\' children was more
sensible than easy to describe.

[ To he Conthmed.'\

Look on the bright side of life. Think of its

pleasant things. Bear its unpleasant things patiently.

Remember that the mercies of life greatly exceed its

ills, and that often these ills are mercies in disguise.

Keep a good conscience toward Goii and man. Be
willing to be governed by God's laws and to be saved

by his grace. These maxims, if practical, will best

solve the problem of happiness for this world, and
they surely will for the next world.

—

Exchange.

Ik the stafl' be crooked, the shadow cannot be
straight.
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LETTERS FROM EUROPE— VIIL
FLORENCE.

Florence, May 28, 1887.

EVERY city has its characteristic features, anil in

Florence these are all beautiful. The city is situated

in a plain, and on both sides of a fine river, the Arno,
which is not so wide as to make the separation very

inconvenient. In the distanc'e lofty blue hills break
the line of the horizon. The greater part of the

streets are of reasonable width, and a few of the

most modern are quite broad and are planted with

shade trees. In the central part, the core of the an-

cient city, are a few narrow and crooked streets and
some dilapidated and discreditable old buildings ; but

even there will be found some palaces, built before

the discovery of America, which have handsome ex-

teriors, and are comfortable dwellings. One at least

of these is still occupied by the family that built it.

Italy is a land of stone and lime, and of these mate-
rials the houses are almost entirely constructed. Not
only are the walls, exterior and divisional, of mason-
ry, but the staircase is invariably of stone, and the

floors in every story are tiled or of a rude mosaic or

of a concrete-mortar full of small stones, making a
fine breccia which is rubbed smooth and polished.

These floors are not supported by arches, but on large

cross timbers overlaid by rough and strong planks.

The roofs are covered with red tiles. The outer walls

are most generally of rubble woi'k, though sometimes
of brick. The masonry is very rough—more mor-
tar than stone used ; and the exterior is always stuc-

coed and tinted drab. The stucco stands well, and I

do not remember ever to have seen any falling off.

The size of these houses, which are seldom less than
sixty feet front and five stories high, and their color

give great beauty to the streets. Florence was for

several years the capital of the new Kingdom of It-

aly, and during that time much was done to improve
it, and an impulse in that direction given which did

not cease on the removal of the Court to Rome.
Florence has miles of picture and sculpture gal-

leries, and possesses some of the celebrated master-
pieces in both branches of art ; and at all times in

these galleries numbers of tourists may be found,
book in hand, examining the more remarkable
pieces. Artists, too, are there,witli their easels, pa-

lettes and brushes, copying some favorite piece. Some
of these persons are students improving themselves
in their art ; ideal copyists, copying pieces forsale. It

is, I hear, a poor business even for the most compe-
tent, and one can not but feel a pang of pity when he
sees a poorartist, often a woman, laboring over a work
which is but a caricature of the original and man-
ifestly never will be anything else. It is somewhat
remarkable that a copy so perfect as not to be dis-

tinguished from the original by the best experts, and
there are many such, is not worth a hundredth part
of the value of the original. From this it would seem
that pictures are valued not for what they are, but
for who made them, and I think it but a fair deduc-
tion from this fact, that the immense value of some
great pictures is not intrinsic, but is a pretium affec-

iionis—Wke that attached to the relics of sainls or the

autographs of great men, or to certain editions of re-

markable books, like the Bible, sold at auction a few
days ago for more than ten thousand dollars. My
opinion is that a vast deal of time is wasted by tour-

ists in picture galleries, and a vast deal of nonsense
talked about pictures. Some of those to which great
names are attached, would be pronounced by one of
unsophisticated taste to be little better than daubs,
and it is admitted by connois.seurs that some are lit-

tle better; generally with this admission goes the
discovery that such a picture has been " restored "

by some inferior hand and spoiled in the process. I

believe it may truthfully be said that some pictures

in these galleries bearing great names, would not if

the authors were unknown, be considered worthy of
a place on the walls of any man of ordinary taste. In
the Vatican is a salon containing a few choice works
by modern artists and I understand that competent
judges consider them worthy of a place beside those
of the great masters; many persons think them su-

perior.

To a visitor from the New World it is always a
source of emotion to stand in places or before objects

connected with persons or events celebrated in the
history of past ages. Dante died a hundred years

before Columbus was born, yet we are shown the
house where he was born, the church in which he
was married, the spot on the sidewalk on which he
used to bring his chair to sit of an evening. From
that pulpit in the cathedral where we stand Savona-
rola preached while Columbus was on his voyage of

discovery. This cell in the convent of San Mario was
his ; this his chair ; these his books and the notes

on the margin are in his own hand-writing; all just

as he left them. And yet on a spot you will see at

the corner of the Palazzo Vecchio, he was strangled

and burnt nearly four hundred years ago. Such me-
morials of the long past are frequent, but none are

more revered by the people than those of Savona-
rola, and since the revolution in Italy has left the

people free to express their political opinion they
have erected a statue to the wise and courageous monk
who saved them from the horrors of foreign inva-

sion, and showed them the way to drive out a worth-
less ruler and establish a vigorous and efficient pop-
ular government. And yet he took upon himself no
authority ; he was simply a counsellor ; and his coun-
sels were given chiefly from the pulpit, and his chief

counsel was that the people should reform their own
lives and morals. Where the people sought safety from
threatened invasions and political dangers, he said

practically " Seek first the kingdom of God and his

righteousness and all these things shall be added
unto you." But in his zeal for righteousness he at-

tacked the vices of the clergy—even dared to censure
the Pope. He was commanded to confine himself to

his convent and preach no more in the cathedral.

He obeyed for a time, but could not long refrain. He
appeared again in public and denied the authority of

the head of the church to impose on him an unjust

condition. A controversy ensued, and Savonarola
sought to end it by a direct appeal to the Supreme
Being. After notice given he appeared on a certain

day before the people, and publicly and in the most
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solemn manner besought God to strike him Jead if

he was not riglit in the course lie was pursuing. No
stroke oanie and Savonarohv was weak enough to

chxini that his appeal had been answered, ami had
been decided in his favor. His enemies—and neces-

sarily he had many—were more clearsighted. They
contended that a mere negative, the mere inaction of

the Almighty decides nothing ; and they challenged

Savonarola to a positive test. Let a great fire be kin-

dled and let Savonarola walk through it, and if he

came out unharmed then all could see and would ad-

mit that the hand of the Lord was with him. To
this proposition Savonarola at first declined to con-

cede. He held that the Almighty had already de-

cided the question, and refu.sed to reopen it. But his

friends were eager to confound their adversaries and

doubted nothing that the Almighty would stand by

them in a second trial as they believed he had in the

first. It was finally determined that the proposed

ordeal should be accepted, but that not Savonarola,

hut a beloved young disciple of his should undergo

it, accompanied in his passage through the flames by

one of the oi)posite faction who with equal fanati-

cism undertook the venture. The day was appointed,

the pile was built, the champions were ready, but

difficulties sprang up. questions arose, debates took

place, and the people waited in vain for the spectacle

and miracle until at length a heavy rain came on and
rendered the trial impossible. From that hour Sav-

onarola's popularity declined. It seems almost im-

possible that he'could have justly forfeited the favor

of the people. There was nothing, so far as we know,

to throw doubt upon his courage, or wisdom, or the

justice of the course he was pursuing, or his devotion

to the cau.se of the people ; but it is certainly true

that either.their devotion to him cooled or that they

lost couratre. Savonarola, it seems to me, brought

himself within^, the condemnation of [hose who
tempt the Lord their God, and if it did not draw on
him the Divine interference, which we cannot think

it did, in the ab.sence of any other sufficient cause, I

am inclined^to^think that the mass of the people per-

ceived that ifi^he appealed to the Almighty he was
bound to produce some miraculous token of his ap-

proval, otherwise'he failed, if indeed he was not con-

demned by the|silence of his judge. However that

may be, his enemies were embohiened to seize him;
the people iifted'not a finger in his defense, and he
who had turned aside the armies of France, who had
expelled the Medici, had set up a popular govern-
ment in Florence,'and successfully for a time defied

the pope, was imprisoned, tortured, condemned, and
burnt, but mercifully strangled before the fire was
applied ; and this in his city of Florence and in the
presence of its people. The amiable and trusting

young friend who would have so gladly taken his

place in the ordeal of fire, perished witli him. The
conduct of the [leople is inexplicable unless the sug-

gestion I have made contains the solution. But the
conduct of an unorganized mass may change though
no individual may have changed his opinions. It

will be remembered that in the evening the Jews
dared not sieze Christ i)ublicly because they feared
the people, and twelve hours later the people would

not allow him to be set at liberty, but insisted on his

execution. Certainly those who are here called the
people were two diflerent bodies of men. His friends

whom the Jews first feared were overawed; those

who crieil " Crucify him !
" were his old enemies

now emboldened to wreak their vengeance upon him.
And such, no doubt, was the case of Savonarola.

John D. McPherson.

FRIENDS IN THE FAB WEST.
Editors Intellige.vcer and Journal :

SOME of us who have manifested an interest in our
scattered Western Friends were rejoiced to see the
action of the late Philadelphia Yearly Meeting rela-

tive to them. Their remoteness from us and isolation

from one another render any systematic labor in their

behalf to be effective necessarily a joint labor. We
may not see a meeting started in every locality where
a few Friends reside, but we may expect to see a

few,—one in Lincoln, Nebraska, in particular. As the

result of the visits to the Friends there, they now
meet twice a month and are contemplating the estab-

lishment of an executive meeting. Genoa IMonthly

Meeting has been much encouraged by the attention

given them, and needs a continuance of it. At Gar-
rison, Neb., the few Friends are doing what they can,

and need help. We might say the same of other lo-

calities. We find .so much nearer home that seems
to demand all our spare time and means that we are

loath to go so far, but our children and friends are

constantly moving to the Far West, and unless we do
what we can to form a nucleus for them to gather
aronnd, we fail to discharge our whole duty. Thus
far, they have only been visited by Friends in the

ministry. Do not others sometimes have a concern ?

The social feature, the silent sympathetic travailer,

has as important a work as any others in this inter-

esting field. It is true that many of these scattered

ones are lukewarm, but on visiting them in their

homes, after having endured the many privations in-

cident to frontier life, their love for the " faith of

their fathers " yet burns brightly on the altar of their

hearts.

Let us keep the concern alive,and good will surely

come as the result of our eflbrts.

Edward Coai.e.
Holder, Illinois.

[Remarking upon the subject of our friend's com-
munication, we would say that after some delay in

beginning work, (due, mainly, to the pre-occupation

of its clerk), the committee appointed by Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting has prepared and sent out a cir-

cular to all the monthly meetingsin this Yearly Meet-
ing, asking for information as to the address, etc., of

their members in the distant Western States and Ter-

ritories. LTpon the receipt of replies to these circu-

lars, the Committee will be able to consider more in-

telligently this part of its undertaking. We see, how-
ever, in the matters alluded to by Edward Coale the

need of a more enlarged work than that authorized

as yet by our Yearly Meeting. The minute which it

adopted, in appointing the present committee, was
preliminary only, and upon a report being made, next
year, it is to be hoped that the scope of the commit-

I
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tee's duties will be so enlarged as that it may directly

encourage and assist the formation of meetings, in

the new fields of Kansas, Nebraska, and other States,

and may aid in gathering together other Friends,

where meetings cannot yet be organized. This is a

great work, and the efforts of Illinois Friends toward

it deserve a prompt and energetic cooperation from

Friends in the East.

—

Eds. Intelligencer and Jour-

nal.]

EXTRACT FROM RACHEL HICKS'S

JOURNAL.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I FEEL it right this afternoon to copy the following

from chapter iii. of the Memoir of Rachel Hicks for

the readers of the Intelligei er and Journal. How
clear and beautiful is the view—" Tiie Grace of God."

The human understanding can rest here in perfect

peace ; and all we have to do as a people is to stand

steadfast herein, and there will be a gathering to us

in the beautiful simplicity of the truth :

" Having given a brief account of my ancestors, I

now return to my own narrative and continue it in

the cross to my own will, not liking to speak or

write of myself; yet feeling that ere this is beheld by

mortal eye, I shall have passed into that state in

which the opinions of men cannot reach or atiect me.

In 1828 the separation in the New York Yearly

Meeting occurred, which brought a close trial upon

me, as many friends, Vk-ith my aged parents, whom I

loved almost to veneration, were of those called

'Orthodox,' who now left us whom they termed

'Hicksites.' Although I had taken no part in the

controversy, I was sorely grieved, for I saw differ-

ences of opinion separated very dear friends. My
venerable father was sorrowful becau.se I could not go

with him ; and I said in ray heart, ' How can it be

that my Heavenly Father requires of me that which

seems to be bringing down the gray hairs of my
earthly parents with sorrow to the grave !'

"Oh how often at those trying seasons did the

language of the holy Jesus who declared that he

'came to bear witness to the truth,' arise in my mind !

' He that loveth father or mother more than me is

not worthy of me ;' and again, ' Every one that hath

forsaken husband or brothers or sisters or father or

mother or wife or children or lands, for ray name's

sake, shall receive an hundred-fold, and shall inherit

everlasting life.' I felt that not only the good opin-

ion of many I dearly loved was to be given up, but

houses and lands also. All these I was made willing

to resign for acceptance with my Father in Heaven
through and by obedience to Christ, the power and

wisdom of God in my soul, for in no other way could

I see salvation by Christ. On account of this, when I

lay on a bed of sickness, doubtful of recovery, I was

told by eminent ministers that I was deluded and

wandering from the right path, and could not be

saved unless I believed in the atoning blood of Christ

on the cross, etc.

" Deep were my exercises, especially when I saw

my father's sad countenance and remembered his

pleading with rae ; and for his sake I wished I could

Bubrait to the doctrines called ' Orthodox.' Strong

were my petitions to my Heavenly Father that if I

had all my life been mistaken he would open ray eyes
to see it, and enable me to come out of every doctrine

and opinion that was not consistent with his will con-

cerning me. Never has he given me to see that the

early impressions on my mind, to obey his will in-

wardly revealed, as the only way to the Kingdom of

Heaven, were to be given up, or any other substituted

for this plain and simple way. And, at this time, the

more I heard and read of their 'plan of salvation,'

the more I w as confirmed in the belief of the all-suf-

ficiency of the ' Grace of God' through His mercy to

bring salvation to the obedient soul.
" I well remember in early life when I read some

of the writings of ancient Friends, and the declara-

tions of the apostles in the New Testament concern-

ing the blood of the body of Jesus Christ, shed on
the cross, being the propitiation for the sins of man-
kind, I reflected and could not comprehen<l it; and
I asked my father for an explanation, telling him
that when I sinned I suflered justly for my sins ; and
when I repented, my gracious Creator forgave me
and received me again into favor ; but I could not see

or feel that it was just for that Holy Personage to

sufler to atone for my sins. My dear father replied

that the doctrine was too deep for my young ami in-

experienced mind ; it was better for me to leave it

and attend simply to the teachings of the Spirit of

Truth in my own .soul, which was sufficient for me.

This I repeated to him when he in 1828, in great sin-

cerity and concern labored for (as he believed) my
unbelief and unsoundness. He said, ' It may be that

I was deficient in thy education ;
' but after a time of

solemn silence added, 'I have nothing better to rec-

ommend to thee now than obedience to this inward

monitor.'

"A few months after, when I was seriously ill, see-

ing his exercised countenance as he sat by my bed-

side, I desired my attendants to say to him that my
mind was quiet and peaceful as regards the cour.se I

had taken. . . . An<l now, as I write this, after

years of reflection and observation of the efi'ect of

promulgating opinions and doctrines not essential in

themselves tends to unprofitable discussion and con-

troversy, and often alienation for love for one an-

other. . . . Had all the members of the Society

lived in the life and power of the religion He taught,

the opinions our worthy predecessors were educated

to believe concerning the depravity of our nature by

Adam's transgression , etc., etc., would have been left be-

hind as non-essential, wiihout controversy or debate."

The test which our dear friend applied to such

things was the test of Jesus: "That which is not

subject to experience is not the doctrine which is of

God;" and I would inquire: Can there be any bet-

ter test than this? David Newport.

Abington.

A sacred burden in tliis life ye bear
;

Look oil it, lift it, bear it solemnly.

Stand up and walk beneath it steadfastly.

Fail not for sorrow, falter not for sin.

But ouwuril. uiiwurd, till tlie goal ye win.

—Frances Kemble,
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A WORD FOR THE WESTERN YEARLY
MEETINGS.

AS the time approaclies for holding tlie yearly meet-

ings of Ohio, Indiana, and far-distant Illinois, occu-

pying the very outposts of the Society, a feeling of

sympathy and interest is awakened, with an earnest

desire that these annual gatherings may be profitable

occasions to all who are in attendance.

In Illinois Yearly Meeting especially, the distances

are great and the cost of travel more than many of the

young and struggling ones can very well'afTord. Those

who are privileged to attend esteem it a favor to meet

and mingle together in the fellowship of the gospel,

beyond what many of us who have no such difficul-

ties to overcome can well realize. And it is this grate-

ful sense of privilege that adds so much to the warmth

and fervor of these meetings. Every occasion upon

which they assemble becomes a pentecostal feast, and

it is a wonderful blessing that the baptizing power is

so graciously dispensed. How otherwise would they

gather up and take with them to their isolated homes

the blessed influences that are shared in common by

all who, with one accord, meet to worship the Father

of Spirit?

It would waken up the dormant feeling in many

of us, who are so highly favored in our eastern meet-

ings, to go and sit with them, under the enlivening

influence of their greater zeal, the outcome of great

sacrifices and privations.

We would be better able to count our blessings

and set a true estimate upon the privileges we enjoy.

The very association with men and women who

have wrought out for themselves in the wilderness

homes of comfort and plenty—who have planted their

standards and set up their banners, where the name

of Friend was before unknown—and who have thus

carried the light of our simple faith into the very

heart of the wilderness ; to be associated with these in

their earnest deliberations, and in their efforts to

Btrengthen and increase their means for helpful ser-

vice in all the branches of christian endeavor is in-

deed a privelege that is worth all it costs the indi-

vidual. Here one meets the men and women who

are in the fore-front of the battle now waging be-

tween truth and error, between christian civilization

represented by the highest and best thought of the

age and the worn-out-creeds and cruel theologies, the

atheismsand unbeliefs, that are brought to our shores

by the multitudes from other lands, who seek the

larger liberty of this free nation.

That these Friends are doing an important work

for the present and future welfare of our Western

States cannot be denied ; they are foremost in human-

itarian labors, and in every effort for the suppression

of crime, and of the vices that debase humanity.

There is perhaps no body of people so few in number

that is wielding a greater influence or shares the con-

fidence of those in authority to a larger extent. This

must continue so long as the principles and testimo-

nies that have given the Society its place in the Chris-

tian church and in the world at large continue to be

upheld and maintained by them in the integrity of

their first promulgation.

DEA TES.

BLACKBURN.—Ou Eighth month 4, 1887, after a pro-

tracted aud painful illness, which he bore with wonderful

courage aud patience, Cyrus Blackburn, in the 61st year of

his age, a member and elder of Baltimore Monthly Meet-

ing, Md.

BUCKMAN,—Near Newtown, Bucks county, Eighth

month 6th, 1887, after a lingering and suffering illness of

dropsy, Mary C, wife of George B. Buckman, aged 42

years.

Although not a member of the Society, she was a

Friend in principle, and when health permitted attended

Newtown Meeting, where she was much beloved and high-

ly respected, and her death at so early an age is a real loss

to her husband and interesting children, as well as to a

large circle of relatives and friends.

BUCKMAN.—In Newtown, Bucks county, on Eighth

month 13th, 18S7, Sarah Buchman, in the 95th year of her

age. A member of Makefield Monthly and Newtown par-

ticular meetings.

BUEROUGH.—At their residence near Merchantsville,

N. J., Eighth month 9th, Helen, infant daughter of Joseph

A. and Mary L. Burrough, aged 3 mouths.

CLEAVER.—Eighth month 12th, Josiah Cleaver, of

Montgomery county, in his 72d year; an esteemed member
of Gwynedd Monthly Meeting.

COOK.—At her home, near Chatham, ou 2d of Seventh

month, 1887, Sarah, wife of Ennion J. Cook, aged nearly

66 years ; a member of London Grove Monthly Meeting,

Chester county, Penua. She was a devoted wife and

mother, ever ready to lend a helping hand, trying to do

unto others as she would have them do unto her.

ENTRIKEN.—Suddenly, in West Chester, on Fourth-

day, Seventh month 27, 1887, Esther P. Entriken, wife of

Caleb Eutrikeu and daughter of .Joseph Taylor, in the 61st

year of her age.

It is fitting there should be more than a passing notice

of the demise of Esther P. Entriken. We would here, as a

schoolmate and lifelong friend, extend a tribute of heart-

felt love to her memory and tender sympathy to her be-

reaved relatives aud friends. Early and tender influence

trained her " to feel for another's woe" and this sacred

leaven modelled her character through life, so that sympa-

thetic in heart, untiring in effort, did her helpful hand

ever respond, and like unto the good Samaratan she " went

about doing good;" although her own p.ith was strewn
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with sore afflictions which those of less fortitude could not

have surmounted. If the effulgeucy of the crown be pro-

portionable to the severity of the cross, her crown will in-

deed be enviable. We rejoice that she has lived, and we
feel an assurance that she has passed from works to re-

wards. A.

FELL.—At his home, Meohauicsville, Pa., suddenly, of

rheumatism of the heart. Eighth month 10th, David Fell, in

his 64th year.

HOWARD.—Sarah M. Howard, who departed this life

in Brooklyn, in the Seventh month of this year, was of a

genial courteous- "disposition, very sympathetic towards

others in times of trouble, having kno%vn sorrow herself.

She felt called upon in early life to take up her daily cross

and follow her Master as he directed" in the narrow path

that leads unto life, finding true peace in so doing, and for

that she gave up many earthly pleasures. She will he

missed in our little company at meeting where she was a

regular atteuder in time of health, but we have the blessed

assurance tliat, " The path of the just is as the shining

light, that shineth more and more unto the perfect day."
" The memory of the just is blessed." *

HADDOCK.—In Philadeljihia, Eighth month 7th,

Frank, son of Thomas Maddock, and grandson of the late

Emmor Kimber, Jr., aged 33 years.

OFFLEY.-On the 30th day of Seventh month, 1887,

Wilson Denn, infant son of Michael and Mary Griscom
Offley, of Baltimore, Md., .aged 8 months and 6 days.

0'NE.\LL.—At the residence of his daughter, near

Benjarainville, 111., on Fourth-day morning. Seventh month
13, 1887, Gary O'Neall, in the 83d year of his age.

TOWN.SEND.—Eighth month 8th, in Philadelphia, Sal-

lie B. widow of Charles Townsend, formerly of Port Eliza-

beth, N. J., a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends

of Philadelphia.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 34.

Eighth Month 28th, 1887.

THE BEATITUDES.

Topic : Mercy.
Golden Tk.xt :

" Blessed are the merciful

;

obtain mercy. Matt. 5 ; 6.

Read Matthew 5 : 1-13.

THE Beatitudes are the foundation principles of the

Gospel of Jesus. Living in accord with their teach-

ings makes that gospel a message of glad tidings to

the whole family of man. Said Luther ;
" Blessed is

indeed a fair, sweet, and pleasant commencement, of
his (Jesus) teaching and preaching, for he does not
come in, like Moses, or like a teacher of the law,

with commands, threats, and terrors, Ijutin the most
kindly manner with attractions, and allurements, and
most sweet promises," and herein do we find a les-

son for his ministers. The disobedient are tenderly
encouraged to seek the better way, and led along by
promi.ses of loving and helpful care. It is only tho.se

who for a pretense make gifts and long prayers, and
adhere to outward observances, that his denuncia-
tions are directed against. No words he uttered

were so severe as those tliat condemn the hypocrite.

Blessed are the merciful, those who pity, sympathize
with, and help to relieve misery and sufl'ering. Meek-
ness is a passive virtue, mercy an active one. " The
meek bear the injustice of the world : the merciful

bravely address themselves to the wants of the world."

This beatitude is the natural, outward exprssion of

the inner hungering after righteousness. It is love to

the needy, the troubled, the sinful, even to those who
have wronged us.

Shall obtain mercy. We generally receive from oth-

ers what is given them, kindness for kindness, harsh-
ness for cruelty. Those who are merciful from a love

to God and a desire to show forth the blessedness of

that love, that others may be drawn to the same di-

vine source and centre of all good, will feel within

themselves the assurance of God's mercy.
The chief lesson to be derived from this beatitude

is that true enjoyment, the enjoyment that makes
us feel at peace with God, and loving and kindly dis-

posed towards all the creatures that share with us

the bounties of his providence is not found in mirth,

in wealth, in worldly honor or applause. We have
true happiness only when the motives that prompt
our action are those which spring from our desire to

be what the Divine being calls upon us, in the secret

chambers of the soul to be, and in living and acting

in a manner that meets his approval.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SUMMER DA YS ON THE MAINE COAST—III.

MOUSE ISLAND.
A DAY of tolerable settlement of the weather on the

26th of Seventh month, was excuse for deserting the

pleasant places in the harbor of York , which received

us for a time and made us kindly at home while the

wild storm wind roared around the coast, and the

windows of the heavens were opened upon the land.

We have made a general inspection of the floral treas-

ures hidden by fairies in the woodland shadows, and
by the seaside under the guardianship of Agmenticus

;

have visited the Roaring Rocks, noted the hand-wri-

ting of the Creator upon the strata which have been

broken up into chaotic masses, and then seamed by
volcanic outpourings of the melted interior matter of

the earth. This has hardened into compact, basaltic

masses, which have grown old, and, broken by the

ice chisel and the frost wedge, have yielded to the

wild impulse of the thundering waters and left a

deep chasm in the original rocky battlements of this

coast. Up this chasm comes the tide, and baffled

like some fierce monster of his prey retires roaring to

the outer sea. It is forever a long warfare between
the land and sea. Even the most peaceful scenes of

sunny brightness have a tragic record of woe and
wrath. These smiling fiords of Maine have been red

with the blood of men and women who have sought

a home on the poor rocky shores and beside rivers

which come down from the forest-clad heights of the

interior to mingle with the terrible Atlantic waves.

But more cruel than the sea, more devastating than

the earthquake and volcano, is man made under the

influence of fierce fanatic zeal. The Jesuit has built

his mission and has sought by well studied arts to

engraft his creeds upon the untutored minds of the

red tribes of the forest. They succeeded for a time;

and French courage and enthusiasm, combined with

the Jesuit's secresy and religious zeal, made heavy
times for the English settlers on these shores, marked
by the midnight raid on valley and town, death or

captivity often in the depth of winter, fiery destine-
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tion to every AngloSaxon roof-tree. Siibseque.nt

slavery to tlie forest lonls seems to me more terrible

than any oilier siifl'ering to which these primitive

settlers of our race were exposed. Maidens were
seized and borne away to the strongholds of the Ro-

mish power in Canada, and there indoctrinated in

childhood witli the system of faith so strangely at

variance with what we feel to he vital Christianity.

Whittier's ballad of Mary Garvin illustrates these

phases of pioneer life here alluded to. The poem of

Mogg Megone is considered by Whittier one of his

most successful efforts. In portraying the Indian

character he has taken a realistic view of it, as it has

comedown tons through Church, May hew, Charle-

voix, and Roger Williams, and discarded the roman-
tic view of poet and novelist.

But nothing in the records of this now vanished
people, is more romantic than the story of the en-

thusiastic priests who came down among the power-
ful forest tribes of Maine. Sebastian Rale, a French
Jesuit, came from Quebec in 1695, among theCanebas
Indians of the Abenqui nation, near the confluence

of the Kennebec and Sandy Rivers. He was a man
of high culture, and had been Greek professor in the

College of Nismes, in southern France. He prepared

a complete dictionary of the powerful and flexil)le

Abenqui language,—the " Greek of America," as it

has been denominated. The Jesuit missionary gained

the confidence of the Indians by sympathizing with

them in the frequent gross injuries and cruelties in-

flicted upon them by English adventurers. It is.said

that he had a superb consecrated banner floating be-

fore his church, emblazoned with the cross and a

bow and sheaf of arrows. This was the cru.sading

flag borne repeatetlly over the smoking ruins of Maine
and New Hampshire settlements. Norridgewock
was destroyed by two hundred and seventy colonist

soldiers, who rushed swiftly thither, in winter, by
the aid of snow shoes. The sachem of the tribe

went to Boston at the close of Queen Anne's war, to

demand the rebuilding of the village church, and an
indemnity for the destruction of the houses. IMassa-

chusetts promised both, on condition that Norridg-

wock accepted a Puritan pastor, but the sachem re-

fused the condition. The Indian town was soon re-

built by themselves but repeatedly destroyed by the

English colonists, until in 1724 the whole population

with Father Rale himself were put to death.

Whether the priest did indeed promote and en-

courage the warlike Indians in their raids on the col-

onists we cannot now be quite sure. It seems certain

,

however, that he had been to his flock a tender and
zealous shepherd for thirty-seven years, and the Ang-
lican Bishop, Fenwick, of Boston, thought it fitting

to erect a granite obelish on the site of the church,

many years ago. The more romantic and chivalric

French were more successful than were the Puritan

English in winning the friendship and love of the In-

dian tribes. And we should bear in mind that this

region was a part of the Acadia granted to his people

by the French m onarch by right of di.scovery—but

claimed by the same right ( ?) by the Anglo-Saxon.
We reach Bath, at the mouth of the Kennebec,

near evening, and a neat steamboat is ready to take

us on a twelve miles voyage down the archipelago

which stretches in long penin.'rulas and parallel islands

out into the seas. The long and beautiful day
closes in glory among these most picturesque isles

—almost as fair a scene, perhaps, as earth can show.

A pleasant breeze salutes us, and the fair islets seem
to smile as we pass by to reach a point near the broad

Atlantic. Who has heard of Mouse Island— a little

beautiful isle of forty acres of rocky woodland and
pasture, where a man of moderate means a few years

ago built himself a goodly pleasure house, invited

many friends to visit him, made his home beautiful

by art as well as by nature, and came hither to rest

from his labors? But financial ruin came upon the

visionary pleasure seeker, and the sheriff's descent

upon his island home and its .sale for a tithe of the

cost provides a lovely site for a house of summer rest

for weary workers in the harvest fields of life. A
commodious hotel with pleasant lawn and park, a

place of boundless possibilities, awaits us, and before

the mist of the ocean settles round us for the night,

we are at ease in tho Samoset Hou.se. We have a

vantage ground for many a pleasant sail and excur-

sion by water to neighboring points of interest, but

are far from libraries and helpful books. Here we
may find rest for many days, for the mists of ocean

are our shield from the darts of Apollo.

Gentle kine feed upon the pastures won from the

rock and the sea, one solitary and serviceable horse

finds useful employment in the transfer of baggage

from the steamboat to the hotel. The spruce and

the balsam fir and an occasional red oak and birch

have a congenial habitat among these rocks, and in

convenient places are seats for rest and observation.

The walks are gently graded, shaded, fragrant as a fir

pillow, and we need hurry no more, for this is truly

a Castle of Indolence.

The gentlemen whom we find here are stalwart

Maine men, full of zeal and activity, but no word of

fierce debate and controversy is to be heard in these

halls. The hour is consecrated to rest and good fel-

lowship. At eventide all the guests are attracted to

the spacious parlor by tlie voices of melody or to the

reading room by warmth and brightness, and when
night comes we seek social pleasure, and in time

peaceful slumber by the sound of the sea, which

breaks gently on the shore. When the full moou
sheds a steady, mild light on sea and land, and the

sailing craft go gently by, like spiritual creatures

assuring us of the bliss of those whose hold on earth

is broken, I could assure our kind host, who stood

among us, that in all my experience I had never seen

more tranquil and perfect beauty.

One of the earliest of our pleasant experiences

here was a "clam-bake," in which we were solicited

to take part on the second day of our visit. Twenty-

one summer guests, all strangers to us, assemble at

the morning hour on the deck of a little sailing boat,

having a good lunch provided for a pic-nic repast

beneath the oaks by the seaside, and we sail away to

a position a little distance up the river. The skipper

becomes ourentertainer
;
good humored, quick witted,

and clear eyed, he proved equal to the occasion. His

cheery conversation made us soon acquainted and by
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the time we were safely landed at the trysting place

we felt like old friends. The captain triumphantly
showed us his store of clams which were of the ap-

proved thin-shelled variety. Then a fire was kindled

on a basin shaped rock until the surface glowed with

a fervent heat. The embers were cast off and a

bioom was used to wash it with sea water. Upon
the hot rock a quantity of wet sea weed was spread

and then the white delicate-looking clams were
placed in this bed of steaming heat. They were cov-

ered with another 'generous layer of sea-weed, then

some pieces of straw matting, and the funeral pyre of

the mollusks was complete. Half an hour was al-

lowed us to contemplate these mysteries, when coffee

and other luxuries were prepared, and the clam-bake
is also ready. Forth comes the fragrant bivalves

from their bed of martyrdom and the expectant guests

are ready to accept them in all their simple goodness
as a noon-day repast. The young maidens of the

party had found a wealth of convolvulus of the dwarf
cornel, in its red fruitage, and of the azure-berried

Clmlonia borealis to weave in garlands for the liats of the

heroes before the festival commences. Then we pro-

ceed to taste the nature of the viands presented. This
is of such a character as to call forth no variety of sen-

timent from the company. Merriment and good feel-

ing are promoted, and the captain, warned by the ex-

perience of many clam-bakes, has provided an inex-

haustible supply of the desired bivalves, and none
go away until they have had enough and to spare.

Another maritime holiday was the excursion to

Pemaquid with a Methodist Sunday-school and its

pastor. Suitably attired, well behaved little children

and their teachers were our entertainers and we go

in the steamer to the disappearing site of the buried

town of Pemaquid. We descend our archipelago till

in full sight and sound of the sea

—

" The restless sea resouuds along the shore,

The light laud breeze flo.ats outward with a sigh.

And each to each seems chanting evermore
A mournful melody of days gone by."

We are at the end of a penmsula, and Pemaquid
is only a poor little fishing hamlet with but slender

accommodations for visitors. But our kind friends

made us welcome to share their good cheer, after

examining the place of graves and noting the relics

of ancient fortifications, streets, cellars, wharves, etc.,

which are evidences that this same spot was once the

"Metropolis of New England." It was ravaged by
Indian warfare, was plunilered by pirates, assaulted

by the French, and then utterly destroyed by the

Baron of Castine and his Indian allies and its re-

maining inhabitants led into captivity. The place

has a record of suflering scarcely to be surpassed—
" Here, where they lived, all holy thoughts revive,

Of patient striving and of faith held fast

;

Heie, where they died, their buried records live.

Silent they speak from out the shadowy past."

We gathered wormwood and tansy from the gar-

dens of the past and plucked the patient wild-flowers

from the graves of the pioneers. The golden rod was
blooming gaily among the ruins, having no heart to

grieve for those who here laid down life uuavailingly

in a struggle against fate. We mused on !Micuiacs

and Tarantines, and marvelled if their names were
indeed remembered any more among the sons and
daughters of Maine. I asked several, but was as-

tonished to hear grave, intelligent men declare they

had never heard of either tribe, nor of the terrible

Castine who was their leader and the regulator of

their vengeance.

The striped maple or moose-wood, [Acer Pennsyl-

vanicuin), is introduced to us for the first time on this

island. Early in August the red fruit, (a samara, of

course), is ripe. The drooping racemes have the ap-

pearance of rich and graceful clusters of flowers,

highly colored and firmly adherent to the tree, which

is slender and scarcely more than a shrub in its size.

It is certainly worthy of cultivation in park and lawn,

and should be more familiar than it is.

Very soon after our arrival at this Isle of the

Mouse, our attention was attracted to the singularly

bearded and fringed appearance of the balsam fir.

The trees have their usual robust appearance, their

bluish green verdure being quite unfaded, but the

whole body of the trunk is draped with the Usnea

which is arranged spirally around the stem and

hangs gracefully from the horizontal branches. At

first it did not occur to us that these were mourning

weeds. But we very soon saw that there were many
branches that had a brown color, indicating disease,

and the most blighted branches were on the most

mossy trees. In our boating among these isles we
soon learned that a blight is on these precious trees

that clothe so generously the rocky shores of Maine.

It is supposed to be the sting of an insect and ia

quite deadly to the balsam fir. Many of these wave

washed islands are now quite bare of trees, and un-

less some remedy can be applied, whole forests must

perish.

We can hardly estimate the loss to this compara-

tively sterile region, if it must lose the forest covering

which so generously clothes its rocks and rugged

fields with a protection from the tempests of winter

and from the burning sunshine of summer. Can not

the birds, so beautiful and melodious, be nature's

conservators of the trees, or have they been too reck-

lessly destroyed by the "sportsmen" who are too

murderous to the gentle forest tribes, to whom it is

given to manage the balance of vegetable and ani-

mal life in our forests and groves? I would ven-

ture to plead for the systematic preservation of the

bird life that seems to be getting more and more

scarce in these lovely shades of the northern woods.

At any rate let us trust that the manifest need will

make people more thoughtful of the ways and

means that nature puts into our hands. S. E.

Eighth month 7, 1887.

"Watch and pray, that ye enter not into tempta-

tion," said Jesus to his disciples on the night of his

betrayal. Do both. Neither can be substituted for

the other. We must help ourselves by watching

against temptation, and by praying we must ask God
to help us.

—

Seledtd.

A GOOD conscience is to the soul what health is to

the body.

—

Addiso.v.
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THE USE OF " ODD ENDS" OF TIME.
Editors Intklligencer and Journal :

HAVING some years ago beard the late Dr. Ezra
Mirliener give expressiou to some of the views con-

tained in the following letter, I wrote soon after,

askinfjr if he would be willing to place them upon
paper for tlie benefit of a First-day school I was then

directly interested in, together with a short account

of what he had been able to accomplish through a

busy life, by employing the " odd ends " of his lime.

Thinking his reply may be of interest, and may serve

as a stimulus to some of the younger readers of the

Intelligencer and Journal, I offer it for publication.

Your friend,

]yoodbury, N. J. AV. W. G.

Dear Friend :—The statement alluded to in thy note

was made in support of a sentiment which 1 have
often expressed: That the common plea of wani o/"

time, is generally a poor excuse for idleness; we can

mostly find time to do if our interest is only equal

to the ta«k.

My school education was extremely deficient; ex-

clusively confined to reading, writing, and arithmetic,

(with an exception of six weeks), all with one

teacher, who subsequently died a common drunkard.

Up to my twentieth year, my time was mostly spent

on the farm and in the lime quarry. I then com-

menced the study of medicine; graduated in 1818, and
entered into practice. It was a rural district and re-

quired much, both of time and travel, to accomplish it.

Kow for the odd ends of my time. I had given some
attention to theoretic Botany during my student life,

and my travels oflfered me an opportunity to observe

and to collect plants; and I soon had a herbarium of

most of the species found in Chester county, with

some from several of the neighboring States, making
from 12,00 to 15,00 species. Then I took up Zoology,

the quadrupeds, birds, reptiles; and in a few years I

had collected, skinned, and mounted about 500

species ; a large portion of which were afterward

presented to Swarthmore College by Edward Hoopes
and myself Next I engaged in Cryptogamic Botany,

—the lichens, mosses, and fungi. My herbarium of

these obscure classes of plants, at a rude estimate

contains about 0,000 species. To these succeeded

Concliology, the study of shells ; of these I have col-

lected and arranged from 4,000 to 5,000 species.

For more than thirty years of this time, 1 served

as clerk either of the monthly or quarterly meeting
;

and performed my proportionate share of other So-

ciety labors. Nor have I found it necessary to neglect

the more general literary, scientific, and educational

pursuits.

And now, near the completion of my eighty-

second year, I am making, and have made and pre-

pared a collection of nearly 300 species of woods,

mostly the indigenous or cultivated growth of this

vicinity.

As this statement is solicited, and has been made
for the stimulus and encouragement of the young, I

hope thou will not charge me with egotism for mak-
ing this narrative of the simple facts.

Very respectfully, Ezra Miciiener.

Toughkenamon, 27ih of Ninth month, 1876.

TESTIMONIES AGAINST CAPITAL PUNISH-
MENT: CASE OF SAMUEL JOHNSON.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

THE following petition concerning Samuel Johnson,

having been sent to nearly all the monthly meetings

of Concord, Western, Bucks, and Abington Quarter-

ly Meetings was, with modifications in some cases,

united with and directed to be signed by the clerks

of the meetings hereafter named. In several of the

meetings an extraordinarily deep and earnest feeling

was expressed ; the sin of i)articipation in the crime of

dooming a fellow being to death, being felt as a

heavy burden, without an adequate protest against it.

The petition was a relief to those whose consciences

forbade them to remain silent, and is indicative of

the strong feeling against a barbarous, inhuman, cruel,

and disastrous mode of administering punishment in

a christian community, shared not alone by members
of the Society of Friends, but by the most enlight-

ened and elevated of all denominations, or of none.

This feeling is already so strong that with proper

eflbrts there can be no doubt that in a few years of

faithful endeavor the obnoxious law might be re-

moved from the statute book.

The petition, as signed by a majority of the meet-

ings, is as follows :

I'o the Bi.ard of Pardons, Commomoealth of Pennsylvania :

Dear Friends:—Believing in the sacredness of human
life audjin the sinfulness of its destruction, whether by legal

enactment or otherwise ; and farther believing that the

safety of the community may be better provided for by the

imprisonment of its criminals, this meeting unites in peti-

tioning your body for a commutation of the death sentence

passed upon Samuel Johnson, now awaiting execution at

Media, Delaware county, Pennsylvania.

We are unwilling to remain silant when an eminently

proper opportunity is afforded of bearing our testimony

against capital punishment and its train of depraving in-

fluences, appalling in their nature.

We are strengthened in our appeal by the existence of

a wide-spread feeling of doubt as to Johnson's guilt of the

murder of John Sharpless. His imprisonment may pre-

vent an injustice for which no human effort could atone.

The meetings taking action were eighteen in num-
ber. Five of the petitions are already in the hands

of the Board of Pardons. The thirteen remaining

will be presented on Third-day, the 16th instant by

a committee consisting of competent persons, who
will appear personally before the Board of Pardons,

on behalf of the monthly meetings. The meetings

represented are Darby, Chester, Goshen, Concord,

Centre, New Garden, London Grove, Kennett, Sads-

bury, Pennsgrove, Buckingham, Radnor, and Sole-

bury.

The five meetings not mentioned will be reported

hereafter. An amount of influence which cannot be

estimated by numbers, is represented by these

eighteen meetings. In nearly all cases the woman-
hood of the Society of Friends is strongly in favor of

this petition, which is based on the sinfulness of cap-

tal punishment.

On behalf of the Committee.
Grace Anna Lewis.

True content is onlv in heaven.
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For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

GARY O'NEALL.

OUR friend Gary O'Neall, well-known to many

Friends in Illinois, died Seventh month 13, in his

83d year. He will be familiarly remembered by the

readers of The Journ.\l, a few years ago, as " Rns

Kuris," one of its frequent correspondents. He was

born in Newberry District, South Carolina, in 1805,

his father being a minister of Bush River Monthly

Meeting in that State. In 1819 the family removed

to Washington county, Indiana, where Blue River

Meeting was then and is yet held. They shortly

after removed to Green county, in the limits of

Honey Creek Meeting, which was a large, flourishing

meeting for several years, but now has passed away.

Here the subject of the sketch entered largely into

business and was a victim of the unjust Bankrupt act

in that State at that time. Having been deprived of

his just rights by it, he manifested his unswerving

convictions for right by not claiming its protection,

and yielded all his large property up for the benefit

of his creditors. This was in 1844. But his cup of

sorrow was not yet full, for following the death of

two of his sons was that of his wife, Eloisa Boyd,

leaving him with five small children, one only nine

days old. In 1846 he married Margaret Staflbrd,

mother of his youngest daughter, who only lived

eighteen months. In 1850 he married Indiana

Hoggatt, who lived but three months after marriage.

in 1SG2, gathering the shattered remains of his

family and fortune around him, he removed to Ben-

jaminville. 111., where on a small farm on the open

prairie, with his devoted children, he spent the last

years of his life, his children all married and with

one exception living near.

He was always a leader of public sentiment. An

active anti-slavery man, an earnest advocate for

temperance, and equal rights, his influence was felt

wherever he lived. Ever active with voice and pen,

he will be remembered by those who knew him in

the prime of life as an earnest and able defender of

his convictions of right. As a Friend he was always

consistent, regular even to the last in his attendance

of our meetings; and often in inclement weather,

when many in robust health sought the shelter of

their own firesides, this venerable father would be

found in his accustomed place.

His children were devotedly attached to him, and

his two daughters, Martha and Margaret, ministered

to his many necessities during his last years with all

the patience and tender care necessary for a little

child. A very large concourse of neighbors and

friends attended the funeral, which was in the

solemn silence he loved so well. E. C.

No human being can come into this world without

increasing or diminishing the sum total of human

happiness, not only of the present, but of every sub-

sequent age of humanity.—BuREiTT.

Trials are medicines which the Great Physician

prescribes because we need them. Then let us trust

in his skill, and thank him for his prescription—

Newton.

HALLIDAY JACKSON.

THEdeath of Halliday Jackson, of West Chester, was
noted in last week's paper. The Republican of that

borough says of him : He was born in Darby, Dela-

ware county, on the 27th day of 12th month,1817, being

the son of Halliday and Jane Jackson. He early

evinced a taste for educational matters and about

1841 he first came to this locality and taught the

school connected with the High street Friends' meet-

ing for .several years. He was also an instructor for

a time in Benjamin Price's then well-known board-

ing-school. Afterward he taught in the Salem

Friends' school until his services were sought by the

Friends' Institute of New York. He was particu-

larly fitted for work in the school room, being him-

self an enthusiastic student and efficient instructor,

and it was only because his health would not endure

the confinement that he relinquished the occupation

and became a farmer. He was first married in 1846

to Caroline, daughter of Thomas and Eliza Hoopes,

residing near West Chester. Her death occurring a

few years afterward, he was in 1854 again united in

marriage, to Emily Hoopes, the sister of his former

wife, who survives him as do also four sons and a

daughter. It was about 1858 that he finally moved
to this locality, after having taught for a time at

Darby, and shortly afterward he located upon the

farm in West Goshen where he has passed the greater

portion of his remaining years, by no means neglect-

ful in the meantime of his educational pursuits, which

were continued greatly to his own gratification and

the profit of his friends. His attainments in the lit-

erary and scientific world were of no ordinary char-

acter. In his youthful days his love was especially

for mathematics and astronomy, but later botany in

its various branches claimed more of his attention

and he was particularly versed in the nature of fungi

and algte and in the intricate features of the study.

Natural philosophy, mineralogy, and conchology also

received from him very considerable attention and in

the Microscopical Society, of which he was a mem-
ber, he has often publicly imparted much interesting

and valuable information. He was the author of a

history of the Jackson family, which he prepared

with much care and labor, while among other mat-

ters that came from his ready pen were a number of

poems whose merit has led his friends frequently to

importune him to have them collected and published.

He was always an earnest, consistent member of the

Society of Friends, in which he was entrusted with

many responsible positions.

Halliday Jackson possesed in a marked degree those

attributes which make the true gentleman, the con-

scientious and upright citizen. Quiet and unobtru-

stive in nature his worth was thoroughly appreciated

only by those who came in direct contact with him,

but he died carrying with him the re-pect and good

will of all, the enmity of none, and in his death the

community is truly sensible of a serious loss.

He is a brave man who dares meet himself alone

in the open field, to examine his heart uninfluenced

by the world.—Dillwyn's " Reflections."
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NEWS OF FJiTENDS.
—Pliilailclpliia Quaili'ily Meeting was lielil at the

Valley, on the Dili inHtant. Tiie attendance was good,

over one hundred Friends coming by train from Phil-

adelphia. In the meeting for worship there were

communications from Thomas Foulke, of New York,

Nathaniel Kichardson, of Byberry, Robert Hatton,

and others. The business meeting was cccnpied

mainly with matters of routine. No report was on the

table from Exeter Monthly Meeting. It was stated

by a Friend present that the men's branch of the

monthly meeting had been held, but that the two

clerks being both absent, no business had been trans-

acted. Thesul)ject of a report from the representa-

tives to the Yearly Meeting, to be presented to the

quarterly meeting, engaged attention both in the

men's and the women's meeting.

—Our friend Thomas Jenkinson, of West Chester,

Pa., entered his 94th year on the 10th instant. A
paragraph in a local paper says: "Although of such

an advanced age his general health is quite good, and

he is usually found in his .seat at the head of the gal-

lery at the High Street Friends' Meeting House on

First and Fourth-day mornings. Apart from a weak-

ness of his knees which prevents him from undertak-

ing to walk any great distance, he is remarkably active

in both body and mind, and frequently in the morn-

ing may be seen making neighborhood calls to in-

quire after the sick and afflicted. His prolonged life

he attributes to temperate and regular habits.

—Daniel H. Griffin, a minister of Amawalk Month-
ly Meeting, New York, with his wife. Amy W. Griffin,

an elder, as companion, expect to attend Easton and
Saratoga Quarterly Meetings, to be held at Granville,

N. Y., on the 31st of Eighth month. They also ex-

pect to attend all the meetings composing that Quar-

ter, and to appoint some meetings.

—John J.Cornell and wife were in attendance at

Purchase Quarterly Meeting, at Purchase, on the 3d

instant, and Nine Partners Quarter, at Oblong, on the

8th.

EDUCATIONAL.
RURAL FRIENDS' SCHOOLS.'

WHILE in many points tlie instruction in all schools

must be the same, to insure success, yet in some par-

ticulars in rural districts the instruction must differ

from city schools both as to matter and method.
The object of Friends' schools, as I understand it,

is not narrow. We aim, not to make Friends out of
our students, but we do want Friends' principles

lived in our schools. We want to make of our pupils

noble men and women, the corner-stones of whose
characters must be the same all the world over, with
charity, with love for all, with hearts who.se every
throb is for humanity.

If ever a poor teacher were excusable, I think it

is in our rural schools. A country teacher must be
encyclopedia, library, and lecturer for her pupils.

She cannot refer them to this or that library, but,

outside of regular school hours she must recall what
she can, and hunt up from her private library or that

'Read at a conference held under the auspices of Baltimore
Yearly Meeting's Committee on Education at Bald Eagle, Pa.

of her friends all that will aid in making the lesson
in Geography, History, or any other branch of study
more instructive and more interesting.

A live teacher must bring to the subject before the
class all that bears in any way upon it of fact or inci-

dent, thus making the lesson a vivid picture oraseem-
ing living reality.

It is not enough in English History to impress
Elizabeth's reign upon a pupil's mind by the mere
political occurrences. Such knowledge is not imbiba-
ble, if I may use such a word

; but vivifv the reign,

—bring to it its literature, the liome-life of the peo-
ple, their dress, their occupation, and at once the
l)iipil is alert and ready. The dry bones of history

are animated and clothed as it were with tlesh.

Blood flows and nerves tingle through every day's
lesson. This research, of course, we need in all our
schools

; but to the country teacher not fully equipped
it involves much outlay of time and patience. Hence
there is the necessity for much care and thought on
the part of monthly meeting committees in the se-

lection of teachers who will elevate our schools to

the standard we wish.

Again we are in a manner isolated—we are away
from great centres. True we may always have the
world of books, if we have means to own a private
library

; but no great tomes of gathered wealth open
their doors to us as to citizens of large places. The
surroundings of our schools,—mountain and hill, val-

ley and stream, forest and field, indicate to us largely,

I think, the method to be pursued in the perceptive,
or rather the empirical science. With the formal
and rational sciences the form could vary but little

with place. Bird-song and flower-tint woo our stu-

dents to study among them ; hence rural methods in

the study of these sciences should be much objective.

Again in our rural schools, as a general thing,

we cannot devote so much time to one study as in

more favored localities. A few of our pupils use these
schools as preparation for higher, but the majority do
not. With most this will complete their school course

and be their only foundation for after-study. We
then must give a wider culture not so full—remember
I do not use the words not so thorough,—for it must
be thorough as far as it goes. Many kinds of seed
.nust be planted and just ready to quicken, then after

they quit our schools there will be such a reaching up
of each tiny germ that home study will be taken up
and kept up.

Above all we want the children in our schools to

be practical and we want to have all the methods em-
ployed fitted to that end. We want them to be skilled

in the use of knowledge not in the simple use of the
text-book. Such knowledge as the latter is the deep
well with the chain rusted and the bucket at the bot-

tom, or a hidden well over which the thir-sty walk and
know not its proximity, or a mirage ever receding,

giving no plea.sure to the possessor, and helping not
the world in whicli he lived. We want our pupils

taught in a way that will make them felt in the com-
munity in which they live; and I believe so simple
a thing as manner of recitation will make this possi-

ble. A boy who is taught to recite all through and
all about a subject—to take it up and handle it—is the
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boy who will go out in life to help in every good

movement and will make his voice heard in every

good cause, and just because he has been taught a

manly, self-reliant manner of expression in his every-

day recitation.
Louisa A. Russell.

THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH.
The Spirit of Truth, which we [the Society of Friends] hold

forth to be the saving rule of life, and from which the Scriptures

proceeded, is the greatest of all.

—Journal of WUliam Williams, 1810.

RITE, teojple, priest, psalm, word,

Not these the spirit needs:

The still small voice is heard

Above the clash of creeds.

That voice unto each heart

In gentlest tones will speak.

If it but draw apart

From all, iu reverence meek.

Law, temple, priest and rite

—

For these wo thank Thee, Lord,

For the uplifting might

Within thy written word.

But, Lord, we Ihauk Thee most

For this small voice within !

This is thine Holy Ghost,

Our safeguard against sin.

This is thy living word

Which speaks to every age

:

By earnest seekers heard.

Or peasaut, priest, or sage.

Thy temple is mine heart^
"Thy kingdom is within ;"

Thy priest, myself: thy rite.

Each conquest over siu.

Temple, priest, word, law, rite,

Hath not each true soul then,

That striveth for the Light?

Yea, Lord be praised ! Amen.
Alice Williams Bkotherton.

WHILE WE MAY.
t

THE bauds are such dear hands
;

They are so full ; they turu at our demauds
So often ; they reach out.

With trifles scarcely thought about,

So many times ; they do

So many things for me, for you

—

If their fond wills mistake,

We may well bend, not break.

They are such fond, frail lips

That speak to us. Pray, if love strips

Them of discretion many times.

Or if they speak too slow, or quick, such crimes

We may pass by ; for we may see

Days not far olTwhen those small words may be

Held not as slow, or quick, or out of place but dear,.-

Because the lips are no more here.

They are such dear familiar feet that go

Along the path with ours—feet fast or slow.

And trying to keep pace— if they mistake

Or tread upon some flower that we would take

Upou our breast, or bruise some reed.

Or crush poor Hoi)e until it bleed.

We may be mute.

Not turning quickly to impute
Grave fault ; for they and we
Have such a little way to go—can be
Together such a little while along the way.

We will be patient while we may.

So many little faults we find.

We see them ; for not blind

Is love. We see them ; but if you and I

Perhaps remember them some by aud by.

They will not be

Faults then—grave faults—to you and me.

But just odd ways—mistakes, or even less^

Remembrances to bless.

Days change so many things—yes, hours.

We see so differently in suns and showers.

Mistaken words to-nighc

May be so cherished by to-morrow's light.

We may be patient ; for we know
There's such a little way to go.

—Selected.

A SUMMER LULLABY.
THE sun has gone from the shining skies

;

Bye, baby, bye.

The dandelions have closed their eyes
;

Bye, baby, bye.

And the stars are lighting their lamps to see

If the babies and squirrels and birds, all three.

Are sound asleep as they ought to be.

Bye, baby, bye.

The squirrel is dressed in a coat of gray
;

Bye, baby, bye.

He wears it by night as well as by day

;

Bye, baby, bye.

The robin sleeps in his feathered down.

With the warm red breast and the wings of brown

But the baby wears a little white gown.

Bye, baby, bye.

The squirrel's nest is a hole iu the tree

;

Bye, baby, bye.

And there he sleeps as snug as can be
;

Bye, bady, bye.

Tile robin's nest is high overhead.

Where the leafy boughs of the maple spread
;

But the baby's nest is a little white bed.

Bye, baby, bye.

—EUDOR.4. S. BCMSTEAD, iu St. Nicholas.

From the Woman's Journal.

JENNIE COLLINS.

SIXTEEN years ago Jennie Collins was a tailoress

in Boston, working for her daily bread. Born unto

poverty, she had gauged its depths for many years,

during which she fought the battle of life single-

handed and alone. She had measured by pert-onal

experience the deprivations and misery of the large

class of shop girls who lived in cheap boarding-

houses an<l lodging-rooms, without resources and

without friends in time of sickness and trouble. But

at last, when more than half-way through life, she

won a little vantage ground for herself, and imme-

diately hastened to realize her long-cherished dream

of helping her less fortunate fellow-workers.

"If I had called my place 'Headquarters for

Working Women,' or any other similar name," said
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Jennie, when criticised for giving her humane estab-

lisliment so incongruous a cognomen, " it would have

attracted no attention wliatever. But when I put up

the sign ' Boffin's Bower ' everyhody ran up to the

room to see wliat the place was. I made lots of ac-

quaintances and friends that way, and got a great

deal of help. And then I was a reader of Dickens,

and took a great fancy to ' Boffin's Bower' and the

people connected with it. I have never regretted the

name."
During the early years of her public work I saw a

greatdealof JennieCollins, and knew thatsheandher

"Boffin's Bower" e.xerted a marvellous influence for

good over many who were ready to perish. In a let-

ter written to me last March, she says:

" My experience in these rooms is simply incredi-

ble to myself. It can never be told. It would not be

believed. Volumes would not suffice for the narra-

tion of peculiar individual cases that have come to

me with harrowing, and sometimes puzzling and try-

ing details, and which I have been able to relieve."

Her stronghold was the confidence reposed in her

by the public which always responded generously to

her appeals. That a poor working-woman, without

position or training, should be able to accomplish so

large and beneficent a work among the most unfort-

unate and hopeless classes, was simply a marvel. She

held a " fair " every fall to obtain means for free din-

ners during the winter for unemployed women who
paid for it in work. To many that dinner was their

only daily meals for weeks. One winter, that of '77

and '78, she furnished over 8,000 free dinners.

She was a stanch believer in woman suffrage, and

was confident it would prove a harbinger of a Iiigher

civilization. Until within a year or two, when her

footsteps tended slowly to death, I rarely missed her

from the audience at a suffrage meeting. I marvel

how she maintained her unshaken faith in humanity

while daily confronted with its most discouraging

vices and weaknesses. I wonder at the exhaustless-

ness of her patience, at the endurance of her courage,

and the constancy of her affection to even the most

wretched of her sex.

A society has been formed to continue her work.

For she was in herself a whole organization, compris-

ing in herself secretary and treasurer, finance and

executive committee. No one person could fill her

place, and although lacking prestige and position, she

accomplished an unknown amount of work tliat for

lack of a nobler descriptive term we call Christ-like.

Mary A. Livermore.

SIBERIAN DIET.

AS regards the food of the aboriginals of Asiatic Rus-

sia, vegetarianism cannot be said to have made much
headway among the nomads, whether in Siberia or

Turkistan.

Deprived for so many months of the year by snow

of the sight of anything green, when the Siberians

kill a reindeer they carefully empty its stomach of

the undigested mess the animal has eaten, and serve

that upas a delicacy, but in winter they get little

vegetal)]e food besides. Even with nomads of the

Steppe, what flour food they eat is taken chiefly in

the form of gruel. It struck me as a strange contrast

of dietary customs when the Archbishop of Vernoye
informed me that they intended to send monks as

missionaries of the Russian Church to the Buruti or

Kara-Kirghese, for the Russian monks eat no meat,

and the Buruti eat no bread, so they proposed to cut

the knot by planting a station on the shores of Lake
Isik-Kul, where the holy men could feed on fish.

The Kirghese of the Steppe live in the summer al-

most entirely on milk, variously prepared, whilst the

rich eat of mutton as their staple food, with the ad-

dition of beef, and occasionally camel's flesh. In the
north the Yakntes'B are fond of horse-flesh. A Ya-
kute bride on her wedding-day sets before her lord

and master as the greatest of delicacies horse-flesh

sausages, with a boiled horse's head, of which the
brains are the most dainty morsel. The quantity, too,

of horse-flesh they eat is appalling. Tlieir adage
says, that to " eat much meat, and grow fat upon it,

is the higliest destiny of man." I myself was not

present at one of their orgies, but as far back as the

days of Strahlenberg it was said that four Yakutes
would eat a horse. Once more, theGilyaks exist on
a very different kind of food, for they are almost ich-

thyophagi, salmon being their principal diet. This
fish comes up the Amur in such numbers that they

can be tossed out with a pitchfork. Even the dogs go

into the stream and catch for themselves, and salmon
such as the finest seen in London may be purchased

in the season among the Gilyaks for a penny each.

The fish, cut up and dried, without further cooking,

are eaten, a piece of similar size per day serving alike

for the Gilyaks and one of bis dogs. I went to the

lower Amur disposed to confide in the theory that

fish diet, by reason of its phosphorus, was calculated

to give brain power to students, but after .seeing the

miserable specimens of humanity in the Gilyaks who
live on fish, my belief in this theory has been rudely

shaken.

The Gilyaks make another use of the salmon

which I do not remember to have heard of in other

countries, inasmuch as they employ the skin for gar-

ments. Hence the Cliinese call them " Yupitatze," or

fish-skin strangers. The fish-skin is prepared from

two kinds of salmon. They strip it off with dexterity,

and by beating with a mallet remove the scales, and

so render it supple. Clothes thus made, I need

hardly say, are water-proof, but they have an objec-

tionalale smell to noses polite. I was fortunate

enough to purchase on the Anmr a fish-skin coat

which I believe in England is unique, for there is

nothing like it in the British Museum. It is hand-

somely embroidered on the back, the intermixture of

colors being skillfully wrought in needle-work.

Fish-skin, however, is used only for summer cloth-

ing. In winter the Gilyak delights to cloth himself

in the skins of his dogs, or of fox or wolf, as being

next warmest. The tribes further west, as indeed do

all the Siberian people, employ the skins of the rein-

deer and the elk for winter clothing. Such im-

mense numbers of the elk are killed that in some
years one may buy in the town of Yeniseisk alone as

many as ten thousand skins.

—

Dr. Henry Latisdell in

Harper's Magazine.
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THE PHYSICIAN OF THE NEAR FUTUBE.
THE progress of the last fifty years has wholly
changed the position of the science and art of the
physician. His very name meant Nature, and he
was so called because his subject for study was the
highest one in nature—the study of man. But there
was so little material for that kind of study which
deserves the name of science, and there was so much
demand for some one who could seek to relieve hu-
man pain and diseases that it is not wonderful that
the art made attempts, even when it had no science to

fall back upon. 'It did come to have observation and
experience, and in so far as it availed itself of these,

had a right to exist. But, as an art, it had to be em-
pirical, just because it had not enough orderly facts

out of which to make a science. Now the situation is

greatly changed. Almost every department of natural
science, in its modern accumulations, has had much
to hand over to the physician. The medical mind
became aroused, and soon saw that it too had a body
of science within it.self, waiting the search of the
scalpel and the microscope, and capable of being util-

ized for the purpose of art.

It is not at all troublesome that this more precise

knowledge has narrowed the sphere of drugs and
widened that of natural relief and cure. It is the
highest of human mechanism and of human skill so
to run a machine that is self-reparative, as that it may
have the very best chance to repair itself. That is

what the true physician of the present day is study-
ing with potential energy. He does not ignore drugs.
He knows that there are limitations as to the degree
to which the human organism, when out of repair,

can mend itself Hence, there never was a time
when the physician, finding such a condition, pushed
his drugs and other appliances more vigorously. He
has more accurately discerned their place and their

power, and so when he must employ them, does it all

the more actively. But he has al.so seen that the oc-

casions for their use are the rare exceptions. The
great study now is to know what are the precise pre-

servative and curative powers of the human system
and of each particular person, and how far and in

what way they are most available. Also, how they
can be aided in natural methods, such as by air, food,

water, exercise, etc. Hence it is that hygiene is no
longer a thing to be patronized. It is radical and
essential to the practice of medicine. Many a practi-

tioner past fifty years of age has become a poor prac-

titioner because he practices just as he was taught,
and knows more about Materia Medica than he does
about the Materia Naturx. The profoundest questions
now before the medical mind are those of nutrition,

of tissue repair, of preservation or renovation bv nat-

ural processes.

The greatest mortification and embarrassment to

the hygienist of thepresi^nt day is that so many think
that sanitation means skill in finding a nuisance
rather than deep knowledge of causes which prevents
their occurence. He is the modern physician who
finding results in the form of sickness, knows liow to

deal with them in full knoivledge of the curative re-

sources of the sanitary^or real medical art. The time

has really come when every family that can afford it

should put itself under the care of the physician with
the expectation that he will guide the life in particulars

in which every one cannot be expected to have knowl-
edge and so secure vigor and ward otf disease. It is

now more practicable to get more service out of your
medical adviser by his investigations of states of
health and means of vigor than it is to depend upon
him merely when the sickness has arrived. It is

thus that the average of human health can he deci-

dedly raised, and so benefits accrue to the family and
the nation. He who thus values his physician as a
consultant, not with the views of a dose, but as one
capable of preventing disease or of dealing with it

mostly through natural processes, will not fail to se-

cure the greatest advantages of this great art.

—

Inde-

pendtnt.

COOKING VEGETABLES.
VEGETABLES ought always to be kept in a cool,

clean, dark place in a cellar if possible. Sunshine or

even a strong light renders them flabby and flavor-

less. Perishable fresh vegetables ought to be eaten
the day they are picked. Nothing is known of their

"true inwardness" by the city denizen who buys
them from a corner grocer or huckster. Like every
other kind of food, the toothsonieness of vegetables

depends on the perfection of cooking. Failure con-
sists in their being under-done or over-done, undersea-
soned or over-seasoned, and in being served half cold.

Soft water should be used in boiling or stewing
whenever practicable. Cooked quickly in just enough
water to cover them, their delicacy of flavor will 1 e

preserved.

As soon as vegetables are thoroughly done, not a

moment before, they should be taken from the fire

and served in hot dishes. By the time they are on
the plates they will be cool enough.

Fresh vegetables are best cooked in boiling water
and salted when half done. Dried vegetables ought
to be soaked, sometimes twelve hours or more, as is

the case with beans and peas. Roots or tubers need
paring or scraping and soaking a couple of hours be-

fore they are put on to cook, especially in the latter

part of winter when they have become wilted.

In regard to the length of time required for cook-
ing, no rule can be given. It varies with diS'erent

states of the atmosphere, as well as with the condi-

tions of the vegetables. Roughly stated, half an hour
is long enough to cook the tender, summer vegeta-

bles, to which add fifteen minutes for the cooking of
most roots.

Many vegetables, like cabbage and squash, are

better steamed than boiled; they furnish their own
juices and are richer without contact with water.

When boiled, the less water used the better ; if kept
tightly covered, and cooked quickly, no additional

water will be needed. It must, always be boiling, if

more is necessary, but even then the vegetable soaks
up a portion of the water before.boiling begins anew.

Porcelain-lined or granitized ware is better than
tin for everything. Most vegetables contain a smrll

amount of acid or potash, and some contain a large

amount.
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No attempt has been made to give the exact quan-

tity of salt needed in eacli dish. Some persons re-

quire double the amount that others use. Pepper is

disagreeable to a portion of vegetable eaters and
agreeable to others. I have long noticed that tlio.se

given to a large use of pepper, salt, spices, and condi-

ments, are almost universally restless, excitable, and
irascible. They are .sultject to violent and inflamma-

tory diseases, and, when past middle age, become
great sufferers. Condiments are acrid, irritating, and
inflammatory in tendency, and whatever disturbs the

physical being, inevitably tends to disturb that men-
tal and superior portion which is so intimately con-

nected with and dependent upon the coarser part

which clothes it with a living garment.

That it is more difficult to make vegetables palata-

ble without meat than with it cannot be denied. We
inherit the taste for animal food, and in cold weather

most people feel they must have it. When it is not

practicable to procure fresh meat, or it is not desired,

it is surprising how many changes can be rung upon
half a dozen vegetables. Cooking them in various

ways is like having so many new dishes. Potatoes,

for instance, afford a remarkable variety. Served

with different vegetables from day to day, it is a

stand by from one year's end to another.

—

Hester M.
Poole, in Good Housekeeping.

An observing correspondent, G. B. M., sends me a

letter about my friends, the orioles, or rather about

one of these birds that had a keen eye to business.

" It is curious," says G. B. M., " what a variety of ma-
terials Baltimore orioles will use in the construction

of their nests. In the lawn of one of the prettiest

homes in the State of Maryland a pair of orioles se-

lected a tree in which to build. It was a large fir

tree, about forty-five feet from the house. Ttie lady

of the house was sewing by one of the windows op-

posite this tre3 early one beautiful summer morning,

and, on being called away to some other room, she

placed her spool of cotton on the window-sill. When
she returned she found the spool was gone, and on
looking for it, discovered it on the floor of the porch

which was just outside of the window. She found

that a considerable length of the cotton was un-

wound, and looking for the end of it she traced it up
to the nest of the oriole, and saw the bird busily

weaving it into the nest. The lady placed the spool

in the window, and it was shown as a curiosity to all

who visited the house, I was one who was so for-

tunate as to see this curious proof of bird ingenuity."
—St. Nichola.t.

O.N'E way to keep young is to associate with young
people ; and in general it may be said that it is im-

possible to retain one's youth without doing this.

But it is easier said than done. Unless you can re-

tain your interest in the things that please younfr

people you will not want to associate with them nor

they with you. There must be something in com-
mon—something more than mere vague desire on
your part to be like the young ones.

—

N. Y. Mail and
Express.

THE HEART.
THK Iip.'irt hatii chaiubors twaiu

Wherein do dwell

Twin brothers, Joy aud Pain.

When waketh Joy in one.

Still calmly

Pain sinmbers in hi.s own.

Joy, thy bliss restrain,

Speak softly.

Lest thou should'st waken Pain.

—From the German.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—An inclination of one inch in fifteen miles is suffi-

cient to give motion to water. An iucliuatiou of three

inches per mile in astraight, smooth channel will give a ve-

locity of three miles per hour, while three feet per mile

would produce a torrent.

—Eeceut delicate scientific experiments have discovered

the fact that the surface of the land is never absolutely at

rest for more than thirty hours at a time. Thus, those

great earthquakes which make epochs in history are merely
extreme cases of forces that seldom sleep.

—New government envelopes, it is stated, are to be

issued about the 10th of next month. The one-cent envel-

ope will be blue in color, the two-cent green, the four-

cent carmine, the five-cent Milori blue, the ten-cent choco-

late, the thirty-cent Bismarck brown, and the ninety-cent

purple. The ten, thirty, and ninety .cent stamps will not

be changed. The dies for the new designs have been com-

pleted.

—To separate the leaves of charred books or deeds, cut

off the back of the charred book so as to render the leaves

absolutely independent from one aonther, then soak them,

and dry them rapidly by a current of hot air. The leaves

will then separate, and must, of course, be handled with

extreme care.— The Paper World.

—Wood oil is made on a large scale in Sweden from the

refuse of timber cutting and forest clearings, and from

stumps and roots ; and, although it cannot well be burned

in common lamps on account of the heavy proportion of

carbon it contains, it furnishes a satisfactor.v light in lamps

especially made for it, and in its natural state is said to be

the cheapest of illuminating oils. Thirty factorit^s produce

about 40,000 liters of oil daily, turpentine, cresote, acetic

acid, charcoal, coal tar oil, aud other useful substances are

also obtained from the same material.

—

Lumber.

NOTICES.

'•s* A Conference will be held at the Friends' meeting-
house, Burlington, N. J., the 21st of the Eighth month, at
2.30 o'clock under the care of the Burlington Quarterly
Meeting's Temperance Committee. All are invited to at-

tend.
Elizabeth A. Rogers, Clerk.

*g.* A Temperance Conference under the care of the
Committee of Western Quiirterly Meeting, will be held at

Pennsgrove, on Fii-st-day afternoon, the 21st inst., at 2.30

o'clock. Although this meeting is to be most especially in

the interest of the children, time will be given for the
consideration of any phase of the temperance question.

ELM.V M, Peeston, Clerk.

*is* Illinois Yearly Meeting. Those who contemplate at-

tending the ensuing Illinois Yearly Mooting, and desire

homes provided, will address the undorsigi\ed committee,
who will provide conveyances from Lostant,on the Illinois
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ENTER NOT INTO JUDGMENT, LORD

!

LORD, niauy times I am aweary quite

Of mine own self, my sin, my vanity;

Yet be not thou, or I am lost outright.

Weary of me !

And hate against myself I often bear,

And enter with myself in fierce debate
;

Take thou my part against myself, nor share

lu that just hate !

Best friends might loathe uj, if what things perverse

We know of our own selves, they also knew
;

Lord, Holy One ! if thou, who knowest worse,

Shouldst loathe ns too

!

RiOHAKD CHENEVIX TrENCH.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE THINGS THAT ''SHALL BE ADDED."
DIRECTLY following and in immediate connection

with the Beatitudes, which are now under consider-

ation in the Scripture Lessons of our First-day

schools, are found instructions in the formation of

character, and rules for conduct that cover the whole

duty of man.
The Great Teacher began these lessons with the

inspiring assurance that they who observe the con-

ditions upon which the Beatitudes are contingent,

become the "salt of the earth," that which gives life

its true savor and the pre.serving power which keeps

from taint and pollution the human family. He en-

joins obedience to the Law and Prophets, as a safe-

guard in the intercour.se of man with man, and briefly

outlines the several particulars, pointing out and em-
phasizing the higher spiritual meaning of which the

letter is the index.

In this enumeration Jesus 'places great stress

upon an honest, manly adherence to the principles

which make for right living—for righteousne.ss ; first

towards God as the chief object of the affections, and
then towards the individual consciousness, the inner

man, which must be preserved in purity of thought

and feeling, and will be so preserved if there is loy-

alty to God for a foundation. Thus, looking God-
ward and soul-ward, that the spirit may be at one

with God, how stands the case man-ward as concerns

the physical well-being? How shall the man whose
office it is to be the jireserving power of the race,

order his human life that on its earthward side it

shall be in accord with that which relates to God and
the soul ? This is tlie point at which we begin to

falter and make uncertain paths for our feet. And it

is just here that the Master, who in the beginning of

his work, realized in his own experience what the

conflict is and the three-fold nature of its temptations,

was able, through what he had overcome, to counsel

and direct his disciples when passing through similar

experiences.
" Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon the

earth " is made the basis of instruction and we must

see at once how the life that is regulated by the Di-

vine impulse and is one with the Great Author of all

good, will have been so brought under the law of

righteousness that the chief aim and object of pur-

suit will be those things that make for righteousness.

And why does the Great Teacher lay such stress

upon the danger of setting the atfections upon earth-

ly things if it be not because they who are so en-

grossed are in danger of losing that sense of discrimi-

nation and discernment which as a faculty of the

soul, keeps the conscience clear, and enables the in-

dividual to see plainly the path of duty.

He calls attention to the bountiful provision God
has made for the sustenance of every living thing;

—

how he clothes the lilies of the field, how he feeds

the birds of the air, and hears with pity the cry of

the needy and distressed, and, doing this for the

creatures that serve man and afford him sustenance,

will he not much more care for those whom he has

appointed to be the preservers and the conservators

of righteousness upon the earth ? Seeing how slow

they were to comprehend his meaning well might he

exclaim on another occasion, " ye of little faith !

"

Then as if to set the seal to all the instructions he

had handed forth, the whole is summed up in the

terse but comprehensive injunction, " Seek first the

kingdom of God and his righteousness," or as it is

rendered in the Revised Version, "Seek ye first His

kingdom and His righteousness, and all these things

shall be added unto you."

He does not say that there shall be no seeking for

the needful things that pertain to the outward life,

nor can any of his teachings be made to imply that

man is to wait for God to feed and clothe him and

those who depend upon him for sustenance, but he

does say most emphatically and with certainty that

the first or chief concern of every life that is lived for

the highest and noblest purpo.se of living must be to

gain and keep a right and title to citizenship in the

kingdom of God, and to be controlled and governed

by the laws of righteousness, established for the good
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order and the maintenance of the authority of the

Great King. If these are the first considerations, the

habit of thouglitful, careful attention to the little du-

ties and obligations of every-day life will lead to a

wise examination into every detail thereof, and a

sense of obligation to be true and loyal in our

intercourse with one another that our dealings

shall be just, and merciful, and unselfish; and

as those traits of character that make up the hu-

man side of our being are developed under the higher

principles that relate to the spirit, there will be

no disposition to seek more than what can be hon-

orably and conscientiously gained. This sense of

right was nobly and heroically adhered to by a mani

whose friendship it was a privilege to share, who on

being urged to become a partner in a speculative busi-

ness replied ;
" I cannot engage in any business where

my chances of success must be dependent upon the

losses and disasters of my fellow men."

This breathes the very spirit of the gospel. It is

taking our Heavenly Father at his word, (so to

speak), with a trust and confidence that only he who
makes the righteousness of the kingdom of God his

first and chief concern can attain to. The things
" that shall be added," may not be the abundance of

riches, and yet these are no hindrance to the right-

eousness of God, if they are held as subservient

thereto. The added things may be simply the com-
forts of life, that insure against want and distress, but
these will be accepted with thankfulness, as the

rightful portion dispensed by Him who knoweth us

better than we know ourselves, and who, whatever
else he may deny, will not withhold his Holy Spirit

from any who diligently seek Him.
L. J. R.

JOURNAL OF JOURNEYS TO TEE INDIAN
COUNTRY.— Vn.

BY ISAAC COAXES, OF CALN, CHESTER COUNTY.
[Second Joukney—1S03.]

BEING several years one of the committee who have
the care of the concern and fund raised by our Yearly
Meeting for promoting the gradual civilization and
real benefit of the Indian natives, I have for several

months past felt my mind drawn to visit them again
in Cornplanter's settlement, and where some of our
young men are residing amongst the Seneca Nation,
at a place called Genesinguhta, in order to instruct

them. The committee, last month in Philadelphia
when met, believed it would be likely to be useful in

promoting that good work, for four Friends to be ap-
pointed to visit the before-mentioned .settlement this

season ; accordingly separated Isaac Bonsai, Tliomas
Stewardson, John Shoemaker, and myself for that
purpose. We then agreed to meet at Thomas Light-
foot's, at Maiden Creek, on the 9th day of the Ninth
month, 1803.

The morning of said day I left home in company
with James Wilson, who is intending to accompany
some women Friends to Upper or West Canada, in

order to visit the members of our Society residing
there. About noon we met Isaac Bon,saI at John
Scarlet's, and arrived in the evening at Thomas

Lightfoot's, where we were informed all the rest of
our company were gone forward about noon that day.

[9th mo.] lOi/t, [1803.] Rode over a number of
mountains to Kepler's, formerly Rich's tavern, and
lodged, where we fared better than we expected.

lltli. Rode to Trexler's, late Ledenburg's, in the
morning, where we found our friends who went be-

fore. They not being ready to set off, we left them
and rode to Catawissa, 23 miles, this morning before

ten o'clock, and attended Friends' meeting in this

place, having ridden ninety-six miles. We propose
to rest the remainder of this day at Ellis Hughes's, it

being the first of the week. On viewing the timber,

mountains, laud, and roads thus far, I think it need-
less to make any observations, finding them all to

very nearly correspond with the former notes I made
thereon ; but have observed a number of miles back to

this place, the Indian corn, buckwheat, potatoes, and
almost all other tender vegetables are generally killed

with the frost.

V2th. Our expected company all arrived last even-
ing. In the morning provided some necessaries, and
rode this day to Wm. Ellis's, thirty miles, at Muncy.
where we all propose to lodge, being ten of us. Soon
after we crossed the northeast branch of the Susque-

hanna we found the frost had not been so severe as

where we passed yesterday; but it is almost melan-
choly to behold in this part of the country the springs

and streams of water to be almost wholly dried up
and gone, even many heretofore large streams with
no watei- in them, and many valuable mills are with-

out one drop, insomuch that divers of the inhabitants

have got to boiling their wheat to eat and expect if

the drought continues much longer it will be gener-

ally the case. At Wm. Ellis's the women were wash-
ing and they told us they expected it must be the last

time, except rain came, or they brought their water a

number of miles.

13th. A wet morning. We stayed at Wm. Ellis's

and dined. About two o'clock p. m., Thomas Setward-

son, Isaac Bonsai, John Shoemaker, George Vaux,
and myself, all who were going to Genesinguhta, set

oft'. James Wil.son, Hannah Yarnal, Mary Witchel,

and Samuel Johnson, who propose going to Canada,
stayed at Ellis's. This afternoon we rode fifteen miles

to Newberry, a small town of perhaps fifteen or

twenty houses. Most or all of the way from Ellis's to

Newberry is a beautiful road along the bottom lying

on the west branch of Susquehanna. On our way we
crossed the Loyalsock about nine miles from our last

night's lodging, and the Lycoming about six miles

farther, near Newberry, both of which are large,

beautiful streams falling into the West Branch. The
most of this afternoon's ride along the bottom is very

fertile although it appears to be sandy. Near Lycom-
ing the Indian corn is excellent; I expecl it will pro-

duce fifty bushels to the acre. We projiose to lodge

to-night al John Sloan's tavern where we have had
an excellent supper. We passed through Williams-

port, about three miles hack from Newberry, it being
the county town of Lycoming county, containing

twenty or more houses.

14lh. Rode eighteen miles to James Kooken's on
Larrie's Creek, and dined. The most of the way over
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a very rough mountain called the Alleghany ;7some
spots tolerable land, but I think four-fifths of it is not
worth settling upon. Just before we came to the
creek we entered a forest of very tall white pine
which stands very close togetlier, insomuch tliat I con-

cluded if it was all cut up in four-foot lengths it could
not be corded on the ground. Said Kooken has
about fifteen acres of land cleared, which appears to

be very fertile, having very luxuriant potatoes and
butterweeds.also the appearance of good oats standing
in shock and some not cut. Thence to John Norris's

mill, on a branch of Pine Creek, thirteen miles. After
leaving Larrie's. Creek we rode about five miles
tlirough very rich land exceeding heavy loaded with
timber—mostly white pine with some hemlock, sugar
maple, etc., and then entered a valley down whicli a
branch of Pine Creek runs, which we crossed eleven
times, and then came upon a larger branch of said

water, crossing it several times. Up to the mill pretty
good land in a narrow valley between two high
mountains; no house nor improvement for ten miles
of the last stage. At this place we have got a very
pleasant landlady who provided us a good supper.

loth. Rode to Moses Wilson's eleven and one half
miles; the most of the way upon a branch of Pine
Creek, through very good land heavy loaded with
timber, and there appears to be several new settle-

ments making which in time may be very valuable,
one of which is Sampson Babs's who is making an
improvement on a fertile spot and has got a race al-

most finished in order for a sawmill, and perhaps
a grist mill. He a])peared exceedingly elevated
with seeing us and told us when he came there
first, being no road, he came by direction of a
compass, and resided twelve weeks without see-
ing the face of any person. Had only a blanket
and piece of hemlock bark for his house and bed-
clothing. Moses Wilson and his truly valuable wife
appear to be very happy in seeing us. He has made
a considerable opening in the heavy timber and lias

got good corn and other things; but truly those who
have not been in the back country can have but a
very imperfect idea of the hardship and difliculty
those have to endure or encounter who are the first

settlers in a new country. Thence to James Mills's at
the third fork of Pine Creek, which is a boatable
stream about fifty-six miles above where it empties
into the west branch of Susquehanna, and ten miles
from Moses Wilson's. On our way we came to a camp
in the woods, where we found Wm. Ellis with a
number of hands who are out surveying Wall
Fisher & Co.' s land, said Ellis accompanying us
six miles to said Mills's in order to spend the
evening with us in friendly converse. The land gen-
erally good this stage, and some of it excellent nith
abundance of very large sugar maple. Said Mills is
livingon said Fisher's land which I think will, in time,
be a very valuable estate. He said he had two years
ago six hundred dozen of wheat, and the present
year has got seventeen acres of corn, which will no
doubt yield fifty or sixty bushels to the acre ; appears
to be a very active, intelligent man; has got^twelve
children, nine of whom live with him, wdio are
very healthy and hardy. He is perhaps as successful

a hunter as there is in this State, and many of the
wild beasts of the woods fall a prey to his skill, such
as bears, panthers, elk, and deer. It is said and be-
lieved he killed eleven elk one morning before break-
fast. One of his sous, in the ninth year of his age,
killed six elk and five deer; is now in the fourteenth
year of his age, has killed several bears this season.
Two of his daughters killed three elk in one day;
and we have this evening feasted on the product of
their skill. Said Mills told me that he and one other
man were out about a week and they killed in that
time above seventy deer.

16th. Before we left Mills's, breakfasted on coffee,
of which we had plenty, wheat bread and butter,
venison, both of the elk and common deer, eels, trout,
and other fish, of which they catch abundance. AVe
then rode about twenty-five miles up Pine Creek, and
crossed it thirty-eight times before we came to the
head, which is about eighty miles from where it

empties into the West Branch. Almost all the way
up it, good land in general, heavy loaded with timber,
some of the way very lofty white pine. After we left
the head of said creek, rode seven miles through
very rich land and timber rather exceeding that on
Pine Creek, to a spring, being one of the head-springs
of the Alleghany River, where we struck up a fire,

pitched a tent, and lodged.

17th. Rode twenty-three miles to a new settlement
on Osweo being one of the main branches of the
aforesaid river, where there are several neat houses
built, which is intended for a town called Cerestown
or Francis King's settlement. The most of the said
twenty-three miles is excellent land, but so heavy
loaded with timber of divers sorts, such as hemlock,
white pine, sugar maple, cherry, and some bass or
lynn, that it will be very expensive clearing. It is

astonishing to see the height of the white pine, and
other limber in proportion. Although to such as
have never seen such timber it may seem a little

romantic, I have seen, (particularly when we came
near Francis King's), great numbers of trees which
we all believe to be thirteen or fourteen perches
high

;
and John Bell, a Friend of veracity, told us he

measured one which was 250 feet long when it fell

down, which is fifteen perches and ten feet. Said Bell
and his wife are Friends that came from the north of
England, and are about settling here

;
[they have] a

good deal of very good corn ; they seem to be in good
spirits, were truly glad to see us, his wife remarkably
so, insomuch that she was ready to weep with joy

;

is a remarkably cleanly woman and was very happy
this afternoon in entertaining us with a good cup of
tea sweetened with loaf sugar and good will, that I
thought the joy and happiness we were instrumental
in communicating to this woman was almost worth
our journey to these parts. Here we also met with
my old friend, Halftown, who is up here in a canoe
with three of his children, in order to get some
necessary tools, etc.; was just going to set off about
fifty miles down the river to his home. He was very
much rejoiced to see us and agreed to stay until to-
morrow to navigate us down the river to Gfene-
singuhta.

18(/i. First of the week. Stayed at Cerestown till
after dinner. Francis King is a plain, sober-looking
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man, but by some means he forfeited his riglit of

membership with our Society before he left Kngland.

His wife died after lie came here, leaving with him

seven or eight children who are members. John

and Mary Bell with six or seven children are all

members. These two families with one or two more,

are in the commendable practice of meeting together

once or twice a week in order to pay the tribute

of worship. We sat with them in their little meet-

ing and dined at John Bell's, whose wife is a woman
of the most exquisite sensibility ; and at our depart-

ure taking leave of them [it] seemed as much as she

could bear with becoming fortitude. After dinner,

walked along with Halftown down the Osweo sis

miles, where it empties into the Alleghany, and he

had left his canoe. The water being very low, some

of us walked and others rode in the canoe turn about

until we reached A<lam Hoopes's, fourteen miles from

King's. The land and timber down the river to here,

pretty good. Said Hoopes received us very kindly in

his cabin and treated us with the best provision he

had ; which was venison, [and] corn, dried, pounded,

and made into mush, with milk to eat with it. We
all .slept on the floor of his cabin before the fire, hav-

ing some of his poultry taking their repose close by

us. He is a courteous man who owns 20,000 acres of

land in this country, a considerable part of which is

very good, and is now beginning a settlement just at

the mouth of a boatable stream called Issua, which

perhaps in time may become a very valuable estate.

He has got a large house raised but not covered, and

some corn standing, and perhaps eight or ten acres

which he intends to sow wheat upon.

[To be Continued.']

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM PRESIDENT MAOILL.
Lincoln, Loudoun Co., V.\., Eighth mo. 15.

FROM Sandy Springs I reached Woodlawn, where

my next meeting was to be held, via Washington,

Alexandria, and Mt. Vernon. As we floated down
the Potomac, (I can hardly say steamed, when our

rate of progress was but about five miles an hour),

past the city of Alexandria, I was struck by the

small progress which this city had apparently made
since I left it, nearly forty years ago. It would .seem

almost impossible that in this active, hurrying age, a

city could stand so nearly still for forty years. My friend

met me at the wharf at Mt. Vernon, and as I had
never visited the place, we stopped and went throngh

the grounds with a parly of strangers, accompanied

by the guide. We listened, as doubtless most of your

readers have done, to the accounts of the old and
new tomb ; of the picture of Washington by Peale

;

the model of the Bastile presented to Washington by
Lafayette ; the great rusty key of the Bastile, also a

present from Lafayette ; the Nellie Custis chamber,

the room where Washington died; the magnolia

planted by Washington in the year of his death ; the

great cranes in the old fashioned kitchen, with its

large open fire-place ; the flower garden, with its great

box borders ; the ancient green-house, etc., etc.,—but

the heat being intense, much as we might have en-

joyed a less hurried visit under other circumstances.

we drew a sigh of relief when it was over and we
were once more comfortably seated in our friend's

carriage, on the way to Woodlawn. As we drove out,

the fine situation of the beautifully shaded gro unds,

on the high bluff overlooking the river, and the grand

old trees that have been standing there since Wash-
ington's time, especially claimed our attention. This

place is now owned by an Association, who are mak-
ing great improvements upon the buildings and
grounds, keeping all in excellent condition from the

revenue received from the throngs of visitors who
increase in numbers every year. It would seem,

though, that the home of the Father of his Country

should become national property, and not be owned
and controlled by any private corporation.

Woodlawn, one of the estates of Washington, ad-

jacent to Mt. Vernon, was taken up by a settlement,

chiefiy of Friends from the North, about forty years

ago. Some of their farms are now in very good con-

dition, well-fenced, and productive but much of the

land in this vicinity still shows plainly the blighting

influence of unpaid and unprofitable slave labor. It

may be purchased at very low rates, and with a mod-
erate outlay of capital, can be restored to its former

fertility. The number of Friends in this settlement

is not large, but they are much interested in keeping

up their meetings and in the proper education and

training of their children. They have a good First-

day school, but now maintain no other separate school

of their own. They feel that the number of their

children is too small, and they send them to the

neighboring i^ublic school. I can but believe that a

good Friends' school established among them would

draw in others who are not members, and be produc-

tive of good results. A heavy storm coming up just

at the time my meeting was to assemble in the even-

ing diminished the attendance ; but a number came

out, notwithstanding the inclemency of the night,

and by the interest manifested I felt encouraged and

well repaid for my visit among them. There were

some former students of Swarthmore in the neighbor-

hood, at whose pleasant home I spent the night. The
next morning my friends drove me eight miles to Al-

exandria, much of the way through a sad-looking

farming country, still bearing the blighting eflects of

thecurse of slavery. As we drove through the streets

of Alexandria, and past the former home and school

of Benjamin Hallowell, with whom, as teacher, I

spent one profitable year of my life, it seemed as

though the rough pavement and the very grass and

weeds growing in the centre of the street were the

same that I left so many years ago ! Taking cars at

Alexandria, I reached Waterford in time for my meet-

ing, which was called at four o'clock in the afternoon,

at Fairfax meeting-house, in the immediate vicinity

of the village. I had now entered Loudoun county,

and the land had constantly improved in appearance

all the way ; and this fine fiirm land in the valley of

the " Catoctin," reminded me of some of our best land

in Delaware county (Penn'a.). The settlement of

Friends here for so many years kept out in a great

measure the sad influences of human slavery, else-

where so apparent. The records show that for 150

years the meeting had been kept up twice a week at
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Fairfax meeting-house, without a break, even through

the dark days of the war. Friends will observe that

the name of this meeting is now a misnomer, as it is

no longer in Fairfax county, which was the original

name of both Fairfax and Loudoun. The meeting

here was among my best, and in size quite equal to

tlie average of those thus far held. I visited in their

homes, with great satisfaction, several of our former

students in this neighborhood.

From Waterford I was driven eight miles toward

the southwest, through the beautiful Loudoun valley,

with the line of the Blue Ridge rising all along ou

our right, separating us from the Shenandoah valley,

and the Catoctin Ridge, an extension of" Bull Run "

mountain, upon our left, to the little town of Lincoln,

a delightful spot not far from the centre of Londoun

county. This place must ever be dear to Friends as

the home of Samuel J\L Jauney. As we drove into

the pleasant little town Friends were just assembling

for the Select Meeting, as Goose Creek Quarterly Meet-

ing is held here to-day. The pleasant home of Samuel

M. Janney, where he died, is just across the street,

nearly opposite the meeting-house. The broad open

grounds around the houses through the little town,

and the pleasantly shaded open squares around the

meeting-house and the school house, present a very

attractive appearance. As we drove to my friend's

house, a mile out of the town, we passed the homes

of some Swarthmore students, who gave me a cordial

greeting, and the general air of thrift and prosperity

everywhere plainly indicated that we were in a

Friends' neighborhood, and upon soil where slavery

had placed no blight. The corn crops covering these

round hill-tops cannot average less than fifty bushels

per acre ; and in the rich bottom lands, along Goose

Creek, my friend has a fine herd of fat cattle grazing.

His son, now a senior at Swarthmore, has cut most

of the crop of sixty acres of wheat with a ".self-

binder," and thirty acres of fine grass with the mow-
ing machine, during the vacation. His years at

Swarthmore have not made him lose any of his re-

spect for honorable manly toil, nor of his efficiency

as a practical farmer. His brother returns with him

to Swarthmore as a Freshman next month, being one

of the eight or nine representatives from Loudoun
county, whom we shall have next year.

Before meeting on First-day morning my friend

drove us a few miles over rough and unfrequented

roads, to the secluded spot where Samuel M. Janney

was born. The house was accidentally burned a few

months since, and the place is much overgrown with

brambles and bushes, and presents a sad-looking

appearance indeed to-day. From present indications

the traveler of the next generation will have as much
difficulty in fixing the exact spot as I had a few years

since in finding the home of Horace among the Sa-

bine hills. The great chimney, with its open fire-

place, is still standing, and I reflected that around

that hearth were once gathered a happy family, one

of whom was destined to place upon permanent rec-

ord the work of our Religious Society, to exercise a

powerful influence for good upon that Society, and to

make, himself, no unimj^ortant part of its remarka-

ble history. On our way to this ruined home we

pas.sed the site of the schoolhouse where his educa-

tion was begun, and which he thus describes in a

poem written in his earlier years :

" It was a lovely spot as e'er was found,

By uaturo form'd to inspire the heart of youth
;

Here science might indulge in thought profound.

Or contemplation soar to heavenly truth.

" A little lonely glen with floiv'rets sown,

Whose mingled sweets the passing winds inhale,

A crystal stream with alder shrubs o'ergrowu,

Meandering slowly, wanders thro' the vale.

" While all around the mighty forests rise,

Where nature's choir continual concert keep.

And towering hills, whose heads invade the skies.

And frowning rocks and precipices steep."

The visit was a fitting preparation for the meet-

ing that was to follow, held in that house where the

persuasive voice of Samuel M. Janney had been so

often heard, a voice which, though now hushed in

death, will ever speak to those to whom the highest

interests of the Religious Society of Friends are dear.

The public meeting for worship at eleven a. m.,

was larger than any such meeting outside of Phila-

delphia that I have attended for many years. The
movement of the other branch of Friends in this

neighborhood has drawn away a few of our members,

but their accessions have been chiefly from other re-

ligious denominations. Sunderland P. Gfardner was
present, and spoke with his usual clearnessand power,

calling away from all external forms and observ-

ances, to that religion alone which is truly spiritual.

The earnest testimony of Thomas Foulke was also in

the same direction, after which this impressive meet-

ing closed under the solemn covering of the Divine

presence, and the universal feeling of that large as-

sembly was—" it has been good for us to be here."

In the evening, although it was dark and threat-

ened rain, a large audience, almost filling the house,

assembled to hear my lecture on " Colleges and

Schools." Some had driven as much as seven or

eight miles over these rough, hilly roads, and the

meeting was one of the largest that I ever addressed.

The interest in my subject here, as elsewhere, was

deep, and the meeting gave me the most earnest at-

tention. I shall spend another day in this interest-

ing neighborhood of Friends, attending the quarter-

ly meeting to-day, visiting the homes of Swarthmore

students, and giving my lecture on " Pompeii as seen

in 1S69," in the meeting-house, at ten o'clock to-mor-

row morning, after which we drive over the Blue

Ridge westward, into the beautiful valley of the

Shenandoah.
As I consider what this neighborliood of Friends

is to-day, with its almost 300 members, its regular

meetings of almost one-half that number, and its

First-day school, for adults and children, numbering

nearly one hundred, mostly members of our Society,

I can but feel that much of this gratifying and en-

couraging condition of things is due to the ministra-

tions, and tlie life-long influence of Samuel M. Jan-

ney ; and the words of George Fox came forcibly to

my mind that " a good man can shake a neighbor-

hood for ten miles around."

Edward H. Maoill.
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Greenwood Farm, Stevenson, \
Frederick Co., Va., Eighth mo. 22. J

I SENT you my hist letter from Lincoln, Va., on the

morninir of Goose Creek Quarterly IMeeting. Thi.s

inoetini!; convenes at 11 a. m., but it is the custom of

FrienJs here to begin to assemble at a very early

hour. When we arrived, a few minutes after 10,

many were already present, and horses and carriages

were beginning to fill up the large, open, well-shaded

grounds. After friendly social intercourse until just

about the meeting hour. Friends assembled promptly,

and in a few minutes the house was quite well filled.

Sunderland P. Gardner and Thomas Foulke were

again present, and it was observed that most of the

members of t'ne other branch of Friends here were

also in attendance. In the early part of the meeting

Thomas Foulke bore earnest testimony to the truly

spiritual character of the religion which we profess call-

ing away from the observance of mere outward

forms and ceremonies. Sunderland P. Gardner fol-

lowed, and ahhough now eighty-six years of age, he
spoke for nearly an hour and a quarter without appar-

ent fatigue; and his remarkably clear mind followed his

definite line of convincing arguments, without waver-

ing, to the end. It was a most earnest and touching

appeal to all to accept the pure and undefiled reli-

gion which Jesus taught, both by precept and the ex-

ample of a pure and holy life ; and I was forcibly re-

minded of the early teaching of George Fox, when
he claimed so earnestly to be the founder of no new
religious sect, but merely a humble instrument, upon
whom the duty was laid to call the people back to the

unadulterated simplicity of the early Cliristian faith

—a faith ever exemplified by works, in every act of

their daily lives. His appeal to young women and
to young men, at the close of his discourse, was es-

pecially impressive, and must have touched deeply

every heart. Under the jiowerful influence of such

preaching our Religious Society could not fail to be

again gathered as in the early days, and continue to

be ever a most potent influence for good in the world

at large. May those truly baptized and anointed be
raised up and sent forth to accomplish this great

work.

In the evening nearly one hundred guests were as-

sembled at the hospitable home of my friend, among
whom were found twenty-five students of Swarth-
more College. I was requested to speak on " Pompeii
as seen in 1869," in the meeting-house, the next
morning at 10 o'clock. At that hour I met there a
large audience, nearly filling the house, some of whom
had driven several miles. That afternoon I was
brought by my friend from Lincoln, over the Blue
Ridge, some thirty miles, to his delightful home, here
in the fertile valley of the Shenandoah. As we as-

cended the " Ridge " on the east side, we looked back
again and again, with ever renewed pleasure, upon
the charming picture. There, spread out immediately
before us, lay a large portion of the Loudoun val-

ley with its fine fertile farms, its wooded hills, its

rich pasture lands along the pleasant streams, and
dotted over everywhere with its hospitable homes.
The three days spent among them will be an oasis

in memory for many a year.

As we drove up toward the mountain pass a ruin

was pointed out, one of the many barns that were
burned during the war, to cut ofl' the supplies from
the " Confederates." Descending the steeper slope on
the west side of the mountain, one of the carriages

accompanying us, crossed the Shenandoah at its foot

by fording, but we preferred to go over by the ferry,

for even this high road from Leesburgto Winchester
is without a bridge at this point. Just after passing
the ferry, the house of one who was a large slave

owner and a cruel master, before the war, was
pointe<l out, and the spot where he had whipped one
of his slaves to death. We have the authority of

H. B. Stowe her.self for the statement that this master
was the original of her Legree, in "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." Further on my friend pointed out the spot

where the guerrilla Mosby liung four Union soldiers

upon a tree by the road-side ; and the school-house
where he had listened to the first secession speech, at

the opening of the war. Since reaching this home I

have been shown the marks of shot and shells upon
its walls, and large quantities of these picked up in

the adjacent fields. Several of the shells have not
burst, but are still filled with their explosives. One
rusty, unexploded shell was found in the bottom of

the spring twenty j'ears after the close of the war.

My friend tells me that for four years, in this valley but
little farming could be done and the little they raised

was swept off by raiding parties from eitherside. Of
course, we are all familiar with these things by read-

ing, but to be surrounded by the very scenes and per-

sons who witnessed such horrors of war, seems to

make a far deeper impression.

On Fourth-day afternoon I started with my friend,

in his carriage, for a five days' tour through Frederick

county, during which I had engagements to speak six

times. We first drove to Winchester, where I had a
small, but interesting meeting, in the Court-house.

A few Friends were present, the number of Friends

here being very small indeed. The Mayor of the city

and the Superintendent of the public schools of

Frederick Co. were also present. This small city

presents little life or activity. It once numbered
5,000, but the population has considerably decreased.

It formed so important a key to this valley in the time

of the war that it was the scene of many a struggle

between the contending armies, and it is said that it

changed hands seventy-two times in the four years.

We visited its two soldiers' cemeteries. They are

side by side, and the contrast is very great. The
graves of the Southern soldiers are marked chiefly

liy plain pine boanis for head-stones, and the whole
place is in a most dilapidated condition. The Union
cemetery, on the contrary, has marble head-stones,

and all looks substantial and in excellent order. It

is under the care of a polite official who was a Union
officer during the war.

On Fifth-day we rode on to the South, up tlie Shen-

andoah Valley, about thirteen miles, to Middletown

—

the place of my next meeting. It was a perfect day
for riding, and the country was very beautiful. The
line of North Mountain rose against the horizon all

alongon our right, and the Blue Ridge on our left, only

a few miles away. The valley, although showing evi-
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dences of drought in some places, is evidently a fine

farming country, and especially favorable for corn.

During all of this day we were on the ^^d made fa-

mous in history as being the scene of Sheridan s

Ride " We stopped a mile or so out of the town at

the house of a friend of my companion, (being a lel-

low school director with him), and at supper 1 re-

marked that I would like to see the spot where Sheri-

dan met and turned back his panic stricken troops.

"You are now upon that spot," replied our host.

" Sheridan rode around this house, and through this

yard and the ettect of his sudden appearance here

among his men was like magic. From being a flying

mass of disordered troops, they were all in less than an

hour regularly organized, and marching back to their

camp at Cedar Creek, where they had been surprised

and put to rout by Early a few hours before, and a

cordon of cavalry surrounded them and kept tlie

stragglers together."

My meeting in the evening at Middletown was

small, and as there are no Friends here, my compa-

nion and myself were the only Friends present. I

directed my attention more especially toward the ele-

vation of the public schools whicbare far less in fa-

vor with the people here than in the ^orlh My

next encragement was at Stephen City, a small town

five miles back, on the " Sheridan Road " As w-e

were, at Middletown, in full sight of Mt. Massanut-

ten and Fort Mountain, two fine peaks rising out ot

the valley just west of the Blue Ridge, mountains

which were said by Washington to form the best

fortified place, by nature, on this continent
;
and as

the famous Luray Valley, with its wonderful cave,

was just beyond them, it was with regret that we

turned again northward without giving at least one

day to these interesting places ; but in carrying out

my plans pleasure had to be a secondary considera-

tion. We accordingly returned the next day to Steph-

en City bv a circuitous route over the rough wooded

ridges in the west side of the valley, near the base of

North Mountain. Here my third meeting in this

county was held, and the number present was con-

siderably larger than in the other two places, but, ex-

cept my companion and myself, there were no

Friends present. To my surprise, however, one man

in the audience, when introduced to me, seemed to

know a good deal about Swarthmore, and I found

that he had a grandson with us several years ago.

By request I spoke here on " The value of a Modern

College Course, and especially its influence upon our

Public Schools." It was near ten when the meeting

closed, and we had a drive before us of some seven

miles over rough, steep, mountain roads,and the night

was very dark. A young Friend preceded us on

horseback with a lantern, and carefully tracing our

way through thick forests and up and down the steep

slopes, we reached our destination, the home of a

Friend, close by the " Pass " westward over " Little

North :Mountain," about midnight. My next meeting

being appointed at "Back Creek," at three o'clock

p m we started for that neighborhood, some fifteen

miles distant, the next morning. Our way lay through

the Pass over the Little North Mountain, and then

among the spurs of North Mountain proper, being a

wild and picturesque drive toward the northwest, to

the little, secluded mountain village of Gainsboro'.

Friends' meeting here, (Back Creek), is very small.

As the meeting-house is out of the village, the lec-

ture was given in the school house. It was a small

audience, but one deeply interested in the subject,

some having driven to the meeting more than ten

miles.

Of mv meetings at " The Ridge," " Hopewell,

and in Nottingham Quarter, I will speak in my letter

next week. Edward H.Magill.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

PROMISES OF THE SCKIPTUBES.

WE read in the blessed Scriptures of truth that "Cod

resisteth the proud but giveth grace unto the hum-

ble " and thus he saith whose name is Holy, " I dwell

in the high and holv place, wit^i him also that is of a

contrite and humble spirit, to revive the spirit of the

humble, and to revive the heart of the contrite

ones." ,

Should not this .rtimulate and strengthen us to be

wilHng to dwell in the valley of humiliation where

we are safe in the Heavenly Father's care and

protection, where the enemy of the soul's peace is

kept out, and where the dew lies to invigorate and

strengthen the part that never dies?

The holy Scriptures teem with the gracious prom-

ises of a kind Heavenly Parent to the poor in spirit

and the humble in heart. " Unto this man He said,

will I look, even to him that is poor and of a contrite

spirit and trembleth at my words," and " no good

thing will he withhold from them that walk up-

"^
uly we more an.l more turn from the lofty imag-

inations of the mind, and from all that would harm

or destroy, and learn of Him who is meek and lowly

in heart, teaching the lessons of humility, of gentle-

ness and forgiveness, of loving one another, and to

do unto others as we would be done by. Thus we

may fulfill individually the prophecy representing

that of the wolf dwelling with the lamb, and the

leopard Iving down with the kid and the ca'f. a"d

the young lion and the falling together, and a httle

child shall lead them, etc., and nothing shall hurt

or destroy in this state, compared to the Lord s holy

mountain. , . , i

That there are many who are concerned to laboi

to obtain this happy condition, more than for corn,

oil or wine, is a comfort to believe.

'Eighth month, 18S7. Rebecca Price.

O YOU who linger on the night of toil

And long for day,

Take heart ; the grandest hero is the man

Of whom the world shall say

That from the roadside of defeat he plucked

The flower of success.

Bravely and with a modesty sublime,

Not with blind eagerness.

\V. T. TAi-r,OTT.

Do right for its own sake, and not from fear or

hope of punishment or reward.
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For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

MIGHT RELIGIOUS AUTHORITY.
IT is at a time and in an age in wliich there are

many ditlerences respectin;; right religious labor and

the authority therefor, and perhaps no one people

are at present more unsettled relative to this charac-

ter of labor than our own. How very frequently do

we hear the sounding of some " new and enlight-

ened " way in which the acceptance of the truth may

come. But God is a spirit, and they that profess to

dwell under the guidance thereof must do .so in

" spirit and in truth," for the " Father seeketh such

to worship Him," and in every performance to wait

upon him until their strength is renewed, that they

may " run and not be weary, walk and not faint."

There is a divine teacher in the hearts of men where-

by they may acquaint themselves with the knowl-

edge of the law of life and death, and become filled

with the Holy Ghost, having the law granted them

to speak with other tongues as the spirit gives them

utterance. We know not what we should pray for,

"but as the Spirit itself maketh intercession," hence

when the call cometh it is with the spirit and with

understanding, and whereby this direction and as-

sistance, it is what we own, for the hungry will be

fed and the thirsty refreshed, a divine comfort

being enjoyed beyond the power of all words to

express. " No other flocks have I than these," and

"If men over-drive them the flock will die," or the

vulture in his flight will take the weary lamb, and

the sheep of the flock shall be scattered. But pa-

tiently in the nurture of the Lord they will be wa-

tered as Jacob watered the flocks of Laban.

We bear testimony to the value of silent waiting

or to the closeting of our hearts ; to be endued with

divine power, believing that no other way is so edify-

ing and heart-reaching as in the stillness of a silent

meeting, where in secret the prayer ascends from

the heart, for the spiritual help that is required
;

at such times as this, when silence is broken it may
be only by a few earnest words, or a fervent exhora-

tion in deep solemnity ; if unsolicited, it is the call

under the sure conviction that God is the author, and

the canopy of love so prevails that " The Dove

seems almost visibly brooding."

Charles A. Luken's.

Hoopeston, III., Eighth month, 1S87.

The Public Ledger of Philadelphia after comment-

ing with just severity on the too frequent occurrence

of hasty marriages, and the undignified performance

of the marriage rite, says :
" Ourfriends, ' The Friends,'

with their commendable conservative ideas of right

and of propriety, have hedged the subject of marriage

round with excellent provisions. In whatever else

they may have simplified religiousservices, they have

preserved in spirit the solemn sanctions of the mar-

riage relation. So, too, have the Catholics."

The history of persecution is a history of endeav-

ors to cheat nature, to make water run up hill, to

twist a rope of sand.—K. W. Emerson.

Correction without instruction is but mere tyr-

anny.

Intelligencer and Journal

HowABD M. Jenkjns, Managing Editor.
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DISPUTATIONS.
NOTWITHSTANGING the age in which we live is

one of great liberty of thought, and a broader chari-

ity is extended to such as difier in opinion from us,

than ever before, especially opinions touching upon

religious subjects, still there are left in the world

many persons who think a disputatious form of argu-

ment the only one to carry conviction to the heart.

Having most earnestly and honestly sought for the

truth themselves, and convinced they have found it,

they feel, or fancy they feel, it to be a duty to pre-

sent it in a forcible manner to others, even if in this

presentation, it may give a rude shock to the feel-

ings of those who may be equally honest in hold-

ing to a different sentiment, and this on the ground

that it is necessary to arouse them to thinking.

That there are more effectual methods we have

not a doubt, when, (as is sometimes the case) disputes

are necessary ; but best wisdom should then dictate a

wise choice of words, and always the natural will

should be well restrained. Diflerencesin opinion often

exist only in the imagination. A writer in an ex-

change paper most aptly says: " We sometimes strain

at words, when in reality we agree with others. If

we would only remember to strive to discover wherein

we agree, and not always be looking for divergence

of opinion, there would be more of practical piety in

the world. Let us open our eyes to the fact that all

denominations endeavor to make men better, though

they difl'er in methods, and see to it that we ourselves

are true to the highest and best as far as we know it;

and the kingdom of God will be hastened in every-

where."

We have heretofore mentioned the action of New

York Yearly Meeting of " Orthodox " Friends, in re-

quiring ministers and elders to answer every three

years a series of questions regarding doctrine. It is

an evidence, and we think a sad one, of the increasing

tendency to doctrinal dependence, when once that

road is entered upon. These queries were originally

framed in 1876, and it was provided then that no

minister or elder should be acknowledged until they

had answered them aflirmatively. This year, how-

ever, the extreme step is taken of requiring a re-in-

swering every three years,—so as to maintain doc-
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trinal and dogmatic " soundness." The views of

Friends' Revieiv on tliis point we quoted some weeks

ago, (p. 478, current colume), and The Friend of Lon-

don, remarks :

"It was decided that ministers and elders siiould be re-

quired to answer these nine queries every three years, and,

we suppose, if unable to answer them in the affirmative,

they lose their position. We had much rather have no

acknowledgment at all than this. We are ignorant of the

form of words in which these queries are framed, and of

the circumstances supposed to render them necessary, but

such a proceeding under any circumstances seems more
likely to lower than to raise the character of the ministry.

A certain uniformity of intellectual belief may thus be

secured, whilst devoted servants of Christ with a fine sense

of honesty are silenced."

DEA THS.
CAMPION.—At St. Andrews, New Brunswick, Eighth

month 20th, 1887, J. Willets Campion, son of Harrison and
Anna Maria W. Campion and only grandchild of the late

John H. Willets, aged 19 years, G months, and 27 days ; a

promising young member of the monthly meeting of

Friends of Philadelphia.

COOPER.—In West Philadelphia, Eighth mouth 14th,

1887, Mary K., daughter of Edwin K. and Ella S. Cooper,

aged 8 months, 20 days.

HAINES.—At White Eiver, Ind., Charles Haines, aged

18 years ; a member of Fall Creek Meeting. He was
drowned while assisting in fishing with a seine. His

funeral was largely attended on Eighth month 13th, 1887,

and his death fills many hearts with sorrow. J. L. T.

HARLAN.—Departed this life. Eighth month 7th, 1887,

Mary Ann Harlan (formerly Barber), in the (iGth year of

her .age. A member of West Monthly Meeting of Friends',

Mahoning Co., Ohio, of which she was for many years an
esteemed elder.

She was early left a widow, with the guardian care of

three minor children, to whose moral and religious train-

ing she assiduously devoted her energies. Especially did

she unremittingly and with tender care watch over a poor,

afBieted daughter, who now, her mother is gone, feels as

though no earthly friend could fill her place.

She was ever a constant attender of her little meeting ;

and through allegiance to her Heavenly Father, felt called

upon to maintain all its testimonies before the world.

A tender mother, a sincere and sympathizing friend, a

kind and attentive neighbor ; we feel that in her death
there is a great vacancy left amongst us.

Enos He.\cock.

JEANES.—Eighth month 18th, 1887, Eliza B., widow
of Jacob Jeanes, M. D., in her 83th year ; a member of the

monthly meeting held at Green St., Philadelphia.

LUKENS.—Eighth month 19th, 1887, Isaiah Lukens,

M. D., of Wilmington, Del., aged 71. Interment at Horsham
meeting-house. Pa.

PUGH.—At Ocean Be.ach, N. J., Eighth month 18th,

1887, Elijah Pugh, of West Philadelphia, aged 87; a mem-
ber of the monthly meeting of Philadelphia.

EILEV.—Suddenly, of heart disease, at his residence in

Baltimore, on the 15th inst.. Doctor William Riley, in the

81st year of his age. He retired as well as usual on the

evening of the 14th; shortly after midnight he was heard
to breathe heavily and in a f^w moments quietly passed

away.

SHIVERS.—Eighth month 12th, 1887, in West Phila-

delphia, at the residence of her son-in-law, William C
Bancroft,JVIary H., widow of Richard Shivers, in her 74th

year. Interment from her son's, R. Levis Shivers, near
Merchantville, N. J.

WARNER.—At the residence of his son-in-law, J. A.

Cadwallader, Titusville, Pa., Eighth month 14th, 1887,

George Warner, of Burlington, N. J., and formerly of New
York (a brother of the late Yardley Warner) ; a member
of Burlington Monthly Meeting. Interment at Fallsington

Meeting, Pa.

WETHEKALD.—At Sandy Spring, Md., Eighth month
13th, 1SS7, Mary Wetherald, in her 77th year, daughter of

the late Thomas and Ann Wetherald.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 35.

Ninth Month 4th , 1887.

THE BEATITUDES.

Topic : Purity.

Golden Text: "Blessed are the pure in heart, for they

shall see God." Matt. 5 : 8.

Read Matthew 5: 1-13.

THE law delivered from Sinai to the Hebrews, made
it obligatory upon the people, to observe a degree of

correctness in life and in action one towards another

which if obeyed tended to prepare the way for the

unfolding of the higher law as taught by Jesus ; for

as the law of Mo.ses made the impure and improper

act an oflense, the law of Clirist reaches after the

thought, before it shapes itself in action. He that

nurses an impure thought is guilty in that he harbors

it in his breast. To the pure in heart, every evil de-

sire is an unholy thing, the very presentation of

which, to the soul, is turned away from and shunned

as one would shun a deadly reptile or a venomous
beast. Keep the fountain of thought pure, and there

can fiow out nothing that is impure.

The blessing is promised to those whose minds,

motives, and principles are pure; who seek not only

to have the external actions correct, but who desire

to be holy in heart, and who are so. [Barnes].

Shall see God. This is a form of words among the

peopleof that time, that was very expressive. To be in

the presence of kings and princes and to be permitted

to see them was regarded as a high honor: Prov. 2:

29 ; 2d Kings 2.5 : 19. Those that stood in the presence,

that saw the face of tlie king, were his favorites and
friends. It is from this great reverence for and
honor shown to the king and the corresponding grace

and favor bestowed by the king upon his faithful and
loyal subjects that our spiritual relations to our

Heavenly Father are so often compared to those of

the monarch and his people. If the earthly king

will permit his friends to stand about him and share

the privileges of his court, will not the King of kings

grant similar favors to those who.se pure hearts and

sincere lives well fit them to enjoy his presence ?

In a recent address to young women is found the

following: Hold fast that which is good. Do not

let pity and gentleness, purity and compassion be

ousted from their throne. They are not inconsistent

with courage and determination. Strength is never

so .strong as when united with gentleness and purity.

" Jly strength is as the strength of ten, because

my heart is pure."
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THIS LESSON TEACHES :

1st. The duty in wati'liiiig over the thoughts and

intents of the heart.

2d. The need there is that all our actions shall

spring from pure motives.

3d. Tluit only those whose lives are clean and
pure in the sight of the Divine Being, can hope to

find favor with him and be admitted into the fellow-

ship of the redeemed of God, in the Heavenly King-

dom.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE.— XL FLORENCE.
{CONTINUED.)

Floeence, May 28, 1887.

OUR stay in Florence included the period of two
weeks devoted to a variety of fetes. There were
races, processions, shows, tournaments, shooting

matches, openings of various exhibitions, celebra-

tions of anniversaries, and the principal of all, the un-

veiling of the fa('ade or west front of the great Cathe-

dral or Duomo, begun in A. D. 1296, opened for wor-

ship in A. D. 1346, but only now at length finally

completed according to the original designs. The
King, Queen, and heir apparent took a leading part in

all these proceedings, and their participation in thai at

the cathedral, which was partly a religious ceremony,
was attended with some difficulties arising from the

fact that the King holds with firm grasp the estates

of the church whicti his father King Victor Emman-
uel, wrested from the Pope, and the son. King Hum-
bert, is consequently under sentence of excommunica-
tion. The Florentines are good Catholics, and also loyal

subjects of the King. Nothing would content them
but that their King should unveil the work which it

is the pride of their generation to have completed,

and they carried their point; but the conduct of the

opposing parties , thus brought face to face, was closely

watched. Of course no scandal occurred ; the Italians

have too good taste, at least, for any thing of that

kind ; but when the curtain fell at the touch of the

King's hand, and the Archbishop came forward to

pronounce the apostolic blessing, which he did with-

out any reference to the royal party, it was noticed

that though the Queen like a good Catholic, accepted

the blessing by devoutly crossing herself, the King
took no notice of it, nor did his son and heir. And
again, when the clergy after singing a litany, were
about to retire within the building, the Archbishop
made, what he could not with decency avoid, an
obeisance to the King, it was extremely slight, and
was returned by the King only with a nod which was
thought to indicate indifl'erence, if not a less respect-

ful feeling.

We had tickets to the opening ceremonies of one
of the expositions, which gave us an opportunity to

see the_royal party at leisure, and at the distance of

a very few feet. The King is short and stout, with a
firm round head covered with close-clipped grizzled

hair, and has a vigorous bearing and strong features.

The Queen is as tall as her husband, an elegent wo-
man, and has been handsome in feature ; but she
appeared weary and had rather an anxious, " far-

away " look, I thought, when once she turned and

looked full in our faces evidently without seeing us.

The heir apparent, the Prince of Naples, is a slight

and not tall youth of seventeen, of plain and not

pleasing countenance, and his features manifest no
marked character ; indeed they rather give the im-

pression of feebleness. But he comes of a vigorous

and able race, and it is much to be hoped that in his

case " blood will tell " eventually. In the monarchy
is the only hope of Italian unity ; in unity, the only

hope of independence ; and in independence, the

only hope of popular progress. It is said the

Republicans and the Clericals, the two extremes,

could probably by. their union overturn the monarchy
which is the immediate object of the enmity of both

;

but their union for that one purpose is prevented by
the consciousness that there would at once arise a

struggle between themselves, which would involve

the destruction of one or the other. And while they

hesitate, monarchy is daily gaining strength. But
Italy has judged it necessary to take rank as one of

the great European powers ; this renders necessary a

great army and a great navy. Armies and navies

cost money, and the taxes are said to have increased

no less than six-fold since the times of the easy-going

do-nothing old princes who were not great powers

or any powers at all, but existed by the forbearance

of their relatives, the Austrian and Spanish royalists,

or in the case of the Pope, by the respect of the Catho-

lic world ; and had no use for soldiers or war ships,

more than enough to make a parade or fire a salute.

The Italians appear at present more than contented,

but the day may come when they will count the pe-

cuniary cost of the new regime, and ask them.sel ves

whether it be worth the increased expense.

The ftHes brought not only the whole population

of Florence into the streets, but attracted great num-
bers from all Italy. The appearance of this great as-

sembly was very creditable, equal at least to that of

any crowd I have ever seen at home, and their con-

duct was the most orderly that I have ever seen. In

fact, in the entire two weeks during which the streets

were all day and until late at night filled with people,

we did not witness or hear of a single case of disorder

or even rudeness, nor was a single drunken man
seen. Such was our experience, and I have seen the

same testimony borne by a foreign correspondent in

a detailed report in a magazine article. We went
wherever there was anything to be seen, and on

the night of the illumination, when there was a

greater crowd in the streets than I ever remem-
ber to have encountered before, my wife and
young son found themselves on the opposite side

of the city from our lodgings, and made their

way through the entire city without encounter-

ing any annoyance whatever except from the neces-

sity of occasionally standing still till a way opened

to proceed. The absence of drunkenness on this oc-

casion, however, should not be over-estimated. I

have noticed at home that when there has been

something to amuse the crowd, drunkenness has

been reduced to a minimum. During a so-called

"carnival" at Washington, many years ago, which

continued I think two days, and drew thousands of

spectators, it was remembered that there was almost
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no drunkenness; whereas on every Christmas and
New Year's cases of it could then and may yet be
seen by scores. I have noticed the same thing at in-

augurations and great parades. But in Italy, where
we have now been more than four months, I and my
family have yet to see the first drunken man or

woman.
Another circumstance connected with these fetes

appeared to me remarkable. Among the proceed-

ings was a flower-show. Florence is the city of flowers,

and deserves its name ; never have we seen them so

fine and so abundant. In the markets and on stands

along the streets cut flowers are for sale in wonderful
quantities. We bought beautiful Marshal Neil roses

half blown, at five cents of our money for twenty
buds. Lily of the valley was in great baskets, jier-

fuming the street ; every spray bore ten or a dozen
bells. A small handful cost five cents. The flower-

show in question was something new to us. Some
thirty of the finest equipages in the city were decked
with flowers according to the taste of the owner;
some had only a few garlands disposed over them,
some were quite buried in flowers, and even the

horses were covered. These carriages were the pri-

vate equipages of the first citizens and highest no-
bility, who did not disdain to take their seats therein

and parade for two hours along certain streets. Tlie

flowers were supposed to be, and perhaps were, the
products of their own gardens, (I was going to say

conservatories, but all flowers grow here in the ojjen

air), and prizes were given for the best display. I

noticed among the successful ones, the names of a

prince and one or two duchesses. The Florentine

nobility had its origin in the wealth derived from
trade and commerce, and not like the feudal nobility

of the rest of Europe, in war and conquest. Their
wealth came from the profits of fair trade, and not
from the produce of lands worked by serfs. And so

it is said they have always recognized the tie that

connects them with the people.

An interesting show was the so-called historical

cortege, a procession in character of knights, men-
at-arms, and guilds of artisans in the costumes of the

sixteenth century. I was told that some of the banners
and dresses displayed on the occasion were genuine
relics of the period they repre.sented,and were carried

or worn by the descendants of the men that then car-

ried or wore them; but of course much the larger part

was a mere imitation, made for the occasion.

The only grand building in Florence is the Cathe-
dral. Tlie interior has not the grandeur or beauty of

St. Peter's, at Rome, though the dome itself has I be-

lieve, a greater span, and the scene at .service under
that dome is very grand. We attended a great cere-

monial held there during the fetes. We went early,

and looking at the scores of chandeliers depending
from above and swinging far over the heads of tlie

people, I wondered how the thousands of candles

with which they were filled were to be lighted. But
I)resently I saw a little ball of flame start from the

floor, ascend to a chandelier, and fly round the can-

dles touching and lighting each one as it passed and
then become extinct. I was startled at the magical

Iierformance, but soon saw how it was etfected. In

every chandelier a single thread was passed around
the wicks of the candles, and then the loose end was
let hang to the floor. The thread had been dipped
in some combustible—oil or turpentine perhaps—and
when the lower end was lighted the flame ran up
the thread and to each candle in turn, lighting it in

passing. But this mode of lighting was near pro-

ducing a catastrophe. The chandeliers were for the

occasion draped with bright colored paper, and in one
case the home end of the thread was left in contact

with the paper, and consequently after lighting the

candles, the ball of flame j^roceeded to light the pa-

per, and this in turn set fire to the hempen rope by
which the chandelier was suspended. As it hap-

pened ray wife and I were just under that chandelier.

The service had begun, the great organ and a numer-
ous choir were rolling out the grand tones of the Glo-

ria, when we noticed that the eyes of some hundred
people were turned upon us, and violent gestures

were made which we could not understand. We soon,

however, had our attention turned upwards, and real-

izing our danger, moved away. Then it became a

question whether the rope would burn through and
let the great mass of crystal and bronze fall on the

pavement, before the man who had been dis-

patched to the roof could succeed in lowering it. Min-
utes seemed like hours. The service went on, but

most eyes were turned anxiously to the slowly burn-

ing rope, of which some yards were now in flame,

and which we expected every moment to give way.

But it did not, and we soon saw the chandelier slowly

descending from its great height, and at length safely

lauded on the floor.

The exterior of the Cathedral is cased with mar-
bles of various colors—-white and black mostly, with

some grey and yellow. The effect at first is unpleas-

ant, but one gets accustomed to it. At one corner

stands the celebrated Campanile or Bell-tower, a

square tower 275 feet in height, the work of Giotto in

the fourteenth century, so that it has stood more than

500 years. It is a beautiful object, being sheathed in a

yellowish marble of rich tint, and the whole is wrought

in such detail as to take away wholly and entirely the

monotonous appearance of a plain shaft or obelisk with

sharp corners, such as the Washington monument at

the capital of the United States. The campanile is

wholly detached from the Cathedral, though but a

few feet distant from it. Opposite these two is the

Baptistry, a plain octagonal building celebrated for its

bronze doors which some great genius, I think Michael

Angelo, said were worthy to be the gates of paradise.

To this building all tlie children born in Florenceare

brought to be baptized ; and any morning the visitor

may see parents and friends assisting at the plain and
sober ceremony wliich is supposed to wash away with

a few drops of water the taint of Adam's sin, which

but for this would, according to the popular belief

and teaching of the church, forever prevent the en-

trance of the unfortunate into the kingdom of

heaven, even if it should die at that tender age when,

as Christ said, it was one of those that made up that

kingdom, or should live a long life in obedience to

the teachings and in imitation of the example of the

Divine Master.
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In the villages around Florence the plaiting of

straw goods is the sole occnpation of a great number
of women. They carry on this work while watching
thoir children, or gossiping with their neighbors, or

even taking a stroll in the streets. The hands need
no aid from the eye. Some of the finest braids are

made of pieces of straw not more than five inches

long. A small bundle of this material, perhaps an inch

thick, is carried iu the woman's I elt, and from this

every few seconds she draws a straw', lays the end in

place and proceeds to plait it in, without casting a

glance at it or intermitting for an instant her chatter

or her walk. The workers are as might be expected

very cheerful and pleasant looking. We were told a

good worker might possibly make a franc a day ; but

a good deal must depend upon the peculiar skill of

each woman, and upon the demand for the work
which is sold on their own account, and perhaps nets

ten cents for a day's product.
John D. McPherson.

NEWS OF FBIENDS.
FAIRFAX QUARTERLY MEETING.

THIS meeting was held, as usual in Eighth month,
at Goose Creek in Loudoun county, Va., and is the

most southern quarterly meeting we have. For a

hundred years their people had been feeding the re-

mote and boundless regions of the west. Slavery,

the great cause of this flight to the free soil of the

setting sun, having been blotted out by the Slave-

holders' rebellion, these Friends of Virginia can

now rest unmolested in peaceful homes. They are

like those of some other sections, not growing in

numbers, but are growing in all things essential to the

well-being of a religious society. They lie very much
out on the borders, but their feet are planted on the

enduring Rock, and the words of their Prophet whose
remains they have so recently laid beneath the sod

in old Goose Creek burying-ground, are still remem-
bered by them.

The Select Meeting was held on Seventh-day at

three o'clock, all of the representatives being present

except one, who was prevented from attending by
sickness. The meeting was addressed by Thomas
Foulke, who had come from his home in New York,
expressly to attend the quarterly meeting. The dis-

tance is three hundred miles. His address was most
earnest and tender, and evidently reached the hearts

of the people. Martha S. Townsend, a minister from
Baltimore, also was present at the Select Meeting.

At the opening of the meeting on First-day morn-
ing, Sunderland P. Gardner was found to be present,

having come from his home in the State of New York
to attend this meeting. The gospel ministry of those

two Friends from New York was truly acceptable. In
unity and strong and earnest appeal they labored

with the peojile. The meeting was large, many not
in membership with us being present.

In the evening of this day our valued friend Ed-
ward H. Magill delivered his lecture on a higher edu-
cation. The audience was large, orderly, and ap-

preciative, the stormy evening not materially dimin-
ishing the numbers.

On Second-day the visiting Friends again stood

forth in the ministry and were favored to speak with
power to the edification of the people. The partition

was then drawn down, and the men and women were
separated and a large amount of business was trans-

acted by the assistance of very competent clerks,

with becoming harmony and condescension. During
the meeting the memorial of William Holmes was
read amidst great solemnity. The memorial is well

composed and is a record of one of the purest men
that ever lived. His remains were placed in the old

Goose Creek burying-ground near his intimate friend

and co-worker, Samuel M. Janney.

On Tliird-day morning Edward H. Magill favored

the people with another of his admirable lectures,

this time on the wonders developed by the excava-

tions at the ancient city of Pompeii and the marvel-

ous story of Mount Vesuvius.

The visits of our friends from Genesee and New
York Yearly Meetings, whose names I have men-
tioned, have been very frequent within the last sev-

eral years. They enjoy working in the vineyard so

lately vacated by Samuel M. Janney and the people

meet them with glowing hearts. Our sisters from the

other side of the partition tell me that the loving,

sisterly labors of Martha S. Townsend were highly

valued.

In the several branches of this quarterly meeting

there is abundant opportunity to listen to the silent

word, and the spoken word is also welcome to them
when it is handed forth with love, authority, and
power. They hold in precious remembrance also the

visits of Darlington Hoopes, of Maryland, and Isaac

Wilson, of Canada. There was at this assemblage an

unusually large attendance of young people from the

several monthly meetings as well as from other

quarterly meetings very remotely located. Evidently

the time for supine satisfaction is past. The period

of unrest has come, and the philanthropic spirit of

our people is aroused. Friends of the seven yearly

meetings have now plenty of work to do in the

Father's vineyard.
Henry Janney.

Baltimore, Eiglith month 19.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

A pleasant meeting took place Sixth month
4th, (at the time of quarterly meeting), of those en-

gaged in, and friendly to. First-day schools; and it was

decided that in AVhitewater Quarterly Meeting, regu-

lar meetings of the same character should be held

every three months hereafter. The next meeting is to

be held on Seventh-day of quarterly meeting, at Fall

Creek, Ind., which takes place on 3d of Ninth month
next. It is hoped a good meeting will assemble.

Reports are expected from all schools in the quarterly

meeting.
Aaron G. Gano.

Richmond, Ind.

" It is destiny !
"—phrase of the weak human

heart !
" It is destiny ! "—dark apology for every

error ! The strong and the virtuous admit no destiny

!

On earth guides conscience, in heaven watches God.

And destiny is but the phantom we invoke to silence

the one, to dethrone the other.

—

Lord Lytton.
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For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A QUERY.
ONE question there is whicti bears stronjjly upon
the future of our Religious Societj'. It is this : Wiiat

has our peculiar faith to ofl'er to the conscience-strick-

en or disheartened ofl'ender, that can compare with

the statement the churches outside make when they

say " Jesus, though pure and perfect, died for you. So
deep was his love for the lost and erring, that hegladly

took ujion himself the punishment due them; even
dying in torture and disgrace that they might be
saved from pain. For you his precious blood was
shed ! Believe on him and the saving grace of that

blood, and he will save you, no matter how wicked
you have been, trom endless torment and the right-

eous wrath of God."

Does our faith lack the element of love ? Is it

cold, hard, dry, unattractive, that our young people

are so often drawn away to the other churches? If

we overthrow a false idol, we must put something
better in its place. What do we give better than this

promise of free and loving pardon to penitent sin-

ners? Suppose the Puritan question, "Do you love

Jesus?" were put to one of us. I think I can hear
the slow reply :

" Love him? I don't know ; I never
saw him. If I had lived when he did, or he now ; if

I could really see and know him I suppose I should
love him of course. But I do not see how I can very

well love a per.son that lived nineteen hundred years

ago."

Is this abetter spirit than would be evinced by the
hearty Presbyterian reply, " Love my Saviour? yes,

indeed I do. Was not his precious blood shed for

me? Ten life-times of loving seiTice could never
repay his mercy to me, a sinner. Works are useless

;

I simply trust in his sacrifice !

"

Our profession is not below that of the Evangeli-
cal churches. It Itas something to offer quite as good
as this

; but how many of our members can define it ?

I wish that some of them would write replies, and
that the Intelligencer would publish the clearest and
most concise that may be sent us. I should be more
than pleased to learn the candid views of intelligent

and whole-hearted Friends upon this question
through your columns. It is vital. A.

COMMUNICA TIONS.
THE ALLOTMENT TO THE OMAHA INDIANS.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

AN article in a recent number of your paper, com-
mending the President for " his selection of Alice C.

Fletcher as Indian agent to allot lands in severalty to

the Indians of the Winnebago reservation," attracted
my attention. AVhile I fully unite in approval of the
appointment of A. C. F., and doubt not much good
has been accomplished by her earnest work among
the tribes, I would call to the remembrance of some
of the readers of the Intelligencer the great work
of Agent Edward Painter among the Omaha tribe.

He was the first agent assigned to that reservation,
under the peace policy adopted by President Grant,
in 1869, and in 1872 he was chosftn by the tribes one
of three persons to survey their lands. He and his

companions encountered the severity of a Nebraska

winter, and surrendering the comforts of home, at the
risk of their lives, the great work was accomplished
in three week.s, which at first was supposed would re-
quire that many months. The following summer.
Agent Painter commenced the great enterprise of al-

lotting lands in severalty to the Omaha tribe; and
lived among them long enough to see many of them
in the enjoyment of the privilege which had so long
been withheld from them. In the judgment of
some of the survivors of Agent Painter, he was justly
entitled to a share of the praise allotted to his suc-
cessor in continuing the good work among the Omaha
Indians.

L. G. 'Painter.
Sandij Spring, Md., Eighth month 1-5.

THE " FRIENDS' HOME FOR CHILDREN."
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I DESIRE to call the attention of Friends and other
readers of your paper to the Friends' Home for Chil-
dren, located at 4011 Aspen street, West i-hiladelphia.

This Home was organized in 1881. Since then it has
sheltered 140 little ones, some of whom have gone
back to their parents, others have been provided with
good homes elsewhere. It is not the desire of the
management to keep these children in the Home any
longer than is just necessary to get good homes for

them. The management believe the sooner the chil-

dren are placed under private home influence the bet-

ter. Although called the Friends' Home for Chil-

dren, none are debarred on account of creed, all are
alike welcome ; the institution being founded by
Friends it was natural to select that name. It is sup-
ported entirely by contributions from the benevolent.
The management are willing to do the work, sacri-

ficing often pleasure and valuable time, but they are
compelled to appeal to those who are willing and able
for financial assistance. Let them not appeal in vain.

In a large city like Philadelphia there are great num-
bers of destitute and worse than orphan children,

whose moral welfare will not be looked after except
through private charity. These children are in this

condition from no fault of their own ; 'tis true they
often are the victims of the great depravity of their

parents, but what nobler charity can there be than in

trying to lift up those little ones of the Father's flock

and putting them in a position to become self-sus-

taining, self-respecting, good men and women. Let
us all examine into what we are doing forcharity and
see if we cannot do a little at least to strengthen the

hands of the good men and women who are laboring

to sustain this Home. Let us examine into what they
are doing, and then aid them all we can. I am led

to write these lines from reading a little circular sent

out by the Board of Directors.

A. M.

THE INDIAN QUESTION.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal ;

I HAVE read with interest the letter of John J.

Janney in your paper of recent issue, in replying to

Senator Dawes. Friend J. has pointed out some of

the errors of the Senator, but not all of them. Allow
me, therefore, to add a word.

The Senator says, in his letter to your paper of
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Seventh month, 23d, that "Civilization and Chris-

tianity had been dealing with the Indians for 250

years without making any appreciable efi'ect upon

their condition or character. Tliey were substantially

the tiame savages they were when our fathers landed

at Plymouth Rock. Not one in a thou.sand of them

could even speak the language of civilization and

Christianity." This statement is in the face of the fact

that over one-fourth of the Indians were at the time

he names able to speak English, and were members

of Christian churches, and one-fifth of them able to

read and write in our language.

2. He says :
" The Government was trying to feed

them—260,000—at a cost of $7,000,000 a year." Then

he adds :
" The question presented was, Shall this

continue and the burden, increasing with increasing

numbers, be borne indefinitely ? " I give the follow-

ing facts on official authority : Ten years ago, the

whole expense of feeding the Indians was less than

52,500,000, and now it is less than $1,750,000. Less

than 20,000 Indians get full rations, and over 100,000

are wholly self-supporting. And almost the whole of

the cost of feeding them as well as educating and

otherwise caring for them comes out of moneys be-

longing to the Indians, and is therefore not a burden

on the United States,—unless it be a burden to pay

out trust funds.
T. A. Bland,

Cor. Sec. Indian Defense Asso'n.

]yashin(/lon, D. C.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

AFTER VACATION.

THE season is again close upon us when the children

and youth of our land are reassembling in our schools

and colleges for a fresh struggle after mental w-ealth.

Teachers and professors are returning, we trust, with

renewed vigor to the work of the school room, all

hopeful of good results from another season of toil.

There is much of pleasure in store for both, not, how-

ever.unmixed with care and anxiety on the one hand,

and a blending of fear with courage and hope on the

other.

To many who are not active participants, and who
have perhaps larger leisure for thought, a concern

arises for the deeper education, that of moulding the

characters for good ; that this may go hand in hand

always with the brain work. As a rule, our educa-

tors are careful, conscientious, and exemplary, many
of them having attained to their positions by years

of devotion and self-sacrifice, and " are worthy of the

vocation whereunto they are called." Why then

need there be a concern? Because not always do

the homes furnish the foundation upon which to

build a strong character. Parents too often look to

the school or college to supply that which they have

been too weak to foster, a habit of self-denial in their

children, a willingness to forego present pleasure for

the sake of future good. Especially is this apparent

when for the first time the child goes forth from the

parental roof, where little or no responsibility has

been felt, to the partial independence of a home with

strangers. Here the test must come, and happy is he

who can embrace all that is good, and resist any

harmful influences that larger liberty may bring. In
a recent number of the Century magazine "College
Expenses " was the subject of wise editorial comment.
A comment not amiss to some among Friends,—

a

people who should be found most carefully training

the children to habits of simplicity, moderation, and
self-control, a training which will be a safeguard to

them in the school, the college, and, after these, in

the world at large.

Referring to the almost universal complaint com-
ing from parents regarding the prevailing extrava-

gance of college students the article says somewhat
strongly, but with truth :

"There is not a college in America from which
poverty alone need debar a student ; there is not one
from which he may not graduate, provided he has

that amount of ability which will make a college ed-

ucation a benefit, and provided, also, he is willing to

work before and through his course, and deny him-
self, as was the custom in our fathers' days.

" It is this last custom which is going out of exist-

ence; and that is enough to show that the root of the

evil does not lie in the college, but in the home. The
very parents who speak so bitterly of the encourage-

ment given to young men's extravagance by the mod-
ern college life have carefully trained their sons for

just the life which they have found. Usualh' men in

moderate circumstances, they have never compelled

their sons to earn a dollar in their lives, or to know
the cost or value of money, or to deny themselves

anything within their reach, or to do anything ex-

cept spend money when a favorable opportunity of-

fered. The sons, passing for the first time beyond the

father's eye, and able to plead circumstances which

parents cannot deny from personal knowledge, are in

a fair position to deplete the paternal pocket-book,

and have never been trained to refrain from improving

such an opportunity

" In nine cases out of ten, the student's self-con-

trol, if it led to a refusal to be enticed into unneces-

sary expenditures, would be simply ignored by the

other students of his college. There are always

cliques which would ignore himself as well ; and, to

this extent, the dreaded ' taboo ' might be endured.

But this difficulty is purely subjective ; it is in the

student himself, and its roots are in his home-train-

ing. If he has come to college to cultivate or value

the society of such cliques, the penalty has an effec-

tive force ; if he has been trained to undervalue or

ignore the penalty, it has no power over him. When
he yields to it and writes home that he ' must have

'

money for this, that, or the other purpose, the father

who supplies this demand is cultivating further the

son's vanity, and further preparing vexation of spirit

for himself. For him to pay the money and thus in-

crease the evil, while he considers it the unperformed

duty of the college authorities to suppress all the so-

cieties, expel the editors of all the college papers, and

abolish the inter-collegiate games, is merely another

example of the decadence of American home-life and

discipline. The father expects the college to do for

the son what the home no longer does for him ; he

sends the college flabby material, and expects the

material to be turned into such strong, self-poised,
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self-controlled manhood as the American home once

furnished to the college. If the children's teeth are

set on edge, it is largely because the fathers have eaten

sour grapes.
" There can be little doubt that two-thirds of the

material now sent to college would be bettered by

being put into a workshop of some kind for two years

between the ages of twelve and sixteen. The spread

of comfort among the people has been steadily in-

creasing the number of those who can spare their

sous the necessity of work even through their years

of early manhood ; and we liave not yet come to un-

derstand the fuUjoeasure of the injury which is thus

done to the character of the boy. At the same time,

the colleges have been developing in a direction which

gives greater and still greater freedom to the student,

and thus brings into constantly greater prominence

the evils resulting from the modern American system

of home-training. To check the college in its natural

course of development, to demand that it shall cease

its proper work and attend to wrapping the student in

cotton-wool and keeping him from the temptations

incident to every really manly life, wovild be merely

to make permanent and irreparable the damage
which is being done to young American manhood.
Things must be worse before they can be better.

American parents must learn that education is not an

afl'air of books alone; that it is not complete when so

many books have been finished and so many term-

bills paid ; that a true education consists even more
largely in the training of the character and of the

will than in book knowledge. When American homes
send to American colleges boys who have been trained

to discriminate between the accidents of life and its

essentials, the complaints of college extravagance

will disappear, and a good many other evils will go

with them." L. H. H.

TEMPERANCE CONFERENCES.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

A CONFERENCE on Temperance was held in

Friends' meeting-hoirse, at Bird-in-Hand, Lancaster

Co., Pa., by a committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing on Temperance and Intoxicating Beverages, on
Seventh-day, the 6th of Eighth month, in the after-

noon. Elizabeth Lamborn read an essay on the right

education of youth. Sarah Flitcraft, of Chester, read

an article from a paper, on the success of Prohibition

in the Southern States. Zell, of Lancaster,

gave a statement of the eflects of High License in

Chicago. Allen Flitcraft then addressed the meeting.

He advocated prohibition as the surest remedy for

drunkenness, but said this is not all that is wanting.

Without a virtuous education of youth, prohibition

by law will not wholly prevent the use of intoxicat-

ing beverages. They will be obtained if they have
to be sent for across the ocean. But let us by all

means not slacken our endeavors to obtain its pro-

hibition. If it be right, we have God on our side

;

and we must ultimately succeed. " Truth is mighty,

and must prevail." Let us not be disheartened.
" One and God make a majority." He, the speaker,

would not dictate to us which way we should vote
;

but vote for prohibition. Use every means that we

can to obtain a prohibitory law. He would not say

that now is the time for a Prohibition party. The
time may come when such a course may be neces-

sary, but he doubts the correctness of the policy at

the present time. Endeavor by all the nleans in your
power to secure such a Legislature as shall support
the action of our last Legislature ; and wlien the

que.stion comes fairly before the people, then let

every true temperance man of whatever party, cast

his ballot for an amendment to the Constitution of

the State.

Sarah Flitcraft exhorted the women to use their

influence in favor of prohibition. We may not vote,

but we can influence votes. Amos Longenecker, of

Bird-in-Hand, spoke also in favor of prohibition, and
of the duty of voters in advancing the cause of total

abstinence from every thing that intoxicates.

On First-day, 7th, a conference was held in Sads-

bury meeting-house, Lancaster county, Allen Flit-

craft spoke eloquently, appealing to his hearers to be
true to their convictions of duty.

He disapproved of High License, and denied
that it is an agent in the promotion of the cause of

temperance. The more respectable the house, the

more dangerous is it to respectable young men who
would be ashamed to be seen entering a low saloon.

Elizabeth Lamborn took the same view. She
said that the so-called respectable houses are the

places where drunkards are made.
After some discussion by Samuel Walker, Thomas

Bonsall, Allen Flitcraft, and others, on the use of

opium, the meeting adjourned. E. L.

MIDSUMMER EVE.
EY .MRS. L. G. M'VEAN'.

LIKE lakes of gold among the darker greeu.

The gleaming wheat-fields lay
;

And silver waves of wind-swept oats between

Cast up a brighter spray.

Across the level meadows, reaped and bare,

The pink-flushed sorrel grew
;

And from the fragrant clover-fields the air

Blew warm and moist with devT.

The stately elms against the sapphire dome
Their graceful arches cast

;

And flocks of fleet-winged swallows, flying home.

Like silent shadows passed.

The fireflies flickered in the waving wheat
Like tangled skeins of light;

And all the laud lay hushed in silence sweet.

Soothed by the summer night.

The pale young moon adown the rosy west

Her slender crescent swung
;

In the dark wood, a bird, beside its nest.

Like love imprisoned sung.

Then all my heart, by silence hushed and bound.

Trembled iu beauty's power,

And, touched to answering rapture by the sound,

Burst open, like a flower.

If we would win the prize we must not be cool

and indifferent, but exert all our strength in the

Christian race.

—

Samuel Crisp.
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AN INTIMACY WITH A BIRD.
FRESH from this adventure, and all aglow with
pleasurable excitement, I met a friend in the city, a
naturalist of repute, and one of tlie founders of tlie

American Oriiitliologists' Union. Of course I regaled
him with an account of my wonderful vireo (he was
tlie man to whom I had half promised the nest) ;

and on his expressing a wish to see her, I invited
him out for the purpose that very afternoon. I

smile to remember how full of fears 1 was, as he
promptly accepted the invitation. The bird, I de-

clared to my.^elf, would be like the ordinary baby,
who,iis everybody knows, is never so stupid as when
its fond mother would make a show of it before com-
pany. Yesterday it was so bright and cunning!
Never was baby like it. Yesterday it did such and
such unheard-of things; but to-day, alas, it will do
nothing at all. However, I put on a bold face, filled

my pen-box with rose leaves, exchanged my light-

colored hat for the black one in which my pet had
hitherto seen me, furnished my friend with a field-

glass, and started with him for the wood. Tlie nest
was occupied, (I believe I never found it otherwise),

and, stationing my associate in a favorable position,

I marched up to it, when, lo, the bird at once took
wing. This was nothing to be disconcerted about,
the very promptness of the action making it certain

that the sitter must have been the male. The pair

were both in sight, and the female would doubtless
soon fill the place which her less courageous lord had
deserted. So it turned out, and within a minute
everything was in readiness for a second essay. This
proved successful. The first insect was instantly
laid hold of, whereupon I heard a suppressed excla-
mation from behind tlie field-gla.ss. When I rejoined
my friend, having exhausted my supplies, nothing
would do but he must try something of the kind
himself. Accordingly, seizing my hat, which dropped
down well over his ears, he made up to the tree.

The bird pecked familiarly, and before long, he came
rushing back to the path, exclaiming that he must
find something with which to feed her. After over-
turning two or three stones he uncovered an ant's
nest, and, moistening his forefinger, thrust it into a
mass of eggs. With these he hastened to the vireo.
She helped herself to them eagerly, and I could hear
him counting, " One, two, three, four," and so on, as
she ate mouthful after mouthful.

Now, then, he wished to examine the contents of
the nest, especially as it was the first of its kind
which he had ever seen out-of-doors. But the owner
was set upon not giving him the opportunity. He
stroked her head, brushed her wings, and, as my
note-book puts it, "poked her generally; " and still

she kept her place. Finally, as he stood on one side
of her and I on the other, we pushed the branch
down, down, till she was fairly under our noses.
Then she stepped ofl!'; but even now it was only to
alight on the very next twig, and face us calmly;
and we had barely started away before we saw her
again on duty. Brave bird ! My friend was exceed-
ingly pleased, and I not less so ; though the fact of
her making no diflerence between us was something
of a shock to my self-conceit, endeavor as I might to

believe that she had welcomed him, if not in my
stead, yet at least as my friend. What an odd pair
we must have looked in her eyes I Possibly she had
heard of the new movement for the protection of
American .song-birds, and took us for representatives
of the Audubon Society.

Desiring to make some fresh experiment, I set out
the next morning with a little water and a teaspoon,
in addition to my ordinary outfit of rose-leaves. The
mother bird was at home, and without hesitation
dipped her bill into the water,—the very first solitary
vireo, I dare be bound, that ever drank out of a sil-
ver spoon

! Afterwards I gave her the insects, of
which she swallowed twenty-four as fast as I could
pick them up. Evidently she was hungry, and ap-
preciated my attentions. There was nothing what-
ever of the coquettishness which she had sometimes
displayed. On tlie contrary, she leaned forward to
welcome the tidbits, one by one, quite as if it were
the most natural thing in the world for birds to be
waited upon in this fashion by their human admi-
rers. Toward the end, however, a squirrel across the
way set up a loud bark, and she grew nervous

; so
that when it came to the twenty-fifth louse, which
was the last I could find, she was too much preoccu-
pied to care for it.

At this point a mosquito stung my neck, and, kill-
ing it, I held it before her. She snapped at it in a
twinkling, but retained it between her mandible.?.
Whether she would finally have swallowed it I am
not able to say (and so must leave undecided a very
interesting and important question in economic orni-
thology), for just then I remembered a piece of ban-
ana with which I had been meaning to tempt her.
Of this she tasted at once, and, as I thought, found it
good

;
for she transfixed it with her bill, and, quitting

her seat, carried it away and deposited it on a branch.
But instead of eating it, as I expected to see her do, she
fell to fly-catching, while her mate promptly appeared
and a,s soon as opportunity offered took his turn at
brooding. My eyes, meanwhile, had not kept th&
two distinct, and, supposing that the mother had re-
turned, I stepped up to ofl'er her another drink, but
had no sooner filled the spoon than the fellow took
flight. At this the female came to the rescue again,
and unhesitatingly entered the nest. It was a noble
reproof, I thought; well deserved, and very hand-
somely administered. "Oh, you cowardly dear," I
fancied her saying, "he'll not hurt you. See me,
now

! I'm not afraid. He's queer, I know ; but he
means well."—Bradford Torrey in Atlantic Monthly.

At the last meeting of the AVestern N. B. Horticul-
tural Society, a member stated that he had found the
fumes of coal-tar a safe and eflfective remedy for the
aphis. A wad of rags fastened to a pole, is coated
with the tar, set on fire and held underneath, but not
too near the foliage. By a few such applications he
had rid his plum trees, that were black with aphis,
entirely of the pest.

We.\lth is to be used only as the instrument of
action, not as the representative of civil honors and
moral excellence.

—

Jane Porter.
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TREATMENT OF HORSES: THE CHECK-
REIN.

AS there has been considerable discussion recently in

regard to the utility of the check-rein, a few quota-

tions on this subject from some of the standard Amer-
ican authorities on the horse may be found interest-

ing :

In " Hints to Horse Keepers " H. W. Herbert
says :

" The check, or bearing rein, is an unaccounta-

ble mistake in harness invention. While it holds the

horses's head in an unnatural, ungraceful, and un-

comfortable position, it gives the mouth a callous,

horny character, and entirely destroys all chance for

fine driving. The check-rein is considered valuable

to prevent horses from grazing, or from lowering the

head. The same end may be equally attained by
substituting a simple bridle rein, to be fastened to tlie

saddle without passing through the loops of the

throat-lash."

Francis Dwyer in bis work "On Seats an<l Sa<l-

dles, Bits and Bitting," remarks: " It is strange that

it should be the fashion to ' bear up' carriage horses

to a state of balance which more nearly approaches
the equilibrium of the manege than anything else,

whereas draught requires the center of gravity to be
carried forward and the weight thrown somewhat
more on the fore-legs."

Hiram Woodruff, who, up to 1867 had done more
to develop the trotting-horse than any other man
in the world, says in his " Trotting Horse of Ameri-
ca "

:
" In order that a fast horse should be under cir-

cumstances to do his best, he should be as much at

his ease in his harness and general rig as possible. If

he is not, he is placed at almost as much disadvan-

tage as if sore or stifl", or sufl'ering from some bodily

ailment. You may see horses brought out of the

stable to trot with a very tight check to keep the bead
up and a tight martingale to keep it down. Such a

horse is in irons, and when to this is added a dead
drag at the reins and no movement of the bit from
end to end, I cannot see how he should do his best."

The following paragraph, written by George
Wilkes, of The Spirit of the Times, will show the
secret of Hiram Woodruff's remarkable power over
the horse: "Hiram Woodruff brought something
more to his vocation than a mere intuitive perception
of the new principles by which the trotter was to be
improved. He brought a generous, cheerful, kindly
nature ; and his faculties were insensibly buoyed and
sustained by that invariable accompaniment of true

genius,—a good heart. He had, moreover, one
of those dispositions of mixed simplicity and can-
dor, which commands at once the confidence of
man, and which, when its influences are applied
to the secondary animals, fascinates and subjects

them completely to the owner's will. There is

nothing which recognizes the subtle instincts

of affection so quickly, and which knows them
so unmistakably, as a horse; and much of Hiram's
facility of communicating his purpose to the animal
he rode or drove or trained proceeded from his power
of making it love him. Like Rarey, his doctrine was
kindne-ss

; and when he walked through stables, the
umloubted accord which he had established with its

glossy inmates was at once evinced by the low whin-
nies of welcome which would greet his kindly pres-

ence as he went from stall to stall. They knew him
for the friend who mixed among them, almost as if

he were an equal, and who never ceased to talk to

them as if they were his equals, when he took them
out for their exercise, or even when he encouraged
them during the strife of the arena. What would
they not do for that man, which he could make them
understand ? And how could they fail to know his

wish, when, inspiring them with his chirrup, and
shaking the bit in their mouths, he "lifted " them, as
it were, and sent them whirling with an unknown
velocity along the course? Perhaps Flora Temple
was the most remarkable instance of the great horse-

man's conquest over animal affection during his

career. She loved him with an unmistakable cor-

diality, and when he and she were engaged in some
of their most notable struggles, the man and horse
seemed to be but parts of the same creature, animated
by the fury of a common purpo.se. Many drivers

have been heard to wonder how it was that Hiram
obtained such mysterious mastery over his horses on
all occasions ; but the secret was that he gained their

confidence through their affections; and, after that,

everything was easy. The reason why women so

easily s facinate a horse is because of the tenderness of

their approach ; and .so far as gentleness went, Hiram
Woodruff had the nature of a woman. Commanding
the horse therefore to the absolute extent he did,

there is no reason for wonder that he made his steed

understand himself, as well as know his master.

—

Exchange.

CANON WILBERFORCE WELCOMED HOME.
BY way of extending a welcome home to Canon Wil-

berforce on his return from America, a tea, attended
by nearly 500 persons, was held last evening in the
Deanery grounds. Afterwards, those present gathered
round the temporary band stand, from which the

South Hants Temperance Band had begn discoursing

music, and some speech-making then took place. Mr.
I. Hawkins, the senior churchwarden of St. Mary's,

expressed the pleasure with which they welcomed
the rector after his travels, and the gathering—which,
by-tbe-by, was thoroughly representative—was next
addressed by the Canon. Speaking with his usual

rapid flow of telling language, he expressed his grati-

tude for this additional illustration to him that he
was able to rest in the sympathy of those over whom
God had placed him to exercise the sacred ministry.

Alluding to America, he said he felt the country had
in it the potentiality of the future of the civilized

world. Having touched on the captivating influence

of the absolute social equality and perfect religious

liberty that prevailed there, the Canon drew atten-

tion to the singular peacefulness and beauty of the
American home, attributing this to the fact that no
difference was made in the children of a family, and
there was no law of primogeniture. As to the drink
question he said their intelligent cousins in America
were just now beginning to awaken to the fact that

unless they crushed the liquor traffic it would crush

them. Prohibition, he hoped, was nearer the hori-
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zon of probability, becimse of the 6,000 pledges he

had been enaljled to take during his short stay in the

country. He had come back impressed with the de-

termination to earn more than ever a character for

being a bigot and fanatic.

—

English Paper.

In his remarkable contribution to the August

number of the North American Review, Dr. Edward
McGlynn reminds his readers that as recently as

Archbishop Hughes's day American Catholic prelates

positively forbade their spiritual children to " my
lord " them, and that both prelates and priests ha-

bitually appeared on the streets in the ordinary dress

of American citizens. Times have changed, says Dr.

McGlynn

:

The new generation of bishops is by no means so averse

as were their predecessors to having their ears tickled by

the grateful appellations of " lord " and " lordship," and

nothing is now more common than to speak of and to ad-

dress an archbishop by the ducal sobriquet of " his grace "

and " your grace." The bishops, in great majority are now
eager to obtrude their professional rank on the public by

the use of a distinctive garb, wearing about their necks the

imperial purple, with which as well as with wealth aud

power, the first Christian emporers began the corruption of

the church. Aud they force the priests to wear, in public

as well as in private, a professional badge known as the

Roman collar, of which an old American priest, some

years ago, hearing of the desire of his bishop that the

priests should always wear it, said, with bitterness, " I

suppose the next thing will be that we must have the

bishop's name written upon the collar."

More of the sins of to-day, and perhaps we may
say of all days, are traceable to an inordinate love of

money than to anything else. Money ! men lie for

it, steal it, give their lives for it, cheat them.selves out

of all the l)est that life affords for this imaginary

good—money. All our lives are poisoned at their

very sources by this greatest and saddest of mis-

takes—living for money.— Vnitt/.

There's always a river to cross

;

Always an effort to make
If there's anything good to win.

Any rich prize to take;

Yonder's the fruit we crave,

Yonder the charmiug scene ;

But deep and wide, with a troubled tide,

Is the river that lies between.

For rougher the way that we take

The stouter the heart and the nerve

The stones in our path we break.

Nor e'er from our impulse swerve

For the glory we hope to win
Our labors we count no loss

;

'Tis folly to pause and murmur because

Of the river we have to cross.

A WISE man practices the three following things

:

He abandons the world before it abandons him ; he

builds his sepulchre before the time of entering it

;

and he does all with a design to please God, before

entering into his presence.

He that always makes God's will his i.s never

crossed.

Happine.ss depends far less upon the external cir-

cumstances that surround us than it does upon the

condition of our own minds. The main sources

thereof are within us, and not without. Many a man
is happier in his poverty than a king on his throne

or a millionaire in all his luxury. It is a great mis-

take to judge of the comparative happiness of men by
the difference in their outward condition.

—

Selected.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The Pennsylvania Board of Pardons considered the

case of Samuel Johnson, convicted of the murder of Johu
Sharpless, on the 16th inst., at Harrisburg. A petition

containing 3,000 names asking for a commutation of the

sentence was presented, together with an affidavit of the

proprietor of.the " Bull Pen '

' in Philadelphia, who testified

that Johnson was in his place on the night of the murder.

The Board held the matter under advisement, aud Gover-

nor Beaver has granted a respite from September 1, the day

appointed for execution, to October 6, to give time for fur-

ther inquiry.

—Prof. Spencer F.Baird, secretary of the Smithsonian In-

stitute at Washington, and U. S. Commissioner of the Fish

and Fisheries, died on the 19th inst. He was born at Bead-

ing, Pennsylvania, in 1823, and graduated at Dickinson

College, Carlisle. His scieutific work has been of the most

extensive aud valuable character. Amoug his important

publications were " The Birds of North America," (1860)

;

" Mammals of North America," (1859) ;
" Review of Amer-

ican Birds in the Museum of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion," (1864), and " History of North American Birds," in

conjunction with F. M. Brewer and E. Ridgeway, from

1S70 to 1878. Professor Baird was the scientific editor of

the "Annual Record of Science and Industry," and for

thirty-five yearshe edited the annual reports of the Smith-

sonian Institution. He was a man of great executive

ability which, as well as his scieutific eminence, was rec-

ognized in 1871 by President Grant who appointed him
United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries. He
held honorary and corresponding memberships in many of

the most renowned scientific societies of the world. In

early manhood he formed a warm
,
personal friendship with

Audubon with whom he was for many years in corres-

pondence and later he was associated with Agassiz in sci-

entific work and publications.

—A terrific hail storm swept over Atchison, Kansas, on

the afternoon of the 20th instant. Many of the hailstones

measured nine and ten inches in circumference, aud sev-

eral thousand dollars' worth of glass in windows in houses,

stores, and churches having a northerly exposure was

smashed. The storm was general throughout Northern

Kansas. Cars ou railroad trains arriving at Atchison had

their windows ou the north side broken.

—The negroes who migrated to southwesteru Kansas

from North and South Carolina, Tennessee, and other

Southern States have proved themselves to be neither ig-

norant nor shiftless, though they were very poor. They

now own 760,000 acres of land valued at $1,225,000, and

town property valued at $965,000.—Boston Journal.

—The largest library in the world is the Bibliotheque

Nationale at Paris. It is so large that nobody knows how
many books it contains, the work of classification and cat-

aloguery being far in arrears. The total number is esti-

mated at two aud a half millions. The historical cataloge,

which is complete, contains 363,125 books on French history

alone.
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THE VALLEY OF SILENCE.

WE cannot measure thought with words, nor sound
The depth of meaning, even with the tone;

There is a life, within them hid, profound,

Which to the listener remains unknown.

There is a place where Silence reigns supreme:
A word, falling upon this atmosphere.

Must hollow and unmeaning ever seem.

For only hearts can hold sweet converse here.

The eloquence of silent looks, the tear

Or handclaso, that will more than volumes tell.

When souls speak out in language far more clear

Thau words—unheard yet plainly visible.

But when a word comes from this tomb of thought,

'Tis clad in resurrection robes, and seems
All glorified, and with an influence fraught

That reaches far beyond our highest dreams.

Bessie Q. Jordan.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

MIS(2U0TATI0N OF SCRIPTURE.
IN the books of discipline of nearly all the yearly

meetings belonging to our branch of the Society of

Friends, may be found the caution or advice to our
ministers " not to misquote or misapply the Scrijj-

tures."

And it is a counsel at once wise and important to

be observed by us who feel we have a call to the

ministry, lest we, in the advocacy of what we regard

as truth, create a prejudice in the minds of those to

whom we speak, and so injure the cause we are

claiming to espouse. And in this connection, by
quoting a part of a text without referring to the con-

text, we may be misled ourselves, as well as convey
to others a wrong impression of the idea or truth the

original text was designed to inculcate. My atten-

tion has been recently called to a few texts used
by our ministers not unfrequently, to demonstrate
the trutli of our fundamental doctrine of the im-
mediately revealed will of God to the soul of man as

being all sutiicient fjr his salvation or restoration,

and which are so generally misquoted, that they may
be accorded a place amongthose which are sometimes
denominated as "gallery texts," because as they are

thus explained they are accepted by those who hear
them without question or examination, and soon get

a place in the mind as being the true text of .Scrip-

ture, and 80 a misapplication of the true text follows

from this cause. The first one of this character to

which I feel to call the attention of your readers, is

this as usually quoted :

" Whatsoever is to be known of God is manifes
in man." This form of expression has been used to

show that man cannot derive any other knowledge
of God than what is thus manifested in him by the
direct revelation of God'sown spirit. And while this

is true, so far as relates to man's specific duty, yet
there are revelations of God's favor, infinite intelli-

gence and wisdom, as displayed in the material uni-
verse that come to man through his physical or out-

ward senses. And there are revelations of his work
upon the spiritual and moral nature of man as evi-

denced in the lives and experiences of other men,
whether in the writings of the past, or the testimo-
nies of the present, tliat reach us through similar
means, and hence this text is sometimes quoted in a
manner that is misleading.

The true text and context is Romans, chapter 1,

verses 18, 19 :

" For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven
against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men,
who hold down the truth in righteousness

; because
that which may be known of God is manifest in them
for God manifested it unto them." [Revised Version.]

Here the idea seems to me to be conveyed that
those who do not live in harmony with God, or are
transgressors of his laws, have not the excuse that
they were ignorant, or that they were unaware of
his displeasure, for God had revealed it unto them,
in that he had manifested it in them ; and therefore
the text will not bear the interpretation usually put
upon it, as an important corroboration of our funda-
mental doctrine.

Another text which is also frequently quoted for

a similar purpose, and also as an incentive to obedi-
ence, and a means of encouragement, is this: "The
children of the Lord are all taught of the Lord, in

righteousness are they established, and great is the
peace of these his children." While this indeed is

a truth, nevertheless it is not a correct quotation of
the text of Scripture, which is as follows; Isaiah

chap. 54, 11-14:

"0 thou afflicted, tossed with tempest, and not
comforted, behold I will set thy stones in fair colors

and lay thy foundation with sapphires.

"And I will make thy pinnacles of rubies, and thy
gates of carbuncles, and all thy borders of pleasant

stones.

"And all thy children shall be taught of the Lord,
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and great shall be the peace of thy children. In

righteousness shall thou be established : thou shalt

be far from oppression, fir thou slialt not fear : and

from terror: for it shall not come near thee." [Re-

vised Version.]

Thus, instead of directing his thoughts to the con-

dition of all the children of the Lord, as is usually

quoted and applied, the prophet directed his remarks

to a certain class, as a means for their encouragement.

Again we also frequently hear the quotation from

the answer of Elihu to Job :
" There is a spirit in

man, and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth )(

understanding;" and sometimes as giveth "him"
understanding ; while the Scripture text is as fol-

lows. Job, 32 ; S :
" But there is a spirit in man ;

and

the breath of the Almighty giveth them understand-

ing. [Revised Version].

This teaches that it is not only necessary that the

inspiration give the spirit, but the man also, under-

standing,—that is, man as an intellectual and a phys-

ical being as well as a spiritual being; and it there-

fore enlarges the application of the text, as well as

its significance and beauty.

In thus calling the attention of my brothers and

sisters in the ministry to these texts, which are so

frequently brought forward in the manner to which

I have referred, my object is to induce a more careful

examination on our part of these quotations, and of

making a careful analysis of their contexts before

we use them in our public testimonies. And 1 want

and expect to be one with you in exercising this

care, for on looking back over my own testimonies 1

find they are not free from the criticisms of this arti-

cle, and it teaches me more clearly than ever that we

must not blindly or too trustingly accept the testi-

monies of man, but each for him and herself exam-

ine as to their truth by the light within our own
hearts, or trace out the quotations made from Scrip-

ture for ourselves, when they are presented either in

our meditative moments or in the testimonies we
hear. By these means we will gradually rid our-

selves from repeating these " gallery texts," and

cease to transmit them to others.

And with a word of advice to other concerned

Friends, on whom is not laid the requirement to bear

public testimony, I will close this essay. When
such quotations are made by any of us who attend as

ministers, which you know to beincortect, or of which

you have doubts as to their correctness, come to us in

a kindly spirit and call our attention to them, and I

think you will find us glad to receive the information

and so be able in the future to avoid the mistakes we

have made. At least such is my feeling, anil I can

scarcely conceive it possible that any true minister

could be wounded or offended by the reception of

such information. This is in fact a part of your

work in aiding us to bear true testimonies for the

Lord ; for while we recognize our gift in the minis-

try is from Him, yet we hold it in earthen or human
vessels, and are liable still to the commission of er-

rors, either from unwatchfulness or inexperience.

And so by assisting us to be more watchful the bond of

unity will bestrengthened and our usefulness enhanced

Mindon, Eighth month 22. John J. Cornell.

JOURNAL OF JOUJiNEYS TO THE INDIAN
COUNTRY.— nil

BY ISAAC COATES, OF CALN, CHESTER COUNTY.

Ninth month \\)th [1803.] Adam Hoops's brother pro-

posing to go to Genesinguhta to get some seed wheat,

and the river being so low that v.e were doubtful

Halftown would be beset to convey us down in his ca-

noe, they kindly offered some of us a passage in their

canoe. Accordingly Thomas Steward.son, John Shoe-

maker, and George Vaux went with him, he having

two active young men to work it; and Isaac Bonsai

and myself took passage with Halftown and his son,

having an exceedingly jileasant ride down the river,

keeping in company all the way with the vessel

which our friends were on board of, and another

canoe with one man in it going to Pittsburg. We
sometimes sat up and sometimes lay down and slept

between two Indians navigating us, who appeared

very dexterous, and disposed to accommodate us in

every respect in their power. About twelve or fifteen

miles down from the Issua we stopped and dined at a

place called the Plum-Orchard, it being on or near

the upper end of the Indian reserve. I never saw

such a place before, it containing about forty or fifty

acres of exceeding rich land thickly set with trees

which are loaded with excellent fruit, and abundance

on the ground, now in full season. I have no doubt

but there is more than one hundred cart-loads of ex-

cellent plums on which we satiated our appetites for

that fruit and took some on board. Then sailed down
the river to themouthof Tusquiatossy, it being twen-

ty-one miles from Issua. There we struck up a fire,

pitched our tents and slept on the river-bank, the

number of the passengers our squadron contained be-

ing twelve. George Vaux hitherto being our cook hath

performed his office to suit our palates, and this even-

ing failed not in his skill. In the night an alarm was

sounded in our camp by a sentinel, under an appre-

hension of the near approach of a mortal enemy.

One of our company took the alarm an<l immediately

rose ; the others believing it to be the effect of imag-

ination did not think it necessary to get up, which

ultimately proved to be the case.

•2Wh. Breakfasted early and pursued our voyage

four miles to the month of Tusquiatossy, being a

creek (though now quite dry) that runs down what

is called the Little Valley. Thence to Genesinguhta,

where we met with our beloved friends, J. Taylor, J.

Thomas, and J. Swayne, the young men whom we
stationed there in order to improve the natives ,

John

Pennock also beingthere some time, improving some

of them in the smith-business. It was truly a very

satisfactory meeting, particularly to them, they being

so long from a sense of duty separated from their

friends and relatives. Many of the Indians came to

see us this afternoon and took us by the hand with

evident tokens of great joy, which is a clear indica-

tion that they are highly pleased with, and in good

measure sensible of our disinterested endeavor to

improve them in agriculture, mechanical arts, and

jirofitable civilization. We observed, as we sailed

down, the Indian reserve of land along the river to

be excellent; and when we came within fourteen or

fifteen miles of Genesinguhta, the settlements and
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improvements began to appear, and many of the In-

dians have begun to clear out and cultivate their

ground ; have built houses more comfortable than

they were formerly accustomed to. When I was up

the' river from this place four years ago, I believe

there were but three or four settlements worth

noticing; and now there are eighteen or nineteen,

and divers of them have large fields of corn, con-

siderable stock of cattle, and some of them this sea-

son had wheat for sale; so that upon the whole I

think they ha,ve improved in agriculture beyond my
expectations. Soon after we arrived, our friends

showed us the copy of a speech made by Cornplanter

and his brother, Conudiu, on the proposal of their

moving ofl' the Indians' land and settling near them

where they might have the opportunity of being in-

structed as usual and building a saw-mill, which is as

follows

:

" Conudiu first spoke ; It is now a long time since

you came to live amongst us ; it has even exceeded

the limits that were first proposed. I now speak the

united voice of our chiefs and warriors to you, our

women also, and all our people. Attend, therefore,

to what I say. We wish you to make your minds

perfectly easy ; we are all pleased with your living

amongst us, and not one of us wants you to leave our

country. We find no fault with you in any respect

since you came among us, neither have we anything

to charge you with. You have lived peaceably and

honestly with us, and have been preserved in health,

and nothing has befallen you. This we think is proof

that the Great Spirit also is pleased with your living

here and with what you have done for us.

" Friends, Tewenstee, we have been very much en-

gaged in business respecting the afl'airs of our na-

tion, which has prevented us from answering your

proposals of declining the settlement at Genesinguhta

and moving up the river to settle on land of your

own joining ours. We now all agree to leave you at

full liberty either to remain where you now are on our

land, or to move up the river and settle, on land of

your own—only that you settle near us. The Little

Valley is as far up the river as our people are willing

you should go, as we want you to be near us, that you

may extend further assistance and instruction ; for

although we have experienced much benefit from

you, and some of our people have made considerable

advancement in the knowledge of useful labor, yet

we remain very deficient in many things, and num-

bers of us are yet poor.

" Friends, Tewenstee, I myself have been advising

our people to pursue the course of life you recom-

mend to us, and we have fully concluded to follow

habits of industry ; but we are only just beginning to

learn, and we find ourselves at a loss for tools to work

with. We now request you to bring on plenty of

all kinds you think will be useful ; then such of our

people as are able will buy for themselves, and such

as are poor we wish you to continue to lend to, and
they shall be returned to you again. We also want
you to bring useful cloths and sell to us, that we may
get some necessary things without having to go so far

for them. In looking forward we can limit no time

for you to live beside us; this must depend on your

own judgment. When your friends come from Phil-

adelphia we wish you to communicate this speech to

them as the full result of our minds concerning you."

After the foregoing speech was delivered Corn-

planter spoke as follows

:

" Friends, Tewenstee, attend. I will add a little

further. When I was in Philadelphia, a long time

ago, the Indians and white people at that time con-

tinued to kill each other ; I then heard of Quakers,

that they were a peaceable people, and would not

fight or kill anybodv. I inquired of the President

of the United States a^cut them, whether or not this

account was true. He said it was true enough ; they

were such a people. I then requested him to send

some of them to live amongst the Indians, expecting

they would be very u.seful to us. Then it was a long

time after before you came. You are now here, and

it has afforded me much satisfaction that you have

come. I have not been disappointed in the account

I heard of you. You have lived peacefully among us,

and no difficulty has happened between you and our

people. We now want you to stay with us and stand

between us and the white people; and if you see any

of them trying to cheat us let us know of it ; or if you

see any of our people trying to cheat the whites we
wish you to let it be known also, as we confide in you

that you will not cheat us.

" Friends, we have now spoken so full on the busi-

ness that we need not say any more until we find one

of you has killed one of our people, and we find him
lying dead on the ground, or until one of us kills one

of you; then we will take up the business again." [De-

livered the 30th of the 8th month, 1803.]

Notwithstanding this, we thought it necessary to

see the chiefs and others in council ; and being in-

formed that Cornplanter was just set out on a hunt-

ing tour, we hired an Indian to go in the night, (though

it was a wet one), in quest of him. He set out and

traversed the woods, blowing his horn ; and just at

daybreak found him, who came to us early this morn-

ing which is the 21st, and 4th of the week. After

conferring with him, he appeared very much pleased

with our coming, and agreed to send out for the dis-

tant chiefs and others to meet us in council at this

place next Seventh-day morning. We then set oft' up
the river in order to look for a suitalile place to make
a settlement and build a saw-mill. Having viewed

two valleys heretofore had in view, but found the

streams entirely dried up, we came to a fine stream

on the east side of the river, called Tunesasau, on

which we think there is a good mill-seat, beingabout

three and a half miles from this place, and land tol-

erably good ; then returned. On our way we had the

curiosity to ascend a very high mountain in order to

have a prospect of the river and adjacent country.

Jacob Taylor leading the way, we ascended about

one mile and a half, the most of the way very steep.

When our company the most of them were so tired

they gave out, Jacol) Taylor and myself pursued our

route until we got a grand prospect of the river and

the adjacent country and a number of the Indian set-

tlements, and got home as soon as the others. The
young Indian who is the smith at Genesinguhta,

whose name is Levi Hulftown, went with us and re-
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tnrneil with those wlio gave out; he iiiade himself

\Try merry with us when walkini; throufrli the woods;

said tlie Quakers were Hke little ehildren learning to

walk, and that we might now see some of the hard-

ships the Indians had to pass throngh in their hunt-

ing, only that it would not do for them to stop and

rest; but when he found I went on, said there was

one hardy man amongst them. I think I never heard

Thomas Stewardson complain or give out until this

time. lu the evening Blue Eyes came; was very

glad to see us, but was sorry he had to go to Catta-

raugus to see a sick daughter, so that he could not be

at the council. Because he is a steady friend and pro-

moter of our concern for the good of the natives, be-

ing a chief who both by precept and example endeav-

ors to lead them on in habits of sobriety and indus-

try, and as he could not stay with us, we took the op-

portunity of opening to him some of the reasons of

our coming here at this time, which was a propcsal

of our young men's moving ofl' their land and set-

tling near them on some of their own. He was wise

enough to see the reason of the proposal ; and al-

though he saw and gave in to the propriety of it, yet

ajipeared sorry, as he is a near neighbor ; and said if

they moved he w'ould wait to see how they would do

and then move near them. Truly the opportunity

this evening with Blue Eyes had a tendency to pro-

duce some very pleasant sensations in my mind, and

I thought I could own him for, and really felt him
near, as a brother.

22d. Fifth of the week. This being the day on

which the young men hold their meeting, we sat with

them, which I believe was a time of refreshment to

us all. In the afternoon walked about viewing the

improvements the Indians have made which are con-

siderable. Several of them have a good deal of corn,

and some have raised some wheat; but I think they

have not improved in agriculture and industry equal

to those up the river. We saw two of them threshing

their wheat ; Imt as they had no barn to put it in, it

appeared to be somewhat damaged in the stack. I

endeavored to put them upon building barns, which
they promised to do.

23d. We all in company with Jacob Taylor, John
Pennock and Joel Swayne, went down to Genesing-

uhta, or Cornplanter's Village, nine and a half miles.

Being eight of us having three horses, Jacob Taylor
and myself walked all the way and back again, being

nineteen miles. The others rode turn about. Wear-
rived at the village aboutjeleven o'clock and spent

two or three hours in viewing the Indians' houses,

corn-fields, and other improvements ; and although

we discovered fourteen shingled houses and abun-
dance of corn, yet I think they have not improved
four years past, equal to the Indians up the river. We
dined at Cornplanter's upon the best venison I have
eaten since I left home, Indian bread, butter, butter-

milk, bears' fat and squashes. Some of our company
were very desirous to return before dinner; but Jacob
Taylor told them it would not do. They then sum-
moned all the fortitude they could and sat down to

dinner. Jacob Taylor, John Pennock, Joel Swayne,
Thomas Stewardson, and myself ate with good-will

;

the others did as well as thev could. The old chief

was very pleasant with us and made himself very

cheerful, inquiring for Henry Simmons ; said lie was
a man for his mind, and if he had not been a Quaker
he would have made a very good war chief. Some
time after dinner, we returned. J. Taylor, Thomas
Stewardson, I.saac Bonsai, George Vaux and myself
walked one or two miles near the river bank ; the

other three rode. On our way passed through abun-

dance of good corn and beans, and by eight or ten

houses, some of them very complete work, with stone

chimneys. In one of them lives an old woman, half-

sister of Cornplanter, with three or four sons. The
poor old woman was rejoiced to see us ;

said she was
thankful to the Good Spirit for preserving us in our

long journey to see them, and also that He put it in

our hearts to have compassion on them ; and that she

was old and did not expect to be at the council to-

morrow, but hoped the Good Spirit would preserve

us. Truly the manner of her expression, the tears

standing in her eyes, and the whole of her deport-

ment, expression, and appearance had a tendenc)' to

enliven the affectionate feelings of my heart, and I

could not help thinking she was as much the favorite

of Him who sees not as man sees, asmanj' who think

themselves more polished. In about three miles'

walking, Cornplanter, Conudiu, and about twenty or

thirty more of the Indians overtook us on their way
up to the council. I walked very pleasantly and cheer-

fully with them. The old chief, Cornplanter, wanted
me to ride his horse ; but when I refused, he said I

was a sachem.

[ To be Continued.}

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FBOM PRESIDENT MAQILL.
Oxford, P.\., Eighth month 29.

FROM my meeting at " Back Creek " on Seventh

day, the 20th inst., we rode several miles, over rough

roads, through the hilly, but quite productive coun-

try, to "Apple Pie Ridge," one of the various" Ridges"

by which the North Mountain gradually sinks, east-

ward, into the plain of the Shenandoah. The meet-

ing at " The Ridge " is held at ten a. m.,on First-days,

and their First-day school at eleven a. m. As at

Dunning's Creek, my lecture was arranged to take

the place of the First-day school. The small meet-

ing-house was well filled, though the numbers of

members of our meeting here is not large. They
maintain a Friends' school during a portion of the

year, after the close of the public school, which lasts

five months. I spoke, as I have elsewhere among
Friends, of the effect of a college course of study

upon our own schools, and upon our Religious Socie-

ty. I also dwelt especially upon the great import-

ance of bringing a college education within the reach

of all, by having colleges adequately endowed. In

few if any places yet visited have I seen greater in-

terest manifested in the cause of education among
us.. In the afternoon I had an engagement to speak

at Hopewell Meeting-house, some nine miles distant.

In this pleasant drive we left all of the ridges behind

us on the west, and returned once more to the broad

and beautiful valley of the Shenandoah. As we de-

scended one of the last ridges the view eastward over
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this valley, from the neighborhood of Winchester in

the south, to Harper's Ferry in the north, and

bounded on the extreme eastern horizon by the long

line of the Blue liidge, was verv fine. By special re-

quest my lecture for the afternoon was upon " Pom-

peii as seen in 1869." The large meeting-house was

well filled, some having driven from six to ten miles.

Friends maintained here a good First-day school, but

they have no other Friends' school. My friend and

traveling comi)anion, who took me so kin<lly in his

carriage through all of my journeyings in Frederick

county, resides near this meeting, and he is an ac-

tive .>ichool director, and deeply interested in elevat-

ing the character of their public schools.

This being the last of my series of meetings ap-

pointed for Virginia,! left the next morning for Penn-

sylvania, via Harper's Ferry and Baltimore. As we

passed through Cbarlestown, a few miles south of

Harper's Ferry, the Court House was pointed out to

me where John Brown had his hasty trial, and the

field where, surrounded by the aflTrighted authorities

of Virginia, who then so little fore.saw the great re-

sult of this seemingly insane attack of a feeble band

of men upon the entrenched system of a great nation,

he calmly met his fate. Passing through Harper's

Ferry we observed the ruined buildings still standing,

sad mementos of the war ; and the small brick build-

ing near the station where Brown and his associates

were taken by the U. S. troops, now plainly marked

"John Brown's Fort."

I was informed by friends in Virginia thatj there

is a strange unwritten history of the John Brown
Raid, involving motives little suspected or under-

stood. It explains some things which have hither-

to seemed to me almost inexplicable, and at the

proper time, I may present an outline of it to your

readers. ' Crossing the Potomac by that fine piece of

engineering work, the B. & 0. R. R. bridge, at the

junction of this river with the Shenandoah, we ad-

mired the grand senery where the waters of the

united rivers break through the mountain wall of the

Blue Ridge, scenery which according to Jefli'erson, it

is well worth crossing the Atlantic to tehold. This

opinion would doubtless seem less extravagant to one

witnessing it from a more favorable point of view

than can be obtained from a rushing railroad train.

After spending a few days with my family in

Bucks county, I went to Oxford to attend Nottingham

Quarterly Meeting, and complete my lecture engage-

ments for the summer in that vicinity. This quar-

terly meeting, like many others, is held in ditfereut

parts of the quarter at different times of the year.

At this time it is held at the " Brick Meeting-house,"

East Nottingham. The grounds occupy forty acres of

woodland, deeded to Friends by William Penn when
he thought it was within the Province of Pennsylva-

nia. The subsequent running of Mason and Dixon's

hne placed both East and West Nottingham a short

distance below the line, in thestate of Maryland. I was

agreeably surprised to find so large a quarterly meet-

ing assembled here. It will certainly compare favor-

ably in size with any within the limits of our Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting. In the first meeting a num-
ber of Friends in both ends of the house, appeared in

the ministry, and I felt that it was a truly favored

season. In the answers to the queries it was a source

of satisfaction to my mind to find that " Friends gen-

erally discourage the cultivation and use of tobacco."

I especially rejoice in this for the influence which it

must have upon the rising generation. An excellent

and large Friends' school is maintained at East Not-

tingham, and also a good First-day school ; and I be-

lieve there is a living interest felt here among
Friends generally in the welfare of our Religious So-

ciety. In the evening, at the house of my friend in

Oxford, a " parlor meeting " was held, attended by a

number of Friends, in which acceptable communica-
tions were received from Joseph Powell and Joel

Borton, who are visiting in Southern Quarter on be-

half of our Yearly Meeting's Committee, and who felt

drawn to attend also this quarterly meeting.

On Seventh-day an " all-day meeting " was held

at " Brick Meeting-hou.se," the forenoon being de-

voted to the consideration of the general subject of

education among us, and the afternoon to the First-

day schools. This meeting was well attended, and

Friends here, as elsewhere where I have been, evince

a great interest in all educational subjects, and in

everything which can promote the advancement
of our religious Society. I addressed the morning
meeting, as I have elsewhere, upon the need of an

advanced education of our teachers to raise the stand-

ard of our schools of every grade. Between meetings

a table was set near the meeting-house, and bounti-

fully supplied. After dinner and a plea.sant social

hour. Friends reassembled, and the afternoon was

most profitably devoted to exchanging views as to

the methods of organizing and managing a First-day

school. This very important agency in the prosecu-

tion of our work is estimated here at its true value,

and Friends generally feel that its importance can

scarcely be overestimated. Late in the afternoon I

was met by my friend from Rising Sun, (West Not-

tingham), and driven about six miles westward to his

pleasant home, on one of the best farms in this part

of the State. In riding through this fine farming

country we could easily see that William Penn would

be reluctant to give up this rich district to the claim

of Lord Baltimore. The residents here have a pleas-

ant way of saying that the diminished fertility of the

soil makes it perfectly evident when you have passed

over the State line into Pennsylvania ! Certainly they

have one great advantage in this county of Cecil

which we have not yet secured, and that is a good

Prohibition law, [by "Local Option"] which is

strictly enforced. In the evening I addressed a full

meeting assembled in Friends' .school house in Rising

Sun, upon the subject of Temperance; and I could

but feel that with the advanced public sentiment

upon this subject everywhere around me here, we
have a great work to perform at home before we can

compare favorably with our neighboring.States in

this respect.

I attended the meeting on First-day morning at

West Nottingham. It was quite large, andthe num-
ber of young persons present here gave good prom-

ise for the future of our Society. The First-day

school exercises here, as in many places,°preceded
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the meetiiifr, and were conducted with niiioh life and

interest. This meetinji-liouse also is on a traet of

land given hy William Penn, and the site is well se-

lected upon high ground, hut unfortunately most of

tlie forest has been cleared off. There are a few fine

old oaks left on the grounds, and from under the

shade of these a tiue view is obtained over Cecil and

Harford counties in Maryland, and Lancaster and

York counties in Pennsylvania, for many miles. The
meeting was an excellent one, and Allen Flitcraft,

Wni. Way, and IMary Thoinas appeared in the rainis-

trv. Soon after the meeting settled in solemn and

impressive silence, Allen Flitcraft appeare<i in sup-

plication.

My meeting on Education in the afternoon was

well attended. A number of Friends and others who
had driven a considerable distance to the morning

meeting had remained over, taking their dinner on

the plea-santly shaded grounds. These "all day meet-

ings " are growing in favor among Friends and afford

opportunity for much pleasant social intercourse. I

took the same general course here as elsewhere,

among Friends, and found the same deep interest

manifested in the subject of my mission. I was met
here by my friend from Oxford, who drove me nine

miles to meet my engagement in this town for the

evening. This meeting was held in the new Friends'

meeting-house here at eight o'clock in the evening,

and the house was well filled. My subject was " Pro-

hibition of the sale of Intoxicating Drinks," and
Friends are, of course, as deeply interested in this as

in the general subject of Education. Here, as in both

the other branches of this large monthly meeting,

(i. e. East and West Nottingham), they have had a

good Friends' school and First-day school. The
monthly meeting meets alternately at the three places,

which contributes much toward their acquaintance

with and interest in each other. I much regretted

that my visits could not have been, at present, ex-

tended to Little Britain and Deer Creek, the other

monthly meeting, of this interesting quarter.

This meeting at Oxford concludes my engage-

ments for the summer, and I feel deeply thankful to

the Giver of all good that I have been favored with

health and strength to keep them all, and complete
satisfactorily the work undertaken. I wish, also, to

take this opportunity to thank Friends for the inva-

riably kind and hospitable manner in which I have
everywhere been received. I can but feel, too, that

the great interest manifested among them in the sub-

ject, which I feel to be of so vital importance, the

elevation of the standard of our schools, and the

proper training of the teachers for their work, has

done much toward enabling me to accomplish suc-

cessfully the object of my mission.

Edward H. Magill.

There is only one thing that will put the collar

on the neck of the animal within us, and that is tlie

power of the indwelling Christ.

—

Alexander Mac-
LAREN.

There would be no great ones if there were no
little ones.

THE MEETING AT GENOA, NEBRASKA.
Editors INTELI.IUENCER AND JOURNAL :

KNOWING there are so many Friends, readers of

your paper, who are deeply interested in the con-

cerns of our little meeting, we felt constrained to

send a few lines, hoping to brighten the chain of love

and kindly feeling which we feel is stretched around
even the weakest branches of the body. It is true

our meeting is small, but deep earnestness, and a
strong desire to be at work pre])aring the way for a

future worthy of our Society, is stirring to the depths
the hearts of many among us. The most important
monthly meeting of the year has just passed, in

which the entire number of queries are answered,
and other subjects of importance attended to. Much
life and interest was manifested. A desire was ex-

pressed, with which the feelings of several united,

tliat by some means a school, under the care of the

Society, might be provided, in which to gather those

little ones of the flock on whom will fall in the fu-

ture the upholding of our banner of Truth. By what
means are they to be prepared ? How is life to be
kept in the Society, if the young are not trained and
qualified to meet the world with a strong faith in our

testimonies and principles? Are these young, ten-

der, living branches to he cut ofl"aud cast from us, to

be left helpless in a dying state ?

The subject that next claimed our attention was
the work before us at present,—the building of our
meeting-house. We have been striving for a year or

more to raise sufficient means to erect a place of our
own, but find we are still lacking about four hundred
dollars towards its completion, even to build as mod-
erately as possible. Now, to whom shall we go? Our
hearts tell us, and we feel assured, that there are

hundreds among our friends, in the East and West,

who would cheerfully render the needed assistance.

We shrink from adding to the burden ot any, yet,

for the love of the Society, we feel we can ask for aid.

Even the least contribution which any can make, will

be acceptable towards carrying forward that which
is of so much importance to us; more so than hith-

erto, as we are liable soon to be deprived of the use

of the school-house in which we have been meeting.

We desire herein to express our thanks to those who
have already given us assistance, for, from the least

to the greatest, all has been appreciated.

Any contributions may be left with Joseph M.
Truman, Friends' Book Store, Philadelphia, or for-

warded to David H. Brown, Genoa, Nebraska.

M. B. Truman.
• Genoa, Neb., 8th mo. 22.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

In a recent issue of your paper I saw an article

entitled :
" Friends in the far West," by our friend,

Edward Coale, in which he truthfully says we need
encouragement and help. We have been much en-

couraged by having Friends to visit us,and they have
done us much good. Most of us are so remote from

our quarterly and yearly meeting.s, and our means so

limited, that we are unable to attend them, and when
our eastern Friends favor us with their visits, they

are appreciated beyond the comprehension of our

members in the East, who have their meetings es-
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tablished at a convenient distance from them. We
are looliing forward to the establishment of a quar-

terly meeting of the Friends here, in the southern

part of this State, and northern part of Kansas. Also

to the establishment of a Friends' school, that we
may comply more fully with our discipline as re-

gards the education of our children.

We are rejoiced to know that Philadelpiiia Yearly

Meeting has taken decided steps in our behalf, and

we are looking forward to a good work being done

by it.

As regards our monthly meeting here at Genoa,

we are much encouraged by the increased interest

manifested in our meetings ; but we are badly in need

of financial aid. For over a year we have been try-

ing to secure funds to build a meeting-house for our

accommodation, but we still lack a few hundred dol-

lars. Our own members have subscribed very liber-

ally, in proportion to their means, and Baltimore

Yearly Meeting has done well for us by subscribing

5250 out of the Yearly Meeting fund ; and one Friend,

of Richmond, Indiana, upon reading in your paper

that we were in need of funds, sent us a draft for lsi50.

Many others have lieen szenerous to us. Now, I do

not want Friends to think if they are not al)le to give

a hundred or fifty dollars that they mu.'^t withhold

their hand, for we are just as thankful for small sums
as large ones, and we feel that the giver makes as

much sacrifice as he who gives a great deal. We are

very thankful to those who have contributed to our

needs, and hope that others may feel encouraged to

help us, both by aiding in building a meeting-house

and by visiting us. We now hold our meetings in a

school-house, but there is a prospect that it will

shortly be moved to another part of the district, and
not be convenient for our meetings.

Hoping that your readers will find it in their

hearts to aid us, I leave the matter with them.

Genoa, Neb. David H. Brown.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

CHARITY.
IF ten righteous men would have saved Sodom,
surely we may hope for our nation. What the cities

are doing to relieve the sufferings of the poor is

worthy to be chronicled. The charity of sending the

children of such out among farmers to give them a

taste of the freshness of a pure atmosphere, and of

how things grow, is one of the best that have been

adopted of latter times. As they roam the fields and
orchards, and pluck the fruit, new ideas will be

awakened, the wi<ler range beget a desire to leave the

heated alleys and courts and seek homes where hands
are needed, willing to aid in producing the things all

must have to sustain life. Our beloved Pliiladelphia

is not behind in this worthy enterprise, much better

than to build almshouses and pri.sons. Work is hon-

orable; industry, noble; and should be encouraged

everywhere. "By the sweat of thy brow shall thou

eat bread" was a mandate given by Jehovah in the

beginning, and has never been reversed. Some work
with the brain, some with the hand ; so that the

needful is done, all is well ; we were not placed here

to be as drones in the hive. The wise and the prudent

understand these things and practice accordingly.

"To honor God we do his will.

And all the laws he gave fulfiU."

Who being innocent ever perished, or where were
the righteous cut ofl'? Who hath known the mind
of the Lord, or who hath been his counsellor? He
is from everlasting to everlasting, unchangeably tlie

same; might and jjower are His, ours the simple con-

sequence to do His will; in it consists our highest

good. Though He lead us in ways we have not seen,

and in paths we have not known, the end will be
peace. Sarah Hunt.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 36.

Ninth Month 11th, 1887.

THE BEATITUDES.

Topic : Peace.

Golden Text :
" Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall

be called the children of God." Matt. .5: 9.

Read Matt. 5: 1-13. Revised Version.

IF all the Beatitudes which precede this one are be-

lieved in and lived up to, there can be nothing left in

the heart that would injure or harm another. The
blessing of the peacemaker would crown our lives,

for all our actions, and all our motives of action,

would be peaceable ; we would strive to prevent con-

tentions tliat disturb the happiness often of families,

and lead to anger and every turbulent and unruly

feeling of the human heart. "How good and plea.sant

it is for brethren to dwell together in unitv," was
said by the psalmist in an age when most of the dif-

ficulties between families, as well as nations, were

settled by wars and fightings. Every one can do
something to promote peace, and we are never more
like God than when we are doing the things that

make for peace. The full meaning of this Beatitude

is probably, theij that work peace, not confining the

reference to the reconciliation of persons at variance,

they whose whole lives are in harmony with the

Gospel of Christ, the distinguishing feature of which

is peace on earth and good will to all the families of

men. It is the true Christian peacemaker that en-

deavors, like the Master, to implant the divine spirit

of peace in the hearts of men, and the promise is,

that as we are, in this endeavor, following his exam-
ple, we akso shall be called the "Sons of God."

"Whence come wars and fightings among you?"
is the interrogation of one of the Apostles, to some
whom he was reproving for their unchristian conduct

;

and he answers himself, by the query, "Come they

not hence, even of your lusts that war in your mem-
bers?" James 4: 1. Je.sus in all his teachings for-

bade the indulgence of every pa.ssion that leads away
from a peaceable spirit. The whole Gospel is a mes-

sage of peace. We must overcome evil with good.

The leissons to be drawn from this Beatitude, are :

1. That peace is the true condition of the children

of God.

2. That no one who promotes strife and contention

among families and communities is entitled to be

called a follower of Jesus.

3. That all wars and fightings are opposed to the

peaceable religion taught by Jesus.
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LOVE AND UNITY.

ANY Friend at all familiar with our book of Disci-

pline, or witli the transactions of our business meet-

ings, will recognize in the expression " love and

unity," that which represents a most important

factor in tlie Society of Friends. How early in our

history these words became incorporated into a query,

second only to the one regarding the assembling of

ourselves for the worship of the Father, we know not

;

but we do know that the principle of love for each

other was a most potent agency in gathering and

keeping together our early Friends.

There is danger of impressive words losing their

force by their frequent repetition, and this we fear is

the case with " love and unity." They meant much

to our forefathers, and they should mean a great deal

to us to-day, for they represent the great powers that

shall continue us as a living body. We have had

sorrowful experience of their becoming but as

" sounding brass " in the troublous times of separa-

tion, and we should most earnestly try to restore

them to their pristine beauty, by being watchful over

ourselves that we do not by any act of ours bring

them into discredit.

The great question before us is, how shall we

best promote "love and unity " grantingfthis to be

next to the worship of God, the great essential for

the maintenance of our Religious Society ? If all

fully understood and believed in our foundation prin-

ciples, the indwelling spirit of God in every soul and

the capability of each one to commune with him we

would feel that'we were bound together by one common

bond, our love would go forth to each other, we

should watch over each other for good as the mem-

bers of one religious household. It is not that we

shall all see alike or think alike, but we can submit

our judgments one to another in that love which sub-

dues self when any common good is concerned, and

unity is required to produce that good. In this sense

we can comprehend that most wonderful saying of

the Master, " greater love hath no man than this, that

a man lay down his life for his friends." It is this

life of self, that needs to be slain to-day, and in the

losing of this, we shall find to our infinite peace, that

life which shall be ours forever.

The whole of the remarkable discourse of Jesus

recorded in the fifteenth chapter of John, repeating,

as he so often does, to his disciples, the command to

"love one another," is so fraught with instruction

that we, as Friends, should be found in the frequent

study of it, for thereby we can be helped in the per-

formance of our religious duty. We may try by

various expedients to enlarge our borders, but it is

love alone, and that love made manifest, ofltimes in

the spirit of self-sacrifice, that will be found to be

successful in continuing us as a people. Its cultiva-

tion will increase our zeal, a new fire will be kindled

that will attract by its brightness, and its warmth

will spread till we are conscious of a renewed strength

that shall be permanent.

DEATHS.
CRANSTON.—On Eighth month 19, 1887, at his resi-

dence, near Wilmington, Delaware, James Cranston, in the

80th year of his age. An esteemed member of Stanton

Meeting.

FURMAN.—At Trenton, N. J., Eighth month 19, 1887,

Richard Way son of the late George M. and Margaret Fur-

man, in the 77th year of his age. An exemplary member
and elder of Chesterfield Monthly Meeting.

HOMER.—Near Willow Grove, Montgomery county,

Pa., on the 9th of Eighth, month 1887. Fannie L. Homer,

in the IGth year of her age
;
grand-daughter of the late

George Walton.

HUGHES —At We'it Chester, Pa., Eighth month 10th.

1887, Sarah Hughes, daughter of the late William Hughes,

of Robesou, Berks county, Pa., in her 55th year.

IREDELL.—At her residence, Montgomery county, Pa.,

Eighth month 22d, 1887, Sarah B. widow of Jonathan

Iredell, in her 81st year. Interment at Horseham, Pa.

Eliz.\. B. Jeanes.

While vast throngs of immortal beings are constantly

passing from works to rewards and the great busy world

only takes cognizance of the fact, they were born on such

a day, and on such a day they died, there are in this mul-

titude, many whom we honor and love whose places have

been so worthily filled and whose influence for good has

been so widely felt, that while the grave may hide from

our sight all that was mortal, there is a gathering up and a

cherishing of the treasures memory has in store concern-

ing them that become even more precious when the be-

loved ones are removed from our midst.

She " being dead yet speaketh," may truly be said of

our friend, Eliza B. Jeanes, whose decease was noticed in

the Intelligencer and Journal of last week. Though

reared under the strict discipline of the "Thirty-nine

articles " that form the code of faith and practice of primi-

tive Presbyteriauism. she early manifested an independ-

ence of character that dared to think and act as reason and

best judgment dictated, even if they led away from the

faith of her fathers.

Her husband. Dr. Jeanes, was a member by birthright,

of the Society of Friends, and after their marriage he re-

tained his right. The duties of his profession gave him

little leisure to attend meeting, but when he did she was

always ready to go with him.

Dr. Jeanes was one of the first physicians of this coun-

try who embraced the views of the great German Homoeo-

puthist. The enthusiasm with which she entered into all

his plans was very helpful, and the kindly interest and
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sympathy she manifested towards his patients resulted in

many friendships that continued through life. It was not

until after the dark shadow of the grave rested upon the

home in which all their married life had been spent, that

Eliza felt drawn to unite herself with Friends. It seemed
to bring her nearer to him now that he had been removed,
she said to have her name enrolled with his and to unite

in Christian fellowship with those that he had been associ-

ated with. She had long been convinced of the princi-

ples and testimonies held by the Society, and was heartily

welcomed among us, where her seat was seldom vacant on
First-day morning- except when sickness or absence from
the city prevented her attendance.

In social life she was frank and outspoken, and main-
tained to the last the cheerful, genial spirit of her earlier

years. She was kiud and considerate to the poor, and dis-

pensed her charities witli the same discrimination that

marked her whole life.

When death came she was ready for the change and
the messenger that brought release was welcomed as a

friend who had come to bear her home to those who were
waiting for her in the mansions of eternal blessedne-ss.

L. J. R.
Eighth month 2Bth.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE.— X. ROUE:
VLSITINO THE POPE.

LuQANO, June 22, 1887.

MOVING slowly towards the mountains as summer
advances, the next stage after "Venice is the Italian

lakes. Como and Majigiore are celebrated in prose
and verse, and afford the most beautiful views; but I

chose Lugano for a fortnight's sojourn, because it is

situated between the other two, and at but a pleasant
distance from each, and it is politically in Switzer-
land, inasmuch as a long, narrow loop of boundary
projects far down between the two Italian lakes, and
makes Lugano Swiss. There is no geographical rea-

son for this extension of the boundary, and the
reason for it must lie far back in the past centuries.

The people are purely Italian in language and cus-

toms. Lugano is not without its charms, which some
tliink not inferior to those of its sisters. Thev are
the combination of placid water and rugged moun-
tain, and the purple mist which softens and veils the
latter. Of these features only the painter can convey
an idea. Como is the most frequented of all the
lakes, and on its shores are several towns and numer-
ous hotels and boarding-houses. There are, al.so, a
number of private villas owned by the wealthy and
noble. One of these, at Cadenabbia, belongs to the
German duke of Saxe-Meiningen, who seldom vis-

its it. He has not been there for two years, and on
the last occasion remained but two weeks ; but it is

kept in as beautiful order as if he were daily ex-
pected. The house is as handsome as such residences
usually are, and contains .some celebrated original

vi'orks of celebrated artists. A frieze in one room
cost $70,000. But the grounds constitute its chief
attraction. They are planted with groves, with occa-
sional openings for flower beds, and everywhere
fountains moisten the air. The magnolia grandiflora
is very common in this region, and grows to great
size. The shaile, moisture, iind seclusion attract

crowds of nightingales which sing all day long. We
had heard this famous songster at Tivoli, and were
a little disappointed. There, however, people were
moving about, and perhaps he hardly did himself

justice ; but in the quiet of Cadenabbia we conceived
a higher opinion of him. Nightingales were quite

common around all the lakes. A lady whom we had
met, told us she was driven away from Lugano by
them: they kept her awake all night long. We suf-

fered no such annoyance, though one did come under
my daughter's window every morning about day-

break, and give her an hour or more of song. I do
not understand that they sing on dark nights, but in

moonlight they are very lively.

The agricultural population in the north of Italy

are said to be in a hopelessly wretched condition,

and their condition has been worse of late years. I

do not know on what terms the land is held and cul-

tivated, but they are such as in some way throws

upon the occupant of the .soil, and not on the land-

lords, the burden of the recent great increase in tax-

ation. Being compelled to reserve for food only the

refuse of their crops, and thus using principally grain

unfit for market, they are subject to a peculiar skin

disease which is not only loathsome but in some
stages is said to be contagious. Stopping only in

cities and villages, we saw nothing of this; but we
could observe evidences of the hard labor all had to

undergo, and in one place I saw a large perpetual

lime-kiln where the stone, and I pre.sume the fuel

also, was carried to the top of the high stack on the

backs of women. All persons in northern Italy carry

their burdens in baskets made to fit the back. The
women of my party were unanimous in declaring

that the women's baskets were larger than the men's.

I was not entirely satisfied that such was universally

the case, but I am inclined to think that the women
do the greater part of the hardest work. In Ger-

man)', as the result of careful observation in passing

through rural districts, I saw in the fields at least

five women to one man. This disparity could not be

due to the drafting of men into the army, for not a

tenth of the men are in the army, and even such a

draft would leave nine men to ten women. There
are, perhaps, peculiar employments which take an
excess of men from home; but .still I could find no
explanation of the phenomenon but that suggested

by some persons better acquainted than I with the

country, who roundly declared that the men shirked

work, and might be found in the beer houses. This,

however, was in Germany. I was not in Italy during

harvest or when laborers were in the fields. The
only work now going forward is attendance on the

vines, in which both sexes seem to be employed in

nearly equal numbers. It is an unmistakable trait of

barbarism—a relic of the reign of brute force—when
an undue share of heavy work is thrown upon one class

of the community, and that, on the whole, the weaker.

A disposition to oppress the weak is at war with

the principles of justice, and manifests a selfishness

and meanness which must permeate all the conduct

of the individual, and, when widespread, of the peo-

ple and their government. I regard the fact referred

to as one of great significance. Perhaps I might here
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notice an(5ther of a different character, but iiulicative

of tlie same false relalion of tlie sexes. I am told

that in some places women are proud to be seen in

public places attended by soldiers in all the bravery

of their military attire, and that in order to enjoy

this distinction, they are weak enough to pay, and

some men are base enough to receive, a money re-

ward for their companionship.

Before quitting Italy I ought to have given an ac-

count of our presentation to the Pope. I sent in our

names to Cardinal Gibbons with little hope of receiv-

ing cards, for it was generally known that he was to

have the privilege of presenting some Americans, and

it was supposed tliere were many applicants: How-
ever the cards of invitation came very soon, and the

presentation was to be the very next day. We might

have wished a little time to prepare ourselves to ap-

pear in such an august presence, but with the cards

was a note stating that gentlemen were to come in

evening dress, and ladies in black dress and veil, and

it was understood, without gloves. So we had no

difficulty in making ready to reach the Vatican at

the appointed hour, where we were received by the

Swiss Guard with presented arms ; and at various

points as we traversed the salons, corridors, and

stairway we met detachments who repeated the cere-

mony. Arriving at the apartments devoted to the

personal use of the Pope, we found tliem furnished

with exceeding plainness and hung with faded tap-

estry which was possibly new in the reign of Leo X.

In the ante-chamber we found a company of perhaps

thirty persons, and presently Cardinal Gibbons,

Bishop Kane, of Richmond, and Monseigneur O'Con-

nell, head of the English (?) College at Rome, came

in and said a few words to each of us, in a pleasant

and easy manner. Wetlien passed into the audience

chamber, and ranged ourselves on two sides of the

room. On the third side was a throne raised a few

steps above the floor, and in front of it a plain chair

with a low detached footstool. On the fourth side

were some attendants, among them one in military

uniform whose gorgeous dress contrasted markedly

with the plain attire of all the rest. In a few mo-

ments the Pope walked in holding up his hand and
pronouncing a benediction which we received with

due reverence, and proceeded at once to seat himself

in the chair. The ecclesiastics whom I have men-
tioned grouped themselves around him.

The Pope is well up in the seventies and fully

looks his age. His face is of the Italian type ; fore-

head high and not wide ; nose straight and thin
;

eyes dark, piercing, and steady, and face meagre.

His mouth is large and unshapely, but firm in ex-

pression. Altogether it is by no means a handsome
face, but it is full of character. His dress was that of

the Dominican order of which he was a monk; a

white cloth gown covering the person from neck to

heels ; a cape of the same material was over his

shoulder, lined, as a corner accidentally turned up

enabled us to see, with purple silk. A girdle of the

same material and similarly lined, with gold fringed

ends, bound his gown at the waist. On his head was
a white silk scull-cap, and on his feet purple velvet

eu)broidered slippers, on which was wrought a cross.

On his right hand he wore the "fisherman's ring" some

part of which is .said to have come down from St. Peter.

He first gave audience to some persons whom I

took to be officials who presented to him sundry

things, among which I remember some books, and

some rosaries made apparently of the ordinary dark

wood which is the material of the rosaries ordinarily

used by plain Catholics in our country. He laid his

hand on the books, and suffered the rosaries to touch

his ring, and thus I presume gave them his blessing.

The presentation then began. The Cardinal or the

Bishop introduced the company successively, giving

the name of the person and his profession, residence,

or any other distinctive circumstance which might

serve as the subject of remark. The Pope did most

of the talking, though the ecclesiastics joined in

quite familiarly. The Pope spoke only French, and

when Cardinal Gibbons remarked upon his having

no English, he gave some reason for not having

learned it, and said he had not felt the need of it un-

til it was too late to learn. Some persons were able

to respond in that language, but when any one was

not the ecclesiastics managed, without appearing

formally to interpret, to convey the meaning of what

was said, to the respective interlocutors. This was

done with great tact. One young gentleman, evidently

an enthusiastic Catholic, was anxious to speak di-

rectly with the holy fatiier, but had very little

French. The Pope, noticing his desire and his diffi-

culty, asked if he could speak Latin. He tried it, but

owing, no doubt, to his agitation made little more

headway. The Pope answered him kindly in the

same tongue, but like a certain other young man, he

went away sorrowful. Sometimes the Cardinal ven-

tured on a little humor. "This lady " said he.intro-

ducingone, "is not a Catholic yet," with some emphasis

on the last word. " No matter," said the Pope," she

is a Christian and I am a Christian priest." Bishop

Paul introduced a gentleman as " an avocrat tres dis-

tingUL^." " Distinguished for what? " asked the Pope :

and the Bishop had to relate an episode on the gen-

tleman's professional career, to justify his eulogy.

The Pope listened and expres.sed his approval of the

performance. In fact—and this above all appeared

tome remarkable—no more formal expression of any

kind was uttered by the Pope. If any thing attracted

his attention he made a remark or asked a question

to express himself on the matter; but then none of

the commonplaces which I have been accustomed to

hear of as the staple of royal interviews. The per-

son's business, history, or place of residence always

furnishes some salient point to hang a sensible re-

mark upon. Chicago was once mentioned, and drew

forth some appropriate expressions. Nor was there

in the Pope's manner any mere complaisance. Cer-

tain people had chosen to come to see him, and he

wanted to know who they were, and what about

them was worthy of notice. His attention was fully

awake, and his feelings were open to impressions.

This was very amiably displayed in his recep-

tion of my family. I had accidentally placed my
party last on the line, which was fortunate, becau.se,

as each party after the interview left the room, we

onlv saw the whole ceremony, and only two ladies
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who stood back at the last moment, were in the room
when we came forward. He spoke very kindly to my
children, especially to a daughter whose gentle

countenance seemed particularly to please him, and
gently patted her face. He asked my young son

whether he attended school, and advised him strong-

ly to study the "humanities" as the non-scientific

branches are called, " too much neglected now ;
" and

had a good deal to say to us, mine being the largest

family party present that day.

Now when we consider that the Pope represents

the oldest line of sovereigns in Europe; that he
ranks with Kings and Emperors, sending envoys to

their ^courts and receiving envoys in turn; that

bis subjects number more than those of any other

power in Europe ; and that great potentates are glad

to have his influence to keep their subjects quiet, and
that finally he probably gives more thought person-

ally to the afi'airs of his dominion than any other
sovereign in Europe ; it is certainly astonishing that

he should be able to feel, as he indubitably di<l, a real

and unfeigned interest in the personal concerns of

the people thus accidentally grouped before him, and
that an interest of a most benevolent character indi-

cative of a truly kindly heart.

I will add here another incident omitted in its

proper place. We saw in Naples and again in Flor-

ence some of the brethren of the Miserecordia, en-
gaged in their benevolent work. On each occasion
four of tliese were bearing through the street, prob-
ably to the hospital, .some sick man ujion a hard bar-

row. They are members of a secret brotherhood as-

sociated together for works of charity. The brother-

hood embraces persons of all ranks, from the hum-
blest laborer to the proudest noble, and as the most
leisured class is most available for such works, it seems
they are most frequently called on. Those whom we
saw were all evidently gentlemen. They were indeed
covered, as they always are on duty, with the long
gown which conceals the entire i>erson from head to

foot, having openings only before the face for seeing
and breathing, but below the gown the feet could be
seen, and these unmistakably were the feet of gentle-

men. These brothers are ready to do whatever
strong, careful, intelligent and tender-hearted men
can do, to alleviate human suffering. Once, in the
house with some of our friends, was a poor girl ill of
some malady which rendered her unable to move her-

self, and made the efforts of the nurse painful. It was
suggested to send for the brethren, and upon applica-

tion, two of them came as often as was necessary , and
with great gentleness changed her position. But they
are chiefly called on in case of accidents or emergen-
cies of different kinds. A number are detailed peri-

odically for duty, but all can be called out if needed.
They are summoned by a signal from some church
bell. In Florence it is the great bell of the campan-
ile, and when that gives the signal, wherever the
brethren may be or however engaged, at wedding, fu-

neral, feast, or even the stock board, they quietly
steal away and repair to the rendezvous where they
learn what is required. The institution, so far as I

know, is confined to Italy.

John- D. McPiierson.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SUMMER DA YS ON THE MAINE COAST.—IV.
FURTHER NOTES FROM MOUSE ISLAND.

ALTHOUGH we have scarcely passed the mid-line of

the last summer month, we are conscious of a melan-
choly spirit brooding over land and sea, and one
after another we recognize the signs of decadence of

flower and foliage, and a kind of autumnal moan min-
gles with the solemn roar of the fir trees and the sea.

The fruit of the Moose Wood is yet pendulous upon
its bough, unfaded, but the delicate foliage shows the

wear of wind and storm, and becomes, while aspir-

ing to rich autumn tints, ragged and torn. Occasion-

ally we note that after an inspiring day, a rich and
precious color is over the sea, as we sit on the rocky

headland overlooking the harbor and the incoming
yachts, when night draws near. No one can paint it

with words, but the declining sunbeams develop a

mysterious quality in the waters. We might say that

there are stripes of radiant richness on the waves

—

prismatic colors varying, as the orb of day at length

sinks down behind the neighboring forests, and the

dews of night chasten the earlier glory. Then comes
the splendid array of the starry host, nebulous, mys-
terious, and inspiring. The belated oarsman is aston-

ished by the display of phosphorescence on the waters.

Are the oars dipping in molten gold, and is it a fringe

of gold that drips from the blades, as they are raised

for a moment ? Is it the work of magic? The little

transparent globes of vibrating animal life are familiar

to our instructed vision, and we are far from feeling

anything of fear at the strange appearance.' The up-

per and the lower deeps,how gloriously alike they are,

and yet so utterly unlike, even now. We draw near

the border and step upon the shore. The northern

heaven is arched by a bow of silver light, and in the

soft tranquil waters is reflected another arch in the

watery firmament, not inferior to that which is

above. Yes, we know the mystery or we know what
we may know of the mystery of the electric coronal

which spans the pole ; but its poetry is not spoiled by
the flimsy exact knowledge which we fancy we have
of some of nature's sublimest secrets.

Morning and a new day follow the night, and the

day of rest and of worship comes over the island

world. In the liroad hall of the hotel is hung the

annoucement that a " Rev. Dr. Phelps" will to-day

preach in the chapel on Squirrel Island. He is the

brother, so runs the legend, " of Elizabeth Stuart

Phelps." The gay yacht goes forth heavily laden

with worshippers to the place, and brother Phelps
from Isaiah 66 : 2, announces the dwelling of the

Holy One " with him who is poor and of a contrite

spirit, and that tremljleth at the divine word." A
discourse of power and value followed, and those

wlio listened felt that all sincere hearts can unite

with the truths of the gospel in their spiritual depths.

It is always well when those who have come to-

gether for a summer holiday can thus join in acknowl-

^ On one occasion I had a chance to look down into the sea

through a narrow opening between the ship and wharf, and
could observe the phosphorescent waters, without any disturbing

light from above ; and could note the glowing vibrating clobes of

animal matter between the wharf and the vessel. From a dis-

tance of several feet I could distinguish their individuality.
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edgraent of truth, without speculative dogmatism

—

in true spiritual worship.

Out on the seas we have heen interested in watch-

ing the seal in the freedom of the waters, or resting

at seasons among the sea-gulls on the rocks, and
plunging down again into the deeps when disturbed

;

but in an enclosure upon the shore a number of these

harmless creatures are preserved for zoological col-

lections, and to these it is quite right to make a visit.

Accordingly, one of the happiest and most satisfac-

tory days of our sojourn here was the 15th of the Sth

month, when we devoted the day to the exploration

of a point which was recently purchased by two gen-

tlemen, who, in looking among the lovely nooks of

the coast, imagined that happine.ss might dwell under
the red oaks, in the spot called Wylie's Point, on the

neighboring shores. The yacht Mollie is a tempting-

looking creature to persuade one to venture out on
the resplendent sea, and we go forth under a soft

breeze which gently wafts us to Wylie's Point. In

looking over the ground they have purchased, they

find that a fort once stood on the point, looking sea-

ward, which challenges the entrances to the narrow
seas penetrating this jagged State of Maine. All the

inhabitants have forgotten about any military de-

fenses at this spot, though the war ships Boxer and
Enterprise, in the War of 1812, fought for five hours

in tliese waters, until the English Boxer was van-

quished and towed by her captor into Portland Har-
bor. In those days doubtless this little defensive

work arose and served its purpose to prevent the

passage of destructive war vessels up the Kennebec.
The rocks here give evidence of the tumult of con-

tending forces among the ribs of the earth in past

ages. Again and again has the solid rock been rent

and seamed with the melted matter of the inner

earth. The outlines of a family mansion and the

headstones of three little graves are under the oaks

at the Point, and we linger a little while in pensive

reflection before returning again to the sea.

And now let us go to the convenient prison-pen

in the shore-side, where a fisherman has tamed some
3'oung seals for zoological collections. Tliere were
three on hand, and their soft gentle faces with human,
sensitive looking eyes, are attractive at once. They
are only one-fifth of the adult size, and are already

warmly attached to the man who has the ownership
of them. He says that when desired to do so they
will give a flipper to his children who are inclined to

shake hands with them. Their movements in tlie

water are extremely easy and graceful, and there is

evident enjoyment in their existence, although in

captivity. They pass much of their time in the

water but have warm blood, and breathe only in air.

Their hind feet are placed at the extremity of the

body, in the same direction with it, and serve the'

purpose of a caudal fin ; the fore feet are also adapted
for swimming, and furnished each with five claws.

These are the earless or true seals, {Calecephalus

vilalimis), common in these waters. They are cov-

ered with short thick-set hair, and are usually from
three to five feet in length. The seal is an oil-bear-

ing creature of importance, an animal that yields

from one to fifteen gallons of oil that is equal to

sperm oil in every quality, being used in light-

houses.

We want to see something of the oldest inhabitant

of these island homes, whose memory goes easily

back three-quarters of a century. This is a woman,
a worn veteran of 83 winters, who is still alert and
clear in mind, with a bright blue eye, an intellectual

cast of countenance, and an erect figure. She tells us

willingly enouijh how she lived all her early years on

Damaris Island, "in the State Prison," she declares

to our astonishment, for we had never before heard

that Maine had any such institution on these wave-

washed rocks of her coast. " Oh, I mean," said she,

" I was there and could'nt get off, nor go anywhere,

all my young days." There was something restive

in her manner, as if she felt that she had been at a

weary disadvantage, had lived a life of long disability

that can be endured but is yet a bondage. The fisher

father has a shelter for his children, and is able to reap

his harvest from the .seas from season to season ; and
the.se are not poor for they know how to open, salt,

and dry the cod, and send the result to the marts of

the world. She was a young girl when the War of

1812 made itself manifest in the naval combat in this

still and peaceful sea-island home. Her own brother

was slain in the fight, being a '• powder boy " on the

American ship. At length we rose to take leave,

thanking her for her willingness to give us such

light as she could concerning the events of long ago.

But before we reach the strand where our boat lies,

we catch sight of a small patch of Salicomia, or sam-

phire, of the sort which grows so plentifully and covers

the marshes near Atlantic City with so gorgeous a

tapestry in the late September. It must be rare in

New England, as I never before saw any suggestion

of it on these northern coasts.

I want to say a good word for the characteristic

mist that so often envelops the.se shores. It is a re-

lief to the overburdened eye, which becomes almost

blinded with the radiance of sky and sea. The cool

curtain of the sea mist is most comforting at seasons,

and after several days of rich sunshine we welcome
the relief for a time. Unless the mist is intense, the

world goes on as usual until actual rain falls. Even
sailing and fishing parties go forth and we have often

watched the pretty yachts loading with their cheery

companies and then push off from land and steer into

the cloud realm until the silence and softness of the

mist gradually shades away all definition, and
our friends are lost to observation, for a season.

Like ghosts, the tiny ships flit by, disappearing and
again reappearing, till we seem to be removed to a

world of silence and unrealities, and we retire to our

pleasant sparkling fireside and seek its companion-

ship and converse. The alternation of brilliant color

and tender obscuration is far from being a gloomy
feature of these summer rests b.v the sea. Will it not

lull weary nerves back to healthy robustness and

tone us up for unwonted performance in the days to

come? So let it be: for many of the company here

gathered, sorely need the healing of shattered nerves

and the renewal of overwearied brain for the work

awaiting it. This is no Vanity Fair of reckless dis-

sipation. It is merely a refined and quiet place for
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summer rest, wliere many healthful and delightful

influences tend to make harmless pleasure ; true rec-

reation and tonic invigoration of soul, body, and

mind harmoniously combine. Youth and childhood

are removed from all debasing influences. Sailing is

inexpensive, safe and delightful " Frutti di Mare "—

the fruit of the sea—is cast at our feet in profusion,

and a fairly fertile laud at this season supplies our

larder with fruits of the earth in sufficiency. But we

have reason to believe that this safe and satisfactory

temperance hotel has been sold to a syndicate of

wealthy folk with other desires and aspirations than

those that inspire the present association of owners.

S. R.

Mouse Island, Maine, Slh mo. 18.

NOTES OF VISITS IN NEW YORK STATE.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

MYSELF and wife left Friends' school at Newtown
Square on the 7th of Seventh month, to make a .se-

ries of social and religious visits among the Friends

of Purchase, Nine Partners, and Stanford Quarteily

Meetings. We arrived at Friends' school, Long Is-

land, on the evening of the 8th, and attended the

meeting at Matinicock, on First-day morning. It

was a large and interesting meeting. In the after-

noon we attended the First-ilay school in an adjoin-

ing neighborhood, in cotitpany with my brother and

wife, (who are Superintendent and Matron of saiil

school.) On Fifth-day morning rode sotne seven

miles to Jericho Preparative Meeting, and dined with

our well-known friend, Daniel Underbill. The meet-

ing, though small, was larger than I supposed it would

be ; a number of the younger portion of our So-

ciety, who seem much interested, being prei;ent. On
Seventh-day we reached Purchase, and attended the

meeting there on First-day morning. Although the

weather was excessively warm, the meeting was

well attended and very satisfactory. On Second-day

afternoon we went to Chappaqua and visited the

Mountain Institute, and throu<_'h our friends, Charles

M. Robinson and wife, (Superintendent and

Matron), we were much interested, and inspected the

large and commodious building, lacking nothing to

make it a first-class school. We attended the meet-

ing on the Fifth-day, and here met our well-known

friend, Daniel H. Griffin, from Amawalk, who took

us to his home, a ride of ten miles. On First-day fol-

lowing we attended the nieetingat Poughkeepsie, the

23d of the month. Next we rode nine miles north-

erly to Crum Elbow, near our birthplace, and at-

tended two funerals and the meeting there on First-

day morning. We found a very interesting First-day

school, man)' not formerly interested in the work
now showing much interest in that direction. On
Seventh-day went to Columbia county, a distance of

over sixty miles, and attended Chatham meeting on

First-day, the seventh of Eighth month. The meet-

ing was well attended and there was also an interest-

ing First-day school held before the meeting. In the

evening attended an appointed meeting at Old Chat-

ham, held in a Methodist church. It proved to be a

favored occasion. On Fifth-day morning our kind

friends George and Mary M. Reynolds, took us in

their carriage twelve miles to Ghent, in time to at-

tend the Select Meeting of Stanford Quarterly
Meeting. The meeting was small, but few stranuers

present. The next day we met our friends, Robert
S. Haviland and John P. Pierce, from Purchase
Quarterly Meeting. The quarterly meeting was well

attended. Several testimonies were borne tending

to lead us to a higher life. The business was con-

ducted in much harmony. In the evening we went
to Hudson to the late residence of Aaron C. Macy ;

there met with our friends, John J. Cornell and wife.

We then returned to Crum Elbow and attended
the monthly meeting there on the 19th of the month,
and on First-day morning following, attended the

meeting at Creek. It was well attended. The First-

day school is an interesting one, and much interest is

manifested by the younger members.
We expect to attend Nine Partners Meeting on

First-day morning the 28th of Eighth month, then re-

turn to Newtown Square, and reach there the first

day of Ninth month, and devote our time and energy

for the benefit of the school.

James C. Stringham.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A VISIT TO PIERCES' PARK.
NEAR Fairville, Chester county, there exists an en-

closure of fifteen acres, known as " Pierces' Park."

It was planted in tlie year 1800 by two brothers,

Joshua and Samuel Pierce, and designed for the

recreation and enjoyment of residents of the neigh-

borhood. A notice on the gate says, " No ad-

mittance on Sundays," but otherwise it is free for the

use of the public, on application to the present occu-

pants. Such trees as it contains can seldom be seen

anywhere east of the Rocky mountains, and all that

eighty-seven years of sunshine moisture, and protec-

tion could do for them, they have abundantly enjoyed

and repaid. One is reminded of the " forest prime-

val,"

" The murmuring pines and thehemlocks.

Bearded with moss, indistinct in the twilight"

of shade, that hovers among them; and the still-

ness and peace that reign over all breathe into the

soul a calm that speaks of the ages. All petty, tire-

some things melt away silently into the night of for-

getfulness, as one walks or sits beneath the shade of

such trees. An " old-English " park, or "a gentleman's

domain" is embodied here in living form ; while the

ample provision of seats and tables and summer-
houses, as well as foot-paths over the hills or by the

lakeside, testify to the public spirit that swayed the

thought of the men who planned and built it. The
old mansion is of brick,—English-baked, alternated

with the polished black ones, which our ancestors

were obliged, by English law, to use,—and is in a good

state of preservation. The small out-buildings near

it are overgrown, and many of the ornamental fea-

tures of the place have fallen to decay. It is owned
and occupieil by a direct descendant of one of the

brothers,—a daughter who married Dr. Stebbins, one

of whose sons and a grandson are spending their va-

cation here. This section was largely settled by

Friends, and has produced many notable men and
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women in the fields of philantliiopy and reform.

Tliinking that Friends wlio have not yet visited

this cliarming spot might be interested, I have

penned tliese few lines concerning it.

S. M. Gasku.l.

Simrihmore, Pa., Eighthmo. 24.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.

BUCKS QU.iRTEELY MEETING.

BUCKS Quarterly Meeting, held at Falls, on the 25th

of Eij-'hth month, was quite a large meeting, tlie house

being nearly filled by members and others, who by

their solid deportment gave evidence that they came

for the purpose of divine worship and not for the

purpose of being merely entertained. Very lew

strangers were present from neighboring quarterly

meetings, except Watson Tomlinson, Joel Borton, Jr.,

and Ellen T. Croasdale, who were there as members

of the sub-committee of the Yearly Meeting's Visiting

committee. The gospel labors of these friends were

very acceptable ; their counsel and exhortation being

listened to with profound attention, as was also that

of others who were exercised in vocal prayer as well

as in ministry.

When the partitions were closed for the purpose of

transacting the regular business of the men's and wo-

men's meetings, quite a number left the house, which

gave evidence that many who were present were not

members although they are Friends in their religious

views, and if as much attention and encouragement

was extended to them by true Friends as is given by

other religious societies to those who come to their

meetings, many would become members.

In addition to the regular routine of business in

the men's end of the house, a report was received

from a special committee which was appointed at last

quarter on the subject of more care being taken to

secure the books and papers of the quarterly and the

monthly meeting from being destroyed by fire. This

was united with. It recommends that such of the

books as are not now in immediate use shall be de-

posited in the fire-proof vault of the bank at New-

town, it being more central and much more conven-

ient of access than that belonging to the yearly meet-

ing.

A committee was also appointed to nominate suit-

able persons to serve as trustees of Friends' meeting

properties in Bristol and Doylestown, the titles of

which are vested in Bucks Quarterly Meeting, most

of the present trustees being deceased.

Near the close of the meeting an aged Friend

arose and said his mind had reverted to the quarterly

meeting held in this house in 1826, which was

the last one held here before the unfortunate division

in the Society. He said he was present at that meet-

ing and well remembered it. It was a very large

meeting and there was much excitement and much

want of love and unity. The feeling to-day was very

difi'erent, and very much more desirable. His re-

marks were listened to with much interest, as he

named over many of the active men that were pres-

ent at that time,—all of whom have passed on to the

higher life, in that state of existence where excite-

ment and turmoil are not known. It was predicted

at the time of the separation by some of the active

ones who then claimed the name of " Orthodox "

that our branch of the Society would not hold to-

gether five years, as we had no creed. But more than

sixty years have now passed and we are quite as well

united as ever we have been, whilst the others are

split asunder, and there is no unity among them.

I. E.

THE LESSON LEAVES.
[We copy the following ;ftom the Young Friends' Review for

Eighth month ]

I CANNOT but regret, and am also surprised, at the

departure which has been made in our lessons from

the International series. ' They have proved so satis-

factory with us that I cannot but think they must be

so in many other places. That the change was made

without the approbation of the Executive Committee

of the General Conference, and without even the

knowledge of some of the Literature Committee,

seems an unwise act on the part of those who made

it. I believe our schools would regret exceedingly

any deviation from the International Lessons, as it is

often attended, especially the Bible Class, by those of

other denominations, who are study ing'and are inter-

ested in the same lesson, thus giving us an excellent

opportunity to give our version of these lessons and

promulgate the views of Friends. Our school, I be-

lieve, is no exception in this respect. We may think

we may choose lessons more in accordance with our

views, yet I do not consider the choice made in the

International series objectional, and I believe we

would lose much more than we would gain by any

such change as contemplated. I would suggest,

therefore, that the International Lessons be followed

until the next meeting of the General Conference,

when the system would be thoroughly tested, and an

opportunity aflbrded then to discuss the whole ques-

tion by the many who are interested in the First-day

school work. We do not want any of our schools to

go hack to the lessons prepared by other denomina-

tions, which will be the tendency if the proposed

course is adopted. We believe those who have had

the work of preparing our lessons have done their

work well, and I hope they will be instructed to fol-

low the International series of lessons. S. P. Z.

RUTH.
A BABY girl not two years old

Among the phlox and pansies stands.

And full of flowei-s as they can hold

Her mother fills her little hands,

And bids her cross to where I stay

Within my garden's fragrant space,

And guides her past the poppies gay

'Mid mazes of the blooming place,

Saying, " Go, carry Thea these."

Delighted, forth the baby fares
;

Between the fluttering-winged sweet peas,

Her treasured buds she safely bears.

'Tis but a step ; but, ob, what stress

Of care! what difficulties wait

!

How many pretty dangers press

Upon the path from gate to gate !
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But high above her sunny head

She tries the roses sweet to hold.

Now caught in coreopsis red,

Half wrecked upon a marigold,

Or tangled in a cornflower tall,

Or hindered by the poppy tops,

She struggles on, nor does she fall.

Nor stalk nor stem her progress stops,

Until at last, the trials past.

Victorious o'er the path's alarms,

Herself, her flowers, and all are cast,

Breathless, into my happy arms.

My smiling, rosy little maid !

And while her joy-flushed cheek I kiss,

And close to mine its bloom is laid,

I think :
" .So may you find your bliss,

"My precious. When in coming years

Life's path grows a bewildering maze.

So may you conquer doubts and fears,

And safely thread its devious ways
;

"And find yourself, all dangers past,

Clasped to a fonder breast than mine,

And gain your heavenly joy at last,

Safe in the arms of Love Divine."

—Ceha Thaxtek, iu Collage Hearth.

THE SONG OE THE BEE.
BUZZ, buzz, buzz

!

This is the song of the bee.

His legs are of yellow,

A jolly good fellow,

And yet a good worker is he.

In days that are sunny,

He's getting his honey
;

In days that are cloudy,

He's hoarding his wax

;

On pinks and on lilies,

And gay dafl'odillies.

And columbine blossoms

He levies a tax.

Buzz, buzz, buzz

!

The sweet-smelling clover

He humming hangs over;

The scent of the roses

Makes fragraut his wings
;

He never gets lazy.

From thistle and daisy

And weeds of the meadow
Some treasure he brings.

Buzz, buzz, buzz

!

From morning's first gray light

Till fading of daylight.

He's singing and toiling

The s«mmer day through.

Oh ! we may get weary,

And think work is dreary;

'T is harder by far

To have nothing to do.

—Nancy Nelson Pendleton, in St. Nicholas.

IN SUMMER FIELDS.

SOMETIMES, as in the summer fields

I walk abroad, there comes to me
So strange a sense of mystery.

My heart stands still, my feet must stay,

I am in such strange company.

I look on high—the vasty deep

Of blue outreaches all my mind
;

And yet I think beyond to find

Something more vast—and at my feet

The little bryony is twined.

Clouds sailing as to God go by,

Earth, sun, and stars are rushing on;

And faster than swift time, more strong

Than rushing of the worlds, I feel

A something is of name unknown.

And turning suddenly away.

Grown sick and weary with the sense

Of power, and mine own impotence,

I see the gentle cattle feed

In dumb unthinking innocence.

The great Unknown above, below;

The cawing rooks, the milking shed,

God's awful silence overliead
;

Below, the muddy pool, the path

The thirsty herds of cattle tread.

Sometimes, as iu the summer fields

I walk abroad, there comes to me
So wild a sense of mystery,

My senses reel, my reason fails,

I am in such strange company.

Yet somewhere, dimly, I can feel

The wild confusion dwells in me.

And I, in no strange company.

And the lost link 'twixt Him and these,

And touch Him through the mystery.

Christina Catherine Lyddell.

Beautifi'l.—A deaf ami dumb person being asked

what were his ideas of forgiveness, took a pencil and

wrote—" It is the odor which flowers yield when
trampled upon."

SPENDING MONEY FOB BOYS.

THERE are few things harder fur parents to decide

than the question as to whether their hoys shall have

or shall not have a regular or irregular allowance of

moue}', to spend as tliey choose. We have all, prob-

ably, seen both plans tried, both fiiil, both succeed.

Like a good many others, this question does not

stand alone. It has to be governed by the same prin-

ciple that governs all the moral training of our boys;

is part, only, of a large plan for the development of

character.

To say that some boys are the better for having

money to spend unquestioned, and that some are

worse, that parents must watch characteristics and

judge wisely, is no help at all. We all know that.

Some are naturally honorable and self-controlled,

some the reverse. Some will seem to grow up well

under either treatment. Others will need the care-

ful, thoughtful guiding, and will respond to it; while

they would fiiil wofully for the lack of it.

But, unless you are very siiri' that your boy is bet-

ter for the free allowance, if you have any uncertainty

about the matter, there are several good rea.sons why
it is better to have him go without.

Two principles are good to inculcate at an early
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age. The first is, "Earn, and have." Let the boy

feel that his father and mother earn what they luvve

;

that they liave the right to spend it as they choose,

for need or pleasure; that he has not the right to take

and use, for needless, unadvised pleasure, what he

has not earned; that, because he was not the earner,

he must be accountable for all he uses.

The second principle is that home, food, clothing,

and education are full compensations for all he can

give of faithfulness, industry, obedience, earnest

study, and good habits. Whatever else parents give

is of their special kindness, and not to be viewed by

the boy as his due. Many heartaches would be

saved if boys were made to feel these two principles

in a right, broad, kind way, from the beginning.

In some cases, I have known good effect to come

from telling a boy what the law requires from fathers,

—to give their boys shelter and clothing sufficient to

keep them from suffering from the elements, and

food to keep them from starving or sickness, if they

are able to give these. All else is the father's free gift

to the boy.

It is good to have such a wholesome relation be-

tween a boy and his parents that he can always feel free

to go to them, ask for money to go to a specified place

or buy a specified thing, get the money if it is right

and be refused if it is wrong, and all in a reasonable

way; or to give a boy an allowance, and require an

itemized account of its expenditure. Either way
makes the boy accountable to higher authority, and

helps growth in wisdom and care. Be sure you

watch closely in either case to see if your boy's word
is to be relied upon. Do not be suspicious, but be

watchful. It is not good for a boy to feel suspicion,

but it is good for him to feel watchfulness.

One good reason why boys should not have free

spending money is that it enables them to go into

places that they otherwise would not enter. Money
is a key to bad doors as well as to good, and some-

how slips easier into the bad doors. I must stay out

of certain places if I have not the money to get in.

A second reason is that boys who do not have free

spending money are not apt to be favorites with bad
boys. " I love you for yourself alone " is not apt to be

the ruling bond of friendship between a bad boy and
another, bad or good. Money helps along a pernicious

friendship very rapidly.

Temptations multiply with money and unaccount-

ability. Even little indulgences, not absolutely wrong
in themselves, grow upon a boy until they weaken
body or character. Such things as quantities of candy,
frequent lunches at unseasonable hours, a surpkis of

neck-ties and kid gloves, a variety of scarf-pins and
hats, and even the habit of easy, frequent gift-giving

that means nothing of self-sacrifice to the giver, are
things far from desirable.

Some persons feel that when a boy begins to earn
money in small sums, as some of our boys do at an
early age, he should have that to spend freely and
without account. If the boy goes away from home,
he must do this: it is almost the only way. But, if

he stays in the home, it is very unwise not to make
him pay a portion of his wages toward his board,

even if he earns only two or three dollars a week.

Be sure he will value the home more highly for abid-
ing by the principle, " Earn, and have."

I know one father who saw with satisfaction his

boys spend their money in taking nice, young girls

out to places of amusement, giving them flowers and
other gifts, and thought how much better that was
than spending their evenings off with the boys. So
it seemed. But no money was put into the home,
and, naturally, none into the bank ; mother and sis-

ter were less in their minds and actions than the
girls they escorted ; tastes grew extravagant ; wrong
ideas of life were gained ; evenings at home were
deemed stupid and grew fewer. And all this tended
toward a weakening of character and depraving of
taste. The boys became worthless, dissipated young
men, and are hopeless problems to their father to-

day.

Watchful guidance, discriminating judgment, are

to be used always ; but it is better to err by too strict

a denial of money freedom than to put the tempta-
tion of unaccountability in the way of our growing
young men.

—

Juniata Stafford in Christian Register.

TEE MOVKINQ-BIRD'S SONG.
ALL along the charming gulf-coast from Mobile Bay
to St. Louis, or, in the other direction, to St. Mark's
and Tallahassee, there is not a cot, no matter how
lonely or lowly, provided it has a fig-tree, that there

is not a pair of mocking-birds to do it honor. The
scuppernong vineyards, too, are the concert-halls of
this famous singer. Near the home of Jeffersoa

Davis, and, I believe, upon the estate of the ex-Con-
federate chieftain, I sat in the shade of a water oak
and heard a mocking-bird sing, over in a thrifty vine-

yard, the rare dropping-song of which naturalists

appear to have taken no notice. It was a balmy day
in March ; the sky, the gulf, the air all hazy and,

shimmering, the whole world swimming in a purp-
lish mist of dreams, and I felt that the song was the
expression of some such sweet, passionate longing as

exhales from Keats's " Ode to a Nightingale." Under
the low-hanging boughs, and over the level, daisy-

sprinkled ground, I gazed upon the sheeny reach of

water, half convinced that I was looking through

"Magic casemeuts, opening ou the foam
Of perilous seas, in fairy lands forlorn,"

and the very tones of the bird's voice accorded with

the feeling in which the day was steeped.

Genuine bird-song is simply the highest form of
avian vocalization, by which instinctively, if not pre-

meditatedly, the bird finds expression of pleasure.

The absence of true rhythm probably is significant

of a want of power to appreciate genuine music, the

bird's comprehension compassing ik> more than the

value of sweet sounds merely as such.

—

Maurice
Thompson, in Scribner's Magazine.

He is advancing in life whose heart is getting

softer, whose blood warmer, whose brain quicker,

whose spirit is entering into living peace.

—

Sesame

and Lilies.

It has been justly said nothing in man is so God-
like as doing good to our fellow.

—

Selected.
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THE RISING OF THE NILE.

NOW the fleet of the Nile craft decreases, and tlie

chaffing of the boatmen is almost hushed. How
splendid are the scenes on every side! How they

change every mile ! The palms, the Arab villages,

the minarets and domes of the mosqnes, appear in

slow succession ; again the pyramids are in view ;

and always is heard the sound of the busy shadoof

and the dreamy squeak of the sakiyeh. The shores

now reveal how Egypt was created, film upon film,

layer upon layer. One marvels not that the people

who live upon them, even now, look upon the Nile as

" The Giver of all good."

It moves on and on before them as gently as the

rays of the rising moon. It is always kindly. It

gives water and food—gives life. Once a year it risesi

and widens, and almost entirely submerges the tilla-

ble land at its sides. What it does not so reach, it is

made to reach by artificial means. The overflow is

no misfortune to those whose homes are upon its

banks. It is their best blessing. For the Nile well

repays for the right of way during the inundation, by

leaving a deposit upon the land which is wortli its

weight in gold. It does not change its habits; it

never brings surprise and destruction. It is good to

the people who trust in it. The sun always shines

for them ; and when unmolested and untrammeled,

their dispositions are sunshiny. They are hospitable

generous, willing to serve the stranger, industrious^

religious, misunderstood, brow-beaten, taxed, bas-

tina<loed, and discouraged, until their spirit is almost

gone. And yet they are good natured, patient, and
seem to be happy !

AVhen the time approaches for the inundation the

Arab farmer is all expectancy. His canals are cleared

and he protects his home by dikes and walls of adobe.

This done, seated at his door, he watches with satis-

faction and gratitude the rise and approach of the

water which holds his little wealth. It is several

months rising to its greatest height, and then as

slowly and gradually subsides. Then appears again

to his delighted vision the husbandman's farm. His

palm trees seem to rise to a greater reach, and their

waving branches add to the sense of calm and con-

tent which pervades all. Already his well-filled ca-

nals have defined themselves, and his irrigating ma-
chinery is at once put in repair. Tliere is no more
use for the boats which have served to carry him
from place to place during the inundation. They are

hidden among the rushes on the banks of the canal.

Every available person is now pressed into the

service. If the thin deposit of mud left by the de-

parting river is kept moist, its value remains at par.

If the hot sun is allowed to play upon it unopposed,

it soon become baked and curls up into tiny cylin-

ders ; then, breaking into fragments, it falls dead and

worse than useless. Therefore the process of irriga-

tion must begin at once. The rude sakiyeh and the

ruder shadoof are kept going night and day, and give

employment to tens of thousands of the people and
cattle as well, With these primitive appliances the

water is lifted and emptied into the channels which

have been dug or diked to receive it. From these

larger receptacles the water is led to smaller ones,

which, overflowing, cover the fields.

In a little time, then, a Nile farm becomes a rare

beauty-spot, in.stead of a waste of mud ; for now the

crops are grown. The lentils bend with their heavy
load and the fields of grain turn their well-filled

heads from side to side that the ripening sun may
change their green freshness into gold. What land-

scape, unadorned by art, can be more lovely than
such a farm, narrow though its limits may be, with

its grove of palms to fan the breeze and scatter their

sweet fruitage into the lap of the happy fellahin ?

Here no weeds grow to annoy him. No stone-crops

are belched to the surface each year to stop the

plough. And this is good, for the Egyptian plough

has no scientifically curved coulter or subsoil attach-

ment. When the crops are ripened the irrigation

must rest awhile, for all hands are pressed to help

with the ingathering.—From " The Modern Nile," by

Edwakd L. Wilson, in Sci-ibner's Magazine.

GREAT TELESCOPES.
IT is frankly to be admitted that for ordinary work
enormous instniments are not advantageous ; those

of moderate dimensions will do far more easily and
rapidly the work of which they are capable. It

would be poor economy to shoot squirrels with fif-

teen-inch cannon. Observers with smaller instru-

ments, if they have sharp eyes and use them faith-

fully, can always find enough to do and can do it well.

But the great tele.scope has two advantages which are

decisive. In the first place, it collects more light, and

so makes it possible to use higher magnifying powers,

and thus virtually to draw nearer to the object

studied than we can with a smaller one ; and in the

next place, in consequence of what is known as "dif-

fraction," the image of a luminous point made by a

large lens is smaller and sharper than that made by

a small one. The smaller the telescope the larger are

the so called " spurious disks " of the stars, so that in

the case of a close double star for instance, where our

nine-inch telescope shows only an oval disk, the

twenty-three inch shows two fine distinctly separate

points. It is true that the atmospheric disturbances,

which always prevail to a greater or less extent, very

seriously aftect the "seeing" with large instruments.

The " power of the prince of the air," which is to an

astronomer the very type of the " total depravity of

inanimate things," on nine clear nights out often de-

privesa great telescope of much of its just superiority,

so that on an ordinary night a good observer with an

aperture of twelve or fifteen inches can make out all

that can be fairly seen with twenty-four or thirty

inches at the same time. And yet the writer has

continually verified in his experience the observation

of Mr. Clark who said :
" You can always see with a

large telescope everything shown by a smaller one

—

a little better if the seeing is bad ; immensely better

if it is good." But when a really good night comes,

as once in a while it does, then to a great telescope

heaven opens, new worlds appear, new forms and fea-

tures are discovered, old illusions are dissipated, and

observations and measurements before beyond the

reach of human skill become possible, easy, and ac-
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curate. In fact the reasonableness of wanting still

larger telescopes is identically the same as that of

wanting a telescope at all. Of course it is impossible to

predict wliat discoveries will be made with the great

Lick telescope when it is erected on its mountain of

privilege—very likely none ; it is not possible now to

go out at night, as some seem to think and pick up
" discoveries" as one would gather flowers in a forest.

But we may be sure of this, that it will collect data,

with micrometer, camera, and spectroscope, which

will remove many old difficulties, will clear up

doubts, will actually advance our knowledge, and,

what is still more important, will prepare the way
and hew the steps for still higher climbing towards

the stars.

—

Professor Young, in The Forum.

THE UNSEEN HAND.
" THANK you very much !—that was such a help to

me," said a .sick woman, as she dropped exhausted on

her pillow, after her bed had been made for her.

The friend to whom she spoke looked up in sur-

prise. She had not touched the invalid, for she

feared to give pain even by laying her hand upon

her. She knew that the worn body was so racked

with many pains, and had become so tender and sen-

sitive that she could not bear to be lifted or sup-

ported in any way. All that her friends could do was

to stand quietly by.
" I did nothing to help yon, dear. I wished to be

of use, but only stood behind, without touching you

at all ; I was afraid of hurting you."

"That was just it," said the invalid, with a smile

;

" I knew you where there, and that if I slipped I

could not fall, and the thought gave me confidence.

It was of no consequence that you did not touch me,

and that I could neither see, hear, nor feel you. I

knew I was safe all the same, because you were

ready to receive me into }'0ur arms if needful."

The sufferer paused a moment, and then with a

still brighter smile on her face, she added :

" What a sweet thought this has brought to my
mind. It is the same with my heavenly Friend.
' Fear not, for I will be with thee,' is the j^romise

;

and, thanks be to God, I know He is faithful that

promised. I can neither see, hear, nor touch Him
with the mortal sense; but, just as I knew you were

behind with loving arms extended, so I know that

beneath me are the ' Everlasting Arms.' "

—

Selected.

BE LOYAL TO YOUR CHOSEN SECT.
A WRITER in the Brilish Friend, speaking of the

need there is of different sects on account of our be-

ing so differently constituted, says: " What is a sect ?

And what is a sect for? It is not an end, it is a means
to an end, it is a help. What is our Society for ? It

is to help us to be better men and women, not at the

meeting-house only, but in the world. It is not for

making us merely Quakers ; it is to help us to be

Christians.
" Upright, sincere. God-fearing men may be found

in the various sects, and no one particular sect has a

monopoly of truth. Peter put it plainly when he
said, 'Of a truth I perceive tluit God is no respecter

of persons; but in every nation he that feareth him

and worketh righteousness is accepted of him.' We
Friends have our special work to do. If, then, we have
chosen our sect, and if we belong to the Society of

Friends let us seek to labor for that Society, and

further its interests, and not be merely hybrids—half

Quaker and half something else. We need not fear

being deemed cramped and narrow for so doing. A
man may have a large heart and yet devote him.self

rightly and properly to one particular religious body.

Men have thought it worth their while to die for a

principle in the past, surely then it cannot be an ig-

noble thing to live for a principle, and exhibit a prin-

ciple to the world around us.

" But while thus zealously supporting our own
small Society, may we ever remember that, as Buu-
yan's Faithful said, ' The soul of religion is the prac-

tical part.' "

CURRENT EVENTS.
A SHAKP earthquake, lasting about 30 seconds, was felt

ju tfie City of Mexico about 7 o'clock on Monday morning.

In some of the streets the people ran out of their houses.

The sliock was felt most in the outlying portions of the

city, and in the interior, at various points. At the capital

of the State of Guerrero two arches of the arcade in the

main square were thrown down.

Extensive preparations are making in Philadelphia

for the celebration of the centeunary of the framing of the

Constitution of the United States, ou the 15th, 16tb, and

17th inst. There will be extensive parades, including one,

(on the 15th), of trades, industries, etc.; and on the 17th,

Judge Samuel F. Miller, of the U. S. Supreme Court will

deliver an address in Independence Square. President

Cleveland will be present and preside on this occasion.

A VERY inexcusable attack upon the Ute Indians has

lieeu made in Colorado, by " cow-boys" and otliers, and

there have been some encounters, with loss of life. It is

now reported (31st ult.), that the Indians are safely back

on their reservation. We shall give some facts in the case,

next week.

The deaths in Philadelphia last week numbered 418,

which was five more than during the previous week, and

which was fifty-five more than during the correspoudiug

period last year.

NOTICES.

'V- The Burlington First-day School Union will meet
at Crosswicks, 7th day, 9tli mo. 10th, at 10,30 a. m. All

interested in First-day school work cordially invited.

Wm. Walton, '

Maggie D. Rogers,
r Clerks.

«,:;* Circular meetings during the Ninth month ocouras

lows

:

4. Cliesti-i-, Pa.. 3 p. m.
11. Mill Creek, Del., 3 p. ni.

25. Warrington, York C'o., Pa.

V Quarterly meetings in Ninth mouth occur as fol-

xs :

3. Blue River, Benjaminville. III.

3. Whitewater, Fail Creek, hid.

5. Center, Centre, Pa.
5. Duanesburg, Duauesburg, N. Y.

8. Salem. Woodstowu, N.J.
8. Prairie Grove, West Ijiberty, Iowa.

12. ntiiiais y. M., Mt. Palatine, III.

12. Baltinioro, Gunpowder, Md,
15. ILuMonlicId, MoorfStown, N. J,

24, Sc-ipio, Sripio, N. Y,

26. (Canada, II, Y. M., Yonge street, Out.

20. iHiUana V. M. lUchmmui, Ind,
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A PETITION.
THE river runs toward the sea.

And longs to be of it a part.

So flows my love, O God , to thee
;

And in the great deep of thy heart

It fain would mingle, there to he

Part of thy love, and so of thee.

O Hearer, Answerer of prayer.

Grant thou this daily plea of mine,

—

To live for thee each day, and share

The joy of purpose one with thine.

As blends the river with the sea.

So let me lose myself in thee.

Eben E. Rexfokd.

JOURNAL OF JOURNEYS TO THE INDIAN
COUNTRY.—IX.

BY ISAAC COATES, OF CALN, CHESTER COUNTY.

Ninth month 24//i, [1803.] About 10 o'clock, many of

the chiefs and others collected and seated themselves
around a small fire which was kindled in the open
yard, and sent us word they were ready, about sixty

in number. We then went and sat with them. After

a sliort pause Conudiu rose and congratulated us on
our safe arrival in their country, and said they were
thankful to the Great Spirit who had preserved us in

our long journey to see them, and more which I can
not well recollect, much to the same purport. Corn-
planter then said they were ready to hear us. We
then had our certificate read and interpreted to them>
which is as follows:

To Coruplanter and other Chiefs of the Seneca Nation of

Indians living on the Allegheny Kiver; Brothers :

Our friends who live amongst you inform us they have
conferred with you some time past about removing t« set-

tle some distance farther up the river, on some of the land

you lately sold to the white people; which we understand
they and some of you think might enable them to be still

more useful to you than where they now live.

" Brothers, we are desirous every movement we make
amongst you may be well considered and so conducted as

to always keep the chain of friendship clean and bright

between us; for which reason we think it right at this

time to send some of our brethren to help to consult and
confer on this business, and our friends Isaac Coates,

Isaac Bonsai, Thomas Stewardson, and John Shoemaker,
feeling their minds clothed with love toward you, are wil-

ling to undertake this long journey. We hope youwill re-

ceive them as brothers, and listen to their words, for they

are true men and sincere friends to your nation.
" Brothers, our hearts are made glad to hear from our

friends amongst you that you are beginning to live more
comfortably on the fruits of your labor, under the blessing

of the Good Spirit; and we more especially rejoice to hear
that your chiefs and young men generally refrain from
the use of strong liquors, which you know have been so

destructive to Indians as well as many white people. We
hope you will be strengthened by the Great Spirit to perse-

vere in the good resolution you have taken on this subject.
'* Brothers, we desire the Good Spirit may be with you

and influence you and our friends in your councils, on the

weighty subjects which may come before you; that so

everything may be settled and conducted to mutual satis-

faction and to the furtherance of our designs of being last-

ingly useful to you."

We remain your friends and brothers.

Philadelphia, 19th of the Eighth mo., 1803.

(Signed by)

David B.\con,

John Varrish,
Oliver Paxson,
Nicholas Waln,
William S.avery,

Samuel Canby,
John Peibce,

Robert Smith,

John Wistar,
Ellis Yarnal,
Nathan Harper,
John Biddle,

Halliday Jackson,

John Morton, Jr.,

Thomas Wistae,
George Williams.

After the foregoing certificate was read and ex-

plained to them, evident marks of assent were dis-

coverable, and we having concluded upon and drawn
up an address to them on the important contem-

plated removal of our young men, it was also read to

them by paragraphs and interpreted as follows:

"To Cornplanter and the other Chiefs of the

Seneca Nation residing on the Allegheny River;

Brothers:
" You have heard the speech which our friends at

home have sent to you by us. We now wish you to

speak your minds to us quite plain, and if there is

anything which does not feel easy to you, that you

will tell it to us.

" Brothers, we have seen the speech made by you

to our friends who live among you, at one of your

late councils, by which we understand you leave

them at full liberty to move up the river to settle on

land joining to yours.
" ilrothers, since we came here we have been

viewing the land, and think if the Holland Company
will sell us a piece on Tunesasah Creek that it will be

a suitable place for our friends to settle upon ; they

will then still be among your settlements.

" Brothers, when our friends first came to settle

among you, we told you the tools they then brought

should be for your use, to be lent among such of you
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as wanted to use them. They have been so lent,

and we have sent others for our friends to use.

Wlien our friends remove, such of tlie first parcel of

tools as remain with them, will be left with your

chiefs to he lent out for the good of the nation.

"Brothers, we have lent some blacksmith tools to

the smith who resides at the upper town ;
the others

our friends take with them ; but the smith who lives

here may have the use of them. The two smiths we

hope are now able to do nearly all the stuith-work

you will want.
" Brothers, if our friends get a house put up before

winter suitable for their accommodation, they will

remove from the one they now live in. The barn

and some of the land they may want another sum-

mer, as perhaps they cannot get land enough cleared

to taise grain and hay for their cattle. You will

agree among younselves which of you shall live here

when our friends remove.
" Brothers, when our friends remove they will

continue to give you assistance and instruction when
they can ; if they think you stand in need of it.

Several of you have tools, and as there are some of

the first parcel which came up that are not worn out,

they will be left with the chiefs to be lent to such as

want. Many of these tools are already lent ; we

think it will be best for you to appoint some person

to have particular charge and care of them, as lend-

ing tools has been very troublesome.
" Brothers, we understand by your speech to our

friends that you want them to bring on tools and

cloth to sell. Brothers, we do not want them to keep

a store of goods among you ; we think it will not be

best ; but we intend to send on a few scythes, sickles,

augers, and some such tools for our friends to sell to

such of you as may want to buy ; but if any of your

people buy from them and then sell to the white

people, they are not to sell any more to such as do so.

" Brothers, we again repeat it, we wish you to

speak your minds freely to us, and if there is any-

thing which you and we do not understand alike,

that you will tell us, as it is our wish to comply with

all our engagements. The iron which our friends

have promised you will be sent on as soon as the

water will admit."

After a little pause, Cornplanter replied :
" If you

will leave us a little while, we will counsel among
ourselves and return you an answer."

We then left them about an hour, when they sent

us word they were ready. We again seated ourselves

as before, when Cornplanter addressed us in sub-

stance as follows

:

" We are all glad to see you that are now assem-

bled in council, and glad to bear what you say to us

;

and your speech is good, being the same language

you have always spoken to us. We know the time is

out that was first agreed upon for your young men to

stay with us, and that nothing had been said to us

about their staying longer, and perhaps that was the

reason why they wanted to purchase a piece of land

from the Holland Company joining to ours ; but they

were welcome to live where they now do as long as

they please; and if the Holland Company will not

sell you any land, we hope they will continue to live

where they now do. When your friends first came,
and for a long time after, many of the white people
told us to ' watch the Quakers well, for they are a
cunning, designing people, [and] under pretense of

doing something for you intend to get some advan-
tage of you some way or other.' But of late, finding

all was straight and no advantage attempted to be
taken, they have left ofl' talking about jit. Your
young men and we have now lived several years as

brothers. When they came here we were very ig-

norant, but are now just beginning to learn. Your
young men do not talk much to us, but when they
do they speak good words and have been very help-

ful in keeping us from using whiskey. We had de-

sired them to agree among themselves who should
live in this hou.se, as your young men expect to leave

it before winter ; but we <!o not think it right to fix

on any one yet, for if you cannot buy a piece of land,

they will need this place themselves ; and if you do
buy a piece, they may not get a house fit to live in

before winter, and then they will w-ant it themselves.

You have said you will leave all the buildings, fences,

farm, etc., for us to have, except the barn and some
of the land next summer to raise some grain and
hay for yourselves and cattle until you can raise it

on your new settlement; but it is hard work to cut

down so many big trees and clear the land
;
perhaps

they cannot get enough cleared next summer, and if

they do not, they are welcome to work this as long

as they need it. So it will be time enough to choose
one of our people to have this house and farm when
your young men are well fixed on the new place.

We will appoint some of our chiefs to receive the

tools and collect such as are lent out ; to have the

charge of lending them. In our speech to your young
men we requested them to bring cloth and tools to

sell to us that we might not be cheated by the white

people. But you have come to a wise conclusion in

not keeping a general store amongst us, for perhaps
some uneasiness or dispute might arise if a store were
kept. But we thank you for your kind intention of

bringing some scythes, sickles, augers, etc., to sell to

such of our people as may want them, and are pleased

that such who buy are restricte<l from selling to white

people; also for the iron which you propose to give

to us, we wish your young men maj' divide amongst
our peojile, and then we can get the smiths to make
such things as we want.

" Brothers, we are well pleased with your conduct

toward us aud having always done what you prom-
ised to do."

An old chief called Mush said a few words as a

kind of acknowledgment for some little uneasiness

he had occasioned principally by his not heretofore

understanding the nature of our intention or prospect

of settling our young men amongst them, but now
appeared perfectly satisfied. Then Connewauteu
said that we promised to endeavor to send a smith
among them ; that after some time we did send one,

but he stayed a short time, "and our smiths were
not fully perfect in the trade. Now you have sent a

smith, the best we ever saw ; he can make every-

thing we want, but he has been here but a very little

time and now says he is going away. We wish he
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would stay all winter, and then we think our smiths

by that time, with his instruction, will be able to do

our work ; but now thev cannot do all we want."

We replied that John Pennock, (the good smith

he meant), had a wife and children at home who re-

quired his attention, and we could not urge him to

stay from them longer than he was willing; that he

had been with them as long as we expected ; but

when we got home we would mention their request

to our friends for them to consider whether they

could help them or not.

And as I have heretofore and more strongly of

late felt my mind impre.ssed with strong desires for

the benefit and improvement of the poor natives from

whom our predecessors in the first settlement of

Pennsylvania received so much kindness and as.sist-

atice, at times [I] felt a flow of good-will towards

them, and the rest of my brethren present having

desired me to reply to them, I addressed them in sub-

stance, as follows :

" Brethren and friends attend. It is now a great

many years since our forefathers, the Quakers, came
over the great water and began to settle in that part

of this country called Pennsylvania. At that time

the Indians were very numerous and we were but

very few. The Indians were kind to our forefathers,

helped and assisted them in the wilderness. Love

and confidence were kept alive towards our fathers

and the Indians a great many years, and they were

at peace with each other ; but after some years a great

many other jjeople came over the great water and a

great many were born here who were not so peace-

able and did not love the Indians so much as our

fathers did, who were the first settlers. And as these

{)eople became numerous, for a good while [they] had

a share in the great councils in Pennsylvania ; and at

length as our fathers, the Quakers, were altogether

for peace, and the others became the more numerous,

they took the great councils of the State affairs in

Penn.sylvania into their hands ;
many of these were

very desirous of having the Indians' lands, and as

fast as they could kept driving them back. Then In-

dians began to kill white men and white men to kill

Indians. All this time the Quakers loved the In-

dians and did not kill any of them, but were very

sorry the Indians and white men did kill one another,

but could not help it ; and [during] the long time of

Indians and white men being at war and killing one

another, treaties were often appointed, and although

the Quakers had no power over either the Indians or

whites, yet some of them almost always attended the

treaties to try to keep the Indians from being cheated

out of their land or other things. The wars and
troubles continued at times between the Indians and
whites, until about ten years ago when there seemed

to be a general peace agreed upon between thejln-

dians and white people in this country. Soonjafter

that, at one of our great councils in. Philadelphia,

where there were a great many hundred Quakers
present, we remembered our Indian brothers, whose
fathers were so kind to our fathers, andj on whose
fathers' lands, (which once belonged to them), we
now live .so comfortably ; and our Indian brothers

being driven back, we counciled amongst ounselves

to know what way we could do them the most good.

We then thought if we would raise a great deal of

money—and give it to them, they would soon waste
it and spend it for whiskey and in other ways which
would do them no good at last. Then we concluded
to ask leave of the Presi<lent of the United States to

try to help our Indian brothers. The President ap-

peared to love the Indians and gave us leave ; and as

we knew that by clearing and cultivating our land we
had got to live comfortably, we thought it would be
best to get some of our sober, industrious young men
to come out and live amongst them and endeavor to

teach them to clear and farm their land so that they

might live comfortably as we do on ours. It is now
several years since some of our young men have been
living amongst you.

" Now, brothers, it rejoices our hearts to find that

the Good Spirit has preserved our young men
amongst you and that we see signs of industry taking

place ; many of you are beginning to build better

houses and clear out your land, raise more corn, as

well as cattle and wheat, particularly up the river.

Brothers, you may be assured that we do not want
anything from you for all that we do for you, neither

your skins, your furs, your land, nor anything else

that you have ; only that you should attend to the

counsel and instruction of our young men who live

among you. Brothers, it made our hearts glad when
we heard from our young men that the Seneca nation

of Indians, more especially on the Alleghany Kiver,

had taken up the resolution to banish whiskey and
other strong liquor from amongst you ; we wish you
to be strong in your resolution and join together as

one man against this mighty evil ; and when any of

your young men are out hunting or otherwise met
with white people that offer it to them, be sure to re-

fuse, for when a man drinks some he mostly wants

more and more until he gets drunk ; and when that

is the case either with white people or Indians, they

mostly neglect their business; their wives and chil-

dren often suffer for want of necessary things.

Brothers, there are other things that do a great many
white men much harm, which are gaming, playing

cards and laying wagers; whereby many of them
not only spend their time unprofltably,but often lose

almost all that their wives, children, and themselves

should have to live upon. We wish you not to fall

into any of these practices, but to live sober, indus-

trious lives ; and then the Good Spirit will love and
preserve you. But if you will get drunk and be

wicked, you will feel sorrow and trouble in your own
hearts for it."

After which a letter from John Parrish to Corn-

planter was read, which mentioned thi.sjdesire,—that

they might follow the counsel we gave them ; that

they would have the ox instead of the'bufialo, the

hog instead of the bear, and the sheep instead of the

deer.

Cornplanter then replied it was very true if we
had given them a large sum of money it would all

have been gone before now and they would have
been none the better ; and he appeared quite elevated

with John Parrish's prospect of their having domestic

animals instead of the wild, and said very pleasantly
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that he should soon be an old man leaning on his

staff and could no more go out to hunt, and if they

followed our advice he would then never want fresh

meat—he could have it at the door and not liave to

go to the woods for it. Then the chiefs and divers of

the young men took us by the hand and with great

marks of affection concluded the council.

[To be Continued.'\

For Friends* Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE—XL SWITZ-
ERLAND.

Vevey, Switzerland, August 10, 1887.

FROM Lake Lugano to the Lake of Geneva, the

route lies through the lakes of Lugano and Maggiore

to Baveno, on the latter, and thence over the Siniplon

Pass to Brieg, in the valley of the Rhone. From
Baveno to Brieg, in a straight line, may be forty

miles: by the road it is seventy. Public conveyances,

changing horses, make the transit between sunrise

and sunset; but I took a carriage, finding it almost

as cheap with my party of six, and enjoyed the ad-

vantage of seats from which each of us could have

an unobstructed view of the grand scenery along the

route. Though we had four horses, yet having no

change we were compelled to spend a night on the

way. The road lies for four-fifths of the distance

alongside of a wild mountain stream, fed by distant

glaciers, which was engaged for ages in enlarging and

rudely grading casual rifts in the rocky frame of the

mountain, until it had worn a gorge which the genius

of a Xapoleon converted into a road to give his arm-

ies at all times access to the plains of northern Italy.

It is, of course, not wider than is absolutely necessary,

and is bordered by cliffs, some of them two thousand

or more feet in height, and worn into all kinds of

fantastic forms; while the river, which has performed

most of the labor of making the route, now disports

itself in an infinite variety of rapids and cascades.

My young people walked many miles of the way and,

although they often stopped to gather Alpine wild

flowers, of which the variety and beauty are cele-

brated and truly wonderful, they found no trouble in

keeping up with the carriage, so slow and toilsome

was the ascent. Two hours after resuming our jour-

ney, on the following morning, we reached the sum-

mit of the pass, sixty-six hundred feet above the sea.

We had passed some small glaciers, and had been in

the region of permanent snow, and my son thought

it fine sport to have a game of snow-hall on the long-

est day of summer. At the summit is a hospice kept

by monks of St. Bernard, but not so famous as the

ancient parent home on the pass of that name. We
did not stop there, but at once commenced the de-

scent which we accomplished in about two-and-a-half

hours, at a fast trot and sometimes a gallop, with the

hind wheels locked and one of them mounted upon

a shoe. This de.scending portion of the road lies on

the edges of the great coves or gorges which run up
into the mountains, and which, only, render the de-

scent possible. On one side or other of the road,

therefore, is always an immense precipice guarded

sometimes by a low wall, sometimes by a row of stone

posts, sometimes by a gallery built to ward off ava-

lanches or carry overhead a mountain torrent which
must cross the road, and, finally, sometimes without
any protection whatever. But I could not help think-
ing that should any accident cast the coach on that
8i<le of the road, neither wall nor posts would ])re-

vent the inmates from being hurled into the abyss.
The breaking of an axle or wheel, or even the rupture
of the lock-chains, which would permit the coach to

run upon the horses, might easily lead to such a dis-

aster. The youngest of our party, who were on top
in the coup^, enjoyed the rapid descent and the con-
stantly changing views. Of the elders, some closed

their eyes, or gazed entranced into the abysses along-
side, and drew a long breath when we reached Brieg
and exchanged our carriage for the railway car. The
terrors of the Simplon will soon be things of the past.

A railroad is in contemplation which, at a cost of

twenty million dollars, will pierce the mountain by a
tunnel eleven miles in length,—two miles longer than
the St. Gothard which isa mile longer than the Mount
Cenis.

At Brieg we came upon the Rhone, some twenty
miles below its source in a great glacier. Glaciers, as

it is now well known, are constantly sliding down
the mountain sides; and though they never make any
progress—that is due to the fact that the front melts
off just as fast as the rear is added to by congealing
snows— thus keeping the same length, they were
supposed to be stationary. But in their motion they
grind to powder the rocks on which tliey rest, and
this powder, in the case of the Rhone, fills the water
with grey mud. The turbid stream, seventy miles

below Brieg, enters Lake Leman ; and its entry pre-

sents a remarkable phenomenon which I have ob-

served with wonder, on several occasions.

The water of the lake is of a beautiful blue and
clear as sapphire; the water of the river is as dark
and opaque as mud can make it, and the river here,

a hundred miles from its head, is a very large stream.

This turbid current rushes into the lake with great

swiftness and is seen for perhaps two hundred yards

as distinct and separate from the lake as a sandbar
would be ; but at the end of that distance it suddenly

disappears as if it were a solid body and had dived

to the bottom of the lake. The little steamer that

crosses from Villeneuve to Bouveret, passes right be-

fore the mouth of the Rhone, and within, I think, two
hundred yards of the place where the water of the

river disappeared ; and not only is the lake ialong the

route of the steamer everywhere perfectly trans-

parent and blue, but one can see the blue water ex-

tending up to the muddy water of the river, and ap-

parently separated from it only by an imaginary

line. It is said here, I know not yet on what scien-

tific authority, that the waters of the river do
actually dive under those of the lake, and that their

course can be traced by sounding many miles along

its bottom. Certain it is that the lake at this, its

eastern extremity, is as beautifully clear as in any
other part, and the vast volume of the turbid Rhone
rushing into it does not mingle with or discolor it at

all. Possibly the icy coldness of the water and the

weight of the suspended material renders it so heavy

that it at once falls to the bottom. Possibly some
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effect is due to the rapitlit)' with which the Ehone
enters the still lake. There is a similar separation

observable between the water of the Rhone and that

of the Aure after their junction just below Geneva.
The Rhone there is very rapid ;

" the blue rushing of

the arrowy Rhone" is the very expre.ssive and ap-

propriate de,scription of the poet. The Aure is much
slower, and is like the upper Rhone a glacier-born

stream and so full of rock-powder. The two rivers

move side by side and perfectly distinct for a con-

siderable distance. At Lyons the Rhone again re-

ceives the Saone and the phenomenon is repeated.

These natural phenomena have supplied two fine

similes which I remember. One is used by Walter
Scott in his account, in Woodstock, of the interview

between Cromwell and the Cavalier, in which the

roused passion of the former is said, like a strong

river meeting a feebler stream, to " shoulder it aside."

But a much finer passage occurs in some great

oration of the last century, perhaps one of Burke's,

commencing with the words, " When I was in Lyons
I was taken to see the place where the Saone joins

the Rhone," and then proceeding to depict with great

felicity of language the process of the two rivers

forced to fiow in the same channel but keeping sul-

lenly apart. It was apropos of some enforced but
uncongenial associations, I can not just now re-

memtjer what. As I may not speak of the Rhone
again let me mention tliat in its most rapid part, run-

ning I calculated ten miles an hour, I saw boys bath-

ing, and suffering themselves with delight to be
whirled along by the current.

Reaching the Lake of Geneva—as Leman is com-
monly called^where we expected to spend the sum-
mer, we stopped first at Montreux, at the eastern ex-

tremity of the lake, and which is supposed to be the

most pleasant location, all things considered, along

the lake shore. The banks of this lake are said, I

think by Fenimore Cooper, to be of all Europe, the

best fitted for the residence of a cultured man of leis-

ure, and many such have dwelt here—Calvin, Voltaire,

Rousseau, Gibbon, Byron, among them; Necker, too,

and his daughter, Madame de Stael. For some cen-

turies, too, political refugees, careless of climate but
solicitious of the protection which the rude little re-

public has always accorded to such supplicants, have
congregated within her borders, latterly, I am told,

with no great advantage to the morals of the popula-

tion. But of these undesirable visitors was not Ed-
mond Ludlow, one of the judges who condemned
King Charles L of England to death, and on the res-

toration of his son, had to flee for his life. Two of

his associates, it will be remembered, took refuge in

Ma.ssachusetts. Ludlow's house stood right on the

hike shore, within a few yards of where I write, and
it was demolished to make room for one of the

many handsome hotels which line that shore. A
tablet was inserted in the garden wall of the new
building to mark the spot where the bold regicide

had spent the last thirty years of his life. He lived

till 109.J, and saw the Stuarts a second time and for-

ever driven from England. Gibbon wrote his won-
derful history of tlie Roman Empire at Lausanne, a

few miles below Vevey. He finished it late at night

in his garden, and a passage in the preface in which
he describes his emotions on completing the work of
so many years, amid the solemn stillness of lake and
mountain, is exceedingly impressive. Rousseau's resi-

dence was on an island on the Rhine shore, where it

leaves the lake; at least the island beares his name
and is adorned by a bronze statue of him. But By-
ron has done more than any other writer to render
the lake attractive. In fact the poet perceives the
es.sence of things, and in a few touches gives us an
appreciation which we could not ourselves derive
from any description or even from the actual con-
templation of objects. Thousands of people yearly
visit the Castle of Chillon because the poet has told

them how they should feel in a place where pined a
martyr for religious freedom.

The climate of this region is dry and cool. The
thermometer in the bouse has not been over 80°, but
the snow is disappearing from the lower lieights, and
I fear that with the disappearance of its moderating
influence, the sun will exert greater power. But as

is always the case in a dry atmosphere, it is never
very warm in the shade, and under an umbrella, one
may comfortably walk in the sun at noon. The ab-

sence of annoying insects is remarkable. We see

very few house-flies, and rarely a mosquito ; indeed,

no account is taken of them, nor any precautions'

against them, and at night when we sit in a brilliantly

lighted room, rarely a moth, and never a beetle, gnat,

or other winged creature enters. Yet outside the
town the gadflies are numerous and aggressive, and
wagoners hang on the end of the tongue of the ve-

hicle a small pan in which, in stress of enemies, they
burn charcoal with some fumigating substance. A
little higher up in the mountains, butterflies are said

to be in great variety and very beautiful.

The views all along the lake are very grand.

From Vevey we look up the valley of the Rhone,
bordered on both sides by mountains of from three

to five thousand feet in height. In the centre of the

picture, closing the vista thirty-two miles away, is

a conical mountain of great height; over one shoulder

of it peeps a still loftier peak, white with snow, and on
the other side towers the Tete du Midi, more than
eleven thousand feet high, showing over the lower

and nearer masses. On either side of the mouth of

the valley these lower hills spread to tlie right and
left, around the head of the lake whose clear, smooth,
blue surface sharply cuts the rough, irregular, grey

and white cliffs which rise from its edge. A score or

more of villages line its banks, and numerous little

steamboats ply between them, passing our windows,

on an average, about once every hour during the busy

part of the day. These villages consist in great part

of hotels, boarding-houses, and villas for the accom-

modation of strangers ; and these are not only very

comi)lete in their internal arrangements, but are sur-

rounded by plea-sant accessories, and nothing un-

seemly comes under view. A great majority are

immediately on the lake shore, for the land behind

rises rapidly and brokenly almost everywhere, and it

is only near the water that level roads can be laid out,

or level space be found for building. Then along the

lake miles of stone wall form quays and terraces,
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shaded with trees, which present a charming view

from the water, and aftbrd a delightful promenade at

all hours of the day and evening. This feature, which

we found in Italy—the national gardens in Naples,

the Lung' Arno in Florence, the Eiva Schiavoni in

Venice—seems totally unknown in our country where

the water-side is given up to squalor and filth, while

here it is sought as the most desirable location for

residence. The mountains near at hand ati'ord an

unlimited supply of water for all purposes. At the

expense of a few pipes it is brought into every house,

and at frequent intervals in the streets are ever-run-

ning fountains.

The population presents a great contrast to that of

Italy—much in their appearance, still more in their

conduct. Drunkenness was always the vice of the

Swiss—in Goldsmith's "Traveler" he is the typical

drunkard—and he has not improved of late years.

The government has lately applied to the people for

increased powers to deal with the question, which

have been granted by a direct vote—what we would

call a constitutional amendment—and a great national

temperance convention is to meet at Zurich in the

course of a few weeks. But the habits of centuries

are not to be eradicated by constitutional provisions

or temperance lectures; at least not by these alone.

The causes of the evil must be sought in defects of

mental or moral education, and, in my judgment, the

true view of the question is suggested—amid a great

deal of other wisdom—in Oliver Wendell Holmes'
" Autocrat."

The agricultural portion of the population of

Switzerland is wretchedly poor. Want of proper

food produces, as in Italy, infirmity and disease, which
here are aggravated by the want of light in the deep
valleys where only in winter those people can live.

In many such places cretinism produces its ghastly

brood of deformity and idiocy combined. But liow-

ever poor people may be, there is always money to

buy drink and procure amu.sements. A shooting

festival has just taken place at Geneva, lasting ten

days. It was visited by more than a hundred thou-

sand persons, competitors and spectators, all of the

middle and industrial classes, and from these the

committee of arrangements collected $140,000, which
amount was spent in prizes and spectacles. Besides

this, the visitors had their personal expenses to pay,

which must have amounted to twice as much as

the amount collected by the committee. A great deal

of drink was consumed, chiefly beer, and my daugh-

ters were astonished to see a very decent-looking and
well-dressed woman, accompanied by an equally re-

spectable-looking man, take ofi' five glasses, say a

quart of the fluid, in the space of ten minutes, mak-
ing but a single draught of each. Beer is a sedative,

and it would have been amusing, if one could find it

in his heart to smile at the infirmities of human na-

ture, to see parties sitting around tables in front of

the saloons, staring at each other in stupid silence,

without uttering a word in a minute. Indeed, I saw
by some past the speaking point, but still able to raise

their glasses. There was a good deal of oratory, and
some speakers, besides the standard topic of the duty

of defending the fatherland, for which the practice of

shooting is intended to qualify the contestants, the
duty of alleviating and banishing poverty was put
prominently forward ; and then followed a display of
fireworks which burnt up in an hour what would
have banished poverty from a hundred cottages for a
year. In fact, leaving out of view the expenses of
the wealthy and noble and other cla.sses of mere
consumers, I have no doubt that the aggregate earn-
ings of the working-people are ample, if properly

distributed, to keep the entire population in reason-

able comfort. The hills around this place, and for

miles in every direction, are devoted exclusively to

the growth of the grape, and the grape almost exclu-

sively to the manufacture of wine; and this is prob-

ably entirely con.sumed in Switzerland: at least it is

stated that two-thirds of the wine crop of France is

consumed at home, and if France exports but one-
third, I am sure Switzerland can export nothing. As
at present advised, we consider all this mere waste-

-

and waste in the midst of direct poverty. If, as is

stated, the whole iron product of Pennsylvania does
not pay the liquor bill, I feel quite sure that the ex-

penditure for liquor in Switzerland, added to the

products of their other industries, would keep all her
population in comfort without trenching upon the

luxuries of the rich or withdrawing the support from,

her unnecessary army of two hundred thousand men.
I must not fail to note that, at the festival in ques-

tion, the amount of actual drunkenness fell far short

of the anticipations of those acquainted with the

propensities of the Swiss, and I am confirmed in the

opinion, that when the mind is occupied the desire

for drink is to some extent held in abeyance.

J. D. jNIcPherson.

CULTURE AND CHARACTER.
[We find the following in tlie Popular Science Monthly,

under the head of the " Editor's Table." It is so well said

and so in cousonauce with our own views that we give the

article entire, with the hope that it will awaken thought in

the same direction among the readers of our paper.

—

Eds.]

THAT intellectual superiority is not an end in itself

is apparent from more than one consideration. Comte
has said with truth that " we get tired of knowing,

but never get tired of loving ;

" and a writer who
carries more authority still has said that, when
tongues fail and knowledge ceases, charity will still

abide. What seems to decide the question, however,

is the fact that, when knowledge or intellectual

power is made an end in itself, the result is more or

less failure and disappointment. " Knowledge comes,

but wisdom lingers," the poet has said ; and, to a re-

flective mind, the <listinction between the two is not

difficult to seize. He who has knowledge only, knows
things and their relations ; himself and his relations,

above all himself in his relation to the true human
ideal, he does not know. He seeks to make his

knowledge subservient to his own personal ends ; he

does not regard it as a revelation of duties to be

done, of sacrifices to be made, of heights to be at-

tained. He who has wisdom, on the other hand,

holds his knowledge in trust for higher than personal

ends, and makes us realize, as other men do not, the

true value and dignity of knowledge.
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Character, then, is the principal thing. It is char-

acter that we continually find to be limiting and con-

ditioning culture; that ia to say, if culture is not

carried farther than we find it to be in certain cases,

the reason is that the character, the moral nature,

has not been such as to support and sustain a truly

generous culture. There is, perhaps, a finely devel-

oped pestheticism in certain directions, but the lack

of culture's perfect work is seen in a certain hard ma-

terialism of personal aspiration. The disciple, per-

chance apostle, of beauty is far from beautiful when

we get a glimpse of his inner life and essential aims.

He has never learned that the prime secret of all

beauty in human life lies in disinterestedness, in the

ability to put self aside, on some occasions at least,

and to live in causes and principles, and, above all, in

one's fellow beings. Few things are more trying

than the mock enthusiasm of very mediocre men and

women for things that they have learned to admire

as by rote, to hear the jargon of the literary or art-

istic coterie and to know how little it all means as

regards real elevation of character and sentiment.

And what we say of literary and artistic coteries we
might apply with equal truth to scientific coteries,

where minute points of classification and nomencla-

ture are discussed with infinite zeal and warmth, but

with far less regard to any advantage to be reaped

for the cau>se of truth and of humanity than to the

satisfaction of rival vanities.

In this country we are laboring with great zeal

and vast pecuniary resources to promote the cause of

culture. We educate, eilucate, educate, as somebody

once said we ought to do ; but whether the result is

to produce much that can be called culture in any
high sense is an open question. A criterion may,

perhaps, be found in a comparison of the rising with

ttfe now adult generation. Are our young people

showing graces of mind and character in more abund-

ant measure than ir parents? Are their aims

higher? Is their language better? Are their intel-

lectual occupations more serious? Are their manners
gentler and more refined? We do not propo.se to

answer these questions dogmatically ; but this we
say, that, unless there has been an improvement in

the.se several respects, a vast amount of educational

effort has not met its full reward. Speaking broadly,

it seems to us that the culture of our educated

clas.ses, or of the classes supposed to be educateil,

leaves much to be desired, and we are disposed to

think that one reason of this is that we have con-

ceived of eilucation in too purely an intellectual sense.

We have thought more of sharpening the thinking

faculties than of liberalizing the sentiments or soften-

ing the manners. We have introduced too much of

rivalry into education, and repre.sented education too

much as a preparation for further rivalry in after-life.

We have imjjarted knowledge, but have only to a

very moderate extent succeeded in inculcating wis-

dom; and knowledge without wisdom seems poor,

thin, and sometimes even meaningless. We need, as

it seems to us, to devote more consideration than we
have hitherto done to the question. What is the true

ideal of human life ? If we can fix upon the true

ideal, we can proceed to educate toward that, and

our work will then be directed towards something
that is an end in itself. The knowledge we impart
will be held by a different tenure, and applied in a

different spirit. What each one knows will be his or

her equipment toward a worthier fulfillment of social

duties, a worthier realization of what is best in him-
self or herself, and not a mere stock-in-trade for the

procuring of personal gratifications. What we would
chiefly insist upon at present, however, is that, were
knowledge pursued in a right spirit, the intellectual

gain would be very great. Minds would become more
receptive, owing both to the superiority of the mo-
tive set before them, and the higher degree of ration-

ality that the whole system of human life and
thought would assume. Civilized speech would not

show a constant tendency to degenerate into ajargon of

slang, if people recognized in speech a social function,

not merely a mode and means of self-assertion. It

is impossible to find one's self in any fortuitous as-

semblage of average human beings without being led

to reflect how much human intercourse might be im-

proved and beautified if, by some means, we could

implant in the mind of each individual a true respect

for the rights and feelings of others, and a general

sense of what is due to society, considered as a source

of unnumbered advantages to all its members. At
present it often seems to be a distinct aim with many
persons—and these not in any sense social outlaws,

laut, on the contrary, what would be called " respect-

able people "—to show how little they care for any-

thing beyond their own pleasure and convenience.

The popular idea of '" independence," indeed, is

largely made up of swagger and aggressiveness

;

whereas the most primary notion of independence

should embrace the making of an honest return for

all good received. Thus viewed, the man who wished

to be " independent" would see that society got back

from him in service something like a compensation

for the benefits with which it surrounds him by day

and by night. But " independence " in this sense is

absolutely inconsistent with swagger or any form of

unsocial action or sentiment. We can conceive of

some philosophic mind saying to this great nation,
" One thing thou lacke.st." Knowledge we have, and
material power and business energy, and back of all

this, no doubt, a great fund of trne humanity. But

the lack is in consciousness of the true aim of life,

which is beauty and harmony in all social relations.

The voice of Science itself bids us make a true gener-

alization, a true synthesis, before we begin to work

out our plans. We have hitherto stopped short too

much at the idea of knowledge as an instrument of

work and ambition, and have greatly hindered the

growth of knowledge thereby. If we now set before

us as our main object the building up of character in

all its elements, we shall find our progress sure, if not

rapid, and shall discover a deeper meaning and value

in our labors from year to year and from age to age.

Wn.i.i,\M Pe.n'N abhorred two principles in religion

and pitied those who held them—obedience to mere
authority without conviction, and persecution of man
on pretence of serving God. When truth was clear,

he thought union best ; where not, be thought char-

ity best.
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THE MISQUOTING OF SCRIPTURE.

THE essay on this subject, which appeared in our

last issue, is worthy the thouglitful attention of every

one who speaks in the assemblies of our people as a

minister of the Divine word.

The "diligent reading of these excellent writ-

ings," enjoined by our Discipline, if attended to in

the earnest desire to be instructed in the truths con-

tained therein, and to make the words in which they

are written our own, will enable the searcher after

the knowledge of these truths to hand them forth to

others with a measure of correctness that will be

satisfactory to both speaker and hearer.

The greater interest in the study of the Scriptures

by the membership of our Society, that has been

awakened through the establishing of First-day

schools in connection with most of our meetings, in-

creases the responsibility of ministers in this direc-

tion. "Gallery phrases or texts "in which a free

rendering of the words of Scripture is handed forth,

subject a speaker to a criticism w^hich he would be

spared by exercising the care that every one should

be watchful to do, towards an author whose words

he desires to use.

The query read in the quarterly meetings of min-

isters and elders, "Are ministers sound in word and

doctrine, and careful to minister in the ability which

God gives? " reaches out and embraces every quali-

fication with which the minister is endowed. It

calls for watchfulness that the word handed forth

may be to the honor of God. The exhortation of

Paul to Timothy his "beloved child" in the gospel,

is to the point; after reminding him that " the Lord

shall give thee understanding in all things," he adds,

"give diligence to present thyself approved unto

God a workman that needeth not to be ashamed,

handling aright the word of truth." If this exhorta-

tion were observed in the spirit of earnest endeavor

and with a prayerful desire to profit by its instruc-

tion, there would be given the ability which only

comes through seeking. There has been more laxity

in later years in this re.spect amongst our Friends,

than in the earlier times of the Society's existence
;

and this is the more to be deplored since the Scrip-

tures are so widely distributed and without cost to

those who are not able to purchase, that no one who

feels the least desire to be familiar with them ought

to be without a copy.

We need to cultivate the wholesome care of the

Hebrews in our readings and quotations. To them,

these writings were holy, and a sin attached to any

false rendering of their contents. While our estimate

of the Scriptures subordinates them to the word

through which they were given forth, the Source

whence the truths they contain emanated makes it

the duty of every one who accepts as truth the utter-

ances they contain, to guard against any false render-

ing of the language or misuse of the testimonies

written therein.

We have felt it necessary to add this much to

what our essayist has so well said, from the facts

which are constantly brought to our notice of the

need of such caution, that the word spoken in our

meetings for worship may lose none of its power,

through want of care on the part of our ministers in

this particular.

We have received several communications refer-

ing to the subject presented by "A.," under the head-

ing, " A Query," two weeks ago, and shall print some

or all of them, soon. They deal with very weighty

religious questions, and w ill be read, we think, with

interest.

Some response has already been made, as will be

noticed by an acknowledgment elsewhere, to the ap-

peal of Genoa Friends for help to complete the fund

for erecting their meeting-house. We hope thataily

and all who can spare a subscription, however small,

will send it forward. A Friend writing to us on the

general subject of the scattered membership in the

West, says

;

"My sympathies are deeply enlisted on behalf of

our scattered and isolated members in the Far West,

and I hope that way will open for some of our con-

cerned Friends to reach out the helping hand to as-

sist them, notonly in erecting their houses of worship

but in maintaining the testimonies that we as a

Society have been called upon to bear. And I have

but little doubt that as our committee [of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting] enter into feeling together on

the subject, the right way in this weighty field of

labor will be found, and they enabled to work therein

harmoniously."

DEA TES.

BACON.—At Woodbury, N. J., Eighth month aoth,

Hannah Ann Bacon, aged seventy-six years. Interment at

Haverford, Pa.

CLOTHIER.—At Camden, N. J., Ninth month 2d,

Franklin, son of John W., and Catharine Clothier, of Ranco-

cas, N. J. Interment at Fair Hill, Philadelphia.
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DAVIS.—Eighth month 29th, Ann W. Davis, of War-

minster, Pa., in her sixty-first year.

EVES.—Eighth month 31st, aged ninety-six years. Par-

vin Eves, a valued member of Fishing Creek Monthly

Meeting, Pa. He retained his faculties until near the close.

MOEGAN.—At Altona, Knox County, 111., Seventh mo.

30th, 1887, John E. Morgan, in his seventy-ninth year.

He was the sou of Benjamin and Tacy Morgan, born in

Whitpaiu Township, Montgomery county. Pa., and a birth-

right member of Gwynedd Monthly Meeting, where his

right still remained. He went to Illinois in 1839, where he

has since resided.

STEWART.—j;i^hth month 28th, Mary W., widow of

Samuel Stewart, aged 75 years. Funeral from Woodbury

Meetiug-house, N. J.

WAY.—At Tempe, Arizona, Ninth month 3, 1887, Dr.

Jacob H. Way, formerly of Chester Co., Pa.

At a meeting of the Temperance Committee of Phila-

delphia Quarterly Meeting, held Eighth mouth 22d, 1387,

the following was adopted :

It is with feelings of sincere regret that we have heard

of the decease of our young friend, John Willetts Campion

;

one who has evinced a lively interest in the cause of Tem-
perance, and the labors of this Committee. The removal

of a young man of bright intellect and rare devotion to

works of reform is a source of regret to all of us, and we
tender our sympathies to his bereaved parents. Extracted

from the minutes.
Henry T. Child, Clerk.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 37.

Ninth Month 18th, 1887.

THE BEATITUDES.

Topic : Peksecution.

Golden Text: "Blessed are they which are persecuted for

righteousness' sake, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven.

Blessed are ye when men shall revile you and perse-

cute you and say all manner of evil against you
falsely, for my sake. Rejoice and be exceed-

ing glad, for great is your reward in

heaven, for so persecuted they the

prophets that were before you."

Matt. 5:10, 11, 12.

IT is easy for us to see how the blessings wliich have

heretofore formed the subject of our lessons could

follow the course of life which make them po.ssible.

But when we come to persecutions and reviliugs, to

those bitter feelings against us that manifest them-

selves in cruelty to our persons and slander against

our fair name, we must indeed have been brought

completely under the divine principles that form the

gospel code of life, to be able to have the blessed-

ness promised to those who are thus unjustly dealt

with by their fellows. The meaning of persecute, as

here used, is to vex or oppress one on account of his

religion. They are persecutors who injure the name,

reputation, or property, or take the life of another

on account of his religious opinions—because he is

striving to be righteous in the sight of God.

To reproach, is to call evil and contemptuous

names,—to ridicule on account of religion. It is not

a blessing to have evil spoken of us if we deserve it;

but if we deserve it not, our conscience acquits us,

and though we have a right to be sorry for the evil

word spoken, we should not consider it a calamity.

Nothing can harm us if we be followers of that which

is good. But we must be sure that we have done or

said nothing that can bring the religion we profess

into dishonor. Many, in times past, as well as in our

day, by their want of judgment and untempered zeal,

in the presentation of their religious views, give a

false impression of its value, and make it a stumbling

block to those with whom they mingle. Such some-

times consider themselves persecuted, and claim the

promise contained in this beatitude. Our religion,

to be of any value to us, must be a religion that

brings our whole life and conduct into harmony with

the law of the Spirit of God.

We learn from this lesson :

(1) That we need not feel discouraged or dissat-

isfied when the religion which we profess is lightly or

harshly spoken of. If our desire is to be true and

faithful, our Heavenly Father will give us the evi-

dences of his favor, and that is all we need desire.

(2.) That to be reproached for carrying out our

conscientious convictions of duty need not give us

uneasiness while we have the Divine favor.

NEWS OF FMIENDS.
SOUTEEEN QUARTERLY MEETING.

SOUTHERN Quarterly Meeting was held at Third

Haven, Talbot county, Md., on the 31st of the Eighth

month, and was well attended by the members.

The usual queries were read and the answers ap-

proved, all the representatives being present. We
have had the company of Joseph Powell, Joel Borton,

Jr., and Martin Maloney, and our meeting closed

under a deep sense of divine favor, feeling that we
have been encouraged and strengthened by the testi-

monies of these Friends, who have come among us to

bear witness to the truth that if we live under the guid-

ance of our Heavenly Teacher, we shall be directed

aright in our temporal as well as our spiritual affairs;

and the earnest desire was expressed that we might

awaken to new life and interest. As was testified,

we cannot live upon the traditions of our ancestors,

we cannot inherit their christian experience, we
must know of an individual awakening to spiritual

life. The letter without the spirit will not profit us,

but if we possess the spirit we shall understand the

letter and its application to our needs and desires.

May these seasons of mingling together continue to

strengthen us, and draw us nearer to one another by

that love which is the true badge of His disciples.

M. J. B.

MIAMI QUARTERLY MEETING.

MuMi Quarterly Meeting, held Sth month 13th,

convened at the usual hour. During the meeting for

worship there were several speakers, among them

Arthur H. Middleten, of Philadelphia, each urging

upon one and all the necessity of a full surrender

of everything to the Divine will The business

which usually claims the attention of the meeting

at this time was transacted ; namely, considering

the condition of our Society as embraced in the

answers to the queries, naming representatives to

Yearly Meeting and members of the Representative

Committee, forwarding the fund raised to be used for
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spreading Friends' papers, (by women Friends), also

report of tlie number of families, parts of families, etc.,

in this quarter, (by men Friends).

Young Friends' Association met in the evening.

Most of the time was spent in listening to a lecture

by Wm. C. Starr, of Kiclimond, Ind., on "The Book of

Exodus," often cnm|)aring it to the journey through

life, the trials and besetmenis that meet us on every

hand, showing the necessity of following closely

the Divine light.

14th. First-day school met at 9.30 a. m. Several

Friends, not membersof this (Waynesville),'particular

school, met with us. Near the close, A. H. M. ex-

pressed the pleasure he felt in mingling with us, and

told us how they conducted the school of which he

is a member, etc. The meeting was well attended ;

earnest desires were expressed that all become truly

converted '' and not let the zeal of thine house eat

thee up ; that when we are tried as it were to a hair's

breadth we bow in humble submission to the Father

of Mercies."

Sth month 23d. There was held on the Wilmington

Fair Grounds a union pic-nic, composed of Friends

from New Vienna, Wilmington, Harveysburg, an<l

Waynesville neighborhoods. Over one hundred at-

tended, spending the time in innocent amusement.
After dinner there were some literary exercises; also

impromptu speeches by two of the older Friends. As
the afternoon drew towards the close we separated

for our respective homes feeling that it had been a

day well spent. B.

Friends of Green street, Spruce street, and Rad-

nor Monthly Meetings, members of Philadelphia

Quarterly Meeting's Committee to visit and encour-

age its members, were pre.sent at Reading meeting on

First-day morning, the 4th instant. The attendance

was about as usual, the membership being very

small. It was t;ratifying to see among the number
several young persons.

The hour for worship was observed with a good

degree of punctuality, and the word spoken was lis-

tened to with earnestness. The afternoon was spent

in social intercourse at the residence of Henry Ken-

dall, where many of the attenders of the morning

met the visitors. It is believe such gatherings may
often be as useful in holding the members together,

as the more public services of our committees. R.

—In relation to Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting,

which will be held next Fifth-day, at Moorestown,

we are requested to note that arrangements have

been made by wliich the 8.30 a. m. train from Cam-

den will stop at East Moorestown station. Last

year, in the absence of such arrangement, the train

did not stop, and some Friends were left behind in

Camden.

—Our friend Joseph B. Livezey has received a

minute from the monthly meeting of which he is a

member, setting him at liberty to visit and appoint

meetings within the limits of Fishing Creek Half-

year Meeting. His expectation has been that he

"would enter upon this service after Salem Quarterly

Meeting, (held on the 8th inst.), and be absent from

home ten days or two weeks.

EDUCATION IN THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS.'

EDUCATION in the Society of Friends is a matter

that is claiming the consideration of our pefiple, with

increased interest; and it must be patent to all that

there is no subject more worthy of our attention than

the one before us. Our ancestors were impressed

with this fact, and were alive to the work of estab-

lishing schools for the guarded education of Friends'

children where it was practicable ; and the inability

to accomplish this at all times and in all places where

there were Friends has, no doubt, occasioned a loss to

the Society.

We are well aware that it is by the means of edu-

cation that we derive all our forces, and that without

it man would be powerless to accomplish anything.

There is an -education that is intuitive, or derived

from surrounding circumstances, that wields a pow-

erful influence in moulding character, whether that

influence be good or whether it be bad ;
and there is

an education derived from the technical training of

the intellectual faculties to such a degree that impos-

sibilities seem to be thrown in the shade. Creation

seems to wear a different aspect, since man has

brought so many things within his reach. Franklin

bottled the lightning, but it was Morse that started it

around the world. Man's ability to search out and

to put in motion these forces is evidence that they

were intended for our use, and so much has been ac-

complished that Science and Art might seem to be

at the zenith. But we will not look for the end yet.

But here we come to speak of the important part

of our concern; that is, to guard the children and

youth, through this transition period in which the

intuitive mind is active and impressive and not suf-

ficiently mature to judge between thing and thing.

It is with this view that Friends have foreshadowed

the thought of establishing schools within their own

borders and under their oversight.

Experience teaches that early impressions are

lasting, and that good training and character formed

in youth generally remain through life ;
and to this

fact we desire to" invite attention, that we use the

means at command and best adapted to this great

need ; so that when temptation comes there may be

made a way to escape, and that the children realize

the beauty of holiness, and be impressed with an ob-

ligation to their Heavenly Father.

It seems evident, too, that many others who are

not Friends have seen the importance of having good

associations for their children, and are availing them-

selves of the advantages of Friends' schools as far as

opportunity is aff-orded, from the fact that our

schools are generally full.

I hesitate to refer to a system of manual labor

connected with schools, knowing the impracticability

of adapting them to the needs on an extensive scale
;

but it must ever remain a truth that a child is not

truly educated until master of some profession tliat

will afford a livelihood. An aim in life is most surely

a passport to success. The importance of this should

be taught to such a degree as to incite in the minds

1 Read at a Conference on the subject of Education, under

the auspices of Baltimore Yearly Meeting's Committee on Ed-

ucation, at Bald Eagle, Pa,
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of pupils a desire for such an attainment, and it

might be productive of much good.

The idea prevalent witli some that much learning

is dangerous, that it carries the mind into specula-

tions, overlooking the deep truths that lie beneath,

can hardly be established. It is true there are many
that we call self-made men that have succeeded well

without much scholastic training; but mark, they

have been individuals with strong minds and a suf-

ficientamount of will-powerto persevere, and to attain

to that within themselves which was essential to their

needs. They were educated in fact by their own re-

search, and were the stronger by having gained it

through their own efforts.

George Fox was a shoemaker's apprentice, but he

had an intimate acquaintance with the subjects which

he discussed before the people. Some of the apostles

were fishermen, but we are not told that they were

ignorant and unintelligent. No doubt but they were

well chosen, and as far as they continued faithful

were enabled to fulfil their mission creditably ; but

Moses' having been brought up in the house of Pha-

raoh no doubt prepared him the better to lead

Israel from the land of bondage. And Paul learned

at the feet of Gamaliel, and although he counted all

his learning dross that he might win Christ, he was

no doubt the stronger man to carry the light of the

gospel to the Gentiles.

William Penn, Robert Barclay, and William Sew-

ell were literary men, and perhaps none stand

higher in the estimation of Friends than they. Thus
it may be observed that it is the light of truth en-

lightening the understanding,—enlightening that

which education has produced, that makes men pow-

erful for good, enabling them to judge between the

true and the false ; when Paul's eyes were opened,

he said, " I conferred not with flesh and blood," but

gave up to the heavenly vision. This divine illumi-

nation is the keynote which, coupled with education

or knowledge, if lived out would move the world in

its normal channel. Joseph M. Spencer.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

AN EXPERIENCE WITH ROBBERS.
SOME of the birthright members of our religious So-

ciety assent to the doctrine of the guidance of the

Inward Light as a mere theory, or as being only

adapted to those who are far advanced in religious

experience ; but do not regard it as a practical prin-

ciple to be used in every-day life, in secular as well

as spiritual matters, by ail who will accept it as their

guide.

As an encouragement to all of our people to adopt

the latter view, I deem it right to relate the following

incident: A short time ago, I closed my little store in

the evening, leaving everything apparently safe as

usual ; but I soon thought I had better return there

to spend the night, although I had not previously

done so for a long time. I tried to satisfy myself that

there was no danger, but the feeling continued to

strengthen; and when I retired to my chamber, still

feeling uneasy, I humbly ofl'ered earnest prayer for

instruction as to what to do. It was clearly shown

me that an attempt would be made to break into and

rob the store, and that I must return there to spend

the night. I heeded the impression ; but upon en-

tering the store my reason pointed out the folly of my
remaining there alone, conscientiously restrained

from using any physical means of resistance in case

of an attack by some bold, strong burglar with his

weapons. I then hesitated as to whether I had bet-

ter step out and get a man to stay with me, or get a

pointed stick with which to merely mark the in-

truder's face or hands for recognition, for it was too

dark to see him.

Just then I recognized the " still, small voice with-

in " (which I call the voice of God or Christ ; it is the

same), saying " Provide nothing of that kind
;

I will

protect thee." It was enough ; I fearlessly lay down

and went to sleep. About two o'clock in the morn-

ing I heard a rustling at the two locks on the door
;
I

arose and stood behind the door. Fitted keys un-

locked the two locks ; and I soon felt the door gently

pressing against my arm. No one entered, no one

spoke, but the door was quietly closed and locked,

and the intended lurglars quickly slipped away with

their two keys. Corroborating circumstances and

my own feelings pointed to two white men and a

woman as being the guilty irio engaged in the plot

but there was no legal proof against them. They

lived in two adjacent houses ; and on the following

day an opportunity was afforded me for meeting the

three together.

I talked plainly and seriously to them for a short

time, and finally told them I would leave their case

—not in the legal courts—but in the hands of that

good Father in whom I trust as a guide and protec-

tor.

I pleasantly bade them farewell, and I believe

they will not be likely to make such an attempt

again.

I will just remark that I find,—as a result of my
own experience,—two conditions are necessary in

order to secure the special teaching I have referred

to : first, thorough humility with a sense of our need

of instruction ; second , a firm resolution to uncon-

ditionally comply with that instruction when it is

given, and to be prepared to say, "Thy will, not mine,

be done." ^^ •

Eighth month 29th, 1887.

A SERENE and just benevolence placed Pope i s

theology two centuries in advance of his time, and

enabled him to sum the law of noble life in two lines,

which, so far as I know, are the most complete, the

most concise, and the most lofty expression of moral

temper existing in English words:—
" Never elated, while one man's oppressed

;

Never dejected, while another's blessed."

One finds in studying Pope that he has expressed for

you, in the strictest language and within the briefest

limits, every law of art, of criticism, of economy, of

policy, and finally, of a benevolence, humble, rational,

and resigned, contented with its allotted share of life,

and trusting the problem of its salvation to Him in

whose hands lies that of the universe.—Rusein.

Speak fitly, or be silent wisely.
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ENGLISH FRIENDS' VISIT TO QUEEN VIC-

TORIA.

[There is ahvays nmcli to interest American Friends in

the doings of our English kindred. Outside the pale of

Society fellowship, we still have a feeling of kinship in a

religious sense, having sprang from the same ancestry, and

look hack with the same veneration to those worthies wlio

so nohly espoused the cause of truth and won for us all so

much of religious liberty. We therefore present to our

readers, taken from the Friends' Quarterly Examiner, Lon-

don, an interesting account of the visit recently paid by a

deputation of Friends to Queen Victoria, on the occasion

of the 50th anniversary of her reign. As citizens of a Re-

public, we caunot be expected to share the English feeling

as regards royalty; but as Friends, we can rejoice in the

continued recognition of the larger liberty won for con-

science by the early Friends.

—

Eds. Intelligencee and
Journal.]

IT becomes my higl; gratification to utter a " voice
"

from the Royal Palace itself, and record some of the

scenes and doings when, in conjunction with ten

other Friends, appearing before the Queen of Eng-
land, " upon whose vast domain the circling sun

ne'er seta," we presented to her the sincere and af-

fectionate congratulations of this loyal body on the

occasion of the Jubilee year of her prosperous reign.

Unhappily the Friends' Quarterly Examiner A\A not

exist in 1837, when William Allen and fifty-three

other Friends in person presented an address from
our religious community on her accession to the

throne, and we cannot therefore refer our readers to

the back numbers of this periodical for particulars of

this and former interesting episodes, but th'e defi-

ciency has been in part supplied by the pen of a pres-

ent contributor.

In order to make these fragmentary notes into

somewhat of a historical record, I may commence by
saying that as the Yearly Meeting was not in session,

and the time was pre.ssing, the " Meeting for Suffer-

ings," as in some previous cases, prepared an address,

and appointed the following Friends to present it at

the Palace at Windsor Castle on Fifth month 16th

viz. : the Clerk and Assistant Clerks to the Yearly
Meeting (Joseph Storrs Fry, Charles Brady, and Ca-

leb R. Kemp), the Clerk to the Meeting forSuflferings,

(Richard Littleboy), and J. B. Braithwaite, Stafford

Allen, W. C. Westlake, J. B. Hodgkin, George Gillett,

and George Tatham ; thus representing various quar-

terly meetings in all parts of England. In proposing

a time for its presentation, the Lord Chamberlain
very courteously intimated that in consideration of

our accustomed procedure, Her Majesty.had graciously

intimated that we need not be apparelled in

"court dress," but could attend in ordinary costume.

The day broke auspiciously, and, " at or before

the time appointed" the deputation, including the

Right Hon. John Bright, who, as a Privy Councilor,

had the power as well as privilege of introducing

them and speaking in the Queen's presence, met at

Paddington Station, where saloon railway carriages

had been provided for each of the six deiiutations to

whom an audience had been granted at the Castle on
this day.

Her IMajesty's stables must have been liberally

drawn upon, as well as the royal carriages and ser-

vants, since some twelve or fourteen pairs of prancing

bays accompanied by postilions and footmen in the

Queen's livery, awaited this large party at Windsor

Station, and driving us through the town to the Cas-

tle gates, dashed round the quadrangle to the entrance

doors where numberless footmen in the royal livery

awaited us in the entrance hall to receive coats, hats,

and umbrellas, before ascending the grand staircase

leading to the Assembly Hall, where were gathered

earls and lords of high degree in the royal house-

hold, mingled with the representatives of thesix dep-

utations, including Earl Granville, the Chancellor of

London University. Whilst these various groups

were arrayed in Court robes, gowns and hoods of

wondrous hue, the little knot of Friends was conspic-

uous by the absence of these attributes; although the

D. C. L. Oxford gown of John Bright was jocosely in-

quired after by some of these richly-robed deputies;

to which he aptly rejoined that he was not represent-

ing Oxford, but his own religious community.

Luncheon was announced at two p. m. The " un-

adorned " Friends were scattered in three or four

groups amongst the seventy or eighty guests seated

atone long and princely dining-table in the Water-

loo Chamber, upon which a very recherche luncheon

was served. I leave it to the reader's imagination to

picture the fifteen or twenty scarlet-liveried footmen

with napkined-hand waiting assiduously on this dis-

tinguished body of visitors. " Champagne or sherry,

sir?" was the portentous inquiry of each footman,

who had aselect five under his especial care. " Water,

thank you," was our equally clear reply ; and it is a

noteworthy fact that whilst our deputation was se-

lected from various Meetings of Friends, they were, I

believe, all of them total abstainers, and six out of

the ten bore on their breasts the blue ribbon (the only

order of decoration we possessed) into the presence

of the Queen herself; probably a larger number than

had ever before been thus bedecked on any state oc-

casion at Windsor. The injunction which we often

give to others—" sew it on your coat"—seemed to

have been carried out by the whole six, so that ne-

cessity as well as choice favored the palace wearing

of " the little bit of blue," and it would not have been
" ordinary costume " without it.

To describe the varied menu would be beneath the

dignity of a quarterly review ; suftice it to say that

from the richly chased gold epergnes and vases which

decorated the table, the great variety of dishes

served, the fruits, in season and out of season which

concluded the repast, nothing more could be desired.

At the close there were no speeches, but our diligent

attendant, in a solemn voice from behind said, "The
Queen's health, sir ; will you drink it in wine or

—

{sollo voce) water!" Having as loyal subjects pre-

viously satisfied ourselves that the Queen's health

was not likely to suffer by our adopting such an un-

wonted beverage in her own banqueting hall, I could

only bravely repeat, " Water." Water was brought,

and as it is a very old axiom that " the greater in-

cludes the less," at no other table need any of us in

future hesitate to ignore the wine and stand fast to

the water bottle. Simple as was this procedure it
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was a satisfaction quietly and unostentatiously to bear

visible testimony against the unnecessary use of in-

toxicating drinks.

It had been whispered that the Friends had to at-

tend their Meeting on Ministry and Oversight at

Devonshire House, at five o'clock, and with singular

courtesy we were informed by the Lord Chamberlain

that her Majesty's command was that we should be

received first; also that, as five deputations had to

follow, it was desirable that our address (which had

previously been forwarded to the Queen) might, in

this instance, be taken as read.

Punctual to the time the door of the green draw-

ing room was opened, and Queen Victoria stood on a

dais before us; and, led by John Bright, we gathered

round in the arc of a circle whilst he, with consider-

able feeling, introduced us, stating that though a small

body numerically, there was none more loyal to her

Majesty, or more desirous for the prosperity of her

reign. He then introduced J. B. Braithwaite and

Eichard Littleboy, as the mover and seconder of the

address; also Stafford Allen, the oldest of the depu-

tation and nephew of the Mr. Allen who would be

remembered by her Majesty ; to which she gently re-

plied, •' Yes, certainly," and giving the address to

one of the Lords in Waiting, she handed to John

Bright her written reply. Then graciously extend-

ing her hand towards the favored two, they advanced,

bowed, and kissed hands, whilst the restof tlie depu-

tation, also respectfully bowing and retiring, all faith-

fully carried out the universally accepted law at re-

ceptions, " Never turn your back upon the Queen."

How was the Queen dressed? will doubtless be

the first question of many a fair reader of these lines.

Shall I be thought hopelessly color-blind and cos-

tume-blind also if I honestly confess that I really do

not know? and what may appear equally strange, not

one of the loyal ten was able to inform me ;
although

had the ideputation con.sisted of both sexes this de-

ficiency might without doubt readily have been sup-

plied.'

My excuse must be that, whilst female costumes

may be seen any day, one can very rarely see the

Queen on indoor occasions. My mind and thoughts

were, I suppose, so occupied in regarding her kind

and radiant face, animated by a touch of quiet good

humor, that on retiring I found I had seen but little

of the surroundings but much of the Sovereign. Could

the cheerful expression which rested upon her coun-

tenance (so different from the sad and weary look con-

veyed in most of the likenesses published) have been

photographed, it would certainly have proved by far

the brightest that we have yet seen.

On leaving the reception room we quickly grouped

together to read lier Majesty's gracious reply, the

compilation of which, rumor, confirmed, I think, by

internal evidence, has attributed to the Queen's own
band. It was as follows :

*' I thauk you for your ioyal and dutiful address, and

['To American Friends it seems strange ttiat women were not

of the party,—not to take note of such trivial things as the dress of

the Queen, but to illustrate more fully the principles of Friends

in their recognition of the equality of the sexes. Women are not

in England, as they are with ns, members of the Representative

Committee,—Eds. Intelligencer and Joijrnal.]

for your affectionate congratulations on the attaimueut of

the fiftieth year of my reign.

" The renewed assurances of the attachment of the So-

ciety of Friends to my throne and person are very gratify-

ing to me.
" I unite with you in gratitude to Almighty God, by

whose good Providence so many blessings have been vouch-

safed to this nation during my reign ; and I pray that the

same mercies may be ever continued to my faithful people,

and that they may never cease to advance in earthly pros-

perity and in moral and religious excellence."

The royal carriages were again placed at our dis-

posal, and—except John Bright, who remained for a

further audience with the Queen—we were driven

back to the station, where saloon carriages again

awaited us, our whole party reaching Devonshire

House at five p. m., when the Friends were assem-

bling at the " Yearly Meeting on Ministry and Over-

sight." The sudden change from the regal splendor

of the palace, with all its state officers and titled oc-

cupants, to the dove-colored surroundings of Devon-
shire House, with its calm and sunny-faced visitors,

was very striking ; but I would fain hope that it may
be attributed rather to an excess of loyalty to the So-

ciety than to any deficiency of loyalty towards the

Throne, if I honestly confess that, pleasant as it

might be to be " spoken for to the King," I should be

sorry permanently to exchange the atmosphere of

Devonshire House for the grandeur of the palace.

Attractive as the glittering surroundings of the court

may be to the eye and ear, yet when the heart itself

speaks out, my response would be, in the contented

and comfortable words of the Shuuammite woman of

old, " I dwell amongst mine own people."

It is said that every story should have its moral,

and as moralizing, if not enjoined in our Book of

Doctrine and Discipline, is certainly not proscribed, I

will conclude this narrative by two or three attendant

reflections.

1. Meeting for Sufferings. Itseemed very hard toas-

sociate this time-honored titlewiththe smooth flowing

events of this day. Saloon traveling, royal carriages,

palace splendors, lu.xurious luncheon, and our gra-

cious reception, seemed to liave but little ''suffering"

about them. I could not avoid feeling that, except as

a historical term, the word was very incongruous,

and that our personal aspect and happy demeanor

must, in the eyes of our co-deputationists, have con-

veyed the idea of enjoyment rather than of "suffer-

ing." Might not this title suitably be altered in this

year of Jubilee to that under which we described

ourselves, viz., the Representative Committee of the

Society of Friends ?

2. " For them that honor Me I will honor." How
remarkably has this Scripture promise been fulfilled

in the history of the Society of Friends! In simple

obedience, as they believe, to their Lord's commands,

they have for more tlian two centuries persistently

refused either to bear arms or to swear. They are

the only religious community in her Majesty's do-

minions who have uniformly declined to draw the

sword in defense of their sovereign, and who have

absolutely refused at all times to take an oath of al-

legiance. Yet the mightiest sovereign that ever sat

upon the British throne, knowing the integrity of
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their hearts and the lionesty of their religious scru-

ples, not only gives them precedence on this occa-

sion, but is willing to receive them in her drawing-

room without reference to ordinary state arrange-

ments, and has given them a welcome equal to, if not

surpassing, that accorded to the most sword-bediz-

ened defender of tlie realm, or the most abject sub-

scriber to the oath of allegiance !

3. How changed are the times .' Whilst in the first

half century of our history many hundreds of faith-

ful Friends were fined, persecuted, and imprisoned,

often unto death, for obeying God rather than man
in these respects; wliilst deputation after deputation

waited ui>on Ivings and ministers in those days to en-

treat them to release multitudes of their co-religionists

from noisome prisons and cruel sufferings, offering to

lie in prison, body for body, in the place of their af-

flicted brethren, and the burden of all their requests

was for justice and protection from brutal oppressors

in high places; the gist of the present address is de-

vout gratitude to God for the Queen's benevolent

and beneficient reign, thanksgiving for the religious

liberty her people enjoy, and the recognition of per-

severing efforts in the promotion of righteousness

and truth throughout her wide dominions. How
marvelous the contrast between these aflfectionate

and thankful congratulations and the visit of George

Fox to Cromwell at Hampton Court, in 1658, where

he says, " I laid the suflerings of Friends before him,

and warned him according as I was moved to speak

to him." Or when, in the same year, Thomas Aldam
and Anthony Pearson " were moved," as Sewel nar-

rates, " to go through all the gaols in England and

get copies of Friends' commitments under the gaolers'

hands, that they might lay the weight of their suf-

ferings upon Oliver Cromwell. And when he would

not give order for the releasing of them, Thomas Al-

dam was moved to take his cap from ofl' his head,

and to rend it in pieces before him, and to say unto

him, ' So shall thy government be rent from thee and

thy bouse;' which," the narratives goes on to say,

"came to pass shortly after."

Finally comes the important question : Are we as

a religious Society the better or the worse for these

peace-aud-plenty breathing times, when all men
speak well of us ? Is there or is there not any teach-

ing for us in the old fable of the wind and the sun?

The cold blast of the north wind and the sharp driv-

ing rain made the traveler cling the closer to his en-

vironments ; but the sunshine and fair weather in-

duced him to castoif these well-proven garments, and

to part with that which had been his protection in

past times. *

Blindfolded and alone I stand.

With unknown threshold on each hand.

The darkness deepens as I grope.

Afraid to hear, afraid to hope.

Yet this one thing I learu to know.
Each day more surely, as I go,

—

That doors are opened, ways are made.

Burdens are lifted or are laid,

By some great law, unseen and still,

Unfathomed purpose to fulfill.

Not as I will.

ATTITUDE OF LONDON FRIENDS.
[From the Western Friend, (Wilburite), for Eighth month,

wc make the following extract from an article in relation

to the attitude of the governing element of Loudon Yearly
Meeting toward the approaching General Conference of
Orthodox delegates at Eichmond, Indiana.

—

Eds. Intelli-
gencer AND JotIRN.\L.]

IN 1841, while J. J. Gurney was still alive, Edward
Ash, of London Yearly Meeting, openly attacked the
doctrine of the Inward Light, and protested against
the reprint of Robert Barclay's "Apology." Because
it was re-published he resigned his right of member-
ship in the Society of Friends. Thirty years later

the seed sown by Edward Ash, which London had
let grow, bore its fruit in the refusal of London to

reprint the "Apology." Then Edward Ash rejoined
the Society without any acknowledgment ; and at

once renewed his attack, against the doctrine of the
Inward Light, inside the Society, by publishing a
work called " George Fox: his Character, Doctrines,
and Work." In this work Edward Ash said of the
Inward Light: "This doctrine, elaborately stated,

expounded, and vindicated by Robert Barclay, re-

tained its authority among us almost unquestioned
for nearly two centuries. But where is it now?
Never disowned, either directly or indirectly, by the
collective body, and openly objected to by very few
of its members, it has nevertheless virtually disa-p-

peared from among us in this country, and I believe

from the larger portion of our community in America-
It now finds no place either in the great bulk of our
ministry or in the Society's corporate utterances. . . .

Entertaining the opinions which I have expressed

respecting that idea, I must, of course, rejoice at its

virtual disappearance from amongst us."

So wrote Edward Ash in 1873, and died shortly

after. His monthly meeting prepared a eulogistic

memorial of him, and forwarded it to London Yearly
Meeting. It was read in that meeting, and after

one of the most significant discussions that ever took

place in that body, it was approved by the Yearly

Meeting, despite the earnest protest of many of its

members; and J. B. Braithwaite joined the majority

in endorsing it and .sending it out without any pro-

test against his doctrines. In 1840-6 London had
officially accepted the views of J. J. Gurney, by re-

fusing to take note of the protest of Philadelphia

against them. In endorsing Edward Ash's memorial
she went down on the lower plane with Edward Ash;
and there she stands to-day. And there stands the

great mass of that Society that is to meet in Confer-

ence at Richmond.
The endorsement of Ash was a general notifica-

tion by London Yearly Meeting to all within the

Society of Friends who were ready to reject the doc-

trine of the Inward Light, that it was of no con-

sequence whatever if they come out boldly and re-

jected the doctrine. It said with all the force of

official action that if they openly denied the doc-

trines of the Inward Light and immediate revelation,

they would neither lose credit as members or stand-

ing as ministers. A glance at the present condition

of the Society, especially in America, shows that this

libertine lesson of London Yearly Meeting has
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been widely accepted as a rule of action. Ohio

Yearly Meeting has openly rejected the doctrine of

the Inward Light ; and we believe that if the truth

was fully known at least nine-tenths of the ministers

of the larger bodies in America have so accepted the

views of Edward Ash on revelation, that they neither

wait for or expect any immediate revelation of the

Lord's will as a qualification for the ministry—their

rule is to start in a blind trust that in some way they

uill be led. No light for a sinner^ no revelation for a

believer, was the creed of Edward Ash. And when

the Conference assembles at Richmond it will be the

followers of J. J. Gurney arrayed against those of

Edward Ash, as tfie influence and teaching of these

two men is now developed in the Society of Friends.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

EQUAL OR UNEQUAL.
WE sometimes feel,

That all unequal are our shares

Of woe and weal.

We can but see,

That some have boundless wealth, while more

Have poverty.

We can but know,

That fewer rest upon the heights

Than plod below.

We can but think,

Joy opes her fount that some may sip

Where others drink.

And so we say :

" Fortune is partial in her gifts

To men, alway."

" Oh fools and blind !

"

To seat ourselves in judgment o'er

Our human kind.

And think to know
A brother's heights of happiness.

Or depths of woe.

Perhaps, if we
A shade less "darkly through the glass

"

Might 'round us see,

We'd covet less

Of others' seeming ease and wealth

And happiness.

And seek to fill

Our earthly riches, large or small.

With humbler will.

Not always wealth.

Not always high renown or power
Or even health

Contentment brings;

To lowest rocks we stoop to find

The purest springs.

Somehow—somewhere

—

Of earthly joy and woe, perhaps.

Each has his share
;

For in each breast

Stand poised the only scales to weigh
Its rest and unrest.

LAUK.i W. White.

TSE CHORD WEIGH BINDS THE WORLD.
BY MAY M. ANDERSON.

" WHY are you blooming, sweet lillies and roses.
Beautiful golden -rods straight and tall?

Tell me your secret ere summer-time closes."
Softly they answered me one and all :

" Love is the secret

Of all our blooming
;

Close in our bosoms
Our little ones sleep

;

Hidden from harm
And nourished and sheltered,

Over their slumbers
Our vigil we keep."

"Tell me the source of your joy, pretty robins.
Flying so blithely now here and now there

;

Fain would I know why a bird is so happy."
Sweetly their answer was trilled on the air

:

" Deep in the willow
A snug nest is swinging

;

In it our little ones

Wait for our call.

This is the secret

Of all of our singing
;

Nothing so wonderful

;

Love, that is all."

All through the circle of nature we find it,

Purest of passions and strongest and best,

Giving ungrudgingly, never repining,

Asking no recompense, happy and blest.

Sweet is the music
The glad winds are bringing

Up from each valley

And down from each height,

Music of lullabies

Mothers are singing,

Sparks from the forges

Which fathers make bright.

Singing and toiling and working with might.
Love is the secret that makes labor light.

—Illuatrated Christian WeeTcly.

From The American, (Philadelphia).

VICE AND VIRTUE IN THE DAILY NEWS-
PAPERS.

AN unknown friend encloses to The American a clip-

ping from a recent issue of a New York contempor-
ary. The Oiurcliman, in which the characteristics of
our daily journalism are discussed. Naturally enough,
the theme of the article is the daily newspaper's ex-

aggeration of what is trival and vile, at the expense of

depreciating what is useful and important. 'The sub-

ject is thus introduced :

"Not long ago an influential daily newspaper, being

asked why it was that only a quarter of a column was de-

voted to the proceedings of an important educational con-

vention, which was held in the place of publication, while

more than three columns were given to a minute tele-

graphic account of a professional game of base ball in

another city, replied that it was merely a matter of demand
and suppl.Y ; that its business was simply to meet the wants

and comply with the tastes of its readers; and concluded

by saying that when the public took more interest in edu-

cation than in base ball, the respective kinds of intelligence

would be proportioned accordingly."

Upon this theory, that the daily papers print
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what the public desires to read, the Churchman re-

marks tliat it is to a certain extent true that the sup-

ply of anything serves to excite and stimulate the

demand for it. "All Icinds of sensational and hurtful

reading are justified on the ground that they are

demanded by the taste of the public. Such a plea is

a disgrace to the press and a dishonor to a noble pro-

fession." In addition, however, to the objections

which thus lie against the rule of selection adopted

by the editor, in determining what is and what is not
" news," is the manner in which each report is liable

to be "written up." It often happens, says the article

from which we are quoting, " that the reports of the

most important events of the day are written by men
who have no true sense of responsibility, no real fit-

ness for the task, and no principle to restrain them
from giving an utterly false coloring to the facts

which they undertake to relate It is

quite impracticable for the city editor to exercise

anything more than the most hurried and most gen-

eral supervision over their work. Their ' copy ' is

sent to press at the last moment, and the next morn-

ing a great sensation is produced, and, as likely as

not, an irreparable wrong is done to some innocent

man or to some good cause. For an injury done in

this way is in a large degree irreparable. Not only

does the newspaper, as a rule, stand by its reporters,

and either refuse to correct their blunders or correct

them in such manner as to make them worse, but

in the vast majority of cases the wrong done is of that

impalpable sort that it cannot be corrected at all ; and
in any case the wrong, having a whole day's start at

least, is never overtaken by the modest ' correction'

that is printed without head-lines and thrust into

some corner."

The criticisms of the The Churchman are so obvi-

ously justified by the facts of the ca.se, as to the aver-

age daily journal, that we need only reprint them.
But the reasons why the daily newspapers contain

what they do, and omit what they do, are perhaps
not so well understood. This branch of the subject

needs a more scientific inquiry. We may suggest

some of the data on which it may proceed. It is un-

doubtedly true that the editor of the daily paper
wants to supply the deman<l. He wants his paper to

"sell." He is striving, above all other things, to

"run up" its circulation, and so make claim to the

advertising patronage of the community, as well as

secure the fraction of profit on sales. If, therefore,

he had any reason to think that a full report of the

proceedings of an educational or a scientific body
would be more popular than the details of base ball

matches, he would undoubtedly give the former.

But of course he knows that it would not. The num-
ber of people who are desirous, or even willing, to be
informed is small compared with those who demand
to be entertained. It is idle, therefore, to expect
that so long as readers prefer base ball reports to sci-

entific articles, the daily editor will give them the
latter to the exclusion of the former. And at this

point we venture to point out what is the real key to

the whole matter. The editor respects the man who
demands better reading. But he knows that this man
is a person who must have a daily newspaper; that

even if four-fifths of the page is occupied by "news"
from the slums, while that of real value is crowded
in a corner, still he must buy the paper, and see what
it may contain. This customer is sure. On the other
hand, the person who enjoys the slum reports will

buy no newspaper that does not contain them. He
is not a sure customer, at all. If sales are to be run
up, his taste must be catered to. The great chance
of gaining circulation lies in forcing the paper upon
the attention not of the discriminating minority, but
of the undiscriminating majority, and it must be
made lively with such matter as will capture their
liking. Accounts of crime, " personal " details, social

affairs are printed with this view, and must continue
to be, so long as the present state of facts exist. To
be sure it may feed the very taste upon which the
demand for such literature rests, but so do theatres
that throw out legitimate drama for sensational
pieces, and can find no room for what is clean so long
as the unclean draws better. The newspaper is, in-

deed, better off than the theatre; every intelligent

person must know the day's news, but the need of
going to a play-house is not imperative.

Something may be done, no doubt, by a united
and firm demand for a higher class journalism. It

will be most etfectively presented, if readers will

systematically discriminate, when they buy their pa-
per, in favor of that one which is least ofl'ensive,and

most respectable. It is probable that this plan, if

well followed, would produce important results, for it

would so much help the higher class of journals as

to encourage them in avoiding oflfense, while it would
leave the others entirely to the support of their scav-

enging patrons—a condition which they would not
be long in discovering and lamenting.

One fact, however, mast be noted. There are
many tastes within the limits of the allowable. Be-
cause a man is wrapped up in .science, it does not fol-

low that plenty of other people, just as reputable,

may not be equally absorbed in other subjects. The
newspaper, therefore, must cover a wide range.

AIMLESS LIVING.

"THERE is no spectacle, to our thinking, more sad
and sorrowful than that of a young woman entering
upon life with all her fresh sympathies and untold
capabilities, yet with no fixed aim or occupation, no
ideal to which her energies and pure aspirations may
be directed. In a sort of sheer idleness or despair^

to fill the vague hunger of the heart, she takes to the
reading of novels, to the drudgery of music lessons,

or to outdoor sketching in such glorious days as we
are now having, but with no special aptitude for art

in any shape. The result cannot be encouraging.

What precious time is thus wasted ! What noble
talents may be lying unused ! Meantime, habits are

being acquired, character is being formed, day-dreams
are being indulged, which, in the absence of a ma-
tured character or an active industrial pursuit, may
have the most unhappy, miserable consequences."

—

London Inquirer.

'Tis with our judgments as our watches, none go
just alike, yet each believes his own.

—

Pope.
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN SCENERY.

ONE of the finest bits of rocky scenery I remember

to have seen anywhere is within three days' easy riile

on the Northern Pacific railroad, and on the road to

Cooke City mines. A long valley of some twenty-

four miles leads easily up to the divide, from the

East Fork of the Yellowstone, narrowing as it rises.

Some seven or eight miles from Cooke, on the left as

you ascend, a vast wall of basalt rises almost sheer

from the bed of the stream. It cannot be less than

three thousand five hundred feet in height, and I

should fancy is over a mile along its base. When I

first looked up at it,'its great, dark breast was braided

all over with a hundred milky, wavy, flasliing water-

falls. For a week we had almost continuous rain,

and these warm showers, for it was July, had has-

tened the destruction of the snow-beds on its crown,

and down to the valley fell or trickled, literally,

hundreds of streams, separating, spreading, uniting,

and spreading again, as they crept or thundered

downward. No words can convey any idea of the

mingled beauty and grandeur of ftilling water and

immovable basalt, when smitten by the glory of the

setting sun. One autumn evening, two years after,

we camped at the same spot. We were smoking the

last pipe of peace before turning in, when one of our

party noticed a clear light falling on the summit

above us. As we watched, the light crept slowly

downward ; at first we scarcely realized that it was

the moon. We were down, remember, in a veritable

chasm, one side of which—the side before us—was
about three thousand feet higher than the other, and

thus the moonbeams lit up its edge long before they

touched the little prairie at its feet, where our camp
lay. A great belt of clouds lay on the rocky ridge at

our back, and athwart these the moonlight passeil,

casting their moving shadows on the great, gray mir-

ror we were looking up at. What grotesque shapes

they took, as they wound and unwound their long

folds! There we sat and watched them, until at last

such moonlight as you can only see when you are al-

most seven thousand feet above the damper, denser

air in which ordinary life is to be sustained, fell full

into the gorge.—S. Eainsford, in Serilmer's Magazine.

WANT OF THOROUGHNESS IN WOMEN.
ON this subject, an English woman, after a hard

struggle in America for bread, thus finishes her story :

There is but one hope for woman's success to-day,

no matter in what field or what her qualifications:

that hope lies in her thorough knowledge of one

thing. It will matter little what line of work she

embraces,—household, 'agricultural, business, profes-

sional, literary, Just in so far as she is thorough, she

will command her price. Just so far as she fails in

this, she will fail in all. For no one ever yet suc-

ceeded in the long run as a diletlante. I have written

this retrospective sketch, not to dishearten others,

but to show that with one-tenth part of my natural

ability and energy, and thorough knowledge in any

one direction, I must liave succeeded : whereas with

double the advantages, I had no chance of perman-

ent, ultimate success for want of training which w^ould

have given solidity to my continued effort. I wou Id

fain impress it upon every woman in the land to-<lay,

—the land of phenomena 1 enterprise, phenomenal

success and failure,—that there is one key only which

will open the door to the bread-winner ; and that key

is thorough knowledge of and training for the work

selected, whether it be making a buttonhole or writ-

ing a treatise on philosophy. The days of amateur

work in any department are over, as far as money-

making is concerned. Now, as of old, the tortoise

wins. The only difference is that the roads to success

are open in a hundred direction to-day against one

fifty years ago. To traverse them successfully, one

must know just what difficulties will be met in them,

who else is traveling over them, and where they lead.

Having entered the road, keep straight to the end.

Given thorough knowledge first, and perseverance

second, and any woman can reach the end of any

road she chooses to enter. Without the.se qualifica-

tions, she may start upon each of them in turn, and

arrive at no de.stination. She will fall by the way,

either among thieves or into the hands of charity,

and find herself in a worse plight than the drones

who never started at all !

—

Woman's Journal.

TOLSTOI AND RUSKIN.

THE controversy now going on in regard to the re-

nunciation by Count Tolstoi of the elegant and luxu-

rious appointments of his rank and wealth cannot

fail to do good. However extreme the method of his

protest, there is no doubt that he is calling the at-

tention of the world to principles which must under-

lie any decent and lasting civilization. We cannot

live together, the fortunate and unfortunate, unless

the fortunate care for and protect the others. John

Ruskin is a better leader in this direction than Count

Tolstoi'. What Tolstoi has done rudely and gro-

tesquely, Ruskin has done with refinement and pre-

cision. A man of wealth, fine culture, and delicate

tastes, he has kept his delicacy and refinement of man-

ners, while still stripping himself of great wealth. He
has put his inherited fortune to service for the benefit

of the workingmen of Great Britain. He says a pound

a day is income enough for a gentleman, and he has

acted upon his theory. Men call him visionary, fool-

ish, and impractical ; but every one knows that his

teaching and example have tended to the increase of

sweetness and light wherever his influence reaches.

He has done some of the best literary work of the

century. He has written books and has done other

work which show rare artistic taste and skill. He
has also done what the artist and the critic cannot:

he has entered into the life of the poor, and has de-

voted to their use his great gifts, to make their lot

more tolerable and their surroundings more beauti-

ful. His protest against machinery, the railroad, and

other modern inventions, is extreme and unnecessa-

rily vehement. But what he preaches in regard to

charity, that he performs, and there is no cottage

where bis influence goes that is not made a safer and

more beautiful home for its inmates.— C/in'sd'uu Reg-

ister. _ _

Tri;tu is mighty and will prevail.
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A PLOUGHSHARE FROM SWORDS.
IN the Manchester Kxliihitioii there is a unique ob-

ject that may well set people thinking;. It is an actual

and OHii fide ploujihshare, made out of swords gath-

ered from one of the fields of battle in the last

Franco-German War.
The inscription attached to this ploughshare

speaks of it as "a fulfillnient of prophecy." In one

sense the words seem like a dreadful irony. We look

round Europe and feel that the spirit of the proi>hecy

alluded to is a long way from being fulfilled. With
five millions of men under arras in so-called Christian

countries, the prophet's day of hope is still distant.

But this ploughshare is a reminder and a lesson.

It should remind Christian people tliat they have a

work to do in carrying out God's purpose of peace

and goodwill which is frustrated by the military sys-

tem. It may teach them that the way to do tliis

work is, in the words of Cobden, not by destroying

the combative spirit of the people, but by turning it

into a wholly different channel. We have to fight

against evil, without slaughtering evil-doers. "Be
not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good."

— The Friend (London).

It is a wretched righteousness wliich will not bear

with others because il deems them evil, and seeks

the solitude of the desert instead of doing good to

such by long-sufleriiig, by prayer, and by example.

[If thou art the lily and the rose of Christ, know
that thy dwelling-place is among thorns.]

—

Luther.

Who can bear the thought of eternal night ? Who
so surfeited with day as to face without a pang the

idea of sinking down, down, into endless darkness

and dreamle-ss sleep? To the wish for day all hearts

respond : in the universality of that wish lies a

presage of immortality.

—

Dr. Hedge.

Truth must be brought to light even at the risk

of colliding with written law and doctrine; for this

law and doctrine never was intended to be a tyranni-

cal code, forcing upon us sophistry as truth. It is in-

tended only to serve as a guide to actual insight.

—

Gerso7iide$.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—A visitor to the English House of Lords, describiug

in the Baltimore Nwn what he saw, says: ** In looking

around the house I noticed the absence of cuspidors, which
I mentioned to the peer with whom I was then conversing,

and added, to his amazement, that in our congress it was

necessary to supply almost every senator and representa-

tive with one of these articles. He said they would have
no use for them, as he did not know a member of either

house who chewed tobacco, and they never smoked in the

legislative chambers, but only in the smoking-rooms or on
the terraces. Indeed. I may say that I have yet to meet
any gentleman on this side of the Atlantic who chewed
tobacco that was not an Atuericau, although I think smok-
ing is more universal than with us."

—The colored inhabitants of south-western Kansas own
one hundred and fifty thousand acres of land, valued at

$2,190,000.

—B'our fatal accidents to Alpine tourists are reported

from Zurich, making eighteen deaths in the Alps within a

month.

—On tlie 29th of last month the International Astronom-

ical ("ongre.ss opened at Kiel. There was a large attend-

ance, including astronomers from America, Austria, France,

and Sweden.

— It has been estimated that a pair of wrens destroy at

least sis liundred insects a day. They have been observed

to leave their nests and return with insects from forty to

si.^ty times an hour,

—The population of Chili, according to the census taken

ou November 2(), 1885, is 2,.524,476. The increase in ten

years was 352,903, or nearly 17 per cent. The number of

foreigners domiciled in the country had increased from

26,635, in 1875. to 40,000 in 1885.

—The New York Observer, in an editorial on Southern

Puritans, says :
" New England has no exclusive claim to

the Puritans. The Puritan emigration began to Virginia,

and a prosperous colony was established years before the

Mayjiower landed at Plymouth. Moreover, the Mayflower's

destination was Virginia, not Massachusetts. It was the

news and invitation of the Virginia colonists that induced

the Pilgrims of the Mayjiower to embark for refuge in the

New World."

—John Bright, writing to the Secretary of the London
Peace Society, who is one of the deputation coming to the

United States to present a memorial to President Clove-

land in favor of the establishment of an international ar-

bitration treaty, says :
*' There is talk of a permanent ar-

bitration treaty between the United States and England.

The project is a reasonable one, and discussion may lead to

its adoption. If the Government of the United States

were willing and were in any way to signify its willing-

ness to become a party to such a treaty, there is a force of

good men with us to induce our Government to consent.

If this be done, it will be a grand step forward in the world's

march, and be followed in some not distant time by other

nations willing to escape the sore burden of military

armaments. Two hundred members of the House of Com-
mons signed the arbitration memorial. But far more than

this number will be ready to urge the acceptance of the

treaty upon our Government. If the action taken at

Washington be favorable to the success of the scheme, Eng-

land and the United States will still remain two nations,

but I would have them always regard themselves as one

people. An arbitration treaty, honestly made and adhered

to, would tend much to bring about this blessed result."

CURRENT EVENTS.
A VERY large meeting of members of the medical pro-

fession, (" regular") began at Washington on the 5th inst.,

three thousand delegates being present. It is called an In-

ternational Medical Congress, and this is the ninth session.

Dr. Nathan Smith Davis, of Chicago, was elected presiding

officer.

Import.\nt privileges, (technically called "conces-

sions"), have been granted by the Chinese Government to

Wharton Barker, of Philadelphia, for the est.>>blishmentof

a national bank system in China, with power to coin

money, promote the construction of railroads, etc. It ap-

pears that China is about to undertake an extensive sys-

tem of improvements, and ha.s chosen to accept the aid of

the United States, inste.id of European nations.

An important financial "deal " has been made between

the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Co. and a number of

bankers in this country and England, the latter engaging
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to lend ten millions of dollars to the former, on certain

conditions. It is commonly assumed that this will cause

the retirement of Robert Garrett from the presidency of

the Baltimore and Ohio, and it is announced that " rate

cuttings " by the latter road will be discontinued, the in-

tention being to " work all the trunk lines in harmony,"

and so make them more profitable,—to the stockholders.

It appears that the Baltimore and Ohio had accumulated

a large and embarrassing floating debt which will be re-

lieved by the loans now made.

At Exeter, England, on the night of the 5th inst., a ter-

rible disaster occurred. A theatre, filled with people, took

fire, and many persons were burned or trampled to death.

The loss of life was reported at 130, but many more were

fatally injured.

The deaths in this city last week numbered 395, which

was 23 less than during the previous week and 23 more

than during the corresponding period last year. There

were 6 by croup, and 7 by diphtheria.

NOTICES.
*>'' A religious meeting will be held at " Friends' Home

for Children," 4011 Aspen street, West Philadelphia, on
First-day, the 11th iust., at 3 o'clock.

All interested are invited to attend.

%* In the acknowledgment in last week's paper, by
John Comly, Superintendent of receipts for the Country
Week Association the name of Isaiah L. Shoemaker was
misprinted Sarah.

*»* Received for the erection of a meeting-house at

Genoa, Nebraska, from
E. G $5.00

T. G., 20.00

Jos. M. Truman, Jk.,

1500 Race St.

*j.* Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting of Friends, will be
held at Moorestown on Fifth-day, 15th inst., at 10 a. m.
Select meeting the day before, at 11 o'clock a. m.

The train that leaves Market St., Camden, at 8.30 a. m.,
will stop at East Moorestown, on Fifth -day morning.

*s* Circular meetings during the Ninth month occur as
follows

:

11. Mill Creek, Del., 3 p. m.
25. Warrington, York Co., Pa.

lows :

12.

Quarterly meetings in Ninth mouth occur as fol-

lUinois Y. M., Mt. Palatine, III.

Baltimore, Gunpowder, Md.
Haddonfield, Moorestown, N. J.

Scipio, Scipio, N. Y.
Canada, H. Y. M., Yonge street, Ont.
Indiana Y. M. Richmond, Ind,

V* A meeting of the Joint Committee on Temperance
and Intoxicating Beverages of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing, will be held at Race St. Meeting-house, Seventh-day,
Ninth month 17th, 18S7, at 1 p. m.

James H. Atkinson, ) f,. ,

Annie C. Doeland, |
^'«''ks.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
••Matter Intended for Insertion In the Intelligencer and

JouENAL should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices
or advertisements relating to affairs of Immediate importance
may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to
reach our distant subscribers, the paper Is now mailed on Fifth-
day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•.As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our
friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of
the fact previous to the publication contaming the particular
article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra
numbers printed.

\S^ MORTGAGE COMPANY.

CAPITAL .^rB-SdillilClJ, S2,000.000.

PAID IN (I'ASH) 1,000,000.

DEBENTURES
Bearing G per cent., running ten years, and based exclusively

upon Western Farm Mortgages, and held in trust by the Ameri-
can Loan and Trust Company of New York for the benefit of the
bondholders. Their safety, time to run, and rate of interest

make them the most desirable investment now offered. Also

GUARANTEED FARM MORTGAGES.
OFFICES:

NEW YORK, 208 Broadway. I PHILADELPHIA, 112 S. 4th St.

BOSTON, 23 Court Street. |
KANSAS CITY, 7th & Del. Sts.

SEND FOR PAMPHLET.

The Granger Family Fruit and Vegetable Evaporators.

$3.50, $6.GO, AND $10.00.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

EASTERN MANUFACTURING CO.,

253 South Fifth St., Phila

Ladies' Fine Boots, exclusively

Hand -Sewed "Work, in stock or

made to measure. 924 Arch Sti'eet,

PMladelphia.
CLINTON D. JEFFERIS.

FRIENDS' PRINTING HOUSE.
Knickerrocker Building, 6th and Arch Sts.

PRINTERS, BLANK BOOK MAKERS,
PUBLISHES.?, PAPER RULERS,

BOOK-BINDERS, LITHOGRAPHERS.

SEND FOR ESTIMATES ON

BOOK AND PAMPHLET PRINTING, including Periodicals,
Reports, Catalogues, t'ollege Publications, Memorials, Peti-
tions, Law Briefs, and all work of a similar character,

OFFICE STATIONERY. Billheads, Letter-heads, Noteheads,
Cards, Statements, Receipts, Envelopes, Tags, Labels, etc.

BLANK BOOKS. Printed or plain, ruled to any Pattern, Bound
in any style. Check Books, Receipt Books, etc. Lithographed
numbered, perforated, indexed, etc.

GENERAL MERCANTILE AND FANCY PRINTING. Pro-
grammes, Show Cards, Bills of Fare, Circulars, Announce-
ments, and all work of the kind. Printing in Colors, and in
Gold or Silver.

FERRIS BROS.,
S. W. Cor. Sixth and Arch Sts. (5th floor.) Philadelphia.

{Take eleeator at Sitth St. entrance.)

It more convenient, orders may be left with Howard M. Jen-

kins, at the oflice of the Intelligencer and Jodrnal. 921 Arch
Street.
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S. F. BALDERSTON & SONS,
WALL PAPERS. CEILING DECORATIONS. WINDOW SHADES.

NO. 902 SPRING GARDEN STREET, (One square from 9th and Green Station), PHILADELPHIA.

FRIENDS' WEDDING INVITATIONS. Send for Samples. No Charge.

NO. 908 ARCH STREET, DIXON PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

FRIENDS' MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES, C(yrrecay and HandsmnelyEngrossed.

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INS.CO.yPHILA.

This Company furnishes All Desirable Forms of Life and Endowment Insurance at actual Net
Cost. It is Purely Mutual ; has Assets of nearly Ten Millions and a Surplus of about Two Mill-

ions. J8®- ITS POLICIES ARE NON-FORFEITABLE AND INC0NTESTABLE.-®8

Pres. EDW. M. NEEDLES. Vice Pres. HORATIO S. STEPHENS. Sec. HENRY C. BROWN.

JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE TRUST COMPANY,
144 S. FOURTH STREEl. PHILADELPHIA.

CAPITAL PAID UP, $1,000,000.00.

SURPLUS, 100,000,00.

RESERVE LIABILITY, 1,000,000.00.

$2,100,000.00.

PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS: ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILA. STOCKUOLDERS:
WILLIAM HACKER, S. ROBINSON COALE, CRAIGE LIPPINCOTT, RICHARD L. AUSTIN.
JOHN M. SHRIGLEY, JAMES SLEICHER, RICHARD W. CLAY, WILLIAM P. BEMENT.

GUARANTEED TEN YEAR SIX PER CENT. DI:BKNTURE BONDS AND GUARANTEED MORTGAGES.
CALL OR SEND FOR PAMPHLET.

E. H. AUSTIN, 1 ,,

A. D. R. CRAWFORD, | ^'^"""i"''-'-

THE GIRARD LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY AND TRUST CO. OF PHILADELPHIA
NO. 2020 CHESTNUT STREET,

INSURES LIVES, GRANTS ANNUITIES, ACTS AS EXECUTOR, ADMINISTRATOR, GUARDIAN,
TRUSTEE, COMMITTEE OR RECEIVER, AND RECEIVES DEPOSITS ON INTEREST.

INCORPORATED lase. CHARTER PERPETUAL. CAPITAL 850,000. SURPLUS, $1,300,0 i

{By Report of State Insixrance Departmeut, 1880.)

President, EFFINGHAM B. MORRIS. Vice President and Treasurer, HENRY TATNALL. Actuary, WM. P. HUSTON.

Assistant Treasurer, William N. Ely. Solicitor, Effinqham B. Mokris.

THE PROVIDENT LIFE AND TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.
409 CHESTNUT STREET. CAPITAL $1,000,000, FULLY PAID.

INSURES LIVES, GRANTS ANNUITIES, RECEIVES MONEY ON DEPOSIT, ACTS AS EXECUTOR, ADMINISTRA-

TOR, GUARDIAN, TRUSTEE, ASSIGNEE, COMMITTEE, RECEIVER, AGENT, ETC.

All Trust Fuuds and Investments are kept sepai-ate and apart from the Assets of the Company.

President, SAMITEL R. SHIPLEY, Vice-President, T. WISTAR BROWN, Vice-President and Actuary, ASA S. WING, Manager o( In-

Burauce Department, JOS. ASHBROOK, Trust Officer, J. ROBERTS FOULKE.

Friends' Printing House S. W. Cor. iSixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia.
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THE KINGLESS COUNTRY.
MAKY W. PLUMMER.

THERE is a country that wants a king;

Who will go?

Lords and princes it sends to the wall,

One there is must be more than they all,

Oue there is must be no man's thrall,

—

He shall go !

Strangest kingdom for man to rule
;

Who will go ?

Length of sea-coast the realm counts none,

Hidden far from the light of the sun,

Kuowu and fathomed but half to one,

—

He shall go !

Who would conquer, it puts to school

;

Who will go ?

Fairest country, when once it lies

Meek and quiet, beneath the skies,

Time will yield it to him who tries,

—

He shall go !

Yea, its call thou hast often heard
;

Wilt thou go?

In thy spirit this country waits
;

Greeting to him who shall rule her gates,

Higher than princes or potentates!

Thou shalt go!

JOURNAL OF JOURNEYS TO THE INDIAN
COUNTRY.—X.

BY IS.iAC COATES, OF CALN, CHESTER COUNTY.

Ninth month 2Uh, [1803], (Continued). On meditat-

ing on the occurrences of tlie day and what we have

seen and heard and felt since we came amongst tliem,

I felt a secret satisfaction to spring in my heart, ac-

companied with a belief that the Everlasting Father

and Care-taker of men owns the concern for the im-

proving of these inhabitants of the wilderness, and
that their understandings were more clearly opened
to see into the nature, utility, and disinterestedness

of our labor, expense, and concern for their improve-
ment. Last evening our horses came, we having sent

three Indians for them last Fourth-day to Francis

King's, near sixty miles from hence, where we left

them. We were glad to see them, though they ap-

pear to be more worsted than if we had been riding

them every day.

25(/t and first of the week. Sat with our young

men in company with Steven, the blacksmith, up the

river, in their meeting which was silent.

26(/i. A rainy morning; we threshed and winnowed
six bushels of oats for [the use of] our horses

[going] through the wilderness to Cattaraugus.

27th. We all set ofl', in company with Jacob Tay-

lor, and rode through the wilderness to a spring on a

great mountain and encamped, having a fine day to

ride, and at night to lodge under our tent, it being

the same place where I lodged four years ago,—a most
tremendous night with rain and wind. Here we met
with Blue Eyes who lodged witli us ; it being twenty-

five miles; almost all the way excellent land.

28th. Rode twenty miles to the Seneca village on
Cattaraugus, passed through the village of Delaware

Indians, and propose to lodge with tlie chief warrior

of the Cattaraugus Senecas. I described the land and
timber of this day's ride, heretofore, which upon a

second view I think was not exaggerated. Arrived

here about three o'clock. Although some of our

company, for a considerable time in the forepart of

our journey, appeared somewhat delicate as to food

and lodging, I find almost any person of common un-

derstanding by constant practice in any kind of busi-

ness becomes in good measure perfect ; so we all ap-

pear to be approaching towards a reconciliation with

our present allotment. The chiefs of this settlement,

being scattered so that we could not get them to-

gether this evening, we concluded to have them col-

lected to-morrow.

29th. About ten o'clock, forenoon, seven or eight

chiefs, with perhaps ten or twelve young men, or

what they call "warriors," collected in the chief war-

rior's house ; and, after a short pause, Lieutenant Jo
opened the council with a congratulatory speech to

this effect

:

"Brothers, we believe it was consistent with the

mind of the Great Spirit, that we should meet here

to-day. We thank the Great Spirit for preserving

you in your long journey to see us; and it is quite

plain to us that he intends to do us good, because he
has put it into the hearts of the Quakers to come and
see us, and to instruct us; and now you are come,
have found us, (and we have met you), all in good

health, our hearts are so filled with thanks to the

Great Spirit above, and to you, that we can not ex-

press it."

Then Teconondee, or Flying Arrow, the principal

sachem of this village, arose and addressed us to this

import:
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"Brothers, we are thankful to the Great Spirit for

opening the way for us to meet here to-day. Our

hearts are made glad when we remember the Great

Spirit has put it into the hearts of our brothers to

take notice of us ; for we are a poor, destitute people,

our lands being almost all gone, and we hope you will

excuse, or not think hard of us, when we open our

helpless situation to you. We have sent for Jacob

Taylor to give us some advice about our saw-mill, it

being out of order. Now we are convinced the Good

Spirit approves of our request, and has a miu<l to do

us good, because he has so ordered it that our

brothers, some of the Quaker chiefs, have come along

with him.

"Brothers, we have been made glad when we

heard from our brothers, the Quakers, that they were

willing to take three or four of our boys and instruct

them in farming and other useful training and occu-

pations. Brothers, we are very thankful to you for

your kind offer, and we have been counselling among

ourselves and trying to get some boys about the age

of fifteen, that will be of good dispositions and in-

genious in learning; for we think if we could get

some of them instructed as you are, they might be

very useful to our nation, not only in teaching others,

but in keeping our accounts, so that we may not be

cheated. Brothers, we find this is a very hard thing

to come at. We have a good many boys that would

do, but their relations think so much of them they

cannot bear to part with them ;
but here is one, a

nephew of mine, fifteen years old, who is willing to

go, and is a fine boy. His father and mother are

also willing; but his grandfather and his uncle refuse

to let him go, and say they cannot part with him, so

we must give him out for the present, for it is of the

utmost importance to us to maintain harmony in our

nation. There is one about nine years old that I

would be glad you would take ; he is a fine boy."

Then the chief warrior, Wau-un-de-guh-ta, ad-

dressed us; although they were not in a very florid

style, yet his remarks appeared, and we fully believed

them, to be the product of an honest and sincere

heart ; to this effect

:

" Brothers, I hope you will not think hard of us

when we open our hearts to you, for we are a poor,

de.stitute people, and our land is now so nearly all

sold that we have but a little left for every family ;

and the deer is become very scarce, so that we often

may hunt all day and have nothing at night. Broth-

ers, our hearts rejoiced when we heard the Quakers

were taking pity on us, although we could scarcely

think there was any people who would do .so much

as you are doing for us, without being paid. But

now we are convinced that the Quakers have the

good of our nation at heart, for we see you have sent

some of your young men to the Allegheny River to

teach the Indians to farm, without asking any pay

for it; and we see that many of our people are

learning. They live much better than formerly, and

we have seen so much of the conduct of your young

men that we can rely upon them ; and we have found

Jacob Taylor to be a true man. Brothers, we are

ashamed to ask what we are now going to ask of you,

but our necessity makes us willing. We cannot ex-

pect you to do so much as to send any of your young

men to live among us ; but we think if you would

send us a set of smith's tools, we have a young man
that has learned at Genesinguhta, tliat can do our

smith work. Now we have to go above thirty miles

to get it done and often have to wait near a week be-

fore we can get it done. And we are determined to

get to farming, working our land, and to raising wheat

to support our families. Brothers, you have done a

great deal for us in sending us saw-mill irons which

have been of great use to us ; but our saw-mill is out

of order, and that is the reason we sent for Jacob

Taylor to show us how to mend it, as he is a man we

can confide in. But, brothers, do not think hard of

us if we should ask one thing more, for the Great

Spirit has blessed you with wise hearts and you are

become rich ; and that is we have but one plow and

many of us are desirous of becoming farmers and

sow wheat, but cannot get a plow. If you would send

us another set of plow-irons, we have two good yoke

of oxen and a number of horses, then we think we
could do pretty well.

" Brothers, we have heard your advice or counsel

to us in time past to refrain from drinking whiskey.

We thank you for it, for we see if we do not, we shall

come to nothing ; and, brothers, you sent us a letter

four years ago wherein you told us that if we did not

leave off drinking whiskey you would be discouraged

from trying to help us, but if we would leave off and

become sober men, you would be encouraged to as-

sist us as you could. That letter we have yet. [They

then produced the letter to us and we found it was

written by Thos. Stewardson and myself, and our

names were signed to it]. Now, brothers, we are

often counselling together about it, and are determ-

ined to refrain from the use of it, and although some

few of our young men sometimes break over our res-

olution, we think we are gaining ground or strength

in the good undertaking ; and of all the chiefs and

warriors that are now present, we believe not one has

been drunk for more than two years past, and some

for a longer time than that, and divers of us have not

drunk any ; so we are encouraged to be strong in full

hope that we shall banish it altogether."

In the evening the chief warrior's daughter, who
is an amiable young woman, came home from a visit

at Buffalo, accompanied by a young man her rela-

tion. On their way they discovered a young deer

about half grown, in the edge of Lake Erie, which

they chased with their canoe and killed with their

setting poles and brought it home. Some of the

meat added to the satisfaction of our supper. After

their arrival, Wau-un-de-guh-ta introduced his daugh-

ter to us all, one by one, holding her by the hand
;

and she without any appearance of unbecoming shy-

ness shook hands with us all, in a modest manner,

which altogether appeared so becomingly polite that

we could not help noticing it with peculiar pleasui-e.

On taking leave of him in the morning, he in a

weighty and feeling manner expres.sed :
" We are

glad you have stayed two nights with us, and I hope

the Great Spirit will look down upon you and pre-

serve you in your long journey, and favor you with a

clear sky, so that you may get home in good health

and find your wives and children so."
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We then withdrew a few minutes to confer upon
their proposals and requests, and soon returned to in-

form them what we agreed upon. Jolin Shoemaker
rose and informed tliem tliat we believed it would not

be best to send one boy only, because he would be likely

to feel himself lonesome and so become uneasy
;

neither did we think it would be best to send one

younger than 13 years, lest when the older one had

served out his time and had gone home, the younger

one would be uneasy. But if they could get two or

three boys of good disposition and near of an age who
would be willing to come and work as some of our

children do, we should be willing to accept of them
and use our endeavours to instruct them.

Tlien Thomas Stewardson informed them that

although we had not proposed to do any great matters

for them, yet as they appeared desirous of improv-

ing, we were willing to assist them a little, and would
send them a pair of bellows, an anvil, vise, and some
other tools to begin with, if they thought Sam Jemi-

son, (who has been instructed in the business at

Genesinguhta), would come and do their work ; also

we would furnish them with one hundred lbs. of iron,

a set of plow-irons, and some steel to begin with.

Wau-un-de-guh-ta then replied :
" You are wiser

than we, and we believe have come to a good conclu-

sion about the boys, and we think we shall be likelj'

to get two i^retty near of an age in a few weeks, who
will be willing to go, and whose parents and rela-

tions will consent to their going. And if any of our

boys are sent, we want them taught to work as your
children are ; for it will be of very little use for them
just to learn to read and write if they do not know
how to work.

During almost all the time of the council, I think

that notwithstanding they are a very dirty, mean
people in and about their houses, cookery, etc., I

uever felt a greater flow of near affection to any
people, accompanied witli what I took to be an a.s-

surance that their .souls are as precious in the eyes of

Him who is impartial in judging of the inmost re-

cesses of the heart, as ours are who have been blessed

with so many inexpressible favours; (I fear too often

with but little sense of gratitude). My heart was
tendered in hearing them express their situation,

with looks extended upwards, and then to us, ex-
pressive of their sense of gratitude ; to the Great
Spirit for influencing our hearts to take pity on them,
and to us in manifesting our kindness, insomuch that

I could not suppress a flow of tears ; and although a
good deal had been said on both sides, it being likely

I should never have the same or a like opportunity,

I thought I could not leave them easy without en-
deavoring to open to them the real cau.se of our com-
ing ; the origin of the concern which the Society is

engaged in for their good ; that the good men in our
Society always loved our Indian brothers, and during
the whole time the white people and Indians were at

war and killing one another, we had no hand in it nor
could not be at war with anybody, but were sorry for

it. And although we had no outward power in our
hands, generally when treaties were appointed be-

tween the white ijeople and themselves, some of us
attended to [try to keep them from being cheated.

And when the war was over we were willing to try

to help and instruct them. With much more similar
to what I expre.ssed in the council at Genesinguhta,
relative to the bad effects attendant upon the use of
ardent spirits both upon white men and Indians,
with a strong recommendation to them to endeavour
to avail themselves in every respect of the opportu-
nity put into their power of improving the little good
land they have left, and following the advice and ex-
ample set and given them by our young men who re-

side with their brother Senecas on the Allegheny
River. Also I informed them that Jacob Taylor in-

tended to .stop on his return from Buffalo and view
their saw-mill. And although we were desirous of
getting forward this afternoon, on our way to Buffalo
Creek, and made attempts to conclude the council,

they were so pleased with our company that it

seemed too hard for them to part with us ; and the

chief warrior said he was sorry and ashamed they
were not in a capacity to entertain us better, but if

we would be so kind as to stay another night with
them they would do the best they could, and Flying
Arrow said he would bring as much corn as our
horses could eat. For my part, I was not in a ca-

pacity to refuse their request and told my companions
I would rather .stay with them until the next morn-
ing. To this they all consented and we informed
them so. They seemed much rejoiced ; the chief
warrior saying we had made the hearts of their

women and children glad, and some more of them
would be glad to take us by the hand. Flying Arrow
soon sent us plenty of corn, and his father cut corn
tops enough and brought to our horses. The chief

warrior'.? wife exerted herself in doing all she could
for us. After the council was concluded and the most of
the Indians gone, also Harry, who was our interpreter,

I had a good deal of very friendly conversation with
Wau-un-de-guh-ta, (our landlord), Jacob Taylor in-

terpreting. I soon found there were such impres-
sions made upon his mind that it has opened a door
to a large scope of inquiry ; and I believe many
things appeared in a fresh or new light to him. I

discovered him for some time to be in a deep study
;

at last he said there was one thing he wanted to ask
but was afraid the question would not please us. We
told him he might ask anything. He then said,

some time ago when lie was at the Federal City, on
his way there he saw a great many black men that

were slaves to white men and looked miserable; and
he wanted to know whether the Quakers kept any of

them. We told him we did not, and did not think it

right. He seemed very much pleased. Many things

more he asked
;
[so] that truly the undissembled ap-

jiearance and conduct of this man and his wife made
very pleasant impressions on all our minds.

[To be Continued.']

M.\NY people take no care of their money till they

have come nearly to the end of it, and others do the

same with their time

—

Goetue.

The farther the experienced Christian advances
in Ilia earthly pilgrimage, the more he learns how
needful to his safety are watchfulness and prayer.
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NEWS OF FRIENDS.
OHIO YEARLY MEETING.

THE recent sessions of Ohio Yearly Meeting wliicli

convened at Salem, were very interesting occasions,

in which several Friends, members of other yearly

meetings, participated. This, probably the smallest

similar body of our branch of the Society, is composed

of Friends scattered over a very extensive range of

country.

The meetings for worship held during the week

were seasons of Divine favor, under the ministrations

of our ancient friend Ann Packer, Ezekiel Roberts,

Joseph S. Hartley, and others. They were largely

attended by Friendly people, some attached to the

other branches of the Society. Others of Friendly

antecedents are unconnected with any religious so-

ciety, and it is believed that with an extension of

care, probably through the medium of a First-day

school, should one be established, they might be

brought into closer connection with Friends.

Epistles were received from the yearly meetings

in correspondence with this, and essays were pro-

duced from committees appointed for the purpose,

which were read, approved, and directed to be for-

warded. The state of the Society, as embraced in

answers to the queries, claimed due consideration.

Reports from Committees on Temperance, on First-

day Schools, on the Indian Concern, and from the

Representative Committee, were read in joint session

with Women Friends, and indicated much life in the

important subjects which were brought into view.

A concern in relation to those who have removed,

and otherwise placed themselves in situations remote

from Friends, claimed attention ; and though no dis-

position exists to cut otr any live members, it may
perhaps result in the release from membership of

some who have apparently lost all interest in the So-

ciety.

A concern from Women's Meeting was introduced

in joint session for the appointment of a committee

to visit the meetings and the members composing

them as way may open therefor, which resulted in

the appointment of a Committee of ^len and Wo-
men Friends for that purpose. In the belief that the

concern originated in the wisdom of Truth, the lan-

guage of encouragement was extended to those nomi-

nated for that service.

In solemn silence the concluding minute of the

Yearly Meeting in joint session was read by the

Clerk of Women's Meeting, and Friends separated to

meet at Mount Pleasant next year, if so permitted.

Opportunities for social intercourse with our

friends werej afforded between the sessions of the

meetings, and those of us who visited them can bear

grateful testimony to the hospitality and kindness

with which we were received. Some who were unable,

through the infirmities of age, to attend meetings,

were remembered'and visited.

In common with those in more eastern localities,

their meetings have suffered loss of membership by

the emigration of their members to the West. With
reduced numbers from this and other causes, they

are certainly entitled to_the sympathy, and should

receive the encouragement, of those connected with

them in Christian fellowship. With no wish to dic-

tate a course of action to others, the desire may be
expressed, that in visiting the more western yearly

meetings that of Ohio should not be neglected.

G.
Philadelphia, Ninth month 9th.

DUANESBURGH QUARTERLY MEETING.
This was held at Quaker street, N. Y., on the 3d,

4th, and 5th of Ninth month, and was a meeting of

unusual interest. The select meeting on Seventh-day
was small, but felt to be a favored opportunity. Our
valued friend, Thomas Fouike, of New York, was
with us, and laid before us the conditions and needs
of the truly exercised minister and elder, in a loving,

tender manner. At ten o'clock on First-day morn-
ing, after the interesting exercises of the First-day

school were concluded, T. F. addressed the children

and teachers in a few words of kindly counsel and en-

couragement. The day was fine, and at eleven o'clock

the meeting-house was well filled, there being a larger

company than usual at this time. Thomas Fouike
was favored in a lengthy discourse, speaking to all

classesand conditions, showing plainly the indwelling

of the Divine light in every soul, and that under this

guidance, religion must be practical. As many were
with us who are not Friends he endeavored to show
them that the foundation of our faith, our doctrines,

all that we have of creed, is found in the simple,

practical declarations of Jesus in his Sermon on the

Mount. At the close an appointment was made for

a meeting at four o'clock in the afternoon, at which
time the audience gathered was nearly as large as in

the morning. After a short silence, T. F. again

opened in the ministry with these words: "One
God, one Faith, one Baptism." He spoke at length

with clearness and power,—with kindness and chari-

ty to those who entertain the church ordinances, but

urging them to realize that however much they may
depend upon them, as an admittance into the church,

we cannot come into spiritual communion with our

Heavenly Father until there is a baptism of his Spirit,^

and the door of our hearts is opened " that he may
come in and sup with us, and we with him." At the

close, after a short period of silence, he appeared in

supplication ; and under this canopy of love the meet-

ing closed.

On Second-day morning our little company of

Friends again met for the transaction of business,

and words of wise counsel and tender encouragement

cheered our hearts. The business of both meetings

was conducted together in much unity and harmony,

and with gratitude to our Heavenly Father that these

precious opportunities are helping to shape and mould
and develop our spiritual lives, we separated.

M. J. H.

WHITE WATER QUARTERLY MEETING.

[This was held at Fall Creek, Indiana, on the 2d

and 3d of the present month.] In the meeting of

Ministers and Elders, on tlie 2d, a few of those in

feeble health were absent, but the ranks are being

filled by calling younger ones into the field. Matilda

Underwood, a minister, and her husband, members
of Miami Quarterly Meeting, were with us. It was
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thought to be a good meeting. On Seventh-day the

Quarterly Meeting began. Words flowed freely and

with power, warming up the spirits anew of many

who had gathered. Extra seats had to be provided,

so many had come to attend our annual gathering.

The reading of all the answers to tlie queries from

our six monthly meetings showed a good state of our

Society. Joel Birdsell informed us of a prospect he

had of attending Illinois Yearly Meeting, and many

of the meetings and isolated members. The meet-

ing, with much earnestness, entered into the concern,

and many cheering words were given him to go forth.

More than the usual amount of business claimed our

attention, and after a silting of four hours, the meet-

ing concluded. In the evening, the First-day School

Association met. Reports were received from all of

our schools, all indicating that zeal and earnest-

ness in this work are not waning. The regular busi-

ness was followed by declamations and essays. " A
Plea from the Vegetable Kingdom," rendered by nine

of the little ones, elicited praise. The house was al-

most as crowded as it was at the quarterly meeting,

and with many expressions of renewed hope for the

cause of First-day schools, and words of thanks to

the dedicated ones for their faithfulness in contribu-

ting to the enjoyments and interest of the Associa-

tion, we adjourned, all feeling we had a profitable

meeting.

On First-day morning, 176 attended the First-day

school. The regular lesson and exercises, partici-

pated in by the nine classes, showed our visiting

Friends how our school is conducted. As the hour

for our meeting for worship arrived, we realized

that the house would not contain the multitude,

although a large wagon-load of extra benches had been

crowded in as closely as possible. A few well chosen

words, for they seemed to emanate from the Father,

but uttered by Joel Birdsell and Abraham Shoe-

maker, were followed by a powerful sermon by Wil-

liam W. Foulke. Matilda Underwood occupied the

latter part of the meeting.

In the afternoon William C. Starr, of Kichmond,

gave a lecture on the book of Exodus. This lecture

commences with the birth of Abraham and ends

with the tirst month's travels of the Israelites. It

shows close study and deep thought. The leading

thought or application of the narrative of the trials

and labors of the Hebrews to our case to-day is the ex-

perience of a bad man.

On Second-day evening, Joel Birdsell had an ap-

pointed meeting, " As in Adam all die, even so in

Christ are all made alive " was the impression of his

soul, soon after taking his seat. He spoke of the

voluntary fall of Adam, but it did not entail sin upon

us; we are free agents, and if we go in accordance

with the Divine order, it is well with us.

Thus ended one of the largest, if not the very

largest, quarterly meetings; and we think the best

one that has been held here.
J. L. T.

AVatees, sweet and clear as crystal, if once the

communication with their source be cut off, may be-

come stagnant pools . . un6t for either pleasure

or profit.

—

Dillwyn's " Reflections."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SUMMER DA YS ON THE MAINE COAST— V.

UP THE KENNEBEC TO AUGUSTA.

LIVING for four weeks at the mouth of the Kenne-

bec, we were pleased when it was announced that

the largest and best steamer that plies on these

waters would on the 17th of the present month go up

the river to the State capital at Augusta. A river of

large volume, with rich forests on its banks, and of

many fair cities which use it as a highway, is the Ken-

nebec. The day was beautiful, and a lovely sea

breeze followed us all the way up to the head of

steam navigation at Augusta. We passed up through

our sea of Islands, touching at jjoints of most inter-

est, to gather as large a concourse of pilgrims as was

possible,—among others at the island town of Arrow-

sic of grim historic fame. It was settled and fortified

in 1661, and was destroyed by Indians in 1723.

The old ship-building town of Bath was reached

earlv in the day, and we paused at the landing a

reasonable time, when some fellow-passenger in-

formed us that a few years ago this was the fourth in

rank among the ship-building cities of the United

States. But the use of iron as the material for ships

has taken the glory from Bath, which only knew

how to make them of wood. And then agaia

American ocean commerce has relatively declined, so

that it is no longer such a source of wealth and pros-

perity as formerly. Accordingly the town of Bath

looks a little distressed to-day, though it is a comfort-

able, unprogressive old place, of 11,000 inhabitants.

The site of Bath was first visited by Captain Wey-

mouth, in 1605. It was bought from Robert Hood,

an Indian chief, by Robert Gutch, a minister from

Salem, who lived here from 1660 to 1679. It was a

dull easy place till the close of the Revolutionary

war, when it became an important lumber mart, and

a seat of the ship-building trade. The broad river

sweeps on its course to the sea, bearing with it the

rich tints of the great forest wealth of the Maine

woods. Doubtless there is something else than build-

ing ships for capital and labor to be employed in, but

Bath looks unpainted and shabby, and the streets are

dreadfully muddy and neglected, while the popula-

tion is steadily declining.

Further up we find the towns of Gardiner and

Hallowell, both busied about lumber traffic and lum-

ber manufacture. The fragrance of the newly sawn

wood, and the wealth ;of saw dust,—(useful in the

preservation of ice), are very evident, and the vast

ice houses remind us whence it is that the great ice

companies of our sun-smitten cities further south

draw their perennial supplies. Oh, how cool and re-

freshing are those grassy banks, dipping clear down

to tlie sweet waters, and how graceful and beautiful,

how lofty and swift growing are the elms, maples, and

poplars that fringe the banks and beguile the way up

to the fair capital of Maine, builded on both sides of

the river,—a city worthy to be honored as a seat of

noble spirited legislation, looking toward the perfect-

ing of humanity by a practical adoption of the ideal

law of righteousness.

The state-house is at a moderate elevation, a

severely simple and elegant Greek temple, built of
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white granite, witli its interior walls adorned with

the portraits of illustrious citizens.

It has been said that the men of Maine must

either contend with the forest or the sea. In one of

the two hosts of warfare all must enroll themselves.

The sailor and the woodman are therefore typical of

Maine's activities, and upon her seal they appear

leaning on the shield which they are guarding.

" Dirigo," " I direct " is the legend which floats above

the emblematic pine tree, overshadowing tlie grace-

fully resting deer, upon the Arms of Maine.

We have time to wander through the handsome

halls, through the State Library, through stately por-

ticoes of monolithic pillars of white granite, till we

stand again beneath the dome, and pause to note that

the central chamber is draped with a wealth of cap-

tured battle-flags of the rebel forces in the war of

1860-65. Notwithstanding all the.se trophies, we are

^sured that no Maine regiment in that struggle ever

Ipst its standard. We turn away wishing we might

}j(iger longer in the classic halls where the stalwart

gOBS of noble fathers have builded perhaps better tban

theu' knew, following that Divine Voice which is ever

^pekipg to guide and direct the pure in heart. Re-

^Mrning, we glide adown the swift flowing current of

the; Forest River,—downward to tiie salted seas tliat

receive it, and to our picturesque island home that

flft.ajti? our coming at the night time. Our steamer

pimPSSat length beside the high wharf. " Passengers

j5(^i(;MPPse Island " are requested to land, and a slen-

der/pl^nk reaches down to the unseen floor below at

at^StejHp slant. I approach the edge of the vessel and

JpolS (Jown into the mysterious depths, alive with

phosphorescence. I hesitate, and the word is urgent

t^ proceed. Just as I am about to trust my.self to the

perilous descent, a voice rises from an unseen group

<j>f,pur companions of the Samoset House who are

«taitiug our arrival in friendly anxiety, authorita-

tively declaring that the step is dangerous, warning

us to forbear. The plank is promptly removed to the

lower deck and we go ashore still at considerable

slant, for there is full ten feet diS'erence between high

and low tide. Home again to our friends who eag-

erly welcome us to our safe and sheltered rest among
the murmuring, dashing, seas. This may illustrate

somewhat the friendly protective nature of these

kindly Maine people. Mighty in stature, brave and
gentle, as well as cultured in the best sense, we have

not spent our summer days among them without

learning to honor them, truly ; and are conscious of a

certain pain in parting from them, for a visit further

east in this same realm of the ragged pine.

The golden rod, (SoUdago), is blazing in autumn
glory in these northern fields and forests. The
woods are softly decked with pearly Margarets (Ona-

phaKum Margarelacx.) The " Aster in the wood " is

coming forth in full force, and the yellow Sunflower

by the brook is standing in power and splendor,

speaking of mountain lands afar. The learned pro-

fessor must return to his pupils, the doctor's holidays

are over, the man of law must again listen to his cli-

ents, the householder must look after the winter

roof-tree, the boys and girls must revert to books and
slates, the groups that have been mingling their en-

joyment of the sea and forest must soon break up and

resume the business of life, after a season of most
restful dalliance among the forest fringed islee that

serve humbly as the footstool of the mighty Kenne-
bec. Shall we ever meet again in mass? Nay, verily,

we feel that there is no such assurance. Only the

present is ours, and the present is to stimulate all to

renewed eflbrt and to greater helpfulness in the com-

mon work of life. S. R.

Mouse Island, Me., Eighth month 29.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

PBESSINO ONWARD.
AVITH high aspirations, with noble pursuits, with

untiring energy, let us press on toward the mark for

the " prize of our high calling," in faith, in patient,

energetic perseverance, do the part assigned to raise

the standard higher than heretofore, till it floats in

beauty wafted by gentle breezes from sea to sea, and
from the rivers to the ends of the earth. Eternal

truth, simple, pure, peaceful, and loving ; ever bind-

ing such as seek it together in the fellowship of the

spirit ; aiming always to promote the best interests

of all ; this is Christianity developed in its true

spirit.

There are many living to-day that walk humbly
before God ; that with commendable zeal delight to

do his will, to run the way of his commandments

;

that walk in the footsteps of his faithful companions ;

that honor him with their substance and the first

fruits of all their increase. They seek no honor from

men, but delight in the enjoyment of the [jrivilege

of filling their own sphere. May heaven grant them

many years to come rich in blessings that give pleas-

ure and add no sorrow with it.

The right and true

Like morning dew
Will refresh those hidden away.

Cast up a Hue
That is all divine,

To move in while they may.

Sarah Hunt.

The (Wilbur Orthodox) Western Friend comments
thus: No other doctrine so vindicates the divine

justice and mercy as the old Quaker doctrine of Uni-

versal and Saving Light ; or as William Penn caUs it,

" God's gift to every man for his salvation." When
this reasonable doctrine is denied or rejected, and

salvation limited to those only who have an outward

knowledge of the death of Christ, the situation of

the great multitude who have not had this knowl-

edge becomes so appalling, and one in which God is

made to appear so horribly unjust and unmerciful in

condemning so many millions to everlasting misery

who have not had even an opportunity to be saved,

that we do not wonder that this modern Restoration

[the Andover Theology] doctrine is finding a place

among such teachers, as a solution of this, to them,

diflicult question. But after all the old Quaker doc-

trine of the Inward Light is not only the most rea-

sonable solution of this question but one that har-

monizes with both universal human experience and

the Holy Scriptures.
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TEMPERANCE.
MEETING AT PROVIDENCE, DELAWARE CO. PA.

A TEMPERANCE meeting under the auspices of the

Philadelphia Yearly Meetings' Committee, was held

at Providence Friends' meeting-house, near Media,

on the 10th inst., at which several excellent addresses

were made. Lydia H. Price, of Germantown, a min-

ister, was present, and spoke early in the meeting, on

the value of tolerance and kindness toward one

another, whatever might be our views as to the best

methods of aiding the cause of temperance.

The most important addresses were two papers,

one read in the morning by Esther J. Trimble-Lip-

pincott, and the other in the afternoon, by President

E. H. Magill, of Swarthmore College. The former

paper was entitled " Law and License." Opening with

the processes of creation under Him who called Light

and Life into being, the writer proceeded with the

highest examples of those who had lived in the Light

of God, through obedience to the spiritual laws

which he had impressed upon the noblest of his crea-

tures, man. Through all the ages, instances were

given to show how the welfare of man depended on

obedience to the Divine laws written on the human
heart, or how punishment had followed to men and

nations for their disobedience, until Christ came,

who, born of the overshadowing of Divine Love, was

one with the Father, because he was a perfect exam-

plar of the law of love towards man. The speaker then

applied the laws of Christianity to temperance and

showed what was necessary to be done to preserve

the individual, the nation, and the human race in

harmony with the laws of Light, and life and love,

which are the laws of Christ and of his Father who
is in Heaven.

The lofty and elevating tone of this address con-

tinued without a single break during the thirty min-

utes of its delivery, and made such an impression on

the mind of the audience that a request was made
for its repetition in the borough of Media, where a

greater number of citizens could have the benefit of

it. Arrangements were made for that purpose, and

a meeting was held the following afternoon at Insti-

tute Hall. It was good seed planted in well culti-

vated soil, and it ought to produce abundantly.

The address of President Magill, which required

about an hour and a half, was an able exposition of

the principles, purposes, and methods of the advocates

of Prohibition. Prof. Magill did not favor the form-

ation of a third political party, but thought prohibi-

tionists shoiild compel the advance of all parties, by

withholding their influence from any but avowed and

trustworthy prohibitionists, who could be depended

upon for upholding the necessary laws. As an old

and experienced Abolitionist, he frequently enforced

his views by a reference to the methods of the Garri-

sonian abolitionists in preference to those who united

with the Third Party of that reform. He thought

the true weight of moral influence lay with the Gar-

risonian abolitionists, and he commended their ex-

ample to temperance advocates.

During the progress of the lecture, he spoke of the

allied evil of the use of narcotics, and thought that

no person who indulged in either, should be con-

sidered worthy of a position as an instructor of

the young. Only persons affording the highest ex-

ample in every respect should be entrusted with the

formation of character during the years when exam-

ple is most potent. He also expressed the belief

that society would not reach its level, nor the evils

we are opposing be subjugated, until woman pos-

sessed the full rights of the human being.

The meeting was in all respects an important and

successful one, and should be both gratifying and en-

couraging to the Committee of Friends having in

charge the interests of the temperance cause.

Graceanna Lewis.

There are, according to a Government "Blue

Book," 13,849 benefices in England and Wales, of

which 10,000 have glebe lands, amounting to G59,548

acres, with a gross estimated rental of 64,541,410.

TfiE Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions has

issued a tabular statement of Catholic schools among
the Indians. There are twenty day, and thirty-five

boarding schools, with 2,190 boarding pupils, and 870

day pupils. For these 3,060 scholars the Government

allows ^231,880, besides $40,000 for subsistence, cloth-

ing, etc.

Nor deem the irrevocable past

As wholly wasted, wholly vain.

If, rising on its wrecks, at last

To something nobler we attain.

—Longfellow.

The annual gathering of charitable workers and

experts, which closed last week at Omaha, was smaller

in numbers than the conference at St. Paul last year,

or those at Washington, St. Louis, or Louisville, but

the Omaha conference probably produced as much
result as either in the extension of the national work

in charities and prisons to regions where it was but

little understood before. Particularly the States of

Nebraska and Kansas, and the coming State of Da-

kota, will profit by the impulse which such gatherings

give; and the cities that are so fast springing up

there will learn how to deal with the problems of

pauperism, insanity, and crime, which start into

prominence as soon as city life, under modern condi-

tions, vigorously begins.

—

Springfield (Mass.) Republi-

can.

Teach me the spiritual battle so to fight

That when the enemy doth me beset,

Arm'd cap-a-pie with armor of Thy light

A perfect conquest o'er him I may got.

—Thomas Ellwood.

The prize of $10,000 offered by the French Govern-

ment for the most valuable discovery relating to the

utilization of electricity, is to be awarded soon. It is

for any use or application of electricity, namely, as a

source of heat, of light, or of chemical action, as a

means of transmission of mechanical power, or of

verbal communication in any form, or finally, as a

curative agent.
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RESPONSIBILITY OF MEMBERSHIP WITH
FRIENDS.

IT has often been said, and truthfully said, that the

Society of Friends, in the administration of its aflairs,

is truly democratic, each member having a voice in

the transaction of its business. If all recognized this,

and were fully alive to the responsibilities of mem-

bership. Friends would indeed be a living people.

But too many rest satisfied with simply being within

a religious enclosure. This, perhaps, is not surprising

when we consider that the majority were born into

the church, and have never felt fully acquainted with

their responsibilities as members. Glad of this birth-

right, as Friends are not without some prestige in the

world, they are at ease, living within the limits of the

testimonies, yet not advancing in spiritual growth,

which we believe to be the essential object of reli-

gious fellowship, or assisting others in such advance-

ment. The best way to promote this feeling of re-

sponsibility and devotion to the rights and privileges

of membership is an open question. It has been

thought that a limit to the time, when birthright

members should be accounted as such, would be bene-

ficial, and with some it undoubtedly would be.

But we apprehend that the foundation for a true

and earnest member of any religious society, must be

a conviction that there is in that body that which is

needful and helpful, first to the individual himself,

and next, in his judgment, of benefit to the world at

large. In short, most of us need a reconver.sion to

our fundamental principles. We need to feel, as has

been well expressed by a recent writer, that "the

views of the Society of Friends, as they were held

by the early fathers of Quakerism, are the Gospel

principles in their truest and broadest aspect. That

they embody the widest and most spiritual views of

Gospel Truth." We need to lay down our petty dif-

ferences on this or that theological point, and look

deep into our own hearts for God's revelation to us,

as well as to the Bible, for the revelations there.

Then shall we feel that we can truly carry forward

the Gospel mission of Jesus as recorded in Scripture

and do good thereby. We have been too content

with the freedom of private judgment and independ-

ent thought won for us by our forefathers, and too

forgetful of our responsibilities as members of a

Society that has done much good in the past, and can

still do much in the future, if we only so will it, and

work with the aid of the Divine spirit, as was the

case formerly.

Let us present ourselves not only in our meetings

for worship, but at our meetings for Discipline ready

for any service, giving a voice therein, even though

it may seem to be but a small matter that is claim-

ing attention. How often we hear outside of such

meetings, the word of criticism which, if it had been

uttered in the right spirit within, might have led to

important results. Many times those who feel the

weight of responsibility, are at a loss for helpers, even

where the membership is not small, so common is it

for care and concern to devolve upon the few. And

those who remove from one place to another, and

value their rights, should not wait to be looked

after, though the meeting should keep them in mind,

but should inform as to their movements, remember-

ing that responsibility of membership rests equally

with them.

How fresh and lively would be that monthly

meeting that was the recipient of a message of loving

interest from a remote member. The simplicity and

value of the rule called golden applies equally from

individuals to the society as from the society to in-

dividuals. There is room for much of love and of

life, in small things as well as great, ere we come to

be, as we have faith we some time shall become, a uni-

ted and prosperous people. The world is again wait-

ing for a fresh advent of old truths, as well as ready

to receive those that are new Shall we as Friends

not be willing to aid in promoting a revival of religious

life amongst us, by sharing the responsibilities of ac-

tive membership ?

MARRIAGES.
GRIFFITH—WILLSON.—On Fifth-day, Ninth month

8, 1887, at the residence of the bride's mother, Pelham,

Ontario, Canada, under the care of Pelham Monthly Meet-

ing of Friends, Elisha A. Griffith, of Boston, Erie county,

N. Y., to Durinda Willson, of Pelham, Ontario.

DEA THS.

FOULKE.—Near Quakertown, Bucks county. Pa., on

First-day morning, Ninth month 4th, 1887, Matilda P.,

wife of Stephen Foulke, in her seventy-third year; an es-

teemed member of Richland Monthly Meeting.

G.\EWOOD.—On First-day, 4th of Ninth month 1SS7,

Margaretta L. Garwood, wife of Clayton Garwood, aged

71 years; au elder of Baltimore Monthly Meeting of

Friends.

HALL.—At Paoli, Pa., suddenly. Ninth mouth 5th,

Mary S., daughter of Henry and Ann Eliza Hall, in her

forty-fifth year.

HICKS.—Ninth month 4tb, near Avondale, Pa., Edward

W. Hicks.

JANNEY.—On the 24th of Eighth mouth 1887, at her

home in Pendleton, Indiana, Eloisa D., eldest daughter of
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Jonas and Euth D. Jauuey, in her 53d year ; a member of

Wayuesville Monthly Meeting, Ohio.

" God hath marked each sorrowinfj day,

And numbered every secret tear;

And Heaven's long age of bliss shall pay.

For all His children sufl'er here."
N.

PAXSON. Ip Langhorne, Bucks county, Pa., on the

6th of Ninth month 1887, Susan K. Paxson, in the uinty-

fourth year of her age ; a member of Middletown Monthly
Meeting.

Aakon Boeton.

This, our good and aged friend, has passed from works
of righteousness to reap his rewards for his ever faithful-

ness to his Master. While here he was ever faithful to

what he believed was right for him to do, to forward the
cause of truth aud righteousness; ever willing to go at his

Heavenly Father's call, zealous in every good work, and
always willing to lend a helpiug hand to the suh'eriug or

afflicted, administering to their wants, both bodily and
spiritually. His warm, sympathetic, loving heart won him
many loving friends, who will miss his presence sadly.

There was no one more willing to wait on the widow and
fatherless, always ready at their call, showing that by acts

of kindness we can make the lives of others bright and
cheerful. Never afraid to let his light shine, and ever
ready to give words of counsel in any way that would for-

ward the cause of truth ; not believing in being wrapped
up in his way of worship, but, Christ-like, always ready
to take any by the hand and bid them God-speed, believing
that we all were aiming for the one great cause. All efl'orts

for the good of his fellow-beings, in any way, received his

earnest interest and support. Does not the Master say to

us all, through his unselfish aud noble life, as he said to

the lawyer, through the parable of the Good Samaritan,
" Go thou and do likewise ? " He was ever a strong tem-
perance worker; willing to admonish against the use of

spirits; not even willing to feed himself or horse at a pub-
lic house where it was used ; not afraid, also, to give his

testimony against the evil effects that it and tobacco have
on the human system. " Blessed are the pure in heart, for

they shall see God " iu all His glory.

E. B. H., in Woodstoxm Register.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FIB8T-DA Y SCHOOL-
WORK. "^

Dear Friends: Life moves on before us, with
its constant changes, like the ever-shifting scenes of a
panorama ; and to those interested in the welfare of

humanity, it is impossible to stand with folded hands,
and make no eflbrt to relieve the sorrow and distress

that is everywhere apparent.

If we look at the history of the past ages, we shall

see that various evils seem to have their periods or

epochs, and this being the case, it calls for constant
watchfulness on our part to see that we do not stand

idly by and allow them to run their course, and exer-

cise tljeir baneful influence in the world, witliout an
effort to stay the mighty tide.

We cannot say " our fathers did thus and so, and
we will do the same," for new exigencies are con-

stantly arising, wliich require special treatment suited

to themselves. Many evils which we have to con-

tend with did not exist in their time.

'An essay by Fannie Robinson, read at the meeting of the In-

diana Quarterly Association of First-day Schools, held at Fall

Creek, Ninth mouth 3, 1SS7.

People are prone to follow their neighbors' exam-
ple in these days, and so we find that many wrongs
seem to be somewhat epidemic in their nature. Now
shall we wait until they threaten to utterly over-

whelm us before we endeavor to rid ourselves of

them ? Or shall we " take time by the fore-lock "

and try to prevent them from getting a hold upon us 7

The time has come when we can no longer sit idly

down and say there is nothing for us to do. Jesus

said, " Lift up your eyes and behold ; the fields are

already white unto the harvest." It is now time for

aggressive work and we should teach our children by
example and precept, that there is a work for each of

us to do, and help them to liattle wisely and eflec-

tively with the wrong that surrounds us on all sides.

Let us remember that we are always arrayed on

the one side or the other, either " for " or " against."

There is no " middle ground." Let there be no un-

certain voice in the matter, but let our yea be yea,

and our nay, nay.

Then comes the question how best to do this, aud

to the solving of this problem we should turn our

most earnest thought. It is one of the objects of this

meeting, and if the little that I can say will stir up

those present to take a hve hold of the matter, I shall

feel that I have accomplished all that I can hope for.

It is a theme that is daily in my thoughts, and

many plans have suggested themselves, which I have

revolved again and again in my mind, with always

the same conclusion, that there are not enough wil-

ling laborers to carry them to a successful termina-

tion, for which three things are requisite: earnest

and consecrated thought to suggest the plans ; willing

hearts and hands; and last, but not least, money to

put them into practical operation.

If all were to unite, much might be accomplished

If those who feel that they can not take an active

part in the work themselves would contribute of their

means, and thus make it possible for those who are

willing and able to labor, much more could be done

than is now being done. There are many, very many,

avenues that are open, or would be, were the means

at hand to make work in them at all practicable.

Let us look at a few. First, of those that are open

to us who are at work in this particular field. Is it

not our duty to try to waken in the minds and hearts

of the children a desire to take part in the active

warfare of right against wrong which is everywhere

about us? Would not this be better employment for

their active minds and bodies, (which must be doing

something), than the pursuit of selfish pleasure? To

do this it is necessary that they should have a knowl-

edge of the needs of the present hour.

Would it not be profitable to form Young Friends'

associations which should meet say once a month,
and take for consideration each meeting some partic-

ular subject in which we wish them to take an inter-

est? There is no limit to the good we might accom-

plish in this way, save that which is created by lack

of enthusiasm and application. I was never more

forcibly impressed with the beauty of our discipline

than at our last monthly meeting, and the searching

nature of the queries who.se object if carried out in

the manner that was certainly intended by those who
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framed them, would make our lives models of purity.

I feel that much would be gained by bringing these

more prominently before our young people and for

this reason I would suggest as one topic,—The Doc-

trines and Principles of Friends, temperance in

every thing, a higher standard of morals, political

duties and privileges, social and church duties, i.e.

our duties to each other and to God, etc.

Is this not a broad field and one worthy of culti-

vation ? But where are the laborers? In carrying

out this idea, I would have as much of the work as

possible done by the young people. Have one ap-

pointed to read an essay or deliver a lecture on the

subject and others to read selections, or discuss the

subject, etc. And as way opened, appoint committees
for practical work. Now what can we do in the First-

day school to educate the children in this matter ?

Could we not set apart a day once in three months,
say, and let every exercise bear on some particular

theme ? For instance, the colored schools in South
Carolina, under the care of Friends, are worthy of

our assistance. Suppose we were to set a day on
which each one in the school was requested to do
something for them, and let each child study what
he could do that would help a little. Then when the

day comes have an address on why we should feel

especially called to help them.
There are many touching little poems, etc., which

could not fail to leave a lasting impression upon the
hearts of the children, teaching them the blessing

that comes from giving in the name of the Lord,
aside from the practical good that would result to the
schools in question. And so on through the various
subjects which will suggest themselves to every one
who is endeavoring to .so live that the world may be
the better fer their having lived in it.

At best our lives are short, and if we keep on put-
ting off the time when we are going io do sometliing in

this direction, we will one day be called upon to give
an account of our stewardship, and will find our
opportunity gone and our work undone. We are apt to

think that if we do not do it some one else will, but
I think that is a mistake and that the duty which we
fail to do, is forever left undone. Then think what a
great responsibility is ours !

It is profitable for us to ask ourselves, individually
and collectively, what have we accomplished for our-

selves, and for others ? Are we standing upon a

higher plane than we did three months ago ?

What practical work have we done for the ad-
vancement of humanity ? And what have we done
to further the cause of truth and righteousness in the
earth ?

These three departments constitute the work that
is demanded at our hands, and are so intimately con-
nected that we can not do the one without furthering
the interest of the others, to a greater or less extent.

Let us be faithful, and work while it is called to-

day, for the night cometh wherein no man can work,
remembering that the final reckoning must certainly
come, and we will be told to " depart " or to " enter
in." " For I was an-hungered, and ye gave me meat

;

I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink ; I was a
stranger, and ye took me in ; naked, and ye clothed

me ; sick and in prison, and ye ministered unto me."

And the way for us to do this is pointed out, " In-

as much as ye did it unto the least of these my breth-

ren, ye did it unto me."

COMMUNICA TIONS.

VISIT TO OHIO YEARLY MEETING.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

MANY years ago, when our valuable Friend, William

Dorsey, would attend Ohio Yearly Meeting, he would

return and report the visit accomplished and almost

always ask us also to visit Ohio Friends when we
could. It was from this kind request that we in our

summer excursion made Ohio Yearly Meeting our

objective point. We found there a small meeting,

but a very earnest company for the preservation of

our Society, with all its principles and testimonies.

We also found them feeling sad that so many of their

number were so lukewarm that they did not give their

presence nor means to aid them in what they consider

to be so righteous a cause. We rejoice that we were

with them and to feel that we were enabled to go right

down in earnest sympathy with them, and to offer

words of encouragement for the hope of a brighter

day.

Another of our members will give our friends an

account of the doings of the meeting; it is only the

purpose of this writing to tell where we have been,

something of what w'e did, and to ask of all the mem-
bers of our large yearly meeting whether they would

not be willing to throw in their mite in similar visits.

Truly if they go with this feeling they will be blest.

LuKENS Webster.
Philadelphia, Ninth month 5.

SMALL MEETINGS IN LONDON YEARLY
MEETING.

[The foUo«ing is an extract from an article in The (London)

Prienit, by Frederick Sessions.]

TO me it came as a startling revelation that nearly

two-thirds of all our Quaker congregations in England

and Wales are composed of fewer than fifty persons,

counting every " attender" not in membership, every

aged person, and every child of a year old ; and that

these 189 congregations average only a trifle over

sixteen members, and four non-members. Analyzing

them, we discover that of these meetings

—

Mem. Non-M. Total.

25 have between 40 and 50, averaging 33 13 46

24 " " 30 " 40,
" 28 7 35

48 " " 20 " 30,
" 19 6 25

47 " " 10 " 20,
" 11 3 14

29 " " 5 " 10, "71 8

16 " under 5
" 2 Oi 2i

There are, of the above, forty-nine with an aggre-

gate membership of over 700 which have not a single

non- member reported as worshiping with them.

Two-thirds of our meetings average only four "at-

tenders," of which forty-nine have none! Well

might one of our ministers, who first drew my atten-

tion to these facts, exclaim, "So many meetings with

no more attractiveness than that! "

The foregoing are the " small meetings" we are to

discuss—186, or nearly two-thirds of the whole. But

some will ask, " What about the remaining third

—
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those that number over fifty? Do they not com-
pensate for the others? " Let us see. Of these

—

Mem. Non-M. Total.

51, though over 50, have under 100, av. 54 19 73

39, " " 100, " " 200, " 97 41 13S

These are medium meetings for size, and as the
proportion of atteuders is fairly good, we hope they
are both healthy and active. We have but thirteen

meetings with oyer 200 and under 500, averaging 230

members and 76 non-members, total 306, and only
six that other denominations would call large meet-
ings

;
that is, with congregations of over 500.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—A circular was .sent out from the College, under

date of the 7th instant, too late to be printed in last

week's issue of the Intelligencer and Jouknal, to

the following efl'eot:

"Owing to interruption of travel, caused by the
Constitutional Centennial at r hiladelphia, the open-
ing of the College will be postponed a few days. New
students should present themselves for examination
and classification on Second-day evening, the 19th
inst. Old students return on Third-day, the 20th inst.,

before 8 p. ra. New students admitted on certificate

of teacher, without examination, will present them-
selves with the old students, on the 20th inst. A
prompt assembling is requested on the dates named.
The College will be open at the usual time (13th to

15th) to those who prefer to come."

—The steamship The Queen, on which were the
four College students, J. K. and J. C. Hayes, I. D.
Webster, and Frederick Pyle, reached New York on
the 8th instant. The young men were well, and had
had a very enjoyable tour abroad.

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
—AVe should have mentioned, some weeks ago,

a change in the form of Friends' Review. Its page has
been considerably enlarged, and it now has three
columns per page. Its typographical appearance is

very neat and attractive.

—Much attention continues to be given by the
journals representing the diflferent branches of Ortho-
dox Friends to the intended Conference at Richmond,
Indiana. The Western F-iend, (Wilburite), for Eighth
month, says: "Eight yearly meetings have ap-
pointed fifty-nine delegates, or about seven to each
yearly meeting. If the four yet to appoint send a
like average, the Conference will consist of about
ninety delegates. Twenty-three of the fifty-nine are
women

; there will likely be about forty women in

the Conference. London, Dublin, New England, New
York, Baltimore, Canada, and Kansas have each sent
their clerks as delegates. From the known senti-

ments of the delegates already appointed it is appa-
rent that Gurneyism, as it is represented by the
Friends' Review, will have a slight majority. Or to

express it more exactly, Gurneyism as it is repre-
sented by J. B. Braithwaite, of London, who is one
of the delegates, will constitute the larger part of the
Conference." The Western Friend proceeds to say
that the minority of the Conference, representing

the ground held by the Chnstian Worker, of Chicago,

(the revivalistic and decidedly " Evangelical " organ),

will be " large and unwieldy," and adds, that of tlie.se

delegates, one, IMaiy Rogers, of Kansas, " has been
baptized in water since her appointment."

The Western Friend insists that the whole doc-

trinal system of the larger bodies of Orthodox Friends,

(or, as it calls them, "Fast" bodies), "is poisoned at

the root by its abandonment of the doctrine of the

inward light as taught by early Friends. They do
not seem to realize that they are off of the true base

of Quakerism, and that the present rickety condition

of their building is because they are trying to build

a Quaker house without a Quaker foundation." As
to the probable outcome of the Conference, the same
journal thinks it will be a compromise. There will

be a declaration of some sort, on the ground held by
Bevan Braithwaite, and the other London delegates,

but it will not prevent the revivalistic bodies in the

West from doing as they now do. The course of D.

B. Updegraff, and his following in Ohio, is likely to

be condemned. David Hunt, of Indiana, will proba-

bly be the leading spirit on the revivalistic side.

—The F-iend, (Philadelphia), remarks: "The
Western Ifriend thinks that a considerable portion of

the delegates may unite in a protest against the use of

Ordinances, because it ' does not belong to the modi-
fied Quakerism of Gurney, or the heresies of Edward
Ash.' But it believes (and in this opinion we con-

cur) that the present tendency to disintegration can

only be arrested by a return to the whole truth as

held by the founders of the Society of Friends."

—In North Carolina Yearly Meeting, which met
last month at High Point, N. C, there was some op-

position to the appointment of delegates to the

Richmond Conference, but the affirmative side pre-

vailed, and two men and two women were named.
A report sent to the (Philadeljahia) Fiend says:
" The difficulties with Friends in Lost Creek Quarter,

Tenn., caused considerable discussion. A committee
had been appointed to lay down the refractory meet-

ing, but had not yet acted, and at a subsequent sit-

ting a few more names were added. The troubles

there are not doctrinal. It appears likely that many
of those added to the Society in late years, as well aa

some who were active in enrolling them, will now be

severed from it."

There is an instinct in human nature which pre-

pares us for the reception of the truth announced to

us in the gospel, that we are associated with vast and
glorious realms of life which eye hath not yet seen,

and of which there comes to us no whisper through

the silent blue, yet with which our relations are vital

and intimate, into wliich we are to pass at eieath, and
in which we are to dwell, thenceforth, immortally.

. . . There is a sense, more or less deep, in every

people, in every person, we may say, of a relation to a

life beyond the present.

—

Dr. Slorrs.

How many daily occasions there are for the exer-

cise of patience, forbearance, benevolence, good hu-

mor, cheerfulness, candor, sincerity, compassion, and
self-denial !

—

John Barclay.
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SILENT PRAYER.
BY noWAKD FKKMONT STRATTON.

WHAT shall I pray ? .So much of uced
I find within my soul to-day,

For which,—I do not feel I may
Ask yet for all,—then, shall I plead ?

What shall I pray?

Some other voice might ask of thee,

Almighty Presence, for the way
To be more clear. I cannot say,

Point more direct the path tome.
What shall I pray ?

When from accustomed lips I hear
"Our Father," " lead us not astray,"
" Abide with us by night and day,"

I bow my head ; but for thine ear
What shall I pray ?

I know that thou art ever by.

Art with us now, will be alway
;

And, when we wander most astray,

I know thou hearest our lost cry,

When we shall pray.

And on thy mercy and thy love

I lean in silent hope, a stay

For all my life; and, though to-day
I frame no word, thou, here, above,

Know'st what I pray. —Christian Register.

THROUGH THE STORM.

BY NOKA PEEKY.

I HEAED a voice, a tender voice, soft falliug

Through the storm.
The waves were high, the bitter winds were calling

Yet breathing warm

Of skies serene, of sunny uplands lying
In peace beyoud.

This tender voice, unto my voice replying.

Made answer fond.

Sometimes, indeed, like crash of armies meeting.
Arose the gale

;

But over all that sweet voice kept repeating,

"I shall not fail."

—Harper's Magazine.

WHAT MOTHER SAYS.
NOW here's a hand-glass, let me try

If I can this time see

Just one of all those funny things
My Mother sees in me.

She says my eyes are violets,

—

And what she says is true,^
But I think they are just two eyes

;

Don't they look so to you ?

She says my lips are cherries red,

And makes b'lieve take a bite;

They never look like that to me,

—

But Mother's always right.

She says each cheek is like a rose
;

And this I surely know,
I never would believe it,—but
What Mother says is so.

She says my teeth are shining pearls
;

Now that 's so very queer.

If some folks said it, why, I'd think,^
But then, 't was Mother dear.

I only see a little girl.

With hair that's rather wild.

Who has two eyes, a nose, and mouth.
Like any other child,

—LiZBETH B. COMINS, in St. Nicholas.

MORNING IS ON THE HARBOR.
FAIE morning is on the harbor,

And morning on the bay;
And the boats that were lying at anchor
Now silently steal away.

No wind in the sail to bear them

—

They drift with the tide afar.

Till they enter the outer harbor
And silently cross the bar.

It may be the skipper is sleeping.

He sits by the rudder so still

;

It may be the skipper is thinking
Of his young wife on the hill.

She wastes no moment in sighing;

With day her labors begin,

Wide open she flings the shutters

To let the still sunshine in.

She pauses only an instant

To look at the steel-gray dew.
From that to the rosebush glances.

Where it sparkles fresh and new.

And down the slope to the harbor.

And over the harbor afar
;

For her dear little heart with the skipper

Is just now crossing the bar.

" God bless her !" the skipper is saying,
" God bless him !" the wife returns.

Thus each for the other is praying,

While each for the other yearns.

—James H. Morse,

Opponents of prohibition appeal to the voters to

remember what loss and suffering prohibition will

entail upon the liquor dealers. A Canadian temper-

ance lecturer was iu the habit of disposing of this

plea bj' a story. A woman bought a picture of Daniel

in the lion's den, and showe<l it to her little bo3',and

asked him if he did not feel bad to see that good
man cast into the den. He said No. Then she
pleaded with him thus: " Not feel bad. You are an
awful boy; you will be hanged yet. Look at the pic-

ture, and tell me after awhile how you feel." When
she came back he said :

" I do feel bad ; there's one
little lion that won't get a bit of him." He sympa-
thized with the lion instead of Daniel. So these

people pity the keepers of liquor shops instead of

their victims.

—

Tke lYiend.

" Dust to dust " rounds out the sum of life for the

soul that grovels earthward : tlie soul that has affec-

tions, aims, endeavors that transcend this world,

does not expect to die.

—

Peabody.
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THE EUROPE FEVER.
[In a letter by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, which we iiud

in the Chicago Infer Ocean, she gives at some length her
view of the enormous rush of Americans to Europe. We
extract the following.

—

Eds.]

AiS soon as the spring opens, Paris is filled with
Americans. I have met liere, in one month, more of
my countrymen and women than I would have met
at home in a year. For the rich, the fashionable,

and the idle, who have no purpose in life but enjoy-
ment, for the invalid in search of a change of air and
scene, Paris is a city of unrivalled attraction. With
its wide streets, lined with trees and lawns; its in-

numerable parks, with tlieir lakes, fountains, and
flowers ; its old palaces and cathedrals ; its theatres
and endless amusements

; its libraries, and galleries

of pictures ; its Wortli and Bon Marche, Paris is pre-

eminently the resort for those w^ho have plenty of
money to spend and more time than they know what
to do with.

Others come here to educate their children. It is

amusing and pitiful, too, to see mothers rushing from
one country to another for this purpose. They seem
to think that by some absorbing process their chil-

dren will learn more in a foreign land than by a
steady application to tlie rudiments of learning at

home. I know one widow who came to London to

educate seven children. She rented a house of an
English widow, who went to Germany to educate her
seven, while still another English widow brought her
boys and girls to France. They all alike returned to

their respective countries, in three years, feeling that
the time and money might have been better spent at
home. I think we can safely say that a studious
boy or girl can get as thorough an education in every
State of the American Union as anywhere in the
world. A country that can boast such statesmen,
clergymen, journalists, poets, novelists, scientists,

and philosophers as have graduated in the schools
and colleges of the United States need not send its

children to the old world for learning or accomplish-
ments.

It is a grand mistake to educate children in these
old monarchical countries, for there is nothing more
insidious than this liateful principle of caste and
class. I know an American lady, the wife of an
English brewer, living in a provincial town, who
wished to send her little daughter to a dancing-
school. But when she learned that there was one
school for the " country gentry " and another for the
"trades-people," her American ideas of equality com-
pelled her to keep the child at home. We can see its

influence on our ministers, consuls, and journalists
•who live for years abroad. They soon become snobs
and put on supercilious airs before their countrymen
and women who may chance to go to them for favors
or protection. If men and women of mature years
so soon fall victims to this influence, how much more
readily must children be afl'ected who grow up in

such an atmosphere. The future statesmen of Amer-
icashouldlive in an element of freedom and equality,

imbued with the true spirit of democracy, and un-
dazzled by contact with the gilded emblems of old
world royalty and nobility.

There are here in Europe multitudes of American
children who can speak French an.l German better
than their own language. I met the other evening a
family from Ohio, and found the son, a boy of twelve,
reading Cooper's novels and " Uncle Tom's Cabin,''
in German. "I understand them better in German
than in English," he remarked witli a strong foreign
accent. The parents spoke of the fact with evident
satisfaction. Another American family, in which
are five daughters who have made a great success in
science, medicine, painting, and music, employ Ger-
man or French in their home circle, and can not
pronounce an English sentence without making a
blunder of some kind.

In the educated world, great emphasis is laid just
now on the necessity of acquiring foreign languages.
But Herbert Spencer has well said that as language
is only a vehicle for conveying ideas, it is far more
important to get ideas than vehicles. It is better for
a farmer to have a thousand bushels of corn to carry
to market in one lumber wagon than six vehicles and
no corn. Our children may learn to converse fluently
in half a dozen languages, and yet have no use for
either, from a lack of ideas. If they could learn to
speak and write good English, with the ease and ele-
gance of a Macaulay, parents might well be satisfied.
The importance of the English language is increasing
every day, while that of others is as steadily de-
creasing. Professor Max Muller estimates that at
the end of the two next centuries there will be
1,837,286,000 people speaking English, which will then
be the dominant tongue of the world.

A friend whom I met here a few days ago, on her
way back to America, said: "The mistake of my
life was bringing my daugliters to Europe to be edu-
cated. One is married in Germany, and one in Italy,
and as I prefer living in my own country, I must
leave them, and go home alone, burdened by the
anxiety tliat sooner or later my daughters also may
feel the same yearning for their native land and early
associations, and find, when too late, that wedding
foreigners is a grave mistake. The broad diflerences
in national habits, tastes, and opinions, are not readily
harmonized."

Some say they come here to live more cheaply, as
house-rent, clothes, servants, amusements, can be ob-
tained for less money here than in the United States.
If these European-Americans were as rational in
their expenditures at home as here, the diflerence
would be trifling. In America they live in large
houses, keep horses and carriages, entertain company.
Here they take a modest apartment, drive in cabs,
and give few dinner parties.

Numbers of Americans come to Europe to hide
themselves from disappointments and irregular pro-
ceedings at home, and others flock here from sheer
wearine.^s of the common lot of humanity, in the
same spirit in which men and women seclude them-
selves in monasteries and convents. To all such, the
solitude of a great city in a foreign land, is indeed a
solace and protection.

But it is a grave mistake for the multitudes of
poor students of both sexes to crowd to Paris in

search of the rudiments of education in the arts and
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gfiences. Many of these young Americans, wlio have

not one particle of genius in any direction, are prac-

ticing the most rigid economy in the garrets of this

city, in tlie vain hope of distinction in painting,

sculpture, music, and the drama. Moat of these might

have learned their incapacity by studying a few years

at home.
The craze for art is beyond all comprehension.

Young girls by the dozens, without parents or guar-

dians, and women of mature age, leaving husbands

and children, struggle here during long years, in a

vain efl'ort to win distinction in the arts, only in the

end to be doomed, for the most part, to positive fail-

ure.

Of the G,000 pictures ottered for the Exposition

just closed, only 2,000 were accepted, and many of

these were " skyed," and many more simply used to

fill obscure niches and cover vacant places without

regard to light or distance. As I walked through the

long galleries of the Salon and thought of the weary

hours these American girls had hung over their

easels, to no purpose, while the ascending degrees of

their ambition had already suggested bright visions

of their success, now " on the line," now " honorable

mention," and now "a medal," it made my heart

ache to think of their repeated disappointments, the

bitterness of hope deferred from year to year, and

the impossibility of convincing them that they could

never distinguish themselves as artists.

Here, too, are ambitious mothers, pushing their

daughters, whom they imagine to be geniuses, as

performers on the piano and violin, in the opera and

the drama,—girls Who have no desire for distinction,

no faith in themselves, who shrink like sensitive

plants from public criticism ;
and yet they are held

on the rack, year after year, victims alike of their

mothers' chagrin, and the honest, though adverse

opinion of an unsyrapathizing public. Alas! how

many young lives are wrecked in this vain struggle

to play an exceptional rule, while fitted only for the

ordinary walks of life. It is a trying ordeal to pass

through life without being appreciated at one's true

value, but it is more trying to be continually thrust

into a niche one is unable to till.

However, there are some American women here,

earnest, conscientious students, who are making a

success in the various professions they have entered

upon—in medicine, as well as in the fine arts. For

such as these, it is generally admitted that there are

advantages in Paris not to be found in the United

States.

Referring to the immense influx of Americans into

Paris every summer, a gentleman said to me, recent-

ly :
" What evil genius has taken possession of our

women? Their restlessness is destroying all family

life. I blame what is called the woman's rights move-

ment for much of this. For half a century the de-

mand for a broader sphere for women has been

echoed throughout the land, for the right to do what

she can, to go wherever she wishes—until the old

landmarks are completely destroyed."

" What you say," I replied, " is partly true. But

we have never advised women to do that for which

they have no capacity." That is the point I make

with many American girls starving in Paris, who
might be comfortable as wives, mothers, and house-

keepers at home.

From the Woman's Journal.

ADMINISTRATIVE ABILITY OF WOMEN.
I HAVE been much impressed, in reading liistorical

studies of nations with which we are little acquainted,

at the frequency with which I came across instances

of high administrative ability on the part of women,
shown under circumstances where we have little rea-

son to look for it. I recently stumbled upon an in-

stance in the history of China at the present time.

Some fourteen years ago, the Emperor Tuug Chi

died without issue, and a council of princes chose the

present emperor, Kwang Hsu, a child three years of

age, as his successor. The management of the em-

pire during his minority passed into the hands of two

empresses dowager,—the mother and aunt, respec-

tively, of the deceased monarch. The two sisters, as

co-regents, carried on the government with unusual

vigor and success till ISSl, when one of tliem, the

" Empress of the Eastern Palace," died, leaving the

whole power in the hands of her sister, Tzu Hsi,

" Empress of the Western Palace." Now the instances

would be rare in which the absolute power over a

vast empire could be shared equally between two

men without harm to the efficiency of the govern-

ment. History shows that double rulerships, as well

as triumvirates, are apt to prove disastrous in their

consequences, and it is evidence of much unselfi.-jh-

ness as well as ability upon the part of these ladies,

that their joint rule should be successful. But the

survivor's reign has been even more distinguished,

and I read in General Wilson's recent work on China

that " it is asserted by the best informed foreigners

in Peking that she has proved herself to be the ablest

ruler of China since the days of Kien-lung, whose

reign was contemporaneous with the life of George

Washington. She is fifty-three years of age, and is

said to give the closest personal attention to public

business. She has never been seen by a foreign

official, and, so far as is known, takes no notice or ac-

count of their doings. Yet she is supposed to be a

liberal, or to incline toward liberalism and progress,

in her ideas. She has seen the entire country restored

to peace and comparative prosperity under her rule,

and her dominion, at the surrender of it to her ward,

on the 5th of February, 18S7, was undisputed to the

very outermost limits of the empire.

And yet the women of China are cut ofl" from edu-

cational advantages equal to those of men, they are

kept in oriental seclusion from early youth, and less

ought to be expected of them than of men. Y'et the

experience of China seems to be the same as that of

other countries. In the few cases where women
have been invested with administrative functions,

they have, as a rule, been eminently successful.

I have read of late in several articles written by

anti-suUragists, arguments drawn from the supposed

incapacity of the female mind for the higher kinds

of intellectual activity. It is repeated ad nauseam,

that women have never originated any great in-

tellectual movement, have never written any epic or
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dramatic masterpieces, etc. Now, if this were true,

it might furnish an argument (thougii a very poor

one), for passing a law forbidding all women from

writing epic or dramatic poetry and originating great

intellectual movements ; but it would not seem to be

a good argument for excluding her from administra-

tive duties, which are fields of usefulness for which

she has shown a special aptitude wherever she has

been tried; yet, these are the only domains from

which she is excluded to-day by the inconsistency of

a legislation framed wholly by the other sex.

William D. Foulke.

THOMAS JEFFERSON'S INGENUITY.
I THINK it is not generally known with what pleas-

ure and zeal Jetlerson brought his mind to bear, not

only upon the development of his somewhat grand

ideas in regard to a home, but upon the most minute

and peculiar contrivances for convenience and adorn-

ment. He drew plans and made estimates for

nearly everything that was built or constructed on

his place. He calculated the number of bricks to be

used in every part of his buildings; and his family

now possess elaborately drawn plans of such bits of

household furnishing as " curtain valences " and the

like. Many of his ideas in regard to building and

furnishing he brought witli him from France; but

more of them had their origin in his brain. There

were no bedsteads in his house, but in every cham-
ber there was an alcove in the wall in which a wooden
framework was built which supported the bed. His

own sleeping arrangements during the lifetime of his

wife were of a very peculiar nature ; in the partition

between two chambers was an archway, and in this

archway was the double bed ; one chamber was Mr.

Jefferson's room, and the other his wife's dressing-

room ; when he arose in the morning he got out of

bed into his own room, and Mrs. Jefferson got out

into her room. After his wife's death her room be-

came his study, and the partition wall between it and
the library being taken down, the whole was thrown
into the present large apartment. Over the archway in

which the bed is placed is a long closet reached by a

step-ladder placed in another closet at the foot of the

bed. In this were stored in summer the winter

clothes of the family, and in winter, their summer
habiliments. At the other side of the arch there is a

small door, so that persons going from one room to

the other had no need to clamber over the bed.

In the smaller chamber, when it became his study,

stood Mr. Jeffer.son's writing-chair, which was made
to suit his peculiar needs ; the chair itself was liigh-

backed, well-rounded, and cushioned, and in front of

it extended a cushioned platform, on which Mr. Jef-

ferson found it very pleasant to stretch his legs, being

sometimes troubled withswellingsof thesmallerveins
of these limbs. The writing-table was so made that

it could be drawn up over this platform, legs and all,

and pushed down when it was not in use. The top of

this table turned on a pivot ; on one side of it were his

writing materials, and on the other was the little

. apparatus by which he made copies of all his letters.

By his side was another revolving table, on which his

books of reference lay, or were held open at proper

angles. Near him also stood a pair of large globes
;

and, if he wished to study anything outside of this

world, he had in the room two long telescopes
mounted on brass tripods. Convenient also were his

violins, one a Cremona, and the other the bass-viol

saved from the Shadwell fire. Besides the book-
shelves and the somewhat simple furniture of the
library, there were a number of oddly contrived little

closets, in which were stored his multitudinous manu-
scripts. There is a writing-table now in the posses-

sion of the family, which was frequently used by Mr.
Jefl'erson, and which is very ingeniously contrived.
Two of its four legs are hollow, and in these run rods
resting upon springs by which the table can be easily

elevated, the other two legs being also extensible, but
in a difi'erent way. When Mr. Jefferson was tired of
writing in a sitting position, he could stand up and
raise this table to the desired height. When he
wished to use it as a reading-stand, the top could be
inclined at any angle, andastripof brass was brought
into use to keep the books and papers from sliding ofJ'.

Opening from the library was a large room in-

closed with glass, which was intended for a conserva-
tory, but wasu-seil by Mr. Jefferson as his work-room.
There he had a work-bench, with all sorts of carpen-
ter's tools, with which he constructed a great many
of the small conveniences he invented.

—

Frank K.
Stockton, in The Century,

WASTED CHARITY.
IF the charity funds that are wasted in unconditional

and hurtful giving were wisely applied to the or-

ganization of the simpler industries, they would sup-
ply employment to every applicant for relief. This
has been done with great success in some instances

;

but there ought to be a place in every considerable

community to which those who go from house to

house soliciting alms might be sent to earn their

living. Such .a system would be doubly beneficial.

In the first place, it would lead the people who do
harm by misdirected alms to restrain their senti-

mental impulses in the interest of the applicants, on
the ground that a place near at hand is provided for

their proper relief It would also promote self-respect

in its beneficiaries, a matter of the first importance,

by compelling them to earn what they get. It could

render a.ssistance to such as proved amenable to its

discipline and willing to work at chosen employment
and better pay. If people would only stop their

foolish giving, and generally adopt some such renjedy

for pauperism and vagrancy as we have often suggested

in these columns, the number dependent upon
charity would rapidly decrease. But so long as many
excellent people attempt to discharge their obliga-

tions to the poor with cold victuals, cast-off clothing,

and bits of coin of whatever value, there can be no
improvement ; and the evil of pauperism, like vice,

will continue to grow by what it feeds on.

Any scheme that gives a man a chance to help

himself, however imperfectly organized, is better

than gratuitous help. People are helped just in pro-

portion as their manhood is aroused to honest en-

deavor. A wise charity always seeks to stimulate an
ambition in men to support themselves. Any sys-
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tem of charity that has the contrary effect,—thatleads

men to expect to live without labor,—helps to recruit

the ranks of the lazy, idle, vicious classes. It is not

merely unwise ; it is an injury to society. It requires

a great ileal of care anil conscience and wisdom to

give judiciou.sly ;
and it is all the more difficult be-

cause the willing giver hardly ever fails to be sur-

rounded with clamorous suppliants for charity, and

by those officious persons who are always ready to

give him gratuitous advice as to the proper objects for

his charity.

—

Central Christian Advocate.

THE BUILDERS OF THE PYRAMIDS.
A PERSONAL inspection of the Pyramids of Egypt

made by a quarry owner who spent some time re-

cently on the Nile, has led him to the conclusion that

the old Egyptians were better builders than those of

the present day. He states that there are blocks of

stone in the Pyramids which weigh three or four

times as much as the obelisk on the embankment.

He saw a stone whose estimated weight was eight

hundred and eighty tons. But, then, the builders of

the Pyramids counted human labor lightly. They
had great masses of subjects upon whom to draw, and

most of their work was done by sheer manuel labor

and force. Thereare stones in the Pyramids thirty feet

in length, which tit so closely together that a penknife

may be run over the surface without discovering the

break between them. They are not laid with mortar,

either. There is no machinery so perfect that it will

make two surfaces thirty feet in length which will

meet together in unison as these stones in the Pyra-

mids meet. It is supposed that they were rubbed

backward and forward upon each other until the sur-

faces were assimilated to each other

—

Iron.

NO TIME TO THINK.

WE live in a perpetual whirl. Every. moment there

is a fresh distraction, every hour a new excitement.

We rush hither and thither, receiving at every turn

a fresh current of some electric emotion, until at last

we become little better than mere tennis balls, driven

backward and forward by the racket of circum-

stance. We bolt our books as savages bolt their food.

The thoughts of others stream through our minds as

water through the sieve. In place of thought there

is substituted the perpetual titillation of the mind
by the printed record of the thouglits or the acts of

others. We have not time to do anything. Science

is perpetually lengthening our day and shortening

the inevitable waste of time. The railway and the

telegraph have enormously economized time, and the

more we save the less we seem to have. Yet the day

is as long as it was when Eliphaz, the Teraanite, dis-

coursed on the eternities to Job among his potsherds,

and the twenty-four hours are told out with the same
precision as when they sufficed to the Romans to

conquer the world.

Why is it? Why have we no time to think?

Because we don't think it worth while to think. . . .

We lose our life in the endless multiplicity of triviali-

ties, and we fritter away our minds over the endless

tittle-tattle of the world. Newspapers, no doubt, are

largely responsible for this. The newspaper is the
great gossipmonger of the day, and gossip is not in-

nocuous because it is printed—however much it may
lack the "inspiration of personality."

—

English Paper.

NATIVE OR FOREIGN TREES?
AN editorial in the Century closes as follows: "We
feel justified in adding to these general statements a
word of strong recommendation in favor of native as
against foreign, or at least as against European, trees.

At the best the latter are uncertain in almost every
case, while the former have an inborn and a well-

proved title to be trusted. The most successful orna-
mental planting that has ever been done in America
shows its results in the streets of such towns as Stock-
bridge, Great Barrington, Salem, and New Haven,
and was the work of men who went to the forest and
not to the nursery for their infant elms and maples.
Certainly our more recently planted parks offer small
promise of a like maturity of beauty with their Eu-
rojiean oaks and ashes, their Scotch and Austrian
pines, in almost as deplorable a state as their Norway
spruces. When not ornamental but economic planta-

tions are in question, past experience tells very
strongly against European trees, while the evidence
of recent experiment with native trees—as in the
plantations of indigenous conifers in eastern Massa-
chusetts—is of the most encouraging kind."

The American Consul at Dresden, in his report to

Secretary of State for the United States, says: "An
important factor in the labor of Germany is the labor

of dogs. I have heard it estimated that women and
dogs, harnessed together, do more hauling than the

railroads and all other modes of conveyance of goods
united. Hundreds of small wagons can be seen

every day on all the roads leading to and from Dres-

den, each having a dog for a ' near horse ' harnessed,

while the ' off horse ' is a woman, with her left hand
grasping the wagon-tongue to give it direction, and
the right hand passed through a loop in a rope which
is attached to the axle, binding her shoulder. Thus
harnessed, woman and dog trudge along together,

pulling miraculous loads in all sorts of weather."

Paper window-glass is now said to be an assured

fact. As described :
" A window-pane is made of

white paper, manufactured from cotton or linen, and
modified by chemical action. Afterward the paper

is dipped in a preparation of camphor and alcohol,

which makes it like parchment. From this point it

can be molded and cut into remarkably tough sheets

entirely transparent, and it can be dyed with almost

the whole of the aniline colors, the result being a
transparent sheet, showing far more vivid hues than

the best glass exhibits."

He that seeks only the praise of men gets that but

for a day ; while the religious man, who seeks only to

be faithful to himself and his God, and represent on
earth the absolute true and just,—all heedless of the

applause of men,—lives, and will forever live, in the

admiration of mankind.

—

Theodork P.\rker.
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THE EUROPEAN WAR BURDEN.
AT the Peace Meeting in London, this year, Profes-

sor Leone Levi said, What is international law but

the ethics of international relations, and these inter-

national relations do so need the teachings of inter-

national law. I consider the principal function of

internation law to be so to define the rights and du-

ties of states, that disputes as to what states are, or

are not entitled to, may be avoided, and so to impress

upon states a hatred of war, that when disputes do

occur, states will endeavor to settle them in any

other manner rather than war. The principal causes

of war are, I apprehend, but few in number ;
they

are the rivalry of states in the extension of territory

and of political influence ; troubles arising from the

disorganization of weak states, and disputes on mat-

ters relating to commerce and finance. There is not

a nation now who would not be prepared, at once, to

disclaim any desire to take an inch of territory lie-

longing to another state, and yet cases of disputed

claims on territories are by no means rare. Tlie

danger arising from the disorganization of weak

states is great, from the chance it affords to neighbor-

ing states to take for themselves coveted territories.

Disputes, involving money compensations, are very

irritating. What is neces.sary to remember in all such

cases is that important as any such matters can pos-

sibly be, and important as the maintenance of rights

really is, infinitely more important it is to avoid war,

so great is the magnitude of the peril involved with

it. Whatever, moreover, be the provocation, inter-

national law, and every consideration of religion and

morals, urge nations to try every other method be-

fore resorting to the violent trial of right, the sad

arbitrament of the sword. But that the counsel of

peace may prevail, there must be a strong public

opinion in its favor. Depend upon it, it is public

opinion that governs the action of the state. And if

we can do something to arrest the downward course

of negotiations in time, before passion is raised, and

while reason still prevails, we shall do the best thing

to prevent the occurrence of war. It is this that

made me suggest the establishment of some council

of international arbitration which shall speedily

take hold of the dispute and lead it to peaceful is-

sues. But there is another operating cause which

leads to war, and that is the enormous armaments
kept up by the leading powers. If we take only six

states of Europe—viz.. Great Britain, France, Russia,

Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy—these now
maintain collectively an army of some 3,000,000 men,
mind you, on what is called a " peace footing," the

number being douljled or trebled when on a " war
footing." Look at the cost. The military and naval

expenditure of these six states, for one year, amoun-
ted, in 1886, to not less than £150,000,000 ; and if you
calculate the loss of useful labor of all these .3,000,000

men, positively the flower of European manhood, at

the moderate sum of <£.30 each, we have another

£150,000,000, making in all £300,000,000 taken out of

the resources of the people, impoverishing them, and,

in fact, ruining the states ly imposts and burdens of

all kinds.

The desire of the righteous is only good.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Helen S. Abbott, of Philadelphia, has been elected a

member of the American Philosophical Society, of which

Benjamin Franklin was one of the founders. Only six

women have been elected during the one hundred and

twenty years of the society's existence. The first lady was

Franklin's friend, the Princess Dashkoff. The others were

Mary Somerville, Maria Mitchell, Mrs. Agassiz, and Mrs.

Carl Seller, of Philadelphia, author of "The Voice and

Singing." Miss Abbott is admitted for what she has done

in analytical chemistry.

—Charlotte Smith, President of the Woman's National

Industrial League of Washington, says the police sta-

tion houses iu Washington are " conducted in a horri-

ble manner." She had been iu one a few days ago to

see a woman who had been arrested for forgery. This wo-

mau had an infant in her arms, and siie was incarcerated

in a cell which was reeking with filth, and in which were

several other prisoners. In this station there were but two

cells, into which, at times, one hundred and fifty people

were crowded and kept there for forty-eight liours. Who
can believe there is no need of police matrons?— H'oman's

Joitrtial.

—The Women's Christian Temperance Union of Cleve-

land has been invited by the common council of that city

to name two ladies who shall act as janitor and matron at

the central police station. This action ought to extend to

every city and large town in the United States.

—The tract of land which lies between Brazil and

French Guiana, and which was a no-man's land, has been

declared by its inhabitants an independent country. The
Republic of Counani, as it is called, is 24,000 miles iu ex-

tent, the coast line is IS7 miles long, and the population is

700 persons, one-half of whom dwell at Counani, the capi-

tal, in thirty-five houses. The bulk of these are descend-

ants of Maroons, or slave refugees from Brazil.

—In response to an appeal of the Women's Christian

Temperance Union, the managers of the New York State

Fair have decided that no privileges for the sale of intoxi-

cating liquors on their grounds shall bo granted. The fair

will be held near Eochester, in September, when addresses

will be delivered by prominent temperance advocates,

both men and women.

—The Governor of Pennsylvauia has appointed Dr.

George G. Groff of Lewishurg University, to he a member
of the State Board of Health, to succeed Dr. Germer of

Erie, deceased.

—Idle students are reaping their harvest at the Univer-

sity of Berlin. JNo less than 108 have recently been

stricken from the roll for " lack of diligence." Of this

number it is claimed that forty-eight are foreigners. These

facts might console the old woman who claimed that the

more schooling her boy got the lazier he grew.

—The President has appointed Professor G. Brown

Goode, Assistant Director of the National Museum, to be

Commissoner of Fish and Fisheries, vice Professor S. F.

Baird, deceased. Judge McCue, Solicitor of the Treasury,

who was first tendered the office, declined it because of his

lack of scientific knowledge. Professor Goode is a well-

known scientist, and was associated with Professor Baird

in many important duties of a scientific character.

—The Protestant Episcopal cathedral project has been

in partial abeyance during the hot months, but it is to be

vigorously pushed with the coming autumn. The question

of a site is yet undetermined, although it seems to havo

narrowed down to two plots of ground. Both .seem rather

far uptown for the purpose which it is designed that the

cathedral shall serve, but no other has been found that is
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available. Of the $10,000,000 that the building will cost,

about halfa million has already been pledged.—JV. Y. Tribune.

CURRENT EVENTS.
At Mitchelstowii, iu Ireland, on the 9th inst., at a

large meeting of the people, of a political character, there

was a collision with the police, who were armed, and the

latter fired from their barraclis, killing two men, and

wounding many, one or two of whom have since died. In

the e.vcited state of feeling in Ireland, and also in England,

this unfortunate occurrence has caused much irritation.

The International Medical Congress, in session at

Washington last week, has ad journed. Many foreign dele-

gates remain iu this country to visit points of interest.

An extensive strike has occurred among the miners in

the Anthracite coal region of Peunsylvania. The point at

issue is a demand for an increase of wages.

Ix the session of the Lutheran General Council, at

Greenville, Pa., on the 12th, the report of the "Home Mis-

sions " Committee especially recommended the Cliurch to

put forth greater efforts in Utah, "as large numbers of

Europeans who have been converted to Mormonism were

once Lutherans, or at least from Lutheran countries."

The deaths in this city last week numbered 392, which
was three less than during the previous week, and thirty-

one more than during the corresponding period last year.

Among the principal causes were: consumption, 46; cholera

infantum, 18; diphtheria, 10; typhoid fever, 23.

The State Department is informed by our Consul at

Pictou that " a dangerous and contagious disease," exists

among the cattle, horses, and sheep in Nova Scotia,

"which threatens the whole of Canada and may spread to

the United States." Our customs officers on the North-

eastern frontier have been ordered to refuse entry into the

United States of animals and birds from Nova Scotia.

Up to the 12th instant, no decision in the appeals of the

convicted Chicago Anarchrists for a new trial had been an-

nounced by tlie Supreme Court of Illinois.

In boring for gas iu Attica, Indiana, at a depth of 570

feet, water was struck. The well was abondoned by the

gas comjiany and purchased by a syndicate, who have re-

ceived an anylysis from the State Chemist showing that it

is one of the finest mineral springs in the country. Lith-

ium, magnesia, and soda are combined in the water.

NOTICES.
*.»* A meeting of the Joint Committee on Temperance

and Intoxicating Beverages of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing, will be held at Race St. Meeting-house, Seventh-day,
Ninth month 17th, 1887, at 1 p. m.

Ja.mes H. Atkinson, ] „, ,

Annie C. DoKL.iND, j
^'"'f^^-

V llacidonlield First-day School Union will be held at
Westfield, on Seventh-day, Ninth mouth 24, commencing
at 10 a. m.

Carriages will meet the 8.20 train from Market street,

Philadelphia, at Eivertou. All interested iu First-day
school work are cordially invited.

Martha C. De Cou,
Mary E. Wilson,

• Clerks.

*s,»Tbe Bucks County First-day School Union will
meet at Friends' Meeting-house, Newtown, on Seventh-
day. Ninth month 24, at 10.30 a. m.

Friends desiring to attend via Philadelphia, will take
the train leaving Berks street station at 9.40 a. m.

Oliver H. Holcomr,
(

M. Ellen Lonoshoke, J

Clerks.

*»* Circular meetings daring the Ninth month occur as
follows

:

25. Warrington, York Co., Pa.

*** An All-day Temperance Meeting will be held on
the Friends' meeting-house grounds, at Ahington, near
Jenkintown, Ninth mouth 24, at 10 o'clock, a. m.; and af-

ternoon at 2 o'clock.

Interested Friends will be present. Essays and recita-
tions will also be contributed by childern and others.

Basket lunch. All are cordially invited to attend. By
order of the Committee of Abington Quarterly Meeting.

*s:* J. M. Truman, Jr., 15th and Race streets, Philadel-
phia, acknowledges the following further contributions
towards the erection of Friends' meeting-house at Genoa,
Nebraska

:

Anna M. Ormsby, $5.00
E. W., West Chester. Pa., .... 3.00
H. W. S., 20.00

Making with the acknowledgments of last week a
total of $53.

*»* Quarterly meetings in Ninth mouth occur as fol-

lows:
24. Scipio, Scipio, N. Y.
26. Canada, H. Y. M., Yonge street. Out.
26. Indiaita Y. M. Eichmmtd, Ind,

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•»• Matter intended for insertion in the Intelliqknckr and

Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate Importance
may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•,*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our
friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to Inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra
numbers printed.

Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

This association, formed at Philadelphia, in Sixth month

1886, represents the conviction of many Friends and others

that continued systematic aid to the work of educating the

colored people of the South is imperatively called for.

The special design of the Association, for the school

year 1887-88, is to extend support to the Schofield Normal

and Industrial School, at Aiken, S. C, under charge of

Martha Schofield, and to the School at Mt. Pleasant, S. C,

under charge of Abby D. Munro.

Subscriptions are earnestly invited. Checks, etc., should

be drawn to the order of the Treasurer, as below.

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sakah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lvdia a. Schofield, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila.

Henry M. Laing, Treasurer, 335 N. Eleventh St., Phila.

Executive Committee, Edward H. Magill, Swarth-

more. Pa. ; .Sarah H. Pcirce, Philadelphia ; Samuel S. Ash
Philadelphia; George L. Maris, West Chester, Pa. ; William
Lloyd, Newtown, Pa.; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia ; Alfred

Paschall, Dryleatown, Pa.
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THE PEACE OF GOD.
WE ask Thy Peace, O Lord !

Through storm, auti fear, and strife.

To light and guide us on,

Through a long, struggling life ;

While no success or gain

Shall cheer the desperate fight.

Or nerve, what the world calls.

Our wasted might :

—

Yet pressing through the darkness to the light.

It is thine own, O Lord,

Who toil wliile others sleep
;

Who sow with loving care

What other hands shall reap :

They lean on Thee eutranced.

In calm and perfect rest

:

Give us that peace, O Lord,

Divine and hlest,

Thou keepest for those hearts who love Thee best.

—Adelaide A. Procter.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

ILLINOIS YEARLY MEETING.
AS we reached La Salle on our way to the Yearly
Meeting we met a group of twelve or fifteen of our
Iowa frieniLs, whose greetings were warm, and whose
hearts seemed glad with that joy which the isolated

know wlien they meet their friends and realize that
they are to dwell together for a season engaged in

interests that lie near their hearts, gathering renewed
courage, hope, and sense of helpful fellowship. Few
as the number was, fewer still were to follow them
a day later, owing to the trials and losses incident to

two years of failing crops and severe drought extenci-

ing through the sections vv-here our western meetings
are located. Arriving at our destination, we learned
that similar influences, together with more than usual
sickness among our membership, would les.sen the
attendance from Illinois meetings, giving us the small-
est gathering yet assembled. On Seventh-day morn-
ing the Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders met,
it proving to be a season of comfort and encourage-
ment. In the afternoon an interesting session of the
First-day School Association was held, with a very
good attendance.

On First-day morning the gathering clouds and
threatened rain which did not come doubtless kept
many visitors from surrounding towns from attend-
ing, yet the house was crowded upon the women's
side, and comfortably filled on the other, and the

meeting was felt by many to be one of benefit, not-
withstanding disturbing influences in the way of un-
welcome speaking, a difficulty that we do not appear
yet to know how to prevent in a peaceable manner,
and in consistency with the liberty we wish to ex-
tend to all rightly concerned persons.

In the afternoon, under similar experiences, the
meeting was well attended and a sense of comfort
and growing promise of deeper baptisms of peace and
power was felt. In the evening, the Illinois Peace
Society held its annual session in the meeting-house,
part of its action being to appoint a committee "to
act in case of need in petitioning the Governor of the
State to commute the sentence of the condemned An-
archists of Chicago, from death by hanging to impris-
onment for a term not exceeding thirty-five years."

This action was taken with full expression and
apparent appreciation of the horridly destructive

theories and purposes of the Anarchists, extending to

the overthrow of all property rights, government by
law and family life. The very fact that no sympathy
or excuse could in any degree be felt for the crime
seemed to make this a proper time to call attention

to the inherent wrongfulness of capital punishment,
and state our belief that its efi'ect is always bru-

talizing among the degraded, and abhorrent to the
good, and in this case would probably tend to place

tlie executed anarchists in the ranks of martyrs for

the cause of oppressed laborers in the minds of thous-

ands of honest working men and throughout the
ranks of those socialists who may now condemn an-

archical theories and purposes.

On Second-day morning the Representative Com-
mittee met and with its other business, li8tene<l to

and accepted memorials for four deceased Friends
whose ripe years, upright lives, and labors in behalf

of the faith we hold had endeared them to the

hearts of their friends.

At 10 o'clock the Yearly Meeting proper met in

its first official session in the usual form. After the
reading of the minute of Joel Birdsall, a minister

from Indiana Yearly Meeting, and extending the us-

ual greeting to him and any others who were in at-

tendance in the spirit of good-will, a member in

men's division inquired whether the time had not
arrived for holding the yearly meeting in united body
of men and women, especially as each local meeting
and both of our quarterly meetings were held in this

manner. Aftesii''a season of deliberation the question

was referred to a joint committee for consideration,
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the members of this committee, from men's division

at least, being mostly of those who were most doubt-

ful as to the chant;e. The report of the joint commit-

tee was presented to the afternoon sessions api)roving

the change. This report being acceptable to each di-

vision, a suitable minute was made directing the

gathering in united body thereafter. Epistles were

received and read as usual, several giving evidence of

vigorous thought and lively desire for increased use-

fulness and power in our Society and more practical

appreciation of the value of our fundamental princi-

ples.

On Third-day morning, soon after the gathering

in one body, the queries and answers were taken up,

with little evidence of change in the state of Society,

though the unusual report was made that some of

our members were not dear of the use of intoxicating

beveraees. From personal explanations it was un-

derstood that this referred to one or two individual

delinquencies in one meeting of each quarterly meet-

ing.

. Fourth and Fifth-days were largely taken up with

the reports of committees regarding the year's labor.

The one appointed to visit isolated meetings and

members made an interesting report, showing much
labor, in view of our many disabilities, and giving

evidence of the increasing desire of members from

the various yearly meetings scattered over our exten-

ded limits for the privileges of worshipaud society fel-

lowship after the forms and in the faith of early train-

ing. The visits of such members as were enabled to

travel in the service appear to have been warmly
appreciated, and many seasons of deep tenderness

and consideration were experienced. This com-

mittee was continued, with an added membership,

and encouraged to faithful labor the ensuing year.

The various committees on philanthropic labor

Blade their reports, showing but little accom-

plished iu an organized capacity, but a perhaps in-

creased attention to individual work upon the part of

our membership, resulting in as wide labor and as

good results in the aggregate as iu earlier years.

These committees on outside work were released,

and all philanthropic work put into the hands of a

large committee, which in its organization subdi-

vided into six committees, according to the choice of

the individual members, these being : (1) On Cor-

rupt Literature and Social Impurity, (2) Gambling

and kindred vices, (3) Indian Aflairs, (4) Peace and Ar-

bitration, (.5) Prison Affairs, (6) Temperance; these

being felt to be the most pressing fields, so far as our

opportunities for labor permitted us to choose. It

was hoped by this change to get more efficient labor,

and more correct reports, which being made in good

season to the general committee would save much
committee work and some confusion, owing to insuf-

ficient time to consider them during yearly meeting

week.

Our friends at Genoa, Neb., were remembered in

their efforts to build a meeting-house to the extent of

a donation of §100, out of the Yearly Meeting funds,

and regrets were strongly felt that we could not send

them more.

As this communication is getting lengthy, it may

be well to condense the remainder into the statement
that all our sessions and work, though frequently in-

volving important subjects upon which members
failed to see alike, have been held and conclusions
reached in the best spirit of personal good-will and
in full harmony of purpose. Two sessions of the
Annual Meeting of Ministers and Elders, three ses-

sions of the Representative Committee, seven ses-

sions of the Yearly Meeting proper, three meetings
for public worship, one meeting for the youth at the
meeting-house; three parlor meetings under the su-

pervision of a committee of the meeting of Ministers

and Elders, two sessions of the First-day School As-
sociation, and the meeting of the Illinois Peace So-

ciety were held between the morning of the 10th and
the close of the 15th of this month, makingbusy days
during which we had seasons of deep solemnity,

sweet peace and renewed dedication to the service of

God and righteousness. A current of earnestness,

hopefulness, and integrity of spirit seemed to many
of us to pervade our ranks, that gave comfort and
courage for the future, in despite of our small attend-

ance and clearly apparent difficulties of distance, is-

olation, and pecuniary hardships.
J. W. P.

Chicago, Ninth month 17.

JOURNAL OF JOURNEYS TO THE INDIAN
COUNTRY.—NI.

BY ISAAC C0ATE8 OF CALN, CHESTER COUNTY.

EARLY in the morningonthe 30rh [of 9th month,

1803] we all set otfand rode to New Amsterdam, at the

mouth of Buffalo Creek, which is about thirty-three

miles, eight of which is mostly bad road or path

through the wootls to Lake Erie ; the other part of

the way is down the lake on the margin. A very

pleasant ride, although each time I have ridden it I

have been aflected with the headache. A material

change appears to me to have taken place on the

margin since I was along it four years ago. The
beautiful beds of lime-stone are generally covered

with sand, and much of the best kind of slate very

much gone. When we arrived at Amsterdam, Red
Jacket and several other Indian chiefs were there

along with the mill-wrights who say they have com-

pleted the saw-mill for the Indians and want their

pay. We sent for some of them and desired to know
whether we could have them personally in council

to-morrow at their village. Red Jacket informed us

they would be glad if they could comply with our

desire, but hoped we would have patience, for they

could not well meet us to-morrow, but would meet

early the next day. We then conferred together and

Isaac Bonsai and George Vaux were most easy to go

over the Niagara river to-morrow in order to be at

the meeting at Black Creek the next day, Thomas
Stewardson, John Shoemaker, and myself were most

easy to stay in order to attend the proposed council

on First-day morning.

Tenth month 1st, and seventh of the week. Jacob

Taylor and myself went twelve miles up the BuBalo

Creek to see the new saw'-mill that is built for the

Indians, (we some time past having made them a

present of all the iron), divers of the chiefs and one
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of the undertakers attending. I discovered it to be

an excellent seat, and it appeared to be a strong mill

;

but upon trial in our presence it was far from answer-

in;,: our expectations according to the contract, by

not sawing half as fast as we believed such a stream-

head and fall would do if the workmanship had been

efi'ectually executed. The chiefs said they were

ready to pay ofl' the contract if we would say it was
well done, according to contract ; and on our confer-

ring with the rest, of our company the next day, we
advised them riot to pay off the contract until it was
completed. As I rode thi.s twelve miles up the creek

and back again through the Indian reserve I think a

great part of it is equal if not superior to any piece

of land of equal quantity I ever saw. I believe there

are more than a thousand acres upon which there

might have been more than two tons of hay to the

acre mowed and made the present year.

2d, and first of the week. In the morning we set

off and arrived at the Indian village, in their council

house, about eleven o'clock
; but we had to wait until

near four in the afternoon before w'hat we thought a

competent number collected. They generally appear

to be a more indolent, careless, and some of them
intemperate people than those at Allegheny and Cat-

taraugus, a few instances excepted, particularly one
called the Young King and another called Pol-

lard, who are sober, temperate men, and as intent

upon being farmers as any we have seen. The Young
King having cleared and plowed a good deal of land,

has several horses, a very good yoke of oxen, and
seven milch cows; and it is said Pollard rather ex-

ceeds him. I hope their example may induce many
more to follow them, there heing the greatest num-
ber on this reserve of any in the Seneca nation.

When the Young King, Red Jacket, Farmer's Brother,

Pollard, Jack Berry, and five or six other chiefs were
collected with some young men and women, we pro-

posed either going back or opening the council. They
then went in the council house and after sitting a

short space, Thomas Stewardson in a brief manner
informed them the reason of our coming into their

settlement ; and although there did not appear to be
the same desire of improvement in many of the In-

dians in this settlement as those we have been at be-

fore, which I believe is much owing to the opportu-

nity they have of being corrupted by the example of

white people at New Amsterdam, which is a very dis-

sipated place, yet he felt encouraged to endeavor to

stimulate them to industry and to refrain from spirit-

uous liquors. It was not a very comfortable, animat-

ing time as yet with them, yet I was not easy to omit
opening divers matters to their consideration in a
summary way, which contained a good deal of the

heads of what I mentioned at the other places ; which
seemed to attract their attention. I also informed
them I had seen a good deal of the land contained
in their reserve that is excellent; and if they would
be industrious they might live well ; but if they would
not, but followed the practice of drinking, they would
lose the little good land they now have, their wives
and children would have to lie down under the snow
and go to sleep without anything to eat or to keep
them warm.

John Shoemaker advised them to settle farther

up the creek, where the land is so very good, and not
strive to huddle together so close ; which advice
seemed to please them very well.

Red Jacket then addressed us in a polite and mas-
terly manner in which he displayed his talents as an
orator in a methodical and fiowery style near half an
hour. He took in every part of the advice commu-
nicated to them by us, in regular order, and para-
phrased upon it, with the frequent expression of
thanks to the Quakers, recounting their kindness to

the Indian from the first settlement of Pennsylvania;
and concluded with endeavoring to assure us if we
would come and see them two years hence, we should
find them much improved in farming, and also in

the disuse of whiskey. And notwithstanding I be-

lieved his speech was calculated to endeavor to please

us, and that there was much less sincerity or reality

in his intentions than in those of whom we have
conferred with before, yet I could have sat, I think,
patiently two or three hours to hear him exert his

smooth, oily, oratorical abilities.

We then left them. Young King and Pollard in

a particular manner parted with us very aflectionate-

ly. Returned to our lodging at a tavern in New Am-
sterdam, this being the third night.

3tZ. Thomas Stewardson and Jacob Taylor set off

for Batavia in order to see J. Ellicot, in order to agree
upon Tunesasa Creek, and also to pay a visit to the
Indians at the Tonnewanto. John Shoemaker and
myself rode down to the ferry on the great river Ni-

agara, and crossed in six minutes. There I saw three

Mohawk Indians carry a bark canoe a consi<lerable

distance and put it in the river, then five of them
got in it and rowed across in five minutes ; said river

is said to be above a mile wide. We then rode to the
mouth of [the] Chippewa, fed our horses and took a
snack, at which place there was a British officer who
was formerly stationed in the neighborhood of the
great Falls, but is now fixed at York, over Lake On-
tario. He being on his way up to Long Point on the
Grand River, he was so much pleased to be in com-
pany with a couple of Quakers that he politely offered

to accompany us to the Falls and show us the way
down. As we rode down the river in view of the

rapids we met I. Bonsai and G. Vaux who had been
taking an upper view. They turned back with us

and we all went to the ladder where the curious are

accustomed to go down, the officer leading the way
;

but the tremendous appearance of the way down
discouraged John Shoemaker from attempting it.

The rest of us followed the officer down and then up
the craggy, slippery way to the edge of the great

shoot of water ; which together with returning is a
laborious task, for I believe there were but very few
dry threads, either line.i or woollen, upon any of us

when we returned. I having four years ago had a
view and given some description of this amazing cat-

aract, need not write much now. While I was view-

ing this superlatively grand and most a.stouishing

natural curiosity of the kind in the known world, my
curiosity would have been fully satisfied had it not

been for one reflection or consideration, which was
that I knew my wife had a great desire to enjoy the
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view I was then favored with, wliich made me feel as

thougli I was only half satisfied. We returned to

Chippewa and lodged, having ridden twenty-four

miles this day.

4//». Wesetoffand rode down the river by the siile

of the rapids above the Falls for a little more than a

mile and then took another view of the great phenom-
enon ; and I think this morning, the whole of the

prospect appeared more astonishingly greatand beau-

tiful-than I had ever seen it before, it being a clear

morning, and viewing the great fall and the dash-

ing of the huge and confused rolls of water over the

rocks in the rapids between us and the sun, to be

sure appeared amazingly grand and gratifying. We
then rode four or five miles to view the whirlpool,

which four years ago I thought as great a curiosity as

the other
;
yet I was disappointed now, though it ap-

peared a wonderful place, but very far inferior to

what it did then ; there being but few logs in it, and
whether it was owing to the stillness of the day or

from some other cause, 1 know not, there did not

appear the sucks formed taking down the logs, northe

very great agitation there was then. We then rode to

Wra. Lunday's; dined; and thence to John Taylor's at

Pelham, where we met with James Wilson and the

rest of the company we parted with at Wm. Ellis's at

Muncy, who all lodged at Taylor's except James Wil-

son, Isaac Bonsai, and myself, who went to Jeremiah
Moore's. Rode twenty-three miles to-day.

blh. Attended the monthly meeting of Friends at

Pelham, which myself and others had established in

the year 1799. I remember it was a subject of great

weight with me at that time, being impressed with

some serious doubts that the members which were
to compose said monthly meeting were furnished

with religious experience or skill enough to be in-

trusted with power to judge of the fitness of persons

to be received into membership, or to deny from the

privileges of the Society. And although there now
appear to be more in number than there were at

first opening, and some rather more experienced, yet
I apprehend they still remain in a very infant and
unskillful state. Isaac Bonsai, John Shoemaker, and
I endeavored to draw their attention by querying
with them whether they were easy to remain in a

careless situation respecting the foul channel in which
they receive or obtain the titles for their lauds, or
whether it would not be better to apply for redress.

Some of them at first expressed they thought it was
a matter of no consequence, but others expressed
their dissatisfaction. At length they united in desir-

ing that the Yearly Meeting, or Meeting for Suffer-

ings, might take the matter upon their behalf.

Lodged at John Taylor's.

6(/i. Isaac Bonsai, John Shoemaker, George Vaux
and myself rode to Queenstown and dined ; then
crossed the great river Niagara where it is not half a
mile wide, but we were told the depth hath hitherto
been unfathomable. It looks a terrifying place to
cross: the waterappears nearly as green as grass and
whirling round, I suppose occasioned by the great
rocks in in the bottom ; this being the place where I

apprehend the great Fallsat some period exhibited the
grand appearance they now do up the river miles away.

We got over safely and in about five miles came to the
Tuscarora village of Indians, where I met with Jacob,
the Indian, who learned the smith trade with John
Pennock. lie appeared much pleased with seeing us. A
number of other Indians were helping him to put up
a coal pit. He told us his cousin learned first, and a
great many of the white people from Queenstown
and Niagara brought their smith work to him. From
his appearance and disposition of industry, I thought
our expense and trouble in educating him were well
spent. Then rode to one Beech's in the wilderness,
where we met with two families from Cattawissa,one
of which was Ezekiel James's, who were moving to
Yonge street in Upper Canada. We all lodged in this
cabin, being twenty-three of us besides the family;
having ridden thirty-three miles this day.

Till. Rode forty miles to Batavia. All the way
except one or two cabins and a few settlements a lit-

tle before we came to the town, this day's ride was
all through the Holland Purchase, and a good deal of
it very good land, especially near Batavia which is

the county town of a new county called Genesee,
containing about twenty-five houses, a large court-
house and jail. When I was through this country
four years ago, there was no settlement or improve-
ment from Buffalo to the eastern transit line of
the Holland land—which is above fifty miles. It is

surprising how the Eastern or New England men
open the woods and settle, it being chiefly men from
those states who emigrate into this new country ; and
although I think the land in general is equal to what
I conceived it to be when here before, there is one
very discouraging consideration which is the great
scarcity of water, we having ridden in one place to-

day twenty-five miles without finding any for our-
selves or horses, and in general very scarce. But it

hath been an uncommon drought at this place. Joseph
Ellicot lives bere. We met with Thomas Stewardson,
Jacob Taylor being gone home. Tliomas informed
us they had agreed with Ellicot for the land on Tune-
sasa Creek, which we had pitched upon for our young
men at Genesinguhta to settle upon. Here we lodge<l,

having ridden forty miles to-day.

\_To be Concluded next week.']

WHA T THE FAITH OF FRIENDS OFFERS.
[la response to a short communication signed " A,"

published in our paper some weeks ago, the purport of
which will be understood by the communications below,
we have received several responses from Friends in differ-

ent localities. The views taken in them vary, as will be

perceived in the perusal, but all, we apprehend, lie within
the range of the doctrine professed by Friends.

—

Eds.]

Editors I.ntellioe.ncer and Journal :

I HAVE been much interested in the communi-
cation in the Intelligencer and Journal of Eighth
month 27, signed "A.," and am willing to present my
own understanding of the points raised in " A
Query."

I believe we are most benefited, and most benefit

others, when we candidly and freely present that

which is true to our own minds without endeavoring
to refute or pull down the foundation or stepping-

stones of the faith of others; thus by a free inter-

J
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change of thouc;ht and feeling often harmonizing
apparently conflicting views, and finding that we
stand much nearer upon a common platform than

would at first appear.

I have often remembered with great satisfaction

the readiness which my mother always evinced to

meet and talk with those of diS'erent religious thought

and connection from herself, and while I believe she

ever held forth the essential doctrines of the Friend,

yet almost invariably came forth the expression from
those with whom she mingled :

" Why, Mrs. Haviland,

you are a Presbyterian ;
" or, " You are a Methodist ;

"

or whatever other denomination the stranger con-

versed with might belong to ; all seemed disposed to

claim her as their own.
All these dividing lines of doctrine are liut the

shadows of great truths, which, as we rise unto the

greater heights of vital religion, into the clearer sun-

light of religious truth, fade and disappear from our

vision, and we find that the children of God are one
brotiierhood and sisterhood, from whatever fold or

family of professing Christians they may come.
Jesus Christ stands forth, to my understanding, as

God's representative,—God manifest in the flesh.

AVe read that "in Him dwelleth all the fullness of the

Godhead bodily." Therefore the attitude which
Jesus bore to mankind, to those with whom he was
surrounded, God bears toward mankind, that '' God
commendeth his own love toward us, in that while
we were yet sinners Christ died for us." God loves,

and desires the reclamation of the sinner, and that

he may be loosed from the bondage of sin, "delivered
from the bondage of corruption, into the glorious

liberty of the children of God," and so receive the
inheritance designed for him as a child of God.
"The Spirit himself beareth witness with our spirit,

that we are the children of God; and if children,

then heirs; heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ;

if so be that we suffer with him, that we may be also

glorified with him."

All thought which tends to divorce the Father and
Son in tiiis holy office, representing the Father angry
and the Son pleading for mercy, is contravened by
the clear presentation of the duty of forgiveness in

the words of Jesus to Peter, when he queried : "Lord
how oft shall my brother sin against me, and I for-

give him; until seven times? Jesus saith unto him,
I say not unto thee, until seven times ; but until

seventy times seven,"—reawakening the inquiry of
old, "Shall mortal man be more just than God? Shall

a man be more pure than his Maker? Does God re-

quire more of weak, erring man than he is himself
willing to liestow? "

" I and the Father are one," was the positive de-
claration of Jesus, and His prayer is as definite and
positive for His disciples :

" that they may be one
even as we are one; I in them, and thou in me, that
they may be perfected into one."

I would therefore say to the " conscience-stricken
or disheartened oflender," in the words of the
prophet Lsaiah: "Let the wicked forsake his way,
and the unrighteous man his thoughts; and let him
return unto the Lord, and he will have mercy upon
him

; and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon."

Or in the declaration of the Lord through the mouth
of the same prophet; "Come now and let us reason
together, saith the Lord; though your sins be as

scarlet, they shall be as white as snow ; though they
be red like crimson, they shall be as wool." Thus we
may realize, if we will, the condition expressed by
the psalmist: " As far as the east is from the west, so
far hath he removed our transgressions from us;" or,

of the prophet Isaiah when he declares: "Thou hast

cast all my sins behind thy back." I would extend
unto them the loving invitation of our Saviour:
" Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon
you and learn of me ; for I am meek and lowly in

heart; and ye shall find rest unto your souls, for my
yoke is easy and my burden is light." And the
assuring promise: "Him that cometh to me I will in

nowise cast out."

Faith without works is dead, being alone, and by
works is faith made perfect; but faith must come first

or we will liave no works, "for with the heart man
believeth unto righteousness." I will not work for

that which I have no faith in. I will work but feebly

for that which I have but a weak faith in : "Accord-
ing to your faith be it done unto you." Faithful

service requires a faitliful heart, or a heart full of

faith to inspire it.

Starting, therefore, upon this ftmndation of faith

in CTod and in Christ, building upon it the structure

of a Christian character by obedience to the direction

of Him in whom we believe, we are promised a
structure which shall endure the storms and trials of

life. "Every one, therefore, which heareth these

words of mine, and doeth them, shall be likened
unto a wise man which built his bouse upon the
rock, and the rains descended and the floods came,
and the winds blew, and beat upon that house, and
it fell not; for it was founded upon the rock."

This, then, is our duty and our privilege ; its ad
vantages are held out alike to all ; the profl'ered mercy
of God is presented freely for our acceptance, " with-

out money and witliout pi-ice." It was oflered in the

ancient day by the inspired prophet, when he gave
forth the message :

" Ho, every one that thirsteth,

come ye to the waters ; and he that hath no money,
come ye, buy and eat; yea come buy wine and milk
without money and without price." And it was re-

peated by Jesus in his interview with the sinful

woman at the well in Samaria: " If thou knewest
the gift of God, and who it is that saith to thee. Give
me to drink, thou wouldst have asked of him, and
he would have given thee living water." "Who-
soever drinketh of the water that I shall give him
shall never thirst; but the water that I shall give

him shall become in him a well of water springing

up into eternal life."

And again is the loving invitation e.xtended in the

conclasion of that wondrous picture of the future

condition of the church and the believers, in the

Book of Revelation :
" And the Spirit and tlie bride

say. Come. And he that heareth let him say, Come;
and he that is athirst let him come : he that will, let

him take the water of life freely."

Can any more loving invitation be extended ?
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Can Rny more practical illustration of God's love be
manifested than in the life, sufferings, and death of

Jesus Christ ? Can any more universal invitation be
extended, tlian that which the Spirit and the bride,

or tlie church now extends? To us is now given the

responsibility of extending the invitation, "And he
that heareth, let hiui say. Come."

If the Society of Friends will but faithfully ex-

tend this loving invitation to the sinful, tlie ignorant,

the unsatisfied about them, they will find their mis-

sion has not ceased, but that a glorious harvest-field

of service is still open for them to occupy.

E. S. H.\VIL.\N».

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

In the Intelligencer and Journal of Eighth month
27, there is contained an article entitled " A Query,"
which states that there is one question w hich bears
strongly upon the future ofour Religious Society, and
requests that answers to it be made by interested

Friends. The question is put in these words :
" What

has our peculiar faith to offer to the conscience-
stricken or disheartened offender that can compare
with the statement the churches outside make? " (re-

ferring to the doctrine of the vicarious atonement as

held by the denominations which claim for them-
selves the title of " Evangelical ").

The answer to this query may well be divided into

two parts: 1st. Why do we not accept this doctrine ?

2d. What do we offer instead ? As one who is con-
vinced that our Religious Society, (while allowing the
fullest liberty to the individual conscience, and per-

mitting those who so desire, to hold this doctrine), is

nevertheless right in rejecting it, as most of our mem-
bers probably do, I would offer the following as satis-

factory answers to these important questions :

1st. We do not accept this doctrine for several
reasons, among which the two following are the most
important: First, the doctrine was no part of the
teachings of Jesus himself, and therefore should not
be accepted. The great Head of the Christian Church
taught what was neces.sary for the welfare of his fol-

lowers in all ages; he did not forget or neglect to
teach them any important truth. If this doctrine
had been essential in his mind, his teaching would
have referred to it ; had it been, as the so-called Evan-
gelical churches claim that it is, the central truth of
Christian fivith, his teaching would have been filled

with it. And yet, although he had abundant oppor-
tunity to teach it if it had been his will so to do, we
do not find that he at any time did so ; and there is

but one remark of his that can be construed to mean
vicarious atonement or substitutional punishment,
and such a construction even in that case seems un-
warranted. To many minds this first reason is con-
clusive.

But there is another, almost as important. Tlie
doctrine itself, when examined clo.sely, will not bear
a reasonable analj'sis. It makes God a severe and ex-
acting and almost cruel Judge instead of a loving
Father, as Jesus represented him to be ;—a Judge who
forgets justice by putting the punishment due guilt
upon innocence; a Judge who forgets mercy by de-
manding full satisfaction even of one who has done

no wrong; a Judge whose pardon while said to be
free must still be bought by blood and paid for by the
cruel sacrifice of a noble life. Surely reason itself

must be put to sleep before such a doctrine can be ac-
cepted. This objection to the doctrine has been very
ably presented in the little volume entitled " A Rea-
.sonable Faith," written by three English Friends, to
which those interested are referred for a more com-
plete and satisfactory consideration of the subject.

2d. What have we to offer in the place of this
doctrine? Simply and only the teachings of Jesus
himself. In these we find a full and perfectly satis-

factory explanation of God's manner of forgiving sin.

There is no hint of any sacrifice being needed to in-

duce God to forgive the repentant sinner. The onlv
requisite is that the offender repent sincerely and
turn to his Heavenly Father for pardon with the hon-
est intention to do his will in the future ; and the for-

giveness will be extended by the compassionate Father
whose loving kindness cannot be exhausted, whose
tender mercy is over all his works. In the parable
of the Prodigal Son we have a perfect picture of the
condition of the unrepentant sinner in his estrange-
ment from God,—" in a far country ;

" of the rejient-

ant sinner "coming to himself" and deciding to
" arise and go unto his Father ;

" of the outgoing love
of that Father that impels him, while the son is " yet
afar ofl'," to .see him and, being " moved with compas-
sion, to run and fall on his neck and ki.ss him," and
welcome him home and give him the best he has.

This is the teaching of Jesus himself in regard to the
forgiveness of sin by our Heavenly Father, and this

ought to satisfy us. As Christ himself said of his

teaching, so let us believe ;
" the words that I speak

unto you, they are spirit and they are life
: " and,

using the language of his disciples in that early day.
and turning away from merely human teaching, we
may well say to him, "Lord, to whom shall wego-'
thou hast the words of eternal life."

Why any member of our Religious Society should
not love their Lord and Master, Jesus the Clirist, or
why any should express himself as " A " imagines in

the article referred to, I cannot conceive. But that
love which exhausts itself in mere words is of but
little value either to its possessor or the one it has for

its object. "If ye love me," said Jesus to his disci-

ples, " keep my commandments:" and again, "He
that hath my commandments and A-ec;jf</t «/if?n, he it

is that loveth me." Who can doubt that many ofour
Society do love him and prove their love, as He would
have them, by keeping his commandments?

R.

Editors Intelligencer and Jodrnal :

In the Intelligencer and Journal of last week the
following query appears :

'' Does our faith lack the ele-

ment of love? Is it cold, hard, dry, unattractive, that
our young people are so often drawn away to other
churches? "

Our faith does not lack the " element of love." It

is the corner-stone,—we might say the foundation,

—

upon which our Society is builded
; and if we live up

to our high professions we should be more sur-

rounded by, and nave more love to offer than other
churches, for we claim that love pure from the Foun-
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tain Head,—the very source from whence Jesus, our
" blessed example was filled." We offer a Father's

merciful, enduring love—a love that follows the un-

fortunate one through all his waywardness, that lies

locked up in one of the chambers of his own heart,

there ready to increase, help to burst the lock, and

spring forth as soon as an inclination is shown to do so.

Should the question, "Do you love Jesus?" be

asked a thoughtful Friend, or even one who has

listened attentively to those ministers of our Society

who may be -considered authority, as far as we recog-

nise that of a human being, the answer seems to

come :
" I love his pure example ; I love the things

he loved ; I love that which is so nearly associated

with him, that which prompted every act of his life,

that sustained him at the close of his life,

—

tJie Clirisl,

the Pou'er of God, and ilie Wisdom of God.

Eighth Month 28, 18S7. L.

THE STOPS AS WELL AS THE STEPS.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

IN the following coutributiou to The Presbyterian, Eighth

month 27th, expression is given to thoughts which have

frequently engaged my mind during the long season of

discipline by suffering. I ask you to give it a place in

the Intelligexckr axd Journal, with the assurance also

of my grateful appreciation of numerous messages of sym-
pathy from my friends.

Edith W. Atlee.
Germantown, Ninth month 13.

THE STOP.S AS WELL AS THE STEP.S.

BY DORCAS HICKS.

It is easy enough for us to believe that " the steps of

a good man are ordered b\ the Lord," and to take all

the comfort possible out of our Christ-given right to

appropriate lo ourselves this assurance. We learn, as

we go on in life, to trust gladly in this " ordering,"

whether it be in the great movements or crises of our

experience, or in the smaller duties and affairs of

every day's occurrence. In youth we may think that

we should like to " order" our own lives, with their

succeasive steps, according to our own delightful

plan—but we do not get very far on our way without

discovering that ignorance of the ground and the fre-

quent impossibility of walking as we would make it

a very blessed thing to '• commit our way " altogether

to One who, knowing the end from the beginning,

will guide the feet safely and surely over all the road

between.

But a recent devout writer speaks of "allowing

God's time-table to supersede our own," and " recog-

nizing his planning as put forth in the stops as well

as the steps." There is a deep thought here which it

may do many of us good to ponder for a moment,
especially those who have been called to sto]}.

When we are in the full tide of active service for

God and men, in the lines opened to us and clearly

pointed out by God liimself, it is not always—is it

ever ?—easy to stop short, lay down the work, or give

it into the hands of others, and accept the divine or-

dering of the " halt " as heartily as of the " advance."

It seems as if we could serve God so much better by

doing something ; by speaking or writing, planning

or organizing, teaching or exhorting, raising money
or spending it, stirring up others or leading their

newly-kindled enthusiasm, than by sitting down in

silence before the Lord. And so we chafe against

these "stops," and almost think that they must be

devices of the evil one to hinder and distress u.s, not
gentle orderings of our loving Father to rest and
quiet us.

Yet the usefulness—nay, the necessity of stops is

recognized in every undertaking which involves

many steps. The ascent of a lighthouse or high

tower of any kind would be far more wearisome if

there were not breaks in the successive steps—little

platforms or level places where the muscles may re-

lax their strain for a moment. And in the long tours

which travelers plan arrangements for occasional

seasons of rest, longer or shorter, are always made if

the travelers are wise. Many a foreign tour has

been well-nigh ruinous to health and strength be-

cause the stops have been neglected. Nor need we
look further than our own hallowed Sabbath-day to

realize the God-given benefit and blessing of a pause

—a stop—in the treadmill of the work which is his

law for men.
So it is not a strange thing if, in our Father's or-

derings of his children's lives, he brings them now
and again to quiet places where he bids them sta\' a

while, and let the march of the world's work—yes,

and the church's work, go on without them. Of our-

selves we might never come to just the time when
we thought we could fold our hands and cease from

our activities. It seems to us that this, and that, and

the other interest would surely suffer if we failed to

keep our hand upon them ; or at least we should like

to choose the time for rest, when it seems to our

view that we can best be spared.

But our wise and loving Father does not leave it

to us or our choosing. In his osvn way, at his own
time, suddenly or by degrees, gently or with swift,

strong hand, he draws us away from the work and
the associations which are filling our hearts and

hands, and bids us stop for a while. We look up to

him and say, " Lord, this cannot be ! I was serving

thee out there ! There is no one to take my place

—

thy work will suffer."

Yet firmly he holds us where we are, whispering,

if we will but listen, words of comfort and assurance

to our souls, showing us that it is all of his ordaining,

the stops as well as the steps, and that, as he has or-

dained it all, there is no fear that aught will really

suSer because one or another is brought to the rest-

ing-time before his work seems done. Then yielding

to him, waiting on him, trusting in him, we may learn

such lessons that ever after this time shall be re-

membered as one in which we were truly " taught of

the Lord," and " great " was our " peace."

Do not grieve nor murmur, then, you who are in

the midst of busy, active life, if the summons conies

to you in any form to turn aside and leave all your

plans and labors for a time. Yottr clock may not yet

point to the hour for rest. God sees that the hour

has come and calls you away. If you are conscious

of seeking to serve him in your steps, recognize now
his guidance in the stop to which his providence

points, and you will not fail of the blessing tliere

awaiting you.
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PHILADELPHIA, NINTH MONTH 24, 1887.

It is only just that the work done by the Friends,

in allotting separate lands to the Indians, during the

time that they had the nomination of Agents in Ne-

braska, should not be ignored in the present discus-

sion of the subject. As was pointed out some weeks

ago, some of the best work in this direction was per-

formed for the Omaha tribe, under circumstances of

some hardship, i)y Edward Painter, and it is also the

fact that on the Winnebajio reservation Agent How-
ard White made allotments and built a number of

houses, while subsequently to liis retiring from the

service. Agent Taylor Bradley, in 1874, allotted more

holdings, and built no less than sixty houses.

That this movement is in the right direction,—in-

deed the only one now left open to us,—becomes

more and more plain, upon a reasonable study of the

conditions surrounding the Indians. Our friend Ja-

cob Yore unites, (as elsewhere printed), in the decla-

ration of Alice Fletcher that the herding of men,

whether they be Indians or whites, on a reservation

" is detrimental to human progress," and the good

results shown by the plan adopted at Carlisle of send-

ing out the young men and girls to be taught the man-

ner of civilized labor and living point clearly to the

need of further effort in that direction. In the great

industrial and trades procession in this city, last week,

the appearance of the Indian boys and girls from (Jar-

lisle and the Lincoln institution attracted general at-

tention, and drew out so many signs of approval and

sympathy from the great crowds of spectators along

the line of marcli that it was evident tlie public mind

has been much aroused on this subject.

Illinois Yearly Meeting, as will be seen by the

synopsis of the proceedings which a friend has kindly

sent us, has just held a very interesting and no doubt

profitable session. It claims our sympathy that none

of our Eastern Friends were able to be present, and

that many of the members of the meeting were pre-

vented by adverse circumstances from attending.

The work of visiting the scattered members in the

States beyond the Mississippi has been perseveringly

pushed forward during the year past, to the great sat-

isfaction and encouragement of those visited, as the

reports in our paper have from time to time shown.

By another year, we trust that this labor will be in

larger measure supported from the East, and particu-

larly by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, which has to

some degree entered into the field.

Our friend Joseph M. Truman, Jr., elsewhere in-

timates a hope that further contributions toward the

erection of the new meeting-house at Genoa, in Ne-

braska, may be sent to him to be forwarded. As was

explained in the letters from Friends of Genoa which

we recently published, tlie need for prompt action is

quite pressing, and we do not understand that the

sum which was required to make up the needed

amount has yet been supplied.

DEA THS.
ENGLE.—In Woodstowu, Ninth month 12th, Joseph

Engle, in his 88th year ; an elder of Pilesgrove Monthly

Meeting of Friends, N. J.

EVANS.—In Philadelphia, on Second-day, Ninth month
12th, 1887, Margaret E., wife of Daniel G. Evans.

PRICE.—On the 8th inst., at Fallston, Md., Hannah A.,

wife of Mordecai Price, aged 72 years ; a member and an

elder of Little Falls Monthly Meeting.

SINGLEY.—On the 11th of Ninth mouth, 1887, Ann L.

Singley, wife of Edward Singley, in the 71st year of her

age ; a member and vahied minister of West Grove partic-

ular, and New Garden Monthly Meeting.

It was the privilege of the writer of this notice to be

with her nearly two weeks of her last days on earth, and

although at times it was painful to the loved ones arouud

her to witness her extreme physical sufl'ering (of which

she had endured much for many years) yet were they re-

joiced and comforted by her reiterated assurances of the

goodness, and wonderful mercy of her Hea.venly Father.

While her removal will leave a heart-felt vacancy in the

home and social circle, as well as loss to the church mili-

tant, we are sweetly consoled by the belief it has been

her gain, to join the church triumphant in Heaven. -'

THOMPSON.—On Fifth-day, Ninth month 1st, 1887,

Rebecca M. Thompson, wife of Hiram L. Thompson, and

daughter of the late James and Elizabeth Trueblood, in

her 49th year ; a member of Blue River Monthly Meeting.
" Light is sown for the righteous, and gladness for the up-

right in heart," and the " path of the just is as the shining

light that shineth more aud more unto the perfect day."

Thus passed away a sweet spirit, that had long spread a

bright light to those who were permitted to be of her ac-

quaintance. The deceased had a most affectionate disposi-

tion, and through ten years of great suffering, bore it all

with patience, being willing through bodily pain to submit

to her Heavenly Father's will.

TITUS.—At Locust Valley, L. I., Ninth month 9th, 1887,

Isaac Titus, aged nearly 83 years. Interment at Westbury

on the 11th, of which meeting he was a lifc-loug member.

Margaret R. Evans.

Entered the haven of rest, Margaret R., wife of Daniel

G. Evans, of Philadelphia, ou Second-day evening, the

12th of Ninth month, after many weeks of tossing upon

the sea of pain, so realizing her owu oft-expressed antici-

pation of Heaven as a place where there is "no more pain."

For some years the contingcncyof a sudden death had been

constantly before her mind; and yet she pres.sed forward

with undismayed heart, aud cheerful devotion to her life-

duties, buoyant and active as though she were going to
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live always
;
yet reverent and faithful as if she must die

to-morrow. Each duty was performed sacredly, as though

it were her last
;
yet new duties were entered upon with

the eagerness of one who stood uxion the threshold of ser-

vice in unbroken strength. No associate of hers, however

casual, could have failed to observe certain characteristics

of the departed which were as praiseworthy as they were

conspicuous.

Her conscientious fidelity to every interest of home
life was very marked ; manifesting itself In unwavering

faithfulness as g, wife, mother, and loving daughter to aged

parents ; in her affectionate interest in every relative near

or remote; and in all who contributed to the comfort of

the household, however lowly or humble their condition.

Again, conspicuous as it v?as commendable was her unsel-

fish devotion to the cause of humanity; manifesting itself

in ministry of cheerfulness to the orphaned and the strug-

gling poor. More than one society for the relief of the

needy mourns now the loss of a presence and a power not

soon to be replaced. Her untiring zeal and devotion during

these years of interruption and pain have accomplished

good works which few persons achieve in health and vigor.

Again, there was her sweet and childlike submission to

the Divine will, during the last months of unusual suffer-

ing. And, better than all else, her strong personal faith in

Christ and vivid anticipation of a blessed immortality

;

even whilst treading the dark valley of death. Surely such

qualities, wrought out by Divine grace in a human life,

are worthy of more than our passing thought, and should

command our prayerful and increasing emulation. Her
life motto became at the last her inwrought character

;

may it also be the aspiration and the realization of us all :

*' She stretcheth out her hand to the poor ; yea, she reach-

eth forth her hands to the needy. She is not afraid of the

snow for her household ; for all her household are clothed

with scarlet." W. D. E.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 38.

Tenth Month 2nd, 1887.

JESUS AND THE LAW.
Topic : Pr.\ctical EiGHTE0USNEi3s.

<jOLDen Text: ''Except your righteousness shall exceed the

righteousness of the Scribes and Pharasees ye shall in no
wise enter Into the kingdom of Heaven. Matt. 5 : 20.

JESUS, in the lessons we have been stiidying from
the Sermon on the Mount, plainly sets forth what is

required of those who want to become members of

the heavenly kingdom. He shows that only the pure
in heart, the humble, they who are sorry for wrong
doing, they who are meek and merciful, can fully en-

joy the rights and privileges of citizenship in His
kingdom. He declares with great positiveneiss what
are the conditions to which every member of that

kingdom must subcribe, and no one need be in doubt
respecting any point of duty or morals, or of faithful

allegiance to Him who rules in righteousness over
the subjects of His kingdom.

I came not to destroy hut to fulfill. The words " the

law and the prophets " refer to the Hebrew Scrip-

tures which were read in the synagogues every Sab-
bath. Was the new teaching of Jesus to destroy or

set aside these documents ? It was nece.ssary that

He should meet this question and show the relation

of the righteousness he would proclaim, to the old

system as it had come to be understood by the Scribes

and Pharisees of His time. The teaching of Jesus

fulfilled the law in the sense that it filled out the law
to the fulne.ss of its spiritual idea, it reached down to

the emotions and impulses of the soul, of which its

ceremonies had been the figure or symbol. The
moral part of the law must remain the everlasting

principles of righteousness to all future time.

Whosoever therefore shall break, etc., indicates the

value Jesus sets upon the moral law, and emphasizes

the necessity of obedience thereto by those who
would become inmates of the heavenly kingdom.

The whole lesson is explanatory of the higher

principles contained or embodied in the letter of the

law.

The practical teaching of this lesson will be found.

1st. That the moral law as given forth through

Moses, embodies the principles of loyalty towards

God, and of equity and justice towards one another,

which must continue to be the foundation principles

of our human relations.

2d. That while the letter of this law considers

only that which relates to action, the spirit which it

embodies reaches after the springs of action, the

motives that prompt the action ; if these are pure

the act or service will be acceptable.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

HANNAH A. PRICE.

A PILL.-VR in the church lias been removed. " An
elder worthy of double honor " lias been called from
" works to rewards." In Little Falls Monthly, Balti-

more Quarterly, and Baltimore Yearly Meeting, there

is left a vacancy that will not soon be filled. A solid,

weighty, consistent, and concerned member, and an

"elder indeed," as well as by appointment, has been

suddenly removed; and great is the "mourning in

Zion." The Q,ueen of Sheba marveled at the " sitting

of the King's servants ;
" and truly the grave de-

meanor of this servant, as she sat in our religious meet-

ings, was calculated to tame down the frivolous and

to quiet the frothy spirits.

it was the privilege of the writer to know her very

intimately, and that for more than half a century
;

and he has seldom, if ever, known one whose society

was more profitable, or whose conduct better worthy

of imitation. Notwithstanding her gravity in our

meetings, and on all serious occasions, she was nat-

urally of a cheerful disposition ; and in the social

circle was genial and winning. Young people were

attracted to her by her pleasing manner, and her

unmistakable interest in them and sympathy with

their pursuits ; but she never sought to obtain their

favor or to promote her own popularity by compro-

mising her principles or balking the testimonies of

Friends. During her younger and middle life she

was noted for her respect and attention to the aged
;

and during her latter years the young people mani-

fested great admiration and respect for her ; they were

glad of the opportunity to mingle with her, and to

perform for her some act of kindness. Although past

the age of three .score and ten, she did not look or

seem like an old person : and, whether at home or

among her friends, on social visits, her care was to

avoid making trouble, and courteously to acknowl-

edge every little attention that might be paid her by
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the humblest member of tlie family. To entertain

Friends at her own home, and to assist in doing it at

tlu' homes of those whom she was visiting, were
amonp; the foremost duties and pleasures of her life:

and a large company that she has now joined, as well

as many that remain in mutability, can testify to the
cordiality with which she was wont to administer the
"cup of cold water;" and to the satisfaction with
which it was received from her hand.

As a daughter she was one of the most devoted
that I have ever known. When a child she lost her
mother, and henceforth her filial duty was performed
toward her revered father. She and her only sur-

viving brother continued with their venerable par-

ent until he was gathered to his everlasting home.
Several of the last years of his life were spent in

darkness; but it was only the material light that was
shut out; he had peace and joy within, and every
outward comfort and attention that these devoted
children could bestow upon him. If all aged and
afliicted parents were treated with as much tender-
ness, as much delicate consideration for their feelings,

as well as for their bodily comfort, old age and in-

firmity would be stripped of much of their terror,

and even blindness would be cheerfully endurable.
As daughter, sister, wife, she filled the ideal meas-

ure of faithfulness and affection, and as relative,

friend, and neighbor she had few equals, while the
weightiness of her spirit, and not the wordiness of
her utterances, rendered her a valued and valuable
member of the Society of Friends. After her mar-
riage slie became a member of Little Falls Monthly
Meeting, in the State of Jlaryland ; but previous to

that event her membership was at Gwynedd Monthly
Meeting, in Pennsylvania. These two were the only
monthly meetings to which she ever belonged, and
the sweet .savor of her good name will long remain in

both of them.

Her last illness was brief, and her demi.se very un-
expected

; so that the sad event has fallen like a blow
upon a large circle of friends who may be called

mourners; while her more intimate acquaintances
and near relatives feel that a light is gone out of their

house, and a chamber is left vacant in their hearts.

When we think of her, the feeling is one of calmness
and sweet peace ; but the mourning is for ourselves
and for the void that is left

;
yet, in the midst of our

sorrow we take comfort in the thought that the
world is better in consequence of her journey through
it ; and that many lives are richer and fuller for their

association with Hannah Ann Foulke Price.

Ninth month 16. H. *

Feathery clouds are few and fair,

Thistle dowu is on the air,

Eippliug sunshine on the lake.

Wild grapes scent the sunny brake.

Wild bees murmuriug take the ear,

Crickets make the silence drear;

Butterflies float in a dream.
Over all the swallows gleam.

—EoBT. Kelly Weeks.

Where there is no consecration of self, there wil

be no consecration o{possessions.

FRIENDS' SCHOOL AT ABINGTON.
Editors Intelligencer and Jocknal :

THE Abington school committee, thinking the pub-

lic might naturally feel an interest in their new en-

terprise, concluded to keep an " open house" on the

afternoon of the Kith inst. from one o'clock till five,,

and to invite their neighbors and friends to come in

and look over the building just completed for the ac-

commodation of their boarding and day-.school. Ac-

cordingly, several hundred men, women, and children

gathereil on the premises that bright afternoon and
inspected the structure from basement to attic, and

were no doubt pleased with the cozy, cheerful aspect

of the various rooms for the accommodation of the

teachers, pupils, and the rest of the family, who are

to occupy the house and niake it sacred, it is to be

hoped, to the advancement of the cause of a liberal

education among Friends and others seeking the ad-

vantages of this school. This institution is the out-

growth of a concern for the establishment of a school

in which the children of Friends may receive a thor-

ough and guarded education at a moderate cost, and

be free from the temptations to extravagance that so

often beset the young when they are sent away from

home. The committee having the matter in hand
have labored diligently under alternate hopes and

fears ; but they are now much encouraged with the

belief that success is to crown their eflbrts. Tliey

have, it is believed, an excellent corps of teachers,

and theschool opened on the 12th with nearly seventy

boarders and day pupils. More have entered since,

so that they are very nearly full, and they have prob-

ably engaged before this the fourth regular teacher,

besides the teacher of drawing. They have not yet

so many boarders as they had hoped to have, and not

so many as their well-furnished, comfortable-looking

rooms may soon invite.

No provision seems to have been made for man-

ual training, a subject that should be seriously con-

sidered by every new school, and especially every

new boarding school among Friends, who are sup-

posed to be a far-sighted, progressive, and practical

people; but this may come in here, after a while, as

it must come in in time everywhere.
H. R. R.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

RAILROAD MOUNTAINEERING IN
COLORADO.

At Timber line on Mt. Massey, Col., \
September 7, 1887. j

HOW almost sudden has seemed the transition from

the rural districts of dear old Maryland—whose em-

erald hills, enchanting valleys, sparkling streams, and

deep sounding woods have been a source of never

ending delight, since first, in early childhood, I

awakened to a sense of nature's beauty—to the Con-

tinental Divide, in the Saguache (Sah-watcb) range

of mountains, twelve thousand feet above sea level,

and within reach of the eternal snows.

September 4 we boarded the train on the Colo-

rado Midland, and were soon snugly ensconced in

the car fitted up for our photographic artist's work,

and convenient also for culinary purposes, and with

I
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comfortable sleeping berths,and chairs and lounges, we
settled down to enjoy the scenic treat which we knew
awaited us over this new and yet uncompleted road.

The track lies high up on the sides of the foot-

hills, and winds over a tall trestle bridge, from which
we looked down upon Manitou in the lovely vale be-

low. As we pass up the caflon, we get a fine view of

the Iron Springs Hotel, and tlie pretty cottages

grouped artistically in nooks and niches of the adja-

cent hills. A little farther on, we enter Ute Pass,

following and crossing alternately the Fontaine que
Bouille, which dashes down from its rise in the

snowy range. The road winds through a long cor-

ridor of massive towering i-ocks, and in its upward
course, passes through eight tunnels cut and blasted

from the solid granite. We emerge into beautiful

parks in the interstices between the foot-hills, well

W'atered, and with a velvety carpet of green. Here
settlers have built small homes, with gardens afford-

ing a plentiful supply of vegetables.

At Casca<le we halt for a short time and admire tlie

romantic spot with its groves of trees and clear run-
ning streams. All tlie surroundings are well calcula-

ted for a fashionable place of resort, which will no
doubt be a reality in the near future, for Eastern men
will soon discover its natural advantages, and freely

investing the necessary means for improvement, the
pleasure-loving world will not be long in drifting

into it. The day is bright and cloudless, and from
our perch in the cupola of our car we take in all the

scene, not forgetting a farewell glance at familiar old

Pike's Peak, which looms up in the background.
Winding along and sometimes crossing our track, is

the old wagon road from Colorado Springs to Lead-
ville, well known to travelers before the iron horse
came snorting through the mountains. It is not yet
abandoned, and we pass a few emigrant wagons mov-
ing slowly along, and now and then see a camp made
for the night's rest.

From the high divide,—separating the Plains from
South Park,—we descend rapidly to the Platte River
and follow it up th.rough the picturesque Eleven Mile
Canon to the broad expanse of the Park, where the
many cone-like peaks of the Park Range burst into
view. The vast stretch of level meadows with wind-
ing water courses forms rich pasture lands for the im-
mense herds of cattle which were quietly grazing
there. At Hill-top we cross the track of the South
Park Railroad, and begin to go down grade into the
valley of the Arkansas. From the summit of Hill-

top we catch glimpses, occasionally, of great peaks in

the Saguache Range, and as we fly around curves, and
over high bridges, a magnificent panorama unfolds it-

self. North and south stretches a long line of peaks
sharply defined against the clear sky, while at our
feet courses the turbulent Arkansas watering the lux-

uriant fields ofgrain,—not yet harvested,—which glow
likegold under the rays of the intense autumn sun,

and Buena Vista reposes peacefully, nearly buried in

groves of cottonwood that come down from the sides

of the distant hills in lines of vivid green. To the

extreme north rise up the peaks above Leadville, and
then follow Harvard, Yale, and Princeton, and old

Mt. Ouray closes the line in the Saguache Range.

Leaving Buena Vista we go down grade to the

Arkan.sas Valley, and then up again into a forest of

decapitated pines. Near the old frontier town of

Granite we pass high banks of round cobble stones,

with streams of water leaping over them from the

lake beyond. These are exhausted placer mines, the

precious gold having been washed out from the sand

and earth, leaving only the unsightly boulders.

As the sun casts its long shadows we get our first

glimpse of the great group of mines over on Carbon-

ate hill, looking like a prairie dog town in the dis-

tance. These mines are of world-wide fame, and the

rich veins of silver and lead seem yet exhaustless.

We now enter the uninviting suburbs of Leadville,

first crossing a high trestle bridge, and are greeted

by a motley crowd of about one thousand men, wo-

men, and children, with fiices and forms that might

inspire the pen of a Dickens. These, arrayed in

their Sunday attire, had come down to see the en-

trance of the train, over the new Midland road. Our

car was" side tracked" for the night.and next morning

attached to the rear of a freight train and down grade

again we go into the Arkansas Valley, then across it.

and then begins our climb up, up through scenes of

marvelous beauty and grandeur, which are ever chang-

ing and varying, while we grow enthusiastic over

such wonderful revelations on every side. The grade

is steep and we wind from one mountain side to the

other in great curves, three or four tracks being in

sight at a time. We look down into the depths below

and wave our 'kerchiefs to the diminutive figures of

the miners' families who watch us creep slowly up

the immense height. Several mines run under the

roadbed and rude huts are scattered here and there,

the homes of the men who work them. The moun-

tain sides are covered with flowers, and the rich

autumnal tints of purple and gold prevail. I could

but think of " S. R.," and wondered when she would

come to these graml "Old Rockies." With her grace-

ful word painting, her keen appreciation of the beau-

tiful, and knowledge of botany, what a world of

pleasure she would afford her readers.

We have left most of the pines below us, and tall

thinly clad spruce trees bristle high up to timber line,

and clumps of quaking aspen, with their bright red

and yellow leaves, are thickly interspersed through

the green foliage. We pass many groups of Italians

busily working on the road, and many more are on

our train, going to other fields of labor. At every

mile the scenery grows more sublime and impressive.

Great high craggy rocks rise up above us, and pretty

mountain streams leap over them and find their way

into the Arkansas. Little conies,—they of Biblical

allusion,—make their quick transit to some liiding

place, and the ever-present chipmunk chatters as it

carries its store of provisions to winter quarters. It

seems almost impossible for the engine to pull its

burden up the steep grade, and the loud snorting and

puffing echoes and reechoes, as every part of its

mechanism is put to the test. Here and there along

the mountain sides, long ridges of stones and deep

morains mark the course of the sea of moving ice of

the glacial period, and remind us of the great changes

which have taken place in the earth's surface and
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climate, in the long decades since it first took shape.

At noon we came to a halt and were " switched "

off just in sight of a liigh semi-circular trestle hridgo,

and after many most unmerciful bumps,—whicli sent

all movable articles flying across the car, ourselves

after them,—we were settled, and began preparing our

dinner, which was eaten with a relish. After our higli

noon siesta, we followed the artist and his assistant,

wlio, with camera and tripod, climbed like goats up

the steep acclivities, while we two of the frailer sex

seated ourselves on a friendly stump until our hearts

ceased thumping and we could find breath enough to

continue our tramp. We pass many rude log huts

and tents, and soon come to a large group of tliem,

dignified by the name of " Douglas City," where it is

evident that Prohibition is a thing almost unheard

of, for the glaring word " Saloon " is on every sign

fluttering in the mountain breezes.

On past this so-called " City," down rough trails

we stumbled, until we spied in one of the depressions

a lovely little oval lake, reflecting the mountains and

trees on its bright green surface. As we have the

honor of being the first lady tourists over the new
road we name it Opal Lake. We soon reach its shore,

and make the whole circuit, gathering exquisite

flowers, many unknown to us,—and feeling disap-

pointed that Jack Frost had anticipated us, and
touched the most delicate ones with his despoiling

breath.

We hear a loud call, and looking up, see the intre-

pid photographer standing on the very back bone of

the Continental Divide, which separates the waters

of the Atlantic and Pacific. We clamber up until we
come to the mouth of the great tunnel which is cut

half a mile through the solid rock, and opens on the

sunny slopes of the Pacific. The road is built two or

three miles farther on, down toward the head of the
" Frying Pan," and will continue along the Roaring

Fork to the Grand River and to Glenwood Springs,

and eventually push on to Salt Lake City.

Returning, we saw slowly picking their way down
the steep, narrow trail, a line of tiny burros with their

heavy packs. A large corral of these hardy little ani-

mals were photographed, just as their long ears were
eagerly thrust forward and their eyes glowing with

delight at the approach of their master with their feed

of oats.

In the gloaming we reached our car, weary phys-

ically, but ready to enjoy the deep toned sunset and
the beauty of the clouds of Quaker drab with their

roseate lining, floating over the valley, and resting on
the tips of the far off misty peaks. Soon, bright

camp fires glittered up and down the sides of the

wooded slopes, and then all was stillness, save the

swash of the swift current below, and an occasional

scream of the engine whistle, and amid all this

weird ness we retired just as the lop-sided moon
peeped comically over the shaggy brow of the grand
old mountains.

EmILIE P. J.\CKSON.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.

—Our friend Thomas Foulke has received a min-

ute from the Monthly Meeting of New York, held

Ninth month 7th, liberating him to attend in gospel

love the next ensuing Yearly Meetings of Indiana

and Baltimore.

Canad.\ has 130,000 Indians, 25,000 of school age,

and yet the entire number under institution training

is less than 400.

THE INDIANS IN NEBRASKA.
[A friend at Omaha sends us clippings from the World

newspaper of that city, relating to the allotments of

laud to the Winnebago and other tribes in that State. The

clippings describe the work of Alice C. Fletcher in assign-

ing the separate holdings to the VViunebagoes, and give the

views of our friend Jacob Vore on the subject.—Eds.]

MISS ALICE FLETCHER, who came down from

her work among the Indians to speak at the con-

ference of charities and corrections, suggested inci-

dentally in an interview with a IForM reporter this

morning that there will be seven hundred to eight

hundred new voters in Nebraska this fall, whom can-

didates for office will find it worth their while to cul-

tivate. These are the Indians in the northeast part of

the State who have had lands patented to them and

have become citizens. The Santees and the Omahas
already occupy patented lands, and the Winnebagoes

are about to receive patents. The Iowa and Sac In-

dians, on the Kansas boader, are tlie only ones in the

State with whom the Indian problem has not been

solved.

Miss Fletcher, who first made her visit to the

Omaha reservation in 1882, to live among the Indians

and learn their views and modes of living, succeeded

with others in Washington in securing the passage of

the law allotting land in severalty to the Indians.

She was then appointed by the government to con-

duct that allotment among the Omahas and the San-

tees, and the new administration has commissioned

her to perform a like duty among the Winnebagoes.

Besides this, she has just completed a report called

for by the Secretary of the Interior upon the Indian

education and civilization treaties, histories, and sta-

tisticfs. From the latter it appears that the inde-

pendent Indians—that is those who are not depend-

ent—are increasing rapidly in number; and as all

western people know, the reservation Indians are

multiplying.

The reservations in Nebraska are being rapidly

taken up by the Indians, and what they do not take

is sold for them. Under the severalty law no con-

tracts can be made for twenty-five years offsetting

the title to the land, which protects them from being

swindled out of it in any way.

Miss Fletcher has a very strong feeling that the

reservation system should be broken up as soon as

possible and the Indians scattered among the white

people. In her opinion it is useless and retrograding

to send Indians who have been educated at Indian

schools back to the reservation; for,to use her language:

" I do not want to see the herding of men, Indian or

white, on a reservation. It is detrimental to human
progress." Independent Indians sucli as can be seen

in Nebraska and other states, follow agriculture, me-

chanics, or commerce and become self-reliant, success-

ful citizens. The students from Carlisle school, which
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is not yet ten years old, and from Hampton, wliicli

is less than nine years old, are doing wonderfully well,

and as they are observant will soon refuse to go bai'k

to the reservations where there is no connection

with the outside world. " It is sentimental non-

sense," Miss Fletcher says, '' to make an Indian l)oy

feel that whenever he goes from school it is to go

back to the reservation. Let the Indian boys and

girls go out and make homes for themselves and

bringtheir parents out to them from the reservation."

A new feature has been established at Hampton and

five other Indian schools in the education of young

married couples of Indians. They live in cottages,

keep house, go to school half the day and work half

of the day. The Women's National Indian Associa-

tion is helping poor but thrifty Indians to build

homes for themselves by sending them money to be

repaid in instalments without interest. Several

couples thus aided are on the Omaha reservation, and

one young couple there has saved enough to re|iay

$100 in three years. They live on land patented to

them and cultivate it.

Jacob Vore, of this city, who was for some time

an Indian agent, says in respect to a recent article in

the World, telling of the allotment of lands in Ne-

braska to Indians:
" In the winter of 1871-72 Agent Edward Painter,

who was appointed agent of the Omahas by Presi-

dent Grant under what was called the ' peace policy,'

was authorized to, and during that winter, with two

assistants, surveyed the reservation and platted a con-

siderable portion of it; and the next spring and sum-

mer he made allotments to a large portion of the In-

dians, and his successor completed the allotments to

those Indians who were entitled to them at that time
;

but quite a number have since become of age to be

entitled to allotments, and were making selections as

they had need for them. No patents were issued to

the Indians, but certificates describing their respec-

tive allotments.
" Miss Fletcher was appointed to arrange new al-

lotments, and perhaps make some adjustments of a

few that might have been in dispute. I do not wisii

to detract anything from theservicesof Alice Fletcher,

but to correct what might be an erroneous under-

standing of the case. The Omahas—and I think it

is the case with the Winnebagoes—have increased

very little within the past twelve years, the births

and deaths being very nearly equal ; an<l I believe

such will continue to be the case until tlie tribal re-

lation \r, broken up, and their habits and numner of

living changed.

"Miss Fletcher says 'I do not want to see the

herding of men, Indians or whites, on a reservation.

It is detrimental to human progre.ss.' From several

years acquaintance and experience with the Omahas
I am prepared to concur in her views on that point.

They should be encouraged to mingle with the

whites, especially honest, sober and exemplary whites,

for example and instruction.

"I have been of the opinion that it would lie for

the interest of the Indians and the State if the Ne-
braska Indians could have citizenship conferred on

them at once and be made subjeci to the laws of the
State with favorable and lenient enforcement until

they had time to acquire some knowledge of their

duties. It would be a schooling that would be of
great practical a<lvantage to them in their progress

toward enlightenment."

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
—The Conference of the Orthodox Yearly Meet-

ings, at Richmond, Indiana, which has been agitating

the membership of these bodies for some months,
assembles this week, and is looked to with much in-

terest. Delegates are expected from the Yearly Meet-
ings of London and Dublin, and from those of Can-
ada, Indiana, Kansas, Baltimore, New York, New
England, North Carolina, Ohio, Iowa, and Western.
It is also intimated that there will be some members
of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in attendance, but
not under appointment, and the Friends' Revieio, says

that these are likely to be Dr. James E. Rhoads, Dr.

Henry Hartshorne, John B. Garrett, and David Scull.

The number of delegates sent by the several yearly
meetings varies very much, and is by no means on
any uniform scale in proportion to members. From
statistics given by the Chrlslian Worker we make the
following statement

:

Yearly Meetings.

ludiana,
Kansas,
Baltimore,
New York,
New Eugland,
London,
Dublin,
Canada,
Nortti Carolina,
Oliio,

Western,
Iowa,

Membership. No. Delegates.

21 ,00-2 12
7,07.5 6
838 8

3,846 9
4,460 9

15,4.53 6
2.835 3
1,.500 5
6,000 4
5,000 14

13,038

9,741 12

It will be noticed that Ohio and Iowa, the two
most innovatinir bodies, have appointed respectively

14 and 12 delegates, or over one-fourth of the whole
body, (presuming that Western, which at the time of

the Cliristian Worker's issue had not made its appoint-

ments, may name 12, which would make in all 100).

—Among the best known of the delegates are J.

B. Braithwaite and Jos. Storrs Fry, of London, (the

latter clerk of London Y. M.) ; Francis T. King and
Dr. James Carey Thomas, of Baltimore; James
Wood, of New York ; Augustine Jones, of New Eng-
land ; John Henry Douglass, of Ohio, and Robert W.
Douglass, of Indiana ; William Nicholson, of Kan-
sas ; John T. Dorland, of Canada; and David T. Up-
degraflf, of Ohio.

— The Friend, (Philadelphia), in its issue of the
17th inst., says :

" We have heard recently that four

members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting propose be-

ing at Richmond at tlie time of the approaching Con-
ference to be held there

; and that it is understood
that they are to be invited to be present and partici-

pate in its deliberations. So far as they or any other

persons choose to go to Richmond or anywhere else

on their own business or pleasure, we claim no right

or desire to advise or interfere. But if the informa-

tion we have received is correct, and such a journey
is taken with the expectation of being in a manner
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iiu-orporated with the Conference, their case assumes

a ilirt'erent aspect. For tlien such informal delegation

will practically assume, and be generally understood

to represent in some measure the yearly nieetinj; they

come from ; no matter what protestations to the con-

trary may Vie nuide. Inasmuch as Philadelphia Yearly

JIcetin<; has neither consented to participate in the

conference, nor indeed, been asked to do go, it is ob

viously proper that none of its members should per-

mit themselves to be placed in a position in which

they will appear to others to be acting on behalf of

anytiody but themselves individually."

—Referring to the differences in view among

members of Ohio Yearly Meeting, (Orthodox), on

the subject of the "ordinances," Friends' Review,

(Philadelphia), says: "Without claiming for the

suggestion anything more than the expression of in-

dividual judgment, it appears to the present writer

that the existing state of unstable coml)ination in

Ohio cannot, and ought not, to last much longer. If

those who are so manifestly out of unity with the

Society of Friends will return to their right position

in it, or will consistently leave it, the difficulty will

meet with its most desirable solution. Otherwise, it

is to be wished that, rather than a formal separation

in that yearly meeting, those quarterly and monthly

meetings which are loyal might be united with In-

diana Yearly Meeting ; the members of other monthly

and quarterly meetings who desire being received

into such loyal meetings as are convenient to them.

If this were done with the concurrence of the other

yearly meetings, the natural decay of the abnormal

body that would then be left might soon leave room

for the reorganization of Ohio Yearly Meeting in full

unity and strength. We should be very sorry to ex-

aggerate in the le:ist degree the troubles in Ohio

among Friends. But it is certain that those present

troubles are too real and too great for any conceal-

ment or indifl'erence to them on the part of Friends

elsewhere, in conformity with the accepted principle

that when one member suffers all the members of the

bodv suffer with it."

LITTLE BY LITTLE.
BY CLAK.4. DOTY BATES.

NOT in the roaring river pouriuf;

Falls the summer rain,

But with a sprinkle, patter, tinkle,

Ou roof and hill, aud plain.

Drop by drop—how the green leaves grow !

Drop by drop—how the fair buds blow.

The snows that cover the bare earth over

To wrap her winter sleep.

Fly hither, thither, feather by feather,

Until they lie kuee-deep.

Flake by flake guards the bulb from harm !

Flake by flake is the wheat kept warm.

The orchard gladdens the eye and reddens

With apples all its trees

;

But not in a minute was drawn within it

The sweets of sun and breeze
;

The black seed first, theu the tender shoot.

The trunk, the blossom, aud uow the fruit.

Never were seven-league-boots given

Except in the fairy tale,

Nor can wishing hurry the speed, or carry

One over peak aud dale.

Step by step, in shine and shade.

Is the long road traveled, the journe.v made.

Second by second time is reckouod,

As winged are they as bees.

Too swift for counting, yet soon amounting
To years aud centuries.

Every tick of the clock says one

!

And all it cau do for the world is done.

Small however the true endeavor.

Great may its outcome be,

A burden lightened ; a lone life brightened
;

A slave to sin set free
;

The sick aud the sorrowing visited.

The naked clothed, and the hungry fed.

—Sunday School Times

.

SEPTEMBER.
There sounds a rustling in the standing corn

;

There hangs a bright-eheeked apple on tbe bough;

Aud later lingers uow the tardy morn,

Aud evening shadows gather sooner uow.

One crimson branch flames 'mid the maple woods,

One red leaf hides amid the woodbine's green,

Aud clean-raked fields lie bare, where lately stood

The tawny grain amid the summer scene.

Blue gentians show 'mid meadow grasses sere,

And, from the stubble, shrill the crickets sing;

A requiescat o'er the dying year

All sounds seem sadly. chorusing. —Anon.

From the Christian Union.

THE CENTENARY OF FRENCH TOLERA-
TION.

BY PROFESSOR HENRY M. BAIRD.'

IN striking contrast with the gloomy associations of

the bi-centennial commemoration of two years since

is the satisfaction with which the Protestants of

France intend, next November, to celebrate the one
hundredth anniversary of one of the most pleasing

events of their history. On the 23d of October, 1G85,

Louis the Fourteenth published to the world his ordi-

nance, signed four or live days earlier, annulling the

beneficent law of his grandfather known as the Edict

of Nantes. In November, 1787, Louis the Sixteenth

made such amends as he might by proclaiming the

more equitable law that has come to be designated

as the Edict of Toleration. The one hundred aud
two years intervening between the two edicts consti-

tute one of the most deplorable periods in the his-

tory of religious persecutions.

The edict of Louis the Fourteenth had nothing

noble or straightforward about it. It began with

misrepresentation, it proceeded to willful misstate-

ment, it concluded in falsehood and treachery. The

1 Dr. Baird, writer of this article, is one of tbe professors in the

College of the City of New York, aud the author of two important

works of history :
" The Eise of the Hugueuots," and " The Hu-

guenots and Henry of Navarre," the former publislied in 1879,

and the latter in 1886. His researches have been very thorough,

and his authority on matters relating to his great subject is con-

clusive.—Eds.
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preamble contained a perversion of Henry tlie

Fourth's plan for bringing back the Protestants to

the Roman Catholic Church. This was followed by

the lying assertion that the better and greater part

of the adherents of the Reformed religion had, thanks

to the present monarch's wise eflbrts, embraced the

faith of that Church. And this falsehood was in

turn made the ground for a proscription sucli as the

world has rarely witnessed—the entire suppression of

religious services according to the Protestant rites,

the destruction Of all Protestant church edifices, the

expulsion of all ministers of the Gospel save such as

might choose to abjure, the closing of every Protes-

tant school ; all this accompanied by a strict prohi-

bition that any Protestant layman should emigrate

from the kingdom upon pain of the galleys for the

men an<l imprisonment for the women. It was a

piece of dishonesty from beginning to end ; and not

the least dishonest portion was the assurance given

to the Protestant laity that, until such time as it

might please God to enlighten their minds, they

•would be permitted to inhabit the kingdom, prose-

cute their trades, and enjoy without hinderance or

molestation their goods and pos,sessions, upon the

sole condition that they should not assemble for the

purpose of holding any form of Protestant worship.

Even the agents of persecution were perplexed and

could not divine the ICing's meaning ; nor were they

reassured until they were j^rivately informed that his

Majesty's ministers had no thought of iuterferring in

the least with that delightful pastime of the troops,

the Dragonnades, wherein they harried into consent-

ing to hear the mass such Protestants as remained in

France trusting'the King's word.

I have no intention of repeating the familiar story

of the immediate consequences of the recall of the

Edict of Nantes, of attempting to estimate the ma-
terial and moral loss it entailed on the realm, or of

entering into such a vexed question as whether a

quarter of a million emigrants, despite Louis's prohi-

bition, found a shelter in foreign lands, or the ref-

ugees amounted to twice or three times that number.

Whatever the truth may be on such points, the fact

remains that the intolerant legislation of Louis the

Fourteenth continued in force for a little over a cen-

tury, and came to an end in the year of grace 1787,

two years before the outbreak of the French Revolu-

tion. It must not, however, be imagined that, the

edict [of Revocation, 1685], once passed, there was an

end of the matter. The laws supplementary, explan-

atory, amendatory, called forth by the attempt to en-

force it would till a respectable volume. In a book
lying before me a collection of these ordinances pub-

lished merely up to 1751 fills 378 closely printed pages,

although it is probably far from complete. And then^

besides these, the same book contains 245 pages more
of somewhat similar laws issued during the period of

twenty-three years beginning with 1662—laws of ever-

increasing severity that led up to the edict ofrevocation.

A single specimen of this annoying legislation

must suffice. It was discovered that most of the Prot-

estants who had proved so weak as to go through the

form of an insincere conversion absolutely refused,

when upon their death-beds, to receive the last sacra-

ments of the Romish church, and declared their pur-
pose to die in the religion in which they Iiad been
brought up. Now such an escape from the hands of
their tormentors could not be tolerated. About six
months after the Revocation (April 29, 1686), a decla-
ration of the King instructed the judges to commence
proceedings against any such persons should they re-
cover, or against their corpses and memory if they
died. In the latter case the lifeless remains were to
be dragged on a hurdle by the public executioner and
thrown into the common sewer. The property, if

there was any, was to be forfeited to the State. Nor
was this all. Thirty years later (March 8, 1715) one
of the last acts of Louis the Fourteenth was to inter-
pret this as applicable to all Protestants who died ob-
stinately refusing the rites of the Established Church,
whether they had ever abjured or not. It was diffi-

cult, forsooth, to ])rociire evidence of abjuration from
distant parts of the kingdom, or where numbers had
embraced the mass at once and the authorities had
possibly been neglitrent in recording the names of con-
verts. At any rate, the bare flict that Protestants had
continued to reside so long a time in France after the
suppression of their worship was "more than sufficient

proof" that they had embraced Roman Catholicism.

These were not empty threats against the living

and the dead. Time after time, in the latter part of
the seventeenth and during the eighteenth century,
trials were instituted in which the defendant was a
dead man, duly represented by counsel—trials in
which every technicality of the law was observed
The archives of the Department of Loiret contain the
documents in the case of Judith Plat, some twenty in

number, several of them extending to six or seven,
and one of them to twenty-tw'o, leaves. The pro-

tracted wrangle over the inanimate body of a young
girl, to decide if she did indeed refuse the proffered

sacrament, or whether her willingness to commune,
if only she were permitted to partake under both
forms, constituted a sufficient consent in the eye of
the law, may appear puerile enough. But when we
read that the body was embalmed, in order that it

might be forthcoming on the day appointed for the
adjudication of the case, and that the judge not only
placed his seal on the effects of the deceased but upon
the very forehead of the corpse, and that, thus adorned,

the ghastly remains were brought to the jail of Cha-
tillon-sur-Loing, and the name they had borne in life

entered upon the prison register before the proceed-

ings were formally begun in their presence, we seem
to be reading what might have occurred in ancient

Egypt, or in some remote anil barbarous quarter of

the globe at the present day, not what actually took

place in the country which claimed to be the most re-

fined, the most highly civilized, in Europe. Yet the

trial was held, by an irony of fortune, in the town
where once had lived the great Huguenot, Admiral

Gaspard de Coligny.

To say that the atrocious law of Louis the Four-

teenth held its own in France for over a century

without a voice of criticism or remonstrance raised

in opposition would be a gross misstatement of the

facts. It must be remembered that this was a time
of great literary and philosophical activity, that it
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included the ape of Voltaire, of Jean Jacques Rous-

seau, of D'Alembert, and the Encyclopt^distes—the

period within which the study of the rights of man

first olaimLMl its proper iiniount of attention. It was

as impossible that public opinion should remain dor-

mant respecting the wrongs of the Protestants as that

the Government should feel no sliame at the work

wherein it was engaged. When all the refugees had

gone into voluntary exile, after all public worship of

the Huguenots had been silenced, there still remained,

some said a million, others said even more, who held

the same doctrines of the Reformation. It was a no-

torious fact which none that had eyes could fail to

see. After the lapse of thirty years from the time of

the Revocation, this million or so began to arrive at

a consciousness of religious rights, and gome ex-

hibited the consciousness in a loyal though decided

manner. It was a sorry work for the Cabinet Min-

ister at Versailles to busy himself in devising the

means of breaking up the meetings for the worship

of Almighty God, which sometimes drew five, ten, or

fifteen thousand unarmed men, women, and children

out into the fore8ts,or to the bleak mountain side in the

Cevennes, to listen to the preaching of an Antoine

Court or of a Paul Rabaut. It was still sorrier work

when such a meeting had been surprised by the sol-

diery sent to disperse it, and when half a hundred

inoffensive worshipers had been killed by their fire,

to order the punishment of the prisoners taken—the

men at hard labor in the galleys of Marseilles, the

women in the terrible Tour de Constance at Aigues-

Mortes. The world had made some progress in the.se

years, and it persisted in stigmatizing the treatment

of the French Protestants as worthy only of the

Dark Ages. And when an humble minister of the

Gospel, whose only crime was a consuming zeal to

fulfill the work that had been divinely appointed

him to do, despite all his precautions was captured,

and, after a brief examination, was hung or broken

upon the wheel, the cry of indignation that went up

from almost every part of the civilized world was nut

a pleasant sound for the Government to hear.

Why was it, then, that, notwithstanding the dic-

tates of their own better natures, and in disregard

both of remonstrances from within the realm and of

the intercessions of foreign and friendly powers, the

ministers of Louis the Fifteenth, and even of his

more humane successor, pursued inflexibly for so

long a time the disastrous course marked out for

himself by Louis the Fourteenth ?

Simply, it would seem, lest they should appear tn

admit that the monarch whose greatness they never

tired of lauding had committed a great moral wrong

and a flagrant political error. Even so late as in 1763

the Comte de Saint Florentin thought that he made
a sutficient answer to the appeal of the Duke of Bed-

ford for the release of thirty-seven Protestant galley-

slaves and twenty captives at Aigues-Mortes when he

alleged that the late King had expressed his determi-

nation that no man condemned for religion's sake

should ever be released from the galleys. What
mattered it that a considerable fraction of the French

people were without legal existence, their marriages

declared null and void, their children branded as

bastards and incapable of succeeding to the property

of their parents? The honor of the Bourbons must
be maintained at whatever hazard !

Under these circumstances there was but one
thing to be done. It must be proven that, after all,

the present entanglements were not due to the will

of Louis the Fourteenth, but to the blunders of his

ministers and the ministers of his successor ! Such
was the work to which Rulhiere applied himself in

his " Eclairci.ssemens Historiques sur les Causes de
la Revocation de I'Edit de Nantes," and right loyally

did he perform the difficult task imposed upon him.

At length the pressure upon the Crown for the re-

moval of Protestant disabilities became too strong to

be withstood. The Marquis of Lafayette moved in

the Assembly of the Notables to petition the King to

grant civil rights to the Protestants, and obtained a

unanimous support for his proposition. Above all,

the memorial piesented to Louis the Si-^cteenth by

"the virtuous Malherbes, the courageous Rulhiere,

and the venerable Baron de Br^teuil " is said to have

been effective in inducing His Majesty to sign the

long hoped for edict, which the Keeper of the Seals

accordingly brought to the Parliament of Paris for

registry on the 19th of November, 1787.

When, after a protracted drought, a gentle shower

comes to moisten the parched earth, its advent is

hailed with joy, not so much for the actual good

which it accomplishes as because of the far richer

blessings that may be looked for in the plentiful rains

of which it is the precursor. The edict of 1787 was
by no means all the Protestants needed. It was, in

act, only what its name imported, an edict of bare

toleration. It gave no liberty to erect churches, no

freedom of worship ; for these things the Protestants

must wait a little longer. But it recognized their

right to exist. They were citizens. Their religious

faith was no longer ignored, for the law ceased to use,

in speaking of them, that legal fiction, convenient

enough for those who denied that there were any

Calvinists in France, the name of " New Converts,"
" Nouveaux Convertis " Nor were they insulted as

formerly by having their religion styled the " pre-

tended " or " so-called " Reformed religion. True,

the new edict, for the most part, loosely describes

them as "non-Catholics;" though M. de Ftjlice is

mistaken when in his history he says that the name
of Protestants is not mentioned, in the document, for

it occurs in the preamble itself.

Yet the designation given was of little moment so

long as the adherents of the Reformed Church were

reinstated in their heritage as men, so long as their

marriages were legalized, their offspring declared le-

gitimate. The joy produced by the publication of the

Edict of Toleration was universal among the Protes-

tants of the kingdom. Scarcely had it been pro-

claimed when, according to a contemporary, "one
might see the Reformed Hocking to the courts of the

royal judges to obtain the recording of their mar-

riages and of the birth of their children, while in all

their religious gatherings they spontaneously offered

thanksgiving to Providence, and implored the divine

blessing to rest upon the sovereign, upon his worthy

minister, and upon their zealous coadjutors."
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THE " FAREWELL FLOWER."
O, MOKE than other flowers of fall,

The golden rod's the " farewell flower ;

"

It is the last of all, I think,

To yield to winter's whelming power.

A few pale gentians here and there

May rival it in strength and worth,

But they hold not such potency

To glad the fast despairing earth.

Like some bright fire on chilly nights.

Or molten drops of sunbeams shed,

The golden rod thro' meadows sere,

Lifts its rejoicing, glad'ning head.

So " farewell flower," I call you dear,

Nature's last gift before she throws

In parting o'er her shoulders bare

The dazzling mantle of the snows.
—Minnie C. Ballard.

From the Public Ledger, Ninth month 16.

" PHILADELPHIA MANETO."
THE greatness of that century old idea of entrusting

all power to the people through its various expression

in representative form, was illustrated in yesterday's

street pageant. The procession of industry was a

panorama which the American mechanic and laborer

might indeed have reviewed with pride, had not he

himself been the one conspicuous actor and figure

there. The majesty of labor never found more tri-

umphant expression than by this massive show of its

every-day achievements. The motto, " We obey the

laws," carried by a detachment of house painters,

who went up Chestnut early—before nine o'clock

—

proudly keeping step in their showy white overall

(working clothes), was a signal that leaped forth all

along the Broad street line. If any " foreign emis-

sary " was about, he must have gone into hiding

pretty promptly at this resolute show of true Ameri-
canism, of the bone and sinew, the heart and brains

of the power that (s in these United States. It was
the biggest " Labor Day " that ever dawned—assert-

ing itself in its true Constitutional importance and
wide relations, not as the " platform " for any special

demagogue to stride upon, but as " motor " in all

good government.

Labor was seen yesterday, not as the primal curse,

but the crowned conqueror, having put the material

forces of nature to their uses, and put the intelligent

union of a people to a century old test and triumph.

Could but some oftlio.se old Constitution makers, the

delegates who dreaded the people (if once permitted

to be counted into a national power)—could those

sceptics but have come back yesterday to see the

sturdy people them.selves glorying in their " habit as

they worked," their fears would have vanished. For

this was the glory of the pageant yesterday, the

trade-pride that showed conspicuous, triumphant,

and wore its due honors in its working clothes. By
the very distinctiveness of its implements, its tools,

its machinery carried along ; by the overalls of the

hod carrier no less than the working uniform of the

railroads, the blouse of the miners, the aprons of

other mechanics, the participants credited themselves

with distinct pride in their separate vocation.'?. That
was the beauty of the whole line. No unifonned

" masses " of labor rolled into studied consistency

each with all, but severally, individually, every man
and each division standing by his own business,

proud of his business, not envying any other man his

part in the Constitutional show.
The workings of the beneficent'instrument which

has brought such power and progress to the people

resident in them, and bearing their stamp, were suf-

ficiently acknowledged. Yet there is another senti-

ment that had full sway in the hearts of all specta-

tors and participants, the sentiment found in the

good old motto of the city " Philadelphia maneto ;
"

See toil, that brotherly love continue. That was "seen
to" yesterday and seen ; it was exemplified. Every-

body in the line or on the streets must have been
aware that the bond of brotherliness, the true frater-

nity for our common prosperity, held together those

unnumbered thousands of the spectacle and the spec-

tators. These representative men and women had
come out at the bidding of no dictator or dictation,

but to exemplify Philadelphia herself, to show the

homage that Philadelphia renders to constitutional

institutions. The lesson of it all was a mighty one
;

that the bond holds aud is strong for all emergencies

of government, all conditions of self-respecting men.

The flags that floated on the September air now
and then, carried the thought to other kinsfolk and
peoples beyond the seas, to whom the union of states

and the government of the people has been as a

shining beacon. No king or kaiser could have com-

manded such a show, not even the material part of

it, because the people alone, in whose hands the in-

dustrial problem has been wfirked out, made it vivid,

historic, graphic. The contrasts that those floats

carried were not the greatest ones—though they held

the moral of the display. The nation then had for

its working models of a government only patterns,

crude as the ancient machinery showed yesterday,

compared with modern. The fathers struck out their

patent improvement in a summer's sitting, without

precedent and with only common sense and confi-

dence in human nature for their guides.

The hosts that witness to their^sagacity to-day

have but one way of confirming it, to revere and hold

precious as life itself the constitutional principles

which this week we commemorate, and, above all,

" Philadelphia maneto." By the sentiment of true

brotherhood alone will the priceless legacy be ad-

ministered and continue to harvest its rich returns.

One of the simplest barometers is a spider's web.

When there is a prospect of rain or wind the spider

shortens the fillaments from which its web is sus-

pended, and leaves things in this state as long as the

weather is variable. If the insect elongates its thread

it is a sign of fine, calm weather, the duration of

which may be judged of by the length to which the

threads are left out. If the spider remains inactive

it is a sign of rain , but if, on the contrary, it keeps

at work during a rain, the latter will not last long,

and will be followed by fine weather. Other obser-

vations have taught that the spider makes changes

in its web every twenty-four hours, and that if such
changes are made in the evening, just lieinre sunset,

the night will be clear and beautiful.— Excliange.
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NOTHING TN VAIN.
THERE never yet was flower fair iu vain,

Let classic poets rliyme it as they will

;

The seasons toil that it may bloom again.

And snmmcr's heart dotli feel its every ill.

Nor is a true soul ever born for naught;

Wherever any such hath lived and died,

There hath been something for true freedom wrought,

Some bulwark leveled on the evil side
;

Toil on, then. Greatness ! thou art in the right,

However narrow souls may call thee wrong

;

Be as thou wouldst be iu thine own clear sight.

And so thou wilt iu all the world's erelong
;

For worldlings cannot, struggle as they may.
From man's great soul one great thought hide away.

—J.MIES EUSSELL LoWELL.

The return.? of women's voting at the recent school

elections in the country districts of New York State

show that women there are using their right of suf-

frage more generally than ever before. In several

cases where there was reason to believe that they

could promote the election of deserving candidate.?,

they turned out with commendable alacrity. At
North Tarrytown alone, over one hundred women
voted, and several times that number tried to do so,

but were rejected on a wrong construction of the law.

At Spring Valley and at Port Chester the women
came out in force, and in the latter town they turned
the scale and secured the election of an admirably
qualified woman on the School Board.— Women's
Journal.

The church formerly occupied by Dr. Edward
Everett Hale, in Boston, has been dedicated as a

Jewish synagogue. The congregation that is to

occupy it had the only synagogue in Boston forty

years ago. Now there are seven in that city.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The vein of rock .salt discovered at Ellsworth, Kansas,

is reported to be 165 feet thick and 96 per cent, pure, tlie

other 4 per cent, being lime aud magnesia, but no potasli.

The salt is pure white and fit for table use on grinding
only. The vein is 705 feet below the surface.

—The American Forestry Congress, at its Springfield

meeting, formulated a bill for the better protection of for-

ests, which Congress will be asked to pass. It provides for

the withdrawal of all public forest lands from entry or sale

under existing laws, creates a Commissioner to have gen-
eral charge of the forest interests of the country, aud pro-

vides in various details for the preservation of our timber
lands. Whether or not this bill is perfect, or the best in

all its features tliat could be devised, the subject is one of

large practical importance. It seems beyond question that

there is less raiufall and severer summer heat in the
prairie country of the West th.'iu was formally the case,

and there is good reason to believe that the planting and
growing of trees would cause beneficient climatic changes.
The timber of the country is being rapidly exhausted,
A few years ago Chicago manufacturers found an abund-
ance of all kinds of timber near at hand. Now they are

obliged to go as far south as Arkansas and Mississippi for

someof their supplies. Where will theygotwenty or thirty
years from now if no young growth of trees shall be coming
on iu the territory already deniided 1— Chicago .fonrnal.

—The electric light is now being used in certain London
omnibuses

; a five-candle incandescent lamp is fitted in the
focus of a hexagonal reflector. The current is supplied by
a battery under the driver's seat, enclosed in a wooden box
about 7 inches by 7 inches by 2 feet long.

—Dom Pedro is only sixty-two years old, although he
has been emperor fifty-six years, and is in length of reign

the senior soverign of the world. But he was born and has

always lived in a part of the world where people grow old

quickly. At sixty -two, he is really older than an English-

man at seventy-two.

—Professor Riley, Superintendent of Indian Schools, in

speaking of the education of Indian children, states that,

unfortunately, the Government did not have buildings

enough to accomodate more than one-half of the Indian
children who would attend school. The only Indians now
opposed to the education of their children were the Utes,

in Colorado, aud he thought they would give in before long.

The greatest need of Indian schools, he says, is on the

Sioux Re.servation.

CURRENT EVENTS.

The celebration, in Philadelphia, of the formation of

the National Constitution, (it was completed and signed in

Independence Hall, Philadelphia, on the 17th of Ninth
month, 1787), drew together an immense number of people

on the last three days of last week. On the 15th there was
a very large procession, mainly devoted to the difierent in-

dustries, trades, etc., on the next day a military parade,

and on the 17th a great meeting iu Independence Square,

at which, among other ceremonies, the President of the

United States made a short address, and Justice S. F. Mil-

ler, of the U. S. Supreme Court, delivered an extended

oration. The whole aflTair passed off without any acci-

dents of any importance, aud is regarded as ou the whole

a satisfactory commemoration of what is a most important

event to the people of the United States, and indeed of the

whole world.

Letters have reached the American Board of Commis-
sioners for Foreign Missions, iu Boston, picturing a terri-

ble condition of afl'airs among the people of the Ciliciau

Plain, Asia Minor. Large numbers of the people are starv-

ing, and the source of food supply has been almost ex-

hausted. About 1,500 families are now being fed. The
board has decided to make an appeal for funds with which

to alleviate the distress. Numbers of people are kept alive

by eating grass, roots, berries and small fruits.

The Supreme Court of the State of Illinois, on the 14th

inst., denied the appeal of the eight Anarehrists, convicted

in Chicago, for a new trial, and ordered the seven who
were sentenced capitally to be hanged on the 11th of

Eleventh month.

The Mutual Fire Insurance Compauy of Philadelphia.

No. 813 Arch street, has made an assignment for the bene-

fit of creditors to Carroll R. Williams.

The last of the injured of the ill-fated excursionists re-

maining at Chatsworth, Illinois, died ou the 16th inst.

This makes the total number of victims eighty.

In response to the invitation of the Committee asking

him to be present at the Philadelphia celebration of the
Constitutional Centenary, W. E. Gladstone wrote a very

cordial letter, in the course of which he said: "The at-

tractions of the invitation are enhanced to me by the cir-

cumstance that I have always regarded the Constitution as

the most remarkable work known to modern times to have

been produced by human intellect at a single stroke, so to

speak, in its application to political affairs."
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LISTEN.
LISTEN ! who can tell

What word is on the way
Swifter than flight of bird ?

Pronounce thy yea and nay

To neighbors passing near;

With meek attentive ear

Wait in thy place apart

For the message of the heart.

Listen, nor cease to pray

Though day succeed to day.

The voice is small and still,

And clamorous thy will.

Low must thy passions lie,

Thy pride, thy douVits, must die,

Well, though all hopes be crossed.

Since the message is not lost.

—M. F. Butts in S. S. Times.

JOURNAL OF JOURNEYS TO THE INDIAN
COUNTRY.—XIL

BY IS.iAC COATES OF CALN, CHESTER COUNTY.

[Concluded.]

Tenth month 8th [1803]. This morning George

Vaux's horse appeared to be very much amis.s, but we
all set off early and rode six miles to a good tavern

where the store-bouse formerly was. Breakfasted

and fed our horses ; but when we set off it was tliought

by us all [that] George Vaux's liorse would not be able

to travel so as we might reacii the meeting of Friends

at Mud Creek to-morrow. We then unanimously

agreed for Isaac Bonsall and me to go forward in order

to reach the meeting, and the others to get along aa

well as they could, and all of us to meet next Third-

day evening near the outlet of Crooked Lake. We
two then rode on and crossed the Genesee River and

thence to General Hall's tavern, where we had good

accommodations ; it being tliirty-si-X miles from Ba-

tavia.

9th and first of the week. Set off early and rode

about twelve miles to Jacob Smith's and got break-

fast; he and his daughter accompanying us about six

miles more to the meeting heretofore called Mud
Creek, but which is now called Farmington, that be-

ing the name of the township. And they have now
a monthly meeting, which is held the fifth day of the

week before the last First-day in every month. I

was glad to meet with divers Friends with whom I

had formerly spent some time very agreeably. The

meeting appears to be very much increased since I

was here before. It was silent to-day. We dined at

Nathan Comstock's and then rode to Abraham Lap-

ham's, where a considerable number of the Friends

of the neighborhood came and spent the evening with

us ; amongst whom were Joseph Jones and wife, he
having purchased [land] and living near here. Upon
the whole it was a very agreeable and satisfactory

evening. Many subjects of a religious nature were

conversed upon which I believe ended to mutual sat-

isfaction ; and I think I was not mistaken when here

before, when I believed if they improved in a religious

sense according to their activity and talents, they

might be a shining light in this fast settling northern

county of good land. This day, twenty miles.

10th. Spent this [day] in order to let our horses

rest and get some of our linen washed. We took the

opportunity of walking to see some friends and view

the improvements made by these Eastern people,

which exceed what can be conceived in tlie iilea of a

Pennsylvanian or more southern man, for the time.

They seem as if there were scarcely anything too hard

or too heavy for them to undertake and go through

with, especially in opening a new country heavily

timbered. Said Lapham, though he does not appear

a robust man, has made a surprising improvement

for the time he has been settled here wliich is about

eight years ; and although there has been an uncom-
mon drought in this country this year, they have made
250 cheeses this summer, many of which will weigh

fifty pounds, and but very few less than thirty pounds,

which, to be sure, in their cheese-house has a beauti-

ful appearance. Although I have such an opinion of

the Eastern men in opening the wilderness, I think

they are far short of a good Pennsylvania farmer in

keeping their farms in good order after they have tliem

cleared. We propose to lodge another night with these

our kind friends, Abraham and Esther Lapham, who
seem disposed to do everything they can to accommo-
date us. The neighbors hereabouts have been two

nights and one day collecting and bringing their hogs

to Lapham's, and to-morrow morning they propose to

.setoff with 250ofthem aboutseven or eight milesinto

the woods to feed upon the acorns and beech nuts

which are very plenty, and have agreed with four per-

sons to stay in the woods with them, night and day,

for about two months ; these they call " hog shep-

herds."

lUh and third of the week. Joseph Jones came
early this morning to Lapham's and set off with us
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and rode through a body of rich land thirteen miles

to Canandaigua, [this] being a most elegant and beau-

tiful town here in the woods, containing near one

hundred houses, many of which are truly grand. It

stands near the outlet of a beautiful lake, about

eighteen or twenty miles long and two or three wide.

We crossed the outlet and rode four ot five miles up

the side of the lake, and then generally through the

woods, except some few settlements, to Ju<ige Pot-

ter's, eighteen miles, where we got our hor.ses well

fed and a good dinner, free of cost. Said Potter has

an elegant house and good farm ; I suppose two hun-

dred acres of excellent land cleared, and a stock of

cattle of superior kind. We then rode five miles to

Morris Shepperd's, near the outlet of Crooked Lake

in Jerusalem, or Jemima Wilkinson's settlement ; said

Shepperd being first cousin to Nathan Shepperd, late

of Philadelphia. Here we came up with Thomas
Stewardson, John Shoemaker, and George Vaux
and propose to lodge here. George's horse holds

out. Thirty-six miles.

12th, We all set off, Joseph Jones still accompany-

ing us, and rode twenty-three miles to Bartel's mill,

where we got an excellent dinner. Here we met with

Thomas Clark, the turnpike man, who appeared in

distress. Said three of his children were dea<l, and

the other one had been very bad, and [wa.s] not quite

well. His wife had lain sick and in distress for nearly

three months, and had not yet the use of all her

limbs. She now says she would not stay in this

country for all the land in it ; so he proposes to try

to move her and his one child into our neighborhood

again. The most of the way from Jerusalem here,

is their land. We rode in the morning several miles

in sight of the Crooked Lake to our right hand ; and
after riding some distance we came in sight of the

Little Lake and rode several miles in sight of it to

our left, and saw where it empties into Mud Lake.

Rode down near that to this mill which is on the

outlet called Mud Creek ; then rode down near the

same to Dolson's, where it empties into the Cohocton

;

nine miles. On our way we passed several little

lakes, it being most of the way through a low piece

of land covered with lofty white pine, though not

very large, and, I think, an unhealthy place. Thirty-

two miles.

V3l!i. I rose up out of bed about four o'clock this

morning, having had, I think, the most unmerciful

set of bed-fellows I ever experienced ; for after I found
it was in vain to stand them battle, I submitted and
surrendered to them. But let me be as passive as I

would, they gave me no quarter, but continued to use

their offensive weapons upon me full as much as if

1 had been striving to aggravate them; until I

thought best to plan a retreat, and am glad to escape

with whole bones, but am afraid some of them will

follow or keep with me iill day. About six o'clock

we all set off and rode down the Cohocton twelve
miles to the Painted Post, through a bottom of -pretty

good land. Fed our horses and parted with Joseph
Jones, who hath been an atrreeable company thus far.

Thence to Lindsley's, and dined ; all the way up the
Tioga, twelve niile.s. At (he Painted Post we crossed

the Cohocton ; from Lindsley's to Berry's, ten miles,

where we propose to lodge. One mile from Lind-
sley's crossed the Cowanesque. Thirty-four miles.

Hlh. At Berry's, on the Tioga, we have had as

good a supper and night's lodging as we could have
expected at Cheltenham or Cain. Nine miles; having
ridden forty-three miles up the Tiona and crossed it

eight or nine times, through a rich flat of land.

Thence to the block-house, eleven miles, it being de-
serted and without inhabitant that we discovered, ex-

cept one cat. On examining the house, we chose to

raise our tent, kindle a fire, and lie on the ground,
where we had a much more comfortable night than
we should have had if French Anthony had still

lived there. Thirty-two miles.

loth. A little before day-break it began to thun-
der, and by the time it was light enough to set ofl', it

rained middling fast ; but we could do no better than
to setoff in it over the remainder of the Savage or

Allegheny Mountain, it being a very bad road, though
much better than four years ago. It rained until we
came to Trout Run, nine miles from the block-house,
which is at the foot or lowermost part of the south
side of that great mountain, which is twenty miles

across from Peter's camp to Trout Run, and a great

part of it pretty good land, but rough and rocky in

some places. We then rode down a narrow valley,

down which the aforesaid run descends, to Reynold's
tavern, fifteen miles from the block-house. In about
four miles' riding down the valley, we crossed Trout
Run thirty times. Here we breakfasted and dined
both at once. Thence to Williamsport, fourteen miles,

it being a place we passed going out, [ we] having
now performed a revolution by encircling a very large

circuitous route of settled and unsettled country.

Here fed our horses. Thos. Stewardson, John Shoe-

maker, and George Vaux propose to stay all night

;

Isaac Bonsai and myself rode three miles farther to

the widow Harris's and lodged. Thirty-two miles.

IGlh and first of the week. Rode nine miles to

-Wm. Ellis's, and put up my mare, then walked one
mile back to meeting. There I met all my compan-
ions who with me came to Ellis's to dinner. In the

afternoon I discovered my mare to be in such a con-

dition that she could move but with great difficulty
;

we supposing her to be foundered, sent for some tar

and applied it in the usual waj'. Went to bed not

expecting her to be fit to travel to-morrow.

,,l7th. My mare rather better, but not fit to ride.

We set off; I walked and drove her before me,

and walked to Milton, a beautiful town on the bank
of the west branch of the Susquehanna, sixteen

miles, and dined. Thence to Snnbury, fourteen

miles, and lodged ; having walked about twenty-five

miles, my brethren spelling me sometimes. North-

umberland is a town about twelve miles below Mil-

ton, standing in the point between the west and the

northeast branches of the Susquehanna, which we
passed through just before we cros.sed the northeiist

branch and about two miles above Sunbury. Had
it not been that the situation of my mare and walk-

ing on foot occasioned some unpleasant sensations, it

would have been a very pleasant day's travel down
the river through a good deal of good land pretty

well improved. I believe each of those three towns
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contains about one hundred bouses beautifully situa-

ted, but I think Milton is the most so. Crossed the

Chillisquaque about five miles above Northuuiber-

land. Thirty miles.

18(7i. Set oflf early on foot and left my companions

to drive my mare. Directly crossed Shamokin Creek

and walked from the town fourteen miles to Tliiihns-

man's tavern, the others coming there. About three

miles from said tavern crossed the Mahanoy, and just

by tlie inn, the Swope Creek. Thence to Little's tav-

ern and ferry,twenty-one miles, having w^alked about

nineteen miles to-day. About midway of the last

stage cro.osed Mahontongo, and about a mile back

from Little's crossed Wiconisco. Almo.st all the way

from Sunb^irry here is, in my opinion, very poor land,

both mountains and valleys, notwithstanding some

of it heretofore hath been celebrated as excellent,

being much of it set with scrubby pitch pine. The

fields in general look poor and dreary and the cattle

mostly poor with their hair standing tlie wrong way.

Thirty-five miles.

\9lh. Pursued my journey on foot, ten miles, in

which I crossed Peter's Mountain, where I mounted

ray invalid mare and rode four miles to McAllister's.

The greater part of this stage very poor and some

of it exceeding rough land. When we arrived at

McAllister's, I discovered on the sign in large letters,

" The Practical Farmer," which together with what

I had heard heretofore of the man's extent and pro-

ficiency in agriculture, raised my expectations of see-

ing something extraordinary, but was very much dis-

appointed, the garden and barn excepted. Break-

fasted and rode six miles down the river througli a

beautiful country to Harrisburg, a beautiful town on

the l)ank of the river, which I suppose contains 300

bouses; thence to Middletown, nine miles, land very

similar to the last mentioneil. Tliis town, I suppose,

contains about one hundred houses; thence to EHza-

bethtown, eight miles. One mile after leaving Mid-

dletown, crossed the beautiful Swatara. Here we

propose to lodge, and had it not been for the state

my riding dependence was in, it would have been a

very pleasant day's travel of thirty-seven miles.

20(/i. Walked nine miles, ray company coming

uji with me, got on my mare and rode to Wm.
Webb's, ten more. At Lancaster Thomas Stewardson

took a passage in the stage and I rode his horse home,

the mare following twenty-six miles home, where I

had the satisfaction to find my family in health
;

having been from home six weeks all to one night,

and traveled 950 miles. Isa.a.c Coates, Sr.

The ingenuity which society exerts to surround

with a glamour of romance the horrible business of

wholesale slaughter, is worthy of a better cause. It

was a lady—the Marchioness of Londonderry—who
last week presented new colors to a military company

at Dublin. If it were possible to produce a photo-

graph of the carnage of a battlefield, no lady who
.saw it would ever touch any part of the trappings of

the agents in it.

—

The Christian.

OnR minds are filled, not by what we put into

them, but by what we give out from tliem.

WHAT THE FAITH OF FBTENDS OFFERS.
[We present below some further communications in re-

sponse to " A Query," published in our issue of Kighth

mouth 27.

—

Eds.]

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

ON looking abroad over the universe we see so many
evidences of intelligent design, that we are compelled

to adnjit the existence of a power superior to matter,

and wliich is able to control all its movements. To
this power we give the name of God, and endow it

with the attributes of omniscience, omnipotence,

and omnipresence, without attempting to give it form

as we would any material thing. Now to admit there

is more than one such power, is to establish polythe-

ism, but to suppose that it can endow any other kind

of intelligence with attributes less than those pos-

se.ssed by itself is not ; for one would be the creator

and the other the creature, the last name having de-

rived its powers from the other.

This is the lesson taught us in the Scriptures and
especially in the teachings of Jesus Christ. He de-

manded that his sayings should be accepted as true

on the ground that they did not emanate from him-

self, but were revelations maile to his soul by the Di-

vine Father. He claims to have been able to perform

the mighty works that he did for the reason that they

were evidence of his having been sent to bear wit-

ness to the trutli. In bearing this witness he pre-

sents God to us under a difl'erent aspect from that in

which he had been previously represented. He is no

longer an angry God, requiring a sacrifice to appease

his wrath, but a loving Father who desires the happi-

ness of all his children.

This idea is beautifully illustrated in the parable

of the prodigal son who was received into favor

again without any sacrifice having been made, and

treated to the good things to be found in the father's

bouse, but who wa< not placed on the same level as

the brother who had not sinned, as the latter had all

the father possessed.

Now, Jesus also teaches us that what God requires

to save man from sin and its consequences is that he

should love God supremely, and obey his command-
ments. When the alfections are fixed on something

else this requires a change of heart—a being born

again. And this again makes it necessary to take up

the cross against all those desires that stand in the

way, and which are often difficult to overcome when
fixed by habit. Those instantaneous conversions,

that some claim to have experienced, are of doubtful

efficacy ; for a mere emotion is not the kind of con-

ver.sion God requires. It must be something that

works a change in the actions as well as the feelings.

It may begin in conviction but must end in sanctifl-

cation. When a man is led by the spiiit of God he

becomes a son of God, partakes of tlie divine nature,

and loves goodness for itself and not for the blessings

it brings. Now your querist wishes to know "does

our faith lack the element of love ? " and thinks our

youth are drawn into other folds because we do not

present a proper motive for a change of heart. If the

Son is to be placed above the Father who sent him,

and his l)odily suttVring is to be accepted as an atone-

ment for our sjiiritual transgression, without auy
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change having been wrought in the state anil condi-

tion of our souls, we would certainly be ungrateful

not to acknowlsfige our indebtedness to liim and feel

to him as do other professors. But if we believe that

" God was in Christ reconciling tlie world to iiiniself "

we must look on Jesus as tiie instrument and God as

the moving power to which our love and allegiance is

justly due. May not the love of Jesus, of whicli we
hear so much, proceed in a great measure from tlie

false notion, so generally prevalent, that men may con-

tinue to live as they please, and when deatli ap-

proaches be saved from the consequences of sin be-

cause they had faith in his name? This doctrine of

salvation by faith alone is one great cause why the

leaven of the gospel of Christ has been .so slow in

leavening Christendom into tliat rigliteousness of

which Jesus was so conspicuous an example. The
faith that enables a man to overcome evil with good

is a saving faith, and all else is as dross to the pure

gold. \V. W.
Loudoun Co., Va.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

In answer to the query by "A.," the following

thoughts suggest themselves:

Do we not as a denomination recognize equally

with others, if not indeed in clearer degree, the

Fatherhood of God, the God who is tenderly compas-
sionate and mercifully just?

Jesus, imbued with the fulnessof this tender love,

so desired to have his fellow-men realize this Father-

hood that had so long been lost in the austere King-

hood of earlier days, that he continually refers to it,

presses it upon the attention of his hearers, and states

that all the wisdom and goodness in himself which
led them to wish to worship him, came from this

Father.
" As the Father taught me, I speak these things."
" If ye loved me ye must have rejoiced because I

go unto the Father, for the Father is greater than I."

"I ascend with my Father and your Father, and
my God and your God."

As he, the <;hosen Son, had been taught, so might
his disciples be taught. As God had loved him, so

would God love us, for God is Love.

All power of forgiveness came from the Father,

and as the Son by this power forgave, and with this

love sought to .save, so would the Father continue to

offer forgiveness out of his boundless love, through
his Son, the spiritual Christ dwelling in each willing

Boul ; and allow all his redeemed children to oflFer it,

if the needy would come with integrity of heart to

this redeeming power. Can we ask for more than
this? Is more offered when we are invited to come
to the crucified Saviour who died and sealed with his

blood his faithfulness to the truth that had been re-

vealed to him and which the sinful so needed?
" Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay

down his life for his friends
;
ye are my friends if ye

do the things which I command you ... for all

things that I heard from my Father, I have made
known unto you."

Accepting the sayings of Jesus, we can invite " the
conscience-stricken or disheartened offender" to cast

the burden of his sin, his weariness, his discourage-

ment, upon the tender love and forgiving power of the
Fatlier that Jesus came from and returned to, who
knoweth all our infirmities.

Many souls can only find peace under a sense of
personal forgiveness, a being washed from sin and its

stain, without other act of their own than to cast
themselves fully upon the forgiving power. With full

surrender of all self-will antagonistic to the Divine
will, and an intense craving for forgiveness, these
often find the inflow of peace and assurance, the seal

of the blotting out of their transgressions. This ex-
perience has been frequent in our Society in propor-
tion to its aggressive zeal and spiritual life. In our
desire to make our righteousness a practical, every-
day goodness, we have probably failed to give due
place to the emotional nature through which peni-
tence and peace generally come.

Our denominational fathers did not win their fol-

lowers to the faith that has been revealed to them,
by their clear, logical statements of its truth so mucli
as by stirring their hearts with emotions. Emotions
of conviction and contrition for sin, and hope, joy,

and peace as they felt their redemption from the
power of sin possible or assured.

When the hearts of our ministers and concerned
members know by experience the emotions that
stirred the heart of Jesus, causing the same intense
yearnings for the welfare of souls, we may hope for

and confidently expect increase in numbers and spir-

itual life and such seasons of rejoicing as were com-
mon in the day of our rise and growth.

In the place of the church's invitation, as worded
in the " Query," we can offer the fulness of divine love

existing in our Father, of which Jesus bore record.

We can offer the teachings and appeals of Jesus, and
we can invite to the never-dying, indwelling Christ,

the Son and power of God in each accepting soul,

who brings to the forgiving Father, and remains a
constant guide to righteousness, a fountain of peace
and love to the watchful and obedient.

J. W. Plummee.
Chicago, Ninth month 5.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
NOTES ON ILLINOIS YEARLY MEETING.

[A friend at Holder, Illinois, kindly sends us notes

of the proceedings of the Yearly Meeting just held, and as

they furnish some additional view of the gathering, we
give them herewith.—Ens.]

PLEASANT weather and good roads, the latter, how-
ever, accompanied with much dust, ushered in the
time for the assembling of Illinois Yearly Meeting,
in its thirteentli general session. Promptly, as al-

ways, and seeming never to have wearied of the

duty. Friends were ready with their vehicles to carry

all members and visitors from the little town of
L'Ostant, to their homes, eight miles distant, where
we enjoyed their hospitality for the ensuing week. At
ten o'clock, on the morning of Seventh-day, the 10th,

the meeting for ministers and elders convened,
and after a time of silence, vocal supplication was
offered that we might all know the guiding spirit of

Divine truth to leail and govern us in our delibera-

tion of the following week. In the afternoon, the
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first session of the Annual Conference of First-day

Schools was held, and a greater degree of interest

than usual was manifested in its proceedings. Good

epistles from the other annual conferences were

read, committees appointed to answer them, and

other routine business performed. First-day morn-

ing <lawned cloudy, damp, and threatening rain, af-

ter a few sprinkles in the night, not enough to lay

the dust, but enough to make it somewhat more pleas-

ant. The appearance of the weather deterred many
from being present who would otherwise have at-

tended, and the morning meeting was quite small for

a public one of that kind; the afternoon one was

much larger. Both were occasions of much favor in

the ministry; and as one minister after another would

arise, in the men's apartment, and none on the wo-

men's side, the query would come. Why this dearth of

women ministers? Is it because of a lack of ability

spirituality, or consecration? There must be a rea-

son for it, as there never was an effect without a

cause. Illinois Yearly Meeting has at least eleven re-

corded ministers among the men, and but one among
the women. Why this great disproportion ?

Second-day morning, at eight o'clock.the Represen-

tative Committee held its first session, and had pre-

sented to it two memorials from Iowa and one from

Blue River Quarterly Meeting, also some papers: one

on the " Duty of Worship" one on "The Sabbath,"

and one entitled " Birthright Membership," all of

which, but the first, were submitted to the care of

committees
; the first was accepted. At ten o'clock

the regular Yearly Meeting opened, and the morning
se.s8ion of the women's side was occupied by i-eports

from the quarterly meetings and reading of the epis-

tles from other yearly meetings, the appointment of

committeesfor replying, and some other routine work.

Then a proposition was introduced from men Friends,

asking our consideration on the expediency or pro-

priety of holding the Yearly Meeting as one body.

They had united with it, and appointed a committee
to act with women Friends, should they think favor-

ably of the movement; after much expre.ssion of sen-

timent pro and con, a large committee was appointed,

which met at noon, and after serious deliberation on
the subject, agreed to report in the afternoon, a will-

ingness to enter on the morrow's duties as one body,
which was accordingly done, and a man and woman
Friend appointed as clerks. A little delay was ex-

perienced in adjusting things to this new order, but
all appeared to work harmoniously, and we hope we
may never have occasion to regret the step. Some
felt they could hardly bear to give up the separate

organizations; but their loving condescension in

yielding their private feelings to the more generally

expressed wish of the main portion of the body for a
union, will not soon be forgotten, and contributed

much to the harmony that was so plainly felt in our
after transactions. We had been in the habit of hav-
ing at least three joint sessions, and all of the subor-

dinate meetings composing the Yearly Meeting, from
a preparative to quarterly, being held together, and
satisfactorily to all participants, there seemed a fit-

ness in the move, that was evident to most friends.

Fears were expressed that our women friends would

feel a timidity or embarrassment in speaking their

sentiments in the presence of their brothers ; but it

was thought at the close of the meeting that the re-

sults would not warrant any further indulgence of

such apprehensions.

Fourth-day morning, again the Representative

Committee met, and received the reports of the com-
mittees on the various papers entrusted to their care.

The memorials were accepted ; as were also the paper

on the " Birthright Membership " after a revision. In

the public meeting following, our ministers were

again greatly favored to hand forth words of truth

to the audience, who manifested their appreciation

thereof, by very quiet and earnest attention. The
business was proceeded with on Fourth-day after-

noon, and Fifth-day, and about four p. m. on the lat-

ter was concluded, when after a season of devotion,

in which many were engaged vocally, to our spiritual

refreshment, we separated with that feeling of sadness

which always accompanies the breaking up of such

assemblies, thougli we are encouraged to believe that
" it has been good for us to have been there." We
sadly missed the presence and help of several valued

members who were detained at home, some by their

own illness, others by that of their families, and our

sympathies were with them in their trouble. There
were two or three house meetings, and a children's

meeting at the Meeting-house, on the evenings dur-

ing the week, which were well attended and satisfac-

tory. These features of our meetings have become
permanent.

E. H. Co.\LK.

Holder, III.

BLUE RIVER QUARTERLY MEETING.

This was held at Benjaminville, III., and opened with

the meeting for ministers and elders, on Sixth-day

afternoon. The attendance was small, but four

monthly meetings being represented, and some of

them not very fully. Some good counsel was given

in the first meeting. The answers to the queries were

not quite so full as at some other times, which called

forth words of concern and admonition ; as a whole
we had a good meeting. In the evening the First-day

School Quarterly Meeting Conference was held, it

being pretty well attended and quite interesting.

There was considerable interchange of thought on
the meaning of the beatitudes, the subjects having

been assigned previously to different individuals for

their views.

At 10 o'clock on Seventh-day morning the quar-

terly meeting convened. The first meeting was quite

fully and satisfactorily ministered in, by several

speakers, and after a short time for rest and lunch,

the business meeting commenced.
This month's quarter is always full of business, all

the queries having to be answered, beside other mat-

ters to be attended to. Although many representa-

tives were absent, most of the reasons forwarded evi-

denced a desire to be with us, with earnest wishes

for the welfare of our Society, and brought the meet-

ing into a feeling of sympathy for those who were de-

prived of the privilege we who were present were

enjoying. On Finst-day morning the meeting was
larger than we have known for several years, the
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vocal exercises many and all pointingus to the Light

witliin, the Divine guidance and Savior. It was a

season of spiritual power and baptism.

=====^= ^- ^" *^'

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE LOVE OF GOD.

THE love of God is the river of life ; it flows to all

lands where the channel is open to receive it. It

never fails to bring blessings in its course, and to

gather into the fold of Christ Jesus our Lord the out-

casts of Israel and the dispersed of Judah—to l)lot

out their transgressions, to forgive their sins. But

there is something due from them to make amends

to the Giver of all good for the misspent time and

misapplied means wasted in wrongdoing; the abid-

ing weight of these will be as the mountains until

removed by the love of God, leading them to repent-

ance and amendment of life. Oh, ye visited children

of the Most High, may ye heed his invitations while

they are extended ! Then you will rise above the

many difBculties that have seemed to hedge you in

on every side, and may run the way of God's com-

mandments with joy; may walk in the footsteps of

the faithful of all ages; filling up the measure of suf-

fering that is yet behin<l, for the Christ's sake, priz-

ing the riches of grace more than momentary enjoy-

ments that pass away and are gone leaving a void not

easily filled. "And I saw the holy city, new Jerusa-

lem, coming down out of heaven from God." Siie

sent heralds of salvation to invite all. " The Spirit

and the bride say. Come. And he that heareth, let

him say, Come. And lie that is atbirst, let hiiu come
;

he that will, let him take the water of life freely."

"They that be wise shall shine as the brightness

of the firmament, and they that turn many to right-

eousness as the stars forever and ever." There is

everything to encourage this praiseworthy course of

life and action. How beautiful, when in the marts

of exchange we see those that care not to overreach,

but rather to do justly, to walk humbly, and to ob-

serve the rule laid down by the highest of all instruct-

ors I To do unto others as ye would be done unto—
this elevates humanity in the scale of being and es-

tablishes the law of right above all controversy,

places Christianity in its glory before the world ; the

church stands out in beatific beauty. " I saw the

holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven

from God, made ready as a bride adorned for her

husband," clothed in "linen, bright and pure; for

the fine linen is the righteous acts of the saints."

Are we worthy to be members of this church, " sanc-

tified and justified in the name of the Lord Jesus

Christ and in the Spirit of our God ?
"

Sarah Hunt.

A Bkahmin has published a tract on infanticide.

He shows that the murder of 12,542 infants has been

made public during the past fifteen years. This cata-

logue represents only a fraction of the murders com-

mitted upon helpless Hindoos. This Brahmin gen-

tleman charges these murders upon the enforced

widowhood of Hindoo women. The Indian Witness

says regarding the disclosures of the tract, "The bat-

tle will proceed. The social earthquake must come."

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 39.

Tknth Month 9th, 1887.

PIETY WITHOUT DISPLAY.
Golden Text: "Man looketh on the outward appearance, but

the Lord looketh on the heart '

' 1st Samuel 16:7.

Read Matthew 6 ; 1-15, Revised Version.

OUR present lesson continues the explanation and

expositions of the law and its righteousness as taught

by Jesus. He has set forth the higher character of

the righteousne.ss of the kingdom which he came to

establish, and he now turns to the practical illustra-

tion of the difl'erence between it and the righteous-

ness of the Pharisees. In the outward manifesta-

tion of the righteousness of his kingdom they are

warned against imitating the Pharisees, who perform

acts of mercy and devotion " to be seen of men."

That was the spirit which animated them. It is the

.same now as it was then ; there are those to-day who
make great professions of love to Jesus, and give

largely to every benevolent or religious object, who

do it not because the spirit of Christ is in their

hearts and regulating their lives, but from motives of

show and ostentation.

The religion of the true followers of Jesus is with-

out display.

To be seen of them, denotes publicity. Alms were

given in the .synagogues. What Jesus meant to

teach was not where the alms should be given, but

the state of the heart of the individual ;
wlienever or

wherever the giving takes place it should have as its

moving impulse the simple desire of benefitting

another who is in need, or the helping forward some

worthy object intended for the public good. The

individual that has come into oneness with the

blessed Jesus will desire above all things to give a

portion of all that may be possessed, whether in per-

sonal ability or in material treasures, towards the main-

tenance of the religious organization with which he is

connected. He that withholds such help can scarcely

be regarded as true and loyal to his professions.

And when ye pray, etc. The same thought is con-

tinued, that there shall be no display or parade in

this act of devotion. It does not condemn public

prayer in a meeting for worship, or prayer on occa-

sions where others are present, but it does condemn

the praying that is only for display.

After this manner, etc. The form of prayer here

given embraces all we have need to ask of our heav-

enly Father, in the daily conduct of our lives. It

does not meet tho.se cases of special need of which

Jesu.s' own agonizing prayers are the best illustration.

Matt. 26:39-43.

THIS LESSON TEACHES :

(1.) That it is the quiet, self-denying work that

men do, whi<:h is most pleasing to God. The motive

and aim we have determines the value of the action.

(2.) That all prayer to be acceptable, must express

the sincere desire of the soul.

Several of the petitions in this prayer of Jesus

were familiar to the Jews. Said the Rabbins, " That

prayer in which no mention is made of the kingdom

of heaven, is not a prayer." " What is a short

prayer? " Answer " Do thy will in heaven and give

rest to the spirits fearing thee below." The Jews had
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a prayer like this: "The necessities of thy people

are many, and their knowledge small, so that they

do not know how to make known their wants ; let it

he thy good pleasure to give to each one what is nec-

essary for his sustenance." Their prayers usually

closed with a doxology or ascription of praise similar

to this of Jesus, and the people at the close generally

responded, "Amen."

—

Barnes.

We see how necessary it is to be sincere and hon-

est in all that we do. Our heavenly Father looks at

the heart, it is not possible to deceive him, and of

what avail is it to deceive men ? How poor and piti-

able is the reward of the insincere. It is a dishonesty

that reacts upon the individual and brings a blight

and mildew upon the life of the soul. To be untrue

to one's inner con.sciousness pollutes the very foun-

tain of thought. Jesus was ever compassionate to-

wards the erring and ready to forgive the penitent,

but for the hypocrite no language of denunciation

was too strong to expre.ss his feeling. Surely tliat

which called forth sucli rebuke must be most offen-

sive to our heavenly Father. It is " with the heart

man believeth unto righteousness, and with the

mouth confession is made unto salvation." If the

heart is right there can be no desire to express more

tlian the triitli will warrant, and however large the

gifts or how frequent the times of devotion, they will

be without ostentation.

WHITTIER'S FIRST POETRY.
WHITTIER began to rhyme very early, and kept

his gift a secret from all, except his oldest sister, fear-

ing that his fatlier, who was a prosaic man, vvo\ild think

that he was wasting time. He wrote under the fence,

in the attic, in tlie barn—wherever he could escape

observation ; and as pen and ink were not always

available, he sometimes used chalk, and even char-

coal. Great was the surprise of the family when
some of his verses were unearthed, literally unearthed,

from under a heap of rubbish in a garret; but liis

father frowned upon these evidences of the bent of

his mind, not out of unkindness, but because he

doubted the sutficiency of the boy's education for a

literary life, and did not wish to inspire him with

hopes which might never be fulfilled.

His sister had faith in him, nevertheless, and, with-

out his knowledge, she sent one of his poems to the

editor of The Free Press, a newspaper published in

Newburyport. Whittier was helping his father to re-

pair a stone wall by the roadside when the carrier

flung a copy of the paper to him, and, unconscious

that anything of his was in it, he opened it and

glanced up and ilown the columns. His eyes fell on

some verses calleil "The Exile's Departure."

"Fond scenes, which delighted my youthful existence,

With feelings of sorrow I bid ye adieu

—

A lasting adieu; for now, dim in the distance.

The shores of Hibernia recede from my view.

Farewell to the cliffs, tempest-beaten and gray,

Which guard the loved shores of my own native land

;

Farewell to the village and sail-shadowed bay.

The forest-crowned hill and the water-washed strand."

His eyes swam ; it was his own poem, the first he

ever had in print.

" What is the matter with thee?" his father de-

manded, seeing how dazed he was; but, though he

resumed his work on the wall, he could not speak,

and he had to steal a glance at the paper again and

again, before he could convince himself that he was

not dreaming. Sure enough, the poem was there

with his initial at the foot of it,
—

" W., Haverhill,

June 1st, 1826," and, better still, this editorial notice:

" If ' W.,' at Haverhill, will continue to favor us with

pieces beautiful as the one inserted in our poetical de-

partment of to-day, we shall esteem it a favor."

The editor thought so mucli of "The Exile's De-

parture," and some other verses which followed it

from the same hand, that he resolved to make the ac-

quaintance of his new contributor, and he drove over

to see him. Whittier, then a boy of eighteen, was

summoned from the fields where he was working,

clad only in shirt, trousers, and straw bat, and hav-

ing slipped in at the back door so that he might put

his shoes and coat on, came into the room with

"shrinking diffidence, almost unable to speak, and

blushing like a maiden." The editor was a young

man himself, not more than twenty-two or twenty-

three, and the friendship that began with this visit

lasted until death ended it. How strong and how
close it was, and how it was made to serve the cause

of freedom, may be learned in the life of the great

abolitionist, William Lloyd Garrison, which was the

editor's name.— William H. Rideing, in St. Nicliotas.

If you strive after perfection, let it be the perfec-

tion of redeeming love. " Love your enemies . . .

that ye may be the children of your Father which

is in heaven." Herein shall he the blessedness of

those who shall have caught the Divine impulse of

the Redeemer. It shall be the blessedness of renun-

ciation, a blessedness in which you shall not have

your rights, nor demand them, but shall rather find

your highest joy in the steadfast superiority of love

to hatred. It seems hard, it is true, to conceive how
that can be a reign of righteousness in which

righteousness is persecuted and wronged by selfish-

ness and violence. Most wonderful of all is it that

He, the most gifted and deserving of the sons of men,

narrowed his own horizon of aspiration to the hum-
ble sphere of a servant-Saviour. Yet so it was; he

counselled ami evinced no ardor of desire for achieve-

ment, except that Divine longing to be baptized with

the baptism which the Father had appointed. Not

until tliis had been accomplished in spirit could he

pray for the further consummation, " Glorify thou

me with thine own self with the glory which I had

with thee before the world was." As a Saviour and

as a Master his principle for himself and his disciples

was: " He that loveth his life shall lose it ; and he

that hateth his life in this world shall keep it unto

life eternal."

—

Sehclid.

The pleasure of commanding our passions is to be

preferred before any sensual pleasure, because it is

the pleasure of wisdom and discretion.— Tillitdon.

' Christ has lived and he asks living followers. He
has died a sacrifice and he asks the spirit of self-sac-

rifice in you.

—

Bishop Huntinyton.
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TRAINED AND TRUSTY WORKERS.

TOO many people in tliis busy world are devoted to

the practice of grumbling over the wrong doings of

our fellow men, and some are quite expert at it, yet it

is but seldom that either of these classes offers 'a

remedy for existing evils. There is little reason to

wonder at this state of things, when we see how per-

sistently vices, crimes, accidents, and mishaps of all

kinds, are blazoned in the public prints, and spread

broadcast in all their hideousness before the people.

It would seem as if great courage were needful even

to live in this rushing and materialistic age.

But there is another side, and it is well sometimes

to halt and take a view of it, and it is wisdom to re-

flect upon it. Such an occasion for reflection came

to us quite recently in the great celebration of our

one hundred years of existence as an independent

nation, under constitutional laws of our own making.

The event brought together from all parts of our

great country thousands upon thousands of people,

and their almost uniformly good conduct should at

least teach us one great lesson, that of respect for,

and trustfulness in, the true nobility of those who

perform the labor that has been the main cause of

our prosperity during the past century.

The great industrial display that was made, and

the universal interest manifested in it, are most note

worthy, especially as this interest was more general

and heartfelt than in the military display that suc-

ceeded it; a circumstance that should cheer and en-

courage those of us who sometimes doubt the spread

of the principles of peace. Do not these things give

evidence that the truth is spreading in ways we may

not know?
But it was not the great army of workers that so

marvelously displayed, with pardonable pride, their

various avocations, that so impressed us. It was the

fact that great as the display was, it only partially rep-

resented that which produced it. Here were masses

of people, but more were left behind to perform their

parts in works that could not be wholly suspended.

Thousands of trained hands were on duty, ready by

their skill and promptness to enable others safely to

enjoy their holiday. Witness the care necessary to

carry with safety to and fro the immense crowds

that taxed to the utmost all the various avenues of

conveyance, and one can but feel a thrill of pride in

workmen so trained and so faithful in the discharge

of duty. And not only the duty of regular service,

but often these skilled workers are called to respond

to higher claims when suffering humanity demands

their help. Truly we can say that such " labor is wor-

ship" and "good deeds" performed in the humility

in private or public life, in high or low station, will be

ranked as " prayer and praise" to God, as surely as

manifest devotion in houses built expressly for his

worship. And not alone on such occasions as these,

(though these lead us to think and value trained and

trusty workers), but in our everyday life, we hear al-

most daily of heroes who in their regular perform-

ance of duty risk injury to themselves, and even their

lives, to save others whose lives counted by our short-

sighted standard cannot compare in value to the one

offered for sacrifice. In multitudes of homes are de-

voted ones trained by experience to noble service in

whatever line of work their Creator has allotted them

;

their record if written would more than compensate

the whole history of crimes.

It is to this side of life we would point the young

as being the true one to follow. Not only to the brief

pageant of display that occupies but the passing hour,

brilliant as it may be, but to the years of faithful and

honest work that has somewhere, by some one, been

performed, that makes such a display possible. Let

us point also to the need of the cultivation of the

cheerful spirit during the performance of this work,

that will bring into the most laborious life a love for

it that alone can make it long endurable. It is one

of the blessed compensations granted by a beneficent

Creator that a faithful performance of any labor bene-

ficial to his children, will bring peace and happiness

in its fulfillment. When the demon of discontent is

resisted, something like joy kindles in the hearts of

even those condemned to the hardest toil.

In the increasing ages, as we learn more and more

to realize the wise purposes of the Almighty, we will

feel less and less disposed to murmur at the mishaps

and misdeeds of humanity, and quietly try to remedy

the one by a more complete and careful training of

the children to some work and to some duty
;
and

the other by a more vigorous and patient study of

the causes leading to them.

NAMES WANTED AGAIN.

LAST year, in response to our request to that effect,

we received from a number of our friends lists of

names of persons who were not already subscribers

to the Intelligencer and Journal, and who, it was

thought, might be interested in it. To these we sent,

subsequently, copies of the paper, free, for a few

weeks, and a number became regular subscribers.

This year we desire to repeat the process, and we
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«hall be obliged for more names. In every neighboi-

hood where there are any Friends or " Friendly peo-

ple," there are some families, no doubt, who do not

take the paper, and who might do so, if they were

made acquainted with its character. We desire very

much to reach these, and hope our readers, one and

all, will consider whether they cannot send us their

names,—if not ten or twenty, then two or three, or

even one.

In the Far West we know there are many scat-

tered members of our religions body, and many others

in sympathy with it, to whom nothing would be a

more welcome or, we trust, more useful visitor than

a Friends' paper. Its contents would veritably be a

message from home. Let us have names of these, and

wherever it is possible, let us have a subscription, if

not from them, then /or them, by some one interested

in their welfare.

MARRIAGES.
LIPPINCOTT—BALLINGEE.—Ou Fourth-day after-

noon, Niuth mouth 21, 1887, at the residence of the bride's

father, under the care of Chester Monthly Meeting of

Friends, N. J., Joseph Lippincott, son of Asa E. aud Hau-
nah D. Lippincott, aud Marianna, daughter of Chalkley

aud Elizabeth Balliuger,—the latter deceased.

SHOEMAKER—KINDLEY.—Ou Fourth-day, Niuth,

mouth 7th, 1887, at Friends' meetiug-house, iu Eichmoud,
Ind., under the care -of White Water Mouthly Meeting
Abraham Shoemaker, of Preble county, Ohio, to Margaret

Kiudley, of Richmond, Wayne county, Indiana.

DEA THS.
BROWN.—Passed from works to rewards, Sarah

Brown, on Seventh month 31st, 1887, at the home of her

grandson, F. A. Beall, near Camden, Preble county, Ohio,

a member of Westfield Mouthly Meeting, aged 101 years

1 month, and 2 days.

COX.—In Kennett Square, on the 23d of Ninth month
1887, Haunah Bond Cox, wife of Jacob P. Cox, in her 63d

year.

CEANSTON.—Near Marshallton, Del., Sixth -day,

Eighth month 19th, James Cranston, aged almost eighty

years, a member of Wilmington Monthly Meeting.

DAVIES.—In Philadelphia, Ninth month 2l3t, Mordecai

Davies, iu his 74th year ; an atteuder of Sace street Meet-
ing.

LEEDS.—At Wilmington, Del., Ninth month 2l3t, Beulah,

widow of Benjamin S. Leeds, of Philadelphia, aud sister of

our late friend, Deborah Marot, in her 87th year. She
was mother of Josiah W. Leeds, of Qermantown.

LOWNES.—At Morrow, Warren co., O., Niuth mouth
6th, 1887, of heart disease, Anna Birdsall Lownes, aged 77

years and 10 months.

She was the daughter of William Birdsall aud Hannah
.Steer, of Sandy Spring, Md., widely known members of the

Society of Friends. She married Josiah B. Lownes, and in

1835 removed to Ohio. She was endowed with intellectual

abilities of a high order, which were improved by exten-

sive reading aud reflection. Her judgment was clear and
reliable, and she was conscientious, upright, and religious.

Her sufferings, though severe aud protracted, were en-

dured with great patience and resignation, and she was

sustained in life's trials and in her sickness by the com-

forting influeuces of the Holy Spirit, in whose teaching

and support she had been taught to trust, and she found

her faith aud confidence in her Saviour unshaken to the

end. *

MOORE. -Ou Ninth mouth 21, 1887, at Sandy Spring,

Md., Anua Leggett, infant daughter of Joseph F., Jr. and

Estelle Ty.sou Moore, aud great-graud-daughter of the late

Patience H. Leggett, aged 14 mouths.

OFFLEY.—On the 4th of Niuth month, 1887, Norman
Griscom, son of Michael aud Mary Griscom Olfley, aged 3

years, 10 months, aud 29 days.

PEATT.—In Newlin, ou Fifth-day, Ninth month 22d,

1887, of paralysis, Joseph H. Pratt, aged 72 years.

SMEDLEY.—On Ninth month 21st, 1887, at the res-

idence of her sou, Thomas D. Smedley, iu Bradford, Pa.,

Sarah L. Smedley, widow of the late John Smedley, form-

erly of West Goshen, Chester county. She was the daughter

of Elijah Lewis, of Willistowu, Pa.

YAENALL.—In Media, Pa.,ou Niuth mouth 22d, 1887,

Ruth Yarnall, in the 86th year of her age.

ZERNS.—At Watertown, N. J., Ninth month 21st,

William M. Zerus, M. D., of Philadelphia, sou of John E.

and Lydia F. Zerns, of ,Salem, N. J., aged 35, a member
of the monthly meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SUMMER DAYS ON THE MAINE COAST.— Vl.

MOUNT DESERT.

SOME fifteen years ago, we first visited this grandest

of the isles that repose in the inspiring waters of this

most romantic and pleasurable of all the coast regions

of our country, and we desire to see something of the

change that is being wrought in regions once so lovely

in our eyes. Here we learneil somewhat of the crea-

tures of the lower deep, and sought the mystery of

the structure of the sea cucumber, the mysterious

Holourian of these seas ; of the sea anemone, the

flower-like zoophyte of the ocean caves ; of the acorn-

like barnacles of the rocks and wharves ; of the vast

profusion of both marine life and of land creatures

that find their habitat on these shores, and curiously

inquired as to the conifera which rise so nobly on the

mountains that look down into the deeps of ocean on

the one hand, and into the mirroring face of glacial

lakes of long-forgotten antiquity on the other. Lin-

gering through the long days of the summer of 1872

and 1873, we gathered up the treasures of field, forest,

and ocean, as we could, and made of them such cata-

logue as was practicable, not as a means of instruct-

ing others, but as an evidence to our friends and fel-

low students that we had seen these things and noted

them for ourselves. Now let us once more look upon

a land so rich in pleasant mem ories of easy inter-

course with nature and dilettante studies. How lovely

are the approaches to Mount Desert ! The island-stud-

ded seas are as blue as the Mediterranean in its most

smiling mood. The rock which abounds seems to be

white granite which vies in delicacy with the classic

marbles of the Greek isles, and the fir balsam and its

congenial kindred spring up in glad abundance on

every point of vantage.

Our steamer furnishes a splendid point of obser-

vation, for we mount to the upper deck and have un-
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obstructed views in every ilirection—up to the piotur-

esqiie const hills of Camden, and very soon we dis-

cern the eleven mountains of Mount Desert—the

boldest peaks along our Atlantic seaboard. The ver-

dure is the richest of which these shores and high-

lands are capable, for the present has been a summer
of unstinted rain in this region.

We are approaching the coast of the Island of Mt.

Desert and take pleasurable note of the mountain
heights, our steamer turns warily in the mouth of

Somes Sound, and in due time we come into sight of

the Island House of old times, which looks strangly

unfamiliar to us, and of the old lobster factory which
is now quite done canning for this season. Here we
land, and a carriage of the sort styled " buck-board "

invites us to accept a ride to the old hotel, of which

we have such happy memories. But on both sides of

the harbor are many pleasant looking new houses

that might be more tempting. But we go immediately

to the Island House to greet the venerable host who
fifteen years ago made us so happily at home at his

hostelry. "Deacon Clark," now seventy-six years

old, looks to us scarcely older than fourteen years ago

when we last saw him. He greets us kindly and tells

us we can have the best his three houses can offer of

rooms unoccupied.

We are accordingly initiated promptly, and are

soon at home among the guests, when we find that we
are in the midst of friends of longstanding. The dear

little lad of the past is now the promising young man,

trained by the best masters, and winning every

honor by his merits and his kindly courtesy. Friends

from our own city, near and dear, and friends with

whom we claim acquaintance of later date all unite to

make us at home. The first afternoon is occupied by

a sail up Somes Sound. How delightful to glide

swiftly over these sheltered waters, looking up to the

overhanging heights, that from this near distance

seem almost sublime in attitude, and that are cu-

riously beautiful in color—a happy study for the artist.

Newport Mountain' is described as "terrible in stern-

ne,ss, yet lovely in its warmth of color, above the

steely sea,—a wall of bluish-gray granite, with satiny

brown reflections under the noonday sunlight, thinly

clothed with trees that lend a purplish brown tone,

and seamed with cracks like curving strata-lines;"

and this will answer for many other of the bold

heights of the Desert Isle. We enjoy the pure bright

air of the afternoon, comparing tlie scene with what

we remember of by-gone days.

Many pretty clearings have been made upon the

sound, and summer homes have risen among the firs

and birches, and here are many brain workers who
are seeking physical and mental renewal in this land

of pure air, fragrance, and beauty. Many hotels oc-

cupy choice sites, and seem to be approved as reason-

able in charges and very well kept. But this is not

the ultra-fashionable side of this Island, though it

has some of the best features of the place. The sail-

ing is safe and delightful when the weather is favora-

ble, and that is more than can as truthfully be said of

Frenchman's Bay which washes the other side.

Some of the geologic features of this island are in-

'Miles away on the Bar Harbor side of the Island.

teresting. I quote W. B. Lapliam : "As in other

portions of the State, the southern brows of the lofty

granitic hills are everywhere crushed and broken

into fearful precipices, while their sides, turned to the

north, present plains of greater breadths, and dip at

vastly less angles down toward the level country be-

yond. The great boulders lie at their southern feet,

and those specifically the same, but of less magnitude,

are transported the farthest off, and are more worn

and rounded. It seems to have been the special

business of the great denuding agent, to cover the

barren surface with soils, which soils are the result of

local detritus—gravels, clays, and sands, crushed and

ground out of the detached rocks."

In speaking of the geology of this region, Prof.

Hitchcock says :
" Another large basin of mica schist

is in the southern part of Hancock county, three

sides certainly resting upon granite. This granite is

shaped like a great horseshoe, one end being at

Mount Desert Island, running through Sullivan,

Franklin, Number Eight, North Ellsworth, Orland,

Surey Bluehill, and Sedgwick to its other end on

Deer Isle ; and within this curve the mica schist is

situated. The character of the rock is gneisoid, and

sometimes talcose and again like silicious slate. The

country within this arc is low and rolling, while the

great granite curve is composed of high mountains.

After this depression, the schists were deposited in it,

though in this case the schist failed to reach any-

where near to the top of the ridge or basin. The

rocks in this valley belong to one formation, and

were formed during the same geological period."

The action of the great ice sheet of the glacial ge-

ologic period is very perceptible all over this island.

Prominences have been peremptorily planed off, and

the deep scratches which the ice masses have left in

their progress are more conspicuously frequent than I

have ever observed elsewhere. The lakes of excava-

tion that occur so frequently are of glacial origin, it

is fully believed ;
and indeed on our former visits

when we went round to every convenient accessible

point of observation we were fully satisfied of that

fact, and fancied we could find just the right moraines

to satisfy the glacial theory fully. At the " Sea Wall

"

near South West Harbor, there is a great ridge of the

egg-shaped pebbles which have the same granite sub-

stance as the mountains, and have been moulded by

the wearing, rhythmic action of the breakers, into

curiously uniform shapes varying from a few ounces

to two or three pounds in weight. The artists, who

always abound among the summer visitors, have used

them to make sketches of choice bits of scenery as

memorials to friends afar, and they have passed as

friendship's tokens in many directions, and their geo-

logical significance been forgotten. Our landlord.

Deacon Henry H. Clarke, of South West Harbor, has

adorned his new chimney-place of brick with a good

selection from these fine colored pebbles of granite,

and they are quite ornamental. Anarch of the whole

pebbles adorns the space below the mantle, and sev-

eral split stones are used for a mosaic in the tablet

above the mantle. They are varnished to develop

their color.

Green Mountain is the largest, broadest, and high-
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est of the group of mountains, and a railway, now, on
any day from Bar Harbor, takes travelers to tlie top.

The height is set down as 1,527 feet, and there are six

others whicli approach it in magnitude, besides a mul-
titude of minor hills.

The view from the summit of Green Mountain is

accounted very grand and comprehensive, reaching
from Mt. Katahdin on the one hand to the limitless

vasts of the Atlantic on the other. Again I quote
from Lapham : "From the summit the scene is grand,
almost overwhelming. Here one gets a bird's eye
view of more than three-fourths of the entire island,

including its harbors, bays, coves, sounds, lakes, ponds,
mountains, forest, farms, and villages ; also of several
towns on the mainland, numerous islands along the
coast line, and abroad expanse of ocean. The.Schoo-
dic Mountains, Biuehill, and the Camden Hills are
seen in the distance, while in the opposite direction
white sails gleaming in the sunlight glide smoothly
over the azure sea. The soil is thin, and lacking in
the elements of fertility. There is not much level

surface, and what there is, is either sandy or marshy
and wet. The water of the ocean is nearly thirty de-
grees colder than at the mouth of the Kennebec,
owing to the Arctic current which here strikes the
coast." The ice business, granite quarrying, and ca-

tering to the wants of summer visitors are the chief
industries of the people of this island.

The heavy tides should be mentioned, as they rise
fully twelve feet on an average. I believe the ordi-
nary tide in unobstructed seas is only about three
feet, while here the inexperienced is startled to find
that one may go forth on a full sea in the morning
and return after a six hours' sail, to find the waters
so strangely shrunken that it is needful to scramble
over quitea stretch of unsiglitly and slippery seaweed
in order to find a landing. Wharves are constructed
accommodated to these conditions, .so that one need
not do the hardest thing uece.ssarily. Very often we
go down quite a stairway in the twelve or fifteen feet
height of platform to rind the deck and then come
sailing home a half day's rejoicing on seas, and land
upon the top of the wharf. The depths beneath the
wharf, which are easily accessible at low tide, are the
resort of many curious little Crustacea, which live
peacefully and comfortably between high and low
tide. To those who have never watched the starfish,
the sea anemone, the barnacle, and the myriad curi-
ous creatures of the ocean in their strange amphibian
life, it is an interesting study. On the other side of
the island, at Bar Harbor, were a series of natural
rock pools which were aquaria of great interest which
we watched curiously years ago. They were merely
accidental basins in the rock, from one to two feet in
depth, which the retiring tide left filled with the sea
water, which were replenished when it rose. So they
were conservatories of animal life, and lured us to
linger hours in contemplation of the proces-ses need-
ful to the existence of such simple forms of creation.
It is pleasant to learn that these pools have been so
far conserved by the "improvers" of this now most
fashionable resort of the gay world. The forest that
was our pleasant shelter from the sunbeams, and our
botanic garden in other days, is all gone, and gay

and co.stly summer cottages with their gardens occupy
its space. But the rocky border land between high
and low tides is left to the rock pools. Humble in-

quirers into the life secrets of zoophytes of these

cold seas may still linger by the inviting aquaria and
learn what they can of the mysteries of humble life

in these interesting waters.

The gay world has mostly departed and their

quarters are to be enjoyed by that which is not gay
and is satisfied with quiet pleasures and the study

of nature, but so it is not to be this year for us ; and
we go home willingly to our own city. The last

morning (the 11th of Ninth month) was steely bright

with hoar trost, and cold as autumn sliould be in this

north land. We go cheerfully and not unwillingly,

for real life has its advantages for practical people.

One of our parting words concerning the balsam
fir trees was an inquiry concerning their health. The
summer has been one of abundant rain, and I think

they are in much better heart than they seemed at

Mouse Island. Then, too, I thought the soil kindlier.

Deacon Clark seemed to be of opinion that their

worst enemy is a dry season. Yet his great music
hall was decked with a profuse garniture of dead and
dying branches. No one has shown me the perni-

cious insect to which their decay has been ascribed,

and the impression with many seems to be that a

sterile rocky soil and drought will account for the de-

cadence of the balsam fir. At any rate it is saddening.

High prices are asked for every eligible site for

building on this i.'^land. Very humble persons, hold-

ing a little land in pretty locations, find themselves
ofl'ered prices that would insure them much more
than a competence, but they stoutly cling to their

soil in .some cases. Seventy thousand dollars were
oflfered, it is said, for the holding of a washerwoman
at Bar Harbor, and refused. I expressed wonder at

the decision to a native. He assured me he did not

deem it unwise, saying, " She can now make a good
living and do it easy. What more could she do if

she had the $75,000? She might lose all that money."
I was puzzled for a reply.

The people feel their position to be very good,

with all the influx of wealth and fashion coming
among them every summer, and are in no hurry to

sell their little homes. S. R.

S. W. Harbor, Mt. Desert, Ninth month 10.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A SKETCH IN THE NORTH CAROLINA
MOUNTAINS.

TWENTY miles from Asheville, we leave Pigeon
River Station, and seated in rustic chairs in an open
wagon ride along the river, passing two Indian
mounds at Garden Creek Farm, and finding a more
rugged road as we follow the East Fork to a narrow
cove among the great loot-hills of Mt. Pisgah. In the

only half acre of level space the " family mansion "

nestles close to Cold Creek, which is crossed by a
high foot bridge, leading to the cottage on a steep

hill, occupied by the boarders. Here are tall chest-

nuts with green balls swaying in the sun, and the

hemlock spruce borders the ever-talking stream that

comes pouring its clear waters down a steep and
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rocky pathway. Sheep peck among the boulders,

while Jireotly back of the house cows pasture in a

field that seems to reach half way up the sky. On
one side Cold Mountain towers up six thousand feet,

and hundreds of other peaks touch the clouds.

Walking, and riding the donkey or horse, are delight-

ful occupations, as the scene changes every half mile

or so yielding new and continued beauty. Everything
seems to have the power of giving enjoyment, until

we enter the so-called home, church, or school-house.

The native whites,—for there are few colored here,

lack thrift and energy required for right-living. A
woman lies ill in a log hut, with no window ; the

husband holds the baby, and two others cling to the

bed clothes. There is nothing she can eat, no wood
cut, the rain comes through large holes in the roof,

and he in a complaining voice, says, " she was never
sick this long in her life." Inquiry finds she is

twenty-two, married at fourteen and he at eighteen.

Neither can read, and they could not wind the small

clock loaned them to take food and medicine by. We
insisted on having the roof mended and her drinking

the milk, he " gave away by the gallon," instead of

the whiskey prescribed by a neighbor ; but when we
suggested the garden should contain more than
pumpkins, he answered with pride :

" I've two hun-
dred bushels of corn in the field: just one man can
make that and a hundred of wheat."

Up the mountain a man, unable to work for two
years, was the father of a four months' old baby, and
three other little ones, while the mother worn out

with cutting wood and dragging it to the house, was
hoeing the corn, etc.

These people are poor in a most fertile spot, where
energy and work would make them comfortable. The
remedy is education and giving up tobacco, the eflect

of which is visible everywhere on the faces of the

young, or in the stunted mental and physical nature.

There is little whiskey in this "settlement," but
when we told a pretty woman of twenty-four, (the

complexions and rosy cheeks here would be the envy
of city belles) that the fathers used too much tobacco,

she meekly replied: " I only rub [snuff] a little, once
in a while." Meeting a small fair-haired boy, we
asked if he used it and how old he was. " Yes ; used
it about two years ; I'm six going into seven." A
week later there was a very pathetic look in the up-

turned face, with bis first words, "I'aint chen-ed
none since I seed you'uns, and hev giv it up." The
next message was through the grandmother some
weeks later: " Bobby says he aint never gwine to

use any more tobacco, and if he lives till be is fifteen

he's going to hunt you up."

Three day schools are within two miles, and all

full. Teaching in one is by a young man who" came
along." Out of fifty-eight pupils, (some of the boys
married !) only four had slates, and when we sug-

gested that instead of thumbing the blue-back Speller,

at c-a ca, d-a da, h-a ha. they write the words on their

slates, he replied in a tone that was meant to settle

the matter :
" We don't teach script here." He wil-

lingly gave us the alphabet class of ten and the rough

black-board was used to awaken the minds of the lit-

tle ones, while others gazed with open mouths.

There had never been a pic-nic in the settlement

until the two Sabbath schools were gathered in the

picturesque cove at Shut-In Church. This is a log

structure, also used for theschool, nestled in the great

foot-hills with the East Fork and wagon road occupy-

ing all the level space. S. J. Entrikin printed a ban-

ner, for each, and our "catch-alls "supplied tassels

and ribbons. The rude pulpit and seats were taken

out under the spreading trees and chairs from the

wagons did duty for the aged, and the women with

babies. Looking at the hundreds that filed in couples

to the long table, one wondered where they all came

from, yet many horses and mules were fastened on

the hill-side, most of which had carried two or three

on their backs. Ministers of different denominations

spoke so freely on the needs of Sabbath schools, it left

opportunity for us to give some light and understand-

ing on the duties of parents to establish better day

schools, with more comfortable benches, and to pro-

vide slates and suitable books.

Mingling among them, and visiting in their houses,

aroused an interest, and on our last Sabbath both con-

gregations, Methodist and Baptist, assembled at

Pisgab church. The children were addressed first,

then invited out, and a meeting for young girls and

women, who were spoken to on the importance of

physical, mental, and spiritual growth, the great wrong

of too-early marriage and the sacredness of mother-

hood. After that, a solemn time with only men pres-

ent, as it seemed right to have them by themselves,

and if possible awaken a sense of the great responsi-

bility of becoming fathers before full physical or

mental stature had been reached. Also the great

wrong of bringing up families in one room, when a lit-

tle eflbrt would add more and secure for the woman
and mother that privacy and quiet which were her

right. The language and illustrations were fitted to

their understanding, and although all over seventeen

had been admitted, idle curiosity melted away before

the truth, and young men as well as bowed forms

with hoary heads paid reverent attention. In the lit-

tle space given for silent prayer the spirit of our

Father seemed present with us. At the close, one

minister banded a scrap torn from a book on w hich

he had written " God bless the efi'ort." Shut in as

these people are, raising what they eat, spinning and

weaving nearly all they wear, trading roots for their

few luxuries, they pass from one generation to an-

other with little change. Old prejudices are handed

down with other things, for one man " wasn't sure he

would go to the pic-nic ; he had heard one of Ivester's

boarders was going to preach and the Book said, wo-

men must keep their mouths shut." The ofl'set to this

was a convert who " wouldn't a took a thousand dol-

lars for what I heerd them Sundays."

Sister E.'s busy brush is not able to get all the pic-

turesque and artistic sights that we see day after day

in this mountainous region.
M. SCHOFIELD.

It is no great matter to live lovingly with good

natured, humble, and meek persons; but he who can

do so with the froward, wilful, ignorant, peevish, and

perverse, hatli true charity.

—

Kenipis.
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NOTES BY THE WAY.
WHILE visiting, during the past suminei-, I met an
agreeable woman from a town in south-western Ken-
tucky. She told me of their county's having
adopted a stringent Prohibitory act last fall. A Mrs.
Wilson, a temperance lecturer from one of the west-
ern States, liad visited the country shortly before,
and had greatly interested many of the women. On
the day that the question was to he voted on, the.se

women or some of them furnished free lunches on
the street in every one of the voting precints. These
were for the voters, and it was done to keep them
away from the influence of the saloons. The meas-
ure adopted was a very stringent one, as it forbade
the selling of intoxicating drinks even on a physi-
cian's prescription. My friend had a cough, and it

was recommended to her to try rock candy dissolved
in apple brandy. She sent the prescription to a
druggist, and he sent back word, that he had no
brandy, and he was not allowed to have it.

On the subject of education of the colored people,
in the town, she told me that they have a prosperous
public school, having a school-board of their own
color, a colored superintendent, and colored teachers,
women mostly, born in their own town and educated
at Nashville, Tennessee. Great interest is felt by the
colored people in the work of education. The white
people have also one school under the charge of a
superintendent from Ohio. Both are graded schools.
the white one and the colored one.

* * *

I have been much interested lately in the conver-
sation of a man born in Kentucky, but now living in
the State of Arkansas. I hear that he served
in the Union army,—while one who accompanied
him here was in the other army. The former is un-
der the charge of a physician of this city, and is ac-
companied by his family. He takes a prominent part
in public affairs at home, and is especially interested
in farming. He estimated that five per cent, of the
colored men, (heads of families), who were born
slaves are now owners of real estate. All the colored
people in his region are farmers or farm laborers

;

and thirty per cent, own their stock and implements,
renting land. A good instance of a successful farmer
is Henry Green, a trustworthy negro, with "credit
as good as anybody's." He owns eighty acres, forty
in cultivation, all in cotton, and rents an adjoining
field of 150 acres, in cotton and corn. His corn aver-
ages about forty bushels to the acre, and cotton about
three-fourths of a bale to the acre, worth about 840 a
bale. On his own land Green made a bale to tlie

acre.

At cotton picking time in the fall, the whole fam-
ily belonging to such farmers, down to six years of
age, turn in to the work ; but in the wet weather,
from December to the latter part of February, only
the adults pick. An active man can pick from 150 to

300 pounds a day, and is paid from fifty to seventy-
five cents per hundred.

* * *

Col.
, my new acquaintance, was so polite as

to allow me to take notes of some of his experience.
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Thus I learned that on his plantation of 1,500 acres
he a lows each renter one acre for garden and or-
chard. He has only outside fences, and the colored
men have the privilege of cutting all the wood they
want for fuel and fencing their gardens.

Most of the colored men, he said, buy from local
store-keepers. They do not raise their own pork, but
buy meat, flour, groceries,—many even buy corn.
The store-keeper charges them 100 per cent, profit on
the pork he buys at St. Louis or Kansas City, and
other supplies at the same rate. Most of them are
tied to h.m by debt and mortgage. He is himself
bound in a corresponding way to the cotton commis-
sion merchant in St. Louis or New Orleans. All those
who are making a success of farming do as does Col.

;
they buy supplies theni.selves and sell to their

hands at twenty per cent, profit.

My informant has observed that all lands worked
by inferior mules did not produce well ; and the
farmer got into debt. So he requires his tenants to
have large, strong mules. He went to St. Louis last
year, and bought twenty-one, sixteen hands high,
paying $165 apiece. He sold them to his hands at
$200, and he added that they paid for them the first
year. The legal rate of interest in Arkansas is six
per cent., but ten per cent, may be contracted for.
The best uplands, free from inundation, .sell when im-
proved at from ten to fifteen dollars per acre. He is
in the eastern part of the Stale on a tributary of the
Mississippi.

The State of Arkansas forbids the sale of all in-
toxicating drinks, and of alcohol and its compounds,
permitting however, " bitters " sold as medicine. But
any county may obtain the privilege to licenise the
sale, thus: at any general election, or once ;in two
years, the vote is to be taken, " For License " or
"Against Lincense." Any county that votes for
license can have the sale, but with the following res-
ervation, which is called the " three mile law."" All
adult inhabitants, including women over 18, living
within three miles of any church or school-house,
may petition the County court not to grant license
in that territory, and if it appears to the court that a
majority have signed the petition, the County court
shall not grant license.

The effect of the law, in its "Local Option" fea-
ture is that in any township where there is a majority
against license, the sale of liquor in such township is

forbidden, and that if the majority in the county is

against, it carries the county including townships
that may have voted for license.

Of 78 counties in Arkansas, probably about one-
half voted at the last election for licen.se, and many
of these contain townships that have prohibited it.

P. E. Gibbons.

"He tliat lives in love lives in God," says the
beloveil disciple : and, to be sure, a man can live no-
where better.

The fairest prospect often ends in a gloom, and
the darkest frequently brightens daily more and
more.
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COMMUNICA TIONS.

A CALL TO ilORE ACTIVITY.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I WOULD like to ask the Society of Friends at large

in regard to the work of the spiritually called of our

raemhers, especially those in the ministry. Why is

it there are so few called to go outside of om own
society? Are they fully satisfied that we need not

try to convince those of " the world," as we are wont
to call them, that it is not necessarj' to do as the

ministering Friends of old did? The founders of the

Society were an aggressive people ; they felt called

upon to publish the good things they found, and went
through hardships that we as a people of the present

day would flee from. What have we been depend-

ing on to keep up our numbers ? Have we not been

afraid that we might be called over-zealous? Can we
be too zealous in doing good ? Is the harvest not ripe,

ready for the laborers ? The people are now ready

to break loose from their old thread-bare creeds if

they only knew where to go. Many are leaving their

old societies, and if they could only hear of the
" Light within," they would gladly accept it. But
they have all been taught that revelation ceased ages

ago, and they have nothing left but tradition, and
full belief of the letter as it is in the Book. I want
the Friends to examine for themselves and see if

they do not find that our Society is asleep, or that

something is wrong with us. I do not wish to have
any one undertake the work until they are fully con-

vinced that they are called to it. But I think by
close examination that many will find they have
been called, but have asked to have the work put on
some one else. Daniel Griest.

Ellis, Kansas, Ninth monih 12.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

FIRST SORROW.
CLEAR was the blue of the heavens,

Fleecy the cloudlets of white,

Over the glorious concave

Floating iu quiet delight.

Looking around me in rapture.

Earth seemed created anew,

Peaceful, and quiet, and happy!

—

All else lay hid from my view.

Little I thought that the cloudlets

Gliding so softly away,
Borrowed .iU light from the sunbeams,

Darkening at close of the day.

Long, was my day in the sunshine,

Life had no sorrow for me

;

Breathed I a prayer iu my gladness,

Ever from care to be free.

Glorious as ever the sunset,

Closing the bright happy day
;

Soon, ah, too soon all the beauty,

Faded forever away

!

Standing alone iu the twilight,

Watching the gray shadows fall,

Denser, and denser Ijecoming
;

Darkness now reigns over all.

Gazing in terror around me,
Groping, with no one to guide

;

Finding no refuge to shelter,

Lost, in my effort to hide !

Fiercer, the storm beat upon me,
Driving me still to and fro,

Weary, I sank in my pathway,
Knowing not whither to go.

" WilH be left, thus to wander?"
Cruel ! I cried in my grief,

" Oh, for the day that had vanished !
"

—Still I could find no relief.

Dreaming too long in the sunshine,

Careless that night would approach,

—T'was not my Maker who caused it,

Only myself to reproach !

Seized with a passionate longing,

Kneeling most humbly in prayer,

Asking forgiveness, and coui-age,

Take up the cross I must bear.

Lighter is growing my burden,

Longer I am not afraid
;

Calling for help in my sorrow,

More than I ask is repaid.

Promise, and hope for the future.

Never again I despair

;

Always with Him, I'll find comfort,

Rest from the world's weary care.

Dark tho' the clouds be of sorrow,

Light there is shining above.

I shall be patient in waiting,

Trusting God's wisdom and love.

MY DOG.
I LOVE my dog—a beautiful dog,

Brave and alert for a race
;

Ready to frolic with baby or man
;

Dignified, too, in his place.

I like his bark,—a resonant bark,

Musical, honest, and deep
;

And his swirling tail and his shaggy coat

And his sudden, powerful leap.

Oh, never a corpulent pug for me.
Nor a Spitz with treacherous snap !

Never a trembling, pattering hound,
Nor a poodle to live on my lap !

No soft-lined basket for bed has Jack,

Nor bib, nor luxurous plate;

But the doorstep brown, that he'guards so well.

And the lawn are his royal state.

No dainty leading-ribbon of silk

My grand, good dog shall fret

;

No golden collar needs he, to show
He's a very expensive pet

;

But just my loviug voice for a chain.

His bound at my slightest sign,

And tlie faith when we look in each other's eyes
Proclaim that my dog is mine.

He'll never be carried in arms like a babe,

Nor be dragged like a toy, all a-curl

;

For he proudly knows he's a dog, does Jack,

And I'm not that sort of a girl.

—Bessie HiU, in St. Nicholas.
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YOUNG PEOPLE'S PLEDGE
I PROMISE Thee, sweet Lord,

That I will never cloud the light,

Which shines from Thee within my soul,

And makes my reason bright

;

Nor ever will I lose the power
To serve Thee by my will.

Which Thou hast set within my heart,

Thy precepts to fulfill.

Oh, let me drink as Adam drank.

Before from Thee he fell

;

Oh, let me driuk as Thou, dear Lord,

When faint by Sychar's well

;

That from my childhood, pure from sin,

Of drink and drunken strife,

By the clear fountains I may rest.

Of everlasting life.

— Cardinal Manning.

From the Public Ledger.

NATURAL HISTORY STUDIES AT LONG-
PORT.

BOY and girl observers on tlie seashore, with eyes

trained for seeing, are quick to find the treasures of

the beach. My young friend Bessie brings nie on a

large clam shell, filled to Oi'erflowing, a mass foru]e<l

of perhaps a hundred or more gelatinous cylinders,

connected by an opaque rope of firm consistence,

dark in color. The cylinders are from two to three

inches in length, about one-third of an inch in di-

ameter, and are composed of round, transparent eggs,

agglutinated together, each cylinder containing

probably two hundred eggs, so that at least twenty
thousand eggs must have been deposited in the whole
mass of cylinders. Examined with a hand micro-
scope, the embryos are distinctly seen within the
transparent shell, and appear like a tiny bag with
tentacles folded above it. At the base of the tentacles

two minute eye specks are seen. With a compound
microscope, the egg shell appears to enclose sufficient

space for a happy little animal to exercise itself in.

Not only are the pulsations clearly visible, but the
movements of the young animal may be discerned as
it turns from side to side, apparently for the pleasure
of activity. It reminded me of the remark of a gen-
tleman, who, on looking at the similar movements
of an embryo snail, said he did not see any use in its

hatching as it looked happy enough where it was.
And now arises the question, what is tlie parent

animal which deposited these twenty thou.sand or
more eggs? The general aspect of the embryo sug-
gests a cephalapod. I consult Woodward, but he
does not help me. There is an exceedingly useful
volume, " Structural and Systematic Conchology," by
George W. Tryon. I look over the plates; find noth-
ing exactly like this but in plate 18, figure 12, there
is somethingsufflciently similar to convince me I am
on the right track. I turn to the page referred to,

and by reading a few paragraphs, come to a descrip-

tion which I recognize at once. These eggs are un-
doubtedly those of Loligo punctata, one of the cuttle

fishes observed at Atlantic City by Mr. Tryon. This
is his description: "I have seen hundreds of cylin-

drical cases, each three to four inches long and half

an inch in diameter, composing a single, soft, jelly-
like mass which lay quivering on the beach, reflect-
ing from its glistening surfa<'e rainbow hues, and
filled with almost innumerable rapidly-pulsating em-
bryos; .say, at least 2.50 to each sack.' The details of
their form and the colored spots of their body weredis-
tinctly visible to the naked eye. Each etnbryo is en-
closed in its separate, round, transparent egg-case, and
during its development the yolk bag is attached to its
mouth and surrounded by its arms."

The embryos described by Mr. Tryon are much
further advanced than these, but there is no doubt of
the description applying to the object before us.
These are so young that no color is as yet developed
except in the eye, the remainder of the body being
semi-transparent and only a little whiter than the
fluid contents of the egg sliell. I can find no sack as
yet, the eggs being simply held together by jelly.
They are separable without rupturing any discover-
able envelope. There can be no donbt that as they
mature the oater layer of gelatinous material hardens
into sack. Tlie egg cylinders are a little smaller than
those described above, but in every other particular,
with the exception noted, they correspond accurately.
As the mass of cylinders lies in a basin of sea water
before me, it has a slight shade of Sepia brown.

About two months ago, a large boat landing, with
a fine pavillion over it, was erected by the Camden
and Atlantic Railroad Company at Longport. This
structure has only been completed about two weeks.
While the upper portions of it were being finished the
small people of the sea were busy selecting a home
for themselves on the piles and understructure. As
we look down into the waters of Beach Thoroughfare
we see the submerged timbers covered with a thread-
like beard, and on a dark night the water itself bril-

liant with points of light from i)ho,sphorescent jelly

fishes. The beard and the jelly fishes are intimately
connected with each other. The beard is the beauti-
ful flower-like hydroid known as hybocadon,and the
jelly fishes are produced from its head.

Under the micro.scope the stem or thread is seen
to be surmounted by a rayed head. The rays are
transparent, and remind one, in form, of an aster. In
the centre of the circle there is a column, brownish
at the base, surmounted by transparent tentacles.

Within this circlet of tentacles is the mouth which
provides nourishment for the head. Between the
mouth, in the centre, and the rays of the outer mar-
gin, there is a space which produces medusa buds.
In one head I counted seventeen of these, clearly

visible, the remainder being out of focus. The buds
were in difl'erent states of progre.ssion, three nearest
to the mouth being almost ready to leave the parent
stem and assume their independent life as jelly-fishes.

Difl'erent heads were also more or less advanced, in

some the medusa buds being as yet almost globular
and much smaller than in others.

I brought in a colony consisting of perhaps one
hundred stems, from two to three inches in length,

each of which was crowned with its flower-like head.
The next evening only three heads were visible. I

kept them provided with sea water, and in a short
time observed that the bare stems were sprouting new
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heads. I have kept them under observation for eight

days, and at the present time tlie flower-like heads

are numerous, showing that a succession of heads are

produced on tlie same stalk. Nor is this all. As
stated in "Seaside Studies," "The hyhocadon has

a one-sided outline, one large tentacle only being

fully developed, while the others remain abortive, so

that the whole weight of the structure is thrown on

one side of the bell. Upon this large tentacle small

jelly fishes, similar to the original, are produced by

budding. This process going on until tenor twelve

such jelly tishes may be suspended from the tenta-

cle." It is no wonder that this species has been

named Hybocadon prolifer. The Longport heads are

pinkish, rather than deep orange, as described.

Otherwise I see no difference between them and
those observed by the authors of " Seaside Studies."

I was fortunate in having with me a drawing of Hy-
bocadon copied from the original in "Contributions

to the Natural History of the United States," and,

therefore had no <lifficulty in identifying the speci-

mens under the microscope with the drawing. The
only difference I saw was that in one of mine more
medusa buds were nearly ready to escape as jelly fishes.

During the prevalence of the south-east winds I

had another opportunity of seeing the Physalia and
of carefully examining the structure of the air-sac

and the crest. There can be no doubt in my mind
that the crest is highly sensitive to the touch, and
that it possesses remarkable powers of contractility.

I saw it twice contract so as to move one end through
an a.scending curve until it gained an upright posi-

tion, when it threw itself over, evidently adding to

its comfort by this change of position. I presume
that it can right itself in this manner on a rough sea.

The effort seemed to revive it when its strength was
waning. Looking carefully at the crest, I saw that

its base was about an inch broad at the widest part,

narrowing toward each end, and that there was a

thin membranous partition between it and the air-

sac. The crest itself was divided by twelve vertical

partitions of equally delicate membrane, resting on
the horizontal partition, which formed the floor of

the crest. Beginning in the centre with an interme-

diate partition were four on either side, making nine
in all, which did not reach to within half an inch of
the floor, and such intermediate partitions shortened

byregulargradationsandinexactorderuntil the whole
crest was a ruffle of partitions and their interspaces.

If the circle of a coral polyp were drawn out into

such a crest we should have exactly a similar plan of

structure.

After the Physalia colony died and the tentacles

had begun to dissolve, I cut away all but the air-sac

and its crest, and found in one group of append-
ages a circular opening, which led, not into the air-

sac, but which I believe communicated with the crest

by means of the double membrane of the air-sac. I

inserted into this opening a very fine camel's hair

pencil, and moved it about freely between the mem-
branes. I imagine that nourishment might be con-
veyed to the crest by means of this circular opening,
although there is no visible space for the transmis-
sion of fluids.

After a time I punctured the inner membrane,
when the air-sac immediately collapsed. I blew it

up by inserting a glass tube into tlie opening I had
made and then returned the whole to a basin of sea
water. The air did not escape, but the airsac re-

mained inflated for several hours. Probably the
water prevented the escape of the air, or possibly
the air-sac still retained some contractile power, and
closed the opening.

The same south-easterly winds which brought in
the Physalas deposited large quantities of gulf wee<l
on the Longport shore. This weed differs from the
Fucoids most common here which are F. visculosus
and F. nodosus. In the former the leaves are small
and narrow, with a midrib and toothed edges, the
air bladder being globular. The plant is quite orna-
mental and presses beautifully. Two species are rec-
ognized, Sargassum vulgare and S. bacciferum. In
the latter, the berry-like air-bladders are the larger
of the two. This species is covered with feathery
Hydroids, and the leaves are sometimes encased in
the cells of Polyzoans.

These masses of Sargassum must have been torn
loose from their moorings in the ocean, and brought
for hundreds of miles on the waves.

It will be remembered that in his voyage of dis-
covery, Columbus sailed through the Sargassa Sea,
and that, at least since that time, it has never been
free from floating masses of this Fucus. The waters
of the Sargassa Sea arekeptwarm by the Gulf Stream,
and rhey harbor multitudes of small tropical marine
animals which find protection in the beds of Sargas-
sum. Fishes congregate to prey on these small ani-

mals, and amongst them is found the curious hand-
fish, whose nest, if I remember aright, was found
here by Professor L. Agassiz. The hand-fish is one
of the most grotesque of its tribe. The fins are
modified for creeping and walking, but not like the
Sea-Robin, for flying also.

During Au'.;ust there have been remarkably high
tides at Longport the culminating point being on the
25th instant.

Grace Anna Lewis.

A JAIL ON WHEELS.
THE Canada Pacific railroad beats them all for im-
provements. Other roads have freight and baggage
cars, coaches, sleepers, and pay-cars; first-class,

second-class, and emigrant cars. President's cars, di-

rectors' cars, and managers' cars and snow-ploughs.
The Canada Pacific has all of these, and a prisou-car

besides. The prison-car has four separate cells and
a guard-room, ail stoutly ironed and capable of
standing a siege from without or a mutiny within.
The car is used to transport prisoners from the Pa-
cific coast to the Kingston penitentiary.

The whole track of history is marked with the
ruin of empires, which having been founded in injus-

tice, or perpetuated by wrong, were ultimately de-

stroyed.— W. M. Taylor.

Love is the hardest lesson in Christianity; but,

for that reason, it should be most our care to learn it

.
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CHARLES SUMNER'S GREAT STRENGTH.

CHARLES Sumner stood six feet two indies high

without liis shoes, and he was so well built that his

height was only noticeable when he was near a per-

son of orilinary size. But there was a manner about

him, a free swing of the arm, a stride, a pose of his

shaggy head, a sway of his broad shoulders, that gave

to those who knew him best, the idea that he was of

heroic size. Then, too, there was something in the

intent look of his (J«?ep-set eye, his corrugated brow,

the frown born of intense thought, and his large

head, made to seem yet larger by its crown of thick,

heavy, longish gray hair, all of which gave the idea

of physical greatness; but with his frequent smile

the set frown passed, his whole appearance changed,

and his face beamed like a dark lantern suddenly

lighted. His smile eflfected a wonderful transforma-

tion in his whole appearance, and it set up a pecnliar

sympathy between himself and its recipient.

For one of his sedentary habits, he had extraor-

dinary strength, and yet he was not an athlete.

While in Washington his only exercise was walking,

and as he believed it was the pace rather than the

distance that tells, when opportunity offered he would

go at a rate that amazed beholders. Some persons

attempting to join and keep up with him oidy suc-

ceeded by taking an occasional hop, skip, and jump,

such as children practice when walking with their

parents. Up to the time of his injuries he \valke<l

much in Washington, for, as he said, he could out-

walk omnibuses, and give them long odds.

He was hardly aware of his enormous strength^

it was .so seldom called into exercise. His books were

packed in large boxes at the end of each session and
sent from his rooms to the Capitol, only to be re-

turned at the beginning of the next session. These

boxes weighed nearly five hundred pounds each, and
n-ere difficult to handle in passages and stairways, and
so were accompanied by four men. Once when he

was living at the Rev. Dr. Sampson's, one of these

heavy boxes got stuck in the stairway. It could be

extricated without damage to the walls only by lift-

ing it over the banister. The four men failed to apply

their strength to the most advantage, for they got in

each other's way, and thus failed to move the box.

The Senator, hatted and gloved, ready to go out. came
down the stairs.

" Why don't you lift it over the rail? " said he.

"How can we?" answered one. "Yon have no

idea of its weight."
" Let me try," .said the Senator, and, leaning over

the rail, he seized the rope becket at the end of the

box and lifted the latter clear of its establishments

by one sure pull, splitting his glove, however, across

the back. The men were amazed ; and he, a little

embarrassed, said, " I didn't mean to lift it, only to

try its weight;" and then went back for fresh gloves.

—Cosmopolitan.

Lucy S.^lmon, the new Professor of History at

Vassar College, is a woman with a future. Her book,

"The Appointing Power of the President," is the

clearest monograph that has appeared on that diffi-

cult subject, and is a noteworthy production for one

of the non-political sex. Miss Salmon is a graduate

of Michigan University and a fellow of Bryn Mawr
College. It is curious, by the way, that seven of the

ten fellowships open to competion in that woman's

college are held by graduates of co-educational

schools.— Wommi's Joural.

Professor Riley, Superintendent of Indian

Schools, in speaking of the education of Indian chil-

dren, said that, unfortunately, the Government did

not have buildings enough to accommodate more

than one-half of the Indian children who would at-

tend school. The only Indians now opposed to the

education of their children were the Utes, in Col-

oroda, and he thought they would give in before

long. The greatest need of Indian schools, he says,

is on the Sioux Reservation.

The smiles of the world are always more per-

nicious to the soul than its frowns. Its smiles, like

a soporific draught, soothe the soul into carnal secu-

ritv, whilst its frowns drive us to God.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Forty-four of the seventy-five counties of Arkansas

have uo saloous.

—Great Britain has 13,0(X) Bands of Hope and juveuile

temperance societies, with an aggregate membership of

1,600,000.

—The Governor of New Mexico, in his annual report to

the Secretary of the Interior, says that, at the present rate

of increase, the census of 1890 will show a population in

the Territory of not less than 200,000. During the past

year there has been an increase of public schools under

the compulsory law passed by the last Legislature.

—According to the latest authorities, the Missouri-

Mississippi River is not only the longest in name, but the

longest in exteut of stream, in the world,— four thousand

three hundred and eighty-two miles. The next longest is

the Nile, four thousand miles; and the next in order are

the Amazon and Congo.

—Two skeletons, dug up several months ago in a cave

near Orueu, in Belgium, appear to belong to the oldest race

of which any record exists. These prehistoric individuals

were contemporary with the mammoth, and inhabited the

country before the great ice age. They were short and

thick-set, with broad shoulders supporting a long and nar-

row head, with an extremely low forehead.

—Our Consul at Buenos Ayres reports to the State De-

partment the results of recent explorations of Terra del

Fuego. "Contrary to common belief, founded upon reports

of early navigators who failed to penetrate the interior,

the archipelago contains valuable farming lauds, forest, and

mineral deposits. It is peopled by two distinct races of

savages—oue being well formed and remarkably strong,

subsisting chiefly by the chase ; the other, a coast people,

physically inferior but not deficieut in intelligence." . .

The Argentine Government is taking steps to colonize and

develop the islands ; a Governor has been appointed and a

thorough scieutitnc exploration is to be undertaken.

—It is stated in the Boston Advertiser that the

trustees of Welleslly have not considered the name of any

per&ou as Miss Freeman's successor, and they are reluctant

to believe that the present successful President will really

leave them. Her resignation takes effect upon the choice

of her successor.
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—Two Russian ladies named Gortsliabow, have lately

ascended Mount Blanc. They were twenty lionrs in

rcacliing the top. These two and one French lady are said

to be the only women wlio have scaled that lofty peak.

—The Woman's Exhibit in the Cliicago Exposition

shows books written by nearly two hundred women, and

over sixty papers edited by women.

—Mrs. Johnson, superintendent of the woman's prison

atSberborn, Mass., allows no alcoholic liquors to any in-

mate, not even to those in the hospital.

CURRENT EVENTS.
President Clevel.vnd proposes to make an extended

trip to the interior, occupying twenty-two days, and has

engaged a special train, consisting of an euf^ine, a baggage

and a supply car, and two palace cars, for his journey to

the Western and Southern States. The cost, it is thought,

will exceed $10,000. This train will convey him for about

forty-five hundred miles.

A ste.^mer, the AUsis, from ports in Italy, arrived at

New York, last week, with a number of persons on board

sick with .\siatic cholera. Several died on the voyage.

The ship was held at the " lower quarantine," in New

York Bay, and the passengers were transferred to Hoffman's

Island, near by. A dispatch on the 26th, said :
" Two

patients died on Saturday evening and one yesterday.

Francesco Casario, 33 years old, was yesterday removed to

Swinburne Island, and it is thought he will die. Twenty-

three of the passengers are now very sick."

Quite cold weather was experienced in many localities

in the East, at the close of last week. There was frost in

the country around Lynchburg, Virginia, on the night of

the 24th, and it is feared that great damage has been done

to the tobacco crop, of which a third is yet in the field.

Snow fell north of Farmington, Maine, on the 25th, cover-

ing the mountain tops.

At Dayton, Ohio, on the 24th inst., George Zeigler went

to a corner grocery, where Daniel Alexander agreed to pay

for all the liquor Zeigler would drink. Zeigler drank

twenty-two glasses of five-cent whiskey, walked two hun-

dred yards home, sat down, and soon died.

A despatch from Quebec, Canada, says: three children

of a farmer named Gadbout, while playing on the Island of

Orleans on the 24th. where the artillery competition was

held recently, found a shell and lit tlie fuse. The bomb ex-

ploded and killed them all instantly.

NOTICES.
*«* A Circular Meeting under the care of a committee

of the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Green street,

Philadelphia, will be held in meeting-house, corner Unity
and Wain streets, Frankford, on First-day, Tenth month
2d, at 3 p. m.

*as* The evening meetings for worship at Race street

and Green street, will resume to-morrow, at 7.30 p. m. Af-

ternoon meeting at Spruce street, 3.30 p. m. All are in-

vited.

*s* Abington First-day School Union, will be held at

Horsham, on Seventh day, Tenth month 15th, at 10 o'clock.

Conveyances will mei t at Hatboro, the train leaving 9th

and Green Sts., Phila.. at 9.01 a. m.
J. Q. Atkinson
Anna Mooke,

Clerks

house. Eleventh month 5th, 1887, at 10 o'clock a. m. All

interested in the cause are cordially invited to attend.

S. Raymond Eobektsj;
j Qig-ta

Tacie a. LirriNCOTT, J

%* Circular meetings will occur Tenth month as fol-

lows:
2. Frankford, Phila., 3 p. m. (Take 5th street cars

to Unity street.)

2. Birmingham, Pa., 3 p. m.
9. Kennett Square, Pa., 3 p. m.

'iS* Reopening.—On First-day, (to-morrow, 2d inst.), Race

street First-day School will be resumed after morning
meeting. West Philadelphia, at 9.15; Girard Avenue, 9;

Green street, 9.30 ; Germantown, 9.30 ; and Frankford, 9

a. m.; Fair Hill, 2 p. m.
The attendance of both old and young is solicited.

*„* Clerks of Unions comprising Philadelphia First day

School Association and Superintendents of schools within

the limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting not connected

with any Union, are requested to forward annual reports

as early as possible to

S. Raymond Roberts,
26 West Johnson street, Germantown, Phila.

**» Concord F. D. S. Union will be held at Goshen, Pa.,

on Tenth month 8th, at 10 a.m. Visiting Friends coming

by train from Wilmington and elsewhere will be met by

carriages at West Chester, and conveyed to the meeting. A
cordial invitation is extended to all interested.

Thos.B^ Brown, | clerks. •

Claba B. Miller, J

«,"' J. M. Truman, Jr., 1500 Race street, Philadelphia,

has received towards the erection of a meeting-house at

Genoa, Neb.

:

p A. T $50.00

Samuel Jeans, .

Joseph Jeans,

Mary Jeans,

Anna T. Jeans,

20.00

20.00
20.00
20.00

Total to date, $199.00

*** An Impostor.—Friends are cautioned in regard to a

woman who has called on several, claiming to be collecting

funds to aid in putting a child in the hospital. She is said

to usually wear a sunbonnet and claims to be recommended

by well-known Friends, which is not the case.

V' The annual meeting of the Association for the Pro-

motion of First-day ^^chools within the limits of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting will be held in Race street meeting-

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.

«,* Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and

.TouRNAi, should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance

may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Filth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

%*Ar a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and

Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amoimt of extra

numbers printed.

•.* We particularly ask that whenmoney is forwarded to rCTieui

suliscriptions. care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is vow being set>l. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which

case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.
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LOVE.
OH for the gift of perfect love

That pierces through the shell

!

Tliat hates the sin with deepest hate

Yet loves the sinuer well.

The love that seeks, mid so much dross,

The hiddeu gold to fiud
;

That strives, while driving out the sin,

The sinner's wounds to bind,

A teuder, hopeful, cheering love,

That can despair of none.

However black the records be

Of sin and evil done.

Believe it, love can warm the heart.

However hard and cold
;

And love may grasp and strengthen hearts

That nothing else can hold.

Be very tender in thy love

Of souls that go astray
;

There is no surer guide than love

To the forsaken way.

INDIANA YEARLY MEETING.
[We present, below, a summary of the proceedings of

the Yearly Meeting, mostly extracted from the daily news-
papers of Richmond.

—

Eds.]

THE meeting of Ministers and Elders convened on
.Seventh-day, Ninth month, 24. being about tlie usual

size as to numbers. Friends present felt and ex-

pressed that they tlioiijiht it a favored opjiortunity.

Those present with minutes were Catharine Foulke,

from Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, and Thomas
Foulke, from New York, tlie former accompanied by
Ann Shoemaker, of Norristown, and Benjamin G.
Foulke, of Qiiakertown, Pa. A few other Friends

were also in attendance, and a cordial welcome was
extended to all.

On First-day, tlie 25th, the weather was fine, and
the meeting-house was filled, both forenoon and after-

noon. The same Friends were present as above, and
several "Orthodox" Friends, including two from
England. The go.spel was preached (says a private

letter), in the deinonstratioa of the Spirit and of

power, on both these occasions, to the satisfaction of

Friends. The clerk of New England Yearly Meet-
ing (Orthodox) joined in the services of the afternoon

meeting.

The sessions for business began on the 26th. Da-

vis Furnas and George R. Thorpe were appointed
clerk and assistant clerk for the ensuing year. It was
decided to hold two sessions a day, (instead of one,

as formerly), from 10 to 12, and from 2 to 4, (a lunch
being provided in the basement of the meeting-bouse,
at noon). Among the Friends noted as present were
John Wildman an<l wife, (Bucks county, Pa.), Caleb
Williams, Hannah A. Plnmmer, Jehu Allen. The
epistles from the six other yearly meetings were read,

to the satisfaction of the meeting.

On Third-day, (in men's branch), the answers to

the queries were considered, and summaries adopted,
as follows

:

First. Our members who are situated so that they can
are generally diligent in the attendance of meetings on
First-days. Mid-week meetings are much neglected. The
hour for meeting has been observed, and unbecoming be-

havior when assembled generally avoided.

Second. As far as appears Christian love has been main-
tained among us iu a good degree. Tale-bearing and de-

traction have been discouraged. But few differences are
apparent and care has been taken to end them.

Third. While apathy on the subject is manifested, most
are coucerned to practice and teach plainness and simplicity

of dress, speech, and conduct and to guard our children and
those under our care against pernicious reading and cor-

rupt conversation. We encourage the frequent reading of

the Holy Scripture.

Fourth. So far as appears. Friends are clear of using or
dealing in alcoholic beverages. Nearly all are clear of at-

tending places of harmful diversion. Moderation aud tem-
perance are generally observed.

Fifth. The necessities of the poor are duly relieved,

and the children's education is provided for.

Sixth. Our testimony in favor of a free gospel ministry
is generally maintained, though not enongh care is taken
to discourage theemployment of salaried ministers on mar-
riage occasions. We are also faithful to testify agaiust op-

pression, oaths, military services, clandestine trades, prize

goods, and latteries.

Seventh. So far as appears, Friends are careful to live

within their means, and to avoid business beyond their

ability to manage. Care has been extended where devia-

tion from rectitude has appeared.

Eighth. Care has been extended to offenders of our
good order, perhaps not always as timely as would have
been prudent, but endeavors have been used to reclaim all

such by patiently manifesting love for them.
Ninth. No schools among us under the care of Friends.

The subject of aid for the Schofield School, at

Aiken, S. C, and for Friends' meeting-houses at La-
fayette, Kansas, and Genoa, Neb., was opened, and it

wa?> decided to request the various monthly meetings
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to open free subscription for these purposes, tlie

amount raised to be placed in the yearly meeting;

treasury, and paid out on tlie order of the representa-

tive committee.

In women's meetin<r, Mary W. Cook, of Waynes-

ville, 0., and Rachel M. Matthews, of Richmond,

Ind.. served as clerks.

The total membershij) of the yearly meeting was

reported as 1,821, a nett gain of 63 since last year.

It was decided to amend the discipline in one par-

ticular, 80 as to read :
" Friends are advised to avoid

the erection of costly monuments above the dead."

A committee on philanthropic labor was appoin-

ted, and instructed to proceed in their appointment

as way may open. The Indian Committee reported :

" The way has not opened for our committee to put

forth its hand in aid of the Indian during the past

year. We are sorry to be informed by a Friend from

Nebraska that the condition of those formerly under

the care of our New York Yearly Meeting—the Oma-

bas and the Winnebagoes—has not continued to im-

prove since they were taken out of the hands of

Friends, but that the reverse is observable." The

committee heartily endorses the " Land in Severalty
"

measure. "This law, if faithfully and honestly ad-

ministered, will probably solve the Indian problem,

and be the means of ultimately elevating the Indian

to the high plane of American citizenship. A special

work of the central executive committee was to im-

press upon the Commissioner of Indian Affairs the

importance of providing a matron at the Santee

agency in Nebraska, to encourage and instruct the

Indian women in the art of housekeeping. The men

at this agency are far in advance of the womeu in the

civilized modes of life."

The meeting did not feel prepared to send dele-

gates to the convention to be held at Baltimore, but

will abide by the action of that convention. A ma-

tron will cost $500 per annum for the Santee Agency,

and this meeting is willing to pay its share for that

purpose.

The meeting closed its sittings on Fifth-day, the

29th. An extended report of the work of the Com-

mittee on Philanthropic Labor was presented, a sum-

mary of which we shall give next week.

The First-day School Association held two ses-

sions, one on Second-day evening, and the other on

Fourth-day afternoon, both being very interesting.

Emily P. Yeo and Sarah Pierson acted as clerks

Friends' Literary Society held an interesting meeting'

on Third-day evening.

Speech is the expression of self; but in any true

personality there is a self that cannot be expressed

AsCarlyle says; " Under all speech that is good for

anything, there lies a silence that is better."—5. 8.

Times.

No one is poor and no one is rich, when we direct

tbe thought to the Eternal. The Fatherhood of God
bridges over the abyss.

—

Auerbach.

Mistrust no man without cause, neither be thou

credulous without proof

WHAT THE FAITH OF FRIENDS OFFERS.

[Ttiese communications are answers to " A Query," pub-

lished Eighth month 27, and others of the same character

were printed in last week's paper and the one previous.

—Eds.]

Eflitors Intelligencer and Johenal :

THE motive of the religion outlined by " A.," in the

"Query," is the ivrath of God. "Love for Jesus"

cannot be the motive, for, from the statement of the

creed, he is loved because "he died for you" that

" you might be saved from pain." However we may
put this doctrine, it represents a wrathful God, whose

vengeance was appeased only by the sacrifice, as the

statement puts it, " of a pure and perfect being."

This is not the groundwork of the religion of

Friends, nor, as says a respondent, " R.," is it any

part of the teaching of Jesus himself. Jesus was

born in an eminently religious nation. No people

could be more punctilious, more rigid in their re-

ligious observances ; but theirs was a religion of tra-

dition, of fear, and not of affection. The motive of

their religion was a similar motive to that expressed

in the Orthodox creed,—the reconcilation of an out-

raged Deity.

Mark how different the teaching of Jesus! His

was indeed a new doctrine, for he iterated and re-

iterated the thought of a loving Father. The expres-

sion was almost original with Jesus. It is true that

the Psalmist had before compared the Lord to a

father that " pitieth his children," and Isaiah had

said that " his name shall be called the everlasting

Father," but nowhere in the Scripture history, an-

tecedent to the teaching of Jesus, was the relationship

of God to man significantly set forth as that of a lov-

ing Father. Read the Sermon on the Mount, and

note how Jesus dwelt upon this thought. "Your

Father,"—" Your Heavenly Father,"—" Your Father

in Heaven,"—" Thy Father,"—twelve times thus ad-

dressing them in this one discourse, once associating

himself with his audience in the expression " My
Father in Heaven." Can any one fail to realize the

import of this message that should take away the

fear of a zvralhful God, and substitute a love for a Di-

vine Father f Or can anyone fail to note the signifi-

cance of his more frequent use of the words " your

Father" than of " My Father," classing himself with

his hearers, by the latter expression, under the uni-

versal Fatherhood, and into the universal brother-

hood, but by the former often-repeated expression,

emphasizing the application to them, because they

most needed the lesson : He whom you must serve

and love is " your Father in Heaven." Friends accept

this teaching of Jesus, and the only motive of their

religion is the love of the Divine Father and that " love

casteth out all fear."

It is impossible for the writer to conceive a con-

dition of happiness arising from the contemplation

that "a pure and perfect" being died for him, to save

him from the just punishment of his own wickedness
;

the doctrine is one of such utter selfishness as to be

abhorrent to me. My happiness has more certainly

resulted from my too infrequent efforts to serve

others, than it has from sacrifices that others have

made for me, and the true Friend finds his keenest
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enjoyment in the thougtit and the realization that

he has pleased his Heavenly Father by giving up some

of his own selfish purposes.
" To the conscience stricken, or disheartened of-

fender," for whom "A." asks what have Friends to

offer " that can compare witli the statement that

the churches outside make," viz., the vicarious atone-

ment, our Society has the one clear, comforting

thought to give, " Let the wicked forsake his way,

and the unrighteous man his thoughts; and let him

return unto the Lord, and he will have mercy upon

him ; and to our God, for lie will abundantly par-

don."

But Friends have even more than this to offer,

which the " churches outside "do not present with

any force or clearness. The fatherhood of God were

not complete if he were not a communicating Father.

He is not alone the Father of our fathers, but be is

our own loving Father,—not alone one that once

spake to our ancestors, and whose messages have

thrilled through the ages to feebly vibrate in our

souls to-day, but one that speaks every day and every

hour to aii the human faiuily. Friends have this

comforting faith to offer that the time has come,

whicli every man may realize, if he will but put away

the stumbling block of his conflicting, falsely-called

" evangelical " creed, tlie time has come of the new
covenant when as'saith the Lord, I will put my
law in their inward parts and write it in their hearts

;

and will be their God, and they shall be my people."

What can the " churches outside " offer compared

with tills? Man is not dependent upon imputed right-

eousness for salvation, but upon his own faithfulness

to duty; not upon an historical voice of God for guid-

ance in right and duty, but upon the intimations of

the divine Spirit that he may, if he will, feel within

his own soul, and, feeling, learn to obey, to his own
advancement in all things good and true.

Let him that would know what happiness and

peace can flow from such a realization, diligently

que.stion his own soul, turn to the inspeaking word,

reverently regard the intimations of duty that arise,

anil faithfully attend to them, and he will not need

to ask what have Friends to offer to compare with

the comfort of the " evangelical creed."

Wm. M. Jackson.

New York, Ninth month 27, 1887.

Editors Intklligencer and Journal :

In response to the Query, " What have Friends to

offer to the conscience-stricken or disheartened " in

the place of the evangelical teaching that the blood of

Jesus cleanses from sin, and saves us from the wrath

of God, I submit some observations.

There seems a strange inconsistency in the teach-

ing that " God so loved the world that he sent his

beloved son into the world as a victim to appease his

wrath." " Is it love of God " or the "wrath of God,"

that is most effectual to the sinner ? It may be that

to some natures the element of fear is more potent

than love in the beginning. It is written that the
" Fear of God is the beginning of wisdom." Also that

" perfect love casteth out fear." After all, it is the

love of God which forgives the sinner and saves him

from sinning. Jesus never spoke of the " wrath of

God." Indeed he used the word " wrath " once only

in all his recorded sayings, and that was in reference

to the destruction of Jerusalem in war. But his con-

stant teaching was of the "Love of God," which he
represented in person, and which he died to prove.

He said to Pilate: " For this end I was born, and for

this cause I came into the world to bear witness to

the truth." And he sealed his te.stimony with his life.

In this .sense lie "died for us," and it is no less

touching and tendering to our hearts than if he were
considered a " scape goat " for our sins. I fail to find

authority for that interpretation. Moses and the

prophets, John the Baptist and the apostles, speak of

the " wrath of God," but Jesus never.

It is this love or Christ of God, Emanuel, God in

us, that is our Saviour now. Tlie " indwelling Christ"

is as immanent now as in any century of the world.

There seem to be three classes of people: those

who wish to do right, and those who wish to do evil,

and those who are indifl'erent. How to reach the

two latter and make them want to turn toward the

Father, seems the most difficult work of the mission-

ary. There is nothing more pathetic in the life of

Jesus than his cry over Jeru.salem, which rejected

his invitation :
" Jerusalem, Jerusalem ! how often

would I have gathered thy children together, and ye
would not !

" And, "ye will not come unto me and be
saved."

Life without the "pleasures of sin," falsely so

called, seems to many like wine without spirit, flat

and tasteless. Having no conception of the joys of a

true Christian, they have no desire for them. How
to induce them to want to give up their sinful life and
return to the Father before they have run their evil

course, and, like the prodigal, come to feed upon
husks, is the grievous question. If our hearts are

filled with this yearning love for the erring it may
meet the "conscience-stricken" and direct him to

this boundless Love, which is always awaiting us.

When one has reached the point of sorrow over

sin, he is near that which will restore his soul.

When a mother has so wrought upon her child's

heart as to make it desire to do right, her work is

nearly accomplished. A loving earthly parent would

not be satisfied with the punishment of an innocent

child for a guilty one. A right minded child would

not wish to see an innocent brother suffer in his

stead. Nothing would be accomplished by this, be-

tween the child and the father. When one is sin-

cerely penitent he feels that he deserves the conse-

quences of wrong doing and takes pleasure in making

what amends he may ; happy if the father has only

forgiven him, and he is assured of his love. He is

then reconciled to the father and at one with him.

There is peace between them, and the child's heart

is full of joy and peace. He obeys the father gladly,

since he feels there is nothing against him. The
father does not punish the child, for there is no need

of it, the conditions have so changed. Consequences

there may be, but even these may be mitigated, be-

cause of the changed heart of the child, who feels

that the father is just and his judgments right, and

he willingly bears his sentence.
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Repentance, sincere repentance, and amendment
of life, must be the conditions of forgiveness ;

and if

we continue to listen to and obey the Divine voice in

our souls, the love and mercy of the Father will till

up the measure of our shortcomings.

This saving redeeming Love is the " Rock of Ages,

cleft for me." Bathed in this Love, the sinner may
" lose all his guilty stains." Then let us substitute

" the Love of God " for the " blood of Jesus," which

in one sense represented it. It is simple and easily

understood, and is the one effective element in any
" plan of salvation." It is this wliich has always ten-

dered and converted the soul, through all religious

teachings, in all ages, and with all nations.

" OU Love of God iueffable,

Oh Love of God most free."

H. A. P.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I have so often felt that so few comparatively

among the Society of Friends understand what its

" Funiiamental Principles " are. The great lesson

which Jesus endeavored to impress upon the minds

of the people in his day, and which he illustrated in

such a variety of forms, was: the nearness to each of

us of that kingdom of which it was possible for us

all to become subject, by faithful adherence to that

which was made manifest to us. This feeling of faith-

fulness must enter into all we do,—we must do the

best we know in every thing. Let notliing escape,

an<l the result must be of necessity a growing con-

sciousness of that higher life in which is realized a

sense of the Eternal Presence.

These thoughts have been suggested by the

"Query " of what have we to offer in place of what the

church offers, when we are directed to " come to

Jesus." There can be no more practical way of com-

ing to Jesus than to come into a measure of the same

spirit which is set forth in his life, and there is no

surer way of coming into this spirit than faithfulness

to the best impulses of oar being.

Margaret P. Howakd.
Ninlh month 7.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE DAKOTAS OF THE SANTEE RESER-
VATION.

I HAVE been much interested in reading a letter in

the Friends' Review from a correspondent who visited

the several Indian agencies in the Northwest during

the past summer. Especial interest attacrhes to the

Santee Sioux reservation, in Northern Nebraska,

which, as the writer states, has been under the care of

our Friends for " twenty years back." It is gratify-

ing to note thiCt these Indians are reported to be the

most advanced in civilization of any of the Dakota
nation. After giving a brief account of the material

progress of the Santees, he concludes by stating:

" Their opportunities for religious instruction are good
from the Presbyterian and Episcopalian missionaries

and native workers among them." This, to my mind,
is scarcely just to the Friends, who have been all these

years working for the temporal welfare of the people
committed to their oversight by the Government of

the United States, and who, while they have not built

chapels and set up special Indian services, have not

been unmindful of the moral and spiritual welfare of

the whole people.

Religions services after the manner of Friends
were held regularly, while the nominating of the agent

rested with Friends, and the control of the Agency
was given them, (.subject always to the approval of

the authorities at Washington.) Whether this con-

trol continues under Agent Hill I am not able to say
;

but I made several visits to that agency previous to

his appointment and always found on First-day morn-
ing a Friends' meeting, with usually more or less of

the Indian people in attendance.

When our Friends entered upon the work, they
found the religious field already occupied by the
" American Board of Missions," (Presbyterian) which
had been supporting mission work among the Dakotas
since 183o. As early as 1833 laborers of that denom-
ination went from the East, and at their own cost gave

them instruction in the arts of civilized life, while

preparing the way for future evangelization by a study

of the Dakota tongue. Later on, a dictionary of the
language was completed, followed by the publication

of a large part of the New Testament and portions of

the Old, printed in Dakota.

Besides the work of this bodv, the Episcopalians,

under the influence of Bishop Whipple, had started

a mission at the Agency, and with both organizations

our Agents and employes maintained friendly rela-

tions. No eflbrts were undertaken by them that

could in any way hinder the progress of the work
they found already in operation through these chan-

nels. Had these Indians been destitute of religious

instriiction and without schools and the civilizing in-

fluences of Christianity, there were many earnest de-

voted followers of Christ amongst us, both here, and
in the West, who would have rejoiced to carry the

Gospel as we understand it, to them, and may we not

believe that they would have received with gladness

our message of salvation. Let us be thankful that

the good work of civilization and christianization is

going on among our red brethren, and be ready to

lend a helping hand when opportunity ofl'ers.

These Dakotas of the Santee Agency are the In-

dians or their descendents, who were mixed up with

the great Sioux rebellion of 1862, and tlie fearful Min-

nesota massacre. After an imprisonment of thiee

years, those who had not died by the hand of the ex-

ecutioner, or by disease which carried ofl' more than

one hundred, were finally liberated and placeil on the

reservation they now occupy.

The testimony of the correspondent of 'the Review

to the great advancement these Indians have made,

has called up some interesting particulars in relation

to the earliest efforts made by the American Board,

among the Sioux, while they were still occupying

their lands in Minnesota. These are found in a vol-

ume called "The Gospel among the Dakotas," writ-

ten by Stephen R. Uiggs, who was one of the pioneers

in this field of mission labor. As I have before stated,

this work was begun in 1835, under many discourage-

ments and difficulties, but by steady, earnest, and

faithful devotion to the cause they had espoused, the
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fruits of their labor began to be realized in the gath-

ering into cliurch fellowship of a few of the men and

women over whom they had gained an inflnence.

Tliese were encouraged and helped to better ways of

living and more provident habits, and their children

trained in mind an(i morals, in the schools wliich

were started among them. In the year 1856, owing

to llie destruction of the mission building by fire, at

Lac-que-parl the Indians that were under the care

and influence of.the missionaries were moved to a

central point and united for mutual protection and

the i>romotion of their advancement in better ways

of living. In order to carry out this purpose, all

who joined in the work were required to adopt civil-

ized habits in their dress, to build houses, and culti-

vate the soil. A constitution was drawn up and

signed by nine Indians of full blood and eight half-

breeds, a president or chief was elected, also a secre-

tary, and three judges, who-e duties rt\'ere to arbitrate

and decide all difficulties between man and man.

The new settlement was called "The Hazelwood Re-

public." In their constitution they declared their

faith in one God, and their desire to regulate their

lives by the teaching of his word as revealed in the

Scriptures. They professed an earnest desire for ed-

ucation and pledged themselves to tlie support of

schools ; they agreed to conform to the habits of

white people, to live in liouses, cultivate fields,

and keep stock, and for all injuries done to property

or person, remuneration or restitution was required.

They pledged themselves to work for the elevation

of their people,—to be obedient to the laws and re-

spect the officers of the United States government.

On their own request they were recognized by tlie

agent as a separate band, and thenceforth treated as

such.

These men went earnestly to work to build them-

selves comfortable houses for their families, and con-

tributed besides to the erection of a church edifi('e

capable of accommodating one hundred persons. In

1857 Dr. Williamson, one of the missionaries, writing

of the conilition of this Indian Republic, says: "The
advance in agriculture and house-building is greater

than in religion and letters. Last year, for the first

time, the Dakotas of this neighborhood raised more

corn and potatoes than tliey needed for their own
consumption during the year. They have sold many
bushels of each and still have some to spare. Fifteen

families live in log-cabins and two in framed houses.

The cabins consist of one room, and all have one or

more glass windows ;
nearly all have stoves." A

building for a boarding school was erected, and a

small school was successfully carried on until the out-

break in 1862 . The Government lent them a helping

hand with oxen and wagons, and as timber was

scarce in the reservation brick was introduced. Dr.

Williamson wrote again in 1860 :
" The United States

Government has erected for the Indians in this

neighborhood not less than a dozen brick houses."

Seeing the prosperity of the " Hazelw ood Republic,"

asimilar attempt was made at the Red Wooil agency,

but the religious and educational elements were not

strong enough to ensure success. Two years later,

just after the massacre that sent a thrill of horror

through the length and breadth of Minnesota and
the whole North, one who was instrumental in bring-

about this advancement wrote: "We looked upon
the burnt dwellings an<l desolated fields of the Upper
Minnesota and saw the people imprisoned and scat-

tered." The good and true suffered with the guilty;

and many who had bravely risked their lives in ef-

forts to save the whites from the bloody knife of their

savage brethren, found themselves doomed to a long

imprisonment, away from their wives and children

and friends, who were huddled together with little

care on the part of their captives, on a distant agency,

{at Crow Creek), where in poverty and suspense they

awaited the release of the prisoners. During all this

ordeal, they were not forsaken by their friends of

the American Board, and when at last the order

came for the prison doors to be opened, and the

men were again united with their families and given

the tract of land that is now occupied by them, the

missionaries came also, receiving from the Govern-

ment allotments of land upon which good, sub-

stantial, and commodious buildings were erected

that have since become the liead-quarters of mission

work and a centre of educational eflbrt for the great

North-west, among the Dakota Indians.

L. J. R.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 40.

Tenth Month 16th , 1887.

TEUST IN OUR HE.WENLY FATHER.

Golden Text : " Humble yourselves ttierefore uuder ttie miglity

hand of God, that he may exalt you in due time ; cast-

ing all your anxieties upon him, because he careth

for you" 1 Peter 5: 6-7.

Read Matthew 6 : 24-34. Revised Version.

THIS lesson begins with the relation of master and

servant ; this relation is often u.sed to illustrate spirit-

ual truth. It was one that prevailed all over the

world at that time, and those to whom Jesus spoke

were quite familiar with all its details. So when
Jesus declared ye cannot serve God and mammon, he

meant they could not be wholly given up to the ser-

vice of God as belonging to him in the sense in which

the slave is the property of liis master, and serve at

the same time and in the same relation mammon, rep-

resenting riches and the earnest pursuit of earthly

treasures; not that Jesus condemned the pursuit of

richesaswronginit8elf,but the setting of the affections

upon these things to the neglect of the duty and ser-

vice we owe to our heavenly Father. The coutrol-

ing purpose of the soul is what occupies the thoughts,

and if these are given wholly to the pur.suit of

wealth, the seeking of the heavenly treasures will be

neglected.

Be not anxious. Anxiety is opposed to the spirit

of the kingdom of heaven ; the thought through out

the lesson is of anxiety and not of mere care or care-

fulness.

The general design of this paragraph is to warn

his disciples against avarice. The old laws forbade

covetousness, the Christian law is equally severe.

" Take heed and keep yourselves from all covetous-

ness ; for a man's life consisteth not in the abundance

of the things which he possesseth." (Luke 12, 15.)
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The desire to possess, is^i selfish desire and all

selfishness is contrary to the gospel. Jesu.s would

encourage his disciples to be trustful, and to cultivate

a spirit of contentment.

The practical teachings of this lesson are :

1. The impossibility of .serving our Heavenly
Father with the whole-heartedness that is liis due,

while the thoughts are engrossed with the accumula-

tion of earthly treasures.

2. That while we should be careful, and use with

prudent forethought the means at our command to

provide for the needs of our human life, all anxiety

to possess worldly goods must be^kept under the con-

trol of the law of righteousness.

3. That every day brings its own portion of anx-

iety, and our life will be more in accord with the

spirit of our lesson, if we let the present only occupy
our chief attention, trusting our Heavenly Father to

give us the strength needed for the cares of the future.

REVERENCE WITH A DOWNWARD LOOK.
THE reverence of the Pagan, as Goethe lias shown,
ahvays looked up; it sought the [divine in things

high ; but the reverence of the Christian, this great

seer tells us, is found by looking down. It is found
in humility. God to-day is oftenest found in things

lowly ; the gate of heaven is under our feet more
often than it is over our heads. " Mind not high
things but condescend to things of low estate," says
Paul. " He that would be greatest among you let

him serve," says Jesus. A few weeks ago we stood
on the top of Mt. Washington at four o'clock in the
morning. The company had been hurried out of bed
by the ringing of the bell that^'announced an ap-

proaching sunrise. We watched eagerly the clouds

above us ; at first they were so flaky and soft that

they seemed to be just the screen needed for the sun
to throw his rarest colors upon ; the fleecy .softness

would change his fire into gold and turn his red into

vanishing pinks. All eyes were turned toward the
eastern horizon where "spurting and suppressed it

lay," full of promise, but while we waited a mist
came up from the distant .sea. It touched first with
gray and then with dampness the morning; the re-

bellious company halted shiveringly upon the rocks,

half in hopes that their thirst for a sunrise miglit

counteract even an east wind, and lift the fog and
give us the sky again.

When the disappointment became too palpable to

be concealed, some one suggested a walk in order to

get up an appetite for breakfast so that thai could be
enjoyed if nothing else, and so a few of us started

down the carriage road. We had not gone far before
pebbles, lichen, mosses, mountain flowers, and
mountain butterflies began to charm us. The mind
met new delights in every turn. Unconsciously a
warmth fell upon us, and lo ! as we looked down there
were the glories we missed by looking up. Great
chasms, into which daylight was pouring like wine
into a goblet, suggestive blues, mystic grays, eddied
round the precipices, farther and farther the revela-

tion extended, valleys opened, little lakes glistened
like diamonds, and all the delightsof a mountain paint-
ing seemed to be ours, at least more of them than we

could carry. Tardily we realized what we ought to

have known before, that the glories from that moun-
tain cone were more beneath us than above us. What
were the ether-filled spaces aliove, with their treach-

erous fleets of sailing mists, compared to the heroic

ranges beneath us, the wooded slopes and peopled

valleys in which the children played and where
lovers trysted. There is where the greater glory was.

That is where heaven is to be looked for.

Let this symbolize the spiritual truth represented

in our title. We stand ever on the mountain top.

Would we flnd the glory of heaven, the " gate of

God," seek it, not by looking up into the intangible

ether of the unknown, the limitless spaces of our ig-

norance, but down into the craggy crannies of crooked
human nature, among the weather-beaten rocks of

human experience, down the shaded slopes of hu-

man society, the valleys of history where baby aspi-

rations have bloojued, where manly temptations have
been resisted, where human tears have fertilized the
flowers of human afi'ections.

Ancient tower-temples had altar chambers at the
foot and at the top ; both were fitting. It is well to

climb at times where the soul can have abetter view
of the realm to which it belongs. But the most de-

vout, the truest worshipper, I take it, will frequent

most often the humbler altar at the foot of the tower

;

it is nearer to the hearthstone, it is not so far from
the cradle, it is easier to keep the path worn between
that shrine and the grave, flowers grow better down
there, too, and we remember that the singers in our

mountain party were in better voice and could sing

longer at the foot of the mountain than on top. The
knight sought high and far the " Holy Grail "that all

the while hung beside his castle door. Underneath
your feet is holy ground. The reverence that abides

is the reverence that is humble. " Neither in this

mountain nor in Jerusalem shall ye worship the
Father, but in spirit and in truth."

—

IJniiy.

CHRISTIAN LIBERTY.
THERE are two sides to Christian liberty, the liberty

to do, and the liberty not to do; the liberty to use,

and the liberty to let alone. Yet, singularly enough,
many a man seems to think that the only way in

which he can truly show his Christian liberty is by
self-indulgence within the limits of that liberty,

rather than by self-denial within those limits. Tlie

apostle Paul stood firmly for Christian liberty in mat-
ters of meats and drinks and observaui«sof times and
seasons, and he insisted that no di.sciple of Christ had
a right to judge his brother in any oneof these things.

But having pressed vigorously the rights of a Chris-

tian so far, he emphasized with like force the propriety/

of a Christian's denying himself in the sphere of his

liberty, whenever it seemed wise for him to do so.

"All things are lawful," he said, " but all things are

not expedient. All things are lawful, but all things

edify not. Let no man [in these lawful things] seek
his own, but each his neighbor's good." And he
added; " Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or what-

soever ye do, do all [not merely to your enjoyment,
but] to the glory of God. Give no occasion of stum-
bling, either to Jews, or to Greeks [to the outside
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world], or to the church of God : even as I also please

[or seek to please] all men in all things, not seeking

mine own profit, but the profit of the many, that

they may be saved." In other words, when Paul

found that his eating, or his drinking, or his doing
in the spliere of allowable action, was liable to l)e a
means of stumbling to his weaker brethren in the

church, or to persons of the outside world whom he
would fain win to Christ, then he was ready to exer-

cise his Christian liberty of letting alone those things

which were lawful, but which, under the circum-
stances, were not expedient. Paul's doctrine is sound,
and Paul's example is a safe one now, as at all times
for eighteen centuries past; and he who has the
spirit of Christ is pretty sure to be like-minded with
Paul so far. His chief desire will be to know, as a

practical question, in what way—of indulgence or of

abstinence—he can so exercise his Christian liberty

as best to avoid giving offense to those, in the church
or in the world, who may be influenced by his words
anil ways as a messenger of Christ.

—

Selected.

TIME FOR BEADING.
I DO not think for a single moment that everybody
is born with the ability for using books, for reading
and studying literature. Certainly, not everybody is

born with the capacity of being a great scholar. All

people are no more born great scliolars, like Gibbon
and Bentley, than they are all born great musicians,
like Handel and Beethoven. What is much worse
than that, many are born with the incapacity of read-
ing, just as they are born with the incapacity of dis-

tinguishing one tune from another. To them, I have
nothing to say. Even the morning paper is too nmch
for them. They can only skim the surface even of
that. I go further; and I frankly admit that the
habit and power of reading with reflection, compre-
hension and memory all alert and awake, does not
come at once to the natural man, any more than many
other sovereign virtues come to that interesting crea-
ture. What I do subnut to you and pre.ss upon you
with great earnestness is that it requires no preterhu-
man force of will in any young man or woman—un-
less household circumstances are unusually vexatious
and unfavorable—to get at least half an hour out of a
solid busy day for good and disinterested reading.
Some will say that this is too much to expect; and
the first persons to say it, I venture to predict, will be
those who waste their time most. At any rate, if I

cannot get half an hour, I will be content with a
quarter. Now, in half an hour, I fancy you can read
fifteen or twenty pages of Burke

; or you can read one
of Wordsworth's masterpieces,—say the lines on Tin-
tern ; or say one-third—if a scholar, in the original,

and, if not, in a translation—of a book of the Iliad
or the ^Eneid. I am not filling the halt hour too full.

But try for yourselves what you can read in half an
hour. Then multiply the half hour by 30.5, and con-
sider what treasures you might have laid by at the
end of the year, and what happine.ss, fortitude, and
wisdom they would have given you for a lifetime.

—

John Morley, in " The Study of LUerature."

Joys cannot unfold tlie deepest truths.

The newly amended scientific temperance instruc-
tion law in Michigan provides that instruction shall
be given in physiology and hygiene, with special ref-

erence to narcotics and their efi'ect upon the human
system. The instruction shall be given by text-books,
where the pupil is able to read, and as thoroughly as
any other studies pursued in the school. The pro-
portion of space that books must give to the subject
is stated. The books must be approved by the State
Board of Education, and the school board's are sub-
ject to fine or forfeiture for failing to comply with the
provisions of the a<'t. This act applies to all schools
in the State, including schools in cities and villages,

whether incorporated under special charter or under
the general law.

A WRITER in the Westnmister Review on " Physic in

the Far West," states that in Japanese medical his-

tory women were early instructed in the art. The
court maids-of-honor were taught mid-wifery, needle-

puncture, the use of moxa, and the treatment of
wounds—the last as necessary to them as to the
European chatelains of feudal times. The chief rear

son for this admission of women was that the court
physicians were not alloweil to prescribe directly for

the female inmates of the palace, who formed, in fiict,

the Micado's harem. There were nuns in Japan be-
fore Buddhism, just as there were in India, Egypt,
Greece, and Rome before Christianity, among the
Druids, and in pagan Mexico and Peru. In 717, these
primitive Japanese nuns tended the sick, adminis-
tered potions, and nursed incurables. They were, with
other doctors, admitted to the concurrent practice of
charms and incantations ; and in 723, female profess-

ors were appointed to teach medicine to their sex.
At present women are allowed to practice, and only
the other day it was announced that two Japanese
ladies had obtained diplomas in Western medicine.

Taking Carlyle altogether, there never was a man
whose conduct thri>ughout his life could better bear
the fiercest light. He had no sins of youth to apolo-
gize for; an<l, in the grave matters pertaining to the
law, he walked fur eighty-five years unblemished by
a single spot, never deviating from the strict line of
integrity. Although more than once he was within
sight of starvation, he never liid less than the best.

He never wrote an idle word, nor a sentence that he
did not believe was true. He had frailties and impa-
tiences, but he had no dishonest or impure thoughts.
He lived a life of single-minded effort to do right.

—

Proude's " Life of Carlyle."

We can never fully know or be known at the best
through words alone. Unless that which is beyond
the possibility of expression be perceived, there is a
hopeless barrier between heart and heart.—.S'. S.

Times.

Give because you love to give—as the flower pours
forth its perfume.

—

Sjmrgeon.

To speak well belongs to few, to live well belongs
to all.
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THE STUDY OF THE SCRIPTURES.

THAT there is need in our Religious Society for a more

general knowledge of the Bible as a whole than was

felt in years past, is seen in the wide-spread interest

now taken in First-day schools, and in Bible study.

Not that Friends have been without a knowledge

of the fundamental truths contained in the Scrip-

tures, for no other Christian sect has laid such stress

upon these, as a rule of conduct, and none are more

familiar with, or take upon their lips more frequently,

the inspiring precepts of the Great Teacher, than do

our ministers.

But there has been a lack of continuity in our

reading and study ; we have taken such parts as were

explanatory of the principles and testimonies adop-

ted by our predecessors as the groundwork of Wiris-

tian faith and practice, to the neglect of those por-

tions upon which much stress is laid by other de-

nominations, as the historical and argumentative.

That these are not essential to our spiritual develop-

ment we readily grant, but they are important to a

clear understanding of the vital truths to which they

stand related.

To follow the gradual unfolding of spiritual truths,

from the germinal thought of the earliest record

holding as it does the sum of all that has since been

written and said of duty and accountability, is a line

of inquiry that touches the springs of human life in

a closer and more direct contact than any other

branch of knowledge. All else that we learn is of

that which is without us, " know thyself," is a precept

that cannot be set aside, and whatever will help us to

gain this knowledge must be worthy of our deepest

and most earnest thought. The race to-day in its

highest and best development is the sum total of all

that previous ages have gathered up and made per-

manent; ha<l the thinkers and inquirers of the yes-

terday of the world been satisfied to feel and think,

and hide within themselves whatever gave them help

and hope, the man of to-day would be as ignorant of

himself, and as easily led by his appetite into the

wrong, as was Adam, whose sin, according to the pop-

ular idea, has tainted the whole human family.

While we keep to the line of the higher spiritual

thought, in this increasing interest in Scripture study,

we may well encourage all who are thus engaged to

continue therein, believing that for our doctrines and

testimonies we have nothing to fear, since the deep-

est, clearest, and most forcible utterances of the

prophets of old are in accord therewith, and when we

come to the New Testament we find for every princi-

ple we hold, and every truth precious to us as a peo

pie, the sanction of the great head of the Christian

church.

Friends' Book Association, 15th and Race streets,

Philadelphia, are about issuing a circular that will be

sent to Friends generally, to which we call attention.

In it are embraced so much in this line of trade that

it would seem that all tastes might be supplied, and

we would urge upon Friends to give the Association

their patronage.

We have already received, in response to last

week's request, a number of names of persons to

whom copies of the paper may be sent as samples,

and shall be obliged for more.

DEA THS.
BARNARD.—In Philadelphia, on the morning of Tenth

month 2d, Mary Lundy, widow of William Barnard, in

the 77th year of her age ; a member of the monthly meeting

of Friends of Philadelphia; interment at Marlborough

Meeting ground, Chester Co., Pa.

BR08IUS.—Ninth month 27, 1887, at Octoraro, Lan-

caster county. Pa., William Broslus, aged 89 years and
7 months ; a recorded minister and valued member of

Penn's Grove Monthly Meeting for over fifty years.

His remains were interred on the 2d Inst., at Home-
ville, where a large and solemn meeting was held, and

much testimony borne to his pure life and labors aud ex-

ample in the cause of righteousuess.

EASTBUBN.—In Solebury, Bucks county. Pa., Ninth

month 26, 1887, Moses Easthurn, in his 73d year; an es-

teemed member of Solebury Monthly Meetiug.

GASKILL.—In Wilmington, Del., Ninth month 24th,

Esther Gaskill, aged 93 years.

HAYHUEST.—Tenth month 2d, Keziah Hayhurst, aged

77 ; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at

Green street, Philadelphia.

M.4RIS.—Tenth month 3d, at the residence of Joseph A.

Bond, Wilmington, Del., Deborah A., daughter of Norris

and Ann Maris, in her 42d year ; a member of Birmingham
Monthly Meetiug. Interment at Friends' ground. West

Chester, Pa.

MEERITT.—At his home near Poplar Ridge, N. Y.,

Eighth month 7th, 1S87, Richard Merritt, in the 71st year

of his age ; a member of Sciplo Monthly Meeting.

PANCOAST.—Ninth month 30th, Isabella, daughter of

the late David J., and Phebe Pancoast, aged 65 years ;
inter-

ment from Mulllca Hill Meeting-house, N. J.

ROWLETT.—In Pliiladelphla, Ninth month 30th, Liz-

zie C, wife of George Rowlett.

SAUNDERS.—On the 24lh of Ninth month. 1887, in

Kansas, Joseph Saunders, formerly of Philadelphia, in the

69th year of his age ; a member of Horsham Monthly Meet-

ing, Pennsylvania.

WILLIAMS.—Ninth month 30th, suddenly, Joseph J.

Williams ; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of

Philadelphia.
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THE LAKE MOHONK INDIAN CONFERENCE.
Editors Intelligencer and Joxirnal :

THE Mohonk Conference again assembled this year,

by tlie kind invitation of Albert K. Smiley, at the

Lake Mohonk Mountain House, on the 28th. ult., to

consider the present aspect of Indian affairs. Some
who have met with us on previous years were neces-

sarily absent, and we especially missed from our Penn-

sylvania delegation, Dr. James Rhoads, President of

Bryn Mawr College, and Herbert Welsh, the active

anil indefatigable Secretary of the Indian Rights As-

sociation. We arrived on the evening of the first

day's session (Fourth-day), as the postponement of

the opening of Swarthmore made it impossible for

me to leave home at an earlier date. The hours of

the opening session, on Fourth-day morning, were

devoted to an interesting discussion of the work now
before the friends of the Indian, imposed upon them
by the passage of the " Dawes Land in Severalty

Bill" since the last meeting of the Conference. As
usual, there was no se.ssion in the afternoon. In the

evening the proper education and training of the In-

dians, to prepare them to profit by the allotment of

lands in severalty, and to meet the new duties and

responsibilities before them, was fully considered.

The general impression seemed to be that for the

proper performance of the work needed to civilize

anil christianize the Indian race, we must look to tlie

religious organizations of the country. The mere in-

tellectual training of the Indians in government
schools, without proper moral and religious instruc-

tion, was deprecated, as being entirely inadequate to

secure the elevation of this people, and their prepa-

ration for the high and responsible duties of Amer-
ican citizenship. The necessity of a body of men
and women, called to this service by a sense of duty,

and consecrated to it, to go out as missionaries and
teachers among them, was dwelt upon with especial

emphasis, and some conspicuous examples of such

self-sacrificing service were pointed out for our en-

couragement. In the afternoon, the mountain being

still covered with a thick veil of mist, which had
hung over it ever since our arrival, the usual ride,

amid the lovely scenery around us, was omitted, and
the hours were pleasantly devoted to hearing a re-

port of the work done by the Woman's Branch of the

Indian Rights Association during the past year.

Among the important work which they have accom-
plished is the establishment of a fund to be loaned to

Indians who receive their lands under the severalty

liill, that they may at once build upon them comfort-

able homes. This is to be, in the future, a fruitful

and important field of labor. Most of the evening

hour was given to Senator Dawes, who spoke elo-

quently and with deep feeling upon the application of

hi;-i " Land in Severalty Bill," the difficulties in the

way, and how they could best be removed. It is the

unanimous judgment of the Conference that this bill

aflbrds the only true key to the solulioia of the Indian

problem, and that it constitutes tlie most important

step ever taken in the entire range of legislation fortius

oppressed and unfortunate people. The services of Sen-

ator Dawes in this work are placed by the Conference

at their true value, and he is justly considered being

as truly the friend of the Indian race as was William

Lloyd Garrison, the friend of the colored people, al-

though his motives have been attacked by those who
do not understand his work.

The next morning (Sixth-day), after the usual re-

ligious meeting held in the house daily at 9.45 a. m.,

the Conference assembled punctually at ten o'clock.

The further consideration of the Dawes Bill, and es-

pecially what additional legislation is needed to

make it most effective and productive of good results

to the Indian, was taken up. Prof. Jas. A. Thayer, of

the Law School at Harvard, presented an outline of a

plan for further legislation for the protection of the

rights of the Indians during the transition period,

while this disintegration of the reservations and the

healing up of the tribal system are in progress. This

plan involves the establisliment of courts on the res-

ervations and changing the entire management as

now conducted by the Indian Bureau at Washington.

It is a plan elaborated largely by the " Boston Cit-

izenship Committee," a body which has been very

active in advancing the interests of the Dawes Bill.

To that Bill it is by no means antagonistic, but it is

rather intended as a supplement to it, to aid in more

effectually securing the beneficent results for the In-

dian at which it aims. The whole subject called out

an animated discussion and it was referred to a com-

mittee to report at the meeting of the Indian Com-
missioners in Washington in the First month next.

The rest of the morning session was chiefly occupied

in considering a resolution recommending tlie modi-

fication or abrogation of the treaty with the remnant

of The Six Nations in the State of New York, and the

application of the principle of the Dawes Land in

Severalty Bill to the gradual disintegration of their

reservations.

A very interesting address was given by Hiram
Price, ex-Commissioner of Indian affairs, upon the

Prohibition of the sale of Intoxicating drinks among
the Indians. This prohibition is now complete on

all the Indian Reservations, though the penalty for

the violation of the law is insufficient, and its en-

forcement consequently quite imperfect. The speaker

made a most telling comparison between the condi-

tion of the 200,000 inhabitants of the city of Washing-

ton, and the 200,000 Indians, greatly to the disad-

vantage of the former, where he as.sures us, mission-

ary work, upon this subject, was much more needed

than among the Indians! When he first entered

upon the duties of his office, he found the govern-

ment furnishing scalping-knives, and large quantities

of intoxicating drinks to the Indians ! He promptly

struck theise off the list of supplies, and endeavored,

though unsuccessfully, to include tobacco. He called

earnestly for the passage of an act preventing the

army from introducing intoxicating drinks upon the

reservations, and largely increasing and fixing the

penalty for the violation of the I^Jiibitory laws.

Senator Dawes, who attended all of oifr sessions, was

present, and I do not doubt that, upon this, as upon

other important subjects, the views of this Conference

will through him be properly represented in Wash-

ington this winter. In the afternoon, the heavy

clouds of mist still shutting out all the valley below
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us, the last hope of a drive for the members of the

Conference this year ilisappeareil ; so another after-

noon session was hehi, in wliich several who are ac-

tively engaged in different branches of Indian work

interested us l)y recounting llieir experience. The
order of the Indian Bureau, forbidding the use of

any language but English, in any school, public or

private, on a reservation, which had been severely

criticised in earlier sessions, was again brought under

review, and the general view was expressed that the

position of the Department upon this subject was

untenable, and that it would not be maintained.

Not that the Conference objected, at all, to all possi-

ble encouragement of English in the schools, but the

sweeping nature of the order had closed many
schools where only native teachers could be obtained,

and which were wholly taught in the Indian tongue.

This was deemed unwise, and it was thought that

the change could be more gradually introduced.

General Marshall, for some years associatied with

General Armstrong in his excellent work at the

Hampton Schools, and now President of the Uni-

tarian Indian Aid Association, in Boston, gave a very ,

interesting account of the labors of the Unitarians in

their new field among the Crow Indians. This de-

nomination has, as yet, done comparatively little in

the Indian cause, but it is now entering nobly upon
the work, and will have a fuller report to make an-

other year.

In the evening the Conference assembled at 7.30

for its closing session. The report of the Business

Committee brought forward the comprehensive plat-

form of principles of the Conference, the carefully

prepared result of the three days' discussions, and
this important paper will be fully presented to the

country through the public press, and cannot fail to

do a valuable work for the Indian, and cause all of

his friends, everywhere, to take courage. The ses-

sion was continued until a late hour by closing ad-

dresses of many members, and the expression of our

gratitude to our host and hostess for our bountiful

entertainment through the week. The next morn-

ing at 6.15 the stages were at the door, and we reluc-

tantly bade adieu to Mohonk, and enjoyed greatly

our early morning ride along the well made roads

down the mountain side, through the dripping forest,

glowing in the feeble morning light with the most

brilliant autumnal hues.

The impression left upon my mind by our Con-

ference is that our Friends must take up and carry on

vigorously their share of the great work of educat-

ing the Indians, and preparing them for their new
position. Can we not find among us those who will

contribute liberally to this work, as well as those who
will go forth, in a devoted and self-sacrificing spirit^

as laborers in this broad missionary field ? Nor yet

must we lose sight of our important work for the col-

ored people (^l^e South. " This ought ye to have

done, but uot^phave left the other undone." The
more of such labor for the elevation of humanity we
undertake, as a religious organization, the better it

will be for our Religious Society, as well as for the

world at large. Edward H. Magill.

Swartlvmore, Tenth month 1.

THE LIBRARY.
Animal Life in the Sea and on the Land : A Zoolo-

gy for Young People. By Sarah Cooper. Illus-

trated. New York : Harper & Brothers.

THIS work is of extraordinary beauty and usefulness.

It is offered to young people with the hope that it

may help them to a knowledge of natural history. It

presents truthfully and accurately what may be

likely to come under their ordinary observation,

while avoiding the more difficult terms of science.

The author commences with the sponge, and goes

systematically through the animal kingdom, tracing

a gradual development from the simplest forms of life

up to the highest, ending with man, the most won-

derful of the works of the Creator. No less than 278

illustrations, some of them of much beauty, occur on

405 pages. Indeed the beauty of the illustrations,

and the simple style of the text leave scarcely any-

thing to be desired in the way of a zoology for chil-

dren. While for advanced study works of the high-

est merit are plentiful, it is believed elementary

books are greatly needed both for school and for

family use. This, however, is so clear of trivialities,

and so clear in its presentation of truth that it will

prove acceptable for not only juvenile but mature

minds.

The work is the result of the studies of a practi-

cal and skillful teacher in her endeavors to present

instructive lessons in zoology to an enthusiastic class.

We recommend the lessons that have been already

so successful to the use of elementary schools gener-

ally, and we suggest that the book would be helpful

and suggestive in First-day school work, as it is writ-

ten so clearly and in a reverent spirit. S. R.

AN APPEAL FOR TEACHERS.
Editors Intelligencer and Jouknal :

AT its last session. Friends' Mission, (Philadelphia),

was increivsing in numbers, and had an average of

over seventy. For the present season a suitable su-

perintendent has not offered, and the corps of teach-

ers will be insufficient for so large a school.

The neighborhood is one where there is room for

much labor, and although there is some evidence of

good being efi'ected, a strong possibility exists of the

school being closed, unless additional help can be

secured, and we desire this to be of the Friendly

sort.

A number of Friends do not feel called to take

part in schools for Friends' children ;
but can we not

hope that some at least of these do have an interest

in the education and reformation of those who

through parental neglect and contact with evil sur-

roundings are liable to become wrong doers and a

burden on society ?

An appeal is made to all to consider whether they

have not a duty in this concern, and a hope is felt

that additional help will be willing to attend at the

school, Fairmount avenue and Beach street, to-mor-

row (First-day), at 2.45 p. m.
^ ,, ,^ ,
J. M. T., Jr.

All is uneasy to one who seeks rest in him.self

and not iniGod.

—

Surin.
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SWARTHMORE NOTES.

THE College has opened under very favorable condi-

tions. The whole number of-stiidents arrived is 2-iS,

and more are yet to come. Of those present 104 be-

long to the college cla.sses ; twenty-eight Seniors,twen-

ty Juniors, thirty-nine Sophomores, and seventy-

seven Freshmen. The claisses are fully organized and

the work of the College is regularly progressing in

the various departments.

—Samuel S. Ash spoke acceptably in the first

meeting of the year, on First-day, the 25th of Ninth

month, and Martha Townsend in the meeting on the

2d instant.

—Dr. William H. Day, late of Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, has taken charge of the combined depart-

ments of Physics and Chemistry.

—Thomas A.Jenkins,Horace Roberts.and Elizabeth

B. Smedley, of the last graduating class, have already

applied to the Faculty for the arrangement of acourse

of study for the Degree of Master of Arts. William

G. Underwood, of the same class, is engaged in Engi-

neering work in North Carolina, and Henry B. Good-

win, also of the same class, has entered upon a post-

graduate course of study in Engineering, at Prince-

ton.

EDUCATIONAL ITEMS.

—A friend sends us the following notes: Friends'

Academy, Locust Valley, L. I., founded and estab-

lished by Gideon Frost, entered upon its eleventh

year on the 13th ult. It is under the care of eleven

trustees, all members of the Society of Friends, most

of whom were chosen by the founder. It opened

with .seventy-five students, about one-half being

boarding pupils. The boys' department for boarders

is fidl and some fifteen applications have been re-

fused for want of room. The girls' department has

one vacancy. The new Principal, Oren B. Wilbur, of

Easton, Washington county, New York, with the aid

of his assistant teachers, has the school well or-

ganized and in good working order, and a successful/

school year, as far as good school work is to be done,

is anticipated. The founder of the institution is de-

serving of much credit for establishing a school of this

kind and making such arrangements as he did that

children can have the privilege of receiving a good
education at so low a cost.

" OLD FASHIONED QUAKERISM."—LETTER
FROM THE AUTHOR.

[In the London Friend of Ninth month 1st., we lind the

following letter from William Pollard. As has already

been stated in these columns, he is one of the "Three
Friends," authors of " A Eeasouable Faith." His letter

below is of interest as expressing additional thoughts, and

indicating his views on questions of importance. It may
be best for us to note our dissent to the intimation in the

concluding paragraph that our Friends have " lost their

way," in a doctrinal sen.se.

—

Eds.]

De.\r Friend: It is no doubt best, as a rule, for

authors not to reply to criticisms on their own writ-

ings. But I will venture upon a few explanatory

words on some points of general interest, touched

upon in the notice of my lectures in the Eighth

month Friend. It seems almost a duty to do this, for

the sake of the large number of readers which the

lectures have already obtained.

I am bound in the first place to admit the kindly

tone of the review. The writer has evidently tried

hard to be fair; though I think he has quite failed to

comprehend the standpoint of the author he is re-

viewing. This is strikingly shown in the way he re-

fers to the first lecture (on Primitive Christianity),

in which not merely '' various points of similarity

between the primitive believers and the early Friends

are pointed out," but in which an attempt is made,

not, I hope, without success, so far as a few pages

will admit, to show that in doctrine and practice, in

church government, and individual sense of duty,

there was a remarkable agreement in principle and

the outcome of principle between the early Christians

and the early Friends.

Again, the reviewer says of the early Friends

that " we are not called to take them as our guides."

That perhaps depends on the meaning we attach to

the word. It is nowhere said or implied in these lec-

tures that we are blindly to follow these remarkable

men. On the contrary, it is pointed out in a number

of places that the great aim of the early Friends was

to bring people, not to theologians, or to churches, but

to Christ, that they might learn of him : and tliat

" we have each to formulate our own creed, from the

testimony of the Spirit of God within, and the Scrip-

tures of truth without." But in one very important

sense it is surely not correct to say tliat we are not

called to take these enlightened men as our guides.

The early Friends were enabled to interpret to us

and to the churches, as few had done since the first

century, the real practical meaning and method of

the Gospel. If we feel this to be so, these men, Fox

and Barclay, and their companions, will rightly be

moi° of guides to us in our endeavor to understand

truth ard duty, than either Augustine or Luther, or

the Puritans, or the so-called "Evangelicals" of

modern times. If we do not feel this to be so, why
are we calling ourselves " Friends? "

When persons put in contrast the writers of the

New Testament with the early Friends, to the dis-

paragement of the latter, they seem to forget that we

value the early Friends not only as the best expo-

nents, in a general sense, of the true and spiritual

meaning of New Testament truth, but also as the best

teachers of the way efiectually to get at this truth.

We do not take them in place of the apostles, but as

helps and guides in the understanding of that good

news which Christ revealed, and which the apusllea

preached, but which has become so mystified and in-

volved by the definitions and systems of theologians,

that its beauty and efficacy have been terribly over-

looked.

Again, the reviewer implies that tbwe lectures un-

dervalue the preaching of the Go^l ! He says,

" The author conveys the idea that the work of our

Society is not to proclaim far and wide a full Gospel."

I cannot easily express the astonishment with which

I read this strange comment. As it seems to me,

these lectures are full of reminders of the duly of
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Christian activity. Tliey show how intense tliis was

in the early days of Qualjeiism ; they indicate some

of tlie results of this activity : and invite the present

generation to follow in the same path of zeal. They

point out—what is often nuu-h overlooked—tliat there

are many ways of preaching the Gospel, and many
classes who still need a fresh and fuller proclamation

of tlie Divine iue.ssage ; and that the Society of

Friends, if faithfully acting up to its principles and its

calling, should be preaching the full Gospel—in a

shape the creeds very imperfectly present—to the

churches and the people at large. Further, that the

breadth of its principles, and the freedom for service

it enjoys, give it a special call to preach the gospel of

God's pity and patience, and the sweet reasonable-

ness of tlie truth as it is in Jesus, to the thousands of

poor, perplexed souls who have been stumbled by

the theologians, and who as truly need the sympa-
thising help of the church as any heathen tribes in

India and Madagascar.

There is one other point to which I should like to

refer. The reviewer states that he cannot regard the

description given of the Hicksite and the Beaconite

controversies as accurate. If he had said that the

account was not complete, it would be easy to admit it,

as the statement on these important subjects is nec-

essarily limited to a few sentences. I may be allowed

to say on this matter that I have carefully read

through the principal pamphlets and papers that ap-

peared in connection with these movements—

a

course of reading that probably few of this genera-

tion have undertaken—and my conviction is that no
one could do this with an open mind without com-
ing to the same conclusions as those given in the lec-

tures. That there were extreme positions taken up
by both the divergent sections in the Hicksite con-

troversy is, I think, indisputable ; and abundant evi-

dence could be produced to prove that the Beaconite

leaders " pushed the central truth of Quakerism on
one side," and largely replaced it by a doctrine and a

theological system.

On what is called the Hicksite controversy, the

feeling left on the mind of the writer, after as com-
plete a research into contemporary and other evi-

dence as he has been able to make, is, that the atti-

tude in some respects of the orthodox yearly meet-
ings toward the separatists can hardly be expressed

by any other word than unchristian. To stand aloof

from brethren who have lost their way, and are fail-

ing, as we think, to realize that great fundamental
truth of the Gospel, the divinity of Christ; to treat

them as moral lepers, who are to be left in their

trouble and perplexity, while we pass by, almost

scornfully, on the other side, is surely not to be oth-

erwise describe<l. When will the Quaker Church
recognize its ungenerous attitude, its grievous blun-

der in this matter? When will mission-work be
considered toi||tlude the thoughtful and intelligent

help of the perplexed ? Thy friend, trulv,

Eccles, near Manchester. Willi.vm Poll.\rd.

The simplicity of higher minds ever will, while
the world lasts, be a puzzle to the coarse perceptions

of ordinary "clever people."

—

Selected.

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
—The Conference of Yearly Meeting delegates

met at Richmond, on the 23d ult. There were about

one hundred delegates present, the four volunteers

from Philadelphia being admitted to seats, with the

right to speak but not to vote. Francis W. Thomas,

of Spiceland, Ind., presided temporarily, and James

Wood, of Mt. Kisco, N. Y., permanently. The Con-

ference continued four days, an adjournment being

reached on the evening of the 27th. Among the

questions discussed were: "Is it desirable that all

the yearly meetings should adopt one declaration of

doctrine?" This was decided affirmatively, hardly

any opposition appearing. " Shall the Yearly Meet-

ings unite in Mi.ssion Work?" The general expres-

sion was in the affirmative. The subject of the "or-

dinances" was reached on Seventh-day evening, but

there was no discussion upon the merits of the ques-

tion, a minute being a<lopted, as reported liy a com-

mittee that " the recent official utterances and re-

affirmations of eiirht yearly meetings on this con-

tinent have definitely settled this question." There

was extended discussion of the subject: "Public

Jleetings for Worship and the Methods used

therein." This drew out expres.sion upon the min-

istry and singing, and a considerable diversity of

views appeared. There was also a very marked dif-

ference of opinion upon the subject of " the proper

relationship between the minister and the church,

and of the church toward the minister, and how the

ministry is to be sustained." This occupied nearly

the whole of Second-day, the 26th, and the remarks

of the different delegates were in many cases very

direct and earnest.

On Third-day afternoon, 27th, the declaration of

faith was presented, and in part discussed. David B.

UpdegraS' and others expressed themselves as desir-

ing it differently stated. It was, however, adopted

at that and the evening session. [The reports in the

Richmond daily papers, from which this report is

compiled, do not give it in full, but we shall be able,

no doubt, to give its language, later.

—

Eds.]

INDIAN SUMMER.
WHY Indian summer? Did the red men build

Tlieir camp fires in the woods these latter days.

And so with warmth the pleasant land was filled,

And the blue smoke spread to a thin white haze?

How sped the hunter's arrow 'mid the trees,

And the ripe leaves sung softly overhead
;

And still they sing the old-time symphonies.

And drop their garlands o'er the nameless dead.

And thus may mother earth, and sky and air.

Keep sacred many au anniversary day.

Tho' heedless mortals hear nor hymn nor prayer,

Nor read the signs along the accustomed way.

O mystic charm, that crowns the purple hill '.

breath of balm, from some sweet hidden place !

Send the slow blood the quickening pulse to thrill—
Move the dull senses by the spirit's grace.

—Selected.

He that hath no bridle on his tongue hath no

grace in his heart.

—

St. Jerome.
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KNOWLEDGE AND FAITH.
FATHER, it is not knowledge tliat I ask

Of what tby wisdom deems it best to hide

;

ask thee, rather, for a perfect faith.

Content.to walk in darkness by tby side.

I ask thee not that I may see tby face,

And know, through mortal vision, that thou art.

No: rather would I give myself to thee,

And feel thy being in my inmost heart.

And, if about my pathway clouds shall rise

Till all around be only gloom and night,

I would not ask thee why thou seudest clouds,

But let my faith look through them to the light.

So, when our dear ones pass beyond our reach,

Though aching hearts would fain the mystery know,

We ask thee not to draw the veil aside

Nor to our longing eyes the future show.

But rather would we trust them to thy care,—

Trust that thy love surrounds them there as here,

And sometimes, through our longing and our hope.

We dare to trust their spirits linger near.

No, Father, 'tis not knowledge that I ask
;

But I would have a faith more clear, more bright.

Till, in the fullness of thine own good time.

Knowledge and faith shall both be one in sight.

M. L. D., in Christian Register.

From the Christian Union.

TO THE PARENTS OF THE GIRL WHO IS

GOING TO COLLEGE.
BY LOUISE MANNING HODliKINS.^

" I CAN direct the education of the five hundred

girls. It is tlieir thousand fathers and mothers who
baffle me."

The implied remonstrance of this college Presi-

dent is too often echoed by his fellows. In one of

the commencement addresses of the past summer I

read, " It is rarely tliat a parent can offer sound ail-

vice with regard to the education of his cliildren."

Doubtless tho.se parents wlio read tlie same para-

graph responded, " Nonsense ! It is not true." Doubt-

less the teachers under whose eyes it fell answered,
" Goo<l sense! It is true." What is the reason for

this utter divergence of opinion between the two

parties most interested and most influential in train-

ing youth ? The verj' same that exists wfien a

physician finds ic a doubtful experiment to prescribe

for serious illness in his own family. Paternity,

heredity, sympathy, combine to militate against the

chances that his "nearest and dearest" will obtain

the results of his best medical skill. Parental love,

heredity of temperament, sympathy in choice, are

equally forceful to make him who is perhaps the best

ethical adviser the worst intellectual counselor.

For example, " How thankful I am," says this

prospective collegian, as she turns the leaves to the

college calendar, which just now has the interest to

her of a new romance, " that I can drop'matheuiatics

after the first year!" You the paterfamilias, remem-
ber a humiliating day when you were " plucked " in

this particular branch of your education ; or you, the

'Professor of English Literature, Wellesley College.

materfamilias, recall that you could make but slender
acquaintance with sines and cosines, and in conse-

quence early abandoned their society. With no
otlier intent than to speak words of good clieer, you
echo the sentiment you should rebuke, and practi-

cally prepare for the serious neglect of that whidi, in

this particular case, demands the most a.ssiduous

study.

And alas ! it does not end here. Nothing is truer

than that your mathematical iniquities are now being
visited on theunniathematical head of your daughter,

attain—since the days of miracles are past—to reap-

pear, until the muItii)lication table bids fair to outwit
tlie children's children of your descent. Were the
loss merely that of a knowledge of mathematics it

W'ould matter little. It means a defective judgment,
an ill-balanced will, an indefinite purpose in the
crises of practical life, all for the failure to train those
powers whose development could not be better se-

cured than in the study of mathematics.

Perhaps you are turning the leaves of the college

calendar to discover that after the Freshman year
much of the future work may be optional. To no one
is a life of happy options so attractive as to a young
man or woman of eighteen. To no one is it so peril-

ous. Remembering how many re.sources would be
open to yon to-day had you possessed from your youth
a knowledge of various subjects offered in this cur-

riculum, and aided and abetted by your entliusiastio,

ambitious, but still immature daughter, you arrange
with her a cour.se of study whose correlation of parts

is to the mind of the average educator about as re-

mote as the addition of ajiples, wagons, nuts, and
nails used to be to the students of a certain mental
arithmetic that for some of us was tlje bewilderment
of our childhood. That study which perhaps would
be the very holding thread of a good course you omit,

to substitute a year or two in some branch whose
value depends on professional work in this line long

after the first degree is taken.

Or you are struck by a directly opposing idea.

You intend that, after graduation, your daughter shall

have a few years abroad. What a coign of vantage

she will occupy who can speak two or three moderu
languages! Provide<l—which implies a Moltke gen-

ius lor language—with concentrated effect she can

master two to this e.\tent. Howuiijioverished is the

mind which in four years has produced the Ijare re-

sult of knowing nothing in two languages! For this,

her breadth of view, her measure of intellectual stat-

ure, have been arrested in ttieir best growing days

that she might perfect with tedious difficulty what
she may obtain with swift ease in its native liome if

she brings to its acquisition a mind temperately and
symmetrically trained to master any subject.

Your daughter is an only child, a single ewe lamb
unwonted to be counted in a fiock, and you fear for

her the effect of gregarious life. You are disposed on

this account to suggest for her special grace and favor.

Rather tliank Heaven that this early warping of her

young life, for which sfie is not at fault, may now re-

ceive a straightening touch by four years of life dur-

ing which her happine.ss will largely depend on her

success in the art of living with other peoi^le.
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Or your daushter is not an only tlimuliler. She can

ill be taken from a household which has made her its

most unselfish member by its unsparinf; demands on

her time and temper. You rejoice that she is to be

so near her liomethat she can still keep- the threads

of family interests well in hand ; and you propose to

ask her opinion with regard to the most trifling and

temporary matters, and to call her back in such joy-

ful and sorrowful emergencies as the year may bring

forth. Said one such overtaxed girl: "I think I

must drop my regular course, and ask for my degree

on the strength of my ' e.xtras.'
"

Possibly your distance from college is so great that

it scarcely seems worth the pains at Christmas and

Easter to take so long a journey for so short a holi-

day. By a slight strain of the imagination, and for a

reason that would have no support in your juilgment

in the middle of the session, your desire for her pres-

ence becomes an imperative need, which costs her

perhaps college rank, and, worse, physical health.

About the third year her strength flags, and you have

serious doubts whether a girl's strength and a colle-

giate course form an equation, when the real subject

to consider is, if a woman is equal to the double task

of carrying in undergraduate years the burden of a

social and a student life. Other hinderances to the

success of this new venture crowd to ray mind. I

touch those which most frequently touch experience.

Good fathers and mothers of the girls who are

coming to college, believe that this is to you, no less

than to your cliildren, a day of opportunity. After

you have, for good reasons, selected the college

where your child shall be educated, believe that for

you it is " a time to keep silence," and a time to

have faith in methods with which, in your profes-

sional or business lives, it is impossible, unless you

are yourself a teacher, for you to have made your-

selves familiar. By such quiet confidence we can

work to one end ; namely, to make your daughter

as a " corner-stone polished after the similtude of a

palace."

From the American. (Philadelphia.)

THE FIBST FROST.
SONG gives place to silence, towards the end of Au-

gust. The monotony of soulless sunshine has proved

irksome, and the birds that have not already departed

cluster by the dripping springs. The squirrels, until

now a timid and day-shunning folk, thread the tall,

out-reaching oaks, tapping, in ill-humor, at the still

resisting acorns. Impatience is now the moving fac-

tor of the animal world, and with it is sulky silence.

Furred and feathered life, alike, are heartily tired of

summer and await a change—do they know what?
He who is given to country rambles has long since

learned the secret: it is the first frost.

This first frost does not usher in anew season, but

renews the summer. Sleepy, silent August days, half-

stifled in a worn-out atmosphere, are the really mel-

ancholy ones, " the saddest of the year ;

" but at

once, with the first frost, is activity renewed. This

earliest intimation of the on-coming winter need not

be everywhere. You w ill find no trace of it upon the

upland fields. There are, in low-lying, damp, weed-

hidden nooks, a few dainty crystals, that disappear
before the sun ri.sesas though frightened at what they
have done. They miglit well have tarried, for they
deserve a blessing.

What then does this first frost accomplish ? The
pulses of the song-birds quicken, and they resume
their singing. Their limp wings are braced, and they
scatter over the fields, along the wooded hill-side and
close-woven thicket. Not only they, the wearied
summer visitors, reappear among theirseveral spring-

time haunts, but down from a frostier north the ad-

vance guard of the winter-songsters come, Canadian
tree-sparrows, a cheery, twittering host. Come, as do
many others, to make glad our winters and replace

those, that fearing to face the ruder blasts of the north
wind, seek shelter in the South. It is strange that

the idea is so prevalent that here in New Jersey we
have comparatively birdless winters. There are two
score species that are, with very few exceptions, mod-
erately abundant; many are phenomenally so. All

may be seen during a single stroll in winter, but
of course, not always. To see birds at this season,

one must not stick closely to the highways, but pass

from field to meadow, from woodland to marsh, to do
so. Forty species may seem an extravagant claim, but
it is a simple statement of fact. There are at least

forty. Why call it thirty-nine? It has been flatly

contradicted. Well, there is an element of our popu-
lation, that, having ears and eyes, yet neither hear

nor see, and these are they who, lacking powers of

observation, are prone to criticism. It is a good plan

to listen to the nut-hatch, while these critics carp,

for the burden of that bird's song is crank-crank /

crank-crank! It boldly sings what politeness forbids

us even to whisper.

The first frost has come : dare autumn leaves be
mentioned ? I have seen a striking picture of an irate

editor flooring the twentieth spring poet that had
that day called upon him. Should I not take warn-
ing? At least I shall not venture far. Whether or

not the frost actually ripens the leaves, it cannot be
gainsaid that the change of color begins at this time

or earlier; but often, excepting one or two trees, a

year passes with no change save sombre brown. Al-

ways, however, there are tiny areas of the brighte.st

tints, a change more beautiful than the general red-

dening of the forest. A branch of a maple, turned to

dusty gold, a solitary gum tree clothed in scarlet, a

winding creeper, bronzed to the very tips: such bits

as these, rare as gems along the pebbly shore, are

fruits, or so it seems, of the first frost, and loved the

more because of their rarity.

Those faithful friends of the poets, asters and
golden rods, convenient l)looms that have done duty

in literature for a solid ceutury, flourish it is true,

before the coming of the frost, but renew their youth

iu the reiuvigorated air. It is not they alone however,

that brighten the dusty highways and deck the wind-

ing wood-lanes ; at least, not here. The dittany em-
purples the leaf-strewn forest with mosses and sweet

fern, carpets the upland woods, and then, with the

first frost, conies the chinkapin. A pygmy, but still

a very prince among ournuts, graciously evolved for

impatient autumn-lovers. To gather them is only a
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foretaste of the nutting season proper, it is true, but a

foretaste often with a keener flavor than the feast

that follows oflers. Chinkapins are the last gift of

summer; a gift that comes with gladness, solid nug-

gets of sunshine ; not wrapt in dead leaves and sod-

den with the tears of melancholy November.

What of the cooler meadows and the lotus ? It

would dampen my ardor certainly, if it were cut down ;

but it is not. Hailing as it does from far warmer

lands, we tremble for the tardier blossoms, yet really

need not. From afar I can see those gigantic leaves

and tall flower stalks, capped with the roseate bloom

of this historic plant. It is as much at home and as

hardy as the sweet white lily or the yellow nuphar.

And here, in the flooded marshes , we can go nutting

again. From the great funnel shaped torus or seed-

pod of the lotus, one can gather sweet fruit, larger

and as toothsome as upland chinkapins. In the dense

shade of the lotus in Eastern lands, I recall that rare

native form, once cultivated here by the Indians. I

can picture a group of Indian women in canoes, or

perhaps their vagabond husbands, wading in the

water, gathering the large seed—a true nut—or reach-

ing into the shallow depths for the newer growth of

tubers. From the nut was made a good flour ; the

tubers, boiled, are equal to potatoes. The Indians

did this, far back in pre-historic times ;
some of their

ancestors do so still ; and it would not be strange,

could it be shown, that where I to-day gather lotus

nuts in the same marsh, the long-forgotten Indians,

in centuries past, did the same. Be this as it may,

nutting in the marshes is one of the luxuries follow-

ing a first frost—for the nonce, I am a happy lotus-

eater.

In the woods and over the meadows alike, the air

trembles with the cry of innumerable crickets— if not

they, then of insects unknown to me. Single shrill

trumpeters are hard to find. Trace up never so closely

the sound that issues from a certain bush, when at a

given distance, the noise ceases. You rest awhile and

it begins again
;
you move, it stops ; one step more

and it ceases altogether. Scan with all care every

leaf, twig, main stem, and very roots of the shrub, if

such it was, but you will not find the musician. To

crickets we attribute all these late summer sounds

not made by birds or frogs, but how far correctly I

would that I knew.

Not the first frost nor the second, no nor a black

frost seals to silence either the tree toad or the red

frog of the woods. They croak spasmodically, at all

times and seasons, but give no hint of the utterance's

proper interpretation. It may be a croak of thanks

for such sweet, life-giving days, or a complaint that

the chilly nights have lessened their food supply. If

there is any distinction it is an all-hearing ear that

can detect it. To the average rambler they croak,

and nothing more. It is the same note now that is

heard at short intervals, all summer long, and that

they utter in early spring when they join in a deaf-

ening epithalamium.

But one glory of the time of early frosts has de-

parted : no longer, in long lines, do the roostward-fly

crows pass over. There was current an odd saying,

years ago, that crows roosted in Pennsylvania, but

foraged in New Jersey. How this impression arose,

to what extent it varies, and the truth of tlie matter,

it boots it not to discuss; suffice it, that from my ear-

liest recollection, until within a year, the crow roosts

were across the river, and the crows faced the setting

sun as they flew home at night. In spite of all the

ugly things I had heard of them—not one in a hun-
dred of them renlly true—I early learned to love the

bird, and its full-toned autumn cries are music to my
ears. Their roosting trees are felled ; the crows have
been scattered, and tlie close of summer has lost one
considerable charm. Alas ! that even the scanty rem-
nants of our forests should disaiipear—the mid-win-
ter black frost of Greed has blighted the country.

Chas. C. Abbott.
Trenton, N. J.

THE RECENT TROUBLE WITH THE UTE
INDE4.NS.

GENERAL CROOK, of the United States regular

army,has made a report to the War Department con-

cerning the recent so-called " outbreak " of the Ute
Indians, in Colorado. He says that the troubles arose

from attempts made by the Colorado officials to serve

warrants on certain Ute Indians for alleged stealing

of iiorses and for violations of the State Game laws.

The report states that it is the custom of certain men
living in Garfield county to buy horses of the In-

dians, and then regain possession of the money by
playing " monte " or some other gambling game. The
horses alleged to have been stolen were either bought

from the Indians or won in this way. While stoutly

protesting their innocence of the theft, the Indians

gave the parties two other horses in lieu of those

which they had been obliged to surrender to the al-

leged rightful owners. Warrants were, however,

issued for the arrest of two of the Indians for horse-

stealing, and for twelve others for violation of the

game laws. Of this last offense the report says the

Indians were undoubtedly guilty. Game Warden
Burgett, to whom the warrants were issued, with a

posse of seventeen men went to the camp on the

north fork of AVhite River, and without attempting to

explain his object or mission, suddenly seized several

of the Indians who broke away and ran for the cover

of the brush. At this juncture the po.sse fired,

wounding three of the Indians. Burgett's posse then

retired and united forces with Sherifl' Kendall who
held warrants for the arrest of the two Indians for

honse-stealing. Hearing of an Indian camp on Coal

Creek, Kendall sent a party to it.

The report goes on to detail the well-known facts

regarding the skirmishes between Kendall's posse and

the Indians, and accuses the former of bad faith in

the attack of August 25th on Colorow's camp. On
the 24th an interview was had with a son of Colorow,

in which it was agreed that matters should remain as

they were until the " big white chief" should arrive.

By this agreement the Indians understood that they

would be allowed to continue their march unmolested

to their reservation. During a heavy storm of rain

and hail which came onduring the night, the Indians

moved down the river about twenty-five miles to a

point, as they believed, on the Uncompahgre Reser-
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vation, and went into camp, turning out their ponies

to graze. Tlie wliites started in pursuit and struck

the Indian camp as tlicy were preparing breakfast.

Tliey liad believed themselves perfectly secure; no

sentinel or runners were on the watch, and the wliites

attained a position on the bhitis without alarming the

Indians.

Kendall's party at once opened tire. Tlie surprise

Wivs complete. The Indians returned the fire from

the brusli, to which they had retreated, for about

three and a half hours, thus covering the removal of

their wounded and the women and children. Later

in tlie day they fell back, and the whites soon after

withdrew to Rangley, eight or ten miles distant. In

this aflair the whites lost in killed a lieutenant of

militia and a deputy sheriff. Another man, who at-

tempted to run off a small band of Indian ponies, was

shot and killed soon after the fight. Several others

were wounded. The Indians lost one small boy,

killed : one man and onesqnaw were wounded. The
whites numbered 180 men, the Indians not more than

twenty-five fighting men. The whites justify their

attack on the ground that the Indians broke faith

with them in leaving their camp.

From the outset, continues the report, with but

one slight interruption, the Indians were pursued in-

cessantly, and in every case the whites were the ag-

gressors and tired first. Colorow had no desire to

fight and made use of his weapons in self-defense

only, for the protection of his women and children

and liis herds. During the whole time, including the

fight of August 2rt, five Indians died of wounds, one

man, two boys and two small girls. Seven others

were wounded, one perhaps fatally.

WARM AND HOT SPRINGS.

GEOLOGICALLY considered, a thermal spring is

one whose temperature exceeds that of the mean an-

nual temperature of the place where it flows ; that is

to sav, the spring must be warmed by volcanic or

other internal heat. But by this definition any
spring, say in northern Labrador, that should force

its way through a frost-bound soil, at a temperature

barely higher than the freezing point, would have to

he calleil thermal ;
and so in physicians' usage the

term is limited to include only those waters which

are warm enough to supply warm and hot baths at

their own natural temperatures.or at less than these;

for they range from ninety degrees upward, past the

bathing point and well towards the boiling. Ther-

mal-spring baths are taken at the temperatures which

I have described as tepid and warm, and in the lower

range of the hot. The tepid thermal baths are espe-

cially calming to the nerves. At some of these baths

the waters are drunk, though they have little other

than a gently laxative efTect. The waters are gener-

ally transparent and colorless; often they contain

carbonic acid gas, and sometimes chloride of lime or

common salt. At Neris anil at Schlangenbad the wa-

ter has a somewhat unctuous feel, or "texture," in

the technical description of it, which is very agreea-

ble. Nothing, indeed, can be pleasanter than a well

appointed thermal bath ; its temperature and the

carbonic acid ga.s which it generally contains are at

once its main curative and comforting agencies.

Mineral waters occur at many places in Europe
and America; often in wild upland or mountain re-

gions of exquisite beauty, where mountain rides and
rambles form a part of the hygiene permitted or pre-

scribed. Our own country has an ample number of
such springs, but the greater part of them are not as

yet sufficiently improved to be comfortable and at-

tractive, and attractions and comfort are of no small
importance to the visitor at a thermal spring, espe-
cially when it is a troubled mind that seeks restora-
tion. I must not .say that none of our thermal waters
are improved. Among those that ofler comfort to the
invalid are those at Santa Barbara, in southern Cali-
fornia, which hasat least good hotel accommodation;
the Idaho " Hot Springs," where there are both ho-
tels and bathing establishments; and the "Warm
Springs," and tbe "Hot Springs" of Bath county,
Virginia, which are improved and in beautiful .'•e-

gions. All of these are true thermal springs, owing
comparatively little to their mineral constituents, and
are both attractive and effective cures ; nor are these
all that might be mentioned. In due time this will be-

aland of bath-cures, and invalids will come to us from
Europe, as <ve now go thither, for change and for

comfort. Meanwhile we must continue to go abroad
for a time, not merely to seek such potent waters as
those of Carlsbad Vichy, but also for the thermal
waters and their comforting cures, their perfectly

appointed bathing establishments, under skilled

superintendence, their good hotels and boarding-
places, and the added pleasure of the social pageant
in the larger, and of the mountain scenery in the re-

moter region.— Tllus Munson Coan, M.D., in Harper's
Magazine.

Liberty will soon illuminate the world from the
western as well as the eastern side of the continent.

Adolph Sutro, the mining millionaire, is erecting her
statue on Mount Olympus, in San Francisco. The
figure was sculptured by Wiertz, a Belgian artist, and
he called it Im Triomphe de la Lumiere, the triumph
of liglit, and says it was meant to repre.sent " light

triumphing over darkness—liberty over tyranny and
despotism," Sutro saw it exhibited at Antwerp, and
fell in love with it. It is made of artificial stone

sawed uji into fourteen pieces, and in that shape im-
ported into this country. It is twenty-five feet high,

and will stand on a fifteen-feet pedestal, while the
mountain under it is 700 feet high. Californians count
in the mountain and all its altitude, 740 feet. It has
taken two weeks to build the pedestal, two weeks
more will stick the fourteen pieces of artificial

rock together, and the great work will be done. The
light in the uplifted torch of the figure will be elec-

tric and of 16,000 candle power. It will illuminate a

park and can be seen from the bay, while Mr. Sutro

can sit at his parlor windows in the evening and see

it.

—

Evening Telegraph..

A M.\N may transgress as truly by holding his

tongue as by speaking unadvisedly with his lips.

—

C.

H. Spargeon.
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—King Humbert of Italy is reported to have said in a

recent conversation, that the best monarcliy is the one in

which the king is felt everywhere without being observed;
" And the best republic? " he was asked. " It is that one,'

was the reply, " where as in America, the genius of the

people has so deeply penetrated every fibre of social fabric

that no place remains for a king.'*

—Banana trees have been acclimated in Butte county,

Cal., and are now in full bearing.

—Justice Miller has appointed Phcebe W. Couzins, the

daughter of the late Marshal of the St. Louis district, to be

United States Marshal there.

—Montgomery, Ala., has fifteen miles of electric rail-

way, costing .$175,000. The employment of electric safety

lamps is strongly favored in England. Columbus, Ohio,

will have a three and one-half mile electric road. The
electrical supply houses are very busy, and enlargemen ts

are in progress.

—Frances Power Cobbe, in addition to the great

amount of time spent in philanthropic work during the

last twenty-five years, has written fifteen books, and about

twenty-five pamphlets on theology, woman's claims, vivi-

section, etc., and an enormous quantity of articles for

newspapers and magazines.

—The electric light in the upheld hand of the Statue of

Liberty, on Bedloe's Island, is proving wonderfully fatal to

birds, which are attracted by the great glare. On a recent

morning 1,372 dead bodies, actual count, were found about
the statue, among them being specimens of more than one
hundred distinct species. The largest bird was a Canadian
woodpecker. It measured thirteen inches from wing to

wing, and its girth was correspondingly great. The small-

est bird was a lovely plumaged humming bird.

—The new postal regulations recently prepared at the

post-oflnce department went into effect on September 15,

and postmaster Pearson has been advised by the depart-

ment that packages of fourth-class matter (such as .samples

and packages of merchandise) must not contain hereafter

any writing or printing on the face or surface except the

name and address of the sender, preceded by the word
"from," and the number and names of the articles eu-

clo-sed. Otherwise the entire packages will be subjected

to postage at letter rates. Heretofore the ruling of the
department has been to the effect that any printed matter
not having the character of personal correspondence might
be attached to such matter.

—

N. Y. Paper.

CURRENT EVENTS.
Peesident CLEVEL.4.ND, accompanied by his wife, and

others, left Washington on the .30th inst., for a tour in the

Interior States, designing to be absent two or three weeks.
He spent three days in St. Louis, and went from there to

Chicago.

Some additional deaths by cholera, of pa-sseugers who
came on the steamship Alesia have occurred at the New
York quarantine grounds, but nearly all have been re-

leased, and no further danger is apprehended.

The vote on the Prohibition amendment was taken in

Tennessee last week, and resulted adversely, the majority
being 20,000 to 25,000.

There are indications of more friendly feeling between
Germany and France, and war is not now so much feared.

The great danger of a collision on that border is believed

to be less imminent.

The Conference of Friends of the Indians, at Lake Mo-
honk, adjourned on the 30th ult. The platform adopted
congratulates the country on the passage of the Dawes Bill

and the initiation of an honest execution of its provisions

by the Administration
; calls for further legislation for the

protection of the Indian; affirms that religious education

is of fundamental importance; affirms that this work ne-

cessitates the cooperation of, if not combination among, the

religious bodies of the land, and recommends the calling

of a representative body to frame a plan for each corpora-

tion
; asserts the right of the churches to teach the Indian

in all the schools which they support according to their

own judgment, and not according to that of any Govern-
ment ofiicial or authority ; urges pushing the English lan-

guage to the front in all educational institutions for the

Indian ; and asks the extension of civil service rules to the

Indian Bnrean.

NOTICES.

V J. M. Truman, Jr., 1500 Race street, Philadelphia,
has received towards the erection of a meeting-house at
Genoa, Nebraska

:

Amos J. Peaslee, Clarksboro', N. J., . . $5.00
Thomas Wooduutt, Philada 5.00

Cash 2.00

B 25.00

Isaac Stephens, Trenton, N. J., . . . 10.00

Total to date, $246.00
Additional contributions solicited.

*.jf* Abington First-day School Union, will be held at
Horsham, on Seventh day. Tenth month 15th, at 10 o'clock.

Conveyances will meet at Hatboro, the train leaving 9th
and Green Sts., Phila., at 9.01 a. m.

J. Q. Atkinson,
Anna Mooke, Clerks.

*fi-" The annual meeting of the Association for the Pro-
motion of First-day i^chools within the limits of Philadel-
phia Yearly Meeting will be held in Race street meeting-
house. Eleventh mouth 5th, 1887, at 10 o'clock a. m. All

interested in the cause are cordially invited to attend.

S. R.VYMOND Roberts,
Tacie a. Lippincott,

Clerks.

*,;;* Circular meetings will occur Tenth month as fol-

lows;
9. Kennett Square, Pa., 3 p. m.

V- Clerks of Unions comprising Philadelphia First-day
School Association and Superintendents of schools within
the limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting not connected
with any Union, are requested to forward annual reports
as early as possible to

S. Raymond Roeekts,

26 West Johnson street, Germantown, Phila.

*;;* Concord F. D. S. Union will be held at Goshen, Pa.,

on Tenth month 8th, atrlO a. m. Visiting Friends coming
by train from Wilmington and elsewhere will be met by
carriages at West Chester, and conveyed to the meeting. A
cordial invitation is extended to all interested.

Thos. B. Bbown,
Claea B. Miller, Clerks.

^'J^" An Impostor.—Friends are cautioned in regard to a
woman who has called on several, claiming to be collecting
funds to aid in putting a child in the hospital. She is said
to usually wear a sunhonnet and claims to be recommended
by well-known Friends, which is not the case.
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PUBLISHESS' NOTICES.
%* Matter intended for insertion in tlie Intelligencer and

JorRNAL shonld reach US by Third-day morning, thongh notices

or advertisements relating to atVairs of immediate importance

mmj be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach ovir distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

dajr, and must be sent to press at uoon of the day preceding.

*,*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular
article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra
n limbers printed.

•«* We particularly ask that whenmoney is forwarded to renroi

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

wbmn the paper is vow being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the
name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be
a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

Absoluteiy Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, and

wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinarj' kinds, and
cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.

Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

This association, formed at Philadelphia, in Sixth month

1886, represents the conviction of many Friends and others

that continued systematic aid to the work of educating the

colored people of the South is imperatively called for.

The special design of the Association, for the school

year 1887-88, is to extend support to the Schofield Normal

and Industrial School, at Aiken, S. C, under charge of

Martha Schofield, and to the School at Mt. Pleasant, S. C,

under charge of Abby D. Muuro.

Subscriptions are earnestly invited. Checks, etc., should

be drawn to the order of the Treasurer, as below.

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sarah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydi.v a. Schofield, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila.

Henry M. Laing, Treasurer, 335 N. Eleventh St., Phila

Executive Committee, Edward H. Magill, Swarth-

more, Pa. ; Sarah H. leiree, Philadelphia ; Samuel S. Ash

Philadelphia; George L. Maris, West Chester, Pa. ; William

Lloyd, Newtown, Pa.; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia; .\Ifred

Paschall, Drylestown, Pa.

Plain and Fashionable

MERCHANT TAILORING.

GUST AV us GOLZE,
I09 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

Queen 8fC 0.92 4 Chestnut ST

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal as

a medium for advertisements ivill, we think, be found

very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised,

and nothing knoivn to he unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its cojitents give special weight to each advertise-

ment. J8@"ir7ipft our readers answer an advertiser,

please mention that they do it upon seeing the adver-

tisement in this naper.-^ti

NEW YORK, Fifth Month 20th, 1887.

Friends' Literary and Library Association proposes es-

tablishing a Friends' Historical Collection, and desires to have a

complete file ol Friends' Intelligencer, Journal, "Y'early Meeting

Extracts," "Proceedings of First-day School Associations," and

reports and record books of other organizations of the Society of

Friends ; also, all publications of historical value to the Society.

The proposition has already met with some response, but the

committee is desirous of obtaining more books of this character.

Friends having any to donate, are respectfully invited to

communicate with James Foulke, Librarian, or with

GEO A. Mcdowell,
Clerk of Library Committee.

Friends' Seminary",
Cor. East 16th St. and Rutherford Place.

J. PUGH,
Statwneri/, Fancy Goods, Etc.,

802 North Tenth Stref.t, Philadelphia.

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal ax

a medium for adrertisements tvill, we think, be found

very .tatisfactory. A careful superrision is e.rei-cised,

and 7wthing known to be unworthy is admitted. Tlie

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaehiny, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give special iveight to each adver-

tisement. 1^'Ji'hen our readers answer an adver-

tiser, please mention that they do it upon seeing the

advertisement in this paper.'^l
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THE NEW EARTH.
" When shall these things be 7"

Ho, watcher on the mountain,

What tidings of the day 1

When will the rule of God begin,

When will the truth bear sway?

When will the law of love prevail

Supreme in every heart,

And Christly touch of sympathy
New life and hope impart ?

When will pure righteousness be done
In Church and State and home.

And justice sit beside the judge

And on the monarch's throne?

When men are true and hearts are pure,

When priest and people find

Thatjthe truest service of the Lord

Is the service of mankind.
—Frank L. Phalen, in Christian Register

For Friends" Intelligencer and Journal.

HO fV SHALL WE REVIVE OUR FAITH AND
GROWTH 9

HOLDING a faith that requires a daily righteousness

and promises a peace tliat passeth understanding, we
fin<l a very large proportion of our membership gov-

erned t)y the same impulses, acting from the same
customs, and feeling the same unrest and temporal
ambitions, vvitli our neighbors who make no particu-

lar profession of religious faith. In this we may not

differ materially from our other neighbors who do
make religious profe.ssion as members of various

denominations. There seems a growing dissatisfaction

with this condition among those who believe our

faith to be as true and pure aa any yet revealed to

man. We long for better evidences of its soundness

in the fruits that spring up in our denomination. As
we realize that we furnish a share, if not a propor-

tionate one, of those who prove unfaithful to their

trusts, of those who are actuated by selfishness, pride,

etc., we find a need to speak with humility of our

higher, clearer beliefs, as we realize that our profes-

sion is judged by the fruits it brings forth. Wliat is

wrong? We hear that we are not obedient to the
" Inner Light," that we are lukewarm and seeking

first the things of this life. Undoubtedly this is true
;

but the statement does not correct the wrong. Is

there anything we can do as an organization, or as

concerned individuals to bring about the desired

changes? We cannot confer the power of the Holy
Spirit on our membership, and this only can regener-

ate fully in the spiritual sense. Is there nothing for

us to do ? As we look over the history of man's
growth in righteousness, do we not find that in each
era of progress God blessed the eflbrts of his

working children who, feeling a new truth or an old

truth enlarged, went to work according to their abili-

ty to spread the news of that truth among their

neighbors and throughout the earth ? Was it not by
zeal in such work, that George Fox and his co-labor-

ers made it possible for our Society to organize into

an instrumentality for upholding the great truth of

the indwelling power of the Divine Spirit as a light

and guide to man in his duties to God and his fellow-

man ? If man's help or obedience is neces.sary under
the Divine wisdom, as a channel for the light to pass

through to the minds of the unrighteous, may we
not seek for avenues for work and methods for at-

tracting the serious attention of the indifferent, now
as well as in days that are gone ? Our regular meet-
ings and much of our accustomed preaching fail to

awaken this attention or create a desire in the hearts

of our lukewarm members or others, for a nearer

walk with God, or greater knowledge of divine things.

From an observation of a number of years, I am led

to the conclusion that we as a people do not u.se the

means placed in our power, through fear of passing

from under the guiilance of the true spirit and into

that of self-righteousness. Must we stand still and
die for fear that if we move we will <lie? Is there

no " Inner Light " that will guide us in our work and
enable us to judge the spirit we are of by the fruits?

Do we not need more confidence on the part of those

whose hearts are troubled and burn within them that

they may move on in an effort to advance the cause?

As two of them feel this desire for something di-

viner in their experience may they not invite one

another to a house or parlor meeting, when all cus-

toms may be forgotten and the Spirit only guide?

May not these meetings spring up all over our

field of labor, wherein the lips of many may speak

from the fulness of the heart, to its own salvation as

well as to the help of others? May we not possibly

increase the not unfrequent holding of youths' meet-

ings, parlor meetings, or family or neighborhood

sittings, at the dates and in the neighborhoods of our

Quarterly and Yearly Meetings in which the record-

ed minister is no more expected to speak than the

wayward but conscience smitten boy or girl ; where
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all are equal in privilege and the fear of man is not

allowed to crush the spirit. As life comes and ex-

perience increases, will not a living ministry, of old

time power, spring up, working in its day and sur-

roundings with the same zeal and the same reward

that characterizes the lives of our forefathers. Once

begin to move in the paths of righteousness and ad-

vance becomes easier and all incidental influences aid

in the progress, new openings appear, new laborers

offer, and now, as in past ages, this work, so far as it is

in God's love, will bear the fruits of the spirit, thus

increasing the borders of " Oiir Father's" Kingdom
in the earth. J. W. P.

Chicago, 111.

From Wm. Pollard's "Old Fashioned Quakerism."

DECLINE IN THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH.

IT would be a mistake to suppo.se that the primitive

churches.—whose condition, polity, and teaching we
have sought briefly to describe,—was a community of

perfect men, or that it saw every truth fully. It had

in fact its own special troubles and shortcomings.

People who bad been familiar with the immoral-

ities of heathenism, and who had perhaps been sat-

urated with the hopeless atheism that prevailed, did

not at once,—on being reached by the spirit of the

gospel,—rise above every degrading tendency. The
apostles' frequent reminders of the plainest spiritual

realities,—of the simplest requirements of Christian

morality, give some indication of what was at times

seen to be lacking.

And yet the primitive church as a whole was re-

markable for the simplicity and purity of its teach-

ing,—for the godly lives of its members, and for the

faithfnl courage with which it sought to do its work.

We see something of what it had done from a

statement in Pliny's letter,— written about A. D. 103,—

•

(soon after the death of the Apostle John), to the ef-

fect that the heathen temples in one of the most

populous provinces in Asia Minor were almost de-

serted.

Its character for genuineness and simplicity was
doubtlessly largely assured by persecution. As some
author rather grimly says, "the wild beasts of the

amphitlieatre kept primitive Christianity pure."

Before speaking of the Qnaker Reformation we
shall have to glance rapidly at some characteristics of

Church history, d'lring the intervening ages. The
word "Reformation" obviously implies a previous

period of decline and corruption. A very brief refer-

ence to these darker ages of the Church, and to some
of the noble witnesses who rose from time to time, to

enlighten it, and whom, from some aspects of their

teaching, we might almost call Quaker Reformers,

—

will construct a bridge that may suffice to carry us

from the first to the seventeenth century.

We have already referred to the tendency, even in

the life-time of the apostles, to lapse into ritualism.
" It seems historically certain," says Dr. Arnold, "that

the Judaism that sought to enforce the Mosaic law
on the primitive believers, after having thus vainly

endeavored to sap the very life and freedom of the

gospel, did even within the first century transform

itself into some sort of Christian guise, and, substi-

tnting water baptism for circumcision, and the mys-
tic influence of the bread and wine for the Jewish
doctrine of purifying and defiling meats, did thereby
pervert Christianity to a fatal extent."

Traces of this tendency to that which is outward
and ceremonial, are apparent in the primitive docu-
ment, callfd " the Teaching of the twelve Apostles."

They are probably to be seen from time to time in

all religious communities. The " weak and beggarly
elements," as the apostle boldly stigmatized them,
please a merely sensuous and sentimental taste; and
seem to construct an easy path to religiousness. And
so, as these cravings are gratified, conscience is by de-

grees lulled, and apparently satisfied with the form
without the power or the reality.

It is even possible that some tendency in this di-

rection has at times shown itself,—and that in vari-

ous ways,—in such an anti-ritualistic body as the So-

ciety of Friends. We might query, in passing,

whether the preference shown by some among us, in

recent days, for reading, singing, and other pre-ar-

ranged service in meetings for worship, does not con-

tain more than a trace of this subtle danger that has
done so much mischief to the professing Church in

the past? This is a thought that may well claim our
earnest attention.

After the death of the apostles, oneof the earliest

tendencies to decline was in some respects more se-

rious than even this craving for externals ; though
possibly it was less startling. A disposition grew up
here and there to entrust the work of the ministry

in its varied aspects, to one person or " parson," who
was set apart for the work : and for the members of

the congregation thus to relieve them.selves in some
measure of theirspiritual responsibilities. No doubt
such an arrangement has its plausible side. It possi-

bly seemed only a question of division of labor.

" One man,"—it would be said,—" has a special faculty

for exposition and pastoral duty and works of piety.

Another's talent lies in trade or agriculture, or the

afl'airs of this life. Why should not the first be asked

to give his whole time to Chundi work, for the good
of the community ?

"—the result, if not the aim, be-

ing to set the bulk of the congregation more free to

pursuetheir wbrldly callings withoutchurch anxieties.

At first the arrangement took the simplest form
;

probably quite as simple and innocent-looking as the

plans adopted by the Home Mission Committee, re-

cently appointed by London Yearly Meeting. But it

contained a dangerous principle, that was likely to

grow, and that did grow. This little, and apparently

harmless bud, developed in course of time into a

gauily flower; and then into a poisonous fruit. In

plain words, it finally resulted in the establishment

of a separate clerical Order, that arrogated to itself

the name and authority of the Church. It meant,

in the long run, neither more nor less than a .system

of human priesthood, of wliii^h the Papacy is only

the full and complete development.

It is a question whether the germs of the priestly

system are not to be found in the position of every

professional pastor, by whatever name he be called.

But however this be, the fact is undisputed that the

thing grew from a very harmless looking origin, until,
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in some form or other, it developed into tliis evil

institution of a human priesthood; and gradually

spread its paralyzing influences over most of the

Christian communities.

Under this influenote the social religious gather-

ing called the Love Feast degenerated into an awful

rite, to be administered by priestly hands; and the

practice of water baptism, also so administered, was

declared to be essential to salvation.

From age to age the decline goes on. It is a sad

and humiliating story. The great and pure princi-

ples of practical Christianity, which were plainly and

faithfully held by the primitive church, are one by

one lost sight of or set aside, in the tliick mist,—the

inevitable penalty of unfaithfulness,—which gradu-

ally spread over Christendom. The despotic princi-

ple,—rampant in the world,—thus pushed its way
into the Church. The brotherhood of laborers, each

actively and fully devoting his experience and pow-

ers in some way to the service of Christ, was practi-

cally supplanted by the trained and paid pastor;

who in course of time,—as we have pointed oQt,

—

developed into a priest.

Congregations by degrees abandoned both their

rights and responsibilities, and placed themselves

under the authority of one man who was hired to

preach to them, to pray for them, to shepherd and
govern them, and, if possible, to be religious on their

behalf! At length this substitutional system became
almost uiiiver.sal. In course of time the priestly or

clerical class thus generated were to be found almost

everywhere; and they often proved worldly, ignor-

ant, self-seeking, superstitious ;—the lineal descend-

ants of the heathen priesthood whose temples they

came to occupy.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE.—XlL THE DAN-
GER OF EUROPEAN WAR.

Ber.ve, Switzerland, August 31.

GOLDSMITH, in his delightful poem, represents his

"Traveller" as seated on the Alps and surveying

Europe stretched out at his feet ; and from this pict-

uresque standpoint he draws his charming sketch of

the characteristics of tlie surrounding nations. There
is an element of reality in this poetical idea, (as in-

deed there must be in all true poetry), for Switzer-

land, if it does not offer exceptional opportunities for

the study of European questions, yet keeps the mind
awake to them by constant contact with people of all

nationalities, who throng this " play ground of Eu-

rope," and who drop fragmentary ideas which, fitted

together and plained on a background of historic fact,

form views which may be interesting and instructive.

I propose in this letter to present your leaders with

a specimen of such piece work.

The political situation in Europe is such that

while war is not to be immediately expected, it is

certain at no great distance of time ;and no one would
be surprised to hear, on awaking any morning, that

all Europe was in flames. Two powers are ready to

start such a conflagration whenever they shall deem
the moment propitious for their designs, and when
started no one can guess where the flames will spread.

Europe is occupied by a group of powerful nations
in close, indeed uncomfortable proximity, distinct in

race and language, antipatlietic in religion, and op-
posed in their most important interests. Between
some of these centuries of warfare have engendered
bitter hatred; many have recent injuries to avenge

;

all of them are organized for war in the best modes
that science can devise, and are provided with the
most perfe('t appliances for the destruction of human
life that the genius of man has invented. The ex-

pen.se of maintaining these armies is greater perhaps
than any of these states has ever incurred in time of

war, the people are crushed by taxation, and yet

whenever one state makes a step forward in the way
of military prepa.ation all the rest are bound to fol-

low. Tlius constantly increasing demands are made
on exhausted treasuries for improveil armaments and
enlarged battalions, until sober people are beginning
to think that a war, short ami sharp as wars are now,
would be asmaller evil than the maintenance of these

immense military establishments which not only im-

poverish countries directly by expenditure, but still

more indirectly by taking myriads of young men
from their homes, and educating them in habits in-

compatible with the resumption of the pursuits of

honest industry. And then, too, the causes of quarrel

are .so various and obscure that there is nothing in

the public sentiment of Europe to restrain any power
from bringing its grievances, real or fancied, to the

arbitrament of war. Russia and France are regarded

as the two states from the one or the other of which
the first attack will proceed.

And first as to the position of Russia : when Peter

the Great became Czar, in the early part of last cen-

tury, Moscow was the centre and capital of a state

which nowhere touched the sea. A nation cut off

from the ocean is like an animal cut off from the

atmosphere ; it is in a condition of suffocation. Peter

fought his way to the Biltic, anil left as a legacy to

his successors the duty of extending their limits sea-

ward in that direction, and pushing their frontier to

the Black Sea on the south. That policy has been
steadily pursued, and a long step was made in both

directions towards the close of lait century by Cath-

arine II., in the first partition of Poland and in the

conquest of the Ukraine. Since then the position

has been bettered, but it is yet far from satisfactory.

It is true that Russia now has ports from which ships

can reach the ocean, but it is only by the permission

of her neiglibors. From the Baltic ship-i must creep

through a difficult navigation along the coasts of

Sweden, Denmark, and Prussia; from the Black Sea

they must pass through the Turkish Bosphorus,

within half a cannon shot of the fortresses which

command that strait. Russia is not and cannot be

content with this state of things. She will seize the

first opportunity to rid herself of her dependence on
her neighbors, and she is steadily preparing herself

to take advantage of the opportunity when it shall

arrive. We do not know what are her specific de-

signs with regard to the Baltic region, but Sweden
stands in continual dread of her, and with Germany
she is notoriously on bad terms. Not only does a

long strip of Pru.ssiau territory intervene between
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Eussian Poland nnd the Baltic, but tlie two nations

dirter in roli^ion, one Lutheran, tlie other Ortlioilox;

ami in race, one Teuton, the otlier t>clav; hut the tier-

uian is an educated race with representative institu-

tions a's liberal in their extent as the dangerous posi-

tion of the country will permit, while the Russians

are grossly ignorant, with a government as despotic

as any in the interior of Africa.' In Russia, then, Ger-

many is regarded as a hotbed of revolutionary doc-

trine, while in Germany the Russian people are

looked upon as a horde of barbarians whose delight

would be to overrun, devastate, and pillage civilized

Europe. From time to time soaie of the redundant

population of Germany have crossed the border and

settled in Russian Poland. Tliese have recently been

ordered to sell their property and either retire into

the interior or quit the country. Germany has retali-

ated by an a.ssanlt on Russian securities, forbidding

as far as possible investments in them, and encour-

aging the brokers on the Berlin exchange to depre-

ciate them by the arts practiced there. Russia has an

annual deficit and is a permanent borrower, and the

attack told, and some accommodation has been ar-

rived at. But as an indication of the feeling between

the two governments the incident is significant.

The designs of Russia towards the south are per-

fectly well known. They include the conquest of

Turkey, and of course the occupation of Constanti-

nople. Besides material considerations, Russia has a

strong .sentimental motive which urges in this direc-

tion. A large part of the population of Turkey is by

race Sclav, and by religion Orthodox or Greek, and is

thus attached to Russia by two of the strongest ties.

Then Constantinople is the metropolis of the Ortho-

dox, the patriarch who resides there is its head,

and the church of St. Sophia was his cathedral

until it was turned into a Mahometan mosque.

The Russians, being a very ignorant, are a very

bigoted people; a crusade against the Turks to res-

cue their co-religionists from the oppressive and
cruel domination of the infidel, and to regain and
purify their desecrated churches, would be on their

part a " holy war." The conquest of Turkey would
be for Russia onlj' the work of a single campaign
were her adversary without foreign aid ; but by a

strange fate Austria, who claims for herself the high-

est rank among Christian States, is constrained to

uphold the arch enemy of Christendom, and Eng-
land, the foremost champion of public morality and
popular liberty, is the firmest support of a despotism

to which morality and liberty are utterly unknown.
To these two powers "the unspeakable Turk" owes his

political existence.

The interest which engages England to protect the

Ottoman dominion is India. India is tier most valu-

able possession, and Russia threatens to wrest it

from her. For many years Russia has been pushing
her frontier in Asia to the southeast, and in late years

this movement has been suspiciously accelerateil
;

and as fast as new territory is acquired a line of rail-

road is extended through it. Now nothing separates

pThis descriptio'i of Russia seems to us too unfavorable. The in-
timate knowledge of li(e in that country to be gained from Tolstoi,
and other writers of the last half century, has occasioned a re-
vival of the views formerly held.

—

Eds.]

Russia from India but the feeble State of Afghanis-
tan, which England has taken under her protection,

and has notified Russia to leave alone. The condi-
tion of the natives of India under British rule is in-

finitely superior to what it ever was under their own
princes,' but all are not contented. Prominent na-
tives profess to look to Ru.ssia as the protector of their
race, and there are indications that Russia inclines to

accept the position. The communication between
England and India is through the Suez Canal. A
strong power in the place of Turkey would dominate
the Levant and command the canal. " Constantino-
ple," said the first Napoleon, "is the empire of the
world." Russia, in the position of Turkey, would
close the canal and drive England to the long voyage
around the Cape of Good Hope, while Russian troops
could reach India by rail over land. The situation
would be desperate. It has therefore been an imper-
ative necessity for England to sustain Turkey against
Russia, and in so doing to support her in acts that
have outraged the feelings of the Christian world.
The population of Turkey in Europe is largely Chris-
tian. The Sultan's government is at once the weak-
est, the most corrupt, and the most cruel in the world
The Mahometans are intensely fanatical ; conse-
quently the condition of the Christians has been for

centuries one of extreme wretchedness. As policy

has induced England to ignore their sufferings, so

policy inclined the Russians to interfere for their pro-
tection

;
and besides the promptings of mere human

ity, Russia has an additional motive and pretext for

her interference in the fact that a great part of the
Christian population is of the same race with the
Russians, and that all are of the same religion, the
Greek or Orthodox. The efforts of Russia then have
been directed to two ends: to gain the good will of the
Christian population and to incite them to constant
revolt so as to weaken the Turkish governmenl,and
to give her a pretext for armed intervention. One re-

sult of the Crimean War was to secure from Turkey
treaty-stipulations for the security of the Cliristians,

which were so illy observed that in 1877 Russia had
ample reason for making war on Turkey, and did so
with the result of obtaining with the concurrence of
the Great Powers a species of semi-independence for

the territory mostly occupied by the Christians, which
was divided into several states under Christian princes,

and only nominally subject to the Sultan. It seems
to have been a question whether the separation of
these small states from Turkey would facilitate their

absorption by Russia, or whether their independence,
with the sympathy and under the protection of the
European powers, would not make of them a much
firmer barrier against Russia's advance, than ever the
decaying Ottoman power could be. The latter seemed
to be the case. The new states started with vigor on
their independent career, and were becoming strong
and peaceful, when an untoward incident ocrurreil to

mar the prospect. Bulgaria is the chief of the new
states and lies just in Russia's path. Alexander, the
king of this country, had proved himself an able and
energetic ruler, when a conspiracy formed by the pro-

[' 1 his is a question open to argument The sufferings of India
under the des( oilment of England, in the last two centuries, have
been terrible.— Eds.]
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Russian party seized and abducted him, with the in-

tent to depose him. He made his way back to his

capital, and found himself regarded as an enemy by
Russia. Thinking he might draw upon his country

the hostility of her all-powerful neiglibor, he abdi-

cated. According to the treaty to which Bulgaria

owed its origin, the king was to be elected l>y the Bul-

garians with the consent of the Great Powers. But
the Great Powers could never be brought to agree upon
anything because Russia would consent to nothing,

and France servilely followed Russia. Then after a

long delay Bulgaria took tlie initiative, elected a king,

and asked the Powers to consent. All are willing to

consent except Russia and France, and the former in-

sists that the new king shall leave the country. The
Bulgarians seem disposed to stand by their king, and
it would seem that Russia is disposed to use force, and
the use of force will undoubtedly bring on a war.

This of course Russia knows, and we may be sure she
will not send her troops to dispos.sess the new king
unless she believes the time has come for her to oc-

cupy the country. Why France supports Russia in

this matter, will be e.xplained presently.

John D. McPherson.

[ Conclusion next week.']

WHA T THE FAITS OF FRIENDS OFFERS.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

"A QUERY" published on 27th of Eighth month
has brought forward several good articles, and no
doubt lias caused much thought among your many
readers, and it is well.

The peculiar faith of Friends offers to the con-

science-stricken individual the love of God as mani-
fe.sted to all mankind through the Christ, or spiritual

influence which illumines the mind an<l brings it

into direct connection with or understanding of the
loving character of our Heavenly Father; an<l by so

doing directs us in the paths of righteousne.ss, as more
particularly illustrated and taught by Jesus, in whom
we recognize the perfect man. We are called upon
by this spiritual influence to " depart from evil and
learn to do well," for as we listen to the huvanl teach-

ing we are led to a higher life.

Our faith does not lack the element of love, but
on the contrary, teaches in strong language its neces-

sity ; and all who profess the faith of Friends should
possess and practice this element of love, for it must
be associated with the very evidence of Christian char-

acter. If, then, our young people are not drawn to

our religious organization, bnt go to other churches,
the responsibility must rest with individual members
who are not fulfilling their Christian duty by reach-
ing out in love to draw them.

If we, then, obey the "still, small voice,"—the
inward liirlit—the Christ—which has ahided with
mankind always, our minds must be full of love, and
in obedience to the Divine will we are led to love
not only Jesus, but all mankind, and our fellowship
is with those who seek to do right, and we have pity

for those who do wrong.

Our professions are of the highest an<l should be
so esteemed by our members, and all should lead

lives in full accord thereto, which, we feel, are the
commands of God.
We think our Society is awakening to renewed

activity, and is beginning to recognize that aggressive

work is necessary for the spread of truth. Let the
young be brought into active work under the influ-

ences of Christian love and we will have growth in

our Society of large proportions. O.

Cincinnati, 0.

For Friends' Intelligencer aud JourDal.

VISIT TO FRIENDS OF FISHINO CREEK.
HAVING lately returned from a visit to Friends of
Fishing Creek Half Year Meeting, I thought a short

account thereof might be interesting to the readers

of the Intelligencer and Journal. Fishing Creek
Half Year Meeting is composed of about eighty fam-
ilies of Friends, mostly situated within the radius of

a (eti miles around Millville, Columbia county. Pa.

Of these families many have only one parent a mem-
ber, and in some instances the children are members,
yet all attending our meetings and in sympathy with
Friends. We visited all of these except some few
distant families that the allotted time did not afford

us the opportunity to reach. We were cordially re-

ceived in all places and the necessary assistance pro-

vided for the labor, by a joint committee appointed
in their monthly meeting. Among the visited were
large families of children, where only one parent is a
member. We deeply felt the necessity tliat these

should have the benetit of the excellent school es-

tablished at Millville, with the help of our Yearly
Meeting's Committee on Education, but many of

these parents while desiring to avail themselves of

this opportunity, cannot aSbrd the expense attend-

ing it. All these, it seemed to me, sliouhl have that

help and care from the Society that wouUl eventually

gather them to be consistent members of our fold.

We found other dear families of Friends, isolated

from the body, who hold their meetings in the quiet

of their homes, striving in loneliness to maintain our

testimonies, and laboring amid many discourage-

ments. These have our warmest sympathies. They
rejoice and give warm welcome to such of tlieir

brothers and sisters as are permitted to visit and
sympathize with them. Public meetings were held

in these as in other neighborhoods, and the earnest

attention and thoughtful demeanor of those present

evinced that the seed sown by the dear fathers and
mothers, who have passed away, still remains, and
were their descendents but faithful to water the pre-

cious seed, there would yet he " beautiful gardens of

precious plants," bearing fruit to the honor of God
and the blessing of their fellow men.

The cordial reception and living sympathy of

Friends of Fishing Creek will ever be held in grate-

ful remembrance. Josei'h B. Livezey.

2'enth month 6th.

RpxiGiON makes all men equal, culture makes them
unequal. There must some day be also a system of

culture which will make men equal ; then only the

right anil the true.—Auerbach.
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SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 41.

Tenth Month 23d, 1887.

THE GOLDEN RULE.
Golden Text : " Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto

you, even so do ye also unio them, for this is the law and
the prophets."—Matthew 7 ; 12

Read Matthew 7 : 1-12. K«-vised Version.

THE Great Teaclier continues liis instrudions, and
enters into detail respecting tlie relation of his dis-

ciples to one anotlier and to the world at large. Con-
cerning those about us he enjoins a kindly, generous

feeling. He condemns the spirit so manifest among
people who mean well, and who in a measure are obe-

dient to the divine will, that judges otliers of being

influenced by wrong motives in what they do for the

general welfare or for the advancement of truth and
righteousness among mankind.

Even little acts of generous impulse and self-sacri-

fice for .some charitable object are often misjudged as

being done " to be seen of men," and we have need of

great care in the ob.-iervance of our religious duties, and
close examination as to our motives lest we fall under

the condemnation .so justly the dueoftliose who have

no hiulier aim than to receive the applause of men.
Judge not, etc. This command refers to rash, cen-

sorious, ami unjust judgment. Luke 6:37 explains

it in the sense of condemnation. Jesns does not con-

demn judging as a magistrate, for that, when accord-

ing to justice, is lawful and necessary. Nor does he

condemn our forming an opinion of the conduct of

otlierg. . . but of the habit of hastily and harshly

judging, without an allowance for every palliating

circumstance, and of the harsh and unnecessary ex-

pression of our opinion. (Barnes).—Sitting iii judg-

ment blinds one to his own faults. He whose hand
or tongue is against his fellow men need not be sur-

prised to find the scales of justice so balanced that

the hand and tongue of others will be ultimately

against him ; he reaps what he sows, and this accords

with the principles of the divine economy.
Give not that which is holy, etc. Jesus in this pre-

cept, refers to the sacrificial meats and holy things

prepared for the temple service, which were not to

be put on a level with the oflai of the shambles. The
instruction seems to be that the precious things of

religion are too sacred to be thrown before those who
spurn, oppose, or abuse them, or who trample the

precepts under their feet; those who would not know
the value of the gospel and who would tread it down
as swine would pearls. II. Peter, 2 : 22.

We Le.\rn from this Lesson :

1st. How falible we are, and how necessary it is to

cultivate a spirit of love that thinketh no evil, if we
would be worthy to be called the children of God.

2d. That the precious and holy things in our

Christian experience cannot be understood and ap-

preciated by the sensual and groveling. We mu<t
first labor to convince them that there is a higher and
better life, anil then lead them along the path that

will bring them to desire the higher spiritual truths.

3d. That our highest good is bound up in the do-

ing unlo others as we would have them do unto us;

our whole duty as human beings and as Christian

believers is not worthily performed until we have

come under the unselfish spirit of the Golden Rule.

Jonathan Dymond in his Principles of Morality
gives the following as the result of observing this

rule: To do as we would be done by, refers to relative

duties
; not to do evil that good may come, refers to

particular circumstances ; but to do all things so that

the Uoity may be honored refers to almost every ac-

tion of a man's life. Happily the Divine glory is

thus promoted by some men even in trifling aflairs

—

almost whether they eat or drink, or whatsoever
thing they do. There is, in truth, scarcely a more
efficacious means of honoring the Deity than the

observing a constant Christian wiarmer of conducting
an intercourse with men. He who habitually main-
tains his allegiences to religion and purity, who is

moderate and chastejin all his pursuits, and who al-

ways makes the prospects of the future predominate
over the temptations of the present, is one of the

most eflicacious recommenders of goodness^one of

the most efficacious" preachers of righteousness " and
by contsequence, one of the most efficient promoters of

the glory of God.

THE PLATFORM ADOPTED AT LAKE
MOHONK.

THE following is the declaration adopted by the Con-
ference of Friends of the Indians at Lake Mobonk :

1. We congratulate the country on the notable

progress toward a final solution of the Indian prob-

lem which has been made during the past year. The
pas.sage of the Dawes bill closes the century of dis-

honor; it makes it possible for the people of America
to initiate a chapter of national honor in the century

to come. It offers the Indians homes, the final con-

dition of civilization
;
proffers them the protection of

tlie laws, opens to them the door of citizenship. We
congratulate the country on the public sentiment

which has made this bill possible, on the action of

congress responding promptly to the sentiment, all

too tardily roused, and the action of the executive,

welcoming the bill and the policy which it inaugu-

rates, initiating the execution of its provisions in a
just and humane spirit, and pledging its cooperation

with philanthropic and Christian societies in the en-

deavor to prepare the Indian for the change which
this bill both contemplates and necessitates.

2. The Dawes bill has notsolved the Indian prob-

lem, it has only created an opportunity for its solu-

tion. The acceptance of allotment and citizenship

by all Indians on United States reservations must be

a matter of .several years' time, gradually extinguish-

ing the agency system, but requiring in consequence

increased facilities for the administration of local

justice, both civil and criminal, and methods of gov-

ernment supervision and protection during the tran-

sition period, wholly free from partisan control. Sur-

rounded as the Indian is by those who have little

sympathy with him in his itrnorance, we are per-

suaded that further legislation will be required to

guard him in his rights, and to prevent his new
liberty and opportunity from becoming a curse in-

stead of a blessing. The method is yet to be de-

termine<l ; the necessity is a constant fact.

3. The Dawes Bill will change the Indian's legal
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and political status, it will not change his character.

The cliild must become a man, the Indian must be-

come an American, the Pagan must be new-created a

Christian. His irrational and superstitious dread of

imaginary gods must be transformed into a love for

the All-Father; his natural and traditional hatred of

the paleface into a faith in Christian brotherhood ; his

unreasoning adherence to the dead past into an in-

spiring hope in a great and glad future. In his case,

religious education must precede and prepare for se-

cular education; the gospel for civilization, the story

of God's love for the era in which the spear shall be
beaten into a ))runing hook, and the sword into

a plowshare. This is the work of the Christian

churches. On them the new era lays new and grave
duties, because before them it lays new and larger

opportunities.

4. This work necessitates cooperation if not com-
bination. The work of education, which has been
heretofore desultory, individual, fragmentary, de-

nominational, must be made systematic, harmonious,
organic. Christian. For this purpose the various

missionary and educational bodies working among
the Indians are earnestly urged to secure at once a
joint representative meeting to frame some plan of

cooperative action ; that they may not conHict with
one another in the field ; that they may reduce ex-

penses and increase efficiency
; and that especially in

dealing, both with the Indian and the United States

government, they may act as one body representing

one great constituency, and bending their various

energies to one great end—the Americanizing, civil-

izing, and Christianizing of the aborigines of the soil.

•5. The abolition of tlie reservation system effected

by the Dawes Bill involves the largest civil and reli-

gious liberty in the work of education in reserva-

tions, and such liberty is required in order to carry on
missionary and educational work. Wliile the govern-
ment must still determine on what conditions it will

make appropriations for education, and while it must
control all educational 0()erations which are supported
by its appropriations, the way should be open for any
and every voluntary organization to carry on instruc-

tion among the Indian tribes without hinderance or

interference. Experience can alone determine what
method promises the cheapest, quickest, and best re-

sults. Failures may be assuggestive of truth as success-

es, and no experiment should be forbidden by govern-
ment autliority if it is not made a charge upon the

government purse. There is no danger of too many
schools, a great danger of too few. No policy will do
which forbids Christian men and women to teach
Christian truth or to prepare instruction in it in any
way they deem right in any part of this common-
wealth that is consistent with that civil and religious

liberty which is unhampered in every other part of
our land, and must hereafter be unhampered within

all Indian reservations. We lay on every Christian
organization in the land the duty, and, therefore, we
claim for every Christian organization in the land the
right to push forward this work with all enthusiasm,
directing their eflbrts according to their own judg-
ment, not directed in them by any civil or political

aullioritv whatever.

6. The United States government cannot, liuw-
ever, leave this work wholly to voluntary ell'i>rt. It

possesses large funds, equitably belonging to the In-
dians. These are trust funds. The Indian's greatest
need is education in primary, industrial, normal, and
other schools. To hold these moneys in the treasury
while the Indians are allowed to grow up in ignor-
ance is a misuse of trust funds. We call for an im-
mediate enlargement of governnieut educational
work, largely increased appropriations for it and a
full recognition by Congress and by the department,
as well as by the churches, that the educational need
of the Indian is instant, the exigency is pres.sing, the
perils in delay great, and the duty of action unmis-
takable. We urge the immediate establishment of
Indian schools at every practicable point.an increase
in the number of teachers, and whatever enlarge-

ment of salaries may be required to secure efiicient

teachers. The most vigorous and united eflbrts are
required to prepare the Indian for citizenship as rap-

idly as the Dawes Bill will confer it upon him.
7. In the work of secular education, the true end

must be kept constantly in view, to prepare the In-
dians for American citizenship. He must, therefore,

be taught whatever appertains to successful citizen-

ship—the economic virtues, temperance, thrift, self-

reliance, the duties and responsibilities as well as

the rights an<l privileges of citizenship ; some practi-

cal knowledge of industrial eflbrts, and above all, the
language of the country of which he is hereafter to

be a citizen. The English language should, therefore,

be made at the earliest practicable day, the sole me-
dium of instruction in all government Indian schools

;

and even in purely voluntary and mi,ssion schools the
English language should be brought to the foremost
place as fast as the requirements of proper religious

instruction will permit.

8. The introduction of Civil Service Reform into

the Indian department is essential to its honest and
eflective a<lministration. For the work of protection

and education, permanence and purity are an absolute

necessity ; and neither is possible under the partisan

method. We therefore demand the absolute divorce
of the Indian bureau from party politics in all its ap-

pointments and removals.

PERSECUTION.
CHRISTIANITY allows of no name or pretense
whatever, for persecuting of any man for matters of

mere religion, being in its very nature, meek, gentle,

and forbearing; and consistsof faith, hope, and charity,

which no persecutor can have whilst lie remains a
persecutor; in that a man cannot believe well, or

hope well, or have a tender regard to another, whilst

he would violate his mind, or persecute his body for

matters of faith or worship towards his God.

Wm. Perm's " Rise and Progress."

But there is a winter, when not a leaf appears, inso-

much that a superficial observer would say, " What
good comes of this graft? " * * Yet the Husband-
man knows the times and the seasons.

—

Jolin Bar-
clay .
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PHILADELPHIA, TENTH MONTH 15, 1887.

AN INJUDICIOUS AND UNFOUNDED EX-
PRESSION.

IN the Conference of delegates from tlie Oitliodox

Yearly Meetings, at Richmond, Joseph Bevan Biaith-

waite, of London, is reported to have spoken of " the

terrible scourge of Hicksism " as having been incurred

by religious unfaithfulness in the Society of Friends,

early in the present century. We may be permitted

to hope tliat the speaker was wrongly reported, or at

least that his expression was not well considered.

The time has gone by when, in view of the experi-

ences of the several bodies claiming the name of

Friends, a person of intelligence can be pardoned for

professing to be a Friend and yet speaking in this

manner. Bevan Braitliwaite is a man of education,

well acquainted with the history of the Society of

Friends in this country as well as England, and he

knows how far untrue it is that the original princi-

ples of Friends have been "scourged" by the body

whom he calls " Hicksites." He knows that the ten-

dency of those with whom he is himself associated

in this country has been steadily away from the fun-

damental doctrine preached by George Fox : that in

fact some of them have distinctly denounced and dis-

owned that great and imperishable principle. He

knows that the whole history of the turning away of

the Friends called Orthodox from this vital truth, in

the efibrt to compel a uniformity of doctrinal views,

has been one of controversy, division, and sub-divis-

ion. And of course it could hardly have been absent

from his mind, as he spoke at Richmond, that the

very reason of assembling that extraordinary Confer-

ence was to check, if possible, the spread of the " or-

dinances" of outward baptism, etc., and of the em-

ployment of a salaried ministry among the yearly

meetings there represented. And knowing these

things, he should have hesitated long before stigma-

tizing a religious body which has held fast to the faith

of George Fox.

We may add that we allude to the subject in no

spirit of controversy. There is no one, so far as we

know, in our body of Friends, who has any desire

to dispute with tho.se from whom it parted sixty

years ago. But it is in the interest of truth not to let

such a remark pass by unnoticed, and it must be ac-

counted a just reassertion of principles dear to every

true Friend, and valuab e to the human fiimily, to

vindicate any who may have incurred hostile criti-

cism on account of their faithfulness to the doctrine

of Immediate Revelation. That was the case

with those American Friends of 1827 who main-

tained fellowship with Elias Hicks. They held fast

to the fundamentals of Quakerism. They refused to

return to the dogmatic ground out of which George

Fox and William Penn had led their predecessors.

If, in so doing, they overstepped at any point the

line they ought to have followed, these departures

were such as might have been without diflSculty cor-

rected, if they had received that treatment which

the " true moderation " of Quakerism demands. And

no lesson from the Separation of 1827 is now more

plain or more important than that such language of

denunciation as is ascribed to this London Friend is

inharmonious with that perception of truth, and

manifestation of gospel love, in whose absence re-

ligious professions can be no more than sounding brass.

DEA THS.

BROOMELL.—On the 8tli of Tenth month, 1887, in Ox-

ford, Chester county. Pa., at the residence of her son-in-law,

George B. Passmore, Sarah Broomell, widow of the late

John Broomell, of Upper Oxford, in the 85th year of her

age ; a member and for many years an Elder of Penn's

Grove Monthly Meeting.

The deceased liad won by her quiet, unobtrusive, sym-

pathizing nature many friends to return this symp.ithy

during the many months of atiliction prior to her release.

And through all this season of affliction she retained her

cheerful disposition knowing her time here must at best be

short. She retained her faculties in a remarkable manner

very near lier close. She conversed freely with a friend

who called to see her a few hours before her death, inquired

for the different members of her family, and about a re-

cent trip she had taken. When she saw her anxious family

gathered about her she said :
" How pleasant it is for us all

to be together!" After a little time she fell into an uncon-

scious sleep and peaceful rest, in harmony with her life work.

BUTTERWOETH.— Departed this life in Mt. Holly, N.

J., Ninth month 22d, 1887, Rachel E., widow of Joseph

Butterworth, in her 83d year. She was an interested

member of the Religious Society of Friends.

HOOPES.—At her residence in West Chester, Pa., Tenth

month 10, 1887, Sarah, wife of Pierce Hoopes, in the 90th

year of her age ; a valued member and minister of Birming-

ham Monthly Meeting.

PRICE.—Ou the morning of Tenth month 8th, 1887,

Mary Ann Price, in the 66th year of her age ;
a member of

Baltimore Monthly Meeting.

SHARPNESS.—At Media, Pa., Ninth month 16th

_

Thomas J. Sharpless, formerly of Edgemont, Delaware Co.

in his G6th year.

UNDERWOOD.—On Second month 27th, 1887, At Slieri-

dan, Ind., Lewis Underwood, aged nearly 62 years. In life

he was quiet and unassuming, a firm believer in the prin-

ciples professed liy Friends, and was a birthright member

Being isolated, he could seldom mingle in a meeting ca-

pacity witli those of his own household of faith, but was a

constant reader of the Intelligencer and Journal. His

unexpected departure leaves a sad void in the home and

hearts of tho.se who were bound to him by the strongest
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ties of aifectiou. Those who kuew him best loved him
most, wliile the uprightuess of his life made him worthy
the esteem of all with whom he miugled. M. J. U.

WILLIAM BROSIDS.

The following is taken from the West Chester Republi-

can. Another exemplary old man has been called from
work to rewards in the person of William Brosius of Col-

eraiiie, Lancaster county, Pa., who died on the 27th ul-

timo, in the 90th year of his age. He had been gradually

wearing away for' several years, and during the latter part

of his time his memory failed, and while he would know
his friends, who approached him, when told who they were,

it was often only momentary, and unless they engaged him
in conversation, he would soon forget them. He was in

his usual health, though feeble, almost up to the last, and
I was informed by his son that he was able to go out

around the yard, and to the barn every day and could read

almost any kind of print, and comment on what he read,

quite intelligently, and was quitebright up the time of his

death. He was very conscientious in his views and diligent

in his attention to his religious conviction ; and I have fre-

quently heard him say that in his youth he walked several

miles to meeting twice a week. He was an active member
of Penn's Grove Monthly Meeting of Friends, beiugan ap-

proved minister for many years.

He gradually wore away, and his close was as peaceful
as li.s life had been. He quietly passed away without ache
or pain, and was gone in ten minutes after a change was
noticed. His funeral was held at Homeville Friends' Meet-
ing-house, and was very largely attended, particularly by
the young people, whose company he greatly enjoyed, and
tlie house was full, and enough outside to fill it again.

Margaretta Walton, Enoch S. Hannum, Joseph H. Brosius,

Chalkley Webster, Charles Reece, and Samuel McNiel, all

spoke of the estimable life and character of the deceased.
His remains were interred in the cemetery adjoining the
meeting-house.

WILLIAM M. ZEEN8.
In the Intelligencer and Journal of date Tenth

mouth 1st, 1887, announcement is made of the decease at

Watertown, N. Y., Ninth month 21st, of William M. Zerns,
M. D., late of Philadelphia, only sou of John E. and Lydia
F. Zi-rns, of Salem, N. J.

This promising young friend was born Sixth month l.">,

18.5.'. at Mannington, Salem Co., N. J., of perants who are
highly esteemed and consistent members of the Society of
Friends. His grandfatliers, both on his father'sas well .as

his mother's side, were Elders, who "were worthy of double
honor." Much given to hospitality, they were both able to

minister advice and counsel to those wlio appeared in pub-
lic testimony, and it was accompanied always by the spirit

of that charity which " vaunteth not itself," and their end
was peace. Their grandson received the first principles of

education at a school under the care of Friends, and after-

wards pursued a more advanced course under the tutor-

ship of the late Clarkson Taylor, of Wilmington, a well
and favorably known educator of youth. He studied med-
icine under Atjuilla Lippincott, at .Salem, also deceased,
and finally entered the Hahnemann Medical College, of
Philadelphia, graduating from thence Third month, 1883.

He was a diligent attender at the Girard avenue meet-
ing on First-days and on week days when opportunity pre-
sented, and often expressed a desire for the advancement
of the Society and maintenance of its principles, which he
sincerely believed in. On one occasion efforts were made
to appoint him on a committee, the labors of which he
neither endorsed nor approved. He declined to serve,

giving as a reason that " though he might not be so well

informed as to the spiritual nature of Friends' principles

as some who had accepted service on said committee, yet,

for his part, he could not be a party in doing unto others

that which he could not approve of those doing unto him."
His sickness extended over a period of three years,

being no doubt superinduced by his determination and en-

ergy, and an ever-increasing desire to be found in the front

rank of his profession. Of a kindly and sympathetic na-

ture, the poor ever found him ready to tender his skill and
ability to those unable to remunerate his services, and
none were ever refused any assistance it was in his power
to render. Ere he passed away, he assured his father and
sorrowing wife and relatives " that nothing stood in his

way, and intimated that he was fully conscious of his ap-

proaching dissolution." He was interred in Friends'

burying-ground of Salem, where many members of his

mother's family repose in peace. The body was borne to

the grave by six members of the Bonninghausen Medical

Club, of which he was one of the original members. Ad-
dresses were delivered at the house by Watson Tomlinson,

of Byberry, Thomas W. Stuckey, of Philadelphia, and Joel

Borton, of Woodstown, and at the grave by Mary .Smith, of

Salem, Allen Flitcraft, of Chester, and Thomas W. .Stuckey.

The concourse was large, and deep solemnity pervaded the

occasion. S.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.

NOTES ON INDIANA YEARLY MEETING.
From a Private Letter.

ALL wlio were present regar(k'(l it as an e.xcelleiit

iiieetiiif;, and one Friemi. Sarah Hiitton, said witliout

qualification it was the best yearly meeting she had
ever attended, and she bad been present at a great

many. All the proceedings were conducted in great

unity, harmony, and love. There was but one voice,

one opinion, in regard to tliis. The attendance was
about as usual, the public meeting for worship filling

the large house on both siiles. On First-day morning
there was much gospel labor and exercise, the audi-

ence giving profound attention, and much interest

was manifested. Among others John Henry Douglas,

the prominent Ortliodox spealcer, was present, sitting

tliroughout tlie meeting, in the body of the house.

In the afternoon, tlie attendance was just as large, the

silence as profound, and the attendance as complete.

Near the close, the Clerk of New England Yearly

Meeting, (Orthodox,) gave forth rather an interesting

testimony, in harmony with what had preceded it. It

was liindly in character, and was doubtless meant in

that spirit. Two English Friends an<l others from the

Oithoilox Conference also attended tliis meeting.

Indeed, during tlie sittings of the Yearly Meeting
several came from the Conference, mostly with the

Bible and hymn-hook in hand. On First-day morn-
ing, one of these, after a short silence, appeared in

public prayer, referring therein markedly to the out-

ward blood shed in the crucifixion of Jesus. Follow-

ing, there was a sermon by a Friend, of our body,

about three-fourths of an hour in duration, whicli set

forth the views of Friends in their true spiritual

relation, edifying no doubt to all, done in such a way
as the gospel of Clirist enjoins, and very satisfactory

to Friends. (It was remarked by some of those at-

tending the Conference that they did not know
what their relation to us would be, in lime, now
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that the tendeney in their own body liiui become so

outward and formal,—fioinj; back lothe church, that

very condition which Friends as a body came out of.)

All the business meetingn were harmonious,—no

pressint; or crowdinjj; points over the heads of any

concerned to tlie contrary. They were conducted in

the life anil true i^pirit, makinu: a truly animated and

spiritual gatlierinfi. The strangers from a distance

were mostly named in your report of last week.

Several, however, were in attendance from Illinois

Yearly Meeting. Several joint sessions, in which re-

ports from joint committees were presented and con-

sidered. These were encouraging and edifying.

One of these was the report on the Indian Concern,

the other that of the Committee on Philanthropic

Work, including Temperance. One whole session

was given to the First-day school cause, and a large

and interesting meeting was held.

The minute of Exercises adopted was full, and em-
braced much of the gospel labor of the several ses-

sions. The epistles forwardeil to the other yearly

meetings, like those received, were characterized by

much excellent and friendly matter. The committee

to draft them were much favored. * *

THE FIRST-DA Y SCHOOLS.
MEETING OF CONCORD UNION.

CONCORD First-Day School Union held autumn

meeting at Goshen meeting-house on the 8lh inst.,

there being a remarkably large atiendance. Repre-

sentatives were present from the various schools con-

stituting the Union, at Middletown, Concord, Uwch-
lan. Darby, West Chester, Wilmington, Willistown,

Newtow^n, Che,ster, and Goshen. Reports from these

were all considered encouraging, and showed a life

and growth among the schools. Mordecai T. Bar-

tram, Thomas Garrigues, Lydia H. Hall, and others

expressed especial gratification because of the reports

for the Concord and Mi<ldletown schools, both of

which showed renewed life.

Robert Janney, by arrangement of the committee

in charge of the programme of the Union, was called

upon to give a practical demonstration of the use of

the lesson leaves intended for First-day schools. He
introduced this by a few remarks in which he said

that the leaves had not been prepared with the ex-

pectation that they would be universally used in the

First-day schools, but to meet a lack which had ex-

isted because there had been no literature prepared for

the work of these schools, which embodied Friends'

principles. Everywhere the leaves of other denom-

inations had been brought into use—a menace to the

individuality and spirituality of the belief of Friends.

The Scripture leaves are valuable because we need to

teach in the First-day school a knowledge of the

Bible and its fundamental teachings. As to the topic

lessons they are full of suggestions, while the primary

leaves can as yet be looked upon as little more than

hints. Any teacher who uses the leaves must do so

with prayerful endeavor to get out of them assistance

to meet the needs of the individual wants of the class,

and must not depend upon them to do the work of

the class or there will be a lifeless time. Endeavor

to get both the spiritual and the historical teachings

out of them. The speaker, with a class before him,

then took up the lesson on " Piety without Display "

the suV)ject of a les.son leaf and practically demon-

strated how the leaf could be advantageously used.

At the afternoon session, the Business Committee

announced that it had agreed to bring forward the

names of Clara B.Miller and Edwin J. Durnall for

clerks, and Mordecai T. Bartram for treasurer, Thomas

B. Brown, one of the clerks, and William V. Sharp-

less, the treasurer, having declined reappointment.

The report was united with by the meeting. The re-

ports from the various schools showed that in many
cases the monthly meeting now has a committee of

oversight for its schools, while in some instances it

does not. There was a varying opinion in the Union

as to the authority which such a committee should

exercise and just what attitude the meeting should

assume toward the school.

It was decided to hold the next meeting of the

Union in West Chester, next spring.

THE GOOD USE OF OUR IMPRESSIONS.'

THERE is a widespread idea that there is nothing

to be done with our impressions, except pa.ssively to

experience them,—that they involve no further duty,

and carry with them no especial responsibility.

Never was there a greater error: they, on tlie con-

tray, are the germs of all noble life, and are given to

us to nourish and develop. We who have lived in

the eastern States know that we sometimes find in

some of the mountains little rivulets that an animal

would almost lap dry at a single draught, but this lit-

tle stream goes singing on its way until it meets

others, all meandering down towards the broad riv-

ers, that go rushing to the sea. And these little

streams do full as much good to fertilize the earth on

each side of them as the river. The.se little rivulets

might be compared to our lives. If we do not reach out

with our intluence, and try to benetit others who are

groping in darkness, the light we have will not ex-

pand into the full growth until it shines in our

hearts in all the beauty of Christian character. If

we can helpanother to advance one step in the higher

way, let us speak the word of encouragement.

I think I cannot express myself more clearly than

by relating a little incident. Not many months ago I

was in the dwelling of .a resident of this place, who

can neither read nor write. His mind, lately, (as he

expressed it), had been trying to get religion, or had

been seeking after the inshining light of Christ in

the soul as we would term it. I had not been tliere

long before he asked me if I would not read him a

chapter in the Bible. On inquiring if he had any

preference, the answer came, " O, read anywhere,

just anywhere;" for his very soul seemed just thirst-

ing after the bread of life. During my reading I

came across the passage where Christ promised to

send the Comforter to his chosen ones. His wife

interrupted me by saying, " why I heard Mr. Coal

preach about that Comforter and I have wondered

what it could be !

"

O, what an opportunity to tell them of cheinshin-

lEssay rea'1 r.t First-day ?c' ool Conf rence, Benjaminvi lie,

111., Niuih montti 2, 1(<87, by Rnth A. Dixon.
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ing liglit of Clirist. in the heart, if we are only willing

to open our hearts and let the Heavenly guest come
in and rule and reiLrn there and have dominion over

us. I mentioned to them that I had recently read

such a beautiftd sermon, *' 0, won't you jilease read it

to us, for it gives us something to think of." I thiiilc

tliut God is subduing unto hioiself forces and ele-

ments of life that often to us seem quite outside the

spiritual realm. The wind bloweth where it listetb,

and bears on its breath the fragrance of many flowers

that do not grow' in our garden, but in the waste

places of the earth, as it were. Let us then be ready

to teach these poor hungry ones, who are thirsting

after the bread of life, and know not where to find

it. I tried to impress them with the idea that the

heart of God lies as closely about us as the air we
breathe, that there is no smallest act or thought that

does not echo itself in him, that he is deep dovvn in

the hearts of all who are wdling to receive him, that

he is in all the beauty of the world around us, in the

dew drop, in the robin's song in the fleecy cloud,

—

all these are liis vestments. But the divine will has

its characteristics, as plainly marked as any human
voice. He who knows that voice cannot mistake it for

any other, even though be could not describe it more
than he could describe the fragrance of a flower.

Those who know this voice know it is not imaginary
or delusive, but deeper and dearer than anything be-

sides. It is well for ns that the outer life is not al-

ways an index of the inner, that to us has been given

the power to conceal in our hearts their deepest emo-
tions. We watch the buds and leaves unfolding in

the spring time, but we cannot see tlie heart that

gives them life and vitality. So we nia.v watch our

neighbors and frienils, but we cannot know of tlie

hidden motives tliat may prompt their every deed
;

only by our own weakness are we taught to look with

lenity on them, and were we to search deep we would
find tliat within the hearts of all are some hidden
chords which if touched aright would send forth har-

mony where now only appears discord.

FROM GENOA MEETING.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

Dear Friends: Tlie members of Genoa Monthly
Meeting, Neb., wish to thank Friends who have been

so kind in aiding us in raising funds for the erection

of a meeting-house for our accommodation, for their

kindness and generosity.

We have now a sufficient amount subscribed to

meet our demands, and the contract for the erection

of a house has been let, to be completed by the first

of the Twelfth Month.
David H. Brow.n, Clerk.

J. M. Truman, Jr., 1500 Race street. Pliiladelphia, has

received towards the meetiug-house at Geuoa, Nebraska,
from ;

H. T. W.,Loug Island $50.00

A Friend of Baltimore 5.00

A Friend 20.00

Total to date, $321.00

For heavenly care leads to a quiet and balanced

sort of living here on earth.

—

Joseph Pike.

COMM UNICA TIONS.
CONCERNING CERTAIN PASSAGES IN THE DIS-

CIPLINE.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal:

DURING a recent iliscussion in one of our business

meetings of that clause in the Discipline usually de-

nominated "the Creed," I was led to believe that

though much has been said and written on the sub-

ject we have failed to reach the point needful to be
considered. Is it not a matter of surprise that opinion

should ever liave been made the test of membership?
Or that we should have presumed to dictate to each

other what we ought to adopt as truth ? Rather in

the spirit of love and condescension let us unite as a

body in extending that religious freedom which must
ever be held as of priceless value. Life and conduct is

the only true basis on wdiich a membership can rest.

And as belief in not an efl'ort of the will, the individ-

ual mind must be free to adopt or reject as seems best.

Any infringement upon this liberty is made at the

sacrifice of freedom of religious thought, dangerous

in the present as in the past. Nor do we need to be

told that this clause is a " dead letter," never acted

upon, and so need not be disturbed. Its existence

betrays a want of truthfulness and sincerity painful

to many members. E. B. C.

Philadelplda.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—The first number of the Phoenix for the present

College year, being the third number of the seventh

volume, will be ready for distribution this week.

—Alice T. Battiii. A. B., anil Linda B. Palmer, A.

B., of the Class of '87, have applied to the Faculty

for the arrangement of a cour.se of study for their

second degrees.

—The " Fall Sports" will be held by the "Athletic

Association " on the 29th of this month.

—Several neighbors' families were present at the

meeting on First-day morning last.

—Of the 248 students, 148 are members of the So-

ciety of Friends.

EER GARDEN.
WHAT years have slipped since those last hours

We tarried in this garden-plot

;

Amid her sweet, oldfasliioned ilow'rs,

Pausies and piuks and bergamot.

The peonies were full of bloom.

Lupins and lilies 'mid their greeu
;

And dahlias, that tlirough the gloom

Glimmered and shone like terrene.

Her roses too—by many a sage

In rose-lore reckoned worth renown

—

Of varied tint, in varied stage,

Here bu d, hero bloom, here dropping down.

Again, in tender fancy's freak,

I seem to learn tlieir names from her,

The " Damask," " Blush," and this antique

Twi-colored " York and Lancaster."

I see her deft hands cull and store-

Where' er decay perfection mars

—
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The fragrent, falling petals for

Her bowls and tall pot-pourri jars.

Vain thougbt! A wild, untended air

Lies over path and flow'r and tree
;

They lack the impress of lier care,

Th' iuflueucb of her ministry.

Unheeded now the roses blow,

And strew their loveliness around
;

Untrained, the clematis trails low,

And weeds make waste the pleasant ground.

Moss-grown the paths are, and a-fringe

With unkempt grasses either side;

The little gate creaks on its hinge,

Now rocking to, now opening wide.

As if to ape a joyance gone.

Some birds a sudden treble raise
;

Whilestill the little gate creaks on.

And let« in careless waifs and strays.

A haunted place ; whose shadows fall

Over my spirit, sad and deep

;

Since the loved hands that tended all

Were clasped so long ago in sleep.

—Kate Carter, in Magazine of Art.

A NATURE PRAYER.
Oh, birds that sang such thankful psalms,

Rebuking human fretting.

Teach us your secret of content,

Your science of forgetting
;

For every life must have its ills

—

You, too, have times of sorrow

—

Teach us, like you, to lay them by
And sing again to-morrow ;

Fur gems of blackest jet may rest

Within a gulden setting,

And he is wise who understands

The science of forgetting.

Oh, palms that bow before the gale

Until its peaceful ending.

Teach us your yielding, linked with strength,

Y'our graceful art of bending
;

For every tree must meet the storm,

Each heart encounter sorrow
;

Teach us, like you, to bow, that we
May stand erect to-morrow

;

For there is strength in humble grace

—

Its wise disciples shielding

—

And he is strong who understands

The happy art of yielding.

Oh, brook which laughs all night, all day,

With voice of sweet seduction.

Teach us your art of laughing more
At every new obstruction

;

For every life has eddies deep
And rapids fiercely dashing.

Sometimes through gloomy caverns forced,

Sometimes in sunlight flashing
;

Yet there is wisdom in your way,
Your laughing waves and wimples;

Teach us your gospel built of smiles,

The secret of your dimples.

Oh, oaks that stand in forest ranks,

Tall, strong, erect, and sightly.

Your branches arched in noblest grace,

Your leaflets laughing lightly;

Teach us your firm and quiet strength,

Your secrets of extraction

From slimy darkness in the soil

The grace of life and action
;

For they are rich who understand

The secret of combining

The good deep hidden in the earth

With that where suns are shining.

Oh, myriad forms of earth and air,

Of lake, and sea, and river.

Which makes our landscapes glad and fair

To glorify the giver
;

Teach us to learn the lessons hid

In each familiar feature.

The mystery which so perfects

Each low or lofty creature;

For God is good, and life is sweet.

While suns are brightly shining

To glad the glooms and thus rebuke

Our follies of repining.

Each night is followed by its day,

Each storm by fairer weather.

While all the works of nature sing

Their psalms of joy together.

Then learn, heart, their songs of hope

!

Cease soul, thy tha;ikless sorrow ;

For though the clouds be dark to day,

The sun shall shine to-morrow.

Learn well from bird and tree and rill

The sins of dark resentment,

And know the greatest gift of God
Is faith and sweet contentment.
—J. Edgar Jones, in Louisville Ciurier-Journal.

DISCUSSIONS IN THE ORTHODOX CON-
FEHENCE.

[We give, from the Richmond, Ind., daily newspapers, some

of the discussions at the recent Conference of Orthodox

Friends in that city.]

DURING the discussion of the question, " Is it desir-

able that all the yearly meelings in the world should

adopt one declaration of Christian doctrine?"

Mary Thomas, of Baltimore, would have preferred

that the question had been a uniform statement of

faith instead of a statement of doctrine. She ex-

plained her position in an able and pleasing manner.

Silent meetings were highly commended as a profit-

able mode of worship. She commended the Friends

as being the only religious organization that fully

recognized the female sex as equal to the male,

through whom the Holy Spirit was manifested. She

opposed most decidedly the observance of the so

called ordinances, giving cogent rea.sons for discard-

ing them. She believed it would exhibit absolute

disloyalty to the Master to allow members of our

church to indulge in them.

Charles Brady, of London, agreed with Friends

who had spoken favoring a uniform statement of our

doctrines. Formerly we were disposed to avoid a

free and full statement of doctrines, but he believed

the time had come when there sliould be definite

statements upon tiiose subjects.

Jacob Baker, of Ohio, tliought in the past the state-

ments of doctrine in our church had been left at too

loose ends. He believed it important that the doc-

trines of the resurrection of the dead and eternal
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judgment should be clearly defined. The time had

fully come when all doubtful questions should be

distinctly set forth.

Dr. Thomas, of Baltimore, thou<;lit it ivasasubject

of vital importance that proper words sliould be em-

ployed in expressing our view of doctrines, as misap-

prehensions had grown out of loose modes of expres-

sion.

David B. Updegraff, of Oliio, would answer the

question presented, negatively. lie referred to the

practice of our forefathers in presenting doctrine in

the language of Scripture, but now somewhat de-

parted from. When we had departed from Scrip-

ture language we were apt to become involved in

difficulties. He read an extract from a London

Friends' paper disapproving tlie proposed uniform

statement of doctrines.

The subject before the Conference being " Public

Meetings for Worship and the MethodsUsed therein :"

George Grubb, of Ireland, at length gave his ideas

of the true sample of a Quaker meeting, and objected

to congregational singing as distinguished from indi-

vidual singing.

J. B. Braithwaite showed at length that the dis-

tinctive characteristic of a Friends' meetint: is that no

priest, bishop, or minister was indispensable to

proper worship. He would favor circumspect methods

in our own regular meetings, but did not favor re-

stricting methods in our meetings for the gatliering of

wanderers into the fold of Christ.

A woman Friend in the Baltimore tier said :
" The

object of Friends' meetings is to convert sinners. Any
method is correct tliat is a success in contributing to

this end. I believe in methods."

Mary J. Weaver, of New York, wanted Christ

lifted up where sinners are. "I can not be comfort-

alile inasilentmeeting. Where the gospel is preached

sinners are attracted and converted. No preaching-

no conversions. Send men and women to convert

the lieathen, not Bibles. What would be thought of

sending a deaf unite among outcasts to bring them

into tlie fold ? God wants the gospel preached."

Dr. Thomas, of Baltimore :
" A Friends' meeting

is a means to a great end, that of cementing sinners

and building up believers. When any meeting re-

quires singing to keep the attendants awake, then it

is surely time for all to get down on their knees. We
old men have only a few more meetings to go to, and

we pray that these few may he held in the power of

God."
"

Jane Votaw, of Iowa: "Our meetings if held in

the power of (jod will begin with prayer and end

with praise. I never saw a soul brought in in a si-

lent meeting. I was raised in a silent meeting. It

was more silent than Heaven, for we sat still for a

long hour, and in Heaven, we read that there was si-

lence for only the space of half an hour. [Laughter.]

I do not object to a living silence, but in the Psalms

we are told to praise God with a loud voice."

Mary B. Woody, of North Carolina, objected to

the idea that when everybody present was converted

the meeting might be silent. " Is there no such thing

as the strengthening of believers by the preached

word? "

Benjamin Trueblood, of Iowa :
" In worship there

are the several separate gifts ; and although singing

is an art, it cannot but be regarded as a gift. Several

voices or even all the voices, may properly join in

singing. We are as justifiable in throwing away
preaching as singing. Both may be made spniious

worship. Congregational singing is justifiable."

James N. Richardson, of Dublin, Ireland, in the

language of Cieorge Fox, wanted all our meetings
hehl in the power of God. Let the Lord decide. Our
meetings will be what we make them. Many of us

will soon pass away and when our heads are laid low
let not the standard of worship in Friends' meetings

be in any way lowered.

Dr. Hartshorne, whilst he did not enjoy congrega-

tional singing, was not in favor of its exclusion. But
it is the word of testimony which more often melts

stony hearts.

Joseph Storrs Fry, of London, rejoiced at the

happy and peaceful solutions we have arrived at this

evening, congregational singing, though distasteful to

some, is not wrong.

LTpon the question of the proper relationship be-

tween the minister and the church, and of the church
toward the minister, and how the minister is to be
sustained :

Calvin W. Pritchard : ''My calling puts nie in the

way of knowing that good ministers are in great and
increasing demand. People are continually a.'<king

for the services of men and of women who can preach.

Leaders are necessary. The pastoral work has been
a great success in many places. Especially in great

cities there seems to beacrying need of pastoral work."

Robert W. Douglas :
" The pastoral question claims

our attention whether we will or no. Pastors are not
needed to take charge of the church. In our body
the church generally proceeds to take charge of the

pastor. Some one has asked me if I would |)reach at

all if I got paid nothing. Why, yes. And I have
even said that so great is the necessity for me to

preach that I would even pay for the privilege rather

than not engage in my calling. Nobody should preach

for the money and the gospel sliould not languish

for the want of money."
Dr. Thomas, of Baltimore, spoke of the precious

views of the Society of Friends, wlii<'h he thought
would be endangered by the new methods of sup-

port and pastoral work. " Let us not forget the
rights of the congregation in our effort to strengthen
the minister." He regarded the new departure as a
menace ag dust the " jiriesthood of liel levers " an<l the

"liberty of prophe.sying." "The new way will lead

to a partial succession and establish a dangerous
precedent. I believe money ought to be used
liberally, but if congregations and ministers are con-

secrated there is no need of the inimvations pro-

posed."

John Henry Douglas, of Iowa, superintendent of
" Evangelistic " work under direction of a committee
of that yearly meeting, read from the Indiana min-
utes of 1885 to show that the Parent Yearly Meeting
of the West was fully committed to the new methods
two years ago. " It therefore becomes the duty of
the yearly meeting to carefully and prayerfully con-
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eider liow best to care for the new converts. The
idea seems to prevail among Friends tliat this

work slioiild laniely devolve on the elders, whose

duty it is to see that pripcr pastoral (^are is extended

to all. It is certain the work has been sadly neglected

evidently to the loss of membership in nearly all of

our meetings. We liave members who are qualified

for pastoral work, and, if encouraged to that service

by the authority of the church, we have no doubt

that much good would result therefrom. Many of

our meetings wish to provide pastoral care fur all

their members, but are scarcely able to do so to the

desired extent. They are freely to make their wants

known to the evangelic committee of the yearly

meeting, which is to consider their case, and give

them such financial aid as may be in its power. The
converts must be cared for. It is not meant that any-

body is to be placed over any meeting. In every

single case where no special ministry has been pro-

vided after a revival there has been a decline. No
meeting will be interfered with where there is no

need of pastoral work. New meetings have arisen

up in isolated localities and then the infant body of

new converts has been left alone to grope about in

darkness and then die. This cannot be siiflfered.

Why should the church go out to give birth to chil-

dren and then leave them to perish?" He gave de-

plorable examples of cases of this kind.

Howard Nicholson, of Canada: " Let us look at

the facts in relation to what the church is. For years

we have entirely missed the proper relationship

which should subsist between the church and the

ministry. We have caused our embassadors to toil

for their daily bread and then expected them to draw
from their thus depleted mental treasury and edify

the church. In London, persons have left ofi' attend-

ing Friends' meetings to flock to the meetings of the

Salvation Army. We must have a better education

and a better distribution of ministers. Some flocks

have been killed by too much nursing ; one meeting

I know of has sixteen ministers. How can we expect

a mendicant to feed the flock. The spectre of the

'One man-power' can only arise in an excited brain.

There is not much danger of any of the Friends'

ministers I know, lording it over their congregations.

The prospect of comfort and position would lead our

preachers to faithfulness and would be a safe-guard

against lazine.ss."

Joseph Storrs Fry approached this question as a

delicate one :
" It must be handled in a spirit of

charity and forbearance. There is no spirit of hard-

ness in the hearts of one of the old world Friends to-

ward your new world methods. We study to appre-

ciate the new and trying circumstances which are

thrown around you. I speak only for myself, and
none of my European Friends present are in any way
committed to what I shall say. He who is in straitened

circumstances has a right to look to the church for

support. But when we go beyond this we are liable

to meet with dilBcultes. We are not the only body
wrestling with difliculties in relation to the ministry.

There are serious difficulties connected with the paid

ministry, which I hope and pray that the Society

of Friends may ever be strangers to. You in the

West, wlio have instituted a pastoral system, I entreat

you not to go too far in this matter. You may wish
to retrace your stpps at some future time and may
not be able."

Mary Jane Weaver, of New York, said the church
must foster and care for the minister. She quoted
J. B. Braithwaite, that ministers must study and not
give the Lonl their ignorance. But how can a man
who must work ten hours a day or a woman who
must work sixteen, after they close their weary toil,

study to qualify themselves? AVe pay evangelists

who go away from home to bring in new converts-

The railroad gets much of Clirist's money. We offer

a premium to sadly tempted and straitened ministers

to leave their flocks to perish and go out on the road

as evangelists.

Benjamin Trueblood, of Iowa, in the course of ex-

tended remarks, said :
" We are sufficiently warned

in relation to the one-man's ministry. It is not sure

that a mistake is made if the result proves deleterious.

When we think of the failure of our ministry in many
places in the past age and the pious nonsense that in

many cases the church endured it allays our fears as

to the dangers of the future. In the present exigency

we do not think so much of what is allowable as what
is wise. Some of our preachers have traveled East or

to England, and have received thousands of dollars

in money. Tlien why should we in the West, con-

fronted and surrounded by a rushing tide of immigra-
tion, hesitate in this matter?"

Mary W. Thomas, of Baltimore :
" I take serious

exceptions to much that Benjamin Trueblood has

said. It is unsafe to set one man over a church. It

was not done in the time of the apostles. True,

churches sent out evangelists under their support, but

whenever one of them settled down anywhere he
went to work with his hands to earn his bread, scorn-

ing to be a charge in any way. The course marked
out by the member from Iowa, will check the devel-

opment of young ministers. It will cause flocks to

depend entirely upon their pastor and neglect wor-

ship when he is absent. I have heard that already

in more than one place in the West it has had this

effect. But my greatest objection is that this project

is going to destroy the ministry of women in our

Society. It has already tended in this direction, I

have heard, in places where it has been tried."

Wm. L. Dean, of New York :
" The church is

called on to sustain the ministry in all ways and at-

tend at once to its proper distribution. It is just as

much called on for consecration as are the ministers.

The pastor's ministry does not take the place of that

of other resident preachers."

J. F. Hanson, of Iowa :
" We need leaders. Some

men an<l women are born leaders, but in some places

there are four or five such leaders stepping on one
another's toes. The proper distribution of the min-

istry is a necessity that looks to this conference for

an answer."

Washington Hadley, of Kansas: "The office of

the minister is one distinct from all others. This

one-man power is a false alarm. It does not check

others coming up. If one young man in the neigh-

borhood gets a good education it is likely to prompt
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ten or twelve otlieis to do so. If one man gets rich

it is a strong incentive to others to emulate his ex-

amiile. The only cheap solution to the problem that

confronts us and <lemands a hearing is in endowing

the pastoral work."

Auiiustine Jones, Providence, R. I.'. " I found out

the young man or minister whom I knew was the

one qualified. I resolved to have him labor there, no

matter what it would cost. I procured him a good

situation in Imsiness, and his labors were signally

successful. Some say that' when the snow leaves the

mountains we will have warm weather,' but I find

that when we have warm weather the snow leaves

the mountains. In old times the femily of Job Scott

was lil)erally provided for while he engaged in the

ministry."

Mary C. Wood, of Ohio, wanted our principles to

be inflexible, but our methods to be flexible. " My

mother taught me that circumstances alter cases.

Some of our preachers have found out that when they

stay at their home meetinsjs their families are in dis-

tress, but when they go out into the evangelistic field

their wives and children are clothed and fed, and the

latter are educated. It is easy tosee what this state of

affairs will lead to."

David B. UpdegratT: " I think now we might with

propriety say that after the declaration of so many

this question ' has been definitely settled.' (Laugh-

ter.)
' I thank God for this good flexibility.' But in

fundamentals let us follow a line straight and true.

In old times many meetings thought they got along

well enough without any preacher at all. And many

meetings got along on the principle of ' catch as catch

can.'"

James N. Richard.son, of Dublin, said the Lord

would hear the cry of the flocks without a shepherd

and would provide.

Maria Richardson, of London, said the preachers

of other societiesenvied the glorious liberty of Friends'

ministry. "But is not this liberty about to take

wings and leave us under the new methods? "

j". M. Haviland, of New York : The query to the

apostles was, " Lacked ye anything? " He instanced

young men who longed to forsake their present call-

ing and engage in the work for Christ.

^I. P. Hole, of Ohio, insisted that the authority of

each congregation over its ministry must never be re-

linquished.

Eliza Armstrong: The Lord said that "No man

can serve two masters," and yet we propose to make

our ministers serve their employers for wages, and at

the same time serve Christ in the ministry.

Allen Jay said he was on both sides of this ques-

tion. He did not believe any of our ministers or their

families were in danger of starvation. He believed

that the pastoral system proposed would destroy wo-

men's ministry.

John T. Dorland,of Canada, deprecated the laying

of a double burden upon our ministers. Let them

take the burden of souls and let the church take the

burden of their support.

To acquire great wealth shows great vieor, to keep

it requires ereat wisdom, and to use it well is a virtue

and an art.

—

Selecled.

VIEWS ON COLD BATHING.
THE essential function of cold baths is to call upon

the vital force, the visceral ami organic vitality.

This is a very different thing from muscular force,

though in a well-balanced constitution the latter

should imply the former. Vital force is roughly

measurable by the individual's power of resistance to

cold ; the person who could live the lontrest under a

snow-drift, or melt tiie most ice in a bath-tub without

injury to himself, would have the most of this form of

vital force. Some people who have no special mus-

cular development would yet bear such a test very

creditably. The cold bath calls upon and develops,

if rightly used, this power of resistance, and it, like

any vital function or organ, is strengthened by con-

stant practice.

If anything has been gained during the last fifteen

years in the study of balneology, it is in a better

knowledge of the conditions of heat and cold in the

human system, and of their effects as applied through

baths. I must not stray away into the domain of

purely physiological research. But an important

point is this: cold baths attack and reduce the tem-

perature of the body, and it is by the instant and

powerful demand that they make upon the organism

for the restoration of the lost heat that they stimulate

and develop the vital powers. The cooling of the

skin produces an increased oxygenation and conse-

quent warming of the blood ; the sensibility of the

superficial nerves is first heightened, then dimin-

ished, then heightened again; the pulse quickens

at first, then slows. The skin, the motor, and the sen-

sitive nerves, the heart, the muscular system, un-

dergo a powerful stimulus from the cold, and the

glow of warmth that results is called the reaction.

No cold bath is beneficial that does not produce this

genial warmth on quitting it. Stimulus, cooling, re-

action—these are the essential functions of the cold

bath when taken in moderate duration by persons of

reasonably strong constitutions. If it be too long

protracted, a sense of faintness comes on, the lips be-

come blue, the breathing difficult, and on emerging

from the water shivering continues instead of the oc-

currence of a warm reaction.

River bathing and sea bathing are the forms in

which cold bathing is most frequently practiced, at

least by tho.se who <lo not dwell in cities; but the

temperatures both of sea and river, during the sum-

mer and autumn months, are as often those of the

temperate bath in its lower ranges (6S°-75° Fahr.) as

of the cold bath. The sensation of chill on entering,

often distressing even at the higher temperature just

mentioned, is soon succeeded by a warm glow^
;
the

water that felt so cold on entering it seems much

warmer, and the reaction of the blood to the surface,

especially if the bather take active exercise by swim-

ming or diving, produces such a feeling of comfort

that the temptation is often to overdo the bath and

to risk its tonic effect by remaining in the water too

long. It is far better to enter a cold bath when you

are well warme<l than to cool off according to the

dull routine prescription of the books. To cool off

before you enter the water is simply to reduce your

power of resisting the cold.
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For a cold swimming bath such as I have defined

it fifteen minntes in stream or sea will generally be

eiioiifih, thoiijih persons of strong constitution may
remain in twice as long, or more than twice. Practiced

swimmers or bathers are a rule for themselves in sm^h

mutters. A cold Invth indoors should not generally

last over five or ten minutes, because the active ex-

ercise of swimming is wanting. The bath should be

followed immediately by strong friction with coarse

towels, anil a prompt resumption of one's clotliing.

The best time of the day for a cold bath is about

three hours after either the mornjng or the mid-day

meal. The aged, delicate, and the very young should

not use cold baths, nor should those affected with

heart disease, nor the anaemic, except with great care

and moderation. They are essentially atonic for strong

and a stimulant curative for sluggish temperaments.

The cold-water cure may best be described here.

In tiie correct meaning of the term it is the treat-

ment of disease, especially of chronic disease, by the

external and internal use of cold water ; but it is fre-

quently used to include a complicated system of hy-

gienic and water treatment, with baths and drinks

both warm and cold.

Either in the liroader or the narrower sense, the

mistakes of the water-cure have been mainly these:

(1) the application of depressing and exhausting

treatment, especially by means of cold, to delicate in-

valids—the error of ignorant and indiscriminate

treatment ; and (2) the error of exageration.or claim-

ing that the water-cure is a cure-all. I have known
the feeble vitality of a patient quenched entirely by

too many cold packs and too few meals, and these of

meagre quality; and I have known other patients

cooped up within the walls of a cure whose only hope

lay in travel, or in .some active employment which

would give relief to a mortal tension of mind and

feeling. But at the more intelligently managed wa-

ter-cures of to-day these mistakes will seldom be

made. For certain classes of ailments it will be found

a real curative agency. It is useful in the diseases

which come of excessive eating and of deranged di-

gestion, in gout, dyspepsia, and in some forms of

rheumatism ; in many nervous ailments, and in some
chronic affections of the skin. No invalid of tlie.se

classes need hesitate to use this form of medication

when it is preiscribed for him by a competent phy-

sician.

—

Dr. T. M. Coan in Harper's Magazine.

THE VOICE OF WOMAN.
[A woman writes from Louisville, Kentucky, to the

Woman's .Journol, Boston, earnestly protesting against the

doctrine that women must " keep silent in the churches."

After alluding to the astonishingmeasure of bigotry which

yet exists in some places on this subject, she says :]

CHRIST says, " except ye be converted and become
as little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom
of heaven." And verily I believe that, except

women attain to a childlike faith in the justice of

their Heavenly Father, Ihey will not even obtain

that equal dominion over earthly things with their

brother men, which the Holy Scriptures tell us God
gave to Eve in the beginning of time. By listening

in silence to ciiarges of injustice done to them by
their Heavenly Father, women impute iniquity to

God, and blind men to a preception of their own in-

justice. What earthly father do we know mean
enough to command his daughter to keep silence in

his house? Where is the brother who thinks it a
shame for his sister to speak in his presence? And
"shall mortal man be more iust than God? Shall a
man be more piire than his maker?"

Paul's admonition to the women of Corinth waa
to be in subjection to the heathen law of that city :

for there is no law in the Bible commanding women
not to preach the gospel. On tlie contrary, the
Scriptures uiake frequent mention of women publicly

preaching the Word of God to men. As, for instance,
the women who stood side by side with Peter on tlie

day of Penetcost (Acts 2: 16, 17), and Anna, wlio
spoke of Christ in the very temple itself to "all them
tliat looked for redemption in Jerusalem."

Let women realize that Paul has said :
" There is

neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free,,

there is neither male nor female, for ye are all one in

Christ Jesus," and above all, let women obey tlie com-
mand of their Lord and only Master to preach hisgospel

WHAT IT COSTS TO SMOKE.
LAST year, the lo.sses by reported fires in the United
States reached a total of $120,000,000, or an average
monthly loss of $10,000,000. This is regarded as an
enormous waste, an<l is largely due to incendiarism
and carelessness. How to reduce the amount so lost

is a matter of constant study. Legislatures, local

governments, and insurance companies make regula-

tions and exercise the greatest care to prevent fires.

And yet the loss they occasion is $60,000,000 per an-
num less than the amount paid by consumers for ci-

gars, and $86,500,000 less than the total cost of tobacco
consumed in smoke. Last year, tax was paid upon
3,510,898,488 cigars. The average smoker is content
with a cigar worth $30 per 1,000, or one that retails at

five cents. On that basis there annually goes up in

smoke $180,000,000, or $15,000,000 every month, half
a million dollars every day. In addition, boys waste
on cigaretts $6,500,000 and those who prefer a pipe a
further- sum of $20,000,000. How many smoke? If

we deduct from the total population as non-smokers
all children under fifteen, constituting 40 per cent, of
the total popluation of 60,000,000, it leaves 36,000,000,

of whom one-half are females. Deducting the.se gives

a male population, above the age of fifteen, of 18,000,-

000. If six out of every ten males above the age of
fifteen smoke, it means that 10,800,000 persons con-
sume 3,510,898,488 cigars, or an average per smoker
of 325 cigars per annum. This is le.ss than one cigar

a day. The average smoker, however, is not apt to

be contented with a daily allowance of one cigar, de-

manding at least two. If the latter basis is tlip nearer
correct the army of cigar smokers would he 4,809,449,

being 8 per cent, of the total population above the

age of fifteen. Whatever the number of smokers,
it is a moderate estimate to place the cost of smoking
to the people of the United States at $206,500,000. If

the cost of chewing tobacco is added the total es.-

penditure for tobacco reaches $256,000,500; that is,

a sum that represents a per capita tax of $344 per

annum

—

American Orocer.
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I^EWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—In the controversy over granting " Home Rule " to

the people of Ireland, Jacob Bright is strongly on the

affirmative side, (agreeing with W. E. Gladstone), but John

Bright is opposed to it. A despatch from London says :

" Latham Bright, a son of John Bright, has lately visited

Ireland to see and judge for himself as to the actual con-

dition of the peasantry. He has returned with his views

in favor of Home Rule confirmed and strengthened. He
went to Glenbeigh and talked freely with the people, learn-

ing all he could at first-hand concerning the actual state

of afiiiirs in their relation to Mr. Gladstone's scheme of

autoniouy and to the government's high-handed pro-

ceedings, with the result of placing him more decidedly

than ever on the side of the Liberals. The line of conduct

which has been taken by his father prevents him from

taking a very prominent part in a public way in the Home
Rule movement, but this very repression only serves to

increase his feeling of sympathy with the Irish people and

with the only rational means thus far proposed for the

amelioration of their unhappy condition."

—The fibre of silk is the longest continuous fibre known

.

An ordinary cocoon of a well-fed silk-worm will often reel

1,000 yards; and reliable accounts are given of a cocoon

yielding 1,29.") yards, or a fiijre nearly three-quarters of a

mile in length.

—The increase in the cost of coal in Vermont caused by

the Inter-State Commerce Law regarding transportation is

leading large consumers there to test other kinds of fuel.

k prominent manufacturing concern at Bellows Falls,

which formerly averaged 130 tons of coal per week, has

purchased a train of cars for bringing sawdust, which they

mix with different qualities of soft coal. They are now
using less than twenty-five tons per week. William Rob-

inson and Sons, of Putney, are using crude petroleum.

—Outside the walls of Jerusalem, a new town has

sprung up, a building club having been established a few

years ago, under the operation of which one hundred and

thirty houses were erected in four years by the Jews, while

along the Jaffa road many country villas have been erected

of late by European residents as summer abodes. The
latest develpment of the building of new houses without

Jerusalem is to be found in the enterprise which has led to

much building being done on the slopes of the Mount of

Olives, the summit of which is crowned with the Church

of the Ascension.

—

Jewish Messenger,

—" Nature" (French) says that one of the simplest and

at the same time one of the most efficient of barometers is

a spider's web. When there is a prospect of rain or wind,

the spider shortens the filaments from which its web is

suspended, and leaves things in this state as long as the

weather is variable. If the insect elongates its threads, it

is a sign of fine, calm weather, the duration of which may
be judged of by the length to which the threads are let out.

If the spider remains inactive, it is a sign of rain ; but if,

on the contrary, it keep at work during a rain, the latter

will not last long, and will be followed by fine weather.

Other observations have taught that the spider makes
changes in its web every twenty-four hours, and that, if

such changes are made in the evening, just before sunset,

the night will be clear and beautiful.

Trl'E culture is kindliness of feelintr, the power of

lranspf>rtint; oneV self into tlie ronditimi of another,

and of ref;ardiiig one's own condition as not belong-

ing to ourselves.

—

Selected.

Life lieth not in living hut in liking.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The tour of President Cleveland and his party in the

West has included several other Western cities, among them
Madison, St. Paul, and Minneapolis. He expects to return

to Washington by the 23d lust.

The Department of Agriculture in its Crop Report, is-

sued on the 10th inst., makes a slight improvement in corn,

the average for the whole country being 72.8, instead of

72.3. The average of the seven surplus States is 64.9, in-

stead of 64.2 in September. This is a lower condition than

has ever been reported except in 1881, when the aver-

age, was nearly seven points lower, and the average

yield 18.6 bushels. The indication is now for a yield of a

small fraction over 20 bushels per acre. The exact area,

exclusive of that cut for fodder as not worth harvesting,

has not yet been determined. Slight uncertainty regarding

it may cause a variation in the final record of 1 or 2 per

cent, from 1,500,000,000 bushels. The test of thrashing has

not materially enlarged the average rate of the wheat

yield, which appears to be about 11.8 bushels, or four-tenths

of a bushel less than last year. The increase in acreage,

which is large in Dakota, will make partial compensation

and bring the production nearly or quite to 450,000,000

bushels.

NOTICES.
-:; The fifty-second annual meeting of the Library Asso-

ciation of Friends will he held in the parlor and library

room, 1.520 Race St., on Sixth-day evening. Tenth month
21, 1887, at 8 o'clock.

The annual report will be read and officers chosen, and
an address suitable to the occasion will be delivered by
one well calculated to prepare it. The attendance of

Friends last year was very encouraging and it is expected
this meeting will be equally interesting. The company of

Friends generally and particularly our younger members
is .solicited.

Edmund Webstee, Clerk.

'•V* Dr. H. T. Child will deliver his lecture on Tem-
perance, with illustrations, at Byberry Meeting-house, on
First-day, Tenth month 23d, at 2.30 p. m. All are invited.

By order of Committee on Temperance of Abington Quar-

terly Meeting.
S. C. James, Clerk.

'ij.* A Temperance Conference will be held under care

of the Committee of Western Quarterly Meeting, at Doe
Run, on First-day, the 16th inst., at 2.30 o'clock. Lydia H.
Price, one of the Visiting Committee of the Yearly Meet-
ing's Committee, is e.'^pected to be present.

Elm-\ M. Pkeston.

»* Philadelphia Yearly Meeting's Committee on Edu-
cation of the Colored People of the South will meet at

Fifteenth and Race streets, Philadelphia. (Room No. 1, in

the meeting-house), Tenth month 22, at 1.30 o'clock.

Amos Hillborn, I p.-.u,
Gkoege L. Maris, {

^'«rKs.

*,* The Committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to

consider the situation of Isolated Friends in the West will

meet at Fifteenth and Race streets, Philadelphia, (Room
No. 1. in the meeting-house), Tenth month 21, at 1 o'clock.

Howard M. Jenkins, Clerk Temporarily.

.j:* <";lerks of Unions comprising Philadelphia First-day

School Association and Superintendents of schools within

the limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting not connected

with any Union, are requested to forward annual reports

as early as possible to

S. Raymond Roberts,
[26 West Johnson street, Germantown, Phila.

" .y'* llaltimare Yearly Meeting. We have been requested

by a member of Baltimore Yearly Meeting to state that

Friends will be entertained as formerly, at the Mansion
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House, corner St. Paul and Fayette streets, Baltimore, dur-

ing tlie yearly meeting week, at reduced rates.

*s* Abington First-day Scliool Union, will he held iit

Horsham, ou Seventh day". Tenth month 15th, at 10 o'clock.

Conveyances will meet at Ilatboro, the train leaving 9th

and Green Sts., Phila.,^t 9.01 a in.
• J. Q. Atkinson,

\ p,„,.u„
ANNA Moore, j

^'<^"^*'-

*v~ The annual meeting of the Association for the Pru-

motion of First-day .'-'chools within the limits of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting will be held in Pace street meeting-

house. Eleventh month 5th, 1837. at 10 o'clock a. m. All

interested in the cause are cordially invited to attend.

S. R.^YMOND Roberts.
T.^CIE A. Lll'PINCOTT,

)

Clerks.

'*V' An Impostor. -Friends are cautioned in regard to a

woman who has called on several, claiming to be collecting

funds to aid in putting a child in the hospital. She is said

to usually wear a siinhounet and chums to be recommended
bv well-kuown Friends, which is not the case.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
%• Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and

Joi'RNAL should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to aflTairs of immediate Importance

may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•**-\s a definite number of copies of the Intelligenckb and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

•#* We particularly ask that when money is forwarded Xoreiiew

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person U>

whom the paper is vow being seiit. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, and
wholesomeuess More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competiiion with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sokl only in cans

Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St., N. Y.

Plain and Fashionable

lyiERCHftNT TAILORING.

GUSTAVUS GOLZE,
J9 N. Tenth Street, Philadelplnia. Pa.

WALL PAPER
AT REMARKABLY LOW PRICES.

New Fall Styles now Ready.

Elegant New .S and 4 Metal Gold Paper. . . . 25 i'.

Felt or Cartridge Paper (in all new colors), . . 25 c.

Beautiful Embossed Mica- Papers, -Uc.

White Blank as low as >^''-

m- Samples sent free to the country. Estimates made for

Hanging.

A. L. DIAMENT & CO.,

1206 MARKET ST., PHILA.

Jacob J. Styer. T. Walter Styer.

STYER BROTHERS,
NURSERYMEN,

GROWERS OF FRUIT TREES, VINES AND PLANTS,
ORNAMENTAL IREES, SHRUBS, ROSES, ETC.

CONrORDVILLE. PELAWARE CO.. PA.

Queen s?Co. 924 chestnut st

Association of Fiiends to Proviote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

This association, formed at Philadelphia, in Sixth month

1886, represents the conviction of many Friends and others

that continued systematic aid to the work of educating the

colored people of the South is imperatively called for.

The special design of the Association, for the school

year 1887-88, is to extend support to the Schofield Normal

and Industrial School, at Aiken, S. C, under charge of

Martha Schofield, and to the School at Mt. Pleasaut, S. C,

under charge of Abby D. Monro.

Subscriptions are earnestly invited. Checks, etc., should

he drawn to the order of the Treasurer, as below.

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sarah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Schofield, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila.

Henry M. Laing, Treasurer, 335 N. Eleventh St.. Phila

Executive Committee, Edward H. Magill, Swarth-

inore. Pa. ; Sarah H. leirce, Philadelphia ;
Samuel S. Ash

Philadelphia; George L. Maris, West Chester, Pa. ;
Willi.am

Lloyd, Newtown, Pa.; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia ; Alfred

Pa.schall, Drylestown, Pa.
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REALITY OF THE IDEAL.
THE life ideal is the only real

;

For outward forms decay.

The higher purpose makes the true ideal,

By living as we pray.

Our human wills may every day grow stronger,

Obeying the Divine
;

Then, as. without life's shadows grow the longer,

The soul within shall shine.

Whatever now is dark, O Christ ! enlighten.

And take away our night

;

May more and more our earthly pathway brighten

Into the endless light.

—Prof. T. W. Bancroft.

From William PoUard's " Old Fashioned Quakerism."

THE REFORMATION BEFORE GEORGE
FOX.

AFTER the introiluction of what Dean Stanley calls

"baptized heathenism " into the profe.ssin;; church,

when the Emperor Constantine declared his alle-

giance to it, the course was steadily downward.
There were centuries of settled gloom. Religion be-

came more and more a thing of externals :—some-
thing to be performed : confessions, asceticisms,

pilgrimages, inflictions, gifts to the church— any-

thing, in place of the living the Christian life ! The
protests and labors of the great German Reformer
show us to what a fearful head these priestly tradi-

tions had at length grown and what a tremendous
uprising was needful, in order to break them down.

But tluring this long period ofdarkness there were
some bright and shining lights; some brave and
faithful witnesses who proclaimed and lived out,

—

nay, had in multitudes of instances to die for, truths

near akin to what we call Quaker principles. These
men kept the torch of truth burning, and handed it

on from age to age, throughout that dreary night,

until at length it set tire to some of the more outra-

geous growths of superstition and priestcraft, and
there was a great conflagration, and a great clearing

away of rubbish. This was the period generally

known in history as that of " The Reformation."

An eminent writer says of such times of enlight-

enment :" Even in tlie dreariest seasons of human
history some genial breaks and summer days occa-

sionally arrive,—or shall we say rather, plenitudes of

the Divine Presence,—by which the glorious impulses

of faith and feeling break forth and blossom in noble

human souls; and the poor half-dead world wit-

nesses the stirring of real spiritual life."

Many of these noble souls were called heretics.

Tlie pen of history was in the hand of their enemies
;

and in the records of the time they are generally de-

nounced and often misrepresented. But we shall not
be far virong if we call some of these standard bear-

ers Quaker Reformers, on the principle of our text,

that true Quakerism is primitive Christianity. They
testified according to their light to the primitive
truth. They believed in a living and a present Christ.

They sought to uphold the freedom and spirituality

of the gospel against innovations which" were turn-

ing the servants of the church into a pretentious

priesthood, and the service of the church into a taw-
dry pageant."

Among such faithful witnesses we may name Pris-

cillian, Martin of Tours, and Vigilantius, in the fourth

and fifth centuries. Claude, bishop of Turin, was an-

other remarkable man, who lived at the beginning of

the ninth century—a little before the time of our
Alfred the Great. Claude was chaplain to King Louis,

the successor of Charlemagne. He taught that Christ

and not the Pope was the true head of the church;

that tradition had not equal authority with Scripture
;

that salvation was through faith in Christ, and not

through performances and rites.

Through his moral influence all images in the

churches throughout his dioce.se were destroyed. By
the powerful protection of the king this brave man
was permitted to die in peace.

Perhaps even earlier than any of these were the

Vaudois, who had maintained in a good degree the

primitive faith, possibly in an unbroken line from

apostolic times.

The poet Milton accredits them with a long spir-

itual ancestry, when in his celebrated sonnet, he

speaks of the Vaudois as

—

"They who kept thy truth so pure of old.

When all our fathers worshipped stocks and stones."

Among the " errors " charged by Romish writers

against these people, are the following :

They asserted that Christ is the true Head of

the Church ; that water baptism is useless, and has

no efficacy in the work of salvation ; that the sacra-

ment of the Supper is equally unnecessary, and con-

stitutes no part of the gospel ; that the orders of

clergy were not of divine institution ; that the church

rites of burial had been arranged to meet the avarice

of the cfergy ; that there is no sanctity in church
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buildings ; that church music is objectionable as be-

ing iinspiritual ; that prayers for the dead are of no

avail ; and that the cross is not an object of worship.

Other writers tell us that the Vaudois in very

early times condemned absolutely all taking of oatlis,

all shedding of blood, military service, and the

punishment of death, as contrary to the spirit of

Christ's teaching.

As some explanation of these primitive views, we

learn, (also from their enemies), that these simple-

hearted people diligently studied the Scriptures and

committed large portions to memory ; and that they

taught the necessity of living up to the standard of

the gospel. Another Romish writer says of them,

that they are not to be found hanging about wine

shops ; that they attend no dances or other vanities
;

and that their preachers live on their daily labor.

He adds that he has known shoemakers to be preach-

ers among them.

In many of these particulars we cannot but be re-

miniled both of the church in the apostle's days and

of the Quaker church in the seventeenth century.

Somewhat similar statements might be made re-

specting the Albigenses or Waldenses, in the South

of France.

It is interesting to note in passing, that the little

company of Friends in the South of France, trace

back their origin to the Albigenses.

Coming down to later times we must be content

simply to name Wiclif and the Lollards ; John Huss
and Jerome of Prague, as in the true line of the

apostolic succession. Of all these it may be truly

said the world was not worthy ; but it was happily

made more worthy by their faithful service.

In Englan<l, the truth of the continued presence

of Christ with his followers had been so obscured

by the Romish apostasy, that men awoke but slowly

to the consciousness of its reality. Hence, during

even the stirring times of the Reformation era, re-

ligion was treated very much as a sort of state en-

gine, and the English movement was at first large-

ly political, and did not carry the people with it. It

was preeminently a compromise with Rome, not a

return to primitive truth. The English Prayer Book
bears upon its face abundant marks of this compro-

mising spirit.

"During the twelve or thirteen years which fol-

lowed the death of Henry VIII.," says Macaulay,
" the religion of the state was thrice changed. The
faith of the nation seemed, to depend on the personal

inclination of the sovereign." It is a remarkable

fact, and one that displays the degradation induced

by the long bondage to Rome, that out of 10,000 ben-

efices, there were only 243 incumbents who, having

acknowledged the Romish supremacy under Mary,

declined to accept Protestantism and the supremacy

of Elizabeth in its stead.

In the reign of Elizabeth the Puritans arose, who
wanted a more thorough Reformation. These people

who were mainly Calviuists were very zealous and
earnest, according to their light. They upheld a

standard of strict morality, and w-ere almost furious

against everything that smacked of Rome. But they,

—especially the later Puritans,—built their faiWi and

practice far too exclusively on the Old Testament;
and their divinity,—being full of elaborate meta-
physical and scholastic disquisitions,—lacked greatly

the warrfith and simplicity of the gospel.

It is needful to bear in mind in these brief his-

toric references to a most important period in human
history, that even the Great Reformers were far from
seeing all the beautiful simplicity and breadth of the
truth as it has been revealed and recognized in prim-
itive days.

There was much work still to be done in this di-

rection ; an<l the time had now come when the Lord
in his mercy prepared and sent forth one whom he
qualified and anointed to do it. If I may reverently

apply Scripture words to this memorable crisis, I

should say, " There was a man sent from God, whose
name was George Fox. The same came for a witness,

to bear witness to the Light, that men through him
might believe."

WHAT THE FAITH OF FRIENDS OFFERS.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

IN the Intelligencer and Journ.\l of Eighth month
27, " A." asks what the peculiar faith of the Society

of Friends has to oflfer to the " conscience-stricken or

disheartened offender " that can compare with the

statement which other churches make, that a simple
belief on Jesus and that hedied onthe cross and shed
his blood for us will save the sinner, no matter how
wicked he may have been. " A." also asks whether
our faith lacks the element of love.

In every human being, with few or no exceptions,

exists the religious element or nature. It differs

greatly in degree and in form of development in dif-

ferent individuals, but it is there, and cannot be
escaped. One universal characteristic of this religious

nature is a belief in a Divine Being, who in some
manner, in a greater or less degree, directs and con-

trols the universe, and to whom worship or reverence

is due.

The farther back we go in the scale of human de-

velopment, the more concrete and definite becomes
the idea of deity ; savages regarding images of wood
or stone or other material substances as God ; while
with the more advanced, God is regarded as an ideal-

ized or spiritualized, but still personal humanity, hav-

ing the powers, passions, and emotions of man; but

in a greater degree the ideal conception of God,
tending more and more towards regarding deity as an
infinite, universal power, a pure necessity, impersonal,

indescribable, but always operating in all things and
beneficent in its effects.

But what do we know of this power? Religious

teachers tell us that some ages ago God promulgated

certain laws to govern the moral conduct of men, that

these laws apply to all men alike and for all time,

and that our only knowledge of them now is to be

derived from the Scriptures, each claiming that his

interpretation of these writings is the correct one.

They also fell us that God " intends " thus or so, that

he " wishes " this thing, or is " displeased " with that.

And these interpretations of the Scriptures and
declarations of the " intentions " and " wishes " of

God are so diverse and so contradictory, that the un-

avoidable conclusion of a reflecting mind must be that
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none of these teachers know the things they declare

with so niucli confidence in regard to the doings of

God wi^h manivind other than themselves individu-

ally.

What then do we know ? We know this : that in

each individual there is a power, an influence which

impels him to acts of charity and kindness, to pure

and uoble thoughts, to honesty and uprightness, to a

higher and truer life in all directions. We know that

when we yield to this power and influence within lis

we feel peace and happiness, we feel satisfaction and

contentment and an approval of conscience that

make life a joy. We know on the other hand, that

when we iesist this influence and act contrary to its

intimations we feel an uneasiness, a discontent and

an unhappiness that make life a misery. And when
we have thus disregarded this influence which is the

"Inner Liglit," the " Clirist within," the "Com-
forter," and left the path of virtue and uprightness,

wlien we have sown the wind and reaped llie whirl-

wind, we have come at length to a consciousness of

the error of our ways, in fact, a " conscience-stricken

or disheartened off'ender ;
" if'we turn again to this

" Liglit within," yield to its influence and obey its

dictates, cease to do evil and learn to do well, we will

find peace and happiness overspreading our whole

being and filling us with love and joy.

And all this without a belief in the indescribable

injustice of a "plan of salvation" which punishes

with death an innocent being because others have

sinned, and lets the sinners go free. Jesus never

taught such a " plan of salvation." His was the plan

of justice and love.

Evangelical professors who deny that^ this ^in-

ternal power is sufficient for the spiritual guvernnient

of man, and hold up the Bil)le as the only rule of

faith and practice, teacli what they do not practice.

For when tliey meet with contradictory statements

in the Bible (ami there are many), they accept some
and reject others according as their own spiritual

judgment tells them wliich is true; thus placing this

" Inner Light " above the Bible, which stands or falls

with them as the Light dictates.

The spiritual law in each individual is conipletely

adapted to his condition and needs, and should teach

him to be charitable to others, for no two individuals

are constituted e.Kactly alike. And the law changes

as the conditions and needs of the Individual change,

or rather, new laws come into operation to meet the

new coiiiiitions.

Tlie laws which govern the material, mental, and
spiritual worlds are alike imperative ; and if violated

,

punishment inevitably follows. We know the result

if we violate the law of nature. When we wound
our flesh we must suffer till it heals. So when we
violate the spiritual law witliin us, we must suffer in

conscience till repentance brings amendment of life.

These laws are all beneficent and just, and entirely

consistent with the doctrine of love. The wise

earthly parent corrects to reform because he loves.

When we recognize the justice of punishment we can
accept it, and it then becomes tempered with mercy.

It matters not in the end, however, whether we
believe this or that doctrine, or whether or not we

believe that the power which operates within us is a
personal and sentient being who directs the material

universe and the movements and afllairs and fate of
men, as a general directs the movements of an army,
or as an employer directs the labors of his servants,

according as the whim of a moment seizes him ; the
fact still remains that this spiritual influenceor law of
Christ is within us, and so long as we recognize and
are loyal to it, that loyalty will so interpret and con-
strue doctrine as to liring it into harmony with the

law.

The essential doctrines, if not all the " testimo-

nies " of the Society of Friends, of which the " Christ

within " is the foundation, do not " lack the element
of love." Doctrines ami creeds will not create love,

but the doctrine of trutli will favor its development.
Love is the fulfilling of the law. Life without love is

mere exisfence, and not worth living. Those who
" darken counsel by words without knowledge, teach-

ing for doctrine the commandments of men" hinder
the development of the true moral and spiritual life

and keep men in the bondage of ignorance and su-

perstition, and out of the liberty of the law of Christ,

which is in them, and is a part of them, and which
will lead them into all good and into all love. W.

New York, Tenth month, 1887.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE.—Xll. THE DAN-
GER OF EUROPEAN WAR.

\_Condudedfrom Last Week.'\

RUSSIA, from her vast territory, greac population,

autocratic government, and settled policy of expan-
sion, is a standing menace to Europe. Napoleon I.

said in his day, that in fifty years all Europe would
be either Republican or Cossack,—tliat is, Russian.

He was mistaken as to the time, but no one can say

confidently that he was mistaken as to the ultimate

re.Kult. Her geographical position is the l)est possible

both for attack and defense. A short frontier line

from the Black Sea to the Baltic is all that is exposed
to an enemy. The rest is beyond the reach of attack.

The White Sea and Arctic Ocean are on the north, the

Pacific Ocean on the east washes the shores of the
Siberian deserts, and China and Persia on the south
secure it from invasion by any civilized power. Thus
protected on every side, Russia lies like a bear in a

cave, showing only teeth and claws to its foes. Per-

haps the great security of Europe is the dread which
the Czar has of assassination. The terrible fate of

his father, and the possibility that at any moment he
too may be as-sassinated, is said to weigh upon him
like a nightmare.

The interest of Austria coincides with that of Eng-
land in maintaining the Sultan against Kassia. Aus-
tria, like Russia, is almost a landlocked State. She
borders indeed on the Adriatic, but has no great sea-

port there, nor is the Adriatic her natural outlet. Her
great water-way is ;the Danube, which traverses the

whole length of the empire and drains most of it :

and the Danube empties into the Black Sea to which
the limits of Austria nowhere extend. If in the dis-

tribution of the estate of the " sick man " (as the Czar
called the Sultan), any regard be had to geographical
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fitness, a large part of the territory inoluding Con-

stantinople would fall to Austria. This atlilition to

her territory would form a compact state and give lier

a much needed sea-border. Austria, when the time

comes, will strive for such a distribution, and will

undoubtedly be supported by England, with whom
she is now acting in concert.

There is another candidate for the " sick man's "in.

heritance. Greece owes her independence to the ilev-

astation invoked throughout Europe upon the Turks

by the massacre of Scio, and other outrages of that

kind. A large part of the population of Southern

Turkey—Constantinople and south of it—is Greek in

all race andlanguage as wellas religion, and would form

a homogeneous addition to that country. But Greece

is too feeble to aid even in enforcing a claim against

Russia.

The causes which threaten the peace of Europe in

the west lie not so much in conflicting interests as in

deep-seated animosities. We need not go further

back than the beginning of this century to look for

causes of the enmity between Germany and France.

The Emperor Napoleon I. conquered Prussia, the nu-

cleus and present liead of the German empire, de-

spoiled and dismembered her, treating her with a
greater measure of harshness than had been meted
out to other states. Queen Louise, the idol of the peo-

ple, humbled herself before the conqueror, and pleaded

for some mitigation of the hard conditions imposed
on her country, but to'the pain of her humiliation

was added the sense that it was in vain; and she died,

it was said, of a broken heart. As soon as Prussia was
left in peace, every eflbrt, every thought, every dollar

was devoted to the organization and equipment of an
army, and when a few years later all Europe rose to

throw off the French yoke,'the army of Prussia was
distinguished by its perfect efficiency and by its brutal

rapacity when it had entered France. When Napo-
leon III. attained supreme ;power there can be no
doubt that he determined to avenge his uncle's ruin

on the Great Powers who had caused it. He paid off'

Russia in the Crimean war,''and Austria in the war
which drove her out of Italy. In these wars he had
allies; but witli Prussia whose turn came next he
thought he could deal alone, and upon the merest
pretext he declared war. Never was a greater mis-
take made. The Prussian armies simply walked over
the French, and at the end of a single campaign which
placed France prostrate under their feet, exacted an
enormous indemnity, and the cession of two prov-
inces, ALsace and Lorraine.

Under this defeat and spoliation France burns
with a hatred that increases daily. The loss of the
money might be forgotten, but the people of the
ceded provinces unfortunately are so much attached
to France and so restive under their new masters that
measures of great severity have been taken to repress
their disaffection. These react upon the feeling in

France; and it is the unconcealed, almost avowed, in-

tention of the people and the government to strive

to recover the provinces by force whenever the mo-
ment seems favorable for the attempt. The attitude
of France imposes on Germany the necessity of keep-
ing up an immense army. Prince Bismarck, speaking

of the acquisition of the provinces and rather apolo-
gizing for what seems now almost a blunder, has said
that his military advisers considered the provinces
worth to Germany as a defensive frontier, an army
of a hundred thousand men

; but it seems that it re-

quires more than a hundred thousand men to hold
them. Some persons, however, think that thedanger
does not arise so much from the revenge of France
as from the greed of Germany. Prince Bismarck,
they say, was astonished, like all Europe, at the ease
with which France paid the indemnity, and is

chagrined that he did not exact more, and would
now like nothing better than good pretext for re-

peating the operation.

A recent caricature in a Paris paper represents a
cringing Frenchman handinga bag of money marked
with the figures of the indemnity, to Prince Bis-

marck who with a furious scowl says, "that will do
now, but next time see you do better." Speaking of
the chances of another war. Prince Bismarck has said
that if the Germans prevail again, they will " bleed
France white." This ghastly threat has sensibly so-

bered the tone of the French press, and France will

hardly renew the conflict without having secured a
powerful ally ; and she is now looking for one. Italy

would perhaps have been her most natural resource
in gratitude for the aid of France in the war of inde-
pendence, had iiot France unfortunately exacted
prompt payment for that service in the cession of the
two provinces of Savoy and Nice, and thus squared
that account. And then, again, France has recently
annexed the African State of Tunis on which it

seems Italy had her eye, waiting for a decent pretest
for seizing it, when France stepped in and took it,

without any pretence at all. Italy was intensely dis-

gusted, and has since been drawing closer to Germany
and Austria, with the intent, it is insinuated, of be-
ing her enemy in the next war, and of so regaining
her two ceded provinces. France is now courting
Russia with every indication of having her afleclion

returned. The two powers have no antagnostic in-

terests while they have in Germany a common enemy.
Germany sees and appreciates her danger, and has
bluntly offered Russia to abet or at least not oppose
her designs on Bulgaria, if Russia will not assist

France in her next attack on Germany. This over-

ture was a direct abandonment of Austria, which, be-

ing a German power, has always been considered as

the natural ally of the other German powers against

their great foe. But the overture has probably failed,

as the relations of the two German empires are again
cordial. Every allowance must be made for the
frightful position of Germany, wedged in between
two such powerful States whose interest in her des-

truction are so entirely harmonious. France has
lately been doing a stroke of work in the interest of

Ru.ssia. A few years ago an insurrection in Egypt
overturned the government and dispo.ssessed the

reigning Khedive. The Sultan was powerless to sup-

press the revolt, and England proposed to France
that they two should jointly restore the legal govern-
ment. France decline<l,and thereupon England did

it alone, and has since occupied the country to keep
order, and above all things secure the Canal. France
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now insists that the English occupation shall cease,

and England finding it a very expensive business to

remain, is willing to quit as soon as she can tind

proper security for the Canal. But she does not re-

gard the course of France in the matter as any man-
ifestation of friendly feelings. England has suddenly

become aware of the pleasant fact that the opening

of the Canadian Pacific railroad supplies a route to

India about as short in time as that by way of the

Canal. It is far more expensive, but as an alterna-

tive is very valuable.

As matters now stand, should a general war oc-

cur we should no doubt .see France and Russia on one
side, and England, Austria, Germany, and Italy on
the other. Tlie preponderance of power is so great

on the part of the latter combination, that so long as

the present relations of the six Great Powers continue,

the peace of Europe will not be broken.

John D. McPherson.

HIGH IDEALS OF PURITY}
A CIVILIZATION that all the past has failed to

evolve waits upon this new and complete application

of the law of purity to man and woman alike ; waits

upon the new era in which the fine forces of man-
hood and womanhood that have been squandered in

degrading vice, shall be turned into noble activities.

Let your sons and daughters walk in the light. Il-

luminate for them, from your own purified and ex-

alted ideals, the mysteries which they so early face.

Hold your sons and daughters alike to the highest

standard of purity and delicacy and strength, as at-

tributes of human nature knowing no sex. Teach
them that the reproductive power allies them most
closely with the great creative power; that parent-

age, sanctified by holy love, is the art of arts ; that if

they be not appointed to parentage, then the subtle

but strong forces thus unused, may nerve the hand or

stimulate the brain for beneficent achievements.
It is to the young that we must always look as the

hope of the world. They are the fruitage of all the
past, and also the seed-grain of all the future. For a
few years they are seedlings in our hands, to be nour-
ished and pruned and strengthened for the individ-

ual life that each must live. In our work with the

young, the method of tlie gardener is not without
suggestion to us. He binds himself to keep his gar-

den clean, free from weeds ; and this he accomplishes,

not so much by standing, hoe in hand, to watch for

every daring dandelion that intrudes among his

strawberries, as by planting his garden so full of food-

ful or blossoming things that there is small chance
for obtrusive weeds. Let this plan of the gardener
suggest the methods of our work with the young.
Their ideals are formed, unconsciously to themselves,

by tlie ideals that prevail about them. The liome is

the garden plot of the child. Father and mother
stand to him as the embodiment of manhood and
womanliood. According to their valuation of man-
hood and womanhood, as it expresses itself in their

bearing toward each other, or unexpres.sed even, as it

goes to make up that indefinable thing which we call

'A coiieludiug portion of au Address by Elizabeth Powell
Bond.

personal influence, will be the valuation of the child.

According to the moral atmosphere that he breathes
from infancy upward, will it be to him as he ap-

proaches maturity,—manhood will be aggressive,

masterful animalism, and womanhood patient, long-

suftering submissiveness, or he will see manhood and
womanhood as supplementary to each other, neither
masterful nor submissive but ministering to each
other on that high plane that is able to idealize and
spiritualize even the animal functions of man and
woman. This high ideal of manhood and woman-
hood will be an invisible but invincible armor to son
and daughter alike, as they go out of the home to

mingle with their peers. To maidenhood it gives

that .self-respecting reserve which stands guard over
frankness and cordiality and hospitality, and to any
obtrusive advance can signify without an uttered

word " Thus far, hut no farther." A high ideal gives

to young manhood that noble conception of his

powers which subdues all that is unworthy, and makes
his strength for all great endeavor, as " the strength

of ten." This high ideal of manhood and woman-
hood would revokitionize social-life in fashionable

circles, which now alas! by its social life, drinking

usages and the freedom of its ball-room customs often

becomes a gilded forcing hou.se for vice.

This high ideal of manhood and womanhood is a
secure foundation upon which to build a noble intel-

lectual superstructure ; and fine moral and mental
conditions work togetlier for the jjromotion of physi-

cal well-being. Thus, by wise an<i generous cultiva-

tion of our children's three-fold natui-e:—the physical,

with right hygienic conditions; the intellectual, with

knowledge; the moral and spiritual, with up-lifting

ideals; we may expect the gardener's fair results. We
may expect that vice will find no root-hold in a plot

con.secrated to active, self-perpetuating virtue.

It is in the nature of things that the purification

of society will go on slowly—almost imperceptibly

perhaps ; but let us work with faith and courage,

and rejoicing that at last the axe is laid at the root of

the tree whose fruitage has been so bitter,—that the

danger so long hidden and thus made doubly dan-

gerous is laid open to the eyes of the world ; that at

last the work of purification has readied the very

springs of social life. Such work as this lays hold

upon the strength of God, and is fructified by the

spirit of God.

The power to feel constitutes the basis of charac-

ter in both man and woman, and great and inexcus-

able as Jesus made the offending of "these little

ones" is the sin of wounding the heart that loves us.

Unhappily, the instinct of cruelty remains after we
have, in very shame, dropped its old barbarous means
of expression. Tlie tongue is an abiding possession

after the lash and whipping post have been abolished.

That instrument of keenest torture and malice awaits

our training into the practice of those daily amenities

of human speech which enter everywhere into the

conver.<e of truly-enlightened and cultivated souls.

—

Selected.

Ip thou wouMst Ijear thy neighbor's faults cast

thine eyes upon thine own.

—

Molinos.
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SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 42.

Tenth Month 30th, 1887.

FKUITS OF CHARACTER.
GOLUE.N Text: " l!y their fruits ye shall know them."—

Matthew 7 ; 20

Read Matthew 7 : 13-29. Revised Version.

OUK lesson concludes the Sermon on the Mount. In
these closing verses, Jesus compares the way of life a.s

he portrayed it, in the precepts and instructions that

we have been studying, to an entrance through agate.

The figure used was a very familiar illustration.

All the cities of that day were surrounded by broad,

high walls, with numerous gateways leading out to

the great highways of travel. Every one who went
out or came in must pass through one or the other of
these gates. Some were for the caravans and were
broad to admit the loaded camels which liave been
aptly called the ships of the desert ; others were only
large enough for one to pass through at a time, and
these were connected with the narrower ways upon
which men traveled; they were called strait because
they were narrow, close, and more diflicult of en-
trance. Je.sus would remind them that it is not along
the great highways in which the multitude tread,

that they who follow the precepts he has given forth

will be found walking. These precepts lead along the
more quiet ways of thoughtful, observant duty,—wiiys
that only those are willing to seek who have made
the kingdom of God and its righteousness their chief
pursuit. He declares too that it is not enough that
they should have heard his precepts, for unless they
are obeyed they will avail nothing. Nor are these
who hear, to trust to any acts of benevolence or help-
fulness they may have performed, as giving them a
title to enter into the kingdom of heaven. It is the
doing the divine will in the several particulars enu-
merated and in the lovingspiritof obedience to mani-
fested duty, that gives the rights.—i/is doctrine. The
scribes were the learned men and teachers of the
Jewish people and were principally of the sect of the
Pharisees. They taught chiefly the sentiments of
their Rabbis and consumed much of their time in

useless disputes and vain jangling. Jesus was open,
plain and clear in tlie delivery of the mes.sages he
came to declare, and the force and power which he
manifested, were calculated to astonish those who
had never before heard the truths of God so plaiidy
uttered.

WE LE.-iEN FROM THIS LESSON :

1. Every one who would be a true disciple of
Jesus, mu.st find safety in the narrow path of .self-

denial
; there can be no compromise with that which

leads into the broad way of corrupting enticements
or unprofitable pleasures.

2. He who has sought and found the true path
will not be discouraged or dismayed, though there
may be many .storms and tempests along the path,
with his faith firmly resting on the revelation ol God
to his own .soul as his daily needs require, he rejoices
alway "and in everything gives thanks."

A Christian writer says: "What obligations we
are under f.jr this sermon. In all languages there is

not a discourse to be found that can be compared with
it for purity, and truth, and beauty, and dignit y

Were there no other evidence of the divine mission
of Jesus, this alone would be suflicient to prove that
he was sent from God. Were these doctrines obeyed
and loved, how pure and peaceful would be the world !

How would hypocrisy be abashed and confounded I

How would imjmrity hang its head! How would
peace reign in every family and nation ! How would
anger and wrath flee! And how would the race—the
lost and benighted tribes of men, the poor and needy
and sorrowful, bend themselves before their common
Father, and seek peace and eternal life at the hands
of a merciful and faithful God." May we not add to

this, at the hands of Him who inspires in our souls a
desire to know his will concerning us, and gives us of
his own Holy Spirit to lead and guide us into all truth,

even as Jesus himself declared.

While he was with his disciples and giving them
these words of instruction in relation to their duty to

the Heavenly Father, and to one another, they did
not realize how short the time would be that they
were to have him for their guide and instructor, and
they were willing that he should stand as it were in

the place ofGod to them, but when he was taken from
them, when they could no longer have him to lead

them in the ways of righteousness they found indeed
that there was a blessed Comforter, not visible to

mortal eyes, to fake his place and lead their thoughts
to his Father and their Father ; but this was not their

experience while Jesus was present with them.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SARAH HOOPES.
" FULL of years and of honor," in this beautiful

season of the "sere and yellow leaf," our beloved
friend, Sarah Hoopes, has pa.ssed from our earthly

sight. Her life was so crowded with love that it has
interwoven itself into a large circle of friends who
will so miss her genial presence; but let not a mur-
mur escape; the expression should only be that of
thanksgiving, that for so long she has been spared to

counsel and to bless.

Hers was the truly rounded character; noble and
well developed in the physical, she commanded our
admiration

; bright and active intellectually, she never
faileil to interest; but it was through the grace of the
spirit so bountifully bestowed upon her that she so
won the hearts of all.

In her we beheld the type of a true Friend, one
who unfalteringly stood by her belief in a practical

religion, and the spirituality of the gospel of Jesus
Christ. Her devotion to her religious society was
not performed as a duty required, but as a loving
.service cheerfully bestowed. Dearly did she love to

assemble for public worship, never permitting .social

and other claims, though these she also enjoyed, to

trespass upon meeting time. Most especially did
she value the hour of worship spent with the school
children, many of whom will long cherish her ten-

der and loving counsel.

In a life falling but little short of ninety years
was embraced a multitude of blessings, and not the
least of these the gift of a clear mind and thankful
spirit till within but a few days of the close. In her
own home we will not attempt to lift the veil that
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covers the void. We can only pray that the Divine

power that so sustained her will be felt to be the

support there. In our Society, we must remember

how many years she has been gently trying to loose

our " chililisli hands," that would so cling to " inade-

quate supports," pointing to a surer and stronger de-

pendence. Let us remember her later utterances

were laden with one burden, that of love for her

people, and her desire that they should live in love.

Deeply impressive were her words on the last days

she gathered with us, touching the hearts of her

hearers, and bringing over them a solemnity that be-

tokened a nearness to him who so sustained this

faithful servant and minister of his word.

A large assembly gathered around the form that

had contained so precious a spirit, for the last sad

rites, and listened with sympathetic attention to the

fitting words there sjioken, but deep down in many

a heart was the feeling that to truly mourn for her

would be " to live as slie desired." L. H. II.

all things, only knows how to carry on his own gra-

cious designs.— The Friend, (Philadelphia).

THE ARGUMENT OF WONQ CHIN FOO.

WE have no wish to discourage any who are truly

called of the Lord to labor among those who are not

professors of the Christian name, but the evidence

furnished by the article of Wong Chin Foo in the

North American Review, of the stumbling effect upon

the heathen mind of those iniquities which abounil

in communities calling themselves Christian, as well

as similar proofs from other quarters, strengthens our

convicion of the importance of so living as to prac-

tically e.xemplify the blessed effects of the doctrines

of Christianity on those who obey them.

The statement is made in that article, that the in-

introduction into China of opium, "has done more

injury, social and moral, in China than all the human-

itarian agencies of Christianity could remedy in 200

years. And on you. Christians, ami oi%our greed of

gold, we lay the burden of the crime resulting; of

tens of millions of honest, useful men and women,

sent thereby to premature death after a short, miser-

able life, besides the pliysical and moral prostration

it entails, even where it does not prematurely kill!

And this great national curse was thrust on us at the

points of Christian bayonets. And you wonder whv

we are heathen !

"

However retired and inconspicuous may be the

place allotted to the humble follower of Christ, if he

faithfully walks in obedience to the revelations of the

Divine will, and in communion with God, he will be

an instrument in spreading the kiugdom of the Re-

deemer. The existence of a body of such true fol-

lowers of Christ in a community will exercis.' a re-

straining influence on the governments to which they

are subject ; and will more and more prevent the

commission of national crimes such as that adverted

to in the case of opium, and the still more frequent

one of resort to war; and will hasten the day when
righteousness will cover the earth as the waters do

the sea. The more fully the Spirit of Christ rules in

communities and in nations, the more readily will

the way be open for the reception among heathen of

the truths of his religion.

The Lord of the vineyard, the Supreme Ruler of

An impression exists too commonly in the world,

that the spiritual susceptibility of childhood must of

necessity be lost in later life. Wordsworth expresses

this feeling in the lament,

" Turn whereso'er I may.

By uiglit or day.

The things which I have seen I now can see no more."

And, again, when he represents the growing boy as

attended by reminiscences of heaven's vision, which

gradually leave him as he goes on, and fa<ie in man-

hood into the light of common day. But this impres-

sion is not wholly a correct one, as related to eveiy

human life. True it is that when the pulse beats vig-

orously, and the heart is glad, earth seems to us as

fair as Eden. True it is that the religious instinct of

the child is beautiful in the sight of God and man.

But child-likeness can be carried into the maturest

life, even though its manifestations are different at

different stages of being. The glory which vanishes

with the days of youth from grove and stream, is a

glory that appeals to the senses rather than to the

soul; and inexperienced innocence is not in itself a

full suit of moral armor. The most valuable spiritual

knowledge is not native to man. It is to be obtained

only by the continued effort to live aright. To one

who has thus striven, there comes with added years

a consciousness of the presence of God as a tried and

faithful friend ; and this consciousness is a far more

precious possession than even the best intuitions of

childhood. Nature, too, keeps her highest joys in re-

serve for him whose life has been controlled by the

divine law. At each successive season, he may look

expectantly upon a familiar scene, and ask, "What
shall I tind here that I was incapable of discovering

last year?" And his hope of new insight into the

great Creator's thought shall be rewarded. The jour-

neying of a just man in the domain of nature and in

the domain of grace is toward the light, not away
from it. Its best is always in advance, never in the

past.—.S. .S'. Times.

A BEAUTIFUL memorial to Helen Hunt Jarkson

and her labors in behalf of the Indians will be the

Ramona Indian Girls' School, which is building at

Santa Fe, N. M. The building will cost $30,000, and

will accommodate one hundred and fifty pupils. Stu-

dents will be retained from two to five years. A New
York architect contributed the design, which is pat-

terned to some extent on the old cliff dwellings of

New Mexico and Arizona. Government aid will

largely pay for building the school, but the cost of

furnishing must be ilefrayed by private subscriptions.

A fine portrait of Mrs. Jackson has been given, and

one rich woman devoted her jewels to the furnishing

of a memorial room. Prof. Horatio O. Ladd has

charge of the old university at Santa Fe, and lias de-

voted himself to the success of this building.— Wo-

man's Journal.

F.tiTH evermore overlooks the difficulties of the

way, and bends her eyes only to theend.

—

Bishop Hull
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RELIGION AND MORALITY.
IX every generation of men,—yes many times in each

generation, the same questions are asked, the same

queries answered. Constantly, over and over again,

comes up the old query as to the difference between

morality and religion. The youthful seeker after

truth is still perplexed with what may be termed half

truths. He is told on the one hand that a moral life

will not avail ; and on the other that 'if he but lead a

moral life he need fear nothing. His perplexities in-

crease as experience in the world shows him that the

religious (so called) sometimes violate the moral code,

and as occasionally the morally just shock his religious

sense, he cries out in his despair, " show me the true

way."

Our sympathies are always touched when these

eager questioners begin seeking this " true way."

The experienced Christian who has grown step by

step to know that both religion and morality are

needful to a life of perfection is ofttimes puzzled to

point out the stepping stones. Or he may think each

one must seek as he sought, and withhold the light

he might give, forgetting that "a man may transgress

as truly by holding his tongue as by speaking unad-

visedly with his lips."

If we bear in mind the accepted definition of re-

ligion, which in a comprehensive sense is " a belief

in the being and perfection of God, in the revelation

of his will to man, and in man's obligations to obey

his commands and to be accountable to God," we

will readily see that it embraces morality, and that

therefore we cannot too much insist on the insepara-

ble connection between the two. The first embraces

the last and will not be true unless it does. To be

religious one must love God supremely, and then

will follow the observances of the new command-

ment of "loving our neighbor as ourselves," and in

doing this in all of life's relations, the moral law

will be obeyed.

The expression" religious life" is always sugges-

tive of divinity, connecting us in our life here with

God himself through the moral attributes that ema-

nate from him. The study of the New Testament

will show clearly how a life can be both moral and

religious, for Jesus relied for strength and direction

upon his Father, and was enabled to say from the

perfect manner in which he carried out the mora

law that " I and my Father are one," and here we

see a perfect example of both lives combined.

If there existed a clearer idea of this close connec-

tion, we might hope for a greater increase in the

number of well-rounded lives, and see less of the ab-

normal development of some w ho professedly follow

a religious life, having clear spiritual perceptions, yet

sometimes falling short in a moral sense. Then, too,

some who practice a severe morality might not lose

the softness and sweetness that springs from a sense

of the Divine touch, from a love that is above, but

not apart from, the moral plane, a love, if we could

but faintly comprehend it, that would so ennoble our

lives that we should be done with doubts and ques-

tionings ; for light and happiness would abound with

us here and in the eternity to come.

We call attention to the information under " No-

tices," in relation to the arrangement for excursion

tickets, etc., for Friends attending Baltimore Yearly

Meeting.

We are privately advised that Baltimore Friends

have concluded arrangements for the sale of the meet-

ing property on Lombard street, (it having become

entirely unsuitable in location for the use of Friends),

and the present is therefore likely to be the last ses-

sion of the yearly meeting held in that house.

We have received additional names of persons

likely to be interested in seeing sample copies of the

Intelligencer a.nd Journal, and we propose to begin

sending out the samples next week,—the issue for

Tenth month 29. We shall be glad to have more

names, whoever our friends can think of any one

who they think would like to seethe paper.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

THE following stanzas, by a very good Friend,—per-

haps the most eminent member of the Society in the

world,—we find, just at this juncture, quoted with

approval in a daily newspaper, by a Congregational-

ist writer. They are refreshing, we think, in com-

parison with the elaborate doctrinal deliverance just

is.sued from the Conference at Richmond, and it may

be remarked that their author is a member of one of

the yearly meetings whose delegates joined in put-

ting it forth. Whittier says :

" Who fathoms the Eternal Thought?

Who talks of scheme and plan ?

The Lord is God ! He ueedeth not

The poor device of man.

" I walk with liare. hushed feet the ground

Ye tread with boldness shod,

I dare not fix with mete and bound

The love and power of God."
* * *

The letters of John D. Mc Pherson, from Europe,

which we have been printing, have been, we feel no

doubt, duly appreciated. They are very much above
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the average of such correspondence, being the pro-

ductions of an intelligent and vigorous observer ac-

customed to express himself in writing. The letter

which we conclude this week sets forth the many
causes for apprehension of European war, and the

lesson of it is very weiglity to us, both as American

citizens happily far removed from the hardships and

dangers of Europe, and also as members of a religious

organization cherishing the ideal of such a just and

upright condition of society as would not tolerate an

appeal to war. T'jere seems at present to be some-

what less strain between France and Germany, and
perhaps less danger of immediate war, but the great

trouble is that which our correspondent pointed out

in the portion of his letter published last week—the

maintenance of such immense armaments by all the
" Great Powers " as makes them feel that the burden

is too great to be carried, and that a short, though

desperate and bloody war would be less exhausting.

William Jones, Secretary of the London Peace

Society, and a member of Westminster meeting in

London, is one of the English Friends who are now
in this country. A " Conference on Peace and Arbi-

tration " was held by the Orthodox Friends at Rich-

mond, Ind., on the 28th of last month, (those taking

part in it being mostly the same as the delegates to

the Conference of Yearly Meetings), and of this Wil-

liam Jones acted as President. He has been in this

country for some weeks, and will remain for some
time longer. On the 23d of Ninth month he had an

interview with President Cleveland, at Washington,

in the interest of tlie proposal to negotiate an Arbi-

tration Treaty between England and the United

States, "definitely stipulating that any and every dis-

pute which may henceforth arise between the two

nations shall be submitted to the decision of an im-

partial body of arbitrators, or to some permanent court

of international reference, to be constituted for the

purpose."

In reply to the suggestions of William Jones, the

President is reported as saying that the subject was one

with which he might confess himself to have been but

little acquainted hitherto; and further, it was a matter

respecting which it behoved him to speak cautiously.

He was however, glad to be furnished with the infor-

mation upon it which had been placed in his hands.

But he miglitacknowledge that he had been impressed

by the statement, made by General Sheridan at the

Centennial Banquet of the previous week, that the ten-

dency of modern warfare is to become less and less a

test of skill, strategy, and courage, and more and more

a s)'stem of sheer organized murder. The President

said that he regarded this tendency and the collateral

growth of public opinion in favor of arbitration as

two kindred movements converging towards one

end—namely, the abolition of war among civilized

people and the establishment of some form of a High

Court of International Reference for Arbitration as a

substitute for the decision of the sword. He added

that as to himself personally he was most averse to

war, in common with every right-minded man.
* * *

On the same errand as William Jones, three mem-
bers of the English Parliament have just arrived in

this country. They bring a paper signed by more
than two hundred members of Parliament in favor

of an Arbitration Treaty, and will present it to the

President. Announcements of their proceedings will

no doubt presently appear in the daily newspapers.

In England the movement has excited some atten-

tion. The London Daily News, speaking of the com-
parative inclination of England and the United

States to peace, says :

" In one respect, however, the United States have the

advantage over us. They have but a small professional

class to whom war is a trade ; while among us the class of

professional warriors is very large and powerful. If the

matter rested solely with the great bulk of the people this

nation would resolve to learn war no more. We should

not beat our swords into pruning hooks, but we should

keep them solely for defense. We should not feel that

Britannia needs no bulwarks, but should keep our fleet

strong enough to protect our coasts, while we insisted on

being on friendly terms with nations whom our profes-

sional fighters regard as natural enemies. We should turn

away more and more from Continental concerns, and cul-

tivate our relations with the Colonies and India, and with

our American kinsmen. ' England and the States,' says

John Bright, ' will remain two nations; but I would have

them always regarded by themselves as one people.' In

these words Mr. Bright has given expression to a feeling

which is rapidly growing on both sides of the Atlantic.

' Between us two let there be peace,' is the desire of every

high-minded Englishman and American."

DEA THS.

EVES.—Ou Eightli month Ist, 1887, at Millville, Pa.

Mause, daughter of Chandlee and Mary S. Eves, aged 5

years, 7 months and 15 days.

KINDT.—On Ninth month 30, 1887, Mary Olive, infant

daughter of Robert C. and Mary A. Kindt, and grand-

daughter of John Kester, aged 11 months and 20 days.

These dear children were but recently received into

membership by Millville Friends, where are a large num-

ber of families in which but one parent is a member of the

Society. It is a consolation to the bereaved parents that

these precious ones were gathered into the Society before

they were transplanted to bloom forever in innocency and

beauty in the gardens of the Lord. E.

JANNEY.—In Phdadelphia, Tenth mouth 11th, Joseph

Jauney, in his 76th year, a member of the Monthly Meet-

ing of Friends of Philadelphia. Interment at Newtown,

Bucks county.

PALMER.—In Philadelphia, Tenth month 13th, Ella,

daughter of Margaret M. and the late Joseph E. Palmer.

PENNOCK.—Tenth month 10th, Gilpin Stubbs Pen-

nock, aged 44 years, 1 month, and 14 days, son of Robert L.

and Susannah C. Peunock ; a member of the Monthly Meet-

ing of Philadelphia.

PHILLIP.S.— .\t the residence of his father, David

Phillips, Nottingham, Cecil county, Maryland, Ninth

month 11, 1SS7, Ezra E. Phillips, aged 43 years.

PHILLIP.S.—Tenth mouth 4, 1887, at his residence,

West Nottingham, Cecil county, Md., after a brief illness,

David Phillips, an exemplary Elder of Nottingham Monthly

Meeting, in the 79th year of his age.

STUBBS.—Tenth month 16, 1887, at his residence, Ful-

ton township, Lancaster county, Edmiu Stubbs ; a member

of Little Britain Monthly Meeting, in the 53d year of his age.

UNDERHILL.— Near Manitee, Manitee county, Florida,
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Ninth month 13th. 1887, David C. Underhill, in his 72cl

year; a meuilier of Clear Creek Monthly Meeting, ^utnam
county. 111. lie was buried at the south end of hisgrove, a

place he had selected for the purpose more than a year

ago. He was born in the State of New York, emigrated to

Illinois in the year 1837, and removed to Florida iu

1881.

WOOD.—Tenth month 15, 1887, at his residence. East

Land, Lancaster county, Penua., Abner C. Wood ; a mem-
ber of Little Britain Monthly Meeting, aged 78 years and

11 days

TSE FIRST-DA Y SCHOOLS.
" A RETROSPECT" A T GIRARD A VENUE.

[Following are the substantial parts of a paper read by

Eobert Pearson, teacher of the AduU Class at Girard Avenue
School, (Philadelphia), at the opening of the school. Tenth

month 9.}

SOMETHING more than ten years have elapsed since,

a stranger, and alone, I accidentally found my way
intotliis room and this class. For the last five years

of this time, through your kindness and indulgence,

dear friends, I have had the honor and pleasure to

preside over your deliberations. As these thoughts

passed through my mind, it also occurred to me that

this would be an appropriate time to make a note of

the changes that had taken place, and the progress

that had been made in the decade alluded to. Ten
years ago this class was larger than it is now. Four

of the older members who were then regular and in-

terested attendershave gone to join the silent major-

ity. I refer to Esther Gillingham, Eli Dillin, Rebecca

Sleeper, and Charles Adams. Their vacant chairs

can be refilled, but there was an individuality in the

person of each that can never be replaced. They were

a help and a strength to us while they were permitted

to mingle with us in the fle.sh. May we not rever-

ently hope that the instruction and sympathy they

received in their intercourse with this class may have

in some small degree aided their immortal nature to

attain to and enjoy those higher conditions of which

we in this life can have but a dim and shadowy con-

ception. Various causes have contributed to deci-

mate our ranks. One of the principal ones has been

the draft that has been made upon us for teachers

in the First-day school. The Superintendent, Assist-

ant-Superintendent, and a large proportion of the

teachers have at one time or another been members
of the Adult Class. Some have moved out of reach.

Some are too busy to come, or have duties which draw

them in other directions, and a few have apparently

ceased coming because they have lost their interest.

Some new names have each year been added to our

list, so that for the last four years our roll has re-

mained numerically about the same. Of our progress

and the work that has been done it is not so easy to

give a synopsis. In our readings we have confined

ourselves principally to the Bible and the Book of

Discipline. We have traveled slowly through the

Bible, from Kings in the Old Testament to Luke in

the New.
Tlie discussions growing out of our readings have

taken a wide scope, and have, I trust, been generally

instructive and profitable. While it has always been

our custom to express our opinions and convictions

freely, we have endeavored at the same time to culti-

vate a feeling of charity, toleration, and forbearance,

and I think we can congratulate otirselves on the

fact that although on some subjects we represent dif-

ferent shades of belief, that circumstance has never

been allowed to mar the harmony or interrupt the

good feeling that has prevailed among us.

I feel justified in saying that the outlook for the

term which has just commenced is a bright one.

With the encouragement and help of several new
members and the continued attendance and unabated
interest of the old ones, we may reasonably hope to

continue to be a prosperous and useful factor in First-

day school work. And now as several of us are be-

ginning to feel more or less of the infirmities inci-

dent to the accumulation of years, perhaps I couhl

not close more appropriately than by quoting the as-

piration which Whittier has so beautifully embodied

in the lines,

—

"And if the eye must fail of light.

The ear forget to hear.

Make clearer still the spirit's sight.

More firm the inward ear.

" Be with us in our hours of need,

To sooth or cheer or warn.

And down the slopes of sunset lead,

As up the hills of morn."

MEETIXG OF ABIXGTON UNION.

The semi-annual meeting of Abington Union was

held at Horsham meeting-house on the 15th instant.

There was a larger attendance than usual : it was

thought by some to be the largest meeting the Union

has ever held. There were in the company many
young people and children. The schools represented

were those of Horsham, Abington, Plymouth, Gwyn-

edd, and Norristown, and a report was received from

Stroudsburg. Richland, (Quakertown), has a flour-

ishing school, but does not join with the Union.

There are no schools at Byberry or Warminster.

The two .sessions, morning and afternoon, were

occupied witli the reading and consideration of the

reports, and recitations, class exercises, essays, etc.

It was decided to hold the next meeting of the Union

at Gwynedd, (on the third Seventh-day of Fourth

month next). The following essay, being one of those

read, we have been asked to print:

THE DUTIES OF A FIRST-DAY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT.

The Gwynedd school, being comparatively young,

has had but little opportunity to form conclusions as

to the work which should be done by a Superintend-

dent. The topic having been assigned to it, however,

the present writer ventures on its behalf to present

some suggestions which have occurred to him as cal-

culated perhaps to aid an intelligent discussion of the

subject.

Naturally, the Superintendent is to superintend.

He is to oversee. To him the school locks for lead-

ership. If, in any school, there is one who combines

all the qualities of a good teacher : devotedness, en-

thusiasm, executive force, tact, mastery of the busi-

ness in hand,—to him, of course, we instinctively

turn. His perception of the nature of the work, hi.s

insight into the make-up of the school, his judgment
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of the metliods that will succeed best in this particu-

lar instance,—-for schools differ in diflerent places and
circumstances,—are all important. Other things he-

ing equal, a strong Superintendent means a good

school, and a weak one means the reverse.

I should say that the tirst specific duty of the

Superintendent is to be present,—to attend regularly.

He should be on hand as surely as the day comes.

This involves, sometimes, sacrifice of personal conve-

nience. Other things have to be foregone. Our
Qualier First-day visiting,—in which, perhaps, we in-

dulge quite sufficiently,—may occasionally stand in

the way, and need to be set a.side. The school will

suffer if it finds that the Superintendent comes irreg-

ularly, or even is absent occasionally without careful

pre-arrangement for the performance of his work.

A second specific duty is that he should be punct-

ual. He should be present in season, and should be-

gin at the time appointed. It strengthens our respect

for any institution when we find it orderly, and
prompt: on the other hand, no one can long respect

anything that is irregular, uncertain, and tardy.

It is necessary that the Superintendent be watch-

ful and persistent. He must see that the order is ob-

served, the programme carried out. He must see that

nothing is neglected. If there is a disposition to omit

something, to slide over something, to be content

with less than the work appointed, it is his oversee-

ing persistency that must checkthese lapses. Sloven-

liness begets indifference, and indifference is followed

closely by neglect and decay.

So, also, in this connection, the Superintendent's

cheerfulness and energy are valuable. If he luis an

overflowing spirit when other spirits are depres.sed,

if he can supply courage when others feel discour-

aged, if he is energetic, when others are feeble, his

strength may thus carry the work along. We are en-

couraged when we find that, though we had feared

failure, there was none, after all. We increase our

respect for things tliat show a reserve of power, and
that rise to the demands of an emergency.

Perhaps it was expected that there should be in

this essay a precise description of the part which the

Superintenilent should take in the exerci.ses. I feel

myself incompetent to supply this. At Gwynedd I

may mention that the Superintendent's part is as fol-

lows :

1. He calls to order.

2. He reads a selection from the Scriptures.

3. He presides during a reading by another per-

son,—a selection usually from some writings of

Friends,—and during the reading of the minutes of

the last First-day's school.

4. He directs the classes to form for their sepa-

rate lesson work.

5. The cla.sses being through, he presides during

the further general exercises, and finally dismisses

the .school

.

It is not necessary, of course, that the Superin-

tendent should himself teach a class. This he may
do or not, as appears most convenient and suitable.

A very competent person for the general oversight of

the school may not be well qualified for the special

work of the instruction of classes. Yet it is very de-

sirable, of course, that the Superintendent should be
able to judge as to the work which the class teachers

are doing. He should be competent to suggest to

them judiciously. He should so well understand wliat

is going on as to know whetlier it goes on rightly.

I would say in conclusion that while the general

duty of the Superintendent is to superintend,—to see

that things are kept moving,—he should lead rather

than order. He should not be dictatorial. He should
not expect to be himself everything. The First-day

school is a peculiar organism. It is not a school of

" cram," but of evolution. It is a school of thought,

of growth, of spiritual individuality. Its members,

down to the youngest, may be led to the waters, but

thev are not to be forced to drink.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.

IN Young Friends' Review, S. P. Zavitz gives an ac-

count of a visit to Arkona meeting, (Canada), on

Ninth month 14, to attend the first monthly meeting

held there. He says :
" Friends at Arkona are

favorably situated. The soil is fertile and well

adapted to fruit raising, as well as grain. Peaches and

grapes were in abundance, and apples of tlie finest

quality. A meeting was started here about twenty

years ago, and until a few years ago, when their

meeting-house was built, and soon after a preparative

meeting established, they had met at different dwell-

ings and under the care of Norwich Monthly Meet-

ing. Their numbers were few, but the past four or

five years have added a number of families and parts

of families by convincement and request until now
they have about fifty members. Their First-day

school, which was established in the spring, is pros-

perous and increasing in interest. They also have a

Bible-class on the First-day afternoon in each month

for review. At the monthly meeting the house was

well filled. The meeting, comprising in its numbers

many young people and children, was orderly and

impressive. Communications were offered by Wil-

liam Cornell, Samuel P. Zavitz, James Zavitz, and

Serena A. Minard. Nearly all remained to attend the

meeting for business. Words of encouragement were

spoken to the little band of earnest workers who

were struggling onward and upward with a zeal and

energy akin to the early founders of Quakerism, put-

ting to shame the lukewarmness and indifierence of

many of our older meetings. A monthly meeting

will no doubt be soon held there regularly. A re-

markable fact in connection witli this meeting is that

they have had no use for a burying ground. Since

the meeting was first held, some twenty years ago, no

death has ever occurred to a member amongst them.

Early evening found me home again with wife and

little ones, and we talked over the events of the day

with thankful hearts."

—The Dover (Delaware) Slate Sentinel of last week

says :
" The Friends' meeting house in Little Creek

Neck has stood as a landmark for the past centuries

and within its walls in former years the leading fam-

ilies of the Neck were wont to gather for worship

every Sumlay. The ' Big Quarterlies ' brought addi-

tional Friends from all over the Peninsula until the
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house and grounds were both filled. All this has

chanjied. For several years no worship has been helil

in the ineetinsr-house, not a Friend beint; left in the

Neck ; all of them having died or moved away. The
building has been purchased by D. M. Wilson, who
will turn it into a double dwelling for farm hands.

The burying ground has been detached from the

meeting-house. Three sides of the cemetery were
surrounded by a brick wall, and the remaining side

next the church has been walled in, making it one
of the best fenced burying grounds in the county.

The late George C. Gordon [of Wihiiington] left $500

to keep the grounds in repair ; his grandfather, who
lived on the B. L. Warton farm, near Lebanon, is

buried there."

COMMUNICA TIONS.
A WORD FOR THE PAPER.

Editors Intelugencee and Journal :

De.\r Friends: I appreciate so highly your paper it

is ever with regret that I hear our members, or those

interested in our body say they do not take it, there-

fore I forward a few names of the latter class hoping
if you will send them specimen copies they may con-

clude to subscribe for it. With sincere desires for the

increase of its circulation, I am your friend,

Stephenson, Va. N. H. B.

FRIENDS' MISSION, PHILADELPHIA.
Editors Intelligencek and Jodrnal :

Enough Friends having consented to guarantee at

least two to be in attendance each evening, it has

been concluded to open.the room of the Friends' Mis-

sion as a reading room four nights each week, com-
mencing in Eleventh month. It is desirable that

other Friends should occasionally visit the room and
cooperate as way opens. Illustrated and other news-
papers, the Scientific American and similar periodicals,

magazines, etc., will be very acceptable. They may
be left with Sanford P. Campbell, Chairman of the

Committee, 2528 Continental avenue ; Spencer Rob-
erts, 421 North Sixth street ; or Friends' Book Store,

1500 Race street. J. M. T., Jr.

EDUCATIONAL NOTES.
—The new Friends' School at Abington has made

a very encouraging start. A correspondent at Jen-

kintown writes that owing to a lack of sufficient

classrooms, and to the over-crowded condition of the

schoolroom, some of the pupils having no desks, the

committee in charge has found it absolutely necessa-

ry to make further provision to accommodate the

pupils already in attendance, and to admit a portion,

at least, of those who are constantly applying. To
meet these needs a builder has" been employed to

enclose part of a large two-story porch, southern ex-

posure. This will furnish two large rooms, one above
the other, each about eleven feet by thirty-two feet.

The upper will be used as a recitation and seating

room ; a portion of the lower room will be used by
the teacher of drawing, while the remainder will

serve as an additional coat room for boys. There is

still room for boarding pupils, though the rooms for

girls are nearly all taken. Eighty pupils are enrolled.

PALESTINE.
BY J. O. WHITTIER.

BLEST land of Judea thrice hallowed of song.

Where the holiest of memories pilgrim-like throng
;

In the shade of thy palms, by the shores of thy sea,

On the hills of thy beauty, my heart is with thee.

With the eye of a spirit I look on that shore.

Where pilgrim and prophet have lingered before
;

With the glide of a spirit I traverse the sod

Made bright by the steps of the angels of God.

Blue sea of the hills,—in my spirit I hear

Thy waters, Genesaret, chime on my ear;

Where the Lowly and Just with the people sat down,

And thy spray on the dust of his sandals was thrown.

Beyond are Bethulia's Mountains of green,

And the desolate hills of the wild Gadarene
;

.\nd I pause on the goat-crags of Tabor to see

The gleam of thy waters, Oh dark Galilee!

Hark, a sound in the valley, where swollen and strohg,

Thy river, Oh Kishon, is sweeping along;

Where the Canasiuite strove with Jehovah in vain.

And thy torrents grew dark with the blood of the slain.

There down from his mountain stern Zebulon came,

And Naphtali's stag, with his eyeballs of flame,

And the chariots of Jabin rolled harmlessly on.

For the arm of the Lord, was Abiuoam's son !

There sleep the still rocks and the caverns which rang

To the song which the beautiful prophetess sang,

When the princes of Issacbar stood by her side,

And the shout of a host in its triumph replied.

Lo, Bethlehem's hill-side before me is seen,

With the mountains around and its valleys between
;

There rested the shepherds of Judah, and there

The song of the angels rose sweet on the air.

And Bethany's palm-trees in beauty still throw

Their shadows at noon on the ruins below

;

But where are the sisters who hastened to greet

The lowly Eedeemer, and sit at bis feet?

I tread where the Twelve in their way faring trod
;

1 stand where they stood with the Chosen of God,-^

Where His blessings were heard and His lessons were

taught.

Where the blind were restored and the healing was wrought.

Oh, here with his flock the sad Wanderer came,

—

These hills he toiled over in grief are the same,

—

The founts where he drauk by the way side still flow,

.'Vnd the same airs are blowing which breathed on his brow!

And throned on her hills sits Jerusalem yet,

But with dust on her forehead, and chains on her feet

;

For the crown of her pride to the mocker hath gone.

And the holy Shechinah is dark where it shone.

But wherefore this dream of the earthly abode

Of Humanity clothed in the brightness of God?

Were my spirit but turned from the outward and dim,

It could gaze, even now, on the presence of Him !

Not in clouds and in terrors, but gentle as when.

In love and in meekness, He moved among men :

And the voice which breathed peace to the waves of the

sea

In the hush of my spirit would whisper to me

!

And what if my feet may uot tread where He stood.

Nor my ears hear the dashing of Galilee's flood.
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Nor my eyes Bee the cross which He bowed him to bear,

Nor my kuees press Gethsemane's garden of prayer.

Yet, Loved of the Father, thy Spirit is near

To the meek, and the lowly, and penitent here

;

And the voice of thy love is the same even now
As at Bethany's tomb or on Olivet's brow.

Oh, the outward hath gone !—but in glory and power,

The SPIRIT surviveth the things of an hour;

Unchanged, undecaying, its Pentecost flame

On the heart's secret altar is burning the same!

TALITHA CUML

BY SUSAN COOLIDGE.

OUR little one was sick, and the sickness pressed her sore.

We sat beside her bed, and we felt her bauds and head,

And in our hearts we prayed this one prayer o'er and o'er :

" Come to us, Christ the Lord ; utter thine old-time word,

'Talitha cumi !

'

"

And as'the night woreon, and the fever flamed more high.

And a new look burnad and grew in the eyes of tender

blue;

Still louder in our hearts uprose the voiceless cry,

" O Lord of love and might, say once again to-uight
' Talitha cumi !

'
"

And then, and then—he came; we saw him not, but felt.

And he bent above the child, and she ceased to moan,
and smiled

;

And although we heard no sound, as around the bed we
kuelt.

Our souls were made aware of a mandate in the air,

"Talitha cumi !

"

And as at dawn's fair summons faded the morning star.

Holding the Lord's hand close, the child we loved arose,

And with him took her way to a country far away

;

And we would not call her dead, for it was his voice that

said
"Talitha cumi !"

—S. S. Times.

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
THE RICHMOND CONFERENCE DECLARATION OF

DOCTRINE.

THE "Uniform Declaration of Faitli " adopted at the

Richmond Conference has been published at length.

We find it in the Inkr Ocean newspaper of Chicago,

in its issue of the 8th instant. It is not a brief sum-
mary, but an extended and elaborate statement of

doctrinal views, and would occupy perhaps eight pages

of this paper, if given entire. Tlie attestation is as

follows:

At a conference of delegates representing the Yearly

Meetings of London, Dublin, Canada, New England, New
York, Baltimore, North Carolina, Ohio, Indiana, Western,

Iow<a. and Kansas, held in Riclimoiid, Ind., on the '23(1, 24th,

2Gth, and 27th of the Ninth month, 1887, it was thought to

be desirable that there should be a uniform declaration of

faith, exhibiting the united testimonies of the Society

throughout the world, and the following was agreed upon
to be submitted to the Yearly Meetings represented, for

their consideration and approval.

J.iMES Wood,
Signed, Chairman.

Jehu H. Stu.vkt, Mah.vlah J.ay, Clerks.

The declaration isintroducedby the following para-

graph :

" It is undera deep sense of what we owe to Him
who has loved us that we feel called upon to offer a
declaration of ttiose fundamental doctrines of Chris-

tian truth that have always been professed by our
branch of the Church of Christ."

It may be remarked that in neither of the forego-

ing paragraphs is there any mention of the name of
Friends, and from a somewhat careful reading of the
entire document we do not observe that the name is

used more than twice throughout the entire docu-

ment. The name of George Fox or any other of the

early Friends is not introduced, and there is no allu-

sion to them as authorities as to what has " always
been professed " by Friends.

There is not, as far as we can observe, any distinct

presentation of the fundamental principles declared

by George Fox and his immediate followers: the In-

dwelling Light. This, William Penn said, (in his

preface to the works of George Fo.\), " is as the cor-

ner stone of their [the Friends'] fabric; and indeed,

to speak eminently and properly, their characteristic

or main distinguishing point or principle, viz: the
light of Christ within, or God's gift for man's salva-

tion."

The following passages in the Declaration, under
the heading " The Holy Spirit " relate to this subject,

and will be regarded, probably, as being substantially

a disowniiien t of the principle :

" We own no principle of spiritual light, life, or holi-

ness, inherent by nature in the mind or heart of man.
We believe in no principle of spiritual light, life, or holi-

ness, but the influence of the Holy Spirit of God, bestowed

on mankind in various measures and degrees through Jesus

Christ our Lord. It is the capacity to receive this blessed

influence which, in an especial manner, gives man preemi-

nence above the beasts that perish; which distinguishes

him, in every nation and in every clime, as an object of the

redeeming loveof God ; as a beingnot only intelligent, but

responsible; for whom the message of salvation through

our crucified Redeemer is, under all possible circumstances,

designed to be a joyful sound. The Holy Spirit must ever

be distinguished, both from the conscience which he en-

lightens, and from the natural faculty of reason, which,

when unsubjected to his holy influence, is, in the things

of God, very foolishness. As the eye is to the body, so is

the conscience to our inner being, the organ by which we
see; and, as both light and life are essential to the eye, so

conscience as the inward eye, cannot see aright without

the quickening and illumination of the Spirit of God. One

with the Father and the Sou, the Holy Spirit can never

disown or dishonor our once crucified and now risen and

glorified Redeemer. We disavow all professed illumination

or spirituality that are divorced from faith in Jesus Christ

of Nazareth crucified for us witliout the gates of Jerusalem."

The citation of tlie foregoing will give a fair idea

of the extreme elaboration of the document, as well

as of its general tone and character. There are very

many clauses relating to Jesus, and all of them rep-

resent him in the most " orthodox " or "evangeli-

cal " manner. One clause says:

" In him is revealed as true God aud perfect man, a

Redeemer, at once able to suffer and Almighty to save. He
became obedient unto death, even the death of the cross,

aud is the propitiation for our sins, and not for ours ouly,
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but also for the sius of the whole world; in whom we have

rciU'inptioii throuKh his blood, tlie forgiveness of sins ac-

cording to the riches of his grace. It is our joy to confess

that the remissiou of sins which any partake of is only in

and by virtue of his most satisfactory sacrifice and no oth-

erwise."

Concerning Uie Scriptures, it is said that tjie So-

ciety of Friends lias always believed " that the Holy

Scriptures of the OKI and New Testament were given

by inspiration of God ; that, therefore, there can be

no appeal from them to any other authority whatso-

ever." Tlie Old Testament " is to be read in the light

and completeness of the New ; thus will its meaning

be unveiled." And upon this subject it is added that:

" Where Christ resides, idle speculation is hushed
;

his doctrine is learned in the doing of his will, and

all knowledge ripens into a deeper and richer experi-

ence of his truth and love." In connection with the

subject of the outwanl " ordinances" of water bap-

tism, and " the supper," (which are disapproved of),

this language is used :
" We are well aware that our

Lord was pleased to make use of a variety of sym-

bolical utterances, but he often gently upbraided liis

disciples for accepting literally what he had intended

only in its spiritual meaning." And under the head-

ing " Lilierty of Conscience " it is said :

" That conscience should be free, and that in matters

of religious doctrine and worship man is accountable only

to God, are truths which are plainly declared in the New

Testament, and which are confirmed by the whole scope of

thegospel, and by the example of our Lord and his disci-

ples. To rule over the conscience and to command the

spiritual allegiance of men is the high and sacred preroga-

tive of God alone. In religion every act ought to be free.

A forced worship is plainly a contradiction iu terms under

that dispensation in which the worship of the Father must

be in spirit and in truth."

The general citation of the Scripture throughout

the document is, however, not marked by the rules

of interpretation thus intimated ; it is, on the con-

trary, literal, in substantially every case except the

" ordinances." As it is our desire to present simply

a fair and accurate idea of the paper, we hesitate to

attempt a synopsis of its contents, as the several sub-

jects are treated of at length, with many quotations

of Scriptural language, and tlie view to be taken of

these would appear differently to different persons.

There is no definite expression on the subject of a

regularly supported pastorate, though the tenor of

what is said under the heading " Public Worship " is

against it, and it is declared that " while on the one

hand, the gospel should never be preached for

money, on the other, it is the duty of the church to

make such provision that it shall never be hindered

for want of it." There is an extended treatment of

" Justification and Sanctification." One passage of it

says

:

"We believe that iu connection with justification is re-

generation ; that they who come to this experience know
that they are not their own, that being reconciled to God

by the death of his Son, we are saved by his life ; a new

heart is given and new desires, old things are passed away,

and we become new creatures, through faith iu Christ

Jesus our wills being surrendered to his holy will, grace

reigns through righteousness uuto eternal life, by Jesus

Christ our Lord."

Of original sin, it is held that man " fell into trans-

gression through unbelief, under the temptation of

Satan, and thereby lost that spiritual life of righteous-

ness in which he was created ; and so death passed

upon him as the inevitable consequence of his sin.

As the children of fallen Adam all mankind bear his

image. They partake of his nature, and are involved

in the con.sequence of his fall But while

we hold these views of the lost condition of man
in the fall, we rejoice to believe that sin is not im-

puted to any until they transgress the divine law,

after sufficient capacity has been given to understand

it; and that infants, tliough inheriting this fallen

nature, are saved in the infinite mercy of God,

through the redemption which is in Christ Jesus."

Of the Resurrection and Final Judgment, belief is

expressed in both, and tlie following is declared at

the close of the treatment of those subjects: "We
believe that the punishment of the wicked and the

l)les.sedne8s of the righteous shall be everlasting."

Tliere are brief paragraphs under the headings of
" Marriage," " Peace," and " Oaths," the tenor of them
being not different from the usual views of Friends

on those subjects.

As will be observed by the introductory minute of

the officers of the Conference, the Declaration is to

be sent to the several yearly meetings for their con-

sideration. It would seem that so extended and vol-

uminous a body of. doctrine could hardly fail to be

ditt'erently viewed by different persons. It certainly

must be regarded as in the main a very " orthodox "

document, and as being, in the strictest sense a
" creed." The expressions of the early Friends, by

which they emphasized their departure from the

cliurches of their day, are nearly, if not quite all ig-

nored, and there is but little that divides this docu-

ment from such as would be put out by the extremest

"evangelical" organizations of the present time.

THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION: RE-
MARKS OF EX-PRESIDENT HAYES.

[At the dinner, in Philadelphia, Ninth month 17, in honor

of the Constitutional Centenary, ex-President Rutherford

B. Hayes made the following brief address:]

IT has been my preference and I .suppose my duty

to remain to the end of the programme, not expect-

ing to be called upon to add to it. The hour is too

late to discuss any of these topics, and it seems to me
if I were to say anything it would be simply to try

lo make, from what we have listened to to-night, a

little catalogue of results, for it is these that deter-

mine the value of every human effort.

The truth is that, as to this frame of government

tluit began one hundred years ago, the time has not

come for deciding finally upon its value. One hun-

dred years is not a lifetime in the history of a nation
;

it is hardly long enough for judging of the govern-

mental framework ; and yet already this Constitution

has borne great fruit. It found us a weak confedera-

tion of States, loosely bound together by a rope of

sand, and now, after one hundred years—as we hear

from the South and the North and from all directions

—ours is a nation bound together for good and bound

together forever, and in such a nation that we can
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say of it what can be said of no other nation of the
globe. It can <Jo witliout a great army, because it

needs none. It can do witliout a splendiduavy, be-
cause it needs none. It can do witliout expensive
fortifications, because it has no use for them.
The prestige, the credit, the wealth, the fruit of the

country, under the Constitution, are such that the
country needs none of these things.

We hear of such a nation being the great war
power of a continent, and of such another as the ruler
in diplomacy. It-is the glory of America, under the
Constitution, to he the great pacific power of the
globe—able without an armv or navy to keep peace at
home and to command respect and consideration
abroad. I thank the General of the army, that gal-

lant soldier whom we all admire so much, for the re-

marks he has made. He has foreseen the position
which this country is to occupy in the future in favor
of arbitration as a means of settling international dif-

ficulties. Our position is such that we command a
hearing by the world.

Statesmen abroad expend all their powers in

financial management to preserve their national
credit; and yet, as all men can see, with their great
debts growing larger and larger, all nations other than
our own find their credit growing weaker and weaker,
and poorer and poorer, while we, in spite of perennial
financial blunders, find our credit growing better and
better. The task of statesmanship abroad is to avoid
a deficiency in revenue ; our concern is as to how to

get rid of our surplus. So it goes through the whole
story.

It seems that I have got into a speech at the end
of the programme; but I will finish with a sentence
or two. To Washington more than to any other man
we are indebted for the Cojistitution made by the
fathers. He was devoted to it with a devotion that
was the master-passion of his soul. We call him " the
father of his country " becau.se he led it through the
war of the revolution. But he doubly-earned that
title by giving us, with his compatriots, a constitution
that is one hundred years old. That Constitution
was the work also of Adams, Hamilton, Madison,
Sherman, Franklin and all the immortal patriots as-

sociated with them. It chall(3nges the admiration
and praise of the great statesmen of Europe. Lincoln,
a name that ne'er shall sink while there is eclio left

in all our country's history, lived for the Constitution
and at last died for the Constitution.

Tlien, my friends, it is the best and the highest
aspiration that I can utter for America and America's
children in the ages tliat are to come, that they may
forever and altogether be worthy of the Constitution
that their fathers bequeathed them.

According to the English Women's Journal, there
are now aboutone hundred women serving on school
boards in England and Wales. Four county districts

have women as clerks. There are also women over-
seers, assistant overseers, and overseers of highways.

The Japanese Government has engaged a young
San Francisco woman to organize a school of domestic
serviceatTokio, to familiarize Japanese girls with our
customs.

BOYS AND HOMES.
EVERY now an.l then one reads, in the best papers,
felse sentiments about boys and their relations to their
homes They are spoken of as if thev are wholly
devoid of the sense of responsibility that even the
ordinarily trained boy ought to po.ssess ; as if the in-
genuity of every member of the family need be ta.xed
to aevise means for keeping them, especially in the
evening, in the home where certainly one might sup-
pose they ought to expect to be at seasonable hours
I think a great .leal of harm is done bv articles su-
gest.ng to sisters how to keep their brothers at hon^e
in the evening, or to mothers oflering hints for mak-
ing home attractive to their sons. It would be fir
better to propo.se to the boys themselves methods for
helping to make home a pleasant place !

Not long ago, a little lad of twelve was trying to
persuade his mother to allow him to play on the
street with his mates after dark. When other argu-
ments had failed, he said, " But home is so dull ! The

" (naming a paper his motlier valued) "says no
wonder boys don't care to stay home in the evening
so little IS done for them to amuse them, and that's
why some boys get into rough company." The mother
lifted the boy's face toward her own, and looked deep
down into his eyes. Said she, " My child, what kind
of a boy would he be who made a dull home the ex-
cuse for joining rough companions ? " " Not a good
one, of course," said the truthful little lad, blushing.

Why can not those writers who are so anxious for
the welfare of our boys speak the truth ? Why write
as if there were really some excuse for their entering
into evil ways ? There is no reason why a boy should
feel less than a girl his obligations to the home. If
the home is dull, why urge upon the daughter alone
to enliven it? Why not urge upon both son and
daughter? Some homes are dull. Fathers and mothers
have strenuous labors and cares. When evening comes
they require rest. Who should enliven such homes ?
The weary mother, or just the daughter? Why
should not the son set his young brain to work to
"make things pleasant?" There is a suggestion of
weakness in that mother, who, having done her
duties faithfully through the day, and with every
faculty used to its utmoist limit, yet compels herself to
overwork for the* sake of keeping her son from
spending his evenings with evil associates. Why
has she not trained him concerning his duties to the
home?' And in those zealous writers of advice to
mothers and daughters one detects a lack of earnest
thought, deep thought, upon this subject. Let the ap-
peals be made to the boys themselves. Few boys are so
devoid of a sense of honor but that a few honest words
to them would set the matter before them in its true
light. No honorable boy would accept from mother
and sister offices that really were his own to per-
form. Say to the boys that it is their trust to help
make the home a cheerful place in the evenin^j,
that father and mother, busy for them all day, have
a rigid to sometimes expect entertainment from them,
finding in their society and plans relaxation from'
cares that often press too heavily. No true boy, who

[lAiid why has not the father, as well as the mother aided by
precept and example in this training ?—Eds.J
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can be made to feel the truth of this, will ever need
to have his mother or sister advised as to means of

keepin;; him in the house eveninjjs.

The trouhle seems to be that boys are not taught

to feel their responsibility in this direction. Thoy
need to be approached as if they had more character

and sense of duty.

As an illustration of the effect of training a child

to observe and describe what passes under his vision,

a schoolmaster says :
" I took a boy with me once

to look at a mill-dam then in process of construction,

and on which two or three hundred men were busy.

I led him all over the work from one end to the

other. We then went back to the school-house. In

the course of the afternoon, I called on him to stand

up and tell the boys how they were making that mill-

dam. About all he said was this: ' Yes, there were
lots of men at work ; and they had lots of logs and
boards ; and they piled them in some way or other,

and fastened them, and made a dam of it.' His re-

sources were exhausted. The next day I took him
again, and made him examine the lower timbers and
the successive layers up to the top. I had him ask

the workmen all about dovetailing and the design of

it. I showed him how the braces were put into the

abutments at the sides, and how the pressure of the

water was resisted by a semi-circular form and by the

sloping planks. I showed him the use of the apron
at the foot of the lower slope of the dam, and a va-

riety of other things. The boy made three or four

private efforts at description in my hearing alone.

Each time he was sent back to notice afresh some
things he had omitted. He thought it hanl work

;

but at length he got a pretty good hold of the sub-

ject. Tlien again he was put up before the school,

and gave a very good description, which interested

boys ami girls alike, and sent quite a number of them
trooping of}' Seventh-day afternoon to see for them-
selves how the'mill-dam was built."

—

Selected.

Probably nothing tires one bo much as feeling

hurried. When in the early morning, the day's af-

fairs press on one's attention beforehand, and there

comes the wonder how in the world everything is to

be accomplished, when every interrufition is received

impatiently, and the clock is watched in distress as

its moments tilt past, then the mind tires the body.
We are wrong to drive ourselves with whip and spur
in this way. Each of us is promised strength for the

day, and we must not wear ourselves out by crowd-
ing two days' tasks into one. If we only keep cool

and calm, not allowing ourselves to be flustered, we
shall be less wearied when we have reached the even-
tide. The children may be fractious, the servants
trying, the friend we love may fail to visit us, the
letter we expect may not arrive, but if we can pre-

serve our tranquility of soul and of demeanor, we
shall get through everything creditably.—&ifc(ed.

Life may be regarded as a gift, and also as a trust

;

but it will never assume itssublimest aspect, ou have its

duties most effectually fulfilled till the latter view of it

becomes the habitual and favorite one.— Thomas Wright

A REPORTER of the New York Herald some days
ago interviewed a number of the ministers of
churches in that city concerning the Andover doc-
trine of " future probation." One of his reports is as
follows

: Father Prendergrast of St. Francis Xavier's
listened to the reporter's explanation of his errand
with a smile. " The Catholic Church," he said, " has
never recognized the possibility of a probation after
death. At the same time the church has never de-
clared that those who do not die within its outward
fold are surely damned. It teaches, after St. John,
that there is a ' true light which lighteth every man
that Cometh into the world.' This light is given to
the heathen, although through ignorance he may not
recognize it as the spirit of Christ. The church has
always held that there is a large chance of salvation
for him who minds this light so far as he knows it

and to the utmost of his ability. The church has no
list of the damned, while it has millions of saints on
its rolls. If the question that Dr. Taylor suggested at
Springfield were to be put to me by the heathen,
' Have all our ancestors who died without this faith
been damned?'! would not say as he woidd, ' No,'
but I would make answer merely that I did not know.
The church does not profess to know. It leaves it to
the benevolent fatherhood of God."

FRO.M a recent letter of J. P. Gledstone, London,
published in The Philanthropist, (New York), we make
this extract

:
" The contention with legalization of

vice may have to be renewed again and again, both
in England and America, but the fate of that system
is unmistakably sealed. Officials who want to have
berths and salaries will fight hard for it, as they are
doing with us, but the people will see through their
selfish game. The aristocracy whom we are cursed
with, who maintain the army and navy as places for
them to flourish in, and who are by tradition and ed-
ucation the patrons and .supporters of all our worst
customs of horse racing, drinking, gambling, etc.,

will, as a matter of course, do what they can to keep
it up; but light is spreading, and our ruling families
will have to give place to men of lowlier birth and
better principles. They have had many rebuffs of
late, and more are awaiting them, and of a more se-

rious nature. The fact is we are beginning to see that
the ' upper ten ' will choke the nation if they have
their way ; and on the whole it will be a less evil if
the nation chokes them !

"

The spirit of truth within us must be the inter-

preter of every record, and must help us to winnow
the wheat from the chaff. The word of God—the
truth, the reason, the wisdom, by which men and
angels live.—abideth forever. That word is in the
ancient books ; it is in the modern mind ; it is hiddert
in our hearts

; it is old as eternity ; it is young as the
morning.— C. G. Ames.

A VEKY ancient inscription on the Church of S.

Giacomo di Rialto, Venice, runs: "Around this tem-
ple let the merchant's law be just, his weights true,

and his covenants faithful." John Ruskin was the
first to discover this beautiful line and he says it is

the " pride of my life."
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINOS.
—It is stated that of the seventeen Presidents of the

United States eleven were college graduates ; of twenty

Vice-Presidents, ten ; of twenty-nine Secretaries of State,

nineteen ; of forty-oue Associate Justices of the United

States Supreme Court, thirty.

—A new British industry is the preparation of hasic

slag for agricultural manure. The material is pulverized

by machinery to such an extent that the finished product

will pass through a §ieve of ten thousand holes to the

square inch. The' fertilizing properties of this slag are

due to the large proportion of iron and phosphoric acid

which it contains.

—Some one in Iowa has introduced to notice a new fuel

which is designed to take the place of coal in the prairie

countries. This fuel is made by grinding cornstalks and

coarse prairie grass together, moistening them, and then

pressing the pulp into blocks about twelve inches long and

four inches thick. These blocks are then dried. It is

claimed that one block will give an hour's steady heat,

and that the fuel can be produced for $3 per ton.

—The plan of signalling accurate time from sea-coasts

was first adopted by Great Britain about thirty years ago.

That country now has on its coasts fourteen time-balls and

five other time-signals, and its colonies and dependencies

have twenty-six time-halls ; Germany has seven time-

lialls; France, four time-lialls and two other time-signals;

Sweden and Norway, Austria, Hungary, Holland with

Belgium, and the United States, have five time-balls each
;

Denmark has two; Spain and Portugal, one each; and

Italy none.

—A fine and well-appointed building for the use of the

employes of the Vanderbilt roads which run into New
York was opened on the 4th inst., a gift of Cornelius Van-

derbilt, which cost more than $100,000. It is devoted to

the uses of the railroad branch of the Young Men's Chris-

tian Association; and the only condition required of any

employe of the.se roads who uses its reading-rooms, gym-

nasium, baths, and other comforts and conveniences, is the

payment of a specific sum, from ten cents upward, per

month for at least a year from the date of application.

CURRENT EVENTS.
President Clevelakd and his wife complete their

tour this week. On the 17th inst., they were at Nashville,

and went thence by Chattanooga to Atlanta. A sad inci-

dent occurred iu Memphis, on the 15th. Judge Ellett, who
made the address of welcome to the President, dropped

dead in his seat when the latter had concluded his re-

sponse. The fact of Judge Ellett's death was concealed

from the President at the time, it being reported that the

Judge had only fallen in a faint.

There were two more deaths from cholera on Swin-

burne Island, New York, on the night of the 16th inst.,

among the Alesia's passengers. This makes 28 deaths from

cholera since the Alesia left Mediterranean ports.

The latest estimate of the year's total cotton crop of

this country places the quantity at 6,.5.50,000 bales, being

about .50,000 bales in excess of last year.

The official returns of the recent election in Tenneesee

show the majority against the prohibitory amendment to be

27,693.

In Iowa, there is much feeling over a number of " evic-

tions" of occupants of land, by the legal owners, a " Syn-

dicate" formed in England. The lands were unfortuately

in dispute as part of the grauts to two different railroad

lines. It is reported that 120 families were ejected from
the properties they occupied.

A SHOCKING railroad accident occurred at Kouts Sta-

tion, on the Chicago and Atlantic Railroad, sixty miles

from Chicago, on the 11th inst. A frieght train ran into

the rear of the New York express. The passenger cars

were wrecked and took fire. Eight persons were reported

killed, and a number 'injured, but the subsequent reports

indicate that there was greater loss o flife.

In New York City, on the 17th, anew four-story build-

ing in course of erection for a " parochial school " fell

down, burying twenty men who were at work. At least

four of these were taken out dead. The building was not

securely constructed. It had been intended to put 2,000

children into it.

The Bureau of Statistics will shortly issue its report on

wool production. The number of sheep now in the country

is estimated at 40,000,000, an increase of 5,000,000 since the

last census. The value, of the wool clip of the United

States this year is estimated at $70,000,000.

A STEAMSHIP, arrived at Sau Francisco on the 17th inst.,

from Japan and China, brings news of a terrible fire in

Hankow, China, which caused the loss of 1000 lives, and

destroyed .$3,000,000 worth of property.

A MEMORIAL fountain in honor of William Shakespeare,

the gift of George W. Childs, of Philadelphia, was dedi-

cated at Stratford-upon-Avon, in England, on the 17th inst.

Among other proceedings, a poem written for the occasion

by Oliver Wendell Holmes, and a letter from James Rus-

sell Lowell, were read. It is described as a beautiful and

costly work of art.

As an east-bound passenger train on the Wabash Rail-

road reached the long bridge near Fort Moreuce, Wi-sconsin,

on the night of the 16th inst., the engineer discovered that

the structure was on fire, and succeeded in stopping the

train. A numberof roadmeu on the train extinguished the

flames after two hours' work. It is believed that the bridge

was set on fire.

There has been some trouble among the Indiana on the

Lower Brule Agency, in Dakota, about the division of the

lands, but the agent telegraphed on the 17th as follows :

" Disturbing Indians were surprised and captured by police.

Danger all over. What promised to be serious trouble

nipped in the bud. Survey is going forward. Majority of

Indians want to take allotments."

A Severe outbreak of yellow fever at Tampa, Florida,

is reported. It was at first denied that it was yellow fever,

but there seems to be no doubt of the fact.

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania decides that a

saloon keeper or tavern keeper is responsible in damages

for injury done to a person in his bar-room, especially

when such keeper should sell liquor to make people drunk

and should be the direct cause of the injuries thus sus-

tained.

An extensive exhibition of agricultural and mechanical

products, etc., was opened at Atlanta, Ga., on the 10th inst

It is said to be one of the first ever held in the South.

NOTICES.
*i* BaUimore Yearly Meeting.—Friends who expect to

attend the Yearly Meeting are informed that the under-

signed will furnish upon application certificates enabling

the holder to purchase Round Trip Excursion Tickets over

the Pennsylvania and Northern Central railroads, from
and south of New York City and Erie, Penna. and east of

Pittsburgh. Also by the Baltimore and Ohio railroad

from all points East of the Ohio road, between the 26th of
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this month and the 4th of next, good to return until the

10th of next month. No return passes vi\\\ he issued from
Baltimore, upon either railroad.

Henby .Ianney, 832 N. Eutaw St.,

Edwd. Stabler, Jr., P. O. Box 254,
Baltimore

*«* Quarterly meetings will occur Tenth month as fol-

lows :

25. Western, Londongrove, Pa.

27. Cain, Sadsbury, Pa.

29. Westbury, Flushing. Long Island.

31. Baltimore Yearly Meeting, Baltimore.

*.s* A Couventiou of delegates representing the seven
yearly meetings of Friends on Indian affairs, will meet at

Lombard street meeting-house, Baltimore, on Third-day
evening. Eleventh month 1st, at 7.30 o'clock p. m.

Levi K. Brown, Secretary.

'^'^.* The Committee ou Temperance and Intoxicating
Beverages of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, will hold a

Temperance meeting at Friends' meeting-house. Race street

above l.'ith, on Third-day, Tenth month 25tb, at 8 p. m.

;

to be addressed by Esther J. Trimble Lippincott.aud others.

All are invited. Subject, " Law vs. License."

*,* There will be a Temperance Conference held at

Crosswicks, Tenth month 30, at 2.30 p. m., under the care

of the Burlington Quarterly Meeting's Temperance Com-
mittee. All are invited to attend.

Elizabeth A. Rogers, Clerk.

V* Dr- H. T. Child will deliver his lecture on Tem-
perance, with illustrations, at Byberry Meeting-house, on
First-day, Tenth month 23d, at 2.30 p. m. Ail are invited.

By order of Committee on Temperance of Abington Quar-
terly Meeting.

S. C. James, Clerk.

*«* Philadelphia Yearly Meeting's Committee ou Edu-
cation of the Colored teople t>f the South will meet at

Fifteenth and Race streets, Philadelphia. (Room No. 1, in

the meeting-bouse). Tenth month 22, at 1.30 o'clock.

Amos Hillboen,
George L. Marls,

Clerks

*s* Clerks of Unions comprising Philadelphia First-day
School Association and Superintendents of schools within
the limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting not connected

with any Union, are requested to forward annual reports
as early as possible to

S. Raymond Roberts,
26 West Johnson street, Germantown, Pbila.

*!!;* Baltimore Tearht Meeting. We have been requested
by a member of Baltimore Yearly Meeting to state that
Friends will be entertained as formerly, at the Mansion
House, corner St. Paul and Fayette streets, Baltimore, dur-
ing the yearly meeting week, at reduced rates.

*S(-' The annual meeting of the Association for the Pro-
motion of First-day .'-'chools within the limits of Philadel-
phia Yearly Meeting will be held in Race street meeting-
house. Eleventh month 5tb, 1887, at 10 o'clock a. m. All
iuterested in the cause are cordially invited to attend.

S. Raymond Roberts,
Tacie a. Lippincott,

Clerks.

'.jf® An Impostor.— Friends are cautioned in regard to a
woman who has called on several, claiming to be collecting
funds to aid in putting a child in the hospital. She is said
to usually wear a sunbonnet and claims to be recommended
by well-known Friends, which is not the case. .

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
*** Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and

Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance
may ie used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth

-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

*»*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our
friends who may wish extra nmnbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra
ninnbers printed.

*s* We particularly ask that when money is forwarded toroieii'

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

wliom the paper is vmv being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be
a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so. and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

Queen &•C o. 92 4 chestnut st

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder uevtT varies. A marvel 'it p\ii

wholesomene.ss More economical than the oi^

cannot be sold in competition with the mulii
short weight, alum, or phosphate powders.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Waltst., N. V

WILSON JUNIOR PEDIGREE BLACKBERRY,
The largest, best, and most productive Early Blackberry, 3^ in.

ches around ftom seed of selected Wilson's Early.

Kieffer Hybrid Pear Trees,

100,000 Peach Trees,

Strawberries, Grapes,

Blackberries, etc., etc.

catalogue with colored plates free.

WM. PARRY, PARRY P.O., N.J.
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NOONDA Y PSALM.
HEEDFULLY yet firm I tread,

Father, as I walk with thee.

By omniscient counsel led.

Weak the tempter's snare will be.

Faithful work and upright deeds

Shall provide for all my needs.

Father, thou has made me free
;

For I have no other will

Than to learn thy ways of thee,

So thy counsel to fulfill.

Joy and victory must be,

Father, to co-work with thee.

-S. C. B., in Christian Register.

RECONCILED TO OOD.^

IF one really believes in an omnipotent, omnipresent
God—the source, the life, the power of all that is—
if this whole universe, including man, is God's mani-
festation of the Divine Life and power, then this en-

tire environment of ours is full of the life and the

presence of the Creative Being. Some may then hold

that it is then conceivable that what Paul had in

mind when he wrote to tlie Corinthian Church,'' We
beseech you on behalf of Christ, be ye reconciled to

God," (2 Cor. 5: 20) might have been expressed in

the language of modern thought, " Be ye adjusted to

your environment." But we do not for a moment
imagine that the idea of the spiritual Creator is to be
confused with his creation.

It is no new thing to tho.se of our householil of

faith to be exhorted by our enlightened gospel minis-

ters to believe and reahze that the God who is a

spirit, tenderly seeks us in the way of rigliteousness,

to bring us into that reconcilement with his own di-

vine nature that has been shown to be ultimately in

the paths of peace and pleasantness.

The wise king of ancient Israel who sought out

and set in order many proverbs thus illustrates the

way of wisdom :
" Length of days is in her right

hand; in her left hand riches and honor. Her
ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are

peace. She is a tree of life to them that lay hold

upon her ; and happy is every one that retaiueth

her."—(Prov. 3: 10-18.)

Again says Israel's prince and sage :
" Get wisdom,

get understanding; forget it not: neither decline

from the words of my mouth ; for.sake her not, and

'Read at a Conference at Race street meeting on Tenth month
23d, 1887.

she shall preserve thee: love her, and she shall keep
thee. Wisdom is the principal thing, therefore get

wisdom : yea with all thou hastgotten get understand-

ing. Exalt her and she shall promote thee: she
shall bring thee to honor when thou dost embrace
her. She shall give to thine head a chaplet of

grace; a crown of beauty shall she deliver to thee."

(Prov. 4 : .5-9). But it was in a loftier and a more de-

vout spirit that Paul exhorted the Church at Corinth :

" Be ye reconciled to God."

It is rather startling to be told that there is no
new truth in the world. If a thing be indeed true,

then it is the revelation of the life which is eternal,

and has always been. If a great telescope reveals an-

other star in the heavens, before uncounted, we know
that the star has been long ages ago, and it is new
only to our observation. Nothing isnew in the sense

that it has not hitherto existed. Suppose the trav-

eler who attains mountain heights or forest depths
more obscure than have been previously reached, and
finds hitherto unnamed and unknown plant life or

obscure animal forms—no one is presumed to an-

nounce a new act of creation. We know very well

that our ideas must be readjusted to accept our acces-

sions to knowledge. Every treatise on science must
be rewritten periodically,in order that new discoveries

in regard to the laws and principles of the universe

may be reverently accepted as ascertained truth.

But it is remarked that religious ideas are gener-

ally believed to be unchangeable. But suppose we
utterly declined to accept in Geology the unmistak-
able teaching of Nature, which is a word of God, how
confused the chaos of overthrown theories would
now have become. Utter steadfast conservatism, re-

fusing any accession of increased light and its revela-

tions, is the way of darkness and death ; and, says a

seeker after religious growth in these days: "Suppose
this spirit of conservatism had always obtained from
the beginning until to-day ; that mankind had never,

under any circumstances, been willing to improve on
their religious ideas,—where should we have been?
We should have been wild men in the woods, fetish

worshippers, if worshippers at all ; or worshippers of

stocks, sticks, and stones ; or of serpents or reptiles.

It is just because some have dared to brave the

pain, the obloquy, the sacrifice, the martyrdom, of

forcing on the" attention of men the new, higher,

grander truths of religion, that we are what we are

to-day. It is the glory, the very crown of Jesus him-
self that he saw so thoroughly this and higher reli-
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gioiis truth, and gave himself to it so entirely that

he was willins; to eniUire tlie cross and the pain
;

and bocanse of liis cross and his pain, we
have learned some of those hi<:her relijrions truths

that have made us tlio civilized men and women thai

we are."

All readjustments that are to reconcile mankind
to hi>rher thought and tlie hijiher life come with sor-

row and anguish. Abraham's historic migration

from his environment by an idolatrous nation was of

this character. With his deeper sense he had heard

the Divine Voice, which he recognized as leading

and imperative, commanding him to go forth, he

knew not whither. We realize that all sucli going

forth is with bitter pain. It involves the severance

of the parental tie, it involves exile from home and

country. Yet it is found that a nobler life, a purer

air, grander views of life and duty, come ever to the

soul which is able to accept the spiritual teaching of

Jehovah.
The example of Moses, educated in the sacred

schools of Egypt, having received adoption from the

daugliter of an Egyptian king, is in the highest de-

gree illustrative of tliat rare quality of utter fidelity

to truth, when it involves an apparent abnegation of

self-interest. He saw his people becoming slaves in-

deed. Subjected to great cruelties, deprived of all

enlightenment, they had but little left of the great

native genius of their race. Yet we learn that among
this degraded and almost ruined people the learned

and favored Moses chose his portion: "choosing

rather to suffer affliction with God's people than to

enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season." We may
readily imagine the suffering and labor of this great

leader in his long experience in the wilderness with

bis wandering multitmle—blinded with ignorance

and bewildered by suffering and privation. Suppose,

having reached what seemed an approach to the end

of their wanderings, they had remained obstinate

conservatives around Mount Seir, incapable of hear-

ing the Divine Voice. Moses hears the mandate of

the Spirit God : "Speak to ray people, that they move
forward, ye have compassed this mountain long

enough : Turn you northward."

A great future, the foun<ling of a commonwealth

was before them, when they turned northward at tlie

Divine Word, even to the banks of Jordan. Beyond
was the goodly inheritance, and the divinely illumi-

nated seer is taken to his eternal rest, having been

permitted to bid good speed to his flock whom he

had led to the end of their devious wilderness

journey.

How full of pain is often the progress of tlie

higher life. It sometimes seems that the way of the

faithful servant, obedient to the divine Word, is more

clouded with doubt and gloom, than is the way of

the careless and the perverse.

It is comparatively easy to adopt a popular creed

and make a verbal profession, unprogressive and un-

thinkinc, rather than live a life of faithfulness to

manifested duty immediately revealed to the pure

and humhls heart that loves the truth-and is forever

mindful of it.

' M. J. Savage.

All readjustments that are to reconcile mankind to

higher thought and nobler life come with some dis-

turbance of the present that is more or less painful.

The present generation is full of rending changes
which must come inevitably, because truth requires

them. We glance up at the once valuable volumes
of essays which embodied the developed science of
a bygone generation. They are no longer of interest

for they have been superseded not by new truths, for

no new truth is possible ; but the light is progressive

and its developments are wonderful indeed. But
Paul was not merely pointing to the necessity of ad-
mitting the reasonable revelations of science either

physical or metaphysical. His meaning must have
been something at once simpler and more solemn.

What reconciles the soul with its Creator? His
mercies are declared to be over all his works, and as

the chief of his works, they are abundantly open to

his creature man, if he accepts the light, the univer-

sal and saving light promised and assured to all who
seek this Comforter in the way of its coming.

This Comforter is characterized variously by Bar-

clay : in the language of the Scriptures of the New-
Testament spoken of in Matthew as the " seed of the

Kingdom ;" by Paul in his epistle to the Ephesians
as "the light that makes all things manifest;" in

Paul's epistle to the Romans as the " Word of God ;

"

in Matthew as a " talent," and a " little leaven ;" and
in Paul to the Colossians as " the gospel preached in

every creature."

This light and seed, this leaven, this talent, this

word of God w-ithin, has, from the beginning of our

outward profession, been held to be the means of

man's salvation. '" It invites, calls, exhorts, and
strives with every man, in order to .save him; and
as it is received and not resisted, it works the salva-

tion of all. even of those who are ignorant of the

death and sufferings of Christ, and of Adam's fall."

When the great Apostle then exhorts his converts

to be reconciled to God we reasonably hold that he

exhorts them to accept this word of God within,

which is accessible to every awakened .soul. And
this, says Barclay, "is really and effectively, though

not in so many words, the teaching of all the true

preachers of Christianity in every age of the church."

Then it must appear that George Fox had no new
thing to present to mankind. After great prayer and
wrestling and earnest inquiry after the truth, he

comes to this revelation to his own .soul which was to

him indeed a light, and an annointing to the min-

istry of the everlasting gospel. This ministry con-

tained the germ, if not the full development, of those

noble testimonies borne by the Society of Friends,

which are universally acknowledged to have had an

important influence in alleviating the sufferings and

promoting the happiness of man. George Fox was

bold to declare that those who w'ere called to the ex-

ercise of spiritual gifts in teaching or government

were not to affect to be "lords over God's heritage,

but were as examples to the flock." Instea<l of a

priestly order to provide for the religious wants of

the community, and to form a link between them and

God, they had " one heavenly king, guide, and

teacher, through whom all were taught from God :
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one faith one hope, one spirit vvhicli must animate

all." (Neander.)

We then may venture to assert that tlie reli^'ious

experience of George Fox was the true reconcilement

with God of which the apostle spoke to the Corinth-

ians. Peace comes of this reconcilement and con-

stant patience and courage, and of this the testimony-

bearers of our communion furnish many shinin;; ex-

am [)les.

This car<linal principle of our iirofessiun is full of

comfort and of peace and is sweet reasonableness

itself.

The living word of God, the Divine liaht, visits

every creature who comes into the worhl and that

not to condemn (although he comes of sin) but to en-

lighten and save. All who receive him lovingly and
loyally become in the wonderful language of Holy
Scripture, temples for the " Holy Ghost to dwell in."

The saints of old spoke of the eye of the Lord being

on them that fear him, for good ; but tlie higher

revelation in Christ assures us of a far closer intimacy

between God and man. Nothingshort of the indwell-

ing of God himself, by His spirit, in the regenerate

soul. How full of restraining, sanctifying, and life-giv-

ing power is this mighty Truth !'

S. R.

NONE LIVETH TO HIMSELF ALONE.'

WHATEVER our purpose may be, however determ-

ined we may be to bound our lives with the little

circle of our individual interests, however stoutly we
may resolve not to concern ourselves for the welfare

of others, nor allow others to concern themselves for

us, still the divine law prevails that " none liveth to

to himself alone." For our divine kinship establishes

the brotherhood of the race. Children of one Father,

we must needs be members of one great family,whose
welfare is promoted or hindered, as in the private

household, by the life of each individual. Whether
we will or not, the life we live in our inmost souls, is

a pervasive life and goes out from us to all about us.

Perhaps we think our very selves hidden behind flesh

and blood, and that we can walk about among our
fellows unobserved, unread. But this is not true.

Flesh and blood cannot conceal the spirit within us,

and we publish our.selves almost as if our encasement
were of glass. So early as this, in our year's work,
the strangers who have come among us have ceased

to be strangers, and have discovered their spiritual

kinship. At the calling of each name on the roll an
image starts forth,—it may }>etall or short, slender or

stout, dark hatred or fair, and beside this image which
we see almost as with the outward eye, there is an-

other which we recognize not less clearly. At the

mention of one name the vision is of earnest purpose
of refined womanliness, another name stands for one
who lives for the moment's pleasure; another name
belongs to an image of indolence and indifference;

another is bright with agraciousness of presence that

is pure sunshine in the world ; another sends us
shivering and shrinking away ; another has reached

'" A Reasonable Faith."

-Read to students at Swarthmore College, Tenth month 9th,

1887, by Elizabeth Powell Bond, Matron.

the height of "loving himself last;" another, alas

that I must say it ! instead of being strength to the
weak and protection for the timid, is tormentor and
persecutor

; still another stands for the gentle court-
e.sy that makes the finest manliness. Tliusit is that
the mere mention of a name may set in motion spir-

itual forces whose far-reaching activity is past our
reckoning; thus it is that a great respon.sibility is

upon us, since whether we will or not, our personali-

ty arrays us on the si<le of lawlessness and wrong, or
goes to swell the tide that bears our race to higher
levels. Thus it is that no one can live to himself alone.

How stimulating and encouraging is the working
of this divine law. It does not call us away to dis-

tant and untried fields, hut right here in the com-
mon round of our every -day work as students and as

teachers and citizens, we are privileged to be co-
workers with our Heavenly Father. What is it

that the world needs for its uplifting? Is it more of
truthfulness and honor and fidelity and loving-
kindness ? Where better than in our own little com-
munity can we contribute to the world's need?
Where more than here, in the relation of teacher and
taught is the need for truthfulness, or finer scliooling

for integrity? Is it honorable men and women that
the world needs for its places of high trust? So does
our college community need in its young men and
maidens a sen.se of honor, that in spite of temptations
will hold tliem true to their best convictions. More
of fidelity iloes the world need in its men an<l women
set to do sacre<l tasks? What a held is this for the
culture of fidelity! Sent out from under the home-
roof at how incalcuable a cost to fathers and mothers,
entrusted by them to do appointed work and bring
back to them a rich fruitage in character and attain-

ments, how can these young people, how can we to

whose guidance they are committed, be false to so
great a trust?

And the loving-kindness that would brighten so
many of the world's dark places, lifting burdens
and smoothing rou^h ways, let our college foster.

This spirit in teaclier and taught will clear away all

perplexities and will be like shower and sunshine
and dew upon tlie growing grain.

Thus w-oidd I turn our thought towards the con-

secrated life whose faithfulness and gladness and
peace are a perpetual baptism of strength and en-

couragement to those wdio stand nearest us, and a

perpetual offering unio the Lord.

PENNSYLVANIA'S FOUNDING AND
FOUNDER}

NO people under heaven have better reason to

raise their hearts in solemn gratitude to God than
the inhaliitants of this favored spot, and the country

surrounding it. Consider our situation ; consider the

propitious skies which bend above us
; the 'rich soils

['This is part of an address, delivered at York, Penn-
sylvania, on the occasion of the recent celebration, (in Ninth
mouth), of the centenary of that borough, by Chaau,cey F.

Black, recently Lientenaut-Governor of Pennsylvania. As
the speaker is not himself of (Jnaker descent, (his father

was Judge Jeremiah S. Black, and his mother the daughter
of Chaunuey Forward!, the tribute to Pciin is the more nota-

ble.—Eus.]
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beneath our feet, the sweet waters which gush from

our liills and sweep in noble streams through our

verdant and fruitful vak'S. Where in America, where

elsewhere on the globe is a region, old or new, wide

or narrow, more inviting to the home-seeking man ?

It is indeed a land

" Which the eye must see,

To know how beautiful this world can be."

There, in one quarter of the globe, vegetation nuiy

be more luxuriant, and the staples of the tropics pass

in inipressive_volume into the commerce of mankind
;

but men deteriorate under the blazing suns, and the

institutions of freemen perish in their feeble hands.

There, in another, the sterile earth and the cold sky

promise but a meagre return to the most diligent

tillage, and the brave inhabitants ride the sea in ships

and gain a precarious subsistence by fishing, or carry-

ing the products of more fortunate countries.

There, in still another, human enterpri.se seeks its

only reward. beneath the arid surface, and searching

the bowels of the earth for gold and silver, one suc-

ceeds while multitudes perish. Here only, in the

temperate'zone of North America, do all the condi-

tions of liuman happiness, social, political, and ma-
terial, exist together. Here the seasons follow each

other in due succession, distributing unmixeil bless-

ings in their course. Here the soil yields a certain,

though never'excessive, reward to the husbandman,
and thus imposes upon man the necessity of that

regular industry which raises him to his highest es-

tate. Here are no dreadful disturbances of the ele-

ments; the earthquake, the tornado, and the volcano
pass through on the other side. It is as if in Pennsyl-
vania, and especially in this part of that great natural

empire, nature had in previous convulsions raised all

her treasures to the surface, and depositing them in

one grand and various scene, mountains and vales,

productive soils and minerals immeasurable, left

them thus forever to the use of the most fortunate of
all the sons of men. Let us, then, in this proud and
happy hour, exalt our hearts to Him who moulded
the earth and spread the heavens, in profound thank-
fulness that our lot has been cast in a place so
abundantly blest; that a benign Providence guided
the footsteps of our forefathers, and appointed here
the continuing home of our children.

And the ipen who came to possess this fair land
were worthy of their fortune. Of the noblest races,

Saxon, Celtic, and German, descending largely from
" the frozen North," and developing in Western Eu-
rope those forms of free states and those dome.stic
and political institutions under which mankind at-
tain their highest dignity, they brought the true prin-
ciples both of public order and of private liberty with
them to this bright New World, where those princi-
ples were to receive tl.eir most perfect exemplifica-
tions, hampered by none of the narrowing conditions
of the OKI. And they came not because they were
inferiors in the society from which they chose to
separate themselves by the most extraordinary mi-
gration on record; not like the colonies of the an-
cients, exiled by the mercy or the policy of the state.
They came because they were superior to their fel-

lows at home. They were in advance in all their as- '

pirations ; in advance in all their conceptions of the
rightsof menand of the duties of government. This is

e(]ually true of those from the British Isles and of
those from the Continent. From whatsoever country
they emerged, it was with a sturdy love of liberty,

civil and religious, and with an indomitable sjiirit,

that would accept nothing short of the birthright of

man, to do as seemed good to himself so long as his
conduct injured no one else. If some of those who
founded noble commonwealths to the northward and
to the southward of us, Ma,ssachusetts Bay and Provi-
dence Plantations on the one hand, and Virginia on
the other, were so transported by their own enjoy-
ment of unaccustomed freedom as to refuse to share
it with others, such was not the case in these middle
colonies, and especially was it not the case in the
benevolent Friends' Society of Pennsylvania, or the
magnanimously tolerant one of Maryland. The es-

tablished church of the Cavaliers and the gloomy re-

ligious establish uient of the Puritans had no counter-
part here; nor did the cruel injuries endured by in-

dividual Friends or individual Catholics within the
jurisdiction of the persecuting colonies ever provoke
the slightest reprisal in these where the public au-

thority rested almost entirely in their own most gen-
tle and forbearing hands. I do not cite these grave
historical truths in any spirit of accusation against

the fathers of Virginia and Massachusetts, but solely

by way of rendering just honor to the fathers of
Pennsylvania and Maryland. If they were great,

the.se were greater. If they were far in advance of
their times, these were far in advance of them. If

those states were founded with human virtue, at that

day unmatched, and entitled to the due reverence of
all posterity, these were founded with a charity that

was divine, and not then nor until years later, ever
exhibited in the frame of any society drawn by mor-
tal hand. And in this, probably not in the single

matter of religious toleration, but in the general

scope of his institutions, and in the pure and peace-

ful spirit of administration, the unapproachable Penn
must be ranked even above Baltimore.

" They weakly err," say the Founder, " who think
there is no other use of government than correction,

which is the coarsest part of it." Many other aflairs,

" more soft and daily necessary," as he quaintly ex-

presses it, were to be the objects of public care in the
model State he was meditating. Virtuous adminis-
trators, he held, were of equal necessity with good
laws ; and to that great end he ordained the " virtuous

education of youth, for wliich after ages will owe
more to the care and prudence of founders and the
successive magistracy than to their parents for their

private patrimonies," a precept carefully observed by
the earlier authorities, and however neglected at a

later period, now again embodied in the law of the

State, and fixed, it is to be hoped, forever in the

minds of a wise and sober people.

Penn's Constitution embraced the peoiile and
rested upon the jjcople, all the people of his most
fortunate country. It was the most liberal then in the
world, and not only was its direct operation entirely

successful, but the influence of that conspicuous ex-

ample of government for the benefit of the governed
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upon mankinrl, anJ especially upon mankind in

America, is beyond estimation. Himself persecuted,

impoverished, slandered, and imprisoned for " con-

scieni-e' sake," this man, raised by his religion above

the passions of men, granted absolute liberty to every

sect and creed. And this was not merely the formal

tolerance of the laws; it was likewise the tolerance

of protecting administration supported by the mild

and charitable spirit of the community. So incom-

parably great, so' far surpassing in its breadth and

wisdom the legislation of all other men, was this act

of Penn, that we are unable even at this distance to

contemplate it without emotions of veneration and

gratitude too strong to be spoken. This deed was

done, be it remembered, at a time when no other

mind in Europe had been similarly illumined ; when,

indeed, the most learned and the most pious men
considered it an undeniable duty toward God to en-

force their own religious views by all the terrors of

the civil authority. It was when, even in America,

the persecuted had turned persecutors, and both

north and south of Pennsylvania, the union of church

and state was in full and pernicious operation. It

was near a century before Patrick Henry sjioke on

the Parsons case in Hanover Court House ; and near

a century before young Jefferson, the immortal her-

ald of civil revolution, began the disestablishment in

Virginia. The principle, to be sure, has found place

in all American Constitutions. But it came to these

shores first, and in its most benign form over the

hand of the Founder of Pennsylvania, and was most

completely and beneficently illustrated in the history

of his province. Was ever man greater, because bet-

ter, than William Penn ? What uninspired legislator

ever enacted a wiser or a more liberal system of

laws ? What founder ever reared a state upon prin-

ciples .so broad, so souii^l, and so enduring ? In the

institution of free government, in the largest sense

Penn was before all the patriots whose memories we
cherish. There were of his own period but two
names worthy to be written on the same page, Cal-

vert and Williams, and they below his, for Penn was
not merely tolerant in religion ; he was tolerant in all

things and in all things just.

And how did this flame, the visible and practical

manifestation of the '" inner light," shoot toward the

heavens, and irradiate the civilized world? The best

specimens of the best races sought it from beyond the

Atlantic, and their blood is now mingled in the pop-
ulation of the greatest republic of the American
Union, approaching five millions in numbers, and
commanding material resources so vast that no ac-

count of them can po.ssibly be stated. But tlie first

century of Pennsylvania W'as in every moral point of

view more glorious than all her subsequent achieve-

ments, in industrial development, in civil policy, or

in patriotic arms, splendid, indeed, as all these have
been. "Of all the colonies that ever existed," says

one of her historians, " none was ever founded on so

philanthropic a plan, none was .so deeply impres.sed

with the character of its founder, none practiced in a
greater degree the principles of toleration, liberty, and
peace, and none rose and flourished more rapidly

than Pennsylvania. She was the youngest of the

British colonies established before the eighteenth

century, but it was not long liefore she surpassed

most of her elder sisters in population, agriculture

and general prosperity."

One of the most remarkable passages in the his-

tory of Pennsylvania, and, in truth, of the human
race, is that which records the impression of Penn's

paciiic policy, if such, in reverence, it may be called,

upon the Indian savages. Everywhere else the white

man made his lodgment upon ground reddened with

the blood of the native. I need not recount the

hideous story. Here only was the Indian confronted

by unwavering justice, tempered by the gospel

of Christ. Here only was he brought in contact

with a faith-keeping and a mercy-loving people. It

was the severest practical test to which chri.stianity

has ever been subjected, and the result affords incon-

testable testimony to its divine origin. The Indians

accepted implicitly every public engagement, because

none such was ever broken ; they trusted devotedly

every citizen of the province, because these never did

them harm. They even helped the friendly settler

to build and plant; they watched over his home and
children, and fed liis stock, while he went to meeting.

Let those who hold that the Christian injunction of

good for evil, and meekness under indignity, invites

aggression, remember the tremendous historical fact

that for nearly a century, that is to say while the

pure doctrine of Penn was observed, not a white man
in Pennsylvania lost his life at the hands of a red

man. If difficulties afterwards arose, if Indian wars

de.solated the frontier, they were brought on by the

conflicts of the mother country, or were precipitated

by our neighbors. Up to Lord Dunmore's cruel war,

and for a considerable period afterwards, a Broadbrim

was safe among the Indians anywhere in the track-

less wilderness between the Mississippi and the

Delaware. And as a very natural consequence

Pennsylvanians gathered great and steady profits from

the trade with the natives, a circumstance which ex-

cited the envy of the Virgiinan and the Puritan, and
caused the Pennite to be regarded by borderers of the

other colonies with scarcely more favor than the

doomed Indian. But while the Friend and his Chris-

tian principles prevailed, the scene was one of un-

broken peace and unchecked prosperity. I wonder
that every tongue engaged in the proclamation of the

gospel of Christ, does not linger upon it as the most
convincing proof of the inspiration of the message.

"What country," exclaims a grave philosopher,
" what country on earth ever presented such a specta-

cle as this fortunate Commonwealth held out to view

for the space of near one hundred years, realizing all

that fable ever invented or poetry ever sang of an
imaginary golden age. Happy country ! whose un-
paralleled innocence already communicates to thy

history the interest of romance! Pennsylvania once
realized what never existed before. Not that her cit-

izens were entirely free from the passions of liuman

nature, for they were men and not angels ; but it is

certain that no country on earth ever exhibited such

a scene of liappiness, innocence, and peace as was
witnessed here during the first century of our social

existence."
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We are liere to-day the cliiklren of William Penn.

He was, in the social and political sense, our first an-

cestor, and onr debt to him is beyond computation.

Estimatinj: bis moral with his intellectual qualities,

he was the greatest statesman and the wisest legis-

lator that ever set foot on the American Continent.

We who are not only Pennsylvanians, sheltered by

the mighty free State which lie founded, but citizens

of Yorktown, which came into existence under the

kindly auspices of his family, and inhabitants of

Springettsbury Manor, one of their peculiar reserva-

tions, we, in this hour of our supreme rejoicing, amid
the numberless blessings which the years have

brought together for us, cannot, it seems to me, put in

accents too deep or too solemn, the veneration due to

that most innocent, most august, I had almost said,

most divine of human character.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 43.

Eleventh Month 6th, 1887.

THE HARVEST.

Golden Text :
" Freely ye receive, freely give."—Matt. 10 : 8.

Read, Matthew 9 : 3a-38 ; 10 : 1-8, Revised Version.

TIME. Near the close of the uiinistry of Jesus in

Galilee. Parallel passages are found in Mark 3: 13-14,

6: 7-13
; Luke 6: 13-16, 9 : 1-G.

The conflict between Je.sus and the Pharisees,

which culminated in his cruel death, had already be-

gun. They had attacked him for violating their

laws relating to the Sabbath, and accused him of

casting out evil spirits by Beelzebub, while he had
denounced their hypocrisy before all the people; yet

we learn incidentally that there were those among
the rulers of the Jews who believed on him, but it

was secretly. (John 7:47-52.) Meanwhile he in-

creased in popular favor, and wherever he went
teaching and preaching in their synagogues the mul-
titudes came out to hear him, and to be relieved of

their sicknesses.

Hewas moved unlh compassion. This fact concerning
Jesus is repeatedly mentioned by the Evangelists,

and gives, humanly .speaking, the secret of his power.
There was much in the social life of the people to

awaken in him the deepest sympathy. They were
under a bondage to the traditions of the elders that

reached dotvn to the minutest details of daily life,

and the burdensome ritual imposed upon them by
the Pharisees harassed and perplexed them. Jesus
had been among them long enough to see all this,
and he compares them to the flocks upon the hill-

sides, wandering without a shepherd, and incapable
of caring for tliemselves. He sees a great harvest of

souls waiting to be gathered, aixl in the spirit of tliis

awakening to the need of laborers, he calls upon his

disciples to entreat the Lord of the harvest to .send

forth laborers. It is under this feeling, and after a
night spent in a mountain where he continued in

prayer until the morning, (Luke 6: 13), that Jesus
gathered his disciples again around liim and ap-
pointed twelve of them, that they might be witli

him and share the labors that were so plentifully

opening before him. This was the beginning of the
church of Christ as a power in the world, and it was

called into existence through the infinite compassion
of him who came to be the Savior of his people.

WE LEARN FKOM THIS LESSON:

1st. That the religion Jesus came to establish on
earth was to be one that brought peace and happi-
ness to the souls of men, that enabled them to bear
patiently and with fortitude the trials and burdens of
life from which they could not be released, and
gave them a great hope of endless joy in the life to

come.

2d. That the mission of the church is to go every-
where with this gospel of glad tidings, and under the

authority of its great head gather into its fold the
multitudes that are as .sheep without a shepherd.
The injunction " Go ye into all the world, and preach
the gospel," remains in force, and they who are called

to this service will not be excused from its perform-
ance. The freedom of the gospel ministry which
stands as a cardinal doctrine of the Society of

Friends finds authority in this teaching of the

founder of the Christian church, wlio in sending out

the twelve apostles chosen by him to bear his mes-
sage of salvation to their bretliren the Jews made
it a free gift to every one who was willing to hear and
accept the message, and herein the gospel that he
proclaimed differed from every other form of religion.

It was not a ritual, tliat must be kept up by cereuio-

nial offerings,—that required a priestly order main-
tained at public expense. Such a form of religious

service had long ceased to be a vital force in the na-

tion, and the people were weighed down with the ex-

actions of the priesthood and the burdens it imposed.

His gospel was to lift this heavy burden, and make
every one who heard and obeyed it a king and priest

unto God, offering the sacrifice of himself and all that

he possessed on the altar of consecration, which he
taught was set up in every soul.

It is true these apostles were to throw themselves
upon the bounty of those to whom they were sent.

Whatever was necessary in the prosecution of the

work to which they were assigned, was to be supplied

witliout charge to themselves, but no provision for

maintenance is anywhere hinted at for those who re-

mained at home and were able to prosecute the trade

or occupation in which they were engaged. That
afterward, even in the lifetime of some who listened

to the gracious words that fell from the lips of the

Master, there were tho.se who were willing to become
unnecessarily chargeable to the church, may be gath-

ered from the exhortations of Paul, who, when he
would encourage the believers in Coiinth to contrib-

ute liberally to the necessities of their brethren, re-

minds them of the fact that when he " was present

with them and in want" he " was not a burden on
any man," and in his parting words to the Church at

Ephesus, he tells them : "I coveted no man's .silver, or

gold, or apparel. Ye yourselves know that these

hands ministered unto my necessities, and to them
that were with rae. In all tilings I gave you an ex-

ample, how that so laboring ye ought to help the

weak, and to remember the words of the Lord Jesus,

how' he himself said, ' It is more blessed to give than

to receive.' "

Pastoral sujiport is without warrant in the teach-
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inir of Jesus and the first apostles, and Friends in go-

ing back to the simplicity of the early church placed

tiiemselves on record as opposed to the layinjr of bur-

dens upon the church for a service, the qualification

for which would be freely dispensed to chosen vessels

of the divine'appointing. It is only as this course in

regard to the ministry is pursued that the instrument

whom our Heavenly Father commissions for this work

is free " to declare the whole counsel of God,"

wliether men wiU hear or forbear. To his own mas-

ter he must stand or fall, but if his living depends on

those to whom he minifsters, there is great danger that

in the message he hands forth he may withhold

much that truth requires to be uttered for fear of giv-

ing ofl'ense to some whose influence is important to

his own success and the maintenance of the pastoral

relation.

THE FIRST-DAY SCHOOL LESSONS.
Editors Intki.ligencer and Journal ;

AS there seems to have been a misunderstanding on

the part of some Friends, in reference to the action

of the Literature Commiltee of the General Confer-

ence in departing slightly from the plan of the " In-

ternational Series " in a few of the Lesson Leaves of

the last two quarters of the present year, I feel that

an explanation on behalf of the Committee may not

be out of place, in order that Friends may fully un-

derstand the rea.son for such changes, and that they

were not made without proper authority, as has been

inferred by some. In the tirst place, I desire to say

that there has never been a meeting of the Commit-
tee held but what each and every member has been

notified thereof and urgeil to attend ; and in the sec-

ond place that no action has been taken by the Com-
mittee except at one of these regularly called meet-

ings, at all of which there has been a very fair repre-

sentation of members present.

At a meeting of the Committee held in New York
city, on the 4tli of Third montli, 1887, at which there

were present representatives from Baltimore, Pbila-

delpliia, and New York, the Committee entered very

carefully into the consideration of Les.son Leaves for

the third quarter of the year. In considering the sec-

ond lesson of that quarter the Committee felt it best

to substitute a new lesson in place of the " Interna-

tional " one, as they felt that following the Lesson on

the Infancy of Jesus there should be one treating of

lii.f childhood, which was not fully treated of in any

of the " International Les.sons," and hence they sub-

stituted that for the " International Lesson." The
Committee then adopted the rest of the "Interna-

tional Lessons" of tlus quarter up to the one treat-

ing of the Beatitudes, and in carefully considering

that Lesson they felt that it would lie impossible to

properly treat the subjects embraced therein in one

lesson, and therefore concluded to divide the sulyects

and use them in the preparation of le.ssons for the

rest of the quarter, whi<-Ii was done. At a meeting

of this'Committee held at Long Branch, N. J., on the

9tli of Seventh month, at which tliere were present

representatives from Ohio, Baltimore, Plnladelphia,

and New York, the Committee very carefully consid-

ered the subject of lessons for the fourth cjuarter, and

felt that some of the " International Lessons " of

the third quarter (which had been omitted by our
manner of treating the Beatitudes), were of so much
value that it would be well to incorporate them in

the fourth quarter series of lessons, which was done,
thus necessitating the dropping out of some of the

"International Le.ssons " of the quarter and a .slight

rearrangement of others.

This, I trust, will be a sufficient explanation for

the action of the Literature Committee. I feel it

right to add in this connection that it is now the

judgment of the larger part of the members who have
been present at their meetings that it would be very

nmch better for us to have a distinctive plan of les-

sons of our own in which we could more clearly and
forcibly present the views and testimonies of Friends
rather than following a plan of lessons which have
been especially selected for the express purpose of

presenting doctrines that are entirely variance

with ours.

At a meeting of the comnnttee held at West
Chester, Pa., on tbeSlh and 9th of the present month,
the following minute was unanimously adopted,

which lias also been unanimously adopted by the Ex-
ecutive Committee at a subsequent meeting :

" While it is the unanimous judgment of the Com-
mittee that the plan of lessons mapped out in the

International Series is not the proper one for us to

follow, as it is expre.ssly arranged to present and pro-

mulgate creeds and doctrines that are at variance and
inconsistent with the doctrines of Friends, still with

deference to the wishes of several absent members
of the Executive Committee, who seem to feel that it

is necessary to have lessons following this plan, in

order to show the difference of views held by Friends

and other religious denominations, the Committee
are willing to follow it for the year 1888, with the ex-

press understanding that at the end of that time we
shall endeavor to unite upon a distinct i)lan of our

own." It was also unite<l with that for next year the

Scripture and Topic Lessons be continued, using the

explanations of the present Scripture and the Mem-
ory Gems and illustrations of the Topic Lessons,

omitting the printing of the text of the Lesson (the

scholars using their Bibles instead). It was also

uinted with that the illustrated Primary Lessons,

which have beeu published in ihe Scattered Seeds, be

republished, inserting a suflicient number of new les-

sons to complete ayear's series. The Literature Com-
mittee will endeavor to have prepared and ready to

submit to the next General Conference a plan of les-

sons more in accordance with Friends' views. From
the expressions given and received at the Executive

Committee meeting it was apparent that such a course

would meet the wishes of a very large majority of

the First-day schools, and it is believed would do

more to advance the principles and testimonies of

Friends than can be done by the present course.

The Committee greatly need the assistance and
sympathy of Friends in this important work, and

will gladly leceive any suggestions or assistance that

may be offered.

Jos. A. BoGAEnrs,

Clerk Literature Committee,

177 West Street, New York City.
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DOING OUR BEST.

THE habit of doing our best on all occasions is not

acqnired except by patient, persistent endeavor in

little tilings,—in the daily performance of small du-

ties. Tlie satisfaction that comes with success in an

undertaking is the best incentive to efforts involving

care and accuracy in their details, yet unless there is

an ever-watchful eye to the perfecting of ourselves

in the details which make the whole endeavor a suc-

cess, we will be quite as likely to fail as to succeed.

Habit enters so largely into the every-day routine of

life that it becomes a most important factor in all

our achievements. Genius and intuition do much

for us; but genius is a rare quality, and often erratic,

while intuition fails sometimes for want of watchful-

ness in little things. We find no royal road to excel-

lence but that which leads along the narrow way of

careful, painstaking endeavor.

It is in doing our best in every human effort, that

the advancement of the race is made possible. No

limit has yet been found to its possibilities, and while

something beyond awaits the doing, the be.st has not

been attained. As individuals we may compass all

we feel capable of, but they who take up the thread

of thought, the line of action, where we leave oflT, may

carry forward the thought or the work to a perfect-

ness not before readied.

We are helped or hindered in this effort to do our

best by the environment of our lives : and herein

lies a duty we owe the young over whom we exert a

controlling influence,—our children, our wards, or

any others who look up to us as authority. If our

maxim for these is " do thy best " in everything un-

dertaken, however small or trivial, and it is followed

up by a patient firmness that encourages to continued

effort, and is not satisfied until success is attained,

the gain to themselves cannot be over-estimated,

and the forward movement the world would make if

this were the animating spirit of all who manage its

affairs, would soon bring us the long-wished-for mil-

lennial age.

Doing our best systematically enables us to regu-

late our lives in conformity with the best thought

and the best action of the age in which we live.

If in our childhood this has not been required of

us, the lesson is much harder to learn, and we find i

difficult in many cases to hold ourselves to the good

resolutions we may have formed in respect thereto
;

but the great satisfaction that follows, when we have

perhaps taxed ourselves to the utmost in our efforts to

succeed,niore than compensates for all our pains-taking.

Doing our best implies care and thought as to

what we do, and has a powerful influence in the

formation of character. This feature of the subject

cannot be lightly or thoughtlessly set aside.

In the hurry and bustle of the busy age in which

we find ourselves, there is a most urgent need that

the youth be trained to thoroughness in everything

they undertake. Unless this is done the influence

that will be brought to bear upon them, when they

are called to take their part in the world's work,will

in many cases shipwreck every good intention ;
and

instead of breasting its waves with courage and un-

swerving fidelity, they float along with the current

to be stranded on the first rock of difliculty. The

world is full of such wrecks on the sea of human en-

deavor, and in most instances the failure may be

traced to the lack of careful training in the early

years of life when the habits were being formed.

Doing our best for the love we have for best things

brings us very near the eternal Goodness. The young

man who could say to the Master, "All these have I

kept from my youth up," was found lacking in but

one thing,—the love that leads to self-sacrifice. We
may not be satisfied that we are doing our best, until

we are willing to dedicate ourselves, and all we have

gained of good, to the highest and noblest purpose,—

losing ourselves in the fullness and completeness of the

All Good,—the perfection of our Father in Heaven.

We send out, this week, about six hundred sample

copies of the Intelligencer and Journal, and shall

continue this for a few weeks to come. Those to

whom the paper is thus sent are, of course, under no

obligation to subscribe for it, but we trust they will

look over it and see whether it ought not to be a reg-

ular visitor to their families.

We have made arrangements again to take sub-

scriptions for a limited number of other newspapers

and periodicals, of recognized value, in combination

with the Intelligencer and Journal, and shall an-

nounce the list and the prices next week. Our sub-

scribers who take other publications will find this a

convenient and economical way of getting them.

A FRIEND who sends us some names from New

Jersey, of persons to whom to send sample copies,

says: 'I fully indorse the communication frdm ' N.

H. B.,' in your last issue, for I enjoy the paper so

much that I have frequently desired to be able to

aflbrd to send it to all your members who are not al-

ready subscribers."
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MARRIAGES.
BUNTING — McILVAIN.— On Fourth-day evening,

Tenth month 18, at the residence of the bride's mother,

West Philadelphia, under the care of the Monthly Meeting

of Friends of Philadelphia. Samuel J. Bunting, son of the

late Samuel Bunting, of Darby, and Helen, daughter of

Martha G. and the late Hugh Mcllvain.

CRANE—SMITH.-Ou Fifth-day evening, Tenth month

6, 1887, at the residence of the bride's parents, under the

care of Eicbland Monthly Meeting of Friends, William

Crane, son of David and Mary Crane, and Elizabeth A.

Smith, daughter of Milton K. and Mary G. Smith, all of

Hoopestou, Illinois.

DAVIS—TAYLOR.—On Fourth-day, Tenth month 12,

1887, at the residence of the bride's parents, Edgemont,
Delaware county. Pa., under the care of Goshen Monthly
Meeting of Friends, Anna M., daughter of Caleb M. and

Susan W. Taylor, to William P. Davis, son of Jesse B. and
Lydia A. Davis, of Willistowu, Chester county. Pa.

GIBBS—ENGLE.—Tenth month 6, by Friends' cere-

mony, in the presence of Mayor Hoffman, at the residence

of the bride's parents, Atlantic City, N. J., Thomas S. Gibbs

of Bordentown, N. J., and Martha H. Engle.

MOORE-BENTLEY.—On Tenth month .5, 1887, at the

residence of the bride's parents, under the care of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Sandy Spring, Md., Joseph

T., son of Robert E. and Hadassah J. Moore, and Eliza N.,

tlaughter of Richard T. and Edith D. Bentley.

DEA THS.
BUCKMAN.—In Newtown, Bucks county, at the resi-

dence of her brother, Levi Buckmau, Eighth mouth 13,

1887, Sarah Buckman, in her 95th year, a member and for

many years a much esteemed Elder of Newtown Monthly
Meeting.

CARVER.—At Byberry, Tenth month 18, John Carver,

in his 67th year.

EVES.--In Millville, on the morning of the 31st of

Eighth month, 1887, .1. Parvin Eves peacefully passed away,

. in his 97th year.

This dear friend was an estimable member of Fishing

Creek Half-Year Meeting, held at Millville, Pa.

Although his physical strength gave way, his mental
capacity remained unimpaired through years of great pri-

vation, being almost blind for a number of years. His in-

terest in the Society of which he was a live member
seemed to increase with his declining years, often request-

ing his attendants to go to meeting
; he did not want any

one to stay away ou his account ; he seemed to tliiuk he

could have better meetings when held alone, but those

caring for him did not feel satisfied to grant his request,

fearing harm might be the result.

Surely, as he was often heard to say, it was his meat
and his drink to hold sweet communion with tiie Giver of

all good. *

LOVETT.—In Philadelphia Tenth month 20th, Anna
M.. wife of W. M. J. Lovett.

PASSMORE.—At Salem, Ohio, of diphtheria, ou

Seventh-day morning, Tenth month 8th, Lincoln K. Pass-

more. Jr., son of John W. and Alice M. rassmore, in his

7th year.

A few months ago a tiny link was broken in this house-

hold and now we are called again to sympathize with the

bereaved parents in the removal of auother bright hud of

promise. In this great trial may they remember and be

comforted by the words of the Master " Suffer the little

children to come unto me and forbid them not, for of such

is the kingdom of God." M. G. A.

PITMAN.—In Philadelphia, Tenth month 15, Deborah
G., wife of Barzellai F. Pitman, in her 80th year.

SHARPLESS.—Of typhoid fever, on the morning of

Tenth month 21st, 1.887, at her home in West Chester, Pa.,

Sallie A., wife of William P. Sharpless, in the 40th year of

her age. A valued member of Birmingham Monthly Meet-

ing of Friends. It is not alone the " flight of years " that

determines the length of our lives, but that which we
accomplish. This dear friend was comparatively young,

yet she had lived long when measured by her good deeds;

in her sudden remf)val many homes are touched witli sor-

row, and many hearts will query by this sad lesson " What
is God teaching?" May we be enabled to listen close

enough to catch the answer and profit thereby

!

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE.—XlII. SWISS
VIEWS.

BRU.SSELS, September 15.

WHEN I entered Switzerland it was with the inten-

tion of spending the entire winter on the banks of

Lake Leman. Circnmstance.s, however, led me to

change my plans, one of which circumstances was

the discovery that however pleasant might be the

climate there in winter it was not entirely healthy in

the fall. I therefore again put myself in motion, and

being on thawing, thought it best to show uiy family

other interesting parts of Switzerland.

Although Mount Blanc is the highest of the

Alps, it does not afi'ord the finest spectacle of moun-

tain majesty. It is on every side surrounded by

mountains of less height, which completely mask it

except from positions too near to take in or too dis-

tant to realize its grandeur. The finest views of

mountains are in the Bernese Oberland, and tlyther

we next went.

Berne, the capital of Switzerhmd, is a city of .some

magnitude and very quaint in some of its aspects. In

some streets the upper stories of the houses are built

out over the foot-ways and are supported by very

solid walls, which as masons say, have consiilerable

"batter,"—that is, are thick at the base, and are

drawn back as they rise, thus having the appearance

of falling back. Then the cornices are heavy and

project far forward. I was conscious of a singular

impression when looking down such a street, and one

of my party declared that the houses seemed to be

making a courtesy. I have little doubt that the idea

of motion suggested Ijy the shape of the fronts was

the cause of the curious impression created. In a

public space stands a celebrated figure,—the Kindli-

fresser, or child eater. This is the wooden statue of

a man perhaps ten feet high in ancient costume. His

pockets are crammed with baliies, vfho peer out with

smiling faces, and the ogre holds one in his fingers

and with chin up and mouth open is about to swal-

low it, apparently at a gulp. I pre.sume some legend

is connected with it, hut I do not know it nor could

it be worth repeating. Near by is a clock, and when

it strikes the hours a cock crows and a number of

beitrs come forward and pass in procession around

the face. Of such clocks there are scores. The Ger-

mans are fond of mechanical toys. The childish

taste is the relic of an early period,—the childhood
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of a people still living in the craiUe of the race. I

doubt that it follows tlicin abroad. Among other

city sijihts is the den of real bears. The bear is the

heraldic emblem of the Canton, like the " totem " of

our Indian tribes, and at Berne bears have been
kept at public expense " from a time when," as the

lawyers say, " the memory of man runneth not to the

contrary." They dwell in caves opening upon a simi-

lar enclosure some two feet deep, and are so civilized

as to stand erect on their hind legs and " beg," (as all

recently civilized savages are prone to do), for the

bread and fruit which (and this only), strangers are

permitted to give them. Their civilization is a mere
varnish, however, for when some years ago an un-

fortunate spectator fell into their enclosure, they tore

him to pieces before he could be rescued ; so I was told.

But there is visible from Berne a spectacle of a

very different character—the giant peaks of the Ober-

land. From an elevated terrace one can see some
thirty mighty summits covered with eternal snows,

and a hundred others of less magnitude, filling about

forty degrees of the horizon. On the terrace a bronze

plate, inscribed with a circular arc, and carrying an

arm pivoted in the centre, enables the spectator to

identify each remarkable peak ; the arm being di-

rected to the peak lies over the name on the plate.

It is a beautiful sight when the sun has set and the

valley is shrouded in darkness to see the lofty peaks
still brightened by the lingering sunlight. It brought

to mind and gave new force to the fine simile applied

by a poet to a great statesman. It was nearly as fol-

lows ; (but a traveler cannot carry a library with him
and on the continent the only English books accessi-

ble to strangers are novels, and those of the trashiest

character. Here and everywhere in these letters

where I venture on a quotation or reference, the

reader must take it as only probably correct) :

"As some tall rock that lifts its awful form.

Soars from the vale, and midway leaves the storm,

Though round its base may clouds and darkness spread

Eternal sunshine settles on its head."

It will pay your young readers to find this pas-

sage in the poem of the grand old moralist Samuel
Johnson, called the " Vanity of Human Wishes."

and to read the poem and study out all its historical

illustrations.

In tlie Alps may be witnessed occasionally a pecu-

liar and beautiful appearance. It is called the Al-

pen-gluth or Alpine Glow, when after sunset the

snow covered mountains seem to be of transparent

pearly ice, suddenly lightened by an internal glow.

I have happened to see it but once ; others of my
family saw it oftener.

From Berne the tourist's route is to Lake Thun,
and thence by boat to a landing within ten minutes

by rail of Interlaken. There are fine views of the

Alps from the lake, and its shores are lined with

summer hotels,which in the season are crowded with

visitors. The pleasant temperature, absence of an-

noying insects, fine views, excellent accominodations,

moderate prices, and constantly changing crowds of

summer tourists, render a sojourn on th"is lake a time

of unbroken enjoyment.
Interlaken is a city of hotels and boarding-houses,

and one of the most frequented of all Alpine resorts.

But it is not, like our summer resorts, a place of dissi-

pation and gaiety. It is a centre from which excur-

sions are made in every directiim, into the valleys

thatevery where penetrate the mountains themselves,

every one of which has been explored to the ex-

tremest peak by adventurous climbers. There is in

Europe a mischievous institution called the Alpine

Club, with many local branches and numerous mem-
bers, and its ostensible object is to render the Alpine

climbers safe by having the paths explored, and pro-

viding guides and, in dangerous places, huts of refuge.

But in fact the association serves as a point of re-

union for men of adventurous spirits and fond of ex-

citement, and by applauding dangerous feats en-

courages men to risk and often lose their lives in fool-

hardy enterprises. A number of fatal accidents occur

in the Alps every year. In a short visit to Switzer-

land in 1882 I beard of eight; this year, during a

longer stay, I have counted twenty-two. The first of

these was the simultaneous death of six fine young

men who ascended the Jungfrau by a newly dis-

covered route of peculiar ditficulty and danger, and

without a guide. Not returning at the time expected,

a searching party traced them to the extreme sum-

nut, and there the trail ended, but another party

found their manglo<l bodies at the foot of a precipice,

which descended sheer down 2000 feet from the sum-

mit. They bad arrived late at the summit, had been

compelled to pass the night there, in the night there

was a light fall of snow covering the path : a devia-

tion of a foot or two led them upon a sheet of slippery

ice. They were roped together, when one went all

must go, and so they slid over the precipice : but ere

they reached the bottom they had bounded from

rock to rock with such violence as to break the strong

rope that held them into many parts. Two of these

voung men were brothers, and their old father came '

up to the scene of the accident. The search occu-

pied some days and at one time it seemed that the

bodies would have to be left to be devoured by the

wolves and vultures. This so added to the distress

of the old man that when his sons were found his joy

was more pitiable than his grief bad been. But I

mention this more especially to say that the local Al-

pine Club extolled the victims as " martyrs," hon-

ored their funeral by all the means in their power,

and covered the bodies with the banners of the

Club.

Another aeciilent occurred to a party of four young

men and a girl who went to gather the flower called

Edelweiss, which grows only at the edge of the per-

manent snows. They were returning roped together,

or more probably only holding the rope, when the

girl, who was in the middle, slipped. The two young

men behind tried to save her but went with her.

The two in front disengaged themselves and were

saved. So slow was tlie descent of the unfortunates

to the brink of the precipice that they had tim(> to

call to their companions to run for help, as possibly

they might not all be killed by the fall : but they

were all dead when found. In another case, an Eng-

lish clergyman passing a glacier fell into a crevasse.

He was not much hurt, and his companions hastened
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for help, but he flied of coli] before he could be res-

cued. The nine first mentioned victims were all

Swiss.

A point always visited from luteilakc-n isGrimli-l-

wald, a so-called valley, on one side of which rise the
tliree great mountains, the Mettenljerg, the Wetfer-
hnrn, and the Eiger, respectively more than ten,

twelve, and thirteen thousand feet above the sea-level.

As the base of tlie Grindelwald is itself thirty-five

hundred feet above the sea, the mountain.? do not
show their full height, but it is still respectable. I re-

memher to have been told when a boy, and much
puzzled thereby, that no one could touch a mountain,
but I understood it later on. Yet certainly that is not
true in the Grin<lelwaUl, for there one sees the whole
Wetterhoru from base to .summit, and can go to its

side and lay his hand on it without stooping, and
might do the same if he were a thousand feet high :

for it soars right from the vale. But the close view is

not so imposing as when the mountain is seen from
any one of a dozen points ten miles or more away.
Looking right up the mountain the distance is fore-

shortened, and the eti'ect spoiled.

Between each pair of these mountains a glacier

conies down. The finest is reached by a climb of a
thousand feet perpendicular distance. I think I have
alreaily said that the glaciers of the Alps are no finer

sight, (but I havenot.S(?en the very largest,the Hhone
glacier), than the ice gorges of our great rivers.. But
in the upper glacier atGrindelwald a tunnel has been
worked far into the soliil ice, and when one goes far

in the deep blue of the ice jienetrated by the sun's
rays is very beautiful. Some rifts in the icy floor

worn by comparatively warm streams of water, looked
deep and dangerous as we crossed them on planks,
and reminded me. of the fate of the frozen English-
man.

Not far from Interlaken and tumbling into Lake
Brienz is a famous waterfall, the Giessbach, which
starting from an elevation of L200 feet de.scends the
face of the mouutain in a succession of leaps of which
some are very fine. The Lake of Brienz was form-
erly joined to Lake Thuii, and formed a sheet thirty

miles long and two miles wide. Two mountain
streams from opposite sides, discharging into this

lake at about the same place, brought down in time
silt enough to fill up the lake with a considerable ex-
tent of fine land. On this level alluvion stands In-

terlaken.

Another excursion is to Lauterbrunnen, also an
elevated valley famous for its beauty, and a waterfall,

the Stanbacb or riverlet of dust, so called because the
height of the tall being little short of 1,000 feet, it is

dissijjated in dust-like mist before it reaches its

basin.

On the road to Lauterbrunneti is a rock into which
is let a bronze tablet bearing this inscription in <Ter-

man " Here was the Lord of Rothenflue killed by
his brother. The homeless murderer, in exile and
desi)air, dies in a foreign land the last of his once
powerful race." Our coachman supplemented this

meagre recital with some details. The Lord of Roth-
enflue was the successful but unconscious rival of his

younger brother, in an affair of the aflfections, and

the latter, after the terrible deed, fled to America and
died there a hundred years ago.

John D. McPuerso.n.

FROM THE AIKEN SCHOOL.
Aiken, S. C, Tenth month 1!).

SCHOOL opened yesterday under a solemn covering
of the responsibility that rests upon us. ALiny pa-

rents were present, and John Phillips, Trustee, and
pastor of the Baptist church, made an earnest prayer,

beseeching the lilcssing of " Him who had heretofore

upheld this school and its workers, asking that each
and every child might be made to feel they needed
training and teaching and here were those ready to

doit."

The teachers were called upon, and each gave
some helpful words.

We endeavor to make the opening and closing

days of the session impressive to parents and chil-

dren. Many a mother had to strive to get them and
herself here on time, and looking at one who had
brought her five little children, the pages of memory
turned liack and I saw her as a child in my class, and
their father also a pupil. When this has been the

case I call them my grandchildren, and year by year

the number increases.

The four colored teachers are ready and able to aa-

suuie their work, and E. Criley's interest grows daily,

so we feel the outlook encouraging and satisfactory.

There are twelve boarding students, (more than any
previous year), with five more to come at the end of

the week, and others as .soon as cotton is picked and
sold. Several have brought all the money they will

have for the term. One mother, widow, sent twenty-

five dollars, and begged us to help her out for the rest

of the term. Another raised her own crop of cotton,

and the sale of it is all she has. Some work hard all

summer hoifing to come ; but with other children in

the family and the system of giving a lien on the crop

for provisions eaten while making it, there is often

little money in hand after a" settlement."

There are two hundred dollars out on loans of last

and other years, and as this is paid in we put it in the

Students' Aid Fund and use again. The amount
needed the coming year will be about as follows:

Salaries, includiug six teachers, sewing teacher,
(who is also matron of Carter Hall), Supt. of
luflustries, aud Manager, .... .^3,710.00

Books, 1(10.00

Wood and Coal 100.00
Sundries, 90.00

$4,01)0.00

There are some other necessities, which we hope
to raise the money for. The man teacher, L. P.Dan-
iels, has to occupy a down stairs room, (the previous

teacher, K. A. Peters, did not board here), which had
to be given up to him, and makes ns need an adiiition

to the one-story kitciien, of two rooms, one for Mollier

Glover, who is cook and manager of all food, the other,

where girls can take baths in a warm room, as no bed-

rooms are heated, and this would be convenient to

the water of our new cistern. Boys use tlieir " par-

lor" one evening in the week. Such an addition,

with cliimney and two fire-places, would cost two
hundred and fifty dolhirs. The old clothes bank is
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drawn on so often we cannot depenJ on it for this im-

provement. Very liopefiilly,

Maktha ScnOFIELD.

In another letter, M. Sclioiield says : The outlook

for a larger number of boarding students is better

than usual. The crops have been good, there is new
life in some dark corners, and a growing feeling tliat

such a school as this has its advantages. I have en-

gaged a young colored man, whose father is an influ-

ential minister in the next county and he was highly

recommended by an old student.

Yesterday I left here at half-pa.st six, and went

thirty miles down the railroad, (returning at 10 p.

m.), to the meeting of an Association, where hundreds

could not get into the church, but crowded doors and

windows with eager faces while I was speaking on

Education and other duties. I am.engaged a number
of First-days between now and Christmas, in some
country places where I shall have to stay all night.

Dr. Haygood will give us, the coming year, [from

the Slater Fund] ?500, in three installments. He
wants the larger part to go towards the Industries

and the rest on the salary of the Superintendent of

that department. We want to begin shoemaking

again, (it had to be dropped last year), but there is no

place for it. Indeed the two rooms in the brick build-

ing used for printing and carpentry are much needed

for class rooms. None of the $4,000 estimated as the

expense of the year includes any expense of Carter

Hall boarding department, except coal and wood. We
hope by close economy and board at $7.50 a month
to cover what the boarding pupils eat. The children

bring or pay for all the wood used in their school-

room, but the assembly-room, printing, and others

have to be supplied with fuel.

BEQUESTS FOR INDIANS AND QOLOBED
EDUCATION.

JUDGE HANNA filed an adjudication yesterday in the Or-

phans' Court on the account of Robert W. Eyerss, executor

of Annie W. Eyerss, who died November 17, 1886, and be-

queathed .$113,000 in trust for various charities. There was

a dispute as to whether the " Orthodox " or " Hicksite"

branch of Friends should have control of the trusts, and

the Court decided in favor of the " Orthodox " branch.

The above paragraph, from the Philadelphia

Ledger, requires some expIanation,e.specially as a sim-

ilar statement was given in other city papers. There

was no " dispute," whatever, over the subject. Two
of the bequests made by Annie W. Ryerss were in

the following language :

" I give and bequeath the sum of $10,000 to the

suffering Indians, and the sum of .5-5,000 to the Freed-

men at the South and West: both sums given to a

Committee appointed by the Society of Friends, and

to be made use of as they may deem best for the benefit

of the above named races."

The account of the executor of the will came up

for approval in the Orphans' Court, before Judge

Hanna, on the 5th of tlie present month, and pre-

viously counsel for the executor sent a notice to Henry
M. Laing, as Treasurer of the " Association of Friends

to Promote the Education of the Colored People," to

appear, if he made any claim to the $5,000 bequest.

At his request, Alfred Moore, as attorney, attended in

the Court at the time named, to represent, however,

not the "Association," which is a purely voluntary

organization, (and not a "Committee appointed by

the Society of Friends," as provided in the will), but

the duly constituted Comnnttee on this subject of

Philadelphia Y early Jleeting. As Alfred is the Clerk

of the Yearly Meeting's Committee on Indian Aft'airs

he also appeared for it with reference to the bequest

given to that work.

In the hearing before Judge Hanna, claim was

made for the bequests by the two Associations of Or-

thodox Friends,—one on the Indians and one on the

Freedmen. Neither of these, it was admitted, was a

"Committee," nor was it "appointed by the Society

of Friends," both being entirely voluntary organiza-

tions, and in no way officially connected with or

sanctioned by the Society. Testimony was oflered,

however, to show that the testatrix was herself an

Orthodox Friend, and that she intended the bequests

to go to these Associations, to which, in her lifetime,

she had given funds for their work, and after this had

been sufficiently shown, Alfred Moore stated to the

Court that he did not wish to press any claim of the

Committees of the Society of Friends, on whose be-

half he appeared. The purpose of his appearance,

(in response to the notice sent H. M. Laing by the

counsel for the estate), was to make sure that there

should be proper claimants of the bequests, in order

to prevent their lapsing, and as it was evident that

the testatrix had in mind the Associations of the Or-

thodox Friends, in whose fidelity to their trusts she

fully confided, the object he had in hand was entirely

served. It was upon this state of facts, therefore, that

the Judge ruled subsequently, and there was no con-

troversv whatever over the money.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.

—The Committee on Isolated Friends, (of Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting), had a meeting at 15th and

Race streets, on Si,ith-day last, the 21st inst. Twen-

ty-two members were present. The subject under

the committee's care was considered in its several

aspects. A circular, addressed to the monthly meet-

ings,—of which there are forty-nine,—had been re-

plied to by twenty-four, who had sent in the names

of about 250 members in distant localities w^here no

meetings have been established. Some of the other

monthly meetings are known to be giving attention

to the subject. A sub-committee was appointed to se-

cure additional information concerning those whose

names have been furnished, perfect the list of post-

office addresses, etc.; and another sub-committee was

named to consider the propriety of sending a letter

to each of those whose names and addresses are ob-

tained, and to prepare the essay of such a letter, if

way opened for it. It was pointed out that it would

be very desirable to have all the yearly meetings act

in concert in this work, so that when the list of

Friends in any one locality should be made up, it

would show all who were in that locality, and they

could then be encouraged to cooperate with each

other. It was hoped that this subject might engage
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tlie attention of Baltimore Yearly Meeting at its ap-

proaching session.

—Philadelphia Yearly Meeting's Committee on

Education of the Colored People of the South held a

meeting on the 22d inst., at Fifteenth and Race

streets, at which there was a fair attendance. It was

stated that the school at Aiken, S. C, opened on the

17tli inst. under very encouraging conditions. Eliza-

beth Criley, a teacher of large experience in Chester

county, had accepted the position of principal teacher,

in place of A. A. Sprague, w'hose health would not

permit her reengaging for that service. The school

at Mt. Pleasant, S. C, had not yet opened : it is re-

garded as unhealthy in that locality, in the autumn,

for a Northern person, until after frost has fallen. It

is desired, now, to replace the school building de-

stroyed by the cyclone of 18S5, and Henry M. Laing

is making efforts to collect a special fund for that pur-

pose. It will probably recjuire about §2,000, and he

has some §1,400 in hand.

The committee directed tlie clerks to draw upon
the treasurer of the Women's Branch of the Yearly

Meeting for the money, ($500), appropriated for its

work in the last sitting of the Yearly Meeting, and
ordered §350 to he sent to Aiken, and 5il50 to Mt.

Pleasant. Henry M. Laing was appointed treasurer

of the Committee, to receive any funds which might
be put into his care for the work of the Committee,
and Edward H. Magill, Sarah H. Peirce, and Howard
M. Jenkins were appointed an Executive Committee,

to direct the disposition of such funds. It was agreed

that the general committee should meet again at not

too distant a date, probably in the First month.

FRIENDS' LIBRARY, IbTH AND RACE
STREETS.

THE fifty-second annual meeting of the Library As-

sociation of Friends was held Tenth month 21st.

The Committee of Management reported that during
the year 124 volumes had been added to the main
collection, which now numbers 10,184 ; 30 volumes
were added to the Caleb Clothier Memorial, which
now numbers 791 volumes. The expenditures were
1657.33. Prof Arthur Beardsley, of Swarthmore Col-

lege, read a paper containing a plea for more imagin-

ative literature in the library. (This we shall pub-

lish in full, later). Susan Roberts, Edmund Webster,
Annie Cooper, Thompson Shourds, Emma Walker,
William Ingram, Mary S. Hillborn, Henry M. Laing,

Susanna M. Gaskill, James Gaskill,S. Raymond Rob-
erts, Arthur Beardsley, Lucretia M. Clothier, William
B. Webb, Edgar Kirby, Su.san W. Janney, Richard
Moore, and Annie F. Levick were chosen a Commit-
tee of Management for the new year ; William B.

Webb, Clerk ; James Gaskill, Treasurer, and Edgar
Kirby, Collector and Clerk of the Committee of ;\Ian-

agement.

Among the new books admitted to the Library

since its opening in the autumn are the following:

Sir John Lubbock's " Pleasures of Life ;
" " Life and

Labors of Mary Lyon;" William Pollard's "Old
Fashioned Quakerism;" Frances H.Burnett's "Little

Lord Fauntleroy ; " Pundita Ramabai Sarasvati's
" High Caste Hindu Women ;

" J. H. Ewing's " Story

of a Short Life," aiid " Mary's Meadow," etc. ; Sarah
Cooper's "Animal Life in the Sea and on the Land ;

"

Moses Colt Tyler's " Patrick Henry ; " " The Sey bert
Commission's Report on Spiritualism;" Edward A.
Freeman's "Greater Greece and Greater Britain;"
James H. Wilson's " China ;" Joanna H.Matthew's
"Unc'le Rutherford's Attic;" "Selections from the
Writings of John Ruskin."

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
Jeremiah Hayhurst, of Lambertville, N. J., spoke

acceptably in the meeting on First-day morning, the
23d inst. He took for his text: "Remember now
thy Creator in the days of thy youth, w4iile the evil

days come not, nor the years draw nigh, when thou
shalt say, I have no pleasure in them." At the close

of his discourse Mordecai T. Bartram said a few impres-
sive words. He expressed the thought that if we
followed always the injunction, " Remember now thy
Creator in the days of thy youth," we should have
no occasion to fear, even in our old age, the coming of
" the evil days." As is now frequently the case, a
number of our neighbors were with us at this meet-
ing, and their presence was very acceptable.

—President Magill spoke at Willistown in the after-

noon upon the "Prohibition of the Sale of Intoxica-

ting Drinks."

—Anna M. Jenkins, A. B., of the class of '87, has
applied to the Faculty f(ir ihe arrangement of a
course of stuily for her second degree.

—The number of students now in the College is

250, of whom 150 are children of members of our Re-
ligious Society.

THE TEMPERA i\ CE REFORM.'
ALL great reforms move slowly, very slowly at first.

It takes years, decades, often centuries of earnest la-

bor, of gra<lual education, to bring about a radical

change in thought and belief, and cause the masses
of the people to relinquish a long cherished custom.

It is said to have taken one hundred years for the

Society of Friends to rid itself of slavery. Sudden
revolutions are but the outbursts of forces which have
been at work, it may be for ages. The late rebellion

in our country was only the frantic effort on the part

of slavery to check the onward course of the aboli-

tion movement which had been gathering strength

for generations. The temperance reform which is

now assuming such vast proportions, is no exception

to this rule. Just when it began cannot be told. Nu-
merous passages in the Bible go to show that the

evils ari.sing from the use of alcoholic drinks, were
recognized in remote antiquity. Mohammed, twelve

hundred years ago,ma<le strong efibrts to prohibit the

use of wine among his followers, and societies whose
chief object was to promote temperance, are known
to have existed in Europe more than four hundred
years ago. The Discipline of the early Friends con-

tained a clause, dated 1G91, cautioning members
against unnecessarily frequenting taverns or ale-

houses ; and a half century later v/e find John Wes-

1 An essay read before the Young Friends' Association at

Wayuesville, Ohio, Fifth month 14, 1887, by Edwin B. Michener.
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ley, tlie founder of Metlioilism, taking wlmt then

seenietl nulical steps in tliis reform. Anionp his gen-

eral rules, fornmhueil in 1743, was one forl)i(Min(;

drunkenness, buying, selling, or drinking spirituous

liquors. And tlie temperance pledge was known to

the early Jletliodists long before the origin of the

modern temperance societies.

But the man who is given the honor of having

been the pioneer in the tenii)erance work, or at least

in temperance writings, in tliis country, was Dr. Ben-

jamin Rush, who, to quote the language of anotlier,

" Like a morning star on the temperance horizon,

and though witli dim and feeble rays, yet ushered in

the glorious day of the temperance reformation.

From that little rush-light tliousands of true, earnest

workers received inspiration and courage, so that the

next fifty years brought forth some of the grandest

men, and witnessed the most eloquent, radical, and

convincing utterances which the entire century has

produced." In 178.5, one hundred and two years ago,

lie published his celebrated essay, entitled " The Ef-

fects of Ardent Spirits on the Human Body and

Mind." This was the first address published in tliis

country against the use of strong drink. At this time

the habit was well nigh universal, and the man who
dared to face the storm of ridicule and abuse which

such utterances would bring upon him, deserves to

have his centennial celebrated, as it was in Philadel-

phia near two years ago, and his name handed down
as one of the noble benefactors of his race. This

essay, published and republished, in both newspapers

and tracts, seemed to be the little lump of leaven,

which working through society for the next forty

years, produced a general movement throughout the

country ; so that between the years 1825 and 18oo

many of the most learned and noted men were doing

earnest and effective work for temperance. Lectures

were given, tracts published, sermons preached, soci-

eties organized, and the first temperance story writ-

ten. Dr. Lyman Beecher, fatlier of Henry Ward, and
Hon.Gerrit Smith, the great abolitionist, were among
the most noted of the men wiio were at this time

giving their best efforts in behalf of the new reform.

The first and only temperance society known to have

existed in this country long prior to the above date,

i. e., 182.5, was the one at Moreau, Saratoga county.

New York, which was started in March, 1808. It for-

bade the use or vending, by its members, of any in-

toxicating drinks except for medicine, under a pen-

alty of twenty-five cents for each offense. Most of

the early temperance workers, however, directed their

efforts against the use of distilled spirits oiili% not

considering wine or malt liquors as especially harm-
ful. Not until 1836 did the American Temperance
Union adopt the rule, which had been voted down at

previous meetings, of " Total Abstinence from all

that May Intoxicate." This was so radical a move
that its advocates were laughed at as crazy fanatics,

and a feetotaller was the constant recipient of ridi-

cule, and sometimes of violence. The nickname tee-

totaller is said to have started from a man's stntter-

ingat the T when trying to say total abstinence. The
great reformation in England begun in 1834. and the

agitation in Ireland a little later, carried on by Father

Mathew, where it is said that six millions signed the
pledge, show tliat the movement was not confined to

American soil.

Tlius the work went on, eacli year gaining
strength, and witli each advance gathering momen-
tum, until in 184U was started tlie first great temper-
ance wave whit'ii swept over this country, known as

the Washingtonian movement. This originated with
seven hard drinkers of Baltimore, who reformed and
•set to work to reform others. Six of them, it is

tliought, from that time on, true to their pledge, lived

.sober lives. Soon after this the Sons of Temperance
and similar organizations rose and flourished for

many years. About 1850, seeing that moral suasion
alone was not sufficient, people began turning their

attention to legal suppression of the traffic. In 1851

Maine passed a prohibitory law, and within a few-

years several other states followed her example. At
that time the liquor men had no general organization,

and their influence was but little felt in the govern-
ment, hence it was comparatively easy to obtain tem-
perance legislation. But they were not slow to see
their danger, and when the clouds of civil war dark-
ened our land, and temperance work was for the

time laid aside or forgotten, these men, who held

gold above the price of human souls, laid their plans

to gain control of the government in the interest

worse even than slavery. So, in IStil, in those dark
days when the life of the nation was trembling in

the balance, when the people were freely offering

up life and treasure tliat the Union migiit be pre-

served, they met and organized the National Brewers'

Association, resolving to use their united influence

for tlie election to office of those men, and those

only, who would protect them in their nefarious

business. Other liquor organizations have since

sprung up, and so well have they accomplished their

end, that their influence is felt in the government of

every State in the Union, whilst in tlie National

Government, and in many of the States, they hold

almost absolute sway, and rule with a despotic hand
in all matters bearing upon their interests. But the

temperance reform which slumbered through the

dark days of the war, has been gradually looming up,

until now it is the vital question of the day. The
Woman's Crusade, and the Murphy movement, are

too fresh in the minds of most of us to need more
than a passing mention. They will long lie remem-
bered as prominent landmarks in the onward march
of reform. Our greatest difficulty is to elect men to

office who will make and enforce effective laws

against the traffic. And why this difficulty? It is

because our forces are scattered, while those of King
Alcohol are under his complete control, and the lead-

ing statesman, and prominent political papers, of

both the great parties, are nearly all bowing to thi.s

despot, and courting his support and approval. Why
can we not learn a U^sson from our enemies, and vote

for no man who is not known to be true to our cause

and fearless in its defense? The liquor dealere de-

sire, above all, to retain the legal support and protec-

tion of the government. They care not wliether it

is called license or taxation, for either recognizes

their business as legitimate, and affords them security
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against pvoserutions. But there is one thing, andj

only one, which tliey fear and dread, and that is pro-j

liihition, eitlier local or general; yet to submit to

prohibition will be their tinal doom. King Alcohol

might now, like the ancient Carthagenian General,

when he foresaw his final overthrow, quote these

words from Homer

—

"Yet come it will, the day decreed by fates,

Oh ! how my heart trembles while my tougue relates,

The day whea thou, imperial Troy, must bend.

And see thy warriors fall, thy glories end."

Lincoln said in his great speech made at New
York before the war, that this Government could not

long exist half slave and half free ; and it might now
with equal truth be said, tliat it can not long remain

free with alcohol the controlling power. One of two

things is inevitable : either the liquor interest will go

on gaining money and power, go on producing an-

archy and confusion, until our freedom is only a

name and our republican government a mockery ; or

else the intelligent sober people of the land will

awake to the necessity of the hour, and throwing

aside party prejudice, and forgetting the differences

of the past, will unite in the common cause, and ral-

lying under the white banner of temperance and
peace, hurl the tyrant from his throne, and secure

one more victory fur truth and justice.

For the sake of tlie Cljristian religion, for the sake

of peaceful homes and hajipy families, let us be up
and doing, and rest not until the last saloon is closed,

and this fountain of misery and crime is drieil up
forever.

COMFORT ONE ANOTHER
COMFORT oue another :

For the way is growing dreary,

The feet are often weary.

And the heart is very sad.

There is heavy burden-bearing.

When it seems that none are caring.

And we half forgot that ever^we were glad.

Comfort one another

:

With the hand-clasp close and tender,

With the sweetness love can render,

And looks of friendly eyes.

Do not wait with grace unspoken.

While life's daily bread is broken.

Gentle speech is oft like manna from the skies.

Comfort one another :

There are words of music ringing,

Down the ages, sweet as singing

Of the happy choirs above.

Ransomed saint and mighty angel,

Ijift the grand deep-voiced evangel,

Where forever they are praising the eternal love.

Comfort imc anotlier :

Let the grave gloom lie beyond you,

While the Spirit's words remind you
Of the home bes'ond the tomb.

Where no more is pain or parting.

Fever's flush to tear-drop starting,

But tlie presence of the Lord, and for all His people

room. —Independent,

THE THREE VIKINGS.
BY H.TALMAK HJORTH BOYESEN.

[Dedication of a volume of Stories for Boys entitled: '

Modern Vikings."]

THREE little lonely Vikings
Came sailing over the sea

;

From a fair and distant country.

And put iuto port with me.

The first—how well I remember!—
Sir Hjalraar was he bight

!

With a lusty Nor.seland war-whoop
He came in the dead of night.

He met my resjiectful greeting

With a kick and a threatening frown
;

He pressed all the house in his service.

And turned it upside down.

He thrust, when I meekly objected,

A clenched little fist in my face
;

I had no choice but surrender;

I gave him charge of the place.

He heeded no creature's pleasure.

But oft, witli a conqueror's right.

He sang in the small hours of morning
And dined in tlie middle of night.

And oft to amuse his highness-
For naught we feared, as his frowu.s

—

We Imrked and bleated and bellowed.

And danced like circus clowns. '

Theu crowed with delight our despot:

.So well he liked his home;
He summoned Algie, his brother.

From the realm beyond the foam.

And he is a laugliing tyrant,

With dimples and golden curls
;

He stole a march on our heart-gates

And made us his slaves and churls.

He went into winter quarters.

In the innermost nooks of our hearts
;

And thence he gayly subdued us

With smiles and cajoling arts.

And Bayard, the last of my Vikings,

As chivalrous as your name !

With your sturdy and quaint little figure.

What havoc you wrought when you came

!

There's a chieftain in you—a leader

Of men in some glorious path
;

For dauntless you arc and loyal,

And dignified in your wrath
;

You vain and stubborn and tender.

Fair son of the valiant North,

With a voice like the sea and the North wind,

When it sweeps from the glaciers forth
;

With the tawny sheen in your ringlets.

And Northland liglit in your eyes;

Where oft, when my tale is mournful.

The tears unbidden arise.

For my Vikings love song and saga
;

Like their conquering fathers of old
;

And these are some of the stories

To the three little tyrants I told.

AVh.\t we accompilish is that which determines

the length of our lives more than the llight of years.
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BROADEN YOUR VIEWS.
TO those who have been working in city libraries or

business offices there is nothing so refreshing as a
glimpse of tlie sea or of the mountains. The mere
outlook gives one a sense of exhilaration. So does a

glance at tlie unbroken horizon line to one who has

only seen segments of the heavens above the tops of

city houses. A healthful and joyful life needs recur-

ring visions of the whole of things. Men are not
artisans if they are true to themselves—they are

artists; and they need continually to reinforce the
detail work of the moment by a fresh impression
the completed conception. If these outlooks and
visions do not come, life becomes monotonous ami
work becomes drudgery. We are all conscious of the
diflference in people in just this matter of breadth of

view. Some men and women are unable to see any-
thing outside the narrow circle of the their own per-

sonal interests. Every question that comes up. no mat-
ter how universal its relation,must be decided by its per-

sonal eflect upon themselves, and every other person
whom they meet must be judged by their own habits

and standards. In a remote village people who have
been shut off from contact with the world often judge
the world, of which they know little, without hesi-

tation, from their own small and provincial point of
view. Contact with such persons means weariness
and ve.^ation to every one of a larger model. There

. is nothing so debilitating and humiliating as to tinrl

that one has talked petty personalities for an hour
with another whose whole current of thought circles

about these things. These local standards, these
small prejudices, are mists which almost wholly con-

ceal from the eyes of many people the large and
healthful relations of persons and questions.

Every one who cares to live in any real sense must
rid himself to a large degree of personal feelings in

matters of judgment, and of those prejudices which
are a kind of intensified ignorance. As the man or

woman of small personal outlook exhausts and
wearies, so does the man or woman of large and noble
comprehension of life strengthen and exhilarate.

There are some people who affect us as the woods do,

with a sense of inexhaustible healthfulness and re-

sources, or as a wide view does, with a senseof large-

ness and comprehensiveness. Contact with such per-

sons is tonic ; it makes us conscious of our own igno-

rance ; it shows us how small and inadequate our
own standards are, and it fits us for a nobler way of
looking at life. This is the temper we should all

strive to cultivate. When a new neighbor moves
into a community the question should not be, To what
church wdl he go? but, What kind of a man is he?
The question should not be, With which party w-ill

he vote? but, is he thoughtful, sincere, independent?
If we find his mode of life at variance with our own,
instead of at once passing judgment upon him from
our own local staudards, we should seek to find

whether he has not some larger standard than we.
No one except a really superior man knows how much
superior people suffer from the prejudices and igno-
rances of their fellows. In theology, in science, in

literature, in art, in practical living, the strong, orig-

inal, independent man is always subjected to the mis-

conceptions and prejudices of those who are entirely
conventional in their opinions and practice.s—those
who have accepted things as they find them, and re-
gard any departure from the conventional standard
as a kind of irioral treason. An artist takes up his
residence among farmers, and because he neither
sows nor reaps they set him down as a worthle.ss fel-
low, trifling away the life which ought to be given to
the kind of labor with which they are accustomed.
This judgment may or may not be a small matter to
the artist, but it is always a great misfortune to the
men who form it.

The best way of getting out of this narrow life is to
have generous purposes ourselves

;
is to feel that life is

something more than the particular occupation in
which we are engaged, and that success in that may
be coincident with complete failure as a whole. A
man who gets a generous aim and endeavors to live
by it will soon learn to respect the larger aims of
other men and to understand that their ditferent
habits and methods may be quite superior to his
own. The war for the liberation of humanity, in
which the German poet Heine wished to be counted
a faithful soldier, is not focused at one or two points

;

it is a strife which goes on the world over ; it some-
times divides households, as when a son or a
daughter develops some talent for an occupation dif-

ferent from those in which the family fortunes have
hitherto been made

; it breaks out in a neighborhood
when some man dares to depart from the conven-
tional usage and wear a coat of his own cutting or
utter a truth of his own finding. Before condemning
let us search our own hearts, lest in our presumptuous
ignorance we pass judgment on a prophet. Such
things have happened and may happen in every
community.

—

Christian Union.

Let each one make for his starting point, not
what he fears, but what he hopes; not what he can-
not, but what he can do ; not his wrong, but his right.

Let him beware of despising himself as much as
overestimating himself; let him, without pride or ar-

rogance, rejoice in whatever he can find in himself of
good, or strength, or beauty, regarding it all as a trust

given him for the benefit of the world, which will

grow and flourish by the using. While self-distrust

is always draining and enervating the* powers, self-

respect is always using and strengthening them. It

neither whines nor boasts. W^ith true simplicity of
heart it gladly recognizes whatever is good and valu-

able, and gathers ever new courage to push onward
to further endeavors, in the hope of reaping yet
richer harvests.

—

Selected.

It is a wretched righteousness which will not bear
with others because it deems them evil, and seeks the
solitude of the desert instead of doing good to such
by long-suffering, by prayer, and by example. [If

thou art the lily and the rose of Christ, know that thy
ilwelliug-place is among thorns.]

—

Luther.

In this world a great deal of bitterness among us
arises from an imperfect understanding of one an-

other.
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THE BIRDS AND THE LIGHT-HOUSES.

THE Department of Agriculture makes it obligatory

upon ligbt-liouse keepers to render periodical reports,

upon blanks prepared for tlie purpose, of all members

of the feathered tribe who meet their death by Hying

against the lights.

About a month ago, one stormy night, nearly

1,400 birds of various species were picked up on the

balcony of the Statue of Liberty Torch, New York

Harbor, and near- the base of the pedestal. Before

this no particular account had been taken of these

victims to curiosity, the officials of the island dispos-

ing of them in any way they saw fit, many, it is said,

being sold to milliners and fancy stores. But upon

this occasion Colonel Tassin, who is in military com-

mand of the island, having made inquiry about the

birds, and being unable to find any trace of them, de-

termined to apply to tlie authorities in Washington

with the view of having the light-house regulations

on this head applied to tlie Lilierty Light. He was

successful, and for the past month the matter has

been very carefully looked after. To a reporter. Col-

onel Tassin said :

" I have heretofore received many letters from all

sorts of people oSeriiig to buy the birds which were

killed in this way. But I believed they were puljlic

property, and that I had no right to dispose of them.

I thereupon instituteil the Government system of

records, which are now followed with military regu-

larity. Every morning I go to the guard-house and

overlook the birds collected by the men. I classify

them as well as I can, and gather all the information

called for by the monthly report. This includes the

name of the bird, date, hour of striking, number
striking, number killed, direction and force of the

wind, character of the weather, and general remarks.

When I have collected about 200 specimens I send

them to the Washington National Museum, the

Smithsonian Institution, and other scientific institu-

tions, where I know they are wanted. I have re-

ceived several letters from the Washington authori-

ties and others warudy thanking me for uiy action

in the matter. The information has proved of much
value, they tell me, in many instances, and it is only

to be regretted that light-house keepers generally do

not carry out with more care the provisions of this

governmental regulation. As to the number and
species of birds which are killed by the statue, my
October record shows a very large total ; larger,

doubtless, than any other light in America. Tlie

commonest bird killed is a species of wren of which
I don't know the name, but which closely resembles

the Baltimore oriole. There are few large or very

rare birds, and the English sparrow, so common in

our cities, is altogether too sharp to be caught in this

wav. He is too well accustomed to the electric

glare of city life. On October first the record shows
there were 50 rails, 11 wrens, 2 cat birds, and 1 whip-

poor-will ; on the second, 2 wrens ; the third. S wrens,

and so on, the average being about twenty birds per

night, although the character of the weather, the di-

rection of the wind, etc., has a great deal to do witii

thejmatter. On clear nights there are none or very

few, but on dark nights the harvest is very large. On

the 12th inst., 175 wrens were gathered in, although

it was not a particularly dark or windy night."

—

N.

Y. Sun.

Ancient civilization was sedentary and contem-

plative ; ours is active and practical. In point of ex-

perience, results, acquisitions, enjoyment and sorrow

—in all that makes up life, save the mere factor of

time, the ante-diluvians were the children, and the

men of this generation are the aged patriarchs.

—

.Toskih Strong.

The history of the church has been so completely

identified with the history of the State ... as

sometimes to seem to be not so much the history of

thecountry's religion asof its irreligion.

—

Canon Moles-

worth's " History of the Church of England."

JSIEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The present physician to the Queen of Corea is re-

ported to be Mrs. Ellis, au American woniau, who receives

a salary of $15,000 a year.

—The appoiutmeut of a colored man as Demonstrator

of Anatomy at Dartmouth Medical College, N. H., is

another evidence of the rise and progress of the American

negro.

—Tlie watermelou fleet Is a great institution in Chesa-

peake Bay. It comprises about eighty vessels. The sea-

son opens about the first week in August, and for nearly

two months the bay is tilled with these boats loaded down

with melons. They carry from two thousand to eight

thousand melons each, and give employment to several

hundred men.

—Among curious adaptations of paper is one reported

to be the invention of a Japanese paper-maker named Sa-

hashitta, and is manufactured from an aquatic plant indi-

genous to Japan. Its principal feature is remarkable

transparency. It has great strength and tenacity, and

may thus be used as a most desirable substitute for glass.

—J. Scofield, the English silk manufacturer, whose mis-

sion is to look for a location for factories in this country,

has just returned from a visit to the New England silk

works of Cheney Brothers, at South Manchester. " It was

a revelation to me to go through their works," said he.

"In all my life, I have never seen cleaner or neater kept

shops. That is saying a great deal. The class of work-

ing women and girls struck me as being exception-

ally bright, intelligent, and capable. Indeed, I have

never seen au assemblage of working girls and

women that would compare with them. I was told

that they had libraries and societies and social pleasures

that we scarcely dream about in England. What was most

remarkable to me was what Mr. Cheney told me of their

householding. Any working man or woman that has

saved $300 to $500 can have a home built by the Cheneys,

pay a small amount on it, and the rest as he or she is able,

the Cheneys undertaking to pay all taxes, road improve-

ments, etc. This last provision is a relief that every house-

holder can appreciate."— A'eu) York Tribune.

—The authorities in Cincinnati have ordered that all

women and children arrested shall be sent to one police

station. This might help friends who are working to se-

cure police matrons, for the expense would thus be greatly

reduced.— Union Signal.

—A genuine case of death from tight lacing is reported

in Philadephia. The subject, Bertha Oppeuhiemer, fainted

in a theatre and died the following day. It was testified
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at the coroner's inquest that she had thought her waist

not slender enough, and had lacod very tightly. This

brought on heart failure, and finally resulted in death.—

Exchange.

—Frances II. Mitchell, of Philadelphia, Pa., has taken

the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Zurich Univer-

sity, t-he makes Anglo-Saxon her specialty.

—The Ohio W. C. T. U. has added to its progranime a

peace department, in charge of Hanuab W. Black-

burn. Its object is the settlement of international difficul-

ties by arbitration. Germany, France, and Denmark have

peace associations composed of women.

—Mrs. Adeline T. Townsend, who was recently cured

of a tumor, has built a little brick and terra-cotta cottage

on the grounds of Bellevue Hospital, New York, for women
suffering from the same complaint. The cottage has four

rooms, which are known, not as wards, but as the pink,

red, blue, and yellow rooms.— TFomon's Journal.

CUE-RENT EVENTS.
Severely cold and stormy weather has already been

experienced in the North-west. Temperature ass low as

as zero, at Aberdeen, Dakota, and 1.5 below zero at

Billings, were reported on the 24th. On the previous night,

fifteen inches of snow fell at Deadwood, Dakota, on Sunday

night, and the temperature fell to 16 degrees below zero.

Eight inches of snow fell at Fort M»ade, in Black Hills.

A violent gale raged throughout the Lake region on the

23d and 24th, and it was accompanied on the Upper Lake

by a blinding snow storm. A number of marine disasters

are reported, one of them involving a loss of five lives.

The high wind did much damage on shore.

President Cleveland and his party reached Washing-

ton, on their return from their tour, on the morning of

the 22d, having come directly from Montgomery, Ala-

bama. He had traveled 4,500 miles in the three weeks of

his absence, passing through seventeen States.

Very important "concessions " have been made by the

Government of China to Wharton Barker and his associ-

ates, of Philadelphia. The most important of these au-

thorizes them to establish an international bank, in China,

with the right to coin money, issue votes, contract for the

construction of railroads, etc. A Commissioner sent from

China to arrange the details of the plan has been at Phila-

delphia for several weeks, in conference with Wharton

Barker, and the enterprise is believed to be on a secure

footing. It has attracted great attention in Europe, where

the oppoitunity of embarking in Chinese development has

long been coveted.

A LIGHT frost fell at Jacksonville, Florida, on the morn-

ing of the 22d. Quarantine against all points in South

Florida except Tampa and Hillsborough county has been

declared off by the Jacksonville Board of Health. At

Tampa, on the 22d, there were twenty new cases, but no

deaths.

A MOTION to advance four Prohibition liquor cases from

Iowa and one from Georgia was denied on the 24th, by the

United States Supreme Court. They involve the same

questions which were presented by the case of Ziebold &
Hagelin, already argued. The Attorney General of Kan-

sas filed a petition for leave to make oral argument in the

ease of Ziebold & Hagelin, notwithstanding the fact that

the Court has already taken the case under advisement.

By reason of a misapprehension he was not present when
the case was called. The question presented in this case

involves the constitutionality of all prohibition legislation,

since the adoption of the 14th Amendment, that does not

provide for compensation to brewers aud distillers.

FRIENDS' SOCIAL LYCEUM.
PuiLADELPHiA, Tenth month 12, 1887.

AT a stated meeting of this Society, held this evening, the
following paper was submitted by Richard B. Westbrook,
and was unanimousl.v adopted :

" The members of this Lyceum deem it proper to make
record of the departure from this life, during our last

summer vacation, of one of our oldest and most highly es-

teemed members—Charles Adatns.
" We have most vivid recollections of his long aud

faithful service, not onlji as an active private member of

onr Lyceum, but also as a most etficient and impartial

Chairman of our Executive Committee.
" His affability, his eminent social qualities, his marked

attention to strangers and occasional visitors, his encour-
agement given to young and diffident members, his devo-
tion to the principles and practices of Friends, with his

many other excellent qualities are worthy of imitation by
every member of this Lyceum.

"Although he had passed the allotted period of ' three

score years and ten.' he attended a meeting of our Lyceum
a short time before his demise and was appointed Critic,

and although he was unable to attend the nest meeting,
by reason of bodily infirmity, he sent a well prepared writ-

ten criticism, which was read to the Lyceum by his grand-
son.

" He was garnered like a ripe shock of corn in due sea-

son, aud the members of the Lyceum would do well to

cherish his precious memory and imitate his many virtues."

Joseph T. Foulke, President.

May Dkinkhouse, Secretary.

PHiLADELrHiA. Tenth month 5, 1887.

At a stated meeting of the Lyceum, held this evening,

the following memorial was presented, on behalf of the Ex-

ecutive Committee, by Ellwood Heacock, aud was unani-

mously adopted

:

" Since the last meeting of our Lyceum, death has been

in our ranks ; and this time, our chairman, J. Willits Cam-
pion has been taken from among us; we, therefore, both

from our recognition of the value of his work and services

as a member of the Society and of our committee, as well

as our regard for him as an individual, deem it our duty to

offer this memorial. Some of ns will bear in remembrance,

in the several years of his connection with the society, his

faithfulness to the various duties assigned him ; thereby

clearly manifestiug not only his sensibility of the obliga-

tions incident to niembership, but also his loyalty to the

obligations imposed. .

" We may turn over page after page of the history of his

association with the Lyceum and find nothing there but that

which must be commended. While deeply sensible of the

loss we have sustained from a literary standpoint, in his

death, we treasure in remembrance the happiness of our

social relations ; and more deeply, as time passes on, we will

miss his presence and familiar greeting.
" Let us trust that the harvest that so quickly followed

the seed-time, was none the less fruitful aud plenteous be-

cause of the rapidity of its development; let us believe

that the tree which was so suddenly cut off, just as it had

begun to spread its branches, has not been suffered to

perish, but under the influence of a sunnier clime, has as-

sumed a greater, and a more productive growth.
" We do not wish to give any undue praise to the mem-

oi-y of Willits Campion, or unnecessarily emphasize our

admiration for his character; but point, for the benefit of

all, to the bright example furnished us by the pure and

worthy life of him whom we remember as our companion

and frieud."
Joseph T. Foulke, President.

May Drinkhodse, Secretary.

NOTICE.S.

«V* Friends' Day at Home for Aged Colored Persons to-

morow, Tenth month 30, at 3 p. m.

*»* Quarterly Meetings in Eleventh month will occur

as follows :

1. Concord, Darby, Pa.

2. Farmington. Farmington. N. Y.

2. Purchase, Chappaqua. N. Y.

7. Ninepartuers, Oswego, N. Y.
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HE GIVETH PEACE.

THE followers of the heavenly Kiug
May oft with sorrows be oppressed

;

May bow beneath grief's bitter sting,

And yet God's people still are blessed.

He gives them peace, he gives them rest.

His love guides with its radiant light

The Christian's straight and narrow way
;

It shines upon their darkest night,

And though life's mists obscure its ray.

It leads them ou to perfect day.

On, when the morning of their life

Is weaving threads of glittering gold,

And on when bitter care and strife

Crushes and falls with weight untold,

Ou till the heart grows old.

On through the gloom of doubt and fear.

The Christian pilgrims still are blessed.

They feel that God is ever near
;

Though oft discouraged and distressed.

He give them peace, he gives them rest.

—Tamar Anne Kermode.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING.
THE different railways centering in Baltimore

brought on Sixth and Seventh-days a goodly company
of Friends, members of Baltimore Yearly Meeting,

and visitors from Genesee, New York, and Philadel-

phia Yearly Meetings, many of whom have seats in

the Meeting of Ministers and Elders. Tlie annual

meeting of this body was held, as usual, on Seventh-

day, repre.sentatives from all the quarterly meetings

but Nottingham being present. Minutes for minis-

ters and their companions, in attendance from other

yearly meetings were presented and read as follows :

for Sunderland P. Gardner, minister, and wife An-
netta, of Gene.see, issued by Farmington Monthly,
and endorsed by Farmington Quarterly, Meeting

;

Tliomas Foulke and Isaac Hicks, ministers from

VVestbury Quarter, New York; David Newport, min-
ister, from Abington Quarter; Allen B. Flitcraft,

minister, and wife Sarah B., of Concord Quarter;

Anne S. Clothier, minister, and Rebecca W. Janney,

elder, Louisa J. Roberts, minister, and Catharine A.

Kennedy, of Philadelphia Quarter; Margaretta Wal-
ton anil Eliza W. Chandler, ministers, and Hannah
G. Thompson, companion to E. W. C, of Western
Quarter, all of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Be-

sides these there were several Friends, accompanying
ministers, who were without minutes. All these,

according to the Discipline of Baltimore Yearly Meet-
ing, have a seat in the select body, no distinction

being made whether they are elders or lay members.
Cordial expre.ssions of welcome were given to all,

with the desire that they would be faithful in hand-
ing forth without reservation whatever might be given
them by our Heavenly Father to dispense.

The reading of the first Query, relating to the at-

tendance of all our meetings, called forth an exercise

in regard to the al)atement,so commonly made in the

ans'-<»>-s, by tlie use of the words "generally,"

'"mostly," ...id the like, in respect to attendance of

meetings. This '.°d to a close and searching iuv^uiry,

which spread over the r^^^tir.g. and elicited much
tender, earnest counsel and exhortation to faithful-

ness to this important requirement. It was queried :

"If ministers and elders become indifferent in tliis

particular, what can be expected of the body at large ?

They should be good e.xamples to the flock of Christ."

The second Query was answered affirmatively by all

the Quarters except one, in which, it was stated,

there is no minister. Further inquiry led to the

statement that there is no acknowledged minister.

This opened the way for much relevant expression

in regard to a vocal ministry and the holding of our

meetings in silence. It was said there is a living si-

lence and a silence that is dead. Elders were ex-

horted to greater faithfulness, and by prayer and
watchfulness to labor to increase the true spiritual

life in their midst.

The queries that followed were answered in much
the same manner, manifesting a caution lest there be

more said than the state of the meetings warranted.

The concern that arose on this account opened the

way for strong and earnest appeals to those now fill-

ing the places of the fathers and mothers as shep-

herds and shepherdesses over the flock to be willing

to come forward and fill the places made vacant by
their removal from works to rewards, taking the seats

assigned them in the meeting, and laboring as good
stewards of the manifold grace of God. There is

nothing but the inspiring power of God can fit and
qualify any for service in the church. Our Father

works through instrumentalities. They who min-

ister let them minister as God gives the ability.

Each knows his calling, each his gift ; there is a way
for each to attend to his gift or call, and he who
anoints anil appoints will be strength iu weakness.
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anil a present helper in every time of need. A brief

supplication fitly closed the meeting.

William Williams and Ann B. Branson were ap-

pointed to serve as clerks for the ensuing year.

\ meeting of the Philanthropic Union was held

at four o'clock, an<l in the evening the coiumittee of

the Yearly Meeting entrusted with the selection of a

site for the new meeting-house met for consultation

on this important .subject.

First-day morning, 30th of the month, opened with

a clear sky and a crisp, breezy atmosphere. The

meeting convenes at 10, (on yearly meeting occa-

sions), but many who attend lose sight of this fact,

and coming at the usual hour find it difficult to ob-

tain seats. The Lombard street house was crowded

to overflowing, every available place being occupied.

As silence in a measure settled over the large assem-

bly, David Newport aro.se and taking for his subject

the words " In the day tliou eatest thereof thou shalt

surely die," spoke with great clearness, showing the

higher and more spiritual views held by Friends of

the death to which the text refers, and wherein they

differ from the generally accepted teachings of the

Christian church.

He was followed by Sunderland P. Gardner, who
in his own forcible and convincing manner livingly

portrayed the relation we sustain to our Heavenly

Father, and what it is that enables any to become

the sons and daughters of God,—bearing emphatic

testimony to the unity of the Divine Being and cit-

ing the words of Jesus as evidence of his entire de-

pendence upon God for ability to do his will :
" I can

of myself do nothing." The sermon throughout is

worthy a place in the doctrinal summary of the So-

ciety of Friends. It is to be regretted that .so much
that is of the highest value to our literature, and that

ought to be preserved, is lost for want of a scribe to

catch the burning words given forth by those whose

lips have been touched by the " live coal from off

the holy altar." It was not so in the earlier time, or

we should not have handed down to us whole vol-

umes of sermons preached by the worthies of our

Society in its earlier days.

S. P. G. held the large audience for an hour in close

attention. After he sat down Thomas Foulke added

a few words on faith and the need there is that we
live in the faith that works by love to the purifying

of the heart. A brief testimony of unity with what

had been said, from a Friend on the women's side of

the house, was added, followed by a fervent petition

ofl'ered by Allen Flitcraft, and the meeting closed.

At three o'clock a youths' meeting was held, of

which some notice will be given hereafter. At the

same hour Sunderland P. Gardner was present at Old

Town meeting house, and spoke with the same earn-

estness and power that had characterized his dis-

course of the morning.

An evening meeting was also held in the Lom-

bard street house.

SECOND-D.w'S PROCEEDXNGS, (TENTH MONTH 3L)

Near the hour appointed, the meeting gathered

into silence, which was broken by the voice of sup-

plication, in which thanks were ottered for the priv-

lege of assembling together, and earnest desires ex-

pressed that all who were thus gathered might be
faithful to every requirement, and the young espe-

cially made willing to take their part in the business

of the church.

Anne S. Clothier appealed to the young that they
accept the Lord's service in the way of his appoint-

ing ; although it may be by the way of the cross, be
faithful, and you will be fitted for the service. The
arms of the Lord are around us, and will preserve us

as we are willing to obey his call.

The representatives from the several quarters, on
being called were pre.sent, except ten, 'for the absence

of some of whom explanations were offered. Min-
utes for ministers and their companions from other

yearly meetings were read, the same as reported

above. Much cordial expression of unity was given

these Friends, and they were asked to participate in

the deliberations of the meeting. Thankfulness to

our Heavenly Father that he had sent so many of

his messengers to hold up the weak hands, fell from

the lips of many, and our venerable friend and valued

minister, Rebecca Price, added the hope that these

as well as those of her own yearly meeting " would

be enabled to keep their feet upon the one founda-

tion. Then we will be as mouthpieces for the Lord,

the source of all good, and go on our way rejoicing."

Each one was exhorted to be prepared to receive the

good seed that may be sown in our midst. Marga-

retta Walton responded to these words of loving wel-

come, and said :
" As you open the door to receive

us, we indeed have neeil to see that we live in hum-
ble places, for without the directing love of our Heav-

enly Father, the seed that may be scattered will be of

little avail."

Eliza Chandler exhorted the young to be willing

to submit to the cross: only through the cross, can we
wear the crown, and we will be made instruments in

the Lord's work, in our several capacities, as we are

called into his service.

Louisa J. Roberts gave expression to the great

thankfulness she had that the oUier Friends were ex-

tending the hand of loving welcome to the young,

and inviting them to take a part in the work of the

church, which she compared to the family. In the

household the wise mother assigns to each child, as

it comes to ah age of service, some little duty, and

though at first it may not be able to perform it in the

best manner, she patiently waits and instructs, until

by continued service the work is accomplished to

satisfaction, and the child is advanced to more re-

sponsible duties. So it is in the larger household

—

the church. Let us put our young people to work,

and through the service they will be fitted for other

and diviner work ; and may we not say every service,

however small, if worthily performed is a divine ser-

vice? The cross is no longer across when we are

prepared to say with the Master in the hour of his

trial, " Not my will but thine be done." It becomes

indeed, the changed cross, and instead of the crown

of thorns we have the garland of imperishable

beauty.

Emily Canby compared life to a school. "Some

of us are going to the school of Christ. We need to

be taught obedience, which is indeed a preparation.
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Go(i is a God of order. Jesus came to restore that

order. If we do not come willingly, we shall be

scdurged with the small cords. It matters little

about non-essentials, if we only come vinder the

power of God. There must be a gathering under his

power."

Other testimonies were offered of a sinnlar import.

The usual routine business was transacted.

In men'sbranch, nearthehourappointed, the meet-

ing gathered into an impres.sive silence. Before the

opening minute was read, Thos.Foulke expressed the

satisfaction he felt at being permitted to meet with

Friends on this their annual gathering. Similar testi-

mony was given by Allen Flitcraft and David Newport.

Following the opening minute the names of the Rep-

resentatives were called, as reported by the several

quarterly meetings.

David Newport expressed a concern he felt to

"visit the sisters." This was united with, and after

laying the matter before Women's Meeting it was

united with by that body, and the time to receive

the visit fixed for the opening of the afternoon ses-

sion.

The minutes for Ministers and their companions

in attendance from other yearly meetings, handed in

by the Clerk of the meeting for Ministers and Elders

were read, and words of welcome extended.

Epistles from Philadelphia, New York, Genesee,

and Illinois Yearly Meetings respectively, were read

to the satisfaction of the meeting.

A committee was appointed to respond to the

epistles. The same committee was also given the

duty of gathering up and reporting the exercises of

the meeting for the benefit of absent members.

The Representatives were directed to select two

Friends to serve the meeting as clerks for the ensuing

year.

The meeting then adjourned to 3 o'clock, p. m. In

the afternoon, in women's branch, after opening, re-

port of the Repre.sentatives proposing the reappoint-

ment of Anna M..Matthews and Elizabeth M. Kozer,

for clerks, was united with. David Newport and Eli

J. Hoge, being present, the meeting again settled into

quiet, under which covering David Newport arose

and after explaining how it was that he had been

made willing to come ami sit with Friends in their

annual gathering, he gave expression to an exper-

ience in which his prayer was for a quietness of

spirit, and that the Father would give the power.

"Truth and Love," he said, "go together to make
the minister. He would receive the seed by the

way-side, but it was only the seed that fell into good

ground that yielded the thirty, sixty, and hundred
fold. Friends believe in an inspired intellect. It is

the gift of reason that raises man above the brute

creation." The necessity of learning to be quiet,

which the speaker said, " can only be obtained by a

condition of receptivity," was urged. "If we come
into quietness and trust, we shall experience that he

wdiose mind is thus stayed shall have perfect peace."

Eli Hoge offered a few words, in which he de-

sired that we might not be di.scouraged about our

progress. It is well, he said, to pass through seasons

of darkness ; the day then, is all the brighter to us.

The young were tenderly exhorted to go to the
Heavenly Father for help, and as we journey through
life we will receive the peace that he alone can give.

After these friends retired, the business of the
session was continued by the reading of the epistles

from all the meetings witli which this one corres-

ponds, except Illinois, from which none had been re-

ceived. These documents were felt to be very
precious and inspiring, breathing a spirit of earnest
concern to be found faithful in all the departments of
Christian work, raising still higher the standard of
temperance, and not unmindful of the great humani-
tarian work among the Indians and the colored peo-
ple of the South. They called forth earnest testi-

mony in favor of renewed eflbrts to sweep from our
land the baleful influence of intemperance, and to

discourage the use of tobacco. A very tender and
loving exhortation from Emily Canby closed the ex-
ercises of the session.

In the afternoon, in men's branch, the Represen-
tatives reported the names of Edwanl Stabler, Jr.,

and Geo. B. Passmore for Clerk, the meeting uniting
therewith. Mordecai Price offered prayer.

A committee was appointed to examine and settle

the Treasurer's accounts, and bring forward the name
of a suitable person for Treasurer for the ensuing
year.

A committee was appointed to assist the clerks in

preparing the " Extracts " for publication ; siso one
to unite with women Friends and bring forward the

names of fifteen persons of each sex to serve on the

Representative Committee, in addition to those al-

ready named by the different monthly meetings.

The epistles from Ohio and Indiana Yearly Meetings
were read.

Allen B. Flitcraft, Thomas Foulke, Mordecai Price,

Nathan Moore, and others, occupied the remainder
of the session in words of exhortation and encourage-

ment, and earnest solicitude that harmony and love

might prevail in all the deliberations of the meeting.

At 8 o'clock in the evening, a meeting of the

Yearly Meeting's Central Committee on First-dav

Schools was held in conference with others interested

in this work. This conference takes the place of the
Annual As.sociation meeting which has heretofore oc-

cupied this evening of the Yearly Meeting week.

We shall endeavor to give some report of the pro-

ceedings in our next issue, and also a report oj" the

Youths' meeting held on First-day afternoon.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

OUB WHOLE BEING.

THE proposition is as true as the statement of it

is trite, that " Man is a compound being." The num-
ber of elements that enter into this compound will

be found to vary according to the opinions of the one

who makes the analysis, and the jiurposes for which
it is made.

For the present article it will be sufficient to

divide our whole being into /our parts, and to desig-

nate them as the physical, the intellectual, the moral>

and the spiritual man.
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In classification we often find that the hoiindary

line between two divisions is not very distini-tly

marked, but tluit it lies somewhere within a strip

of territory which may he called debatable ground.

In the present instance, however, such is not tlie case
;

each division lies in a different plane from all the

others, and the space between any two of them is a

perjiendicular step. Another pecidiarity of these

divisions is that, while the higher may properly

dominate, or overlook all that lie below it, the lower

can never invade the domain of the higher without

inflicting an injury upon both.

The physical man, although lowest of the four on

our scale of being, is, nevertheless, a wonderful piece

of mechanism, and the grandest material specimen of

Creative Power that we can behold or contemplate.

It surely behooves us to guard against excesses on the

one hand, and indolence on tlie other, lest we mar
the beautiful harmony of this combination of delicate

organisms. Such a care should be exercised not

merely because our physical comfort and convenience

are promoted thereby ; but also from a feeling of

gratitude and reverence for the Great Architect that

planned the structure, and made each part perfect

to perform the functions for which it was intended.

The more we study the mechanism of our frame, and
the more we reflect on its capabilities, the deeper

must be our conviction that we are " fearfully and
wonderfully made."

We step upward into the intellectual region, and
behold ! how beautiful is the prospect which presents

itself to our view : the whole world lies before us,

and opens its storehouses for our inspection. Not
only material things are inviting our investigation,

but the realm of pure intellect, or the metaphysical,

lies open before us, tempting us to explore its most
remote territory, and to become acquainted with its

secrets. It is in this realm that philosophy occupies

the throne, and imagination as a bird of the air

hovers around it. When elevated into this region

we seem to be in a sort of Elysian field ; but it should
not be mistaken for the "Mount of Transfiguration."

Just here it might be well to hoist a cautionary

signal, inscribed with the word beware! Many of

our young Friends are gifted with bright, and some
of them with profound intellects; and when these

have been disciplined by a course of academic train-

ing, they are capable of searching analyses, varied

comparisons, and intelligent conclusions; all of which
are highly valuable in intellectual investigations, but
most dangerous when applied to spiritual research.

Faith and rea.son are two faculties so entirely dis-

tinct from each other, yet each exercising so powerful
an influence when it is in operation, that while one
is active the other must be passive. In philosophical

research, be it physical or metaphysical, we arrive at

conclusions by a process that is both intellectual and
demonstrable; but in spiritual things the result is

obtained by what Friends call " getting into the quiet,

and feeling after the Truth." The two processes are
so totally different that any attempt to blend them
makes a mockery of both. The intellectual course
invites argument and o tiers an explanation for every
step that is taken : the feeling, on the contrary, does

not admit of argument or require any explanation;
those who have experienced it know wh.at it is; and
tlio.se who have not, must accept it on the credit of
those wlio do know it, or reject it as a chimera and a
delusion. He who attempts to fathom the deep
things of the Spirit with an intellectual plummet
will be likely to strike against side projections and
jagged prominences which the spiritual line would
pass without difficulty and reach the solid rock of
Truth that lies far, far below. It was the desire to

hiow that caused our first parents to transgress the
Divine law, and to permit the intellectual faculties to

encroach upon the spiritual domain : the sequel of
this encroachment is the saddest event recorded in

the history of the human race.

The attempt to measure religion by intellectual

standards, and to limit the Truth by our finite com-
prehension, are probably among the greatest dangers
connected with the First-day school movement in

the Society of Friends. For those who occupy the
responsible position of instructors in these schools, it

might be well to keep two danger signals constantly
in view : the one is that of claiming for intellectual

work a higher source than tbat from which it pro-

ceeds ; and the other is the temptation to substitute
intellect for feeling, and acquired knowledge for the
teachings of the Spirit.

That the moral qualities of our being are higher
than the intellectual, must be evident when we re-

flect upon the important bearing that they have upon
our relations to each other, and upon the government
of the human family. The word morals originally

meant manners, customs, character; and the moral
law applies to our intercourse with each other, and to

such a regulation of our conduct as shall enable us to

be upright in our dealings, correct in our walks, and
reputable in our ways. In short, our observance of
the moral law requires our conformity to a standard
of abstract right which shall be alike applicable to our-

selves and to our neighbors. It is.something tbat can
be taught in families and in schools; we even have
text-books of "Moral Philosophy." The civil code,

or law of the land—often as the perverted application

of it defeats the aims of justice and violates equity

—

is based on the moral law, and is intended to prevent
one man from abridging the rights of another.

Whatever raises the moral standard of a commu-
nity is calculated to benefit every individual belong-
ing to tbat community ; and as portions of the hu-
man family are thus benefited, the world is gradually
made better.

Of later time I have observed, with surprise and
sorrow, a disposition on the part of some of the

members of our Religious Society to hold up the

view that morality and religion are identical. The
writings of our early Friends cannot be brought to

substantiate any such view. Morality is as essential

to religion as pure air is to good health ; but as the

poor tramp, who traverses the highway all day and
sleeps in the wood at night, may be starving for want
of nutrition or burning up with alcoholism (notwith-

standing the pure air that he breathes), so also

the atheist who is faultless in his morality, may be

spiritually starving to death, or burning inwardly for
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a thaught of living water. As the less cannot con-

tain the greater, and as a part is not equal to the

whole, neither is morality iilentical with religion.

The higliest plane of our heing is the spiritual

one. It would indeed, seem fitting to " talje the shoes

from off our feet" before stepping on to such ground.

Stillness, seriousness, reverence, and humility are

conditions that we should strive to attain before we
begin to consider the solemn subject of religion,

—

and the weighty matters that pertain to our spiritual

welfare. We are to contemplate that of which the

senses cannot take cognizance, which the intellect

cannot analyze, which the whole moral law cannot
satisfy, but which " the wayfaring man, though a

fool," may know and enjoy.

The prophet Elijah speaks of a " still, small

voice ;
" George Fox exhorted Friends to " mind the

light "—referring to the inner light ; and Friends, for

more than two centuries, have professed to believe in

the verity of impressions made upon the mind that

is prayerfully desirous, anil passively obedient, to re-

ceive them. But, in order to hear the "still, small

voice " within, we must turn away from the noises of

the world without; and the ability to see the inner

light requires introversion before introspection. It

is possible for us to be too busy, even in philanthropic

work, to hear the voice, or to see the light. Even
when we are honestly endeavoring to "get into the

quiet," be it in the silent part of a religious meeting
or in the seclusion of our own apartment at home,
there are three enemies, some one of which is likely

to assail us. The first is asort of physical lethargy ; the

second is a wandering imagination ; and the third is

intense worldliness. Each of these is a foe to religi-

ous contemplation, and the more formidable he is,

the more humble we should be, and the more earnest

in our prayers to overcome him.

As this article may be read by some of our younger
members, the writer would encourage such to seek

seasons of retirement, out of meeting as well as in it,

and at such seasons to listen attentively to the in-

ward voice. It is by such listening that we can best

learn what is required of us, and how we may best

promote our spiritual growth. In other religious

denominations the young convert is urged to engage

in "church work." In ours he or she is encouraged
to "be still," "be watchful," and "be faithful." As
these three brief injunctions are obeyed, it will be
found that there is much subjective work to he done
before any objective will be required. We may be

living up to the moral law in its entirety, but unless

and until we can really enjoy silent communion, we
are in the condition of the young man who appealed

to the Master—" What lack I yet?" To lay aside

some ornament of dress; to relinquish an amuse-
ment; to abandon a favorite kind of literature ; to

refrain from going to a company ; or any otiier little

sacrifice will be likely to be followed by sweet peace,

and may pave the way for further openings in the

line of duty.

If all the parts of our being were brought under
proper government, we should have the body exer-

cising power over the material world; the intellect

directing the body ; the moral law dominating the

intellect; the spiritual part governing all below it,

and being itself subject to Him who planned and
made the whole.

H. *

lenth Month 21, 1887.

ONE MORE ANSWER TO "A QUERY."
Editors Intelligencer and Jodrnal :

I H.WE read with interest the several answers to a
certain query, and would like to oS'er a suggestion on
the subject.

The difficulty seems to arise from the stage of ex-

perience contemplated. The Love of God is indeed
the Water of Life to the soul, or, in other words, the

Blood of Christ, spiritually understood. The shed-
ding of Jesus' blood on the cross was a figure of what
sin does in our spiritual being. It wounds the
fatherly trust of God, and draws forth that pitying

love so significantly expressed in the words of Jesus
on the same occa.sion: "Father, forgive them, for

they know not what they do."

But sin al.so makes a desert in the human soul,

and dries up this heavenly fountain. It does not de-

stroy the love of God or change it into enmity, any
more than the barrenness of the desert destroys the

water which falls upon it, or converts it into oxygen
and hydrogen ; but it so changes the condition of the

heart that it no longer responds to this love—no more
gives the answer of a quick and healthful conscience

to God's appeals. The sands of selfishness and vitia-

ted appetite absorb all the rain and dew, and give no
bloom of love or green verdure of righteousness. It

is at this point the great question arises. How shall

the soul whichis dead in trespas.ses and sins be made
alive? How shall the hard, cold heart be made to

feel that God still pities and loves the work of his

hands, though desolate and defiled and rebellious?

To this question Christianity answers in the words of

its Founder, "God so loved the world that he gave
his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in

him should not perish, but have everlasting life." It

further answers, in the words of its foremost ex-

pounder (Romans 5 : 6-10), " For when we were with-

out strength, in due time Christ died for the ungodly:
for scarcely for a righteous man will one die : but

God commendeth his love toward us, in that while

we were yet sinners Christ died for us. Much more
then, being now justified by his blood, we shall be

saved from wrath through him. For if, when we
were enemies, we were reconciled to God by the

death of his Son, much more, being reconciled, we
shall be saved by his life."

The true philosophy of the atonement is here

brought into view by the apostle, who shows that

while the soul is estranged from God, the enmity

—

not of God towai'd man, but of man toward God

—

must be removed by a striking display of God's love

and that God cho.se the strongest possible expression

of his readiness to forgive, in order to awaken its

dormant sensibilities, injecting his love, as it were,

into the very eyes, mouth, and heart of the sinner

as if to compel him to feel that God loves him de-

spite his utter unworthiness. It is this great and
lorious truth which the propagators of Christianity
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still and ever must put forward as the very sword of

the Spirit to open men's hearts in order that the sav-

ing love of God, or life-l)lood of Christ, may enter

and do the work of reconciliation, makins;^ peace he-

tween the sin-severed hranch and the Parent Tree of

Life.

Now, whoever wields this sword and ministers

this saving love most eflectively, is the best work-

man, the most successful physician. Friends do it in

one way ; others in another way. But it is not possi-

ble for us to mistake the nature of the disease or the

condition of the patient. If we conclude that the

soul is not sick unto death, but only mildly ill, and

so apply an anodyne when we ought to use the knife,

the badly ill may better go to other doctors, even

though these doctors apply the remedy in an imper-

fect manner. The case brought up for consideration

is that of a conscience-stricken soul that dares not

look directly to God for pardon. This may be

through a misapprehension of God's disposition to-

ward it, or it may be because God has purposely pre-

sented only one aspect of his nature—his aversion to

sin—toward it, as he showed only his back to Moses

while the law was being imposed, leaving the revela-

tion of his face to be made in Christ Jesus. Xotv if

we misjudge the time and the condition of things,

and address the alien as though he were already re-

conciled, his conscience will refute our testimony.

He will say—and the Spirit will bear witness with

him—"God is not reconciled to me while I carry this

burden of sin and wear these tilthy robes of carnal

appetite and passion. I must put them off; and how

to rid myself of them I know not." This is the

actual case of thousands. To such the "evangeli-

cal " teacher says, " Cast your burden on Christ and

take the robe of his righteousness, in which to ap-

pear before God, who has set forth his Son to be a

propitiation for our sins, through faith in his blood."

If, without reasoning, by a simple act of trust the

weary heart can do this, it will find rest and gain

strength to go a step further.

The " unevangelical " teacher says, "God is your

Father, and loves you still, however sinful, only

asking you to repent of your sins and keep his com-

mandments ; and when you have forsaken his way, to

return, like the prodigal, and receive his ready par-

don and the robe of a real righteousness which his

grace will enable you to put on. You may then eat

of the feast his love will prepare for you."

Wherein lies the difference between the two

counselors? Is it not that one presents the Law and

the other the Gospel ? One says, " This do, and thou

shall live;" the other says, "This believe, and thou

shalt live." Both dispensations are of God, and all

bis children must pass under both ; but it is of great

importance that we correctly judge under which dis-

pensation the soul that needs assistance is living.

No man can keep the law of God until he has become

a child of God, and none can be a child of God until

he is born of the Spirit, not only as Jesus was, but

through him who is to all Christians what the vine is

to tlie branches.
E. Ryder.

Brewster, N. Y., lenth month 9.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NOTES FROM SARAH HUNT.
" SAY not ye There are yet four months, and then

cometh the harvest? I say unto you,lift up your eyes,

and look on the fields ; for they are white already to

harvest. He that reapeth receiveth wages, and gath-

ereth fruit unto life eternal." The fields of human
intelligence everywhere spread out appealing in deep

and earnest aspirations for aid, if it be only a word

of encouragement to enter the path of .self-denial and

safety ; to choo.se only the pure in thought and in ac-

tion, that a holy elevation may shine out so invit-

ingly as to attract attention without eSbrt. When
the whole aim is to please God and to do his will, the

good is uncalculable to the community and the indi-

vidual. Let us strive for this upward and onward

course till we arrive at the fulness of the stature of a

man in Christ ; so established in the unchangeable

truths of Christianity as to stand as pillars in the

Lord's house that shall go no more out, meek and

humble receivers of that grace which will carry

us over and above all obstacles we may have to

encounter. Watch ever on the wall, faithful to the

trust reposed in us in time of danger. We have need

to put up the prayer of the ancient veteran in the

Lamb's warfare: "And now, Lord, . . grant unto

thy servants, that with all boldness they may speak

thy word. By stretching forth thine hand te heal

and that signs and wonders may be done by the

name of thy holy child Jesus. And when they had

prayed, the place was shaken where they were as-

sembled together," an evidence that the needful an-

nointing would be given them.

My feelings are in unison with Jonathan Plummer.

We need more mingling of the old and young to-

gether—more interchange of thought and wise en-

deavor to stiumlate each other. Parlor meetings were

frequent among Friends when I was young. Parents

and children would sit down together awhile in si-

lence; we had no set time, but such was the devo-

tional feeling nourished it seemed to bring without

efl'ort a heavenly covering over us—parents and their

eight children, several grown, all of whom became

useful members of society. I am the only one left to

hear this testimony. Sarah Hunt.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 44.

Eleventh Month 13th, 1887.

Topic: CONFESSINCJ CHRIST.

Golden Text : " Every one who shall confess me before men,

him will I also confess before my Father which is in heaven."
—Matt. 10 : 32.

READ Matthew 10 : 32-42. Revised Version.

OUR lesson for to-day concludes the instructions

given by Jesus to the twelve he had chosen to send

out as missionaries among the sad-hearted, disquieted

people whose unhappy spiritual condition had taken

hold of his sympathy, and for whose truer knowledge

of God and the things of the Spirit he was so deeply

exercised. These men had followed him in his jour-

neys and listened to the words that he gave forth.

They had become indoctrinated with the truths he
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made so plain and convincing, and, in a measure,

they had imbibed his spirit. Now he would send

tliem forth, not altogether, but by twos, that they

might be helpful to one another, and not be burden-

some to those by whom they were entertained.

Confess. The same word in the original is trans-

lated " profess." It means they were to acknowledge

Jesus as the Christ, the promised Messiah, and to

manifest their allegiance and attachment to him, in

every proper manner. They were not to be ashamed,

either of his person, his character, his doctrines,

or his requirements.
" Tliink not lam come," etc. See Micah, 7 : G. Jesus

did not mean to be understood as saying the object

of his coming was to bring discord and contention
;

but they might e.'fpect to find one jiart of a family

that believed on him opposed by those of the family

who were against him. The wickedness of men, and

not the religion of the Gospel, would be the cause of

this hostility.

" He thai loveth," etc. Their love for Jesus, as the

Christ, must be supreme. So must we be willing to

part witti every earthly possession rather than fail in

our loyalty to our Heavenly Father, to whom Jesus

in all his teachings directs our thoughts. These af-

fections and possessions may become our snares,

rather than our helpers in Cliristian duty, and we are

warned of the consequences that will follow any

yielding of the first place in our afl'ectious to earthly

and transitory things.

WE LEAKN FROM THIS LES.SON:

1. Tljat confessing Christ implies a full surrender

of all we have and all we are, to the control and leader-

ship of Christ, the anointing power, the Holy Spirit.

2. That all who are willing to make this sur-

render, receive the power to become the sons and

daughters of God.

3. That the testimony of experience confirms the

teachings of scripture ; with the heart man believeth

unto righteousness and with the mouth confession is

made unto salvation, (Rom. 10:10) and when this

condition is realized, all reproach or persecution for

Christ's sake is patiently and faithfully endured.

Confessing Christ, according to the belief of

Friends from their rise to the present time, has an en-

tirely spiritual interpretation, the Christ whom we

confess being the power of God, that so manifestly

was bestowed upon Jesus " without measure," en-

abling him to conform in all things to the Divine

will. " Tlie son of God " represents a spiritual son-

ship, according to Jesus's own testimony, that " God

is a Spirit;" and when he declares " I and my Father

[meaning God] are one," the oneness claimed must

be of the spirit, and not of the flesh, which as he had

before said, " profiteth notliing." As to what is writ-

ten in the Scriptures relating to the outward mani-

festation there has ever been a liberty of interpreta-

tion, the vital point being the acceptance of the

" Christ within." This again is in accordance with

the testimony of Jesus, when he said :
" I can of my-

self do nothing ; as I hear, I judge ; and my judgment

is righteous, because I seek not mine own will, but

the will of him that sent me." John 5 : 30.

Correction.—In the communication of our friend

Joseph A. Bogardus, last week, referring to the pro-

gramme of First-day School Lessons for 1S88, in the

last paragraph but one, the word " continued " was

printed instead of "combined," making an important

change in what was intended to be said. It should

read: "that for next year the Scripture and Topic

Les.sons be combined."

THE INNATE RELIGIOUS IMPULSE.
WHAT, then, is the very foundation of religion, in

the largest sense of the word, and as distinguished

from the various systems in which it has found more

or lessadequate expression? I conceive that founda-

tion to be unquestionably the sense of ethical obliga-

tion. Nor is it diflicult to see why this is so. The
special attribute of man, Aristotle tells us in the

" Politics," is that he is a moral being, enjoying per-

ception of good and evil, justice and injustice, and

the like. It is this, he considers, which marks man
off from the rest of animated nature. For myself, in-

deed, I cannot deny the rudiments, at least, of the

moral sense to creatures inferior to man in the scale

of being. I believe, with Professor Huxley, that

" even the highest faculties of feeling and intellect be-

gin to germinate in lower forms of life." But, how-

ever that may be, certain it is, as Jean Paul Richter

writes, that " in the higher nature of every fully en-

dowed man there is an instinct of obligation or sense

of responsibility." And this instinct or sense is the

first thing about us. " Nothing is more sure to me,"

said Plato, " than that I ought to be as good and no-

ble as I can." In the l)Ounilless immensity of our ig-

norance, this is clear, though all else be doubtful.

Put aside, prescind from, all theories of life oflered

us, whether by religion or by philosophy, and yet

this primary fact remains, that I po.sse8S the power of

willing good as good, and the consciousness that I

ought to will it. Life, then, whatever else it is or is

not, is a period of moral probation. That is the most

certain of all our certitudes. And upon that founda-

tion must we build if we would know what is the ob-

ject of life, or, as the old philosophers called it, the

" summum bonum." Thus, Aristotle holds in his

"Etliics" that the chief good of man consists in an

activity of the soul in accordance with its excellence;

that is, as he says in another place, with virtue. Or,

to translate his dictum into the language of an even

nobler philosophy, the end of life is to bring the in-

dividual will into harmony with the universal will,

to follow the dictates of that eternal monitor which

says, " Thou oughtest." Religion accounts that in-

ternal monitor divine. Its essence, as Kant sums

the matter up, lies in the recognition of our duties as

God's commands ; in its proclamation of the abso-

lutely binding nature of the moral law. This is what

Christianity means when it declares the enil of man

to be the doing of God's will. " Oh, my God, I am
content to do it

;
yes, thy law is within my heart,"

are the words put by St. Paul into the mouth of Jesus

Christ; and they apply, in their degree, to all his

disciples.— Tr..S. Lilly, in The Forum.

I
Knowledge is folly unless grace guide it.
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PHILADELPHIA, ELEVENTH MONTH 5, 1887.

"AM I MY BROTHER'S KEEPER? "

HOW many times this old-time query occurs to tiiose

wlio note the doings of men ! If we only take the

trouble to look beneath the surface of things, we find

the self-same underlying passions revealing them-

selves in some obnoxious form, as are attributed to

Cain in his dealings with his brother. And ever the

watchful Father is on this account causing uneasiness

in the hearts of his children, and ever the rebellious

spirit within is framing the same reply.

Xot that it assumes the same form ; the increase

of knowledge and the refining influences of civiliza-

tion have largely lifted our race of men, with a few

exceptions, above the desire to take the life of an-

other to gratify a revengeful spirit ; and thus we have

grown towards the Christian standard of "loving our

neiglibor," although it is far from being reached in

its entirety. While each newly created soul is left to

struggle with contending passions, each generation

that succeeds unto that which has- won victories, will

have a vantage ground from which to make grander

conquests.

There is one powerful source of enmity that

requires great care lest we, perhaps all unconsciously,

become the abetters of that jealousy that is in less or

greater degree implanted in us all, a faculty if wisely

used, a protector, but if abnormally developed, a very

potent destroyer of happiness.

We refer to the mode and manner in which we

live and move amid our fellows. Here is where

watchful care is very needful, lest in the indulgence

of our tastes we go so far as to excite the envy of

those who may be looking to us as examples in the

use of the good things committed to our keeping.

No one can, of course, judge for another where this

limit shall be placed, and many argue that if the

means are our own, and at our complete command,

no one has the right to object or to feel envious, no

matter how we may expend them ; and this is morally

true. But there is an inward and divine code that if

discovered n-ill point out a " thus far, and no farther,"

in all these things. This knowledge, and obedience

thereto, will bring a peace and joy that indulgence to

the full extent of the moral law, can never know.
It is in this that "the simplicity of higher minds

ever will, while the world lasts, be a puzzle to the

course perceptions of ordinary 'clever people.'
"

On the other side, we cannot try too much to sub-

due this passion of envy; it so dwarfs and withers

those who foster it. It has been said " the truest

mark of being born with great qualities is being born

without envy." If we have at our command but the

little, we can so cultivate the feeling of enjoyment

in what others po,ssess that these very possessions

become as riches to ourselves. We can enjoy their

enjoyment in them and be spared the care and

anxiety incident to possession.

There is no greater victory than that gained by

bringing under control a jealous feeling, for we then

can take pleasure in what we have, not comparing it

with the greater, but rather placing it beside that

which is less; thus will our content be assured, and

heavenly peace become a willing guest.

The question, " What books shall we buy ? " is al-

ways a perplexing one to those who feel the respon-

sibility of making additions to the library. Friends'

Book Association, at 15th and Race streets, Philadel-

phia, have with great care arranged a catalogue of

well chosen books for the use of Friends, which is

now ready for di.stribution. But there is always room

for new and good additions to any catalogue, and if

any Friend who has read a valuable liook, or knows

of one, would be kind enough to note it down and

forward the title and name of publisher to the Book

Association, the favor would be appreciated and

seekers after good books be benefited.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
Reflecting a little on what J. D. McPherson says

in his letter concerning the movement in France and
Germany by which women become laborers, and men
are released for war, one can hardly fail to be im-

pressed with the essential return thus produced to

the early conditions of savage life. When we first

discovered the Indian tribes of this country, their

arrangement was precisely the same; the men were
for war and the cliase, the women for labor. Thus,

it appears, the resumption of conflict is the resump-

tion of barbarism—when Civilization embraces War
slie goes back to the point she started from.

Another, even more fruitful and not less interest-

ing theme brought up in our friend's letter, is that of

the eflfect of the great development of occupations for

women upon the employment of men, in countries

without a great army,—as, for instance, the United

States. As society is now organized, the man, if he

be not the sole "head of the family," is its " bread-

winner," and whenever he is displaced by a woman
he finds himself more hardly driven in his efibrt to

get the needful bread. That young men, entering

upon life without a "start," find it increasingly diffi-

cult to gain what is regarded as a competence, is gen-

erally felt to be true, especially among those engaged
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in agriculture, and the movement to " the West" has

been one way of expressing this fact. But the West

is filling; up; the greater opportunity there is dimin-

ishing year by year: the time must come when con-

ditions of success in the newer States will not diflfer

materially from those in the older, ami this outlet for

young men will cease. It has for some time been the

feeling of the writer that in the Society of Friends,

—

in our own branch of it, at least,—there has been

much greater attention paid to the development of

opportunities for young women than of maintaining

those for young men. This may have been for the

time very well ; but if it has the effect of letting our

young men drift away, and of forcing them to seek

places outside of Friendly influences, in order to

gain a living, it is a tendency that needs to be looked

after.
* * *

Pkofkssor Beardsley's address is an interesting

and reasonable plea for the due consideration of the

claims of fiction ; but we feel obliged to remark that

the question whether fiction Iiad better be introduced

into Friends' Libraries is one to be considered on

special grounds, aside from the general issue. Per-

haps in a future number we may find the opportunity

to discuss the subject, and point out some of the con-

siderations which occur to us in regard to it.

* * *

We venture to call attention, now, to the begin-

ning of the school year in the Southern colored

schools at Aiken and Mount Pleasant, and to ask that

the aid for their support which was so kindly given

last year, shall be maintained. A letter from Martha

Schofield, dated the 29tb ultimo, says: "We have

seventeen boarding students, and about 140 altogether

in the school. Good crops make a great difference,

and the students are in earlier than usual."

* * *

Gracbanna Lewis, well known to many of our

readers, announces, in a circular now before us, her

preparedness to deliver lectures on animals and

plants, shells, birds, etc., either in courses, or single

lectures. Her familiarity with a wide range of facts

in these departments of natural science qualifies her

in that important respect for the engagements which

she invites. Her address is Media, Pennsylvania.

A FRIEND writes us concerning the letter of John
D. McPherson, in last week's paper, calling attention

to tlie fact that the lines of poetry which be quotes,

are not to be found in Dr. Johnson's "Vanity of Hu-

man Wishes," but in Goldsmith's "Deserted Village,"

where they are applied to the village preacher. It

may be worth while, also, to quote them accurately,

as our friend has wrongly substituted some words.

The pa.ssage is as follows :

" As some tall cliff that lifts its awful form,

Swells from the vale, and midway leaves the storm,

Thoiifjh rouud its breast the roUiuK clouds are spread,

Eterual suusbiue settles oa its head."

There is no member of the body but is made to

serve the Lord, and is also made fit for it.

—

Slephen

Crisp.

MARRIAGES.
BUNTING—McILVAIN.—On Third-day evening, the

18th ult., by Friends' ceremony, at the residence of the

bride's mother, Elmwood avenue and Fifty-ninth street,

Philadelphia, SamuelJ. Bunting, of Sharon Hill, to Helen,

daughter of Martha G. and the late Hugh Mcllvain, of

Philadelphia.

DEA THS.
COOPER.—At the residence of her son-in-law, George

Harper, iu Fallsiugton, Bucks county, Pa., on the 12th of

Tenth month, 18S7. Mary M. Cooper, widow of the late

Mahlon Cooper, of Newtown Township, in the 78th year of

her age.

WEBB.—At Baltimore, Md„ Tenth month 26th, at

the residence of her sou-in-law, Martin Harley, Lydia P.,

widow of James Webb, of Wilmington, Del., aged 86 years.

Burial at Wilmington.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE.—XlV. A LOOK
INTO FRANCE.

Brussels, Belgium, Ninth month, 1887.

AT the northern extremity of Lake Brienz is the

Brunig Pass, leading over to the Lake of Lucerne.

This lake is also called the " Lake of the Four Can-

tons," which long title the Germans contrive to com-

press into the single word " Vierwaldstattensee." It

is declared by the guide books to be unsurpassed ia

Europe for magnificent scenery. It is useless to at-

tempt to describe beauties and grandeurs, but all will

understand the interest it possesses as the scene of

the legendary exploits of William Tell. On its bor-

der is the Righi mountain, 6,00U feet in height, the

ascent of which can be made by either of two rail-

roads on opposite sides of the mountain, and from,

the eastern summit the spectator enjoys a prospect

embracing a horizontal sweep 300 miles in diameter.

It is certainly very tine, but not so much so as the

dimensions might lead one to expect. A mountain

peak or other natural object, seen from a distance of

a hundred and fifty miles, does not display much

beauty or grandeur, and would generally look better

at one-tenth the distance. But the near prospect is

better when one looks down upon half a dozen con-

siderable lakes whose banks are lined with cities and

villages.

The cars on the railroads are pushed by a locomo-

tive with a cog-wheel working into a notched rail,

—

the arrangement on Mount Washington in the United

States. Both roads pay reasonably well. The maxi-

mum grade is one foot in four.

Along the base of the Righi runs the St. Gothard

railway, and the sight of it tempts me to add a touch

to my former imperfect notice of this grand work.

The road, in working up the mountain to the great

tunnel, sometimes finds that after doing its best climb-

ing, and availing itself of every natural advantage

offered by the ground, it is still a hundred or more

feet below where it ought to be. How can the train

be lifted a hundred feet perpendicularly at that spot ?

It must be done, and it is done. The road turns short

from its pre.scribed course ; dashes into the mountain

side, into the solid rock, makes a perfectly circular
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sweep of a mile, and comes out just above where it

went in, but a hundred and twenty feet higher, for it

has been rising the wliole way. And so, liaving at-

tained tlie desired height,it goes on its way rejoicing.

In one place it was over two hundred feet below
grade, and had to make two such circuits in the rock.

It would have been very fine to have made a spiral

stairway of two complete turns in the solid rock ;but

then the engineer had something else to think of

than doing fine things, and made the second circle a
little further on.

After seeing this part of Switzerland we returned

to Berne and started on a long run through the heart

of France, and its most fertile region, to Tours. In
contrasting this beautiful country with the flat, sandy
plains or the rough, broken parts of Germany, one
understands the secret of that enormous wealth which
once enabled France to overrun Europe with well-

appointed armies, and in later years paid tlie im-

mense indemnities exacted by the triumphant invad-
ers whom her causeless aggressions had goaded into

resistance and retaliation. The fields bore fine crops

of the useful kinds,—grain and roots,—but the labor-

ers in view were chiefly women, and there was a total

absence of the agricultural machinery which would
have been seen at home.

Tours is on the " murmuring Loire," in a region of

fine estates and old castles, and was formerly much
frequented by the English, both for its climate and
the advantage of learning there the language in its

utmost purity. But the Franco-German war scat-

tered the English colony, and it never returned.

There, as in every other place of any consequence, is

an ancient cathedral of fine architecture, in which I

remember only the tomb of two infant princes, cliil-

dren of Charles VIII., who were buried there before

the discovery of America. Their etHgies lie at full

length on the tomb, and four centuries have done
them no damage but to deface a little their most
prominent features. It is wonderful to see the beau-
tiful cathedrals scattered everywhere throughout
Europe by the devotion or pride of the middle ages.

The zeal which built them seems to have died out be-

fore they were completed. Some have only been
finished in oui' day, and some yet await spires, doors,

or windows. The cathedral of Cologne was finished

within my recollection ; the cathedral of Florence
while we were there last spring ; and the rough,

wooden doors of the cathedral of Milan are about to

be replaced by grand bronze valves already finished.

From Tours we came here,passing a week in Paris

on the way.

It is very patriotic to speak of some of our cities as

the finest in the world, and as beauty is a matter of

taste any one who hasseen all the cities of the world,

ma}' make that assertion without fear of contradic-

tion but hardly with a clear conscience. I shall not
attempt to describe the city, but I will mention some
features not to be found in any American city that I

have .seen. In the first place, while there is a quite

sufficient variety in the architecture of the private

houses, all these varieties are not assembled lietero-

geneously in every several block, producing a dis-

cordant melody, but in each block the houses are of

the same style, and constitute in the mass a single

pleasing object. American cities being generally

planned with two systems of parallel streets, one at a
right angle to the other, only two streets can intersect

at the same point, and the four corner blocks present

four sharp angles to the centre of the space formed by
the intersection. In Paris very often three and some-

times four streets intersect. Of course the blocks

thus formed would present very acute angles were
not these angles cut off, and a front, instead of an
angle, presented to the centre of the intersection.

The corner houses are built with this front and two
other fronts, and the spectator placed at the centre

of the intersection which has been greatly enlarged

by cutting away the corners sees six handsome
isolated fronts instead of four dead rectangular cor-

ners. Then, in the good parts of Paris, which only

I speak of, the streets are not supposed to run indefi-

nitely into the distance and " peter out," but are cut

oil' while in their beauty, and an efl'ort is made to

have them end at some fine object closing the vista,

a monument or public building, such as.the column
of the Place Vendonie, the grand opera house, the

church of the Madeleine, the Tuilleries, or if no
better can be done, a block of good houses on the

cross-street at the end. Finally, the houses are all

of stone or stucco, the latter painted of a light drab

color, and much more pleasant to the eye than dull

red brick. Add to these features extensive gardens

handsomely laid out, well shaded, and at suitable in-

tervals enormous beds of bright flowers, such as our

hot, dry summers do not permit to flourish, and one

has the elements of a beauty to which no .-Vmerican

city I am acquainted with can pretend. But then

there is no American city that counts two million in-

habitants.

In Paris we find in its best form of development

that economical idea which encourages the introduc-

tion of women into employments heretofore monop-
olized by the men. Here they are salesmen, clerks,

cashiers ; they peddle small goods and sometimes even

sweep the streets, and in the country around till the

fields and gather the harvests. But I have not seen

them mix mortar and carry it and bricks and stones

to the top of buildings on their backs as they do in

Germany, nor, as there, harnessed with dogs for yoke-

fellows, dragging heavy carts through the streets.

But that will come in time, for every woman thus

taken from her home and children liberates fc man
from work, and gives one more soldier to the army.

I have within a few days seen a notice of a pamphlet

by a French philanthropist respecting the modifica-

tions that may become necessary in the industry of

the country when every woman shall have become a

hand-worker. Of course France can then double her

array and reap a great crop of " glory." In fact it is

only the women workers that enable France and (ler-

many to keep up their immense armies. If the wo-

men should strike, the armies would have to be dis-

banded and go to work. In our country we have

been somewhat late in taking hold of the idea, but

with our youthful energy we will no doubt soon be

abreast of the most advanced countries of Europe.

In the absence of an army it is difficult to see where
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our young men thus displaced are to find employ-

ment. For a while they may continue to " go West,'

as the New Englanders have done, until in Massa-

chusetts there are, I think, some three hundred tlmu-

sand women in excess, and the disparity has caused

as yet no visible bad results : but some thoughtful

men have expressed the opinion that this is not a

healthy condition of society. It is idle to say that

men can if they choose " always find work." A cor-

respondent of the Lonilou Times writes: " the labor

market is full to overHowing," while "the demand
for hands decreases year by year." Improved ma-

chinery is continuously taking the place of men, and

improved transportation bringing distant races in

competition with our own. The British steamships

in the Eastern seas will soon be supplied with coal

from the mines of Barinah where the miners will be

glad to work for ten cents a day. The professions are

overcrowded. The earnings of all the British law-

yers are said not to amount to an average of one dol-

lar each per working day. The doctors are probably

worse off. Some years ago commissions in the British

army could be obtained by purchase, and young men
paid for them a price which would have purchased an

annuity equal to the pay of the office: that is, young

men are willing to work for nothing in order to ob-

tain genteel employment with a remote chance of

" glory," counterbalanced by the chance of being

killed before attaining it.

Nor is there any necessity for women thus enter-

ing into competition with men. Either sex could do

all there is done. The machinery of Great Britain

does the work of a hundred million pairs of arms,

and these have sometimes to be stopped for fear of

producing too much. Now if either sex can do the

necessary work, can there be a question as to which

should do it? An idle man is a ruined man, and a

nuisance to himself and the community. A woman
of leisure, for she is seldom i<lle, is a blessing to the

house where she tinds a home. She fills a hundred

little gaps for which there can be no regular provi-

sion. Such women circulate in society and keep up a

current of kindly feelings. Like the bees which on

a summer's day liang on the clover blossoms, with no

thought but of their own enjoyment, yet gather and

carry away from flower to flower the fertilizing dust

without which the plant would perish, so the kind-

hearted woman bears from one household to another

the germs of good will, makes each acquainted with

the trials and sorrows of the other, and weaves round

the whole circle a bond of sympathy without which

each fiimily in selfish isolation would lose all senti-

ment of a community of aflection. And then the

mothers ; if, as some say, the fate of a child for good

or evil is fixed in the first seven years of its life, of

what infinite importance it must be that the mothers

should be free to devote every thought and every

moment of time to watch over and train the child

during these critical years. I am convinced that the

present tendency is towards the result contemplated

by the French philanthropist above mentioned, and

that it threatens the total disintegration of family

life. Only an enlightened opinion among the women
themselves can arrest it. J. D. McPiiekson.

A PLEA FOR BOOKS OF FICTION.^

I KARELY enter this room without the feeling

that there is, to a certain extent, alack of apprecia-

tion of the opportunities and advantages here pre-

sente<l on the part of those for whom this library

exists.

Your presence here this evening is an evidence,

liowever, that there are many who feel interested in

the books here gathered, and in the objects for which

this Association was formed, and I know that there

are many others to whom the treasures here stored

are a means of improvement, a source of enjoyment,

and often a comfort and a consolation.

Still our books are not used to the extent that is

desirable, nor is the library the centre of those

activities which should exist in the community to

which it belongs and which should naturally find

their main springs here.

I tliink it will interest us, wlio have the good of

this institution in our hearts, and who desire to see

its usefulness extended as widely as may be, to look

to-night for a little while into the nature and objects

of libraries, to learn why they exist and what their

relations are to the community at large, that we

mav see how this our library is related to our com-

munity.

When we use the term, or word, "books," we natu-

rally think of them as they appear to us in our day,

as we see them on the shelves about us to-night, with

their printed pages gathered into convenient forms,

and covered and protected with tasteful bimlings.

But there were famous libraries before the art of

printing was invented, at the time when the making

of a copy of an original work was a serious undertak-

ing. (In those days libraries were not troubled with

the accumulation of duplicate volumes, and the cost

of a single copy was such that but few could afl'ord to

own books.) And for a long period after books

began to be printed, they were so dear that no one

could own all he wanted. Their accumulation in

libraries became, therefore, a necessity, and thither

the hungry scholar resorted for his mental food. So

precious were they and so carefully guarded that

often they were held to their places by massive

chains. Sir Walter Scott in one of his novels describes

the library of an Astrologer, and pictures its owner

curiously examining a specimen, just issued from the

Frankfort press, of the then newly invented art of

printing, when the King of France enters. "He rose

and bowed to the King, yet with the air of one to

whom such exalted .society was familiar." In reply

to the King's comments on his occupation, he an-

swers: "Believe me, that in consequence of this

invention, I read with as certain augury as by any

combination of the heavenly bodies, the most awful

and portentous changes. When I reflect with what

slow ami limited supp'ies the stream of Science hath

hitherto descended to us ; how diflicult to be obtained

by those most ardent in its search ;
how certain to

be neglected by all who regard their ease ;
how liable

to be diverted, or altogether dried up by the inva -

lAddrcss at the annual meeting of the Library Association of

Friends, 15th and Race streets, Philadelphia, 10th mo. 21, 1887

by Prof Arthur Beardsley,
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sions of barbarism; can I look forward without
won<ler and astonish luent, to the lot of a succeeding
generation, on wliom knowledge will descend like

the first and second rain, uninterruptedly, unabated,

unbounded, fertihzing some grounds, and overflowing
otiiers; changing the whole form of social life; estab-

lisliing and overthrowing religions; erecting and
destroying kingdoms."

Here the King is concerned to know whether
these things, and especially the last, are to take place

in his day, and there I leave them, and pass on to

consider some of the results as seen in our day. So
great has been the multiplication of books, and now
so numerous are they that not even millionaires can
buy all they want, and our extremes meet in the

library, for here is the single book, too costly for one
of us to own, and here are the many books we want
to read, yet cannot aflbrd to buy, because of their

number, though each costs so little.

The Society of Friends has established this library

for the use of its members; and who are these mem-
bers but the men and women of to-day, engaged in

the work of to-day, and interested in the things of

to-day? And how diverse are these things, how va-

ried these interests, and how manifold the employ-
ments ! Who can say what books will not be of use

in this day to some of us? With so wide a range be-

fore us it becomes necessary, with our limited means,
to try to decide which will be the most useful to the

largest number.

Evidently this was never intended to be a special

library limited to the wants of any one class of mem-
bers, but rather one adapted to the wants of the mem-
bership at large. "All our members freely partake
of learning." To a certain extent then the library

should encourage and foster a higher standard of

scholarship by keeping up to the times in snch
branches of knowledge as are taught in our schools,

and in such departments of pure and applied science

as develop faster than our schools can grasp them.
Besides this there are certain demands of the Society

in which we live, in the direction of what we know
as "culture;" and this again opens before us a broad
field in which we may move, for one of the essential

elements of this culture is a wide and extensive read-

ing. Says a prominent librarian: "The prime pur-

pose of ' libraries ' is to bring to bear, upon the great-

est number of people, the profitable influences that

are found in books. They are restricted, by that ob-

ject, to no narrow range of literature. It takes in all

that can be tributary to all that is excellent in faculty

and character. It embraces the wholesome literature

of imagination and emotion, no less than that of

knowledge and of thought. The graces and harmo-
nies of education and the sweetenings and colorings

of life, are comprehended equally with the ethics and
the practical powers. There is no narrowness in the

range ; but it has a well marked bound. It is bounded
by all the lines in literature which separate purity

from grossness, art from rubbish, good from bad."

It has been suggested that tlie selection of a library

should be a natural selection and its growth an evolu-

tion. Is not this proce.s8 the fact in our reading? Of
the Paris libraries it is .said: "But what is read?

Novels, fifty-five times out of every hundred, espe-

cially where women readers are concerned. This is

the weak part of the in.stitution, although it is not so

bad as might be imagined, and this for .several rea-

sons. First of all, the novels which the library com-
missions buy or accept as gifts are above criticism.

In the second place, one must consider the intellect-

ual condition of the workman after a long and tire-

some day. A light book re.sts him, and may gradu-

ally develop a taste for reading which will find

exercise in more serious works. From the novel he
may reach pictures of life, stories of travels, histori-

cal or scientific records ; from these there is but one
step to books altogether profitable."

We are told that the people for whom this library

of ours was founded do not make more use of it be-

cause it does not contain the books they want. If we
would reach them, and interest them, and ultimately

through some such process of evolution, influence

them, and lead them on to better things, ought we
not to furnish to some extent that reading for which
they will go elsewhere ?

And this leads to the question, Is such reading to

be entirely condemned ? Let me, in answer, quote

another who says : "At all events the chief power in

literature for our generation belongs to the novel,

and if we will broadly recognize and deal with it in

that view there is nothing lamentable in the fact. Let

us freely concede to it the great domain it has won
for itself on the art side of literature, and pay to it

the respect we give to all art—no less, no more. . .

. . We continue to speak of 'light literature,' as

though the literature that is weighted with the fruits

of the genius of Thackeray, Hawthorne, Scott, De
Foe, can justly be called ' light.' The lightness

which it has is the lightness of the spirit of art—the

lightness which art takes from the up-bearing wings

on which it is exalted, and whereby it has the power

to transport us high and far, and make us travelers

beyond the swimming of ships or the rolling of

wheels. Whatever it may be that acts on men with

that kind of power is a factor in education as import-

ant as science or liistory, . . . and it contributes

quite as much as the strong meats of learning to a

vigorous and symmetrical growth of human charac-

ter. In the novel these potencies of art are univer-

salized more than in any preceding form ; it brings a

larger mass of mankind within their range, to be

quickened in spirit by them, and to be wrought upon

by an inward leaven, without which human beings

are sodden. As a true product of art in literature,

the novel seems to me to be a great instrument of ed-

ucation, in the larger sense of the word—not for all

men and women, perhaps, but for most, and espe-

cially for those whose lives are narrow and con-

strained. There are not many of us who do not owe
to it some reaches and happy vistas of the intellect-

ual landscape in which we live ; and the compa.ss of

our thoughts, feelings, sympathies, tolerances, would

shrink sadly if they were taken away."

Of the good to be gained from a good novel let

me give another illustration, and let me stop to say

that these remarks refer only to the works acknowl-

edged to be good by the almost general consent of
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men and women of correct literiuy taste and sound

moral judgment.

The New York Sun, having been asked to recom-

mend a book for a boy to " help to form his character

and make a man of him," suggeKts Tliackeray's " Mr.

Brown's letters to his nephew," and adds "an even

better book for a boy is Thackeray's ' Pendeiinis.'

That is pretty sure to interest him uidess his taste in

fiction has been altogether corrupted by the reading

of vile and trashy novels and 'juveniles.' In the first

place, he gets in Thackeray a delightfully pure and

charming literary style. Its reading is of itself a good

education in English. And another glorious book

serves the same purpose. We mean Oliver Gold-

smith's ' Vicar of Wakefield.' You cannot go wrong

in giving that to a boy. It is sweet like new

mown hay. In ' Pendumis,' too, along with a

gentle cynicism, and a keen knowledge of the

world, there is a celebration of the best, the ten-

derest, and the most sterling qualities of man-

hood, which make it an admirable book for a lad

whose moral standards ought to be kept high, and

who should have set before him the noblest and the

most elevated ideas. A boy who reads ' Pendennis,'

not merely as a task, bui; as a delight, and who does

not hurry over it as over a dime novel, but studies it

and thinks over it, will always keep the memory of

the book vivid. He will never forget its tone, and,

alas! he may look in vain for a literary style so de-

liciously pure in the current literature he reads dur-

ing all his life hereafter, no matter how long it may be."

Let us have on our shelves the best works in this

department of literature, as well as in others, and

thus encourage a taste for good reading, looking not

only to the profit to be derived from reading, but

considering also that it is a good thing to find recrea-

tion and rest in a pure and wholesome book, even

though a novel.

If our novel readers can be encouraged to read

aloud in their families, or in small reading circles or

clubs, I am confident that the spirit of criticism, of

discussion, and of enquiry would be awakened, the

desired " evolution " would proceed much faster, and

the character of the reading would rapidly improve.

This is one of the " activities" I should be glad to see

here, for I am sure that the gain would be great both

socially and intellectually, to all who participate.

Let these shelves then contain the best of every

thing that can contribute to the higher culture and

the increased knowledge of our members, and let us

find here, too, the means for such rest from our daily

occupations as will bring with it innocent recreation

and wholesome pleasure. Let this room be a resort

for all our members, that there may be interchanges

of experience, acquaintanceships ripening into friend-

ships, and a tightening of the common tie which

makes us all Friends.

With the increased intere.st will come increased

means for these and other ol>jects, and more books

for our shelves.

And we may be led to ask, in the language of an

unknown writer: "Is there to be no end to the pur-

chase of books?" and to answer with him :

" Oh, yes ; and let us see wlien it is. Wlien there

have been redeemed from time all the valuable intel-

ectual liequests of former ages; when there has

been garnered up all that preceeding generations had
amassed, as a sacred and imperishable inheritance

;

there will then remain no duly but to colled what the

age produces. And when literary ambition shall

cease to be excited ; when genius is no longer be-

stowed by the munificence of Heaven ; when indus-

try no longer collects new facts respecting men and
nature ; when the forming hand ceases to reproduce

;

when the streams of human intellect no longer flow
;

when the springs of intelligence and thought are all

dried up; when the regions of science and of mind
sleep in universal lethargy,—then it will be time to

give over buying books."

THE TEMPERANCE CAUSE.

NOTES OF A MEETING AT ABINGTON.
[The following report of a meeting held at Abiiigton, Pa.,

Ninth month 24lh, under charge of the Committee on Tem-
perance appointed in the Women's Branch of Abingtou

Quarterly Meeting, was read at a recent meeting of Young
Temperance Workers, at Norristowu.

—

Eds.]

THE grounds surrounding the meeting-house are so

attractive that we wished the weather had permitted

us to spend the day in the open air. Upon entering

the liouse we found quite a number of persons as-

sembled. The meeting was presi<led over by the

clerk of the Quarterly Meeting, Hannah Davis, with

much grace and dignity.

Charles Bond read a selected article bearing upon

woman's work and influence in temperance reform.

Dr. Franklin T. Haines, of New Jersey gave as his

motto: "Total abstinence from all evil things, and

the moderate use of all good things," and condemned

the moderate use of alcohol as injurious in practice,

and false in principle; and appealed to Friends to

come forward and take a more active part in the

work ; compared the old fashioned Friends of two

hundred years ago with those of to-day ; the former

being active, aggressive, and progressive in good

works; while niitny Friends to-day are willing to

fold their hands and rest upon the works of their

fathers. He related a story of a poor drunkard who
had appealed to him for help, and found so many
temptations assailing him when he left his home that

he was advised to stay in doors for a time, till he

could in a measure control his appetite, and when
at last he went forth he took his little child with

him. Thus a man's home is often the only fortress

he has against temptation. He appealed to the voters

to use the ballot to put temptation out of the reach

of the boys, and remember that we all have a duty

to perform. "God help us to stand firm."

T. EUwood Longshore, of Philadelphia, said: " We
cannot break down the liquor traffic so long as it is

upheld and made respectable by law; there are 8,000

saloons in Philadelphia, and the U. S. Government

last year received about $90,000,000 revenue from the

liquor traffic; we must carry our religion to the

polls."

The morning session adjourned at twelve o'clock,

thus allowing two hours for lunch and recreation.

Several plea.sant, .social parties were seen grouped
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about in the meeting-house, while some went to the

new boarding-sdiool whii^h has just been opened.

Pnibablv all who were present visited the building

durinir tlie dav, which we found a very substantial

and beautiful building of light stone ;
the rooms in-

side were well-lighted and attractive; there where

tlien seventy-seven pupils enrolled, twelve of whom

are boarders.

Dr. Haines opened the afternoon session with

quite a lengthy address, repeating some things he hail

said in the morning. We then listened to an essay

entitled "Temperance," by Ida R. Bonner, of By-

berry, who is at present teaching in the Friends'

school at Moorestown, N. J.

It was a well-written article, comparing bodily

slavery with that of intemperance, which binds body,

mind, and soul: the greate.st danger lies with the

moderate driniier. It cited the mother's influence

and example as powerful agencies.

Esther J. Trimble-Lippincott read an e.xcellent

paper, beginning with man in the earlier history of

the world, those who had lived in obedience to the

Divine law, while others accepted "symbols and signs

for the life-giving spirit, and purchased the rigbt to

sin. Mucli of the money used in building St. Peter's

church in Rome was acquired by the sale of " indul-

gences," until at last Martin Luther's voice rang out

protesting against such procedure, and the Reforma-

tion was the result. Still God speaks to his children

face to face. During the time of human slavery, Cot-

ton was king; to-day Alcohol is king, and men still

bow down to idols of gold, and sign license to sell in-

dulgences. But the mothers are teaching their chil-

dren, and science comes to the rescue. When woman

casts her vote, no earthquake need attend such a

simple act, but a moral revolution will surely follow.

George L. Maris followed with some excellent

practical remarks. He said some persons quote

Scripture as authority for the use of alcohol ;
but the

only Scripture argument he ever heard for tobacco

was, "He that is filthy, let him be filthy still ;" and

he thought that so soon as girls require as high a

moral standard of the boys, as boys do of them, much

of the problem will be solved : no boy would be seen

walking in the street with a girl who was smoking.

He advocates "individual work in creating public

sentiment."

The venerable Charles Kirk, in his eighty-eighth

year, also spoke a few words, and related an anecdote

of a man who was addicted to the use of intoxicants,

who found that his .sons were fond of them also; and

offered the eldest a sheep if he would stop drinking.

The second son asked for a sheep also, on the same

condition, when the youngest son, a little boy, re-

marked : "Father, hadn't you better take a sheep,

(.(,(, 7" Ellen Thomas.

Sincerity is to speak as we think, to do as we pre-

tend and profess, to perform and make good what we

promise, and really to be what we would seem and

appear to be.— Tillotson.

Defect in manners is usually the defect of fine

perceptions.

—

Emerson.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A RARE CELEBRATION.

ON Second-day, Tenth month 24, a beautiful, briglit

day, Deborah F. Wliarton celebrated her ninety

-

second birthday. In her home, on Spruce Street,

below Fourth, to which she came as bride more than

seventy years ago, she received her children, grand-

children, great-grandchildren, other relatives, and a

few intimate friends. It is something remarkable in

this life of incessant change to have four generations

gather together in a home around which cluster all

the sweet and hallowed associations of more than

three score years and ten. Seated in her front parlor,

with flowers on the table and window, beside her,

this venerable friend presented a picture of serene

and happy old age. After a life of active usefulness,

in her own home and in the outside world, she rests,

and enjoys life in her warm interest in the happiness

of those about her. Middle-aged sons, standing be-

side their mother, smiled to see their own small

grandchildren toddling over the floor that they once

walked with faltering baby steps. The youngest

great-grandchild present was a fine boy of seven

months, who used his lungs with an entire disregard

to the importance of the occasion.

During the afternoon, a charming tableau was

made by three little ones, a boy and two girls, in

short white frocks, who clasped hands and walked

up together to their great grandmother, a lovely trio

of cherubs equal to Raphael's two ! It is needless to

say that they received a warm greeting, as did all

who offered their congratulations to the hostess of

the day.

Those present signed their names in a book, pre-

pared for the occasion, in accordance with a custom

of some years' standing, after which they passed on

to the dining-room, where a bountiful collation was

served. This happy reunion will be long remembered

by those present, and the lesson to be drawn from it

is that, if old age can be made so beautiful by love to

God and love to man, men and women need no

longer dread its approach. A. H. W.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—Mary E. Hughes, A. B., of the class of '84, and

Elizabeth B.Smith, A. B., of the class of '87, have

applied to the Faculty to have a course of study ar-

ranged for their second degrees. All of the students

in Arts in the class of '87 have now made this appli-

cation.

—Aaron M. Powell, with his wife, visited the

college on First-day evening, and attended the ex-

ercises on Second-day morning. He spoke briefly to

the students in the collection, at 8 'oclock, before they

entered upon the duties of the day.

—The Athletic sports, on the new grounds, known

as " Whittierfield," were witnessed by a niunber of

friends of the college, on Seventh-day afternoon.

—The " Reception " given to the Freshman class

by the Sophomores on Seventh-day evening was a

very pleasant occasion. The parlors were adorned

by pictures, flowers, and other ornament.«, and

presented a very attractive appearance. It is hoped
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and believed that the feud between the Sophomores

and Freshmen, which has been so serious a source of

trouble in some colleges, is wholly a thing of the past

at Swarthmore. It has been the earnest effort of the

authorities that it should be so, and the prediction of

last year seems likely to be verified.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
—David Newport, who has been attending Balti-

more Yearly Meeting, during the present week, has

a minute from Abington Monthly Meeting, authoriz-

ing him to attend that Yearly Meeting, and some of

its constituent meetings, and also some of the

monthly and quarterly meetings of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting.

OOING TO SLEEP.
HOW does the lily go to sleep

lu its silver cradle, smooth aud deep?

Clouds of purple, crimson, gold,

Melt in azure, fold on fold ;

Stars look down, so mild aud clear
;

Sweet winds whisper: " By-lo, dear !"

So the lily goes to sleep

In its silver cradle, smooth aud deep.

How does the robin go to sleep

In its leafy cradle, soft and deep ?

Fainter shines the daisied liill
;

One by one the songs grow still
;

On the tree-top, safe aud high,

Leaves are lisping :
" Rock-a-bye

!"

So the robin goes to sleep

In its leafy cradle, soft and deep.

How does the baby go to sleep

In its downy cradle, warm and deep?

Pearly eyelids gently close.

As the leaflets of the rose;

Mother fondly watches nigh.

Softly singing: "Lullaby!"

So the baby goes to sleep

In its downy cradle, warm and deep.

Who is it watclies while they sleep

In their nightly cradles, calm and deep?

O the Fatlier's loving care

For bis children everywhere !

Baby, lily, robin, rest

Safely on his boundless breast

!

So he watches while they sleep

In their nightly cradles, calm and deep !

— George Cooper, in S. S. Times.

EFFORT.
I PLUCKED a honeysuckle where

The hedge on hi(.'h is quick with thorn.

And climbing for the prize, was torn,

And fouled my feet in quag-water

;

And by the thorns and by the wind

The blossom that I took was thinned.

And yet I found it sweet and fair.

Tliencetoa richer growth I came,

Where, nursed in mellow intercourse.

The honeysuckles sprang by scores.

Not harried like my single stem.

All virgin lamps of scent and dew ;

So from my hand that first I threw,

Yet plucked not any more of them.
—Dante G. Eossetti

THE LITTLE KERCHIEF.
IT was only a wee worn kerchief that lay in my trembling

hands.

As I sat by the window dreaming, and looked on the moon-

lit lands;

It was only a wee worn'Tjerchief, but it filled my heart

with tears.

For it spoke of my beloved, and the uuforgotteu years.

I thought of the old, old garden, where many a happy

night

She stood in the summer moonlight, and waved that ker-

chief white,

As she watched in fond confiding, for she knew that it

would be

A beacon of light to guide me, a signal of love to me.

But the moon rose over the meadows ; the night grew

hushed and still,

And methought that my beloved came down from the old

sweet hill
;

Once more her hand was waving, once more that kerchief

white

Flashed like the wing of an angel out of the silent night.

So I keep the little kerchief, with a trust that can ne'er

grow cold,

For I know that my love is waiting as once in the days of

old.

And out of the bright blue heaven, there will come in the

years to be.

Her mes.sage of old to call me, her signal of love to me

!

—Frederic E. Weatherly, in Cassell's Magazine.

A NOTABLE BIOGRAPHY.
[The leading article in the AtUntic Monthly for the present

month, by Harriet Waters.Preston, is entitled "A Lady of

the Old School," and is based upon a volume by Susau I.

Lesley, of this city, entitled " Recollections of My Mother."

The mother was, before marriage, Ann Jean Robbins
;
her

husband was Judge Lyman, of Northampton, Mass., and

the charming study of social life, character, and human

experiences which is presented in the volume entitles it

to all the honor awarded by the article in the Atlantic. The

part given below is merely the introduction to the article.

—Eds. iNTELLKiENCER AND JOURN.'^L.]

NOW that the good old fashion of domestic life in

New England seems to have become irretrievably a

thing of the past, those to whom its memories are

most sacred are beginning sorrowfully to lament the

feet that the written records of it are so few. Such

reconls were never profuse, for the men and women

of our brisk early day were not much given to intro-

spection ; and some of us of the (supposed) vainer

gender can well remember how incisively they used

to reprove that outward and visible sign of exce.ssive

self-preoccupation,—the hideous mi.sdemeanor of

"looking in the glass." There were a few diaries

which were not exclusively religious, and there were

the long and minute family letters of the blessed days

of costly postage. But even these, in the after time of

rapid expansion and frequent removal, were contin-

ually made a holocaust ; heedlessly, in some cases, no

doubt, yet quite as often through inborn delicacy and

honorable reserve,—a sense of something all too in-

timate and holy about these artless revelations of the

plain old family life. The selfsame feeling in another

fo,.,j,_;i natural if not entirely a healthful one—often

closes the lips of those who remember, in the pres-
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ence of the incredulous or super-refined juniors, who

can only wonder and smile ; and it has had its eflcrt,

beyond question, in rendering stiff, colorless, and un-

satisfactory many of tlie formal biographies of our

widely-known public chaniAers. But now and tlien

it has happenu<l, after the passing of one of these

older men or women, whose natures were surely, as

a rule, designed upon a grander scale than ours, that

filial piety itself has seemed to demand some written

record in the name of the younger generation. If

the career were private and the influence purely do-

mestic and social, the obligation to fix the fleeting im-

age of it seemed only the more pressing. For a charac-

ter is not necessarily falsified when its outlines are

drawn in light upon tlie background of a new sorrow,

but,itmay be,only then shown in its exact proportions.

Homely accessories, the monotony of daily usage, tlie

inveterate apathy of our own listless being, may have

combined to dull our perceptions until the shock of

lifelong division came. But in the great silence whicli

followed that shock bow many have repeated, with

self-accusing emphasis, the sentiment, if not the

words, of the most magnificent of mourners:

" So, dearest, now thy brows are cold,

I see thee what thou art, and know
Thy likeness to the wise below.

Thy kindred with the great of old."

Let that spiritual genealogy be once traced out, is

the heart's cry, for the sake, at least, of those who are

in the line of the succession, and might otherwise

never fully appreciate the nobility of their inherit-

ance. If the life were private, let the memorial be

private also ; only let it not perish wholly. If the

pen be taken while this first loyal impulse lasts, and

taken by a competent hand, there is a chance tliat

the result will be something which, to my mind, is

more legitimately and intensely interesting than any

other form of literature whatsoever. Real, primitive

human character, ingeniously and warmly portraye<l,

—what can equal it in significance and power? I

have happeneil to read a good many of these private

or semi-private memorials, and to reproach myself

sometimes for others which have never been written^

but only conned, with mournful smiles and hidden

tears, in the sad isolation of a long survival. Sketches

of this kind are always afl'ecting for those who have

the key to their full meaning ; but one among the

number that have come in my way has always re-

mained distinct in my memory, both for the perfect

taste of its arrangement, and because the character

which it reveals is essentially a typical one, and
illustrates in a singularly complete manner a very

marked and memorable phase of American civili-

zation.

Mrs. Susan Lesley's "Recollections of my Mother"
might stand, in some ways, for the recollections

of scores of mothers who never even saw the Old
World, and whose lives passed principally in the

first half of the present century. But many circum-

stances combined to give a special social prominence
to the lady in question. Born of honorable folk, and
early married to a man of distinction, she became
the life not only of a large family circle, but of a

famous provincial centre of intelligence and refine-

ment ; and she had the opportunity to impress her
vivid personality on many of the brightest minds of

the generation which succeeded her own. I never
had the happiness of seeing her, and for that very
reason, perhaps, I have been the more impressed hv a
something historic—I had almost said epic—in her
character and career.

THE TEMPERANCE " COFFEE HOUSES:'
[The following are e.xtracts from a paper by Frederick
Gore, of London, ou " The Coffee House Movemeut iu the
United States."]

A COFFEE house of another kind, which has no
parallel, is to be seen at Rochester, a city with less

than lOO.OnO inhabitants, and about 1,000 saloons-
one to every 100 of the people. The Christian Re-
form Associatio c offee room on the ground
floor of their premises, with reading and mission

room, and lodging accommodation above. An earnest

member of the Association was appointed manager,

and his instructions were to turn away no one who
came for food or lodging. If the applicant had no
money, the meal or bed was to be given him on his

simple promise to pay if he could get work, and this

was to go on as long as the manager thought desirable.

Of the meals and beds thus given away, how many
do you suppose were paid for afterwards ? Here are

the actual figures taken from the Association's first

report

:

" During five months, out of 1,765 meals furnished

to destitute strangers who promised to pay if they

could get work, 1,145 were afterwards paid for; of

876 lodgings furnished on the same conditions, 470

have been paid for."

Looking to the fact that the recipients of this

bounty came to the house in apparently the most
helpless condition, it would be diflicult to find more
striking testimony to the power of Christian sym-
pathy and Christian teaching. It is natural to sup-

pose that a business carried on in that manner could

not pay ; but the fact is, that last winter considerable

profits were realized. And yet this is probably the

cheapest refreshment house in America, a small plate

of meat being sold for five cents.

EvERY-DAY religion is the foundation of thorough-

ness, which is another word for truthfulness or hon-

esty. Workmen that slight their work, whether they

make shirts for a living or sermons, build houses or

ships, raise flocks or families, will be some day or

other found out. We want clothes that will not rip,

vessels that will not leak, and bridges that will not

break down. So we want characters that will stand

temptation, and not snap asunder under the sudden
pressures of life.

—

New York Evangelisl.

The drink vi('e,and mammon worship are bring-

ing about by natural laws their own inevitable retri-

bution, and unless remedies be found in our earnest-

ness and in our self-denial, and in our promotion by
every possible means of the common good of all, then

the Huns and Vandals who shall shipwreck onr civil-

ization are being bred, not in the steppes of Asia, but

in the slums of great cities.

—

Cation Farrar.
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AGE OF SPIDERS AND ANTS.

AT a recent meeting of tlie Academy of Natural

Sciences, Dr. H. C. McCook read an interesting paper

bearing on the possibilities of prolonged life among
the lower orders of animals. An account was given

of the life-history of a fine specimen of the spider,

commonly known as the American tarantula. The
animal was given to him in 1882 by Dr. Joseph Leidy.

It was then apparently eighteen months or two years

old, and it lived in captivity until July of the pres-

ent year. At the period of its death, therefore, it

must have been at least seven years old, and may
have been eight, having thus attained the distinction

of being the most aged spider known to science.

How long this species and other spiders generally

live in their natural ha"bitat is not known, but human
protection in the present instance probably aided to

prolong life. It was kept first in a glass globe, and af-

terwards in a wooden box with glazed sides and a

sliding glass door at the top. One end was filled with

dry soil which was slightly compacted and heaped

up ; the other end was sparsely covered with earth.

It was at all times liberally supplied with water, and
its food consisted of live flies, grasshoppers, and lo-

custs. During confinement the tarantula shed its

skin several times, a process apparently attended

with some danger, as it was during such a change the

creature died, and once before, on a similar occasion,

it was found apparently dead, although it afterwards

revived.

It is possible that it was too much exhausted by

long previous fasting to endure the severe strain

which evidently is laid upon the organism in the act

of moulting. The spring of 1887 was a backward one,

and some difliculty was experienced in procuring in-

sects for food from the immediate neighborhood.

The annual supply of grasshoppers and locusts was
very late and it may be that, had the spider been

strengthened by a few weeks' generous feeding pre-

vious to its last moult, it might have been still alive.

In connection with the general subject of the

prolonged life of insects, Dr. McCook stated that dur-

ing a recent visit to Sir John Lubbock, at his house

in London, he inquired after a queen of the fuscous

ant which he had seen in an artificial formicary six

years ago, it being then nearly eight years old. He
was told by his host that it had died the day before,

having at the time reached the wonderful age of more
than thirteen years. She was still attended by her

circle of courtiers. Some of these were licking the

dead queen or touching her with their antenns and
making other demonstrations as though soliciting her

attention or desiring to wake her out of sleep. It

was certainly a touching sight to witness these faith-

ful attendants surrounding the dead body of one who
had so long presided over the maternal destinies of

the colony and seeking by their caresses to evoke the

attention which never again could respond to their

solicitations.

The Lord is a refuge for the oppressed, a refuge in

times of trouble. And they that know thy name will

put their trust in thee; for thou, Lord, hast not for-

saken them that seek thee.

THE DECA Y OF TREES.
MANY trees, under certain conditions, says a Cana-
dian authority, rot easily, while under other con-

ditions they are almost imperishable. Bass-wood was
early considered a poor wood for fencing, as it rotted

so easily. Observations showed that with the bark

on it soon rotted, but without the bark it remained
sound. The same thing is true of elm, but in a lesser

degree. Beech rots very easily if exposed to the el-

ements, but under shelter remains sound. If covered

by water it will remain sound for a long time. Oak,

if exposed to the weather, loses its sap-wood, but the

old wood remains sound for many years. I believe

all young timber should either be put in water imme-
diately after it is cut, or put under shelter, as the

young wood begins to rot very quickly if it is alter-

nately wetted and dried. It follows then, that dete-

rioration takes place to a far greater extent than we
imagine by letting young trees lie out in all weathers

with their bark on, as they cannot resist wet without

having been first dried. In my opinion all wood
should be either put into water immediately after

being cut, or at least when spring comes, as it is abso-

lutely necessary that all timbers should be water

soaked before any attempt is made to dry it. It is a

well-established fad that boards dry much quicker if

the logs have previou.sly lain in water. Another fact

worthy of record is that water-soaked lumber is never

attacked by insects, and hence, planks treated in this

way can stand for many years without injury.

—

Lum-
berman and Manufacturer.

The memory will only be content when there is

that accuracy which gives absolute confidence. Sus-

picion of inaccuracy is the most vicious element in

memory. It is more satisfactory not to recall a thing

than to recall it in such a way as not to know what

we have recalled—whether the recollection is reli-

able, where the memory of fact shades into fancy.

It requires tlfe best mental activity, the closest ob-

servation, the clearest thought, the sharpest discrimi-

nation, the cleanest classification, to give knowledge

tliat defiiiitene-s which is indispensaWe to reliability

in memory and accuracy in recollection.

—

Journal of

Education.

The past is ours, for from all the vast accumulated

knowledge, we may learn to avoid errors, to practice

virtue, to live for others, and thus add to the store of

knowledge from which the boys and girls, the men
and women of the future, may learn to do their work

far better than we can do ours.

Force in matters of opinion can do no good, but

is very apt to do hurt ; for no man can change his

opinion when he will, or be satisfied in his reason

that his opinion is false because discountenanced.

—

Jeremy Taylor.

A Tree will not only lie as it falls, but it will fall

as it leans. And the great question every one should

bring home to himself is this : "what is the inclination

of my soul? Doe.s it, with all its affections, lean to-

ward God or away from him ?
"
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To live on one's own convictions against the world

is to overcome the world. To believe that what is

truest in you is true for all, to abide by that, and not

to be over-anxious to be heard or understood or sym-

pathized with, certain that at last all must acknowl-

edge the same, and that while you stand firm, the

world will come round to you,—that is independ-

ence. To enter into the world, and then live tirmly

and fearlessly according to your own conscience,

—

that is Christian greatness.

—

Selected.

Somebody says few women would vote if enfran-

chised. Well, it often happens in an election that

more than half the men refuse to vote. But if one

man or woman wants to exercise the right to vote,

what reason is there for denying it, because other

men and women do not wish to exercise it? If I de-

sire to breathe the fresh air of heaven, shall I not

cross my threshold, because the rest of the family

group prefer the stale atmosphere indoors.

—

H071.

John D. Long.

WouLDST tliou taste to the full the sweetness of

life ? Then keep thyself low at humility's feet. The
sweetest of the cane is the part that grows nearest the

earth.

—

Ferskin {Feisi.)

I fear uo foe, with thee at hand to bless;

III have no weight, and tears no bitterness
;

I triumph still, if thou abide with me;

In life, in death, O Lord, abide with me.

—

Lyte.

Let all men, whether succe sful or unsuccessful,

whether they triumph or not,—let them do their

duty, and rest patistied.

—

Plato.

The nature of the true Seed is first to take a deep

root downward, and then to bring forth its fruit up-

ward.

—

Stephen Crisp.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The killing of wild birds, whose plumage is in con-

stant demand in Europe, has become so extensive at Simla

that the Vice-royal council of that place has enacted a law

to check the slaughter. A Simla law appears to be needed

nearer home.

—Dr. Murray, of the Eoyal Society of Edinburgh, es-

timates the mean height of the land of the globe to be be-

tween nineteen hundred and twenty-one hundred feet,

the latter limit being probably the more nearly correct.

Humboldt's estimate of the meau height of the continents

was one thousand feet.

—Visitors to the beach at Asbury Park one evening last

week, were treated to a strange spectacle. The ocean was

so filled with phosphorescent animals that every wave ap-

peared flashing with fire. By stirring the sand on the

beach with the foot a similar effect was produced.

—A statute passed at the last session of the Legislature

of the State of Illinois, wentinto effect on the 27th ult-

The act prohibits the sale of tobacco, cigarettes, or cigars

to any minor under the age of sixteen years.

—Of the many lenses made by the late Alvan Clark, the

cheapest one cost $300, while the national telescope was
sold for .$ 10,000, and the cost of the Lick glass was set at

$50,000 without the mounting This was the work of a

man who never had seen a lens in process of construction
in the hands of any one out of his own shop. Mr. Clark
was emphatically a self-made man. His only education
was what he received in the public schools of Western
Massachusetts. His reputation was patiently, steadily, and
justly earned. His extraordinary power seemed to be

acuteness of the eye, of the touch, and of the understand-
ing, combined with unlimited patience. Not longsincei
he said :

" I owe largely my recognition by the scientific

world to Mr. Dawes [the English astronomer.] I had, as I

thought, with one of my telescopes discovered several new
double stars. I wrote to Dawes, asking him to verify my
observations. He answered that they were real discoveries.

I reported other discoveries. Mr. Dawes wrote, ' where
did you got your telescope?' 'I made it,' was my reply-

I sold him that glass and five others."

—

Exchange.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The sessions of the annual meeting of the Arae:ican

Woman's Suffrage Association began in this city on the 31st

ult., in Association Hall, and continued on the two follow-

ing days. The President of this Association is William
Dudley Foulke, of Richmond, Indiana, who was present

and presided. On Second-day afternoon short addresses

were delivered by Lucy Stone, Henry B. Blackwell, S. S.

Hunting. Margaret Campbell, Cora Scott Pond, Ada C.

Bowles, and Antoinette Brown Blackwell. In the evening
an address of welcome was made by State Senator A. D.

Harlen, of Chester county, and later. President Foulke de-

livered his annual address.

On the afternoon of the 31st., President Cleveland re-

ceived the deputation of members of the English Parlia-

ment, who have come to this country to urge the negotia-

tion of a treaty of arbitration. The delegation included

eleven members of Parliament, and several other English-

men of prominence, and with them were William Jones,

Secretary of the Peace Association, Tendon ; Rowland B.

Howard, Boston ; John B. Wood and Philip C. Garrett, of

Philadelphia, and Dr. Eaton, of New York. Andrew Car-

negie, of Pennsylvania, introduced the visitors to the

President in a short address. Two members of the delega-

tion explained the object of their movement, and read the

formal address, after which the President responded, ex-

pressing his interest in the subject.

Elihu B. W.\shburxe, of Illinois, well-known in pub-

lic life, died at Chicago, on the night of the 22d inst., aged

71, having been for some time hopelessly ill. He was

Minister of the United States in Paris, during the Franco-

Prussian War of 1870, and earned distinction remaining in

the city during the siege and the frightful scenes of " the

Commune."

NOTICES.
Quarterly Meetings in Eleventh month will occur
ows :

Ninepartners, Oswego, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Race St., Phila.

Abington, Byberry, Pa.

Stanford, Chatham, N. Y.
Miami, Wavnesville, O.

Salem, West, O.

Baltimore. Little Falls. Md.
Easton and Saratoga. Easton, N.
Shrewsbury and Rahway, Shrewsbur
Short Ci-eek; Mount Pleas.ant, O.

Centre, West Branch. Pa.
Duanesbnrg, Duauesburg, N. Y.
Fairfax, Woodlawn, Va.
Stillwater, Richland, 0.

Bucks, Langhorne, Pa.
Blue River, Clear Creek, 111.
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CONSOLATION.
" Yea, though thou slay me, still will I trust in thee."

TO human eyes, the path I tread is lonely

:

Thorns choke the way I pass with bleeding feet.

But I, who see the goal, cry, Lord, if only
I may press on, I still will call it sweet!

What though the suu rain down his fiery lances.

And icy winds scourge me with whips of steel.

If but in dreams a vision of heaven entrances,

And round my stony pillow angels kneel

!

In burning noons, if oft-times I would linger

Beneath the palms that nurse some de.sert spring.

Stern Duty points the way with warning finger;

I faint, Hope fans me with her snowy wing
;

But high endeavor blesses all the doing.

Though men may scoff and women do me wrong.
Oh, none the less will I, Heaven's mercy suing.

Strive still to join the ancient prophet's song !

BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING.
TniED-DAY, Eleventh Month 1.

IN the men's branch, near the hour the meeting settled

into quiet, which was broken by the voice of suppli-

cation from Allen Flitcraft.

A paper was read by Henry Janney, introducing
the subject of peace and arbitration, now brought
prominently before the American people by the pres-

ence in Washington of a large and influential delega-

tion of members of the British Parliament and others
interested in strengthening the bonds of unity be-

tween the two great Englisli speaking nations, by the
adoption of a plan of international arbitration, by
which all questions between nations may be settled

without an appeal to the sword. David Newport ex-
pressed the desire that "hate should live no more,
and the era of good-feeling be at hand." He hoped
the meeting would adopt a minute of concurrence.
Several others spoke stirring words in favor of action

on the part of the meeting. Unity was very generally

expressed with the remarks on the subject.

A committee was named to give some expression
of tlie feeling that has been manifested at this time
to the delegates, and extend our sympathy in the
great cause of "Peace among men and Arbitration

among nations."

The Queries and their answers were then taken
up. Under the flrst, which relates to the attendance
of our meetings, David Newport said: "The ques-

tion whether a purely spiritual religion can be pre-

served on the earth is on trial now, as it has been

since the advent of the Saviour." He earnestly de-
sired tliat we cultivate love for .social worship; he
considered we are now in a crisis and the prayer of
his heart is that we may not be lielinquent.

Thomas Foulke : The spirituality of religion is in
its life and power. Let it be our desire to uphold the
testimonies of Friends, and our endeavor to leave out
of our silent meetings all concern about worldly af-

fairs. We need to be more spiritually minded. It is

a glorious privilege that we may meet together to

worship our Heavenly Father according to the dic-

tates of our own consciences without the interference
of human law.

In the consideration of the Second Query, Wil-
liam Williams said in substance : Heconsiders this the
most important of all the queries, and expressed great
concern that each take the matter home to ourselves.

Nathan Moore spoke very impressively of the
beauty of divine love and charity and the necessity
that we have a goodly share thereof in our inter-

course with one another.

Allen Flitcraft: We must have conversion and
baptism of the Holy Spirit, before we can love our
enemies and do good to those who despitefully use
us. Love is the great keystone of the glorious arch
of the cliurch.

Brief remarks by several others urged that we
have the charity that covereth a multitude of sins.

The Third Query was then read with the answers,
and the summary answer. Allen Flitcraft was glad
that we read the Scriptures more than we u.sed to do
and in a different spirit, with a different understand-
ing of them tlian formerly. Others gave encouraging
words, and the meeting adjourned. On again assem-
bling, the Fourth Query and answers thereto with the
summary were read. Several expres.sed earnest con-
cern in regard to the sale of intoxicating beverages,
it being reported that some of the members are not
considered entirely clear in this particular.

The Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Queries
followed, with very little expression in regard to the
summary answers. A feeling of rejoicing that the
testimony against oppression is upheld among the
members, was given forth.

The remaining queries, viz., the Ninth, Tenth,
Eleventh, and Twelfth and their answers were con-
sidered. The statistics of membership sliow a net loss

in all the live quarters composing the Yearly Meet-
ing of twenty-two members. The meeting adjourned
at 3 o'clock on Fourth-day afternoon.
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In Women's branch, Friends gathered in the

quiet that is the true preparation for useful service.

The Epistle from Illinois Yearl_v Meeting whs read at

this time, and warm expressions of unity with the

words from our distant sisters followed.

The minute adopted by men Friends in relation

to peace and arbitration was brought in and great

unity with the subject found expression all over the

meeting, with a desire that all the other yearly meet-

ings of our body, through their representative com-

mittees, may join therein.

Eliza W. Chandler : Bear ye one another's burdens

and so fulfil the law of Christ. If we serve, let us

serve well, let us be found at our post. We are all

called but not all chosen. Let us not be stumbling

blocks, because of unfaithfulness ; our righteousness

must be practical, and carried out in the every-day

duties of life. Anne S. Clothier rejoiced that the

people have taken hold of th is great question of peace

and arbitration between the two English-speaking

nations.

Emily Canby said : She went through the civil

war without going into the war element. If we are

brought into the spirit of Christ we will be peace ad-

vocates. Referring to the sower, she quoted the old

prophecy :
" Though he goeth on his way weeping,

bearing forth the seed, he shall come again with joy,

bringing his sheaves with him." It is the little

things in life tliat tell.

Rebecca Price : This is a nail in a sure place. It

is ray prayer that God may stay the sword. Friends

are noticed and watched by others to see if we in-

deed practice what we preach,—" peace on earth and
good will to men."

The thought was expressed that this is an indi-

vidual work as well as the work given to the commit-

tee. Margaretta Walton : This peace work begins in

the cradle, and mothers should be so concerned for

their children that when there are wars the young
sons may be ready to turn their backs, having been
strengthened by their teachings. We should also be

opposed to the spirit of war and everything that leads

to it.

Anne S. Clothier: There is need that mothers be
careful not to put into the hands of little children

warlike toys ; and while we believe in this individual

work, in unity there is strength. When these chil-

dren are grown, how beautiful it is to see them turn

away from all things that lead into strife.

THIRD-DAY .\FTERN0ON.

The state of Society was entered upon by the read-

ingof the First Query with the answers, which showed
all meetings attended, except in a few of the smaller

branches, where some sessions have not been held.

The hour has been generally observed and unbecom-
ing behavior avoided. .

L. J. Roberts : This query underlies all the others.

If we are not found in our places here our interest in

the Society cannot be so well upheld. It is only by
our life and our actions that we give evidence of our

faith in what we profess. The Master said :
" By

their fruits ye shall know them." When we come
together publicly, we make a public profession, and
in meeting together in the middle of the week a

social feeling is promoted. Sacrifices are to be made
by us all, and if in the attendance of our meetings
our promptings rise no higher than the duty of so

doing, as we are faithful to this duty, accounted in the
ancient time a most reasonable service, it becomes our
highest pleasure to be found among those who thus
wait upon the Lord.

E. W. Chandler: " Hold all your meetings in the
power and authority of the truth." If we keep this

before us, our hearts will be drawn in that loving
faithfulness to be found in our places, feeling the
need of these spiritual helps. Other brief testimonies
followed, all bearing upon the value to the spiritual

life of the observance of this query.

The answers to the Second Query showed that
Friends generally maintain love towards each other
as becomes our religious profession, tale-bearing is

discouraged, and care extended where differences

arise.

Rebecca Price rejoiced that love appears to be in-

creasing, and desired that it will more and more
abound. It has seemed to be a gift. We must be
little and humble and have that charity thatsuffereth
long and is kind.

Emily Canby: There is a difference between
natural and spiritual love. We love one another in the
Lord. We are not called to love the evil in ourselves
or our neighbors.

Margaretta Walton : When we go in the spirit of
Christ, it is seldom that a heart will turn away.

This high profession of love—if there were only

more of this love ! May we take this reminder home
with us, " They that loved the Lord met often with
one another." We need not ask of those who avail

themselves of this privilege if the "book of remem-
brance" is kept; every heart will have a joy and a
treasure in these little meetings. It is but a small

part of our time that we give to our Heavenly Father
in this .service; we know not what we bring into these

assemblies but we know what we take away.
Sarah Hughes : I have been young; now I am old,

and I have always found that peace of mind follows

obedience.

The summary to the Third Query, showed that

Friends generally endeavor to educate their children

in plainness of speech, deportment, and apparel, care

is taken to guard against pernicious reading and cor-

rupt conversation. The reailing of the Scriptures is

encouraged ; two of the reports note " more care in

this particular would be profitable."

The testimonies in reference to the several partic-

ulars of this query were given with deep earnestness

and a feeling of responsibility that is seldom seen in

our gatherings, Sarah J. Dare. Alice C. Robinson,
Margaretta Walton, Eliza W. Chandler, and others

participating. It was felt to be a time of real awaken-
ing among the younger members, whose presence and
interest in all that was said were most encouraging.

The questions that bear upon our social life, and the

care over the young that is imperatively demanded
by the conditions of the age in which we live, were
brought before the meeting, mothers and teacliers

confirming what was said in relation thereto, from
their own experiences. Much stress was laid upon
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tlie necessity of guarding the young miml from the

contiiuiinating influence of impure literature, which
carries with it tlie most insidious poison, corrupting

the very fountain of life.

Of the Fourth Query the summary showed that
" Our testimony against intoxicating beverages ap-

pears to be maintained, but a more thoughtful consid-

eration of these sulijects is desirable. The cultivation

and use of tobacco are discouraged, but one report

states not sufficiently discouraged." A living con-
cern that the young women use their influence with
their friends of the other sex against tobacco spread
over the assembly, and many tender, loving exhorta-

tions were briefly expressed, encouraging them to be
faithful to the promptings of duty in this as in every
other service they may be called upon to perform.
The subject of temperance has a deep hold on the
women of this yearly meeting, many of them in every
quarterly meeting working in organizations both
within and without our Society, and largely aiding in

the general movement against the traffic in intoxi-

cants.

The meeting adjourned to 3 o'clock, Fourth-day
afternoon.

FOURTU-D.^Y, ELEVENTH MONTH 2.

On Fourth-day morning public meetings were
held at Lombard street and Old Town meeting-houses,
both being favored occasions. In the former, William
Way and Allen Flitcraft had some service, and were
followed by Sunderland P. Gardner, who spoke for

more than an hour, the subject dwelt upon being the

place that Jesus holds in the Christian church as set

forth in his first appearance at Nazareth, when he
opened the book and found the place where it was
written "The spirit of the Lord is upon me, because
he hath anointed me to preach good tidings to the
poor," etc.—Luke 4 : 18. There being no one present

able to take down this discourse in full, only a syn-

opsis has been furnished for our paper, which may be
given to its readers hereafter.

In the afternoon, in men's branch, the report of
the Educational Committee claimed attention. The
appropriation of S250, asked for by the committee to

enable it to carry on the educationalwork of the Society

was after mucli discussion, reduced to J;200 and the

report adopted. The Report of the Visiting Com-
mittee was read and after being considered it was
proposed to refer it to a joint committee, for further

consideration, and if way opens to nominate a joint

committee to take the work in charge for the ensuing
year.

The report of the Committee on the disbursement
of the Fair Hill fund, also the report from the joint

committee to nominate fifteen additional members
from each of the meetings to serve on the Represen-
tative Committee, were read and considered, and
some dissatisfaction being expressed that members
had been retained upon the Representative Com-
mittee whom age or infirmity of Ijody rendered un-
able for the service, the latter report was returned to

the committee for reconsideration. The meeting ad-

journed.

In tlie women's branch on Fourth -day afternoon,

a deputation from men's branch introduced the sub-

ject of the appointing a committee to nominate
Friends to consider the duty of the meeting to its ab-
sent members. It was laid over for the time and the
consideration of the state of Society resumed.

The summary answers to the Fifth and Sixth
Queries, relating to the care extended to those need-
ing aid, and to the freedom of the Go.spel ministry,
were next con.sidered; the former, showing that tlie

needful care is exercised, called forth but little ex-
pression. The ministry resting upon Divine author-
ity, it was said is indeed a free gospel ministry, in
which the servant of the Lord can freely hand forth
whatever is given him for the people, without reserve,
whether they will hear or forbear. It is this free-
dom to declare the whole counsel of God that gives
to this ministry its greatest force and power, and
tho^ie who are called to minister should do so in the
ability that our Heavenly Father gives, looking to
him for the reward.

The Seventh summary answer showed a care to
live within the bounds of their incomes, and the
Eighth, that Friends, so far as is known, are careful in

regard to the testimony against war and avoid all

forms of oppression. This answer called forth an ex-
ercise from Margaretta Walton in regard to the op-
pressson of the body by dress, which she urged upon
the younger as well as the more mature, to consider,
it being an oppression that effects the vital organs,
and renders them incapable of properly performing
the functions of life. Her testimony was tender and
very earnest, and must have carried conviction to the
hearts of all who heard her.

The summary answer to the Ninth Query showed
that care is taken to deal with ofl'enders in the spirit

queried after, but one report mentioned some delay.

ElizaW. Chandler said shefelt great sympathy with
the younger members whose crosses have been hard
to bear, but these very trials are for the building up
of charactei'. She wanted to encourage them to spend
less upon self, and so have more for those who are in
need, that they may come to know the value of self-

sacriflce and the happiness of a life of dedication to

the Divine will. The Tenth and Eleventh Queries
relating to membership ami meetings were responded
to. The summary to the Twelfth Query reported
Friends as careful to place their children under
teachers in unity with us, wherever it is practicable.

Martha Townsend, referring to the Eleventh Query,
and the losses sustained, said that although many had
been called away by death, and we scarcely knew how
the work could go on without them, it is great en-
couragement to know that the young who have at-

tende<l all the sittings of this meeting, are coming
forward, though in the littleneiss it may be, few ap-
pearing careless or indifferent. Do not hoUl back,
but come up to the help of your older sisters. God
loveth a cheerful giver, and he will strengthen our
hands and help us.

Anne S. Clothier : One generation passeth away
and another cometh. How encouraging it. is to see
and feel the earnestness of the young, and how anx-
ious they are to be found in their places. May they
remember that the back is fitted to the burden. In
the early days they did not wait until their heads
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were grey with age before they came fbrward. Re-
member, dear young sisters, it is only by individual

faitlil'iilness that we can have the favor of our Fatlier

in Heaven.

Rebecca Price : We sorrow for these removals, but
our Father knows what is best. I am willing to ac-

knowledge that at one time I cjuestioned the good of

answering these queries from year to year, but I have
learned that if we keep in true meekness and humil-

ity, we shall be preserved from all manner of evil,

and be able to answer them in the spirit queried

after.

FIFTH-DAY, ELEVENTH MONTH 3.

In women's branch, Margaretta Walton expressed

a desire to visit men's meeting. Great unity and
sympath}' were expressed, and the present was felt

to be a suitable time if approved of by them. They
were united in receiving the visit at this time.

A similar proposition from Allen Flitcraft to visit

women's meeting was united with, and men's meet-
ing was informed that his visit would be received at

the present session. Sarah J. Dare being named to

accompany M. W., a friend expressed a feeling she
had of the propriety of an elder rather than a min-
ister accompanying a minister.

Alice C. Robinson called attention to the unwill-

ingness of Friends to speak to the business. In re-

sponse it was said the fear of one another and of
criticism stands in the way. Friends were reminded
that there always must be a beginning, and if we are
willing to say the little, we make that beginning.

The reconsideration of the report of the nominat-
ing committee on representatives brought in from
men's branch, was united with, and it was referred

back to the committee with instructions that in the
choice made those only be named who will be able
satisfactorily to perform the service.

The report of Central Committee on First-day
Schools was read at this time. This committee was
appointed at the time the work was made a part of
the Yearly Meeting's work, and supersedes the As-
sociation, which was not under the direction of the
meeting.

The report of the committee on the disbursement
of tlie Fair Hill fund was read. Owing to a loss of
funds tliis committee has not done as much as in

former years, but they are doing what they can in

aid of educational work. The report was united with,
also the appointment of Seneca P. Broomall to till a
vacancy in the committee. The subject of the duty
of the meeting to its distant and isolated members
introduced from men's meeting was brought up at
this time, and claimed attention. Margaretta Walton
gave a lirief statement of the action of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting on this subject, also the work of the
Committee and the desire that it has for the coop-
eration of other yearly meetings. Others spoke of
the advantage that would arise from such inquiry as
this committee would make. The concern was united
with, it being felt that care ought to be extended.
The following minute was prepared: " An exercise
originating in men's meeting, in regard to our isolated
members, it was united with to give this subject to
the monthly meetings." Satisfaction was expressed

at the action of the meeting, and testimonies borne
to the need of this service towards our absent ones.

The Epistle prepared for Friends of Indiana was
then read and united with.

Allen Flitcraft, being present, spoke at length, es-

pecially addressing his remarks to the mothers and
sisters, with reference to tlie home, the school, and
the church.

Martha Townsend felt that our beautiful order in
this interchange of visits between the meetings is

most precious, and that we ought not to suffer our-
.selves to be so pressed for time, but continue our
meeting until every exercise has been laid before us.
It is a time of spiritual refreshment, many look for-

ward to the.se gatherings, and it may be the opening
of a new life to some. Let there be time for every
one of us to hand forth the word that is given with-
out regard to outward appearances, and a willingness
to do the little as it presents, even though it be but a
word of response to the subject before the meeting.
Rebecca Price united with this desire that time he given
for the expression of every concern that arises in life.

Isabella Tyson and others added their testimony
in favor of what had been said by Allen Flitcraft in

regard to the home and its influence upon the life.

Much expression of unity with the Report of the
Central Committee on First-day Schools was given.
One who is a teacher called upon mothers to gather
the children together at a stated time to read and
talk with them. This concern spread over the meet-
ing and drew forth much thoughtful exercise in which
Sarah B. Flitcraft, Eliza W. Chandler, Catherine A.
Kennedy, and others participated. Then adjourned.
The Report of the Visiting Committee was the first

business that came before the afternoon session. In
this report acknowledgment was made of not hav-
ing done as much as was to be desired. Six confer-

ences had been held and encouragement was given in

the several localities, to labor further in the work
which had produced gratifying results. The commit-
tee believed it right for the meeting to continue this

service. The report was united with in both meet-
ings, and a committee appointed to take the subject

into consideration, and if way opens to bring forward
the names of Friends to attend to the service, the
nominating committee to be composed of one from
each monthly meeting.

Exercises in regard to birthright membership and
our standing in society were given forth, in which we
were urged to see to it that the principles of our pro-

fession are upheld.

The report of the Committee on Philanthropic
Labor was read, and the several subjects embraced
therein were considered. Phebe W. Wright spoke
for the colored schools in South Carolina under the
lare of Friends ; she presented the present condition
of these schools, and asked in their behalf that
funds be appropriated for them. It was said in reply
that this had been done by the Philanthropic Union,
of which organization Baltimore Yearly Meeting
forms a part.

[We must reserve to next week the report of the
proceedings of men's branch on Fifth-day, and of
both branches of the meeting on Sixth-day.—Eds.]
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SOCIAL AND PERSONAL DETAILS ABOUT
WILLIAM PENN.

[At a recent meeting in this city of the Bi-centennial Club,

Dr. J. J. Levick, vvlio recently returned from a visit to Eng-

land and Wales, read a paper on William Penn. In the in-

troduction, he spoke of tlie meagre details we have con-

cerning the boyhood of Penn, and quoted some of the al-

lusions in the well-known " Diary" of Samuel Pepys, con-

cerning his father, the Admiral. As is well known, the

latter was a worldly and ambitious man, and his surround-

ings, in London, were very different from those which

his son afterward referred. Dr. Levick then proceeded as

below.

—

Eds.]

WITH such a social environment it is most remarka-

ble that the youth of William Penn should have

been what it was. Unless we attribute it to a special

divine interj^osition I can account for it in no other

way than by the fact that the wife of Sir William

Penn and the mother of bis boy came of that quiet,

thouglitful, earnest race who have made Holland a

garden spot, and the purity of whose domestic life

has been recognized for generations. The blood of

Margaret and of hone.st John Jasper asserted itself in

the younger William Penn. Every year of my life I

am the more convinced of the influence of heredity

in determining tlie character of the offspring. Had
Sir William Penn chosen his wife from the giddy

creatures of the court of Charles, or even from among
the English women of what was his own station, in

early manhood, I fear that William Penn, as the

Quaker, and William Penn, as the founder of a great,

peaceful commonwealth, would have been unknown
to history. I might perhaps go a little further and

say what I was repeatedly reminded of during the

past summer, that, as Philadelphians, we own many
of our best traits of character to Holland, and that,

when honoring the name of Penn and his country-

men, we should cherish with filial gratitude the name
of John Jasper and his wife.

I find myself on well-known ground, ami pass by,

as such, Penn's life at Oxford, the impressions made
on his mind by the preaching of Thomas Loe, liis

father's displeasure,'his life in France, from which, as

old Pepys him.self says, he returned " a most modish

person grown a fine gentleman," and I enter on what

we may regard as the second epoch in his life, his

early love and marriage.

Charles Lamb, in one of his delightful essays,

says :
" It is too often the case that when a man apos-

tatizes he apostatizes all, and thinks he can never

get far enough from his former errors, even to the

renunciation of some saving truths with which they

had been ndngled Ijut not implicated."

William Penn had renounced, some would have

said had apostatized, the form of faith of his fathers,

had given up the pomps and vanities of the world in

which he had been educated, and had adopted opin-

ions, some of which were regarded as democratic, if

not radical in the extreme. Fortunate was it for him
tliat he did not " apostatize all ;" but that, in that

important step which more than any other affects a

man's future in life, he chose as his wife a woman
who was his equal by birth, position, and estate.

Gulielma Maria Springett was the daughter of Sir

William and Mary Proude Springett, the former of

whom had been a soldier of the Commionwealth and
had died of disease contracted at the taking of Arun-

del Castle, in Sussex. Her maternal grandfather was

Sir John Proude, knight, colonel in the service of the

United Provinces. The little daughter of Mary
Proude Springett was born a few weeks after the death

of Sir William, whose name and that of her mother

were given to her as her own—Gulielma Maria—and,

as it will be perceived, was of gentle if not of noble

blood. Contemporaries have portrayed in glowing

colors the accomplishments and charms of this gifted

young lady. Lovers came not a few, and pressed

their suit, but all in vain ; until, in the language of

Ellwood, " he for whom she was reserved " came, and

who, having come, saw, was conquered, and yet was

the conqueror.

All of Penn's historians speak of the fir.st year of

his married life as one of unalloyed happiness. A
better testimony of that happiness is given by Penn
himself ten years later, when about to sail for the

first time to the New World, with all the uncertain-

ties which that voyage entailed. He begins his letter

in these words: "My dear wife. Remember thou

wast the love of my youth and much the joy of my
life, the most beloved as well as the most worthy of

all my earthly comforts. God knows and thou

knows it was a match of his making." She bore him

many children. Springett Penn inherited with her

name the gentle spirit of his mother, and his death,

at the age of twenty, is sadly told by William Penn

himself, in one of the most touching tributes ever of-

fered by a bereaved father to the memory of his dead

son.

She was the mother also of William Penn, third,

who (heredity again), illustrated in liis wayward life

that strange law of atavism so well known to the med-

ical profession, in which the morbid tendencies of

one generation pass harmlessly over the second, to

reappear, oftentimes with increased force, in the

third. The convivial tastes, the rollicking ways, the

dissipated haliits of Sir William, the sailor, skipping

one generation, showed themselves again, with full

force, in the son of William Penn, the Quaker.

After twenty-one years of married life Gulielma

Penn died. How deeply Penn felt her loss his own
words tell us.

William Penn was left a widower with a family of

young, delicatechildren, with the great interests of his

colony demanding his attention, and with many
cares pressing upon him, and so, three years later, he

chose, and wisely chose, again to marry. But the

love of one's youth and the choice of one's maturer

years, when passion waits on judgment, are very dif-

ferent matters. And yet in Hannah Callowhill, the

daughter of the well-known Friend of Bristol, Wil-

liam Penn fortunately found a helpmeet eminently

suited to him. She tenderly cared for his orphan

children, shared with him the perils of a trans-atlan-

tic voyage ; again crossed the ocean, when it was

necessary for him to return to England ; watched

over him in sickness ; managed his business allairs

with great prudence and success, lovingly cared for
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him in iiis last hours, and, after death, was buried as

slie luul requested, in tiie grave where, eiglit years

before, William I'enn had been laid. While in Penn-

sylvania she bore herself with the courteous dignity

•whicli was becoming to her position. Isaac Norris

wrote of her: "The Governor's wife and daughter

are well ; their little son is a lovely babe. His

wife is a woman extremely well beloved here, exem-
plary in her station and of an excellent spirit, whidi
adds lustre to her character, and has a great place in

the hearts of tlie people."

It has often been a matter of surprise to me, if

not of regret, that no official records of the marriage

of William Penn could be found in Philadelphia.

Soon after arriving in London I instituted a search

for them. They were obtained, though not without

some difficulty and chiefly by the aid of that well-

known bibliophile, Joseph Smith, Esq., Devonshire
Meeting-house, London, and I have much pleasure

in presenting, at this fifth anniversary of the meeting
of the Bi-centennial, the marriage certificates of Wil-

liam Penn and Gulielma Springett and of William
Penn and Hannah Callowhill, the first time, as I be-

lieve, that they have, for two centuries at least, been
read in Pennsylvania.

The history of the third and last epoch in the life

of William Penn is sadly familiar to all of us. A
life whose morning and whose noonday had been
spent in the service of his fellow-men found its even-

ing clouded with many cares, and for six years be-

fore his death an attack of paralysis put an end to

a,ll active usefulness.

But, though the sky was not clear, it was not yet

altogether dark ; in the words of the old prophet

—

not day—not night ;—he had much enjoyment in the

companionship of his friends and of the children

about him ; the same paralysis which weakened his

memory happily obliterate<l the remembrance of

cares which had pressed heavily upon him, and there

is something very touching in the words of Thomas
Story, who, after a visit to William Penn at this time,

writes :
" I was ready to think it was a sort of seques-

tration of him from all the concerns of this life

which so much oppressed him, . . that he might
have rest and not be oppre.ssed thereby to tlie end."

Well has our great historian, Bancroft, said of onr
great founder :

" His fame is now as wide as the

world
; he is one of the few who have gained abid-

ing glory."

On the fifth day of August, 1718, William Penn
was buried at Jordans, in the county of Bucks. But
a few weeks since I stood beside that grave, which is

designated only by a little headstone not more than
three feet high, and bearing on it no other inscrip-

tion than these words: William and Hannah Penn.
To Pennsylvanians Jordans should be better

known than it is—our Westminster Abbey—and it is

in the hope that I may induce others to visit it, that

I ofler some account of the place. The most simple
and direct route to Jordans is by way of Uxbridge, a
small town, fifteen miles from London, and about
eight miles from which the meeting-house is situated.

Leaving London at Bishop's road, Padilington Sta-
tion, at 10.15 a. ra., a ride of forty-five minutes brings

one to Uxbridge. Here, a short distance from the
station, is " The Chequers," a well-known inn, in the
rear of which is a livery stable, the proprietor of
which will furnish good drivers who know the way,
and, after driving for an hour over a beautiful road,

will bring you to the quaint old brick meeting-house
of Jordans. It is in tlie summer a beautiful drive,

through a rich farming country and by villages many
of which have a historic value. A short di.stance to

the left of the road is Beaconfields, formerly Beeehen-
fields, from which the late Prime Minister took his

title. Chalfont St. Giles has in it the pretty little

cottage in which Milton wrote his" II Penseroso and
L'Allegro," and a little further is The Grange, the
home of Isaac and Mary Pennington, where Penn
wooed iuid won his yonng bride.

The quaint brick meeting-house is surrounded by
grand old trees, among which are beeches, horse-chest-

nuts, the ash, and the pine. Many of them are very
old, and have attained a great height.

To the right of the house there is a wild ravine,

so wild, indeed, that it is difiicuU to believe the place

is less than twenty-five miles from London. Enter-
ing the doorway of the meeting-house, we found our-

selves in a small ante-room, in which were several

untidy-looking chiUlren whose parents, the custodi-

ans of the place, were temporarily absent. It was a
sort of kitchen and small dining-room combined, and
seemed sadly out of place here. A door from this

room opened directly into the meeting-house. The
floor is of brick, the benches plain and primitive to

the last degree. One bench, a little more elevated

than the rest, served as the preachers' gallery, and
here Penn, Pennington, Ellwood, and others of the

earliest and greatest of the Friends, preached and
prayed or sat in silent worship. There is an old-fash-

ioned table, said to have been here in Penn's time,

now used for the visitor's book, in which last are

some strange entries. One record said that the writer

was a chief of the Delaware Indians, and that his

father's grandfather had been with Penn when he
made his first treaty with the Indians. Just outside

of the doorway is the graveyard, and there, side by
side, are the graves of William Penn and Hannah
Penn, of Gulielma Maria Penn, of Mary Pennington,
Isaac Pennington, and of John Rule. Immediately
back of these are the graves of William Penn's chil-

dren, viz: Letitia, Springett, Mary, and John Penn,
while a little further back are small tombstones, bear-

ing the names of Thomas and of Mary Ellwood. Di-

rectly opposite the grave of William and Hannah
Penn are five little graves, and on a single tombstone
are the words, Tlie five children of William Penn. The
place is quiet and retired to an extraordinary degree.

Penn's grave is much worn. There were a little grass

and a few field flowers on the grave of Penn and of

Pennington. Once a year the Friends of London and
its vicinity hold a meeting here, and the old meeting-

house and its youths' gallery are then filled to over-

flowing; but for the remainder of the year there

broods over the place the silence of death. One of

my companions who has great skill with her pencil,

very soon made these sketches of the old place,

which, with these flowers, but a few weeks ago grow-
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ing on the grave of William Penn, I am glad to ex-

hibit to this association, which was formed to honor

his memory.
Pretty as are the fields and the forests about it,

this seems to me to be hardly a fitting burial place

for the founder of Pennsylvania, and I frankly con-

fess I felt great sympathy then, as I do now, with

the efforts of the late George L. Harrison, sustained

by the Legislature of Pennsylvania, to remove these

remains to that Philadelphia which Penn loved with

parental affection and whose children delight to do

honor to his memory.
Such a removal, however, is still so strongly op-

posed by the Friends in England that I fear we shall

have to leave them the custodianship of the dust of

William Penn. It is a high privilege and a great

trust, and I hope they may always regard it as such.

But to us of Pennsylvania is given a higher priv-

ilege—a greater trust—to preserve from corruption

and decay those great principles which were dearer

to William Penn than was life itself—equal riglits, be-

fore the law, of every man, however humble he may
be ; the great trutli, not of religious toleration, but of

the inherent right of every man to worship God ac-

cording to the dictates of his own conscience ;
the

principle that there should be no taxation where

there is no representation; the perpetuity of the

Union of these colonies, which nearly 200 years ago

Penn proposed and for which he prepared an ad-

mirable form of government ; and above all, the main-

tenance of that Christian doctrine now preached from

almost every pulpit, but which two centuries ago was

the especial teaching, if not the peculiar doctrine, of

Fox, of Penn, and Barclay—the immanence in every

human heart of the Holy Spirit and the companion-

ship for every believer of the Indwelling Christ.

May God grant that we be not unworthy of this priv-

ilege, that we prove not unfaithful to this trust

!

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 45.

Eleventh Month 20th, 1887.

Topic : SPIRITUAL ENLIGHTENMENT.
Golden Text :

" Take my yoke upon you and learn of me ; for

I am meek and lowly in heart ; and ye shall find rest

unto your souls.—Matt. 11 : 29.

Read Matthew 11 : 25-30. Revised Version.

explanations:

THE sending forth of the twelve apostles on a mis-

sion to their own brethren, the Jewish people, was

done while they were in the vicinity of Capernaum.
After their departure, Jesus started on a similar mis-

sion " to teach and preach in their cities," that is in

the cities of Galilee. Little is recorded of this ser-

vice, except his denunciation of the cities Chorasin,

Bethsaida, and Capernaum, in which much of his la-

bors bad been performed, as his home was in that

neighborhood. After Jesus had dwelt on the advan-

tages with which the people of these cities were sur-

rounded and what ought to be expected of them,

the words of glad rejoicing contained in our le.sson

broke forth from his lips.—By the urise and understand-

ing, he means those who have an exalted opinion of

themselves, and are wise in worldly things.

—

Revealed

them unto babes, made known (o these of little knowl-
edge, the teachable, the poor and obscure, the revela-

tion of his will. The wise and learned rejected the

gospel of Jesus, and it was the Father's pleasure that

the obscure and more humble should hear and accept

its messages of love.

Tliere is nothing hard to understand in this. It

is not because men are wise and learned that God
withholds the knowledge of himself from them, for

in every age there have been humble followers of the

meek and lowly Jesus among the men of the highest

culture and in the most exalted stations in life. It

is in the spirit that controls and animates the life, if

this be the spirit of the Christ, whatever honor or

worldly advantage is possessed, adds to the means of

doing good, and benefitting our fellow men.
The exhortation of Paul to Timothy, " Give dili-

gence to present thyself approved unto God, a work-

man that needeth not to be ashamed, handling aright

the word of truth," shows very clearly that to do the

best work for Christ within our own souls and for

the souls of others, we must avail ourselves of every

means and opportunity that will add to our knowl-

edge and increase our ability to labor acceptably.

this lesson snows

(1.) That worldly advantages and the wisdom and

learning we may have acquired can do notliing for

our salvation until they are brought under the con-

trolling power of the Holy Spirit, and kept in subjec-

tion to the limitations of divine truth as revealed to

the soul.

(2.) That true rest and peace are the portion of

those who follow the example of Jesus, of whom it

is written, " He learned obedience by the things

which he suffered." Heb. 5 : 8.

It may further be said that spiritual enlighten-

ment, while a gift of our Heavenly Father, and which as

we have abundant testimony, may be and is bestowed

upon those who.se lives previously have not been in

accord with the divine law, is a development begin-

ning with the germ of spiritual life that according to

the testimony of the beloved disciple, John, enlight-

ens every man that cometh into the world ; and as

this is lived up to and obeyed, there is an increase,

anil the light becomes more and more until the per-

fect day. It is not wise for any to presume upon the

mercy of our Heavenly Father, but let each so labor

that the day-spring from on high may arise in the

heart and the light therefrom become a lamp to the

feet in the devious paths of our earthly existence.

The old barriers of woman's sphere are breaking

down more and more, even in conservative England,

the Pall Mall Gazette any a: " We are delighted to see

that the ladies have been ' suffered to teach ' at the

Church Congress, the apostolic dictum necessary in

the corrupt society of the Greek cities being properly

treated as obsolete, and no longer applicable to the

Christain society of our day. Mrs. Maclagan, the wife

of the bishop, presided over a meeting of 1,000 wo-

men, the wife of the Bishoj) of Southwell was one of

the chief siieakers, and Miss Mason, Inspector of the

Local Government Board, delivered a sensible and

spirited address."
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REJECTING OF TEE CORNER-STONE.

IT seems to us that it would be a neglect of duty to

Xiass by the action of the recent Conference of " Or-

thodox " yearly meetings without a distinct testimo-

ny upon one important point. The formal outcome

of the Conference being its extended and elaborate

declaration of doctrinal views, and this being repre-

sented to the world as the faith of the Society of

Friends, it cannot surely be regarded as either im-

proper or unreasonable for any of those who value

that name to express their candid opinion, either in

assent or dissent, upon the document.

With the greater part of the declaration we pre-

fer not to deal at all. In the summary and extracts,

which were given in this journal, there was perhaps

a sufficient clew to its general character. Omitting a

few particulars, it is such a statement as might be

issued by any one of several of the " evangelical

"

churches, and this is the natural outcome of the

movement which, begun about the opening of the

present century, has carried a large number of those

who claim the name of Friends back to the theologi-

cal .fields from which Quakerism in the beginning

dissented and departed. That this is a most sincere

movement we have no question ; that it has its own

religious strength and value, we do not doubt
;
but

in all its essential characteristics it is incapable, by

any reasonable process of connection, of being built

upon the foundation of Quakerism.

It is not, however, of this that we wish to speak.

It is another point, and one only, that seems to de-

mand our especial testimony. This is the omission

from the declaration of the fundamental Friends'

principle. We mean, of course, the doctrine of the

Inward Light. This, in the testimonies of the early

Friends, and in the estimation of mankind, has ever

distinguished Quakerism as a special form of relig-

ious belief and culture. William Penn declared that

it
" is as the corner-stone of their [the Friends'] fab-

ric." It is, he added, " their characteristic or main

distinguishing point or principle." George Bancroft,

the historian,—to cite him as a competent exterior

observer,—says :
" The Quaker has but one word,—

the Inner Light, the voice of God in the soul."

But it does not need witnesses to attest a truth so

universally known. To leave out this great principle

of religious faith, who.se influence has done so much

to redeem the Christian profession from its medieval

declension, would be pronounced by every impartial

and competent authority a distinct abandonment of

the Quaker ground. To subordinate it, to minimize

it, is alone fatal. Without this principle, distinctly

presented in its purity, witliout it advanced in the

front of all else, there is no Quakerism. It was this

that George Fox proclaimed to the world—not a dis-

covery, not a surprising and startling new thought,

but the reaffirmation of primitive truth, the fresh tes-

timony to what many good men, in all ages, had al-

ready testified. Without the emphatic promulgation

of this doctrine, George Fox's other work would have

been comparatively unimportant : he would have

been a transitory figure only upon the field of his-

tory : but when he became the faithful and zealous

preacher of this simple and sublime principle of re-

ligion he assumed forever a place in the grateful

memory of mankind.

We do not arraign the Richmond Conference.

The views that are most satisfactory to its members

they have promulgated and proclaimed. If they can-

not follow George Fox and William Penn, they are

still in the company of a great number of professors,

good men and women. But we say with all possible

distinctness that their declaration, lacking that which

was and is the corner-stone of Quakerism, is not a

declaration of the Society of Friends. And to whom-

ever, in the world of religious discussion, may be in-

terested in the matter, we ofl'er this testimony.

MARRIAGES.
LEEDOM—DICKINSON.—Fourth-day evening, Elev-

enth mouth 2(1, at the residence of the bride, by Friends'

ceremony, Ellwood V. Leedom and Lizzie Dickinson, both

of Haverford, Dehiware county. Pa.

PUSEY—TAYLOR.—Tenth month 13th, at the resi-

dence of Sarah Ann Taylor, under the care of Fallowfield

Monthly Meeting, Henry B. Pusey and Aune H. Taylor,

all of West Marlboro township, Chester county, Pa.

WILLSON—BUCKLEY.—On First-day, Teuth month

23d, 1887, by Friends' ceremony, at the residence of Ezra

Willson, in Elma, Erie county, N. Y., Alfred B. Willson,

(son of Ezra and Auna Willson), to Mary Buckley, of San

Jose, (Santa Clara, Co..) California, daughter of Mark and

Isabella K. Buckley.

DEA THS.

ATKINSON.—At Upper Dublin, Pa., Eleventh month

3d, 18S7, Mary C, wife of James Q. Atkiusou, and daughter

of the late Nathan and Deborah Cleaver, formerly of Gwy-

nedd, in the 42d year of her age ; a member of Horsham

Monthly Meeting.

BUZBY.—Eleventh month 3d, at his residence, Borden-

town, N. J., Robert C. Buzby, iu his 87th year.

DUTTON.—In Chester, Pa., Eleventh month 1st, Anna,

widow of Robert E. Button, iu her 75th year. Funeral
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from the residence of her daughter, Arabella Hlnksou. In-

terment at Chichester, Pa.

FAIRLAMB.—In East Bradford, Pa., on Third-day,
Eleventh month 1st, 1887, George W. Fairlamb, in the 79th
year of his age ; a member of Birmingham Monthly Meet-
ing.

TSE NORTH CAROLINA CHEKOKEES' CHIL-
DREN'S HOME.

Editors Intelugencer and Journal :

BEFORE leaving North Carolina we went into

Swayne county, the train tugging its way slowly over
the Balsam Mountains, where the railroad reaches its

greatest elevation at 3,600 feet, being the highest
track, e-Kcept that on Mt. Washington, this side of the
Eocky Mountains. The train goes down rapidly and
in the narrow valley that winds around the base
crosses Scott's Creek twenty-three times in fifteen

miles.

Leaving the station at Whittier we found the
bridge over the Tuanasegee gone in alate freshet, but
forded its clear waters, three feet deep, the horses
climbing over rocks and up the steep bank on either
side. Following rough mountain roads, passing an
occasional house, where Jim Kig, Walking Stick, and
others live, in two and a half hours we catch a gleam
of a white fence far below us and, turning a sliarp
curve on the mountain side, look down on a scene of
beauty and loveliness. In a little basin at the foot of
many peaks, yet amid knolls and hills of its own, lies

tlie Home for Indian Children, in the midst of the
Cherokee Reservation. Angels must enjoy the pic-
turesque effect of the green walls tinted "with the
breath of autumn, the clear waters of the Oconolufty
reflecting the bowing chestnut balls, ami the Home,
a large two-story white school house with* the white
barns and out-buildings standing in the setting sun-
light as if conscious of a j)ower for good. Higher
up the little hill is the home of the Chief, Sal-i-de-
ent, (Joim Smith), with his long black hair and yel-
low skin. His wife is a white woman, and a pretty
daughter of seventeen is learning all kinds of house
work with her lessons at the Home. He has trav-
eled and is quite intelligent, and after introducing us
to liis " Assistant Chief," So-ya-to, he told us his sim-
ple story. How the Government had given seventy-
five thousand acres and money, " but my people's
money was being squandered, they were using six
thousand dollars of the principal every year, and my
people not getting it. When that man, [a Friend
from the West], came and said they would give some
if we would let them have that money. I talked
over with my people; we were most afraid to trust
any body, but they are good people, the Friends.
My people are getting the good of their money now

;

they only use the interest." The Council House,
made of logs ,was close by. Western Yearly IMeeting,
(Orthodox) adds to the Government appropriations,
and instead of sending the children to Henderson-
ville and other white boarding schools, there are now
at the Home forty little children from ten years up-
waril, twenty boys and twenty girls, who not only go
to school but eat breakfast at half-past five every
morning and do all the housework by nine o'clock.

In the evening they had study and devotional ex-
ercises, then each shook hands ami gave good night,
with a kiss to the teachers and eflicient heads, Wil-
son Spray and his motherly wife. Indian faces are
not very readable, but they were certainly happy in
their work as well as play. The Home has only been
built two or three years, and plenty of work is found
for boys in improving the grounds. Already a little

nursery is growing, and gardening and farming going
on. The earnest purposes of the managers could only
come from the Divine source and they are ground-
work for great good. In giving the children names,
they often find one in our language that means the
same; for example: Tidahnihske, dirt-dauber, or
mason-work, is called Mason.

While the glow of the morning was still upon the
scene we returned to the station, Ijy the kindness of
W. Spray, and as a.heavier load required the engine
to go back from the top of Balsam for the " other
half," six and a half hours were spent in going forty-

one miles.

A few days later, we left our summer retreat.

Coming down the mountains the train was struck by
a sliding boulder of twenty tons, throwing engine
baggage and express cars against the opposite side of
a cut forty feet deep. We had just crossed the horse-

shoe trestle and slackened speed to go round the
curve and thus escaped being telescoped. No one
was seriously hurt, though the fireman went half way
up the bank and the conductor's lantern crashed to

pieces as he was thrown on the floor at our feet. It

was midnight, and the escaping steam from the
broken engine, echoed like a death knell from the
mountain peaks. Half a minute more and the train

might have been a burning wreck, shut in that nar-

row cut with a long trestle close behind us one hun-
dred feet high, and five miles to the nearest station.

In silence and awe we crept over broken rocks to see

the disable<l engine and baggage car, with the trunks
piled in confusion, only thirty seconds ahead of our
coach filled with human lives. From the deej) grati-

tude in thankful hearts came the silent question,

"For what are we spared?" and, earnest aspiration

to bend our lives more faithfully to His will and His
purposes. No one could complain at the nine hours'

detention, until the wreckers' train could arrive and
transfer us to otlier cars for our journey.

Sister E. had been left in Ashville to go north
next day, and was delayed the same length of time,

but willingly accepted the apology of the conductor,
for mud and broken glass, when he told her " there
had been no time to clean it as it was in the accident
of last night."

MaRTH.A ScnOFIELD.

Tkach me the spiritual battle so to fight

That wheu the enemy doth me beset,

Arm'd cap-a-pie with armor of Thy light

A perfect conquest o'er him I may get.

— Thomas Ellwood.

If thou standest by faith, yet except ttiou believest

that within thyself that shows thee what is good,

—

thou canst not avoid falling likewise.—Jb/m Ci-ook.
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YOUTHS' MEETING.
THE Youths' meeting of Baltimore Yearly Meeting
as provided for by act of the meeting of 188G, when
by a change of Discipline the Central Committee was
charged with calling it and having a care over the

same, assembled in the meeting-house on Lombard
street, at 3 o'clock p. m., Tenth month 30. The house
was well filled by Friends and others interested in

the cause. At the appointed time the children and
others representing the First-day schools throughout

the Yearly Meeting assembled, taking places that had
been reserved for them, and settled into the silence

of a religious meeting without parade or formality.

It might have been easily mistaken for a regular

meeting for worship had not the children entered

with programmes in hand, and ushers been seen dis-

tributing copies of the same throughout the house.

These programmes provided for are :

I. " Opening Exercises by the Clerk of the Cen-

tral Committee."
II. " Call of names of Representatives. Two or

more from each school will respond with Senti-

ments."

III. " Responsive reading of thirty-fourthPsalm,"

which was printed on the programme.
IV. " Exercises by the different schools as re-

ported from the monthly meeting committees on
First-day schools, or through the local members of

the Central Committee."
V. " Concert Reading of The Blessings," in verse

also printed on programme.
VI. " Closing remarks by Jonathan K. Taylor,"

Chairman of First-day school Committee of Balti-

more Monthly Meeting.

Exercise 1, by Clerk of Central Committee, was the

reading a poem intitled "Meek and Lowly," from

Devotional Poems, which seemed to have a solemniz-

ing effect upon the meeting and to draw it into deep
feeling.

Upon calling Representatives, responses with sen-

timents came from all parts of the house, and many
were the very beautiful ones then elicited. The
teaching of these in their effect upon the minds of

the young as well as the older of our members must
have deep and lasting effects for good. Not only

were the thoughts contained in these responses im-

pressive, but the feeling and appreciative manner in

which they were rendered gave convincing proof that

they were doing more than lip-service, that the heart

was in it.

The responsive reading of the ] beautiful 3-ltb

Psalm, in which all joined, was feelingly done.

The chief and most impressive part of the occa-

sion was the exercises by the different schools, by

representatives who had come prepared to recite or

to speak for their various schools. These exercises

were well chosen and were nearly all of a devotional

as well of as of a practical nature.

The address to the meeting by J. K. Taylor was
full of feeling and especially appropriate while very

impressive.

It seems 'to the writer that this new departure of

Friends in Baltimore in their First-day school work
must inspire new life into the Society and bring into

activeservicemuch young and new and good material.

One hundred and twenty-two responded to their

names when called as representatives, and nearly all

of them were active or interested attenders at the

Yearly Meeting. They made a very large percentage

of the meeting and added much to the interest there-

of, while many did their full share of the work also.

At a Conference of Baltimore Yearly Meeting Cen-

tral Committee on First-day schools with Friends in-

terested in the work of First-day schools held on

Second-day, Eleventh month 31st, at 8 p. m., there

was a large meeting of those who had come to con-

sider subjects pertinent to the Concern, epistles made
and opportunity given for concerned minds to give

their views and to extend counsel and encourage-

ment to those engaged in the work. This was a

meeting much after the style and manner of the First-

day School Association of former years. The epistles

from corresponding associations were read and most

of them were full of good thoughts and gave edifying

accounts of the work in other localities. Committees

were appointed to respond to epistles. TheConference

arranged that statistical tables be forwarded in the re-

port to the yearly meeting.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—The conditional subscriptions toward the en-

dowed professorship are progressing. One Alumnus,

an excellent student while in the College, and an

earnest worker for and devoted friend of the College

since, writes :
" I have thus far subscriptions to the

fund toward the endowment of professorship to the

amount of |!400. I trust there are 100 more with like

sums subscribed." It is hoped that Friends gener-

ally will unite in this important movement, and

pledge such sums as they may be able,—payable only

on condition that the amount of $40,000 be subscribed.

—Abigail R. Paul and Rachel N. Mather attended

the meeting on First-day morning. The former spoke

acceptably, at considerabl e length, earne.stly exhort-

ing the young people to live up to the light given

them. The latter spoke feelingly of the difficulty of

carrying out our convictions of right in the face of

the opposition or the indifferenceofthe multitude, but

exhorted all to be true to these convictions, if they

would find peace. A number of visiting Friends were

present, and the meeting was an unusually impressive

one.

—William Jones, of London, Secretary of the Lon-

don Peace Society, addressed the Faculty, students,

and friends of the College on Fourth-day evening,

the 9th inst. His subject was "Peace and Inter-

national Arbitration."

—The new catalogue will soon go to the printer.

It may be expected out early in next month. The

courses of study have been carefully revised and im-

proved. The four distinct lines of study in the four

courses of Arts, Letters, Science, and Engineering,

are now very complete, and by dividing the year into

semesters, fewer studies are carried on at one time,

and thus better work can be secured, at less risk to

the health of the students, by concentrating the mind

upon these.
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ORTHODOX FEIENDS.

REVIEW OF THE RICHMOND CONFERENCE.

[WE reprint below nearly the whole of an editorial ar-

ticle in The Friend. (Philadelphia,) of 11th month 5th.

It represents the " Wilbur" element of Orthodox Friends.]

The more we have reflected upon the proceedings

of the late Conference of Yearly Meetings at Rich-

mond, Indiana, the more decided have become our

fears that its influence in tlie Society of Friends will

be more largely for evil than for good.

It reaffirmed the ancient doctrine of Friends, that

the Baptism of Christ is a spiritual process, and that

water-baptism is not a standing ordinance in his

Church, which had been opposed by some of our

members. So far, its action is deserving of commen-
dation.

But the changes in the manner of holding our

meetings for worshp, and in the doctrines preached

in them, during the past thirty years, are matters of

still more vital importance. These changes are re-

ferred to by the editor of The Christian Worker, one of

their zealous advocates, in an account of the recent

Conference which he furnished to The Independent,

as a "revolution." "Many," he says, "could not

adopt the innovations, and several schisms have ta-

ken place, the more conservative class leaving the

Church." Among these changes he enumerates the

teaching of present salvation through faith in Jesus,

holding revivals, calling evangelists, introducing sing-

ing, and establishing missions. In another part of

the same article he says, that for two hundred years

the minister among Friends has not been looked up-

on as the head of the congregation, but in the revival

meetings leaders have been recognized, '-gradually

the pressing need of pastors has been felt, and some
yearly meetings have arranged to have ministers

with pastoral gifts serve them, and many ministers

in this capacity have been supported. In many
places meetings are supplied with a regular ministry

by formal church action."

We think the Editor of the Worker was justified

in speaking of these changes as a "revolution." If

they had been suggested thirty years ago, we doubt

whether an intelligent member of the Society of

Friends could have been then found who would not

have so regarded them. Taken as a whole, they are

so decidedly in conflict with our former principles,

and such radical departures from our ancient prac-

tices, that their general adoption would indicate that

the Society of Friends had ceased to exist, and that

its name was assumed by people who had only a re-

mote aflinity to it.

What, then, was the action of the Conference on

this vitally important subject? The article to which

we have already referred says, the whole subject was

brought under review, and " the result was a large

preponderance of sentiment in favor of the advance

and liberty of recent years!" There were a part of

the delegates who opposed some of the grosser de-

partures
;
yet their utterances were too often unde-

cided in their tone ; and very few of those from the

American Meetings openly condemned eveu such a

decided change as congregational singing; and as to in-

dividual singing in our meetings for worship, there

was no open objection that we noticed. Nor was

there strength in the Conference to adopt any de-

cided condemnation of tliose changes which have in-

troduced disorganization into the Society, and led to

separation between the conservative and progressive

members.
The whole thing has produced on our mind an im-

pression very similar to that whicli would have been

caused, if a conference of Friends had been called to

consider the question of war, and a large part of the

speakers in it had advocated <lefensive war, and the

conference had adjourned without recording its con-

demnation of such views. Can any one doubt that

the result of such a conference would have been to

lower the testimony of the Society on this subject?

And that the ailvocates of defensive war would have

been emboldened by this action ? Even so, it seems

to us, the cause of truth has lost ground by the pro-

ceedings of the Conference, and those meetings

which participated in it and accept its conclusions,

will be less able in the future to adhere to the dis-

tinctive principles of Quakerism.

In coming to this conclusion, we do not forget the

declaration of faith which it was conclude<l to pre-

sent to the different yearly meetings for their adop-

tion. While it contains very much with which we
all can unite, it does not bring out clearly those views

of the way of salvation and the work of the Spirit

which were so prominent in the statements of doc-

trine put forth by the Society in earlier times, and

which indeed formed the distinctive characteristic of

their teaching. This defect may be illustrated by a

reference to the doctrinal statement prefixed to the

former Discipline of New York Yearly Meeting, that

of 1859, which had probably been handed down from

primitive times without material alteration.

This says, " We believe that a manifestation of the

Holy Spirit is given to every man to profit withal;

that he convicts for sin, and as obeyed, gives power

to the soul to overcome and fonsake it. He opens to

the mind the mysteries of salvation, enables it to

understand the truths recorded in the Holy Scrip-

tures, and gives it the living, practical, and heartfelt

experience of those things which pertain to its ever-

lasting welfare. We believe that the saving knowl-

edge of God and Christ cannot be obtained in any

other way than by the revelation of Ids Spirit." For

the redemption of man from the fall, God " hath

communicated to every man a measure of that light

and grace which came by Jesus Christ, which, as it

is received, works the salvation of all, even of those

who are ignorant of Adam's fall, and of the death

and suSerings of Christ. To those who receive this

light and walk therein, it becomes in them a holy,

pure, and spiritual life, bringing forth holiness, riglit-

eousness.and purity, and all those blessed fruits which

are acceptable to God, and by which we are sancti-

fied in the sight of God ; according to the Apostle's

words, ' But ye are washed, but ye are sanctified, but

ye are justified in the name of the Lord Jesus, and

by the Spirit of our God.' " (P. 6-8.)

Almost the whole of those clear and distinctive

statements were omitted in the revised Discipline of
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New York of 1S77 ; uor do they or similar ones ap-

pear in the Richmond " Declaration." That docu-

ment seems in degree to limit tlie operations of tlie

Spirit to those who have first believed in the outward
comin<; and ofiering of Christ. It says of the Spirit,

" Dwelling in tlie hearts of believers, he opens their

understandings," etc. Again, "We disavow all pro-

fe.ssed illumination or spirituality that is divorced

from faith in Jesus Christ of Nazareth, crucified for

us without the gates of Jerusalem." Its writers seem
to have lost sight of the truth that it is only through

the work of the Spirit, and man's submission to it,

that any one can obtain true faith in Christ—agree-

ably to his own words, " No man can come unto me
except the Father who hath sent me draw him."
Therefore the operations of the Spirit must be the be-

ginning of the work of salvation in the heart of every

one.

Under the head of " Justification and Sanctifica-

tion," the " Declaration " says, " Whosoever submits

himself wholly to God, believing and appropriating

his promises, and exercising faith in Christ Jesus,

will have his lieart continually cleansed from sin,"

etc. This seems to imply that rnan has the power to

appropriate to himself the promises of Scripture.

But if those gracious promises are ever truly applied

to the comfort and help of the sincere seeker after

life, it must be done by the Holy Spirit, when and as

he pleaseth ; and thus the salvation and strength of

the righteous is of the Lord only.

CINQUEFOIL.
IN other days, the story goes,

A carver wrought an oaken rose

;

Aud piercing through the slender lino

That held the sculptured form in place.

He saw the light, aglow divine,

Fall shining through the empty space.

And lo! the labor of an hour
Was fairer than the carven tiower.

Unnoted in the shadowed aisle,

A score of oaken roses smile
;

But through the cinquefoil, placed on high,

The form from which the rose was wrought,

There falls the radiance of the sky
With many a rainbow glory fraught.

It had nobeauty to the view,

But for the sunlight shining through.

Oh, lesson to the doubting heart,

That faith aud love are more than art

!

What mimic forms we fashion forth.

With patient h.ands, our lives to grace.

And find them rude and little worth !

While yonder symbol's empty space.

With God's own blessing shining through,

Is more than all our hands can do.

—M. K. Davis, in S. S. Times.

In time of trial, let a man set his heart firmly

upon this resolution : I must bear it inevitably ; and I

will, by God's grace, do it nobly.

—

Richter.

Friendship will take notliing ill wliere no ill is

meant.— Wm. Pain.

EE CHOSE THIS PATH FOR THEE.
HE chose this path for thee.

No feeble chance, nor liard, relentless fate,

But love, his love, hath placed thy footsteps here
;

He knew the way was rough and desolate

;

Knew how thy heart would often sink with fear.

Yet tenderly he wispered, " Child, I see

This path is best for thee."

He chose this path for thee.

Though well he knew sharp thorus would tear thy feet,

Knew how the brambles would obstruct thy way
Knew all the hidden dangers thou would'st meet,

Knew how thy faith would falter day by day
;

And still the whisper echoed, " Yes, I see

This path is best for thee."

He chose this path for thee.

Aud well he knew that thou must tread alone

Its gloomy vales and ford each flowing stream.

Knew how thy bleeding heart would, sobbing, moan,
" Dear Lord, to wake, and find it all a dream."

Love scanned it all, yet still could say, " I see

This path is best for tliee."

He chose this path for thee.

E'en while he knew the fearful midnight gloom

Thy timid, shrinking soul must travel through
;

How towering rocks would oft before thee loom.

And phantoms grim would meet thy frightened view.

Still comes the whisper, " My beloved, I see

This path is best for thee."

He chose this path for thee.

What need'st thou more ? This sweeter truth to kuow.
That all along these strange bewildering ways,

O'er rocky steeps and where dark rivers flow.

His loving arms will bear thee " all the days."

A few steps more, and thou thyself shalt see

This path is best for thee.

THE PEACE DEPUTATIONAND PRESIDENT
CLEVELAND.

IN the interview wliich the English deputation had
with the President, on the 31st ult., Andrew Carnegie,

in introducing the visitors, said, (in conclusion of his

address) :

" Few events in the world's Wstory would rank

with such a treaty as is here advocated. Only two

events, perhaps, in the history of the United States

might fitly be compared with it. Washington's ad-

ministration established the Republic ; Lincoln's ad-

ministration abolished human slavery. We fondly

hope, Mr. President, that it may be reserved for yours

to conclude a treaty, not only with the government

of the other great English-speaking nation, but with

other lands as well, which shall henceforth and for-

ever secure to these nations the blessings of peace

and good- will. The making of such a treaty will have

done much to remove from humanity its greatest

stain—the killing of man by man. We indulge the

hope that, if the two great nations here represented

set such an example, other nations may be induced to

follow it, and war will ultimately be banished from

the face of the earth."

Hon. Lyon Playfair, representing the membei's of

Parliament, and John Wilson, representing the Trades

Congress, also made short addresses in support of the
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uioveraent. Mr. Cremer, M. P., Secretary of the

Working Men's Peace Association, who originated

the memorial, then presented it to the President, and
made an address, in which lie said :

" Before explain-

ing the object of our visit I feel that we should be

wanting in respect and gratitude if we neglected to

express our high appreciation of the honor whicli

you, as President of this great country and the rep-

resentative of sixty millions of people, have con-

ferred upon us in according us this interview. Most
of the deputation's have from time to time approached
Ministers of State in regard to subjects of great na-

tional interest, but. import;' nt as these questions

were, they were trifling when compared with the

question which you have kindly permitted us to sub-

mit for your consideration to-<lay. We are fully aware
of the gravity of the subject, the momentous issues

and far-reaching results involved in the object of our

mission. We are also keenly alive to the dilliculties

which even as yet surround a practical application

of our principles. But, great as the difficulties may
be, we do not believe they are insurmountable, and I

feel a.ssured that if an earnest desire exists they can

be overcome. Amongst the masses of the people we
are fully satisfied that the desire does exist, and we
hope that it will soon be followed by an earnest and
determined eSbrt to give this desire practical effect.

There is very little doubt that the address has been
largely signed by the representatives of the people

because they found their constituents so strongly ap-

proved. In fact the Workmen's Peace Aijsociation,

wdiose objects have been approved by the bulk of our
countrymen, was its original promoter, but we are

here to-day to present the address not in the name of

any section of our countrymen, but on behalf of 233

members of the British House of Commons. The ad-

dress has been signed by Lilterals and Conservatives,

amongst whom are 21 members who have held oBice

in recent governments- AVhen the address was pre-

pared the promoters little anticipated that it would
be so largely signed. About 100 signatures was all

they calculated upon obtaining. That the number
they hoped for has been more than doubled proves

how widespread is the desire for the realization of

our views. As further evidence of sympathy with
our etforts, 37 members of the House of Lords have
written me letters of cordial approval

" Similiar expressions of opinion have also been
received from tlie Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, Cardinal
Manning, the Rev. Newman Hall, the Lord Mayor-
elect of London, and last, but not least, the Right
Hon. W. E. Gladstone. The congregational Union,
at its recent session, when that great religious body
was represented by upwa'nls of two thousand min-
isters, unanimously adopted a resolution approving
the objects of the deputation. Rei^resentatives of the

Trades Union Congress are also present to testify to

the lieartiness with which the movement is sup-

ported by our working men's organization ; but with
such general expressions of opinion from all classes of

our countrymen in favor of a treaty of arbitration be-

tween the two nations, the question naturally arises

why a proposal to that effect was not made by the
signatories in our own Parliament. To such question

we reply that the Government of the United States,
being free from the Old World broils and complica-
tions, is of all Governments in the world mo.st fa-

vorably circumstanced for taking the initiative. No
suspicion of ulterior designs or unworthy motives
could attach to a proposal from you or your Congress;
besides, as several members of Congress have already
introduced bills upon the subject, which bills have
been referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs,
it would have been ungracious on our part to attempt
to deprive these Congressmen, who have instigated
such a glorious movement, of their justly earned
laurels. We have confined our efforts to the two
English speaking nations because by attempting too
much we would multiply difficulties and court failure

;

but we hope and desire that your country and our own
would rejoice to enter into similar arrangements with
any other nation in the world. It now, Mr. Presi-

dent, only remains for me to read and present the
address to which is attached the signatures of the 233
members of the Bf^itish House of Commons."

The President responded as follows: "Gentle-
men : The main and prominent idea so fittingly

presented by you and by the memorials you deliver,

is a lofty and enobling one—involving the preserva-
tion of peace with all its manifold blessings. These
have, as civilization has progressed, been more and
more recognized as the basis of national prosperity

and happiness. And this reflection may well lead to

surprise, that peace has made no 'greater progress, in

its substitution for the wasting process of war, as an
arbiter of international disputes. It is well that the

minds of good and thoughtful men should be now
turned to this subject, and that a concerted move-
ment should be made to supercede the horrors of

war. It is well, too, that this effort should be made
by the citizens of the two countries which proudly

claim to be in the van of civilization and progress.

The people of my country boast that they can ex-

hibit in their prosperity anil development more of

the victories of peace than any other nation on the

globe. At the same time our history demonstrates

that we need yield to none in the spirit and patriot-

ism which make war terrible.

" It seems to me that a country thus demonstrat-

ing the advantages of peace, anil at the same time

having no fear of the suspicion of weakness, is in a

favorable condition to listen to the merits of the case

you present ; and, to my mind, there is nothing more
touching or persuasive than the part the laboring

men of England have taken in this movement. They
speak for their freedom from increased cost of living

induced by war. Nay, more, they speak for their

homes, their families, and their lives. I cannot but

think that there are object lessons before the work-

ing men of America which will readily awaken their

sympathy with, and desire for, a condition of inter-

national understanding which shall alleviate the

death and distre.ss which war brings to their hou.se-

holds.
" I am sorry to be obliged to confess that the

practical side of this question has received but little

of my attention. I am reminded, too, that in the ad-

ministration of government disputes often arise in
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the attempt to carefully apply ideas which in them-

selves challenge unqnalifieil approval. Thus it may

be that the friends of international arbitration will

not be able at once to secure the adoption, in its

whole extent, of their humane and beneficent

scheme. But surely great progress .'should be made

by a sincere and hearty effort. I promise you a faith-

ful and careful consideration of the matter ; and I be-

lieve I may speak for the American people in giving

the assurance that they desire to see the killing of

men for the accomplishment of national ambition

abolished, and that they will gladly hail the advent

of peaceful methods in the settlement of national dis-

putes, so far as is consistent with the defense and

protection of our country's territory, and with the

maintenance of our national honor when it aflbrds a

shelter and repose for national integrity and personi-

fies the safety and protection of our citizens."

Meeting in Philadelphi.\.

On Seventh-day evening last, a meeting to draw public

attention to the object of tbe visitors was held at Associa-

tion Hall, Philadelphia.

Governor Beaver acted as chairman and intro-

duced the proceedings with appropriate remarks,

welcoming the Englishmen with great warmth and

sympathy. He said

:

"We are assembled with great propriety in this

building and in this city, a city founded by an Eng-

lishman whose life was governed by the principles of

peace, to welcome gentlemen coming from a sister

country, who bring a message of peace and may be

the harbingers of a peace that will be universal.

There is a time coming when the Christ-child shall

be the church king, and to-night we feel that the

time is nearer on account of the message brought

to us."

Then turning to the visitors he continued :
" I am

sure that you will find amongst our best people a de-

sire to meet you on a common ground and listen to

your views on the matter." After some remarks by

Joshua L. Baily, Governor Beaver presented O. B.

Morgan, M. P., who spoke appropriately, ending with

nearly these words

:

" You know what is the object of our mission. It

is an object worthy the atteniion of all men. So mur-

derous has war become that even great soldiers like

General Sherman say it must have an end." He con-

gratulated Philadelphia on its Public Building, in the

courtyard of which, he said, the Hotel de Ville in

Paris, could be put on exhibition."

Sir George Campbell, M. P., was the next speaker.

He said that if there could be a treaty between the

two countries, founding a court of arbitration, great

advantage would ensue. He thought that the fishery

question would liave been settled long ago had there

been such a court.

He said that in his opinion the masses of the peo-

ple in all countries are in favor of this matter, even

the French.

A. D. Provand, representative from Glasgow, said

that the people in this country had had the blessings

of peace brought home to them more recently than

had the people of England. He did not think that

any man, no matter what his politics, could object to

tins object that had brought them to this country.

Three-fourths of the receipts of the English govern-
ment are spent in paying off old war debts and in

sustaining an army and navy. He said that if this

country did not move in the matter its friends in

Kngland could not hope for success. Time was called

before he had finished, but Governor Beaver as he

arose said that time was called by one of the gentle-

man's own friends, but if there should beany diffi-

culty between the two he himself was willing to act

as arbitrator.

Benjamin Pickard, representative from Yorkshire,

said he thought that the American people were earn-

est in their endeavor to bring about arbitration. " If

the worklngmen of both countries say it can be done

nothing can prevent it." He said he had been en-

gaged in settling labor disputes by arbitration for fif-

teen years and he thought it the best way.

Governor Beaver here read a telegram from Bos-

ton, in which that city joined with Philadelphia in

welcoming the commission.

Lord Kinnaird was then introduced and said :

" We will consecrate our every power to bring about

this era of peace. We ask you to be the harbingers

of this era, and we believe that this meeting will be

a step in the ladder which will lead to that result."

Referring to the late rebellion he said that at that

time many in England were on the wrong side.

Harry Stewart, of Lincolnshire, was next intro-

duced and spoke briefly on the feeling which now
prevails between American and English people on

the present subject of peace. He mentioned Glad-

stone's son as being one of the signers of the paper.

The speaker alluded to the pleasant feeling now
existing between this country and England, and con-

cluded by hoping that all nations would follow their

example.
Charles Freak, a shoemaker by trade and secre-

tary of the trade unions of Great Britain, spoke in a

pleasant vein. -Hon. John Swinburn, Caleb Wright,

and John English followed, and spoke eloquently.

David Scull, of this city, ofl'ered a resolution author-

izing Governor Beaver to appoint a committee to

wait on President Cleveland and ask him to put a

clause in his annual message favoring the treaty.

A MOTHER'S NARRATIVE.

THIS tender story of a mother's experience is pub-

lished in the Christian Weekly. She had laid her table

with great care and pains for a company of distin-

guished guests, when her little girl accidentally over-

turned a tureen of gravy on the snowy cloth.

What should I do ? It seemed a drop too much

for my tired nerves—many drops too much for my
tablecloth. I was about to jerk my child down

angrily from the table, when a blessed influence held

me. I caught the expression on her face ;
such a

sorry, frightened, appealing look I never saw, and

suddenly a picture of the past came and stood out

vividly before my mind's eye. My child's face re-

vealed feelings which I had experienced twenty

years l)efore.

I was myself a little nervous girl, about eight
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years old, in tlie happy home of my childhood. It

was a stormy day in winter. It was soon after coal-oil

lamps were introduced, and my father had bouglit a

very handsome one. The snow had drifted up against

the kitchen windows; so, although it was not dark,

the lamp was lighted. Mother was sick in bed up

stairs, and we children were gathered in the kitchen

to keep the noise and confusion away from her. I

was feeling myself very important, helping to get

supper; at any rate, I imagined I was helping, and

in my officiousness I seized the lamp and went down

cellar for some butter ; I tried to set it on the hang-

ing-shelf, but alas ! I didn't give it room enough, and

down it fell on the cemented floor.

I never shall forget the shock that it gave me. I

seemed almost paralyzed. I didn't dare go up stairs,

and I was afraid to stay down there. To make it

worse, I heard my father's voice in the kitchen. He
had cautioned us again and again to be careful of that

lamp, and now there it lay, smashed to pieces.

But his voice seemed to give me the impetus I

needed to go up and meet the scolding or whipping,

or both, which I felt sure awaited me, and which I

really felt I deserved. So I crept up over the dark

stairway, and as I entered the kitchen I met my
father, with such a stern look upon his face that I

was frightened. I saw there was no need to tell him

what had happened. He had heard the crash and if

he hadn't, I guess my face would have told the story.

The children stood silently around waiting to see

what father would do, and I saw by their faces that

they were horror-.stricken, for that lamp had been the

subject of too much talk and wonder to be smashed

without a sensation. As for me, I felt so frightened,

so confused and sorry, that I couldn't speak. But

upon glancing again at father I .saw the angry look

die out of his eyes and one of tenderest pity take its

place. I doubt not that he saw the same look in my
face then that I saw in my child's face to-day. In a

minute he lifted me in his arms, and was hugging me
close to his breast. Then he whispered, oh so kindly :

" Never mind, little daughter : we all know it was an

accident, but I hope you will take the small lamp

when you go down cellar again."

Oh, what a revulsion of feelings I experienced !

It was such a surprise to me that I was suddenly

overwhelmed with feelings of love and gratitude,

and burying my face I sobbed as if my heart was

breaking. No punishment could Lave affected me
half so much, and nothing can efface the memory of

it from my mind.

How I loved my father to-day, as the sight of my
little girl's face brought it all freshly before me ! Will

she love me as dearly, I wonder, twenty years or more

from now, because moved by the same impulse that

stirred my father's heart in that long-ago time, I was

able to press the little frightened thing to my heart,

and tell her kindly that I knew she didn't mean to

spill the gravy, and that I knew she would be more

careful another time? Will she be helped by it when
she is a mother, as I have been helped by it to-day ?

WOMEN IN THE METHODIST CHURCH.
S. L. B.iLDWIN, D.D., contributes to Zion's Heruld
an article in defense of the right of women to serve
as lay delegates to tb.e General Conference of the M.
E. Churcli. Dr. Baldwin says :

" It would bea great absurdity for representatives

drawn from the sex which lias only one-third of the

members of the church to sit in judgment on the
election of the.se sisters, and rule tliem out because
of their sex. Does any one imagine that Judge Rey-
nolds or General Fisk or Jacob Sleeper, if they were
delegates, would be disgrace<l by the presence of

Mns. Newman or Miss Frances Willard as co-dele-

gates? Will any one pretend that these ladies are

not able to think as wisely upon all questions affect-

ing the welfare of the church as their brother dele-

gates? . . . When we had fully learned that ' in

Christ Jesus there is neither bond nor free,' we put

into the general rules, among the things forlndden,
' slave holding; buying or selliui slaves.' When we
fully learned that ' there is neither Jew nor Greek,'

we admitted men of African descent to the General
Conference. Fully learning that ' there is neither

male nor female,' we shall have uo barrier of sex in

that highest body of our church. And let all the

people say. Amen !

"

Kindness has converted more sinners than either

zeal, eloquence, or learning.

—

F. W. Faber.

THE PLANETS IN NOVEMBER.
THE planetary record for November is full of interest.

Venus, arrayed in glorious garments, adorns the

morning sky. Saturn hovers near the beautiful clus-

ter, Praesepe, and is visible nearly all night long.

Jupiter, having been invisible for nearly the whole

month, shines near the sun as morning star at its

close. Mars beams with ruddy light in the early

hours of the morning. Neptune precedes the other

giant planets by coming into opposition with the sun,

and is in fine position for the telescope. The charm-

ing Indian summer, that comes in November, when
trees are bare and birds have flown, lends an atmos-

phere of repose and serenity to the starry glory of the

heavens at night, as well as to the aspect of the heav-

ens by day, where reigns and rules the all-powerful

sun. On or about November 14, a number of meteors

may be seen, radiating from a point in the constella-

tion Leo, and for this reason called Leonids. Their

presence in the sky is as easily accounted for as the

movements of the planets. They belong to an im-

mense ellipse or meteor zone, one extremity resting

on the earth's orbit and the other stretching out be-

yond the orbit of Uranus. The meteor zone consists

of a swarm of particles following Tempel's comet in

its orbit and making a revolution in about thirty-

three years. The meteoroids are not equally dis-

tributed through the orbit, the thickest portion ex-

tending along one-fifteenth of the orbit. The earth

plunges through the zone about November 14. The

meteors encountered are set on fire by the concus-

sion and descend in showers through the earth's at-

mosphere. In ordinary years, like the present, the

display is small, but a few may always be seen.

When the earth meets, once in thirty-three years,

the thickest part of the swarm, a grand display takes

place. The heavens seem to be on fire and hundreds
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of meteors fall fn-m the sky fv.iy minute. The

last great shower occurred in 18GG-7. It is well to be

on the watch for these little bodies, for an unusually

large shower of Leonids may occur when least ex-

pected.

—

Prmndtiice Journal.

THE MAN OF GOD.

"WHEN the sincere man receives the truth of God

into his soul, knowing it is God's truth, then it takes

such a hold of him as nothing else can do. It makes

the weak strong, the timid brave ;
men of slow

tongue become full of power and persuasion. There

is a new soul in the man, which takes him, as it were,

by the hair of his head, and sets him down where

the idea he wishes for demands. It takes the man
away from the hall of comfort, the society of his

friends,—makes him austere and lonely ;
cruel to him-

self, if neeil be; sleepless in his vigilance, unfalter-

ing in his toil ; never resting from his work. It

takes the rose out of the cheek, turns the man in on

himself, and gives him more of truth. Then, in a

poetic fancy the man sees visions, has wondrous rev-

elations ; every mountain thunders ; God burns in

every bush, flames out in the crimson cloud, speaks

in the wind, descends with every dove, is All-in-all.

The soul, deep-wrought in its intense struggle, gives

outness to its thought ; and on the trees and stars,

the fields, the floods, the corn ripe for the sickle, on

men and women, it sees its burden writ. The spirit

within constrains the man. It is like wine that hath

no vent. He is full of the God. While he muses the

fire burns; his bosom will scarce hold his heart. He
must speak or he dies, though the earth quake at his

word,— Theodore Parker.

The school does not exist for the purpose of re-

lieving the home of any of its responsibilities to the

child. The home, to the limit of its ability, is the

natural and the best place to educate the child. That

which the school has been created to do especially,

and which the home cannot do adequately, is to give

the child the necessary training in intelligence that he

must have if he would not be driven to the wall in

the battle of life. This intellectual training has been

given up to the school by the general consent. But

adequate intellectual training is impossible without a

corresponding culture of the feelings and of the will.

Adequate intellectual education involves adequate

character-building. It is in this work, which we call

character-building, that the school and the home
must act together. Character is the grand result of

all education ; and intellectual training, which is the

distinctive function of the school, is an essential

factor in it. Character cannot exist without intelli-

gence. But character-building has never been dele-

gated to the school in the sense and to the extent

that intellectual training has been so delegated. The
family cannot shift the burden of character-building

from the home to the school. In this education of

the higher spiritual nature, the family and the school

must unite, and it is here that the school and the

home come upon common ground.

—

Jllinois School

Journal.

FIRST-DAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
THE First-day School As.sociation, representing all

the schools connected with Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting held its annual meeting in Philadelphia on
the 5th instant.

Reports were received showing a prosperous con-

dition of the schools, which, it was stated, had an

aggregate membership of over 5,000 scholars, with

600 ofticers and teachers, and libraries containing

16,000 volumes. Fraternal letters were received from

the associations of the New York and Ohio Yearly

Meetings.

S. Raymond Roberts and Clara B. Miller were ap-

pointed clerks, and Blakey Bunting treasurer for the

coming year. We shall try to give some details of

the proceedings next week.

There is no spectacle, to our thinking, more sad

and sorrowful than that of a young woman entering

upon life with all her fresh sympathies and untold ca-

pabilities, yet with no fixed aim or occupation, no
ideal to which her energies and pure aspirations may
be directed. In a sort of sheer idleness or despair, to

fill the vague hunger of the heart, she takes to the

reading of novels, to the drudgery of music les.sons,

or to outdoor sketching in such glorious days as we
are now having, but with no special aptitude for art in

any shape. T(;e result cannot be encouraging. What
precious time is thus wasted! What noble talents

may be lying unused! Meantime, habits are being

acquired, character is being formed, day-dreams are

being indulged, which, in the absence of a matured

character or an active industrial pursuit, may have

the most unhappy, aye, miserable consequences.

—

Exchange.

Ell.4 Wheeler Wilcox says: " I believe the cor-

set is ruinous to the real beauty of the female figure

and to the health of women. All the long defenses

of it ever written, all the dissertations on the ' sup-

port' it gives the wearer, all the certificates of ' per-

fectly healthy and long-lived ' women who have been

brought up from the cradle in stays, will never con-

vince any sensible human being. Any thing which

compresses the waist, anything which prevents deep

respiration, anything which does not permit us to

leap, run, fence, swim, or practice gymnastics witliout

extra fatigue, musl be injurious. To be absolutely com-

fortably attired for walking, climbing stairs,and riding,

the waist ought not to have even the restriction of a

whalebone, there ought to be no awkward lournure

to lean back against, and the skirt should reach only

to the topsof the boots." And yet she naively adds :

"Yet we would sooner venture alone into the jungles

of Africa than walk down Broadway attired in this

manner."

When all things " go right " with us, as the expres-

sion is, then we ourselves, alas ! are quite too apt to

go wrong. And this is so because the exceeding bright-

ness of our prosperity, and our exemption from care

and trouble and needed discipline, dazzle us, and make
us lose the way, thus, to the peace of God which passeth

understanding.

—

T. W. Brown.
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How many daily occasions there are for the ex-

ercise of patience, forbearance, benevolence, good hu-

nioi-, cheerfulness, candor, sincerity, compassion, and
SL'lf-deniai !

—

John Barclay.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—At the Annual Meeting of the Rhode Island W. C. T.

U., hold at Newport, they voted to put a very strong and

unequivocal plank for woman suffrage in their platform.

—Maria M. Hastings has left five thousand dollars to

tlie New England Hospital for Women and Children. This

was better than leaving it to some rich uuiversity that does

not admit girls, as wealthy and conservative women are

too apt to do.— Woman*s ./oumal.

—The celebrated London preacher, C. H. Spurgeou, has

withdrawn from the Union of Baptist churches to which

he had long been attached, on the ground that they do not

adhere to orthodox theological views.

—.Sjieaking of wages, I found girls in factories in Ven-

ice working witli great skill for from 5 to 12 cents a day,

the most experienced getting 12 cents a day, out of which
they have to live. But how they live is a wonder. Their

chief diet is maccaroni. Farm hands all over Europe, wo-

men, earn 20 cents a day. Women do most of the field

work. 1 saw no improved machinery on the farms of the

Coutineut. I have seen twenty women in one field

at work, not a man in sight. The plain people have no
meat to eat but once a week on the Continent. The con-

dition of American wage-earners is incomparably better

than that of the working people in Europe. It is the

diflerence between comfort and competence and di-scomfort

and insufficient food and clothing.

—

Senator Frye.

—A plain-spoken economist observes that many a man
has ruined his eyesight by sitting in the bar-room looking

for work.

—American libraries are open nearly twice as many
hours as foreign libraries, the latter averaging less than six

hours per day, the former over eleven.

—The pruning of vines has been investigated by H.
Mueller, who finds that the proper time is while the fruit

is ripening, aud that the young shoots should be cut, as

their development requires much sugar.

— For some months past there has been in use on the

street railways of Melbourne, Australia, a locomotive

worked by means of gas. Four copper cylinders are em-
ployed to hold the gas, which is compressed to one hundred
and fifty pounds a square inch. These reservoirs contain

sufficient gas for a run of about fifteen miles. The locomo-

tive weighs about one and a half tons.

—Phil Armour, of Chicago, has a strong prejudice

against cigarette smoking. Among the two hundred clerks

in his ofiice are some who are addicted to this habit. Mr.

Armour, therefore, had a modest little notice written in

ink to the efl'ect that " no cigarette smoking is allowed

here," aud placed over his cashier's window. Every time
a clerk draws his pay, he sees the warning legend. There
is no cigarette smoking in Mr. Armour's o&ce.—Exchange.

—The classification of the fishes found in the Sea of

Galilee, it is said, has led to the strange discovery that

these fishes dn not belong to the Mediterranean system,

but are peculiar, and belong to the fish system of the great

inland lakes of Africa, Tanganyika, Nyas'a, and the neigh-

boring waters. A writer draws the inference that untold

ages ago the Jordan Valley was filled by a lake which was
joined to the Red Sea, then a fresh water lake, which in

turn was in direct communication with the great lake sys-

tem of Central Africa.

—Profits on Deink.—The National Bureau of Statis-

tics shows that on the $700,000,000 which annually passes

into the tills of the retailers of intoxicating liquors in this

country there is a profit of one hundred and thirty-three

and one-quarter per cent. If poor people had to pay such

a tax as that on bread, there would be a rebellion. But
when a man tosses otf a glass of whiskey, and pays five

cents for the drink and seven or eight cents to the bar-

keeper for the trouble of handing it to him. he generally

thinks the bar-keeper is an awfully good fellow.— .'prinj-

fidd Union.

CVSBENT EVENTS.
Having visited ^ittsbu^g, in charge of Andrew Carnegiei

the members of the English Parliamentary Peace Deputa-

tion came to Philadelphia last week. On Seventh-day

last they visited numerous places of interest, including In-

dependence Hall, the Provident Life and Trust Co.'s build-

ing, Strawbridge & Clothier' stores, etc. In the evening

the visitors attended a reception in Association Hall, at

which a number of addresses were made. Governor Bea-

ver and Philip C. Garrett presided.

The Supreme Court of the United States, on the 2d

inst., declined to allow the application for a writ of error

in the cases of the Chicago Anarchists. As they were sen-

tenced to be hanged on Sixth-day of this week, there has

been much feeling in Chicago aud elsewhere over the ques-

tion whether Governor Oglesby would commute their sen-

tence. No decision has been announced, at the writing of

this.

Elections were held in many of the .States, on the .Sth

instant. In Ohio, the present Governor, Foraker, was re-

elected, and in Massachusetts, Ames. In Maryland the

Democratic ticket was elected as usual. (The Republican

candidate for Controller was Robert B. Dixon, of Easton.)

In Oregon, the Prohibition amendment was defeated.

The "Crown Prince" of Germany, whose wife is the

daughter of Queen Victoria, has for some time been

troubled with a growth in his throat, which it has been

feared might be cancerous. It is now more alarming, and

there is a painful apprehension it may be soon fatal.

Yellow fever still lingers at Tampa, Fla., and there

were four new cases and three deaths on the 7th inst.

Much excitement prevails in Ireland over the imprison-

ment of William O'Brien, who has been confined in the

jail at Tullamore, and whose oflTense is regarded by the

" Home Rule " party as merely political,—not criminal in

any sense.

NOTICES.
%-' Quarterly Meetings in Eleventh month will occur

as follows :

14. Baltimore, Little Falls, Md.
16. Easton and Saratoga, Easton, N. Y.
17. Shrewsbury and Rahway, Shrewsbury, N. J.

19. Short Creek, Mount Pleasant, O.

21. Centre, West Branch, Pa.

21. Duanesburg, Duanesburg, N. Y.
21. Fairfax, Woodlawn, Va.

23, Stillwater, Richland, O.

24. Bucks, Langhorne, Pa.

26. Blue River, Clear Creek, III.

28. Warrington, Pipe Creek, Md.
29. Burlington, Crosswicks, N. J.

,30. Southern, Camden, Del.

*«.* The Visiting Committee of Abington First-day School

Union will visit Upper Dublin school on First-da.v the 27th
of Eleventh mouth, at the close of the morning meeting.
Punctual attendance of the Committee is requested and all

interested Friends are invited to attend.

Chas. Bond, Clerk.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
«,• Matter Intended for Insertion in the Intkluqencer and

JoiiBNAL should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to aft'nirs of immediate Importance

nuij/ 6c used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•,*.\s a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal Is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra
numbers printed.

•»• We particularly ask that when money is forwarded to renew
subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is vow being sait. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a n«u) subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies, A marvel of purity, strength, and
wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in carts.

Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

^J) MORTGAGE COMPANY.
CAPITAL SUBSCRIBED S2,0O0,0nO.

PAID IN (CASH) 1,000,000.

DEBENTURES
Bearing 6 per cent., running ten years, and based exclusively
upon \Vestern Farm Mortgages, and held in trust by the Ameri-
can Loan and Trust Company of New York for the benefit of the
bondholders Their safety, time to run, and rate of interest
make them the most desirable investment now otfered. Also

GUARANTEED FARM MORTGAGES.
OFFICES:

NEW YORK. 208 Broadway. | PHILA.,S E. cor.4th & Chestnut
BOSTON, 23 Court Street. | LONDON, ENGLAND.

SEND FOR. PAMPHLET.

PLAIN AND FASHIONABLE DRESSMAKING,

2I04 COLUMBIA AVENUE.

«S-The Patronage of Friends Solicited.

The Intelligencer and Journal for 1888.

CLUB RATES WITH OTHER PERIODICALS.
The Intelligencer and Journal will be sent one year, with any one of the periodicals]naBied below,

for the amount stated.

WEEKLIES.
Periodical.

Philadelphia Peess, ($1.)

The Independent, ($3.)

Haepek's Weekly, ($4.) .

Haepek's Young People, ($2.)

.

Price for Both.

3.35

5.15

5.85

4.10

Littell's Living Age, ($8.) ' . . . . 9.75

The American, ($3.) 5.00

CouNTEY Gentleman, ($2.50.) .... 4.60

Cheistian Union, ($3.) 5.15

Journal of Education, ($2.50.) . . . 4.60

Chicago Intee-Ocean, ($1.) .... 3.35

SEMI-MONTHLIES.
Good Housekeeping, ($2.50.) .... $4.50

5.)

Periodical.

The Century Magazine, ($•

Haepee's Magazine, ($4.)

Atlantic Monthly, ($4.) .

The Student, ($1.) .

Popular Science Monthly,

Noeth Ameeican Review, (

St. Nicholas, ($3.)

Magazine of American History,

Wide Awake, ($3.)

Babyhood, ($1.50)

Phbenolooical Journal, ($2.)

Vice's Magazine, ($1.25.) .

American Ageicultueist, ($1.50.)

Gardener's Monthly, ($2.00.) .

LiPPiNCOTT's Magazine, ($3.) .

The Farm Jouenal, (0.50.)

Price for Both,

6.20

5.85

3.25

5.20

6.60

4.65

3.60

4.15

3.40

3.60

4.00MONTHLIES.
The Childeen's Friend, ($1.50.) . . . $3.60

Sgeibnee's Magazine, ($3.00), . . . 5.00

*»* Persona wishing other periodicals than those named above should write us, and we will name prices.

*** Where several periodieals in the list are wanted, find the net price of each, (if ordered through us), by subtracting

$2.50 from the rate given under the heading " price for both."

'»* Where our subscribers have already paid up for the Intellioencee and Journal, or for any rea-son do not now
wish to remit for it, they can have the periodicals above at the net rate and pay for our paper separately.
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EXTRACT.
" ONE holy Church of God appears

Through every age aud race,

Uuwasted by the lapse of years.

Unchanged by changing place.

From' oldest time, on farthest shores,

Beneath the pine or palm.

One Unseen Presence she adores.

With silence or with psalm.

Her priests are all God's faithful sons,

To serve the world raised up

;

The pure in heart her baptized ones;

Love her communion cup.

The truth is her prophetic gift.

The soul her sacred page
;

And feet on mercy's errands swift

Do make her pilgrimage.

O living Church, thine errand speed
;

Fulfill thy task sublime;

With bread of life earth's hunger feed ;

'

Bedeem the evil time !

"

—Selected.

BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING.
(Ccmclusioii of Report.)

IN the Men'.s Branch, oti Fifth day morning, (3d of

the month), at the opening of tiie se.ssion, Allen Flit-

craft expressed a desire to visit women's meeting,

whicli being concurred in, word was sent in, and the

present being considered a suitable time,he paid the

visit. At the same time, a similar concern on the

part of Margaretta Walton, which was united with by
both meetings, was carried out. In her testimony

she desired to impre.ss upon the meeting the neces-

sity of fulfilling the two great commandments in all

their requirements. Thomas Foulke and others ex-

pressed their satisfaction that the sister had made the

visit.

An interesting report from the Indian Committee
was read, and with slight alterations adopted, and the

session clo.sed.

In the afternoon session, there was much routine

business disposed of, including the report of the

Committee on the Treasurer's account, which was full

and clear, and met with the approval of the meeting.

The report of the Epistle Committee and Committee
on Exercises, was received.

The report of the Representative Committee was
read and for the most part united with. There was

little to call out expression, except upon a proposi-

tion to reorganize that body, by the addition to the

office of clerk of a chairman or presiding officer, with
the powers usually exercised by such an officer ; this

was not united with, it being a departure from the

business methods of Friends, and the principle that

prevailed in the establishment of our meetings. This

recognized "one," even Christ, as our master, and all

of us brethren, and this equality allows of no other

headship, but leads all into the "unity of the

Spirit."

One from another yearly meeting feelingly re-

minded us of the good often coming to us through
adversity. He had experienced it, and was thankful

to Divine Providence for all his dispensations.

Another said he had been greatl}' interested in the

proceedings, seeing there were strong minds among
us, who gave earnest expression to their convictions.

He saw the need there is for these to be careful to

direct their efforts and exercise their powers aright.

The meeting adjourned.

On Sixth-day morning at 9 o'clock the meeting as-

sembled. Memorials were read for Hannah Jones,

from Deer Creek Monthly Meeting, and for William
Holmes, issued by Goose Creek Monthly Meeting.

Both were felt to be suitable memorials of worthy
Friends whose memory ought to be cherished by the

meeting.

As a messenger from women's meeting informed

that they would not l>e able to close with that ses-

sion, the meeting adjourned, having agreed to spend
the closing'hour in joint session. At one of the for-

mer sessions, the joint committee appointed to pro-

pose the names of Friends to " visit subordinate

meetings and encourage Friends to greater faith-

fulness in their religious duty," made a report which

was accepted without comment.

In women's branch, on Sixth-day morning, the

minutes of the Committee on Philanthropic Labor,

read in the former session, claimed some attention.

The Committee on Peace and Arbitration reported.

The report was united within both meetings, and the

committee was empowered to extend all the aid in

its power. The subject brought the meeting under
deep exercise, and it was felt right to inform the dele-

gates from England that they had the sympathy and
support of the religious Society of Friends, in their

efforts to promote peace among men and arbitration

between nations.

The report of the Committee on Indian AfTairs
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was read, and great satisfaction expressed with the

results of the Committee's labors. The report was

approved in both meetings and the committee con-

tinued. The remaining epistles to other yearly meet-

ings were read and a few verbal oorieetions made.

Tliey were approved, and directed to be signed and

forwarded. It was found that the business yet re-

maining could not be properly or i)rofitably gone

through with at the present session, and that an after-

noon session would be necessary. Unity wase.xpressed

with the course proposed and the meeting adjourned-

Near the hour they again assembled. Two memo-
rials were read for deceased friends, (as stated above.)

The minutes of the Representative Oommiltee

were read, also a list of all the properties belonging

to the Yearly Meeting. Tlie sale of the Lombard

street property had been made for $50,000. No site

for the new meeting-house had yet been selected.

Elisha H. Walker had been proposed and united with

to serve the meeting as treasurer.

After all the business had been transacted, and

several testimonies handed forth, the closing minute

was read, and under the impressive silence that fol-

lowed, the shutters separating the two branches slowly

parted revealing a reverent assembly of men and wo-

men, the old and the young and even little children

all gathered in that devout stillness, seldom witnessed

outside a Friends' meeting.

The parting words were earnest, hopeful, and as-

suring, overflowing with thankfulness for the divine

favor that had from day to day enabled the meeting

to transact its business in the spirit of Christian char-

ity and forbearance. The meeting closed under a

solemn covering, recognizing that before another an-

nual session the meeting-hou.se in which they had for

so many years held these gatherings would give place

to other buildings; and this added to the uncertainty

of the new location, which has not yet been chosen,

gave a feeling of sadness to the parting occasion.

(Between the morning and the afternoon sessions,

a photograph of the premises, with a number of

Friends standing in the foreground, was taken.)

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NOTES ON BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING.
NO one who reads the report given in our paper of

the late annual session of this body can fail to ob-

serve the advance it is making along all the lines of

religious and humanitarian effort. The discourage-

ments arising from the loss of funds left in former

years for denominational work are great, and seemed
upon the first announcement to fall like a crushing

weight upon the whole body. But a better feeling is

manifested, and there is gaining ascendency a sense

of the need of watching over one another in love,

guarding and protecting the interests of the meeting,

and securing it against a recurrence of a like disaster,

BO unworthy the high position Friends have main-

tained in their dealings one with another and with

their fellow-citizens at large.

The advance we allude to is very apparent in re-

spect to the use of intoxicants, and it is most encour-

aging to learn from the reports that in all the quar-

terly meetings except one tobacco is no longer raised,

and the use of it is discouraged. There is a freedom
in the consideration of questions that are stirring the
hearts of concerned men and women all over the

Christian world, that promises good to the body, in

the enlarged efforts it is bound to make for the in-

crease of love and holiness within its own borders,

and for the promotion of purity, moderation, and so-

briety among the neglected ones within reach of
friendly influence.

The annual conference of the First-day schools be-
longing to the sixteen monthly meetings, held in Lom-
bard street meeting-house on Second-day evening, was
largely attended, and a most interesting occasion.

Epistles from other yearly meeting associations were
read, which evinced great interest in the cause, and
drew out earnest responses from many present.

One of the epistles earnestly enjoined a system of
visiting between the several meetings, as it would be
promotive of further interest in the cause and a better

knowledge of the workings of the schools beyond
our own borders. The interchange of epistles and
other correspondence was deemed highly profitable,

as tending to unite our young people in a bond of
Christian union.

Third-day evening was given to the work of the
Philanthropic Labor Union.

Three letters from Jonathan W. Plummer, of the
Illinois branch, were read, outlining work which is

within the scope of the Union, and giving the action

of Illinois Yearly Meeting at its last session.

The subject of Arbitration was also considered
and the action of the Yearly Meeting at its morning
session approved.

The meeting was interesting and suggestive, and
the words spoken gave evidence of renewed desire on
the part of this Yearly Meeting to labor as way opens
for the general welfare.

On the following evening the Temperance Com-
mittee held its annual meeting, at which Aaron M,
Powell, of New York, was present and spoke. This
also was a meeting to encourage the hearts of the
workers in tiiis good cause and incite to renewed dil-

igence in favor of Temperance, Social Purity, and all

the moral questions that are connected therewith.

On Fifth-day evening, Sunderland P. Gardner had
an appointed meeting at the Mansion House, which
was largely attended, and held to great satisfaction.

As this was the last time the yearly meeting will be
held in Lombard Street meeting-house, a little sketch
of the history of that meeting is in place here. The
house was erected in 1802 by John Sinclair, a Friend.

There have been many memorable scenes, which
memory pictures connected with its use, one of which,
was the gathering within its walls, many years ago,

of the descendants, to the number of over one hun-
dred, of William Amoss, commonly called the foun-

der of Little Falls Meeting, whose faithfulness to

manifest duty led him to abandon the forms and
ceremonies of the church, and worship his Maker
silently sitting upon a log, lying on a spot near which
tlie present meeting-house now stands, and from
being an officer in the Militia he became an am-
bassador of the peaceable kingdom. At an advanced
age he here feelingly addressed that assembly.
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It was not publicly announced, but it is under-
stood, tbat pending the establishment or settlement
of tlie meeting in its new home, the meeting will be
held at the old house on Aisquith Street.

PARASITISM}
Work out your own salvation.—£pis(/e to the Philippians, II.-12.

OUR teachers in recent times liave been calling our
attention to the. forms of animal and of vegetable
life, called parasites. Tliese creatures it seems will

not take the trouble to find their own food, but bor-

row it from the more industrious. This tendency is

so deep-rooted in nature that plants become para-

sitic, as well as animals, and both are found in every
stage of beggary.

"Dodder "is a type of .semi-parasitic life. They
are leafless herbs, yellowish or reddish in color, with
thread-like stems, bearing a few minute scales in

place of leaves : on rising from the groun<i they be-

come entirely parasitic on the stems of herbs and
shrubs over which they twine and to which they ad-
here by means of papilhe developed on the surface.

It seems that in .some oases as in flax fields this curi-

ous parasite is often injurious, exhausting the vitali-

ty of the plant on which it feeds. Of this plant,

the Dodder, it is claimed that it begins life with the
best intentions, strikes true roots into the soil, and
really appears as if it meant to be independent for

life. But after supporting itself for a brief period
it fixes curious sucking discs into the stems and
branches of adjacent plants. After a little experi-
menting the parasite finally ceases to do anything
for its own support, thenceforth drawing all its sup-
plies ready-made from the sap of its host. Having
no use for organs of nutrition of its own. Nature
takes them away. We have then the degraded spec-

tacle of a plant without a root, without a twig, with-
out a leaf, and having a stem inadequate to bear its

own weight. The young mistletoe starts as a depend-
ent from the first. It may be called a tree thief,

since it steals its food from the tree it grows upon.
The animal parasites are yet more largely repre-

sented. Almost every animal is a living poor house
and harbors one or more species, furnishing them
with a permanent home, with all tlie neces.saries and
luxuries of life. They are the lazzaroni of nature, and
their very existence may be looked upon as a grave
evil, and parasitism as one of the gravest crimes
against nature. Says Drummond :

" It is a breach of
the law of evolution. Thou shalt evolve, thou shalt
develop all thy faculties to the full, thou shalt attain
to the highest conceivable perfection of thy race—and
so_perfect thy race,—this is the first and greatest com-
mandment of nature. But the parasite has no thought
for its race, or for perfection in any shape or form. It

wants two things—food and shelter. How it gets
them is of no moment. Each member lives exclu-
sively on its own account, an isolated, indolent, self-

ish and backsliding life." It becomes a matter of in-

quiry as to what ill befalls the selfish parasite. It

suffers a strange degeneration—losing those organs
themselves of which it has neglected theuse, borrow-

> Read at a Conference, after meeting, at 15th and Race streets,
Philadelphia, Eleventh month 13, 1887.

ing the organs of its neighbors. So the hermit
crab borrows the aban<loned shell of some dead crus-
tacean and, using it through life, neglects, or has in
some previous state of existence neglected, the work
of evolution by which he would have developed for
himself a suitable protective shell to shelter the ab-
domen, and thus has lost the power of development.
He has sunk in the .scale of creation instead of obey-
ing the true law of his being and going on upward to
the accomplishment of some divinely ordained des-
tiny. Indolently the liermit creeps into the dead
molUhscan shell, not .seeking the true .safety that comes
of true development, but accepting a false salvation
that comes at the cost of a sad degeneration. He
becomes a comparatively helpless and worthless be-
ing with descending tendency.

Prof Henry Drummond, of Edinburgh, calls at-
tention, in his valuable work entitled " Natural Law
in the Spiritual World," to the parasitical state of de-
generation generated by " the perverted Doctrine of
Atonement, which tends to beget the parasitic habit,
and may be defined in a single sentence." He says :

" It is very much because it can be defined in a single
sentence that it is a perversion. It is put to the in-
dividual in the following syllogism. You believe
Christ died for sinners; you are a sinner; therefore
Christ died for you ; and hence you are saved. Now
what is this but another species of molluscan shell?
Could any trap for a benighted soul be more ingeniously
planned? It is not superstition that is appealed to
this time; it is reason. The agitated soul is invited
to creep into the convolutions of a syllogism, and en-
trench it.self behind a doctrine more venerable even
than the Church." This Drummond calls "stating
the case against Salvation by Formula." He con-
siders such teaching is of a parasitic tendency and
is of a nature to degenerate the soul. Whatever rest
is provided by Christianity for the children of God,
it is certainly never contemplated that it should sup-
ersede individual eflbrt. And any rest which minis-
ters to indiS"erence is immoral and unreal and makes
parasites. Because God worketh in him, the true
child of God works out his own .salvation—works it

out having really received it—not as a light thing, a
superfluous labor, but with fear and trembling as a
reasonable and indispensable service. Prof. Drum-
mond finds herein a lesson against that spiritual
sluggishness of which the hermit crab is a striking
type in the physical world, and of which the whole
race of parasites is an illustration.

How is this caution against parasitism applicable
to our own household of faith ? " Work out your own
.salvation," says Paul. Does the apostle mean to say
that without using our talents to their utmost we
shall fail to realize the attainment of the highest de-
velopment of the human, that lays hold on the di-
vine, that may be called salvation ? With " fear and
trembling," says Paul, lest we fail to use our utmost
endeavortothe fulfillment of every duty. Our cardinal
teaching concerning the indwelling of God's spirit in
all his children, implies that our guide is very close
and is able to instruct all, for we are assured that a
manifestation of this indwelling God is given to
every one to profit withal. Having the presence of
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this blessed Spirit must be a security against falling

into a condition comparable to the parasitism al-

hided to by the author we have been considering.

Drummond considers all those forms of religion

which rest on priestcraft tend to stunt the under-

sUmding and put to sleep the spirit of discernment.

The parable of the Talents, in Matthew's Gospel,

a part of the direct teaching of Jesus, illustrates his

teaching against parasitism. A master going into a

far country calls his servants around and gives unto

them his "poods for safe keeping. To one he gives

one, (this about $1,200 probably); to another, two

;

and to another five talents, to each according to bis

ability. He that bad received the five put them to

prope'r use, and doubled his store and returned to bis

lord ten talents, and was praised and rewarded for

energy in the use of money entrusted to him. He

that had received two talents returned to his lord

four, and received his reward of praise and increased

trust ; but when the fearful, grumbling parasite came

and returned his one talent which he bad buried in

the earth unprofltably, he received rebuke for having

neglected the talent intrusted to his care, and be was

rejected from his lord's presence and disgraced, and

his trust was taken away.

This striking and instructive object lesson was at

the close of Christ's ministry, and must have made a

deep impression on the hearts of the di.sciples, as it

was but two days before the passover time when the

Blessed Teacher laid down his life for his new born

church. Energy and fearless determination charac-

terized the apostolic army which marched forth in

the cause of the Great Leader, who having finished

his work of love and peace, went unresisting to his

martvrdom. They had no thought of burying the

talents committed to them in the earth, but with

fervency and power, as they were instructed by the

Divine Spirit, did they follow their glorious leader—

not only among their Jewish fellow-citizens, but unto

the Gentile world.

Some thirty years later the Apostle Paul, writing

to the Church at Rome, (xiv.: 17-19), could announce

the nature of the Kingdom of God into which he had

found entrance: '"The Kingdom of God is righteous-

ness, peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit. For he that

herein serveth Christ is well-pleasing to God, and

approved of men. So then let us follow after things

which make for peace and things whereby we may

edify one another."

We imagine in what the ministry of Paul might

have resulted if he had sought refuge in the cast-ofl"

shell of his proud Pharisee fathers, and gone on

teaching, not the new Gospel of Spirituality and the

glorious liberty of the sons of God. His steady oppo-

sition to the Judaizing Christians who insisted on

keeping up the tedious ceremonial Law of Mosaism

in the Church of the Gentiles, shows bow thoroughly

he had accepted the vast new departure which the

Gospel of Jesus Christ had been to Judaism. Ac-

cording to Paul's teaching: "As many as are led by

the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God." That

is, through His Spirit that dwelleth in you.
S. R.

SOWING AND REAPINQ}

IT must give us all a thrill of joy to recall '' the high

tide of the year " as Lowell characterizes the June

days, now that the tide has ebbed, and the green

leaves have given place to the golden and crimson,

now that the growing grass is harvested, and the

swelling buds have bloomed and have ripened their

seeds. But I would turn our thought to-day to the

suggestiveness of this season of the year's ripeness,

to the fruition in October of tlie fair promises of June.

How busy our mother nature has been through all

the briglit days of June when " the skies were clear

and the grass was growing; " through the parching

heats of July when the tender rootlets of grass and

flower must force their way farther and farther into

the earth to find its hidden springs ;
through the sul-

try noons of August when stagnation seemed to ar-

rest all vegetable and animal life. Now the heat and

the thirst and the stagnation are over. Her grain

fields have ripened their stores ;
her vines have

grown purple with grapes ; her corn has parted with

thetasseled garments of the summer's wearing; her

apples have taken on the last bright tints ;
she sees

the bountiful return from her plowing and her plant-

ing, and it seems as if she smiled a glad smile of sat-

isfaction in the rich October sunshine. Now she is

making ready for her winter's rest. So wise is she

that whatever the clamor may be for more blossoms

and more fruits and grains, her vacation time she

must have, in which to renew her exhausted re-

sources. And so wise and provident is she that she

does not close her eyes for her winter's " sleep in

snow-wreaths dim " until she has gathered up all the

fragments of her stores to be dissolved by winter's

snows and rains to serve as food for the spring renewal.

" Grand is the leisure of the earth ;

She gives her happy myriads birth
;

And after harvest fears not dearth.

But goes to sleep iu snow-wreaths dim."

Are not the methods of nature an impressive ob-

ject lesson always before us to instruct us in the ways

of God? How eloquent are all the voices of the

universe when our souls listen to them as divine

messages. And what is the suggestion of the year's

ripeness but this;—that autumn's harvest presup-

poses spring's planting and summer's growing ;
what

is it but an illumination by the hand of the Divine

Artist, of the text so often recited in our hearing,

" Whatsoever ye sow, that shall ye also reap " ?

In this presence, where so many souls are at the

flood-tide of life; where so much of life is in its

spring-time and early summer, it may seem an in-

trusive, perhaps unwelcome suggestion that life's

autumnal years lie just ahead, and that their bright-

ness waits upon the planting and growth of these

early days. But the thought of age need send no

chill nor cloud over the joyous heart of youth. If the

days of youth are bright with unfading light they

, store up brightness as they multiply themselves into

years. You think your young joy and bouyancy and

gaiety the sweetest thing of life. U&y you come to

know, beloved young people, that the ripeness of age

iRead to students of Swarthmore College, Tenth month 30,

1887, by Elizabeth Powell Bond.
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may bring with it an intensity of joy, a deep-rooted
peace, beside which young life is poor indeed. May
you come to know that

"Age is opportunity no less

Than youth itself, though in another dress,

And as the evening twilight fades away
The sky is filled with stars invisible by day."

But age cannot have joy and peace, nor can age be

opportunity, unless youth be a season of wise sowing.
Are you sowing to the flesh ? Is it what you eat

and drink that holds the tirst place in your interests,

or the less gross but only temporary satisfaction in

wliat you shall wear, or how you shall furnish your
house, or how you shall fill your house with passing

entertainment? Then you may well shrink from
thought of the future—the " evil days " in which you
shall have no pleasure, for the fieshly appetites will

tail, and the dwarfed soul will find that beyond its

reach are the things that satisfy.

It is sowing to the spirit that alone can ensure to

age a radiance that dims the brightness of youth.
You are sowing to the spirit in every hour of in-

tellectual work well done ; in every hour of study
that strengthens and unfolds the mind, that yields
you a sight of the working of divine law in the ma-
terial universe, that brings you a knowledge of the
noble thought and brave action of other men and
other times. I2very morning give thanks auew for

your awakening to another day of intellectual work.
And while your minds thus open and strengthen,
draw nigh unto God, and thus sow unto the spirit for

perennial harvests. For it is only a life consciously
in harmony with the Divine Life, restraining our self-

ish impulses, quickening our sense of honor, lifting

up our ideals, broadening and deepening our sympa-
thies with those about us, that can ensure for the au-
tumnal years of life the warm rich glow that is like

October sunshine.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

" WHAT DOES THE FAITH OF FRIENDS
OFFER f

"

THE faith of Friends, as I understand it, rests on the
fact that it is the design of God, as well as his sole

prerogative, to govern his own creation. The funda-
mental doctrine of Friends is, substantially, that Di-
vine intelligence makes itself manifest in every man
to the end that it may control the faculty of con-
scioasness

; i. e., the conscience, and thus govern man
and the earth (.so far as man may exercise " do-
minion " over it), through the agency of man as a
free agent.

Here we have practically a government by the
all-wise, infinite God as distinguished from a govern-
ment by his finite short-sighted creature. The one
is the supremacy of the " tree of life," the other, man
vainly striving to improve his position by partaking
of the " tree of knowledge of good and evil,"—a gov-
ernment of death so far as the fulfillment of the
Creator's design (the only true " life ") is concerned.

The" fiiith of Friends" brings immediately home
to us the fact set forth by Jesus of Nazareth, that the
knowledge of God should be the supreme end or
fruition of all human attainment. "This is life eter-

nal, that they might know thee the only true God, and
Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent."

God is the embodiment of love and therefore al-

together lovable. To become acquainted with God
is to love God. For no one can become acquainted
with him without being made a partaker of his infi-

nite love. The knowledge of God and the love of
God are inseparable. But the love of God that is not
begotten of a knowledge of him, but rests only upon
human imaginations and cogitations or only upon
some supposed benefits conferred or to be conferred,
is a false love, a mere .sentiment that may envelope
the mind as a mantle and produce a feeling of self-

satisfaction and tranquility that may be mistaken for

love. It is essentially an outgrowth of selfishness,

an offspring of the love of self-aggrandizement.

Every form of religion is, ostensibly, an effort to

exemplify the design or will of the Creator as to the
government of the earth. Every form of religion is

to be judged by the degree that it brings the Divine
government practically homejto the children of men.
The question for us to consider is whether our
" faith " does or does not lead to a practical exempli-
fication of the Divine government. If we feel doubt-
ful about this, then we may ask in what other way
may that government be exemplified except by obe-
dience to the manifestations of Infinite intelligence

upon the conscience?

The religion that substitutes, in any degree, the
theories or conjectures of men for Infinite truth, or

that in auy degree leads men to rest .satisfied with
anything except the pure, unadulterated manifesta-

tions of divine truth, is manifestly, to that degree, a

false religion.

It seems to be a tendency of the present time to

say much about the acce.ssibility of infinite, unchange-
able truth and the importance of divine revelation,

and at the same time to practically ignore immediate
divine revelation by holding forth religion as some-
thing variously formulated by the conventional re-

quirements and educational bias of diflferent groups
of people or as something that may properly take its

shape from the idiosyncrasies of different clas.ses of

men. Thus we are constantly hearing it said that

this or that '.form of religion] may be the one best

adapted to those who adopt it, or that the diverse

professions of the various denominations may all be
necessary to meet the various requirements of differ-

ent conditions of men. Practically this is a substitu-

tion of human conception for the Divine government.

Truth is a unit. So the religion that is the exem-
plification of truth must be a unit. Undoubtedly,
true religion i.s to be found among various nations,

kindreds, tongues, and peoples, but, nevertheless, it

is the same everywhere both aSjto form and e.ssence.

It seems to be diverse only because it is generally, in

various degrees, obscured by and seen through the
medium of diverse human conceptions and supersti-

tions. These conceptions and superstitions form the

root and substance of sectarianism. The growth of

true religion requires that sectarianism should be
eradicated, not that the true church should become a
federation of sects. I. W. G.

Tenth month 22, 1887.
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SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 46.

Elkvknth Month 27th, 1887.

Topic: THE SABBATH.
Golden Tkxt :

" The Sabbath was made for man and not man
for the Sabbath."—Mark 2 : 27.

Read Matt. 12 ; 1-15, Revised Version.

THE Seventh-day was the Jewish Sabbath, a day of

rest, and esteemed more holy than other days, iVora

it liavini; been the day, according to the Old Testa-

ment record, upon which the Divine Being ceased

from the work of creation. Gen. 2 : 2. But the set-

ting apart of one day in seven did not originate with

the law given by Moses; from the earliest history of

Egypt, the Seventh-day had been observed as a day

of rest from labor in that country. The Jews in the

time of Jesu.s made the observance of this day so

burdensome that it had become a sin to eat anything

before the morning prayers in the synagogue, no al-

lowance being made except in case of sickness. The

law had forbidden all work on that day. In their

zeal for a strict conformity to the letter of this law,

they had added thirty-nine principal prohibitions,

and from these had been deduced a great multitude

of others and so tenacious were they in the ob-serv-

ance of these prohibitions that a pious Jew would

Bufl'er death rather than break the holy day.

There was no act that is recorded of Jesus that so

displays his want of unity w ith these traditions and

usages, as the defense of his disciples, for we are dis-

tinctly told that it was tlie disciples and not himself

who committed the offense. Jesus justified the act,

by citing the case of David, I. Sam., 21 : 1-7. The
Sabbath restrictions did not apply to the priests,

whose most busy day was the Sabbath. Num. 28 :
0-

10. Of the Sabbath Jesus said it " was made for man,"

and throughout his ministry he performed works of

healing on that day. The Christian church with

more or less strictne.ss has required the Jewish ob-

servance of the Sabbath not on the seventh but the

first day of the week, possibly for two reasons, the

disciples were not allowed to hold meetings on the

sacred day of the Jews, and the first day of the week

commemorates the resurrection.

Friends have ever regarded all days as too holy to

be profaned by wicked acts, and they look upon

every duty that the necessities of our human life re-

quire to be performed, as a lawful service. They be-

lieve that rest is needful for man and the creatures

that serve him, and they make the Christian Sabbath

a day of rest and religious observances, not because

it is more holy than other days, but that one day in

the seven may be given to rest and the duties tliat

pertain to the spiritual life.

WE LEARN FROM THIS LESSON :

1. That the best things which are intended to

conduce to our highest good may be made burden-

some and oppressive, and when we attempt to hedge

them about by set requirements and observances we
lose the life and spirit that give them all their value.

2. They who, like Jesus, are ever striving to be

obedient to the divine will, find in every day some
new occasion for helpful service, and this makes all

days holy days.

Albert Barnes, while fully believing in the sacred-

ness of the Christian Sabbath, bears this testimony:

"The Sabbath was intended for the welfare of man;
it was designed to promote his happiness, and not to

produce misery by harsh, unfeeling requirements. It

is not to be so inter preted as to produce sufi'ering

by making the necessary supply of wants unlaw-

ful. Man was not made for the Sabbath. Man
was created first, and then the Sabbath was ap-

pointed for his happiness.—Gen. 2 : 1,2,3. His neces-

sities, his real comforts and wants are not to be made
to bend to that which was made for him
This authorizes works only of real necessity, not of im-

aginary wants, or amusement, or common business and

worldly employments." While we do not as a people

recognize the Hebrew Sabbath as bindingupon Chris-

tians, to be observed as a more holy or sacred day

than the other days of the week, we do believe in

the necessity of such a relaxation from labor as the

one day in seven, set apart for that service, gives, and

as such, have generally abstained from all unneces-

sary work on that day. And it being a day of gen-

eral leisure, it has always been our custom to con-

form to the usage of other Cliristian bodies in hold-

ing meetings for divine worship; yet, lest any should

come to think that day more lioly than the rest, and

so attach an undue importance to its observance, we
instituted meetings for worship in the middle of the

week, not alone as a protest against the claim of

greater sanctity for the Sabbath, but that we might

show our willingness to turn aside from tlie cares of

business to wait upon the Lord, and thus give evi-

dence of a desire to seek first the kingdom of God
and the righteousness thereof as the chief concern of

our lives.

THE FIRST-DAY SCHOOLS.

MEETING OF THE PHILADELPHIA ASSOCIATION.

THE annual meeting of this body was held on Sev-

enth-day, Eleventh month 5th, 1887. The attendance

was large, and the interest well maintained through-

out both sessions.

Reports were received from the eight Unions com-

posing this Association, al.so from schools at Millville

and Sadsbury. Of the 119 delegates appointed to at-

tend, sixty-seven answered to their names, and ten

were excused for sufHcient reasons.

The Association now comprises sixty-two schools,

with 610 officers and teachers, 1,5-14 adults, 3,238 chil-

dren enrolled ; adults, members of the Society of

Friends, 885, children, members, 1,211, one parent a

member, 448. Number of volumes in the libraries,

16,771. (These figures are oidy approximate, as some

of the schools fail to send up to the Union full re-

ports.)

Thirty-six of the schools are under the care of

committees appointed by the monthly meetings.

Philadelphia Union also reports the continued exist-

ence of the three sewing schools within its limits, viz..

Race street, Girard Avenue, and Germantown, besides

the one connected with Kriends' Mission, with the

information that much good had resulted therefrom

to both pupils and parents. Nearly all the schools

use the lesson leaves prepared by the General Con-
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ference, and stress is laid upon their value as helps.

Scattered Seeds and other suitable papers, besides

temperance tracts are regularly distributed. All re-

port the schools conducted in accordance with the

principles and testimonies of the Society of Friends,

as they are understood.

The reading of these reports brought out interest-

ing and practical remarks from a number of Friends
;

and those working in localities where the numbers

were few were encouraged to be faithful to their

promptingsof duty, and the reward would surely come

to them. Tlie existence of two schools, at Old Ken-

nett and Homeville, (the latter recently organized),

was mentioned in the report from Western Union,

though not included in its statistical portion. It is to

be hoped these schools will be represented in the

next- report from that Union.

Concern was expressed that union meetings be

held in a manner that would be practical in charac-

ter, and that the teachers in our schools be careful

not to depend solely on the helps furnished by the
.

lesson leaves, but draw freely from that fount which

never fails when earnestly sought.

At the afternoon session the delegates reported

the names of the present clerks to serve for the ensu-

ing year, viz : S. Raymond Roberts and Clara B. Mil-

ler. The report was accejjted, and they appointed to

the .service. Blakey Bunting was continued to serve

as Treasurer. His accounts were found correct, with

a balance in the Treasury of eighty -six dollars and

ninety cents.

Information was received from the clerk of the

General Conference, that Wm. J. Hall of iSwartli-

more, Pa., had been appointed Treasurer of tliat body,

and that the sum of $440. will be required from Phil-

adelphia Association as its quota to the Confer-

ence. It was concluded to raise $G00 for tlie use of

the Association the coming year.

The minutes of the Executive Committee were

read and approved. The following minute concern-

ing our friend Aaron Borton, deceased, extracted

therefrom, was directed to be entered upon the min-

utes of the Association :
" It is with feelings of sad-

ness that this committee records the decease of Aaron

Borton, one of the earliest advocates of First-day

schools, and the oldest member actively engaged in

the work of our Association. In the removal of this

dear friend we sorrow most that we shall see no more

the genial face that has carried such helpful encour-

agement into our gatherings and been an inspiration

to us to continue the work."

Salem Union reported the name of Thomas Bor-

ton to fill the vacancy in the committee caused by the

death of his fatlier. Epistles from ihe New York and

Ohio First-day School A.s.sociations were read : the

thoughts expressed therein met with warm responses

from the meeting, and it was proposed and united

with to refer them to the Executive Committee to

publish as way opens. A question as to the best

methods of teaching temperance in our schools called

out in response the plan a<lopted in Girard Avenue

school. A Youths' Temperance Association has been

formed.managed by the young people themselves,and

is in successful operation, having its own officers in-

dependently of the school. Its origin is traceable to

the Quarterly Meeting's Temperance Committee.

After a short silence, the meeting adjourned to the

usual time in Fifth month next. R.

A PACIFIC EXPLORER.
THE Pall Mall Gazette, in a .sketch of the career of

the celebrated African explorer, Joseph Thomson, of

Dumfries, remarks

:

"If you ask Thomson what was the most danger-

ous expedition he ever embarked on, he will prob-

ably reply, ' Crossing Piccadilly.' The finest thing

that can be sai<l of him is that during these four ex-

peditions he never once fired a shot at a native.

Other explorers have had to do .so to save their lives.

There were often occasions when Thomson could have

done it, to save his life to all appearance, too. The
result of his method of progressing is that where he

has gone—and he has been in parts of Africa never

before trod by the white man—he really has' opened

up the country ' for those who care to follow him.

Civilization by bullet has only closed it elsewhere.

Yet though there is an abundance of Scotch caution

about him, he is naturally an impulsive man, more

inclined personally to march straighten than to reach

his destination by a safer if more circuitous route.

Where only his own life is concerned, he gives you

the impre,ssion of one who might be rash, but his

prudence at the head of a caravan is at the bottom of

the faith that is placed in him."

Self-government is the only true government

The teacher who desires well-behaved pupils must

trust them, and treat them with respect. The teacher

who would govern well must command respect and

give it; he must exercise self-control and demand it

of his pupils. They are quick to recognize the con-

trolling elements of the teacher's character, and they

govern their behavior accordingly. Every American

child has an intuitive love of and respect for justice

and a desire to maintain his own dignity, and pre-

serve what he considers to be his right to liberty and

he pursuit of happiness.

—

Common School Education.

SiGXOR.^ Cinsri, the wife of the Italian Minister to

Englanil, is much interested in the e<lucation of her

countrywomen. Feeling how useful a friendly inter-

course with foreign ladies would be, she means to es-

tablish in Rome an International Ladies' Club, where

women of all nations can meet. A reading-room will

be opened and lectures given, and discussions held as

to the best means for establishing industrial schools

and schools of technical instruction for women.— Wo-

meii's Journal.

Christianity is not simply historical and tradi-

tional, but, present and permanent, with its roots in

the infinite past an<l its branches in the infinite fu-

t,],-e—the eternal spring and growth of Divine love;

not the dying echo of words uttered centuries ago,

never to be repeated, but God's good tidings spoken

afresh in every soul,—the perennial fountain and un-

stinted outflow of Wisdom and Goodness, forever old

and forever new.— Wliitlirr.
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PHILADELPHIA, ELEVENTH MONTH 19, 1887.

STRENGTHEN THE FAMILY LIFE.

AS the winter season approaches, and the attractions

of fine weather, anil the Jelights of outdoor life that

supply in a measure the demand for recreation pass

away, we naturally turn to the home circle and the

long evenings, to find the rest and cheer that are so

grateful after a day of toil. And happy indeed is that

home tliat contains within itself attractions that suc-

cessfully rival those offered outside by the endless

variety of lectures, meetings, missions, classes, etc.,

to say nothing of the various social and society claims

that come with the season and demand their full

share of attention. Not that these should ever be

wholly ignored, but there is a caution to be sounded

lest in the great multiplicity of these duties, that en-

ter most properly into all the plans of modern life,

we rob the home of the sweet cementing influences

that come with a united family, gathered together at

the close of the day, each with his own contribution

of what the hours bad brought to him of joy or pain,

to add to the common stock of domestic experience.

The hurried life that most persons lead that are ac-

tively engaged in the performance of life's duties,

makes it very essential that we jealously guard the

evening hours, lest these too be filled to overflowing

with various engagements, however good, to the un-

settling of the home life.

The danger that comes from the difi'erent mem-

bers of a household being dependent upon external

excitement for happiness is often apparent, and fre-

quently leads to disastrous results. The growing ten-

dency to divide life into seasons for town, and for sea-

shore and for country, has perhaps something to do

with promotinga restless habit, and craving for change.

We cannot alter existing conditions of society, nor

would we if we might, stem the tide of modern ad-

vancement, but we would plead for such an arrange-

ment of duties and pleasures as will give time for the

very frequent gathering of the family in the home cir-

cle, and that these occasions take precedence of other

engagements. In cities and towns where there are

many things to claim the evenings it may be needful to

reserve certain ones to be held sacred to the family.

For does not the preservation of family life and the hap-

piness that springs from it lie at the very root of all of

our institutions? But to do this we must not forget that

home will not be the haven of repose we desire with-

out eff'ort on the part of all the inmates. That which

is bright and good within us must not be saved for

our outside engagements alone. Let our gifts be used

to enliven the home life, and fresh lustre will be added

to them. Where better should we give of our best,

than to " the hearts that are of each other sure? "

Our aim should be to make sweet the joys "that crowd

the household nook," and there will be no need to

appeal for time to be given to the home. It will have

such a hold upon us tliat it will be a hardship to leave

it, and not till outside claims become imperative, and

duty calls for a surrender of some of its cherished

homes will we consent to yield them.

It is again stated that the First-day school at

Friends' Mission in this city, (Fairmount Ave. and

Beach street), very much needs more teachers. Many

poor children, we are informed, must be refused ad-

mittance for want of them. A friend asks :
" Have

we not members who can and who will feel willing to

devote their First-day afternoon to this Christian

work ? " Surely, here is an opportunity for the ex-

pression of a self-sacrificing and unselfish spirit.

The Committee, (Philadelphia Yearly Meeting)^

on Isolated Friends has now received names of ab-

sent members from a little more than half of the

monthly meetings. It is very desirable that replies

from the others should be forwarded as soon as pos-

sible. If, in any case, there are none absent, or if no

lists have been preserved, this information should be

sent, so that the committee may know when its list

is completed.

The first of the Educational conferences in charge

of the Committee on Education, (of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting) is appointed to be held on the 10th

of next month, beginning at 10.30 a. m.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Of the members of the English Parliament who

signed the memorial in favor of an Arbitration Treaty

with the United States, the great majority, are " Glad-

stone Liberals," or advocates of " Home Rule " for

Ireland. Out of the whole number, 232, there are 175

of this class, while 44 are Liberal Unionists, and 23

are Conservatives. The general tendency of the Peace

people, including Friends, in Great Britain, seems to

be toward the Home Rule measure, John Bright form-

ing almost the only important exception, his brother

Jacob Bright, and his son W. Leatham Bright, (both

members of Parliament, and signers of the Arbitra-

tion address), being in favor of it. There are, how-

ever, some British Friends opposed, and we observe

that George Grubb, of Cork, Ireland, who was one of

the delegates to the recent Richmond Conference, in
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an address to the students of Earlham College, at

Riulimoiid, took this subject for his theme, and among
other things said : "Our own people who are raising

the cry for ' Home Rule ' are those who are seeking

office and want to become rich at the public treasury.

* * * You hear a great deal said about coercion.

There is no coercion but for evil doers. There is not

a man who will do right, talk reasonably and justly,

that need have any fear -of law. The Irish tenant is

in a far better condition to-day, than the English

tenant."

In such a case, the question must turn very much
upon the meaning of the phrases doing " right," talk-

ing "reasonably," and talking "justly." In this

country, we believe so far in free speech that we im-

prison nobody for it, except where they are plainly

inciting to violence. Very many people are at times

both unreasonable and unjust in their talk, but we
do not have "Coercion " Acts to repress them.

* * *

Aeby D. Munko, teacher of the Colored School at

Mount Pleasant, S. C, went south to reenter upon
her work, some ten days ago, and spent a short time

in New York and Philadelphia, on her way. 81)e

hopes to begin at once the erection of a school-house,

in place of the one destroyed in 1885 by the cyclone,

and any^friends who can make a special donation to

this purpose may be sure of aiding a most worthy
undertaking. Subscriptions for the purpose should

be sent to Henry M. Laing, 30 North Third Street,

Philadelphia.
* * *

Martha Schofield writes us that she is continu-

ally receiving letters saying that the writers intend

sending, or will send, or have sent barrels and boxes,

(of clothing, etc.), in aid of her work at the Aiken
School, but that often these, when received, have no
mark to show who the sender was, and in such cases

it is difficult, if not impossible, to judge to whom an
acknowledgment should be sent. She makes acknowl-

edgment elsewhere of recent gifts.

MARRIAGES.
LANE—WALKER.—At the residence of the bride's

parents, near Hammouton, N. J., Tenth mouth 21st, 1887,

according to the order of the Society of Friends, Nathaniel

Franklin Lane, of Vineland, N. J.,andNaomieRitteuhouse,

daughter of Charles aud Sarah C Walker, formerly of

Germantowu, Pa.

DEA THS.
CHAMBERS.—Tenth month 27, at her home, in Avon-

dale, Chester county. Pa., in her 79th year, Phebe Ann,
widow of David Chambers, and daughter of the late Rich-

ard and Rachel Bell.

Let us not mourn a dear and gentle mother, nor wish

her back, but rather " change our mourning into praise "

aud pray for a spirit worthy of that spiritual food of which

she surely has been permitted to partake. Jlay we learn

of her, aud be prepared to fold our hands in peace, with

our work on earth ended, aud ready to enter tlirough the

golden gate when the messenger shall come. Her trials on

earth were many; haviug been left early with a family of

children, for whom her great effort was to bring up to a

life of usefulness, ever pointing out to us our duty in a

very guarded manner. Her kind and gentle disposition

had endeared her to the many with whom she bad mingled,
and her busy hands had wrought many a dear remem-
brauce of her loviug thoughtfulncss for friends as well as

for her own immediate family. *

COMEGYS.—Eleventh month 11th, 1887, Mary, wife of

Benjamin Comegys, and daughter of the late Wm. E. and
Mary J. Bartlett; a member of Baltimore Monthly Meet-
ing.

MITCHELL.—At Hockessin.'Del., Tenth month 23d,

1887, Margaret E., wife of John Mitchell.

Of the many who are leaving us day by day, entering

with prayerful trust the dark unknown, that borderland

between the life that now is, and that glory of the here-

after which is the Christian's hope and joy, few have left

behind tbem a more full appreciation of their quiet virtues

thau our friend Margaret E. Mitchell. Gentle and un-

obtrusive, self-forgetful and loviug, she went her quiet

ways, and perhaps none ever knew the depth and scope of

her bright though circumscribed intellectual powers. Her
greatest interest in life centered in the young people, and
she was their devoted friend in all that teuded toward

their real happiness and advancement intellectually as

well as spiritually, believing that there is but one fountain

from which fioweth all good aud that we need not be afraid

to walk boldly where the spirit leads. " I long for the

young life about me, that it may grow in the knowledge o

all that is good and true," was one of her last expressious.

Charity clothed her spirit and love was the watchword of

her life. R.

SATTERTHWAITE.—In Trenton, N. J., on Eleventh

month 2d, of intestinal catarrh, Mary Ridgway, daughter

of John R. aud Maude T. Satterthwaite, aged 9 months and

16 days. Interment at Makefield, Bucks county, Pa.

SMITH.—At Newtown, Bucks county, Pa., on the even-

ing of the 9th of Eleventh month, 1887, Carrie E. K., wife

of Franklin Smith, and daughter of Thomas Sidebotham, of

Frankford, Pa. Interment at Abingtou Friends' ground.

Although not a member, she was an attender of Friends'

meeting in Newtown when health permitted. *"

WEBB.—In Baltimore, Md., on Tenth month 26, at the

residence of her son-in-law, Martin Hawley, Lydia P.

Webb, widow of James Webb, aged 86' years, 1 mouth and

1 day. Interment in Wilmington and Brandywine Ceme-

tery, Teuth mouth 28.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.

PHILADELPHIA QUARTERLY MEETING.

THIS was held on the 8th instant at Race street

meeting-house, and was, as usual, well attended. The
weather was mild, and a number of ministering

Friends were in attendance. In the meeting for wor-

ship, David Newport of Abington, made an appeal to

those present, e.xhorting to watchfulness in daily walk,

and faithfulness to the Light of the Holy Spirit.

Louisa J. Roberts bore testimony to the willingness

of the Divine Father to give to those who seek his

help and guidance his blessing and a measure of his

qualifying power, enabling them to become preachers

of righteousness,—of the gospel of Jesus Christ. To
have this anointing power makes the humble Cliris-

tiau believer the elect and chosen of God. This is

the hidden treasure for winch we should seek dili-

gently till we find it. James Griscom, of Woodbury,
exhorted to a care to abide in the vine that we may
bear the fruit of the Spirit.
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Joseph Horner, witti fervor ami eiirnestnesa bore
witness to tlie truth whicli hiiii t'iili{rhtcned liis own
experience, but was scarcely able to articulate clearly

enoujth to make himself heard distinctly over the

meeting. But we were conscious that he was express-

ing his tender sympathy to those who were fervent

seekers after the Divine guidance. David Newport
spoke again in confirmation of what had been pre-

sented. " Except the branch abide in me, there can

be no life in it.'' He had I'ound in examining the re-

vised version of the Scriptures that much additional

light lias been thrown on the testimony of holy men
of old, that has been preserved to us. He greatly

valued the substitution of the term "divinity" for

the word "godhead" which is incomprehensible.
Light breaks through obscurity in many cases and is

greatly helpful in giving a correct knowledge of wliat

was from time to time revealed to the devout seek-

ers of time past. A fervent testimony was borne by
Joel Borton, Jr., of Woodstown, N. J.

In the meeting for business, (women's branch), the

representatives were present, except two who were
prevented by sufficient cause. The first, second, and
eighth queries were answered with what seemed un-

usual fullness.

L. J. Roberts spoke of the fresh hope given to her

mind by the earnestness and faithfulness of the young
of the present time, and expressed her confidence

that the good seed had found place in their hearts

that will lead them to future usefulness in their own
religious society. Hannah M. Levick united with

the exercise of L. J. R. Our venerable friend Deb-
orah F. Wharton spoke earnestly of the evil that

comes of indulging in tale-bearing and detraction.

Frances J. Newlin warned against the very thinking

of evil concerning one another. Margaret Howard
called attention to the spirit in which our rules of

discipline were framed—the spirit not of harshness,

but helpfulness. The voice of prayer rose from the

body of the meeting, beseeching the continuance of

the divine blessing upon us in the days to come. The
report of the Quarterly Meeting's Comniitteeon Tem-
perance was then presented. From this it appears

that while much effort has been made and some good
effected, much remains to be done in raising the

standard of moral rectitude among us. Approval was
expressed, but one Friend warned against petitioning

legislatures on any subject that properly comes under
the cognizance of the Representative Committee of

the Yearly Meeting. An appropriation of ?50 for the

work of the Committee, was agreed to, and they were

continued in the service, and assured of the entire

sympathy of the women's meeting in all their en-
deavors after righteousness.

—A Friend in Morgan county, Ohio, writes :

" Deerfield Monthly Meeting is in existence though

very weak and small. Last winter we had to discon-

tinue our meeting, as we were not able to keep it up
through the inclement weather. One Friend, a man
now in his eighties, has over two miles to come on

horse-back, and a woman Friend, a minister, lives

near two miles distant, which she mostly travels on

foot. There are only four of us to keep up the meet-

ing, though there are some others that come some-

times. In last Fourth month we resumed our meet-

ings and still continue them. For two years we have
been trying to raise money to build a new meeting-

house; the old one, a hewn log structure of fifty

years' standing, is not comfortable any longer.

There is a large burying ground where many of our

old Friends are laid to rest, and where a great many
are still buried, and we need a house where people

that wish to at such times, can gatl.er and sit in si-

lence. Quite a number not of our Sociely that have
friends interred there have contributed a little to-

wards a new house, though there is not enough funds

to complete it. Friends thought best to commence,
hoping there would be some way to raise a little

money. The house, a neat plain one, is up and nearly

enclosed, the Building Committee having part of the

money collected, but the dry weather and light crops

cause some to be unprepared to meet their engage-

ments. We struggle on through many discourage-

ments hoping almost against hope that we may see a

brighter day as regards our little meeting, but believe ,
it is almost without a parallel."

[We are desired to say that any one disposed to

aid in tlie above concern can leave contributions with

Friends' Book Association, 1500 Race street, care

of John Comly.

—

Eds. Intelligencer and Journal.]

TEMPERANCE.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF PHILADELPniA

QUARTERLY MEETING.

FOLLOWING is the annual report of the Joint Com-
mittee of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting on Tem-
perance and Intoxicating Beverages, presented at the

recent session of the quarterly meeting:

During the past year our labors have been mainly

directed to the educational phase of this important

work, believing that this will be the most effectual

means of preventing the enormous evils that result

from intemperance in all its forms. We have held

monthly meetings. Soon after our appointment we
separated sub-committees to labor in various direc-

tions, as follows :

One on Conferences.

One to labor as way might open, on the following

subjects :

1. To protest against the liquor signs on city pas-

senger cars.

2. To protest against the renting of property be-

longing to the city, by the City Trust, for the sale of

liquors.

3. To prepare a memorial to the Legislature of

this State against the sale of tobacco to minors.

4. To protest against the sale of liquors in Fair-

mount Park.

A committee to work among children.

A committee to write or prepare suitable articles

for publication in the press.

A letter was addressed to the presidents of the

passenger railroad companies requesting them not to

allow liquor signs in or on the cars ; and although no

response was received from them, we believe there

has been a manifest decrease in the.se signs.

We were informed that the City Trust has unani-
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mously resolved that liereafter no property beloiii^ing

to the city shall be rented for the sale of intoxicating

beverages.

The sub-committee prepared a memorial to the

Legislature asking for the prohibition of the sale of

tobacco to minors, which was united with, and re-

ferred to the general committee, and being united

W'ith by them, was referred back to us for action.

Copies were sent to each of the quarterly meetings'

committees, and' also to the Legislature, where they

were considered but did not pass.

The Committee to protest against thesale of liquor

in Fairmount Park have not been successful in pre-

venting this, although aided by others. There is ev-

idence that liquor is sold there in violation of law.

We trust that these efforts will be successful in remov-

ing this evil from this place, so important in promot-

ing the health of our city. We are glad to know that

in that portion appropriated to the Zoological Gar-

den no intoxicating beverages are allowed to be sold.

The Committee on Temperance Work among
Children deemed it advisable to establish organiza-

tions of young temperance workers. They have

formed four societies ; one at Girard Avenue, one at

Race street, one at West Philadelphia, and one at

Fair Hill. These have a membership of more than

250. They have held several meetings, in which the

children have taken jiart by reading original or se-

lected essays, etc.

We have distributed many thousand pages of tem-

perance literature, furnished by the general commit-

tee and by individuals. Conferences have l.)een held

in most of our meeting-houses, and one hundred

meetings have been held under the care of the Com-
mittee, at which it is estimated there were over fifteen

thousand persons present, and in all of which we
have endeavored to awaken a deeper interest in tliis

important subject.

AVe find in our Society, as well as in the com-

munity, three classes

:

1st. Those who are earnestly engaged in the work
of Temperance, feeling that it is a righteous concern.

2d. Those who use more or le.ss of intoxicating

beverages, many calling themselves " moderate drink-

ers," others using these in their families for culinary

purposes. From this class are constantly recruited

the vast army of one hundred thousand men and wo-

men who go down to drunkards' graves every year in

this country, not any of whom have any idea of the

snare which is fastening itself around them, nor of

the terrible destiny that awaits them.

Sd. A large class who are indifferent to tliis great

subject.

We have sought to influence all these, and to point

out the way to bring about the removal of the evils

resulting from the drink custom and Hie use of to-

bacco. The change in our Discipline advising against

the manufacture, culture, and use of tobacco, has

opened the way for us to labor more fully in this di-

rection. We have emleavored to present the imj:)ort-

ance of this sul>ject to parents and teachers in regard

to children. We believe that although the evils of

the use of intoxicants and tobacco are still very prev-

alent, there is reason to hope that a large portion of

the community are awakening to a deeper conscious-

ness of the responsibilitj- which rests upon them,

and of the necessity that all should be ready to do

whatsoever lies in their power to stem the tide of

this enormous evil. Thus we might be instrumental,

under Divine guidance for the removal of the curse

which is blighting so many homes, bringing desola-

tion to so many families, and ruin to thousands.

We ask for the usual appropriation of !j50.fl0 to

meet current expenses.

Catjiekin'e T. Townsent),
]\L\KTHA D. Hough, ] Clerks.

Henry T. Child,

STOCK TRUST FOB SWABTHMORE COL-
LEGE.

Eflitors Intelligencer and Journal :

INCLOSED please find a circular, which I have sent

to some of the larger stockholders of Swarthmore Col-

lege. Having no complete list of the stockholders

with their addresses, I know of no better way to reach

themthan through the columns of your paper. While

I submit a general plan, which I believe feasible, I

care little about the details. Early next week I ex-

pect to call a meeting of those donating the stock, and

if anything better can be devised I will be more than

satisfied. In the meantime I would be obliged if you

would call attention to the circular, and request all

stockholders willing to donate stock for this purpose

to send me their names at once, and I will see that

each one is invited to be present at the meeting to

organize the Trust. I may add that I have already re-

ceived over one hundred answers from stockholders,

willing to donate enough stock to more than insure

the project a good start, but 1 prefer that all who are

willing to cooperate shall have a chance to be heard

before matters take a definite shape.

Resjiectfully,

Cle.ment M. Biddle, 815 Arch St.

Pliiladtlplda, Eh truth month 14.

Philadelphia, lltli Month 7tti, 1887.

To the Stockholders of Swarthmore College

:

There has long been an uneasiness among those inter-

ested iu Swarthmore College, iu reference to the present

condition of its capital stock. Some matters require a vote

of a majority of all the stock, and when, some years ago,

it was necessary to take a stock vote, it took over a year to

get a majority, on a project on which there was uo opposi-

tion. Holders have died or moved away, and their resi-

dence is lost. Having no marketable value, stock has

been sold at public sale by executors, for a nominal price,

to strangers, who have no interest whatever in the College

or the Society of Friends; or executors have closed their

account with no reference to it. Some have never even

taken the trouble to send after their certificates, it being

looked on as a donation. Various efforts have been made,

from time to time, to solve this question,but nothing practi-

cal has come out of it. In the meantime matters are getting

worse and worse, and the stock more and more scattered

After consultation with some Friends who are interested in

the College, I have decided to make the following propo-

sition :

First. That a Trust be created, composed of those who
will contribute 20 shares of stock or more, who are mem-
bers of the Religious Society of Friends, and who express

a willingness to act.
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Secondly. Thoy shall receive and hold the stock do-

nated to them for thohenefit of the educational interests

of the Kcligious Society of Friends.

Thirdly. During the life of the donor they shall vote

the stock as directed by him or her, and at his or her death

the stock is to be the absolute property of the Trustees.

Fourthly. When their number is reduced below 20,

they shall have authority to fill vacancies up to that num-
ber, and so perpetuate the trust.

I inclose a postal card which I would be obliged if you

would return, either with the number of shares that you

will donate, or in blauk if you do not approve of the pro-

ject. If enough answers are received to make it advisable"

a meeting of those donating stock will be called for organ-

ization, etc.

EespectfuUy,

Clement M. Biddle,
815 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

P. S.—Some friends of the College are prepared to pur-

chase from executors who cannot donate, or from those who
prefer selling, a limited amount of stock at one dollar per

MINUTE OFBALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING
ON PEACE AND ARBITRATION.

AT Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society

of Friends, held at their meeting-house, on I^ombard

street, in the city of Baltimore, from the thirty-first

day of the Tenth month, to the fourth-day of the

Eleventh montli, inclusive, 1887 :

The meeting having been informed that a Dele-

gation representing the British Nation is now in the

city of Washington engaged in consultation with our

national authorities as to the best means of promot-

ing peace amongst men, and arbitration between
nations, this body was introduced into a deep exer-

cise at the prospect now presented of advancing a

cause so dear to Friends, and it was felt right for the

Yearly Meeting to inform the Delegates from England
that they have our sympathy and endorsement in

the work in which they are engaged.

OurCommitteeonPhilanthropic Labor wasauthor-

ized to tender any aid in its power in furtherance

of this ancient testimony of our Religious Society.

A true copy of the proceedings of the yearly meet-

ing aforesaid, as taken from the minutes thereof.

Edw'd. Stabler, Jr., \ pi„_i.„
Anna F. Matthews, i

"-'^rKS.

Ballimore, Maryland, Elevtntli month 4, 1887.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—The crowded condition of the department of

Physics and Chemistry has rendered it necessary to

appoint an Assistant for Dr. Wm. H. Day. The per-

son chosen for this work is Dr. C. H. Koyle, of Johns
Hopkins University, whose special work in Physics

has rendered him well qualified to take this position.

He will liave charge of the physics and mechanics,

giving especial attention to the comparatively new
department of Electrical Engineering.

—An excellent proposition for so arranging the

stock as to secure the College, in perpetuity, to the

Society of Friends, for educational purposes, has been
made by Clement M. Biddle. The attention of stock-

holders is especially directed to his circular upon this

subject. It seems to be the only practical solution of

this diflicult problem which has yet been presented

If carried out it would seem to be impossible that the

institution should ever be diverted from the original

intention of its founders.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE APOSTLE OF TRUTH.
HE who would freely quench his thirst

At truth's eternal, ceaseless spring.

An emptied vessel he must bring.

Or be to her as one accurst.

No other altar will she know
Save that whereon Love's flame divine,

—

Purging its censer and its shrine,

—

Burns with a pure and steadfast glow.

Her lessons he must daily seek

From blade and flower and bud and tree.

From sun and shower and stream and sea.

With faith sincere and spirit meek.

Like Simeon, he must take the child

Out from the mother's loving arms.

And stand prepared from infant charms

To glean Truth's grains while uudefiled.

Like Anna, with prophetic sight.

He sees the future unrevealed,

—

Beholds the glory yet concealed,

—

And learns the inward force of right.

He judgeth not from sight alone.

But testeth all things with that skill

Which patiently compels the will.

What God hath cleansed, as clean to own.

He doth not give the child a stone.

Or greet it with the scorpion's sting,

But from Truth's ocean he will bring

Pearls lustrous up from depths unknown.

Fresh leavened bread will he bestow.

Salted with salt and baked by fire

Of thought matured and pure desire.

That Truth's perpetual grace doth show.

For Patience worketh out her plans

Within his pure yet watchful mind,

To gently lead the lame and blind

To Christ,—God's love made known through man.

For unto him the Christ appears.

Unseen as yet by others' eyes.

And he that innocence espies

Which boldness grows in future yeare.

Welcome alike to him the babe.

Youth's promise, aud the stalwart man,

—

These are but parts of nature's plan,

—

He comes to seek, he seeks to save.

The freeman and the slave to him

Alike are objects of that care,

And love aud never-ceasing prayer.

Which seeks for victory over sin.

And he the Magdalen beholds

Aud pities ; who, by sin opprest.

Is shunned and shamed by all the rest.

Out from the dross he brings the gold.
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The leper,—loathsome to the eye,

—

He strives by wisdom to restore,

Love's balsam freely poureth o'er,

And death's dread'phaiitom glideth by.

Sach is Truth's mission where the mind
Receives with undivided love

Her simple message, as above

All dogmas and all creeds combined
;

Aud reverent bows before her face.

With prostrate will and faith sincere,

All doubt dethroned and banished fear,

He seeks her hidden paths to trace.

Each day doth added strength impart,

Each search invites research again.

Each loss enables to regain,

Each conflict fortifies the heart.

Each hill he climbs unfolds to view

Some distant hill with fairer scene,

Each leaf proclaims of brighter green.

Unfolding beauties ever new.

Each wave that rolls along Truth's shore

Invites him to explore the seas

—

To learn that solemn mystery

Its billows are rechantiug o'er.

E'en when he views the morning beams,

Or sees the setting of the sun,

His task seems scarcely but begun

Ere moon and stars are plainly seen.

Which, with a radiance all their own,

Majestic move athwart the sky.

While, one by one, night's falsehoods fly.

And Truth—pure Truth—remains alone.

For herb and plant and flower and tree.

Beast, bird, and fish, and insect small.

Mountain aud valley, one and all,

Are many sided forms of thee.

For Truth is Life, and Life is Love,

If Love is rightly understoood
;

And whatsoever is, is good.

When man is lifted up above

His sensuous self, the outer man,

—

That blindly gropes, yet gropes in vain.

To find its labor and its aim

Controlled by a diviner plan
;

Which shows, by love and faith alone.

How he may conquer inbred sin;

Be pure without aud pure within
;

If truth he knows,—by truth is known.

Such is the lesson of the day.

Which man so often fails to see;

Help me, O Lord, to come to Thee

;

Who art the life, the truth, the way.

Philadelphia, Elevaith month 11.

T. W. S.

The man who, for party, forsakes righteousness

goes down ; and the armed battalions of God march
over him.— Wendell Pliillips.

Independence is a name for what no man pos-

sesses; nothing, in the animate or inanimate world,

is more dependent than man.

THE EXAMPLE.
HAPPY along life's weary ways,

Thick set with uncongenial tasks,

Some overweighted toiler stays

His hand from labor, while he asks:
" Wherefore shall I these burdens bear

Tliat others ought, at least, to share?

" I since the day's march was begun.
Have spent my strength, nor turned aside

From any service to be done.

Nor grudged my pleasure, self-denied
;

Yea, I have even counted gain.

For the work's sake, my loss and pain

.

" But now my soul is vexed ; for why
Should duty have no law for these

Who with averted looks pass by.

Or sit with folded hands at ease ?

Why should I suffer more than they

The heat aud burden of the day ?
"

How many a spirit fretted sore

With the world's cold indifference.

Has turned such questions o'er aud o'er.

Still haunted with the restless sense

Of doubt, and wondering'distrust

.

Would these things be if God were just?

Ah me ! the ways of God with men,
No man that lives^can find them out

;

Who grasps at things beyond his ken.

Is tossed on shoreless seas about.

Yet in the thickest of the night.

For eyes that see there shall be light.

What time we nurse our discontent

—

Rather, instead, should we recall

How once in servant's guise He went
Who was the master of us all

;

Nor any work whereby was wrought
The Father's will, too irksome thought.

Need any be disquieted

Whose hearts this memory enclose ?

—

Who follows where the Lord has led.

What matter is it where he goes ?

For working with Him side by side.

The meanest task is glorified.

—Mary E. Bradley in Baldwin's Monthly.

SLEEP IN SICKNESS: LECTURE BY DR.
PEPPER.

DR. WILLIAM PEPPER, Provost of tlie University

of Pennsylvania, delivered a lecture on " Sleep in

Disease" to the muses of tlie training school of the

University Hospital, on the 10th instant, it being the

first of a series. The course is open to the public,

free of charge, and is given at 3.30 p. ni. on each

Fifth-day of the week, at the clinic hall in the Uni-

versity Hospital, West Philadelphia.

The most salient heads of Dr. Pepper's lecture

were the importance of sleep, the causes of sleepless-

ness, and the best measures to prevent disturbed sleep

or induce rest. Addressing the nurses. Professor

Pepper .said: "The most valuable learning you can

get is your practical experience at the bedside.

There is no limit to the delicacy of perception you
can obtain by your work there. There is probably

no single thing so important as tliat of sleep in dis-
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ease. Sbakespeare was right when he said :
' Sleep,

tliat knits up the ravelled sleeve of care, the death of

each day's life, sore labor's bath ; balm of hurt minds,

great nature,s second course, chief nourisher of life's

feast.'" After telling how fatigue is the result of

work having accumulated in the muscles, tissues, and

nerves, he told how in sound sleep the blood gets to

this waste and bad stuff and washes it out.

"In nearly every case of acute disease and in

many chronic diseases sleep is disturbed. One of the

causes of broken rest or sleeplessness is too much
blood in the brain. On the other hand, the cause

may be due to too little blood. There must be a moder-

ate, tranquil flow. Indige.stion is a common cause of

disturbed sleep in acute and chronic disease. Pain,

of course, is anotlier. So is shortness of breath. In

all fevers you are apt to find disturbed sleep. In fe-

ver the blood is poisoned and it acts badly on tlie

brain. Fever patients often show dullness or drowsi-

ness. That is not healthy sleep. It is blunting of

the faculties by the poisoned blood. No refreshing

influences come from sucli a state. Frequently the

stupor in fever is broken by delirium. Anotlier cau.se

of disturbed sleep is injudicious feeding, and a fre-

quent cause is undue excitement during the day.

" The symptoms of many diseases grow worse at

night. This is particularly true of fever and all chest

diseases. In day time tlie patient is apt to be bright

and feels he is improving. As night comes he gets

worse. His sleep is disturbed and it is due chiefly to

exhaustion of the nerves, brought on during the day.

The nerves become fatigued and lose their control

overthe blood. Breathing requires muscular strength

and the patient should not be allowed to waste his

strength during tlie day. The nurse should hold an

even line. When the patient is unusually bright it is

better to repress him. Don't talk too much or let the

patient talk too much, and adapt your bearing intel-

ligently. In cases of acute disease see that no more
than one person enters the room. Have a dim, soft

light in the sick room. Economize his strength so

that he will go into the night tranquil." In speaking

of the importance of the nurse keeping a full record

of the day's history of the patient, Professor Pepper

said a careful statement should be kept of the hours

of sleep and given to the attending physician. " Sleep

is so precious to the patient that you should watch its

quantity and quality and study the breathing, the

pulse, and the temperature. Many diseases are lost

by a want of proper attention to sleep. A record of the

times the patient has fallen into sleep, the length of

sleep and the kind of sleep in the twenty-four hours,

will enable the doctor to judge intelligently of the rest

the patient has had. Carefully regulate the diet. In

acute cases very little food should be given near night.

But this does not apply to where you are feeding by
the clock. The last meal should be a light meal. In-

clude in your report to the doctor how the food af-

fects the patient. Note whether the patient is flushed

or excited or calm and easy after taking the food. An
important question is, ' How long shall we allow a

patient to sleep before waking him up for food or

medicine ?
'

" The mistake usually made is in awakening him

too much. No matter how sweet or sound the sleep,

the remorseless regulation of the administration of

food or medicine awakes them. Let the patients sleep

as long as they can do so naturally and soundly. Na-
ture can do more with .sleep for the patient than drugs

or food. But sometimes the patient going long with-

out stimulant or food grows weak. In that case, ask

the physician if you can awaken him to give food or

stimulant. The temperature of the room has a great

deal to do with the sleep of a sick person. Many
nurses regulate the room by their feelings instead of

the condition of the patient. In inflammation we
know that the temperature must not get below a cer-

tain degree, but remember, always, that patients need
plenty pure air. A nurse might feel cold and chilly

while the patient with a fever is wrapped in heavy
clothing, but the nurse should wear clothing to pro-

tect herself."

In speaking of the increase of fever at night. Dr.

Pepper told of the importance of small bags ofcracked
ice and the sponging of the body as having a sooth-

ing effect and preventing the fever going higher. He
referred to the attention that should be paid to the

bladder and bowels, and urged on the nurses to al-

ways use their senses intelligently in their observa-

tions, and said that they themselves should have
good sound sleep or they would be of little use in the

sick room.

ARE THE RICH GROWING RICHER?
NEAR the close of 1885 there died in New York city

a citizen of that place, who left to his children a for-

tune estimated at one hundred and eighty-two mil-

lion dollars, besides making a number of minor
bequests. It will help us to form an idea of the mag-
nitude of this sum if we consider that it would have
sufficed to give a Christmas present of a hundred and
forty dollars to every inhabitant of the city, or at the

rate of seven hundred dollars to every family of five

persons, supposing the population at that time to

have been one million three hundred thousand. A
political committee of a hundred, appointed in the

same city in October last, comprised eight members
whose estimated wealth reached an aggregate of

somewhat more than three hundred million dollars,

and at least two of the most colossal fortunes were
unrepresented in this number. Estates rising into

the tens of millions are to be found in various other

cities, and, taking the country through, one might
designate twenty-five persons whose united wealth,

according to current estimates, is not less than two-

thirds of a billion dollars, or about one per cent, of

the total wealth of the United States, supposing this

to have increased over fifty per cent, since the census

of 1880. Were all the property in the country held

in equally large amounts, the whole would barely

suffice for two thousand five hundred proprietors; or,

supposing these to have families averaging four per-

sons each besides themselve.s, it would supply a popu-

lation a trifle larger than that of the little town of

Yonkors, as stated in the last census.

There are no authentic statistics showing the dis-

tribution of property among difl'erent portions of our

people ; but whatever the facts may be as to the com-
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parative diffusion of such wealth as is held by the

classes outside the circle of the extremely rich, it

will hardly be disputed that the latter now hold a

murh larger proportion of the total wealth of the

country than was held by a like percentage of the

people twenty-five or thirty years ago, for the proofs

that this is the case lie upon the surface and thrust

themselves upon general observation. Moreover, I

see no reason to believe that the tendency to increas-

ing accumulation at the upper end of the possessory

scale has reached or is approaching its limit. A great

fortune, with ordinarily careful management, pos-

sesses an enormous power of accretion. Even when

invested in good securities, at a very moderate rate of

interest, a fortune that rises into the millions affords

ample means of making yearly additions to the prin-

cipal. If invested in real estate in any of our growing

cities, it yields increasing income from decade to de-

cade as the land advances in value, putting it in the

power of the owner to lay aside an increasing sur-

plus ;
while, in the hands of a shrewd speculator, not

over-scrupulous in his dealings, its power of increase

may be still greater. In January, 1880, the New York

Commercial Advertiser reported the rumored additions

during the preceding year to ten or twelve of " the

great fortunes identified with Wall Street" at eighty

million doUnrs.—Edtvard T. Peters, in The Forum.

TRUSTING.
IT is not uncommon to see in small shops the sign,

" No trust here." It means that business is to be

done on a cash basis, and it is a good rule for small

and simple industries. But it is bad when such a

sign is nailed over the doorway of the mind or heart.

In our relations with men, we cannot get along with-

out trust. Confidence in humanity is the very basis

of commerce. Without it, business loses its nobility,

and becomes a shrewd scramble, in which suspicion

takes the place of prudence. The cynic, tlie misan-

thrope, who has no trust in his fellowmen, who sus-

pects everybody, who has no faith in honesty or vir-

tue or the better qualities of human nature, is an un-

comfortable man to live with and as uncomfortable

to himself as he is to others.

But it is doubly unfortunate when the sign " No
trust here " reveals a want of confidence in the good-

ness and wisdom of the universe. Pessimism has no

remedy for the ills it reveals : it only intensifies

them. To every one in life there come burdens, sor-

rows, sickness, adversity, death. There are few lives

whose sunshine is not shaded sometimes by a cloud.

The very cloud that shades the life may be the

means of irrigating it. It is only through a condi-

tion of faith and trust that spiritual blessings may
come to the soul that needs them. Distrust creates

a vacuum in the soul. It is not so much a philosophy

as a mood of mind and heart. It may not be easy to

banish it by an efibrt of will. It may not be effort of

any kind that is needed, but simply resignation, the

surrender of self to a Higher Power.

Our little lives and their petty vexations and

cares seem to us at times to have nothing to do with

the Life of the universe. It is far truer, however,

that every human experience has a universal side to

it which opens towards God, as the simplest act of
walking to the child is related to the universal law of
gravitation which holds the universe together. Trust
is an antiseptic. It wards off disease of soul. It may
not restore what we have lost, but it may preserve
the soul in sweetness and health, and be the medium
through which God tran.smits some of his richest

blessings.

—

Christian Register.

WESTERN FARM LOANS.
EDWARD ATKINSON, [of Boston, Mass.], one of

the most trusted writers on economic questions in the

country, writes lo Bradstreefs the result of his inquiry
into the western farm mortgage business. His con-

clusions will be a surprise to those who class all such
securities as alike, and condemn them all, and his

conclusions are also of large value and interest as a
revelation of the condition and progress of western
society.

To bring up the latter phase first, it is necessary

only to cite one fact. One agency reports to him that

"many of those to whom loans were first made are

now lenders through the same corporation." It is a

fresh and welcome illustration of how, in this free

country, people get ahead. Having credit, they bor-

row; having opportunity, they work; having worked,
they pay; and, after due time, they save and lend

and help others to go over the same road out of

poverty.

Mr. Atkin.son inquired about the business of ten

leading loan agencies. They report, in brief, 200,000

loans made, of $180,000,000," of which 119,000 loans

have been paid. There are outstanding $75,000,000

of mortgages in 81,000 loans. During the existence

of these agencies about one thousand of their mort-

gages have been foreclosed, but, though there has

been some loss on some of them, the net result of all

the foreclosures has been an actual profit.

Borrowers at the West now get their money at 6j

to 7i per cent., with no commissions, while a few

years ago they paid ten per cent, interest and a ten

per cent, commission for a five years' loan. Thus it

is easier now than it was before, in this respect, to

work along the way from borrower to owner and

lender.

Of course, not all agencies could make such re-

ports. There is as much fraud in this as in any other

business. But, if any large agencies can make such

reports, the universal condemnation is plainly unjust.

It is a pity that Connecticut persists in taxing such

securities and exempting speculative railroad stocks.

—Hartford, Conn., Courant.

Liberty of Biblical criticism is now essential to

faith, because the providence of God has so ordered

it thatonly through the most scholarly, conscientious

work in that direction can the fact of a divine revela-

tion be brought again, with commanding power, to

the recognition of a critical and skeptical age.

—

Darner.

Adam's temptation is represented by the fruit of a

tree: thereby intimating the great influence external

objects, as they exceed in beauty, have upon our

senses.— Wm. Perm.
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SASAH WINNEMUCCA'S SCHOOL.
THE>iany friends wlio synipathizetl with aiul lielped

Sarah Winneniucca Hopkins in the earnest work she

undertook, in llie winter of 1883-4, for tlie restoration

of tlie lanils to her wronfjed people, with tlie barest

conditions of self-support, will be jiratitied to learn

that after all the disappointments that followed from

the non-execution of the Senate bill of July Cth,

1884, and the persecuting opposition of the agents of

the Indian ring, and her own constant illness, she

has, with the minimum of conditions, secured to her

by a few private friends, who have had unswerving

conlidence in her plans, single-handed and alone

completely succeeded, and upon the 160 acres given,

in 1885, by Senator Stanford to her brother, Chief

Natchez, successfully carried on a school. Begun out

of doors, in a brush arbor, with teaching the six chil-

dren of her brother, .... at this moment the

parents of four hundred Piute children are pressing

her to take them to teach. Miss Peabody's reports of

this successful school by a full-blooded Indian both

for the years 1885-6 and for 1886-7, also show that

Natchez, with the help of two very aged uncles, and

cue nephew, and such aid from Sarah's scholars (the

oldest one being sixteen), has cultivated the first

year sixty-three acres of barley and wheat, with sev-

eral acres of vegetables ; and this last year ninety

acres of the same ; that it is now all harvested and
ready for sale, showing what Indians can do when
let alone, unmoleste<l by agents, and with the white

man's chances, and, above all, the English language,

as only an Indian grown up with both languages can

teach. Will not somebody propose in Congress, this

coming session, that appropriation be made to en-

able Sarah to put up some lodging-houses, and take

to board those four hundred children ? It would not

cost so much as any of the government or denomi-

national schools, and would have none of their dis-

advantages, and be wholly Indian work.

—

Presbyte-

rian Observer.

THE SUCCESS OF ADULTERATIONS.
A YEAR or two since a man in the town of Oswego
found himself with a large crop of red currants, and,

as the price in the market was too low to permit him
to sell them at a profit, he manufactured them into

"jam," or "jelly," using the best of sugar, and pro-

ducing an excellent article, which he imagined would

sell to families and hotels readily. He found the ho-

tels supplied with a cheap, impure article, manufact-

ured from gluten and acids and colored to resemble

somewhat in color and taste currant jelly, which the

landlords told him answered every purpose, as the

boarders didn't know the difference, and it could be
procured at a rate much lower than he could afford to

sell the pure, delicious, wholesome article. The deal-

ers would not purchase the pure article, because they

sold at retail an article which " answered the pur-

pose " even lower than he could afford his at whole-

sale. The result was that the enterprising man, who
thought he would do the people a great kindness by
furnishing them with a pure, delicious article of cur-

rant jelly at a cost less than they could manufacture
it themselves, has a large quantity on hand to send to

friends and to pass around " in cases of 8icknes8,"etc.
But we haven't heard of his manufacturing any more
" pure currant jelly " for the market. A few years
since a gentleman in Union village started the manu-
facture of apple jelly, and he produced a very pure
and delicious article which should have commanded
a ready sale at hotels, bakeries, and in families, for

the table and for tarts, pies, etc. But the business
did not prosper, we think. At all events, it was sus-

pended. An inferior article, made up largely of adul-
terations, which " answered the purpose," took the
trade.

—

Osivego, N. Y., Times.

WISE SYMPATHY.
A WOMAN, famous as one of the most kindly and
most lovable among leaders of the best American
society, once said: "If I have been able to accom-
plish anything in life, it is due to the word spoken to

me in the right season, when I was a child, by my
old teacher. I vjas the only homely, awkward girl

in a class of exceptionally pretty ones, and being also

dull at my books, became the butt of the school. I

fell into a morose, despairing state, gave up study,

withdrew into myself, and grew daily more bitter and
vindictive.

"One day, the French teacher, a gray-haired old

woman, with keen eyes and a kind smile, found me
crying. ' Qu' as-tu, ma fiUe?' she asked. 'Oh, ma-
dame, I am so ugly !

' I sobbed out. She soothed me,
but did not contradict me.

" Pre.sently she took me to her room, and after

amusing me for some time, said, 'I have a present for

you,' handing me a scaly, coarse lump, covered with

earth. 'It is round and brown as you. ' Ugly,' did

you say? very well. We will call it by your name,
then. It is you ! Now, you shall plant it, and water

it, and give it sun for a week or two.'

" I planted it and watched it carefully ; the green

leaves came first, and at last the golden Japanese lil_v

the first I had ever seen. Madame came to share my
delight. ' Ah,' she said significantly, ' who would
believe so much beauty and fragrance were shut up
in that little rough, ugly thing? But it took heart,

and came into the sun.'

"It was the first time that it ever occurred to me
that, in spite of my ugly face, I, too, might be able to

win my friends, and to make myself beloved in the

world."

—

Youth's Companion.

Wb glory in the thought of creation, so much
of which we see about us and so large measure of which
weallare. By (heendlessdiameterof the universe is

the difference to man between what is "to be or not to

be." What loss of privilege is it to one that he does

not rejoice in the mystery of God, and that he is him-

self fathomlessly deep in that wonder and infinite

gladness!

—

W. M. Bicknell.

No one is poor and no one is rich, when we direct

the thought to the Eternal. The Fatlierhood of God
bridges over the abyss.

—

Auerbach.

In doing what we ought we deserve no praise, be-

cause it is our duty.

—

Augtutine.
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OUTLOOK FOR WORKING WOMEN.
MRS. ELIZA PUTNAM HEATON has been investi-

gating the employments, wages, and prospects of

working women in New York. She finds tliat wo-

men constitute more than lialf tlie workers in dry-

goods stores, a quarter of the telegraph operators,

about one-fifth of the type setters, and more tlian

half the type-writers. Women as a ride seem to

make less good telegraphers and type-setters than

men. as good stenographers, and better type-writers

and dry-goods clerks. Nowhere do they receive

equal pay for equal work, except where the men's

trades unions have made it a stipulation, and have

been able to carry their point. More women are em-
ployed in dry-goods stores than in any other line of

work except domestic service and factory labor. The
conclusion Mrs. Heaton draws from her investi-

gations is that the general outlook for self-supporting

women in all lines is probably better than it

ever was before. She says :
" Busine.ss habits and at-

tention to health are the two great needs. As a very

bright girl, who is earning good wages,puts it, ' As fast

as we learn to do something that somebody wants

done, and stop trying to carry the drawing-room into

the office, we get on very well.' "

—

Wommi's Journal.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The story is told ia the West of a Chiuaman who

appHed to a wealthy family for work. He was asked " Do

you drink whiskey ? " " No, I Clistian man." "Do you

gamble? " " No, I Clistian man." He was employed, and

proved to be an excellent servant. In course of time the

mistress of the mansion gave an elaborate " progressive

euclire" party, at which wines were served. John waited

at the table with exceeding deftness and acceptability, and

the next morning asked for his wages, saying that he

wanted to quit work. The mistress was astonished. "What
was the matter?" The Chinaman told her. "I Clistian

man," he said; "I told you so befo' ; no heathen. No
workee fo' Melican heathen."

—

Exchange.

—Among the recent railway inventions which have at-

tracted special attention is what is termed the anchor

brake, to be used ia cases of emergency. The plan in-

volved in this case is that of having an anchor to drop from

the rear end of a train and engage with the ties.

—There are one hundred and fifty female physicians in

New York to-day, and the number in Brooklyn and the

surrounding cities about double that. Among those in

New York city there are quite a number who have incomes

of $10,000. Two or three make yearly sums ranging from

$15,000 to $20,000 ; and one has averaged, for the last four

years, a steady income of $25,000.

—The people in Siberia buy their milk frozen
;
and, for

convenience, it is allowed to freeze about a stick which
comes as a handle to carry it by. The milkman leaves one

chunk or two chunks, as the case may be, at the houses of

his customers. The children in Irkutsk, instead of crying

for a drink of milk, cry for a bite of milk. The people in

winter time do not say, " Be careful not to spill the milk,"

but " Be careful not to break the milk."

—Dress reform is receiving attention in Scandinavia.

Models of dresses were shown at the Swedish Art Exhibi-

tion by a Stockholm society, which also offered a prize for

the best hygienic boot. Nine shoemakers competed. AH
the doctors in Sweden have been asked for their support,

and several publications are enlisted in the reform.

—It is said that the late D. M. Muloch-Craik was
prompted to write her last book, " An Unknown Country,"

which discusses the condition of the poor in the North of

Ireland, by overlieariug the remark of a laboring man,
who, when rallied upon helping a little girl across the

street, replied, " Ay, but a 'andful of 'elp is worth a cart-

load of pity."

—A woman's gymnasium and a free cooking cla.ss for

girls are among the good things maintained by the

Women's Educational and Industrial Union of Buffalo,

N. Y.

—The flexibility of the English language is shown in

the reply of an Irishman to a man who sought refuge in a

heavy shower, and finding it about as wet inside as out,

said, " You have quite a pond on the floor."

" Yis ; shure we have a great lake in the roof."

—

Har-

per's Magazine.

CURRENT EVENTS.
One of the Anarchists, Louis Lingg, committed sui-

cide in the jail at Chicago, before the time of execution
;

two others, .Schwab and Felden, had their sentences com-

muted by Gov. Oglesby to imprisonment for life ; the other

four. Parsons, Spies, Fischer, and Engel were all hanged

a few minutes before noon, on Sixth-day last, the 11th

inst. There was uo disturbance, whatever. On First-day,

the funerals of the five men took place, which was made
the occasion of a street procession, etc., by their sympathi-

zers. There was no disorder, the police having taken great

precaution to prevent it.

A DISPATCH on the 14th says that destructive prairie

fires have been raging iu the vicinity of Mandan, Dakota.

Wagons, buildings, and hundreds of tons of hay have been

consumed and a number of horses have perished.

A woM.iN named McPherson, 35 years old, with five

young childern was "shopping "in a store in New York

city, on the 11th inst., where she had a fainting fit and fell

to the floor. When the employes lifted her up, they were

surprised to find her head covered with blood. When the

doctor arrived, he found that in her fall her large hatpin

had been forced through the skull into the brain. She was
removed as quickly as possible to the hospital, but the

physicians there pronounced the case a hopeless one.

It is announced that President McCosh, of Princeton

College, has tendered his resignation to the Trustees. Alice

Freeman, i resident of Wellesley College, for women, (near

Boston), will leave that institution, at the close of the

present year, as she will be married to Prof. Palmer, of

Harvard College, next month.

The Hudson river, at Albany, is very low, and typhoid

fever is prevalent in that city. Mayor Thacher, at the in-

stance of the Board of Health, has issued a proclamation

asking that all citizens, before using the reservoir water,

obtained from the river, boil it, as it is supposed to con-

tain the germs of the disease.

Kbpeesentatives of the leading railroads of the East

met in New York ou the 15th inst., to organize for the

purpose of making some general move in reference to the

heating of cars by steam. A committee was appointed to

take the necessary steps for furthering the scheme.

There have been many telegrams from Europe con-

cerning the condition of the Crown "Prince of Germany. It

is generally admitted that the growth in his throat is can-

cerous, and that there is uo hope of prolonging life to any

extent except by an operation. As to the purpose of re-

sorting to this, the reports are contradictory, but no doubt

the attempt to perform one will be made before long.
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NOTICES.

*** Quarterly Meetings in Kleventh month will occnr
as follows :

19. Short Creek, Mount Pleiisant, O.
21. Centre. West Branch, Pa.

21. DuanesburK, Duauesbiirti, N. Y.
21. Fairfax, Woodlawn, Va."
2.'!. Stillwater, Richlanci, O.

24. Bucks, Langhorne, Pa.

26. Blue River, Clear Creek, III.

28. Warrington, Pipe Creek, Md.
29. Burlington, Crosswieks, N. .7.

.SO. Southern, Camden, Del.

*v*The Visiting Committee of Abingtou First-day School
Union will visit Upper Dublin school on First-day the 27th
of Eleventh mouth, at the close of the morniug meeting.
Punctual attendance of the Committee is requested and all

interested Friends are invited to attend.

Chas. Bond, Clerk.

'V* Lombard Street Meeting property, Baltimore, has
been sold and possession will be given the purchasers about
the first of Twelfth mouth. The last meeting will be held
in the old house next First-day, the 20th inst., at 11 o'clock
a. m. All Friends and others interested are cordially in-

vited to be present. Friends' meetings have been held in

this house for over eighty years and there are many to

whcm pleasant and profitable recollections may be brought
up by attendance on this occasion.

*.** Achimiiledgment.

Aiken, S. C, Eleventh month 5, 1887.

Editors Intei.t.igencee and Journal :

We have been requested to acknowledge donations in

your paper, but must again ask that a mark be put inside
or outside, as several barrels came at once and we find no
way to designate them, or tell who the sender is, and they
have to go unacknowledged. The same week one came
from Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, and Indiana,
each with a label inside, stating where from, and the
senders were notified at once. We acknowledge as follows :

1 bbl., Emilv P. Yeo. Richmond, Ind. ; 1 hbl., M. T. Free-
man, Orchard Park, N. Y. ; 1 bbl., W. B. Hazzard, BulTalo.
N. Y. ; 2 bbls., L. F. S. Barnard, Lynn, Mass.

; 1 bbl., Carrie
Wing, Patterson, N. Y. ; 1 bbl., Wm. T. Rodenbach, Nauga-
tuck. Conn. ; 1 bbl., through John L. Thomas, Pendleton.
Ind. ; 2 bbls., Charles and R. Bond, Johnsville, Pa. ; 1

hbl., .Sarah J. Ash, Phila. ; 1 bbl. Florence Hilton, Chicago,
111.; 1 box, Martha Smith, Lahaska, Pa.; 1 box, auknawn;

1 bundle papers, Rosetta Smith, (a little colored girl); 1

hale, Pha-be Anna Thome, New York.
A letter from Caroline M. Reeves of Richmond, Ind.,

has made us so grateful, we quote as follows :

" Reading in Intklligenceu of 29th, the desire ex-
pressed for an addition to the one-story kitchen, giving a
bath-room, met a response in my heart, believing ' cleanli-
ness is next to godliness.' I enclose herewith fifty dollars
to go towards the needed \;equirement, and hope without
much prompting the necessary amount will be speedily
forwarded."

M.\KTH.^ SCHOFIELD.

*«* The Yearly Meeting's Committee on Education an-
nounce that they propose to hold their first Conference for
the season, of parents, teachers, and school committees, on
Seventh-day, the 10th of Twelfth month, at 10.30 o'clock.

The subjects will be given in a future notice.

Wm. Wade Geiscom, Clerk.

'-.ji* Friends' Charity Fuel Association will hold its an-
nual meeting this (Seventh-day) evening, 19th inst., at 8
o'clock, in Friends' Parlor, 1520 Race street. Treasurer's
report and annual statement will be read ; election of
oflicers and other business transacted. General attend-
ance of contributors desired.

Jos. M. Truman, Jr., Treasurer.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
** Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and

Journal should reach xis by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance
7Hay 6e used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•»*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our
friends who may wish extra niunbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

•*» We particularly ask that wheumoiiey is forwarded to renew

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is vow being sejU. Sometimes, instead of this, the
name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

RFW BOOKS.

Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, and

wholesomeness. Mor' economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in co npetiiion with the multiiude of low te.it,
short weight, alum, ir phosphate powders, .talit o-nly in cans.
Royal Baking Powlee Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

OLD FASHIONED QUAKERISM.
ITS ORIGIN, RESULTS, AND FUTURE.

A REASONABLE FAITH.
SHORT ESSAYS FOR THE TIMES.

By "Three Friends." Revised London Edition. Price, 35 centi
By mail, 38 cents.

THE HIGH CASTE HINDU WOMAN.
By Ramabai. Price, 81.25.

FOR SALE BY-

FRIENDS' Book Association,
S. W. Cor. 15th and Race Sts., Philadelphia.

T EHIGH AND SCHUYLKILL COAL.

BEST QUALITY. CAEEFTTT.LY P;1EPARED.

Aquila J. LINVILL, 1244 North Ninth Street.
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BEYOND THE RIVEB.
TIME is a river deep and wide,
And while along its banks we stray,

We see our loved ones o'er its tide,

Sail from our sight away, away.
Where are they sped—they who return
No more to glad our longing eyes ?

They've passed from life's contracted bourne.
To land unseen, unknown, that lies

Beyond the river.

'Tis hid from view ; but we may guess
How beautiful that realm may be,

—

For gleamings of its loveliness,

In visions granted, oft we see

The very clouds that o'er it throw
Their veil. unraLsed to mortal sight.

With gold and purple tintings glow,
Eeflected from the glorious light

Beyond the river.

Thi're are our loved ones in their rest

:

They've crossed time's river; now no more
They heed the bubbles on its breast,

Nor feel the storms that sweep its shore,

But there true love can live, can last

—

They look for us their homes to share
;

When we in turn away have passed,

What joyful greetings wait us there,

Beyond the river.

SEBMON BY JESSE KEBSEY}
IT cannot be denied, that in this religious body, par-
ticularly in this city, there have been many very in-

teresting testimonies borne to the power and excel-
lency of the gift of God to man. But I am aware
that all that is past, when justly considered in its ap-

plication to the time that is past, cannot constitute an
acquittal from the duties of the present. On this oc-

casion I wish to call the attention of this large as-

sembly to some views with which my mind has been
seriously affected.

I have remembered this city and many of its in-

habitants, for many years; and when I call to mind
those faithful servants and handmaids that stood dedi-
cated to the great cause of universal righteousness, who
have finished the work of their day and are placed
in another state of existence, I am impressed with
the recollection of the number of honorable fathers

and mothers who took a deep hold of the concerns of

iDelivered at Cherry Street Meeting House, Philadelphia, on
the afternoon of First-day, Fourth Month 10th, 1836 ; at the time
of Friends' Yearly Meeting.

the church, who in their individual capacity fur-
nished an important example, and that in an especial
manner, in their own houses. If we entered into the
society of these in their particular habitations, and
observed the conduct of their off-spring, we could dis-
tinctly discover that there was a warm and powerful
attachment between parents and children. It gave
evidence of the existence of that state which, it was
declared by the prophets, should accompany the gos-
pel; "And he shall turn the heart of the fathers to
the children, and the heart of the children to their
fathers." It was observable that there was in the
families of this society, a respectful deference on the
part of children to the concern and judgment of their
parents

; and we were not witnesses to conduct very
different from this in many families of this society.
We could plainly observe, too, an abundant harmoni-
ous respect to that kind of order that stood in agree-
ment with the nature of our religious profession-
And in sitting down in the families of these, there
was a peculiar satisfaction in witnessing the quietude
the stillness, that would frequently prevail in family'
circles. Yes, my friends, my mind is tendered in
the recollection of many precious opportunities of
this kind, in tlie days of my apprenticeship, when
living in this city. Retiring to the families of my
friends for the purpose of spending an evening, we
were often drawn together in a state of solemn quie-
tude. And it would sometimes occur, that parents of
families would open to our view, what they had ex-
perienced of the goodness of God ; what they had
known and enjoyed of the tender visitations of his
love ; and I very well recollect a respectful con-
formity on the part of many bright sons and daugh-
ters to the views, and wishes of their respectable
parents.

In contemplating that state of things, and in re-

curring to scenes that have passed between that
period and the present, my mind has been, this after-

noon, particularly humbled. I have remembered
that many of these heads of families were suddenly
summoned away from time. I hold in solemn recol-

lection, the awful visitation of '93, which spread over
the city of Philadelphia, and clothed its inhabitants
in mourning. In that period we parted with many
valuable members of society, young and old. The
generation now upon the stage of active life have no
personal knowledge of many of these. The ardent
testimonies of a William Savery—the deep-felt con-
cern of a Thomas Scattergood—the lively and ener-
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getic communications of a Nicholas Wain—the sol-

emn testimonies, demonstrating the excellency and
power of the gift, of a Peter Yarnall—and the lahors

of many other dignified ministers of tlie gospel, are

not forgotten by some, though tlie knowledge of them
may not be possessed by the greater portion of the

present company. I say, that wlien I look back and
reflect upon those who are removed from the church

militant, and contemplate the awful events which
have transpired between the early period of my life

and the present, my mind is humbled and deeply

aflected ; and a concern has pressed upon it which I

will endeavor to open in gospel love to this assembly
;

a concern which embraces the welfare of every family

and individual now within the audience of my voice.

It is a concern for the establishment of a regular sys-

tem of government in the families of my dear

friends. I have no idea of a stern or tyrannical sys-

tem of government in the families of any who are

professors of the name of Christ ; but it is clearly my
sentiment and in accordance with the example of

those who have gone before, that heads of families

should hold the reins of government in their own
hands. It should be understood in every family, to

be the duty of sons and daughters, when about to

take a step of importance, that they should consult

their parents, obtain their sentiment, and pay a duti-

ful respect thereto when received. This doctrine is

not new. It was inculcated among the Israelites of

old. " Honor thy father and mother, that thy days

may be long upon the land which the Lord thy God
giveth thee." And in the apostles' times they spoke

a language perfectly in agreement with this view.
" Children, obey your parents in the Lord: for this

is right." This is in accordance with the evidence

furnished to every rational mind.

I address you, my young friends, in the full conli-

dence that you are not only willing to hear, but to

deliberate upon the sentiments just offered. It is in

the natural order of things to be believed—you
have a right to suppose that your parents must
possess an extent of knowledge superior to the

knowledge that you have acquired. When in

correspondence with their experience, they cau-

tion you relative to the abundant and various snares

abounding in this city, I take it to be your duty to

pay a respectful attention to their commands and
wishes. There should be a positive surrender of

your wills to that of your parents. I have witnessed

in my day and time what has been the mournful con-

sequence which has attended those who have been
disobedient to their parents. I call to mind a long
list of the names of those of that character, who before

they reached thirty years, were involved in disease

and corruption, and landed in an untimely grave.

They had been rebellious children—had grieved a
tender-hearted father, distressed an affectionate

mother, refused obedience to their plain and reason-
able charges, went on in their own way, and the re-

sult was a termination of life before they were thirty

years of age. One poor young man now comes up,

whom I saw on his way home from this city. He
said to me, " My parents gave me an interesting

charge, they told me when they placed me in the

city, tliat it was attended with many corruptions and
snares, and most affectionately charged me to devote
my leisure evenings to profitable pursuits and spend
them in good society and to take care of myself. I

have disregarded their advice—I have not chosen
good society—their admonitions I have set aside,

—

and am now going home with a constitution wholly
shattered and destroyed." In a few months after he
died.

Certain it is, that if children, who know tliey have
honorable parents, will listen attentively to their
counsel, a blessing will be the result. Can you sup-
pose that there are any other characters in the world,
that feel an interest in your welfare equal to that of
your tender parents ? If you look at their kind atten-
tion, their carefulness, and the advantages which
they are daily putting in your possession, you must
become convinced of their aflection and solicitude

that you may grow up men and women of honorable
character in the world, and hold a dignified rank in

civil and religious society. Let it be your practice to

listen attentively to the counsel of your pious parents.

With you who are blessed with fathers and mothers,
it will be a circum-stance of deep regret indeed, if

when they are taken away you are obliged to reflect

that you have grieved them. You will find an irre-

coverable pang in the thought of having pained your
grey-headed parents. I charge you in the fear and
love of God, Honor your parents—regard closely your
duties to them. I do not mean an implicit obedience
to unreasonable requisitions. But you are aware
thereare a number of valuable views spread beforeyou
by your concerned parents. Tliey have solicited you to

shun the causes of evil so abundant in this city. It is

incompatible witli the duty of a Friend's child, to go to

the various departments of amusement and entertain-

ment calculated to destroy the moral character, and to

lay waste all habit of serious reflection. And when you
depart from this correct course of obedience to their

kind admonitions, you must lay your heads upon your
pillows in bitter anxiety, in sorrow, and in grief. It

is a clear case, that in order to sweeten life, it is

necessary to pay a devotional regard to the concerns of

your parents. Don't disobey their pious solicitations

!

Don't turn a deaf ear to their counsel and entreaty !

It would be my special desire, to urge you to a con-

sideration of the propriety of loving the society of

your parents. Be glad to spend your leisure hours in

their company. Our stay in time will soon be cut off.

Many will soon part with their parents. Love their

company, and above all, pay a dutiful respect to their

kind and reasonable counsel. It will clothe your
minds with sweet satisfaction in the latter period of

life.

My friends, I am glad to witness such dignified at-

tention on tlie part of many dear young friends now
assembled. I do not look towards being capable of

relieving my mind of the weight of concern that

presses upon it. I am willing to take upon me, and
to bear the burden in secret, of an affectionate solici-

tude for the salvation of my dear young friends. And
I feel particularly solicitous as it regards those of my
own sex, that are to constitute the main stay and sup-

port of civil and religious society. This you cannot
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be, sliort of becoming subject to the gift of God,
mercifully furnished to each of us. If you will thus
take example of the illustrious Paul, confer not with
flesh and blood, but give up to the heavenly vision,
the convictive power of God,—I say if you will give
up to this luminous principle, it will establish you in
the world, enable you to preserve a dignified consist-
ency, and you will be as lights to those around you.
What is there to be expected when the religious
character of a people is difi'erent,—when it is waver-
ing and inconsistent ? I say, what is there to be ex-
pected, but disorder, confusion, and corruption? As
it regards myself merely, I have but little cause to in-
dulge in any ardent C(5ncern—whatever may be the
delusions and absurdities existing in the privileged
land of Xorth America ; I shall soon be away from
them all. Not so with you, my young friends. And
if your weight of character does not go to support
right practice, you may justly be called upon to sus-
tain the burden of an afflictive state of things.

Once more I call upon you to recur to the solemn
duties of honoring your parents. Remember, if you
should ever have families to take charge of, you
would expect those about you to pay a regard to your
judgment, and not turn a deaf ear. If this is what
you would look for, you must evince the same dispo-
sition towards your parents, that they may enjoy
your society, and thus have a flow of happiness oil
both sides.

I close this communication in the humble and con-
soling belief, that I have been attended to on the part
of many, who will not abandon this weighty concern
but carry it along with them and cherish it.

Other subjects have presented themselves to my
view, but I shall feel best satisfied not to introduce
them now. We are furnished with line upon line,
and precept upon precept, and the opportunity for si-
lence seems to be more limited than it should be ; at
the same time I have no wish to call in question'the
labors of my brothers and sisters, but wish myself
not to take up time unnecessarily.

My dear children, I can tell you that I believe
the views I have attempted to lay before you, if ad-
hered to, will preserve you from the vain customs of
this large city. There is a wide range of opportunity
for you to be led astray. Consult your own feelings
as to what is the safest and best course of life, and
you will be led to the conclusion, that our predeces-
sors took the right ground in preserving a plain, reg-
ular .system. They set the example of a plain peo-
ple, and po.ssessed a happy, regular, tender, and glow-
ing respect for one another, and thus enjoyed the
sweets of life

; and, I have no doubt, are gathered to
the mansions of rest, where I hope all of us may be
landed.

Shake off, shake off the folly and frippery of the
world, and all will work right.

Every day thou art sowing something which thou
must hereafter reap. Will the crop at last be com-
fortable to thee "l—Isaac Pennington.

No man shouM be afraid to die who hath under-
stood what it is to live.

ORIGIN OF THE RULES OF DISCIPLINE.
<2u<;s^(-on-" When were the original or first 'Rules

of Discipline ' adopted ?
"

IN order to give a clear and comprehensive answer
to the above question, it seems necessary to turn our
thoughts backward a few years prior to the timewhen the Discipline began to be established and
consider a few historical facts which gave rise to the
necessity of formulating such a code of rules for the
regulation and better government of the Religious
bociety of Friends in an organized capacity ; and
which ultimately culminated in the adoption of a
series of clauses touching important subjects,-thus
constituting a 'form of Discipline.' Of course
these rules have been greatly mo.lified at various'
times, and new ones added, through the agency of
large and competent committees appointed for the
specific purpose by the different Monthly Meetings
in order to meet the exigencies that arose. That the
necessity for such a course of action may be defi-
nitely and more clearly understood, perhaps it would
be well to take into consideration the circumstances
and surroundings which then existed.

And in order to do this, it seems requisite to
briefly review the rise and progress of the Society of
Friends, and call your attention to a short biographi-
cal sketch of one to whom perhaps our Church
organization owes more for the religious freedom it
enjoys to-day, than to any other single individual,—
one whose wise coun.sel and discreet judgment not
only won him favor, but upon whose sound and
liberal principles enunciated by him, many of our
laws are based. In fact, the ethics of this sage phil-
anthropist and religious benefactor, permeate society.

" George Fo.t, the founder of the Religious Society
of Friends, was born in fifth month of the year 1624,
at Drayton in the Clay, Leicestershire, England."'
In youth he was remarkable for iii.s studious and ex-
emplary habits. " Early in the year 1647, he felt his
mind drawn to go into Derbyshire, in the vicinity of
Peak, where he met with some friendly people."
" From thence he went through parts of Leiceeter-
shire and Nottinghamshire, where he found a num-
ber of tender, seeking persons, with whom he had
meetings.

" Elizabeth Hooten, one of these, appears to have
been the first person who openly joined in religious
profession with him, and also the first minister in
the Society of Friends, himself excepted.

"In the same year (1647) when about twenty-
three years of age, George Fox commenced his pub-
lic appearance as a minister of the Gospel at Ducken-
fleld, Manchester, and places in the neighborhood.
"Some were convinced there by his ministry

; and
also at a great meeting held at Broughton, in Leices-
tershire, where he attended.

"The success accompanying his ministry was
great, and the report of his piety and zeal having
spread far, many came from different parts of the
country, to see and converse with him on religious
subjects." The doctrines which he promulgated
the cardinal principle of which waa the sufficiency

'An Essay read to the Adult Bible Class of the First-day schoolof Girard Avenue Meeting, Fhiladelphia. ^ sonool
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of the Inner Light or Christ-power within the soul,

to jniide and direct those aright who obey its niani-

fostations and have confidence in its teachings—not

only as regards spiritual matters, but also in refer-

ence to temporal things—was the primary one which

seemed to claim much of his earnest attention and

thought. This principle, which at that time was a

new thought among the people—-with many others

wliich he enunciated, being antagonistic to the

beliefs adopted by the popular Church of England in

that day or time, subjected Fox and his co-laborera

to great opposition and very many persecutions with

which, no doubt, you are all familiar.

" In due process of time, so great were the num-
bers who had espoused the simple yet all-potent faith

of Fox, that it became necessary to institute some

measure for the better government of the organiza-

tion, lience the introduction of a code of laws or

rules, which was finally adopted.
" One of the principal objects for holding the first

rueetings for the aflfairs of the church, was for the

purpose of inquiring what Friends were prisoners, or

from other causes, needed relief, what wives had been

made widows, and what children orphans, by the

death of their husbands and parents in prison, and

to take care that suitable provision was made for

such. Another object was to collect accounts of the

sufferings of Friends by imprisonment, distraints,

and other penalties for their religious principles, and
prepare them for laying before those in authority.

This gave an opportunity for examining who were

illegally imprisoned, and adopting measures for their

liberation, as the circumstances rendered proper."

Our Representative Committee or Meeting lor

Sufi'erings had its origin at this particular time, and
we may rejoice that part of its duties has become ob-

solete, yet at the jsame time it has its projier func-

tions to perform, in the administration of affairs dur-

ing the interval when our yearly meeting is not in

session. It occupies the position of w-hat in other

church organizations would be called an executive

committee.

The subject of marriage seemed to claim early at-

tention. George Fox mentions that he wrote to

Friends in 1653, giving them directions how their

marriages should be accomplished. This was several

years antecedent to the general institution of meet-

ings for Discipline. Various other subjects claimed

his early attention and he wrote concerning them.

He mentions in his journal that some meetings for

Discipline were settled in the north of England as

early as 1653.
' The first general meeting of which we are aware

that any records are extant, was held at Balby, near

Doncaster, in Yorkshire, in the year 1656, and from
this meeting a number of directions and advices were
issued, addressed 'To the Brethren in the North.' "

" This document refers to most of the points which
now form the chief subjects of our Discipline. It

contains instructions as to ' the Gospel order of pro-

ceeding with delinquents, and advices to husbands
and wives,parents and cbildren,masters and servants,

as to the discharge of their relative duties, and also

in regard to strict justice in trade.'

" George Fox mentions attending a general meet-
ing in Bedfordshire, in 1658, which lasted three days;
at which, he says, there were Friends present from
most parts of the nation, and many tliousands of per-

sons were at it." In 1660 he recommended the insti-

tution of monthly meetings, but it was not, I believe,

until 1668, that they were established in the city of
London. The establishment of quarterly meetings,
however, having previously occurred. In 166S, a
general meeting of Friends from all parts of the na-
tion convened from which an epistle was issued to

the Society. " In the year 1672, a general meeting of
ministers was held at Devonshire House, London.
This was the origin of the yearly meeting, constituted

as it now is of representatives from various parts of

the kingdom.
" The persevering efTorts of George Fox to estab-

lish a regular Discipline, a work in W'hich he was as-

sisted by nearly all those who had been instrumental

in gathering the Society, proved a great trial to some
spirits ; to a large proportion of the members the

arrangements appear to have been quite satisfactory
;

there was, however, a considerable number of object-

ors—the self-willed and lawless opposed it with vehe-

mence, and it must be admitted that not a few of a
very different class were drawn aside by specious ar-

guments, to oppose what was represented as an en-

croachment upon individual spiritual liberty.

" Certain it is, that a schism to some extent took

place on this occasion, which, however, there is rea-

son to believe, left the Society in a more healthy

state than it found it.

" The General IVTeeting of 1677 issued a strong

declaration on the subject. Robert Barclay wrote,

upon this occasion, his 'Anarchy of the Ranters;'

William Penn his ' Liberty Spiritual ;

' and Stephen
Crisp an excellent tract, all of them endeavoring to

prove the necessity of established order and disci-

pline in the Church of Christ.

"This very contiiet, and the close examination to

which it led of the true limits of church authority,

tended, there is reason to believe, under Divine di-

rection, to estai)lish the Discipline at once more
firmly and safely throughout the Society than might
otherwise have been the case." Perhaps it would be

well to say here, before proceeding further upon this

subject, that when the first edition of what we now
call " The Rules of Discipline " was printed, in 1802,

it was then called "Minutes and Advices of the

Yearly Meeting of Friends."

In the preface of a book called "Christian Doc-

trine, Practice, and Discipline," published with the

approval of the Yearly Meeting of Friends of Dublin,

Ireland, I find the following paragraphs: "The first

edition of this work was printed in the year 1811.

Before that time many of the rules and advices of

the national meetiug (yearly meeting) held in Dub-
lin were to be found only in manuscript, having been

thus collected and preserved by the meetings for dis-

cipline, for their respective uses. These collections

were, in some cases, neither complete nor well di-

gested, and it is obvious that, while in manuscript

they could not be made available for the use of indi-

viduals and families to the extent that was desirable.
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" It therefore became the care of the yearly meet-

ing to have them arranged in proper order, and
placed within the reach of all its members ; and in

the year 1805, their revision was intrusted to a year-

ly meeting's committee. Tlie progress of this revi-

sion was reported every year from 1807 to 1810, when
the whole was completed, and the revised minutes,

as approved and adopted by the yearly meeting, were
ordered to be printed and circulated."

The first yearly meeting settled in America ap-

pears to have been that for New England, at New-
port, on Rhode Island, prior to 1671. In Sixth month,
1681, tlie first general or yearly meeting was held at

Burlington, N. J., at which it was agreed that wo-

men's meetings be established and held monthly at

the same time as men's.

As far as I can ascertain the first yearly meeting
held in Philadelphia, convened on the 15th of Sev-

enth month, 1685, and it appears that the first edition

of the Rules of Discipline was adopted and printed

for the government of the members of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting in the year 1806.

And now, in closing this I fear not very satisfac-

tory article, I will do so by quoting the words of an-

other: "The opinion respecting George Fox and the

Discipline, expressed by persons not numbers of tlie

Society of Friends, consequently not likely to be in-

fluenced by sectarian partialities, is of an exalted

character. Is it surprising if those who enjoy the

privileges of membership, and realizing the benefi-

cial and happy effects resulting from the institution

which he was the instrument of establishing, should

love the character of the man, and cling with reli-

gious veneration to the principles and practices of

their forefathers, from which they have derived su-

perior advantages for so many generations?"

C. E. T.

Philadelphia, Eleventh month 6, 1887.

CONCERNING TEE MINISTRY.
Editors Intelligencek and Journal :

I WAS much interested in "A call to More Activity,"

which appeared. Tenth month 1st, for it embraces

subjects of great importance to every member of our

Religious Society, and is well calculated to awaken
serious reflection upon the various points indicated.

And whatever the general response may be to the

different questions proposed, especially with refer-

ence to the ministry, I believe there are not a few

amongst us, who might truly adopt the language

of one who once mourned the departure of a prince

and valiant in our Israel

:

" Who will thy God and Saviour uow, through suflerings

prepare.

The pure and living word like thee, with boldness to de-

clare.

Who shall be ever on the watch, like thee, when duty calls.

To wave the standard of our faith above our Zion's walls?

The answer rests with God aloue : let us in hope abide,

When he requires a sacrifice, he will a lamb provide."

For it may be fairly assumed that the Great Head
of the Church knows the needs of his people, and
'is not slack, concerning his promises, as some
men count slackness," for, " when the poor and needy

seek water, and there is none, and their tongue fail-

eth for thirst, I the Lord will hear them, I the God
of Israel will not forsake them, I will open rivers in

high phices, and fountains in the midst of the val-

leys
;

I will make the wilderness a pool of water, and
the dry land springs of water." It is evident that
the Society of Friends was gathered at first, largely

through the instrumentality of a living, powerful gos-

pel ministry, and it is such only that may aid in the

enlargement of its borders; a ministry not "after the
order of Aaron," or of Rome, but after the order of

Melchizedec, who the profound author to the He-
brews tells us, was first, being by interpretation king
of righteousness, and after that also king of Salem,
which is, king of peace; without father, without
mother, without descent, having neither beginning of

days nor end of life ; but made like unto the Son of

God, abideth a priest continually. And " when He
puts forth his own, he goeth before them," preparing

"a water course for the over-flowing of the waters,

and a way for the lightning of thunder;" and the

word thus .sent forth shall not return void but will

accomplish that wherunto it is sent.

And who are they who are to become the bearers

of that message which is " glad tidings of great joy to

all people ? " I answer, they are those.and those only,

who through the advent of the " day spring from on
high," or the inbreathing of the inner and immortal
life, have come to know experimentally that unto
them " a child is born," and " a son is given " and that

the government is to " rest upon his shoulders ;
" for

it is such who evince " by pureness, by knowledge,

by long-suffering, by kindness, by the Holy Ghost,

by love unfeigned," that they are the children of the

Highest ; and when the divine Father's call is ex-

tended to these, they are enabled to go forth in the

spirit of redeeming love, and in " the power of an
endless life," to testify of what the Lord has done for

their souls, and to proclaim to others what their eyes

have seen, their ears heard, and their hands handled,

of the good word of life, and powers of the world to

come ; thus inviting sons from afar and daughters

from the ends of the earth to come and enlist in the

Lamb's warfare, which is to "'fight the good fight of

faith, and lay hold on eternal life," and in view of

the awakening so apparent amongst us at present,
" Prophetic hope may trust," that the time is not far

distant when the question that will sometimes pre-

sent itself, " by whom shall Jacob arise for he is

small ? " will be answered ; and instead of the mourn-
ful query. The fathers, where are they? and the

prophets, do they live forever? there will be the joy-

ful exclamation, " How beautiful upon the mountains
are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that

publishetli peace ; that bringeth good tiding of good,

that publisheth salvation ; that saith unto Zion, thy

God reigneth !
" And now with regard to the main-

tenance of the ministry, I would ask, did the Most
High ever require any service of any of his dedi-

cated children, without furnishing the ability, as well

as the means for its performance ;
" ask the genera-

tions of old, whoever trusted in the Lord and was eon-

founded ?
"

Irondequoit, Tenth month 22. A. Coleman.
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GOING HOME.
SPEEDING onward with glad heart and buoyant
step, the road'may be long and rugged yet we weary

not, nor pause save to secure something of bright-

ness or beauty, a rich hued flower it may be which
shall bring an added gladness to the loved ones

awaiting our return with eager, anxious longing.

The thought that we are going home thrills every

fibre of our being nor awakens other emotions than

those of delight and blissful expectancy, the world
about seems to echo the gladness and cheer that are

in store for us at the end of our road.

Yet treading life's pathway which is but a more
extended journey to that unspeakably happy home
" whence we shall go out no more forever," we grow
weary, heartsick and dispirited, our Ihasting, eager

footsteps brush away the morning dew and ere long
we droop under the piercing beams of the mid-day
sun. When the lengthening shades of evening fall

across our path we seem to be treading a dark and
tangled maze instead of the sheltered, peaceful paths
which should be ours. We miss or do but half enjoy
the restful refreshing seasons which the revolving

years bring to us again and again. We fail to incor-

porate the ever new beauties which surround and
glorify our lives with the sombre threads of grief and
disappointment, thus forming of them a rich mosaic
whose colors blend in rare beauty when mellowed
by the ineSable light of God's presence. Our down-
cast eyes miss the inspiring scenes which the sum-
mit of each new day opens to our view, we forget to

look upward whither our path should ever tend and
where just beyond the cloud-film the sun is always
shining.

Onward, onward an irresistible'force is bearing us
allowing no halt, yet aff'ording time to secure the
richest pleasures life can yield. Shadows flit across
our pathway, darkness overcasts ; but list to the songs
in the stillness of the night-time; strivings and toils

fall to our lot, yet these but make us long for and ap-

preciate the rest and peace beyond. Even here we
may catch the glimmer of the home lights in the dis-

tance, and all the way long our Father's kind uner-
ring care is making safe for our feet every step of the
path which he would have us tread.

M. Alice Brown.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE REFUGE IN TROUBLE.
" Keep silent before me, O islands

; and let the people
renew their strength ; let them come near, then let them
speak; let as come near together to judgment."

BY way of simile, how oft is the mind tossed as with
the tempest, or the waves of the sea, even in the
Christian warfare, when strength can only be real-

ized in keeping silence before tlie Lord ; and coming
near to the Divine fountain from whence all good is

derived, to availingly speak or properly judge of that
which is the mind and will of him who has his way
in the sea, and his path in the mighty waters, and
whose footsteps are not known by the human under-
standing.

" Oh ! thou affiicted ; tossed with tempest and not
j

comforted," to thee is theencouraginglanguage record-

ed, " behold I will lay thy foundations with sapphires,

and make all thy borders of pleasant stones." May
every humble traveler Zionward, beset at times with
trials on the right hand, and on the left, or when
clouds may appear, and darkness surround the spir-

itual vision, for a season, to prove our fidelity, abide
in the tent of quietude and patiently wait our Heav-
enly Father's time, who in his own good time, which
is ever the best time, will scatter the clouds, as in

days of old, and cause the Son of Righteousness to

break forth with healing in his wings
;
giving clear-

ness to see and to move, not in our own might and
strength, but in the power of Infinite Jehovah, who
hears the cries of the poor and needy ones ; and who
remains to be strength in weakness, and a present
help in time of need. Rebecca Phice.

Tenth month, 1SS7.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF PEACE.
SURELY we may conclude the world of human in-

telligence is moving in the right direction when we
see the high endeavor manifested now as never be-

fore to establish peace relation on a basis that will

endure forever. All difiiculties between great nations

may be amicably adjusted and sealed by wi.se men,
selected as understanding the undying principle of

right and willing to be governed by it, the Christ

spirit coming in to their aid. This has been done,

and may be and will be, done again, to the honor of

God and the good,—yes, the highest good of man-
kind. May the time be hastened when " Nation
shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall

they learn war any more."
Sarah Hunt.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 47.

Twelfth Month 4th, 1887.

THE SOWER.
Golden Text.—"In the morning sow thy seed, and in the even-

ing withhold not thine hand ; for thou linowest not which
shall prosper, whether this or that, or whether they

both shall be alike good."—Ecc., 11 : 6.

Read Matt. 13 : 1-9, Revised Version.

JESUS had been teaching in a house in Capernaum,
and on the same day after the circumstance related

in Matt. 12: 46-50, he went to the seaside where the

parable of our lesson was given forth. Here he found
abundance of room for all to gather near him. At
the north end of the sea, (called also the Lake of Gen-
nesaret), there are small creeks or inlets, where the
fishing boats or ships as they are called in our lesson

could be safely moored only a few feet from the shore,

and where the multitudes, seated on both sides and
before the boat, could listen without distraction or
fatigue ; seats were furnished by the piles of smooth
basalt with which the shores were covered.

—

[Thomp-
son.)

A parable is a fictitious narrative, true to nature,

yet undeceptive, veiling a spiritual truth under a sym-
bol, for the purpose of conveying it to minds reluc-

tant or indifferent. It diflers from the proverb in be-

ing a narrative; from the fable, in being true to na-
ture

; from the myth, in being undeceptive ; from the
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allegory, in that it veils the spiritual truth.—(^h6o«.)

The farmers then as now lived in hamlets and un-

walled towns, for mutual protection against robbers,

and they went forth into the open country where

there were hard, travel-beaten paths through the cul-

tivated lands, with no dividing fences, where clumps

of thorns and briars were numerous, and rocks were

seen jutting through where the soil was scant. The

land was elsewhere very fertile and produced abun-

dant crops. All this was before the eyes of Jeeus as

he sat in the boat at the margin of the lake, and must

have been the inspiration of this parable which so

strikingly illustrates the several conditionsof the soul-

life as we see it manifested in our intercourse with

one another. The explanations of the parable are

given by Jesus himself, and are plain and easily un-

derstood by the most uncultivated mind.

We learn from this example of the teaching of

Jesus, 1. That in the inculcation of spiritual truth the

use of illustrations drawn from the common things

around us, whether they be natural objects or are

taken from human experience, is a method that

arrests the attention of the hearers and is calculated

to awaken thought and lead to a better understand-

ing of our duty.

2d. That in every position of human life there are

intinences around us that tend to draw away from the

truth, or smother its rising germs in the soul,—that

only as by prayer and watchfulness we keep the soil

of the heart fruitful in good and worthy deeds, shall

the increase be realized.

They who sow to the flesh shall of the flesh reap

corruption; but they who sow to the spirit shall of

the spirit reap life everlasting, is the testimony of

the Scriptures, and the truth of the declaration is

every day brought to our notice. This sowing to the

greed of the world's gain, how it leads men whose

lives before the world have been untarnished to risk

everything most valuable upon some venture through

which they hope to become possessors of wealth and

the influence it brings, and what failures have re-

sulted. Constantly we are reminded that the life

given up to frivolity and sensuous delights ends in

sorrow and often in disgrace, and it is the same in

every course of life that has not for its present as

well'as its ultimate design the highest and best devel-

opment in all its parts. A true manhood or woman-

hood can not be developed while any part of the field

of the heart is left to the thorns and briars or is

trodden down by the footprints of aimless endeavor.

To dress and keep this rich garden is the charge that

the Infinite, yet loving Father has given to every in-

dividual ; here the sowing, the cultivation, and the

reaping succeed each other, and are dependent

one upon the other. If there is no sowing of the

good seed there will grow up in its place plants of

evil and every bitter herb to poison the very fountain

of life, and bring a harvest of sorrow and dishonor.

We are largely what our environment makes us.

The child that has no early incentives to good, no

example worthy of being followed, will with difli-

culty, if at all, find the way to goodness, the path

that leads to upright living, to honorable, noble man-

hood. This is coming to be the prominent thought

in the minds of the world's workers for the welfare

of the world, and they are taking the children in

their veriest infancy— children whose home-life is

poisoned by sin and want and sorrow, and with the

gentle, softening influences of kindness and love,

covering up the plague spots of the soul, and planting,

in their stead the little seeds of good, that take root

in the yet mellow soil of the child-life, and redeem it

from the evils of its surroundings. The divine

blessing must attend every such worthy endeavor.

INCIDENT BELATED BY D'AUBIGNE.
IN 184G, after the Evangelical Alliance had closed its

sittings in London, I left the baths of Allisbruiu, and

went into the Orisons to see some friends. On the

steamboat of the Lake of Zurich, I found myself in

the midst of strangers ; but I soon noticed two per-

sons whom I took to be Quakers. I believed there

would be, doubtless, between them and me some

points of friendly relation. I addressed them, and

soon found in them two Christians,—sincere, enlight-

ened, lively. We traveled together two or three days,

and we enjoyed, all that time, true Christian union.

I remember well the time of our parting; we were

on the mountain, not far from the beautiful convent

of Pfefi'ers. To the riglit the path descended to the

Orisons and the Via Mala ; to the left a road opened

towards the Tyrol. My course was along the first,

my friends were to take the other. We were in the

deep gully of a ravine. A mountain stream, falling

behind us, crossed our road, and then made a second

fall immediately below. Some boulders of rocks,

rolled together without order, formed a sort of bridge.

We were seated on these stones. One of the Friends,

who had been an advocate, and who was a minister

in his community, grasped my hand at the moment
when we were about to part, and without saying a

word, knelt down on one of the fragments of rock. I

knelt down beside him. After some moments of pro-

found silence, during which no sound was heard but

the calm and majestic fall of the waters, my friend be-

gan to pour forth his soul unto God. He prayed for

me as if he had been one of my oldest friends or my
own brother. I had unfolded to him some of the

wounds of my own heart. He asked the Lord to

heal them. I have seldom enjoyed an hour of such

entire Christian union. We rose and parted. I passed

rapidly down the mountain on the side of Crettigon.

—Evangelical Christendom.

British Friend, (Gla.sgow), quoting the above, re-

marks : ''The Christian union between these two

distinguished men exemplifies the remark of a min-

ister, that the more faithful a man was to that church

in which his lot was cast, the more truly was he a

member of the church universal."

A THING to be thankful for is that Ood so sifts our

prayers that only the right ones are answered. If all

the foolish ones were granted we would have un-

speakable suffering.

" Instead of sitting down to idly mourn over dead

hopes, apply yourselves vigorously to the nearest

duty."
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A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE.

THE attention that is at present bestowed upon the

education of the children of our Religious Society,

and the help extended by several of our yearly meet-

inga to monthly meeting schools, where such aid is

needed in order to bring them up to the present stand-

ard of excellence, give to the generation just enter-

ing upon the active duties of life an advantage in

scholarship along all the lines of intellectual culture,

over those whom they succeed, that can scarcely be

estimated.

We have had good common schools and schools

of a high grade for a century or more, but these have

not been so generally open to all, as are our schools

of to-day ; and while our church discipline has made

it a subject of annual inquiry respecting the children

of Friends needing aid, " Do they freely partake of

learning to fit them for business?" the education of

such, and of a large proportion of all others, has been

mainly restricted to a rudimentary knowledge of Eng-

lish, and of mathematics. The consequent standard

of literary culture in our Society, taken as a whole,

can scarcely be said to have kept pace with the de-

mands of the age in which we are now living. It is

this feeling on the part of intelligent parents, and en-

lightened educators amongst us, many of whom ac-

quired their scholastic training under great disadvan-

tages, that has brought about the present interest in

education, and secured for our children these advan-

tages in schools of our own, under teachers in har-

mony with our own religious views, in the belief that

the school life of our youth will be in a large measure

preserved from those associations and social influ-

ences that gave our forefathers such anxiety, and de-

terred them from sending their sons and daughters to

the colleges and higher schools outside the Society,

choosing rather that they should have less learning,

and maintain their allegiance to the Society of

Friends.

We who are cognizant of these facts may with

propriety ask, what will be the outcome of all this

care of the Society over the education of its youth?

What is the present outlook, so far as pertains to the

interest of our young people in the attendance of our

meetings, and the general welfare of the body ? and

are they developing a regard for its simple forms, its

unostentatious worship, its voluntary and unsalaried

ministry, often uneducated, and presenting little upon

which the cultured intellect can feed and be satisfied ?

These questions must claim our serious aud

thoughtful consideration, and how they are to be met

is the problem of the hour. If all our young people

who are drinking at the fountain of knowledge were

at the same time drawing from the well of living

water that nourishes the spirit, we might rest assured

that whether from lips uneducated in the world's

culture, or from the quiet introversion of our silent

meetings the encouragement came, to " press on to-

ward the goal unto the prize of the high calling of

God," it would be helpful and soul-satisfying. But

while we accept without controversy the declaration

of the Apostle to the Gentiles, "To each one is given

a manifestation of the Spirit to profit withal," this

manifestation must have a controlling influence over

the life before the fruits of the spirit can be de-

veloped.

Much depends upon home influence ; if this cen-

tres around the meeting with an earnestness that

admits of no doubt, the First-day school and the

reading classes connected therewith open the way

for usefulness and for religious development where

intellectual training and the best scholarship find

opportunities for active service and advancement in

all that pertains to the best life. If the principles

and testimonies bequeathed us by our predecessors

are to have a place among the religious institutions

of the future, their perpetuity mainly depends upon

the youth whom we are now educating. May this

thought lead all who are directing the current of

events in our homes, our schools, and our meetings,

to consider wisely the importance of the trust com-

mitted to their care and to seek for guidance at that

Fountain of Wisdom from which none are turned

empty away. ^^_^^^^^

We shall discontinue, with this week's issue, the

sending of " sample copies " to the list of names,

(about six hundred in all), to which we began to send

a few weeks ago. We shall, however, with pleasure

forward a sample copy or copies to any others whose

names may be sent us for the purpose. Of course if

any of those who have received the paper in this

way have found it interesting we should be glad to

have them as subscribers. The increase of our

circulation will make it possible to further add to the

value and usefulness of the paper.

Those of our subscribers who take other periodi-

cals are recommended to send for them through us,

in connection with their orders for the Intelligencer

AND Journal. As they give us a "Club Rate," we can
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afibrd the combination of the two at a material dis-

count. The advertisement elsewhere printed gives

the prices for a number of leading publications.

MARRIAGES.
BUNTING-BUNTING.—On Fifth-day, the seventeenth

inst., under the care of the Monthly Meeting of Friends

of Philadelphia, held at Spruce Street, at the residence of

the bride's parents, Greenbank, Upper Darby, James A.

Bunting of Sharon Hill, Pa., and Susan H., daughter of

Samuel S. and Anne H. Buutiug.

DEA TBS.
BALDWIN.—Suddenly, Eleventh month 15th, Thomas

Baldwin, in his 81st year; for many years a teacher in this

city.

BEDELL.—Tenth month 24th, 1887, at his home in

West Vienna, Oneida Co., N. Y., Jeremiah J. Bedell, aged

70 years, 8 months, and 9 days.

A good man, ripe in years, has laid down the burdens of

this toilsome life to put on the crown of immortality in the

life to come. *

FROST.—At Milwaukee, Wis., Eleventh month 14th,

1887, of pneumonia, Mary W., widow of Stephen Frost, in

her 78th year; a member of Oswego Monthly Meeting In-

terment took place at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., her former

home.

GARRETT.—At Bloomington, 111., Eleventh month
12th, Mary H., widow of Benjamin Garrett, of Upper
Darby, Pa., in her 85th year ; a member of the Monthly

Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia. Interment from the

residence of her son, David H. Garrett, Lansdowne, Pa.

GARRETT.—At his residence, near Sugartown, Chester

county, Pa., Eleventh mouth, 13th, Wilmer H. Garrett, in

his 52d year; a member of Goshen Monthly Meeting.

GILLINGHAM.—Suddenly, of heart disease, Eleveuth
month 12th, at Fallsiugton, Pa., Miluor Gilliugliam, aged
50 years.

HAINES.—Suddenly, Eleveuth mouth lltb, M. Liviug-

ston Haines, of Camden, N. J.

HANNA.—Tenth mouth 14th, at the residence of her

sou in Camden, N. J., Rebecca, widow of John Hauna,
aged 91 years, 8 mouths and 17 days ; for mauy years an
Elder of Newton Preparative, Haddonfleld Monthly Meet-

ing, N. J.

HARNED.—At the residence of his sister-in-law, Sarah

S. Line, near Plainfleld, New Jersey, First-daj- morning
Eleventh month 13tb, 18S7, of pneumonia, Hugh W.
Harned, aged 70 years, 1 month, and 21 days; a member of

Plainfield Meeting.

H.\RRIS.—On the 13th instant, at the residence of her

son-in-law, David Evans, Margaret Harris, iu the 74th

year of her age. A resident of Lobo, Ontario. From an
obituary notice in a local paper, we take the following :

She was the daughter of Benjamin and Sarah Cutler, and

was born in the township of Bertie, Wellaud county, Au-
gust 8th, 1813. She was married to John D. Harris, Feb.

10th, 18.35, and came into the township of Lobo with her

husband the same year, when it was almost au unbrokou

wilderness. She was from her youth a consistent member
of the Society of Friends, and her life was a practical ex-

emplification of their principles. Singularly equable in

temper, always unselfish in her ministrations of kindness,

severely strict in her standard of morals, yet charitable iu

her judgment, as tempei'ate in her actious as her language,

she was loved by all who knew her, and her pure and

noble spirit has left her no enemies behind. She bore her
sufferings with much resignation, and passed away peace-

fully, after bidding farewell to her children,

LOVETT.—Tenth month 20th, Anna M., wife of Wil-
liam P. Lovett, in her 30th year; a member of the Monthly
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

REEVE.—At the residence of Rebecca S. Troth, Borden-
town, N. J., Eleveuth month 15th, Angle Reeve, aged 50

years.

ROGERS.—Eleventh month 6th, near Mount Holly, N.

J., George VV. Rogers, in his 35th year.

RO.SS.—At the residence of T. Ellwood King, West
Philadelphia, Tenth month 21st, Amy Ross, in her 76th

year.

SCOTT.—Abner S. Scott died at his residence Eleventh
mouth 4th, 1887, iu Eaton, Preble county, Ohio. He was
born Fifth month 9th, 1807, in Burlingtou county, N. J.,

and iu 1833 he united in marriage with Esther W. Hunt.

He was an esteemed Elder of Westfield (Ohio) Monthly
Meeting of Friends for many years, until his failing health

prevented his atteudauce.

He was of a quiet, indwelling spirit, and manifested by

his daily life and during his long illness that he was pa-

tiently waiting and watching, which spoke more loudly

than words of his implicit fiiith and trust in the saving

power of Christ. Being food of reading, he found much
consolation in the fourteeuth chapter of St. John and the

ninety and ninety-first Psalms.

Through his great sufferings he often said " his day's

work was done and he was waiting the Lord's will to give

to him rest."

TAYLOR.—At his late residence, Sudbury farm, near

Bristol, Pa., Eleventh month 15th, Caleb N. Taylor, in his

74th year.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.

—A correspondent at Maple Grove, Huntington

county, Indiana, writes :

We had our much esteemed friends, Ann Packer,

of Green Plain, and Elizabeth Davis, of Waynesville,

Ohio, very acceptably with us at our meeting on

First-day, the 30th ultimo. They both were led to

speak to comfort and edification. We also had a

good Christian man, (not a member with us), to visit

our neighborhood last week. He held a children's

meeting in our meeting-house on last Seventh and

First-day afternoons. There was a pretty large at-

tendance of almost all classes, at both meetings. After

he ha<l spoken to the children very affectionately,

he taught them some very excellent object lessons,

on the sul)jeot of morality. He often goes by the

name of " tlie children's friend," or preacher; his

right name is Jacob Huntsinger, of Huntington

county, this State.

Wliitewater Quarterly Meeting is to be held at

this place,for the first time, on the first Seventli-day

in next month, wlien we hope to have many of our

warm friends from other neighborlioods and from a

di.stance, with us.

We carry on wliat is called a Band of Hope at our

district schoolhouse, every other First-day afternoon,

but no First-day school.

Our little meeting for divine worship moves along

about as it has done for several years past.

J. P. P.
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—A Friend writing from tlie West on the subject

of isolated Friends, says:—"Oil! ttiat we could have

Friends to realize, without having the sad experi-

ence, what it is to be far from a Friends' settlement,

—that they might make this one of the first consid-

erations in establishing a home. Many think that

Other Friends will settle where they locate, and they

can in time have a meeting ; but how often they are

disappointed, and in the decline of life, sitting in

their tents, they see that their children have not

found the shelter that protects them, but are, many

of them, as sheep without a shepherd."

THE FRIENDS' DOCTRINE IN MISSION
WORK.

Editors INTKLLIGENCKE AND JOUENAL :

SUPPOSING that all readers are familiar with the

discussions at the Convention of the Evangelical

Churches in regard to the foreign missionaries, held

some weeks since, [at Springfield, Mass.], I would

like to a.'^k Friends is there not need of more effort

from among our people called Quakers in work

among heathen, who scorn the idea of their fore-

fathers having all been eternally lost because of their

•want of knowledge of Christ. Experience shows that

missionaries do not win many converts in proportion

to their work, and to the population in heathen

countries. Would not the Inner Light and still

Small Voice principle be more readily accepted ?

To be sure, our principles are upheld in a measure

by other denominations, but are they sounded aloud

in the world by our members ?

I know there are obligations resting on our mem-
bers and for this reason others cannot prescribe their

duties ; but I ask all to look at this subject and see if

missionary work is not needed, possibly, right at

home, and often not confined to the lower cla.ss

either. To me it is painful to see so many indiffer-

ent, worldly people, lounging at home or out for

amusement, if only to view new enterprises, on the

Sabbath, as though " man was made for the Sabbath

and not the Sabbath for man."

Can we not have special evangelistic meetings in

our Society ?

Young Member.
Mullica Hill, N. J.

over fifty years of age, and in a number of the fami-

lies sickness or disability existed. The following

were approved as oflicers: Treasurer, T. Morris

Perot, 314 Vine St.; Clerk, Wm. Ileacock ;
Recorder,

John Coraly ;
Committee to oversee the order-book,

William B: Webb, Thomas Woodnutt, William Hea-

cock. The Committee on Supplies have made nearly

as favorable an arrangement as last year, but the

prospect of delays in shipment may interfere with

the prompt delivery of coal, and it was thought de-

sirable to have additional storage capacity.

The rule as to privileges of contributors was con-

tinued as for several years, and the order-book will

be opened at Friends' Book Store on Second-day,

Twelfth mo. 26.

FRIENDS' CHARITY FUEL ASSOCIATION.

THE fifty-third Annual Meeting of Friends' Charity

Fuel Association was held Eleventh month 19th.

The auditors reported the Treasurer's account correct,

with some increase in the invested funds. The an-

nual summary showed that 437 orders were drawn

by contributors last winter, relieving over 1,500 per-

sons connected with the families aided. As far as

reported, 667 children were included, but care on the

part of those drawing orders would enable a more

accurate report to be made. Of the families aided,

2.59 are stated as American, 120 Irish, 10 English, 25

German, and the remainder of various nationalities

;

326 are recorded as white, 146 were married, 55 sin-

gle, 192 widows, 12 widowers, and in 32 cases family

relationships were not given. 220 are reported as

THE TEMPERANCE TEXT-BOOKS.

WE are desired to print the information that a peti-

tion signed by many prominent persons has been ad-

dressed to publishers of text-books on " Scientific

Temperance," (designed for use in the public schools),

asking them " to revise their publications to conform

to the latest results of scientific inquiry, and to meet

the terms and spirit of the recent State laws on the

subject, so that public and authorized expressions of

approval and endorsement of all such books, can be

issued and given wide circulation." A small circular

issued on the subject says :

During the last five years, the Legislatures of

twenty-three out of our thirty-eight States, and the

National Congress for all the ten Territories, have

made the study of Scientific Temperance, compulsory

" for all pupils in all their public schools." The pop-

ulation of these states and territories, is over one-half

that of the whole country. It was the intention of

those who secured these laws that the children

should have the latest science concerning the dan-

gers and hurtful qualities of alcohol, used in any de-

gree, and the peril of forming the habit of its use

The'law requires this ; nothing less than this will

ever satisfy its friends. Those text-books that only

point out the evils of drunkenness and the danger of

excessive use of alcoholic drinks and narcotics, do

not meet the requirements of the law, and do not

satisfy those who secured its enactment, and who are

determined to secure its enforcement.

Such an appeal to all publishers effectually refutes

the charge that the friends of Temperance instruction

are pecuniarily interested in the sale of any particu-

lar book. It is because the question of total-absti-

nence for the children of this country, and therefore

of their well-being and that of the land soon to be

governed by them, depends largely upon the teach-

ings in the text-books employed, that this appeal is

made. ^^-_-__:^:^^=^==

The whole faculties of man must be exerted in

order to call forth noble energies ;
and he who is not

earnestly sincere lives in but half his being, self-mu-

tilated, self-paralyzed.— Co/erirfj/f.

Be pleasant and kind to those around you. The

man who stirs his cup with an icicle spoils the tea

and chills his own fingers.
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TESTIMONIAL TO WHITTIER ON HIS EIGHT-
IETH BIRTHDAY.

SENATOR GEORGE F. HOAR, of Massachusetts, at

a recent meeting of the " Essex Club," devoted an

important part of his address to a eulogy of John G.

Whittier, whose home, he said, he had recently

visited for the first time. The Boston iferaWs report

says

:

" The sentiments given expression to so beautifully

in the poet's verses were far more eloquent and far

reachi ng than those of Sumner, Phillips, andGarrison.

Senator Hoar described him as he sits, at the age of

eighty years, looking back over his long record of use-

fulness and purity. The eloquence of Senator Hoar's

address moved the club to take some action, and it was
suggested by the president that some mark of respect

be presented to Mr. Whittier on his eightieth birth-

day anniversary, December 17. Hon. George W. Gate,

of Amesbury, where the poet lives, Hon. Henry Cabot
Lodge, Gen. Cogswell, Mr. Hill, of Haverliill, where
the poetbegan his work, Mr. C. A. Shepard, of Danvers
where the poet resides in the summer-time, and Mr.
Frank E. Allan, councilor-elect, were appointed a

committee to take the matter in hand, and to this

committee the club at once added the president. It

was suggested to prepare a letter, which the promi-
nent men of the nation should sign, or to carry to

him some tribute of intrinsic value. Senator Hoar
said that if a letter were prepared, he would have it

signed by all the United States senators."

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.

—The Christian Worker, (Chicago), commenting
upon the reported action of a Jewish rabbi, (who
said he would not wear his hat during the dedication"

services of a Jewish synagogue), goes on to say:

"Time was when Friends wore the hat in the syna-

gogue. But there arose a cla.ss who, like this Jewish
rabbi, broke away from form and tradition and pre-

cedent, applied conjnion sense and plain human
reason to their conduct in such matters, saw that the

custom was 'unwholesome, unpleasant, and out of

place' in any civilization, and laid aside the practice.

Throughout the church Friends sit uncovered in

meeting now, and would like to have it forgotten

that they ever had such a practice. In conservative

Philadelphia, and occasionally elsewhere, a Friend
may be found who persists in the old way, but the

wisest of them woulil be puzzled to give any reason

for the practice, except that their fatliers did so."

—The following words, occurring not long since

in a private letter from a ijeloved minister, are worthy
of emphatic repetition :

"If our young Friends could only believe that

they have a good thing in the spiritual gospel of our

church—not a thing to be ashamed of, or apologized

for, or evaded in any way, Init the purest and grand-

est system of theology which the Lord ever granted

to any people, they would 'stand fast in tlie liberty

wherewith Christ has made them free, and not be
entangled again in any yoke of bondage.' "

—

Friends'

Review.

—In Indiana Yearly Meeting, (O.), at its recent

session at Richmond, the " Committee on Ministry"

made a long report, of whicli the following is part:

1. There have been one hundred and fifty-three

series of Meetings held since our last Yearly Meeting.

2. There have been 2,468 professed conversions

during the past year.

3. There have been 1,534 applications for member-
ship with Friends.

4. The new members generally stand fast in the

faith.

5. There seems to be a manifest lack of pastoral

care in a large majority of our Meetings, only twenty

of the whole number reporting no lack in this regard.

6. There is a willingness manifested by a large

number of our members to contribute to the support

of the Ministry.

7. About twenty of our Meetings report system-

atic arrangements for raising funds for the support of

the Ministry at home.
8. Most of our Meetings are free from internal

discord which hinders the growth of the Church. A
few Meetings report serious trouble in this respect.

The needs of Meetings without regular Ministry,

have from its appointment claimed the prayerful

consideration of the Committee, and every year

greater demands are made upon us to meet the re-

quirements of these Meetings. Arrangements have

been made from time to time with ministers from

other Meetings to attend these destitute congrega-

tions and minister to their needs

We have two hundred and twenty-five recorded

Ministers belonging to our Yearly Meeting. Fifty of

these have been engaged more or less of the time in

revival work. The one hundred and seventy-five

whose call has not been to the evangelistic fields

have not been forgotten by the Committee ; their ser-

vices have been as fully appreciated as those whose

call has been to service of a more public character.

THE RICHMOND DECLARATION.
[WE give below the conclusion of an article in The

Friend, of London, reviewing the proceedings of the

Conference of Orthodox Yearly Meetings, at Rich-

mond, the portion here printed referring particularly

to the "Declaration of Faith." This was "approved,"

apparently without any considerable time .spent in

examining it, by the recent session of Baltimore

(Orthodox) Yearly Meeting.— Eds. Intelligencer

AND Journal.]

What with the length of the document and otlier

important business that needed attention after it had

been disposed of, very little time indeed was avail-

able for carefully considering it. Some hesitation as

to its prompt adoption seems to have been felt from

the first, but was overruled. Joseph S. Fry pleaded

against proceeding in such haste, but he was informed

that "every word had been collated from Books of

Discipline and Epistles, many of which bore his own
signature." So, with a few minor alterations, it was

all adopted.

We do not wish to object to anything contained in

this declaration, but we think it may fairly be ques-

tioned whether it should go forth as the well-consid-

ered work of the Conference. We also doubt whether
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it is correct to state without any modification that the

fundamental doctrines of Christian trutli here em-

bodied " have always been professed by our bratich

of the Church of Christ."

The object, contemplated by the Conference in

issuing this document is stated in its " conclusions "

as follows: It is hoped that it "might prevent the

tendency towards the disintegration of the Society."

" It was deemed to be for the benefit of the' Society

at large." "It is intended to form an expression of

the faith which we hold in common." It is clear

that the main object was not to instruct those outside

the Society, but to influence those within ; to bind

them together. But the tendency of a statement of

doctrine or any other form of creed is to separate

quite as much as to bind. It drives off or keeps at a

distance those who cannot adopt it. Is this, too, one

of the objects contemplated? Its power to Ijind,

moreover, is not in the creed, but in the authority

that puts it forth. God has put forth a statement ; it

bears his authority ; what need we more?
But one Friend of much influence who supported

the document is reported to have said (we hope it is

a mistake) that he " felt bound by the sacred volume

as interpreted by the founders of the Society of Friends."

It reminds us of what used sometimes to be heard

forty or fifty years ago, that the Scriptures needed

Friends' books to explain them. Koman Catholics

hold that the Bible will do more harm than good,

unless explained by the priest. Cardinal Newman,
in his "Apologia pro sua Vita," shows how he rea-

soned himself into believing that the teaching of

Christ and His Apostles needed exposition, and that

its true expositors were the early Fathers. This

logically brought him to believe in transubstautiation

and to communion with the Roman Catholic Church.

But Cardinal Newman was wrong in his premises.

It is true that the Bible needs to be explained ; we
shall all agree in this; but the only safe expositor of

Scripture is the Holy Spirit ; and a wonderful help it

has been to our Society that as a body we have

always maintained this. We must be very careful

how we point to any other authority in faith and
doctrine.

And let us never forget that the true bond of

Christian union is not in light or knowledge, but in

life ; not in uniformity of doctrine and practice, but

in loving attachment and devotion to the same Lord
and Saviour.

Having issued this "Declaration of Faith," the

Conference "submit it to the Yearly Meetings repre-

sented for their consideration and approval." This

will bring very grave responsibility upon them all,

and suggests many difficult questions : but we have
said enough for the present.

Sorrow, rightly borne, makes wonderful discov-
eries of trutli ; and the inquiry of every one passing
through its experiences should be, " What is God
teaching?"

All mankind are happier for having been happy,
60 that, if you make them happy now, you make
them happy twenty years hence by the memory of
it.

—

Sidney Smith.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

GUIDE ME ARIGHT, FATHER.
GUIUE me aright, O Father

!

Nor let me go astray.

But keep my foot-steps ever

In Thy high and holy way.

Guide me aright, Father

!

While in my youthful day.

Nor ever let me wander
From virtue's pleasant way.

Guide me aright, O Father !

When in manhood's strength I stand.

Keep me ready and willing

To hasten at Thy command.

Though the way seem dark and dreary,

Aud its ending out of sight,

Give me faith to believe thou wilt ever

Guide Thy trusting ones aright.

Guide me aright, O Father

!

When o'er my drooping head

Locks like the snows of winter.

But scantily are spread.

That joyous at Thy bidding,

I may lay the burden dowu.

And for the cross Thou hast lightened

Put on the starry crowu.

Guide me aright, O Father

!

To Thy own sweet home above.

Where all is joy and gladness.

Where all is peace and love.

Edwaed N. Haened.
Chappaqua, N. Y.

HAZEL BLOSSOMS.
THE summer warmth has left the sky.

The summer songs have died away
;

And, withered in the footpaths lie

The fallen leaves, but yesterday

With ruby aud with topaz gay.

The grass is browning on the hills;

No pale, belated flowers recall

The astral fringes of the rills,

Aud drearily the dead vines fall.

Frost-blackened, from the roadside wall.

Yet through the gray and sombre wood.

Against the dusk of fir and pine,

Last of their floral sisterhood,

The hazel's yellow blossoms shine.

The tawny gold of Afric's mine

!

Small beauty hath thy unsung flower,

For spriug to own, or summer hail

;

But, in the season's saddest hour,

To .skies that weep and winds that wail

Its glad surprises never fail.

O days grown cold ! life grown cold !

No rose of June may bloom again ;

But, like the hazel's twisted gold,

Through early frost and later raiu

Shall hints of summer time remain.

And as within the hazel's bough

A gift of mystic virtue dwells,

That points to golden ores below.

And in dry desert places tells

Where flow unseen the cool, sweet wells,
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So, in the wise Diviner's hand,

Be mine, the hazel's grateful part,

To feel heneath a thirsty land.

The living waters thrill and start.

The beating of the rivulet's heart!

Sufficeth me the gift to light

With latest bloom the dark, cold days

;

To call some hidden spring to sight,

That, in these dry and dusty ways,

Shall sing its pleasant song of praise.

Love ! the hazel-wand may fail.

But thou canst lend the surer spell,

That, passing over Baca's vale,

Eepeats the old-time miracle.

And makes the desert land a well.

—John G. Whittier.

THE SOUND OF THE SEA.

THEEE is a legend of old, that a strange story tells.

Of the sound of the sea, that is beard in its shells,

Tho' for thousands of miles they are borne from its shore.

Place your ear to their cells, you may still hear the roar

Of the wave that in infancy rocked them to sleep,

In the pearly gemmed cave, of the wind-cradled deep.

So the heart in its wanderings where e're it may roam.

If true to itself, turns with yearnings for home;

That thro' all its life long, may be felt and be heard.

In the thrill of a tone, in the sound of a word

That another as truthful may feel, and may prove

As thought answered thought, in the circles of love.

New friendships may bind as, new loves lay their claims,

New homes ma.y enshrine us, they are never the same.

The home we first loved, on this beautiful earth.

The friends of our childhood, the place of our birth.

In the depths of our hearts, ever sung they will be.

As the shells ever sing, of their homes in the sea.

—Frances D. Gage.

MAKING THE BEST OF IT.

THERE is no element that enters more lart:ely into

the happiness and general comfort of society than the

disposition to make the best of what happens. Good
and evil, or what we esteem as such, come to us all at

different times and in various ways, but the message

they bring and the effect they produce are chiefly

determined by the way we receive tliem. There

are some persons wlio really seem to tax their pow-

ers of ingenuity to the utmost in making the worse of

everything. Does prosperity attend their labors?

Are they in good health? Are their families happy

and united? Are their social relations agreeable?

They receive it all without rejoicing, as a matter of

course, and only what they had a right to expect.

Does adversity visit them in any form? No com-

plaints are bitter enough to suit their particular case
;

no reproaches are severe enough to cast upon any

one who may be thought instrumental in bringing it

on ; no presentation of their troubles can be too

highly colored or too minute in detail to inflict upon

whoever is willing to listen to it. They absorb all the

sympathy and consolation of their friends, without

allowing themselves to be comforted or consoled, and

even resent any effort to show them a brighter side

as an attempt to make light of their affliction. So

engrossed are they in cherishing their sorrows, and
recounting them to others, in dwelling upon the very
worst side, and treasuring it up, lest they should for-

get any of its bitterness, that it is only with the
greatest difficulty that they can be induced to turn at

length to the future, and throw themselves into its

duties and its hopes.

On the other hand, there are those who place the
emphasis of their lives upon the happy side. They
dwell with pleasure upon all the joys that come to

them
; they speak freely and gratefully of them, and

thus communicate something of their own gladness

to others. They take also a sincere interest in the
various pleasures of their friends, increasing them by
their genial sympathy and hearty congratulations.

When failure or disappointment, bereavement or mis-

fortune overtakes them, though suffering as keenly,

and grieving as deeply as any, they shrink from mak-
ing loud laments or inflicting needle.ss pain upon
others. They instinctively feel that the time has

come for silence and privacy, and that the lesson to

be learned is that of patient endurance and a brave
return to cheerfulness and duty. They do not refuse

to look upon the brighter side of the cloud, they do
not utterly lo.se heart and hope, they do not bury
themselves in a selfish indulgence of sorrow, but

rather strive to bury their sorrow in their own hearts,

and rise with accumulated strengi h to the duties of

the present and the hopes of the future.

Not only are the grave and serious events of life

received thus differently, but also the little every-day

details, upon which .so much of our comfort and plea-

sure depends. Some persons live in a perpetual state

of fret. The weather is always objectionable; the

temperature is never satisfactory. They have too

much to do, and are driven to death ; or too little, and
have no resources. If they are sick they know they

shall never get well ; if they are well they expect

soon to be sick. Something is sure to disturb their

sleep; their food is never quite to their taste ; they

have corns which every one treads on, or a toothache

which no one realizes. Their daily work is either

drudgery, which they hate, or so difficult and com-

plex that they cannot execute it. To hear the pro-

longed recital of their petty woes one would think

they were the most persecuted of mortals ;
and when

people shrink from the disagreeable catalogue their

lack of sympathy adds another drop to their cup of

troubles. Yet these people have no more real cause

for repining than the rest of the world. They are

more wretched, it is true, and spread their wretched-

ness with a liberal hand around them, but tliat is

simply because they emphasize all that is unpleasant

and ignore the rest, thus making the worst they can

of both.

In contrast to these, we sometimes meet with men
and women so bright and cheery that their very pre-

sence is a positive pleasure. They discover the favor-

able side of the weather, of their business, of home
surroundings, of social relations, even of political

affairs. They will tell you of all the pleasant things

tliat happen, and give voice to all the joy they feel.

Of course they are sometimes annoyed, perple.xed

and worried by petty troubles, but the very effort
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they make to pass them over silently diminishes

their unpleasant effect upon themselves, and prevents

the influence from extending. To make the best of

the thousand details of every-day life, as they arise,

is a great power for good in human life, and one

which every man and every woman can wield.

Then, too, we can make the best of one another.

There is plenty of room for praise and for blame in

every one we meet. Virtue and demerit, intelligence

and folly, strength and weakness, are mingled in

every variety and degree. Here also the question

of emphasis comes in. When we pick a person to

pieces, expose his follies, criticise his manners, ques-

tion his motives, and condemn his actions, we are

making, not the best, but the worst of him. If, on
the contrary, we search for his good points and bring

them to the front; if we make all allowance for liis

faults and errors and withdraw them as much as pos-

sible from the notice of others, we are making the

best of him, both in appearance and in reality. In

shielding his reputation we are preserving for him
the respect of others, which goes far towards promot-

ing his own self-respect. Every one has at times felt

the spur to good conduct that is given by the con-

sciousnes > thers think well of him and expect

good things of him. It arouses all the energy of na-

ture to retain such esteem and to prove that it was
not unmerited. All good and all evil may be largely

strengthened and developed by being drawn into at-

tention, and may likewise be weakened and crushed

hy being ignored or dropped out of sight. Tlius,

when by our emphasis we are honestly making the

best of things and of people, we are not only increas-

ing the happiness of the world, but also strenthening

and enhancing the good that is in it.

—

Philadelphia

Ledger, 1881.

INDIAN AFFAIRS: COMMISSIONER'S RE-
PORT.

J. D. C. ATKINS, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in

his annual report to the Secretary of the Interior,

says that a review of the year shows continued prog-

ress on the part of the Indians. " The progress shows
itself all along the line, in increased knowledge and
experience as to the arts of agriculture, in enlarged
facilities for stock-growing, in better buildingsand bet-

ter home appointments, and in the adoption of the
dress and customs of the white man. Evidence of
progress is given in the largely increased attendance
of pupils at school, which has been greater during the
past year than during any preceding year, and in the
still more gratifying fact, admitted by all intelligent

and close observers of Indians, that the parents de-
sire that the children shall avail themselves of the
generous opportunities for education."

Upon the subject of allotments in severalty, the
Commissioner says that too great haste in this work
should be avoided, and if the work proceeds less rap-
idly than was expected the public must not be impa-
tient. The President has wisely ordered, he continues,
that allotments be made only on reservations where
the Indians are known to be generally favorable to the
idea. The Commissioner thinks it may be safely pre-
dicted that when the system is thoroughly in opera-

tion there will be fewer cases reported of Indians hav-
ing been driven from their homes through ignorance
of their riglits; there will be less conflict between
the races, and the wisdom of Congress in making this
provision will be everywhere recognized. He says
that he is gratified to state that the,more the sever-
alty act is discussed among the Indians, the more
they come to understand its operation, and the more
they see members of their tribes accepting individ-
ual holdings and having houses erected and farms
fenced and cultivated, the more they are abandoning
their opposition to the act and signifying their wish
to accept its provisions. In this connection he says
that the five civilized tribes of the Indian Territory
who are exempted and excluded from the provisions
of the general allotment act are busy trying to preju-
dice others against it. However, in view of the fee
simple title which these tribes hold to their lands, it

would not be just for Congress to insist upon restrict-

ing these Indians to the quarter-section limitation of
the allotment act; on the contrary, ju.stice and fair-

ness and every principle of national faith demand
that these Indians be allowed to divide up their en-
tire territory per capita. The report says that from
the reports of agents it is ascertained that the area of
land under cultivation has increased 25,000 acres over
last year. Three thousand acres of new land have
been broken. The increase in number of families
engaged in agriculture is 1,596, and about 120 new
houses have been erected. Farms are reported in bet-
ter order, and the cultivation of them is more intelli-

gent and systematic. Orchards are being planted,
farm products marketed, and numerous other evi-

dences of thrift and home life show their improve-
ment.

Referring to the subject of teaching only English
in Indian schools, the Comrai.ssioner says that no
unity or community of feeling can be established
among different peoples unless they are brought to

speak the same language, and thus become imbued
with like ideas of duty. The orders issued in regard
to this matter do not, as has been urged, touch the
question of tlie preaching of the gospel in the
churches, nor in anywise hamper the efforts of mis-
sionaries. He says that he is pleased to note that the
five civilized tribes have taken the same view of the
subject, and English is alone taught among them.

Is it not true that each one of you is silently striv-

ing for a better life than you are living? Whose con-
science is satisfied ? Who can read the Sermon on the
Mount and claim it as the actual standard of his life ?

Who can seriously look, I will not say upon the char-

acter of Jesus, but which one of you can think of the
best life you ever knew, without some sense of per-

sonal shame? Have not many of you, at least in the
dry light of your understandings, reproached the
Gospels as demanding a beauty of goodness impos-
sible to common humanity? And yet in your hearts,

no type of goodness can satisfy, inferior to His whom
men have called divine.— Tlieodore C. Williams.

In studying character do not be blind to the short-

comings of a warm friend or the virtues of a bitter

enemy.
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THE NEW PHONOGRAPH.

MR. EDISON announces that be has completed his

phonograph. Instead of being merely a toy, it is

now to be an instrument of great practical utility.

We have not yet been favored with a review copy of

the new phonograph, and have had no opportunity,

therefore, to test its merits. If the newspaper re-

ports concerning it are correct, it is capable of accu-

rately recording and faithfully repeating human

speech and all other sounds which may be poured

into its omnivorous ear.

It is easy to indulge in the most fascinating

dreams concerning the varied and interesting appli-

cations of this new instrument. To call it a phono-

graph, or sound-writer, is but a feeble Hellenism; for

the phonograph not only writes down, but it talks

back. One of the immediate uses to which the in-

ventor suggests that it may be put is that of taking

down letters by dictation. Instead of the young lady

stenographer and type-writer, who now lends her

fascinations to the counting-room, the merchant will

sit in front of this instrument, and talk, into its ear

just as if it had a brain behind it. It is perfectly do-

cile. It listens with what is literally breathless atten-

tion. When he has got through, he takes out the

phonogram, which is the written record of his words,

and sends it by mail to a correspondent, who, of

course, has a similar instrument. The phonogram is

placed in it, it is set in motion, and the letter is re-

peated to the ear of the receiver. This phonogram

can be filed away just the same as a letter, and repro-

duced upon a machine five hundred times, if neces-

sary. The banishment of the young lady stenogra-

pher, which we should certainly regret, will not

inevitably follow. Few men can talk their letters ofl'

in a straight line : they must have opportunity for

revision. In that case, the letter will be dictated as

previously to a stenographer; and when it has been

reread to the dictator and found satisfactory, the

young lady stenographer will be saved the great time

required in tran.scribing her notes by talking it off

into the instrument, the merchant merely shouting

his name at the end, to give it an autophonic char-

acter.

But the commercial uses of the phonograph are

exceeded in intere.st by its application to other

spheres. The human ear seems to be strangely fasci-

nated by an echo. The three-year-old boy is not the

only one who likes to hear the echo of his own voice

come back to him from hill or glen. To hear the

echoes talk to you as if your own voice had somehow
found another larynx, leaving you in uncertainty as

to whether you possess the original or the imitation,

is always a strange experience, which may be multi-

plied by the phonograph at any time. There is a

class of people, also, who are charmed by tlieir own
voice. There are singers who like to hear themselves

sing, speakers who like to hear themselves talk. In

ministering to such vanity, the phonograph will be a

great boon. A public speaker often wishes that he
might hear himself as others hear him. He will now
have an opportunity of listening to his own lecture

or his own sermon; and he will know just where to

laugh and just where to applaud, which people often
fail to do who have not been previously instructed.

S * » * S! * «s

Tlie phonograph may have its uses in science and
education. Stanley, the next time he goes to Central
Africa, will take a phonograph with him. He will

bring back a complete record of the languages of the
different tribes as talked by the natives. We shall

also be able to preserve for philological purposes the
expiring accents of languages that are doomed to

die. In acquiring a new language also, the phono-
graph may be of great service. Persons who wish to

learn French or Spanish through the ear will only
have to buy a full set of Frencli or Spanish phono-
grams, and a lesson can be repeated to them again
and again until the ear is perfectly familiarized. It

can be used to study the growth of language in a
child. The mother will take the child's phonographic
value every day ; and the phonogram will be filed

away in an album, giving in later years a perfect rep-

resentation of its lingual growth.

The phonograph will ahso have its charitable uses.

Ladies who are afraid to read to the sick in hospitals

for fear of catching some contagious disease, can read

aloud to the plionograph in their own homes. As
every hospital will possess some of these instruments,

the single reading can be used over and over again,

and form a part of the permanent phonographic
library of the institution. The phonograph will take

the place of the music box. It will not only talk to

patients, but sing and play to them. The mother
who is unfortunately unable to sing can buy a few

phonograpic lullabys, and have her child wooed to

sleep. Every religious publishing house, in addition

to printing books, will issue phonograms of sermons,

tracts, etc., which can be sent around from place to

place, and delivered to listening audience.s

In fact, it is impossible to say where the applica-

tion of the phonograph will stop. It is easy to see,

too, that it may be responsible for some abuses.

There is a great amount of talking in the world,

which has been increased by the use of the tele-

phone. The phonograph will now greatly add to it.

If the increase in talking were to be accompanied by
a decrease in writing, there would be an element of

consolation in the new distress. Such, we feel, how-
ever, will not be the case. As there are forgers with

the pen, so clever ventriloquists may be able to per-

petrate forgery with the phonograph ; but, when
honestly administered, it will have great value. It

will preserve for future ages the tones of those now
living. Who would not like to turn back to a phono-
gram, and see how they pronounced Greek or Latin

two thousand years ago? Who would not like to

hear the voice of some of tlie world's great teachers,

who, being dead, yet speak? If the phonograph has

been really perfected, the human voice will enter a

new period of its history equal to that which marked
the advent of the telephone.

—

Christian Register.

Mental digestion and assimilation go on to com-
pleteness while the mind is aroused to an effort at

imparting truth, not while it is opened merely to re-

ceive truth.

—

Exchange.
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NUMBER OF THE VISIBLE STARS.

SOME astronomers have devoted special attention

to counting the number of stars which may be seen

with the naked eye, says Good Words, and the result

has been that, even to persons gifted with more

than ordinary powers of vision, there are not so

many as 4,000 stars at any time visible above the

horizon. But a very diti'erent result presents itself

when the heavens are surveyed through a telescope.

Countless numbers of stars then come into view

which were previously invisible, and the more

powerful the telescope used the greater the number

of stars revealed to observation, until finally the

conclusion is arrived at that the number of stars

visible in the heavens is limited only by the optical

capacity of the instrument which the observer may

employ in bis survey. A familiar illu-stration of this

is furnished by the well-known group of stars known

as the rieiades. Surveyed with the naked eye, this in-

teresting object is seen to consist of only some six or

seven stars ; but when observed with an ordinary

opera-glass the entire field of view is filled with a

beautiful congeries of distinct stars. The great as-

tronomer, Sir William Herschel, who far surpassed

other astronomers in the profundity of his explora-

tions of the stellar heavens, has left upon record

some striking results of his observations illusfratable

of the immense multitude of stars which a powerful

telescope is capable of revealing. It may be proper

to remark that when the stars are surveyed even

with a telescope of moderate capacity they seem

traveling in quick succession through the field of

view of the instrument, an optical illusion attribu-

ti<.ble to the diurnal revolution of the earth upon its

axis. Herschel, while engaged in surveying some

regions of the Milky Way, found that in the short

interval of a quarter of an hour as many as 116,000

stars passed through the field of his telescope. On
another occasion be estimated that in forty-one min-

utes there passed in review before him the immense

number of 258,000 stars.

HOW TO USE A SEWING-MACHINE.

IX a letter to the Woman's Journal, "Christie Bel!"

says, tliat the fatigue and injury to women who have

to run a sewing-machine continually, can be pre-

vented by wearing Turkish trousers while at work,

instead of the ordinary dress-skirt. She has tried it,

and is satisfied of the fact by repeated experiments.

She says :

"People would say sharp things of the man who
expected his horse to haul loads or work on the farm

with drapery around his legs, and a tight, unyielding

bandage around the body
;
yet no one says a word

about the women doing the same thing.

"While there are many difficulties in the way of

the woman who works in a public place, to prevent

her from making a change in her dress, yet the

woman in her own home has no one to prevent her

from taking ofT corsets and high boots, and substitu-

ting Turkish trousers for skirts, when she wishes to

use her sewing-machine for her own benefit or that

of her family."

ABUSES OF LIVE POULTRY.
DURING the summer weeks live poultry suffer even
unto death from overcrowding and insufficient sup-

ply of water. In winter these much-suffering crea-

tures die from exposure to intense cold. These being

the extreme seasons of the year, persons not familiar

with the horrors of cooped-up life would be reason-

able in supposing that at least slight loss would be
experienced during spring and autumn. That is the

inference. Such is not the fact. The heavy losses

entailed by suffering from improper modes of transit

are heavy all the year round, and are increased

under the influence of extreme heat and extreme
cold. In the month of October, for example, the

sides of great freight-carrying railways leading into

New York are strewn with the mortal remains of

poultry that have succumbed to harsh treatment.

Ducks die most readily when .subjected to the com-
bined hardships of want of water and want of air;

next to these, chickens suffer the most; then turkeys

and fowls and geese in the order named. To remedy
this evil is the question. Shippers evidently make
so much profit from their investments that they can

afford the depletion of numbers, but can the consu-

mers afford to pay such prices as will cover the

deficit caused by inhumanity and sheer carelessness?

We think not.

—

American Agriculturist.

A NEW CATERPILLAR.
A CORRESPONDENT of Vie Independent writes from

Lawrence, Kansas :

" A new worm or caterpillar made its appearance

among us this summer feeding exclusively upon the

common purslane. It came by the million and cov-

ered all parts of the State alike by its great numbers.

Prof. F. H. Snow', of our State university could not

identify them, and to expedite its identification

placed a number of them in his glass hatching cages

and they have come out of their crysalis a beautiful

moth—dark colored with a row of light spots along

the edges of each wing. Professor Snow found that

he had captured this moth two years ago at Deming,

New Mexico, where it was attracted by the lights of

the station-house. The caterpillar of this moth has

hitherto been unknown. The moth was first de-

scribed by Prof. A. R. Grotefrom aTexas specimen in

1868, and it was taken here in the last year for the

first time in Kingman county by a university student

who was making a prize collection for his zoology

class. The sudden appearance and in such great

numbers, suggests the idea which Professor Snow
thinks quite probable, that they are traveling east-

ward on the purslane, just as the Colorado beetle did

a few years ago upon the potato vines. The worm
has gone into winter quarters, at)Out one or two
inches below the surface of the ground."

A man without discretion may be compared tc a

vessel without a helm ; which, however rich its cargo,

is in continual danger of being wrecked.—-DiMicj/n's
" Reflections."

A FIRE is kindle<l by bellows, so is anger by words.
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—In China there are among the different Protestant de-

nominations, seventy-nine persons who devote themselves

chiefly to medical work. Twenty-seven are women. There
has been issued by their Medical Missionary Association

the first number of a medical journal, whose columns con-

tain valuable papers from native and foreign physicians of

high standing. The articles by the Chinese doctors

—

themselves Christians—in the Chinese language will have

a wide influence among their countrymen in removing the

prejudice against foreign physicians.

—So far as is known, there are only fourteen Chinese

women in New York City. Of these, nine are married.

Theyobey to the letter the customs of their own country,

where the wife is the property of her husband.

—A pleasant incident of the meeting of the American
Woman Suffrage Association in Philadelphia, was the pre-

sentation to the audience of Mrs. E. E. Hunter, of Wichita,

Kansas, as a real voter who could never be mistaken any-
where for any but a modest and good woman, When the

applause subsided, Mrs. Hunter .said that in Wichita there

were four candidates for mayor. Two of them were un-

known to the women, who were told on inquiry that they
were " some of the boys." But the Wichita women wanted
men and not " boys," for mayor. When these unknown
candidates found that six hundred of the best women had
registered, they withdrew, sure that they had no chance
of election.— Woman's Journal.

—John G. Whittier will celebrate his eightieth birth-

day on the 17th of next month.

—W. E. Gladstone has in his library three desks. Atone
he transacts public business, at another he conducts his

private correspondence, and at the third he communes
with his '* old friend Homer."

—The Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, at a

special meeting last week in Washington, elected Professor

S. P. Laugley Secretary of the Institution to succeed the

late Professor Spencer F. Baird.

—The pedestal of Samuel Morley's statue at Bristol

bears these words, taken from one of his speeches :
" I be-

lieve that the power of England is to be reckoned, not by
her wealth or armies, but by the purity and virtue of the

great mass of her population."

—The last report of the Life Saving Service shows that

there were at the beginning of this year two hundred and
eleven stations, divided into twelve districts. More than

one-half of the stations are on the Atlantic Coast, thirty-

eight on the lakes, seven on the Pacific, and one at the

Falls of the Ohio, Louisville, Ky. There were three hun-
dred and twenty-two disasters to vessels within the scope

of the .Service last year. On board those vessels were
twenty-seven hundred and twenty-six persons, of whom
only twenty-seven were lost. The Service saves property

as well as lives
;
and, though eighty-eight vessels were

totally lost, yet out of the $6,502,135 involved $5,073,078

was saved.

—The longest tunnel in the world is in Hungary. It is

ten miles and a quarter long, ten feet high, and five feet

and a quarter wide.

—During a trial in hot weather, a car on a Prussian

railway was kept about sixteen degrees cooler than the air

outside by receiving its ventilating current through an ice

tank in the roof.

—A mushroom plantation has been established in a dis-

used railway tunnel at Edinburgh. The mushroom beds
occupy about eight hundred yards of the tunnel, whose
total length is about three-quarters of a mile.

—The Metliodist Times, in speaking of the operations of
the London West End Mission, says they need for their
service on First-day evenings, "four first violins, three

second violins, two violos, one violoncello, two double
basses, one flute and piccolo, two clarionets, one bassoon,
one cornet, two French horns, and one euphonium." Be-
sides they intend to have a choir of some hundreds of
voices. The Christian Advocate, of New York, in comment-
ing on this, says: "We confess to a fear lest so much
'sounding brass and tinkling cymbal ' may distract atten-

tion from the spiritual truths which gave early Methodism
its power."

CURRENT EVENTS.
A FRIGHTFUL disaster occurred in the English Channel,

on the 21st inst. The steamship W. A. SchoUen, of the
Netherland line, bound from Rotterdam to New York,
came in collision with a steamer, about ten miles from
Dover, and was so injured that she sank almost im-
mediately. Of 230 persons on board, only 90 are known to

be saved.

During the current year seventeen whaling vessels

owned in the Gloucester (Mass.) district have been lost,

with 158 men, 60 of whom leave widows and fatherless

children.

The receipts of the government at Washington for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, were $371,403,277, and the

ordinary expenditures $267,932,179. There was an increase

over the preceeding year in every item of revenue, the
largest being in the receipts from customs. There was a

large increase in expenditures on account of Indians and
pensions.

The CVar and the Czarina of Russia, en route from Den-
mark for St. Petersburg, stopped at Berlin on the 18th, for

a visit to the Emperor William. They had an apparently

cordial reception.

It is announced that the successor of Henry Ward
Beecher in the vacant pastorate of Plymouth church,

Brooklyn, will be Charles A. Berry, a Congregational min-

ister, 35 years old, of Wolverhampton, England.

Gen. Armstrong, Indian Inspector, who has been on
the Crow Reservation since the trouble began, which cul-

minated in the death of Sword Bearer, says he does not an-

ticipate any further trouble.

A FIRE at Ludlow, Ky., early on the morning of the

18th inst., destroyed the car and machine shops of the Cin-

cinnati Southern Railway. The shops covered two acres of

ground. The loss is estimated at about $175,000.

Extensive beds of valuable iron ore have been discov-

ered near Springfield, Ohio. The State Geologist esti-

mated that the specimens he has examined contain more
pure iron than any yet discovered in that state.

It is reported that an aerolite weighing three tons

dropped with a loud report in front of the Merchants'

National Bank, in Amsterdam, N. Y., on the 18th inst.,

making a deep indentation in the ground.

There were two new cases of yellow fever and one

death in Tampa, Florida, on the 20th inst. Ten cases re-

main in the hospital. A heavy frost the following morn-
ing is believed to have killed the disease. The tempera-

ture was low enough to form thin ice.

The temperature at Augusta, Georgia, on the morning
of the 21st, was down to 26 degrees. There was heavy frost

throughout Georgia and South Carolina.

The deaths in this city last week numbered 372, which is

27 more than during the previous week and 19 more than
during the corresponding period last year. Among the

principal causes were : diptheria, 14 ; typhoid fever, 10.
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The Commissioners to confer on the subject of the Fish-

ery Dispute between the United States and Canada are

now in Washington. There are three on each side. As no

such commission has been authorized by Congress, it is re-

garded as doubtful whether their negotiations will have

any practical result.

The recent report of the withdrawal of the " conces-

sions," for a bank, etc., granted by the Chinese government

to Wharton Barker and others, is the repetition of a previ-

ous inaccurate rumor. So far as the parties in interest are

aware, the concessions are entirely approved by the gov-

ernment of China.

The Board of Health of New York City has made ar-

rangements to fit up a city quarantine hospital on Broth-

ers' Island, in which to treat patients suffering from Asia-

tic cholera, when such patients are found.

NOTICES.
*j(* There will be a Temperance Conference held at

Upper Springfield Meetinghouse, N. J., Eleventh month
27th, at 2.30 p. m., under the care of the Burlington Quar-
terly Meeting's Temperance Committee. All are invited

to attend.
Eliz.\beth a. Eogeks, Clerk.

*,i* Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting's Temperance Com-
mittee has appointed a Conference to promote the cause of

Temperance, to be held in Friends' Meeting-house at Med-
ford. Eleventh month 27th, at 2.30 o'clock. All are cor-

dially invited.

John M. Lippincott, Clerk.

*,*The Visiting Committee of Abington First-day School

Union will visit Upper Dublin school on First-day the 27th
of Eleventh month, at the close of the morning meeting.
Punctual attendance of the Committee is requested and all

interested Friends are invited to attend.

Chas. Bond, Clerk.

*«* Quarterly Meetings in Eleventh month will occur
as follows :

26. Blue Eiver, Clear Creek, 111.

28. Warrington, Pipe Creek, Md.
29. Burlington, Crosswicks, N. J.

30. Southern, Camden, Del.

*»* The Yearly Meeting's Committee on Education an-
nounce that they propose to hold their first Conference for
the season, of parents, teachers, and school committees, on
Seventh-day, the 10th of Twelfth month, at 10.30 o'clock.

The subjects will be given in a future notice.

Wm. W.\de Griscom, Clerk.

*»*' Acknowledgment. Friends' Book Association, Fif-
teenth and Race Streets, acknowledge contribution to the
fund in aid of the Deerfield meeting-house, Ohio, (men-
tioned in last week's Intelligencek .ind Journal,) as
follows: P. A. T., $50.00.

John Comly, Supt.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•»• We particularly ask that when money is forwarded to renew

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper U now being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the
name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be
a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also
help to avoid mistakes.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, and
wholesomeness More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competition with the multitudeof low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 1(>6 Wall st., N. Y.

CAROLINE RAU, PLAIN MILLINERY,
(Successor to S. Maddock,)

736 Spring Gahden Street, Philadelphia.

Plain Straw Bonnets a Specialty.

WILSON JUNIOR PEDIGREE BLACKBERRY,
The largest, best, and most productive Early Blackt)erry, 3}i in-

ches around from seed of selected Wilson's Early.

Kieffer Hybrid Pear Trees,

100,000 Peach Trees,

Strawberries, Grapes,

Blackberries, etc., etc.

CATALOGUE WITH COLORED PLATES FREE.

WM. PARRY, PARRY P. 0., N. J.

Jacob J. Styeb. T. Walter Styeb.

STYER BROTHERS,
NURSERYMEN,

GROWERS OF FRUIT TREES, VINES AND PLANTS,
ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES, ETC.

COSCORDVILLE .DELAWARE CO., PA.

Queen 8fCo. 924 che^utst

S. F. BALDERSTON & SONS.
WALLPAPERS. CEILING DECORATIONS. WINDOW SHADES.

NO. 902 SPRING GARDEN STREET, (One square from 9th and Green Station), PHILADELPHIA.
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LOOK AND LEARN.
STILL are the ships that in haven ride,

Waiting fair winds or a turn of the tide
;

Nothing they frtt, though they do not get

Out on the ocean wide.

O wild hearts that yearn to he free,

Look and learn from the ships of the sea !

Bravely the ships in the tempest tossed,

Buffet the waves till the sea be crossed
;

Not in despair of the haven fair,

Though winds blow backward and leagues he lost.

O weary hearts that yearn for sleep.

Look and learn from the ships of the deep !

—F. W. Bourdillon.

REPORT,^ TO BALTIMORE YEARLY MEET-
ING.

[From an advance copy of the Minutes of Baltimore Yearly
Meeting, kindly forwarded us by theClerk of men's branch,
we take the following committee reports.—Eds. Intklli-
GENCER AND JoDRNAL.]

Committee to Visit Meetings.

THE Joint Committee appointed last year to visit in

Gospel love our subordinate meeting and to incite

amongst our members renewed interest in their re-

ligious duties, made a report of their labors, which
was read, and proved satisfactory to the meeting.

3o Baltimore Yearly Meeting now sitting :

The Committee appointed to visit subordinate

Meetings, etc., have seemingly not accomplished as

much work during the past year as might be justly

expected, considering its number, the importance of

the duties entrusted to its care, and the expressed in-

terest in this concern by many of its members. Vari-

ous circumstances, however, seemed to preclude more
manifest effort.

Six conferences were appointed during the year

—

one at Little Falls, Woodlawn, Waterford, Baltimore,

Hopewell, and Centre, each—which were attended by
an average of eight members of the Committee, and a

large number of Friends belonging to those meetings

and others, and a very satisfactory interest manifested

by their attention and participation.

Encouragement was given to our members to labor

in their respective neighborhoods, which was fol-

lowed by the holding of some local conferences of

Friends, and organizing Friends' Circles for mutual
improvement and instruction in Friends' principles,

which have been attended with gratifying results.

After canvassing the circumstances and results
attending the labors of the Committee during the four
years of its existence, those present at its last meeting
were united in the desire that the Yearly Meeting
might continue its care in this direction through an
appointed committee.

In thus reviewing the labors of the past there
have arisen feelings of discouragement, growing out
of the difficulties to be surmounted, incident to the
widely separated location of our meetings. We are,

however, filled with greater hope and confidence that
incites us to more diligence in our respective lines of
duty, by observing the manifestation of renewed life

that responds to rightly directed efibrt. We find, too,

an incentive to labor in seeing the rich fields around
us, but awaiting the plow and the culture of the hus-
bandman that they may bloom unto a bounteous
harvest. We are also encouraged by the feeling of
comfort and consciousness of growth to ourselves that

follow the performance of every manifested duty.

Signed on behalf of the Committee,
Seneca P. Broomell,
Mary R. Williams,
Albert Hoopes.

Baltimore, Ehvenih month 2, 1887.

First Day Schools.

The .Joint Central Committee having in charge the
general subject of First-day Schools throughout the
Yearly Meeting, laid before the Meeting their re-

port for the past year.

After full consideration of the labors of the com-
mittee and the results accomplished as detailed by
the report, it was united with by the Meeting, and
the Treasurer is directed to place at the disposal of

said committee a sum not exceeding two hundred
dollars, as asked for by them.

Baltimore, Eleventh Month 1, 1887.

To Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends :

The Central Committee on First-day Schools have,
since our last Yearly Meeting, been giving to the im-
portant concern committed to their care such atten-

tion as has to them appeared proper and necessary.

Made fully to realize the great responsibility resting

upon them, they have endeavored to lean upon that

Power that never leads astray, hoping that tliey might
be able to avoid mistakes of omission or commis-
sion.

The cause of First-day schools is now the Yearly
Meeting's concern, and it behooves all who feel an
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interest in our Society to extend a helping lianJ.

The Committee have endeavored to gatlier as fully as

possible the views and feelings of Friends generally,

that, in working for this concern, they might avoid

doing violence to any riglitly concerned mind.

One of the first and most important points to

claim our attention was to secure for our schools such

helps to teachers in the way of literature as they

needed, and at the same time have it of such charac-

ter as would harmonize with the principles and testi-

monies of Friends. As we had laid down our Yearly

Meeting Association, we did not believe that we could

lay claim to the rights and privileges of members of

the General Conference of First-day Schools—a body

composed of the associations of the seven Yearly

Meetings—without action of that body. The Central

Committee therefore informed that Conference at its

meeting in Philadelphia in Elsveuth month last, of

what had been done by this Yearly Meeting in the

case, and asked its pleasure in the matter. This

Yearly Meeting, through its representatives of the

Central Committee, was invited to continue in the

work, and accepted. We have since participated in

the deliberations of the committees of the said Gen-

eral Conference, have enjoyed the results of these

labors, and borne a proportionate share of its ex-

penses. By this means we have met the question of

literature, which has been supplied to our schools as

called for freely and gratuitously, and generally of

the kind called for. We have also through the same

channel been kept informed of what is being done

by others engaged in the same kind of labor in other

localities. In the preparation of Lesson Leaves this

Meeting has participated freely and contributed

largely to the work. The Committee feel very

thankful to the members of our different meetings

for the quantity, as well as for the quality, of the

•work contributed.

One hundred and fifty dollars ($150) is the amount

paid by this Yearly Meeting to defray its part of the

expense of printing and forwarding the Lesson

Leaves as needed. No charges have ever been made

for services of ofiicers or members of the Conference

or of the Central Committee.

Early in 18S7 the Committee proceeded to work,

and opened correspondence with all schools within

our limits, hoping to produce a healthy degree of

uniformity in our work and secure the best possible

results. Attention was called to the act of the Yearly

Meeting which provided for a Youths' Meeting, to be

held on First-day afternoon of Yearly Meeting week.

In all these efforts the Committee have been ably

and cheerfully assisted by the members throughout

the Yearly Meeting. The Youths' Meeting was held

as directed, and many of us, we think all of us, were

much edified as well as profited thereby, and we be-

lieve that each, as he wended his way therefrom, felt

that it had been good to be there ; that the Lord had

been with his children on the occasion.

A conference of members of the Central Commit-
tee, with other interested Friends, was held in the

meeting-house on Second-day, 3Ist ult., for the con-

sideration of questions pertinent to the First-day

School cause, reading the epistles of other Associa-

tions, etc. This, too, was considered by many to be a

favored opportunity.

The Committee still feel, as reported last year, that

our schools continue to increase in devotional feel-

ing, and to be more and more worshipful occasions.

Reports from all quarters show that meetings have

grown in attendance and in interest since the First-

day schools have obtained recognition, and have be-

come a part of the Society's work . Every report says

that all, or nearly all, children of the schools attend

meeting, while all teachers do. Friends' Lesson

Leaves are used in every school. The Committee
notice with regret that regular meetings of teachers

are not generally held ; as in instances when they

have been so held, and members of monthly meeting

committees have been pleased to assemble with the

teachers, much good appears to have grown therefrom.

Teachers appear to be making great efforts to have
their teaching be of a practical character, that they

may so impress our children with the beauty and love

of truth that they may permeate every act of their

lives. In evidence of this fact we quote from one re-

port received at this time :

" We try to place the instruction before the classes

in a manner that will enable them to comprehend the

times, customs, etc., of the Scripture days, and ac-

quaint them as much as possible with every-day life

of the people of that time, and then get them to real-

ize that the same spiritual power that influenced and

guided those people of long ago just as surely exists

in our day as it did in theirs, and if we will permit it,

will just as clearly guide and direct us in every duty

and in every relation of life. It is very important to

make religion plainly a practical thing, and teach the

children to know that it will be a reality with them
in even the most common duties of life. Then they

will learn to lean upon it and trust its power to help

them. With this confidence and dependence on spir-

itual guidance in all things will come a clearer per-

ception of what the Divine Being is, and an increase

of love and reverence for Him."

We do feel that good might come and would come
from more frequent visiting among our members as

well as from more meetings in tiie interest of our

concern.

Since last Yearly Meeting all gaps have been filled,

and now|each monthly meeting has a First-day school,

and only one or two have no monthly meeting com-

mittees.

As one result of our efforts we refer to the grow-

ing interest of the children and youth of our Society

in our meetings, in our First-day schools, and in one

another.

In conclusion, we feel that this good work is now
going on with fair promise of a rich fruitage in the

near future.

To defray expenses of the ensuing year the Com-
mittee ask that two hundred dollars be appropriated

by the Yearly Meeting.

For printing circular letters and some blanks the

Committee paid two dollars and twenty-five cents on

tenth of Ninth month. This, with the $150 hereto-

fore mentioned, is all that has been used, though $4.50

for printing programmes for Youths' Meeting and a
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few dollars for postage and stationery are yet owing.

On behalf of the Committee,
Isabella Tyson,

Eli M. Lamb.

Meetings and Membership.
In the answers to the Eleventh Query, the follow-

ing information was given

:

No new meetings have been settled during the

past year. The following have been discontinued,

viz : The evening meeting at Lombard street, Balti-

more ; the meeting at Octoraro, the mid-week meet-

ing at Drumore, both within the limits of Nottingham
Quarter ; and the mid-week meeting for worship at

Bald Eagle, in Centre Quarter.

The following changes in the time and place of

holding meetings have been made: Little Falls Pre-

parative Meeting of Ministers and Elders has been
changed to 2.30 o'clock on the day of the Monthly
Meeting preceding the Quarterly Meeting. Alexan-
dria Monthly Meeting is now held alternately at

Woodlawn and Washington. West Nottingham Pre-

parative Meeting is now held at all times at West
Nottingliam, on Fourth-day after the first Second-day
in each month, at ten o'clock. Drumore Preparative

Meeting is held at Drumore, on First-day after the

first Second-day in each month.
The following table shows the gains and losses in

the membership of the Yearly Meeting :

Gain. Loss.

Quarterly

Meetings.

1

1

6

I

H 1 1

a

1 H

Baltimore, .

Warrington,
Fairfax, . .

Nottingham,
Centre, . .

10
4

6

3

7

5

9

'21

1

n
12

4

28

3

1

3

7

—

21
5

19

27
7

79

22
7

7

18

2

56

3

8

8

19

1

8

14

23

1

2

3

27
7

25
32
10

101

79

Net Loss 22

A MEMORIAL OF THOMAS MORRIS.
GIVEN FORTH BY BLUE RIVEK MONTHLY MEETING OF

FRIENDS, HELD AT HIGHLANDS CREEK, IND.,

THIRD MONTH 7th, 1887.

TO commemorate the lives of the just and the up-
right is a tribute due to their memory, and also a
duty we owe to the living. Impelled by these obli-

gations, we are led to leave on record a short account
of our dear friend, Thomas Morris, who departed
this life the 28th of Fifth month, 1885.

He was born in Pasquotanque county. North Car-

olina, the 7th of Ninth month, 1810, and was the
oldest son of Jehosapbat and Sarah Morris, who were
wortliy members of the Society of Friends.

At the early age of three years he was deprived
by death of the tender care and counsel of his mother.
When about five years old he removed with his pa-

rents (his father having married again), to what was

then Indian Territory, and settled in Washington
county, in the verge of what was afterwards Blue
Eiver Monthly Meeting, and of this Meeting through
its varied change.s he continued a lifelong member.
This country was then, with few exceptions, an un-
broken forest. To clear this away, and prepare the
ground for tillage, required the united labor of all,

both old and young. Thus he was early inured to

all the privations and hardships of pioneer life, and
grew up into a healthful, vigorous manhood, ready
and willing to take his part in every useful toil and
art, and although deprived of many of the comforts
and luxuries of life, and the opportunies of educa-
tion, yet in this rugged training was laid the founda-
tion for that self-reliance and practical knowledge of
the affairs of life, for which the early pioneers were
distinguished. And it was the means of preserving
him in a great measure from many of the tempta-
tions which surround the young under more favored
circumstances. In the year 1831 he was united in

marriage to Gulielma Trueblood, who with six chil-

dren, survives him. In the rearing of their family
he was deeply concerned to inculcate in them, both
by precept and example, habits of industry and econ-
omy, often expressing the conviction that many of

the ills that afflict human society are, in a great

measure, due to a want of proper and useful emj^loy-

ment.

Early in life he took a deep interest in the affairs

of Society, and filled for a number of years the sta-

tion of Overseer, and afterwards that of Elder, being
ever zealous for the upholding of the testimonies of

the Society; and if at times, in that zeal he went be-

yond the true standard, yet when he heard the voice

from behind saying "This is the way, walk thou in

it," he was like all impulsive generous natures, ready
to lay self aside, and rally to the standard of truth.

This love. for the testimonies of the Society, did not
wane with his " waning years," but as long as health

permitted, he was diligent in the attendance of meet-
ings, and although a very busy man in the affairs of
life, yet he did not suffer his worldly concerns to

hinder him from performing this higher, this reason-

able duty. And among the last exhortations to those

around him, was :
" Neglect not to assemble your-

selves together for divine worship." In bis domes-
tic and social relations he was a devoted and loving

husband, a kind father, an obliging neighbor, just in

his dealings and punctual in complying with his en-

gagements, and it was truly said of him that " his

word was as good as his bond." In the settlement of
his temporal affairs he was guided by the same integ-

rity of purpose that had marked his course through
life. Believing that worldly possessions were given
for the comfort and happiness of tliose dependent on
him, he arranged his business before his mind be-

came clouded, in a manner that he believed would
best conduce to tliatend.

He dearly loved the company and companionship
of children, and in their presence seemed to renew
his youthfulness. But in his last sickness he said

that there was one thing in this connection that he
had to regret, and that was the indulgence in too
much light jesting before them.
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He seemed to have a premonition that his end

was near, and, although suffering at times with a

chronic <lisease, yet his physician and friends did

rot thinli him dangerously ill ; hut he insisted that

his earthly mission was ended, and his life work

done ; that be had outlived all hatred and strife, and

knew nothing but that love which endureth all

things and thinketh no evil. And through all his

later suffering, which at times was intense, he wore

this sweet badge of diseipleship until the final close,

which occurred 2Sth of Fifth month, 1885, in his 75th

year.

Signed on behalf of the Meeting by
Martha Baynes, Clerk.

Read and approved in Blue River Quarterly Meet-

ing of Friends held at Highlands Creek, Washington

county, Indiana, Fifth month 28th, 1887.

Griffith E. Coale, Clerk.

For Friends* Intelligencer and Journal.

"WHAT DOES THE THE FAITH OF
FRIENDS OFFER 9

"

" A" WISHES to know what the faith of Friends has

to offer the conscience-stricken or disheartened of-

fender. We feel to invite him to " come to the

Father's house where there is bread enough and to

spare." There is but one true and living way, and it

is a high and holy way, which the Lord has cast up

for the ransomed and redeemed to walk in. If the,

offender has so far disobeyed the command of God
that his conscience condemns him, and he feels there

is no chance for him, we would say to him. Who told

thee thou wast an offender ? If thy Lord has shown
thee thy transgressions, thou mayst know that he

careth for thee, and has given thee a portion of his

spirit to show thee thy condition, and if thou wilt

comply with certain requirements, he will lead thee

into his marvellous light. Thou wilt be made to see

that sin is exceedingly sinful, to feel the stripes of

the Almighty, and be ready to cry out, " 0, wretched

man that I am I who shall deliver me from the body

of this death?" Then turn to the Light that has

shown thee thy condition, for be assured that it is

the "Light of Christ" that has come to thee to win

thee from thy sins, and that the Lord, the Mighty

God, has taken hold of thee, to cleanse and purify

thy heart, and make it a fit receptacle for him to

dwell in. Then thou wilt realize that the Lord does

not delight in the death of a sinner, but condescends

to teach transgressors his way, that " all may come to

the knowledge of him and be saved." He " so loved "

thee that he sent his true light to thee ; for it is

Christ, the Light that convicts of sin and leads to

righteousness.
" And thine ears shall hear a word behind thee,

saying, this is the way, walk ye in it," and as thou

art willing to follow, he will lead thee into his high

and holy way. Then thou wilt find that his com-
mandments are not grievous but " his ways are easy

and his burdens light." " He hath showed thee, O
man, what is good, and what doth the Lord require

of thee, but to do justly and to love mercy, and to

walk humbly with him." "Cease to do evil, learn to

do well, come then let us reason together, saith the

Lord, though your sins have been as scarlet, I will

make them as snow." Then thou wilt be " washed in

the blood of the Iamb " and " have thy name written

in the Lamb's Ijook of life," and have thy feet "shod
with the preparation of the'gospel," and be able to say,
" I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ, for it is

the power of God unto salvation, to every one that

believeth."

And the life thou wilt then live, will be '"'by the

faith of the Son of God'who loved thee and gave him-
self for thee," and thy earthly kingdom wherein thou
wert a condemned and conscience-striken sinner has
become the kingdom of the Lord and his Christ.

After Jesus was crucified he spoke through John,
saying: " I stand at the door and knock, if any man
hear ray voice and open the door, I will come into

him and will sup with him." This is the communion
of the Holy Spirit. I know of nothing better to offer

to any; for "this is Life eternal, that they might
know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom
thou hast sent."

J. T. SCHOFIELD.

Knoxville, Term., Tenth month 15.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

ALTERING THE DISCIPLINE.
AS the Yearly Meetings of this year are now all

past, it may be a suitable time to call attention to a

subject, the importance of which should be appreci-

ated by every adult member of our Religious Society.

I refer to the frequency, the number, and the

magnitude, of proposed changes in our "Discipline."

When the proposition is for a specific alteration

in some paragraph named, and the language is stated

which is proposed to substitute for that which now
stands; when, too, the proposition has claimed the

deliberate consideration of both men's and women's
branches of the monthly meeting in which it origi-

nated, and, in the unity, has been forwarded to the

Quarter, and thence—after a similar procedure—to

the Yearly Meeting ; the last named body is pre-

pared to act upon it as way may open. The usual

course is to appoint a committee—in which all the

Quarters are fairly represented—to give proper atten-

tion to the subject and report the result of their de-

liberations to the Yearly Meeting. After receiving

this report it becomes the duty of the meeting to

give the subject its deliberate consideration, and ar-

rive at a judgment of approval or disapproval, accord-

ing to the high standard of our profession, and the

excellent order of our " Discipline."

When the foregoing requisitions have all been
complied with, the order carefully observed, and
the unity of the body regarded as of paramount im-

portance in making any change, the decision of the

Yearly Meeting will be likely to settle the matter to

the satisfaction of all rightly concerned Friends.

Where there is a great diversity of sentiment—as is

sometimes the ease—it places the clerks in a trying

position ; but if they can be favored to get quiet, and
turn inward, their very gravity will have a tendency

to settle a meeting, while their introspection may
enable them to arrive at a true sense of its judgment.

A time-honored, and generally accepted prece-
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dent in the Society of Friends is that so long as

there is any considerable sentiment in the meeting
opposed to the change, it is better not to make it.

This precedent is based on the principle that the

body should not attempt to move forward until it

can move in the unity.

Of latter time, within the limits of several of our

Yearly Meetings, propositions have been made favor-

ing a general revision of our "Discipline." To many
ofour older Frieads this sounds like a note of alarm

;

it is comparable to taking down the entire fence

which surrounds our enclosure, in order to make
alterations in certain parts of it. The phrase, " gene-

ral revision " is an indefinite one ; so that a committee
being appointed to consider such a proposition, would
be quite in the dark as to what they were expected

or desired to do. The cautious members of such a

committee might hesitate about making any altera-

tions; while those who are favorable to changes
might feel at liberty to alter any paragraph in the

book.

Another objection—and it is a serious one—to

such a procedure, would be the difficulty of getting

the Yearly Meeting to consider separately the large

number of isolated changes which the committee
might propose. In a matter of so grave importance
the meeting should have its attention directed to each

specific change, and should be able to concentrate its

deliberation, and arrive at a true judgment concern-

ing every alteration proposed. This would seem to

be almost impossible when the revision was pre-

sented as a whole; and the sessions of the meeting
cramped for time, after so much had been spent in the

mere reading of the committee's report. I can scarcely

conceive of anything more distracting to a meeting,

or more embarrassing to a clerk, than the introduc-

tion of a report on a " general revision "of the Disci-

pline. It would be needless, as well as tedious, to

point out the several conditions that would be likely

to unsettle the meeting, and to imposea severe strain

upon its clerks : a report on a great variety of sub-

jects, some of which are vital to our organization, yet

so comprehensive as to render it practically vague,

would be likely either to distract or to weary the

meeting; and in either case to fail of receiving that

deliberate consideration which is so essential to a true

judgment in a body of Friends.

But why should such a radical change in our
" Discipline " be asked for or desired ? Is there any-
thing in it that binds the consciences, restricts the

liberties, or imposes needless burdens on any of our

members? If there is, anywhere, within the limits

of our seven yearly meetings, one Friend who feels

thus bound, restricted, or imposed upon, it might be
well for him to examine carefully, and try to discover

whether it is the " Discipline," the improper admin-
istration of it, or something within hiuiself^and oc-

casioned by his own conduct—that produces the un-

easiness in his mind. It is sometimes the case that

when we are not at peace within, we are very de-

sirous to have things different withoul us. This rest-

less feeling may, in many instances (not in all), be

the inducement that leads persons to leave one relig-

ious denomination and join another ; and then, per-

haps, pass on to a third without any more satisfactory

result. The difficulty with such is that they are seek-
ing without, for that which can be found only with-
in ; and not found there, until the "letting things"
have been removed.

Some of our members say that they are satisfied

with the spirit of our " Discipline," but they think
that the language is too quaint. Would they object

to the prose writings of Milton, or to the essays of
Locke and Bacon on the same ground ; and wish to

have them modernized. If there are grammatical
errors, or any instances of defective English, let us
have them pointed out and corrected ; as there would
probably be a general sentiment in favor of such a
course; but mere quaintness is not a defect, and it

should not be so regarded.
" But," we are told, " some portions of the ' Disci-

pline ' have become a dead letter." In reply to this

it may be stated that there are differences of opinion
as to what constitutes dead letter, and what live tes-

timony. After the emancipation of all the slaves in

this country, there were some portions of the Balti-

more " Discipline " that were no longer needed ; but
their continuance in the book would have done no
harm, and with the dates affixed to them, they would
have shown the advanced ground that Friends had
taken in maintaining the rights of humanity. As our
" Books of Discipline " now stand, it is probable that

if any paragraphs or sentences were to be stricken

out on account of being obsolete, such obliteration

would have to be made contrary to the judgment of

many of our elderly Friends.

We are sometimes told that the old, or conserva-

tive Friends might better submit to such changes as

are now asked for ; otherwise more radical ones will

be made after the fathers and the mothers have gone
hence. Such an argument is illogical, disrespectful,

contrary to our usages, and beneath tlie dignity of

our profession.

If, instead of making or of desiring to make radi-

cal changes in our " Discipline," those who have com-
mitted to them the responsible duty of administer-

ing it, would endeavor to do so to the very best of

their ability ; and if those of us who do not occupy
prominent places in the church, would endeavor to

conform our lives to the requisitions of it, much more
closely than we now do, we should soon see and feel

the effects of the renewed vitality. Then our week-
day meetings would grow larger, love and unity of

the right kind would prevail, and we should feel our-

selves becoming better Friends, and hence better

men and women.
This would be a desirable as well as a radical

change ; not in the " Discipline," but in the members
of the Religious Society of Friends. H. *

Eleventh month 25, 1887.

[We feel obliged to add to our friend's article that

we do not agree with his general view. We think
that Philadelphia Yearly Meeting would do, well to

revise its Book of Discipline, and that its duty to the

present time does not permit it to omit adopting what-
ever amendment in procedure would be plainly bet-

ter for its work. Our correspondent refers, no doubt,

when he speaks of" the Discipline," to that in use in
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Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. But there are seven

yearly meetings, each with its own Discipline, and in

all of them (excepting Illinois, which is new entirely),

a revision has been made. (London Yearly Meeting
made a general revision only two years ago.) The
difficulties in the way are not insurmountable, unless

we choose to make them so.

—

Eds. Intelligencer and
J0URN.\L.]

PEACE AND ARBITRA TION.

A LARGE and appreciative audience gafhered under
the auspices of Friends' Institute of this city in As-

sociation Hall, on Sixth-day evening of last week, to

listen to the address of William Jones, of London,
England, who has been in our country for several

weeks with the British delegation in the interests of

Peace and Arbitration.

After the usual preliminary proceedings on such
occasions, William Jones stepped to the desk and be-

gan by reading a letter of endorsement from John
Bright, in which the latter said, that an arbitration

treaty between England and America would ennoble
both nations, and set an example to other countries

which they would not be slow to follow.

Referring to a recent visit to Chicago, William
Jones then spoke of the Anarchists, and while say-

ing that there was no excuse or justification for their

horrible crime, still, the conditions under which they
were brought up should be considered. You cannot
go into any great city in Europe without seeing hands
thrust out for alms in every direction. Social suffer-

ing is so great from the pressure of militarianism that

the wonder is how the people exist.

He then referred to Bismarck's oppressive laws,

and said force is no remedy. " You cannot eradicate

Socialism by shooting or hanging. The civilized na-
tions of the earth are bound to suffer from each
other's misfortunes. We all have need of one an-
other. These things are most obvious in the King-
dom of Italy. The Italian Government has had the
nobility to face the facts, and has instituted a com-
mission of inquiry and published the results in a yel-

low book. Military burdens are crushing out the life-

blood of the population. Tlie great emigration (name-
ly 181,000) from Italy this year, speaks for itself.

Landlord, peasant, and farmer were ruined alike.

Taxation exceeils 30 per cent, of the net produce of
the land. The doctrine that ' the property of the rich

belongs to the poor ' has a strange charm for a hun-
gry stomach."

William Jones then attacked the statesmanship of
Italy, which had permitted such things to exist, and
continuing, said: " This is true of all Europe. Things
in Russia were worse than in Italy, but we cannot get
at the facts, because the Russian Government won't
publish them."

He then spoke of the Franco-German war, and
the loss of the two provinces Alsace and Lorraine,
by France, saying it would have been well for Ger-
many if she had acted the nobler part, foreborne the
dismemberment of France, and by arbitration won
for her emperor and the German nation the respect
and admiration of posterity. He then related an in-
stance illustrating the horrors of war. After the bat-

tle of Gravelotte, fought on August 21st, 1870, the
French retreated on Metz and took possession of the
villages. Some encamped on the banks of the Mo-
zelle. They were in a most miserable condition, mud
up to their knees, with only miserable shelter tents
which were really no shelter at all. Ragged and
dirty, emaciated faces and matted hair stared at one
in every direction, hunger-stricken, fever-stricken,

and that scourge of armies, dysentery, was killing

off hundreds every day.

He also related the splendid appearance of the
German army when it entered Metz under Prince
Frederick Charles. There is, however, a reverse to

the medal. There was weeping and wailing, wounded
soldiers, some with small-pox, making them hideous
spectacles all round. My friend, who was with me,
was laid up with the disease ; his sister, who came
over to nurse him, took the disease also, and died.

Where there are a great aggregation of sick and
wounded crowded together, simple diseases become
malignant and sometimes develop into black typhus.
Wherever he went he was met with the bayonet,
and the bayonet in the hands of the strong, young
soldier is a very pointed argument.

He then told the audience how the Germans en-
tered a square of Metz, where a lot of French soldiers

were lying dead, and pitched cart loads of lime over
them and huddled them into a trench. Speaking ofhow
arbitration would obviate these horrors, he said that
there have been forty cases finally settled between
nations during the present century by arbitration.

War does not settle issues. " What can war but end-
less wars still breed ? " He then went on to speak of
the Afghan delimitation treaty between England and
Russia, which he claimed as a victory for arbitration.

He referred also to the Alabama claims, and said

some people in America are afraid of losing the pow-
er of adopting retailary measures against England

;

but that is a relic of the old barbarous war system.
He touched with much feeling upon the sorrow in

England by the assassination of President Garfield,

and paid a high eulogy to his character, spoke of the
drawing together of the two nations over the grave of
that great and good man, and then said : Let us take
two other nations who have been at war. What is the
present position of France and Germany ? France
is pursuing the policy of revanche, to recover the lost

provinces, and Count Jloltke has only to touch a but-

ton in his cabinet and on the frontier spring up 200,-

000 armed men. The last war will be child's play to

that which has to come.

A MAN who is always looking out for his own in-

terests, is pretty .sure to fail of promoting his own in-

terests. There are times when a man's safety de-

pends on his self-forgetfulness ; and at such times
the man who is thonghtful only of himself fails to do
that which is for his own good, and is a loser accord-
ingly. Moreover, he who always puts himself, as it

were, over against everybody else, finds sooner or

later that he is in a small minority where the issue

depends on a strict popular vote. Apart from the
right or wrong of the thing itself, unseltishne.ss is a
sure mode of promoting one's own welfare.—5.5. Times.
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SCRIPTUEE LESSON, No. 48.

Twelfth Month 11th, 1887.

HEAVEN.
Golden Text.—" The kingdom of God is within you."

—Luke, 17 : 21.

Read Matt. 13 : 31-35 : 44-66. Revised Version.

THE phraees " kingdom of God," and " kingdom of

heaven ; " have been supposed to have a considerable

variety of meaning. By some they are believed to refer

to the future existenceor abode of the righteous.others

interpret them as referring to a personal reign of Jesus

Christ on the earth. Neither of these views has been

adopted by Friends, who regard both e-xpressions as

having distinct reference to the reign of Christ in the

hearts of his people. With this interpretation the words

of Jesus in every place in which the kingdom of God

is spoken of are in full accord, and the parables of

our lesson clearly give the same thought. In the first,

by comparison with the tiny mustard seed is shown

how small the germ of divine life in the soul may be,

and how it may grow and expand into strength and

usefulness. The mustard tree of the east diflered

greatly from the small, insignificant plant known by

that name with us. There are traditions of its grow-

ing so large as to bear the weight of a man climbing

among its branches. (Thompson). The same thought

is shown in the parable of the leaven with this differ-

ence. The mustard seed represents the outward

manifestation of the kingdom in a visible growth, in

the leaven is portrayed the secret, hidilen power of

the kingdom, working out its results in silence.

In the "hid treasure," the "kingdom" is found

without seeking. The thought is that .some treasure

of exceeding value has accidentally been found ;
it im-

plies an accidental or providential meeting with

Christ. "I was found of them that sought me not"

is the divine word through the mouth of one of the

Lord's prophets. The merchantman seeking goodly

pearls, represents a state quite different from either

of the others. In it there is an earnest, whole-hearted

endeavor to become one with Christ; a sincere in-

quiry after truth ; the goodly pearls representing wis-

dom, knowledge, purity, and all the graces of the holy

spirit which alone can satisfy the cravings of the

higher life. Again the net, into wliich are gathered

all kinds of creatures that live in the sea, both the

good and those unfit for use, seems to have a direct

bearing upon the whole churcli, in whi'ch is found

men and women of every degree of christian experi-

ence and many more of whom the Lord sliall say " I

never knew you."

WE LEARN FROM THESE parables:

(1.) How varied are the methods by which the

power of the divine life operates, yet by all these

ways the same results are brought about when the

heart is a ready and willing receptacle of the gift of

God, which they represent.

(2.) That only as the living, quickening influence

of the Holy Spirit awakens the germ of divine life in

the soul and a response to its touches is experienced,

do we come into a saving knowledge of Christ, who
is declared to be the power of God unto salvation.

Notwithstanding the very plain and practical

teaching of Jesus concerning heaven as a state or

condition of the soul, the Christian church has laid

great stress upon heaven as a place where the right-

eou.s afterdeath shall find an everlasting home; and
in the earnestness with which this idea of heaven
has been promulgated, the fundamental truth has in

a large degree been subordinated to the one thought

of gaining an entrance into the kingdom of heaven,

when done with this state of existence. The future as

Jesus taught is conditioned upon what we know and
come into fellow.sliip with, of the heavenly kingdom
here and now, and not upon any theological dogma
in regard thereto formulated by man. The promi-

nent thought in the New Testament in regard to a

future existence is one in which the companionship

of the righteous in a spiritual union and oneness with

Christ is portrayed.

We may be willing to leave the whole subject

where Jesus put it when he said to his sorrowing dis-

ciples " In my Father's house are many mansions ; if

it were not so I would have told you ; for I go to

prepare a place for you, and if I go and prepare a

place for you, I will come again, and will receive you
unto myself, that where I am there ye may be also."

And we may take comfort in the contemplation

with the apostle Paul of "Things which eye saw not,

and ear heard not, and which entered not into the

heart of man, whatsoever things God prepared for

them that love him," liaving the blessed assurance

that if our life here is hid with Christ in God we may
with the full confidence of faith accept and make our

own that other declaration of the same apostle,

" Neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principali-

ties, nor things present, nor tilings to come, nor pow-

ers, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature,

shall be able to separate us from the love of God,

which is in Christ Jesus our Lord."

Clara L. Brewster, President of the Linn Coun-

ty, (Kan.) Woman Suffrage Association, tells an

amusing story of her experience as a tax-payer of

Linn county. She says: " I was riding to my school

one morning (I was a school-teacher), when a man
called to|me, and, in an insulting manner, told me that

I was ordered to work out my road tax on such a day.

I told him I should be ready. There was no need of

telephone or telegraph to spread the news. It flashed

from house to house,at lightning speed, that a school-

teacher—a woman—was going to work out her road

tax. When the day arrived, every one who had been

notified was on hand, and I worked my road tax—as

Horace Greeley and President Cleveland fought their

battles in the great Rebellion by sending a substi-

tute."— Woman's Journal.

The number of young women's colleges and lyc^es

is increasing year by year in France. There are now
sixteen lycees and nineteen colleges, containing about

five thousand students. Six or eight more of these

establishments are to be opened next year, and a

still larger number the year after.

Happy the man, and happy he alone.

He who can call to-day his own
;

He who, secure within, can say,

—

To-morrow, do thy worst; for I have lived to-day."
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THOUGHTLESS EXPRESSION.

WHEN we take note of the multitude of good words

said and good words written in this modern world

of ours, we are somewhat loath to endorse the ex-

pression of that venerated preacher of the olden

times, when he says in one of his famous epistles

that " the tongue can no man tame, it is a restless

evil ; it is full of deadly poison." But when we re-

flect on what is passing before ug every day, and note

how much of the world's sin and sorrow comes from

wrong teaching, and how many are turned aside

from good as the result of the thoughtless expres-

sions of those whose minds are well stored with

knowledge, we can see how clear Paul was in the

idea he meant to convey by these words. That it is

the grace of God in the heart, that can alone control

the utterance of the tongue, and when this is lacking

an evil, and " a restless evil " it does, indeed, become.

As mankind becomes more skilled in science, more

learned in language and in law, greater adepts in all

that goes to increase our civilization, the more need-

ful it is to possess this gift of God's grace in the heart

so that the expression by the tongue or by the pen

shall carry with it only good influences. We have

seen somewhere an old truth in this new setting

" where there is ability there is responsibility " and

the ability that comes by culture should bring with

it a sense of responsibility that should make it far-

reaching for good alone.

When persons occupy the position of public in-

structors through the agency of the printed page, or

in any other way, they should so carefully guard

their utterances as at least be negative to do harm, if

they see not how to do good. That this is far from

being the case is evidenced daily in our public prints,

and we mourn that it is so. To illustrate our mean-

ing we will here quote an editorial item clipped from

a paper largly circulated in a cultivated community,

the teaching of which is of such doubtful tendency

it should not be allowed to pass without a protest.

Speaking of a recent railroad incident it says:

"The case of express messenger Smith, who

killed two car-robbers in defending his charge and

was rewarded with donations amounting to six thou-

sand dollars, is being held up as an example of how

bravery and fidelity to duty are sure to bring their

reward. It did turn out so in Smith's case, although

this was a notable exception to the usual practice of

great corporations, and was no doubt a complete sur-

prise to the faithful messenger. The six thousand

dollars may be regarded as quite a substantial recog-

nition of his heroism and fidelity ; but when it is

considered that he might have realized a good deal

more without risking his life, by simply robbing the

express himself, it does not appear so munificent

after all."

We cannot for a moment think that this was de-

liberately penned after a season of mature thought.

For who with the ability to write it could give the

subject attention and not see how harm might come

to immature minds by the reasoning here suggested?

No wonder is it that we reap such harvests of dis-

honesty when so thoughtlessly are sown the seeds I

And bow almost impossible it is to guard the young

from such mischievous influences ! The only safety

lies in the strength of counter influences in the home,

in the school, and in the church. That these shall

be strong we appeal most earnestly to parents and

teachers, to give to each in turn their prayerful at-

tention, for we have cited but one of the many items

that go to counterbalance the efi"ect of good teach-

ing.

It would seem like a hopeless task when we think

of the power of the press, but there is a greater

power and one that is never dismayed. Let us co-

operate with this, and see to it that we individually

and collectively give all our influence on the right

side, by guarding our expressions both in private

and public that these be not productive of evil.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

When notices of marriages are sent us for publi-

cation, care should be taken in the wording, in order

to express the exact facts. Thus, where the marriage

is accomplished " according to the order of the Society

of Friends, under the care of [some] monthly meet-

ing," this language should be used,—the name of the

monthly meeting beini: given, of course. In some

cases marriages are " by Friends' ceremony " only,

the contracting parties using the form of words pro-

vided by Friends' order, but not having the oversight

of a meeting. In such instances the expression quoted

is properly used, but it does not describe marriages
,

that are regularly under the authority of the meeting.

These are "according to the order," as suggested

above.
» * *

We call attention to a paragraph under the head-

ing " Notices," stating how merchandise designed for

the two colored schools in South Carolina should be

sent, in this city,—namely to Samuel S. Ash, for the

Aiken school, and to H. M. Laing, for that at Jit.

Pleasant. We are advised that it is much better to
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pack in barrels than in boxes, and that things ought
not to be sent, at the charge of the schools, by ex-

press, or even by railroad, as the charges upon them,
when received, are too great. (The barrels sent from
here are forwarded by water to Charleston, and by
sending three or four at a time, the rate is quite

low.)
* * *

The first of the Educational Conferences under
the care of the (Philadelphia) Yearly Meeting's Com-
mittee will be held on the 10th instant,—Seventh-
day of next week,—at the meeting-house, 15th and
Race streets, beginning at 10.30, a. m. The topics

discussed at these conferences are always practical

and important, and the discussion of them helps, be-

yond doubt, to increase the intelligence and capa-

bility of teachers, as well as develop a large and more
liberal interest in educational work on the part of

parents and school committees.
* * *

The " Friends' Calendar," which was issued for

1885, but not for the year 1886, has now been issued

for|the year 1887, by Ferris Brothers, (Arch and 6th

streets, Philadelphia), and will be welcomed no doubt
by many, as it was in the first instance. It is a neat

lithograph, on substantial card-board, and gives the

conventional portrait of George Fox, and a view of

Swarthmore Hall. A tablet contains quotations from
the writings of Friends, some of them being from
George Fox, William Penn, and John G. Whittier.

Others are from writers and publications not so well-

known or so universally acceptable to all classes of

Friends, but as far as our examination has proceeded,

conveying good thoughts for the day of their intend-
ed use. (For sale at Friends' Book Store.)

* * *

The fact that the eightieth birthday of John G.

Whittier will shortly occur has already been men-
tioned in this journal. It falls upon the 17th of next
month, and it would be very fit, we think, that some
proper recognition of the occasion should be made by

Friends, to whom the venerable poet has contributed

so much of enjoyment and intellectual stimulus, as

well as testimony in behalf of the religious truths

which they cherish.

MARRIAGES.
THOMAS—LAING.—At the residence of the bride's

mother, Bristol, Pa, Tenth month 12th, 1887, according to

the order of the Society of Friends, Solomon F. Thomas,

of Pendleton, Indiana, to Carrie S. Laing, daughter of the

late Edward Laing.

DEA THS.
BORTON.—On the 10th of Eleventh month, 1887, Ruth

H. Borton, widow of the late Ner Borton, in the 93d year

of her age ; a member of Chester Monthly Meeting.

BROWN.—Eleventh month 21th, at the residence of

her son-in-law, Wilson M. Powell, New York City, on her

89th birth-day, Rachel Hopper, widow of Samuel Brown
and daughter of the late Isaac T. Hopper ; a member of

New York Monthly Meeting.

DAVIS.—Suddenly, in Boston, Mass., Eleventh month
26, 1887, whilst onja visit to his son-in-law, Richard P. Hal-

lowell, Edward M. Davis, of Philadelphia, in his 77th year.

He was son-in-law of the late James and Lucretia Mott,
and throughout his life a very active worker in the anti-

slavery and other reformatory movements.

HARVEY.—At Riverview, on the morning of Eleventh
month 25th, Joseph Lownes Harvey, of Philadelphia, in his

66th year.

PEDRICK.—At thejesidence of Dr. Wm . C . Brown, Phil-

adelphia, on Third-day, Eleventh month 22d, Achsah Ann,
widow of William Pedrick ; a member of the Monthly
Meeting of Friends held at Green street, Phila.

SCATTERGOOD.—At the residence of his brother-in-

law, Horace H, Jackson. Chester, Pa., Eleventh month
24th, Jonathan Barton, son of William H. and the late

Hannah Ann Scattergood, aged 24 years, 7 months,and 5

days; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of

Phila.

TRAGO.—At his residence, Penn Hill, Lancaster county,

Pa., Eleventh month 21, 1887, Thomas Trago, in the 84th

year of his age ; a member of Little Britian Meeting.

TURNPENNY.—At Aysgarth, Abington, Pa., on Elev-

enth mouth 26th, 1887, Lydia EUicott, widow of the late

Frederick Turnpenny, M. D., in the 76th year of her age.

WILSON.—In Philadelphia Eleventh month 25th,

Norris Wilson, aged 55. Interment at Fair Hill.

THE LIBRARY.
Local Sketches and Lkge.nds Pertaining to Bucks

AND Montgomery Counties, Pennsylvania. By
William J. Buck. Philadelphia: Printed for the

Author. 1887.

THIS is a neat volume of 340 pages, by a writer well

known in the two counties named for his labors in

local history. It contains some forty separate articles

relating to the earlier life of the country people in

Bucks and Montgomery, and includes several papers

on subjects relating to the Friends. Among these is

" A Pennsylvania Wedding in 1684," "The Tree and

the Vine," and "Alone at Abington Meeting." The
first of these describes the wedding of William Sand-

ford and Frances Homer, at Bristol, in Bucks county,

on the 31st of Third Month (May, according to " Old

Style"), 1684. The certificate of the marriage is some-

what shorter than the form adopted later and now in

use, but is to the same eflect. Twenty witnesses

sign with the married couple, among them being Rich-

ard Noble, sheriff of the county, and James Boyden,

one of the first members of the Provincial Assembly.

William Sandford died in 1692, leaving two children,

William and Mary ;—his wife, who had been pre-

viously married had also two children, William and

Esther Homer, the former of whom, in 1713, pur-

chased a farm of 213 acres, in By berry, on tlie Pnquees-

ing (" Poetquesink," according to the old spelling),

which long continued in the possession of his descen-

dants.

The paper on " The Tree and the Vine" relates to

the early history of Bucks county, this being the device

on the seal of that county, as directed by William

Penn and his Council, at Phila<lelphia, on the 23d of

First month, (March), 1683. The article relating to

Abington Meeting will bear a somewhat extended

extract. The author, reaching the spot on a pleasant

afternoon of the early summer, says

:

" I enter this ample, shady, and retired yard, com-
prising perhaps some three acres of ground, and
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walk observingly around it. The large venerable

two-story tneeting-bonse stands at its remotest part

from the highway, and back of this is the commodi-
ous graveyard, and about one luindred yards to the

southwest stands a two-story stone scliool -house. In

a small glen to the northeast of the meeting house is

a never-failing spring of water which empties into a

small stream parsing under the arch of a substantial

stone bridge as it leaves these grounds. Here and
there are scattered commodious sheds for the accom-
modation and comfort of liorsee, for the religion of

Friends even extends to the kindness of animals; a

fit subject that can be commended to the considera-

tion of all Christian denominations, for the reason

that they too have bodies to be saved—from suffering

or exposure.

"The grave-yard was entered next, covering an
area of about two acres, where repose beneath com-
mon stones some of the earliest settlers of this

vicinity, with several generations of descendants.

Inscriptions can be found only on the later stones

and by which we can recognize that numbers by the

name of Walton, Williams, Palmer, Jenkins, Fletcher,

Jones, Tyson, Shoemaker, Mather, Lukens, and Sat-

terthwaite, have been interred here, families with
whom I have had an acquaintance. Friends do not

permit their places of interment to be used for osten-

tatious purposes. No costly monumental pile or

column towers here to shade or cast into insigniti-

cance its poorer or less ambitious neighbors ; no long
inscriptions are to be found of virtues, which were
the dead to arise and read might cause a blush for

modesty. In this final home all are placed on a

common equality, men, women, and children, the

rich and the poor ; as they all have to come to the

inevitable decree, so must they submit to the same
dissolution. Only a little while longer and we too

must follow, to retire from business and money-mak-
ing and spending, whether we are willing or not

;

leave sect, schism, and party corruption beliind for

body corruption in the ground, an exchange which
old and young sinners had better heed, for it will be
sooner or later made. Not a stone I believe is here

above a foot in height, and I was gratified to see that

the whole had been mowed over and kept free from
briers, sumacs, and poison vines that appear to de-
light to thrive in such places when left to neglect.

" Near the rear of the school-house I again en-

tered the yard for another stroll, and I observed a
gradual sloping of its surface toward the northeast,

through which flows the stream previously men-
tioned. A cup being at the spring, I drank of its

water and sought a blessing on Friends for this ac-

commodation. The noble and venerable oaks scat-

tered over it attracted my attention, hardly more or

less than two feet in diameter, and one approaching
twice that size. Those grand trees, centuries old,

remnants of the original forest, which make so fine a

shade, may they yet be long spared to flourish here.

Taking a seat that some Friend may have kindly
left here for others to enjoy 1 glance around for obser-
vation. Numerous birds are here to enjoy this un-
disturbed retreat. Crow blackbirds are chattering
from the tree-tops, and on the lower branches are

several of my favorite robins, giving forth an expres-

sion of their feelings and gratitude in such honest,

hearty, straightforward notes that touches on our

better nature. A yellow bird kept on warbling, and

at occasional intervals would be heard the shrill,

lively notes of the little wren, who, no doubt, has his

nest in some chink in the wall. They too appeared

to know the spring with its brimming fullness by
their repeated visits here. This woodland is covered

with a nice green sward that a plowshare has proba-

bly never entered. A place so ancient and its vener-

able surroundings has too a history, dating back

almost two centuries or to the earliest settlement of

this section, when it was still a vast forest and the

Indians enjoyed the chase "

Only a limited edition, (200 copies), of the work
has been printed. It may be had of Friends' Book-

store, 15th and Race Sts., Philadelphia.

We have received the " Minutes and Accompany-
ing Documents" of Illinois Yearly Meeting, held in

Ninth month last at Clear Creek. They make a pam-

phlet of S3 pages, and the several portions are so well

arranged and so complete that it must be a valuable

and highly interesting document to members of the

Yearly Meeting, especially those who did not attend

the session. The minutes, which are concise, but en-

tirely clear and orderly, are given in full, and so are

the reports of committees, memorials of deceased

Friends, and all tlie epistles received from other

yearly meetings. There is also given the report of

the proceedings of the First-day School Association,

with the epistles received by it; and at the end of

the volume is appended a list of all the meetings in

the yearly meeting, with their time and place of

holding, names of clerks, correspondents, etc. The

"Extracts" issued by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

are not so full or satisfactory as this from Illinois.

New York Yearly Meeting has had printed a very

neat little volume, or " Directory " of its meetings,

etc., and of its complete lists of members. It must

prove very convenient and helpful in many details of

Society work.

THE RULE OF ENGLAND IN INDIA.

WE observe that a signed article (by S. P. Z.), in our

contemporary, Young Friends' Revieic, (of London, Can-

ada), for Eleventh month, warmly complains of a foot-

note added to one of J. D. McPherson's letters, in this

paper, some weeks ago, wherein we said that it was a

question " open to argument " whether " the condition

of the natives of India under British rule is infinitely

superior to what it was under their own princes," and

added that "the sufferings of India under the despoil-

ment of England, during the last two centuries, have

been terrible."

As our remark was drawn out from a conscientious

unwillingness to let the strong averment of J. D. M.

go without qualification, we are, of course, quite pre-

pared to explain the ground on which it was printed.

We do not say that the people of India are worse oflf

than they were under their own princes, nor that

their condition is not somewhat improved,—though

we think this latter doubtful. The question at issue
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is (1) whether their situation is" infinitely superior,"

as was said ; and (2) whether " their sufferings, under

the despoilment of England, have been terrible," as

we represented.

The evidence on these points is unfortunately too

extensive to leave room for doubt. It is a sad story,

from beginning to end. The English control of India

was secured, it is well known, by a series of aggres-

sive wars. Tliese may be said to have begun about

the middle of the eighteenth century, under Lord

Olive and Warren Hastings, and to have continued

down to a very recent time, the bloodshed and misery

attending them being probably in the aggregate as

great as any other part of the world has experienced

from war, in the same period of history. Of course

we could not here give even a sketch of these wars.

They arose in the course of England's conquest and

control of the country, and their spirit and the man-

ner in which they were carried on were so harsh that

it can scarcely be possible that the conflicts waged be-

fore the English occupation, among tlie different na-

tive kingdoms and principalities, entailed more suf-

fering upon the people.

JBut having conquered India, the English policy

was to enrich the home country at the expense of the

one conquered. This is so perfectly well known and

understood that we presume no one would question

the fact. It has always been systematically carried

out, down to the present day, though protests are

heard, from time to time, from thoughtful and con-

scientious Englishmen. The worst of its features was

the crushing out of the native manufactures. As our

readers will easily recall, India was the native home
of the spinning and weaving of cotton. Our acquaint-

ance with muslins, (begun something over two cen-

turies ago), was derived from the India goods, and

the name cnfico, as is well known, is derived from the

city of Calcutta. Before the English conquest, India

might be regarded indeed as one of the first, if not

the very first, of the manufacturing countries of the

world, and the people were at least industrious, and

free from famines,—their diversity of labor giving

them resources with wliich to procure food, if the

local crops failed. England, however, pursued a plan

to get the raw cotton from India, (the supply from

this country hail not begun), and to shut out from

the English markets the manufactured goods of the

Indian people. This was kept up systematically, with

many details of much hardship to India, and it

worked out the desired result. Eaw cotton was

brought from India to England, and manufactured

goods went back. The native spinning and weaving

industry entirely perished, and agriculture became

the only resource. The consequence was that when
crops failed there was no money to buy food, and the

most terrible famines resulted. It will be, no doubt,

a surprise to every one not familiar with the subject,

if he will merely read a list of the famines in India

within the supposedly beneficent reign of Queen Vic-

toria. In tfie first year of her accession, (1837), one

began in northwestern India,by which 800,000 people

perished. But the worst have occurred in later years.

In 18C0-1, another very destructive one desolated

northwestern India; in 1865-6, a million of peojjle

perished in Bengal and Orissa ; in 1868-9, an even

worse one occurred in Rajpootana and other prov-

inces, the deaths being estimated at a million and a

half of people; in Bengal, in 1874, the crops having

failed from drought, another frightful famine fol-

lowed, and the deaths reached an appalling figure,

(the precise number is not stated in the authority we
have most convenient), while in 1876-7, in Bombay,
and other provinces, still another occurred that swept

away, it is said, no less than six millions of people.

These are among the most terrible visitations ever

endured by any country. " The reigns of Timour

the Tartar, or of Genghis Khan, or of Attila the

Hun," says a recent economic writer of high authori-

ty, (Prof R. E. Thompson, of the University of Penn-

sylvania), " show no such sacrifice of human life as

does the reign of the virtuous and merciful Queen

Victoria in India. The country has been desolated

as war never desolated it in the worst days of its

Mongol conquerors."

That these famines were due to the destruction

of the manufacturing industries is well known in In-

dia, and even some of the official reports, (although

these necessarily show deference to the views held

at London), set forth the fact. The report of the

Indian Famine Commission, in 1885, declared that

the poverty of the people and their consequent

starvation are primarily due to " the unfortunate

circumstance that agriculture forms almost the

sole occupation of the mass of the population," and

it recommended, therefore, such measures as would

encourage other industries,—being the very thing

which the laws of England had operated to destroy

within the last century.

As to the condition of the people of India, in

recent years, there is abundant evidence of the most

distressful character. In her account of them, Flor-

ence Nightingale, the well-known nurse and philan-

thropist, says; " The bulk of the people of India are

paupers. The saddest sight to be seen is the peasant

in our Eastern Empire." The common people, she

declares, " are the most wretched under any civilized

government." A recent traveller declares that

:

" Want in all its forms stares you constantly in the

face, and the only way to escape the sight of it is to

sail away to some other land. Of all the countries I

have ever visited, India is the one I least care to see

again. In two widely separated parts of the Pen-

insula I saw people dying of famine, and their

gaunt and haggard forms rise before me all too

often." A similar description is given by Bishop

Foster, of the Methodist Episcopal Church, (United

States), who visited India four or five years ago.

The Lahore Gazette, (India), in a very earnest article,

commenting on the Famine Report, two years ago,

said: "It is not easy to realize how near to starv-

ing the normal condition of a large portion of our

Indian subjects is, and how very low the standard

of existence. A consideration of even the defec-

tive statistics that we possess must make it plain

to every one that amongst the lower classes

the present scale of living leaves not the

smallest margin for the inevitable additions which

each successive census discloses." In some lectures
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delivered in Edinburgh, in 1S80, W. W. Hunter,

the highest authority on the statistics of India,

admitted that the pressure of population on sub-

sistence in that country was increasing, that it was

a characteristic result of Eujilish rule, that a large

percentage were living on the verge of starvation,

and that the deaths by famine in the future would

probably exceed those of the past, unless a remedy

could be found.

Of course, this subject is very extensive. The

difficulty is to limit expression upon it to the sim-

ple points which are raised in this instance. The

present writer believes that the rule of England in

India, while it may possibly be excused by a nar-

row margin of benefit, (though even this he ques-

tions), has been characterized by such harshness and

selfishness, and lias produced such enormous suf-

fering and misery, as to utterly preclude any claim,

such as that of our friend J. D. M., that the condi-

tion of India under it is "infinitely superior" to

its former experience.
H. M. J.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.

—Bucks Quarterly Meeting, held at Middletown,

(Langhorne), on the 24th of 11th month, was very

largely attended not only by its own members, but

many Friends were present from the neighboring

quarters of Abington, Burlington and Philadelphia,

with a few from Concord and Salem, and as it was

the National and State Thanksgiving Day many per-

sons attended who are not regular attendants of any

place of public worship, the company of all of whom
was very acceptable. David Newport arose early

and spoke for more than half an hour whilst the

people were coming in, and the large house was
filled, up stairs and down, by the time he closed.

Then Thomas Foulke spoke for about half an hour.

He was followed by Joseph Powell and Nathaniel

Kichardson, both of whom closed whilst the people

were still anxious to hear them. The only woman
Friend who had any opportunity to relieve her mind
before the shutters were closed, was Rachel M. Bond.

During the second meeting, several of the women
Friends found an opportunity to address their sisters

in a very feeling manner.
In addition to the usual business of answering the

first, second and eighth queries, appointing clerks,

and appointing committees to nominate members of

the Representative Committee, and to settle the

Treasurer's account which occurs at this Quarter,

a committee reported the names of Friends to serve

as trustees of the Doylestown meeting property and

others to serve as trustees of the meeting and school

properties at Bristol, the titles of all of which are in

the Quarterly Meeting. During the transaction of

the business many more young persons were in at-

tendance than is usually the case, which was an evi-

dence that they have an interest in the affairs of our

Society. The Women's meeting closed about two
o'clock, but the men's was considerably later. All

seemed to be united in the feeling that we had a

very good quarterly meeting and were glad that

they had been present.

—Dr. Franklin T. Haines, an approved minister

of Rancocas, N.J.,bas obtained a minute for religious

service within Philadelphia and Haddonfield Quar-

terly Meetings, and proposes to be at Girard Avenue,

Philadelphia, next First-day morning, the 4th inst,

and have an appointed meeting in Camden, N. J., at

the meeting-house, Market near 7th, at three o'clock,

of which Friends are desired to spread notice.

SWABTHMORE NOTES.

—The college classes gave a reception on Seventh-

day evening, the 26th, to which the Faculty and in-

structors, and a few others, friends, were invited as

guests. It was well attended, and oflering as it did

an opportunity for social intercour.se, and for becom-

ing better acquainted with each other, it was an occa-

sion of interest, and one which will be remembered

with pleasure by those who participated.

—Swarthmore will probably adopt and introduce,

so far as practicable, into the examinations for ad-

mission hereafter, the suggestions made by the Penn-

sylvania Association of Schoolmasters, and modified

and approved by the conference of college officers,

held in Philadelphia during the past week. They

will claim the early attention of the Faculty and

the Committee on Instruction.

—Those approving the general plans of C. M. Bid-

die for securing the Swarthmore stock to the Society

of Friends, met at Race street Meeting-house on

Fourth-day the 23d, and appointed a committee to

further mature the plans, and report at a future meet-

ing. It is hoped that a satisfactory result may be

reached, and that the very desirable end in view may
be secured.

—The athletic sports at Swarthmore are, we be-

lieve, kept free from the objectionable features which

mar their usefulness elsewhere. Properly conducted

they contribute not only to physical but to moral

training.

BEST OF ALL.
THE baby grasps at the empty air.

And sees a wonderful sight

;

For the great old sideboard over there

Is shining with silver bright.

The grandfather dangles his watch of gold.

And she hears the wheels go cliek,

And she tries in her pincushion hands to hold

That " bulls-eye" round and thick.

They are wonderful things that the baby sees
;

But, when she is tired of all,

And they wrap her up from the evening breeze.

When the shadows begin to fall.

She is tired of the noisy and busy world.

Too tired to go to sleep,

And she won't sit up, and she won't stay curled.

And she only wakes to weep.

And she's suddenly caught in a tender hold

Where she even forgets to stir

—

And what to baby are silver and gold,

When her mother smiles down at her ?

—if. C. Bunner, in St. Nicholas for December.
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ON A WAKENING IN THE MORNING.
WATCHED by the ;i!l-searehing eye

Of Him who slumbereth not, whose ear

Still turns to me,

In deep humility, with trustful prayer

I lift my thanliful heart

My God, to thee.

Oh ! thou most Holy One,

Who to my lowly state dost bend,

I love thee still
;

I feel thy presence, thy great power I own,

O give me faith and strength

To do thy will.

Weak am I, dearest Lord,

And of myself I can do naught that's good.

In thee is life;

In thee all strength and might are found.

strengthen me, dear Lord,

In every strife.

Teach me to love thee more.

As day by day I bow in liumble prayer,

For thou art Love
;

• Be thou my staff, my stay, my guide, my all.

Fix thou my heart

On things above.

1 thank thee for thy care,

For lovingly thou watched thy wayward child,

When she would roam
;

To thee all praise, all glory, and renown

Forever be ascribed, that thou

Didst bring her home.

Maggie Shoemaker.

MIZPAH.

WE never used the word while thou and I

Walked close together in life's working way
;

There was no need for it, when hand and eye

Might meet, content and faithful, every day,

But now, with anguish from a stricken heart,

Mizpah ! I cry ; the Lord keep watch between

Thy life and mine, tliat death hath riven apart;

Thy life beyond the awful veil, unseen.

And my poor broken being, which must glide

Through ways familiar to us both, till death

Shall of a surety, lead me to thy side.

Beyond the chance and change of mortal breath.

Mizpah ! yea, love, in all my bitter pain,

I trust God keepeth watch betwixt us twain,

The lips are dumb from which I used to hear

Strong words of counsel, tender words of praise
;

Poor I must go my way without the cheer

And sunshine of thy presence all my days.

But God keeps watch my ways and days upon,

On all I do, on all I bear for thee.

My work is left me, though my mate is gone
;

A solemn trust hath love bequeathed to me,

I take the task thy languid hand laid down
That summer evening, for mine own alway,

And may the giver of both cross and crown
Pronounce me faithful at our meeting day !

Mizpah ! the word gives comfort to my pain
;

I know God keepeth watch betwixt us twain.

—All the Year Round.

PROGRESS AMONG THE OMAHA INDIANS.
[We find in the Honthem Worlcman, of Hampton, Va., an
article by H. B. Frissell, describing a visit to the Omaha
Indians, in Nebraska. As this tribe was for several years in

charge of agents nominated by Friends, the details he gives
of their present situation will be interesting. We copy a
large part of his article.

—

Eds. Intelligencee and Joue-
nal.]

THLS tribe is passing from the agency systeoi, where
the affairs of the Indians are conducted by the rep-

resentatives of the Indian office at Washington, to

citizenship under the county and the State.

The change is in many respects like that which
came to the colored people when they passed from
slavery out into freedom. The Indians under the
agency system were kept within a reservation which
corresponded in many respects to the slave planta-

tions of the South. The Indian, like the Negro, was
made accountable to an agent at all times. He could
not go off the agency vpithout permission. He was
provided with food and clothes, as was the slave, and
his mental, moral, and physical condition depended
upon the will of one man. All tliis is changed in the
case of the Omalias. They have nothing to do with
an agent, except in the matter of their schools and
of their annuity, and for this the agent of a neigh-

boring tribe meets tliem and deals with them as he
would with a company of white men.

As emancipation was a trying process to the Negro
so is the corresponding change to the Indian. All

such transition times must be times of suffering.

One is not .surprised then to see considerable pov-

erty among the Omahas. It is a matter of surprise to

one who lias seen other tribes cared for by gov-

ernment to see tliis one entirely self-supporting and
only receiving from the government an annuity vary-

ing from three to seven dollars a year. And yet after

diligent inquiry in the towns about the reservation I

heard of little begging. They told me at the reserva-

tion, how, when the spring came on, the Indians
were seen out in old fields hunting after a stray ear

that might have been left from the previous harvest,

but they bore their poverty and hunger bravely, and
the cornfields of the present year seem to indicate

that the next winter will be a more comfortable one
than the last. Last year was a trying one to the In-

dians in many ways.

The fact that the Indians of this tribe earn their

own support is one which to my mind covers a mul-
titude of sins. The same mistake is made of judg-

ing of Indian progress that has been made in judg-

ing of the progress of Negroes. They are expected

after a few years of education, to compare in every

way favorably with'the representatives of hundreds
of years of education and training. Some of the

friends of the Indian have talked as though they sup-

posed that the passage of the Land in Severalty bill

was all that was necessary to make the Indians re-

spectable New Englanders. Now these Omahas are

not without their faults. Some of them have been
known to lay aside one wife and take up another with-
out much ceremony, but the general sentiment is

against that sort of thing. In the matter of purity they
compare favorably with many white communities.
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Drunkenness is a thing almost unknown. It is con-

sidered a matter of public disgrace when one is seen

drunk. They decided years ago that one who was

seen drunk should be publicly whipped and the law

was so rigidly enforced that drunkenness has almost

entirely beeu banished from the reservation.

Some of the Omahas who lived in the towns

about tlie reservation have already voted, and the

same privilege belongs to all who have taken up their

lands. The question of how the authority of the

counties shall be extended over the reserve is a some-

what difficult one.

The ambitious little town of Pender, desirous of

becoming a county seat, pushed a bill through the

Legislature of Nebraska making the entire Indian res-

ervation one county and itself the court-town. For-

tunately, the Governor vetoed the bill. It seems

much better that the reserve should be divided be-

tween the four or live counties that border upon it.

I was especially interested in the result of Eastern

education among the Omahas and I found it a great

reason for encouragement.******
It is well known to the readers of the Workman

that for several years an effort has been made at

Hampton to bring young Indian families under the

school's influence. For this purpose six small cot-

tages have been put up on our grounds, through the

help of friends interested in the cause, the work of

building done in part by the Indians themselves.

The first occupants of these cottages were Omahas,
Noah LaFlesche and Philip Stabler and their wives.

The young men had learned the carpenter's trade at

Hampton, and were able, with some direction, to put

up their two little cottages for themselves.

The ladies of the Connecticut branch of the Wo-
man's National Indian Association took up the mat-

ter of putting these young couples on their feet after

their return to the West, by lending them money to

build houses and break their ground for farming. In

my recent visit to the Omaha reservation, I had an
opportunity of seeing how this new plan is working.

I will speak especially of these two returned Hamp-
ton students. As already mentioned, the lands of

the Omaha reserve have been taken up in accordance

with the provisions of the Land in Severalty bill,

and a portion has been soici to the whites.

These returned Hampton students had each one
hundred and sixty acres of their own. Before arriv-

ing at the reserve I heard, through a grain buyer on
the train, something of their farms. He said that

they had as good wheat as there was in Nebraska.

As soon as possible I drove out to their homes_
which lie along the Logan Creek. I found one of the

young men with his carpenter's bench on the shady
side of one of the most comfortable houses that I

had seen in the neighborhood. He told me with
pride that he himself had built the house with the

assistance of his neighbor, the other ex-student of

Hampton. For the first year after their return the
two couples had been obliged to go back to the mud
lodges of their parents. In the case of Philip Stabler
this meant a return to surroundings thoroughly bad,
for he came from a non-progressive family. So he

was obliged to live in the midst of the heathen
dances and feasts and general barbarism that charac-

terize the non-progressive part of the tribe. The
help afforded by the Connecticut ladies enabled him
the second year to put up on his own land a house
that cost some four hundred dollars, and hire twenty
acres of land broken witli which to commence his

farming operations. Once having this start he got on
very well. He had owned previously two Indian

ponies which were not strong enough to break up the

soil. These he traded for a strong American horse,

and by leasing the forty acres which had been allot-

ted to his little boy he bought still another horse, so

that the second year he was able to care for his own
land and to break up thirty acres more. He showed
me, with pride, the five hundred cottonwood trees

that he had set out about his house, the flower gar-

den which he had started from seeds sent him by
Eastern friends, and the plot where various kind o

vegetables were planted.

We went together to see the turf barn which he
had built with his own hands, where he now had
nine horses and four colts, some pigs, and a cow. He
showed me his chicken yard, where, he told me, he
had raised ninety chickens this year. He showed
me how he had learned to stack his hay and straw.

He told me how he had just gotten the job of putting

up a neiglibor's house, for which he was to receive

$2.50 a day. I remembered how the Quartermaster

at Fortress Monroe had said that the best work he
had had done for him was by these same Indian

young men, and I did not doubt that the neighbor's

house would be honestly built.

I went to the adjoining farm of another Hampton
graduate, and I found much the same condition of

things that I have described in the first. The young
man was away from home. His neat-looking wife

told me that he had gone out with his team to break
land for another Indian, and was to receive five dol-

lars for the two acres he could break in a single day
with his good, strong horses. His wife invited me
into the house, which her husband liad built with

the same help from the Connecticut ladies. She
showed me how he wainscotted the rooms so as to

make the house warmer and improve its appearance.

She showed me the pretty table, chairs, sofa, and
shelves for books which he had made.

I went into [the neat kitchen where everything

was in apple-pie order, where preparations were
being made for the husband's return, which already

showed that this Indian's wife understood the art of

cooking. I went into tlie bedroom, where the bed
with its white spread showed the careful housekeeper

and the results of the training at Hampton.
The neat pattern of the paper upon the walls of

the room, the brown shades that hung at the win-

dows, the pretty lidy which the wife had made for

the sofa, the pictures upon the walls, the books upon
the shelves, the well-thumbed Bible lying upon the

table, all bore witness to the happy results which
Eastern schoots and the Ladies' Indian Association

had made possible.

These young people were receiving nothing from

the government in the way of clothes, food, or cattle
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Only seven dollars apiece in money, which was the

payment for land in Indian Territory sold by the tribe

to the government. They were earning their bread

by the sweat of their brow.

I was interested in what these young men told me
of their dealings with the whites. Of how the mer-

chants in the towns around had been accustomed to

charge the Indian a third more than they did the

white man, and did not like it that these returned

Hampton students refused to pay these extravagant

prices. It is not strange that some of our western

friends are opposed to eastern education. These In-

dians know more than is always comfortable for the

western whites. I was interested as they told nie of

how they held their wheat, refusing to sell it in Octo-

ber for forty cents, when they found that by holding

it till February they could get fifty-one cents, and I

felt that the contact with the white race was good for

them now that they had received a practical educa-

tion and were backed by kind friends at the Eaet. I

was thankful that the Agency system had now so

little to do with these men, that they had no longer

to hang about an agency asking for rations and being

pauperized by the things they received. As I looked

at these strong, brave-looking young men, with tlieir

honest wives, their neat houses, and broad, well-kept

farms, I felt thankful for the work of Miss Fletcher,

who, in the face of strong opposition from Indians

and white*, had brought these young men and many
others out on these good lands which the whites eag-

erly desired for themselves. I felt thankful that

Senator Dawes, by his Land in Severalty Bill, had

made the same thing possible for all the Indian

tribes. I felt thankful for the long years of toil that

those Ifestern workers have given to these people,

and for the new inspiration which the Eastern

schools have given to all the work for the Indian.

THE VALUES OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY.
FAR be it from me to depreciate the value of the

gifts of science to practical life, or to cast a doubt upon

the propriety of the course of action of tho.se who
follow science in the hope of finding wealth along-

side truth, or even wealth alone. Such a profession

is as respectable as any other. And quite as little do

I desire to ignore the fact that, if industry owes a

heavy debt to science, it has largely repaid the loan

by the important aid which it has, in its turn, ren-

dered to the advancement of science. In considering

the causes which hindered the progress of physical

knowledge in the schools of Athens and of Alexan-

dria, it has often struck me that where the Greeks did

wonders was in just tho.se branches of science, such

as geometry, astronomy, and anatomy, which are sus-

ceptible of very considerable development without

any, or any but the simplest, appliances. It is a cu-

rious speculation to think what would have become

of modern physical science if glass and alcohol had

not been easily obtainable ; and if the gradual per-

fection of mechanical skill for industrial ends had not

enabled investigators to obtain, at comparatively lit-

tle cost, microscopes, telescopes, and all the exquis-

itely delicate apparatus for determining weight and

measure, and for estimating the lapse of time with

exactness, which they now command. If science has
rendered the colossal development of modern indus-
try possible, beyond a doubt indu.stry has done no
less for modern piiysics and chemistry, and for a great
deal of modern biology. And as the captains of in-
dustry have, at last, begun to be aware that the con-
dition of success in that warfare, under the forms of
peace, which is known as industrial competition, lies

in the discipline of the troops and the use of arms of
precision, just as much as it does in the warfare which
is called war, their demand for that discipline, which
is technical education, is reacting upon science in a
manner which will, assuredly, stimulate its future
growth to an incalculable extent. It has become ob-
vious that the interests of science an<l of industry are
identical ; that science can not make a step forward
without, sooner or later, opening up new channels
for industry; and, on the other hand, that every ad-
vance of industry facilitates those experimental in-

vestigations upon which the growth of science de-
pends.

But, a little later, that growth of knowledge be-
yond imaginable utilitarian ends, which is the condi-
tion precedent of its practical utility, began to pro-

duce some effect upon practical life ; and the opera-
tion of that part of Nature we call human upon the
rest began to create, not " new natures," in Bacon's
sense, but a new Nature, the existence of which is

dependent upon men's efforts, which is subservient

to their wants, and which would disappear if man's
shaping and guiding hand were withdrawn. Every
meclianical artifice, every chemically pure substance

employed in manufacture, every abnormally fertile

race of plants, or rapidly growing and fattening breed
of animals, is a part of the new Nature created by
science. Without it, the most densely populated
regions of modern Europe and America must retain

their primitive, sparsely inhabited, agricultural or

pastoral condition ; it is the foundation of our wealth
and the condition of our safety from submergence by
another flood of barbarous hordes ; it is the bond
which unites into a solid political whole, regions

larger than any empire of antiquity ; it secures us
from the recurrence of the pestilences and famines

of former times; it is the source of endless comforts

and conveniences, which are not mere luxuries,

but conduce to physical and moral well-being.

During the last fifty years, this new birth of time,

this new Nature begotten by science upon fact, has
pressed itself daily and hourly upon our attention,

and has worked miracles which have modified the
whole fashion of our lives.

—

Prof. 1. H. Huxley, in

Popular Science Monthly.

Do not neglect your meetings for worship : always

attend them with cheerfulness ; and when there,

strive in silence to feel after the Divine Presence, to

comfort and instruct you.

—

Frederick Smith.

It is the rule of life to forget the kindnesses our

neighbors have done us and to remember only those

we have done for them. If the rule could be re-

versed, what a happy world it would be !
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A GRAND AVENUE TO MOUNT VERNON.

IT is proposed to construct^ frranrl avenue from the

tomb of Washington to the Federal Capital, a work of

interest to every citizen of the Republic. This en-

terprise was suggested by the National Republican

which thus speaks of it: "It is proposeii that the

avenue shall be one hundred and fifty feet wide

—

twenty-five feet on each side for parking and that each

State and Territory shall have apportioned to it four

hundred yards—or nearly a quarter of a mile—where

it will plant as shade-trees specimens of native

growth, erect a marble tablet with the name of the

State, its coat of arms, and in the case of the original

thirteen, the names of the signers of the Declaration"

of Independence, together with such statuary in

bronze or marble as the State shall choose to erect.

It is further proposed that the original thirteen States

shall have choice of the ground, commencing at the

tomb of the great leader, who, both in peace and

war, is ranked as ' first in the hearts of his country-

men,' and that the other States and Territories se-

cure the next plats in the order of their creation as

States and erection into Territories. For a little over

two miles from the aqueduct bridge the avenue will

pass through ground belonging to the United States,

the Arlington grounds, which will always be used as

a national cemetery, military depot, and park, and it

is assumed that the Government will not hesitate to

make and beautify its portion of Mount Vernon

avenue in the very best style, and place the parking,

care, and maintenance of the trees furnished by it

and the States under control of the Department of

Agriculture, providing and locating on its part of the

avenue, as it undoubtedly would, the bronze or mar-

ble statue of every President or Vice-President of the

United States—the product of the genius and skill of

the very best artists. Every State will take pride in

seeing that its portion of the avenue is handsomely

provided, first, with its best trees, and then with the

bronze or marble statue of its most notable citizens,

so that the fourteen "miles from the Capital to the tomb

will be one grand highway lined with the monu-

ments of the great men of the nation, embowered in

shades such as the original rested under when in

life. The route over which the avenve will pass is

historic ground. From the mansion that was the

home of \Yashinton, the traveler will pass over the

route which he so often traversed to the church

where he worshipped in Alexandria, the home of his

stepson, and the city which he founded. Every foot

of the route will not only be] historic, but will teach

the history of the States and the great men who
helped to make them."

AMERICAN TOURISTS ABROAD.
J. ELLEN FOSTER, President of the Iowa Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, who is still in Europe,

in an address sent from Ireland to the recent annual

meeting of the Iowa Woman's Christian Temperance
Union, referring to her visit abroad, says :

" We Bailed on a German steamer, and were pre-

pared to see liquor used by those of that nationality.

In that we were not disappointed. We were, how-
ever, surprised that so many Americans drank. In-

deed, our family party of four, our friends the Rock-
feller family, of New York, and their guests, and one
other gentleman of Philadelphia—we were, I think,
the only abstainers.

" The passengers were goodly company. I en-
joyed their society much, and some of them were ab-

stainers at home, but on shipboard they drank freely.

One charming young gentleman frankly told me he
was from a temperance family and did not drink at

home, but said :
' I'm out for a little summer trip to

see the world, and I guess I'll do as other people do.'

I noticed the same thing at continental hotels ; very
few American tourists abstained. It seemed to me
they drank simply because other people <lid. Their
standard of morals seemed adjustable to the society

in which they chanced to be. What lack of moral
conviction ! An outward conformity to temperance
social customs in America is better than open disre-

gard of it, but the terrible power of the drinking
usages of this Old World would be greatly shaken if

those who go thence from America would carry their

principles with them."

Light is always swifter than sound. We see the

distant woodman's axe fall long before we hear the

blow. We watch the flash of the far-ofi' cannon be-

fore we hear its roar. We are blinded by the

lightning before we are deafened by the thunder.

Sometimes, indeed, the distant artillery of the light-

ning flares and flashes along the horizon, and we
hear no report at all. So is it in higher realms.

When a brave blow is struck for right in the world,

the sound of it often seems long in getting out.

Sometimes only after a man is dead do the reports of

what he has been doing raise the echoes. Sometimes
his good deeds are not heard of on earth at alL

Happily for us, God sees the blow struck. Happily

for us, he waits for no resultant earthly echoes.

Happily for us, he could as instantly detect the right

deed, and commend the right motive, were report

and result delayed as many ages as there are sands

on all the shores of all the seas.—.S. S. Times.

" Thou must be true thyself,

If thou the truth would teach
;

Thy soul must overfiow, if thou

Another's soul would reach.

It needs the overflow of heart

To give the lips full speech.

—

Be true.

" Think truly, and thy thoughts

Shall the world's famine feed

;

Speak truly, and each word of thine

Shall be a fruitful seed;

Live truly, and thy life shall be

A great and noble creed.

—

Live true."

The mirrd of man is so formed that, when fully

awakened, it can be satisfied with nothing less than

the infinite.

—

S. M. Crolhers.

Blessed is he who has found his work ; let him
ask no other blessedness.

—

Carlylt.
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—There was on exhibition at the Texas State Fair a large

Ae whicli was found among the Comanche Indians by
State Geologist Eaester in 1858. The Indians had known
of the stone for generations by tradition as the " thunder
stone," and said it had fallen from the sky. They were ac-

customed to visit it, where it lay partially buried in the

earth, to whet their knives and arrow points upon ita sides

believing that their weapons thereby acquired magic power,

An analysis of its composition shows it to consist in parts •'

Iron, 88.78; nickel, 10.78; cobalt, 10.54, and the remainder
hronzite, which containssilica, alumina, protoxide of iron

protoxide of manganese, and traces of magnesia, soda, pot-

ash, and chromium. The stoae is extremely hard and takes

a fine polish.

—The books exported from Leipzig to the United States

between the 1st of October, 1836, and the 1st of October,

1887, were of the value of $376,552. in addition to musica'
works to the value of $77,719. This is altogether about
doub le the amount of the trade ten years ago.

—The total number of immigrants who arrived in the

United States in October, was 43,699, and during the ten

months ending October 31, 454,699. Of this number 32,.

824 landed at Philadelphia, which was an increase of 13,-

268 over the corresponding period in 1886.

—A student of Indian tongues declares that the word
" Chicago " was used by the Pottawatomie Indians long ago
to designate a place where wild onions abounded, literally,

an onion patch.

—The fire which destroyed the main building of the
winter quarters of Barnum & Bailey's circus, in Bridge,

port, Connecticut, on the 20th of last month, burned four

elephants, five lions, seven leopards, six panthers, four kan.
garoos, six horses, and a large number of smaller animals.

The white elephant was one of those burned. P. T. Bar-

num estimates the loss at from $700,000 to $830,000, and the

insurance at less than $100,000, probably $65,000.

CUBRENT EVENTS.
The biennial election on the subject of local Prohibi-

tion took place in Atlanta, Georgia, on the26th inst. fhere
was a very earnest contest over the matter, and women
took a prominent part, (though without votes, of course).

Of the two U. S. Senators from Georgia, A. H. Colquitt was
for 1 rohibition, and Jos. E. Brown against. Theresult was
against Prohibition, by a majority of 1,122. It is repra-

sented that the colored voters gave more of their support

to the liquor side than to that of Prohibition, and that

money was freely used to bring about the result.

Very cold weather has already been experienced in the
Northwest. On the 26lh instant, temperatures below zero

were reported as follows : St. Vincent, Minnesota, 22 ; Fort
Garry, 22; Minnedosa, 22 ; Fort Totton, 18; Bismarck, 16

;

Cheyenne, 10; Fort Custer, 12; Fort Assinaboine, 26 ; Fort
Beauford, 18. At St. Paul and Duluth the markings were
8 above zero.

Rains at f ittsbnrg, on the 24th ult., were welcomed as

likely to cause a rise in the rivers sufficient to allow the
shipment to the West of the eight op ten mlilioa bniliels of
coal lying in the harbor and pools. There have been no
shipments to the lower ports since last June, and the
mines have been closed on account of a scarcity of crmft,

all the boats being loaded. The enforced idleness has
caused great suffering among the 6,000 miners in the val-

ley, and many have gone to other fields in quest of em-
ployment.

A GERMAN woman in Lawrence, Kansas, named Salt,

who for the past four weeks has refused to eat, died on the
24th ult. All efforts to induce her to take food were un-
successful. When any one spoke to her she would answer
in quotations from the Bible.

A TELEGRAM from Bismarck, Dakota, says oflicial

figures from nearly all Dakota counties show that the ma-
j»rity for division in the entire territory will not exceed
3,000, the total vote being about 70,000. Only eight coun-
ties voted agaiust Prohibition.

Congress will reassemble at Washington on the 5th in-

stant,—Second-day next.

It is understood that Attorney-General Kirkpatrick, at

Harrisburg, has prepared an opinion that a woman cannot
be appointed a notary public in this state, there being no
statute authorizing such appointments.

J. Taylor Gause has bought of Dr. Pusey Heald,
Heald's Hygiene Home, Wilmington, Delaware, and se-

cured its use for a year, (with the privilege of purchase),

to the homoeopathic physicians for a free hospital. His
wife has opened a subscription fund for the hospital with
a check for $1,200.

Three children named White, aged 8, 12, and 15 years,

were drowned at Morrison, Illinois, on the 26th ult., while
playing with their sleds on the thin ice on Rock Creek.

One broke through and the others were drowned while

trying to rescue him.

The large rhinoceros which was severely burned at the

fire at Barnum's winter quarters, in Bridgeport, Connecti-

cut, died on the night of the 25th ult.

The annual meeting of Woman's Christian Temperance
Assosociation of Philadelphia was held on the 25th ultimo.

The Union has 308 active, 29 contributing, and 10 honorary
members. The report of the Prison Committee showed
that 3,6'25 women had been committed to prison for drunk-

enness in this city last year.

NOTICES.

%* The Yearly Meeting's Committee on Education an-
nounce that they propose to hold tlieir first Conference for
the season, of parents, teachers, and school committees, on
Seventh-day, the 10th of Twelfth month, at 10.30 o'clock.

The subjects will be given in a future notice.

Wm. Wade Griscom, Clerk.

*»• The Burlington First-day School Union will meet
at Trenton, Twelfth mouth 10, at 10.30 a. m. Interested
Friends and co-workers are cordially invited.

Wm. Walton,
Margaret D. Rogers, Clerks.

*«* Funds and merchandise intended especially for

Martha Schofield, Aiken, S. C, should be sent to .Samuel S.

Ash, No. 1027 Market street ; and funds and merchandise
intended for Abby D. Munroe, Mt. Pleasant. S. C, should
be sent to H. M. Laing, 30 N. Third street, Philadelphia.

"tt* A stated meeting of Friends' Charity Fuel Associa-
tion will be held in Friends' Parlor this (Seventh-day) even-
ing at 8 o'clock.

Wm. Heac»ck, Clerk.

•»• Quarterly meetings in Twelfth month will occur as
follows:

3. Whitewater, Maple Grove, Ind.
5. Prairie Grove, Marietta, Iowa.
8. Salem, Woodburv, N. J.

15. Haddonfield, Haddoiifield, N. J.
22. Fishing Creek, Half- Year's Meeting.

*«• A Conference of Parents, Teachers, School Commit-
tee» and others interested will be held under the care of
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"The Commitee on Education of Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting of Friends " on Seveuth-day, Twelfth mouth lOlh,

1887, at ISth and Eace streets, Philadelphia, commencing
at 10.30 o'clock. Punctual attendance is desired.

The suhjects for consideration are:

1st. What are the best means of securing the cooper-

ation of parents and teachers?
2d. On what basis should promotion be made in graded

schools, or pupils be received from other schools?

3d. Practical methods of teachijig reading.

All interested are invited to attend.

Wm. Wade Gkiscom, Clerk,
Woodbury, N. J.

»,* Philadelphia First-day School Union will meefat
Girard Avenue meeting-house on Sixth-day evening.

Twelfth month 9th, at 7.30 o'clock. Reports from the sev-

eral organizations with delegates, and the general attend-
ance of Friends are requested.

The following subject will be open for discussion:
" How shall we retain our young people with us and

make them actively interested members of our Society ?
"

Jos. M. Truman, Jr., ) p, .

Sarah M. Holcomb. J
"-'^rKs.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•«• Wk particularly ask that whenmoney is forwarded torenew

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is vow being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

•»• Matter intended for insertion In the INTKLLIGKNCKB AND
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance
may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

day, and must he sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

%*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A mnrvel ot' purity, strength,
wholesomeness. More economical tt.an the ordinary kinds,
cannot be sold in competition with the multitude "of low
short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only
Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall st, N. Y.

. and
1, and
test.

cans.

QDEEN &C 0. 9 2 4 Chestnut ST

PEIRCE COLLEGE,
Record Building, 917-919 Chesfmif St..Philad'a. Pa.

THOMAS MAY PEIRCE, M. A.,
PRINCIPAL AND FOUNDER.

. Mornlngj Afternoon, and N.ight Sessions.
Ladies and Gentlemen are instructed in technical knowledge

qualifying them for the transaction of business «nd the proper
man.Hgement of business afi'airs.

Business men, merchants,, arid Tarmers. who have hpd doubts
as to whether a-praclical-businefls education colild be obtained
outside of the counting room have been surprised at the thorongWy
practical manner in which thetr sons and daughters have been
qualified for business engagements at PEiRCE-t'oLLEGB, and are
now among its warmest friends. . .

Ten hundred and fifty tl'iSO) student.^ last year.
Call or write for Circular and Commencement proceedings,

containing addresses of Governors Beaver and Briggs, and Rev.
Sam. W. Small and Rev. Sam. P. Jones.

Rev. JOHN THOMPSON, Dean.
.Offices, Rooms 5 and 6, Second Floor.

FRIENDS' CALENDAR FOR 1888
NOW READY.

A handsome lithographed card bearing a tablet, giving a care-

fully selected quotation from Friends' writings for each day of

the year. Price, 50 cents. By mail, 55 cents.

FRIENDS' ALMANAC FOR 1888.
Containing an account of the times and places of holding

the meetings of Friends on the continent of America. Price, 10

cents each. Sl.OO per dozen.

FRIENDS' POCKET ALMANAC FOR 1888.
Price, 10 cents each. $1.00 per dozen.

FOR SALE BY

FRIENDS' Book Association,

S. W. Cor. I5th and Race Sts., Philadelphia.

Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

This association, formed at Philadelphia, in Sixth month

1886, represents the conviction of many Friends and others

that continued systematic aid to the work of educating the

colored people of the South is imperatively called for.

The special design of the Association, for the school

year 1887-88, is to extend support to the Schofield Normal

and Industrial School, at Aiken, S. C, under charge of

Martha Schofield, and to the School at Mt. Pleasant, S. C,

under charge of Abby D. Muuro.

Subscriptions are earnestly invited. Checks, etc., should

be drawn to the order of the Treasurer, as below.

OFflCEES OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Howard. M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sabah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia A. Schofield, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila.

Henry M.'Laing,. Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

Executive Committee, Edward H. JIagill, Swarth-

more. Pa. ; Sarah H. I eirce, Philadelphia ;
Samuel S. Ash

Philadelphia; George L. Maris, West Chester, Pa. ; William

Lloyd, Newtown, Pa.; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia ; Alfred

Paschall, Doylestown, Pa.
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THE INNER LIFE.
O WONDROUS life, within the life

Which mortals daily scan,

—

Unknowing this, bow can we judge

Our wayward brother, man?

The Bubtile selfhood all our own
No words can quite reveal.

And evermore we fail to teach

The finest thoughts we feel.

Between the closest human ties

Hangs still the shadowy screen
;

Though love sends through its radiant glance,

And shining faith is seen.

While sweet communion friend with friend

Lights up the years that roll,

God's sacred gift still waits apart.

The innermost of soul.

—Elha M. Hickok, in Christian Rtgister.

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT'
THERE seems to be a tendency in the human mind
to so revere the 'thoughts, the experiences, the attain-

ments, and modes of action of their own lives, or of

the lives of others, tliat they are wont to compare the

attainments or ideas of the present, with those of the

past, and not unfrequently conclude that those things

they tlius revere were far superior to tliat which is

now passing around them. In so doing, from my
standpoint, they not only make a mistake, but are

liable to be led into gross errors, and through these

lose much that would enhance their own judgment,

and enlarge their usefulness among their fellows.

While experiences and attainments of the past

should not be lightly regarded or carelessly thrown

aside, they should only be used either as incentives to

greater attainments, or as cautions to avoid that

which has not been productive of the highest good.

• The tendency thus referred to, we find apparent in

those who, full of tlie darker shades of their own ex-

perience, look back to the past and allow the thought

to dwell upon that which gave them pleasure, and

seem to forget that each day's experience has both its

lighter and darker side ;and hence conclude that their

past days were better than the present, losing eight of

the fact that humanity has been constantly advanc-

ing in modes of thought, in investigations of scientific,

moral, and religious ideas, an<l that which was tol-

erated as truth in one age, is often found in succeed-

'An Essay read before the Mendon, N. Y., Literary Circle.

ing ones to have been either imperfectly understood,
or else to have had no more solid foundation than
superstition.

Perhaps no more marked representative of the
idea I would advance can be presented than a refer-

ence to the religious thought of men will give us.

There is such a tendency to revere the past, that

there is an almost involuntary shrinking from listen-

ing to, or adopting, any thing which controverts the
doctrines held by the fathers in any church or so-

ciety ; and out of this feeling has arisen many of the
prominent controversies that have had a place in the

religious world. This results from an often indefi-

nite and undefined conception that God has revealed

all of religious truth to those who lived in the past,

and that the highest standard of attainment possible

for us is that which they enunciated, and advocated

and even these have invaded the realms of science

with their theories, and have been found among the

most stubborn in their resistance to the acceptance of

new scientific truths. While there should not be a

too hasty loosening of ourselves from the things of

the past, we ought to remember that the present af-

fords us greater facilities for investigation and exam-
ination of all claims of truth,—that.we have the ad-

vantage not only of the accumulated wisdom and ex-

perience of the past, but better methods with per-

ceptions more clear if in the midst of superstition,

and an ever-widening field open for our examination.

In scientific investigation we have conceded this,

and we no longer look upon these investigators with
distrust; but while we await results and carefully

scrutinize what they present, we are forced to admit
that they have unfolded truths which were sealed to

the past, and that though the progress made in util-

izing their discoveries has been exceedingly rapid in

the last half of a century, and the mind often finds

itself wondering will this progress never cease, it is

clearly apparent the end has not yet been reached,

and that as each truth is investigated and established

it seems to open a path into new and before un-

thought-of fields of research. If the knowledge of

man in past ages has been so limited in its attain-

ments of scientific truths, is it wise or safe to con-

clude that it reached the highest limit of knowledge
iu Divine, religious, or spiritual truth?

Should we not be as willing to follow in our in-

vestigations after religious truths the same rule we
apply to the scientific? Can we safely conclude that

all of truth man can comprehend and know has been
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unfolded in the past ? In fiit-t does not history fur-

nish ahiindant evidenceth.it wliat we deem important

and essential to-day, lias been enshrouded and en-

veloped in superstition in the past, and have we,

therefore, any right or sufficient evidence to conclude

that we have reached the limit of our possibilities in

this direction 7

With these facts before us, then, I conclude it is

not the part of wisdom for us to so place our depend-

ence upon either the revelations to, or the attain-

ments of, the past, as to induce us to cease our inves-

tigation, or follow the revelations of the present,

even if they seem to controvert what has been re-

vealed or attained in the past, but use all the knowl-

edge and wisdom of the past as far as we may to as-

sist us in our investestigation as well as in the per-

formance of the duties of the present, rejecting all

that the unfoldiiigs of the present reveals to have
been either untrue or non-essential.

With increased instrumentalities, with the higher

cultivation of the intellectual powers, with the con-

viction that man reaches his highest attainments by
persistent, intelligent investigations, with the clear

knowledge we may possess of the facts of history as

these have affected the conditions and progress of

the human race, we ought to be better fitted to pur-

sue our investigations, with less fear of doing injury

either to scientific or religious truth, when newer
revelations shall supplant the old, and present devel-

opments supersede the past.

None should allow themselves to be so wedded to

their own or others' past experience that it will unfit

them for a candid and sincere examination of new
truths ; for if they do they will bar their own pro-

gress, and often become censorious regarding others.

I conclude, then, that true wisdom on our part

would be to keep all our powers and gifts open to

the reception of truth as it is presented, using the

past as a conservative force to prevent us from go-

ing into the extreme of credulity, regarding things

new, and adopting them without that careful and
close investigation and proving which is always es-

sential before adopting anything presented as truth.

As, then, we cull from the past all essential truth

that comes within our sphere of knowledge, the past

and present become mingled and united so as to aid

us in forming more just and true estimates of Truth,

and thus assist not only in forming our opinion, but

establishing a basis of action that cannot but aid us

in the proper fulfillment of every duty we find im-

posed upon us in out different spheres of action. It

would, too, prevent us from over estimating the pre-

sent, because it would naturally lead us to think that

while those who have lived before us were in many
things mistaken, as the light of the present has dis-

closed, so we may make mistakes that future genera-

tions will clearly discern ; and as they adopted and
defended many things as truth which the light of

our day shows us to have been false, so this fact will

make us loss positive in our statements, if not in our
convictions, and hence keep us from the assumption
that we have reached the limit of human attainment.

So, then, in the completion of a well rounded char-

acter, and a life of true usefulness, we should en-

deavor to so blend the experiences of the past with
the revelations of the present—that both shall fur-

nish such an incentive to action as shall raise usabove
mere sordid and selfish interests; and while seeking

our own advancement, and adding to our stores of

true knowledge, we may assist the earnest, honest

inquirer of our day to reach his or her proper po-

sition of usefulness among men. In doing this, while

we will not reject the true, the noble, and the useful

in the past, we shall not make it the ultimate or in-

fallible standard of attainment; but in searching out

the laws established by the Divine for the govern-

ment of the physical, intellectual, and spiritual world,

we will remember in our finiteness there will be no
limit to human knowledge or attainment short of

reaching the level of the infinite. And so each age

will find a new field for exploration, and gather such

new truths as may be essential for it to understand

and utilize for the increase of human enjoyment and
happiness, and thereby gradually emancipate the

mind from the superstitions which seem to attach

themselves to the less cultured portion of the human
family, thus forming truer conceptions of the laws

that govern and control man, and which link him so

closely to the Divine, that out of this may be evolved

the means by which the inequalities of human life

may be lessened, and we may approach nearer the

true object for which we were given an existence.

FBIENDS' WORK AT SANTES AGENCY.
[The following report of the Indian Committee of Balti-

more Yearly Meeting presents details which will be of

general interest to those who follow the work of Indian

civilization.

—

Eds.]

THE Joint Standing Committee upon Indian Af-

fairs laid before the Meeting a very interesting re-

port of their proceedings during the past year, in the

endeavor to render some assistance and sympathy to

the Indians who were formerly under the official

care of the committee of this Yearly Meeting. The
same was read, and after a slight verbal alteration,

was adopted, the action of the committee confirmed,

and they encouraged to a continuance of the useful

work in which they are engaged :

To Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends :

The Standing Committee on Indian Affairs sub-

mits the following report

:

Since our last yearly Meeting, death has removed
from our midst and from the field of his usefulness

in the work of Indian education and advancement,

in which he was always an earnest and thorough

worker, our friend Cyrus Blackburn, late Clerk of

this Committee. Those of us who have been associ-

ated with him in this interesting work can well ap-

preciate the active sympathy he felt for the survivors

of this greatly injured race of people, and with what
zeal and industry he labored for their good.

He was faithful to the trust reposed In him, and
by his personal eflbrts in infiuencinglegislation for the

benefit of the Indians, we have no doubt he materi-

ally assisted in the enactment of laws that have been
and still continue to be a great blessing to them.

We have had a continued oversight of the Indians
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at the combined Santee, Flandreanx, and Ponca
Agency, under Charles Hill, Agent, who is a member
with us, and have been in correspondence with him,

and also with John E. Smith, teacher of the Ponca

Agency School, and his wife. Opportunities have not

presented to accomplish much in the way of practi-

cal help during the past year, but we have been able

to respond to such appeals as have been made to us.

Immediately after our last Yearly Meeting we for-

warded a box containing appropriate presents to the

children of the Ponca School, consisting of articles of

clothing which were both handsome and useful, and

we have been assured by letters from the Agent and

teacher that the hearts of the children were delighted.

We were also enabled, by forwarding the necessary

amount of money, to prevent an aged Flandreanx In-

dian woman from losing her land, through an incum-

brance which was placed upon it without her know-
ledge.

A year ago a number of the Flandreanx Indians

had mortgages on their farms, given to secure the

loan of money forced upon them by their white

neighbors, with a view of getting possession of the

property through foreclosure. The Agent has, how-

ever, by his personal eflforts, succeeded in paying off

all these mortgages, and the Indians again own their

homes free from incumbrance.

The well-being of the Indians in this whole

Agency is carefully looked after by Charles Hill and

his excellent corps of assistants, and their advance-

ment in the knowledge of the practical duties of life,

as regarded by enlightened and con.scientious white

people, is very gratifying. The men of the Santees

have nearly all learned to be industrious, and many
of them have become skillful and successful farmers.

They have under cultivation this year nearly

4,000 acres of land, about the same acreage as last

year, and have raised over 84,000 bushels of grain

and vegetables—10,000 bushels more than last year;

besides cutting 600 cords of wood and securing over

$500 worth of furs. The aggregate market value of

their crops the past year will be about $24,000. The
mechanical department at the Santee Agency is an

important and interesting feature. The Agent in his

annual report thusspeaksof this branch of their work:
" A person visiting Santee Agency now would find

the Indians busy with their farming pursuits, and

the following industries, under the managenaent of

Indians exclusively : Mason work, painting, black-

smith shop, carpenter, wagon shop, steam grist mill,

harness shop, house building, grain threshing, (four

machines now in operation), no wliite persons being

employed in any of the above departments. That the

Indian has the ability to learn to take charge ofand sat-

isfactorily govern the different industries above men-
tioned has been fully demonstrated at this Agency".

The spirit of improvement has spread over that

Agency, and they are advancing rapidly under the

careful training of their instructors. Comfortable

dwelling houses are being built, twenty-six during

the past year, wells dug, fences put up around the

pasture fields, trees planted, additions made to the

school houses and other Agency buildings, and many
of these painted and otherwise improved.

The Agent states in his report that the " habits
and morals of the Santee Indians are exceptionally
good," and attributes their improvement in this re-

spect to the influence of the schools and the mission-
ary work done amongst them.

" The schools are all very successful, and the at-

tendance fully up to tiie capacity of the buildings.

The Santee Industrial school adjoining the Agency
building, has an enrollment this year of ninety, aver-
age attendance over seventy, the largest in the history
of the school. More desired to come, but the build-
ing was filled and they could not be taken."

We have been watchful of the tendency of legis-

lation at Washington on the Indian subject, and have
endeavored to throw our influence with those legis-

lators who seemed to have the real good of the In-

dians at heart, and in this important work we desire

to continue to be useful. The Indian still has many
enemies, and there are always lurking about those

who hope, by sharp practice in legislation, to get pos-

session of his property without paying him an equiv-

alent for it.

In Eighth month last our friend Isaiah Lightner
was appointeil by the President as special agent to

allot lands in severalty to the Indians at Sisseton, in

Dakota. The appointment was made without solic-

itation on the part of the appointee or any of his per-

sonal friends, but was made because of his acknowl-
edged peculiar fitness for the position, and also upon
the excellent reconl he has established at the Depart-

ment in all those qualities that go to make a trust-

worthy official. Friends ought to feel gratified at this

appointment, as it is a marked evidence of the con-

fidence felt by the Government in members of our

Society as workers among the Indians where honesty

and efficiency are considered prerequisites.

Since last Yearly Meeting we have made an appeal

to the Indian Department to appoint a matron for the

Santee Indians. The duties of the proposed matron
were Intended to be, in a word, the instruction of the

Indian women in the art of housekeeping. The del-

egates who visited this tribe in the summer of 1886

recommended this appointment on the ground that

the Indian women were far behind the men in their

special sphere of domestic work, and that there was
ample opportunity for etfective labor in this channel.

The Indian Department, for reasons not necessary

now to rehearse, has declared its inability to comply
with our request.

While we do not propose to relinquish our effort

to influence the Government to provide for this ap-

pointment, we have united in recommending to the

Yearly Meeting that it authorize this committee to

join with other Yearly Meetings in making this ap-

pointment for the present year, and in paying our

quota of the expense. Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and
Genesee Yearly Meetings have already signified their

willingness to cooperate in the movement.
On behalf of the Committee,

Levi'K. Brown,
Thomas H. Matthews,
Jos. J. Janney,
Edward Stabler, Jr.

Baltimore, Eleventh month 2, 1887.
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From The Student, Twelfth Month.

AN UNFINISHED WORK.
A GOOD deal has been said of the need of a " mis-

sion " for the Society of Friends—some great work

which should rouse it from lethargy, call forth its

energies, and stir it up to new life. It may perhaps

be of use, before seeking new missions, to turn our

attention toward an old one, whose aim is yet un-

achieved.

Probably no religious body has shown so clear a

perception of the full meaning of the truth that

" none of us liveth to himself, and none dieth to

himself," as the Society of Friends. The realization

of what this truth involves has in the past led the

Society in a remarkable degree to recognize the uni-

versal brotherhood of mankind—our fellowship with

even the lowest and most degraded of the race—and

to put that recognition into action. It has led us to

see that our interests are bound up with the destiny

of the criminal and the slave, no less than with that

of the rich and cultivated. Perceiving that " we
march to fate abreast," Friends have ever been fore-

most in efforts for the reform of criminals, the im-

provement of almshouses and prisons, and the ame-

lioration of the condition of the wretched and out-

cast, upon whom the hand of the law was laid most

heavily ; and among these reforms one of the most

needed was the abolition of the death penalty for

crime.

We are nearing the close of the nineteenth cen-

tury, and this reform is yet unaccomplished. We
still have on our statute-books the bloody laws which
punish one murder with another; and the need of

their abolition was never so great as it is to-da}-.

For humanity has not stood still in these latter

years; and while advancing in all other respects, it

has not remained stationary in this. We cannot fail

to mark the tokens of its advance. Where once men
fought, they now arbitrate; where once they beat,

they now teach ; where once they carried weapons,

they now go unarmed. Peace societies, societies for

preventing cruelty to children and to dumb ani-

mals, the adoption of painless methods of killing

cattle, the protests against vivisection,—all these are

evidences of the increase of feelings of tenderness

and sympathy ; and upon the barbarous laws which
still survive, these have a great and peculiar effect,

—

an effect which calls for earnest and renewed consid-

eration of this subject.

Friends are familiar with the arguments of a past

era against capital punishment, and there is no need
to repeat them here; but, while these have lost none
of their force, they are overshadowed by new and
yet stronger ones, springing from the growth of sym-
pathy and humane feeling just spoken of. Formerly
the chief argument against the death penalty was its

cruelty to the criminal, and the danger of inflicting

the most awful injustice upon an innocent man ; now,
its abolition is demanded mainly in order to protect

society, and because its continuance inflicts great and
certain injury upon the community. AVhile the plea
for the criminal is perfectly valid, we may properly
pass it by to consider the plea for society, which so
far transcends it.

It is a familiar maxim of government that the ef-

ficacy of punishment lies in its certainty rather than
in its severity,—and its truth has been abundantly
proved ; but experience has shown not only this,

—

it has shown also that undue severity and certainty

are absolutely incompatible. Just in proportion as

men become just and humane, they become incapa-

ble of inflicting excessive punishment, except in mo-
ments of passion; and accordingly, the law which
assigns a penalty more severe than is warranted by
the sober, deliberate sense of justice of the commu-
nity, is a law which it is practically impossible to en-

force. For society can rarely inflict punishment
under the influence of passion. Even where a com-
munity is stjocked and angered to the vengeance-
point by some dreadful crime, it is still usually able

to perceive that it is not then in a state to give the
accused a fair trial, and so postpones it until the
storm of passion is spent. As it subsides, the sense
of justice and feelings of sympathy which have be-

come habitual return, and prevent the infliction of a
punishment so barbarous and cruel that every hu-
mane impulse revolts. The penalty being too horri-

ble for human nature to bear, the worst criminals

are the very ones whose punishment is thus rendered
most uncertain.

This is not merely true in a few instances ; I be-

lieve that its truth is illustrated by an actual majori-

ty of the trials for capital offenses. If the accused
can secure a postponement of the trial for some
months, the battle is more than half won,—as crimi-

nal lawyers well know. It is rarely indeed that the
death penalty is then inflicted. If to this is added
previous good character, and, above all, popular sym-
pathy, it is practically certain that the death sentence
will not be executed. A multitude of instances come
to mind. A condemned murderer in Delaware was
reprieved for a year by the governor, on the mere
rumor of " new evidence." That governor's term ex-

pired before the year passed. Should the new gov-
ernor sign the death warrant? No one seemed even
to think of such a thing. A reprieve for flfty years
—practically for life—came as a matter of course, al-

though the man's guilt was as clear as noondaj'. In
another case a father and son (the father had already
killed one man) murdered a young man under cir-

cumstances of peculiar brutality. His grey hairs

saved tfee father; the son was sentenced to death,

but the sentence was commuted solely because of
strong popular pressure on the governor. Tiie sim-
ple fact was that the community would not endure
having a man put to death who had a young wife

and little children. Take a case in western Pennsyl-
vania, where a young man lay in wait for and delib-

erately shot another who had defamed his sister.

The murder was actually avowed in open court, and
yet so strong was popular sympathy with the mur-
derer that he was acquitted.

These and numbers of other such cases show that

it is coming to be more and more true that a civilized

community uill not deliberately put a fellow-man to death,

no matter what his offense may be. We cannot
longer ignore this fact. Yet it ought to call forth no
surprise ; for consider what we ask of a jury,—noth-
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ing less than to commit the selfsame crime for which

they condemn the murderer. The law says that, no

matter what offense the murdered man may have

committed, the man who deliberately slays him de-

serves death. But how can the jury fail to apply

this to themselves? If the offense of the murdered
man excuses not the murderer—"Why, then," they

will ask themselves, " how shall we be justified for

killing? Shall we not let murder end here? Is not

one life enough ? " This feeling is intensified inevit-

ably by all the circumstances of atrial,—the accused,

alone, without friends, every man's hand seeming
against hira,—all this must necessarily arouse feel-

ings of pity and horror which as time goes on will

surely make it more and more impossible to enforce

the death penalty for any crime.

This, then, is the feature which, even alone, would
condemn capital punishment—it is an attempt to in-

flict a penalty more severe than is warranted by the

sober, deliberate sense of an enlightened community.
Not only can it not be inflicted with that promptness
and certainty which are the secret of efficiency; it

is fast coming to be true that it cannot be inflicted

at all.

And what is the consequence? It is hardly too

much to say that in the trial of capital ofl'enses a

miscarriage of justice, in some form, is the common
result. Consider the number of cases where the
guilt of the accused, though apparent to all, is still

not established with legal certainty,—and how many
murders, of which crime deliberate purpose is a nec-

essary element, are susceptible of certain proof?

Consider in how many cases the act may be proved.
and yet a doubt remain as to the intention. Consider
how impossible it must be to the average juror to di-

vest himself of all thought of the penalty which will

follow his verdict, and simply decide whether the
evidence proves that a certain man did a certain

thing,—and how impossible to rid his mind of the
haunting thought, " What if my error of judgment
should send an innocent man to the scaffold?" Is

it any wonder that under such fearful pressure as

this, juries should magnify doubts, and shrink from
pronouncing guilt, and render impossible and absurd
verdicts, and acquit prisoners whose guilt is mani-
fest?

Far from being strange, it is the natural result of

the world's advance. We see in it the kindly com-
pulsion of the growing Christian spirit, which points

us ever higher, and takes away from us the power to

be cruel. But so long as the death sentence for crime
disgraces our laws, so long shall we bear the further

disgrace of seeing the murderer go free while the
man who steals bread is imprisoned, of seeing the
law strained alike to hang the accused black man and
to acquit the white, of seeing the community scourged
by lawless and desperate men, whom it will neither
exterminate nor reform. With the death penalty
still prescribed by law, every advance in justice and
humane feeling will but render the punishment of
crime more uncertain and more unequal.

We cannot put a stop to this growth if we would.
Shall we not gratefully accept it, and make its bless-

ings our own, by using its power for just and certain

punishment and wise reform, and abolishing a pen-
alty which is powerless except for evil? Shall we
not use our eflfort in harmony with that upward force

which is making the criminal less capable of brutal

crime at the same time that it makes his fellow-men
less capable of inflicting brutal punishment? Shall

we not work to establish a system which will prompt-
ly and effectually punish crime, reform the criminal,

and protect society, and to overthrow the old cruel

code which makes all three impossible?

And has the Society of Friends no special call

of duty in this matter?
Henry Ferris.

WILLIAM PENN'S TWO WIVES}
THERE is not a little picturesque contrast in the

two marriages of William Penn. One was in the

warmth of youth, the other in the age of sober re-

sponsibility. Guli Springett was a bright young
beauty, Hauiiah Callowhill, a matured, serious woman.
The one marriage represented the opening and de-

velopment of Penn's career, the other its fullfilment

and close. The first wife was with him in the time

of hope and anticipation, when his spirit was high,

his purposes undiscouraged; the other was his help-

meet and partner, in the day when his burdens were
found to be heavy, his plans slow and difficult of ac-

complishment. The husband held the first wife in

his arms as her last breath passed; the second wife

found it her lot to watch for five years the steps of

the paralytic invalid, to bring up his children, to

stand guard over their common interests, and at last

to lay his dust at Jordans.

In this contrast, there is no greater praise or ap-

preciation for one woman than for the other. Han-
nah Callowhill's labors were to her credit as those of

a devoted, patient, earnest care-taker in her hus-

band's house. But in our natural regard for the pic-

turesqueness of life, we turn, of course, to think first

and most of Guli Springett. Her family history itself

is romantic, her person was charming, her mind
bright, her character one of the sweetest in the

records. The glimpses we get of her in Thomas Ell-

wood's Journal, at the time when she was living

with her mother and step-father—Isaac Penington

—at Chaifont, give us a most pleasing picture to be-

gin with, and the details of her life, after marriage,

only continue and deepen the favorable impression.

As to her family history : In the midst of the

civil war, in that doubtful early period of tlie strug-

gle, about the time that Hampden fell, and before

Cromwell's powers had come into full play, there lay

ill of a deadly fever, at Arundel, in Su.ssex, a young
Parliamentary colonel. Sir William Springett. He
had entered the struggle promptly in 1642, had raised

regiment of foot,
—"eight hundred men, without beat

of drum, most of them religious professors and pro-

fessors' sons;" had been in the fight of Edgehill

with his men ; had served as deputy-lieutenant of
Kent, helping to suppress there the Royalist rising

at the time of the battle on Hounslow Heath ; had
been in the assault onLord Craven's house, in Sur-
rey, where some of his men were of the forlorn hope

;

' From The American, Philadelphia, 10th Mo. 28, 1882.
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had shared the engagement at Newbury, where he

was struck by a bullet, but not hurt ; and now, in

February, 1043, had helped capture the town of

Arundel and its castle, of which, with Colonel Mor-

ley, he had been appointed governor. Hastening to

his bedside, came his young wife, and her relation,

in her letters to her daughter, Guli, and grandson,

Springett Penn,of the scene with her dyinghusband,

and her parting from him, is a most graphic and

touching piece of description. She had come down
from London, through a winter freshet, the streams

so full that she was obliged to take a boat at Xewing-

ton, while the horses swam with the carriage, travel-

ing belated, at night, and overset at one place into a

hedge—all this under circumstances relating to her-

self, which made it questionable whether she should

venture to travel at all. Her husband was already

at death's door ; "the purple spots had come out on

him the day before, and now were struck in, and the

fever had got to his head;" in a few hours, after a

most aflfecting interview, in which she was exposed

to the infection of his fever, he expired. This was

early in February ; a few weeks later, his daughter,

Gulielma Maria—Latinizing the names of the two

parents—was born. She was probably a little older

than William Penn, for as February, in the old style,

was the twelfth and closing month of the year, her

birth must have been quite early in 1644, while

Penn's was on the 14th of October following.

Carefully brought up by her mother, in London,

the only child—for her elder brother, John, a child

of tender age, died soon after bis father—Guli was ten

when the widow married her second husband, Isaac

Penington, a seriously-inclined son of that " Alder-

man Penington," of London, who was high sherifl' in

1638, member of Parliament in 1640, Lord Mayor in

1642, Lieutenant of the Tower later, and in 1649

member of the Council of State. Alderman Pening-

ton was one of the regicide judges, but he did not

sign the warrant for Charles's execution. At the

restoration he was among the nineteen who, relying

upon Charles IL's promises in the declaration from

Breda, surrendered themselves, and who, to their

disappointment, were tried, convicted, and con-

demned to death. Fourteen, however, had their

sentences commuted to imprisonment for life, with

confiscation of their estates, and Penington fell in

this list. He died a prisoner in the Tower, at the

close of 1661, in the custody of that bird of prey. Sir

John Robinson, whom we meet in the Penn bio-

graphies, as one of the magistrates who attempted to

bully the jury into a verdict of conviction in the fa-

mous " trial " of Penn and William Mead, at the Old

Bailey, in 1670, and who subsequently sent Penn to

Newgate.
The Penington property, upon the alderman's

condemnation, was scattered, some of it going to one

favorite of the King, and some to another. (Part

fell to the enrichment of one of the King's many ille-

gitimate children—the Duke of Grafton—and helped

establish the fortune of one of the chief of the pres-

ent great houses of England.) But before the catas-

trophe, Isaac Penington, who had married the widow
Springett in 1654, had removed to one of his father's

places, "The Grange," at Chalfont, in Bucks; and

when Ellwood and liis father rode to visit them, in

1658, they had just come down from London. Guli

was then in her fifteenth year. Ellwood walked with

her in the garden a short time, and found her rather

demure and shy. Later,—in 1662, after he had been

for a while reader to blaster John Milton, and had

been for some time in prison for his Quakerism,—he

became tutor to the Penington children, and so, being

one of the family, had every opportijnity to make
her acquaintance, and to fall in love with her, as

everybody else was doing. There were, indeed, many
suitors already after the young lady. She was, Ell-

wood says, " in all respects a very desirable young

woman, whether regard was had to her outward per-

son, which wanted nothing to render her completely

comely, or to the endowments of her mind, which

were every way extraordinary, or to her outward for-

tune, which was fair,—and which with some hath not

the least nor the last place." As for the suitors, she

was, says the tutor, further speaking of her about

1664, " openly sought and solicited by many, some of

almost every rank and condition, good and bad, rich

and poor, friend and foe." None of them, however,

made any progress ;
" she carried herself with so

much evenness of temper, such courteous freedom,

guarded with the strictest modesty, that, as it gave

encouragement or ground of hope to none, so neither

did it administer any matter of offense or just cause

of complaint to any." Some of the unsuccessful said

sour things about Ellwood, intimating that he had

opportunity to ensnare her affections, and would

probably run away with her; but while he was, in

truth, a most devoted admirer, he had discreetly con-

trolled himself, and regarded her as " reserved " for

another. His critics had measured him in their own

bushel ; he was a very sober, conscientious young

man.
In this year, when Guli reached twenty, and was

so courted, the young heir of Admiral Penn, travel-

ing on the Continent, and summoned from Italy, in

July, by his father, had probably never seen her at

all. He made her acquaintance after he definitely

joined the Quakers, and began to preach—which was,

therefore, not until after the autumn of 1667, when,

by listening to Thomas Loe, at Cork, he decided to

cast in his lot with the followers of Fox. There is a

statement in Maria Webb's interesting volume, " The

Penns and Peuingtons of the Seventeenth Century,'

that it was in 1668 he first came to Chalfont and saw

Guli,—the occasion being otherwise notable, for he

was on his way to his father at Wanstead, having left

his preaching in obedience to an imperative demand,

the result of which was the famous interview in which

the old sailor turned the young man out of doors.

Penn and Guli were married in the early spring of

1672, after his return from the first of his two notable

visits to Germany, and six or seven months after his

release from that imprisonment in Newgate which

had been brought about by Sir John Robinson, after

the discomfiture of the magistrates in the Old Bailey

trial. They settled at Rickmansworth, in Hertford-

shire, not far from Chalfont, in a house which long

remained in a tolerable condition—the best preserved
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of all the Penn residences. Their married life con-

tinued for more than twenty years ; Guli died in 1693,

in February, at Hoddesden, at a time when many
troubles had gathered about her husband. His mar-

riage with Hannah Callowhill occurred about three

years later—in the spring of 1696. Slie was the

daughter of Thomas Callowhill, a Quaker merchant
of Bristol, and a man of considerable fortune, and
her mother's father, Dennis Hollister, also a mer-

chant of the same city, was likewise a prominent

Quaker. Gulielma had left three children, Springett,

William, and Letitia. A daughter, Gulielma Maria,

had died in 1689, and Springett, who was always del-

icate in health, lived only a few weeks beyond his

father's marriage. William was a scape-grace, as is

well known ; he caused his family great trouble, up
to and beyond the time when his father was stricken

with paralysis; he died (1720) two years after his

father, of consumption, in the north of France. Tlie

Irish estates of his father went to his (William,

Junior's) children. Letitia Penn married William
Aubrey, and died childless. She is among those

buried at Jordans.

Hannah Penn—the second wife—had five chil-

dren. John—known as " the American," because he
was born in Philadelphia, during the stay of the fam-
ily there in 1699, before they moved up to Penns-
bury,—spent, after he became heir to the Proprietary

interests, several years in this country, and died un-

married in 1746. His brother, Thomas, was also in

Pennsylvania for a number of years ; he married
Lady Juliana Farmer, daughter of the Earl of Pom-
fret, and died in 1775. From him are descended the

Penns of .Stoke-Pogis, including Granville Penn, the

biographer of Admiral Penn. Hannah's other chil-

dren were Margaret, Richard, and Dennis. Margaret
married Dennis Freame, and their daughter, Phila-

delphia, married an Irisli gentleman named Dawson,
who was subsequently created Lord Cremorne. Phil-

adelphia—Lady Cremorne—it may be added, lived

until 1826 dying at the age of eighty-six. Richard
left children; Dennis died young. An interesting

Btudy of Hannah Penn's labors in connection with
her husband's family and property, her troubles and
experiences, her character and capabilities, might be
made ; but space will not permit in this paper.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 49.

Twelfth Month 18th, 1887.

INNOCENCY.
QOLDIN TiIT.—" Keep thy heart with all diligence, for out of it

are the issues of life."—Prov., 4: 23.

Bead Matt. 19 ; lS-15.

HERETOFORE the precepts and parables of Jesus

that have engaged our thought, have had for their

object the instruction of men and women in regard

to their duties and obligations towards God, as their

Father in Heaven and towards one another as the

children of the same Heavenly Father, and all equally

the objects of his Fatherly care. Now he remembers
the children : his lessons would not be so complete or

BO universal in their application to every state and
condition of human life, had he left no record of his

love for little children, and no instruction concerning
their place in the kingdom of God.

The disciples, probably the twelve, who had been
specially commissioned to proclaim the newer inter-

pretation of the kingdom of God, were with Jesus
and from what we gather in the other Evangelists,
they had been discussing questions relating to the •

place each was to have in the administration of this

new kingdom. LittU children were brought to him.
Doubtless some of his followers brought them desir-

ing to devote them to God, through the laying on of
the hands of Jesus, and his prayer for them. All the
Jews were accustomed to devote their children to

God by various rites and sacrifices prescribed by
the law, and they sought also the prayers of pious
men for them, believing they brought blessing to

their little ones. It was an improper interference

on the part of the twelve, to forbid their coming,
which Jetius rebuked, adding " whosoever shall not
receive the kingdom of God as a little child, he shall

not entertherein," Mark 10 : 15 ; Luke 18 : 17. He said

again "Except ye turn and become as little children ye
shall in no wise enter into the kingdom of Heaven.
Whosoever therefore shall humble himselfas this little

child (sitting in the midst of them) the same is great-

est in the kingdom of Heaven." Matt. 18:1-10. He
said this because the condition of the little child, be-

fore it is ofan age to beatran.sgressor of the divine law,

is an innocent condition. Sin is not imputed where
there is no law, wrote the author of Romans 5 : 13.

Notonly are little children innocent, they are trustful,

dependent, loving, teachable, and entirely at the will

of the parent. These are conditions that we as the

spiritual children of our Heavenly Father, must come
into before we attain to that state which is implied

in the phrase, kingdom of heaven. How precious are

the little children, .so near the heart of Jesus and of

every true disciple of his, how tender and loving we
should be to them ! How careful to preserve them
from evil, and to keep them in the sweet innocency
of their first condition. Any one who willingly

harms a little child commits a crime against the holi-

est and purest instincts of our nature, and against

God, who endowed us with these instincts.

THIS LKSSON ILLUSTRATES :

(1.) The spirit we must cultivate to be acceptable

to our Heavenly Father.

(2.) That only as we come into the innocent con-

dition of the little child will we be willing to sit at

the feet of Jesus, as our teacher and guide, and to

learn through his example, to trust and confide in the

love of our Heavenly Father.

Natural things

And spiritual—who separates those two
In act, in morals, or the social drift,

Tears up the bond of nature and brings death,

Paints futile pictures, writes unreal verse.

Leads vulgar days, deals igiiorantly with men,
Is wrong, in short, at all points.

—Mr$. Browning.

The finest and noblest ground on which people
can live is truth : the real with the real ; a ground on
which nothing is assumed.

—

Emerson.
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THE PROPER STUDY OF THE BIBLE.

IN the more systematic study of the Bible in our

First-day schools brought about by the preparation

of Scripture Lessons for their use, it is very import-

ant that we keep before us in all our teaching the

value and usefulness of these writings, as containing

a record of the religious conceptions of man from the

beginning of human history, and the gradual unfold-

ing of better, truer, and more exalted ideas of the

Divine government, as the ages succeed each other.

We find in the very earliest records of the deal-

ings of God with man, germinal thought, worthy the

best eras of human development, and although in all

these the Supreme Being is represented as holding

intercourse with man, as man does with his fellow-

man, the truth uttered and not the manner of utter-

ance is the point around which our teaching should

centre. Take for instance the practical lesson con-

tained in the recorded interview between God and

Cain: " If thou doest well, shalt thou not be accepted ?

and if thou doest not well sin coucheth at the door."

It is of little moment to us now whether the story of

Cain and Abel is altogether a myth, (and we know

the language in which it isgiven is open to criticism)
;

but the great truth which forms the key-note of the

story is truth to-day, though the method of handing

it down is veiled in obscurity.

When we teach Bible truths to our young people

with this thought uppermost, they will not have to

unlearn in after years something wrongly given them

as facts of sacred history; the increasing enlighten-

ment of the present age in regard to early Oriental

literature, and the gradual unfolding of thought con-

cerning the spiritual life, make it an imperative duty

that we claim no more for the narrative portions of

the Bible than the soundest and clearest criticism,

based upon what is already known, will warrant.

The skepticism of modern times is largely due to the

insistance of theologians that the letter of Scripture

must be received as the " Word of God," and ac-

cepted without doubting, as the sole rule of faith and

practice by the whole Christian church.

While the early fathers of our profession had not

in many respects seen as far as the present standard

of Biblical research has disclosed, they utterly and

without reserve testified against the dogma of ple-

nary inspiration. Barclay says of the Scriptures

:

" Because they are only a declaration of the fountain,

and not the fountain itself, therefore they are not to

be esteemed the principal ground of all truth and

knowledge, nor yet the adequate primary rule of

faith and manners
;
yet, because they give a true and

faithful testimony of the first foundation, they are

and may be esteemed a secondary rule, subordinate

to the Spirit from which they have all their excel-

lency and certainty, for as by the inward testimony

of the Spirit we do alone truly know them, so they

testify that the Spirit is that guide by which the

saints are led into all truth, thus pointing to the

Spirit as the first and principal leader." This esti-

mate of the Scriptures enhances their value as a help

and incentive to righteousness.

It is important that we give these writings their

rightful place in our study of religious truth, and it

is equally important to a proper understanding of

their contents, that we avail ourselves of all the helps

and side-lights to their interpretation that have been

so carefully and conscientiously prepared by many

devoted scholars, all of which tend in the direction

of sound Friends' views. Especially may this be

said of the "Revised Version," upon which are based

the Scripture Lessons prepared by direction of the

General Conference of First-day Schools. This edition

of the Bible ought to be in every Friends' family and

the low price at which a copy from the Oxford press

can be had, (one dollar), brings it within the reach of

every one. It can be had at Friends' Book Store,

15th and Race Sts., Philadelphia, together with many

helpful books in the direction of Bible study pre-

pared by writers of known ability and genuine

Christian faith.

As has already been remarked, no doubt, we have

reduced the number of subscribers necessary to be

had in one club, in order to receive the $2.00 rate, to

fifteen. We do this in order to assist the formation of

clubs in localities where Friends are few,—though it

is not requisite that all the names should be at one

post-ofiice. It is our desire to encourage Friends in

isolated and distant situations to become subscribers,

not merely because we want a larger list, but also be-

cause we think they will be helped and strengthened

in receiving a Friends' paper.

We call attention to the list ot other periodicals

for which we receive subscriptions at a reduced rate.

As many persons may be sending orders for their

year's reading, this list may be of use to them.

In the editorial article of last issue, please read

" James, " instead of" Paul," in 13th line, first para-

graph.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.
The proceedings of tlie "College Association of

Pennsylvania," whose first meeting was held at Lan-
caster, in Seventh month last, have been printed in

pamphlet form. The organization was promoted, in

the beginning, by President Magill, of Swarthmore

College, who, with President Apple, of Franklin and

Marshall, at Lancaster, and President Knox, of La-

fayette, at Easton, sent out a call for a preliminary

meeting at Harrisburg in Third month. The object,

as stated in the Constitution, is:

" to consider the qualification for candidates for

admission to the Colleges and the methods of admission
;

the character of the Preparatory Schools; the courses of

study to be pursued in the Colleges, iucludiug their order,

number, etc. ; the relative number of required and elec-

tive studies in the various classes; the kind and character

of degrees conferred; methods of College organization,

government, etc. ; the relations of the Colleges to the

State, and to the general educational systems of the State

and country; and any and all other questions affecting the

welfare of the Colleges, or calculated to secure their proper

advancement."

The meeting at Lancaster occupied part of two

days, and was attended by some thirty representa-

tives of fifteen difierent colleges. Papers were read,

addresses made, oflicers elected, etc., and the Asso-

ciation will doubtless prove valuable in promo-

ting a hetter understanding and concert of action

among the institutions of higher education in Penn-

sylvania.
* * *

At the meeting of the stockholders of Swarthmore

College, on the 6th instant, Joseph Wharton, M. Fisher

Longstreth, Mary Willets, Lydia H. Hall, Wilson M.

Powell, Elizabeth E. Hart, Rachel W. Hillborn, Wil-

liam M. Jackson, were elected Managers, for three

years, Robert Biddle, Treasurer, and Geo. W. Han-

cock and Fannie A. Willetts, Clerks. Notice was

given of a proposal, to be voted upon next year to

change the By-Laws so that each share of stock shall

have a vote.

MARRIAGES.
WOODNUTT—FURM.\N.—Twelfth mouth 1st, 1887, at

the residence of the groom, according to Friends' order

under the care of the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at

Green St., Clement A. Woodnutt, of Philadelphia, sou of

Wm. G. and Elizabeth F. Woodnutt, of Salem, N. J., and

Lizzie H., daughter of S. Ellis aud Ellen C. Furman, of

Philadelphia.

DEATHS.
DUTTAREE.—Eleventh month 30th, 1887, at his resi-

dence, Whitemarsh township. Pa., Nathan C. Duttarer, in

his 93d year. Interment at Plymouth Meeting-ground.

GILPIN.—On the IGth of Eleventh month, 1887, John

D. Gilpin, in the 89th year of his age; a member of New
Garden Monthly Meeting, Chester Co., Pa.

HEACOCK.—At the residence of her son-in-law, Wm.
H. Stanley, Washington Co., lud.. Eleventh mouth 29th,

1887, Mary Heacock, widow of Davis Heacock, in her 86th

year, formerly of Delaware Co., Pa. Deceased was a mem-
ber of Blue Eiver Monthly Meeting of Friends.

LLOYD.—Near Walkertou, Va., Eleventh mouth 29th,

1887, of paralysis, whilst on a visit to his daughter's fam-

ily, William Lloyd, cf Newtown, Bucks Co., Pa., aged 71 ; »

member of Makefield Monthly Meeting.

McALLLSTEE.—Eleventh month 30th, 1887, at her late

resideuce with her son-in-law, Thomas Garrigues, in West

Philadelphia, Hannah H., widow of Henry McAllister,

formerly of Darby, aged 85 years ; a member of Darby

Monthly Meeting.

PAIST.—Eleventh month 27th, 1887, at the residence of

E. K. Paist, Eaucacas, N. J., Penninah Paist.

PANCOAST.—Twelfth month 1st, 1887, after a short

illness, at the resideuce of her brother-in-law, Charles W.

Pickering, Anna, widow of Joshua Pancoast, and daughter

of the late Eichard and Elizabeth Panson of Philadelphia.

STILES.—At Moorestown, N. J., 28th of Eleventh

month, Samuel Stiles, a member of Chester Monthly Meet-

ing, N. J., in his 76th year. For many years he had charge

of the meeting and school property at Moorestown.

WINDEE.—Near Monument, Col., Tenth month 7th,

1887, Sarah E. Winder, daughter of Joseph and Eebecca H.

Winder, (deceased) in the 50th year of her age; a member

of White Water Monthly Meeting of Friends of Richmond,

Indiana, where the interment took place.

BAILEY.—At the home of her son-in-law, Bennett S.

Walton, of London Grove, Chester county. Pa., Eleventh

month 14th, 1887, Sarah Bailey, aged 83 years ; a valued El-

der of London Grove Monthly Meeting.

The messenger of death found this beloved friend with

" Lamp trimmed and burning, only waiting."

Her long life had been a full one ; the mother of ten

children, her energies were closely taxed and her anxiety

great to implant in their youthful minds principles which

should govern them in all the walks of life, and if followed

lead them to conscieutiously discharge their duties to the

Heavenly Father aud to the human family.

The command of the blessed Master, " Therefore all

things whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you,

do ye even so to them ;

" was her rule of life and practice,

and this she sought to teach her children by the forcible

language of example.

She was repeatedly called upon to partake of the exper-

ience of sorrow in the removal by death of her faithful

husband, and five of their children. As these tender ties

were severed, her suffering heart was able to lean upon the

Divine Arm of streugth and;bear with fortitude that which

she could not avert by her love and solicitude.

Amid her many cares she failed uot in faithfulness to

her Religious Society, aud filled the positions of Elder,

overseer, aud many other appointments, to the satisfaction

of her friends. Although her temporal responsibilities

were great, when meeting day came, she was rarely absent

from her place in these assemblies, where her weighty de-

portment, aud exercised spirit was a silent invitation to

others to gather into that " Living Sileuce " out of which

worship in Spirit and in Truth is acceptably offered to

our Father which is in heaven. The testimonies of her

people were dear to her and she was not known to trans-

gress any of them, but in all the appointments of her

home, in her daily walking, the one to simplicity was ever

manifest, and many a precept on this was given to those

who mingled with her, that will be long remembered, and

to some bo as " Bread cast on the waters."

Generous to all about her who were in need, she was

often called upon to go to the bed-side of the suffering and

sick, aud to the homes of sorrow-burdened hearts, where

her sympathy and assistance were timely comforters, aud

her presence a strength and support. She was always use-

fully employed and when the time came that she was left
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alone in her home, she would find something to do for a

friend or neighbor who had more cares than she, if it were
only to darn the stocliinf;s where many little feet bad to

be clothed. As the end of the journey drew near, she
felt it right to leave the home of many years, and go to

reside with the only child that was settled near her ; and
with her life-work all finished, she calmly and cheer-

fully waited for the summons to her eternal home. It came
in » gentle severing of the "silver cord," and peacefully
she passed " From the life that now is, to the life that is to

come." Her funeral took place from London Grove Meet-
ing-house on Fifth-day, the 17th of Eleventh month. The
occasion was one of great solemuity and in the public

testimonies which were borne by ministers of both
branches of the Society of Friends, there was a unity of

feeling which could acknowledge we were all friends of

Christ. M.

BELL.^NGEE.—Departed this life, Eighth month 10th,

1887, John Bellangee, in the 75th year of his age.

Coming from Ohio in early manhood, he lived continu-
ously on one of his Illinois farms at Dover, Bureau county,

during fifty years. A son of James Bellangee, a well-known
minister in the Society of Friends, whose autobiography
was printed in Philadelphia many years since. He left the

parental abode in Ohio as noted above, and came with a

wealthy land-locator to the then new State of Illinois.

Our friend was offered one farm for fencing another. This
he did, and erecting a small plank house on his farm, he
soon after married a daughter of one of the early settlers,

with whom be lived to see their two sons and two daugh-
ters married. Our friend on leaving Ohio, brought away
some nursery stock, with which he planted the first nursery
in the county, and which eventually brought him remu-
nerative returns. In his case it became literally true that

he made solitudes glad, and wastes to blossom as the rose.

His funeral, attended by a large concourse of people, was
held under the ample shade of venerable evergreens, which
he in early life had set, and wide around there ranked a

poem of verdure which he wrote, and wrought, not with
stylus or pen, but with more durable implements of an-

other culture. At and in the vicinity of his home there
were no other Friends. His wife belonged to another So-

ciety. He, kind and tolerant to his children and others,

never wavered in his convictions as a Friend
; yet it may

be said of him truly that he lived among his neighbors and
wherever he was known, not only without reproach, but
with the meed of praise. Few excelled him in the gift of

conversation. His conversation though like the outflow of

a gentle winding stream, made an impress as indelible as

the line of beauty under the master hand of Apelles. His
memory good, his intelligence was rare, unstained by innu-
endo or detraction. The writer of this tribute, often with
him, cannot recall an expression that any one might not
hear with approval. His wife dying some dozen years

since, he was married a second time to a friend of his early

youth, whosurvives him here. Their union during the few
years allotted seemed very suitable and happy. The man-
sion erected near the site of the old plank cabin ever gave
cordial entertainment to their frequent guests, and many
friends.

We close this brief memorial with the regretful feeling

that it is not probable we shall look upon his like again,

and that one whose memory deserves a public record is

graven on a frail autumn leaf.

Sidney Avebill.
Clear Creek Monthly Meeting, Illinois.

Blessed is he that consideretb the poor; the Lord
will deliver him in time of trouble.

—

Psabns xli.: 1.

THE LIBRARY.
Garnkked Treasures.

As the old year draws near its close and the new one
begins to dawn upon us, many persons think the sea-

son is fitting forfjivingand receiving tokens of friend-

ship and love. And the custom is a pleasant one,

notwithstanding it is subject to abu.ses. (And what
custom is not?) But the perplexing query is, What
shall it be ? Happily there is one answer to this that

is always appropriate, and never old. " Books," a de-

vout writer has said, " God be thanked for books.

They are the voices of the distant and the dead, and
make us hairs of the spiritual life of past ages. They
give to all who will faithfully use them, the society,

the spiritual presence of the best and the greatest o(

our race." The wisdom to make a wise choice is

what we need, and amid the multitude of new ones

just from the press, we sometimes turn to such as

here stood the test of examination. And one of these

is " Garnered Treasures." It was issued ten years

ago, and is a selection of choice poems, containing

many gems whose lustre age cannot dim. Among
the.se we can name one poem "The Unattained,"

whose lesson, so beautifully written in rhythmic

measure, blesses him who learns it with a happiness

no wealth can buy. The book is neatly bound and
for sale by Friends' Book Association, at the reduced

rate of 80 cents per copy.

The Minutes of Baltimore Yearly Meeting have

perhaps not yet been distributed, but as the clerk has

kindly sent us advance" page-proofs," we are enabled

to judge of their order, arrangement, and fullness.

In all these respects they will be, as we had occasion

to say of the Illinois Minutes, very satisfactory. The
minutes of proceedings are given in full, and each is

numbered, so that it can be referred to with conveni-

ence. The epistles received from other yearly meet-

ings are all printed, and the pamphlet thus presents

to Friends an orderly, clear, and complete account of

the Yearly Meeting's proceedings.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

AMENDING THE DISCIPLINE.

Editors Intelliqencek and Journal :

AFTER reading and rereading the contribution on

the subject of "Altering the Discipline" and the editor-

ial comments thereon, as contained in the issue of

Twelfth month 3d, I feel it right to add that in my
judgment, after a proposed alteration of the discipline

has been carefully considered by judicious commit-

tees, and the monthly meeting has united with it, and

by minute forwarded it to the quarterly meeting, and

after the proper consideration of the quarter, it is by

minute forwarded to the Yearly Meeting, and, being

carefully considered by a large committee of that

body is agreed to, and reported favorably, and then

received the general unity of Friends, it is not right

for a member of the monthly meeting wherein the

proposed alterations originated, to stop or hinder the

change being made by raising his voice against it and
having one or two or even three Friends to unite with

him in the opposition, when there is the almost uni-

versal voice of the Yearly Meeting in favor,—as was
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the case in the last Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in

regard to the alterations on the subject of marriage.

In my judgment it would liave been much better

for that Friend to have notified his monthly meeting

that he intended to oppose it in the Yearly Meeting,

and thereby saved all the labor that was bestowed

on the subject by the Quarter and the Yearly Meet-
ings. I sincerely hope that such a case will not again

occur, as it tends very much to mar the unity and
good feeling existing in the Yearly Meeting. * *

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—At the close of the First-day school exercises,

on the 4th Inst., the calm, deliberate, and conclusive

words of Henry M. Field, in answer to the wild va-

garies of Robert G. Ingersoll, in the North American
Review, for December, were read, and the students

were put on their guard against the plausible and
specious pleadings of this brilliant writer and speaker,

in his attacks upon all religious beliefs.

—Dr. Charles S. Dolley delivered a valuable ad-

dress on Third-day, the 6th, before the Faculty and
students, upon the best methods to be used for re-

suscitation in case of drowning. The knowledge con-

veyed was such as should be possessed by all.

—The separate courses of lectures to the young
men and the young women, on Physiology and Hy-
giene, will be begun in a few days. Dr. C. S. Dolley

gives the course to the young men, and Dr. Susan P.

Stackhouse, of Philadelphia, to the young women.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
—A Friend at Newtown, Bucks Co., writes us:

On Seventh day, the 3d inst., the remains of our
esteemed friend, William Lloyd, were interred in

Makefield Friends' grave yard. The funeral, at his

own request, was held in the meeting-house, and the
people generally remained in it where it was com-
fortable, whilst a few able bodied men followed the
coffin to the grave, as was his desire, as expressed by
him whilst in health. He died on the 29th ult., at

his son-in-law's in Virginia, in his 71st year, after an
illness of four days of paralysis. The funeral was
very large, and several communications were borne to

his worth.

THE WOOL ON THE THORN.
THE sun is sinking in the west,

When Jack and I sit down to rest

Upon the hillside rough and brown,
And watch the sheep come hurrying down.

All day upon the upper height

They browse the herbage ; and at night.

When mountain-tops grow bleak and cold.

The herd-boy drives them to the fold.

But Jack observes with quick regret

How briers the narrow path beset,

And how by each unfriendly thorn

Some little wisp of wool is torn.

"Why don't they cut the brambles down?"
He asks me with a childish frown.
" To-morrow, father, if I may,
I'll come and hew them all away."

" My little axe I'll bring with me,

And you shall come and help," says he.

" Now, won't you ? " And, to please his whim,
" I surely will," I answered him.

So with the early day we rise,

Before the sun lights up the skies,

While yet the birds upon the wing
Their morning songs are caroling.

And as we reach the rocky steep

Up which the herd-boy drives his sheep

We see the lovely color spread

Till like a rose the east is red.

And all against the rosy glow

A hundred wings flit to and fro.

While darting beak and busy claw

Their plunder from the brambles draw.

" O father, see !
" with sparkling eyes

The little man beside me cries
;

" Those birds are carrying away
The wool the sheep lost yesterday !

"

" What then ? " I answer with a smile.

" Why, then, it isn't worth our while

To cut the bushes down," says Jack,

"And so we might as well go back."

No need for me to speak again.

Or try to make the lesson plain

;

From bird and brier, sheep and thorn,

A truth was learned that summer morn.

The boy, grown older and more wise,

Seeks now the hidden good that lies

In seeming evil, understands

How both are potent in God's bauds
;

And tempted, sometimes, to cry out

At things misunderstood, or doubt

His loving care, remembers still

That rosy morning on the bill.

—Mary Bradley, in S. 8. Timet.

WEARY.
YES, the mother's arm is weary
Where the baby's head has lain,

And the daily round of duty
Ceases, to begin again.

But if you your lives could fashion,

Or could alter at your will,

Would you choose the tired aching?

Or the empty arms and still ?

Better noise and healthy clatter

Than au echo in the room.

Better floors beyond suspicion

Of the housemaid's brush and broom,

Than to have the nest all empty,

All the darling nestlings flown,

And to sit in idle quiet,

But to sit and muse alone.

Angel forms that watch above us,

O'er our lives that vigil keep.

Often look in pitying wonder

—

Wonder that we sit and weep
;

Knowing that our Father gives us

Barest treasures, richest joys
;

Much of earth and some of heaven

—

In our baby girls and boys..

— Elisabeth Sckirmer, in N. Y. Mail and Expreai.
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THE IDEAL HOME AND PUBITV.i
THE reciprocal attraction of two natures out of a
thousand million, for each other, is the strongest hut
one of the most unnoted proofs of a heneficent Crea-
tor. It is the fairest, sweetest Rose of Time, whose
petals and whose perfume expand so far that we are
all inclosed and sheltered hy their tenderness and
beauty. For, folded in its heart, we tind the germ of
every home

; of those heatitudes, fatherhood, moth-
erhood, brotherly and sisterly aflection, the passion
of the patriot, the calm and steadfast love of the
philanthropist. For the faithfulness of two, each
to the other, alone makes possible the true home, the
righteous nation, the great, kind brotherhood of man.
The inmost instincts of each human spirit must cry
out to God

:

Comfort our souls with love.

Love of all huuiau kiud
;

Love special, close, iu which, like sheltered dove,
Each heart its owu safe nest may find

;

And love that turns above,
Adoringly; contented to resign

All loves if need be for the love divine!

Marriage is not an episode in man's life, and an
event in woman's

; it is the sum of weal or woe to
both. There are in this modern land and age as many
noble men unmated, because they bad to be, as there
are women. Because of a memory cherished, a dream
unfulfilled, an ideal unrealized, a duty bravely met,
many of the noblest men living go their way alone.
Sometimes, I think of the two, it is man who loves
home best, for while woman is hedged into it by a
thousand considerationsof expediency and prejudice
he chooses it freely and royally for her sake who is

to him the world's supreme attraction.
The past has bequeathed us no records more sub-

lime than the heart histories of Dante, of Petrarch,
of Michael Angelo

; and in our own time those of
Washington Irving and John Stuart Mill. It was
a chief among our poets who said :

I look upon the stormy wild,
I have uo wife, I have no child.

For me there gleams no household hearth

—

I've none to love me on the earth.

There are men and women—some of them famous,
some unknown—the explanation of whose uncom-
panioned lives may be found in the principle that un»
derlies those memorable word? applied to Washing-
ton, " Heaven left him childless that a nation might
call him father." In such consideration as I have
here urged, and in this noblest side of human nature,
a constant factor always to be counted on, I found
my faith in the people 's respon.se to our work for so-
cial purity. " Sweet bells, jangled out of tune," now
fill the air with minor cadences, often, alas, with dis-
cords that are heartbreaks, hut all the same they are
sweet bells, and shall chime the gladdest music
heaven has ever heard, "some sweet day by and by."
This gentler age, into which we have happily been
born, is attuning the twain Ahom God for such great
destiny hath mad e, to higher harmonies than any

'Kitract of Annual Address of Frances E. Willard, as President
of the National W. C. T. U., at Nashville, Tenn., 11th month 16, .

18«7.

Other has yet known, by a reform in the denaturaliz-
ing methods of a civilization largely based on force, by
which the boy and girl have been sedulously trained
apart. They are now being set side by side in school,
in church, in government, even as God sets male and
female everywhere side by side throughout his realm
of law, and has declared them one throughout his
realm of grace. The conquest, through invention, of
matter by mind, lifts woman from the unnatural sub-
jugation of the age of force. In presence of a Corliss
engine, which she can guide as well as he, man and
woman learn that they are fast equalizing on the
plane of matter as a prediction of their confessed
equalization upon the planes of mind and of mor-
ality.

We are beginning to train those with each other
who were formed for each other. The American
home, with its Christian method of a dual headship,
based on laws natural and divine, is steadily rooting
out all that remains of the monastic, tlie French, and
the harem philosophies concerning this greatest prob-
lem of all time. The great est movement known to

history is this new correlation and attuning each to
other, of a more complete humanity equalized upon
the Christ-like basis of " there shall be no more
curse." The temperance reform is its necessary fore-

runner, for while the race-brain is bewildered it can
not be thought out. The labor reform is another
part, for only under cooperations can material condi-
tions be adjusted to a non-combatant state of society,

and every yoke lifted from the laboring man lifts one
still heavier from the women at his side. The equal
sufl'rage movement is still another part, for a govern-
ment organized and conducted by one-half of the
human unit, a government of the minority, by the
minority, for the minority, must always bear un-
equally upon the whole. The social purity move-
ment could only come after its heralds, the three
other reforms I have mentioned, were well under
way, because alcoholized brains would not tolerate

its expression ; women who had not learned to work
would have lacked the individuality and intrepidity

required to organize it, and women perpetually to be
disfranchised could not have hoped to see its final

purposes wrought out in law. But back of all were
the father and mother of all reforms—Christianity

and education—to blaze the way for all these later

comers.'

The breadth of this work has greatly impressed
me in this last year. Just as in our temperance
movement, we thought at first chiefly of reforming
fallen men ; so in this, to help fallen women was my
first purpose, but now, while just as loyal to that aim,
I see that women nmst not, need not, fall, and we
must not allow it. Self help and the conservation of
marriage as a heart aflair—on these two hang the
law and the prophets of social purity for women and
for men.

Industrial training in the public schools is more
important, if possible, for girls than for boys, because
the more dependent class most needs to grasp bread-
winning weapons. We must work right on toward
better legal protection for women. A large petition

will be presented to Congress this winter asking that
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the age of consent be raised to eighteen years, and

that heavier penalties be ordained for crimes against

women and girls.

I wish here to thank Mr. T. V. Powderly and his

Council for sending out ninety-two thousand of those

petitions to local assembles of the Knights of Labor.

I suggest that we have but two pledges—the

White Cross and the White Shield, both of which

are so delicately expressed that they are suited, the

first to men and boys, the second to women and

girls. I wish that the work might take its name
from these and be known simply as the Department

of the White Cross and the White Shield, with the

three-fold lines of effort—preventive, reformatory,

and legal. No such patronage has been extended to

any branch of our Publishing House, as to the Social

Purity series of leaflets and pledges. This literature

does not sweep the sewers, but seeks to turn on the

mountain springs that shall purify and make them

sweet and wholesome. Even so I must earnestly

pray and solemnly entreat all who undertake this

work in local Unions, or in the larger fields of State

and nation, to commend it to the good sense and

good will of the home folks by keeping it free from

hideous recitals and backward glances toward the

city of Destruction. For this is the department of

social purity, not impurity. Let us, then, urge forward

all whom we can influence, that they may flee

toward the city of God, with ears stopped against the

siren's song, and with the steadfast cry for " Life,

life, eternal life ! " •

SIMPLE FAITHS AND PRACTICE NOT
"POPULAR."

DURING a recent visit in York county considerable

interest w^as felt in the conversation of a Mennonite

preacher, who spoke of the great falling ofl" in the

number of their members in that section of country,

since the days of his boyhood. This he attributed

to the unwillingness of their young people to submit

to the restraints which a profession of religion in ac-

cordance with their tenets would require ; and a de-

sire to indulge in the fashions, diversions, and ways

of the world. In consequence of this, as older mem-
bers passed away from this scene, there were but few

prepared to take their places; and so they had

dwindled.

He mentions an illustration of this subject, with

which he had met some years before. As he was

riding along the public road, he passed a large stone

meeting-house vt-hich was evidently unused and going

to decay. The doors had fallen from their hinges,

and no one appeared to exercise any care over it. He
stopped and viewed the scene. Shortly after, coming

to a farm-house near by, he stopped to get his din-

ner, and finding a:i old man, past eighty years of age,

sitting on the porch of the house, he entered into con-

versation with him, and asked him about the ruined

meeting-house. This man told him that it belonged

to the Society of Friends.that when he was young a con

gregation of several hundred people used to assemble

there for worship, but now they were nearly all gone,

and himself and an old woman were about all

that were left. When asked by his Mennonite visi-

tor as to the cause of the great change he had wit-
nessed, he replied he could give a clear explanation
of it. As the young people grew up they were more
inclined to become members of societies which per-
mitted greater liberties to their people, and in which
they woul<l have more worldly honor than they could
receive as self-denying followers of the Truth as pro-
fessed by Friends. Hence as the older ones died,
and few succeeded them, the number graduallly de-
creased.

The old Friend might probably have added that
emigration to other parts of tlie country, particularly

to the West, had been one of the depleting causes.

The conversation of our Mennonite brother
brought to mind a letter received not long since from
one who, although not a member of the Society of
Friends, stated that he was convinced of its princi-

ples. Indeed, he has to some extent manifested his

faith by his works, having labored in the distribution

of tracts, and in other ways to spread a knowledge of
the principles of truth as professed by our Society.

This letter queried why it was that some other de-

nominations had increased in numbers more rapidly

than Friends; and suggested that there had been a

defect in not giving a greater publicity to our doings,

etc.

One answer to this query is indicated in the con-

versation already referred to. Any profession of re-

ligion that requires a practical bearing of the cross,

and the living of a spiritually-minded life, while it

may attract the admiration, cannot command the ad-

herence of those who wish to conform to the ways
and pleasures of the world.

Hence that class who wish to live as they please,

yet do not want to reject all religion, will seek to

satisfy themselves with some form of profession

which allows them greater liberty—so that in their ap-

prehension, they may be heirs of both kingdoms

—

the world's and Christ's.

Another reason why vital religion does not assume

the position among men to which it is entitled, is

that too many of the called and visited of the Lord

fail to come into full obedience to the inspeaking

voice of the Saviour revealed in the secret of the

heart; and hence their example and influence have

not the effect of leading others into a knowledge and

love of the Truth, to the degree that they ought.

'Even where some spiritual life is retained, such pro-

fessors become dwarfed and crippled, and they do

not bring forth abundantly of the fruit of the True

Vine.

—

Editorial in " The Friend," Philadelphia.

Woman is becoming what God meant her to be

and Christ's Gospel necessitates her being, the com-

panion and counsellor, not the incumbrance and toy,

of man. To meet the new creation, how grandly

men themselves are growing; how considerate and

brotherly, how pure in wonl and deed ! The world

has never yet known half the amplitude of character

and life to wWch men will attain when they and

women live in the same world.

—

Frances E. Willard.

He does not believe that does not live according

to his belief.
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A DANGER OF TRANSITION.

THIS year will witness the close of the school life

and the entrance to society life of hundreds of girls.

It is a most important era. It means the closing of

the doors upon an active, systematic life, witli an aim

more or less definite, to one untranimeled by rules,

and with no fixed purpose. It is the more danger-

ous because it is a transitional period.

It sounds very poetical and pretty to refer to the

maiden,
"Standing with reluctant feet.

Where the brook and river meet.

Womanhood and childhood fleet!
"

The brook naturally flows into and is lost in the

river. An analysis of the river's waters would not

reveal one individual drop from the brook, but our

maiden will carry with her into womanhood every

impress of childhood, and it will be but the flower of

childhood, as her mature years will be the fruit of

childhood and early womanhood. To some the

plunge into society life is so rapid and the current so

strong that they are swept into a life which does not

permit of any purpose but devotion to the demands
of society. But a small percentage of girls have their

lives so filled with social duties that there is no time

for the ennui that assails the girl whose social and
financial position precludes her absorption by such a

life.

The vast majority of girls, on the close of their

school life, face a life of outside limitations. The pos-

ition of their parents is such that social engagements
are the exception and not the rule. The family live

in comfort bordering on luxury ; the mother is still

the capable housekeeper, and would not abdicate her

throne to unskilled and untrained hands. Fancy-
work will not monopolize the heart and brain of the

active young girl suddenly deprived of the stimulus

of ambition and purpose ; church work can only hold

the attention of the few ; outside philanthropic work
involves much that is distasteful to those who meet
life with rosy views.

What shall be done for this army of girls? for on
their leadings daring this period much of their hap-
piness depends. Hundreds of unhappy and ill-as-

sorted marriages are due to the utter vacuity of these
first months after the close of school life. If a girl

possesses and recognizes an inherent talent, and cul-

tivates it, she escapes the danger that assails the
every-day girl who has no genius or bent. A wise
mother is the saviour at this period. One who can
share her duties and responsibility, who can guide
the restless heart to create new interests in harmony
with the nature, and save from spurious interests that

lead to limitations that death alone removes, is the
only hope of salvation.

Employment that demands attention at stated

hours, and that shows the benefit conferred, should
be found either in or out of the home as an incen-

tive to activity.

A mother consulted a London physician in regard
to her (laughter's health. He examined her heart
and lungs, talked some time with the girl, and sighed.
The mother, much alarmed, asked his opinion.
"Madam," said he, "so far as I can discover, your

daughter is suftering from a most serious complaint
which, for want of a better name, I shall call 'dull-

ness.' Perhaps it is in your power to cure it. I have
no medicine which is a specific for this disease." It

is this disease that undermines the vitality of many
girls, who seek unconsciously in engagement and
marriage the focus for energies that must find, must
have, a purpose, or life is valueless.

Mothers do not realize the tremendous strain put
upon an active, purposeful life when suddenly it finds

itself in a world where its energies, its powers, are
not needed either at home or abroad. Life loses its

color and variations, and becomes very soon a dead
level of common-places out of which they must free

themselves. Work that is work, that shows its value
must be found, if the freshness and vitality, the motive

and hope, that make life a gift from a heavenly
Father, not a condition of a moral Judge, is to be pre-
served.— The Christian Union.

SWARTHMORESTOCK TRUST ASSOCIA TION.
[At the request of Clement M. Biddle, we publish the

followinj; information to stockholders of Swartbmore Col-

lege.

—

Eds.]

AT a meeting of the stockholders of Swarthmore
College, who are interested in depositing their stock
under the plan proposed by Clement M, Biddle, held
Eleventh mouth 23cl, 18S7, at Race street meeting-
house, there were fifty-five stockholders present. Ed-
ward H. Ogden was made chairman of the meeting,
and William J. Hall secretary. Clement M. Biddle
stated the object of the meeting to be such as set forth

in the circular forwarded to the stockholders. If the
plan proposed was adopted the Trust would start

with .5,000 of the 20,000 shares of the capital stock.

The following list of those who had agreed to donate
stock was read :

Edward B. Edwards, S. Robinson Coale, Joseph E. Gil-

lingham, Ezra Lippincott, Wm. J. Hall, Susan J. Cunning-
ham, Edward Lodgstretb, Herman Hoopes, Edward Mer-
ritt, John Williams, William P. Bancroft, Lydia M. Ste-

phens, Isaac Stephens, George Watson, Lewis A. Lukens,
Edward Hoopes, Thomas L. Leedom, William Longstreth.
Beuj. Hallowell, Jr., Lydia C. Biddle, Mary Betts, Rich-
ard Peterson, Edward H, Magill, Johu M. Broomall, Thomas
H.Hall, Lydia H. Hall, Margaret G.Corlies, Jas. V.Watson,
Edmund Webster, Rebecca N. Webster, Samuel Marshall,

Wm. P. Marshall, J. Reece Lewis, Lucy Biddle Lewis, Wm.
C. Biddle Jr., Robert Biddle, Jr., Amos Hillboru', Chas.
W. Wharton, Joshua Lippincott, Clement M. Biddle, Wm.
Sellers & Co., Daniel D. Wright, Joseph Mattliews, Caroline

M. Reeves, Mary R. Fouike, M. Fisher Longstreth. Ellwood
Burdsall. Dillwyn Parrish, Jr., Elizaljeth E. Hart, Isa.ac H.
Clothier, Mary B. C. Lovering, Wm. W. Biddle, Joseph C.

Turnpenny, Eli M. Lamb, John T. Willets, Emmor Roberts,

Alfred Sharpless, Lindley Smyth, Emma C. Bancroft, Sam-
uel J. Seaman, Clement A. Griscom, Fannie C. Griscom,
Edward Lewis, David T. Burr, Mary S. Lukens, Thomas
J. Husband, Jonathan Gillam, Walter Y. Hoopes, Benj. D.
Hicks, Joseph Willets, Hannah \V. Sterling, Joseph Chap-
man, Alex. S. Truman, C. Newlin Pierce, Thomas Fouike,
Estate of Wm. P. Jenks, Elizabeth W. Mendeuhall, Daniel
S. White, Clement B. Smyth, Joseph M. Truman, Jr., Joel

J. Baily, Howard W. Lippincott, George G. Haydock. P.
Caroline Haydock, Anna J. Ferris, Joseph W. Johnson, Jr.,

Mary F. Bullus, Mary L. Wharton, Joel Sharpless, George
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W. Hancock, Edward Hopper, Enoch Lewis, Wm. W. Jus-

tice, Edmund Lewis, Elizabeth Janney, Elizabeth W. Par-

rish, Isaac Eyre, Ellwood Johnson, Virginia E. Eidgely,

Mary W. Stephens, Ellis D. Williams, Joseph T. Bunting,

Anna M. Hunt, Effingham Cock, S. F. Jenkins, Dr. George

Smith, Helen Comly White, Estate of Israel Peterson,

Franklin H. Shoemaker, Mary H. Shoemaker, Wm. D.

Foulke, Charles Evans, Mary J. Hoopes, Amos E. Little,

Isaac Collins, George B. Mellor, Edwin A. Atlee, John S.

Collins, Henry B«ntley, Phoebe Seaman, Lukens Thomas,

Anna M. Ferris, Geo. Corlics, Jacob Corlies, Edith W. Atlee,

Anna Seaman, James H. Seaman, Daniel Underbill, Clem-

ent Biddle, Arthur Beardgley, Estate of Jas. aud Lucretia

Mott, Eobert Biddle, Charles M. Biddle, Joseph P. Brosius,

E. Stabler, Jr., Alfred Moore, J. Kemp Bartlett, Eachel

M. Biddle, Hannah B. Williams, Edward H. Ogden, Caro

line C. Biddle, Mary B. Wood, Estate of D. and S. M. Par

rish, Lydia Biddle, Edward A. Pennock, Clement M. Bid

die, Jr.,Caroline M. Cooper,James H. Hallowell,Norwood P
Hallowell, Florence Hall, E. C. Knight, F. S. Atkinson

Sarah Parrish, Sarah A. WiUets, Henry M. Laing, Elizabeth

L. Merritt, Hannah E. Lewis, Juo. P. Verree, Samuel Con

ard, Howard Garrett, Thomas Garrett, Samuel Wollaston

Ellwood Garrett, L. Mattson, Wm. J. Hancock, Jonathan

W. Gillam, Mary Willets, Anna M. Hunt, and others.

On motion of Clement M. Biddle, the following

resolutions were unanimously adopted, section by
section :

Resolved—That we advise the transfer of the shares of

the capital stock of Swarthmore College to -Friends

to be selected by this meeting upon the following terms :

First—That during the full term of the donors' natural

lives, they will vote the said stock as the donors shall re-

spectively, from time to time, direct in writing. In the

absence of such directions the said stock shall be voted as

a majority of the persons iu whom the same may be vested

ehall determine.

Second—When the number of Friends shall be reduced

below — the vacancies shall be tilled by the remaining per-

sons holding said stock, and the title to the same shall be

so transferred as to be held during the donors' respective

lives by the survivors of the—persons originally selected,

and tho.se chosen as herein provided, all of whom must be

members of the Eeligious Society of Friends.

Third—Upon the donors' respective decease, said stock

shall become the absolute property of the persons in whom
the title thereto shall then be vested, to be used for the ed-

ucational interests of the Keligious Society of Friends.

On motion of George W. Hancock, it was resolved

that a committee of seven be appointed by the chair-

man to formulate a plan to be presented at a future

meeting ofthis body. George W. Hancock, Clement
M. Biddle, James V. Watson, Joseph Wharton, Chas.

M. Biddle, Isaac H. Clothier, and Dr. M. Fisher Long-
streth were appointed. On motion of George W.
Hancock, it was resolved that when this meeting ad-

journ it be to Eleventh month 30th, 1887, at 3, p. m.
On motion of Clement M. Biddle it was resolved:

That all those be invited to attend who have agreed

or do agree to donate stock to this plan. On motion
adjourned.

Wm. J. Hall, Secretary.

At an adjourned meeting, held Twelfth mouth 3d,

1887,Josepli Wharton made a report in reference to a
change of Constitution, which on motion was ap-

proved.

The following resolution was united with :

Resolved ~Tba,t we recommend the formation of an as-

sociation to be called the "Swarthmore Stock Trust Asso-

ciation " for the purpose of aiding in keeping Swarthmore
College under the control and management of persons in

sympathy with the objects of its founder, and who are
members of the Society of Friends. Said association to be
composed of all members ef the Society of Friends, who
on or before Twelfth mouth '20, 1887, agree to donate 20
shares of stock of Swarthmore College, and express a will-

ingness to act. They are authorized to carry out the plan

adopted at last meeting, or such modifications as they may
deem necessary, to accomplish the desired end.

Then adjourned.

Wm. J, Hall, Secretary.

In pursuance of the above resolution, a tempora-
rary organization was perfected at Swarthmore Col-

lege, Twelfth month 5, 1887, twenty-live persons be-

ing present. A committee was appointed to take le-

gal advice as to the best way to carry out the objects

of the Association, and produce at the next meeting
a Constitution and By-Laws. Voted that all persons

who are members of the Religious Society of Friends,

who express in writing a willingness to act, and do-

nate 20 shares or more of Swarthmore College capi-

tal stock on or before the 20th day of Twelfth month,
1887, shall be considered members of this Associa-

tion. Clement M. Biddle, Benjamin Hallowell, Jr.,

Wm. J. Hall, Jno. T. Willets, and Edward Stabler,

Jr., were appointed to prepare proper powers of at-

torney, and to see that all stock donated is properly

transferred. Then adjourned to Twelfth inonth 23.

Philadelphia, Twelfth Month 6, 1887.

To the Stockholders of Swarthmore College

:

In pursuance of the foregoing appointment we are

prepared to receive donations of stock for the
" Swarthmore Stock Trust Association." Powers of

attorney are being prepared, giving the legal form of

said transfer, which can be obtained from any mem-
ber of the Committee. When properly signed, cer-

tificates of stock should be attached and mailed to

Clement M. Biddle, Chairman, 815 Arch St., Phila-

delphia, Pa. Respectfully,

Clement M. Biddle, 815 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

Benjamin Hallowell Jr., 815 Arch St., Philadelphia.

William J. Hall, Swarthmore, Pa.

John T. Willets, 303 Pearl St., New York.

Edward Stabler, Jr., 3 South street, Baltimore, Md.

At a meeting of the Board of Managers of Swarth-

more College, held Twelfth month 5th, 1887, the fol-

lowing resolutions were unanimously adopted :

Resolved—That the Board of Managers of Swarthmore
College hears with much pleasure of the formation of the

"Swarthmore Stock Trust Association," for the purpose of

aiding iu keeping Swarthmore Col lege under the control and

management of persons in sympathy with the objects of its

founders, and who are members of the Eeligious Society of

Friends.

Resolved—That we recommend to the stockholders that

they donate their stock to the said "Swarthmore Stock

Trust Association."

There is nothing more comely among men, than

impartial judgment.

—

Stephen Crisp.
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THE OBJECT OF LIFE.

WHAT is the end of life? Tlie end of life is not to

do good, although many of us think bo. It is not to

win souls, although I once Ihought so. The end of

life is to do the will of God. That may be in the line

of doing good or winning souls, or it may not. For

the individual, the answer to the question, " What is

the end of my life?" is. To do the will of God, what

ever that may be. Spurgeon replied to an invitation to

preach to an exceptionally large audience, " I have

no ambition to preach to 10,000 people, but to do the

will of God," and he declined. If we could have no

ambition past the will of God, our lives would be suc-

cessful. If we could say, " I have no ambition to go

to the heathen, I have no ambition to win souls, my
ambition is to do the will of God, whatever that may
be;" that makes all lives equally great, or equally

small, because the only great thing in life is what of

God's will there is in it. The maximum achievement

of any man's life after it is all over is to have done the

will of God. No man or woman can have done any
more with a life; no Luther, no Spurgeon, no Wes-
ley, no Melancthon can have done any more with

their lives; and a dairy-maid or a scavenger can do

as much. Therefore the supreme principle upon
which we have to run our lives is to adhere, through

good report and ill, through temptation and prosper-

ity and adversity, to the will of God, wherever that

may lead us. It may take you away to China, or you
who are going to Africa may have tostay where you
are, you who*are going to be an evangelist may have
to go into business, and you who are going into busi-

ness may have to become an evangelist. But there

is no happiness or success in any life till that princi-

ple is taken possession of.

How can you build up a life on that principle?

Let me give you an outline of a little Bible reading.

The definition of an ideal life: "A man after mine
own heart, who will fulfill all My law." The object

of life :
'• I come to do Thy will, God."

The first thing you need after life, is food: "My
meat is to do the will of Him that sent me."

The next thing you need after food, is society:
" He that doeth the will of my Father in heaven, the
same is my brother, and sister, and mother."

You want education : "Teach me to do thv will,

God."

You want pleasure: "I delight to do thy will,

God."

A whole life can be built up on that one vertebral

column, and then when all is over, "he that doeth
the will of God abideth forever."

—

Professor Drum-
mond.

Christian faith is a grand cathedral, with divinely
pictured windows. Standing without, you see no
glory, nor can possibly imagine any: standing within,
every ray of light reveals a harmony of unspeakable
splendors.

—

Hauihorne.

It is the rule of life to forget the kindnesses our
neighbors have done us and to remember only those
we have done for them. If the rule could be reversed,
what a happy world it would be!

CHRISTIANA DICKSON'S BABN-SAISINO.
MANY stories are told of the courage of the women
of that early generation who first broke ground in
the forests of Pennsylvania and Virginia. They were
in constant peril from wild beasts and from hostile
Indians, but with heroic patience endured hardships,
labor, and disease. An example of another kind of
courage is preserved by the descendants of Christi-
ana Dickson, the wife of one of the first settlers of
Erie county, Pennsylvania.

She was a small, low-voiced woman, extremely
timid by nature

; but upon one subject she was reso-
lute; she had a horror of drunkenness. She lived
in the days when the use of liquor was universal.
Whisky was as common a drink as water among
these hardy, hard-working pioneers. A temperance
or abstinence society was unheard of. But when her
sons were born, she resolved, as far as she could, to
put a stop to whisky-drinking in her home.

Her husband being absent from home, her broth-
ers called for the help of the neighbors, according to
the custom of the time, to put up a barn needed on
her farm. Tliey all assembled and went to work,
while she prepared a great dinner. After an hour or
two, whisky was asked for. One other brothers came
to the house for it ; she refused to provide it to make
her friends drunk. Her other brothers, and at last

an elder in the church came to reason with her ; to
tell her she would be accused of meanness. With-
out a word the little woman went out to the barn,
and baring her head, stepped upon a log, and spoke
to them in a faltering voice. " My neighbors," said
she, " this is a strange thing. Three of you are my
brothers, three of you are elders in the church, all ot

you are my friends. I have prepared for you the
best dinner in ray power. If you refuse to raise the
barn without liquor, so be it. But before I will pro-
vide whisky to give you, these timbers shall rot
where they lie." The men angrily left the work and
went home ; the little women returned to the house,
and for hours cried as though his heart would break.
But the next day every man came back, went heart-
ily to work, enjoyed her good dinner, and said not a
word about whisky.

Afterwards whisky at barn-raisings was discon-
tinued in the county. Her sons grew up strong, vig-

orous men, who did good work in helping to civilize

and Christianize the world; their descendants are
all of high type of intellectual and moral men and
women. If she had yielded this little point, they
might have degenerated, like many of their neigh-
bors, into drunkards and spendthrifts. There are still

vices and malignant customs to be conquered, and
for the work we need women of high souls and gen-
tle spirits, like Christiana Dickson.

—

Selected.

Theee's too much abstract willing purposing.
In tliis poor world. We talk by aggregates
And think by systems ; and, being used to face

Our evils in statistics, are inclined

To cap them with unreal remedies
Drawn out in haste on the other side of the slate.

—"Aurora Leigh."

Brotherly love is the livery of God's servants.
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NOVEMBER DAYS.
As those we love give us a swift good-bye,

With thouglit that swift blows bear the least of jiaiii,

Then turn, remorseful, to our sudden cry,

And hold us close, and kiss us o'er again

—

So blessed Summer yields unto us now
With pitying haste in which her mantle fell

;

O soft ! oh tender ! yet upon her brow
Sad premonition of a long farewell !

— C. J. Bartlett, in Unity.

That only is worthy of the name of conviction

which is translatable into words and, still farther,

into deeds. He who is convinced, is conquered,
swayed, ruled by his conviction. Mere opinion, mere
sentiment, mere aspiration, is therefore not convic-

tion
;
for while we liold sentiments and aspirations,

convictions hold us. No one can be said to have (or

to be held by) a conviction, until he has expressed
that conviction, at least to himself, in words or in ac-

tions. " I hardly know where I stand," said a young
man who had drifted from his religious moorings.
But he realized only tliat he stood no where,when he
attempteil to show that he stood somewhere. If you
would know how vague are your beliefs, how few
your convictions, how unstable your footing, how
fruitless your life,—try to speak your convictions, to

yourself at least, even if you do not speak them out
to others. If you find then that you have really

anything to say, you will know that you have some-
thing to do.

—

S. S. Times.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The Springfield (Mass.) Union, defending the newspa-

per press, says :
" People are ever ready to give the news-

papers information of scandal, crime, and all forms of sin,

and show a keener relish and more earnest desire to put
reporters on the track of such news than to give them facts

about the good things that men have done—except wliat

they have themselves done. So long as the public claims
to know who has gone wrong, and is indifferent as to who
has done right, it cannot fairly claim the right to criticise

the pre.ss for telling of the evil along with the good."

—The Bank of England doors are now so finely balanced
that a clerk, by pressing a knob under his desk, can close

the outer doors instantly, and they cannot be opened again
except by special process. The bullion department of this

and a number of other banks are nightly submerged sev-

eral feet in water by the action of the machinery. In some
English banks the bullion department is connected with
the manager's sleeping room and an entrance cannot be
effected without shooting a bolt in the dormitory, which,
in turn, sets in motion an alarm.

—Forthe first ten months oftheyearthe'passengerswho
arrived at San Francisco by rail numbered 56,10.5; by sea,

21,722. Of these about 20,000 remained in California.

—A compilation of statistics by Superintendent Jasper,

of school work in New York city during the year ending
Eighth month 30, shows the number of teachers employed
twenty weeks or more was 3,527 ; children between 5 and
21 years of age residing in the city Sixth month 30, (esti-

mated), 418,000 ; number of public free schools in the city,

304
;
private schools, not including colleges, incorporated

academies, and seminaries, (estimated). 2.50 ; number at-

tending such schools, 48,000 ; number of licensed teachers

employed during any portion of the year, 519 males and

3,644 females
; number of children taught some portion of

the year, 239,191; average daily attendance, 154,091. Dur-
ing the year the sum of $4,196,549.67 was received and ex-
pended.

—M. E. Lavasseur, of Paris, has attempted to show, by
comparing the statistics of 1789 with those of the present,
that chances of living long at any given age are greater
now than they were before that year. The propor-
tions are, for the survival of infants under one year, as

1,460 now, in every 2,000 to 1,186 then ; for living to be
forty, as 1,110 to 738, and for living to be seventy-five, as
360 to 144.

—Says old Allen Thompson :
" When I am in the woods

I never use a compass; in fact, I don't need any. There
are three sure ways that I have for finding the points of the
compass. You will notice that three-fourths of the moss
on trees grows on the north side ; the heaviest boughs on
spruce trees are always on the south side ; and thirdly, the
topmost twig of every uninjured hemlock tips to the east.

You just remember those things, and you will never get

lost."

CURRENT EVENTS.
The Con /ress of the United States assembled at Wash-

ington, at noon, on the 5th instant. In the House of Rep-
resentatives, John G. Carlisle, of Kentucky, was reelected

Speaker. The President's message was sent in and read on
the following day. It is largely devoted to questions of

finance, and recommends reduction in the revenue by re-

moving the tariff from a number of articles of import.

The complications of the executive government of

France, which had caused some excitement in Paris, were
terminated on the 3d inst. The President, Jules Grevy,
having resigned the previous day, the two houses of the
National Assembly (corresponding to our Congress), met in

joint convention and elected Marie Francois Sadi-Carnot, a
prominent member of the House. He is fifty years of age,

an engineer by professson, a moderate Republican, and his

election is generally regarded as showing stability in the

present form of the French government.

Forest fires have been reported as doing great injury

in different parts of the country, A telegram, hotrever,

from Hillsboro, Illinois, says the fires have done much
good as well as great damage in that region. They have
destroyed the myriads of chinch bugs that ruined the com
crop last season. Before the fires started the woods and
fields were literally swarming with chinch bugs.

The " Crown Prince " of Prussia, whose illness from
supposed cancer of the throat caused so much alarm, is for

the present in better health. He remains at San Remo, in

Italy.

E.\RTHQUAKE shocks are again reported from Southern

Italy. One in Calabria killed twenty persons and destroyed

much property.

A DISPATCH from Washington, on the 3d inst., giving

the names of persons nominated in the caucus of Repub-
lican members of the House of Representatives for oflicers

of the House, says that " Rev. Francis W. Thomas, of In-

diana, a member of the Society of Friends, was named for

chaplain."

Two important decisions were announced by the U. S.

Supreme Court on the 5th inst. One of these aiErmed the

right of the State of Kansas to prohibit the manufacture

and sale of liquor, without making " compensation " to

brewers, distillers, etc. The court said, (the opinion being

prepared by Judge Harlan, of Kentucky), that all property

under our furin of government, is subject to the obligation

that it shall not be used so as to injuriously affect the rights
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of the community and thereby become a nuisance. The

State of Kai.sas had a rijjlit to proliiliit tlie liquor traffic.

It did not thereby take away the iiniperty of the brewers.

It simply abated a nuisance. The property is not taken

away from its owners ; they are only prohibited from using

it for a specific purpose which the Legislature declared to

be injurious to the community. The other decision related

to the "coupon cases" in Virginia, and affirmed that a

State, under the Eleventh Amendment to the Constitution,

cannot be sued, directly or indirectly, except with its own

consent.

Berlin, Dec. 6.—Dr. Sommerbrod, of the Breslau Uni-

versity, an eminent larynpologist, lectured to-day on the

case of the Crown Prince. He is inclined to the conclusion

that it is a case of simple perichondritis, with an^abscess

formation, and not of a cancerous nature, though some dif-

ficulty is likely to be presented in the extrusion of several

pieces of dead cartilage. He said the prospects of the

Prince's recovery were hopeful.

Dr. J. T. EoTHROCK, of the University of Pennsylva-

nia, began the tenth course of free public lectures on Tues-

day, in the "Michaeux Foundations," at the chapel of the

University, on the 2d inst. His subject is " Among the

Trees, from Maine to California." These lectures will be

continued on the 16th of the present month, and the 6th,

13th, 20th, and 23d, of next month, in the evening.

Edward Uoopes. of Philadelphia, has been elected

President of the Barclay Coal Company, in place of Edward

M. Davis, deceased.

The ' fast orange despatch traiu," from Jacksonville,

Florida, to New York, started on the 3d inst. It will run

regularly with Florida fruit to the Northern markets,

making time almost equal to the pas.senger trains.

Judge Garnett, of Chicago, on the 3d inst., dissolved

the injunction restraining the County Board from declar-

ing the territory of the the town of Hyde Park annexed

to the city of Chicago. The people of this suburb voted

for annexation last month, but some property owners car-

ried the case to the courts. Tbe portion annexed will add

about 60,000 inhabitants to the population of Chicago.

Meeting of Friends" on Seventh-day, Twelfth month 10th,

1887. at l.'ith and Race streets, Philadelphia, commencing
at 10.30 o'clock. Punctual attendance is desired.

The subjects for consideration are :

Lst. What are the best means of securing the cooper-

ation of parents and teachers?
2d. On what liasisshonld promotion be made in graded

schools, or pupils be received from other schools?
3d. Practical methods of teaching reading.

All interested are invited to attend.
\Vm. Wade Geiscom. Clerk,

Woodbury, N. J.

*,;* Funds and merchandise intended especially for

Martha Scbofield, Aiken, S. C, should be sent to Samuel S.

Ash, No. 1027 Market street ; and funds and merchandise
intended for Abhy D. Muiiroe, Mt. Pleasant, S. C, should

be sent to H. M. Laing, 30 N. Third street, Philadelphia.

*«;* The Burlington First-day School Union will meet
at Trenton, Twelfth mouth 10. at 10.30 a. m. Interested
Friends and co-workers are cordially invited.

Wm. Walton,
]

Margaret D. Eoqees,
J

Clerks.

*3i* Quarterly meetings in Twelfth month will occur as

follows

:

15. Haddonfield, Haddonfield, N. J.

22. Fishing Creek, Half-Year's Meeting.

NOTICES.
*s* A Conference of Parents, Teachers, School Commit-

tees'and others interested will be held under the care of

"The Commitee on Education of Philadelphia Yearly

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•t* Wk particularly ask that whenmoneyis forwarded to renew

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

U'hovi the paper is nmv being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which

case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a Tiew subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

•, Matter intended for insertion In the Intelligencer and
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate Importance

may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth

-

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

«,*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

Queen 8fC 0.92 4 Chestnut ST

Absolutely Pure.
Thispowder never viiiifs .\ iiKii-el..i purity. strenKth, and

wholesonieiie.ss More eeonoiiiiiMl Ilmn the oriiiiiary kinds, and
cannot tie .sold in competnioii uith the multiufle'of low test,

sliort weight, aUnn, r phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.

Royal Baking 1'owder Co., 106 Wall St., N. Y.

PEIRCE COLLEGE,
Record Building. 917-919 Chestnut St. , Philad'a. Pa

THOMAS MAY PEIRCE, M. A.,

PRINCIPAL AND FOUNDER.

Morning. Afternoon, and Night Sessions.

Ladies a"d Gentlemen are instructed in technical knowledge
qualifying them for the transaction of business nnd the proper

maniigement of busine.s'i affairs

Business men, merchants, and farmers, who have had doubts

as to whether a practical business education could be obtained

outside of the counting room have been surprised at the thoroughly
praciioal manner in which their sons and daughters have been
qualified for tmsines' ene«eements at Peirce iollege, and are

now ainonc its wnrmesi friends.

Ten hundr.'d and lii'tv (l''.5o) student.5 Inst yenr.

Call or w-itM for ' ircnlar and con'meni-ement proceedings,

contnininmiddns.sesof Governors Heaver and Briggs, and Kev.

Sam. W. .-JninU an<i Uev. Sam. R Jone^i.

Rev. JOHN THOMPSOM, Dean.

Offices, Rooms 5 and 6, Second Floor.
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JVST FOR TO-DA Y.

LOED, for to-morrow and its needs,

I do not pray
;

Keep me from stain of sin,

Just for to-day.

Let me both diligently work
And duly pray

;

Let me be kind in word and deed
Just for to-day.

Let me be slow to do my will

—

Prompt to obey

;

Help me to sacrifice myself
Just for to-day.

Let me no wrong or idle word
Unthinking say;

Set Thou a seal upon my lips

Just for to-day.

So, for to-morrow and its needs
I do not pray

;

But keep me, guide me, hold me, Lord,

Just foe To-day.
—Selected.

For Friends" Intelligencer and Journal.

THE PRIMAL TRUTH.
NOW the natural man receiveth not the things of the
spirit of God for they are foolishne.ss unto him ; and
he cannot know them, because they are spiritually

judged (or discerned).—1 Cor. 2: 14. Does not the
apostle, in thus writing, bear testimony to a great

philosophic truth ? So long as men employed them-
selves in endeavoring to find out the essence of mat-
ter, they made little progress in the knowledge of
physics. School upon school of philosophy followed
each other, and the ingenuity of men invented many
systems that were accepted as true for a time and
then faded into obscurity. But when Bacon intro-

duced the modern system of investigating the proper-
ties and modes of manifestation of material sub-
stances a great advance was made in knowledge.
And when the observations have been accurate and
the inferences correct, this knowledge is in destructi-

ble because it is founded on truth. And is it not so
in psychology? So long as the metaphysicians en-
deavored to ascertain what mind is, and where it is

located in the human body, they made little head-
way. The only truth ascertained in this way, was
that there must exista healthy action of certain parts
of the body before the manifestations of mind can

take place. But when these manifestations were
studied, and properly arranged and classified, a body
of useful information was acquired.

But as to the essence of mind, the metaphysician
is as much in the dark as the scientist is as to the
essence of matter. We know the one has extension,
etc., while the other perceives, thinks, and reasons,
and this is all, from the nature of the case, we can
ever know, except by inference. Now when a man
attempts to apply the same mode of reasoning to a
thing with which lie can only become acquainted
through imprei5sions made upon his senses, that he
would to another thing, the knowledge of which is

obtained through consciousness, he will become vis-

ionary, and is sure to be led astray. Or if he turns
materialist, and endeavors to account for mental
phenomena as he would for the visible properties of
material things, he will draw wrong deductions.

Now in this age of inquiry when intelligent men like

Ingersoll deny the existence of Deity, or regard the
evidence as insufficient to establish the fact, is it not
incumbent on Christians, having the welfare of their
fellows at heart, to be engaged in some more impor-
tant work than disputing about doubtful points in
theology ? If those learned men who wasted so much
arguoaent in the Andover controversy, about things
beyond their skill to solve, had sought to dispel the
doubts that cloud the minds of intelligent men, how
much better it would have been for the cause of
righteousness. For however opinions may difier,

there is such a thing as truth, and it is important we
all should know it as it afiects the condition of men
in this world as well as the next. If my brother has
erred and is laboring under a delusion it will not do
to say as Cain did :

" Am I my brother's keeper ? " for
we are bound up in one common destiny.

Now mankind, in all ages, have held tfiat there is

a power superior to that of man, and able to control
his movements. The nature of this power is un-
knowable to the finite mind, and hence difl'ereut

people clothe it in color such as their own degree of
intelligence will suggest. But the idea itself is a
strong evidence of its truth ; for it is of the nature of
those axioms that are so self-evident that no healthy
mind denies them. The mere fact of their rejection

by some does not invalidate the argument: if ninety
and nine men admit the existence of an object, as a
house or a tree, and the hundredth man, occupying
the same point of view, doubts it, we would either
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question his caudororconclude that his powers ofob-

observation were defective. Or let him deny tliat

the squares on the two lejrs of a right-angled triangle

taken together are equal to the square of the hy-

potheuuse, (a thing he may do by calling in question

the truth of the definition and axioms of geometry
on the correctness of the reasoning preceding the

47th of Euclid), would his denial amount to anything
in changing our opinion as to the truth of the propo-

sition ? If the convictions of the mass of mankind
on physical or intellectual subjects are deemed credi-

ble, why may not spiritual truths be accepted on the

same testimony ? You cannot demonstrate them as

you would a law of science or a physical fact because
they are spiritually discerned. As Paul says, " the

grace of God hath appewed to all men, teaching

them the denying of all ungodliness and the world's

lusts they should live soberly and righteously in the

present world." Those impressions of duty, of what
is right to be done or left undone, which are made
upon the sensitive spirit, do not originate in itself;

they are not evolved from consciousness, but are

commands laid upon it by a power exterior to itself.

They are not any clearer to the gifted and intelligent

than to the common or uncultured mind, Ijeing

suited to the condition of all. On the contrary we
frequently find the meek and lowly exhibiting a de-

gree of spiritual insight that is not seen in the wise

and prudent. The information obtained in this way
is not always pleasant to the person, as it ofttimes

points out a line of action which is at variance with

one's wishes and desires. But it is the universal tes-

timony of all who have heeded its warning voice

that when its behests have been obeyed peace to the

soul has resulted ; and that where they have been
disregarded, anguish of spirit has followed. As this

voice is obeyed, light comes into the soul illumina-

ting the pathway of life
; as it is unheeded, darkness

settles down over the mind until wrong-doing comes
as natural as the gratifying of an appetite or the in-

dulgence of a passion. But we must remember that

it is not every one who does wrong that is fond of the

wrong for itself. In the spiritual world as in the

natural, clouds intervene and shut out the light of

truth. Education and environment influence men
to a great degree. It is said that fish in the great

cave of Kentucky have no eyes. Even so a man fixed

on the dogmas of a church, and unaccustomed to the

light shed abroad in the soul by the spirit of God,
may lose his spiritual perceptions and become
shrouded in darkness. Now if we attempt to dem-
onstrate ^he existence of a God, the immortality of

the soul, or the truth of the Christian religion to such

a one bj' the same mode of reasoning we would use

in proving a fact in natural science or a proposition

in mathematics we will most likely fail; for the ar-

guments used would be foolishness unto him, seeing

the truth of them must be spiritually discerned.

As love is the most powerful instrument with
which to reach a human soul, let its condition be

what it may, it follows that we must show that we
have the real interest of the unbeliever at heart be-

fore we can gain his attentioji. It is not by denouncing
him or by hurling epithets of reproach at him that

he is to be won from the error of his ways. If our
own lives show that we are under the infiuence of
this godlike power, we can then invite him to the
fountain from whence it flows. And as this has been
found in the lives of our own experience, rather than
in any teachings we may have received from others,
it follows that we must refer him to that indwelling
power from which all good proceeds.

Happy will it be for him, if, when he gets into this

condition, some instrument, sent by the divine
Father, may prove successful in rekindling the dying
embers of the spiritual life in him. Then will he be
born again, and realize that God was in this instru-

ment, as he was in his beloved son Jesus Christ when
reconciling the world to himself And having been
raised to newness of life he will come to know there
is a power that will enable him to triumph over death,

bell, and the grave. W. W.
Loudoun Co., Va.

MEMORIAL OF WILLIAM HOLMES,
Of Goose Creek Monthly Meeting. Ya.

BELIEYING the subject of this memorial to have
been an unusually upright man, we have thought it

well, as an incentive to the living, to preserve some
record of his life.

He was the eldest son of Joseph and Elizabeth

Holmes. His opportunities of acquiringan education

were very limited, but having inherited good mental

endowments, he so improved these as to lay a solid

foundation for character and usefulness in life. By
the death of his father in 1817 lie was left, at the age

of 24, to care for mother, sister, and brothers; a trust

he discharged maufully and conscientiously. Before

the younger brothers had grown to be self-helpful,

his elder sister came back to her parental home a

widow, with four little boys needing a father's over-

sight. Forgetting himself in this emergency, the

uncle became a father to them, and by personal sacri-

fice enabled them to enter upon active life, with bet-

ter equipment in education than they could other-

wise have done.

In 1830 he married Eliza Canby, and soon after

located on a farm in the vicinity of Waterford, Vir-

ginia. His mother found a home under his roof un-

til her decease, which occurred in 1847, and ever had
shown to her that deference and affectionate interest

which soothe the loneliness of age and make happy
the eventide of life.

In time of sickness and trouble William was found

to be a true friend and neighbor ; while his Meeting
had faithful service, in the attendance of his family

as well as himself, both in the middle of the week
and on First-days.

In 1841, within one week, two little daughters were
called away by death. This affliction was borne

meekly by the parents, and keenly as their loss was
felt, tended evidently to wean their aS'ections from
the things that perish and fix them upon those that

fade not away.
In the year 1843 the subject of this memoir re-

moved from Waterford and settled within the limits

of Goose Creek Monthly Meeting. From this time

on he and his wife were frequent companions of
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Miriam Gover in her religious visits to distant meet-

ings, a warm attachment having been formed between

them and that devoted woman while they resided

near Waterford, and which ended only with her life.

In 1847 we find him in the position of an Elder in

the meeting of his fathers, in whicli relation he was

continued to the end, a period of 40 years.

He possessed good judgment and decision of char-

acter; considerable intercourse with men had ripened

his knowledge, and he became a useful man in his

meeting, as also in secular matters. He was a peace-

maker between man and man.

Holding as he did the conviction that African

slavery was altogether contrary to justice and right,

it was almost unavoidable that his position in regard

to this matter should be ol)noxious to his slave-hold-

ing neighbors. The threats made by these against

him and others who held like opinions fell unheeded

on his ears. His courage, which was a marked feature

of his cliaracter, was equal to the occasion, and he

saw, without fear or dismay, the rising of tlie war

cloud, believing, as he did, that tlie end would be the

lifting of burdens from weary shoulders and letting

the oppressed go free.

At the close of the Civil War he found himself, at

72 years of age, a poor man. If getting the things of

this world about him in profusion constitutes a man's

success in life, he was a failure. But is there not a

better measure than this? Loss and privation are

trials of character that only true nobility can endure.

He bore that test well. He maintained his own self-

respect, the esteem, confidence, and love of neighbors

and friends, undiminished under these circumstances.

The companionship of a gentle and sympathetic

wife had clieered him amid the joys and sorrows of

more than forty years. In 1873 she ceased to walk

the earthly path by his side. Of his three surviving

children, only his daughter was near. With her he

continued to make his home. Another severe afflic-

tion came to him in 1880, in the death of his little

granddaughter, for whom lie cherished atouching af-

fection. He continued to take an interest in religious

meetings, though it was evident his powers of mind
were giving way. The physical man continued active

in a remarkable degree till near the end. This came
in the late hours of First month 8th, 1887, when,

without a struggle or apparent suffering, as one enters

on a gentle sleep, in the 94th year of his age, he de-

parted this life.

On the 11th, at tlie meeting-house of Friends at

Goose Creek (LincoIn),a large gatheringofFriendsand

neighbors assembled to pay their last respects to his

mortal remains,and impressive testimonies were borne

to the sterling Christian character of the decease.

Read in and approved Ijy Goo.se Creek Monthly
Meeting, held llth of Eighth month, 1887.

Edward J. Smith, \ ricrk'i
Martha A. Taylor, /

'-'^^'^s-

Read in Fairfax Quarterly Meeting, held at Goose

Creek, 15th of Eighth month, 1887. Approved and
directed to be duly forwarded to the Representative

Committee of our Yearly INIeeting.

Martha L. Sidwell,\ r.,„,.u„

Hugh R. Holmes, J
^'^iks.

Read in and approved by Baltimore Yearly Meet-
ing of Friends, held on Lombard street, at the session

held Eleventh month 5th, 1887.
*

Edward Stabler, Jr.

Anna F. Matthews
•'

I
Clerks.

TRE GENERAL INDIAN WORK OF
FRIENDS.

[We have received from Levi K. Brown, Secretary, the

Miuutes of the Couveution of Delegates of the Seveu
Yearly Meetings of Friends, representing the Society on
Indian Affiiirs. We give below nearly the whole,

—

Eds.]

AT a meeting of delegates to represent the Seven
Yearly Meetings of Friends on Indian Afl'airs, held

at Lombard Street Meeting-house, Baltimore, First

day of the Eleventh month, 1887, the following dele-

gates and Friends were present:

Philadelphia — Joseph Powell, Daniel Foulke,

Margaretta Walton, Anna Mary Martin, Mahlon K.
Paist, Eliza H. Chandler, Hannah G.Thompson, and
Emmor Roberts.

New York—Stephen R. Hicks, Aaron M. Powell,

Phebe C. Wright, Thomas Foulke.

Baltimore—Thomas H. Matthews, Joseph J. Jan-

nsy, Ellen J. Smith, Elizabeth R. Lafetra, Martha S.

Townsend, Levi K. Brown.
Illinois—Edward Stabler, Jr.

Genesee, Ohio and Indiana Yearly Meetings wei'e

not represented, but letters were received from the

committees on Indian Affairs of each of these ex-

pressing their continued interest in tlie welfare of

the Indians and their willingness to cooperate with

the other yearly meetings in any right opening that

may present to benefit these people.

The minutes of last meeting were read and ap-

proved.

Levi K. Brown was continued Secretary and
Treasurer for the ensuing year.

The Treasurer produced a statement of receipts

and vouchers for payments since last settlement,

showing receipts (with balance from last year),

$473.80, and expenditures, §286.34. This being

audited by Stephen R. Hicks and Joseph Powell,

who reported correct.

The Executive Committee of Baltimore Yearly

Meeting reported that they had, during the past

year, paid frequent visits to Washington in the in-

terest of the Indians. They had had interviews with

members of Congress and heads of departments.

The land in severalty bill, known as the " Dawes
bill," which provides for the allotment of lands in

severalty to the Indians (a measure Friends have

long advocated) with the twenty-five year restriction

clause, has passed both Houses of Congress and be-

come a law. This law, if faithfully and honestly ad-

ministered, will, we trust, solve the Indian problem,

and be the means ultimately of elevating the Indian

to the high plane of American citizenship.

A special work of the Central Executive Commit-

tee was to impress upon the Commissioner of Indian

afl'airs the importance of providing a matron to reside

at the Santee Agency, whose especial duty it should

be to visit the Indian women in their homes and in-

struct them in the art of housekeeping, etc., also to
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encourage them in such matters pertaining to their

sex as will make^)ome pleasant and attractive, and

elevate them to a higher position in civilization.

Tlie Commissioner heartily approved of extend-

ing such aid and encouragement to these people, be-

lieving it would be productive of great good. At the

same time expressed his doubts as to the authority

of the Department to create sucli a position.

On considering the subject, the following letter

was received from him, which fully explains itself;

Department of the Interioe,
Office of Indian Affairs,

Washington, June 7, 1887.

Levi K. Beown, Goshen, Penua.

Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of the 2d

instant, in which you refer to the matter of appointing a

matron at the Santee Agency for the purpose of visiting

the ludian women in their homes to instruct them in the

art of housekeeping, etc., and in reply thereto I have to

advise you that the communication from the secretaries

and members of the Executive Committee of the Society

of Frieuds' Yearly Meeting at Baltimore has also been re-

ceived and the suggestions therein considered.

The matron provided for in the ludian Appropriation

bill is employed at the school, and there is no provision of

law such .IS- suggested in your letter aud that of the Com-

mittee. There is no doubt such a course might be produc-

tive of great good, but it is doubtful if the money appro-

priated for schools could be used for payment for such ser-

vice, and the meagre appropriation available for the next

fiscal year would preclude the creation of such a position,

if it were allowable. It is only by the most rigid ecouoniy

that the schools as now constituted cau be carried on, and

no new position can be created until Congress makes larger

appropriations for educational purposes.

Thanking you for your interest in the great work of

ludian education and civilization, and regretting that your

good suggestions cannot be carried out, I am very respect-

fully,

J. D. C. Atkins, Commissioner.

The Executive Committee contemplates urging

the matter on Congress at its approaching session,

with the hope of securing an appropriation for such

an appointment.

In this important work of looking after the inter-

ests of the Indians at Washington, the Committee
sensibly feels the great loss sustained in the death of

our beloved friend Cyrus Blackburn, who for many
years has devoted his talents and his time to the

cause of suffering humanity ; not only the Indian, but

the colored man and the illiterate white man, were

alike the objects of his care and concern. He was
ever ready to proceed to Washington if need be in

their behalf, and his counsel was always favorably

received and duly regarded.

The Secretary produced letters from Friends of

the Indian Committees of Genesee, Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois Yearly Meetings approving the appointment

of a matron for the Santees, as proposed, at the ex-

pense of our Society, in ca.se the Departmental Wash-
ington fails to make such appointment. On due con-

sideration of the subject and a free expression of sen-

timent, it was concluded that the Secretary corre-

spond with Charles Hill.U. S. Indian AgentatSantee
Agency, as to the propriety of appointing an educated

Indian woman to that service. If not deemed ad-

visable to do so, that he ascertain on what terms a

suitable person could be accommodated at the Agency
with board, carriage and horse, and an interpreter, to

fill the position and report to the Indian Committees
of the several yearly meetings or to a future meeting
of this body.

The Secretary also produced a letter from a com-
mittee appointed by the late Mohonk Conference on
Indian Affairs, inviting delegates from the various

missionary and educational bodies engaged in Indian

work, to meet at a time and place to be hereafter des-

ignated " in order to frame a plan of cooperative ac-

tion that may not conflict with one another in the

field, but tend to one great end, the Americanizing,

civilizing, and Christianizing the aborigines of the

soil."

On consideration, it was deemed at least respectful

to attend such a meeting, and Levi K. Brown and
Joseph J. Janney were appointed to that end if way
should open therefor.

Then adjourned to meet at the call of the Sec-

retary.

Levi K. Brown, Secretary.

For Friends' Intelligencer aud Journal.

OLD TOWN MEETING IN BALTIMORE.
ON the 28th of Eleventh month, 1887, we are in the

city of Baltimore. The day is soft and beautiful

—

mild for the season, which is just in the border land

of winter, and it being the first day of the week it

seems proper that the hou.sehold shall look towards

going to meeting as usual. "To day," says the

mother, " we hold our first meeting with Old Town
Friends. We have had our last at Lombard street."

I had often been here before, and had gone fre-

quently to the place of worship with my friends to

their house on Lombard street, which has now been

sold to be a place of merchandise and the Lombard
street congregation is homeless till it constructs itself

another habitation.
" Where is Old Town?" inquire the young folks.

" Old Town," says the oracle, " is all that part of Bal-

timore which lies east of Jones Falls and was the

earliest built portion of Baltimore.

"More than one hundred years ago," says the

oracle, " the Friends of Patapsco Meeting in Baltimore

requested their Monthly Meeting at Gunpowder, in

Baltimore county, to authorize them to locate in Bal-

timore about two or three miles south of their old

house, on the Harford road, a new house for public

worship.
" Being duly authorized, the Patapsco Friends built

on the eastern border of the settlement of Baltimore

in that day their new house of worship and estab-

lished their burial ground at what is now the corner

of Aisquith and Fayette streets, since which, at ' Old

Town Meeting-house' has been held a regular succes-

sion of meetings twice a week." "What is the date of

the first Preparative Meeting held in the then new
Meeting-house?" ask the young people. "The 22d

of the Second month, 1781," and on that occasion

David Brown and John Cornthwait were appointed

to attend " the next Monthly Meeting at Gunpowder
aud report to the next Preparative Meeting."

And so we went to Old Town Meeting aud in the
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century-old building we sat in reverent silence this

Ijeaceful tranquil day, and heard the simple ministry

of Friends, bearing witness to the indwelling word of

God being able to guide mankind in the ways of truth

and righteousness, and in the paths of peace. Spot-

less cleanliness, order, and simplicity characterize the

substantial house which sheltered the worshippers of

the Heavenly Father in the olden, as well as the lat-

ter times.

Gracious memories cluster round the old housei

and among the worshippers here gathered were many
of the descendents of tlie lirst Quaker settlers of Bal-

timore. From the old Tliird Haven Meeting, estab-

lished two hundred years ago, came many Friends

across the bay to join with Baltimore Friends in their

religious and general fellowship. The names of

Kemp, Dixon, Bartlett, Moore, Needless and others

belong to this time, and are yet represented by
their descendents, some of whom are present in the

congregation to-day.

Identified with the founding of this Old Town
Meeting was Philip E. Thomas, from Sandy Sjjring in

Maryland, who was the first President of the Balti-

more and Ohio Railroad. Up to the end of his long

and useful life he was an Elder in this meeting, and
Cliairman of the Committee of Indian Affairs of Bal-

timore Yearly Meeting. Philip E. Thomas was not

only the first President of tlie Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad, but its father and projector. He was one of

the most prominent and well known of the merchants

of Baltimore. It is pleasant to recall to memory the

testimony of many yet living who have vivid mem-
ories of this able and noble man who occupied so con-

spicious and so honorable a place in the history of

his city, and whose influence was given in aid of

every work of benevolence and of improvement. It

is well that such Friends as Philip E. Thomas should

be ever held in memory, for their example is benefi-

cial to the aspiring youth of our own times.

From Sandy Spring came at this time to Baltimore

the Brookes, the Stablers, the Palmers, and others'

From West River came the Snowdens, the Cowmans,
and the Plummers. From Gunpowder came the

Matthews, the Prices, Scotts, and others who are hon-
ored by many worthy descendants. From Chester

county, Pennsylvania, came Townsends and Baileys

whose descendants are still influential members of

our communion.
Another name of note in the early settlement of

this meeting was that of Ellicott who founded the

manufacturing village long known as Ellicott's Mills,

now Ellicott's City. On the records of this meeting
we find the names of the Ellicott brethren associated

with every philanthropic effort, as well as every ad-

vantageous business enterprise. Tliey came from
Bucks county. Pa.

The name of Elisha Tyson is also to be remem-
bered for his noble and faithful testimony against

slavery from these benches. Thomas H. Matthews,
in a centennial address on the hundredth anniver-
sary of the founding of this house, thus characterized

Elisha Tyson :
" Let all such as loved their kind and

sought to do them good be held in reverence and
love. Elisha Tyson was cast in the mould reserved

for the noblest of our race. To him was given a

heroic soul in a massive frame, a courage that quailed

at no danger and swerved at no temptation, yet so

tempered zeal by kindly wisdom that even those

whose sordid interests the line of duty so often com-
pelled him to thwart, could scarce find cause of of-

fense in him. He was the champion of the African

slave, at a time when to befriend the black man was
to incur the enmity and scorn of the white. We can
not here recount the deeds of truest chivalry wrought
single-handed by this valiant Christian knight in the

sacred cause of the oppressed, but they were not for-

gotten by those for whose protection he had so nobly

extended his hand. It is stated, in a contemporan-
eous memoir, that in the vast concourse called out at

his funeral were many thousands of the colored peo-

ple of Baltimore, and that the silence which pre-
vailed as his mortal body was committed to the earth

was broken only by the sobs of the affectionate race,

weeping for their lost benefactor. An outpouring so

spontaneous and so significant was perhaps never

witnessed in Baltimore at any other funeral. In its

severe simplicity, this last service for the dead em-
bodied the highest elements of the sublime. Cere-

monies of a more formal character took place in Phil-

adelphia on the occasion of Elisha Tyson's death :

A large procession marching through the streets more
than filled a church, where an elaborate eulogy was
pronounced upon him ; but what pomp could com-
pare with the throng of humble mourners, and what
eloquence with the tears shed by the poor upon his

grave."

The McKim family were of this congregation, and
John McKim left by his will a bequest of ten thou-

sand dollars to found a free school. This was es-

tablished in 1S21 and was kept in the house on these

grounds, and taught by a member of this meeting.

The number owning this place as their religious

home has now dwindled to a small body compared
to the old host of worshippers which was a strong

congregation.

A lofty colonnaile of Lombardy poplars which
once soared above the modest house of worship are

remembered by some yet living, and the present

trees that look to-day weather-beaten and enfeebled

are in a decided decline. I would like to see many
young and hopeful trees planted in this venerated

ground, in order that the desolate feeling of "pass

ing away " might not oppress the spirit of those who
come to sit in worship where the venerated fathers

of the present generation sought to reafize spiritual

communion.

The noble testimonies of the Society of Friends

can never die while the truth remains the same to-

day, yesterday, and forever.

It is reasonable to desire fervently the continu-

ance of our simple church, made up of humble con-

fessors who endeavored to realize truly the kingdom
of Heaven on earth. And truly if upon the rock

of Divine revelation the church of God be built will

it not abide forever?

Not the antique meeting-house, for this must de-

cay and pass away in time, but the living stones are

incorruptible.
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Will not some Baltimore Friend supplement these

remarks with more minute memoirs of some of the

worthies of Old Town ? f^• li.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 50.

Twelfth Month 25th, 1887.

THE CHEEEFUL GIVER.

Golden Text :—" God lOTeth a cheerful giver."—2d. Cor. 9:8.

Read 2d. Cor. 9 . 1-2, 6-12, Revised Version.

THE spirit of the gospel of Jesus allows of no self-

ishness, no avarice. It strikes at the root of all

hoarding for the sake of possessing. Tlie bounty of

our Heavenly Father is witliout limit. He is our

great exemplar. He gives without stint, yet without

waste. In the economy of nature the abundance is

always turned to good account for the generations

that succeed. They who are the most imbued with

the Spirit of God see a lesson in this, which, be-

cause they want to be like him, they are fain to fol-

low. So the blessed Jesus, who represents to us all

that is perfect in life and conduct, went about doing

good, and helping men and women that were in need,

showing them how to make the most of our Heav-

enly Father's good gifts, and teaching to all lessons of

useful service, for the help and benefit of one another.

These lessons were essential to the comfort and

happiness of the whole liuman family, for then as

now, there were unfortunate people; people who
were poor, and sick, and blind, and deformed, and

insane, and afflicted with all the sorrows and dis-

tresses that we see around us to-day. But there were

no hospitals, no asylums, or places for them to go

and be cared for. Tiiey sat by the wayside, begging

;

they stood at the doors of the synagogues and on the

steps of the Temple, asking alms; and all their mis-

ery was made public. Those who loved God with all

their liearts, who listened to and learned of Jesus

W'hat compassion meant, made it one of the duties of

all who embraced the religion he promulgated to

care for and protect and supply the wants of .the

needy and sufferijig among their brethren who were

not able to provide sufficient for themselves. John,

the beloved disciple, writing to the churcli, queries:

"But whoso hath the world's goods, and beholdeth

his brother (in the church) in need, and sliutteth up

his bowels of compa.ssion from him, how doth the

love of God abide in him? " And Paul, writing to tlie

Church at Corinth, appeals to them in the language

of our lesson, to give cheerfully for the help of the

needy among themselves, and for the churches estab-

lished elsewhere.

This giving of the needful things of our natural

life helps to keep our hearts tender and open to re-

ceive fuller measures of the spiritual life, and to

make our own the gifts and graces of the Holy Spirit.

There are very few who have a sufficiency for their

own wants, but what can spare something towards

the support of those in want. Even little children

may find pleasure in giving, if they are taught to

deny their own selfish desires for the sake of doing

some good thing for others.

WE ARE instructed IN THIS LESSON :

(1.) To be willing to share what we have with

others less fortunate than ourselves, and to do it in a

liberal, cheerful spirit.

(2.) That the church of whicli we are members
needs to be maintained in its secular departments by

the contributions of all who are able to give, and

tliose wlio are not able to spare a portion of what

they have are to be cared for if they are in want, that

there be no lack on the part of any.

(3.) That the spirit of cheerful giving extends

not alone to temporal things, but applies to the gifts

and graces of the Holy Spirit; of these it was said

by tlie Master, "Freely ye have received, freely give."

From the very earliest times the cheerful giver

has had his meed of praise. In the less civiUzed

tribes and nations of the East, where the means of

subsistence was precarious, from the droughts and

famines that were of frequent occurrence, the com-

mon people seem to have shared very freely with

one another the much or the little as the case might

be.

Among the Indian tribes of our own country this

custom prevails to such an extent as,insome respects

to be a serious drawback to the younger members of

the tribes, who are educated, and, having adopted civ-

ilized ways of living, try to improve their condition

and rise above the beggary and want of their fore-

fathers.

The observances of birth anniversaries and reli-

gious festivals have ever been occasions that called

for gifts. Of the religious festivals that still continue

to have a liold upon the Christian church Christmas

is the most popular. The observance of Christmas

did not originate with the earliest followers of Jesus,

although, as the name signifies, it was a religious ser-

vice instituted to- commemorate the birth of Jesus

Christ, and this, not because it was the day upon

which Jesus was born, for that date has not been pre-

served. The 25th of Twelfth month had been a

pagan holiday ages before ; the Romans, Celts, and

Germans from the earliest time had celebrated the

season with great feasts, which lasted from the above

date to the 0th of First month, and were held in

honor of the deities worshipped by those nations.

When Christianity became the state religion of

the Roman empire, it was found impossible to break

up the national customs, and to meet this condition

and accommodate the new religion to the usages of

the old, the name of Jesus Christ was substituted for

that of the pagan god, whom they worshipped, and

the festivals were continued with many of the usages,

some of which continue down to the present time.

The beginning of its observance as a Christian festi-

val is attributed to Julius, bishop of Rome, A. D.

337-352. The custom of giving and receiving gifts on

the day that is thus celebrated may have arisen from

the story of the birth of Jesus, in which it is related

that wise men or magi from the east came to Bethle-

hem in search of" the babe who was born to be the

king of the Jews," and who by royal right received

tlieir worship and the co.stly gifts they had brought

for him from their distant homes.

Friends, as well as some other Protestant denom-

inations declined to «coept Christmas as a festival of
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the church, the former as we know, counting all days

as too holy to be profaned by evil deeds, and too

precious and important to be spent in idle and

thoughtless ease. While Christmas is still considered

by multitudes as a sacred festival, its more general

observance as a time of social enjoyment gives it

favor among all classes of people.

ADDRESS TO TBE PRESIDENT ON ARBI-
TRA TION.

AT the meeting in this city, on Eleventh month 5th,

to receive the Englisli delegation, resolutions were

adopted, in favor of arbitration, and Governor Beaver,

(who was presiding at the meeting), was asked to

appoint a committee to wait on the President with

them. Governor Beaver appointed Joshua L. Baily,

ex-Governor R. E. Patlison, David Scull, Charles H.

Banes, and John Wanamakeras the committee, and

a formal report from them has been made, as fol-

lows :

An effort was made by the committee to procure

an interview with the President, but it was found in-

. convenient for him to arrange for it at this time ; but

he sent to the Committee a polite request that any
suggestions they had to ofi'er should be forwarded to

him in writing, with the assurance that they would
receive the same careful consideration he would give

to them if presented orally by the Committee.

The following communication was therefore for-

warded by the Committee :

Philadelphia, November 28, 18S7.

To the President of the United States

:

In respectfully presenting the resolution herewith,

and asking your consideration of the request con-

tained in it, we desire to state that since the date of

the meeting above referred to there has been much
evidence in diflerent parts of the country, that the

overwhelming sentiment of the thoughtful classes is

strongly in favor of such action as is proposed in the

resolution.

The happy working of arbitration in the two cases

which have already occurred between Great Britain

and this country has resulted in a widespread con-

viction that permanent provision should now be

made by treatj', for a plan whereby a high court of

arbitration could be created when needed at any
time, which, in the manner of its selection, would be
mutually satisfactory and produce confidence in the

impartiality of its judgment.
The fact that 2o3 members of the British Parlia-

ment have united in a petition to the President and
Congress of the United States in favor of Interna-

tional Arbitration may be accepted as evidence that

there is a widespread interest in the subject among
the people of that country also, and of tlieir readi-

ness to respond to any step which may be taken by

this Government in that direction. And the amica-

ble relations now existing betvveen the countries

point to the present time as an au.spicious one for the

effort.

It seems to be especially suitable that the initia-

tive step in this noble work should be taken by this

the youngest of the great nations, but already the

peer of any ; and that the United States while lead-

ing the hopes of the world in the line of popular gov-

ernment should also take the first step in that path,

which we may hope shall some day lead the family
of nations to a longed-for freedom from the burdens
and miseries of war. t

We are not unmindful that in the effort thus to

take national action for which there is no precedent,

some unforseen difficulties may arise, but we £rmly
believe that no obstacles will be encountered strong

enough to thwart the attainment of an object founded
upon the intelligent conviction of two such Christian

Nations, and supported by every consideration of hu-
mane and economic advantage.

It is our belief that should success attend the ef-

fort now proposed, no act of your administration

would tend more to ennoble it, and to bring satisfac-

tion to the people, as well as a happy retrospect to

yourself.

Finally, representing, as we believe we do, the

Christian sentiment of this great nation addressing

its Chief Executive, we ask your aid in acknowledg-

ing the claim which rests upon us all, to give practical

evidence of our belief that He who is the Supreme
Ruler of Nations is also The Prince of Peace, and en-

titled to our allegiance. And we beleive that He
would crown with special blessing such use of your

great influence as would thus promote His cause of
" Peace on earth and good will among men."

Joshua L. Baily, Robert E. Pattison, John Wana-
maker, David Scull, Charles H. Banes.

We cordially concur in the above:

Piiilip C. Garrett, James Pollock, B. B. Comegys,
J. L. Erringer, Joseph G. Ditman, A. K. McClure, J.

C. Strawbridge, John Field, Lsaac H. Clothier, Sam-
uel R. Shipley, James E. Rhoads, G. B. Roberts, Wis-
tar Morris, Jos. B. Townseud, George C. Thomas, D.

M. Fox, Joel J. Baily.

The Women's National Indian Association re-

cently held its annual meeting in the Wa.shiugton

Avenue Baptist ('hurch, Brooklyn, N. Y., when of-

ficers were elected fur the ensuing year.

The Association has been chartered under the

laws of Pennsylvania, the charter bearing date of

Second month 26, 1887. Hundreds of regular and
popular meetings have been held ; articles in hun-

dreds of periodicals have been published on Indian

behalf; many thousands of leaflets and pamphlets
have been circulated

;
petitions have been sent to

Congress, and to the Indian Department of Govern-

ment on many interests of Indians; §2467.88 have

been expended for home building among Indians and
in loans for tools, stock, repairs, etc. ; $3700.52 have
been expended for mission work, and the building of

two mission houses and a chapel ; eleven missions

among Indians have directly or indirectly been se-

cured in all, and two more are just opening, since this

department of work was undertaken. New branches

of the Association liavebeen organized in nine States

during the year, making thirty-one now represented

Twenty-two boxes and barrels of goods have been
sent to missionaries in various tribes.

" The highest culture is to speak no ill."
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PHILADELPHIA, TWELFTH MONTH 17, 1887.

SYMPATHY WITH THE SORROWING.
WHEN the sage of the olden times uttered the

words, " it is better to go to the house of mourning
than to go to the house of feasting," they must have

fallen on the ears of those who heard them as a
" hard saying," and they doubtless have impressed

many since that day in the same way. But he and
multitudes since his time mast have experienced the

peace that comes to those who at the call of duty

east aside the pleasures of life, good in their time and
place, to carry comfort to sorrowing hearts across

whose pathway have fallen griefs almost too heavy
to he borne.

The words of Jesus, "ye have the poor always

with you, and whensoever ye will ye can do them
good ;

" so often quoted to remind us of one class of

our duties, might be substituted for use as applied to

the sorrowing, for they, too, are always in our midst.

Be the cause what it may communities are constantly

being plunged into mourning by, what seems to our

shortsighted vision, to be untimely deaths ; and those

who are the immediate sufferers need so much the

sympathy and loving care of their fellows to help

them to dissipate the clouds, by directing them to

the many rifts through which they may look to the

blue sky of hope that points to what lies beyond,

ever keeping in view the nearness and tenderness of

him who is the true Comforter. It is to this service

we all need to be called, for in performing it we will

experience a growth of our better natures. How
much of comfort can be carried to the mourner, by

gently leading him to see how sorrow has been

crowned to many a one that has passed through a

similar trial to his own ! Let the mind be drawn

also to the tender words that some giftedjone has

written for such experiences! The gift of poetry has

been particularly bestowed to carry sweet solace, like

a strain of exquisite music to some bleeding heart.

Of all such writers, perhaps no one so much as our

own beloved " Quaker Poet," has been permitted

through his beautiful and tender utterances, to soothe

and comfort the sorrowing. Not with any outlook of

gloom, but with a sweet and touching sadness, such

as he embodieg in "Gone," and in some parts of

"Snow Bound," as well as in many other of his

poems. Their tender pathos gives expression to a

feeling which can comfort stricken hearts.

But it is not alone to the sorrow caused by the

angel of death, that we would call attention as de-

serving of our sympathy and love, but also to those

whose lives have been blighted by a woe still deeper,

being caused by the errors of loved ones. To such

as these the weight is sometimes so crushing, that no

human help can remedy, but as in the other case,

s}'mpathy can assuage the grief. And it is so often

withheld from those who need it most, the criminal

ofttimes receiving more of pity than those who
through him are stricken with disgrace, shrinking

out of sight to suffer in silence and obscurity. With

a courage and kindliness born only of the Spirit of

Christ should such cases be sought out, and restored

if possible to the warmth and cheer of Christian so-

ciety. We are well aware how delicate must be the

touch that dares to tread in a path like this, but

when the Father calls, and such calls are sometimes

permitted to pass by unheeded, if his guidance is

sought, there will be a way made upon which the

tread will be firm and true, and will lead to the com-

forting of hearts sore, not only from wrong, but for

want of human sympathy. Sliall not then we who
claim the name of Friend, keep the watch for oppor-

tunity to aid and comfort the sorrowing, be that sor-

row from what source it may ?

EXPRESSING RELIGIOUS THOUGHT.
TO one always accustomed to the careful, we might

almost say the restrained, ways of Friends, in giving

e.Tpression to their spiritual experiences, either

orally or in print, the fervid personality of other re-

ligionists, in which there seems to be portrayed an

actual meeting between the Divine Being and the

individual, as a man would meet and converse with

his friend, is hard to be understood, and leads some

who mingle with us to conclude that the faith we
hold is based upon conduct and morals, rather than

upon the knowledge of God which comes to the soul

through living experience.

In one of our recent exchanges, we are told that

" God has given to each one as much ability as he

saw fit, and the work allotted to each is in propor-

tion to his God-given power. This responsibility

extends only so far as this ability, and ends there.

If then he does his best and uses all his powers, God
is satisfied, and neither asks nor requires more.

Whether the result of his labor and effort is what

one desires, whether the good he works for so earn-

estly and awaits so eagerly, is accomplished or not,

is not his concern ; his business is to act up to the

limit of his powers, and leave the rest to God."

We accept the thought contained in the above,

but our way of expressing it, would be higher, we
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think, because it would be more in accordance with

the thought of the Divine Being, as given by Jesus

when lie declared " God is a Spirit."

How do we receive our ability ? Is it not throujih

the channel of law, the law that regulates as surely

the atoms of sentient life as the matter in which it is

encased^that governs the Spirit in its communion
with the fiesh with the same recuperative love that

we find displayed in all the efforts of the outward

world to repair its injuries?

God is not arbitrary nor capricious. He gives of

his fullness,—there is no stint for any—the lack is

on the manward side. If there is not capacity for

much, all that man can use waits his acceptance.

The soul is filled according to its ability to receive,

the right use of this fullness is all for which he is

asked to give an account, and this is in accordance

with the testimonies of the Scriptures. Any other

thought of God in his dealings with his human
children, and as he stands related to them, makes
him a being altogether like ourselves.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
The proposed meeting of Friends of Philadelphia

and vicinity, to mark the occurrence of the eightieth

birthday of John G. Whittier has been arranged to be
held on the evening of Seventh-day of this week,
(17th instant), at 7.30 o'clock, at Friends' Meeting-
house, 17th street and Girard Avenue. The meeting
will be in charge of a conimittee representing those

who have interested themselves in the matter, and
there will be a sketch of the poet's life, an essay on
his poetry, readings from his works, etc. Those in

sympathy with the occasion are cordially invited to

attend.
* * *

Some difference of opinion is indicated, even
among Friends, as to the desirability of an agreement
between this country and England to submit every

disputed question to arbitration in future. We do not

understand that any one questions the great duty of

preserving peace between nations, or the efficacy in

that behalf of just dealing in all international afl'airs;

but, as it appears, doubt is expressed in some quarters

as to the value of a " treaty " on the subject, which
might restrict the independent action of the United
States.

* * *

A Memoir of Pliny Earle Chase, read before the

American Philosophical Society, on the 2l8t of Tenth
month last, by Philip C. Garrett, has been printed

in the Proceedings of that Society, and also sepa-

rately as a pamphlet. It pre.sents, besides a sketch

of his life, a careful summary of his educational and
scientific work. It says of him: "He had a singu-

larly versatile mind, and a comprehensive and richly

furnished memory. His writings included a wide
range of subjects, upon each of which he displayed

much erudition, and they were full of suggestiveness.

It is seldom that a like capacity is found in one mind,

both as a linguist and as a mathematician. He read

with the lielp of dictionaries, and was more or less

acquainted with one hundred and twenty-three lan-

guages and dialects, and claimed thorougli acquaint-
ance with thirty of them."

* * *

We again call the attention of our readers to the
monthly publication. Young Friends^ Review, issued at

Coldstream, Ontario, by S. P. Zavitz, (with other in-

terested Friends). Its design is to furnish a journal
for young people, coming in between the places occu-

pied by Scattered Seeds and the Intellige.ncer and
Journal. The issue for Twelfth month is No. 7 of

Volume II. The price is fifty cents a year.

MARRIAGES.
HOWELL—BR.\NSON.—Oq Fifth day moruing, Tenth

month 13tb, 1887, at the residence of the bride's parents,

under the care of Green Plain Monthly Meetiugof Friends
Ralph, son of John and Martha Howell, and Evelyn,

daughter of Nathan V. and Anna S. Branson, all of Clark

county, Ohio.

DEA THS.
SPENCER.—In Philadelphia, Twelfth mouth 9th, Jen-

nie Middleton, wife of William Spencer, M. D., and daugh-

ter of Dr. C. S. and Emily L. Middleton.

IN MEMORIAM: WILLIAM LLOYD.'

ONCE again, in the closing weeks of our First-day

school, are we called upon to mourn a vacant place

among our number, a place, alas, that cannot be filled,

the place of the very founder of our First-day-school,

—William Lloyd. So suddenly came the silent mes-

senger that the blow seemed to fall the more heavily,

and hearts stood still and tears welled up as from lip

to lip the sad message ran that he was dead. While
we are together in a First-day school capacity, with

his last farewell still fresh in our hearts, the memory
of the peaceful face still before us as we saw it in its

last sleep, and tlie new grave so fresh in our quiet

little burying ground, it seems fitting that Jiere a liv-

ing tribute be paid to his memory.
While of late w-e have missed bira many times,

we always had the home-coming to look forward to,

so that while we missed him it was not with the pain

that comes now when we know that he is gone from

among us forever ; that never again will the silence

of our little meetings be broken by the lips that have

so often urged us to increasing faithfulness to the

duty made clear to us. Perhaps in the adult class

will the loss most keenly be felt, for here had his la-

bors generally lain. We all remember that while he

held steadfastly to the meaning of the lesson that

his light gave him, the gentle respect he had for the

views of those who did not see just as he did, and

how much of Christian charity he had for the views

of others,—the charity which suflereth long, and is

kind. But not alone in the adult class will this be-

reavement be felt, for his interest was deep in the

young people and children that they be taught our

faith in its beauty and simplicity, divested of the

clouded mystery and superstition, the ambiguous

1 Read at Makefleld, (Bucks Co., Pa,),First-day School, Twelfth

month 4.
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language in which some who profess to teach the
truth seem to delight in shrouding it. He could not
wish us to show our sorrow by idly mourning his

loss, he would have us bury it deep in our hearts and
cover it over with tender memories, loving thoughts
of him, and in our afterlives to remember his oft re-

[>eated message that true religion was not so much
what we believed, as what we lived, and to do justly, to

love mercy and walk humbly are better than creed
and dogma

; that trying to lead others to better, purer
lives was truer service to the Master than selfishly

aiming to secure our own salvation alone. We feel

that he belonged to us, that he was part of our meet-
ing and First-day school. One of our scholars said :

" It won't seem like Makefield meeting now." We
have met with an irreparable loss, the meeting's loss,

the First-day school's loss, the loss in the social life

of our homes, and in this feeling of oneness our
hearts go out in loving sympathy to those whose loss
is heavier than ours,—the near and dear ones

; the
wife- who for nearly half a century has had this com-
panionship, and the daughters who will so sadly
miss the willing helpfulness of father in their homes.
If love and sympathy in bereavement could make
the pain leas keen, how would ours soften the sorrow
to these, to whom the dear Father above alone can
give the healing. E.

Dolington, Twelfth month 4.

SWARTHMORE COLLEOE STOCKHOLDERS'
MEETING.

THE annual meeting of the stockholders of Swarth-
more College was held at the meeting-house, 15th and
Race streets, Philadelphia, on the 6th in.stant, at two
o'clock, p. m. There was about the nsaal attendance.

The annual report of the Board of Managers re-
ferred to the several changes in the Facultv and corps
of instructors occurring during the year, 'it spoke of
the increase in the number of students over the pre-
vious year, especially in the College classes. There
now are in these 169 students, an increase of 46 over
last year. (In the Freshman Class alone there are
77.) The preparatory department contains 84, mak-
ing the total of both 253, of which 151 are children
of Friend.s, 142 being young men and boys, and 111
young women and girls. There are now twelve
schools whose graduates are admitted into the Fresh-
man class without examination, that at Kennett
Square having been added to the list. The College
library now numbers 9,243 bound volumes, of which
1,057 have been added since the last annual report.
Of these 420 came from the library of Dillwyn Par-
rish. The collection is now considerably larger and
more valuable than that lost by the fire in ISSl.
Friends' Historical Library now contains 1,070 vol-
umes, of which 179 have been added since the last
report.

The observatory bas been furnished with meteor-
ological instruments, and reports are now made to
the Weather Bureau of the Franklin Institute. The
valuable herbarium collected by the late Halliday
Jackson, of West Chester, Pa., has been secured by a
friend of the College, and presented to it. Tliere is

much need for additional shelves, cases, etc., to prop-

erly arrange and display the collections in the mu-
seum, and efibrts are making to raise by private sub-

scription, a special fund for the purpose of providing

these.

The managers reported that it was desirable that

the charter of the College should be amended so as

to increase the amount of the annual income it may
legally receive from $30,000 to $100,000, and they

were authorized to apply to the courts, under the

provisions of the general law, for such an amend-
ment to the charter. They also reported that the

source of the College's supply of water, called Strath-

haven dam, with three acres of ground, necessary

for its use, belonged to a private owner, and the Col-

lege, which now had an option of purchase, should

use this. Notice was therefore given that at a stock-

holders' meeting a stock vote (as required by the

charter for the purchase and sale of real estate)

would be taken.

Notice was also given that at a future stockholders'

meeting, a proposition would be voted on to change
the By-Laws of the corporation,80 that hereafter each
share of stock should count as one vote. (At present

each stockholder has one vote, without regard to the

number of shares he may hold.)

The treasurer, Robert Biddle, made a report in

detail showing that the receipts for the year were
$35,805.43, and the expenditures $90,895.41. The re-

port of M. Fisher Longstreth, Treasurer of the Com-
mittee on Trusts, Endowments, and Scholarships,

showed total receipts of $64,330.10, with a balance of
?9,575,G1.

The Managers' Report at its conclusion, contained
au endorsement of the proposed " Stock Trust."

Some questions concerning this were asked by a
stockholder, and the subject discussed for a few min-
utes. President Magill, James V. Watson, and Clem-
ent M. Biddle approved the Trust plan. Howard M.
Jenkins pointed out that if a majority of the stock
were conveyed to the Trust, as it is expected will be
done, and then the proposition to change the By-Laws
were adopted, so as to give each share a vote, the
whole ownership and control of the College would be
substantially vested in the Trustees, who would be a
self-perpetuating body, and the remainder of the
stockholders would have a merely nominal relation-

ship to the corporation.

The following otBcers, reported by a nominating
committee, were elected: Clerks, George W. Han-
cock and Fannie A. Willets ; Treasurer, Robert Bid-
dle; Managers for four years, Joseph Wharton, M.
Fisher Longstreth, Mary Willits, Lydia H. Hall,
Elizabeth E. Hart. Rachel W. Hillborn, Wilson m!
Powell, William M. Jackson.

[From the report of President Magill to the Board of
Managers we make the following extracts :]

" As one means of elevating our standard it is of
great importance that we should look forward toward
the early abandonment of our preparatory school.
All experience has shown that those colleges never
flourish so well which have immediately connected
with them preparatory schools. After abont the
same number of years of experience as Swarthmore
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Vassar College has at length decided that, after the

present year, they will admit no students who are

not prepared to enter the freshman class. I would
most earnestly urge the board to decide this fall and
have the distinct announcement go forth in our next
catalogue, to be sent out in the First month, that in

the fall of 1889 only two classes of preparatory stu-

dents will be received, and in the fall of 1891 only a
single class. I believe that our accession of students
of more mature age and advanced scholarship, in

consequence of this announcement, would more than
compensate, even in numbers for the lo.ss incurred,

and the ultimate result upon the College could not
fail to be most favorable. The increasing number of
our good preparatory schools among Friends, where
students can be properly fitted for college, makes
this course much easier now than it would have been
a few years since.

" I desire at this point to make also another sug-

gestion to the board to increase the efficiency of our-

corps of instructors, and place the College in this re-

spect upon a more .secure foundation. It is that
every effort he made to secure the services of those
who will be likely to be permanently engaged in the
work of instruction as their business for life. And
in order to obtain such, and encourage them to re-

main, it is all important that the board should look
to providing them, at reasonable rates, with comfort-
able and attractive homes. It is not desirable that
these permanent officers, with their young families,

should occupy apartments in the College. Enough
instructors must reside within the College building
to secure the purposes of discipline, but all except
those necessary for this purpose should, in some way
be provided with homes of their own. A plan has
been devised to secure such a result at Cornell Uni-
versity, and I recently visited that institution and
made careful inquiry as to their plan and its practi-

cal operation there. Houses are built by tlie profes-
sors upon the College grounds, upon certain condi-
tions. They belong to the professor as long as he
holds his office. When he leaves his office he may
sell his house to his successor, or, failing in that, the
College takes it at a valuation never to exceed ;j;5,000.

Ex-President White informed me that the plan had
worked admirably with them, and that there were
found to be no disadvantages in the practical appli-
cation of it. In my judgment their plan is well
adapted to our needs, and I believe that we should
find it wholly practicable. It will not fail to be ob-
served that it would at once increa.se the capacity of
the College for students by withdrawing those pro-
fessors not needed within it for purposes of disci-
pline, that it would be a means of binding to us a
body of earnest workers, upon whose labors the very
life of the College must so largely depend. The
building up of such a class of homos, ujion the desir-
able sites on our grounds, would also render them
more attractive and delightful every year, and would
do much toward realizing, in this respect, the hopes
for Swarthmore, which I have often heard expressed
so enthusiastically by our first President. If any
doubt this, let them go to Cornell and see the effect

produced upon their grounds by the twenty-one pro-

fessors' homes, which have been erected there in the
last few years, and witness, as well, the delightful

social effect of such a community gathered around
the College.

"That the College may continue to furnish to stu-

dents theexcellentfacilities which they hereenjoy for

instruction in so many and varied departments, it is

absolutely neces.sary that further means should be
provided for meeting the current expenses. The edu-
cational endowment fund has now reached about
§215,000, and the entire interest of this large sum is

used in reducing the price of tuition to those whose
means will not permit them to incur the full expense
of an edu<:ation at Swarthmore, and to a large num-
ber the education is now made free, they paying only
a moderate sum for their expenses of living. But the
number needing this aid is so large that the funds at

the disposal of the endowment committee are not
sufficient to assist them all. Those thus assisted have
been, and are likely to be, among our best students,

and it is very desirable both for the sake of the Col-
lege and for the sake of those needing the aid and so
likely to profit by it, that our resources should, in

some way, be largely increased. The most efficient

means to this end would be the speedy endowment
of some of our leading professors' chairs. Ajjpeals

have been made upon this subject, in a general way,
in every report for many years.

"The time has now come for action. During the
past few months a large number of conditional sub-
scription papers have been circulated, among the
Alumni and other friends of the College, on which the
subscribers agree to give certain sums, which tliey

name, when the whole amount subscribed reaches
§40,000. It is hoped that the sum required may be
thus pledged conditionally within the present college

year. This would add practically §2,000 to our annual
income, and would be a very good beginning and an
earnest of more liberal aid yet to come, we trust, from
those of large means who are looking forward to a
generous endowment of our College."

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
NOTTINGU.IM QUARTERLY MEETING.

THIS was held at Little Britain, Lancaster county,
Pa., tlie 2d of Twelfth month. This meeting was not
so large as on some former occasions when held here.
There were no ministers from abroail with us, but it

was thought we had a good and favored meeting.
There was irregularity in assembling owing to the
distance many had to come these short days. After
a time of silence, our friend Elim Kinsey,appeared
in testimony, which was no doubt acceptable to all

present. He spoke of the ancient custom of speak-
ing an<l writing in parables by the people of the
East. We read in Scripture: "Except ye drink my
blood and eat my flesh ye have no life in you." This
was a hard saying of Jesus, and many ceased to fol-

low him from that day, his disciples also were un-
able to understand him. Then he said :

" flesh and
blood profiteth nothing, my words are spirit and are
life." He then alluded to the account in Genesis of
the Garden of Eden, how Adam while he remained
in the innocent state, had dominion of and over the
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beasts of the fields, and was allowed to partake of

all the trees of the garden, except the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil, (" the day thou eatest

thereof thou shalt surely die "), but at length he fell

from his innocent condition, partaking of the for-

bidden fruit, as many do, by setting up tlieir own

standard of righteousness, undertaking to do for

themselves and judge what is right and what is

wrong. Like the serpent he was to grovel in the

earth, hencefortii, even the ground of his mind was

accursed, bringing forth evil thoughts and imagina-

tions, comparable to noxious weeds and evil plants,

and none could again come into this garden of peace,

except they pass under the flaming sword, placed to

guard the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,

which sword did penetrate even between bone and

marrow of the spirit. He next mentioned Noah, who

was faithful in that dark sinful time, when corruption

abounded in all besides himself and household. By
his faithfulness to that which he perceived was right,

he was enabled to build an ark of safety. Now if we

are only as faithful to known duty as he was, we too

can build this ark against all the waves of passion

that beset us, and lead astray. Our friend said much
more, bringing out of tlie treasury things new and

old. After he took his seat William Way arose with

the words: " Man is a three-fold being, physical, in-

tellectual, and spiritual." As we labor for outward

bread to sustain our physical bodies we must labor

also for the spiritual wants. We cannot have any of

the blessings without labor ; as the little child is de-

pendent on its parents, so are we dependent on our

Heavenly Parent. The child gains strength by con-

stant eflbrt and finally becomes able to walk, so we
must strive in a spiritual sense to gain strength, and

so become strong ivith the blessing of our Heavenly

Father. Much more of like import was said. A solemn

quiet seemed to spread over the meeting after the

Friends were done speaking, which was precious, and

left the impress on many minds that it was good for

us to have been here. J-

—Friends of Dunning's Creek Monthly Meeting,

Bedford county, Penn., have nearly completed their

new meeting-house and school-room at Fishertown,

and expect to first occupy the same for religious meet-

ings on the 25tli inst. John J. Comell of Mendon, N.

J., expects to be with us, and perhaps Watson Tom-
linson and daughter, of Byberry, Pa. Any other

friends desiring to be with us will be met in Bedford,

ou arrival of the train at 11 o'clock a. m., if notice is

sent to the undersigned at Fishertown, Bedford Co.,

Pa. Hiram Blackburn.

The older I grow—and I now stand on the brink

of eternity—the more comes back to me that sentence

of the catechism which I learned as a child, and life

fuller and deeper its meaning becomes, " What is the

chief end of man? " " To glorify God, and enjoy him
forever."

—

Carlyle.

It is the advantage that men of slower tempers

have upon the men of lively parts,—that though they

do not lead, they will follow well and glean clean.

—

Wm. Penti.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—Frederic A. Hinckley, of Providence, R. I., de-

livered an address at the College upon " Manhood,"

on Fifth-day evening, the 8th instant. It was such

an address as all young men should hear, and they

could not fail to have higher ideals of life, its duties,

and its responsibilities. He made the crowning quali-

ties of true manhood to be " gentleness" in the true

sense,
—" refinement," " womanliness." It was a most

fitting sequel to his admirable address upon " Wo-
manhood " given here last year.

—At the last meeting of the Board of Managers,

the Degree of Sc. D., was conferred upon Susan J.

Cunningham, Professor of Mathematics. It was a

just tribute to her high scholarship in her chosen de-

partment, and her long and laborious services for the

College. The degree was conferred after strong rec-

ommendations from those under whom she had

studied in this country. Professors in Williams Col-

lege, and in Princeton and Harvard Universities.

—At the same meeting of the Board, Dr. Charles

S. Dolley was made a member of the Faculty.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

CHANGES OF DISCIPLINE.

Editors Intelligencer and journal :

IT was with a great deal of interest that I read the

article, in last week's Intelligencer and Journal, on

the subject of "Altering the Discipline" of our Re-

ligious Society ; and in the main I agree with the au-

thor of that paper; and I feel like emphasizing our

friend's sentiments, by adding my mite in protest

against the general revision of our Discipline.

As the cause of Truth progresses, that which ap-

peared to the early followers of Christ as harmless,

is sometimes revealed unto their successors as sinful

;

and then it becomes necessary, if it can be done in

unity, to insert a testimony against the same. But

in tlie matter of striking out or altering, (except to

make a testimony stronger), that which the early pil-

lars of the church felt constrained to make a part of

the " Discipline," let us proceed very slowly and

cautiously. Better by far continue a few "quaint"

words, than to fall into an outward, formal changing

of language.

It is with a feeling of deep regret that I note the

efi'orts of Pliiladelphia Quarterly Meeting to change

our "Discipline" with reference to our testimony

against an " hireling ministry," substituting therefor

a "testimony in favor of a Free Gospel Ministry."

This seems to me like removing the keystone of an

arch and filling up the vacancy with sand. The lan-

guage is too vague, what is a " Free Gospel Minis-

try?" Very many salaried clergymen claim to be

Free Gospel Ministers. I believe that is one part of

our " Discipline" that should not be tampered with
;

for it is one of the cbief points wherein the " Society

of Friends, approaches more nearly the apostolic

church than does any other denomination." This tes-

timony was one of the main things which tended to

build up our Society. The preaching of George Fox

and his contemporaries against an hireling ministry

had a tendency to convince many of its inconsistency
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with the Christian religion ; and consequently to

draw off many supporters of the salaried priests. This

was cause sufficient for Friends to be persecuted and

imprisoned upon various pretexts. They bore all

with meekness ; and shall we now droop this glorious

banner, and allow it to trail in the dust? If we do,

then we are not worthy of the trust which has been

committed to us. If, however, a change must be

made, let it be to " hired " or " salaried ministry,"

that the meaning may be preserved. If we change

the spirit of this testimony then may we look for the

early dissolution of the Society.

T. Algernon Cadwall.-ider.

Haleyville, N. J., Ticelfth month 5.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

It has been a matter of great concern to me to ob-

serve how much the " Grand Army "meetings, which

are held all over our country, are recognized by

Friends. I write this, hoping some will give their

views and enlighten those that have the subject at

heart. I think due respect should be'shovvn to the

soldiers, but how far can it be carried without creat-

ing in our boys a desire also to be soldiers?

Let us not instil in them that "killing people

makes men great."

A Young Friend.

EDUCATIONAL.
CONFERENCE AT IriTB AND RACE STS.

THE first of the Conference of parents, teachers,

school committees, and others interested, for the sea-

son of 1887-88 was held in the meeting-house at 1.5th

and Race Sts., Philadelphia, on Seventh-day, the 10th

nst., commencing at half-past ten in the morning,

Wm. Wade Griscom, clerk of the Educational Com-
mittee, presiding. Although the weather was very

inclement, the attendance was large, and a lively in-

terest was manifested throughout. After the formal

opening of the exercises, Matilda Garrigues read an

essay on " What are the best means of securing the

cooperation of parents and teachers?" prepared by
Hugh Foulke. This was felt to be an able and ex-

haustive article on a subject of great interest to all :

but no attempt will be made to give any synop.sis of

it here as it will most likely appear in the Intelli-

gencer and Journal, where it is hoped it may find

many readers.

Upon the second question, "On what basis should

promotions be made in graded schools, or pupils be

received from other schools?" there were two care-

fully prepared essays, one by Arthur H. Tomlinsou,

of Abington Friends' School, and the other by Eliza-

beth E. Hart, of the Girls' Central School, 15th and
Race Sts., Phila. The reading of these was followed

by a lively discussion in which several teachers and
others participated. The writers and the speakers

alike were earnestly in favor of depending le.ss and
less upon examinations as a means of determining

the qualifications of pupils. While some .seemed to

feel that teachers would naturally shrink from the

responsibility of deciding the question of the promo-
tions from their classes, especially if there are no ex-

amination records to fall back upon in cases of dis-

satisfaction, still there was a strong sentiment ex-
pressed that promotions should be ma<le and pupils
received on evidence of fitness or ability to do the
required work, and that this question should be de-
cided by those who have taught them. If pupils
should be received from lower grades or from other
schools, upon evidence of fitness furnished by the
teachers of these lower grades or other schools, with
the understanding that the right of approval to ex-
aminers should be granted in cases of dissatisfaction

caused by teachers declining to give such certificates,

and that pupils may be demoted at any time when
they give evidence of their inability to do satisfacto-

rily the work undertaken, doubtless, it would be an
advantage in many ways to teachers and pupils alike,

and ultimately lead to a gJ-eat improvement in all

our schools.

Three essays were read on " Practical Methods of
Teaching Reading," one by Mary E. Butler, of Wil-
mington Friends' School, one by Louis B. Ambler, of
the Martin Academy, Kennett Square, Pa., and the
other by Jane P. Rushmore, ofLondon Grove Friends'
School, Pa. It is no new thing to say that reading is

getting the thought from the written or printed
words, and that when one hears reading he can tell

whether the reader gets the thought or not. Teach-
ing reading, then, is teaching children to get and give
the thought, and they should be led to get and give

it themselves in a clear, distinct, audible, and pleasant
tone of voice without the teachers having to read
first, for them to imitate. The essayists stated how
they would endeavor to secure these results, enabling
the children to read with ease to the edification of

themselves and others ; and realizing the great value
that the habit of reading may be to the young ; they
explained how they would try to create such a taste

for good reading that the pernicious literature of the
day may have no attractions for them.

It is greatly to be regretted that all these thought-
ful essays cannot have a much wider hearing than
they get from a single reading at a Conference.

Remarks were made on the different subjects by
Nathaniel Richardson, Wm. W. Birdsall, Geo. L.

Maris, Isaac T. Johnson, Joseph Shortlidge, Belle

Shortlidge, Edward H. Magill, Clement M. Biddle,

and Henry R. Rus.sell. These conferences are un-

doubtedly both an evidence and a means of growth,

leading us to get more and more of what Dr. Harris

calls an " insight " into the nature of our work, and it

is therefore very encouraging to find our teachers

ready and willing to give of their time and strength

to make them a success.

The next Conference will probably be held in the

early part of the Second month.
H. R. R.

Faith and hope

Will teach me how to bear my lot,

—

To think Almighty VVi-sdom best,

To bow my head, and murmur not.

The chast'niug hand of One above

Falls heavy, but I kiss the rod ;

It gives the wound, and I must trust

Its healing to the self-same God.
—Eliza Cook.
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WILLIAM JONES'S VISIT.

[The Herald of Peace, of London, England, prints the follow-

ing letter from William Joues, the English Friend wlio

has recently been in this country in company with the

delegation of Members of Parliament. The letter was

written, of course, some weeks ago.

—

Eds.]

"AT the Swarthmore College, near Philadelphia, I

met a fine, intelligent body of about 250 students,

youn<r men and young women. Tlie Superintendent,

"e. H. Magill, with Isaac H. Clothier and M. F. Long-

streth supported me on the platform.

"I have also had great satisfaction in delivering

similar lectures at Haverford College, Bryn Mawr
College (for ladies), and at West Town School. The
latter is a very fine establishment for boys and girls

;

about as large as Ackworth School, in Yorkshire. I

found the greatest kindness and acceptance there,

with pressing invitations to renew my visit.

" Among Friends, I have had no more cordial and
satisfactory welcome than among the ' Hicksite ' por-

tion of the Society. Both at their Meeting at Race

street, Philadelphia, and in several of their houses,

the sympathy I have met with, among those dear

friends has made me feel a very warm interest in

them.
"At Baltimore, I am to address a public meeting,

at which Francis T. King is to preside.

" After this, I am engaged to take a two days'

journej' South, to Nashville, Tennessee, to speak at

the National Convention of the Women's Christian

Temperance Union. This is a heavy tax, in more
ways than one; but I feel it to be an opportunity of

speaking to the womanhood of a great nation, that

should not be mi.ssed. And as I go charged with a

message of sympathy from Mrs. Cleveland, the wife of

the President, there is a promise of success in the

prospect.
" The ministers of Chicago have been so persist-

ently urgent for another address from me, that I have
at length acceded to their demand for a meeting, to

be held after I have been to Nashville. Thence I re-

turn to Philadelphia, for a public meeting there.

Boston and New York both, also, lay claim to ad-

dresses from me ; and last, not least, I am to lecture

at the late Henry Ward Beecher's 'Plymouth Church,'

at Brooklyn, N. Y., which I expect will be my con-

cluding engagement on American shores.

"This programme will involve hard traveling, but

when completed, I hope to set my face homeward,
with a thankful heart and a peaceful feeling in the

retrospect."

I HOLD that Christian grace abounds
Where charity is seen ; then, when
We climb to heaven, 'tis on the rounds

Of love to men.

This I moreover hold, and dare

Affirm, where'er my rhyme may go
;

Whatever things be sweet and fair.

Love makes them so.

'Tis not the wide phylactery.

Nor stubborn fast,'nor stated prayers.

That makes us saints : we judge the tree

By what it bears. —Alice Cary.

JOHN G. WHITTIER.
BESIDE the Merrimack he sung
His earliest songs, a Quaker boy.

His father's mowing fields among,
With brook and bird to share his joy.

And where the Powow glides to meet
The swift rush of the Merrimack,

His manhood's voice rang strong and sweet,

By struggling Freedom echoed back.

He sang beside the solemu sea.

That thrilled through all its vast unrest,

Until the poet's land was free.

To song's wild war-throb in his breast.

Among the mountains rose his voice.

When Peace made beautiful the air
;

Our souls rose with him to rejoice :

Our lives looked larger, worthier, there.

And still he sings, by sea and stream.

The songs that charm a nation's heart

;

We dare not guess how earth will seem
When his loved footsteps hence depart.

Still sings he, while the year grows gray.

Prom inuer warmth no snows can chill.

Spring breathes through his December lay
;

His song might waken bird and rill.

Neither can poet die, nor friend
;

To Life, forever, both belong
;

Before his human heart we bend,

Far uobler than his noblest song.

Lucy Laecem.
Twelfth month 17, 1887.

All honor and praise to the right-hearted bard.

Who was true to the Voice when such service was hard.

Who himself was so free he dared sing for the slave.

When to look but a protest in silence was brave.
—Lowell's Fable for Critics.

LABOR.
PAUSE not to dream of the future before us

;

Pause not to weep the wild cares that come o'er us

;

Hark how Creation's deep musical chorus,

Unintermitting, goes up into heaven !

Never the ocean-wave falters in flowing,

Never the little seed stops in its growing.

More and more richly the rose-heart keeps glowing,
Till from its nourishing stem it is riven.

" Labor is worship !
" the robin is siuging

;

" Labor is worship ! " the wild bee is ringing

;

Listen ! that eloquent whisper up-springing

Speaks to thy soul from out Nature's heart.

From the dark cloud flows the life-giviug shower;
From the rough sod comes the soft-breathing flower;

From the small insect the rich coral bower
;

Only man, in the plan, ever shrinks from his part.

Labor is life! 'Tig the still water faileth
;

Idleness ever despaireth, bewaileth

;

Keep the watch wound, for the dark rust assaileth
;

Flowers droop and die in the stillness of uoon.

Labor is glory ! the flying cloud lightens

;

Only the waving wing changes and brightens;

Idle hearts only the dark future frightens
;

Play the sweet keys wouldst thou keep them in tune.
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Labor is rest—from the sorrows that greet us

;

Eest from all petty vexations that meet us

;

Eest from siu-promptings that ever entreat us
;

Eest from the world-sirens that lead us to ill.

Work ! and pure slumbers shall wait on thy pillow
;

Work ! thou shalt ride o'er care's coming billows
;

Lie not down wearied 'neath woe's weeping willow ;

Work with a stout heart and resolute will.

Droop not, though shame, sin, aud anguish are round

thee
;

Bravely fling off the cold chain that hath bound thee;

Look on yon pure heaven smiling beyond thee
;

Eest not content in thy darkness—a clod.

Work for some good, be it ever so slowly

;

Cherish some flower, be it ever so lowly

;

Labor!—all labor is noble and holy
;

Let thy great deeds be thy prayer to thy God.

—Frances Osgood.

From the Woman's Journal.

THE PROGRESS OF WOMEN.

IT is better to live fifty years now than five hundred

yearsat any previous period. When I was a young

lady, nothing was provided for girls in the way of

education ; no high schools were open to them ;
the

idea of a college had not been mooted : women and

girls were regarded as intellectually inferior to men

and boys. A woman did not even own her own

clothing, and at her husband's death she could not

claim even what she had spun and woven with her

own hands,' if her husband had not willed it to

her.

All that is changed ! one hundred and sixty col-

leges in the United States now admit women. She

is entering every department of business on an

equality with man ; but this has not been accom-

plished" without herculean work on the part of the

pioneers of the v.'oman suffrage movement, to whom
American women owe an incalculable debt of grati-

tu<le. Only seven professions were open to women
in 1840. She was beaten back if she attempted to

enter anything else. Now, two hundred and ninety

professions are open to women. Presidents of col-

leges, casWers of banks, journalists, are women.
Three-fifths of church members are women. They
organize great missionary societies ; by their work,

raise much of the money that supports these socie-

ties. The women of the Methodist church raise

$500,000 annually.

Two hundred and fifty thousand women belong to

the Women's Christian Temperance Union, and they

say that they cannot do what they wish until they

get suffrage. Before the labor question and the tem-

perance question are settled, the woman suffrage

question must be settled, for this question underlies

both labor and temperance. We have nothing to

fear from the votes of foreign-born women. We
need not fear the votes of the bad women. They are

a very small minority.

I have visited thirteen State prisons and the

officers tell me that eight-tenths of the convicts have
been brought there through strong drink. The temp-

tations that assail women do not assail men, and vice

versa. The temptations of the woman are the jew-

elry, dry-goods, and upholstery stores. Her tempta.

tions come through her intense and overwhelming

love for the beautiful. Men say women do not want
to vote. The unwillingness of women to vote is

generally because of the unwillingness of the men of

their households to have them vote.

In 18S6, there were in the prisons of the United
States -53,000 men and .5,005 women. The fact is there

are not many bad women. The bad woman scare is

a senseless scare. Men and women do not make two
classes, but one class. If woman does not have logic

she has something that makes up for that deficiency,

she has intuition, and one is as likely to come out

right as the other.

There is not a question before the people to-dny

that has not a moral basis. Only one-half the people

—the male half—is working at these proljlems. Call

in the other half, the female half, and you have the

whole of humanity. If men have done grandly,

what will they not do with women to help them ?

The whole is better than the half, and there is the

argument for women sufi'rage in a nut-shell.

M.^RY A. LiVEKMOEE.

BABIES' RIGHTS.
THE babies have their rights as well as others ; and

their rights ought to be respected. First of all, baby
has a right to the care and protection of his parents

;

a right to comfort as well as to mere existence. The
parents who have brought him into this troublesome

world are bound to see that it is no more troublesome

to him than neces.sity requires. They should see that

he is properly fed and clothed according to his com-

fort and well-being, not according to their taste or

ease, or convenience. For instance, baby has a right

to warm clothing, even if his neck and arms are

prettier uncovered. He has a right to fresh air, even

if it is troublesome to take him out. He has a right

to the food nature provides for him, unless this

proves injurious to his health or to that of his

mother. He has a right to undisturbed sleep and to

amusement, and if he cries for any of these things

he has a right to cry.

Baby also, has a right to education, physical,

moral, and mental. He should be taught self-reliance

and how to shun danger. It is easy to teach a child

able to creep to keep away from the stove, he very

quickly learns to interpret the " no-no," and will

usually mind. A child almost constantly in his

nurse's arms is very slow to learn to stand or walk, or

care for himself. Some children at three or four are

not trusted near a flight of stairs, while other Ijabes

of a year will go up and down without harm, for they

can tie taught to do it safely. A baby who kept her

mother in terror by creeping to the head of the stairs

with an apparent desire to go down head first, was

taught to turn around and slide herself down from

step to step, and in a short time she could go upand
down as easily and safely as any one.

Children are often hindered in progress by want

of self-control in those about them ; for courage or

cowardice may be taught by example. If a mother

shows nervous dread of danger when her baby

essays to walk alone, the fear is quickly communica-
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ted to the child, and he gives up the attempt. A child

naturally fearless will often by example become as

nervous and hysterical as the women about him. It

is an obvious fact that children are actually taught to

cry over a trifling bump or slight misadventure, by

the excessive sympathy expressed. Children crave,

and should have sympathy, but it should be wisely

given.

And baby should be taught good habits. This can

be done at a very early age. It requires an even

temper, and great patience on the part of the mother,

but she is more than repaid by the result, and the ad-

vantage is great to the child as well as to the parent.

—Rhet Kunze, in Good Housekeeping.

WHAT IS TOO MUCH?
PERHAPS few tasks are harder than that of fixing

and preserving limits. Many persons, active and en-

ergetic in themselves, are afflicted with a species of

inertia. They do not know how to stop. Started in

one direction, and in pursuit of one object, they con-

tinue to move on \n the same way, long after the ob-

ject is gained and its benefits concluded. Possessing

the industry and assiduity which enable them to

persevere in one beaten path, they lack the judgment

or discretion or self-control, which would lead them
to halt or to turn, when such pause or change is

needful.

Doubtless it is diflScult to find the exact limits at

which to stop in any undertaking. For example, in

the acquisition of money if it is right to earn a com-

fortable livelihood it is right to increase those com-

forts, and, as they gradually verge into luxuries,

where shall the bounds be set? If it is held wise to

lay by something for a rainy day, who shall decide

how much to lay by, or where accumulation should

stop? If it is right so to exercise taleut or thought as

to influence our fellow-men, who shall say how far

that influence should extend, or at what point it

ceases to be a blessing? We rightly admire the de-

votion of the artist to his art, of the scientist to his

researches, of the physician to his patients, of the

teacher to her class, of the mother to her family

—

how far should such devotion lead them, and where
does it become excessive? Learning is an excellent

thing—can there be too much of it? Society is bene-

ficial, pleasure is a good ; at what point do they cease

to be so? Admitting the difficulty of answering such

questions, it is yet very important that each one

should at least attempt their solution in his own
special case. Excess in anything, however good in

itself, may end in evil, and it is quite as necessary to

guard against the inertia of continued motion as

against the inertia of continued rest.

Certainly no definite rules can be laid down in

this matter; nor can any one person legislate for

another. But as a general test, it is fair to say that

no one pursuit, however valuable in itself, should

completely engross the manhood or the womanhood
of any individual. Where it so exhausts the strength

or the powers as to leave but a poor, inefiective rem-

nant for other things, it is time to pause and to ab-

stain. The man should always be superior to his

work : it should exist for him, not he for it. It is an

important factor in his life, but it is not the whole of
it. Yet there are persons willing to absorb them-
selves so utterly in someone thing that they are well-
nigh powerless in other directions. The business
which they rightly take up as a means to certain
valuable ends becomes at length an end in itself.—
Philad'a. Ledger.

THE INNER LIFE.
THERE is more in silent Christian experience than
most of those who bear the Christian name realize.

The bustling, noisy world around us, in which so
much is made of enterprise and activity gives a like
phase to the religious life of the day. It is ever some-
thing to be said or done, instead of an abiding in
Christ and welcoming his words as an abiding princi-
ple in us. Hence there is much of chafing and strug-
gling in the Christian life that fails of object. It is

chiefly of the invisible we bring into this life that
makes it valuable. The silent time enjoined upon
the student of Wellesley every morning and evening,
is based upon a right view of life, and is a guard
against that which is superficial in the religious ex-
perience. What in these days is expecially needed,
is Christ dwelling in the heart by his Spirit, lighting
up the darkness of earth's trials, and filling the soul
with true peace and joy.
" As some rare perfume in a vase of clay

Pervades it with a fragrance not its own,
So when thou dwellest in a mortal suol.

All heaven's own sweetness seems around it thrown."

—Ex.

THE LAST RECORD.
Josiah Quincy, formerly President of Harvard Col-

lege, lived to be ninety-two years of age. He had
kept a journal for many years. He was accustomed
to sit in the morning in a large chair with a broad
arm to it, which served as a desk, upon which he
wrote his diary. On July 1st, 1864, he sat down in

his chair as usual. His daughter brought liis Jour-

nal. He at first declined to undertake his wonted
task, but his daughter urged him not to abandon it.

He took the book and wrote the first verse of that

grateful hymn of Addison:
" When all thy mercies, O my God,

My rising soul surveys,

Transported by the view, I'm lost

In wonder, love and praise."

The weary head dropped upon the bosom. The
Volume was ended. The aged pilgrim's course was
finished.

—

Exchange.

There never was a child of earth for whom some
man or woman had not a ray of hope, nor was there

ever a stone placed over the remains of one of whom
some good could not be spoken. All, all have a hope

which points, either direct or trembling, to the polar

star of heaven ; and I am glad it is thus,—glad that

men's hearts are so much better than their creeds.

And so far as this world is concerned, we all hope,

that some good will follow every act of our lives ; and,

when baffled in one enterprise, we rise from the con-

flict with fresh courage, we " hope on, hope ever."

—
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A USEFUL TABLE.
THE length of time required to develop a contagious

disease after exposure is a disputed question, and
Babyhood has again done mothers an excellent ser-

vice by issuing the following table. It says:

"The variation in the period of incubation may
be due to the nature of the epidemic or to the sus-

ceptibility of the patient. In most cases the sooner

the di.sea.se is developed after exposure the severer

nill be the type of the attack :

" Scarlet fever, 12 hours to 7 days.
" Measles, 9 to 12 days.

"Small-pox, 12 to 14 days.
" Chicken-pox, 8 to 17 days.
" Diphtheria, 2 to 8 days.
" Whooping-cough, 4 to 14 days.
" Mumps, 8 to 22 days.
" If a child passes the longest time here stated, it

will, with very few exceptions, escape the disease."

Sing the bridal of uation.s! with chorals of love

Sing out the war-vulture aud siug iu the dove.

Till the hearts of the people keep time in accord.

And the voice of the world is the voice of the Lord !

—A Christmas Carmen.

AVe are apt to believe what is plea.sant, rather

than what is true.— Wm. Perm.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Already this winter several boys iu diifereut parts of

the country have had their tongues frozen to iron pipes.

At Griffin, Ga., the other day a lad who was thus unfor-

tunate, badly lacerated his tongue in a struggle to free him-
self.

—

Phila. Ledger.

—The classification of the fishes found in the Sea of

Galilee has led to the strange liiscovery that these fishes do
not belong to the Mediterranuau system, but are peculiar,

and belong to the fish system of the great inland lakes of

Africa—Tanganyika, Nyassa, and the neighboring waters.

—During a hailstorm at Mors, in Denmark, a few days
ago, A flash of forked lightning—the only oue occurring

—

struck a farm, and, having demolished the chimney-stack
aud made a wreck of the loft, descended into the living

rooms on the ground floor below. Here its career appears
to have been most extraordinary; all the plaster around
doors aud windows having been torn down and the bed
curtains in the bed rooms rent to pieces. An old Dutch
clock was smashed into atoms, but a canary and cage haug-
iug a few inches from it were quite uuinjured. The light-

ning also broke sixty windows aud all the mirrors in the

house. Ou leaving the rooms it passed cleau through the
door into the yard, where it killed a cat, two fowls, aud a

pig, and then buried itself iu the earth. In one of the

rooms were two women, both of whom were struck to the

ground, but neither was injured.—A'odjre.

—Forty-six women are engaged iu the actual practice

of law. They are distributed as follows: Iowa, 3; Mis-

souri, 2 ;
Michigan, 6; Utah Territory, 1; District of Co

lumbia, 3; Maine, 1; Ohio, 4; Illinois. 7; Wisconsin, 5;

Indiana, 2; Kansas, 3; Minnesota, 1 (from Iowa); Califor-

nia, 3; Connecticut, 1; Massachusetts, 1; Nebraska, 1;

Washington Territory, 1; Pennsylvania, 1.

—In the year 1882-83 there was expended for educa-

tional purposes upward of $76,000,000. The amount paid

for, patent medicines annually in this country is about

$22,000,000, and between five and eight millions are paid

annually to newspapers foradvertisingtliem. In England,
the tax alone on patent medicine amounts to $600,000 an-

nually.

—A gentleman writing from Bavispe, Mexico, the scene

of the recent earthquakes, says the entire town has been
destroyed and many persons killed. The provisions and
supplies provided by the State and from private sources are

exhausted aud the entire vicinity is destitute of provisions

and clothing, and unless aid is furnislied soon they may
starve.

—At a meeting of the Council of the American Copy-
right League, held last week, it was announced that the net

proceeds of the authors' readings were over $4,000. Reso-

lutions of thanks for the services of Mr. Lowell and the

other participants iu the exercises were passed. The Coun-

cil also passed a resolution declaring the recent proposition

for a stamp system of copyright unwise, impracticable, and
a virtual surrender of the author's rights.

—The Greek word for " bow " is toxon. The poison in

which the arrows were dipped was called toxicon. This

poison made men stagger and die. Hence our word intox-

icate. The phrase, " intoxicating liquors," is very expres-

sive in the light of derivation. Alcohol also has no flatter-

ing origin. It is from the Arabic al-cohl, the fine powder of

antimony, a very poisonous metal.

—With the aid of science, even the Desert of Sahara is

becoming inhabitable, and colonization is encouraged.

The Lower Sahara is an immense basin of artesian waters
;

and the French are forming fresh oases with skill and suc-

cess, so that the number of cultivated tracts is increasing

rapidly. After a period of thirty years, forty-three oases

have thirteen thousand inhabitants, one hundred and
twenty thousand trees between one and seven years old,

and one hundred thousand fruit trees.

—Benjamin Eush Plumly, one of the early Abolition-

ists, died at Galveston, Texas, on the 9th of this month,
at the age of seventy-seven years. In his youuger days

he was an associate of William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell
Phillips, and Lucretia Mott, and took prominent part in

the first agitation against slavery. He was a native of Phil-

adelphia, and was descended from one of its oldest Quaker
fam il ies.

—

Exchange.

—On the morning of the 9th inst., the third annual

meeting of the PenusylvaniaForestry Association was held

in the hall of the College of Physicians, at Thirteenth and

Locust streets, Philadelphia. Professor J. T. Rothrock pre-

sided. The annual reports showed the organization to be

in a flourishing condition. Addresses were made by Ber-

nard E, Fernow, Chief of Forestry Division, Washington,

D. C. ; Graceanna Lewis, of Media, and Professor Rothrock.

The changes in the By-Laws of the association that had

been favorably reported upon by the council were post-

poned, and they will bo made the subject of a special meet-

ing. Steps are being taken to introduce into Congress a

bill for the protection and administration of the forests on

the public domain.

—The Indian Helper, (of Carlisle Indian School), of

Twelfth month 10th, says :
" Margaretta Waltou, clerk of

the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Women Friends;

Martha S. Townsend, daughter of the late Samuel Town-
send, of Baltimore, for whom our printing-oflice foreman

was named when he first entered school years ago at the

Pawnee Agency, Nebraska, Mr. and Mrs, Koser, and Mrs.

Griest and daughter, who for several years were workers

among the Otoe Indians, with others in company, called at

our school on the 5th inst., and were much pleased aud in-

terested iu all they saw."
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CURRENT EVENTS.
The Fishery Commissioners, at WashiiiKtou, lield an-

other meeting on the lOtli instant, and adjourni'd to the

4th of next mouth. Joseph Chamberlain will leave Wash-

ington on the 19th instant for Ottawa, where he will spend

the holidays with the Governor General. The Commis-

sioners have been unable to reach any agreement, and a

Washington dispateh says it is known that Mr. Chamberlain

will not consent to any proposition likely to be accepted by

the Senate.

In the U. S. Senate, on the 13th inst. Senator Eustis, of

Louisiana, introduced a bill which provides for a joint

celebration at the National Capital in 1889 by the American

republics, in honor of the Centennial of the Coiistitutiou

of the parent republic the Uuited States. It appropriates

$300,000 to defray the expenses.

In the lobby of the Chamber of Deputies, at Vursuilles,

(France), on the r2th iust., a man named Aubertin shot

Jules Ferry, one of the most prominent of the French

statesmen, and a candidate, at the recent election, for

President. The shots did no very serious injury to the

assailed, but great exciiemeut was caused. Anbortin

appears to be partially insane.

Chakles a. Uerry, of Wolverhampton, England, who
had been invited by the membership of Plymouth Church,

Brooklyn, to be the successor of Henry Ward Beecber, has

declined the ''call."

In an address in New York city, on llie 11th inst., Sen-

ator Colquitt, of Georgia, declared th.at prohibition was not

dead in Georgia despite its recent defeat in Atlanta, and be

was equally sure there would be no compromise in his State.

Kepokts of earthquake disturbances along the Pacific

slope of Mexico have recently been received from Nogales,

Arizona Territory. On the morning of the 8th inst., sliocks,

varying from one to two minutes' duration, were felt at

San Bias and Tepic, Sinaloa. AtMazatlaua rumbling noise

was followed by a slight shock. Throughout the State of

Sonera, at nearly every point shocks were felt.

A FIRE in Chicago on the evening of the 13th, destroyed

the wholesale boot and shoe store of Pbelps, Dodge & Pal- i

mer, at Adams street and Fifth avenue. The loss ou the
building is estimated $100,000, and on tlie stock at ever

|

$500,000. ;

NOTICES.
*:i^* Funds and merchandise intended especially for

Martha Schofield, Aiken, S. C, should be sent to Samuel S.

Ash, No. 1027 Market street ; and funds and merchandise
intended for Abliy D. Munroe, Mt. Pleasant, S. C, should
be sent to H. M. Laing, 30 N. Third street, Philadelphia.

*.5;* Quarterly meetings in Twelfth month will occur as

follows

:

22. Fishing Creek, Half-Year's Meeting.

SI -a;- Henry T. Child expects to attend Friends' meeting
at Scliuylkill, (near Pheceuixvill), on First-day morning,
the 18th inst., and give an illustrated lecture on Tem-
perance, in the afternoon at 2.30 o'clock.

a.*fi There will be a Temperance Conference held at

Trenton, 12th month 18th, at 2.30 p. m., under the care of

the Burlington Quarterly Meeting's Temperance Commit-
tee. All are cordially invited to attend.

Eliz.\eeth a. Rogers, Clerk.

»*,i:. A Conference appointed by Haddonfield Quarterly
Meeting's Temperance Committee will be held in Friends'

meeting-house, Moorestown, on First-day, 12th month 18th,

1887, at 2.30 o'clock p. m. .\\\ are cordially invited.

John M. Lippincott.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
»»» We particularly ask that whenmoney is forwarded to renew

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whmn the paper is vow being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearmg on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a neiv subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

*»* Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance

may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscril)ers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth-

diiy, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

*»*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra munbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers m'inted.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A nmrvol nf purity, strength, and
wholesomeness, More I'Cdninnii'iil than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competiiion witli the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

Queen &C0. 924 Chestnut ST

PEIRCE COLLEGE,
Record Building. 917-919 Chesfmif St. . Philad'a. Pa

THOIVIAS MAY PEIRCE, M. A.,

PRISCII'AL AND FOUNDER.

Morningr, Afternoon, and Night Sessions.
I.a'li.-' -1 1 I.. HI. iiirii are in.strncted in technical knowledge

nniihlvi'iL I . . I transaction of business "ud the proper
manner. ' ' .,

.
-^ umdrs

Busiih ' " 1 I;,nits, and farmers who have had doubts
as 1(1 whrtliir :i piani.'iinmsiness edneai ion could bo obtained
oiiisi.ii; oltlic lounting room have been surprised at the thoroughly
priii'ticiil miiimer in which iheir sons and daughters have been
qnnlifieti for business engagements at Peirce i'ollege, and are

now among its warmest friends.

Ten b\indrcd and tiftv (mso) student,? last year.

("all or write for (I'rcnlar and ("ommcnoement proceedmgs.
containing addresses of Oovernors Beaver and Briggs. and Rev.

Sam. W. Small and Rev. Sam. P. Jones.

Rev. JOHN THOMPSON, Dean.
Offices, Rooms 5 and 6, Second Floor.
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TEE GRACE OF LOVE.
I HOLD that Christian grace abounds

Where charity is seen ; then, when

We climb to heaven, 'tis on the rounds

Of love to men.

This I moreover hold, and dare

Affirm, where'er my rhyme may go

:

Whatever things be sweet and fair,

Love makes them so.

'Tis not the wide phylactery,

Nor stubborn fast, nor stated prayers

That makes us saints : we judge the tree

By what it bears. —Alice Cary.

EDUCATIONAL.
•WHAT AEE THE,BEST MEANS OF SECURING THE CO-OPERA-

TION OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS?'

IN the simple plirase," best means," we liave the gist

of this far-reaching question. The very statement of

it would imply that cooperation is desirable, and that

it is something to be expected ; the only question be-

ing in regard to the best means of securing it.

We may search through the books on the science

of pedagogics, without finding anything like a defi-

nite answer to this very important question. In some

of the more practical works on " School Economy,"

we may find hints touching on this point, which are

intended for the benefit of young teachers ; and oc-

casionally we come across appeals made to parents,

that they should give their moral support to him
who.se position enables him to exert a lasting influ-

ence over their children. When, however, we come
to look for specific directions for effecting the coop-

eration of parent and teacher, we find them to be

mostly of SLnegative character ; as if the precautions

against collision were considered of more importance

than the facilities for mutual help.

Since it is claimed for teaching that it isa science,

we must either ignore the claim, or admit that it is

based on principles. The Germans—who are leaders

in theory—.seem to compel us to accept the latter al-

ternative. We admit then the existence of the prin-

ciples ; but when we come to make the practical ap-

plication of them,"wefind ourselves on the boundary
line between philosophy and ethics, with the check-

rein of circumstance preventing us from going for-

ward. Our theorists tell us that where certain con-

An Essay read at the Educational Conference, I5th and Race
streets, Philadelphia. Twelfth month 10.

ditions do and others do not exist, certain results may
be looked for, provided a certain course of action be

taken. The young teacher has learned this from

books, or perchance he lias it in his lecture-notes

taken at some normal school. He is, therefore, quite

sure that he can conduct his school on philosophical

principles, and for all his decisions can render a rea-

son that will be perfectly satisfactory to parents and

trustees, if only they are intelligent enough to under-

stand him. It has been remarked at normal schools

that those who have ever taught are modest of their

own abilities, and skeptical concerning theories of

school management; while the yoang prospective

teacher knows just how he is going to do it. Acci-

dental conditions, unforeseen contingencies, various

temperaments, and variable tempers, are all of them
important factors that enter into the problem of

teaching and managing a school; so that, after even

a limited experience, the teacher is ready to admit
that in.the whole range of pedagogics he finds no prin-

ciple so general in its application as the trite old

maxim—" Circumstances alter cases." In no partic-

ular will he find this to apply more forcibly than in

his efiorts to secure parental cooperation ; and to dis-

cover the best means for doing it. Difficulties seem
to be encountered at the first step of his procedure.

While the school is in session the pupils are under
his absolute control ; but the parents never stand in

this relation toward him, so that, however much he
may desire it, he cannot secure parental aid, unless it

be voluntarily given.

After having made a vain search through the
books for instruction on this point, if the teacher

will begin to prospect on the ground of common
sense, he will soon discover that there are leading

from him to the parents, three avenues which are under
his own control, and which cannot be closed except

by himself. These avenues may be named—Good
Intention, Good Judgment, and Good Breeding ; and
so long as all three are kept free from obstructions,

the parents cannot prevent the approaches of the

teacher, however much they may shrink from any
intimacy with him.

Good intention proceeds from a good heart ; and
it can generally be detected by parents as well as by
pupils. Where a person mean? ueH, he is excused for

many errors of judgment, and for occasional slips in

the matter of behavior ; though both of these are to

be avoided as far as possible.

Good judgment, in matters of this kind, requires

the exercise of that indefinable, but ever available
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faculty called tact, the possession of which, and the

ability to use it, are indispensible for a successful

teacher.

Though leps essential than the other two qualities,

it is very desirable as an accomplishment, and s^ood

by way of example, that the teacher should have

pleasing manners ; and that in all essential points, be

should observe the usages of refined people. He
should remember that his words and his ways are

likely to be carried to many homes, and to be made
the topic of conversation in all the family circles in

his precinct. Not only so, but—what is far more im-

portant—the pupils are much more likely to copy his

expressions and his mannere, than they are to im-

bibe his principles. On this account, if for no other

reason, the teacher should be an exemplar of refine-

ment, and a careful observer of the gentle courtesies

of life.

Let the teacher then see to it that the three aven-

ues between himself and the parents of his pupils,

be kept free from all obstructions. Should such be

the case he will never make sneering remarks, or ex-

hibit sinister smiles, when an ill-spelled, ungrammat-

ical, or unseemly note from a parent is presented to

him.
Neither will be—in the presence of the pupil

—

cavil at the subject matter of the note. If the pupil

should make a request, in behalf, or by authority of

either of his parents, that request should be

treated with the utmost respect, though the circum-

stance may be such that it cannot be granted. Should

the teacbar have occasion to send a note to a parent,

it should be courteous in language, not dogmatical,

and whenever admi-ssible, it should have the charac-

ter of seeking advice, or soliciting cooperation. To

tell parents of the faults, or short-comings of their

children, is one of the most delicate duties that a

teacher has to perform ; and in case he is not himself

a parent, he is so much the less fitted for the duty,

and so much the more required to exercise care.

Where the offense is one that involves the moral

standing of the pupil—such, for instance, as theft or

falsehood—the case is one of pfc«/iar delicacy, and to

deal with it properly, requires a combination of

charity, refinement, and tact. Undue publicity given

to the offense, is likely to add to the aggravation of

the parent, and to lessen the self-respect of the

offender. Where the case is a serious one, and the

teacher is well-bred and has control over both his

tongue and his temper ; a personal interview with

the parent is greatly preferable to a note. The mere

fact that the teacher has taken the trouble to call,

"is regarded as evidence of his interest in the child,

and of his estimate of the importance of the case to

be settled ; it will be almost certain to be appreciated.

However grave may have been the oS'ense of the

pupil, so long as there are no unfriendly feelings, and

no misunderstandings between teacher and parent,

they can work together harmoniously, by keeping

two objects steadily in view: The one being the re-

formation of the offender, and the other the general

welfare of the school. If the teacher avoid crimina-

tion of the parent, he will be likely to escape recrim-

ination from him; and if he will only keep in mind

how much harder the parent's case is than his own'
this remembrance will evoke his sympathy, and
keepdownall tendency to irritation ; so that should a
chance spark fly over from the other side, it will faU

harmless on a surface that is both smooth and unin-

flammable. Such being the state of the two parties

to the .settlement, the terms can easily be arranged,

so that when the offender is called in, he finds that

(instead of a conflict of authority from which he had
hoped to gain his point, and to escape justice), he
must yield to the subduing power of cooperation.

With parent and teacher at variance, he could defy

them both ; now that they are united he is readily

subdued. After the pupil has been called in the

father is the one to do the talking ; while the teacher

should remember the comparative value of speech
and silence, and choose the latter.

If parent and teacher should fail to agree upon
terms, there is only one course to be pursued—

a

trustee must be called in ; and, pending a settlement

of the case, the pupil must not be permitted to attend

school. But the teacher should find, or make, occa-

sions to meet the parents before cases of difficulty

occur; and then, if lie has previously shown a dispo-

sition to be friendly, his course of action in the case

under dealing will be more likely to have a favor-

able construction placed upon it. We all know how
wide is the difference between being dignified, and
standing on o?ie's dignity ; and the teacher who at-

tempts to do the latter, will not be likely to establish

or to maintain amicable relations toward the parents

of his pupils. If invited to visit them sociall)', he

should accept the invitation ; even though something
else might have to be sacrificed to enable him to do

it. It is almost needless to add that in.such ming-

ling, modesty and geniality will be counted in his

favor; while arrogance or reserve will be recorded

against him.

But, with all these conditions fulfilled on the part

of the teacher, unless there is a responsive echo from

the parents the desired cooperation cannot be secured.

When a new teacher is inaugurated it would seem as

if the parents ought to take the initiative in estab-

lishing friendly relations between him and them-
selves. They should make him feel certain that he

lias their moral support, and that he had their confi-

dence, before their children were committed to his

care. Their bearing toward him should be affable

and their remarks concerning him should be either

laudatory, or very guarded; especially should this

be the case in the presence of their children. If they

have any grievance against bini, or any objection to

his management of the school, the same should be

stated either to himself, or to one of the trustees

Not only their words should be guarded, but they

should also be careful not to entertain any suspicions

or prejudices against him. Ifparents feel ill-disposed

toward a teacher, the children will soon discover the

fact, and then the parents will be submitted to the

ordeal of some very embarrassing questions, or they

will be compelled to come out openly in opposition

to the teacher. Should they choose the latter alter,

native, the matter will, of course, be reported to other

pupils, and by these to their parents, so that it will
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soon become a subject of neighborhood gossip. When
this state of affuirs has been reached it may truly be

said of the teaclier that

" His faults enlarge, lii3 merits disappear."

Then, instead of cooperation tliere will be antagon-

ism which the teacher can feel while it is con-

cealed, and which he must deal with as soon as

it makes itself manifest. AVith right on his side,

with the "courage of his convictions," and with skill

in the management of his case, he may " fight the

battle bravely," and may come out of it the victor;

but the chances are that the school will be seriously,

if not permanently, injured by the contest; to say

nothing of the personaHnjury, anil the wounds whose

scars will remain, long after the sores have been

healed.

The arraignment of a teacher, when it is made
public, causes pupils to attach great importance to

Z?ieir opinions, ami to express themselves very freely

in derogation of one whom they should be taught to

respect and esteem. The parents, too, are likely to

take sides in the case, and this may occasion not

only neighborhood breaches, but even family feuds,

all of which might have been averted by friendly

and timely cooperation. •

But the chasm between parents and teachers is not

necessarily the result of bad intentions, of indiscre-

tions, or even of indifference. Diffidence or the

mere force of circumstances, may have produced it;

and the same causes may continue to deepen and

to widen it. Where such is the case does it not. lie

within the province of the trustees to build a safe,

permanent, and attractive bridge, that will enable

both parties to cross the chasm, and to mingle fre-

quently and freely? A conference, to which the

teacher of the school, and the parents of the pupils

should be invited, might be called by the trustees,

before any difficulties have occurred to require their

intervention. The meeting tnight be an informal

one, serving merely to introduce teacher and parents;

or it might be organized for the purpose of present-

ing and di.scussing general educational topics; per-

haps a blending of the two would best promote the

desired end. The teacher could give his views on

education, and his theories for the management of

schools in general ; and the parents could give theirs,

respecting the special needs of the particular school
;

while the trustees could be mentally taking notes

which might be useful to them at some of their se-

lect or official meetings. At the close of this Con-

ference the trustees would have a fitting opportunity

to urge upon both parties the necessity of friendly

relations, and the great advantage to be derived from

their working together, and both keeping constantly

before them the sentiment expressed by the philoso-

pher Kant: "The object of education ought to be

to develop in the individual all the perfection of

which he is capable."

After such an opportunity as the one referred

to, the teacher should feel free to call at the home
of the pupil in case of sickness, of absence, or

when, according to his judgment some deviation

seems to be necessary, or at least indicated in the

course of study pursued by that pupil. That such a

call will be well received is a fact that need scarcely

be stated to the teachers now present, or to the par-

ents who have had the experience.

The parents should be invited to visit the school

and witness the exercises; indeed, they should feel

free to do so without any invitation ; but, if it be an
ungraded school, they cannot then and there ex-
pect to receive much attention from the teacher. If

an interview is sought by the parent, he should call

at the close of school; or, better, at the teacher's

boarding-place; or, better still, send a note, inviting

the teacher to call on him ; and stating, in bare out-

line, the object for which the call is requested.

When, owing to some pliysical or mental infirmity,

or some other, peculiarity, the parent desires some
deviation from the prescribed cour.se of study, or of

government, in case of his child, the teacher should
listen attentively an<l patiently to all that the parent

has to say on the subject ; and if the proposed devia-

tion require only a sacrifice of his own lime, he should
carefully grant the request; if, however, it would, in

the opinion of the teacher, cause any detriment to

the general working of the school, he should care-

fully explain the same to tlie parent and express

his regret for his inability to comply with the re-

quest ; and if feasible, he should suggest some other

expedient, or promise to give the matter further con-

sideration.

Parents should be just as free to confer with the

teacher about the mental and moral defects of their

children, as they are to speak to a physician oi physi-

cal infirmities, while the teacher—though not oath-

bound—should feel honor-bound not to betray any
confidence thus reposed in him. If parents could

fully confide in the honor, secrecy, and sympathy of

the teacher, and if he could feel the assurance that

what he told them, concerning their cliildren, would

be understood, and received as he intended it, then

would the interview's between them be free and full,

and as beneficial as they would be confidential.

Just h'ere it seems necessary to present one phase

of our subject, of which delicacy might seem to for-

bid the exposure. Teachers know that there is such

phase, and that the presentation of it has embarrassed

them and thwarted their efforts to obtain tUe moral

support of parents in cases of difficulty. I refer to

those cases in which tliere is divided counsel between

the father and the mother respecting the manage-

ment of the child. Yea, even worse than divided ;

for one parent will aid the child in deceiving the

other. In cases of this kind the teacher cannot ex-

pect any good results from parental cooperation; he

can only do his best to exert an influence over the

child while at school, and refer as little as possible to

home.
The foregoing has all been written with reference

to schools in general; but the present conference

takes cognizance of Friends' schools only, and more
especially of those which are under the care of com-

mittees appointed by the monthly or preparative

meetings. These schools, owing to their merits, are

attended by many whose parents are not connected

with Friends, but who are willing to have their child-

ren conform to the reasonable requirement of attend-
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ing our mid-week meetings, ami to acquiese in the

entire absence of music and vocal prayer in tlie

school. If these two points, together with our pecu-

liar language, be properly explained to the parent at

the time of admission, he will be likely to cooperate

with the teacher in having his child respect our un-

ostentatious form of worship, and conform to our

high moral standard.

Another specialty of Friends' schools, in the

matter of cooperation, is the very great advantages

which they possess in their facilities for securing it.

These facilities may be designated as positive and
negative, and any one who has been born and bred a

Friend, knows what they are. The positive are

mutual confidence, mutual interest, sociability, and
the equality of the sexes. The negative are the

absence of caste, of ceremony, of suspicion, and of

clerical power. I am a full believer in Friends'

schools for Friends' children, and an earnest advo-

cate for cooperation of parents and teachers in these

schools.

In conclusion, I offer the following paragraph

from the pen of Professor Johannot, of Cornell Uni-

versity :

"The people accustomed to migratory teachers

show them scanty courtesy or ignore them altogether,

and the school is altogether lacking in that mental

vigor, and high moral tone which would result from

the interest and cooperation of teacher, pupil, and
parent. A new idea, or a new method introduced

should be judged by its results, and not denounced
in the outset. By careful attention to the selection

and moral support of the teacher, the value of the

schools may be more than doubled."

Hugh Foulke.
Plainfield, N. J.

MEMORIAL OF HANNAH JONES,
OF DEER CREEK MONTHLY MEETING, MARYLAND.

WHEN the faithful ones of earth have heard the

call "Come up higher," and have realized that "death
is but an open door that leadeth to the light," it seems
a duty, as well as a tribute of love, to preserve the

memory of such as an incentive to the living to dwell

near to that all-sustaining Power which ever leadsus

onward and upward.

Our dear friend was the daughter of William and
Sarah Eiley, and was born 1st Month 19th, 1802, in

Baltimore, Md.
In her youthful years she was of a very tender

and confiding disposition, and was strongly impressed

with the importance of becoming acquainted with

her Creator and making her peace with Him. These
tender impressions were renewed during a visit to

Baltimore of a Minister from New York (John Mott),

and she became a diligent searcher for Truth as she
matured in age. As she advanced in the knowledge of

her God and Creator, she was deeply impressed with
the paramount importance of giving up everything
that stood in the way of her advancement in the

Truth. She was always of a retiring and diffident

demeanor, and as these later impressions became
more deeply tixed in her mind, she became more
diffident, more retiring, and sought comfort in silent

communion with her Saviour, and was enabled to

walk in sincerity with Him as one of His dutiful and
confidintr children.

She was united in marriage with Asa Jones, of
Fawn Grove, York County, Pa., in 4th Month, 1824,

and removed thither with him and resided there
until her death. Their hospitality brought many to

their home, to whose visits she often referred in

after years with pleasure.

She was faithful in her attendance of Meeting.
The sweet ministrations of her daily life, the charity
that suffereth long and is kind, the sweet peace of
mind that left its impress upon her countenance,
bore evidence that the service was not a lifeless form,
but that she was a partaker of the heavenly bread
that " nourishes the soul unto everlasting life," and
to those best acquainted with her, verify the truth of
the blessed promise, " Thou wilt keep him in perfect

peace whose mind is stayed on Thee, for he trusteth

in Thee."

She was a valued and consistent Elder for many
years, and manifested a lively interest in her beloved
Society, even after she was unable to attend her
Meeting.

• The evening of her life was truly beautiful. Her
cheerful disposition amidst the frailties of age, her
readiness to enter into feeling with old and young,
in whatever class or condition of life, and the needy,
whom she sought out, being ever mindful of the in-

junction, " Let not the left hand know what the right

hand doeth," and forgetting self for the comfort of

others, caused her to be beloved by all, and of her it

could truthfully be said, " She had a heart at leisure

from itself, to soothe and sympatize."
She passed away quietly and calmly on the 16th

day of the 2d Month, 1886, in the eighty-fifth year of

her age, and was interred in Friends' burying ground
at Fawn Grove, on the 18th day of same month, and
through faith we are comforted with the thought
that she will be forever with " Him in whose pre-

sence is fulness of joy, and at whose right hand there

are pleasures for evermore."

Signed by direction and on behalf of Deer Creek
Monthly Meeting, held at Broad Creek, 8th Month
11th, 1887.

Seth L. Kinsev, \ p, ,

Maky F. Brown, /
^"^*'^-

Signed by direction and on behalf of Nottingham
Quarterly Meeting, held at East Nottingham, 8th

Month 26th, 1887.

Mary F. Brown, \ ™ ,

Edwin R. Buffington, /
^"^'^'^''•

Read in and approved by Baltimore Yearly Meet-
ing of Friends, held on Lombard street, at the Session

11th Month 4th, 1887.

Edward Stabler, Jr., \ -^,

Anna F. Matthews, /
^'^'^*'-

Aim high. You may not touch the mark, but by
a high aim you will come nearer to it than by not

trying at all. Then by making the effort many per-

sons have come nearer to it than first anticipated.

We attract hearts by the qualities we display ; we
retain them by the qualities we possess.

—

Suard.
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THE POETRY OF JOHN O. WHITTIER.^
THE work of Whittier as a poet covers more than
sixty years, if we count it as beginning witli tlie little

poem, " The Exile's Departure," which his sister sent
to William Lloyd Garrison's Free Press, at Newbury-
port, in the Sixth month, IS'26. And now, at the end
of these six decades, iiis pen is not wholly laid aside.

So long a life of rich labor is rare, though it is true
that Longfellow, born in the same year, but dying at

seventy-five, had an equal period of fruitfulness, for

he began to write and print almost five years earlier.

Except, however, that the boyhood verses of our
friend marked his beginnings, they are not extraor-

dinary. None of the ten or more poems which Gar-
rison printed for him in the three months following
the issue of the first, are included, I believe, in his

collected works. And this contrasts with Longfellow,
whose poetry from his college room, written while
the Quaker boy was yet working at the shoemaker's
bench, or building the field walls, is still kept and
read ; wliile still more it contrasts with Bryant, who
is likely to be remembered more by " Thanatopsis,"
the work of his youth, than by any later and more
pretentious production. But Whittier had the song
within him. His gift needed but the opportunity of
useand growth. That passion of poetry,—the insight

into life's mysteries, the sympathy with them, the
longing to disclose to them its own sincerity and
force,—he had in no less, perhaps even in greater,
degree than those whose talents were more promptly
shown.

For we must see and understand this special ge-
nius of our country's life. It is said, in the ordinary
classification of our poets, that he is " thoroughly
American." Tliisistrue. His materials and inspira-

tion are all native. He translates nobody. He imi-
tates,—except, perhaps, in the form of his verse,—no
other poet. He is not moved, like Longfellow—in
his earlier work, especially,—by the culture of Eu-
rope. In the first place, he was "to the manner
born." His experience of life was direct. What he
lived he lived really. Not rebellious, or contemptu-
ous toward this,butsympathelicand sincere, he turned
to it as its interpreter. The scenery of his home coun-
try, the people who dwelt there, all the motive of life

there, come to us in his poetry. Himself genuine in

every breath, he di<l not need to light his torch by
the flame of any other.

And this leads us to ask. Where does this poet
stand? In what rank? If one were asked to name,
to-day, the foremost living poet of England, what
couid the answer be but a choice between the Laur-
eate and Browning? And if the like question were
put 10 us concerning America, how could we reply
but with a choice between Whittier and Lowell?
And this is not altoaether because the greatest poets
of our century may be departed, for if they were yet
here, we could but say that in the great group of four,

Whittier must be as surely counted as Bryant, or
Longfellow, or Lowell. All were given so marked a
talent, though so various, that none could be excluded
from a place.

'Read at the Whittier Birthday meeting, Girard Avenue Meet-
ing-house, Philadelphia, Twelfth month 17, 1887.

And it is further true that no one closely presses
upon this leadership. No new light obscures that
which Whittier has set burning. Even more than in
England, where Tennyson and Browning lead, this is

true here. We have as yet no younger men or wo-
men whose genius demands serious comparison with
that of our veterans. The moment you are called
upon even to .say who stands next, you begin to speak
of names unknown to the mass,—appreciated and
beloved, here or there, in this circle or that, but
strange as yet to the great records of Parnassus. The
new school of poetry is not robust enough, not
affluent enough, not real enough, to challenge the su-
premacy of ballads and idylls like Whittier's or the
rich vigor of the " Biglow Papers." And while it is

true that in Longfellow's lifetime the popular recog-
nition seemed to turn to him as the chief of the
group, one is compelled to question whether any-
thing of his is more likely to outlast a century than
much of Whittier's. If we take " Evangeline " as his

high water mark, is it more full of the vitality that
survives transitory tastes than " Snow Bound " ? Or
has anything from that cultivated and pure muse of
Cambridge exceeded in permanent interest some of
the minor pieces of Whittier ?

For, in truth, out of the great number of his
shorter pieces there are some which are written for

all time. And the reason for this is clearly to be seen.
It is because in them he has caught and set the re-

frain of a principle which is eternal. Underlying all

his work, and evident in all of it, when once you
have the key to its character, is the apprehension of
an ethical and religious truth which cannot pass
away. Let me read here what another has already
said and printed, an authority in literary criticism

whom in such a study as this one must consult—Ed-
mund C. Stedman. He says:

"The basic justification of Whittier's religious

trust appears to be the ' inward light' vouchsafed to

a nature in which the prophet and the poet are one.
This solvent of doubt removes him alike from the
sadness of Clough and Arnold and the paganism of
certain other poets. In the striking 'Questions of
Life,' a piece which indicates his highest intellectual

mark and is in afiinity with some of Emerson's dis-

course, he fairly confronts his own share of our mod-
ern doubts

;
questioning earth, air, and heaven

;
per-

plexed with the mystery of our alliance to the upper
and lower worlds ; asking what is this

' Centered self which feels and is;

A cry between the silences ?

'

He finds no resource but to turn, from
' book and speech of men apart

To tlie still witness of my heart.'

His repose must come from the direction iu which the
Concord transcendental ists also have sought for it, the
soul's temple irradiated by the presence of inward light.

I have seen a fervent expression of this belief, in a
voluntary letter of Whittier's, to a poet who had
written an ode concerning intuition as the refuge of
the baffled investigator. In fine, the element of faith
gives a tone to the whole range of his verse, both reli-

gious and secular, and none more distinctively than to
the work of any other living poet of equal reputation.
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What he has achieved, then, is greatly due to a force

which is the one thing needful in modern life and
art. Faith, of some kind, in things as they are or

will bi', has elevated all great works of human crea-

tion. The want of it is felt in that insincere treat-

ment which weakens the builder's, the painter's, and
the poet's appeal ; since faith leads to rapture and
that to exaltation,—the passio vera, without which
art gains no hold upon the senses and the souls of

men."
It is this appreciation, this discernment, in his

poesy which has made Wliittier dear to such friends

and lovers of it as are here assembled. He is every-

where known as "the Quaker Poet." Let us rejoice,

then, in our relation to him. We may justly say of

him that he is our poet. He is noway separated from
us. No circumstance of time, or place, no nominal
tie, no tradition of difference, can disunite him from
those who are convinced as he is, and who cherish

with him, as the foundation of their faith, that light

of Truth which is at once universal and eternal.

This, as I have said, is continually in his song, and it

is comforting to think that in the ear of all the world,

careless, inattentive, led hither and thither by " Lo !

here's," and " Lo ! there's," still this call to the safe

ground sounds so sweetly, so far, and so impressively.

Stedman remarks that neither Bernard Barton
nor Bayard Taylor so well deserves the name " the

Quaker Poet,"—-which, of course, is true. And he
adds :

" It is worthy of note that of the nine [prin-

cipal] American poets, one is still a Friend, and two
others, AVhitman and Taylor, came of Quaker parent-

age on both sides." It may be said further that of

all those whom we may mention as Friends or
" Friendly," in the lists of poetry,—Thomas Ellwood,
Bernard Barton, Mary Howitt, Bayard Taylor, Walt
Whitman, and many others less famous, if not less

truly poetical in temperament,—none compares with
Whittier. He is the consummate flower, thus far. of

the Quaker inspiration and culture ; the only writer,

indeed, who has by general consent been given a
place in the highest rank of literature. We may say

with all emphasis that as he is the most eminent liv-

ing follower of George Fox, he is even more than
that. Considering, in connection with his absolute

fidelity to the fundamental principle of Quakerism,
his wide fame, and his art, we must pronounce him
the greatest of all the Friends since William Penn.

Let us pass, now, to think of the quality of his

work in one particular. I mean its purity. This per-

vades every line. It is not prudish. It is not af-

fected. It is not mechanical. It is absolutely free

from cant. True and sincere itself, his mind moves
by nature within right limits. Restrained by its fine

interior sense, it neither drops into grossness on the

one hand nor flies into presumptuonsness on the

other. It has contributed vastly to fix and deepen
the character which American poetry of the past half

century assumes. Stedman says, again :

"A reverent feeling, emancipated from dogma, and
imbued with grace, underlies the wholesome morality

of our national poets. No country has possessed a
group, equal in talent, that has presented more will-

ingly whatsoever things are pure, lovely, and of good

report. There is scientific value in an influence,
during a race's formative period, so clarifying to the
general conscience. We have no proof that the
unmorality of a people like the French, with ex-
quisite resources at command, can evolve an art or
literature greater than in the end may result from
the virile chastity of the Saxon mind."

In the range of his poetry,—which I mean to con-
sider but for a moment,—one must say, I think, that
the ballads, in their best examples, are his strongest
work, and that " Snow Bound " is the most rounded,
the most artistic, perhaps the most enduring. John
Burroughs calls it "the most faithful picture of our
northern winter that has ever been put in poeti-y."

Stedman says: "Taken as a whole, it is his most
complete production, and a worthy successor to " The
Deserted Village' and ' The Cotter's Saturday Night.'

Whittier found his idyll already pictured for him by
the camera of his own heart. It is a work that can
be praised, when measured by others of the sort, as
heartily as we praise ' The Biglow Papers,' or ' Evan-
geline,' and one that ranks next to them as an
American poem."

Among the ballads there are many that rouse the
reader. The list would be a long one, if we under-
took to name all that seem to have successfully

reached down to the deep emotions of the human
heart. There are 'Cassandra Southwick," "Mary
Garvin," " Parson Avery," "Skipper Ireson's Ride,"
" Barclay of Ury " at least. And I would add to these

some of the old "Voices ofl'reedom," and "Songs
of Labor." But time fails me to go farther into this

examination and comparison.'

Standing upon our guard against the temptation
to mere eulogy, but determined still that we will not
he less than just, one must say of Whittier that the
future cannot fail to place him high. If any one is to

be canonized surely it is he. The spiritual lyrist of
his age, he must appear in literature as the evangelist

whose name he bears appeared in the early church.
So much of his poetry, when the whole is examined,
will be found true, and tender, and refreshing, so

much touched by live coals of faith and fervency,

that it must stand as one of those gifts to mankind
which in all ages are accounted precious.

Howard M. Jenkins.

Have always a good book, a standard work that

will repay careful study at hand, and to that devote a

part of the time that may be set ajiart for reading.

Before opening the book, recall as fully as possible

what was read the day before, and on closing it see

by reflection now many of the thoughts of the author

you have made you own, and so cultivate memory.

A MUDDY stream flowing into one clear and spark-

ling, for a time rolls on by itself. A little further

down they unite and the whole is impure. So youth

untouched by sin, may for a short time keep its

purity in foul company, but a little later and they

mingle.

'In submitting this essay to publication. I am very conscious
of its incompleteness at tbis point A fUlI study of Whittier's
poetry would include, of course, a careful .consideration of all its

parts, and a comparison of their character and value.—H. M. J.
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SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 1.

FiKST Month 1st, 1888.

HEEOD AND JOHN THE BAPTIST.
Golden Text.—And the Kuig was grieved, but for the sake of

his oaths, and of ihem which sat at meat with him,
he commanded it to be given.—Matt 14 : 9

Read.—Matt. 11 : 1-9.

HEROD, the tetfarch, was a son of Herod, called
" the great." Teirarch, one who rules over the fourth

part of a country; it came to signify the ruler or

governor of any province subject to the Roman
emperor.

Heard of the fame of Jesus. Herod's attention

seems to have been only then directed to Jesus,

though he had been engaged in his ministry for some
time. The habits of Herod were dissolute, and he
did not trouble himself about the religious affairs of

his people.

He had known of John the Baptist, and would
have put him to death on account of his reproving

him for his immoral conduct, but he feared the effect

it might have upon the people, who reverenced John
as a prophet ; and now that his life was asked for, by
the daughter of Herodias, it was not possible for him
to refuse, as our lesson tells us, becau.se of his oath

and those who were present when he made the rash

promise. While kings and others in authority, in

those distant times, were not usually very careful

about their relations towards the people over whom
they exercised unlimited power, putting them to

torture and to death for the most trivial ofi'ences

—

the oath, given in the presence of the officers of the

court, could not be broken, whatever the issue might
be. In this instance, we see, it required the head of

the one man in tlie nation whose life the cruel king

hesitated to take.

Danced before them. This was a very unusual pro-

ceeding for a Jewish maiden or indeed for any one hav-

ing regard for her reputation, as dancing before men
was considered higlily disreputable. It was a bold

efiort on the part of Herodias to win favor of Herod,
and gain the object of her desire, the destruction of

the man who had the courage to denounce the crime
of which she and Herod had been guilty.

It is scarcely possible to estimate the bodily suffer-

ing and anguish of spirit that has been caused in all

ages of tlie world by making rash promises. A strik-

ing example of the distressing consequence that may
flow from a promise rashly made, is found in the ac-

count given of Jephtha's vow. Judges 11 : 30, 34, 3.5,

36. This thrilling event is supposed to have taken
place 1143 years before the birth of Christ. Follow-
ing down the ages to the time when Jesus had at-

tained to about his 31st year the tragic occurrence
took place which is recorded in the lesson of to-day,

and in which we are again shown the disastrous con-

sequences that frequently result from the making of

rash promises and oaths. Not alone in past history,

but in modern times have we had many instances of

the folly of granting requests without giving tliera

due consideration. As a consequence individuals as

well as nations are suffering from wrongs and in-

justice, and the cry of old slill goes up, "Oh Lord
ow long shall I cry, and thou wilt not hear! "

This is strikingly exemplified in our dealings as a
nation with the Indian tribes of this country. For
many long years promises have been made by our
government or its agents, only to be rutlilessly

broken. And it needed no prophetic vision to fore-

see the effect of such treatment upon the wards of a
great nation. Tlie result has been cruel wars, earn-

ing untold sufl'ering, atrocious deeds of wickedness
which should make us blush for very shame that

such offenses could l)e committed in this nineteenth
century.

When Samuel M. Janney at one time held a coun-
cil with the Omaha Indians he said to them : ''Broth-

ers, I do not come here to make you many prom-
ises ; I wish to make few promises and always to

keep them." Had this practice of dealing with the

Indians been earlier adopted and strictly adhered to,

much .suffering would have been avoided.

While it is eminently proper to make good reso-

lutions at any time, yet is is especially fitting that

now on this first day of the New Year, we should

take a faithful retrospect of our past lives, and see if

we are in the habit of making promises to those

around us, without giving that careful thought which
is an evidence of the desire to do justly and walk
humbly with our God. The object of this lesson will

be lost, if it does not awaken in our minds the de-

sire to establish a reputation for careful speaking, so

that in mingling with those around us, we may not

only strengthen our own characters for wisdom in

speech, but, by our example and influence, inspire ia

the hearts of others a desire for the beauty and wis-

dom of well-trained thought and carefully uttered

speech.

The " Lesson Leaf" Publishing Committee of the

F. D. S. General Conference desire to express thanks

to some Baltimore friends who kindly prepared valu-

able lessons for the Primary Quarterly, No. 1, for

1888. The deci.sion to issue illustrated lessons pre-

vented much use of these at present, but we hope to

draw upon them, as well as a few Topic Lessons from

the same source, to aid in the preparation of future

lessons.
Committee.

A Chinese evangelist, being urged to accept a

salary, gave the following cogent reasons for re-

fusing:
" 1. I have got money enough to keep my family

in comfort if we are careful.

" 2. When I go down to preach in the native

town, I sometimes hear such remarks as these, ' How
much does he get from the foreigner?' And I see they

listen with respect when I tell them that I preach

this doctrine because I believe it, and the foreigner

does not give me a penny.
" 3. I see in my Book that Paul preached ' work-

ing with his own hands,' and, 8 no

objection, I wish to do likewise."

Three things should be thought of by a Christian

every morning his daily cross, his duty, and his

daily privilege,—how he shall hear the one, perform

the other, and enjoy the third.
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TEE FOUNDATION OF THE CHRISTIAN
CHURCH.

IT i.s of vital importance that tlie Society of Friends
should from time to time re-affirm the fundamental
doctrines upon which its existence as a distinct body
professing the truth as taught by Jesus, are based.

The doctrine of Immediate, Divine Revelation
lies at the foundation of all experimental knowledge
of God through Christ, and it is essential that it be
kept prominently before us, that the young who are
coming forward to take the places of those that are
passing from works to rewards, may know why
and wherein we differ from other Christian bodies;
and examine for themselves as honest inquirers the
rock upon which their fathers builded.

In the record we haveof the teaching of Jesus up-
on this subject, (Matt. 16:13-20,) the response to
Simon Peter's declaration, " Thou art the Christ " has
by some been made the ground for a belief that upon
Simon Peter was placed the authority to dispense
this revelation of God, and that as head of the church,
he received from Jesus the power to bind and loose
the souls of men.

How stands the case as interpreted by the fathers
of our profession? "Thou art Peter,"—the word
means rock

; it was as if Jesus had said, " Thou art
rightly named, for to thee has been revealed by my
Father in heaven, the rock upon which my church
is to be built." As we follow this thought we may
hear still further that this rock or foundation is the
revealing power of God, who, as a spirit, must be
spiritually revealed to the individual soul.

As the house that has a rock for its foundation
will resist the storms and stand lirm because of its

sure foundation, so will the soul that is built up and
firmly established on the rock of Divine Kevelation;be
able to resist all the tempests of doubt and unbelief
that sweep away structures built upon the fluctuat-
ing sands of tradition and human authority.

Such a view as this must meet the witness for
truth in the mind of every devout inquirer. He may
not formulate his thought in the language here used,
but he will be convinced that no structure can have
an enduring foundation, able to resist ail the shocks
and convulsions that may be hurled against it,

on so frail a basis as one man. and he the one

who 80 short a time afterward denied upon oath his
ever having known Jesus, its " Chief Corner Stone."

It is a great advance the thought of the Christian
world is making, when this and similar questions
that relate to the basis of faith, can be freely and
critically examined wilh no fears of the final issue,
but the rather a willingness to accept the results of
the most rigid analysis with all the side-lights that
philosophy and social customs can bring to the in-
vestigation. Let the Society of Friends offer its

encouragement to this study. Our higher standard
of education ought to give us among the students of
to-day some chosen spirits trained in philological
science, who can help forward this great work in
ethics and religion, and do for the faith of the Society
in its present aspect what a Penn and a Barclay did
for it, when first promulgated by the divinely illu-

minated cobbler of Drayton,—what Paul the scholar
did for the inspired carpenter of Nazareth. We find
as we trace the best religious thought of our age back
to its beginnings that these have ever found their
way to the ear and heart of man, through the earnest,
sincere, and God-revealed utterances of the simple
hearted and unlearned.

Jesus understood this,-meant this when he
thanked the Father that he had hidden these things
" from the wise and prudent, and revealed them unto
babes," and Paul knew that not many of the learned
and wise were willing to be taught in the school of
Christ. This was a religion that appeals to the feel-

ings and emotions rather than the intellect, and it

had to be established in the heart and show its influ-
ence upon the life, before the intellect of the world
was prepared to investigate its claims and acknow-
ledge its value to the human family. So it has con-
tinued

;
with the heart or affections man believes,

with the intellect he makes confession : thus revela-
tion and investigation go hand in hand, the one con-
victing the heart, the other convincing the under-
s tanding; and the religion that meets the increasing
intelligence of the age is the one in which faith and
science are so wedded that the dogma of the one will
be in harmony with the known facts of the other, and
He who is head over all blessed forevermore will be
the highest object of adoration.

Friends hold the vantage-ground in this forward
movement ;—our theology is so simple that the igno-
rant and untrained need not stumble at its phrase-
ology, so grand and inspiring that the most exalted
scholarship leads directly to its conclusions. Let us
hold fast the profession of our faith without wavering,
that in the present and the future, as in the near
past, we may help forward the time foretold by the
seer of Israel when "the earth shall be full of the
knowledge of the Lord."
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DEATHS.
BAYNES—Eleventh month 13th, 1887, at their home,

near Salem, Ind., Susie Satterthwaite, wife of William

Baynes, iu the 34th year of her age.

BROOKS.—Tenth mouth 29th, 1887, at their home, in

Salem, Ind., after a long and sore affliction, which she bore

with Christian fortitude, Lydia A. Way, wife of John S.

Brooks, in the 4Cth year of her age.

BROOKS.—Twelfth month 10th, 1887, at his home, near

Salem, Ind., suddenly, from heart trouble, after a short ill-

ness from which he had seemingly recovered, whilst con-

versing with his family at the breakfast table, Charles

Brooks, aged 81 years and 8 days; long a valued member
of Blue River Monthly Meeting of Friends.

EVANS.—In Philadelphia, on the 17th of Twelfth

month, 1887, Charles Evaus, in the 77th year of his age; a

valued member and exemplary of Green Street Monthly

Meeting.

GRAHAME.—In Philadelphia, Twelfth month 14th,

1887, Hicks Harris Grahame, in his 59th year, (brother of

Israel J. Grahame), formerly of Baltimore, Md.

HAIGHT.-At hishome, in Yarmouth, Ontario, Can.ada,

Eleventh month 24th, 1887, Ephraim W. Haight, an elder

belonging to Norwich Monthly Meeting of Friends, aged 75

years, 7 montiis, and 17 days.

HAMMETT.—At the residence of her son Alfred, at

Fellowship, N. J., Twelfth month 12th, 1887, Caroline Ham-
mett, in her 73d year.

HAWLEY.—At his residence, in Pughtown, Chester

county. Pa., Tenth month 6th, 1887, Jesse Hawley, in the

81st year of his age.

SHARP.—Twelfth month 5th, 1887, at Camden, N. J.,

Eliza, wife of Samuel Sharp, aged 56 years.

SHEPABD.—At Plymouth, Pa., Twelfth month 2d,

1887, Jesse Shepard, aged 73 years, 2 months, 2 days.

SMEDLEY.—Twelfth mouth 16th, 1887, Anna M., wife

of Bennett L. .Smedley, and daughter of the late Towusend
Hilliard, in her 47th year; a member of the Monthly

Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

SMITH.—Twelfth month 1st, 1887, at the residence of

her son, near Lincoln, Va., Miriam, widow of Jonas Smith,

in her 80th year ; a member of Goose Creek Monthly Meet-

ing.

TYLER.—On the 20th inst., William Tyler, in his 82d

year.

Relatives and friends are invited to attend his funeral,

from his late residence, 233 North Ninth street, Philadel-

phia, on Sixth-day, 23d inst., at 9 o'clock, a. m. Interment

at Cumberland Cemetery, Delaware county,Pa.

William Lloyd.

My attention was arrested by the beautiful and becom-

ing tribute to the memory of this dear friend in this paper

of the 17th inst.

While the Friends who surround his saddened home,

and labored with him in tlie Father's vineyard, revere his

memory, the hearts of others will prompt them to tender

the tribute of love. He has repeatedly, at the time of our

annual gathering and at other times, mingled with us in

social and religious communiou, never failing to stop with

us for a short time in his iliglits between the North and
South, for he was a " bird of passage." We became con-

vinced by these calls upon us that he was engaged in his

Father's work.

But we would bo unworthy if we should ever forget his

last visit to us which took place in Fifth month of the pres-

ent year. Our people had assembled at a house of mourn-

ing. All were sitting in solemn silence around the casket

of the dead, when our casual visitor stepped quietly into

the room, (bis presence iu the city unknown), aud took a

seat in our midst. After a time he stood up, and poured

the balm into the wounded hearts, with words of consola-

tion and hope, which illumine the pathway to the land of

eternal rest beyond the grave.

With his relatives and friends we mingle our tears, to

his worth we oiTer our tribute, for his love for us we revere

his memory, and because he thought of us we will never

forget him.

No doubt his last breath was accompanied with the

wcrds of the Leader whom he had followed, " Father, I

have finished the work which thou gavest me to do."

Henry Janney.
Baltimore, Twelfth month 18.

THE WHITTIER BIRTHDAY MEETING.

ON Seventh-day evening last, the 17th instant, a

number of Friends and others interested in the oc-

casion met at Friends' meeting-house, 17th street and

Girard Avenue, to celebrate the eightieth birthday of

John G. AVhittier. The evening was so extremely

stormy that a great number were deterred from ven-

turing out, but the body of the house was comfortably

filled down stairs. President Edward H. MagiU, of

Swarthmore College, called the meeting to order, and

explained its object, alluding at the same time to the

labors of the poet in behalf of justice and equal rights.

Upon his motion, Howard M. Jenkins was appointed

Chairman for the evening, and Florence Hall was then

appointed Secretary.

The chairman introduced as the first speaker

Prof. W. P. Holcomb, of Swarthmore, who presented

a sketch of the poet's career, and read from some re-

cent letters details of his liome life at Danvers. This

was followed by a reading of the poem "My Triumph,"

by Esther J. Trimble-Lippincott. Howard M. Jen-

kins read an Essay on the poetry of Whittier. [This,

being in form for use, is printed elsewhere.

—

Eds.] At

this point in the exercises the Chairman invited any

present who felt so inclined to make a few remarks.

Dr. Jos. A. Paxsou told the meeting of Whittier's hav-

ing spent part of two summers in Bucks county, at

the time of his connection -wMh ih» Pennsylvania Free-

man, the anti-slavery newspaper published for some

time in Philadelpliia, by Joseph Healy. (Joseph

Healy was the publisher, in 1838, of what is probably

the first collection of Whittier's poetry, a thin volume

of 180 pages. It was at his farm, in Solebnry town-

ship, that he spent the summer months, as mentioned

above.) A letter from the poet, written a few years

ago, was rea 1 by Dr. Paxson, in which he acknowl-

edged the receipt of a poem, etc., sent with a photo-

grapli of the old farm-house in which he lived.

Fanny Jackson Coppin, principal of the Manual

Training School for Colored Children, spoke with

much warmth of the poet. She said :
" If ever a poet

deserved to be poet-laureate of America that one is

Whittier. There has never been a great crisis in the

history of the country that has not been voiced by

him," and referred feelingly to his services in behalf

of the freedom of her race. His service had been

greater than that of the soldier, for only the triumph

of ideas is permanent.
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Susanna M. Gaskill read a short tribute in verse

to the poet, wliich was received witli satisfaction by

the audience. President Magill saiil tliat every word
of personal reminiscence on an occasion lil<e this

could not fail to be of interest, and proceed to

speak of the Ion;; and pleasant friendship between his

sister and the poet, and remarked that in their cor-

respondence, Whittier's kindly spirit was ever

shown. He mentioned also the interesting visit

made, a year and a half ago, to Whittier, by Dilhvyn

Parrish and others, of Philadelphia.

Prof. W. \V. Birdsall then read Whittier's beauti-

ful poem, " The Eternal Goodness," after which Lydia

H. Price spoke of an incident occurring a few years

since, when she was called, in a distant city, to the

bedside of a friend of Whittier's sister Elizabeth, and

the sick woman in their conversation told her what

a comfort the poetry of Whittier had been to her,

particularly mentioning "My Psalm."

The Chairman then announced that a sketch of

a letter to be sent to the poet from this meeting had

been prepared, and, if tlie meeting so desired, it

should be read. After the reading of the letter, it

was decided to refer the matter of sending to J. G.

Whittier a report of the meeting and the letter of

congratulation to a committee composed of the offi-

cers of the meeting. President Magill and Louisa J.

Roberts.

William Still then addressed the meeting for a few

moments, speaking for his people, the colored race.

The Chairman then announced that the exercises

would be closed by a reading by Elizabeth Powell

Bond of Swarthmore College. She then read the

poem ''Our Master," prefacing it by a few remarks,

in which she spoke of the loneliness which our poet

in his four-score years must feel to think of so many
who had been closely connectetl with him during his

life, and all of whom had gone before him. She ex-

pressed a hope that our sympathy might perhaps

lessen that feeling of loneliness a little, and remarked
what a pleasure it would be to us if it could but have

that eflTect in even a small degree.

The meeting then adjourned, the suggestion hav-

ing been made by^ne of the company that it assem-

ble again, at the same place a year hence.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE—XV. AMERICAN
TOURISTS ON THE CONTINENT.

Brussels, Belgium, November 1, 1887.

THE number of Americans who have visited Europe
is much less than might be estimated from the crowds

that fill the great Atlantic steamers in spring and
autumn; for the same persons go and come year after

year. We have met few people making their first

voyage, but many who were making their second,

third, fifth, and one old couple who were making
their thirtieth. In fact, Europe is to a certain class

what the mountains, springs, and seashore are to

others, a place of summer re.sort. And it is not an
expensive one. A tour of a hundred days need not

cost, all told, more than twenty dollars a week ; and
then one needs no outfit, but may wear last winter's

clothes—no insignificant saving.

The causes which impel Americans to travel are

of course as various as the tastes and desires of men.

In most perhaps it is the mere curiosity of the tour-

ist, but some have been driven abroad to escape dis-

agreeable surroundings or sad memories. I fancy

these can be distinguished by a certain aimlessness

of purpose, leaving a place when its novelty is worn

off, but indifferent where next to go. It seems to be

true that in deadening sorrow, distance has much
the effect of time. We met a father and mother who
had lost quite a family of children, three within a

single month. Some who came abroad merely for a

tour have been easily weaned from their home and
prolonged their stay from year to year. We conject-

urally assigned to this class three sisters of cultivated

minds, cheerful dispositions, and exceedingly pleas-

ing manners, who seemed to have no fixed plans, and

were drifting about with the seasons. It is singular

to have such pensons cross your path, excite youp

sympathy and attachment, and then pass away never

to be so much as heard of again.

A considerable American colony is settled in

Germany for the education of their children. I have

formed the opinion that in most cases the children

would do better at home. The only special advantage

they enjoy here is the acquisition of the language, and

it is surprising how quickly very young persons ac-

quire it. In two orthree months they seem to converse

with ease in their new tongue. But the value of the

acquisition appears to me greatly overrated. At home
one very rarely is under the necessity of speaking

a foreign language, while a few months' close applica-

tion would enable him to read either French or Ger-

man and even to enjoy the literature, which I think

is all one should desire. This life, too, has incidental

disadvantages. We met an old gentleman whose

wife spent several years over here to educate her

daughters, while her husband came over every sum-

mer. At last she died, and when the father came to

take his children home he found them so alienated

from their own country and attached to the circle in

which they had lived that he determined to leave

them here " indefinitely," and was returning home
alone. Americans have a faculty of accommoilating

themselves to circumstances, and President Jefferson

was of the opinion that one who has been abroad

more than four years had so far lost touch with the

people that he was not to be trusted with public

office. I doubt not he was right.

A tourist who seeks to make the most of his time

is compelled to jmt up at hotels, and if also he travels

first-class, he will see almost as little of the people of

the country as if he passed over it in a balloon. In

1882, a party of four of us traveled about 3,000 miles

in that way, and hardly spoke to a dozen persons.

In the hotels people live entirely apart. There is no

public register kept of those in the house, and no

regular place of meeting, except at dinner, from

which many stay away. As for the trains, our com-

partment had eight seats, and I do not think we

were favored with the company of half a dozen per-

sons during the entire tour.

But there are in all the cities of central and west-

ern Europe boarding-houses, called " Pensions," fre-
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quented by English anil Americans principally, but

also by foreigners who generally speak English. At
these houses one readily makes the acquaintance of

all the inmates ; and as they are commonly a very

intelligent class, and collectively have seen pretty

much all Europe, one learns much that is instructive

and interesting. Indeed the succession of comers is

highly entertaining, and as they are from every-

where, one can pick up many valuable points as to

the places he intends to visit.

At hotels, pensions, and, I believe, private houses,

the course of living is everywhere the same. The
lirst meal is what they call caf6 or coffee, consisting

of bread and butter and coffee so-called, but what is

really chicory or roasted beans, which, however
whatever it is, made witii half-hot milk is a most
pleasant and satisfying drink. Hot bread of no kind

can be had, and though eggs and meat will be fur-

nished if desired, " for a consideration," one soon

learns to do without them. This meal is sent to the

bed-chamber in the morning at any desired hour,

and all foreigners partake of it there, but unsophisti-

cated Americans prefer to have it in the well-aired

eating-room. At mid-day comes the dejeuner, or

breakfast, with meats, vegetables, bread, cheese,

—

in fact, a dinner without the soup, fi.sh, and des-

sert. In cities of the second size and smaller places

business is suspended for an bour or two on this

occasion ; and even in Paris it is so to a consider-

able extent. At six in the afternoon comes din-

ner, regular and formal, with all the accustomed
courses, soup, fish, roast meat, poultry, pudding or

its equivalent, and de.ssert. At breakfast and din-

ner, the only beverages are wine and beer, princi-

pally wine. This is ordinarily a sub-acid liquid

and, so far as I could judge, without the slightest

alcoholic effect. There are stronger wines to be
bad, but they are rarely used. Beer is used as an
intoxicant, but not at table. I have never seen any
one at or after dinner manifest the slightest appear-

ance of being affected by the wine he had taken,

although the use of wine is universal.

The price of board in the large cities is sometimes
as high as $1.50 and $'2m a day, but except in such
cities is from $1.00 to $1.20,—that is five or six francs,

at first-class " pensions." There are much cheaper
houses. In Germany, Italy, andSwitzerland, we had
as good accommodations a.s one could desire for one
dollar a day, everywhere but in the largest cities,

and in the suburbs even of them the same rates can
be had.

In places where we desired to spend more than a
month, we found it better to take an apartment, that
is a sitting-room, dining-room, and four chambers.
We supply our own table and furnish the fuel and
light for our rooms. The landlady "furnishes ser-

vice," that is, has the cooking and all other house-
work done. We have found this a very pleasant
mode of living, taking our meals in the American
style, substantial breakfast and slight lunch which
when engaged insight seeing we could eat anywhere;
and we could have any delicacy we fancied, while
the total expense did not exceed pension prices.

This system might well be introduced at home if

it has not already been. It is most satisfactory to

both parties. Throughout the year the fare at pen-

sions and hotels varies so little that one could hardly

tell from the table whether it were April or Novem-
ber. But this plainness of fare is very conducive to

health, as every one admits.

The common error of tourists is attempting too

much. One can see a great deal more in a day than

he can possibly remember. At least such is the case

with the elderly and old. I have on many occasions

retained a perfect recollection of what I have seen

up to perhaps three o'clock,when I became tired and

after that my memory would be a blank. The differ-

ence in this respect, however, between the young and

the old is marked. The younger members of the

party will discuss the sights we have seen in the

minutest detail, while the recollections of the elders

are of the haziest possible character. I have known
persons who not only could not remember what they

had seen in certain remarkable places, butcould not

remember ever to have seen them at all. One much
traveled gentleman when asked about any place he

bad seen would turn to his wife: " My dear, did we
see that place : and what did we see there ?"

The best sights ;to which the tourist can devote

his attention are natural scenery, fine buildings, and

the people. These strike the attention, impress

themselves on the mind, and fill the memory
with pleasant images. But too many persons give

their time to art collections, painting and statuary, or

the smaller objects, often mere curiosities, with which

museums are filled. It is useless to crowd the mem-
ory with such objects. They cannot be retained, nor

would they be of any value it they could be. It is

something perhaps to have seen the Koh-i-noor dia-

mond, but it is nothing more to remember than a

small lump of glass. As for pictures, (after warning

your readers that my views are utterly heretical), I

must say that it seems to me they are infinitely over-

rated, and the value attached to them is a matter of

fashion without any real foundation in the thing it-

self. To my mind an almost conclusive proof is that

a copy of a work of an old master, which only a trained

expert could distinguish fiom the original, is not worth

the thousandth part of the value of the original. It is

the person who painted it and not the quality of the

work that constitutes its value. To impress the feel-

ings or interest the mind, a painting is the weakest of

all instrumentalities. I have often stood with others

before the great paintings representing Jesus on the

cross, or his mother sorrowing over his dead body,

and I have neither felt myself, or seen any other

person manifest the slightest emotion. We feel a

certain admiration for the manner in which the

work has been done, and the difiiculty dealt with of

representing solid objects on a flat surface with

more or lessapjireciation of the faces and figures—but

this is but a languid feeling. And then to under-

stand a great picture requires study, to find out who

are the personages represented, and what relation

each bears to the other, and why each takes such a

part in the action of the piece. Ruskin said he could

study but one or at most two pictures in a day ;
but a

tourist, with guidebook in hand, looks at fifty or
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walks tlirough a gallery of a thonsand, and there is a
gallery in every city on the Continent and in some
cities half-a-dozen.

To nie, and I think to most persons uneducated in
art, the treatment of sacred suhjects, and especially
of the Crucifixion seems to manifest a singular want
of reverence. In Reubens' picture Jesus is represented
as a powerful man of middle age with full-swelling
muscles and strongly developed frame. Paul Veron-
ese makes him almost a youth, with full rounded
body and limbs, no muscles standing out, and a sweet
young face. Others paint him with emaciated body
and attenuated limbs, and agonized countenance.
These variations destroy all sense of reality, and one
involuntarily comes to look upon the person repre-
sented as an artist's model whicli is made to assume
any attitude or e.xpression that will best display the
painter's skill. Another reprehensible practice was
that of painting the artist's friends and relatives as
personages of sacred story. In Reubens' great pictures
of the Elevation of the Cross, and the Descent from
the Cross, he has painted his two wives and several
other relations as the persons present on the occa-
sion. One of his wives is the mother of Jesus, an-
other Mary Magdalene, his father is some other New
Testament character. It is impossible to look on this

as*a real scene. A Madonna by Raphael in the Pitti

palace is simply a portrait of a friend of his known as
the Fornarina, and other great paintings are of the
same kind.

The bold artist does not fear to paint the loftiest

personages. One has painted the Coronation of the
Virgin. A stout elderly man and a younger and slight-

er one hold a wreath which they are at)0Ut to place
on the head of a female; while a dove flutters over
their heads. These are the Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost, and the blessed Virgin ! It must be a very low
conception of the heavenly personages that could be
elevated by this work, or that could learn anything
from it.

But there is at least one other painting that excels
in irreverence all I have mentioned. In the Brera,
at Milan, is a picture of the dead Jesus, so painted
that from one point of view the body appears very
long, and from another very short ; and necessarily
in passing from one of those points to the other, the
body stretches out or shrinks up in a way that would
be ludicrous if it were not shocking. Goethe has well
pronounced it "an abominable audacity to bring
forth that torturing cross and holy sufferer and ex-
pose to the light of the sun the mysterious sorrow
there hid, and trick them out and play with and fon-
dle them till all solemnity is gone."

Pictures are supposed to educate the public. I

doubt that they have more than an infinitesimal in-

fluence in that way. To be at all understood they
must, as I have said, be well studied, and studied from
the books, for none can possibly tell its own story. I

saw at Lugano a bust of Washington in a public place.
I asked a very respectable man standing near who it

was. He replied with perfect confidence that it was
the bust of the gentleman who owned the villa op-
posite. At the Louvre, in Paris, a few days ago, some
friends of ours were stauditig before a picture of Vir-

ginia slain by her father. An English party came up
and a gentleman stepped forward read the title on the
frame

:
" Mort de Virginie." " The death of the Vir-

gin, my dear," said he to his wife. " Indeed " said
she, " and is that old man Peter?"

J. D. McPherson.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
WHITE WATER QUARTERLY MEETING.

EARLY on Sixth-day morning, the 2d inst., we
started to attend White Water Quarterly Meeting, to

be held at Maple Grove, in Huntington county, Ind.
At Huutington we were met by kind and willing
Friends, who took us to the meeting-house and their
homes. Notwithstanding the inclement weatlier,
every train from the different railroads was watched
by these faithful ones, who had come from six to eight

miles to meet us.

The meeting of ministers and elders was as large
as one could expect, when we consider the distance
that many had to come through the storm. Every
preparative meeting was represented. Joel Burdsell,
who has been since our last quarterly meeting visit-

ing Friends within the limits of Illinois Yearly Meet-
ing, turned out of his course to be with us. He and
others were favored to give us words of exhortation
and encouragement. On Seventh-day morning, al-

though the storm still prevailed, the meeting-house
was nearly filled, and willing laborers were there to

obey the impression ofthe Divine Monitor, to speak to

the earnest audience. Among these were a number
who had never attended a Friends' quarterly meeting,
this being our first meeting held here—our most
northerly monthly meeting. Our meeting for business

was of general interest, the business that was sent
down from the Yearly Meeting claiming much of our
time. In the evening, the First-day School Associa-

tion held a very interesting and instructive session.

Besides the reports from the schools in session, our
younger ones favored us with declamations; and some
of the elder ones read excellent essays. There is ma-
terial here for a live scl^ool, and ere long we hope to

see still more life in our First-day schools in this

quarter.

Nearly all of the visiting Friends remained until

after the First-day meeting. It was a .solemn and
earnest, yet not a silent one ; for much of the time
was occupied by ditferent ones in opening forth, as

we believe, the impressions of Truth, to the ready
hearers ; and among these were a number who were
not members of our Society, yet they had attended

the meetings the day before, and many expressions

of rejoicing were given by theseand the members, for

the feasts that they had enjoyed in our social and re-

ligious gatherings.
John L. Thomas.

Pendlelon, Ind.

—We have also a note from another correspond-

ent, describing the same meeting. In relation to

the First-day School Association, he says :
" Much

good counsel was handed forth by several at each
meeting. As we have no F"irst-day School at pre-

sent, we were advised and encouraged to try again
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to reorganize, and it was proposed by one of our
Richmond Friends to hold a school on First-day
morning, at 10 o'clock, before meeting, in which our
visiting Friends would take part. We accordingly
met and had a very pleasant and satisfactory time.
We appointed a Superintendent and teachers from
among the Friends of White Water and Fall Creek
Monthly Meetings. On First-day afternoon, our
friend William C. Starr, of Richmond, delivered his
lecture upon the book of Exodus, to quite a fair

audience."

—A correspondent in Baltimore sends us an ex-
tract from a private letter written by a Friend at

Goo.se Creek meeting, (Lincoln), Va., speaking of a
recent visit of David Newport there as very accept-
able. In his communication at that monthly meet-
ing, upon the theme of Love, he spoke of the great
simplicity of our faith, and of true religion under any
name. He had no idea of a decline of Quakerism

;

on the contrary, he thought the day of its acceptance
had come, and that its grand doctrine was illuminat-
ing the darkness everywhere. He felt himself called

to speak to the women's meeting after separating for

business. " In this discourse he told us in a feeling

and forcible wav that he was impressed that some
were called upon to preach the word of the Lord,
and such he implored to be faithful to the trust of
the holy duty laid upon them. Nearly every one
was in tears, and several spoke a few words after he
left. It was a very solemn time."

—The first public meeting of the " Young Tem-
perance Workers" connected with Norristown First-

day School, was held in Norristown Friends' meeting-
house, on Fifth-day evening, the 15th inst. The meet-
ing was called to order by the President, Charles
Major, and the minutes of the last meeting read by
the Secretary, Ellen L. Thomas. The other officers

elect, are Abbie B. Potts, Vice-President, and Julia
Stout, Treasurer.

After some intere.stingannouncements'by the Pres-
ident, a selection entitled, " Why Mrs. Visited
the Saloon," was admirably rendered by Mary R.
Thomas. Mary Michener read anotherselection,and
Harold Shoemaker and Sarah Conrow, two very
young temperance workers, acquitted them.selves well
in the recitations. Samuel B. Carr, Supt. of Friends'
First-day School at Girard Avenue, was then intro-

duced, and delivered an interesting address. This
was followed by a recitation, " Am I My Brother's
Keeper?" by Lillie Zimmerman.

Samuel B. Carr suggested that as this was the fifth

band of " Young Temperance Workers" that had
been organized, and as tlie other four bad papers, a
correspondent to those papers be appointed, wbich
suggestion may perhaps be acted upon at a future
meeting. The exercises closed with calling of the
roll and sentiments. L. W. H.

Is liapp'ness a plant of mortal birth,

Wliich, shrewdly cultured, grows in gracious ear(h ?

Kather a heavenly glory, or bright dew,
Sipped from the bosom of the cloudless blue,

On some fair morning, to the soul's surprise,

Fresh with the fragrance born in Paradise.
—Paul E. Ilayne.

REVISION OF THE DISCIPLINE.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

HAVING read with interest the article in relation to
a revision of our discipline, I believe it could be done
with advantage to the Society. I do not favor cliange
for the sake of change, but as different surroundings
may make a portion not needed, (as is the case in
relation to African slavery), or as advanced ideas may
need a higher standard of rules, as for example in
regard to the use of alcoholic beverages and tobacco,
I hold that to adapt our discipline to such surround-
ings is both right and proper, and not to hold the
words without life. Our Friend II* in his communi-
cation of nth Month 2.5th, published in your issue of
12th Month 3rd, speaks of retaining parts of the dis-
cipline no longer needed "to show the advanced
ground that Friends had taken in maintaining the
rights of humanity." Now I would ask would he also
approve of continuing the query in our present disci-
pline as it is in the written one of 1743 :

" Are Friends
clear from depriving the king of his duties? " merely
to show that Friends were careful to obey and sup-
port the powers that be? or would he desire to retain
all old advices and discipline as issued in 1762 in con-
nection with our present one? If so, although of in-
terest to show the progress that the Society has made,
it would be an unwieldy volume. And whilst the
worthies of those days lived as I believe up to the
light as given them, and took a high stand as above
their surroundings, yet I think we ought not to sup-
pose that all truth was opened to them, but as we in
our day are faithful to the same inspoken word, we
shall be shown a path that will lead to a still higher
plane of Christian labor. Now I do not view the dis-

cipline in the light of an infallible guide, even in the
aflairs of our Society; but as all things human are
liable to error so what our generation may have been
permitted to do, the next may be called upon to come
up higher, for the teaching of the humble Nazarene
to his immediate followers was: " I have many things
to tell you, but ye cannot bear them yet." And thus
the Christian's life, in my view, must be one of pro-

gress from one truth unto another under the guid-
ance of that Comforter promi.sed which should lead

us into all truth. Concerning the changes of disci-

pline proposed by Philadelphia Quarter, I have
already given my views in your issue of 8th Month
22(1, 1885, and I have seen no reason to change them,
believing as I do that Friends will lose ground if they
lower their testimony against a system of preaching
for hire or divining for money, however much I

might and do desire to see the objectionable word
" hireling" erased from our di.scipiine.

George Justice.
River Side, 12th Month ISlh.

"Be not fashioned according to this world, but
be ye transformed by renewing of your mind, that ye
may prove what is the good and acceptable and per-

fect will of God."

—

St. Paul.

Thrift of time will repay you in after-life with a
usury of profit beyond your most sanguine dreams.
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COMFORTING EXTRACTS.
Editors ISTELLIGENCEK AND JOURNAL :

THE following extract from a private letter con-

tains sentiments so valuable that I feel disposed to

share them with your readers. They are not new to

many of us, hut represent the teachinijs of good

reli>Wous parents, being safe foundation principles to

guide us through life. In this age of searching for

the "true things" amid much that is unessential, if

not hindering, these truths need to be repeated and

emphasized :

' We cannot see what lies beyond this life, and it

is not best that we should conjecture and speculate

upon it, and presume to choose for ourselves what we

shall be, and how we shall appear. We know that

clean and godly living leads to peace and joy in this

life, and whatever there is found in us thai is in the

image and likeness of God can never die, but will be

preserved according to his best wisdom. There is no

act of our lives, whether for good or evil, that will be

without its influence upon our future condition either

for better or worse."

I enclose also a copy of some verses banded me

by a father, recently bere.ived of a young married

daughter, upon whom his hopes and affections were

set. He now goes mourning and comfortless,—rock-

ing the cradle of the motherless babe left in the place

its mother once filled. H. A. P.

Cldcago.

FEOM CK.VDLE TO COFFIN.

We rock the cradle gaily and swing it to and fro,

A new life sleeps within it ; in tender tones and low,

A mother soothes to slumber, in love notes soft and mild.

While held in sleep and safely there rests an earth-born

child
;

As we rock the cradle gaily.

We lay aside the cradle, the bird its nest has fiown.

And spreads its pinions boldly, to make its way alone

;

To fly, to fall in sorrow, or rise and keep its way.

Mid toils, temptations, triumphs, fair fruitage of life's day;

As we lay aside the cradle.

We bend above the coflSn, another soul has fled.

—

The earthly fight is over, is won or lost, and dead

The babe who in the cradle first knew of earthly strife

;

And therewith hands close folded, lies all we know of life
;

As we bend above the cotfin.

—Clark W. Bryan, in Good Housekeeping.

THE PROPOSED CHANGES IN THE CON-
TROL OF SWARTHMORE.

Editors Intelligencer and Jovrnali

I NOTICE with interest the movement to perpetuate

the stock of Swarthmore College in the educational

interests of the Society of Friends, as published in

the Intelligencer and Journal of the 10th inst.,

and trust it will receive the deliberate consideration

its importance demands, that sufficient .safeguards

may be thrown around it as to insure the worthy

object of the donors of the stock, if possible, without

danger of future cavil or litigation. It is proposed to

appoint a committee to hold and vote the stock as

may be directed by the donors during their lifetime,

and at their decease, " the said stock shall become

the absolute property of the persons in whom the

title shall then be vested, to be used in the educa-

tional interests of the Society of Friends." I approve

of the purposes intended to be secured, but by whom
and in what way are these "educational interests"

to be determined ? In the uncertain future, it is not

unlikely differences of opinion will arise as to what

may be the true educational interests of the Society.

Would it not be safer that, through the Quarterly

and Yearly Meetings, the Membership should have

some .supervisory powers,—.some means provided by

which such important interests could be guarded in

the conduct and policy ofso valuable an institution of

learning against what might become the arbitrary

will of a committee having absolute ownership and

control, and to be self-perpetuating, for they are to

refill their broken rank from time to time as circum-

stances may require ? Would it not be proper to al-

low the Yearly Meeting to appoint a portion of the

committee of ownership and control, or in some way

vest the right of supervision in the Yearly Meetings

of New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, to direct

the policy and management, and so to guard their

interests, instead of leaving it in all the future to the

control of a small number of Friends, without

responsibility to the regularly constituted Meetings

of the Society ? The formation of the " Swarthmore

Stock Trust Association " is no doubt a very proper

thing, but why exclude those from membership who
deposit less than twenty shares of stock ? Many of

them probably cast in the widow's mite, persons of

good judgment, and capable of being as useful in

such an organization as those who are able to deposit

twenty shares or more. Again, why confine even

that class to those who deposit their stock on or be-

fore the 20th of 12th month ? It is, no doubt, quite a

new thing to many, and they may need time to con-

sider it. It has the appearance of undue haste in a

matter of so much importance. The resolution of

invitation to the meeting to be held 12th mo. 20th, is

to those who deposited twenty shares or more by

that time, wliich seems to shut out from participa-

tion, not only the small stock-holders, but such of

the larger ones as may not be prepared by that day

to acquiesce in the movement as proposed. It seems

to me to be out of harmony with the former policy

of the founders of the institution, who admitted to

participation in its aflairs, on equal terms, the small

and large stockholders.

It is not from any distrust or want of confidence

in the interested Friends who are now moving in

this matter, that I dwell on this, but because I cannot

see any good reason for the exclusion of the small

stockholders, or why they should not be admitted to

the fairest and fullest participation in every phase of

the proceeding, not only as a sense of justice to mem-
bers interested in the future of our Society, but in

accord with the established policy laid down by the

founders of the college. Friends have seen enough

within the Society fold, in the past sixty years, to be

very guarded as to how important common interests

shall be irrevocably committed to a select few, and

especially with power to perpetrate their authority,

even though they be "members of the Religious

Society of Friends." Being one of the small stock-
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holders who are excluded, as I understand it, in the

invitation to the meeting to be held 12th Month 23,

I take this means to express my views on the in-

teresting and important subject, as to bow it will be

best, safest, and fairest to donate the stock, that, in

the vast future the important educational interests

that may center in, and radiate from, Swarthmore

College will most surely promote educationally, the

best interests of the Society of frieuds.
S. W.

Cliesler County, Pa., I2th Mo. 14.

THE INDIAN SCHOOL AT CARLISLE.
[We make the following extracts from the annual report of

Capt.E. H.Pratt, Superiuteudeut of the U. .S. Indian School

at Carlisle.—Eds.]

REFERRING to an interesting statistical table show-

ing how the 642 pupils from the 42 diSerent tribes

are classified, he says :

It will be seen that we have had during the year

170 boys learning trades, while all the girls have

been instructed in sewing, laundry, or house-work,

and 202 boys and 97 girls have been out from the

school in families and on farms; a very considera-

ble proportion of whom were from the Apache and
other less advanced tribes. During the history of the

school we have had 83G separate outings of this char-

acter for the boys and 308 for the girls ; bat a number
of the pupils were out two, three, or four times each.

I still count tills the most important feature of our

work, bringing, as it does, our students into actual

relations with the people of this country. The de-

sire of the students to have these privileges increases

from year to year, and applications for them by good
farmers and others have been greater this year than

we could supply. The percentage of failures has been
about one in thirteen ; but failure is nearly as often

to be attributed to tlie patron as to the students, from
a want of tact in management.

From this large experience in the Government's
work of settling the difReulties surrounding its In-

dian policy, and adjusting and equalizing race differ-

ences, I think it safe to assume that we can now
change the old and unsuccessful system of segregat-

ing and isolating our Indian wards to a system, or

systems, which will bring about commingling and
competition with us.

So far as I know, all who have critically observed
our planting-out system, as well as those who have
participated in it, approve of it without qualification.

Greater value has been placed upon the labor of our
students than ever before

;
quite a large number of

them receiving the highest wages paid for labor of

the sort they perform. Their earnings, by this means,
amount to more than $S,000 during the year.

The Industrial department of the schools have
been continued on the plan pursued in former years.

We have been greatly cramped in taking care of so

many students requiring Industrial training, by not
having more shop room. This hinderance will be
overcome by improvements making this year. The
system of manual training in connection with school
work is undoubtedly the proper one for our Indian
peoples, and I believe the plan of half-day work and
half-day school, which we have steadily pursued al-

most from the beginning, to be the best. The only
weakness I feel called upon to report in connection
with it is that of giving too short a time, and this

applies with equal force to the literary training. It

takes eight years to graduate an English born pupil
from the Grammar grade in the town of Carlisle,

giving ten months' continuous schooling each year.
After that from three to five years are required to

make a comijetent mechanic of such graduates, giv-

ing all the time to the trade. The expectation there-

fore, that an Indian boy or girl can be graduated with
any considerable knowledge from this school, or
from any Indian school, by three or five years' course,

is a false one, and the presumption that such pupils
can become competent mechanics in the same time
giving half the time only to the trade, is equally ab-
surd. We have discovered no magical road to knowl-
edge. We are simply following the old beaten path,
using the more approved and modern helps, and if

we can have the same time, we shall travel nearly or

quite as far with our Indian pupils, and arrive at

nearly or quite as high attainments as are reached by
other races with the same means.

We have endeavored to give agricultural knowl-
edge to every pupil by our system of outing. To that

end the apprentices in the difl'erent shops have been
largely allowed to go out on farms. An Indian boy
under the tutelage of a competent farmer,surrounded
by all the push and go of our best agricultural com-
munities, takes (jp a knowledge of agriculture and
the English language much more rapidly than he
possibly can in any Indian school or system of mass
training.

It is urged against our trade instruction that we
teach trades which cannot be utilized. This is a mis-

take. Mechanical ideas important to successful life

are a part of almost all trades, and the manual train-

ing to regular habits of labor alone would more than
warrant all we do. There are those who claim that the
only road out of .savagery to civilization begins with
herding and agriculture, and that, therefore, the
teaching of trades is useless. But even though herd-

ing anil agriculture form, as it is claimed, the univer-

sal beginning, yet there is scarcely a mechanical pur-

suit which does not directly minister to agricultural

success. Our trade instruction falls mostly in the

winter when agricultural instruction is impossible.

The system of small payments to apprentices, in-

stituted by the Department, works out admirably the

difhcult problem of teaching the value of money and
some knowledge of business. Three hundred and
ten of our students have had bank accounts during
the year;—a large number having ?50,or more,—and
thus, while learning to earn money, they have also

learned something of that equally important quality

—how to save.

The failure to get the appropriation required to

improve the boys' dormitories and enlarge our shops
was a great disappointment at first ; but on a state-

ment of the situation being made to the larger boys,

who then had upwards of two thousand dollars in

the bank, they pledged themselves for over $1,900,

provided I would undertake to rebuild their quarters.

Having the approval of the Department and this be-
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ginning from the boys, I went to the friends of the

school and secured money enouj;li to rebuild by

using the material from the old building, and we now
have a comfortable dormitory for the larger boys,

292 ft. long by 3() ft. wide, three stories, divided into

eighty-six sleeping rooms 14 ft. by 14 ft. and pro-

vided with ample assembly, reading, clothing, and

bath-rooms.

Having some means left, and finding I could in

this way best accomplish the enlargement of our

shop facilities, I have gone forward to erect a gym-
nasium of brick, 150 ft. by 60 ft. and 20 ft. walls.

This leaves resting upon me an obligation of about

$5,000 over and above what I have been able to

raise among tlie friends of the school ; but it vacates

at once for tlie shops the old gymnasium in what

were formerly the cavalry stables, and gives us

ample room for our present wants in that direction.

The partial destruction of the Small Boys' Quar-

ters by a cyclone, brouglit about the aid of the De-

partment to rebuild that building, and before winter

sets in we shall be provided with all we had hoped

to secure through an Appropriation by Congress.

These extensive building operations, carried on

in presence of the school, and largely with the aid of

its students, have Ijeen a great object lesson. No
boys anywhere ever performed drudging labor more
willinglv than our boys have performed their part of

the labor in connection with these buildings.

The literary work of the schoat has met with its

usual gratifying success. Young Indians beginning

without a knowledge of English may be taught to

speak and think, read, write, and cipher in this lan-

guage almost as readily as white children, and there

is no good reason why the innumerable Indian lan-

guages should be much longer continued, not to say

elaborated.

A notable addition to the school were the 100

children of the Apache prisoners at Fort Marion,

Florida. They are quick, bright, and promising.

Seven married couples were among the party.

As our new Apaches had not sutRcient English to

make outing a success, and not being able to keep

them all employed, I placed them and some otiiers,

about one hundred in all, in camp in the mountains
where they gathered large quantities of berries, witli

which they supplied the school and had enough to

trade for good supplies of milk and butter for them-

selves. They returned very greatly improved in

health. I here repeat what I have said in former re-

ports, that the best liealth results are obtained among
the children we place out on farms and in families.

I count our half-day work and half-day school plan

also a great advantage in this respect.

Seven deaths have occurred, all from the same
disease, consumption.

I submit that my former recommendation to the
Department to have the selection of the best mater-

ial from the Agency schools made at the close of

each school year by Agents and school superintend-

ents at the Agencies, and sent to us, would be more
in keeping with the good of the school service and of

the Indians.

Our relations with the religious and educational
influences around us have continued to be of the same
friendly character as heretofore reported. An aver-
age of just about one hundred of our students at-

tended the public schools in diflferent parts of this
and adjoining States during the winter, and no un-
friendly relations were reported.

NOW.
WHEN our dead are taken
From our sight,

All their faults and follies

Vanish quite.

All the little discords,

All the fret,

AH the moods and puzzles,

We forget.

Nothing but their sweetuess
We recall,

—

How they served us, pleased us,

That is all!

Only tender memories
Come to mind,

Love's dear recognitions

Sure and kind
;

Fair as are the angels

Unto men
Shine those vanished faces

To us then.

When our dead have left us

What avails?

Can they hear our voices?

Thick the veils

Drawn 'twixt sense and spirit.

Who can know
If our love may follow

Wiiere they go?
All our bitter yearning

Is in vain.

Though to pierce the darkness

We are fain.

Love has but its minute.
Its brief day,

Nor for any grieving

Will delaV-

Ere the cruel spoiler

Disallow,

If you love your loved ones,

Love them now. — Christian Union.

CONFIDENCE.
Think not that you may calmly tread

The loftier height that thousands miss,

Till you have measured all the dread

And darkness of the abyss.

That foot which climbs where towers most high
The peak of blendid sun and snow

Is always guarded by an eye

That dares to look below. —Edgar FaircaU.

God calls our loved ones, but we lose not wholly
What He hath given

;

They live on earth, in thought and deed, as truly

As in his heaven. — To my Friend.
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Mrs. M. A. Bailey read a paper ou " Women as Wage-

Earners "before the Louisiana Press Association at its sum-

mer meeting at Lake Charles. The paper was in the main

a plea for the ennobling of domestic service. Mrs. Bailey

asks :
" By what strange ratiocination have we arrived at

the conclusion that it is more genteel to run a machine in

a shop under the eye of a task-master, than in the hun-

dreds of homes wh^re such service commands at least fair

wages? Or why should the girl, who prepares tobacco for

a man's use in its various forms, occupy a higher socia

plane than she who, with judgment and taste, prepares his

daily meals ? Is the girl to whom we entrust what must

be our most precious possessions,—our children, to be less

respected than the one to whom the merchant entrusts his

goods? "^Exchange.

—The Provincetown, Mass., Advocate says :
" It seems to

be only a question of time, and that not so remarkably far

distant, when the whole of Cape Cod below Wellfleet will

drift into the sea and lose itself. Less than one hundred

years have passed since a lighthouse was placed hero by the

Government. The original purchase included a plot of

land ten acres in extent. At the present time this in-

closure embraces barely six acres. The waste is steady,

gradual, and certain, it never builds up and the sea is mov-

ing slowly but surely inland. At points where there is

little or no sod to hold the lighter soil beneath, the wind

ets a firm hold and lends its aid to the efforts of the sea

and rain. On a point just north of the marine stations at

Highland Light, the face of the bluff has moved inland

two hundred feet during the past five years. With the

present rate of waste, in thirty years the lighthouse will

stand on a dangerous foundation."

—The United States Postal Improvement Association,

which has just been formed, desires the re-issue of frac-

tional currency for use in the mails, the abolition of

postal notes, the issue of postal orders for small sums at re-

duced rates, and the passage of laws of special interest to

farmers and fruit-growers. Some, at least, of these changes

are desirable.

—A writer in the London Journal of Education states

that the difficulties which some persons have in learning to

spell and in learning how to pronounce foreign languages

suggested to him the possibility of the existence of such a

thing as "sound-blindness,"—an inability to distinguish

particular shades of sound, arising from some organic de-

fect in the ear, which is distinct from deafness, as that

term is commonly understood.

—The Japan Current, or black stream of warm water

flowing northward from the coast of Japan, tempers the

climate of Alaska, bringing fogs and mists that envelop

the valleys and mountains. Fine potatoes are grown in

certain sections, as also onions, and a great variety of ber-

ries, as well as crab-apples, many of them in a wild state.

—Our friend, John L. Thomas, speaking of his trip to

White Water Quarterly Meeting, says :
" From our starting

point, through the entire length of Madison and Grant

counties, [Indiana], at every turn along the railroad, we
could see the bright lights from the many natural gas

wells, and most beautifully did they light up the towns.

There has been quite a ' boom ' in many of these places,

on account of the cheap fuel, and the energetic builders

are so anxious to get their business places, and manufactur-

ing buildings completed, that they work day and night.

The materials and the workmen themselves are kept warm
by the free use of the buruing gas, the many jets making

it light enough to work on the darkest night. Many east-

ern manufacturers are locating their shops within the

natural gas belt. Those who have used the gas for fuel

are very enthusiastic. It is so cheap, clean, and conven-

ient, and so easily controlled,—nothing to do but to turn a

key to increase or diminish the flame. It is used for nearly

all the fuel purposes of coal or wood; for illuminating pur-

poses it has not proved entirely satisfactory with us, the

heat being too intense and the light not steady or clear."

CUBRENT EVENTS.
One of three boilers in the Electric Light works, at

West Chester, Pa., exploded with terrific force on the 16th

inst., in the afternoon, and seven men were killed and

several others injured. One of the killed was T. Walter

Embree, Superintendent of the works. The cause of the

explosion has not been ascertained.

A STEAMSHIP which arrived at San Francisco on the

15th inst., brought details of one of the most appalling dis-

asters of modern times, caused by a flood in the Yellow

Kiver, (Hoang Ho), in the province of Houau. The river

broke its banks on September 28th, and inundated Ching

Chow and ten other populous cities. What once was a rich

and densely populated plain is now a lake ten or thirty

feet deep. The loss of life is incalculable, and millions of

the inhabitants are homeless and starving. The present

lake was the bed of the river centuries ago ; the former

bed of the river is dry.

A HE.WY snow storm prevailed in this region on the

night of the 17th. The fall of snow was very rapid. At

places in the interior of Pennsylvania it was reported 18

and 20 inches deep.

T. V. PowDEKLY, the master workman of the Knights

of Labor, has been seriously ill at his home in Scranton,

Pa., having had hemorrhage of the lungs, with extreme

prostration.

The people in a large section of Western Kansas are

reported to be suffering from a coal famine. At some

places, a few days ago, coal was not to be had, at any price.

Governor Ce.iRLES E. Bodwell, of Maine, died on

the 15th iust., at the Executive Mansion in Augusta. His

death was caused by congestion of the lungs, resulting

from exposure and overwork.

The Supreme Court in St. Louis, on the 19th inst.,

declared what is known as the Wood Local Option Law to

be constitutional. "The effect of this will be to give the

temperance movement in the State additional impetus,

and elections will no doubt be speedily held on the 'wet'

or 'dry ' question in all the counties in the State that have

not already taken such action. St. Louis will also vote on

the question."

"The worst storm of the season " is reported from all

parts of Minnesota and Dakota. It was accompanied by a

severe cold wave, the temperature being 28 below zero at

Assiuiboiue, on the afternoon of the 20th. Snow fell also

in portion of Missouri and the Indian Territory, with a

temperature at or near the zero point. Reports from all

parts of Kansas, Colorado and Missouri show a prevalence

of high winds and bitter cold.

De. As-\ Gray, the eminent botanist, is reported to be

suffering from a stroke of apoplexy at his home in Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts. He is 77 years old.

NOTICES.
*»* Correction of ^(monac-Information sent too late for

Friends' Almanac sUtes that Nottingham Monthly Meeting

is held in First month at West Nottingham. Second month

East Nottiugham. and Third month at Oxford, Pa., and not

as stated in Almanac.
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*5* Change of ITour.—To accommodato Friends in the

city, (Pliiladelpliia), who desire to attend Merion meeting,

the hour for gathering there has heeu changed to 10.30

o'clock.

*»* Funds and merchandise intended especially for

Martha Schofield, Aiken, S. C, should be sent to Samuel S.

Ash, No. 1027 Market street ; and funds and merchandise

intended for Abby U. Munroe, Mt. Pleasant, S. C, should

be sent to H. M. Laing, 30 N. Tliird street, Philadelphia.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
*,• Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and

Journal should reach us by Third-day rooming, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance

may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant Slibscribers, the paper Is now mailed on Fifth

day, and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•,• We particularly ask that whenmoney is forwarded to rnieie

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper Uvow being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be
a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

•**As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our
friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies, A marvel of purity, strength, and
wholesomeness More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test.

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cant.

KoYAL Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall st , N. Y.

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal o«

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found

very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised,

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reachiny, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give special weight to each adver-

tisement. S&'WTien our readers answer an adver-

tiser, please mention that they do it upon seeing the

advertisement in this paper.""^i

FRIENDS' CALENDAR FOR 1888
NOW READY.

A handsome lithographed card bearing a tablet, givingacare-

fuUy selected quotation from Friends' writings for each day of

the year. Price. 50 cents. Bv mail. 55 cents.

FRIENDS' ALMANAC FOR 1888.
Containing au account of the times and places of holding

the mettings of Friends on the continent of America. Price, 10

cents each. Si 0() per dozen.

FRIENDS' POCKET ALMANAC FOR 1888.
Price, 10 cents each. $1.00 per dozen.

FOR SALE BY

FRIENDS' Book Association,
S. W. Cor. I5th and Race St3., Philadelphia.

Queen scC o. 92 4 chestnut st

PEIRCE COLLEGE,
Record Building. 917-919 Chestnut St. , Philad'a. Pa.

THOMAS MAY PEIRCE, M. A.,

PEINCIPAL AND FOUNDER.

Morning, Afternoon, and Night Sessions.
Ladies and t^entlemen are instructed in technical knowledge

qualifying them for the transaction of business and the proper
management of hnsiness affairs.

Business men, merchants, and farmers, who have had doubts
as to whether a practical business education could be obtained
outside ofthe counting room have been surpri.sed at the thoroughly
practical manner in which their sons and (laughters have been
qualified for business engagements at Peirce College, and are

now among its warmest friends.
Ten hundred and fifty (10601 students last year.

Call or write for Circular and Commencement proceedings,
containing addresses of Governors Beaver and Briggs, and Rev.
Sam. W. Small and Rev. Sam. P. Jones.

Rev. JOHN THOMPSON, Dean.
Offices, Rooms 5 and 6, Second Floor.

Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

This association, formed at Philadelphia, in Sixth month

1886, represents the conviction of many Friends and others

that continued systematic aid to the work of educating the

colored people of the South is imperatively called for.

Tlie special design of the Association, for the school

year 1887-88, is to extend support to the Schofield Normal

and Industrial School, at Aiken, S. C, under charge of

Martha Schofield, and to the School at Mt. Pleasant, S. C,

under charge of Abby D. Muuro.

Subscriptions are earnestly invited. Checks, etc., should

be drawn to the order of the Treasurer, as below.

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sarah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Schofield. Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila.

Henry M. Laino, Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

Executive Committee, Edward H. Magill, Swarth-

more, Pa. ; Sarah H. leirce, Philadelphia ; Samuel S. Ash

Philadelphia; George L. Maris, West Chester, Pa. ; William

Lloyd, Newtown, Pa. ; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia ; Alfred

Paschall, Doylestown, Pa.
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"LET THERE BE LIGHT."
• As the stream its channel grooves,

And withiu that channel moves,

So doth habit's deepest tide

Groove its bed and there abide.

Light obeyed increaseth Light

;

Liglit resisted bringeth night.

Who vpill give me will to choose,

If the love of Light I lose ?

Speed, my soul ; this instant yield
;

Let the Light its sceptre wield.

Wliile thy God prolongeth grace,

Haste thee toward his holy face!"

—Selected.

TWO FIRST DAY SCHOOL EPISTLES.'
THE NEW YORK EPISTLE TO PHILADELPHIA.

DEAR FRIE2sDS :—When we assemble in our an-

nual conventions for the consideration of the in-

terests of First-day Schools, the subjects of deliberate

thought havebeen what to teach ; how to teach ; what
relation tlie schools shall bear to our Religious Society,

and how tiiey shall be rendered the most efficient pro-

moters of its best welfare. Ofonethingwe can have
no doubt, viz : that the First-day Schools have created

an interest in the Society for its youthful members,
and, responsively, in the young for the afJ'airs of our
religious organization, that has not been equalled

within the present generation, and which is evidenced
in every neighborhood where the schools have been
opened. Nor can there be any doubt that thei-e has
been need of such a more closely knitted bond of sym-
pathy among those of diflerent ages in our Religous
Society, under which tlie youth shall grow up, side

by side with their elders, each gaining from the other
some element of the best religious character. We
fully believe that our Heavenly Father reveals him-
self in the hearts of children, and we cannot fail to

see that their young spirits are touched by a love

Divine that bears fruitage in acts of unselfishness,

tenderness, affection, and reverence for the good and
the true. We may at times feel that our interven-

tion in the work of developing this inner and spirit-

ual life may only tend to mar the result, but if we
view carefully the effects of our influence upon the

> Read at the annual meeting of the Association for the promo-
tion of First-day .Schools witliin the limits of Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, held 11th month 5th, 1887.

children about us, we shall find we cannot occupy a
negative position in this respect. Either for good, or

for j'H shall be the tendency of our characters upon
theirs, and we shall either promote or repress the
religious development of the children into whose
association we are iiecessarily brought. " What shall

the harvest be?" Somebody's influence shall shape
the religious character of our children. Is it not of

supreme importance that care should be taken that

no influence shall divert their reliance to any other

authority for Truth, than the revelations of duty
within their own souls? Our First-day Schools have,

at least to some extent, brought our children to real-

ize their intimate relation to the Divine Father, so

that in tlieir every emotion of love, of purity, of duty,

they begin to discover a Divine meaning that deepens
their trust in and love for God. There is indeed

need of more such training that shall develop an in-

creased appreciation of the i^resence of the Divine in

all places, and at all times, and of the importance of

heeding the emotions of his loving spirit in all the

acts of our lives. Added to this is the important

duty of building up a feeling of love and tenderness

and worship of the good Father that over-rules all

human actions and is leading all toward a higherand
better life. Doing this, as our schools are essaying to

do, their tendency has been to strengthen our relig-

ious Society ; for the presentation of the views of

Friends' has deepened the conviction, in the minds
of the teachers, of the value and the truthfulness

of the principles of the Society; and the endeavor to

lead the children to a steadfast trust in their Divine

Father's love, has also borne its fruits in the hearts of

all who have entered into the work. Two decades have
passed since First-day Schools were opened within

our Yearly Meeting. The boys and girls of the ear-

lier schools have become the men and women of

to-day, who in our business and religious meetings

are now shaping the work of the Society. Thus
almost exclusively the present membership of our

Religious Society is of those who, in some capacity,

have been connected with First-day Schools. The
interest in the general concerns of Society has in no-

wise declined, yet in none of the affairs of our Yearly

Meetings is there a deeper interest for the multitude

that gather from the various neighborhoods, than in

those relating to First-day Schools. No assemblages

are more earnest, more deliberate, more inspired

with religious zeal than are these.. In no other is

the youth of our Society so fully represented. The
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fruitage of tlie First-day Scliools lias thus been, not

that which alienates from our Religious Society, not

such as inculcates a formal religion, not such as les-

sens the trust and confidence in the Inward Teacher,

but it has been that which bears the evidence of its

Heavenly origin, and the impress of the Father's

love and care. It has therefore been considered right

by some of our monthly meetings to institute a

parental care over their schools, not with a view of

shaping or changing the methods that heretofore have
proved to be so excellent, but to give added strength

and importance to the work and encouragement to

the workers. Thus, everywhere among Friends, we
feel that the vital interests of our .society would be pro-

moted by an increased interest in and more widely ex-

tended sympathy for First-day Schools, and by giving

encouragement to those who feel a call to labor in

fields thus whitened to the harvest. Then in every
community where a meeting of Friends is held, there

shall also be found a First-day School in which the
children, (not alone the children of Friends, but
God's children everywhere), may be taught to recog-

nize and to trust in the Divine life within them, that

shall lead them into a reverence for all that is noble,

all that is true, all that is good. Naturally there shall

grow from this a love for God and a love for man
that shall develop best the virtues of the noblest

Christian character. We thankfully acknowledge
the receipt of your valuable epistle and have been
much cheered by its reading. Trusting that the good
cause in which we are mutually interested may know
of steady growth in your midst, we remain your
friends.

Signed by direction and on behalf of the First-day

School As.sociation of New York Yearly Meeting.

Joseph A. Bogaedus, \ f>i h
Caroline J. Titus, /

^'*''**-

THE OHIO BPISTLE TO PHILADELPHIA.

Dear Friends: As our thoughts have turned
towards our sister associations and essayed to respond
to the communications with which we have been fa-

vored at our annual meeting, the heart queries. What
new thing can be said, what word sent that has not
already been expressed through this epistolarv ave-
nue? But the old is ever new. While life goes on
mind acts upon mind, and we yearn for e.xpressed

sympathy and the stimulant of the spoken or written
word. The healthy mind never reaches the point to

say. Life has no new les.son ; I am best without in-

tercourse with my fellows. The testimony that ac-

cords with conviction comforts and inspires. A word
fitly spoken may send a life thrill through wearied
brain and languishing purpose.

The cause of the First-day school while passing
through its first epoch, had, added to the conviction
that the church essentially needed its aid, a stimulant
in the distrust, and in some cases theopposition, with
which it met. At the present stage, if not fully rec-

ognized by the yearly and subordinate meetings, the
schools are at least tacitly accepted. The siren of
prosperity has displaced the spur of opposition.
Whether they can adjust to the new phase and ade-
quately meet the opportunity, is indeed vital. The

opportunity lies before us. We are on trial. Each
must bear a share of the test. Individual qualifica-
tion and faithfulnessalonecan make an aggregate suc-
cess. Shall any hold the responsibility lightly ? It
is human to shrink and ask if any are equal to this
thing. But is it not written that even the wayfaring
shall not err in following Divine pointings? The
work is not irksome if head and heart are properly
convinced. A few hours given each week to religious
thought cannot be burdensome if the soul is so en-
listed as to properly take a place as helper in a school.
Neither can the serious consideration of those distin-
guishing views and testimonies which give the So-
ciety of Friends an excuse for claiming denomina-
tional place be irk.some, if these be so engrafted in
conviction as to give a right to claim the name of
Friend. If the teachers in our schools are rooted and
grounded in that love which Paul describes as lead-
ing to the fullness of God, they can truly extend to
the children the nurture and admonition of the Lord.
If they have found the golden thought from which
our several testimonies spring, they will jealously
guard these from reflections that tend to lessen re-

spect ; but rather by the opportune word, impress
upon the youth the value of these testimonies when
intelligently understood and applied to the afi'airs of
men.

The problem of the future of the schools, and
through them of the Society, is largely balancing
upon the quality of those now having charge of the
schools. If they have appropriated the kernel of re

ligious thought and apprehended the privilege of be-
ing in full sense Friends, the result need not be
feared.

Dear friends and fellow-teachers, it is for us, indi-

vidually to meet our share of this responsibility, by
knowing whereof we speak, by testifying only of that
word which our own hands have handled. Let us
scrupulously guard speech and actions that we do
violence neither to those who have reached a more
full stature of religious experience than is yet ours

;

to those groping for light while yet in the outer
courts; nor those who, in the bonds of prejudice,

seem indeed as stumbling blocks to those about them.
With acknowledgment of your acceptable epistle

and desires that in our labors may be confirmed the
figure of old, " How beautiful upon the mountains
are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that
publisheth peace," we are your friends.

Signed by direction of the First-day School Asso-
ciation of Ohio Yearly Meeting.

Mercy J. Griffith, \ ™ ,

Leona M. Whinery, /
^"^^•

Those that call the corporeal bodies, the bodies of
sin and death, please the Devil well enough, for he
well knows that as long as they so believe, his birth

and seed will remain in them without hindrance.

—

Stephen Crisp.

I exhort my dear children to try and guide them-
selves by the teaching of the New Testament in its

broad spirit, and to put no faith in any man's narrow
construction of its letter.— Will of Charles IHckens.
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THE ALTERATION OR REVISION OF
DISCIPLINE.

"Editors Intelligencer and Journal.:

I HAVE been interested in the articles which have

appeared in your paper upon this subject over the

signature of H.*, and T. A. Cadwallader, because they

show tome how honest, concerned minds may build

upon untenable premises and persuade themselves

they are in so doing, promoting the best welfare of

our loved Society.

Having had some considerable share in the gen-

eral revision of the discipline of Genesee Yearly

Meeting, and, as is well known to most of your read-

ers, feeling a deep interest in all that concerns our

Eeligious Society, I feel impelled to present through

your paper some thoughts, and some of the results of

my experience upon this subject.

First, let us consider what a general revision of

the Discipline of any Yearly Meeting is intended to

accomplish. Is it designed to lessen the importance

of any of our testimonies ?

Is it designed to make it any easier for our mem-
bers to live lives that are not truly Christian ?

Is it designed simply to meet the weaknesses of

Society, that become apparent, because the letter of

the discipline is not lived up to ?

Is it inspired by a restless spirit that is never sat-

isfied, except with some change?
I think no one who seriously thinks upon the sub-

ject, unless governed by a censorious spirit, could an-

swer these questions in any other manner but in the

negative.

What then is the object?

I understand it to be to make the discipline cor-

respond with the advanced thought and experience

of the day, so as to meet the requirements of the

present age.

While Truth does not change,—and while the tes-

timonies which are fundamental, that have been com-
mitted to the Society of Friends do not change and
have not changed, the specific duty which Truth
requires of men, and the manner of bearing these

testimonies may, and does change, and what was
regarded by our Fathers as an imperative duly, may
not be binding upon us now, because the circum-
stances which demanded of them such a requirement
no longer exists and other and newer circumstances
requireof us a different mode of action in the support
of the same testimony. Hence it would be arbitrary

for one generation to bind its laws or courses of ac-

tion upon all succeeding ones as being the ultima-

tum of attainment. H* in his article, seems to take
counsel of his fears rather than his better judgment,
and conjures up a variety of obstacles as standing in

the way of a general revision of the discipline, which
my experience has proven to be wholly imaginary,
and yet I can understand his feelings, having myself
shared them prior to the revision of our discipline.

At the risk of prolonging this article farther than I

intended, I will give a brief summary of the manner
our work was accomplished.

The proposition for a revision having come to the
yearly meeting in a proper manner from the sub-
ordinate meetings, was accepted, and a committee

appointed to take the whole subject into considera-

tion, and report such changes as they could unite in

to the ensuing yearly meeting. At the meeting
of tliat committee for organization it was unitedly

agreed tnat each should lay aside his or her personal

preferences and earnestly and sincerely work for the

good of the whole body. Before the second meeting
of the committee, the secretary addressed a note to

the members of the committee living within the

verge of each monthly meeting, requesting them to

call a conference of the members of tlieir respective

monthly meetings, and ascertain the views of their

friends regarding what changes they desired, and
reduce their conclusions and suggestions to writing.

This was complied with and at the next meeting of

the committee we were agreeably surprised to find a

substantial agreement in all quarters of the yearly

meeting, and in the consultation of the committee
only two points of diS'erence were manifested, and
they ouly in form and not in substance.

Before the next meeting of the committee these

suggestions were put in proper form for pre.sentation

to the yearly meeting and presented to the commit-
the for examination and consideration, and were
adopted without a dissenting voice. An extra session

of the yearly meeting was held, and the work of the

committee presented by its secretary, each change

considered separately and in connection with the

former discipline when desired, and all adopted

without a dissenting voice.

It may be urged that we are a small yearly meet-

ing, and such a cour.se could not be adopted by Phila-

delphia ! While aware it would take more time in so

large a body yet as the subject is of importance

enough, one or more sessions could be held jointly

for that special purpose and if all were actuated by a

desire to promote the general good, rather than to

carry their own special points, there would be no dif-

ficulty nor any embarrassment to the clerks, as our

experience proved, for we had all the elements to

meet in our meeting that exist in Philadelphia.

While some changes thus made might hurt the

feelings of some of the older friends as H.* refers to,

it must not be overlooked, not to make them would

hurt the feelings of many more equally as concerned

as are these aged ones—and in a matter of such mo-
ment as this it is not wise to take a one-sided view.

That there is need for^a general revision of the

discipline of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting is evi-

denced to me from the fact that more or le.ss proposi-

tions for alteration of its |discipline have been for

some years, and continue to be, presented for its

consideration consuming much valuable time and
arousing no little feeling at the manner in which

some of them have been disposed of. Such a general

revision would, for some years at least, quiet this un
easiness and give the meeting more time for other

important work.

To the objections urged^by T. A. Cadwallader re-

garding the change inj.thej query concerning hire-

ling ministry, it is only necessary to refer to the

course pursued by other yearly '{meetings concern-

ing this subject, to show that he too has taken coun-

sel of his fears and 'formed conclusions that the ex-
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perieiice of others has proved to be (jroumlless. The
yearly meetings of BaUunore, Indiana, Illinois, and

Genesee have all adopted the langnage proposed to

be inserted in the discipline of Philadelphia, and

from my intimate acquaintance in all of them, I can-

not discover any lessening of a faithful bearing of

our tostiuKiny on that subject, nor any more evi-

dence of the speedy dissolution of our Society than

exists within the limits of Philadelphia and New
York. In conclusion, I want just to observe that

while there may be some minds who may think

that in my references to Pliiladelphia Yearly Meet-

ing, I am meddling with that which is not my pro-

per business, my only apology is, I am a member of

the Society of Friends and as such am interested in

all that concerns its welfare, and hence am interested

that that which shall best promote its harmony and

efficiency shall prevail, whether it be in my own or

another yearly meeting.

Mendon, N. Y., 12th mo. 19. John J. Cornell.

MOR AL HELP FOB TEE INDIANS.

[We make tlie following extract from the Address of Presi-

dent Edward H. Magill, of Swarthmore, at the Mohonk
Indian Conference, Ninth month 29, 18S7. The Eeport of

the proceedings of this meeting is a document of value to

all who are interested in the Indian work, and a limited

number of copies, can be iiad we presume, by addressing

the Indian Eights Association, 1316 Filbert street, Phila-

delphia.

—

Edr.]

DURING the past winter, while attending some of

the interesting sessions of the Indian Commissioners

at Washington, on the eve of the passing ot that bill

in which this Conference was so much interested last

year—the Dawes Land in Severalty bill—I listened

with great satisfaction to the reports of the large

sums of money expended in the Indian cause during

the previous year by the various religious denomina-

tions. Well knowing that the sums thus expended

by these bodies might be taken as a fair index of the

amount of effectual work done, I was greatly encour-

aged in listening to these reports. I was at that time

deeply impressed with the conviction that, for the

realization of all our highest hopes for the Indian,

for his education and training, for his introduction

as an equal among a civilize<l people, and for his

preparation for the high and responsible duties of

American citizenship, we must look largely, if not

chiefly, to the religious organizations of our country.

For this work tlie Dawes bill, then under considera-

tion, would most effectually open the way. That bill

has now been passed, and has become a law of the

land ; an<l it has been partially put into operation in

several tribes. As its honored author so distinctly

told us last year it does not, of itself, do the great

work that is needed to be done for the Indian. It

does not essentially cliange his character. But it is

surely the most important key to the whole situation

that has ever been presented in the history of our
legislation for this oppressed and outraged people.

Indeed, our legislation upon this subject, beginning
with our treaties with them, as independent nations

within a nation, and continued by repeated violation

of these treaties when it suited our purpose, can

hardly be characterized as other than a series of

blunders and crimes from beginning to end. In the

passage of the Dawes bill light has at last dawned, and
the ends sought, justice to the individual Indian, and
his elevation to the rights of an American citizen, are

likel}' to be secured. By its wise and carefully drawn
provisions it presents a method bj' which the govern-

ment can deal directly with the Indian as an individ-

ual, and not merely as a member of a tribe. And by it

the solution is honorably reached of the gradual but
sure disintegration of the reservation system and the

final extinction of the tribal relations. When this is

accomplished, and they become citizens of the United
States, settled upon homes of their own, and amena-
ble, in all respects, to the same laws, and sharing

equal protection with other citizens, the Indian prob-

lem, as a distinct question, will be taken out of the

hands of the government. Surely, after all that they

have suffered from this special legislation in their

behalf, every true friend of the Indian would say,
" This is a consummation devoutly to be wished."

But after this is done, and during its progress,

there is another and even greater work which must
continually be going on. This other work is no less

than the proper education, training, and full devel-

opment of the Indian race, for the great change from
a savage, semi-savage, or barbarous, to a truly civil-

ized people. No such change can ever come except

by patient training and in the course of some gener-

ations, m
The great question which confronts iis to-day is,

therefore, " How shall this work be most effectually

performed ? " This is clearly the problem to which
we, of this Mohonk Conference, should now address

ourselves. >*

This long and patient labor for the elevation of a

race, to be effectual, must devolve upon earnest con-

secrated men and women, who gladly devote their

lives to it, and whose high qualification for this ser-

vice depends upon no mere government appoint-

ment. In other words, the religious organizations of

the country must continue the noble work they have
so well begun, and upon them the chief burden must
rest. It will be worse than useless for the govern-

ment to attempt it, without their constant coopera-

tion, and their most efficient aid. A merely secular

education, a training of the intellect alone, will not

accomplish it. You may swell every expense, you
may furnish the best equipped boarding and manual
training schools, you may obliterate the Indian ver-

nacular, and substitute for it, in the rising genera-

tion of Indians, the most elegant and grammatical
English speech, you may teach them agriculture, and
all the mechanic arts

;
your attempts will be forever

vain, and worse than vain, unless their moral and
spiritual natures are trained to keep pace with the

intellectual. This is true of the education of any
people, and applies with especial force to the present

condition of the Indian race. No truth is more trite

than that a purely intellectual education can only

make the recipient a more efficient agent for evil.

But becau.se moral and religious teaching should be
combined with the intellectual, is it necessary that

this work shall all be done without the powerful aid
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and cooperation of the government? Tliis is the one

question wliich I deem to be vital, and toward which

I would direct your serious attention. Let me say,

then, distinctly, tliat wliile popular education in our

country maintains it present status, all of the most

important work for the education and elevation of

the Indian race must be done by the religious organ-

izations directly^j.and substantially without the aid of

the government. All that w&'can ask of it, at pres-

ent, is not to be a hiudi-ance,. While it cannot become

a help.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

BEFLKCTION.S.
THE article entitled "A Query," published soijiie

months ago in tije Intelligencer and Jodknal, and

so ably responded to by various contributors, has

furnished to-.at least one mind among all readers,

rich food foSthonght. Ami the response of " well

done " came ravobnitarily to that mind, as it became
evident how, for the most part, at least, those writers

had adhered to our siujple and beautiful faith, di-

vested as it is of all mysteries, creeds, and dogmas.

I am of the opinion that we do not differ so much
from other denominations in our religious faith, as in

our manner of expressing it. In a recent conversa-

tion with an earnest Presbyterian who was confi-

dently asserting that " Christ died to save sinners,"

I answ^'ecMkim with the remark : Christ did not die.

It was Jesiffi of Nazareth who died. At first a look

of astonishment jjassed over his countenance, fol-

lowed quickly by a sympathetic smile as he replied :

" Ah, yes ! That was the human part ; Christ was the

divine part.' In that I agree with you." Similar in-

stances have often occurred.

The Apostle Paul makes free use of the expres-

sion: "Christ died," from which many subsequent
writers and speakers have, I suppo.se, fallen into the

same error ; for error I can but call it, even though
so learned and devout a Christian as Paul, the Apos-
tle, did utter it ; for he, though learned and devout,

was yet human, and subject to errors as we are.

Let us then become more explicit in the use of

these terms; naming the name of Christ when al-

luding to the Light and saving Power within us, and
the term Jesus when we mean our perfect example
crucified upon Calvary. This appears to me to be
largely the work of the First-day Schools to impress
upon the minds of our young Friends the

important distinction of those terms, thus enabling
them to give a reason for the faith that is in them,
when confronted as they often are, with the ques-
tion :

" Do Friends believe in the divinity of

Christ?"
Lydia W. IIilles.

Norriatown, Pa.

Said a very old man: "Some folks are always
complaining about the weather ; but I am very thank-
ful when I wake up in the morning, and find any
weather at all." We may smile at the simplicity of
the old man, but still his language indicates a spirit

that contributes much to calm and peaceful life.

—

The Presbyterian.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal

A WORD OF ENCOURAOEMENT.
UPON perusing the essay read at Makefield, Pa., re-

specting the death of William Lloyil, feelings of deep
sympathy were awakened for the members of that
" little meeting," that band seeking an advancement
in the " higher life," and the earnest desire has gone
fortli that they may faint not nor falter in their efl'orts

to keep up their meetings in the beauty and simplic-

ity of our profession, in the power of the Divine Life.

The work of the loved one was done, and well done
;

npo^i other shoulders must now rest the responsibili-

tie"s;-an<i the same kind and loving Father tliat upheld
and assisted liim is ever ready to sustain all those

that trust in Hiiu.

Tliere are many mourners in little meetings here

and there who sorrow not .so much for faithful ones

called to their'reward, as for the inditlerent, who
seeming to love gpr principles and desiring the pros-

perity of our meetings, are unwilling to come forward

and assist in the work.

Oh, how often do the " weary and heavy laden "

in spirit gather as with the two or three, sustained by
the hope and confidence that the All Father will

bless the luimble eflbrt ; and that he does at times

dispense blessings is the experience of thankful liearts.

Then though the waves of discouragement and
even dismay threaten to overwhelm, one who is not

a stranger to such an experience feels to entreat the

members of that " little meeting " and the sorrowing

ones of other little meetings to stand firmly up to the

work; falter not, but let us strive with increasing

love and devotion to centre our faith and trust upon
the loving Father. Our Zion does indeed mourn be-

cause so few come to her solemn feasts, but can we
not still feel that our Father's ear has not grown
heavy that he cannot hear the cry of the hungry, or

the sighing of the needy, weary ones.

Orchard Park, N. Y. E. F.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH JOHN G. WHIT-
TIER.

John G. Whittier :

Venerable and Dear Pi-icnd

:

Those present at a meeting assembled in

Friends' meeting-house, 17th street and Girard Ave-
nue, Philadelpliia, on the evening of the 17th of

Twelfth month, 18S7, desire to send their salutations

of regard and respect upon the occasion of thy eight-

ieth birtliday. They recall with gratitude thy labors

in behalf of human rights, and thy testimony in

support of those principles of Truth which every

Friend must cherish. Sliaring with all the world the

enjoyment of thy gift of poesy, they rejoice that its

use has been ever in behalf of what is true and enno-

bling, and that the literature of our time, thus enriched,

will descend to the future a strong influence for good.

Renewing to thee the expression of our love, and
of our congratulation upon the rich harvest of thy
life, we remain thy friends.

Signed by direction of the meeting.

Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman.
Florence Hall, Secretary.

Philadeljihia, TivelfUi month 17, 1887.
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THE POETS REPLY.

Oak Knoll, Danvers, Mass.,

Twelfth month 23, 1887.

Dear Friends,

Howard M. Jenkins, Florence Hall :

I have received the kind salutation of the

meeting on the 17th instant at the Friends' meeting-

house, 17th street and Girard Avenue. It gives me
peculiar pleasure, as it comes from Friends in name

as well as in feeling. I heartily wish all who hold

that name were once more united. The great sepa-

ration, in the first instance, I have always looked

upon as unnecessary and wrong ; and its effects have

been only evil. It fostered prejudice and hatred and

all uncharitableness. It has crippled our power to do

good. It has driven both sections away from the

original ground of Quakerism. Is it not time to in-

quire whether there is not some way to bring all

back to the true foundation laid by^Fox, Penn, and

Barclay? The late publications in England of "A
Reasonable Faith," "Old Fashioned Quakerism," and
" The Gospel of Divine Help " are hopeful signs of

the times.

Grateful for the love and good will expressed in

the communication from the meeting, I am,

Very Truly Your Friend,

John G. Whittikr.

WHITTIER BIRTHDAY POEMS.
TO JOHN G. WHITTIER.

Bead at the Birthday Meeting, Philadelphia.Twelfth mo. 17, 1887.]

O FRIEN'DLY Poet, and the frieud of Truth,

We meet to thank thee for thy tuneful lays,

And mhigle with the memories of our youth

The gratitude of our maturer days;

—

Sending a word of kindly cheer

In this thy eightieth year.

Not ours the gift of fertile brain

To sing a fitting birth-day song

To him whose constant life's refrain

Has kept " our faith in goodness strong ;"

And yet, like chime of silver bells

Love's peau swells

!

Adown the vista of thy life

We would not look with curious gaze,

To scan the spirit's joy and strife

Through every varying phase

;

And yet the children of thy brain

We fondly claim.

The " Barefoot Boy, witii cheek of tan "

Beckons us over field and hollow.

While stately " Judge " and " Fat Old Man "

Detain us when we fain would follow

To " meadows green " with sweetest hay.

That "summer day."

Snow-bound beside the ancient hearth.

We watch the wood-fire's " ruddy blaze,"

And feel the thrill of childhood's mirth

—

When mystic witch-fires meet our gaze
;

And then, O ho ! with cheeks aglow,

We cut the snow !

" Voices of Freedom," strong and clear.

Sustained us 'mid the " War Time's " fury.

And though wc gave unwilling ear.

Chid by the words of faithful Ury,

We heard the woeful monotone
Of slavery's moan.

" Praise ye the Lord " we seem to hear,

And then that grateful Psalm, " Well-done !

"

While glad responses far and near

From kindred spirits come.

And on the "Strand " an angel-band

Waits thee in " Silent Land."
S. M. Q.

A LEGACY.

BY JOHN G. WHITTIER.

Friend of my many years !

When the great silence falls, at last, on me,

Let me not leave to pain and sadden thee

A memory of tears.

Bat pleasant thoughts alone

Of one who was thy friendship's honored gnest

And drank the wine of consolation pressed

From sorrows of thy own.

I leave with thee a sense

Of hands upheld and trials rendered less

—

The unselfish joy which is to helpfulness

Its own great recompense :

The knowledge that from thine,

As from the garments of the Master, stole

Calmness and strength, the virtue which make*
whole

And heals without a sign :

Yea, more, the assurance strong

That love, which fails of perfect utterance here,

Lives on to fill the heavenly atmosphere

With its immortal song.

Oah Knoll, Danvers, Mass. —N. Y. Independent.

AD VIGILEM.

BY EDMUND CLARENCE STEDMAN.

What seest thou, where the peaks about thee stand,

Far up the ridge that severs from our view

That realm unvisited ? What prospect new
Holds thy rapt eye ? What glories of the land.

Which from yon loftier clilf thou uow hast scanned.

Upon thy visage set their lustrous hue ?

Speak, and interpret still. O Watchman true.

The signals answering thy lifted baud!

And bide thee yet ! still linger, ere thy feet

To sainted bards that beckon bear thee down

—

Though lilies, asphodel, and spikenard sweet

Await thy tread to blossom ; and the crown

Long since is woven of Heaven's palm-leaves, meet
For him whom Earth can loiul no more renown.

New York City.

TO JOHN G. WHITTIEK.

BY ROSE TERRY COOKE.

What are the words we offer thee to-day ?

Voices of south-winds to the stately pine.

That rustles lightly to the zephyr's play,

Yet bends not down to earth its bight divine.

What can we bring thee, Friend, that is not thine?
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Love, honor, fame? All these each flying honr

Has poured upon thee like the dew from Heaven,

And dearer far than love, or praise, or power.

Within thee dwells the peace that Ood hath given.

Friend of the poor; strong champion of the slave

When few were faithful ; true to sternest truth;

Lone watcher by a nation's living grave.

With lips of fire and eyes of tender ruth
;

Pity and love, the gifts that all men crave,

And nobler still the lofty scorn of sin.

Throb in thy song, as light throbs through the wave.

When on our sullen coast its storms begin.

Ah ! would to God earth still were in her prime;

When years were even as days; and hearts of gold

Lived on through ages of unhastening time

Nor left ns weeping for their tale half told.

Then were thou still untouched by winter's cold
;

Even as thy vernal soul its garb should be.

Alert, and strong, and young ; thy work not done.

Yet well 'tis done ! Till days no more shall flee.

Thy trumpet tones shall soar, and echoing run.

Through the glad nations, over land and sea
;

And shout the Master's awful reveillee.

To sloth, and wrong, and soiila by loss undone.

So long as man endures
;

Though thou be there.

Among thy kin, with Him of Galileo.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 2.

"First Month 8th, 1888.

THE MULTITUDE FED.
Topic ; The Bread of Life.

Golden Text.—For the bread of God is that which Cometh down
out of Heaven, and giveth lile to the world. John 6 : 33.

WHEN it was told Jesus tliat John had been be-

headed by the order of Herod, he left where he was

staying, taking the twelve with him, and went to a

place of safety, across the Sea of Galilee, Luke says,

" to Bethsaida " (9: 10.) On the east of the sea there

was a large tract of rough, uncultivated country,

chiefly used for pasturing flocks. In Eastern coun-

tries this was a principal employment of the inliabi-

tants. When Jesus said the people were as sheep

without a shepherd, he meant that they had no
teachers and guides who cared for them and took

pains to instruct them. The tidings of John's death

is believed to have reached Jesus about the time that

the twelve Apostles returned from their missionary

journey, (Matt. 10:5.) In crossing over tlie sea of

Galilee, they entered the territory of Philip, the

brother of Herod Antipas, and were comparatively

safe.

Had compassion, was moved with pity, wlien he

saw tlie multitudes who came to him to listen to his

teaching. Many of these, doubtless, were pilgrims

on their way from the upper parts of Galilee to Jeru-

salem, to attend the approaching feast. They all

tarried so long that " the day was far spent." Jesus

would not send the hungry multitude away unfed;

so he directed that they be all seated on the clean

grass of the early spring, that clothed the hillsides

with greenness and beauty. When all were orderly

arranged, Jesus had brought to him all the food that

had been provided for himself an<l his own com-
pany. First lifting up his eyes to heaven in thank-

fulness for the few loaves and fishes, he divided them.

handing the pieces to his disciples, and they sharing

them with the multitude. All ate and were filled
;

and that there should be no waste, he gave them
their first lesson in economy, (John 6 ; 12) :

" Gather
up the broken pieces which remain over, that noth-

ing may be lost." This covers all the little economies
of daily life, both in its physical and its spiritual ac-

tivities, the smallest portion of time, of talent, or of

material things, must be carefully gathered up, that

no loss be sustained. This is the Divine economy,
and we are but following the example of the Creator

of all things when we care for the fragments.

In the lesson to be taken from this narrative or

parable, it is not necessary or important to consider

the question that will arise by a literal acceptation of

it. But the interesting and valuable fact is that

Jesus always impressed spiritual truths by familiar

things. He on many occasions uses the terms bread,

meat, and drink to'represent the Spirit. For as these

are necessary to our bodily existence, so is the bread

of life
—

" the Spirit of God "—necessary to our spir-

itual growth. It was the mission of Jesus to teach

the multitudes " that man doth not live by bread

only, but by every thing that proceedeth out of the

mouth of the Lord, doth man live." (Deut.8:3;

Matt. 4:4; Luke 4: 4).

In the account which John gives in the 6th chap-

ter, from verse 32, he clearly sliows that the people

did not understand the spiritual significance of the

words of our Golden Text, for they said unto Jesus,
" Lord, evermore give us of this bread." His reply

was, " I am the bread of life " (ver. 35). " I am the

living bread which came down out of heaven; he

that eateth this bread shall live forever " (ver. 58).

It was no wonder that the Jews and many of his dis-

ciples who took his words literally, as many do to-

day, did not understand him ; but he replied to their

murmurings and doubts, " It is the spirit that quick-

eneth ; the flesh profiteth nothing ;
the words that I

speak unto you are spirit and life " (ver. 63). So that

the bread of life here spoken of, and which Jesus

personified, means the Spirit of God—the Life of

God—the Son of God—the Word of God—the Christ,

who is given to every one to profit withal. And this

bread of life or spiritual knowleilge may be imparted

or distributed to the multitudes, and yet there shall

remain many baskets full, for no one is the poorer,

but rather the richer, by what he imparts to others.

Children, do not form the habit of making ex-

cuses. If you have done wrong, be willing to confess

it. A person who is quick at making excuses is not

likely to be good tt anything else, or to be loved and
honored. Be honest and frank.

And see the .<5un himself! on wings

Of glory up the east he springs.

Angel of Light ! who from the time

Those Heavens began their march sublime.

Hath first of all the starry choir

Trod in his maker's steps of fire. —Moore.

Experience without learning is better than learn-

ing without experience.
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THE NEW YEAR. .^
THE coming in of a new year lias from time'imme-

morial been maile an occasion of rejoicing, the hu-

man instinct seeing in it the return of lengthening

days ami pvospective plenty. And while in the

earlier centnries of the world's hilfcry, all such times

of gladness were celebrated wit^^fligious rites, and

the usage has not been dispensed with among the

peoples and nations of our own time, it is in a large

measure secularized and made a legal rather tliau a

religious holiday.

And this aspect of the observance commends it to

Friends, who, by the very nature of our profession,

are called away from the celebration of da3'S consi-

dered specially important from some religious occa-

sion connected therewith in tlie past. In this pro-

test we are not alone. Centuries before the Christian

faith became a dominant relijiion, the Prophets of

Israel, speaking for the Holy One, declared against

their " new moons and appointed feasts," because in

the keeping of them as religious festivals they had

lost sight of the oljject for which they were instituted

and bad made them occasions for formal service in

which the outward rites took the place of that in-

ward and spiritual devotion which required " to

loose the bonds of wickedness, to undo the bands of

the yoke, and let the oppressed go free,"—to deal

their " bread to the hungry " and " bring the poor

that are cast out to their houses."

The sending of portions to the needy, and the

making the heart of the widow to rejoice on these

days, have ever been regarded as the truest and fittest

acknowledgment of gratitude for the blessing of

prosperity that we can offer to the Dispenser of all

good.

It is eminently proper that at the opening of a

new year we take counsel with the year just closed,

and see how the account stands with us. Wherein

we find we have failed or been derelict in the per-

formance of any duty, or in the reaching out of the

hand in helpful service to the needy and afflicted

around us, let us resolve to improve upon the past

with an earnest lifting up of the heart to the Father

of all our sure mercies, that he will strengthen us in

every good resolution and give us discernment to

act wisely in all such efforts. There are many fields

of labor besides dealing our bread to the hungry and

carrying tlie word of consolation to the suffering and

sorrowful, that need the help of our means and our

endeavors, and it is coming to be more and more a

necessity tliat the Christian cliurch shall take the

lead in every work and word that holds out the hope

of making the world purer and better in all the ave-

nues of social, bu.siness.'and domestic life. As we

are ble.st iii basket and in store, our contriljutions to

all these enterprises that promise good to the humah

family ought to increase, we should bear in mind the

word of wisdom which declares "There is that with-

^'ideth and tendeth to poverty," to a poverty that

no accumulation of wealth can remedy, for it is a

poverty that dries up and makes an arid desert of

the heart of him who withholds the help when it is

in his power to bestow. And it is nc^fthe mere giv-

ing of our substance that keeps this garden green and

fruitful, we must give ourselves, according to that we

have to give. There is nothing so calculated to sat-

isfy us with our lot in life, and to make the best use

of it, as the going in loving sympathy among those

less favored than ourselves. We find then how much

we have to be thankful for, and this becomes an in-

centive to greater faithfulness in all ^^^ties and

relations of life. A religion fhat doelB^ broaden

the scope of our activities, and carry us with willing

feet wherever the faithful performance of works of

charity or mercy lead, is not the reli^on that will

stand the test in that day when the Lord " will make

up his jewels," or in the language of the Revised Ver-

sion " peculiar treasure." Let us not forget that the

final welcome comes to him of whom it can be said,

"Inasmuch as ye did it unto these ye did it unto

me," and this doing to the " little ones" of our Fath-

er's fold in the true spirit of the Christ brings heaven

to us. We have no need to wait for the final issue
;

for the kingdom of God which gives us entrance into

the heavenly state, is already come to the soul.

THE CHRISTMAS ANTHEM.
THE busy days of preparation for the holidays have

just passed by, friends and kindred have exchanged

tokens of love and good will ; to many lonely ones

the tender oS'erings of sympathetic hearts have come

as the winter sunshine to cheer and to comfort. Now

as Christmas day breaks over every civilized land, the

swelling anthem " Glory to God in the highest, and

on eartli peace, good will toward men " rises from the

hearts and lips of devout worshippers. Ceremonials

more or less realistic recall the scene in Bethlehem

and celebrate the birth of One whose words and ex-

ample are dear to every Christian heart.

But in this visible ceremony we as Friends have

no part. Has it then to us no meaning? We trust

it has.
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" On earth peace "—literally this is not realized,

nor has it been in all the years since the angels sang

together for joy that the Christ was born. Where,

then, is this condition of peace, if we find it not in the

outward world ?

The stronghold of peace, and that qniet which

comes from God.,is' in the human soul, and eonid each

and every individual of the multitudes who give

utterance to the Christmas anthem realize the heart

peace which comes from an inward control of Christ

in the soul, the milleniiim would be near at liaikl.

Truly, " Out of the fullness of the heart the niauih

speaketh " and the fullness of .peace and good^ll

toward men could not plan contention, strife, and

wickedness.

But agairin'e ask, what is the meaning of the an-

them uttere^)y the 'multitude of the heavenly

host " as described by Luke. Because a Saviour,

Christ, was horh they sang, and in whose hearts could

the same song be so litting as in those where his

reign is acknowledged. Can we lift up our souls in

the glad anthem becau.se to us the spiritual Christ is

born ? If so, we shall come like those of old bring-

inL' the tjifls of the heart to the young child, and
though tlie lips niiw be dumb yet shall there arise

the most devout and sincere homage and the song of

the spirit shall be " Glory to God in the highest, and
on earth, peace, goodwill toward men."

"We have been requested by the Lecture Commit-
tee of thi' Library Association of Friends, (Philadel-

pliia), to say that arrangements are being perfected

for a course of four lectures to be delivered prior to

Fourth month next, of which full information will

be given in these columns as .soon as practicable. It

is to be hoped that the success attending the first

course will be repeated and increased, in this, the

second effort of the managers.

DEATHS.
BIDDLE.—In Pliiladelphia, Twelfth montli 23d, Wil-

liam Cauby Biddle, in his 72d year; a member of the
Mouthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, held at Eace
street.

GASKILL.—In Camden, N. J., Twelfth month 21st,

1887, Margaret H., widow of Josiah Gaskill, Sr.

MILLS.—On Tenth mouth 28th, 1887, John H. Mills, of
4902 South Dearborn street, Chicigo, Illinois, aged 43 years,

9 mouths, and 10 days. Son of Henry and Esther E.

Mills, formerly of Clear Creek, Illinois. Intermeut at

State Centre, Iowa. He was a valued member of the So-.

ciety of Friends; a faithful friend, affectionate husband,
and tender father. The messenger of death found this be-
loved brother with " lamp trimmed and burning."

MAEOT.—On Fourtb-day, Twelfth month 21st,aner a few
day's illness, Charles Henry Marot,son of the late William
and Deborah Marot, aged 62 years, 9 months, and 27 days

;

a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Thila-

delphia.

MASSEY.—On Twelfth month 19th, at West Chester,

Pa., Jemima G., wife of John Massey, in her 83d year.

YAEX.VLL.— .\t her home iu Media, P.a, on the even-
ing of Tweirtli month lltb, 1887, after a brief but severe

illness, Sidney Yarnall, aged 74 years; a mumber of Clies-

ter Monthly Meeting of Friends.

This dear friend in her daily walk eviuoed a rare ex-
ample of true humility. The world with its many at-

tractions claimed but a .slender hold on her affections. At
her meeting at Providence, her seat was rarely vacant with-
out good reason, and it may be truly said that nothing af-

forded her greater pleasure than to attend to that impor-
tant duty. In her late illness she seemed conscious that

sh* would not recover, but she gave evidence to those

arouud-.her that the dark shadow of death brought her no
alarmt''as she expressed herself as being feady, willing,

.and even anxious to depart, supplicating her Divine Mas-
ter in her iiitense^uffering to take her to Himself. Al-

though iu the h^ie tliere is left a dreary void which
never can be fille^wet we have the consoling trust that

her spirit freed from its earthly tenement, peacefully rests

in one of the many mansious of her Heavenly Father's

house.

Chahlks Ev.vn.s.

When the good are removed it is well for us to dwell on
their virtues,—not by way of eulogy, hut that others may
be incited to follow their example, as they have endeavored
by obedience to the Divine principle in them, to follow the

Blessed Pattern set before mankind more than 1800 years

ago ; and of Charles Evans it may be said he was au exam-
ple of honesty and strict integrity. He was the eldest son

of Nathan and Ann (Shoemaker) Evans, and was born in

Gwynedd township, Pa. In his 15th year his fatlier died,

and Charles was brought up to the shoemaker business

which he carried on in Philadelphia, and at the same time

received orders for coal, which opened the way for the busi-

ness, (of coal selling), in which he engaged later, and which
he followed for many years. In these occupations he ex-

hibited a high trustworthiness. He could be depended on
as to the excellence of his materials, and the honesty of his

weight; and he never manifested the feeling of jealousy so

frequently seen among business men, but was inclined to

allow others an equal chauce with himself.

He was warmly attached to the religious body iu which
he had a birthright, desirous of its growth in right things,

and was serviceable as an overseer, treasurer of the Mouthly
Meeting at Green street, and many other ways. He served

one term as au elder, but diffidence of his own qualiii-

catious caused him to insist on declining a reiipijoint-

ment. He was always ready to aid with his means not

only in matters concerning Friends, but for the relief of

suffering in its various phases iu the community.
Of a delicate constitution, his strong will power doubt-

less aided iu prolonging his life, so that he outlived all his

children.

His first wife. Mary Morgan, died more than twenty-

five years ago, and fourteen years later he married Sarah

M. Webster, who survives him.

J. M. T., Je.

As men in battle are continually in the way of

shot, so we in this world are ever within the reach of

temptation.— ll'm. Ptnn.

The end of learning is to know God, and out of

that knowledge to love and to imitate him.

—

Milton.
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THE PHILANTHROPIC LABOR UNION.
AT a meeting; of the Executive Committee of the
Fri nils- U .ioi\ for Philantliropic Labor.lield at Lom-
bard Street Meeting-house, Baltimore, Eleventh
montli, 1SS7, in the absence of tlie chairman, Aaron
M. Powell, was appointed to that position pro tem-
pore.

The roll being called, twelve members responded
to their names.

Communications from six members of the com-
mittee were received and read, assigning reasons for
their absence, and containing suggestions as to the
future work of the committee.

A communication was received from John Wm.
Hutchinson (the chairman of the committee) recom-
mending that the committee consider the time and
the place of holding the next meeting of the Union.

A deeply interesting report from Phebe C. Wright
relative to the wants and condition of the prisons,
hospitals, reformatories, industrial schools.and police
stations in New Jersey, and her work therein, was
read at this time.

Edward Stabler, Jr., also gave an account of the
work of the Baltimore Committee in their efforts to
have police matrons appointed at the stations in that
city. One matron had been previously secured by
the Women's Christian Temperance Union, as author-
ized by the Maryland Legislature, and was doing effi-

cient work. The recent enactment of a law in Massa-
chusetts providing for the appointment of police ma-
trons in all cities that contain a population of 30,000 or
upwards, was instanced as an example of the progress
that is being made in this humane work.

Jonathan K. Taylor spoke of the difficulties at-

tendant upon the securing of these appointments,—
as they are almost always opposed by men who have
the appointing power. Phebe C. Wright expressed
the sentiment that wherever there was a woman to
be cared for there should be a woman to perform that
service. The committee was especially impressed
with the importance of appointing police matrons in
all large cities, and recommended to the various sub-
committees on prison reform in the different yearly
meetings, that active labor be performed in this di-
rection.

The subject of peace and arbitration was next dis-

cussed, and after a free interchange of thought it was
decided to adopt a minute expressive of the hearty
sympathy of the committee with, and endorsement of
the object of the visit of the Peace Commission from
England, now in this country, and of gratification at
their auspicious presentation of the subject to the
President of the United States. The Chairman and
Secretary of the Union were directed to sign this
minute, and forward to them as early as practicable.

A minute was also prepared for the President of
the United States expressive of deep interest in the
cause of International Arbitration, with the hope
that it may have his official encouragement. It was
also recognized that the Executive Committee of
each Yearly Meeting Union, where such Unions
exist, and where they do not, that their Representa-
tive Committee request the support and cooperation
of their re.spective Senators in Congress in promoting

the cause of peace among all men, and arbitration
among nations. It was also suggested that if it

seemed advi.sable the Representative Committee be
called together for this special purpose.

Verbal reports from various members of the Tem-
perance Committee, testify to the individual labor
that has been performed, as well as work in the
capacity of a yearly meeting. There is much to
encourage the laborers in this great work, progress
having been made in many directions.

The work among the colored people of the South
was discussed, but no official report was received.

Elizabeth P. Blackburn gave an encouraging ac-
count of her work in the cause of social purity. Dr.
O. Edward Janney had kindly consented to lecture
upon this subject to a large class of boys in the school
where she is a teacher. She also stated that through
the influence of the girls and young women many of
the boys and young men had taken the anti-tobacco
pledge.

Aaron M. Powell told the committee of the work
of the Young Men's Christian Association, of Phila-
delphia, where about 900 men had signed the white
cross pledge. In New York City 1600 have signed
the same pledge. The committee gratefully appre-
ciated the report made by him in relation to the
legislation in several states for the better protection
of young girls. It was decided that the Union pre-

pare a memorial to be submitted to the next United
States Congress, asking that protection be given to

persons as well as to property.

Elizabeth B. Passmore spoke of her work among
dependent, homeless children, expressing the idea
that the proper training of young girls, was the best

method of promoting purity of life.

It was decided that the next meeting of the
Union be held in the City of New York, at 15th St.

Meeting-house, the first session to convene at 10
o'clock on Sixth day morning, the Sth day of 6th

mo., 18SS, following the close of the j'early meeting.

Tlie members of the Executive Committee of the
Union for Philanthropic Labor of N. Y. Yearly
Meeting,—with power to add to their number,— are

authorized to prepare business for the Union.
Adjourned to meet at 15th St. Meeting-house,

New York City, on the 7th day of 6th month, 1888, at

8 o,clock, p. m.
Eliza F. Rawson, Secretary.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the

Union for Philanthropic Labor, held in Baltimore
Eleventli month 1, lS87,it was recommended that the

Executive Committeeofeach YeaWy Meeting's Union,
where such Union exists, and where they do not,

through their Representative Committee, request

the support and cooperation of their respective Sena-
tors and Representatives in Congress, in promoting
the cause of peace among men and arbitration aurong
nations. It was suggested that if it seemed necessary

the Representative Committee be called together

for this especial purpose.

Eliza F. Rawson, Secretary.

Conviction were it never so excellent, is worth-
less till it convert itself into conduct.

—

Carlyle.
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THE SOUTHERN COLORED SCHOOLS.
LETTERS from the Schofleld School at Aiken, S.

C, report the work there satisfactorily begun. The
new principal teacher, Elizabeth S. Criley, (from

Chester county. Pa.), has entereil upon her duties

with much enthusiasm, and Martha Schofield writes

very cheerfully of the help thus afforded her.

From the monthly reports of E. S. Criley, sent to

the Association of Friends in this city, we make the

following extracts :

" School opened 10th mo. 17, with 75 pupils en-

rolled. This number was increased to one hundred
and flfty-three by the end of the month, twenty be-

ing boarding students. The pupils attend with re-

markable regularity, even on unpleasant days. All

have one hour per day of industrial employment
during the week, when the older boys work at print-

ing or carpentry,Jand the younger ones are taught to

clean up the yard, keep fences in order, and do the

many little things which make home look clean and
comfortable. The girls have sewing classes at the

same time, when the large ones are taught to cut and
make their own underclothing, and to patch and
darn. Many bring their own clothing to the sewing
room, and repair it under the eye of the teacher.

The little girls learn to sew by making patchwork for

school comfortables, and by patching neatly.

"At the close.of the second month, (12th mo. 17),

there were enrolled 280 pupils, 36 of whom are board-
ing students, (17 boys, 19 girls). The school is divi-

ded into nine classes, and the primary ones are so

crowded that it has been necessary to secure an as-

sistant for Susan Badger, in the primary department.
The average attendance has been good, as the
weather has been favorable, with the exception of a
few cold days, when the little ones remained away.
The work in the school-room has been quite satisfac-

tory Many of the new pupils are very
backward in mathematics. They need special drill

in arithmetic, because, for lack of such knowledge
they are frequently cheated in business transaction.

" In the Industrial Department good work has
been done. The boys have laid a nice and much
needed board-walk from Carter Hall to the school-
house

; have divided the old-clothes store into two
rooms, thereby making another nice bed-room ; have
put up shelves in the store and carpenter-shop, and
done some outside whitewashing. All this on Sev-
enth-days, when they were paid for work out of the
Industrial Fund. [In the printing-office there has
been considerable work.] The older girls have been
making aprons and dressing dolls for a Fair which
we propose holding on the 21st instant. ... On
Thanksgiving Day the children followed their usual
custom of remembering the poor at the ' Old Folks'
Home.' It was a pretty sight to see our two hun-
dred and twenty-five march from the school to the
Home, in the most orderly manner, each one carry-
ing some oflTering. Many are too i)Oor to give much,
but each one 'did what he could.' Some carried
wood,—one little fellow had a stick as large as him-
self; others took a large sweet potato, some a small
coin, or five cents' worth of sugar, cofl'ee, or rice.

Addresses were made by two of the old people, the

children listening with the most respectful attention

I think this visit a most useful custom, as it teaches
the children that it is ' more blessed to give than to

receive,' and so teaches them a lesson they will re-

member all their lives."

Martha Schofield, in a letter dated Twelfth month
18, says :

" In many of the barrels that have come to

us through the year were broken toys, undressed
dolls, (A. B. sent three dozen or more new ones), and
we have been very busy mending the toys, and hav-
ing the girls dress the dolls ; these with a great va-

riety of other articles will be offered at our Fair.

On Sixth-day, 24th, we give Christmas
presents to all our pupils. [She recalls in this con-

nection the kind aid rendered for many years by sev-

eral interested women of Philadelphia, whose names
she gratefully recalls.

—

Eds.] All these things oc-

cupv us between school- hours and in the evenings.

And the variety, which is so new to most of the coun-
try students, is helpful in awakening their minds for

other and better action. The animal nature has been
sufiered to grow for so many generations that it takes

vigorous work to overcome it We hold
parents' meetings once a month, to help them under-
stand and do their duty. So many let go all control

of their children entirely too young,—when they are

but 16 and 17 years old, the very time when they need
most careful direction.

" We have an unusual corps of excellent teachers,

and all working in harmonj' for the good of the

School."

COMMUNICA TIONS.
A SUGGESTION TO MONTHLY MEETINGS.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

WOULD it not be well for each of the monthly meet-
ings of our Society to open correspondence with all

our non-resident members who can be located, with
a view to combining and publishing the names and
addresses of all such ? A list of this kind would be
very useful to all visiting Friends, or those desirous

of supplying them with literature.

There are many families in the Western States

who have unconsciously located within a few miles
of each other that might be brought into a closer re-

lationship by this information.

It would also be valuable to those who may con-
template change of location, as Friends always gladly

answer letters of inquiry relative to their particular

locality. Dear friends of our respective monthly
meetings, let us see if here is not an open door lead-

ing to duties unperformed.
Holder, III. Edward Coale.

[The letter of our friend calls attention to a most
important matter in connection with the work of aid-

ing and encouraging the distant members of our So-

ciety. The list of names which the Committee of
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting is now collecting will

represent when completed only part oftho.se Friends
who are scattered throuirh the West, since all the
other Yearly Meetings have members also in that

class. In order to perfect the work, there will need
to be cooperation among all the yearly meetings,
and we hope that next year, when they meet, this
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will be accomplished. Then, as EJward Coale sug-

gests, a consolidated list can be made up, and the
basis for eflective woik in regard to it will be pro-

vided.

—

Eds. Intelligenckr ani> Jouknal.]

A REQUEST.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

Would it be asking too much of contributors to

the Intelligenccr and Journal, to give us their en-

tire name and residence ? There is perhaps no better

medium through which to make congenial acquaint-

ances than tlirough I he medium of the press; and if

in connection witli some idea to which our minds re-

spond we could have the name and residence of the

author, it would add much, I tliink, to the' interest

with whicl4^ur periodical would be read, l^ow set

the example. Who will follow ?

Norristoim, Pa. ^jYdia W.Hilles.
.J

Editors Intelligencer and Journal

You speak in a recent issue of your valuable paper
of the longest tunnel in the world being in Hungary

;

now we have one in this county (Westchester county,

N. Y.), that will supply New York City with water,

that is twenty-eight miles long, dug through solid

rock—or nearly so. Holes or shafts were dug in the

earth to a water-level, one mile apart, some of them
being 350 to 380 feet below the surface of the earth.

The shafts are about sixteen feet square ; and this is

about the size of the tunnel which is inlaid with
bricks, 60,000,000 being used in sixteen miles of the

tunnel. Many thousands of men have been employed
for thirty-four months in the construction of this tun-

nel which may take twelve months more for its com-
pletion. It has been a very dangerous job ; at one
time so many were being killed that the authorities

appointed a committee of investigation. Their re-

port was that the loss of life was mainly due to care-

lessness caused b\' drinking of beer, of which enor-

mous quantities have been used.

You may imagine that the construction of such a

work required the best engineering. So exact were
the calculations made that the meeting of these

twenty-eight parts of the tunnel varied but a trifle;

in one instance, the drills or augers struck each other

as they met. You will understand the tunnel was
dug in each direction,

Albert Tompkins.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

TSE OLD YEAR AND THE NEW.
WHEN once more the day beams illumine Time's shore,

A something that is will be ours no more.

But once shall the sun set 'ere low on the bier

We will lay in its shroud the departed Old Year.

Tis a fathomless grave ; 'tis a measureless shroud
;

For in it Humanity's on-surging crowd
Will bury the pletisures, the hopes, and the woe.
Which only each heart and Time's sexton may know.

Some culled the sweet flowers whose fragrance must last

When the tinting is gone and the freshness is past.

Some saw the flowers wither, some felt the rain fall.

But the bright flowers, the dead flowers, the tear-drops and
all

Will be folded away in that winding sheet vast

And hidden and lost in the tomb of the piist.

Not lost I for their pliaiitoms forever will glide

From that sepulchre's bosom to walk by our side.

Gay spirits of pleasures too bright to lie hidden.

Grim spectres of sorrows which rise up unbidden.

Sad phantoms of blighted hopes, cherished so dear,

Will memory call from the grave of the year

Which dies with the day to bo with us no more.

Strew (he coffin with flowers, close the sepulchre door

;

Blend songs in the heart with the dirge and the knell

'Xwas a sad year—a glad year. " Old Year, farewell."

Like a rose in the bud ere its petals unfold,

Mke the morning'^y fluslied with a Dromise of gold,

With the freshness of snow flakes jusf.greetiug the sight.

The New Year is lying before us to night.

Will it be much the same as^e old year has been 1

Shall we see the same sightsTOat last y^ar were seen ?

Will we drink from like fountains ? The smile and the tear

Blend the same as they did^u the shrouded old year?

Who'll greet the new comer in clairvoyant state

And read us the fortune of young eighty-eight?

The glass we view darkly, who'll polish it clear

To reflect at full length the swift incoming year 1

Ah, none from the future its wrappings may fling.

We know not the things which the new yi^ will bring.

We know not the meetings, the ereetiii"Sj' tne gladness
;

We see not the partings, the farewells, the saduess.

There'll be flowers for the font where the infaut is blessed,

Fruits for the aged hands stopping to rest ;i

There'll be wreaths for the bridal morn, flBrfers for the pall

And wisely the now year is veiling tben^ul.

Then sound the heart chimes on the mora of its birth

With a chorus of welcome encircling the earth.

While Faith whispers softly in Hope's listening ear

The sweet old time greeting : "A happy Nflfv Yfear."

L. W. W.
Newtown, Fa.

PROTECTION OF THE FORESTS.
PROF. J. T. ROTHROCK, M. D., President of the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association, at the annual

meeting of the association in this city, presented a

report reviewing the work of the year, of which the

following is an abstract:

He said :
'' In review ing the work of a year one

may see more plainly the failures made in creating

public sentiment than during the time that the la-

bors of the season were in hand. One such comes to

mind so forcibly that it requires the earliest possible

correction. It is that the friends of forestry would

prevent, if they could, all removal of timber. Such

a purpose would in itself be simply preposterous, be-

cause, in the first place, the industries of the nation

would languish in theabsenee of needed lumber; and,

secondly, because if mature trees were not felled

they, passing their prime, would deteriorate first and

then decay, and so, in either case, be a loss to the

Commonwealth. Another uncorrected popular idea

is that the friends of this movement contemplate such

legislative action as would interfere with the rightsof

the land owner. It is hardly more than necessary to
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remind you that any such action would, under a pop-

ular government, work its own defeat. Other more
promisini; avenues than these open before us. The
work of persuasion is more hopeful, especially when
it can so readily be shown that national and individ-

ual interests coincide in vvorkinu; reforms which are

practicable and productive. Let us rather invoke

agencies in behalf of our timber interests which are

already operating, thyn inaugurate wholly new move-
ments.

' ""

" One such agency in behalf of our timber inter-

ests is tree planting. The feeling is almost universal

that this is but a feeble force and one that can hardly

be extensive enougli to produce any important re-\

suits. What other restorative remedy have we? ItJ

is in vain to urge, as is so constantly done, that 'sub-/

stitutes for timber will be found, for it can be showri

that, in spite of these substitutes, tliere.^p still an \^
creasing use of wood with tlie increase of population.

Is tree planting, Viowever, so unpromising?" The
example of NewKska wal^'quoted to show that what
was originally a^." treeless " region has, in the words
of the Hon. J. Sterling Motion, the originator of " ar-

bor day." become '' flecked vmh Arbor day groves all

over the State." The same authority .say.s that " wood
is cheaper in Otoe county in 1S87 than it was in IH'A,

when I settled here. The Commonwealth has been

greatly benefitted by Arbor day. In Otoe county we
ha\ ;

'
I :

',000 acres in growing forest trees which
h:i\.- i'

; iil.inttd," etc.

I ji :^' ;ii" tfl-day"lSousands of square miles with-

in the limits of Pennsylvania where the land once

produced fulj-sized timber, and would do so again

under judicioug treatment. Yet these same regions

could never be made remunerative farm laml. In

such areas wexnow at present of no other industry

than timber culture that would pay." After quoting
statistics to show the condition of the lumber cen-

tres, l,e said ;. "Where are we to obtain the needed
liimlH-r wl 11-11 the producing centresshall have been de-

pleted ? Thcrp is yet another point to be considered.

That is the collection by a State-appointed forest com-
mission of data upon which legislation maybe based.

In so far are we from that necessary state of knowl-
edge that it is absolutely requisite for that commis-
sion to begin at the very bottom, and instead of ask-

ing what laws are we to advise, to ask how much
timber is standing in the State. Grade it so as to in-

form us how much is now marketable, how much
will be marketable of first quality, how much of

second rate is ready for the axe, how much is matur-
ing, and how much of our timber is and always will

be of a scrub character and hence wdiolly unfit for

commercial purposes. How much land is there in

each county that is unfit for agricultural purposes,

and of this waste land how much can be used for for-

est growing. How many acres in each county of such
land from which the timber has been removed are

each year sold for taxes. Is it possible for the State

to purchase or take such lands? At what rate is our
timber being removed, and at what rate reproduced
naturally 7 Would a State system of forestry prove
advantageous? How long is required to mature each
kind of tree for the purpose of the lumberman ?

What kind of soil is best adapted to each kind of our
best timber trees? What relation can be shown to
exist between the removal of our forests and the wa-
ter supply? Is it possible by legal enactment to

supersede the necessity for fences and spare the enor-
mous drain which they entail upon our resources?
And, above all, would it be requisite for that forest
commission to suggest means by which existing laws
and those yet to be framed could be enforced ?

Protection from forest fires is one of the most
pressing aspects of forest legislation. Taking the
country as a whole, as a de.stroyer of buildings, prairie
and forest fires stand third in the list of thirty-six
causes. These are just a few (it the many directions
in which such a forest commission might work. The
duty of judicious legal constitutional enactments
would be easier after we were in possesion of this

information,.' Indeed, it would not be possible,

earlier.

" Previewing tjje gi'owth of the organization we
have ample gtoiiwfl for encouragerflent. We have
almost quadrupled our membership'-during the two
years of our active existence. Several branch socie-

ties have been formed, and more will be in the near
future. The cause itself, wliich ten years ago was
only mentioned in pity, has grown in popular esteem,
until it has found an entrance into our common
school system, and our children are planting trees as
a branch of education. The outlook is hopeful. No
other great pulilic movement of our time has made
more rapid, more substantial advances. We have
passed the period of agitation and are fast approach-
ing that of settled systematic work. The forestry

lecturer must give place in the new and final order
of things to the forest planter ; and, instead of being
reckoned mighty as one lifts up the axe against the
trees, one will be reckoned wise in pi-oportiou as he
has aided in their growth."

THE OMASA AND WINNEBAGO TRIBES.
[We make the following extracts from letters of Alice C.

Fletcher published in the Morning Star, Carlisle, Pa., for

Twelfth Mouth.—Ed.s.]

Winnebago, Neb., Nov. 16, 1887.

THE Omahas being citizens, some sixty cast there

first vote, on the 8th. A number of Winnebagoes were
also entitled to vote and several of these exercised

the privilege.

The Omalia lands lie within three counties, and
the men voted in their various precints. Two of

these were at quite a distance for the Indians, and
obliged them to ride from ten to thirty miles to cast

their votes ; a dinner was provided in order to save the

men from the temptations of the saloon and other

undesirable places.

As far as I have been able to learn, the Omahas
went quietly to the polls, cast their ballots, and re-

turned home. In one of tlie precincts party strife

waged with vigor. One Omaha said to me : "When
I went to put in my vote two men sprang upon me
like prairie wolves, nearly throwing me down, but
Mr. told them to let me go and took one man
off, and I went on and put in my vote."

Whiskey and money were offered, but the men re-
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fused both. A Winnebago remarked :
" The Omabas

didn't seem to care for whiskey." Every one speaks

well of the conduct of the Omahas, and I trust they

will keep up their reputation in the years that are to

come.
I wish I could speak as well of the '\Vinnebaj!oes.

They, unfortunately, fell victims to the bribes offered

some of their half-breeds, and Indians who were not

qualified to vote were sworn in to roll up party ma-
jority. Those interested in the welfare of the Indians

will find more work in the purification of election

methods.
The recent glimpse into political life afforded the

Indians has been confusing in many ways. It lias

been difficult for the young men to harmonize the

ethics taught at Carlisle with the feverish utterances

of the recent campaign. One gets a naive realization

of our complex life, watching the Indian as be enters

our midst.

There are not many of the returned Carlisle stud-

ents among the Omahas and VVinnebagoes, but those

that are here are doing very well. The assistant

teacher at the Winnebago Industrial School is a Car-

lisle girl, and she has won the approbation of her

superiors and the regard of her pupils.

The assistant teacher at the Omaha Mission School

was a Carlisle student, and she, too, is winning com-
mendation.

Noah Lovejoy, the day after casting his first vote,

was married at the residence of the missionary, to

Susan Bush, a returned Hampton student. Noah
has been working, since he came back, at the Mission

where he did the " best job of painting," the Super-

intendent says, that has been done there. Susan
was the laundress, and the Superintendent tells me
that the laundry work was excellent, adding: "No
one has ever done so well in that department." I

was shown some of Susan's handiwork, and it would
have been creditable to any laundry in the east.

Noah is building a new house where he and his

wife will live with his father. The farm is located

in the Logan Valley, and surrounded by white neigh-

bors and some of the most thrifty members of the

tribe. Noah is full of energy. Recently he was do-

ing some driving for the Mission, and his work being

over, he walked ten miles after 8 o'clock at night, in

order to reach home and be ready for work early in

the morning. If Noah and Susan fullfil the promise
their conduct has given since they returned from
school, they will be well-to-do farmers in ten years.

They are mainly rich in youth and hope, and lack

many needed house-hold articles.

Thomas Mitchell came to see me a few days ago.

He, as well as Eli Sheridan and Bertram Mitchell,

have sought, in vain, to obtain employment at their

trades in the neighboring white settlements. All

three lads have been working on their parents' farms,

where there is little to do with, and less to arouse

ambition. They deserve credit for resisting a heavy
downward current. All hold to their English, their

neat citizen dress, refuse to dance, to drink, and to

use tobacco. This means a continued struggle, such

as few white lads of their age are expected to make.
Thomas desires to return to Carlisle, but his

father opposes, and the boy writes me :
" Seems to

me I am getting in a great big trap and can't go any
wheres."

Accept the accompanying ear of maize as a
Thanksgiving tribute from Indians who stand to-day
free men and citizens upon the soil where their
fathers have lived and died for countless generations.
The ear of maize tells a story :

At the great Corn Palace, held last October at
Sioux City, Iowa, Cuming county, Nebraska, took the
first prize. This ear was raised by Joseph La
Flesche, who now lives in that county and who sent
specimens of his products to the Corn Palace with
the Cuming county exhibit. His corn attracted uni-
versal attention, and after the awarding of the prize
to the county, the county commissioners sent a letter

of acknowledgment under the seal of the county, to

Joseph La Flesche, and award of twenty dollars in

gold, a part of the prize money, as a recognition of
what he had done towards helping to secure the pre-

mium.
It is not often that the life of one man covers so

wide a range of circumstance and condition as has
fallen to Joseph La Flesche. In his early days he was
a great warrior, winning the title of " The Iron Eye,"
because of his valor and power. He was versed in
Indian lore, and stood high if not highest in the rec-

ord of the tribe, as he could count hundreds of gifts

that he had made. He was skilful in Indian arts and
manufactures ; his arrows were strai^hj^- his weap-
ons keen ; his decoration tasteful. (Jreat as he was
in war and in Indian life, he was still greater in dis-

cernment of what the future of the race must be. He
was head chief and a leader of progress. While yet

the tribe moved out on its annual buffalo hunts he
sought to direct the thoughts of the people toward
agriculture and education. He had been connected
with the American Fur Company and had seen some-
thing of the country. He had visited the commer
cial headquarters at St. Louis, and traveled to Wash-
ington, when the way thither lay up the Ohio river,

by boat. He saw what was coming, and tried to help

the people to meet the change. He was the steadfast

friend of the missionaries, even before be became a
Christian, and in those days dared to brave the su-

perstitions of the people, and sought to break the

spells that enslaved them. He fought many a battle

with dishonest and grasping officials, and suffered in

consequence. In the allotment to the Omahas in

188.3, he became a pioneer. He left his farm of over

forty acres near the bank of the Missouri and started

afresh on the prairie some thirty miles away from his

old home. White men were to be his neighbors, and
be must grow bis timber and accept entirely new
conditions. To-day be lives in a comfortable house

be has built and paid for, has over 100 acres under
cultivation, a thousand young trees growing, and is

winning a place among the foremost farmers of the

country. Last week he led a company of Omahas to

the polls and crowned the long years of his varied

life by casting his vote as a citizen of the United

States.

The charities that soothe, and heal and bless lie

scattered at the feet of men like flowers.
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THE CLIMATE OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

BUT it is seldom cold in the Needles and the Mohave
Desert,—a shimmering alkaline waste: 85° in March,

and say 120° to 13U° in July. It does not matter.

The few people in the far-apart stations live in

houses that have a second detached roof, put on like

the fly of a tent ; and the heated, desolate passage is

a providential arrangement to lower the spirits of

the traveler to the enjoyment of the irrigated coun-

try recovered from the desert, in Southern California.

It is a veritable'jiaradise, as really such as the oasis of

Fayonm, in Egypt. Heavens! how the human eye
does crave the green color j how grateful it is for a

field of barley, a straight eucalyptus-tree, vines and
roses clambering over the houses, the lustrous foliage

of the orange groves starred with globes of gold

!

This is Paradise. And the climate? Perpetual

summer (but daily rising in price). There is no
doubt of this when you reach the San Gabriel Valley,

Pasadena, and Los Angeles. Avenues 6f eucalyptus,

pepper, and orange trees, two, three, four rows of

them, seven and eight miles long ; vast plumed fields

of oranges; the vine sfcpbs in the grape plantations

beginning to bud ; barley fodder (the substitute for

hay) well up and verdant
;
palmettos and other semi-

tropical plants, and all the flowers, an<l shrubs, and
vines, gay, rampant, vigorous, ever-blooming, in door-

yards, ganlens, overrunning trees, and houses,—surely

it is summer. There is snow sprinkled on the bare
ashy hills, butevery where in the plain is water, from
the unfailing mountain springs, running io wooden
conduits and ditches. 'You can buy this water at so
much an hour. All you need to buy is climate and
water,—the land is thrown in. It is warm in the
Bun,—the thermometer may indicate 70° ; it is even
hot, walking out through the endless orange planta-
tions and gardens that surround Los Angeles; but
there is a chill the instant you pass into the shade;
you still need your winter clothing, and if you drive,
or ride in the grip-cars over the steep hills, you
require a winter overcoat. The night temperature
throughout California is invariably in great contrast
to that in the daytime ; nearly everywhere fire is ne-
cessary at night the year round, and agreeable nearly
all the year, even in Southern California. I doubt
if It is ever pleasant to sit out-of-doors on the piazzas
at night, though it may be in the hotter months, in
the southern portion. But it is very confusing to the
mind of the new-comer to reconcile his necessity for
winter clothing to what he sees and almost feels ; in
short, to get used to the climate. The invalid is

thrown ofi his guard by appearances ; and I should
say that there is no country in tlie world where a
person needs to use more care about taking cold.
Yet this must be said : the air is bracing and life-

giving. I did not, in any part of the State, in walk-
ing or taking any sort of exercise, feel the least
fatigue. A " cold," therefore, for a person in ordinary
health and condition, is not the dragging, nearly
mortal experience thai it is apt to be in the East.
Then the crowning advantage of the country, even if

the climate is treacherous and needs watching in its
effects, is that one can be out-of-doors all the time,
nearly every day in the year. Meantime, he can eat

oranges, if he is not particular about the variety, and
get rich selling prospective or real orange groves to
Eastern people. But he will, never get over the sur-
prises and contrasts of the country. We went one
day, by rail, eighteen miles over the gentle hills,
from Los Angeles to its lovely seaport of Santa
Monica. Fine hotel, charming beach and sand bluSs,
illimitable Pacific Ocean. It was not a warm day nor
a cold day, just the ordinary kind of day to sell (I
suppose one could buy a day's climate there, or half
a day's, or swap off' a morning for au afternoon with
the real-estate brokers,—and every man and woman
is a real-estate broker), but we wore thick winter
clothing, and carried overcoats, which occasionally
were needed. Yet as many as seventy-five sane peo-
ple were bathing in the Pacific Ocean as if it had
been August! Flowers, fruits, summer bathing, and
winter overcoats,—you have to get used to it.— C/ia«.

Dudley Warner in Atlantic Monthly.

EDUCATIONAND LABOR.
MANY persons believe that under the present sys-
tem of education young people are acquiring a dis-
taste for manual labor, and that there is, consequent-
ly, danger that the tra<le and agricultural occupations
will be deserted by all but the most inefficient classes
of workmen. Much of the experience of English and
American society is in favor of this view, and the
tendencies in France appear to be in the same di-

rection. As an offset to what may be said in favor of
it. The London Spectator directs attention to the fact
that no dislike of work, even of the roughest charac-
ter, has appeared among two of the best educated
races. The Scotch, who have been taught for two
hundred years, and are now more thoroughly trained
than English national schoolboys, show no disposi-
tion to avoid labor, but are remarkable for persistent
and fairly contented industry. The Prussian peas-
ants, " who are as educated as the English will be
twenty years hence, work e.tceedingly hard, and in
the country, where their holdings are their own,show
none of the resentment at their fate which is mani-
fested in the towns in the form of Socialist aspira-
tions. Gardeners who all over Great Britain are the
best instructed of manual laborers, work, more espe-
cially when working for themselves, with unusual
diligence

; and it is a matter of constant observation
that a laborer who happens by any accident to be a
" bit of a scholar," can be depended upon when work
presses and every man is required. The people of
Rome, who can read and write, are far more diligent
than the Neapolitans, who cannot; and the best
workmen in Italy are those who have passed through
the army, and obtained what is practically an educa-
tion. There seems to be no d prion" reason why it

should be otherwise.

—

Popular Science Monthly.

No man liveth to himself, and no man dieth to

himself; and it is only when we remember this, and
how far-reaching is the influence of every human
action, good or bad, that we become aware of the im-
mensity and sacredness of our social obligations.—/.

W. Chadwick.
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ARCTIC FLORA.
THE polar flowers selilom have any perfume, and
the feiv that exhibit tliis delishtrul quality, however
feehle, are, I think, from that class that have crept
over the cold border marked by the Arctic circle

;

or, in short, none of the fifty mentioned—Eskimo
flowers, we might call them in a popular way—have
any appreciable odor.

The colors of these boreal blossoms are generallv
of the cold lints, as if in harmony with the chilly

surround ino;s, instead of the warm hues that would
break in upon the desolation with double eflect liy

sheer contrast where so few cheering sights are to be
seen. White and liglrfft'ellow predominate and these
colors seem associatenfcTMi frosts and cold weather,
for it appears, that tho^Wlowers we call "everlast-
ings," an. 1 n^ch are tliPlongest to defy th^nippings
of the coming winter weather, arc xnostly'Siinted! like

the northern snows and yelloW'nprJbei'Ti liglits.

It is in the degths of old octaiVjfQat' we find some
of the largest "^^^^-essions of plaiSpifiS in the" polar
zone. Here, w^in a short distdKce of shore, are
colossal kelps and other life that grow throughout
the year

;
of course, vegetating the most in the short

summer months.
Lund plants, as already said, are pigmies com-

pared with those of the sea, or even the correspond-
ing class in lower latitudes, and this dwarfed condi-
tion, a naturalist tells us, is not due so much to the
intense cold in the Arctic winter, as to the fact they
do not get enough warmth in summer to develop
them perfectly. Dr. Joseph Hooker mentions it as a
rare property of one of the graminere (the gra.sse.s),

TrisHum Subspicalum, that it is the only Polar species
known which is equally an inhabitant of the Arctic
and .\ntarctic regions.

—

F. Schiaalka.

TERRIFIC INUsDATION IN CHINA.
SAN FRAXCrSCO, December 15.—The steamship
City of Syilney, arrived this afternoon from Hong
Kong and Yokohama. Chinese papers give details
of a disaster occasioned by the Yellow River over-
flowing its lianks in the province of Honu, and de-
scribe it as one of the most appalling occurrences in
lo.ssof life and property recorded in recent times.

The river broke its banks on the evening of Sep-
tember 28, southwest of the city of Ching Chow, and
not only completely inundated that city, but also ten
other populous cities. The whole area is now a sea,
ten to thirty feet deep, where it was once a densely
populated and rich plain. The former bed of the
Yellow River is now dry, and the present lake was
the bed of the river centuries ago. Tiie loss of life

is incalculable, and the statement is made by mis-
sionaries that millions of Chinese are homeless and
starving.

Thomas Paton, one of the American missionaries,
writing from Honu Province, under date of October
28, says: "The newly-gathered crops, houses, and
trees are all swept away, involving a fearful lo.ss of
life. The country was covered with a fine winter
braid, wliich is gone, and implies complete destruc-
tion to next year's crop. 'Bread, bread,' is the cry
of thousands who are on the river bank. Benevolent

people go in boats and throw bread among the
masses here and there, but it is nothing compared
with the requirement.s. The mass of people is still
being increased by continual arrivals even more
hungry than the last. There they sit, stunned, hun-
gry, and dejected, without a rag to wear or a morsel
oi lood. Mat huts are being erected for them. What
It will be in two months I cannot conceive. The
misery is increased owing to the bitter cold weather."

Yellow River has long been known as China's sor-
row, and the present disaster has served to reassert
Its right to the terrible title. As yet details of the
disaster are very measprft It has occurred in a <lis-
tiict where but few foreigners are, and the reports

j

fornished by the officials and published in tlie Pekin
I Gazette convey a very inadequate account of the e.\-

j

tenfCf the lo.ss ofme and i.ropertv and the sufi-erincr

I

o|tlie survlvoK "The Governor in Honau reports to
t|^-Throne tjijat " nearly all the people have been
dtftwned in^he district reached Ijy the water, the.
siuivivors being those who escaped to the high ground
oi'took refuge in trees, where they remained till they
were rescued." |

*

This gives but little injS^ession a^ to what the ex-
tent of the di.^aster reallfis. *-

The Chinese, Times, in the province of Chihli,
where disastrous inundations have also occurred,
says there are 270,000 people homeless, representing
those whose lives were destroyed, and adds that the
misery in tliat province is trifling as coujjgmred with
that caused by Huango-ho, or the ^Yellow River.
The extent of ground swept o^Er by tbe overwhelm-
ing flood, given in English figures, is' over seven
thousand square miles, and land thus^ submerged
formed a part of one of the richest ant^ost densely
populated plains of Northern China. *Wie necessity
for liberal aid may, therefore, be imagi^d.

Already considerable sums have been contributed
toward the relief of the sufi'erers. The Emperor of
China has given two millions of teals,andXli6rChinese
have started a subscription list at Shanglmi, to which
foreigners have liberally contributed. JMIIlions have
been rendered houseless and entirely deprived of all

chances of earning their livelihood, for their fields
will either become permanent lakes or uninhabitable
swamps. It is feared that the distress which will
be felt during the coming winter will equal in in-
tensity the famine of ten years ago, when charita-
ble donations contributed from all parts of the
world were utterly inadequate. It is stated that
owing to the action taken by the Yellow River, it

no longer flows toward the sea, but see'ns content
in converting Eastern Honau ami Northern Nganw-
hui into a lake. It may ultimately flow into the
sea through the Kiangho, or it may even possibly
join the Yang-tse-Kiang.

Doing admirable things is quite difierent from
doing things for the sake of being admired. While
it is true that admirable deeiis do not always bring
admiration to the doer, it is also true that admiration
for the doer does not always signify that he has done
admirable deeds. The one thing certain is that
nothing is admirable that is done merely from a love
of admiration.

—

S. S. Times.
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